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Wednesday, 6 November, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITAP.Y TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Chambers of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Bui!ding 

Tokyo, Japan

1

Before:

PROCEEDINGS IN CHAMBERS 
On

Paper No. 508 - Application of 
the Defense in ro: Opening State
ments for each phase of the case 
for the Defense and summation for 
individual defendants, and in re: 
Defense Witnesses.

HON. SIR WILLIAM WEBB,
President of the Tribunal and 
Member from the Conricn'.v.alth 
Of Australia.

Reported by:
Julian Wolf 
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IMTFE
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Wednesday, 6 November, 1941

I NT ER NAT IONAL in LIT ARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Chambers of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

PROCEEDINGS IN CHAMBERS 
On

Paper No, 508 - Application 
of the Defense in re: Opening
Statements for each phase of 
the case for the Defense and 
summation for Individual de
fendants, and in re: Defense 
Witnesses,

Before:
HON. SIR WILLIAM WEBB,

President of the Tribunal and 
Member from the Commonwealth 
of Australia.

Reported by:
Julian Wolf 

Court Reporter 
IMTFE
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Apperrpnces:
FOR THE FROSECUTION SECTION:

MR. E. WILLIAMS
MR. SOLIS HORWITZ 

FOR THE DEFENSE SECTION;
MR. WILLIAM LOGAN, JR., Counsel for 

Accused KIDO, Koichi
MAJOR BEN BRUCE BLAKENEY, Cornsel for 

the Accused, TOGO, Shigenori end 
UMEZU, Yoshl.liro

MR. MICHAEL LEVIN, Counsel for the 
Accused KAYA, Okinori end SUZUKI,
Tciichl

MR. GEORGE YAMAOKA, Counsel for the 
Accused TOGO, Shigenori

MR. 0'"EN CUNNINGHAM, Counsel for the 
Accused OSHIMA, Hiroshi

DR. UZA^’A , Chief Jeprnese Counsel 
FOR THE OFFICE OF THE GENERAL SECRETARY. IMTFE:

EDWARD H. DELL, Judge.
Legrl Adviser to the Secret.rriet

MR. CHARLES A. MANTZ, Clerk of the Court
MR. H. W. DELANEY, Deputy Clerk of the

Court
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The Proceedings were begun at 0900.
mm 9m mm mm

THE PRESIDENT: This is a motion by the
Chief Japanese Counsel on behalf of all the accused —
I take it by Mr. Blakeney for the accused TOGO and 
UMEZU —  for permission to make several opening 
statements, in addition to a general opening state
ment for each accused.

V?ho is supporting the application?
Mr. Blakeney.
MR. BLAKENEY: This motion represents the

efforts of the planning committees of the defense to 
work outan expeditious method of presenting the defense. 
V'e do not want to be here another year on our part of 
the case.

THE PRESIDENT: '"ill it make for expedition?
MR. BLAKENEY: V'e think so, sir. v'hat we

have in mind in a general way is this : That we can 
assemble some parts, I would not say the considerable 
part, but some parts of our evidence into what I call 
phases, in the same way as the prosecution has done —  
into groups. We can group subject matters in such a 
way that the evidence bearing on those points will 
relate to a major or a considerable number of defendants. 
Therefore, the evidence would not have to be presented

%
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with duplication by individuals. I will say,frankly, 
we do not know yet how many of these phases there 
will be. There will be quite a few in number and we 
do not know what part of our evidence, speaking in the 
sense of a percentage, can be treated in this way.

The establishment of some sort of system 
in presenting the defense is a prerequisite to the 
Committees*making any detailed plans on how to present 
it. As I am sure you apprehend we have a tremendous 
problem of trying to get twenty-seven defendants, 
all represented by lawyers,to agree on almost anything; 
and this, I say, does represent our efforts to do that.

V'hat we hope to do by this motion is to be 
permitted not only to present our evidence in those 
phases, but,I assume, we would have the right to do 
anything any way, but to make concise statements of what 
each phase is and at the end, in accordance with 
ground two of the motion, to make summations not only 
on the behalf of each defendant, but general summations 
on these points as treated in phases.

Ground three of the motion in connection with 
witnesses has a similar intent. There are many,many 
witnesses whose testimony will be needed by anywhere 
from two to ten to fifteen defendants. V.Te think it 
would be terribly inefficient and time consuming if
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that testimony were all put in at once by the first 
defendant who happened gratuitously to call him, and, 
then, if subsequent defendants were compelled to refer 
back probably each of them would feel obliged to refer 
rather freely by reading the evidence to show how it 
fits into his case*

We suggest then, by this ground of the motion, 
that such a witness' testimony might be broken down.
He might testify for defendant'"A" on matters concerning 
defendant "A", then be excused and be recalled later 
by defendant "J" and give the testimony there which 
concerns that defendant. Our feeling is that that is 
the obviously efficient way to do it and I cannot 
see that it would be objectionable in any way.

In fact, this motion was discussed with Mr. 
Keenan before it was filed and he stated that he had 
no objection. I do not know whether that is your 
position, Mr. Williams.

MR. E. WILLIAMS: It is not a matter of
objecting at all. It is a matter for the absolute 
discretion of the Court.

There is only one thought that occurred to 
me in connection with it; that is your suggestion about 
the making of separate summations. It occurs to me 
that the prosecution will probably make a summation
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of the entire case and there is not any reason why 
summations should not be made in that connection 
Instead of summations of separate phases« as you 
suggested, I assume that each defendant has a right 
to'make a summation on his own behalf« but wh/. there 
should be a number of summations on different phases 
is something I cannot understand.

THE PRESIDENT: I think it is a bit early
to decide the summation point.

MR. BLAKENEY: Of course« the Indictment
•may be dismissed before we start.

To explain exactly what we had in mind there 
I will give you an example: No individual defendant 
wishes to take his entire time allowed for summation 
in order to argue the question of conspiracy. That 
is a matter of general interest which certainly ought 
to be argued and yet the place —

MP. E. ’"ILLIAMS: That was not the point
I was making. You were talking about the right to 
make separate summations as to different phases.

MR. BLAKENEY: That is a phase in our
definition.

MR. E. WILLIAMS: I thought you were referring
to chases in the sense that the prosecution had divided 
the case up into phases; Is that what you meant?



MR. BLAKENEY? Our phases would be different. 
V'e would have to divide the case according to our 
theory of defense, not according to the prosecution 
theory of prosecution. That is why we said such 
phases as may be deemed most expeditious and efficient.

MR. E. WILLIAMS? I just wanted to put that 
thought before the Tribunal, that with all fairness 
to the defendants there should be some system devised 
by which there will not be any unnecessary repetition 
in summation.

MR. BLAKENEY: Quite, that is precisely
our desire.

THE PRESIDENT? Major Blakeney, on the opening 
statements I suggest that what you propose would not 
be objectionable if we could say that all the opening 
statements, the general opening statement and the 
particular opening statements, will not take in the 
aggregate more than a certain number of days. That 
would be some safeguard against loss of time.

MR. BLAKENEY: Yes.
THE PRESIDENT? You could really make 

an estimate of what time the prosecution spent on 
opening statements. You should be able to spend at 
least as much time, I would think, as you have twenty- 
six men to defend. At the same time I think there were
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reasons for allowing the prosecution to have a number 
of opening statements which are not open to you.

MR. BLAKENEY: Yes, sir, that is why we have
taken the matter up on motion instead of assuming that 
it would be permitted.

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, they have had to cover
all the ground; yet no single defendant has to do so.
I can see v:hat you propose may lead to saving of time.
At first glance you might get the other impression.

MR. BLAKENEY: That is certainly the intention
of it,sir,as well as our belief that it will be 
accomplished*

THE PRESIDENT: Time could be safeguarded by .
reaching an understanding that the total time spent on 
openings will not exceed prosecution.

MR. BLAKENEY: Fixed as we are as to the
mechanics, that is to say, our planning committee 
is charged with the work of laying out the case, we 
cannot proceed to do so until we know whether it will 
be permitted to take up the question, say of conspiracy, 
open the subject, put on the evidence and later sum up* 
That is our dilemma. V'e must know whether taht can 
be done or whether each individual defendant must 
individually defend against the charges of conspiracy, 
which will In effect mean the same defendant twenty-
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six or twenty-seven times over.
V̂ e are not concerned with the question 

of time on openings at this juncture and we will be 
quite amenable to any reasonable provision in that 
regard.

THE PRESIDENT: On the other hand, the Court nay
further rulethat each defendant may state everything 
that he can bring to bear on his defense. We have to 
deal with it more acceptably. We have to consider 
the evidence against each and for that reason I have 
no doubt we would prefer to see each defendant say 
all that can be said in his own favor without having • 
to refer to what any other defendants said.

ÏR. BLAKENEY: Of course that would be done
in this sense: That in addition to evidence of general 
application of all defendants each defendant will then 
follow with evidence peculiar to him and we presume 
that in summation he would be expected to tie all 
those things together to make a complete whole.

TLE PRESIDENT: Of course, there are a number
of general statements which can be said, once, for all 
time, covering all the defendants —  the law particularly. 
I suppose there would be no difference among the 
defendants as to what the law is or may be.

MR. BLAKENEY: I hope so.
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ThE PRESIDENT* All that could be covered 
in one opening statement.

V’ell, with that safeguard I cannot see’ 
great objection to what you propose.

MR. LEVIN: Mr* President, I was going to
suggest that Mr. Blakeney did not refer to it, but I 
assume that in relation to the opening statement and 
the various phases -- the general opening statement —  
the Court will permit the defense to use their discretion 
as to the division of thatjin the event they wanted 
two or three or four members of the defense to make 
that type*of opening statement,the Court would have 
no objection provided it came within the time limit.
That was agreed upon or indicated by the Court. In 
other words, it is not —  I do not know what the final 
plan is among our grcup —  I have not heard it discussed, 
but it might bo that there may be a number* It may 
be desirable to divide the opening statement among 
the two or three or four that I have indicated and 
I assume there would be no limitation so far as the 
Court is concerned so long as we came within any order 
of the Court as to time. I have not discussed that 
with any of my colleagues in any way. The thought 
occurred to me during this discussion*

MR. BLAKENEY: I think I had better say for
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the record that the committees charged with planning 
these matters at this time have no such intentions 
as Mr. Levin says. It has not been decided. V*e 
have no scheme for trying to let every lawyer address 
the Court in the same opening statement. That is not 
our intention at all and I do not want it thought that 
it is. Of course, we have a groat many different 
lav/yers to contend with and we may have our own diffi* 
culties in that way, but if the Tribunal grants leave 
to do certain things and later feels moved to fix the 
time which may be occupied in doing them, we will worry 
out our own problem about who does.

THE PRESIDENT: On the matter of time you
might make some valuable suggestion Major Blakeney.
I think those time limitations were fixed in Germany. 
They may seem arbitrary, but they are done in every 
Court at times.

MR. BLAKENEY: We have not given any
consideration to that question, sir, because we assume 
that opening statements would be treated as they were 
for the prosecution and within the limits of conciseness 
we world not be limited, but that summations would 
probably be fixed as to a definite period of time.

THE PRESIDENT: Y/e had better leave summations
until a later date. We may have to leave them long



before the summations are held.
MR. BLAKENEYs You may. If it is the 

Tribunal’s desire our committees can work on the prob
lem of time and try to submit suggestions but —

THE PRESIDENT: These opening statements
and summations are a valuable part of the proceedings 
when you have got to distinquish between the case of 
each nf the defendants, deal with them separately 
as we must.

MR, E. ’«’ILLIAMS: I think I could make a
suggestion that would be very helpful to the defense.
If they would permit Mr. Cunningham to make all of 
their opening statements, his views as to the necessity 
of terseness and conciseness are so definite he would 
not take very much time.

MR. CUNNINGHAM: Your Honor. You are not
far wrong Mr. Williams, I will tell you that.

THE PRESIDENT: I do not intend to give a
decision today on a matter of this importance. I am 
quite sure each of my colleagues has certain views 
about this thing and I would like to consult them all. 
However, I do not think we will take long about it. It 
does appear to me that this safeguard about limiting 
the opening to a certain number of days in the aggregate 
should get over all the difficulties and what you
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propose certainly is not going to lead to confusion 
as far as I can judge, but a greater clarification.

MR. BLAKENEY; We hope so, sir.
MR. YAMAOKA: That is our intention.
THE PRESIDENT: I will reserve consideration

for that until I consult my colleagues.
(Whereupon, at 0913 the proceedings 

were concluded.)

)
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Press Release by the Japanese 
Embassy, dated 15 April 
1940
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1940
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KURUSU to Foreign Minis
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1940 9703
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August 1940 9707

1250-A 1023 Telegram from Foreign Minis
ter MATSUOKA to Ambossodor 
SKT GEI'ITSU, dat.~d 5 August 
1940 9712
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Foreign Minister, dated 
18 September 1940
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of State to Ambassador 
Grew, dated 3 September 
1940

Statement from Ambassador 
Orew to Foreign Minister 
I1ATSU0KA dated 19 
September 1940
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the Japanese Embassy to 
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dated 7 October 1°40

"A Memorandum Concerning 
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Cases in China" dated 
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from the American Ambassador 
in Japan (Grew) to the 
Japanese Minister for 
Foreign Affairs (MATSUOI'A) 
dated 17 December 1940 9778
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Ambassador's Note to the 
Foreign Minister dated 
17 December 1940 9779
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INTERNATIONAL MILITARY T? I BUNA L 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court Heure of the Tribun'? 1 
W:r Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

Thu- Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, same as before with the 

exception of the KONORABIS R. B. PAL, Member from 
India, not sitting.

For the Frosecution Section, same as before. 
For th-- Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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Y MARSHAL OF THE C^URT: The International i
e 1
1 ! Military Tribunal for the Tar East is now in session. 1

) a 11
■ G i THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present

n 3
' except OKATA, HIRANUKA and MATSUI, who are repre-
1& 4

\’I 5 j sented by their respective counsel. I have certif- !1
0

1
icates from the prison surgeon at Sugamo certifying

1 (>
/ IU. 7 to the continued illness of accused FIR/NUNA and

« 8 accused MATSUI and their inability to attend the

9 ! trial today. The certificates will be recorded and
1

!
t 10 : filed.

, 1 1 Hr. Williams. »i
1 12 MR. E. TILLIAMS : I continue with the i11

13 reading of prosecution exhibit No. 1009, beginning i
i

!
14 at paragraph numbered 4 of page 2: !
15 "4. That will America gain by fighting I

16 against Japan? Does America desire to conquer i

1
« 17 Japan and exterminate the YAMATO race? There may

t1
18 be none in America who cherishes such an idea. Even1 19 if sore may cherish such a dream, it would be abso-
20
21 lutely impossible to rea.lize it. Even if America

i could make Janan surrender, and enforce a cruel: 22
23 treaty upon the Japanese people, that might be

24 comparable with the Versailles Treaty, Japan would

25 break off such fetters or bonds within thirty years.
The restoration of Germany is an example. The

1,
fi
ll) —  ■ - ■■■ ---  —  -■ - - — —
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constitution of Japan is not matched by that of 
any other country. Japan has always overcome all 
national difficulties, by virtue of the unbounded 
grace of the Emperor. There is no doubt that the 
restoration of Japan will be wonderfully rapid 
rompared ’"ith Germany. The Emperor is indeed the 
eternal source of our national strength, ’’.'ithout 
understanding this unparalleled constitution, the 
Japanese nation can never be understood after all. 
In fine, the war between Japan and America would 
bring not only ruin upon the two countries, which 
should always be on friendly terms, but also the 
downfall of world civilization. America will gain 
nothing from the war, and calmly thinking, nothing 
is more absurd than the commencement of war.

'»5. If Japan and America were to fight 
each other, the Soviets would certainly move, and 
if Japan were completely defeated, as America 
desires, the Soviets would certainly sweep all over 
China and at once bolshevize the greater half of 
the Asiatic continent by taking advantage of the 
circumstances. Does America welcome such an event
uality? If Japan should submit to America, the 
situation in East Asia would indeed be terribly 
confused."

1I
i

I
i

I

I
I

ti

Ii

i
»I

\



"6. The diplomacy of our Empire is based 
upon the great principle of 'the "'orld a Home'
/T.N. HAKKO ICHIU/ and what Japan devotes itself 
to is the establishment of world-peace and the pros
perity, and Japan has never had such an intention as 
to attack America. And so we cannot understand why 
America is intent on arming against Japan. Japan 
and America should never be opposed to each other, 
but cooperate. But the speeches and moves of the 
statesmen in America against Japan are not only very 
stimulating, but also they seem to aim at large arma
ments sufficient to police the world. Such is not 
only regrettable for ueace in the Facific area, but 
also not to be recommended for America. I believe
that America should rot meddle in the ’living sphere’ j

i
of other powers, but be awakened to her original j
responsibility or mission towards the peace of the 1
world, and devote herself towards breaking the present j

i”’orld crisis, and should promote the viel fare of the 
people in the spirit of mutual assistance and conces- j 
sion of the world."

’7e now offer in evidence IPS document No. '
i
i
j
ii

i

219P (o9), which is taken from exhibit for identifi
cation No. 58. This is an excerpt from the press 
releases issued by the Department of State on June 13,



THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual

terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 21 OP (69) will receive exhibit No. 1010.
(T,,hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 101C and was received in evidence.)

MR. E. TILLTAMS : ’"e read prosecution
exhibit No. 1010:

"Press Release Issued by the Department 
of State on June 13, 1940 —  Excerpt.

"In response to inouiries from corres- 
nondents in regard to reports of the bombing of 
Chungking on June 12, the Secretary of State said 
that according to information which has reached the 
Department from official and unofficial sources, 
Chungking has been extensively bombed on each of 
several recent days and nn June 12 was intensively 
and indiscriminately bombed by more than one hundred 
Japanese planes; that casualties of June 12 among 
the ctvjl populace will probably number several 
hundred; that various buildings of the American 
Methodist Mission, including a church, were damaged 
by concussion."
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'*e offer in evidence IPG document No.
219P (70) from exhibit for identification No 58, 
an excerpt from the statement of Ambassador Grew 
to Foreign Minister FATSUOXA, Tokyo, September 13,
1940.

THE PR IDS IDENT : Admitted on the usual

terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 219P (70) v/ill receive exhibit No. 1011.
('"hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No, 1011 and was received in evidence.;

FE. E. "'ILLIAMS: I read from rrosecution
exhibit No. 1011:

"The American Ambassador in Japan (Grew) 
to the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs 
(ÜATSU0KA).

"Tokyo, September 13, 1940.
"Excellency: I have the honor to apprise

Your Excellency that I have received a. report through 
the American Embassy at Chungking th^t on August 1°, 
1940, the Lewis Memorial Church of the Methodist 
Episcopal Fission in that city, an American institu
tion, v;?s conpl- tely destroyed by fire resulting from 
incendiary bombs during the course of a series of
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raids upon Chungking by Japanese airplanes.
"I must add in this connection, lest it 

be thought that this case of repeated bombing of the 
sane American property in China is unique, that the 
instance of multiple Japanese bombings of the same 
American properties in Chins have been numerous.

"I have the honor to enter a most emphatic 
protest on behalf of my Government a gainst this re
newed attack upon the property of the Methodist 
■Episcopal T'ission at Chungking; to request that 
vour excellency be good enough to furnish me a 
prompt report upon t^is latest flagrant case; to 
reserve all rights on behalf of the American citizens 
and property involved; and to point out once more, 
as I have on mar.y previous occasions to Your Excel
lency's predecessors, the grave risk to the lives 
of American citizens in Chungking and in other parts 
of China entailed by these ruthless Japanese air 
combings the damage of which to the property of 
American nationals alone is sufficient evidence of 
their indiscriminate character."

HE. BLE,,rETT: If your IJonor please—
THE PRESIDENT : Hr. Rlewett.
MR. BLE",ETT: I ask the prosecution to

announce that he has skipped from 13833 (3) dov/n
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to 219P (69), end announce to the Japanese so that 

they can locate the proper pppers.
VSR. E. ''.'ILL I AMS: It bps already been

explained to the translators and everybody, your 

Honor.
MR. 3LE"/ETTi May I reiterate that request, 

sir? The counsel does not seem to think that it is
i

necessary but we knev: hov; to .skin it but the Japanese 
counsel are looking for the papers rnd they are quite j

I
at sea.

THE PRESIDENT : Hake ? brief statement for
the benefit of Japanese counsel.

MR. E. TILLIAMS : The first document which
I offered in evidence tv is norninf vas Mo. 136 on.

j
our list and the subsequent documents will follow ;
that number. !

i
If it please the Tribunal, ~-e offer in 

evidence IPS document No. 220C (2) fron Volume 2 of 
exhibit No. 53 for identificction. This is p press 
release by the Japanese Embassy, April Ie, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted o^ the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE C^URT: Prosecution's document

No, 220C (2) will receive exhibit Mo. 1012.
('"hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit
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MR. E. ’"ILLLAMS: r'e read prosecution
exhibit No. 1012:

"Press Release Issued by the Japanese 

Embassy on April 15, 1940.
"On being questioned by newspapermen 

concerning Japan's position with regard to possible 
involvement of the Netherlands in the ’European war 
and its repercussions in the Netherlands East Indies, 
Foreign Minister ARITA replied as follows:

'"’"ith the South Seas regions, especially 
the Netherlands Mast Indies, Japan is economically 
bound by an intimate relationship of mutuality in 
ministering to one another's needs. Similarly, 
other countries of East Asia, maintain close economic 
relations with these renions. That is to say, Japan, 
these countries and these renions together are con
tributing to the prosperity of East Asia through 
mutual rid and interdependence.

"'Should hostilities in Europe be extended 
to the Netherlands and produce repercussions, as you 
say, in the Netherlands East Indies, it vrould not only 
interfere ith the maintenance and furtherance of the 
above-mentioned relations of economic interdependence 
and of co-existence °nd co-prosperity, but would also
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five rise to an undesirable situation from the 
! standpoint of the pea.fe and stability of East Asia.
I In view of these considerations, the Japanese 

Government cannot tat be deeply concerned over any 
development accompanying an aggravation of the v/ar 

j in Europe that may affect the status quo of the 
Netherlands East Indies."'

I now offer in evidence IPS document 
No. 220C (3) —

THE PRESIDENT; Mr. Williams, at least 

one of my colleagues, if not others, is concerned 
: vith these jumps from diplomatic documents to

bombings. One document, exhibit 1006, is dated 
January, 1941. The bombings ro bach to June and 

j September, 1940. Could you give us any explanation 
of that? It may be simple; I do not know.

HR. E. ’"ILLIAHS: Yes, I can explain it.
There were a series of some thirty documents, in odd

(
( numbers, which through some error got into the wrong
i
; place in our order of proof. As soon os we discovered 
I that ve skipped dovn to the proper order.
iI THE PRESIDENT: "fe expect chronologicalII
; order, or logical order, or order of subject matter, 
and we are not getting any.

MR. BROOKS; If the Tribunal please, I_____
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would like to call attention to the Tribunal, 
starting with exhibit 967 yesterday to 976, those 
documents all listed the year as 1938 but the months 
were not in chronological order. The documents 977 
to 979 were for the year 1936 —  quite a difference.

THE PRESIDENT: "'e are with you, Captain
Brooks, but there is no need to go into details.

MR. BROOKS: Throughout that period of
continuing documents there is also that interchange 
of dates and years vb.ich is confusing. It puts 
emphasis, special emphasis, on certain points with
out giving the thought or the chronological theory 
or development that was taking place in the State 
Department policy. The defense ’"as been reluctant 
to bring this to the Court's attention thinking 
there was some logical explanation, but here is a 
list of 457 documents arranged in the sequence that 
we see it there and it has been thus for some time.

THE PRESIDENT: ,ve expect an orderly
presentation and will insist on getting it.

13. E. ’’’ILI-IAT'S: I nay say that Mr. Hardin
in arranging these documents -- and this does not 
apply to that one group of some thirty documents 
that I spoke of -’hich -as an inadvertence —  has 
tried renerally to follow a chronological order but

i
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in some places he has deviated from that for the 
purpose of completing a certain subject nrtter.

THE PRESIDENT: That "ould be desirable

but have you done it?
MR. E. ’''ILL I/.US : All I can say is that

Mr. Hardin stated that ’"as v.hat he had attempted 
to do and I think he has done a reasonably rood 
job under th . circumstances. It is impossible to 

attain perfection.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH: If your Honor please, immed

iately before the phases start, ’"e pet a list of 
numbers and ir. or . er to keep up -ith the work, re 
have our secretary sort these papers in chronological 
order according to the numberinp piven us. 7e have 
not received any nev; list of numberinp and counsel 
are required to skip throuph this bale of paper.
"’e find most of the time the documents have been 
read before • Te can even locate the paper, and I 
submit to your Honor, if the prosecution is poinp to 
follow a ner order, they oupht to rive us a ner 
list..

THE PRESIDENT : ’>'es, if the order is
char.ped the defense must be notified rell in advance.

Tn>. E. "'TLI.I/.M3: If your Honor please,__
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THE PRESIDENT: 7’ell, the Court is insisting
on a change. 'Ve want, as I said before, orderly pre
sentation.

”R. E. WILLIAMS: Vie now offer in evidence
I. P. S. document Ko. 220-C(3) rroo Volume II of exhibit 
for identification 58, which is an excerpt of press 
release by the Department of State, Washington, April 
17, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE C0TRT: Prosecution's document

Ko. 220-C(3) will receive exhibit Ko. 1013.
(Whr reu^on, the above-mentioned docu

ment was marked prosecution’s exhibit No. 1013 
and received in evidence.)

R. E. WILLIAMS: V/e read prosecution's ex

hibit Ko. 1013:
"PRESS LEASE ISSUED BY THE DÉPARTÎT:’? CF STATF CM

April 17, i?40
"Intervention in the domestic affairs of the 

Netherlands Indies or any alteration of their status quo 
bv other than peaceful processes would be prejudicial to 1

Ithe cause of stability, peace, and security no' on^y in |i
the re 'ion of the Netherlands Indies but in the entire j 
Pacific area.

"This conclusion, ba<x*d on a doctrine which has 
universal application and "or which the TTnited States un-
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J" equivocally stands, is embodied in notes cxchrngcd or,
1  j
! November 30, 3.908, between the United States and Japan

2 ; in which each of the two Governments stated that its3 !
s ! policy was directed to the maintenance of the existing
 ̂j status quo in the region of the Pacific Ocean. It is

reaffirmed in the notes 'which the United States, the
British Empire, France, and Japan —  as earties to the 

7 t

j treaty signed at 'Washington on December 13, 1921, re- 
y j lating to their insular possessions and their insular 
lf) j dominions in th~ region of the Pacific Ocean— sent to 
n the Netherlands Government on February 4, '’922, in which
,2 each of those Governments declared that 1 it is firmly 
13 resolved fo respect the rights the Netherlands in
j, relation to their in su], a r possessions in the region

I of the Pacific Ocean.*"

23 I 

2-1

23
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j ’.Ve now of for I. P. S. document No. 220-C(4)
! in evidence fron Volume II in exhibit for identifies-1I
|tion 58, excerpt fror memorandum by Ambassador Grew in
I
'Jaoan, dated June 10, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
I CLERK CF THE COURT: Prosecution's documenti
No. 220-C(4) will receive exhibit No. 1014,
' (".'hereupon, the above-mentioned dccu-
I

rent was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1014
!
! and received in evidence.)
' ."R. E. V/ILLIA-IS: v'e read prosecution exhibit
1014:

"jœiioranixîi.: by the a::b;ssador in japan (grfav)
! "(TOKYO,) June 10, 1940

"After his openin'" remark above referred to, the ' 
jîli mister had comm en ted that. the bulk of the United States
I
ifleet remains 3n Hawaiian waters. Ky reply was that
|p>vaii is American territory end that one of our most .»
I important nmval norts is that of Pearl Harbor, and I v;ent !
Iion to say that the fact that our fleet remains in Hawaiian 
’waters represents no threat whatsoever to Japan. The 
Minister, hewev'r, replied that the continued stay of our 1 
fleet in those waters oenstitntes an innliod su. sol cion of 1i
the intentions of Jspan vis-a-vis the Netherlands East !

25 Indies and the Couth Seas, and ho desired catoporicallv to
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assert that Japan entertains no territorial ambitions. 
Quite to the contrary, he added, Japan is exerting her 
best efforts to oromote good relations with her neigh
bors, and he cited rs an cxamnle that a non-agpression 
pact is to be signed within a few days with Thailand, 
The emphasis which the Minister placed upen this matter 
is an indication of the important effect on Japanese 
consciousness of the stay of our naval forces in 
Hawaii."
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Now, if it t>lease the Tribunal, y/e have a 
series —  1589 series —  series of documents relating 
to relations between the United Kingdom, the British 
Empire on the one hand, and Japan on the other. No. 
1589-A is a telegram No. 3930, fron Ambassador SHIS-E- 
J'lTSU in London to Foreign Minister ARITA, dated 
February 13, 1940.

v;e offer I. P. S. document No. 1589-A in
evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1589-A will receive exhibit No. 1015.
(v'hereunon, the above-mentioned docu

ment was marked urosecution1s exhibit No. 1015 
and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Blewett.
MR. BLEVTSTT: If your Honor please, this

document now offered and the following one do not have 
certificates or any source of authenticity. I notice 
that the balance of the numbers from 1589-C onwards 
have certificates. I should like to inquire of the 
prosecution regarding the source of these two docu
ments .

’vR. E. Y/ILLIAHS: The documents on their face
show that they come from the Foreign Office of the

I
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1
2

3

4
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Japanese Government. They v?ere provided by Hr. Con.yns 
Carr, representing the United Kingdon, end if it is 
necessary tc have any additional certificate, the,y 
v/ill b-~ provided in due course.

THE PRESIDENT: There should be a certificate
showing where -it came from.

MR. E.J7ILLIAHS: Hay it be received condi
tionally?

9
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THE PRESIDENT: Admitted conditionally and
otherwise on the usual terns.

Read it,please.
Are you not going to read it?
13. E. WILLIAMS: You have not given it a

number yet.
CLERK OF THE COURT: It has been.
THE PRESIDENT: It has been numbered.*

CLERK OF THE COURT: 1015.
HR. FURNESS: If the Court please, I believe

we received these documents yesterday afternoon.
1-3. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecution’s exhibit

No. 1015:

"COPY O'’ TFLFCHAH No. 3930. From Ambassador ST’I0FHI?ST1 
in London to Foreign Minister ARITA. Dispatched from 
London February 13, p.m., 194-0. Received at this 
Ministry February 14, a.m., 1940.
"Section in Charge 
"No. 221 (Secret Code)"

A
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"(Top Secret, per Embassy long-distance /m.U. 'Kan-cho'/ 
Code)•

*Jr. the interview with Vice-M inister BUTLER on the 8th,
I he told SHIGEKITSU that Foreign Minister HALIFAX had 

said that 30th was the memorial day of signature of 
Anelo-Japanese A llian ce . I t  was not bv mere chance.

I

I Foreign Minister HALIFAX who assumed the o ffice  ju stI
I l ik e  Lord LsANSDO'VNE, from the viceroy of Ind ia, always 

studied the d e ta ils  of conclusion of Anglo-Japanese 
! A lliance and was influenced by Lord LANSDOYvRE. The 

Vice-M inister told me that Foreign Minister believed 
in  the p o s s ib ility  of solving p ra c t ic a lly  a l l  in te r
national questions through negotiation, Lord LANSDOTOE 
had proposed to open a negotiation with GFFf’ANY in |
1917 when the former great war was in the climax which 
Foreign Minister already studied and also that a l
though i t  might be impossible to take into considera
tion of negotiation in  the present condition of the 
war, i t  was interesting to find common facts between 
both cases. I  hope i t  w ill furnish you with some in 
formation."
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t j v’r tender in evidence I. P. S. document
~ 15 8̂9-B, .another telegram fron Ambassador SHIGEIÎITSU
i

3 i in London to Foreign Minister ARITA, dated larch 23,
4 ; I940, being telegram No. 7657.
5 THE PRESIDAT s Kr. Blewett.
6- HR. BLE7/ETT: Hay I remind the Court that
7 I wo interpose the sane objection to this document, please. 
» THE FRSSIDENT: Admitted on the same terns as
9 the previous document.
10 CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
11 No. 1589-B will receive exhibit No. 1016.
12 (’'/hereupon, the above-mentioned ducu-
13 ! ment was narked prosecution's exhibit No. 1016

!
14' and received in evidence.)
15 I HR. E. TILLIAMS: 7e read prosecution's ex-
16 ,

!

1 7  !
18 j
!19 !!

20 I

21 
22 '

23 Ii
24 '
25 Î

hibit 1016:
"TELEGRAF No. 7657. From Ambassador SHIGEÜTSU 

to Foreign Minister ARITA. Code cumber. Dispatched P.H. 
23 March 1940. Deceived P.M. 24 March 1940.

"No. 45? (Embassy Long Distance Code).
"The solution of FINLAND question gave a re

markable b) o*" to the politico) conditions of both GREAT 
BRITAIN and FRAN'CE, consequently general policies of both 
countries, especially that for SOVIET UNION will be dis
cussed thoroughly. In the coming Easter holidays, as
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they are just after the political change in FRANCE, 
the British Government authorities are presumed to |I
contemplate British foreign nolicics, so I took it
advantageous for disposal of China Affairs from the !

)
point of vier of our international relations to explain ■ 
fully beforehand the establishment of v’ANG's government

I
new in progress and our attitude for it to British side,1 
therefore,in the evening of 21st, I visited Vice-IIinis- | 
trr BUTLER in the Foreign Office and had the following • 
private talk:- i

"1. First of a.]], I explained fully the devel
opment of nor state of things in CHINA based uoon the 1 
nev/s broupht by * Uomei* recently, for reference of 
Foreign Minister;-

"(a) As the previous activity of ,e’ANG Ching- j 
v/ei, I explained KONOYEfs three principles which consti- j 
tute fundamental relations between JAPAN and CHINA,
next as Chinese side, the relation between Peiking j

iand Nanking governments as well as measures for in- j  

tcrnal relation of Kuomintang. J
"(b) Next I explained in detail the organiza

tion and decisions of the whole national assembly held , 
after Y/ANG's entry into Nanking on 17th and that the 
new central government would be established on March 
30th by the Chinese for CHINA and the Chinese; (omis-
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sion) and its administrative policies ore cooperation 
for pcrce at home end abroad es vre 11 ns anti-commun- jI
ism; and further, I j

"(c) explained that the Japanese policy for j 
it v/as to do the purport so often explained thoroughly, , 
that is, to establish peace and order as well as co
operation in CIINA, not to exclude any other than com- 1 
muni stic and Bolshevik elements who plot confusion and j 
conflicts, and to offer cooperation and friendship for I 
that purpose; this policy will be warmly received by j 
both Chinese and foreign nationals, therefore,it must 
be o matter for congratulation if some compromise would l 
be found between the new central government and Chung- , 
king government based noon the above-mentioned purport; 
in short, it was a pivotal ooint to exclude the Bol- \i
shevism ns a source of confusion and to recover the j

!
pence and order; and 1 told him that British government, 
would understand the Japanese attitude, as the former j 
had the most economic interest in CHINA. j

t

"2. BUTLER said that British Government could I
I

not immediately change her policy of having recognized 
Chungking Government as the formal Chinese government, , 
but he understood my explanation and hoped the new 
government would be successful; as for Tientsin prob
lem, he further issued an Instruction today (he cx- !
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x plained the contents of the instruction) which would 
, prove of service for the settlement of the problem;
 ̂ the settlement of Tientsin problem just at the time of 

4 : the establishment of v’ANG*s Government is a 'gesture'
! on the part of Britain expressing her desire to be of 
any service. (I told BUTLER that, according to news
paper information, recently Ambassador CFAIGIE pro
posed to our Foreign Minister ARITA the strong attitude 
of BRITAIN for the execution of the war; for this BUTLER

,0 ; said that, according to the dispatch from the Ambrs-
i

tl j sador he seemed to have explained Premier CHUPCHILL's
!

12 ! speech in detail, it was not by thc.ir specific instruc
ts i tion.)

14 "3. I asked BUTLER about the expulsion of
15 jBrit from Labor Darty and SOVIET UNION'S problem, for

»

16 ! which BUTLER explained as follows:-
17

18

19
I

20 

21 

22

23

24

25

"I am a contact man with the Labor Party in 
reference to diplomatic problems. The Labor °arty 
wishes to avoid to oocn hostilities against SOVIET 
UNION, but this opinion is getting in the direction 
of becoming stronger. The communistic elements as 
Brit who arc under the direction of H0SC01” are being 
boycotted; consequently the public opinion of BRITAIN, 
to soy nothing of the Government itself, is getting 
stronger against SOVIET UNION within the limits of
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avoiding war. The causes may be found in (1) firm 
attitude of FRANCE against SOVIET UNION, (2) advance
ment of understanding and realization of dangerous 
propaganda at home and abroad or destructive activi
ties of SOVIET UNION.

"(3) Necessity of beating SOVIET UNION (by I
the blockade or other means) in the execution of the j 
war against GERMANY. The anti-SOVIET feeling of 1
Scandinavian countries was getting heightened, -and ! 
anti-Bolshevik sentiments of NORTH and SOUTH AMERICA 
are observed to be very strong. WELLES also seemed to 
be aware of danger of SOVIET-UNI ON."
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THE FRESIDENT: The Members of th* Tribunal
find it difficult to soo ^uch value in all this 
material that you arc reading. Has any judgment boon 
exorcised in making selections? One of m.y colleagues 
fails to see any link between the last three documents. 
It certainly is not n s y  to sec one.

I'R. E. Y/ILLIAHS: These particular documents
were selected by Hr. Coiryns Carr, who unquestionably 
had in r.ind the definite object that he had in view 
in reference to the diplonatic relations between Japan
and the United Kingdom.

THE FRESIDENT: The objection is not so much
to the election of the documents, but to the selection 
of the readings fror them.

HR. E. '-/ILLIAMS: I think the balance of
the document will urobably answer your Honor's objection, 

(Reading continued): "4. I told him that
there seemed to be many reasons why Ja PÀN and BRITAIN 
“ay po further with the understandings in future taking 
a wide view of things of Anglo-Japanese relations from 
the point of view of national policy of JAPAN toward 
CHINA as well as general situations of the world. If 
~y view is not mistaken, the authorities of both coun
tries shculd strive to take measures to bring about 
this collaboration and it is also necessary to conquer
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j every difficulty. Vice-i'inister BUTLER replied that 
j he had felt the outline of ry talk v/as felt as if a large 
picture had been painted with reference to international 
relations of the world and he was of the sane opinion.

"5. Furtherroro, I discussed concrete prob
lems. (1) I called his attention based on concrete 
examples. First of a1! I asked hin how he thought of 
retint propagandists activities of left elements in 
spite of the necessity of striving for not to deteriorate 
the relations of both countries, especially if there 
night be any means to guide the attitudes of Reuter 
and BBC (Radio Broadcast) as the development organft 
of public opinion; it is hard to understand th*'t BBC 
broadcast the speech of Lord CECIL who attacked 
GERMANY and JAPAN as invaders; furthermore, it was said 
that the Information Mnistry had offices not only in 
Tokyo but also in Hongkong and Shanghai; the communi
cations of these reporters should have been guided to 
go along the line of national policy, without being 
imposed upon bv propaganda.

"BUTLER replied th^t as for BBC, various 
conditions at the time of its establishment often 
erbarrassed them but bv the proper moans they would 
call its attention to this matter; for Reuter the same 
means ”’ould be taken. Times must already have been
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improved; CECIL had no social influence nowadays and 
it was quite imprudent to act in such a way; Reuter’s 
actions in Tientsin was also wrong.

"In short, ho said that he would take into 
consideration what I had said. (2) Next, as concrete 
problems of negotiations, I /SHIGEIÎITSU/ proposed 
natters of trading and shinping of German goods and 
I also explained that JAPAN would continue to hold 
firm insistence an her neutral right; various obstacles 
for trade had excited both Japanese Government and 
people and its counter-measures would also affect the 
general situations. So I expressed ry earnest hope 
to remove such obstacles. Individual problems shall 
be negotiated by Councillor 0KAM0T0 but I expressed ry 
earnest hope th't the British side would also make her 
best exertions. Furthermore I have demanded their 
considerations about the questions of obstacles for 
trade and shipping of goods.

"BUTLER asked mc that Japanese side would 
understand likewise the standpoint of BRITAIN and also 
pay attention to the sane requirements of British side 
and he promised that 5ritish side had no objection to 
rake hor best exertions in this natter.

"Finally BUTLER said that he would report 
today’s interview to Foreign îlinister tonight. After

i
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MR. E. WILLIAMS: V/e offer in evidence
I. P. S. document No. 1589-0, being telegram 
No. 12998 from SHIGEMITSU to AHITA dated May 
13, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's
document No. 1589-C will receive exhibit No.
1017.

(•»/hereupon, the above-mentioned 
document was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. IOI7 and received in evidence.)

MR. E. V/ILLIAMS: ve read prosecution
exhibit No. 1017;

"Copy of Telegram. General Number 12998. 
'Cipher Code.* From Ambassador SHIGEMITSU to 
Foreign Minister ARITA. Dispatched from London 
May 13, p.m., 1940. Received at this Ministry 
May 14, p.m., 1940.

"No. 771 (Ambassador's Code)
"1. The invasion of German army into 

HOLLAND and BELGIUM has caused the direct conflict 
with British and French armies and it is evident that 
HITLER made up his mind to stake all on this under
taking as seen from the declaration of the exDedition



it After occupation of coast lines of HOLLAND and 
BELGIUM, the German army may be hard to foresee 
if they settle in positional warfare for a time,
•out judging from the public opinion of ITALY, 
although HITLSH's present enterprise has been 
aroused by the positive nolicy of BRITAIN and 
FRANCE, the scale may be far larger than that 
generally supnosed. If he will succeed, he v/ill 
not leave his army onlv in occupation of HOLLA!® 
and BELGIUM. Therefore, it is of courre necessary 
for us to make arrangements taking into consideration 
every possibility.

"2. Our national policy for South Seas 
may be determined based upon that already adopted 
for butch East Indian problems and we may make 
headway on three points, viz., (a) JAPAN has no 
intention of changing the status quo on the whole,
(b) neither belligerent nor neutral country shall 
interfere with the status quo. (c) Interests of the 
natives should firstly be considered (of course these 
three points may be expressed in proper order and 
circumstances) (Refer telegram No. 1593 of last 
year).

"3. From the above mentioned standpoints, 
if we investigate the relations with the UNITED STATES
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or SOVIET UNION or belligerent countries in general, 
it is the urgent need to take measures to make con
ciliation of JAPAN and CHINA as Orient?1 people in 
order to establish firmly our leading position in 
EAST ASIA. As v/e are leading Chinese people in most 
of the things nowadays, the conciliation of WANG 
and CHIANG or that of CHIAKG .and JAPAN may be advan
tageous to us regardless of its conditions. Unless 
v/e shall have promptly settled Chinese questions, v/e 
shall be placed in a disadvantageous situation, ir
respective of the development of situation.

"Even if HITLER's success on land may bo 
decisive, Naval Fowors of BRITAIN and FRANCE may remain 
strong enough. Or even if FRANCE may be overwhelmed, 
the war will not be ended. GERNANY is in the internal 
condition to meet the needs of continuing victories, 
while BRITAIN and FR\NCE have snocial characteristics 
to solidify the national union by the defeat. This is 
an important matter not to bo overlooked. If HITLER'S 
success on land will be kept in check, the powers of 
BRITAIN and FRANCE v/ill remarkably rally. In any case, 
the change of situation hereafter is getting more and 
more important, and by the backing of SOVIET UNION 
the situation will be more and more complex. Taking

I
into consideration of the superiority of GERMANY on
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land ant that of BRITAIN and FIANCE at sea, wo have 
to apply our national policies for CHINA and COUTH 
SEAS, in accorc'anca with the policy to make our 
situation in the EAST ASIA firm anc stable. The 
most part of this cable may be the repetition of 
my former one, but I care to send in view of the 
present situation.

"Cabled to Ai ERICA, FRANCE, TURKEY, GERMANY 
and ITALY.

"ASK ITALY to cable to GERMANY."
THE PRESIDENT; Probably the only part of 

that worth reading was paragraph two anc the last 
sentence of paragraph three.

MR. S. WILLIAMS*. Exhibits 1015 and 1016 —  
if the Court please, may I say in reference to exhibit 
1015 and 1016 that the original certificates are 
attached to the original documents which were filed 
with the Court. Apoarently there has been —  I am 
afraid there has been a failure to serve copies on the 
defense. That will be remedied.

We offer in evidence I. p, s. document No. 
1589-D, being telegram No. 14597 from 3HIGBIÎITSU to 
ARITA dated May 25, 1940.

THE FRESIDEr^T ; Captain Brooks.
MR. BROOKS ; If the Court please, defense
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finds the certificates proper on the other tv>o 
documents that were admitted conditionally.

THE PRESIDENT: Thon the condition has boon
met in each case. The document Inst tendered is 
admitted on the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 1589-0 will receive exhibit No. 1018.

(V/hereupon, the above-mentioned docu
ment v/as marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1018 
and received in evidence.)
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■ JR. E. WILLI ALS ; ' We rond prosecution’s 

exhibit 1018:
”C0: Y OF
TELEGLAL. No. 145°7. From Ambassador S'lIGI.UTHJ 

to Foreign Minister ARITA, Despatched 
from London, May 25, P»!"», 1940.
Received at this Ministry, May 26, p.m., 
1940. Cede Cipher.
No. 868 (Ambassador's Code)

”1, In spite of desperate efforts of British 
and French armies, the general trend of the lend action 
on the Belgium-French border line has already been made 
clear. Although the battle will be further continued 
under the firm resolution of both BRITAIN and FRANCE, 
it is needless to say that, re ere required to cope with 
whatever change in the international situation may 
occur. As for JAPAN, as the result of present war, 
she should shoulder willy-nilly the resronsiblity for 
the stability of EAST A€IA, which occupies one third 
of the world, so I thirk it may be advantageous to 
strengthen our position there even a little in order 
to take an active part in the future international 
arena.- I think this measure will be of service to 
secure the foundation to cope with international si+u- 
atiens after the war regardless of the issue of
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belligerent renders.
’*2. From the above-said. coint of view, as I 

have already proposed, es fas as JAPAN takes the lead 
of general situations in CHINA, it is necessary to 
take measures to conciliate with various parts or 
powers with reference to CHINA problems, but if we 
leave the China-Japenese relations in the great dis
cute, EUROPE end AMFJilCA will take advantage of this 
chance and our international position will be restric
ted after the war end our future diplomacy will suffer 
difficulties.

"3. In th is  case, in  order to crevent the 
war to scread into the IAPT ASIA, we had better take 
measure once again.

"(a) JAPAN will inform her intention
to various powers formally end at 
the same time take measure to rea
lize her desire of the withdrawal 
of the troops of the belligerent 
powers from CHINA, as expressed by 
us at the beginning of the war.

"(b) JAPAN must reconsider the declara
tion of 'Three hundred-miles Prin
ciple' (Act of warfare cannot be 
permitted tacitly in the area three

*
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1 hundred miles off the coest of
JAPAN, MANCHURIA and CHINA. This 

. does not involve the territorial
v'aters of JAPAN) after the fashion 
of both North and South American j 
countries (according to the explan- !

I ation of Brazilian Ambassador in J
' this country, ’Three hundr*-d-miles j

principle’ will be prorosed by 
! NORTH and SOUTH AMERICA after the
. war to be adopted as an international !
1 I
1 agreement.) j
1 "Of course, it is more effective to take these !
iI measures by diplomatic procedure, rather than under the (
1 .. Ipressure of military side nor of public opinion. !
: "I proposed these opinions from the coint of
view of strengthening our diplomatic foundation in the t

‘ Jcase of completion of the war. j
"Cabled the same to America, Italy and France. !

■ I
I "Asked Italy to cable to Germany."

i

25
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Nov; we o ffer IPS document No. 1589-E, te le 
gram No. 17,724, from SHIGEl'ITSU to ARITA, dated 
June 19, 1940.

THE. PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’ s document

I

No. 1589-E w il l  receive exh ib it No. 1019.
(Whereupon, the document above

mentioned was marked prosecution’ s exhibit
No. 1019 a.nd received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIAMS: (Eee.dirg)

«•COPY OF TELEGRAM No. 17724
"From Ambassador SHIGEMITSU 
To Foreign Minister ARITA

"Despatched from London, p.m., June 19, 1940 
"Received at this Ministry, p.m., June 20, 1^40 

"No. 1040 (Embassy Long Distance Code)
"It is needless to say that it is cuite advan

tageous to make use of European V/ar to strengthen the 
position of Japsn in the East Asia. For that purpose 
I cable following items regarding Outgoing Telegram 
No. 922, which I have noticed:

"1, It is cuite important to watch the atti
tude cf the United States to say nothing of paying 
attention to the condition of France, in the case of 
taking positive -'olicy for French Indo-China and others,"

i
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"•Et may be difficult for the United States to enter 
the war before the election, but no one can fore
tell that Japanese activity will not excite here.

! (Full investigation must be done- Æcmeorning finon-
4 !
i cial end economical matters of both Britain and the-) !

r I United States, to say nothing of their naval rowers.Ö i

?
8
9

• 10 
U 
12 
13

I If the surrender of France will be realized, her 
plantations in South Pacific Ocean will be probably
interfered with by .Australia and in: that case Japan 
may grasp the opportunity to take positive activity; 
but as for our activity, neither discussion of press 
will be allowed nor news will be published except 
those intended by -»-he Government. 

l4 : "2. Eut it is most important for our for-
I

13 ! eign policy to state that Japan is gravely concerned
I

iCi with the stability of East Asia (including Pouth Seas),
17 and is resolved that the spread of European war must
18 be prevented, and is taking policy to exclude the con-
19 ditions destructive to the said stability and also

I

io, to prevent those which may be destructive, especially
21 j to make clear that Japan will net tolerate to leave
22 ! Orientals and East Asie districts as the plantation'
23

24

25

and obiect of trade to be exploited by capitalism of 
Europe and I think it is the best chance to elucidate 
our fundamental policy relating to last Asia and

I
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Orientals today (which will yield good results in 
Chinese problems); and it is most important as the 
background of our foreign policies.

"3. If the districts of Fast Asia and South 
, Seas, which is so-called living area (‘Lebensreum’) , 
should be owned by r certain greet nower, Japan would 
be drivert to dare the risk of war with that country 
end the stability of East Asia would be deteriorated. 
Therefore, I think it is of necessity to take courage 
to prevent it today. I believe that Germany end 
Italy will fully understand this matter.

"4. British Tmpire has elucidated that she 
will continue the war to the end even if France would 
surrender end stated her confidence even if the Ger
man army should invade England. But, anyhow, it is 
clear that the topographically Greet Britain will 
not be so simply invaded es France and attention 
must be paid to the future development. As it is 
evident that the influence of Europe to Orient will 
be remarkable reduced after the war, Japan had better, 
I presume, take advantage of this opportunity to est
ablish our position in East Asia firmly.

"Cabled, to Britain, Germany end Italy."



THE PRESIDENT: Major Funif-ss, i
MR. FURNESS: If the Court pler.se, we re

ceived these documents yesterday with a great many 
other documents, I have not had time to have the 
translation checked end wish to reserve my right to 
question it if the check which I will later make shows ! 
it should be questioned, I am referring to exhibits 
1015 to 1019.

THE PRESIDENT: Yes,
MR. F. W I LLIAMSWe tender in evidence |

IPS document No. 1589-F, telegram No. 20,394» from i
I

KUBUSU in Berlin to Minister ARITA, dated July 10, j 
1940. I

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms, !
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1589-F will receive exhibit No. 102t/.
(Whereupon, the document above 

mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1020 and received in evidence.)

NR. E. Y/ILIIAKS: We read prosecution's
*

exhibit No. 1020:
"TELEGRAM No. 20,394. From Am
bassador KURUSU in 3erlin to Foreign 
Minister ARITA on July 10, 1940. |
No. 870-1 (Chief Code)
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I

"Concerning your telegram No. 427.
"From Ambassador SATOî-

"After long absence of Foreign Minister 
RIBBEKTROP, we could see him at last in Berlin on 
8th of this month. I interviewed him for about an 
hour and twenty minutes accompanied by Ambassador 
KURUSU and Minister KAWAI and exchanged views with 
birr which may be summarized as follows

"1. To begin with I tendered Japanese 
Government’s congratulation to GERMANY’s steady 
progress towards the establishment of new order in 
EUROPE and especially great siccess achieved in 
FRANCE. I expressed that at this opportunity of 
passing Berlin, I should like to corvo” the opinions 
of the Japanese Government by the order of the same 
and as I shall soon be back home, I should like to 
carry the opinion of the German Government to JAPAN,j

j and explained items listed in the telegram stated 
above. Further I stated that takirg for granted

iI
i RIBBEKTROP already knew the views of Japanese Govern-
I ment on problems of DUTCH EAST INDIES and FRENCH
I
J INDO-CHINA through the successive explanations of
!

I Ambassador KURUSU to Foreign Vice-Minister, so I
j expressed my hope to hear the- opinions of HIBBEN TROP!
j on the same matter. RÏBEFNTROP, always paying
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attention to r.e, replied that it was er eat pleasure 
for GEI.iiANY to know that Japanese Covernment desired 
to coooerate with German Government on various mrob- 
lems and it v/os also a well-known fact that in the 
past she had endeavored to reach full understanding 
by close cooperation with JAPAN. However, although 
he himself knows well what GEHIAivY wonts to do, he 
is regretful that he does not mosseso any definite- 
knowledge regarding whereabouts of the Japanese 
intention, so he vrs ea^er to know in corcretc form 
what JAPAN really hopes, regarding as I do that 
cooperation of both countries is truite necessary.
He further said that JAPAN’S actions in the FAH EAST 
had given considerable effect on EUROPE by which 
Gli FLAKY gained great facilities as I explained and 
also that it was a real fact that JAPAN obtained 
various interests cor corning CHINA problems by the 
aid of friendly attitude of GIT MANY and if she had 
not assumed such amicable attitude, the great war 
successes that JAPAN had obtained in CHINA till now 
right not be eroected.

"2. Accordingly, I /SATC/ explained ry view 
on the fundamental policy of secedirr from Nine- 
Power Treaty system with the same principle as ex
plained to the Italian authorities the other day



pointing thr.t it is true that former Japanese diplo
matic policy night have been apparently difficult to 
grasp its pivotal points; really it might have been 
caused by the great change of former policy by 
reason of change of situations as the result of 
various diplomatic difficulties and obstacles which 
JAP.F encountered as long as nine years, îr.ce the 
outbreak of EANCKURIAN Incident, during which JAPAN 
was obliged to adrit of inviting outward suspicions 
caused by the change of policies, but the pivotal 
point for which J«?AN pushed these nine vears, cs- 
pecinllv thoce three years was the establishment of 
now order in CHINA, that is to say, building up of 
new CHINA seceded from Washington Trent'' system and 
in friendly relation with JAPAN and consequently she 
has ^een struggling wit: such great powers as 
3RITAIN, the UNITED STATES and FRANCE."

THE PRESIDENT: The heading suggests this
comes fror KURUSU, but actually it is fror. SATO.

Idî. E. VILLIAÎ/S: Apparently it represents
a combined conference of KURUSU and SiJTO with SATO 
making it.

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was
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taken until 1100, after which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)
MaRSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far 2ast is now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Lr. Hardin.
HR. KAiiDIN: (Heading)

j

! "3. i ext HlHnEi'THOP asked me if the said
problem of establishment of new order was the only one 
which made the understanding between JaPAN and AMERICA
s

difficult among the problems pending between the two 
countries or besides if the problem of equality of 
naval power between JaPAN and AMERICA, might not en
danger the diplomatic relations of both countries. 
Thereupon I replied that surely CHINA problem v/as the 
greatest cause of the disputes between JAPAN and the 
UNITED STaTES; as Americans professed to be a protector 
of CHINA for right or wrong, they were not pleased of 
the advocacy of establishing of new order by JAPAN and 
further it was alv'ays the case with the UNITED STaTES 
to harbor desire to maintain predominance of her naval 
power in the Atlantic Ocean and thereby to secure the 
police power in the Pacific Ocean;, therefore, in so far 
as the matter concerns CHINA problems, the advocacies 
of both countries would remain contradictory to each other 
To this HII3BENTR0P said thet as the result of saturation

i
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of both capital and production in the UNITED 
STATES, she would be hard up for markets for her 
; commodities afte.r the war, so she would rather seek 
!for arrival of favorable turn of JAPAN-U.S. relation
i

j by supplying abundance of raw materials and products
i
'voluntarily. Ke further went on to say that when the
I
! political power of any nation becomes stronger, the
I
(various economical problems may be settled of then-
' selves in the desired form. For example in GEHHü NY,
!
; recently with the strengthening of her politicalj
power, such problems as raw materials and export of
i
.‘manufactured products are being settled in such a 
; manner as satisfactory to GEHLüNY, in which he im-
I 7)
j plicitly boasted the economical development of GERHANY 
i after her great victory. He continued to say that
t

although the UNITED STATES had coma to possess nearly 
! ninety per cent of the gold of the world, gold was 
I no more the medium of exhhange for material, so even 
after the war, GERMANY would construct economy ab- 
Isolutely independent of gold at home with the excep
tion of international trade settlement where a small »
! amount of gold might be used, ns the result of havingi
excessive gold and the expansion of productive power 
in the UNITED STATES, the merchandise would overflow 
and she would have to concentrate her soul and mind

I!
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upon acquisition of foreign markets, thus the 
UNITED STATES would be so pressed with canvassing for 
selling the goods and she would not be feared as a 
great nation, he hinted.

"4. Therefore, I told him that, as I hat stated
i

6|before, the alionation between JAPAN and the UNITED
t

7 jsTATES originated in CHINA problem and since then,
I# las the result of having neither profit nor loss inj

9 CHINA, the UNITED STATES had always been adhered to
10 problems of principle, so the understanding between
11 i the two countries had been exceedingly difficult.
12 |Therefore, if JAPa'N would act in a devious way beyond 

a certain extent, the UNITED STATES' public opinion
M |Would burst out and there is a possibility of imposing 

economical pressure on JaFaU, The JAPAN-UNITED STaTES 
commercial treaty had already been abrogated, never
theless the economical dependence of JAPAN upon the 
I
iUNITED STATES at present is far reaching and the 
iresult of economical severance would be a matter of 
great concern to JAPAN. If there would happen the 
cessation of supply of oil, J;*PAN would be obliged 
to turn her eyes on South Seas as her life and death 
problem and in such a case we cannot say that there 
iwould be no danger of J «PAN-US. war. «.nd if once this

15 ;
i

16 i
17

18

19
20 I

21 ' 
22
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25
;war would break out, it would give great effect upon
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iuKOPE. I told so far to RIBBENTROP who nodded in
!
Affirmative and looked to have been exceedingly im- 
)ressed.

"5. Furthermore KIBBENTROP stated that after the 
Versailles Treaty, GEHLANY was the one who experienced 
she suffering of blockade most, but now she had over
turned her position with BRITAIN. GERMANY believed 
;’irmly that, as in the operation against FRANCE, she 

9 tould also obtain complete war results in an extremely 
10 short period in British operation. Consequently,
,, when general trend of the world was viewed from econo-
12 nical standpoint, EUROPE and AFRICA would belong to
13 GEhll^NY and ITALY, EaST .tSI« to JAPAN, the remaining
14 Asiatic region to SOVIET UNION, each of which builds
15 up an economic block, in addition to this an American
I

16 slock y/ou Id be constituted under the UNITED STATES; then
17 the leading countries of each block would carry out
18 trade with surplus materials left over after con-
19 (sumption in each block.

"6. Next RIBBENTROP referred to CRI1A. problems 
and as he questioned whether there was any expecta-

20 ! 
a 1

!

23

24

23

tion of rapid settlement of the Incident, I replied 
shat there was no expectation which might be termed 
is rapid settlement, but anyhow, a new government of 
VANG Chao-ming had beén established and J..Fi.N was in
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the midst of negotiation to conclude an amicable 
agreement v/ith it. Therefore, in the event of its 
formation, the new government would likely to. carry 
out just and appropriate politics at home and abroad.
It would greatly contribute to the safety of Ei.ST ASIA 
and also give favorable effect to the UNITER STATES to 
indued her to revise her recognition of the new 
situation in E*.ST iiSIii and consequently this might be 
the good chance of adjusting Jxih.N-U.S. relations.

'7. Further RIBBENTAOP expressed that since 
Russo-German agreement, the boundary between both 
countries had been settled and made it the eternal 
one; and olso his satisfaction that JVJhJ“ was en
deavoring during these several months, as he previously 
hoped, to recover friendly relations with SOVIET 
UNION by solving pending problems between two countries 
as GERiûiNY had done.

"8. Finally I questioned KIBBENTROP on his view 
as to the measures to be taken to recover peace in 
EUROPE after the conclusion of military operation 
against BRITAIN, for which he replied that at present 
the nerves of the whole GERICAjvY were being concentrated 
into the military operation against BRITAIN and there 
was no scope to take into consideration of program or 
procedure of recovering peace; thus he kept himself



j <tff going too deep into the subject. Js the interview 
2 extended more thon an hour, I told RIBBENTROP again 

. , jthr.t he must have understood fully various problems
7 I
4 j/hich JnPAM had great concern and had been explained
5 dy Ambassador KURUSU and myself for which I hoped that 
<S :he German Government would pay consideration. Thus
7 ;he interview was ended.
8 "9« you will understand from v'hat 1 report
9 j/ith this cable, I could not find any definite attitude
10 on German side as shOY/n by Italian premier regarding
11 :>UTCH EAST IRBIES and FRENCH IKLO-CHIIja. It is also
12 > great regret that 1 could not get any promises or
U  jledges and on the contrary it was observed that German 
14 side rather avoided to give definite previous promises 
^  Ito these problems. As there was a v/ish from the Ger- 

jnan side, 1 hope you would pay attention not to have
17
IS
19
20

the contents of this telegram be leaked outside.
! "Cabled the same to Italy, the United States,
£oviet Union and Britain."
!

We tender in evidence IPS document 1589-G,

23
24

21 being telegram from Ambassador XURUSU to Foreign Lîinis-
22 -;er i»RITA, dated July 10, 1940«

THE PRESIDENT: admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

25 Iio. 1589-G will receive exhibit No. 1021.
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(Whereupon, the document above referred to 
was marked prosecution's exhibit Ko. 1021 c.nd 
received in evidence.)

LR. ILiRBIN: We reed prosecution's exhibit
021:

"TELEGkuM i'0. 20382 Cipher Code - From ..mbassador 
UKUSU in Berlin to Foreign Minister iJRIT<.. Dispatched 
rom Berlin July 10, .̂Li., 1940. Received at the 
inistry July 10, P.U., 1940. (Ko. 871 - Chief Code -

"1 . i.s Ï could understand the general outline
«

f the policy of the Imperial Government concerning 
i*Pi.N-GERIÛ»N cooperation by the aid of your telegram 
a. 427, by taking advantage of the opportunity of 
uterview of i.mbassador S«T0 with RIBBERTROP as re
ar ted in my telegram No. 870 /No. 20394/, I shall 
roceed with the talk myself at appropriate time.

"2. But I am under the impression now that re- 
sntly in Japan there aro some who are too eager and 
>rried about every smile or frown of Germany; it may 
i needless to say that it is very disadvantageous for 
ir diplomatic policy to show such attitude for Germans 
10 are inclined to urge everything to us as well as
high spirits as the result of glorious victory and 
cannot expect good result of the cooperation concluded
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under such unequal conditions.
! "3» When Ambassador SATO was going to leave 

after the above interview, based upon above mentioned 
consideration, I showed my appreciation to RIBEENTPOP 
to the effect that by the aid of today’s interview I 
came to find Germany's desire of JAPAN-GERNAN coopera
tion, and also stated that recently there were some 
who reported me the cool attitude of GERMANY for JAPAN 
and unfortunately if it were true, I, who hoped for 
the JAPAN-GERMAN rapprochement, thought there would be 
no other way than to consider some best policy under 
the above new situation. At this RIBBENTBOP was very 
much astonished and denied it. Therefore, I said to 
him that for such method of cooperation as desired by 
JAPAN which RIBBENTROP questioned Ambassador SATO, 
a solution would be found in so far as both sides 
had intention of cooperation, and for that purpose I 
should exchange views hereafter if he wanted to do so.

”4. That night at the dinner party, I had an op
portunity to talk with STARKER who was present at the 
above-mentioned interview. He confidentially told me 
that RIBBENTROP, taking into consideration the situa
tion after war, is thinking of cooperating with JAPAN 
and that although it appears that he wants to have it 
extend over the fields of both diplomacy and economy,
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it seems that he is hoping for its earliest realiza
tion in view of the surrounding circumstances. Cabled 
the same to Britain, the United States, Italy and the 
soviet Union."
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MR. HARDIN: We offer in evidence IPS document
No. 219P (92), from exhibit for identification 58, 
which is excerpts from communication from the Acting 
Secretary of State to Ambassador Grew in Janan, doted 
August 9, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

ÜO. 219P (92)’will receive exhibit No. 1022.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1022 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: We read prosecution's exhibit

"The Acting Secretary of Strte to the Ambassador 
.n Japan (Grew).

"Excerpts.
"297 Washington, August 9, 1940 —  8 o.m.
" At the end of June ? nd during July of this 

•ear Japanese-sponsored authorities introduced in 
ortions of China new economic measures and restrictions 
etrimental to American interests, and there occurred 
series of incidents involving Japanese and American 

ationals. During this period there has been carried 
n intermittently agitation directed against American 
nterest which has taken the form of mass meetings and
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demonstrations by Japanese residents and an inflammatory 
press campaign in the Japanese-controlled press. There 
were also developments in Ja^an which have raised ques
tions as to the welfare and security of American nation
als residing in that country.

“Developments at Shanghai have been of an 
especially serious character.

"At that place, acts of terrorism have been 
committed against refutable American citizens and 
established American interests, as well as against 
other nationals and other interests, and a judge of one 
of' the courts established by international agreement, 
to which the Government of the United States is a r'arty, 
has been assassinated. Newspapers subject to Japanese 
control have been conducting an anti-American and anti- 
foreign campaign, the inflammatory character of which 
could not but affect prejudicially peace and order.

"The Government of the United States has made 
due note cf and is taking due account of those acts and 
developments which affect adversely interests of the 
United States end its nationals.

"An illustrative list of recent restrictions 
and incidents is appended.

"The summary of recent illustrative develop
ments and incidents affecting adversely interests of
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the United States and of its nationals, which I also 
handed to him, included the following:

"Establishment in North China on June 28 of 
full import exchange control.

"Assault on July 4 at Chafoo on members of 
the American Presbyterian Mission by Japanese armed 
soldiers;

"July 7 incident at Shanghai involving American 
Marines and Japanese gendarmes, including reference to 
restraint and good will shown by American authorities 
in attempting to effect reasonable adjustment and to 
the intemperate tone and language of communications 
from the concerned Japanese authorities;

"The refusal since about July 8 of Japanese 
military authorities of Shanghai to issue permits for 
shipments by American firms to the hinterland and Yangtze
V ClXXvjf y

"Mass meeting on July 10 in Hongkow in connec
tion with the July 7 incident, reported intemperate 
statements by the co.nmander of the Japanese naval 
Landing party, and sensational and inciting articles 
published in Japanese-controlled newspapers;

"The demand of the Nanking regime for the 

iepartation from Shanghai of six /mcricans and one 
British subject, the throwing of bombs at a Chinese
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15

language newspaper in which an American claims an 
interest, and the assassination of Samuel Chang;

"Tang Lieng-li's reputed letter in the North 
,China Daily News of July 16 and a foreign newspaper 
commentator's interpretation thereof as a threat to 
kidnap if not to reorder the Americans and Friton con
cerned;

"A report of July 19 from Shanghai that an
*

American missionary woman at Soochow had been searched
in a humiliating and insulting manner by a Japanese
sentry;

*

"And anti-American demonstration on July 19 
at Hangchow by Japanese in uniform riding in Japanese 
military trucks;

"Attack on July 20 at Shanghai on Hallett
Abend ;

"The appeal on July 20 of the Chairman of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council to the Consular Body, the 
public criticism of the appeal by the Japanese Consul- 
General, and the attempt of the Japanese Consul-General 
to cause the Consular Body to indicate in a resolution 
that 'Chungking elements' were responsible for all 
terrorism in Shanghai;

"The receipt on July 23 by the American Consùl 
at Shanghai of a telegram from Amagasaki demanding
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apologies and withdrawal of American forces from China;
"The demand of the Nanking regime, reported 

July 23, for the arrest of a large number of Chinese 
in the Settlement, deportation of certain foreigners, 
end closing down of foreign newspapers published in

I
the Settlement and newspaper threats that the regime 
will take over Settlement police rights;

"The arrest on July 27 in Tokyo of a number 
of British subjects, the death of Cox, the arrest and 
detention of Morin, and the subsequent cress warning 
to foreign correspondents;

"The assassination of Judgè Chien on July 29 
in Shanghai;

"A report of July 31 that instructions had 

been issued to Shanghai representatives of Japanese 
newspapers to look for stories on which anti-American 
articles might be based;

"The assassination on August 2 of a White 

Russian employed by an American firm, the kidnapping 
of a Chinese coal dealer on the same day, and the 
publication of anti-American artides in a Japanese- 
controlled paper."

Next we offer in evidence IPS document No. 
1250A, duly authenticated, and ask the tit,, be identified 
as an exhibit. It is r telegram from Fo.-oign Minister

f

I

I
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MATSUOKA to Ambassador SHIGEMITSU dated August 5, 1940. 
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLFRK OP THE C">URT: Prosecution's document

No. 1250A will receive exhibit No. 1023.
('/’hereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1023 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: We read prosecution's exhibit
1023:

"Total No.: 23849.
"Coded Telegram from London to the Foreign I

Ministry.
"Despatched: Afternoon August 5» 1940 
"Received: /fternoon /ugust 6, 1940.
"To: Foreign Minister MATSUOKA
"From: Ambassador SHIGEMITSU. j
"Telegram 1356 (Code used by Head of Embassy) !i
"Please acccrt my hearty congratulations for , 

the establishment and enforcement of the Greeter Fast {
I

Asia Policy at this time. In this connection, T wish j 
to inform you of the following points which have 
occurred to me though there may be parts that, duplicate 
what I have already told you:

"1. In the present situation,it is better, 
in regard to our attitude towards Germany and Italy
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to push forward en independent parallel policy. As to 
the extent of its application, it seems to me that the 

! way the Soviet Union is carrying out its parallel
i policy will be of value.

5 ! '
j "Italy's policy of Alliance was based on
I geographical necessity, but Italy will generally mein-
j tain r. merely subordinate position to Germany in
i
future. As Japan is in r. very advantageous geographical 
position, and as her object is to establish a position 
in the world, I think it is fundamentally essential 

; to secure independence of policy, Next, in order toi
I establish our position in Greater last Asia, it would
t
! be necessary to consider measures for gaining the msx- 
!
1 imum benefits ;t the minimum loss by carrying them out 
at the direct expense of small nations (for instance —  
France or Protuga.l) (although indirectly, it may turn 
out to bo at the expense of Britain and America) and

6 

7

« i *
9 !
10 I
11

12 ;

13

14 j

15 !

16 

17 

IS
19

20

21

by avoiding conflict with other countries so as not to 
make many enemies at once but to dispose of them one 

j by one.

22 j
23 i

"2. The Soviet Union, by means of its parallel 
policy towards Germany occupied the Baltic arcs and

24

25

I Last Europe, compromised (with Germany and Italy) in J the Balkans end is supposed to he about to advance 
j towrrds Iran, Turkey and Iraq, (or perhaps also secure
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e. position in Finland). But she is .-.lwrys standing 
strongly for neutrality, trying to ovoid conflict with I 
the big countries, such as Britain (end France), etc,

l 7!
! but extending her power over minor countries which hove j 
no connection with the wrr. Actually, the Soviet Union, | 
is riming rt a. thorough shake-un of the British domin- ■!

; ions but it seems to be exrrcising oil the skill at
1

;• its command to realize the greatest gains ct the least !
I loss, while always leaving room for compromise with |
I . . * 1I Britain* j
[ "3, The unavoidable diolomatic retreat of
! Britain from Bast Europe and the Black Sc? area end 
the same situation in Asia, namely, the transfer of the |

! I
j center of the British sphere- of influence from Shanghai (
I ' !to Honkong some time ago, and then from Hongkong to 1
i 1
! Singapore, gives some idea, of it, Eritain is also
changing her fundamental policy toward China. Even in |
the case of America, its strict adherence to the ’lonroe j

! Doctrine signifies an attitude of retreat from East
j Asia. And the embargoes on oil and scrap-iron represent *
not a positive but s negative policy which is defensive 1I

I (or obstructionist). The nolicirs of -ritnin and j
; !j America rr<.. not Joint, but Parallel nolicies but they ;
I !
I have not necessarily been comrlctely in accord hither- I
!
, to as to their purpose and explication. That détends ;

I
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iron our attitdue. If we carry out our Greater Ef.st 
fisia policy with a reasonable, fair r.nd square attitude, 
ve may properly expect /nglo-Amcricrn obstructions 
bo be removed in the natural course of events, /s to 
mr attitude toward Britain and America, we need to 
consider fully the actual benefits, while considering 
it the same time our principles and position.

"4. Here we should be on our guard against 
;he fact that there arc active, powerful movements 
ifoot to drew Japan into a conflict with Britain and 
imerica in the Pacific Ocean thereby precipitating an 
incontrollr.ble situation in the Pacific just as Japan 
ras drawn into the China problem by the Lukowkiao 
ncident, which they could expand into a world war, 
o th t they could fish in troubled waters. In Britain 
nd America, this movement is represented by the re
nforcement of the existing onti-Jcpanesc movement 
ponsored by the Leftists. The other one is a movc-
k.nt to draw Jaurn into a conflict by making Japan 
rovoke Britain and America. Both movements have the 
amc direct objective, though they differ in their 
ltimate objectives.

"5. In short, though the main object of our 
olicy is to establish a powerful political and economic
sition in Greater Erst Asia, I believe that to show 
liberal-minded attitude towards settling the China
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! problem expresses, not weakness, but strength on our 
pert. In /icw of our present high international posi
tion, it would be improper for us to be victimized by 
other countries, not to sperk of adopting rn attitude 
of supplication or subordination, I believe it to be 
the cardinal principle of diplomacy to assert what our j

!  ji country requires and believes, and at the same time to 
prevent untoward losses in complicated diplomatic re- | 
lations end to devise all available means towards every i 
country alike within the limits of their potential 
Utility, Needless to say, it is necessary to sweeten 
our relations with the Soviet Union and also to proceed 
with scrupulous consideration and prudence in our re
lations with Erita.in end /mcrica."

MR, FURNTSS: If the Court, please, I question
the translation of this document and request that 
it be referred to the Language Section, in accordance 
with the usual procedure,

TUT PRESIDENT : V7c will refer it to the
Language Section.

MR. HARDIN: V!e next offer in evidence IPS
document 219P (93) from exhibit for identification 58, 
which is excerpts from communication from Ambassador 
Srew in Japan to the Japanese Foreign Minister, dated 
September 18, 194-0.

I"
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THE FRESIDENT: Admitted on the usuel terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 219P (93) will receive exhibit No. 1024.
(Whereupon, the document cbove referred 

to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 1024 and
received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: (Reeding)
"The American Ambassador in Japan (Grew) 

to the Japanese Minister for Foreign /ffairs (îfATSUOKA)
"Excerpts.
"No, 1636 Tokyo, September 18, 1940.
"EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to recall to

Your Excellency the fact that my Government has fre
quently found it necessary in recent years to make 
representations to the Japanese Government in regard 
to interference with American trade in China, by Japanese 
military authorities or by local organizations under 
their control. Not only have representations been made 
in connection with rentrai trade and exchange measures 
enforced by Japancse-controllc-d authorities in north 
China, but also in connection with especially destruc
tive interferences with American trade in individual 
commodities, notably hides and skins, furs, wool, 
radios, egg products, and embroideries. It is now 
necessary to bring to the attention of the Japanese
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1 Government widespread interference with American trade !'

2
in petroleum products.

3
"From Kalgan to Canton, in coastal cities *1

J

4 and in the interior, American trade in petroleum pro- (
f

5 ducts, chiefly kerosene and candles, continues to be

6 subjected, notwithstanding repeated representations lf
7 to the local authorities by American diplomatic and j

8

I
consular officers, to arbitrary and unwarranted i

9 interferences."

10 Next we offer in evidence IPS document No.
I

11 220C (5)> taken from volume 2 of exhibit 58, and ask
12 that it be identified as an exhibit. This is an excerpt L

13 from a. telegram from the United States Secretary of
14 State to Ambassador Grew, dated September 3, 1940. ■ j

15 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
16 CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document i
17 No. 220C (5) will receive exhibit No. 1025. j
18 (Whereupon, the document above referred j
19 to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1025 and j
20 received in evidence.)
21 UR. HARDIN: (Reading) *
22 "Telegram.
23 "The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in
24 Japan (Grew)
25 "(Paraphrase)

. 1
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"hxccrpt. 'Vrsh^ngton, September 3, 1940 —
6 p.m.

"334. At earliest moment possible, unless 
you perceive objection, please obtrin further Inter
view with Minister for Foreign Affairs end take up 
with him the two mr.tters which follow, as under instruc
tion from this Government:

"(1) Refer to the conversation you had on 
! Aurust 7 with the Minister (your tclegrrm No. 672,
I

j /ugust 7, 10 p.m.) rnd sry to him thrt within the post
j
j f^w deys reports from several sources have come to
j!
I the Deportment of State to the effect that the Govern
ment of Japan has presented rn ultimatum to the French 
authorities in Indo-China on Japan's demands for per
mission to Japanese- armed forces, for purposes of
military operations against Chine?., to pass throughiII French territory and to use military bases and otherI

I facilities. The Government of the United States is
j
reluctant to believe these reports, and it wishes to 
point out the unfortunate effect on American public 
opinion from the point of view of Japanese-'merienn 
relations if these reports prove to be correct. Fs- 
peciclly will this be true in view of statement which 
the press attributed on June 19 to a. representative 
of the Japanese Foreign Office which said, in effect,
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status quo in French Indo-China."
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I note the next article I hac has been offered 
in evidence by another section in the past, 220-C(6).

I now offer in evidence IPS eocument 220-C(7), 
taken from tho second volume of exhibit for identifica
tion 58, which is a statement from Ambassador Grew to 
Foreign Minister MATSUOXA, September 19, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERX OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 220-C(7) will be given exhibit No. 1026.
('/hereupon, the document above 

mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1026, and was received in evidence.)

MR. HARLIN: "Statement by the American Ambas
sador in Japan (Grew) to the Japanese Minister for 
Foreign Affairs MATSU0KÂ,

'Tv Government has instructed me to make tho 
following observations in reply to the oral statement 
which was handed to me by tho Vice-Minister for Foreign 
Affairs on September 14.

"It is the opinion of Government that the 
status cuo of a third country is seriously affected 
when one of rwo countries which is engaged in hostili
ties with another insists, in order to attack the other, 
upon tho right of the use of airdromes and the right of 
passage for troops through the third country. In tho
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light of the Japanese Government's announced desire 
that the status quo be maintained in the Pacific area 
there appears to be an inconsistency in connection with 
the stipulations of this nature which are being made 
upon the authorities in Indo-China by the Japanese 
Government.

"The American Government urges upon all govern
ments the employment of peaceful means only in their 
relations with all other governments and with all 
other regions. The attitude of my Government toward 
the unwarranted use of pressure in international rela
tions is global.

*>3
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"'September 19, 1940."
I nov offer IPS document 220-C(17) from exhibit 

for identifiercion 58, Volume II, which is an excerpt 
from a message from the Japanese Embassy to the 
Department cf Vcate, dated October 7, 1940.

THE MONITOR: To cannot follow you, sir, since
you are skipping Will you give us the order number, 
please; et «erwise we cannot give you simultaneous inter
prétât? cr ,

THE MONITOR: Thank you, sir.
THE PRESIDENT : Admitted on tee usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
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No. 220-C(l7) will receive exhibit No. 1027.
MR. HARDIN: If it please your Honor, if

there is a confusion hero it is causée by an effort 
to readjust in time order. We have not had the time 
to distribute the list.

We now read from exhibit 1027:
"The Japanese Embassy to the Department of 

State. Excerpt. No. 23?.
"In view of the situation of iron and steel 

scrap markets, the supply and demand of these materials 
and the volume shipped to Japan, the Japanese Govern- 
 ̂ent finis it difficult to concede that this measure 
jvas motivated solely by the interest of national defense 
jaf the United States.

(Vf-'shington), October 7, 1940."
Y/e now offer IPS document No. 699, order 

tfo. 169, with the permission of the Tribunal, in evi
nce. This document was captured from the Japanese 

Ploreign Office, duly authenticated, and entitled
"A Mumoraricum Concerning Outstanding Anglo-Japanese

•n nCases in China," anc dated December 24, 193°*

23.
24

25

Correction; That number is 699-A, if the
Court please.

MR. BLEWETT: If the Court please, I wish to
11 attention to the certificate, which refers to

v<
, y.sgs ■.
- Æ

- •  I

:'■* 1 
■;J)
•m
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63 English pages, whereas tho exhibit or th3 document 
! 699-A seems to consist of 55 pages.
! THE PRESIDENT; Look at the original.

UR, 3LE’VETT; I would like him to explain 
that so v/e will have a record of the reason for it.

IJR. HARDIN; The original document has
i
! probably not been copied identically —  I mean, page
i by nage. It is there to show for itself,
j THE PRESIDENT; I do not see any pagas of
I the original numbered at all. It is just a collection
II . ,I of loose sheets, actually. I suppose that is how j
i they found it and they have left it in that conditioh.I
J Admitted on the usual terms. IJ j
! CLSRH OF THE COURT; Frosecution*s document 1

! No. 699-A v/ill receive exhibit No. 1028, 
i (thereupon, the document above

mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1028, and was received in evidence.)

MR. HARD IN: To desire to read from prosecu-
[ tion exhibit 1028, portions, although it all being inI
evidence, only of the document.
! "Memorandum.i

! "On the 24th December, 1938, the British
Ambassador handed to the then Vice-Minister for Foreign 
Affairs a memorsneum respecting outstanding Anglo-Japanes
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"In continuation of that document Sir Robert 
Craigie now communicates a further memorandum regarding 
the present position of the most serious cases still 
outstanding. It will bo observed that some of the 
cases mentioned were included in the representations 
made in 1938, and these heave been marked with an asterisk 
for convenience of reference. It is requested that 
special attention may be given to those cases, which 
have bo^n outstanding for more than two years, and in 
particular to the Yangtsze claims, which are perhaps the 
gravest example. It will bo seen that no progress has 
been made regarding those claims and that no payment

14
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whatever has been made in respect of them by the 
Japanese Government, although the latter’s assurance 
that compensation would be given is now nearly three 
years old.

"The Ministry of Foreign Affairs will under
stand that the list is not intended to be exhaustive.
It will further be observed that in no loss than 
twelve of the cases included in the list, the represen
tations made by His Majesty’s Embassy have remained 
without reply.

25
"The 3ritish Ambassador would be grateful for 

3n early examination of all these cases, many of which
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have been dragging on for more than two years.
"British Embassy, Tokyo. November 22nd, 1940." 
THE PRESIDENT: Must you read all these?
MR. HARDIN: I do not intend to read all.
Pago 3 of the reproduction:
"SUMMARY OF OUTSTANDING ANGO-JAPANESE 

CASES IN CHINA 
"A - GENERAL

„"SUBJECT —  FIRST REPRESENTATION —  PRESENT SITUATION 
"1. RAILWAYS,
"(a) Peking-Mukden Railway.

"(1) Non-payment of Shanghai-Fengchiang 
Railway mortgage redemption loan 191.3."
This was presented October 11, 1937.
"(2) Non-payment of debt owing to Metro
politan Cammel Carriage Company. ( (1) and 
(2) being largely due to non-payment by 
the Japanese military for railway services.)
"(3) Construction of a parallel railway 
to Jehol contrary to international agreement.
"(4) Unification of North China Railways 
in complete -- "
These various subjects have been mentioned —

THE PRESIDENT: (Reading): "In complete
disregard of the British interests involved and of
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intern?tion?1 trefties governing them."
Then you reed "Present Si tuetion."
MR. HARDIN : Yes, sir.
(Reeding): "These vrrious subjects

have lyen mentioned in rererted protests from 
October 1937 onv/erds. Though e generel essur- 
mce res eiven in r letter from Mr. Ishii on
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'«July 20, 1938, that there was no intention of f 

infringing British rights, no satisfactory explan
ation has been given of the breaches of treaty 
involved in the actions of the Japanese authorities 
and no satisfactory action has been taken to respect 
the British interests which have been disregarded 
in these different ways by Japanese action. On 
March 24th, 1939, His Majesty’s Ambassador drew 
attention to reports that the North China Pailway 
systems were to be taken over by a Japanese sponsored 
concern in contravention of international agreements 
covering the constitution of the Peking-Mukden Rail
way and requested an assurance that no such pro
cedure was intended. No reply.'* /

Referring to page 11 of the reproduction, 
omitting the caption:

" ( a) Detention of S, S. « -Sagres* , 1 Lallta* 
and 1 Dholerd*.
"British ?.£. 'Sagres* was seized by 
a Japanese destroyer in Chayuan Bay 
on the 8th April, 1939, British S.S.
* Lalita* v/as seized on 27th April 
near Foochow by a JaDanese warship. 
British S.S. *Dholera* also seized 
and detained by Japanese Navy."

II

I

II1
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»FIRST REPRESENTATION 
"April 22nd, 1939. (Sagres)
"Juno 30th, 1939. (Lalita)
"PRESENT SITUATION
"In spite of an offer by the owner of the 
'Lalita' and ’Dholera' to agree to waive 
their clair, for compensation upon the 
vessels’ release, under certain conditions, 
and by the owners of the ’Eagres’ to reduce 
their claim, to 610,000 on the vessel’s 
release, all three are still detained,

„ After a total of 15 communications from His 
Majesty's Ambassador on the subject, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs replied on 31st 
July, 1940, that they would consider the 
release of the vessels if His Majesty's 
Government would guarantee not to requisi
tion them without the Japanese Government's 
consent in the event of their being chartered 
by Japanese interests,"
Page 13 of the reproduction, omitting the same

heading:
"2. SHIPPING.
"(b) Detention of S.S. 'Sparta'.

"Gree^ S.S. 'Sparta' insured by

Lf
i

!

IJI1!

i
Ii
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British interests, detained at Keelung.
His Majesty's Embassy support Danish 
Legations reauest for release.
"First representations 
"March 14th, 1938.
"PP.LE 3NT SITUATION
"Japanese authorities refuse to recognize 
the validity of transfer fron Chinese to 
Greek registry. Periodic enquiry in support 
of the Danish and subseouently, of the 
Greek Ministers' representations, has led 
to no result.
"On 11th March, 1940, His Majesty's Ambas
sador states that Eritish underwriters had 
now paid fcl0,000 on the vessel and that His 
Majesty's Government viewed her detention 
with growing concern* On 13th April, 1940, 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs were informed 
that the transfer of the Sparta to Greek 
nationality was correctly carried out under 
Greek law. Japanese reply of 29th May,
1940, stated that vessel would not be re
leased until suspicion of malicious transfer 
had been cleared up."
Page 15*
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"SVBJ^CT
"1. Tinkler Case.
"On 6th Juno, 1939, in the course of a 
disorder at the China Printing and Finish
ing Company's Mill at Pootung, a British 
subject named Tinkler was fatally wounded 
by Japanese Marines. Protests strongly 
against the negligent and obstructive atti
tude of Japanese authorities in the matter 
and reserves right to claim compensation. 
"FIRST R UPP. 5S LN T AT 10 N.
"June 17th, 1939.
"PRESENT SITUATION
"Reminder sent on May 6th, 1940, urging the 
disposal of this long outstanding case in 
the interests of Anglo-Japanese relations. 
"No reply."
Passing to page 22, omitting the caption: 
"SH3JECT
"3. TSIKGTAO. Discrimination against 

British Shipping and Trade.
"In spite of Japanese assurances that Three 
Power shipping will be given certain facili
ties in the port of Tsingtao, British ships 
have continued to be subjected to diserimin-
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ätion and delays. Requests speedy relax
ation of the restrictions.
"FIRST RlfRESDOTATION 
"May 19tb, 1939.
"PRESENT SITUATION
"After further communications, the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs replied on January 20th, 
194-0, that steps had recently been taken 
by tha local military authorities to pro
vide further facilities did not, however, 
in practice become available and, after a 
reminder on April 15th, His Majesty*s Ambas
sador made further representations on the 
6th May regarding the wharf situation and 
renewed instances of discrimination against 
British shipping. Still further examples 
of such discrimination were made the subject 
of representations on the 13th June.
"No reply was received."
Page 24, omitting caption:
"SUBJECT
"4. WUTINGFU. Burning of English Methodist 

Mission at Chuchia.
"English Methodist Mission was burnt by 
Japanese troops on December 25th in retalia-
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1 tion for alleged medical treatment of 
Chinese guerrilla. Protests onorgotically, 
requests immediate investigation and reserved 
right to claim.
"FIRST REPRESENTATION..
"January 9th, 1940. 

i "PRESENT SITUATION
"Japanese reply of February 12th states 
that Fission was found to be centre of anti- 
Japanese activities. Hospital was therefore 
burnt in self-protection. His îîajesty’s 

i Ambassador replied on April 18th that His
Majesty's Government consider action of

iI Japanese troops totally unjustified and con
trary to international law, and trust 
vigorous measures will be taken to prevent 
a recurrence of the incident."

! Page 25.
!

THE PRESIDENT: I suppose you are reading
ithese to show that the matters of which the Britishi
I complained were the same as those of the Americans, 
or very largely so.

MR. HARDIN: As well, Mr. President, ns
{evidence of the facts of the incident and the in
difference of the Japanese in handling these claims.
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1 J THE PRESIDENT: We understand thrt you
2 are handicapped in putting a case prepared by another
3 associate prosecutor. Will that other orosecutor be
4 likely to appear shortly?
5 MR. HARDINî I think that is wholly
6 unlikely.
7 THE PRESIDENT: Well, we will adjourn now
8 II until half past one.
9 !I (Whereupon, at 1200, a. recess
10 !

was taken.)
11 !
12 !
13

14

15 !i
16 î

17 !

18 IIî
19 J

20 

21 
22
23

24

25
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess,
at 1330.

MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakeney.
MR. BLAKENEY: I have been requested by

the Russian prosecution to state that I have no
objection to the return of General MATSUMURA,
Tomokatsu, to Russia. I point out, hov/ever, that
his attendance was requested by me end is still
desired at the time that his testimony will be
needed. I have been requested also to state that
I have no objection to the return of the witness
SEJIRA, Ruizo, who has already testified and been 
«

cross-examined. He was excused by the Tribunal on 
the usual terms.

THE PRESIDENT: Is that the attitude of
all the defense counsel as regards both witnesses?

MR. BL/JCENEY: I haven't been able to
consult them all, sir, but I think that one of my 
clients was the only one interested in General 
MATSUMURA, end Colonel SEJIMA has been cross- 
examined so I think we are safe in assuming that.



THE PRESIDENT: Those two witnesses ere
at liberty to leave Japan on the usual terras,

Mr, Williams.
MR. E. ’"ILLIAMS: Mr. President, during

the recess Mr. Hardin has made some additional 
effort to erase some of the irregularities in 
chronological order of these documents. A new list 
is being prepared which will be provided to the 
Secretariat, the translators and defense as soon as 
available, but it may cause a little difficulty 
Just during this short session.

May I ask the Clerk to give me the 
number, exhibit number, of the exhibit which Mr.
Hardin was reading at the recess?

CLEFK OF THE COURT: No. 1028.
THE PRESIDENT: Page 22.
MP. E. ’"ILLIAHS: Beginning at page 22:
Tim: PRESIDENT: No, I think he read 24? I

am not sure. Begin at page 25.
MR. E. ’"ILLIAMS: Is 25 the next, your Honor?
THE PRESIDENT: Yes.
MR. E. TILLIAMS: I will begin reading at

page 25 from exhibit 1028:
’•SUMMi RY OF OUTSTANDING ANGLO-JAPANESE 

CASES IN CHINA.
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»D - CENTRAL CHINA.
"SUBJECT: 1. BOMBING INCIDENTS.
"(a) Chungking —  In a raid by Japanese 

aircraft on 4th Kay, 1939, a bomb killed 2 and 
wounded 11 in the native staff quarters of His' 
Majesty's Consulate, while considerable damage was 
done to property of His Majesty's Government. Pro
tests vigorously and requests issue of instructions 
to stop indiscriminate bombing.

I

I

10
it
12
13
14

15

16
17

18

19

20 
21

23 I
i

24 ;

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: May 12th, 1939.
"PRESENT SITUATION: In spite of these

representations renewed damage was done to British
property by repeated indiscriminate bombings of
Chungking. On the 24th June, 1940, further serious* »t
damage was done to His Majesty's Consulate-General, !

the Consul-General's house being destroyed end 2 i
1

other houses struck. On August 5th, 1940, His Majesty's
i

/mbassador stated that he must reserve all rights on 
behalf of His Majesty's Government in the United 
Kingdom in regard to these attacks, that the Japanese
Government must be held fully resoonsible for any i

!
injury to British life and property and that a claim

I

for compensation would be entered in due course.
25 "SUMMARY OF OUTSTANDING ANGLO-JAPANESE

I CASES IN CHINA.

«
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"D - CENTRAL CHINA.
"SUBJECT: 1. BOMBING INCIDENTS Continued.
"(b) Ichang —  On 6th August, 1939, the 

Asiatic Petroleum Company’s installation and two 
steamers belonging to Jardine, Matheson and Company 
were damaped and one British officer end two Chinese 
sailors on board the letter were wounded in e raid 
by Japanese aircraft. Reminds Japanese Government 
of their assurances regarding foreign rights and 

interests and hopes that stricter orders will be 
issued in future. Reserves right to claim compensa
tion.

’»FIRST REPRESENTATION: August 11, 1939.
’»PRESENT SITUATION: No reply.
"BOMBING INCIDENTS Continued.
"(c) Pakhoi —  China I * ission School 

Hospital at Pakhoi was bombed on August 29, 1939, 

although particulars of the hospital had been com
municated to the Japanese Consul-General at Canton 
by His Majesty's Consul-General in 1938. Requests 
investigation and steps to prevent repetition.

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: September 20, 1939.
"PRESENT SITUATION: No reply.
"BOMBING INCIDENTS Continued.
"(d) Pinkiang —  In bombing of English
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î'ethodist Mission on Mrrch lÇth, the Revorend /. G. 
Leigh \ms killed. Protests, asks measures to ensure 
nonrepetition and expression of regret and reserves 
right to claim compensation.

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: March 28, 1939.
"PRESENT SITU/.TION* In spite of reminder 

sent on 10th May, no reply v/es received.
"B0ÏÎBIN0 INCIDENTS Continued.
"(e) Sian —  Jenkins Robertson Memorial 

Hospital of the English Baptist Mission, though 
clearly marked, was bombed by Japanese aircraft on 
March 8, 1939, in spite of previous representations 
made in regard to this hospital in Shanghai. The 
operating theatre was destroyed and other damage 
done. Requests enquiry, assurances against recur
rence and expression of regret. Reserves right to 
claim compensation.

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: March 13, 1939.
"PRESENT SITUATION: In spite of reminder

sent on May 10th, no reply was received.
»2. CENTRAL CHINA BANK —  Reports are 

current that a new bank of issue may be set up by 
the Nanking authorities. Such a step v/ould have the 
most unfortunate effect on trade of Third Powers and 
on Anglo-Japanese relations end would be incompatible
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vrith Japanese assurances"—
THE PRESIDENT : You left out "rumor." Is

that worth reading?
MR. E. "TLLIAMS: (Continuing)
"Requests information.
"FIRST REPRESENTATION: May 27, 1940.
"PRESENT SITUATION: On October 23rd His

Majesty's Ambassador drew attention to a statement
made by the Minister of Finance of the Nanking
Government indicating that a Central bank of issue
Y'ould start operations in November. Sir Robert
Craipie asked that steps be token to prevent this
bank from being established. No reply."

Continuing: "SUBJECT.
"3. KIUKIANG. Refusal to allow British

Subjects to re-occupy their properties.
"Representatives of Butterfield and Swire,

Jardine, Matheson and Company, Asiatic Petroleum
Company and British-American Tobacco Company have 

«
been refused permission to return to Kiukieng although 
the Standard-Vacuum Oil Company*s representatives had 
been allowed to do so. Assumes that Japanese Govern
ment do not propose to countenance discrimination of 
this description and urges that permission should be 
given to these firms to return to Kiukiang as soon as
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possible. I
"FIRST REPRESENTATION: tfav 24, 1940.
"PRESENT SITUATION: Japanese reply of

25tn June stated that return of Butterfield and 
Svire and Asiatic Petroleum Company was impossible 
owing to military necessity, that permission was 
bring reserved in case of Jardine, Matheson pnd 
Company owing to actions by the firm in the in
terests of the enemy, but that permission to return 
on certain conditions had already been granted to 
the British American Tobacco Company. There was 
no intention of deliberate discrimination against

I British films."
I Continuing :

"4. YaNGTAE DELTA. Restrictions on 
Eriulsh Trade.

"Draws attention to following Japanese 
activities in Yangtze Delta:—

•‘(a) Attempts to establish a system of 
trade permits;

I "(b) Direct interference with IsritishI
j shipping; and

"(e) Discrimination against British 
shipping by means of the intimidation of Chinese. 
His Majesty's Government cannot admit the right of I



Japanese authorities to restrict legitimate British 
trade. Moreover, the Nanking authorities recently 
informed the Shanghai Commission of Customs that 
vessels wishing to clear for certain ports must 
obtain certificates from the competent authorities

j
additional to Inland "Jater Certificates. This v/ould 'I
be unwarrantable interference with the Customs j

Administration and with legitimate foreign trade. 
Requests immediate issue of suitable instructions.

"FIRST R13»R!3SRNTATI0N: June 6, 1939.
i

"PRESENT SITUATION: /fter reminder dated j
I

June 21st pressing for issue of appropriate instruc- j 
tions to local authorities, Japanese Government j
replied on 20th September that the Chinese Customs J 

authorities and the Japanese military authorities were j 

acting within their competence in view of military 
necessity.

"5. YANGTZE NAVIGATION. Discrimination 
«against British Shipping.

"(a) Shipments of ordinary goods by 
Japanese ships are not1* freely possible. j

"(b) 80$ of the goods so carried cannot j
be described as cargo for military requirements. j

"(c) ut certain places pH  imports except i 
Japanese goods are taxed."

I
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m m

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: April 10, 1939.
"PRESENT SITUATION: On 1st July, 1939,

His Majesty's Ambassador pointed out that German 
and Italian shipping was being favored to the detri
ment of British shipping and that the general situa
tion had deteriorated since April 10th. No reply."

THE PRESIDENT: Omit pages 36, 37 and 38.
They are not narked to be read.

MR. E. ILL I AMS: Continuing on page 39,
this has to do with "Summary of Outstanding /nglo- 
Japanese Cases in China.

"E - South China.
"SUBJECT: 2. Sharp Peak. Proposed

steamship service.
"Proposal for foreign passenpers, mails, 

food and medical supplies for foreigners at Foochow ! 
to be brought by British steamer to neighborhood 
of Shprp Peak once or twice a month. Trust Japanese 
Government will agree on humanitarian grounds.

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: August 23, 1940.
"PRESENT SITUATION: No reply. I

I

»3. SEAT07. j
"(a) Harbor Restrictions. Port of Swatow j 

has been closed to Third Power shipping except for one 
vessel a week since shortly after its occupation by
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Japanese forces. Considerable quantities of goods 
are now being landed there fron Japanese vessels, 
so argument that closure is due to military neces
sity no longer applies. Requests reopening of port.

"FIRST REPRCSENT/.TIONi December 11, 1939.
"PRESENT SITUATION: Japanese reply of

January 17. 1940, states that restrictions must be 
continued fo- reasons of strategic necessity but that 
harbor will be reopened as soon as an improvement is 
seen. On March 16th His Majesty*s /mbassador gave 
statistics of trading activities by Japanese vessels 

at Swatov/ as evidence that closure of port could no 
longer be justified on grounds of military necessity 
and requested early steps for its reopening. No reply.

"3. STATO’" Continued.
"(b) Taxation of Imports and Exports —  

'Swatov/ Rehabilitation Commission' has established 
tax bureau w^ich is levying taxes on imports and 
exports as well as 'voluntary contributions' on ship
ments of embroideries. Requests cessation of this 
further infringement of the rights of the Chinese 
Maritime Customs.

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: February 10, 1940.
"PRESENT SITUATION: Japanese reply of

23rd February states that an investigation is being



undertaken
"4. HONG KONG. Infringement of Territor

ial ”'aters end Attacks on Junks.
"Attacks by Japanese naval forces on 

junks registered in Hong Kong or engaged in fishing 
for the Hong Kong market have been mode by Japanese 
naval forces at frequent intervals from September, 
1937. These incidents have often involved violation 
of Hong Kong territorial waters.

"PRESENT SITUATION: Repeated representa
tions by His Majesty's Ambassador have not been 
successful in securing a cessation of these attacks, 
which are still continuing."

THE PRESIDENT: Omit 43 and 44 as not

being marked for reading.
MR. E. TILLIAMS: Continuing on page 45*
"SUMMARY OF OUTSTANDING ANGLO-J*J>ANESE 

CASES IN CHINA.
"F - Claims.
"SUBJECT: 2. S. S. ASLAN.
"Claim in respect of damage caused by the 

wrongful detention of the ship by the Japanese navy 
from February 7th to 20th and theft during detention 
of articles on boarct

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: May 1, 1938."
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"PRESENT SITUATION: Japanese Government
stated in their reply of June 3rd that there were 
insufficient documents on beard and denied the 
theft of any articles during the ship's detention a 
receipt having been furnished by the Captain on 
departure from Kako.

"On September 9th, His Majesty's Ambassador 
explained the situation with regard to the ship's 
documents, by the alleged irregularity of which 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs had endeavored to 
justify the ship's detention and pointed out that 
detention could have been avoided by wireless con
sultation of the port authorities. The receipt which v 
the Captain had given was only for private and ship's 
papers. The Japanese reply of October 4th, claimed 
that the Japanese could not bear the entire re- 
sponsibility and that, as the Captain in his receipt 
had stated everything was in order, there was no 
room for further discussion on the subject of the 
alleged thefts.

"3. Cases involving infringement of 
Hong Kong territorial waters and attack on junks.

"(a) September 22nd, 1937, Fishing junks 
sunk by Japanese submarine.

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: January 5, 1938. "
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»•PRISSENT SITUATION: His Majesty’s
1

Ambassador's Note of Aupust 15th, 1938, stated that
2
x

Japanese explanation could not be accepted and pre-

4
sented a claim for Kong Kong $30,469.00. The 1

Japanese reply of September 19th refused to consider !
1

1
the question of responsibility, but offered an ejc

, 1

1 rratia nayment to those fishermen who are British ■ 1

1  *

subject and can prove they took no 'part in aggres-
sion against a Japanese warship.

1 10 "3. (b) February 11, 1938. Attack on

11 and seizure of four junks by Japanese armed motor
12 trawler. \

13 "FIRST REPRESENTATION: February 26,*1938.
14 "PRESENT SITUATION* Japanese Government's
15 reply of Kerch 8th, stated that the incidents did ■

, - 1 6  

1

not take place within British territorial waters. »

Jfc- ' 17 His Majesty's Note of April 27th, showed that the
18 junks in question were different from those referred !

19 to in the Japanese Government's reply. A further
20

Note from His Majesty's Ambassador of the same date
21

submitted a claim for Hong Kong $12,000.00. No »

j22 . i

reply. ■y
=] «

1
"3. (c) May 3, 1938. Piracy and murder

committed by Japanese sailors on a junk from Hong Kong. \1 "FIRST REPRESENTATION: June 17, 1938. »
?1 -

$
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"PRESENT SITUATION: His Majesty's Ambas

sador addressed a second Note to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs on July 8th, confirming the details 
of his previous Note and on October 31st, a claim 
for Hong Kong $11,872.50 v/as submitted. The Japanese

!
Government's reply of December 6th, stated that there 
had been cases in which Japanese warships had dealt 
with hostile junks, but that there were no facts 
corresponding to the statements in His Majesty's 

Ambassador's Note of July 8th.
«

”4. Damage to His Majesty's Consulate at |
Pagado Anchorage, Foochow, during an air raid on i

!
July 1st. ;

"FIRST REPRESENTATION: July 9, 1938.
"PRESENT SITUATION: A claim for £215.7.4

was presented by His Majesty's Ambassador on May 3, j
1939. No reply. j

I
"5. Damage to His Majesty's Consulates 'I1

and British property at Chefoo and Tsingtao in the i
Icourse of anti-British demonstrations on August 11th j
I

and July 10th respectively.
"FIRST REPRESENTATION: December 18, 1939.
"PRESENT SITUATION: A claim for Chinese

National $1,554.01 and United States $20.75 was sub
mitted by His Majesty's Embassy on December 18th. On I
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I
1
o

j January 23, 194-0, the Japanese Ministry of Foreign
( Affairs replied that the anti-British movement in

r> China had broken out spontaneously, that the Chinese

4 j organs were in control, that the matter should be

5 i discussed,therefore,between the local British and '

6 ! Chinese authorities end that there was no reason1
•»/ ‘ why the Japanese Government should bear the responsi-

» 8 1 bility or receive the statement of claim. In their
9 Note of February 12, 1940, His Majesty’s Embassy
10 pointed out that His Hajesty’s Government do not
n j! recognize the ’local Chinese authorities,’ thati
12 Tsingtao and Chefoo were under the effective
13 occupation of the Japanese Army and that the Japanese | 1'
14 j • 

! Government were therefore responsible for preventing !
1

15 • 1 disorder. The formula of July 22nd was intended to \! 1

m

16 j cover such cases. His Majesty’s Embassy, therefore, •

17
1 maintained their claim. In their Note of March 20th,

13
His Majesty's Embassy enauired of the Ministry

19 • jwhether a reply might shortly be expected but none j
20 i

I has yet beeri received. j
•

21 1 I 
"6. Attack on the Imperial Airways air- j

2? i : 
1 craft.

23 • "'Dardanus' on November 8, 1939, at "teichow 4<
j24 l

j Island, South China. J25
! "His Majesty's Ambassador protested
i

1

!
»
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vigorously against this incident and pointed out 
how unwarranted such an attack on a civilian air
craft was, wherever it was flying. The identity

iof the aircraft must have been clear to the Japanese j 

authorities. His Majesty's Government did not admit i 
any right on the part of the Japanese Government to

i
exclude British aircraft from any particular area, ;j
as His Majesty's Ambassador had informed the Japan- J
ese Government on February 27, 1939» His Majesty's j

I
Ambassador also took strong exception to the deten- I

!
tion of the aircraft's two pilots for five days, j
reserved the right to claim compensation end re- j
quested an assurance that instructions against the 
repetition of such an incident had been sent to the 
appropriate Japanese authorities.

"FIRST REPRESENTATIONs November ?3, 1939. !
"PRESENT SITUATION: His Majesty's j

Ambassador presented a claim for £1,706.8.3 for 
damage and loss on January 13, 1940. A more de
tailed statement of this claim showing the extensive 
damage suffered by the aircraft and its unairworthy
state when returned to the British authorities, was j

I
submitted by His Majesty's Embessj' on February 13th.
As no reply was received a Note enauiring whether a 
settlement might soon be expected was sent to the

fi
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25

Ministry on March 20th. In their reply of April 
23rd, the Ministry stated that as regards repairs 
the Imperial Japanese authorities did not take any 
measures at the time as a matter of obligation, but 
especially kind treatment v/as given. They stated 
that there was,therefore,no reason for the Japanese 
Government to bear any responsibility for any sort 
of damage in this case.

“7. GENERAL CLAIMS.
"Between June 21, 1938, and November 11, 

1940, fourteen sets of claims in respect of loss 
suffered by British subjects as a result of the 
operations of the Japanese armed forces in China 
have been submitted. In addition, claims by Mr.
M. Hayward and by Messrs. Butterfield and Swire 
(in respect of their Hokai Staff Quarters at Hankow) 
have been submitted separately.

"FIRST REPRESENTATION.- June 21, 1938.
"PRESENT SITUATION: These claims amount

in all to £>414,654. 4. 7-1/4. Claims amount to 
B5,000. 2. 3 only may be regarded as withdrawn, 
while one claim has been reduced by B29. 17. 2, 
leaving a balance of £>409,624. 5. 2-1/4 outstanding 
under this head alone."

--«L

I

; i 
'■ '!!
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9,7ï

MR. E. WILLIAMS; 7Jo of for in evidence I. P. S. 
document 2400-A which is taken fron the office of the 
Japanese Foreign Ministry at Tokyo, duly authenticated 
and is entitled* Measurer to be Taken Towards Natives 
In East Asia or Burma, the President of the Racial 
Committee of the National Policy Research Institute, 
Kokusaku Kenkyu Kai, 20 September, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT* Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2400-A will receive exhibit No. 1029.
(’̂ hereupon, the above-mentioned document 

was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1029 and 
received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT; Mr. Smith.
ÏH, SMITH: If the Court please, we Just located

this document, exhibit 1029» It does not appear to be 
a government document and the certificate does not 
purport to show that it came from the government files.
We do not see how it has any connection with any defendanl 
in this case.

MR. BROCKS: Mr. President, on the certificate, i 

is signed by YATSUGI, who was a witness for the pros
ecution In this case and testified at that time that 
this was a private society, as I believe the record 
will bear us out. We have had introduced before

I
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hypothetical situations and cases bv various societies. 
Now whether this is one or not, I think it is up to 
the prosecution to prove or show.

THE PRESIDENT: Article 13 of the Charters
says we shall admit any evidence which we think has 
probative value including statements which appear to 
the Tribunal to contain information relating to the 
charge.
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MR. SÎ.ITH: ’.7ell, surely, your Honor —
THE PRESIDENT: That we may do it —  allow me

to complete what I am saying. You know the red light
a

stops me as it does you. —  but we may require to be 
convinced or to be satisfied that this has rrobative 
value in the circumstances, Mr. Williams. Probative 
value may readilv appear where we hove a certificate 
that the document was found in a war ministry or in a 
foreign office.

MR. E. VJIILIAÎ'S: V/e shall endeavor to provide
such additional information as v/e can obtain to support 
and add to its. probative value, your Honor.

HR. SMITH: Y/ell, your Honor, what the pros
ecutor Just said amounts to nothing. Certainly the 
provision of the Charter dealing with what constitutes 
evidence having a probative value refers basically to 
evidence related to two or more defendants in this case
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and that has not been shovm that any defendant has any II
jconnection with this.
Ii THE PRESIDENT: All the counts ore not forI
|conspiracy, you know, Kr. Smith. You forget that. It 
is only one or several out of fifty-five. Although 
this mipht v/ell be appropriate to the conspiracy counts.

‘MR. SMITH: Well, your Honor, conspiracy is
still an allegation in this cose. Nobody is conceding 
it by any means. t

THE PRESIDENT: However, Mr. Williams, it is j
doubtful whether this has probative value at this 
stage.

MR. E. WILLIAMS: Well, your Honor, I realize
that there is no need of presenting a document that j
dors not have, in the opinion of the Court, probative j
value. May I request that the Court indicate whether j
it would prefer to have the document simply marked for j

I
identification at this tine or admitted conditionally? j

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you realize our difficul-j
ty. We know nothing about this National Policy Research 
Institute.

I

MR. E. WILLIAMS: I appreciate that, your j
i

Honor. I am not insisting. j
HR. BROCKS: If the Court please, I would like !

; iI to object to this being admitted conditionally, and wouldj 
I I
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rÆk thrt the prosecution's rttention be crlled to the 
certifiertc thrt there be no possibility of showing 
this coming from rn officiel source becruse the corti- 
fierte hrs rlrcrdy disclosed thrt by the witness 
signing there rs he hrs rlrerdy testified.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Willirms is not intending
to tender it for conditionrl rdmission, but to merk it 
for identificction only. You ernnot object to thrt.

Well, you ern hrve it mrrkcd for identifiertion
10
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only.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2400-A will be mrrkcd exhibit 1029 for identifi- 
ertion only.

(Whereupon, the rbovc-mentioned document 
which hrd previously been mrrked exhibit No. 1029 
in evidence wrs subseouently mrrked exhibit No. 
1029 for identiflection only.)

KR. E. WILLIAMS: With the Tribunel's
permission, we now wish to tender in evidence I. P. S. 
document No. I603-A. This is r document trken from 
the Jrprncse Foreign Office rnd hrs been duly ruthenti- 
erted. It is r summery of proceedings concerning the 
Tri-prrtito Prct between Germrny, Jrprn rnd Itrly rt v 
Privy Council meeting, September 26, 1940; rnd I mry 
sry thrt in the old list it wes No. 162.

I
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1 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1603-A will receive exhibit No. 1030.
(Whereupon, the above-mentioned document 

was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1030 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIAMS: ’Ye read parts only from
prosecution exhibit No. 1030* I read first from page 
2, the last paragraph.

(Reading): "Councillor KAMI: I consider
Article III of th<° treaty most important. Although I 
do not believe in a Japanese-American war, I think that, 
if worst comes to worst, tho V.for and Navy Ministers may 
have something in readiness to avert defeat, and on 
this point I beg to have an explanation that will reassure 
us. Moreover, w*> cannot sav definitely that the U.S.S.R. 
will not start something against JAPAN. In such a case, 
what attitude will GERMANY take?

"War Minister TOJO: I will give my answer
chiefly from the standpoint of the Army. If the worst 
comes to worst, only a small part of the military strength 
will be necessary to carry out the operation against the 
U.S.A. I think that you need not worry on this point. 
However, an operation against the U.S.A. cannot be said 
complete unless w<* consider an operation against the U.S.SjiR."
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'Therefore, adjustment of JAPAN-SOVIET relations is a 
very important matter. I think that, if we could 
accomplish this effectively, military preparation 
would be eased considerably, but when we consider the 
character of the U.S.S.R., JAPAN cannot neglect her 
own preparation. As to the CHINA Incident, we intend 
to bring it to a conclusion by making efficient use 
of this treaty before we find ourselves in the worst 
situation.
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"Navy Minister OIKAWA: Sihce the war prepared
ness of our present Navy is complete, we will definitely 
not be beaten by the U.S.A., but in event of a prolonged 
war, it is necessary that we make sufficient preparations 
to keep up with the realization of the American plan 
for repletion of her navy. On this point, the Navy is 
adopting a policy prudent in every respect.

"Councillor KAY7AI: I fear nothing fo much as
the question of our materials. In case of a protracted 
war, how long will thev last?

"President of the Flanning Board HOSHINO: As
I explained yesterdav (the President gave a detailed 
explanation of the material mobilization plan at the 
regular meeting of the Privv Council on the previous 
day), our country has for the last few years been making 
^reparations for self-sufficiency ns regards materials. "
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''Out of 2,100,000,000 yen in Imports, Ij^OOjOO^jOOO yen 
is received from ENGLAND and the U.S.A. If, therefore, 
the economic pressure is strengthened, it is necessary 
that we act prudently considering the activation of 
Article III of the treaty. Fs for iron, this year's 
output is expected to be 5,200,000 tons, and even at 
the worst wo can expect an output of 4,000,000 tons.
At present, 1,500,000 tons are used for armaments and 
nilitnry purposes, and the rest is allotted for the 
repletion of productive power and for private and 
governmental use. If we manipulate the repletion of 
productive power, and restrict private and governmental 
demands, giving corsideration to cases when imports of 
scrap iron and iron material may be stopped, we shall 
not find ourselves in so serious a situation. As 
regards metals other' than iron, the case is different, 
but I think that you need not be seriously concerned, 
for we are now endeavoring to collect them from all 
parts of the world. Most important is petroleum. V/e 
are at present depending greatly on AIEBICA, especially 
ror aviation gasoline, almost all of which we must 
import from AMERICA. vle must try to increase its pro
duction at home and, at the same time, must find means 
to secure it from places other than AMERICA. Recently, 
we have accumulated a considerable 'stock* of aviation
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1 petroleum. However, in case of a prolonged war with

2 the U.S.A., a self-sufficient suprly cannot be obtained

3 solely in JAPAN, MANCHURIA, and CHINA, whereas iron

4 m d  other metals can be so obtained. Therefore, it
I

Ls necessary that we speedily secure the right to 

obtain oil in the DUTCH EAST INDIES or NORTH KARAFUTO. 

Phis matter has been touched upon in the recent talk 

»ith GERMANY. Furthermore, vou must understand that at 

iresent negotiations are being carried on for the 

peaceful acquisition of oil in the DUTCH EAST INDIES.

"Councillor KAMI: In regard to petroleum,

it yesterday's talk the military and naval authorities 

oo implied that considerable preparations have been 

?ffected. I wi3h to have some explanation bv the 

• rar Minister and the Navy Minister.

"Navy Minister OIKA’VA: As for the Navy, we

lave made preparations for a considerable length of 

:ime. Measures are nov? being taken regarding synthetic 

)il.

"V/ar Minister TOJO: The Prmy has prepared so

:hat its materials may last for a considerable period*

[f an unusually prolonged war should occur, consideration 

nust be given to oil for aircraft and mechanized units."

Then I drop down to page 6, the third paragraph 

rom the top of the page.
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(Roeding) * ’’Councillor ARIMA* I agree with 
2 the government in its desire to avert an American-Japa

nese war as demonstrated by this treaty, but if JAP/N and
4 Ithe UNITED STATES are destined to fight, I think new is

«

the best time. However, what concerns us most is our lack 
of petroleum. Although the Navy Minister said that wo 
have made aooropriate preparations, it cannot be sup
posed that, if hostilities bogen between JAPAN and thes
U.S.A., they would terminate in one or two years. Par
ticularly since wc are bound to use great quantities of 
petroleum in modern wars, wo cannot holp worrying 
whether or not synthetic petroleum and such will suffice 
in critical times. Therefore, I would like to have a 
reply on this point from the Navy Minister,

"Navy Minister 0IKAvA* Since V’e have just 
started with synthetic petroleum, we cannot sry that it 
will suffice in critical times. Therefore, there is no 

1S (other way than to acquire it from the EUTCH EAST INDIES
19 jor NORTH KARAFUTO through peaceful morns, and it is
20 quite likely this vill occur. Consequentyly, when vlew-
21 jed from this point, I think adjustment of relationsI
22 l/ith the IT.S.S.R. is very imnortant. On the other hand,I
2  ̂ Lf the war is prolonged the Navy must consider the 
24 pconomic use of petroleum.

"Councillor ABIMA* Would thero be a sufficiency
__i

i
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of petroleum of high octane rating?
"Navy Minister 0IKAv’A: Yes, in regard to

petroleum of high octane rating, the Navy has lately 
established a special research organ and has been pro
ducing it through methods original with the Navy, More
over, considerable store is on hand."

If the Court please, then down to page 15, 
beginning with the second paragraph, commencing with 
the words "Councillor FUKAI,"

"Councillor FUKAI: I think that insertion
of sentiments in our foreign relations should be 
avoided, and that diplomacy must nl\*'oys be practiced 
realistically. In the preamble of the treaty it says:
•let every nation have its rightful place , but
since HITLER’S words always give us the impression that 
according to the laws of nature, the weak are the vic
tims of the strong, do you think that GERMANY will be 
able to understand the true spirit of this preamble?

"Foreign Minister MATSUOKA: The mission of
our diplomacy lies in the propagation of the ’Imperial 
way«. We do not ret solely for the purpose of advantages 
or disadvantages in respect of our interests. I think 
that such thoughts as 'the weak are the victims of the 
strong’ should be absolutely rejected.

"Councillor FUKAI: I can understand that,if a
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Japanese-American war Is inevitable, emphasis in 
diplomacy must be lrid to either GERMANY or the Anglo- 
Americans ct this time, but the result of concluding 
this treaty may hasten the Jeppnese-Americon wrr. 
Therefore, I wish to ask the Prime Minister his determ
ination, whether or not he has the cour id «nee to "be 
rble to overcome shortages of munitions and general 
commodities; the demoralization of thoughts, etc., 
when he faces them in the most aggravated times,

•’Prime Minister KONOYE: The basic idee of
this pact, of course, lies in the eversion of a Japan- 
ese-American clash. However, I think that it is nec
essary for us to show a. firm attitude, because if we 
act humbly, It will only make the UNITED STATES presump
tuous. /Translator*s Note: May also read ’...if we make 
a blunder, tho UNITED STATES will become presumptuous.'/ 
If worst should come to morst, I think that the govern
ment must adopt policies with firm resolutions on both 
diplomatic and domestic affairs. The other day when I 
presented myself at the Imperial Palace to report on 
this matter, I found His Majeety, the Emperor, also to 
have possessed a very firm rsolution which was most 
impressive. I hope that this treaty will be satisfact
orily executed, even at the risk of my very life.

"Councillor FUTAGAMI: Since there has been
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much discussion from the standpoint of both diplomacy 
rnd economics, I would like to ask some questions on 
some doubtful points on the treaty itself,"

Then I will skip that down to page 17, the 
next to the last paragraph on page 17*

(Reading): "Councillor OBATA: At this time
when JAPAN has not yet solved the Sino-Jrpanese Inci- J 
dent, if JAPAN is under the obligation to fid GERMANY ! 
and ITALY in case the UNITED STATES should participate 
in the European War, JAPAN will be placed under a very 
heavy responsibility. On the other hand, I think, i 
the possibility of war breaking out between JAPAN and 
AMERICA is small. Therefore, will not this treaty be 
very one-sided?

"Foreign Minister MATSUOKA: Whether AMERICA
will participate in the European war or not, or whetherj

i
war between AMERICA and JAPAN will break out or not, I 
think is a fifty-fifty possibility. Therefore, I do 
not believe it to be one-sided, !I

"Councillor TAKECOE: As the result of this
treaty being concluded, what kind of support can 
GERMANY give JAPAN in case worst comes to worst end 
in case the Japanese Navy aids GERMANY end ITALY, 
what kind of aid can it give?

"Foreign Minister MATSUOKA: Such problems as
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the kind of help thrt crn be muturlly given should be 
thoroughly investigrted rt the Joint specirl committee#

"Chief of the Investigation Committee SUZUKI:
I think r Jrprnese-American wrr is inevitrble regardless 
of whether this trerty is concluded or not. We, there
fore, must crrefully observe the expension of the UNITED 
STATES Nevy end must not neglect our proprrotions 
corresponding to this.

"Nevy Minister OIKAVA: We ere confident of
victory in e quick, decisive wer rgeinst AMERICA, but 
es for the future, we ere sterdily dreving verious ex
pension pirns.

"Councillor ISHII: I see whrt is written in
the lrst of exchrnge of strtements is that the South Ser 
Islands under our mrndrte v?ill remain r territory of 
JAPAN, provided that v>e pry r compensetion for them. 
According to Minister MATSU0KA*s explrnrtion of this, 
since the VERSAILLES Trerty hrs already expired, JAPAN 
is still continuing r militrry occupation of the South 
Ser Islrnds. Therefore, rlthough it is srid thrt it is 
necessrry for JAPAN to pry compe-nsrtion to GERM NY to 
obtrin trrnsfer of the islrnds, recording to the VER
SAILLES Trerty, the possession of the mrndrted islrnds 
were trrnsfe-rred to the Five Powers, from which powers 
JAPAN required them. I, therefore, think it is proper
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interpret that the islands are already the possession 
of JAPAN and, therefore, I cannot agree to the verbal 
declarations of the German Amb$isador. Since I admit 
that this problem is not a subject for Imperial inquiry,
I am just expressing my opinion for your information.

«»Foreign Minister MATSUOKAï According to the 
opinion of famous scholars of international law, as
Dr. TACHI, a mandate is not a transfer of territory..1#
Therefore, aside from the standpoint of legal theories, 
and viewing it from the standpoint of practical politics, 
it has been my opinion for the past three years that 
it is a better policy to receive these islands from 
GERMANY through some means. From what I have heard, 
three years ago, the Japanese Navy had proposed to 
GERMANY through the naval attache in BERLIN the cession 
of these islands under certain compensatory terms.

'«Councillor ISHII: I have exchanged opinions
with Dr. TACHI concerning this problem. Dr. TACHI’s 
opinion was only that a mandate is not a cession of 
territory. In regards to the point that GERMANY trans
ferred them to the Five Powers, I believe there is no 
dispute. Therefore, I can hardly agree to having JAPAN 
pay a compensation now to GERMANY for the cession of 
these islands.

"Councillor MITSUCHTs From the questions and
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interpret that the islands are already the possession 
of JAPAN and, therefore, I cannot agree to the verbal 
declarations of the German Ambsisador. Since I admit 
that this problem is not a subject for Imperial inquiry,
I am just expressing my opinion for your information.

"Foreign Minister MATSUOKA: According to the
opinion of famous scholars of international law, as 
Dr. TACHI, a mandate is not a transfer of territory.

m
Therefore, aside from the standpoint of legal theories, 
and viewing it from the standpoint of practical politics, 
it has been my opinion for the past three years that
>
it is a better policy to receive these islands from 
GERMANY through some means. From what I have heard, 
three years ago, the Japanese Navy had proposed to 
GERMANY through the naval attache in BERLIN the cession 
of these Islands under certain compensatory terms.

"Councillor ISHII: I have exchanged opinions
with Dr. TACHI concerning this problem. Dr. TACHIfs 
opinion was only that a mandate is not a cession of 
territory. In regards to the point that GERMANY trans
ferred them to the Five Powers, I believe there is no 
dispute. Therefore, I can hardly agree to having JAPAN 
pay a compensation now to GERMANY for the cession of 
these islands.

"Councillor MITSUCHT: From the questions and

I
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answers I have heard throughout this morning, the 
discussion seems to be chiefly on matters assuming war 
with AMERICA. However, the moment this treaty is 
concluded, I think AMERICA’S economic sanctions against 
JAPAN will be greatly increased. In this case, I 
think the subsistence problem of our people will become 
serious. Are sufficient preparations made for this? 
When a treaty of this sort is concluded, the Japanese 
people are apt to follow GERMANY blindly and there is 
danger that some may attempt anti-American movements, 
etc. It is hoped that such acts will be strictly con
trolled.

"President of the Planning Board HOSHIMO: The 
government is most concerned over the problems of the 
people’s livelihood and will try to meet the situation 
most satisfactorily.

Prime Minister KONOYE: Since I am in full
accord with keeping under control anti-American move
ments, I intend to carry it out very strictly."
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.
HR. LEVIN: Mt1. President, I would like to

c ill attention to the fact that the SUZUKI named in 
this document is not the accused. There is no given 
name indicated in this document. It is because of 
the statement Just read by Mr. Williams as having 
been made by SUZUKI that I call the special attention 
of the Tribunal to that fact.

HR. E. WILLIAMS: I understand that
counsel's statement is correct, Mr. President.

We tender in evidence IPS document No.
219P (94-) from Volume I of exhibit 58 for identifi
cation, which is an excerpt from Ambassador Grev; to 
ÎÜATSUOKA, dated October 11, 194-0.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 219P (94) will receive exhibit No. 1031.
(Whereupon, the document above 

mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1031 and received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIAMS: I read from prosecution's
exhibit No. 1031:
"TEIL AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN (GREW) TO THE 
JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS (M/T'UOKA).
"Excerpts.
»■No. 1653 "TOKYO, October 11, 19A0.
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"By virtue of a widespread system of exchange 
and trade controls in North China v*hich culminated 
on June 28, 1^40, in the institution of a complete 
and discriminatory control of exchange, American 
trade with that area has come to a virtual halt.

"American enterprise having been practically 
eliminated from Manchuria, and American enterprise 
and trade in the North China area having been reduced 
to insignificant proportions, it now appears to be 
+ he intent of the military authorities of Japan to 
force American enterprise and trade out of Shanghai, 
the most important commercial center in Chine."



Then we offer in evidence IPS document No. 
219P (95) from exhibit 58 for identification, which 
is an excerpt from the statement by Ambassador Grew 
to K..TSUOKA, dated October 24, 1940.

TIE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms*
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 219P (95) will receive exhibit No. 1032,
(Whereupon, the document above 

mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1032 and received in evidence.)

JJi. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1032:

"TIE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN (GREW)
TO TIE JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS (MAT- 
SUOKA)

"Excerpts. No. 1665
"TOKYO, October 24, 1940.
"EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to inform

Your Excellency that my Government has taken note 
that the Japanese military authorities in North 
China have since October 1 applied certain so-called 
Vepulations governing the control of inspections 
and shipments of raw materials for light industries 
in North China.' According to the press the regu
lations are applicable to cotton, hemp, jute, and



other vegetable fibers, animal hair, leather, and 
furs.

’’Failing an early modification of the at
titude of the military authorities In China, Ameri
can firms, both In the United States and in North 
China, are destined (1) to suffer large financial 
losses on account of stocks held for exportation 
under already existing contracts and on account of 
large additional unfilled contracts, and (2) to be 
eliminated from trade in which they have partici
pated for a long period.”
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1 We offer in evidence IPS document No.

2 220C (8) from exhibit 58 for identification. This

3 is an excerpt from communication by Mr. Grew to

4 NATSUOKA, dated November 15, 1940.

5 THE PRESIDENTS Admitted on the usual terms.

6 CLERK OF THE COURT; Prosecution's document

7
No. 220C (8) will receive exhibit No. 1033.

>. »
*  8

(Whereupon, the document above

9 mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit

10 No. 1033 and received in evidence.)

11 ER. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecution's

12 exhibit 1033*

'3 "ORAL STATEMENT BY THE: AMERICAN AMBASSADOR

14 (GREW) TO THE JAPANESE MINISTER FOE FOREIGN AFFAIRS ;

15 (KATSUOXA)." !

16 There is a footnote on this; 1
1

■M
17 "Notations 'Left with Mr. Terazaki, Director i1
18 of the American Bureau of the Japanese Foreign Office, 1

19 b> the American First Secretary, Mr. Crocker, Novem-
*0 ber 15, 1940, as from the American Ambassador to the
21 Minister for Foreign Affairs.'
22 "I am informed by our Consul at Hanoi that
23 certain merchandise owned by American interests is
24 being refused re-export permits from Indo-China by
23 the Indo-Chinese authorities chiefly as a result of
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1 Japanese pressure brought upon these authorities.
“Detailed information regarding such irer- 

chandise is known to the Indo-China*authorities, to 
our Consul, and presumably to the .Japanese.

“I have been instructed to request that 
appropriate steps be taken to put an end to this 
unwarranted interference with the shipments of 
goods and merchandise owned by Americans."

We offer in evidence IPS document No.
219P (71) taken from exhibit for identification 
This is an excerpt from a statement by Ambassador 
Grew to KATSUOKA, dated November 26, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERIC OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 219P (71) will receive exhibit No. 1034.
(Whereupon, the document above 

mentioned was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1034 and received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIAMS: I read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1034:
“THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN (GREW) TO THE 
JAF/NESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS (MATSUOKA)
“Excerpt. “TOKYO, November ?6, 1940

“EXCELLENCY: Acting under instructions from
my Government, I hsve the honor formslly to protest
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against the actions of the Japanese military at Hanoi 
who recently took into custody Mr. Robert r . Rinden, 
American Vice-Consul, and the United Fress corres
pondent, Mr, Melville Jacoby.

"My Government considers that the employ
ment of force and the threat of arm against an /m- 
erican official and the individual accompanying him 
were especially flagrant. I am constrained to re
call that it has been necessary for my Government 
to point out to Your Fxcellency's Government, in con
nection with a deplorably large number of incidents 
involving American nationals and the Japanese mili
tary in China, that if the Japanese Government were 
to issue strict and effective instructions that Am- «
erican citizens should be treated with civility by 
the Japanese military, incidents of the character 
described above would not occur.

"With reference to the incident which is the 
subject of the present note, I wish to invite the par
ticular attention of Your Excellency to the fact that 
Mr. Rinden and his campanion were threatened with 
rifles which v'ere nointed at them, and v»ere kept in 
custody bv Japanese soldiers, and that the Jaranese 
soldicrs did not v>ithdraw until the arrival of the 
French authorities, despite the fact that Mr. Rinden
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1 identified himself es en /.mericrn Vice-Consul to e
2 Jrnenese officer who spo’rc end understood Fnglish,"
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1 Ve offer in evidence IPS document No.
O 1339A (4) which is a memorandum of KASE, Secretary

z> to the Foreign Minister, dated December 9, 1940, to

4 OTA, Chief of the European Department.

5 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
6 CLERT OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
7 No. L339A (4) will receive exhibit No. 1C35.

é ù \ 8 (whereupon, the document above
9 mentioned wes marked prosecution's exhibit

10 No. 1035 and received in evidence.)
n THE PRESIDENT: ™e will recess for fifteen
12 minutes.
13 (Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was
M taken until 1100, after which the proceed-
15 ings were resumed as follows:)

A 16 MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

a 17 Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
m 13 THE PRESIDENT : Major Furness.
& 19 MR. FURNESS: If the Court please, I wish
M
o 20 to object to the introduction of this document unlesr
rs 21 the statement which is referred to ,in the first para-
c 22 graph is also submitted. Without such statement we don' ;

23 know what they are talking about, and I submit in
21 that case the document has no probative value.
25 THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Hardin.

s
. . . .  -------------- --------- —  -----  -- ---—  — — 1
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1 MR. HARDIN: It is presumed that what follows

2 is the memorandum. This is a document that was pre-

3 by r or feign ujxicfe do our sfeCvion« i « ctocs

A say copy attached —  copy herewith. Now, I don't have

5 a certificate saying there is no copy, none was
6 located, but the certineate describes tne numoer ox
7 pages, I presume.

THE PRESIDENT: Three pages?
9 MR. HARDIN: Yes, sir.
!0 MR. FURNESS: It is quite obvious, if the
11 Court please, that the document which is submitted
12 here is not three pages long; furthermore, it refers
13 to a summary, and v/hether that is in the original
14 document —  whether this is a summary of it, I don't
15 know.
16 THE PRESIDENT: Look at the original.
17 MR. FURNESS: The original, of course, is in
IS Japanese.
19 THE PRESIDENT: How many pages have you?
2'J MR. FURNESS: It is three pages, but I sub-
21 mit again that regardless of that, unless —  regard-
22 less of where it comes from, unless we have the state-
23 ment referred to we don't know what is being talked
24
25

about between Ambassador Craigie and Foreign Minister 
MATSUOKA, and therefore the summary, or whatever it is,25
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lh|as no probative value,
2 THE PHESIDENT: It does not follow because it
3 isn't all there that it isn't admissible. Its pro
bative value is reduced, and perhaps very seriously so. 
5Ve should have it if it is available. I suppose you
6 rould have produced it had it been available to you?

MR. HARDINî Yes, sir, if it had been avail
able we would have had it.

THE PRESIDENT; But you can't say one thing

7

8 
9

10 
n 
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23
24
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<j>r the other really; you haven't investigated it?
MR. RAhBIN: No, sir, I haven't personally.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, tender it for identi-

Ication. In the meantime make a search for the balance.
lih. HARDIN: I will have the Investigation

Section do so as soon as I can get to them.
Yes, sir, I tencer it for identification.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

<o. 1339A (4) is given exhibit No. 1035 for identi
fication only.

(Whereupon, the document above referred 
to, previously marked prosecution's exhibit No.
1035 in evidence, was marked prosecution's ex

hibit No. 1035 for identification.)
MR. HARDIN: We next offer in evidence IPS

document No. 220C (9) from exhibit for identification
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58, Volume 2. This is an excerpt from a communica
tion from The American Ambassador in Japan (Grew) 
to the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs (MATSUOKA) 
dated December 17, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF ThE COURT: Prosecution’s document

Ko. 220C (9) will receive exhibit No. 1036.
(V/hereuoon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1036 and was received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: (Reading)
"THE AMERICAr< AliBASSA^OR IN JAPAN (GREW) TO THE

JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOiiEIGil AFFAIRS (MATSUOKa ) .
"Excerpt. TOKYO, December 17,1940.

«

"No. 1714
"EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to invite the

attention of Your Excellency to the fact that on 
November 15 an oral statement was left with Mr.
TEKAZAKI as from the American Ambassador to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs stating that, accord
ing to information from the American Consul at 
Hanoi, certain merchandise owned by American in
terests was being refused re-export permits from 
Indochina by the Indochinese authorities, chiefly 
as a result of Japanese pressure brought upon those
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authorities.
"On November 30, in a conversation with 

Your Excellency, 1 made further representations in 
this matter, repeating those made on November 15."

We offer in evidence IPS document 220C (10), 
which is from exhibit for identification 58, Volume
2. This is oral statement of Mr. Grew to Lir. 
MATSUOKa , referring to the Ambassador's note to the 
Foreign Hinister December 17, 1940. Hay I ask that 
this be identified as an exhibit in evidence?

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220C (10) will receive exhibit No. 1Ö37*
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1037 and was received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: We lead prosecution's exhibit

1037:
"ORAL STATEMENT BY TiiE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR 

(GREW) TO THE JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
OiATSUOKA).

"Referring to the American Ambassador's note to 
His Excellency the Imperial Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, Ho. 1714 dated December 17, 1940, relating 
to the interference by the Indochinese authorities,
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chiefly as a result of Japanese pressure brought upon
those authorities, with the shipments of American
owned goods and merchandise, the American Ambassador
is now instructed to express to His Excellency the
Minister for Foreign Affairs the opinion that it would
not be consistent with humanitarian considerations
to interfere with the movement of supplies of the
Red Cross at oresent in Indochina, in addition to
being unwarranted on other grounds. At least a «
part of the Pied Cross supplies under reference, 
incidentally, was made possible by the contributions 
of American citizens."

We now offer in evidence IPS document 2529A 
(31), which is a newspaper excerpt, duly authenticated, 
regarding announcement of the new mobilization law.

It isn’t 2529A (31). 2531A.
£ih. FURNESS : Referring to exhibit 1037»

request that we be furnished with the note referred 
to, No. 1714, dated December 17, 1940.

LJK. HAhDIN: If it please the Court, this
is a publication in a newspaper and it is the whole 
thing that was published in the paper, the whole 
document.

THE PRESIDENT: I think these applications
should be made in Chambers to me if the document is

I
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not given by the prosecution on application by the 
defense. The time of the Court itself should not 
be spent on matters of this type; that is to say, on 
applications for documents that are generally dealt 
with in Chambers.

The last document tendered is admitted on 
the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2531̂ * will receive exhibit No. 1038.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. IO38 and was received in evidence.)

idh. HjJvDIN: We will read prosecution's
exhibit 1038:

"EXTRACT FROM 'THE TOKYO NICHI NICH11 May 3, 1941.
"DEFENSE SECURITY LAW 

"MEASURE TO GO INTO EFFECT ON MAY 10.
"The National Defense Security Law will be 

enforced on Kay 10, it was decided in the Cabinet 
Meeting on May 2.

"Detailed regulations governing the enforce
ment of the law will be published on Way 10."

,

25
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MR. HARDIN: Y/c offer in evidence IPS document
1 1339A (2) which is r proposrl from Mr. Eden to Mr.
2 SHIGEMITSTJ, dr ted Februrry 7, 194-1.
3 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usurl terms. ■
4 CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
5 No. 1339A (2) will receive exhibit No. 1039. .
6

thereupon, the document rbovc referred
7

•  8 to wes mrrked prosecution’s exhibit No. 1039
end received in evidence.)

9
MR. HARDIN: (Herding)

10
1 1 "Proposrl from Foreign Minister Eden to

12 Ambrssrdor SHIGEMITSU on 7 Februrry, Showr 16, 194-1. *

13 "1. At the first interview with the Foreign

14 Minister rftcr the formrtion of the KONOYE Crbinct,

15 Ambrssrdor Creigic- expressed the hope thrt the new

16 erbinet v/ould collrborrte rnd settle the relrtions
between the two countries by friendly mer sures rs did

18 the proceding Crbinet. To this Foreign Minister

19 MATSUOKA replied thrt the Crbinet wrs considering cere-

20 fully the generrl policy for the future, rnd rdded rt

21 the srme time, rs his unofficirl idee, thrt r generrl !
22 improvement of the relrtion between Jrrpn rnd Fnplrnd j
23 could not be hoped for, rnd r strrinod siturtion be- l

24 i
tween Jrprn rnd Englrnd in the future wrs inevitrble. |

1

25 "Two drys rfter the interview occurred the
rrrests of mrny Englishmen in Jrprn rnd Korer, on which

»  m

1

,
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a joint statement by the "ar Minister and Minister of 
Justice was issued, giving generally the impression of 
the existence of an English spy ring in Japan. But 
tiie result of the trial was that they were punished for 
trivial matters, and there was nothing about spits.

"This was the general situation in July and 
August. In September Japan concluded the Tripartite 
Pact and formally joined on the side of Germany and 
Italy, enemies of Britain. The public speeches of states
men and the tendency of the press were deepening more 
and more anxiety on the part of England.

"2. Foreign Minister MATSUOKA said in his 
official statement that the Tripartite Pact v/as a pact 
of peace, and you also stated that the main policy of 
Japan v/as to overcome the difficulties of the China 
affair and restore order in Erst Asia. But judging 
from facts which have happened since then, and consider
ing all the indications that the sphere of influence 
of Japan is being enlarged to dominate East Asia, 
frankly the above explanation is hard to understand.

"In this connection the British Government * 
wishes to call your 'ttention to the impropriety of 
the statement of Foreign Minister MATSUOKA concerning 
Japanese aspirations in Burma. As regards Indo-China 
and Thailand also, recent situations have not mitigated

!
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1 the strained relation in the Far East at all. Foreign

2 Minister MATSUOKA said that only Japan had the right to

3 mediate in the conflicts in the Far Fast, but the

4 British Government can not approve of this claim.
«

5 "If the purpose of the mediation were merely

6 to bring about a settlement of conflicts, Britain would

_ 7 welcome it like all the other countries. But we have
t

8 received the disquieting information that Japan had

9 brought pressure to bear on Indo-China and Thailand,

10 and we Äve come to entertain misgivings whether Japan

11 were not using this mediation as a pretext to secure

12 far-reaching political and military concessions from 1

13 both these countries —  e.g. newspaper information

14 reports that Camran Bay and all the existing Air-fields

15 will be used by Japan.

16 "3. The most important fact is the recent
% 17 report of Ambassador Craigie, informing us that *In

18 Japan the prevailing impression is that the crisis in

19 the Far Fast will occur within these two or three weeks**

20 'That do these facts mean? Who is challenging

21 whom? Should we believe that a sort of advance planned

22 by Japan will be carried out simultaneously with the

23 Gorman attack on England proper, and if so should Britain

24 assume that her territories in the Far East are in

25 danger of an attack by Japan? It is hard for me to

* m

• 1 ♦

•
*
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understand the situation. Geographically Japan is in 
an advantageous position, so that she can remain entire

ly aloof from the calamity of war if she so desires, 

and moreover she is not being threatened by any one, 
certainly not by England.

"If I may be allowed to speak frankly, it 
seems to me that Japrn has many reasons for not inter

vening in another war after four years of the China 
Incident. In my opinion, Japan can not but recognize 
her reason for being on unfriendly terms with Britain 
end the United States, but as proved by history, it can 
not be denied that the prosperity of Ja.pan was at its 

best when she was at friendly relations with Britain 

and the United States. So it is hard for me to under

stand the reason why Ambassador Craigie reported of the 

sphere of crisis increasing in Japan. It seems to me
I

that the aim of the Japanese statesmen is to indicate 
the approach of a huge confusion.

"4. You will be able to understand that it 

is impossible to disregard the above signs and rrotents, 

and that it is necessary to tell you clearly our stand

point. England has territories in the Far East, but she j 

has no aggressive intentions; however, she does not 

intend to srcrifice these territories by orders from 

any other country. And furthermore, it is impossible
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1 to enprove of the principle that Japan is the sole 
country having the right to administer end control the 
destiny of rll the inhabitants (including the Fnglish) 
in the Fer i^st. There is no doubt that Britein will 
protect her territories in the Far Erst with the ut
most vigor, if they shoi’JLd be attached, end defend the 
security m d  welfare of tlu inhabitants.

"5. In addition, I wish to mention two points.
"The first point is r.s follows There is no 

objection to Japon deciding her own. policy, but as rn 
old friend end v. former /Hied Power, I do not think 
I will bring down the wrr.t.h of Jcorn uoon myself for 

saying the following thing —  th~c I hone and prey that 
the policy about to be trken up by Japan will not lead 

to r terrible disaster. And moreover I can not but 
hope that, by cooperating with Germany and Italy, Japan 
will not depart from her wise caution and good sense 
with which she built up her great national power and 
prosperity in the past.

"The second point is as follows: It is rumored
that concerning the war situation, news advantageous to 
Eritoin is being suppressed in Jccen, end there is 
propagated an idee that Britain is a decedent country 
on the bring of ruin. But as you know, the real 
spirit of the English people of today is no such thing. "

I
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1 Wot only is there a strong de termine t ion of an absolute

2 national unity throughout the whole of the British

3 Empire, but rlso England possesses vast natural

4 resources and has unlimited assistance from America.

5 Whatever happens it is obvious that the British Empire

6 will not fail in this conflict. Germany is exaggerat-

7 ing thrt she c m  conquer this Island Empire, but we
8 arc convinced of her failure. We averted the crisis

9 in Scntembir last year, and at pre-s.-nt England's power
10 on land, on sea, and in the air has increased greatly

11 from that time. The English nation is convinced that
12 Germany will fail in her attempt to conquer England,

13 and be defeated in this war."
14 We wish to offer ir evidence prosecution
15 document No. 1131, taken from the Japanese Foreign
16 Office and duly authenticated. This is a. series of
17 telegrams, all dated the early part of the year 194-1,
18 relating to British-Japanese diplomatic relations.
19 THE PRESIDENT: Major Furness.
20 MR. FURNESS: If the Court please, I believe J
21 that the Court will find that the first four pages
22 of this document end the first paregraph on page 5
23 down to No. 79 is a duplicate of the document which
24 the prosecutor has just read.
25 THE PRESIDENT: It contains a lot of what
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Mr. Eden said but I can't say that it doesn't extend 
to anything else. However, Mr. Hardin nay not intend 
to read it all. Wall) it seems to be confined to the 
same conversation between the Japanese Ambassador and 
Mr. Lden. We have the exact words of each and then a 
summery.

MR. HARDIN: I believe I will submit it in
evidence and read beginning on page 5» not read down 
to there because it does appear to be in substance 
the same as the other.

THE PRESIDENT: It docs look like a reply
by the accused SHIGEMITSU to Mr. Eden, doesn't it?

MR. HARDIN: I believe I will withdraw the
entire document since the other seems to cover the 
other part.

II

j
j
i

!

i

l

; •
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THE PRESIDENT: The preceding document showedI Il I

what Mr. Eden represented, Mr. Eden’s aDpeal. But
this shows SHIGEMITSU’s answer to Mr. Eden.

3
4 MR. HARDIN: Yes, sir. I think it is fair
5 to go ahead and read it.
6 THE PRESIDENT: Yes, the conversation.
7 MR. HARDIN: Yes.
a CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

9
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1131 will be given exhibit No. 1040.
(Whereupon, the document above 

mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1040 and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Are you going to read it?
MR. HARDIN: Yes, sir.
I am reading from page 5*

"Gc-ners 1 No. 3341 In ciphers: London to Foreign
Ministry

"Despatched: 8 Februrry 1941 (SHOWA 16) afternoon
"Receive^: 9 February 1941 (SKOWA 16) evening
"Jurisdiction: European Section
"To: Foreign Minister KATSUOKA From: Ambessedor

SHIGEMITSU
"No. 79
"Ambessrdor: Will this représentétion be mede in
Tokyo else?
"Eden: No, I wish to s+ete it as my unreserved opin
ion through you here.
"Ambessrdor: I do not possess m y  dete to prove Ihet

II

»I
J

i
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such a critical situation exists* Of course, under 
the present circumstances, I have no intention of 
criticizing the report of your Ambassador. However,
I would like to be permitted to rsk you r few oues- 
tions from the impression I gained from vour 'expose,1 
though I shell refrein from exchanging views regard
ing the detailed subs+encc of it.
"Eden: I shall hear them*
"Ambassador: From what you have ,1us+ seid, I have
received the impression that you have explained to 
me to make clear for the last time the standpoint of 
Great Eritain under the premise that Anglo-Japanese 
relations are fast approaching the last stage. How
ever, it is necessary for us to endeavour to the last, 
to avert the worst, even if no improvement can be 
made in the relations between the two countries. It 
is with this purpose in mind that I have done my best 
so far. In what you have told me ,1ust new, you have 
stated almost solely the unilateral view of Britain, 
but failed to show an understanding attitude of Japan's 
assertions, making only refutations and indicating the

l
intention of disapproval. Moreover, I think that, in | 
discussing this unfortunate aggravation of Anglo-Jepen-| 
ese relations, v*e should commence it from at least ten ! 
vears ago, if not from 1904, You thoroughly know the



history of the pcH ten yerrs. To cite rn instence,
you hove mentioned in vour cxulrnr Hon Jenen's cooperp-
tion with Britein's enemy, but Britein hes consistently
held the policy of riding Jenen*s onemies. The feet
is thrt present rggrrvrtions of reletions pcturlly
erme mostly from this stendpoint. (to be continued)»
"Gfnerel No. 3344 In Ciphers: London to Foreign

Ministry
"Desprtched: 8 Fcbruery 1941 (SHO’-'A 16) pfternoon
"Pcceived: 9 Fcbruery 1941 (SHOWA 16) evening
"Jurisdiction: Euroncrn Section
"(Telegrem No. 79 continued)
"Furthermore, it is geogrenhicrlly cuite neturrl thrt 
Jppm should hold the leedinr position in Test Asie, 
end this ernnot be helped. It is no different from 
the specie1 interests which Pritrin end the United 
Stetes of Americe feel in the neighboring geegrrphi- ! 
Cflly re letod countries. You hrve mentioned French 
Irdo-Chine, end seemed to view our movements there, 
etc., with suspicion, but we hrve not invrded eny Bri
tish territory. It is beyond my comnrehcnsion t.het 
you should spy thrt ?rou rre unrble to vnderstrnd the 
imnortrnt interests, both politicrl rnd economic, which I 
rriso from geogrrnhicrl position. In strting the cri
sis in Anglo-/mcricrn rclrtions, you do not t.rv to 
undcrstrnd the other prrtv's stendnoint, bi’t rrt.her 
find fruit with the Jrprn's policy rnd lrv the blrme
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on Jrprn. To you think thr + such rn c.xplmrtion will 
servo to rvert the impending crisis?
"Eden: Mv princiurl rim is to overt the crisis fer
the srkc of the twr countries, rnd nothinr more.
Hrving received such r report, I ernnot overlook it, 
bv+ will do everything possible. To your Fxcellcncy 
I hrve unbosomed myself rnd frenk^y informed you of 
our feelings with the intention of successfully coning 
with this criticrl situation. I should be olrd to 
herr further from the Jrprncsc- government rs to its 
views on todrv's convcr^rtions.
"Ambrssrdors I, too hrve sooken to you without re
serve, but I hrve no intention to <-ive my opinion in 
dctril on the joints mentioned by you. +odry. Of 
course I shell trrnsmit to ry government vhrt you 
hrve spid."
"Ccncrrl No* 3338 In Ciphers: London to Foreign

Ministry
"Lesprtchcd: 8 Februrry 19A1 (SH0>fA 16) rfternoon
"Received: 9 Februrry 1941 (SHOWA 16) evening
"To: Foreign Minister MATSUOKA From: /mbrssrdor

SHIGEKITSÜ
"Jurisdiction: Europern rection
"Tclegrrm No. 80

"In the conference with Foreign Minister 
Eden, which I mentioned in tclcgrrm No. ?8, he cxplrin- 
ed. thrt the report from Crrigie pointed out, besides
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there mrtters, thrt Jrprn's relations with Germrny 
rnd Itrly were becoming ’-'rogrepsively1 intimrte, rnd 
thrt the Ge-rmrn 'hold1 on Jrprn wrs growing tighter."
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We now offer in evidence IPS document 1132, 
taken from the Japanese Foreign Office and duly 
authenticated. It Is a telegram from MATSUOKA to 
SHIGEMITSU numbered Secret Code Cable 46, and dated 
13 February 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1132 will be given exhibit No. 1041.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1041, and was received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: (Roading)
"Telegram to Ambassador SHIGEMITSU, London, 

from MATSUOKA, the Foreign Minister. No. 46
"Concerning your telegram No. 77*
"Ambassador Craigie also wishes an inter

view with me which will be held within a few days*
«

In the meantime, I want you to hand telegram 
No. 47 to Foreign Minister Eden, and at the same 
time explain to the Minister the reason I express 
so unreserved an opinion is because I feel so close 
to him, as I was acquainted with Foreign Minister 
Eden ever since we were in Geneva. Also Ambassador 
Craigio's report of the approach of a critical 
point in Far East, etc. is really a ridiculous
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-fantasy;— (The Vice Minister also- cailed the 
Ambassador's attention on this point on the 12th.)
Of course it is not only groundless but also there 
is no intention on our part to make trouble with 
Britain which I wish you would make a verbal repre
sentation to him.

"Further some English newspapers, mis
understanding our real motives, are recently publish
ing stimulative news and editorials as if Japan 
would trv to start military actions at any moment, 
which would only serve to make the relations of both 
countries worse and be harmful and there would be 
nothing to be gained by it. Will you kindly call 
vis attention to this point to stop them?"

We offer in evidence IPS document 1339-A(6), 
which is a cablegram dated February 13, 1941, from 
MATSUOKA to SHIGEIfITSU.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1339-A(6) will be given exhibit No. 1042. .
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1042, and was received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: I read prosecution exhibit 1042.
"Telegram No. 4399 despatched 8:00 P.M., 

February 13, 1941, Code No. 46, from Foreign Minister
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KAT3U0KA to Ambassador SHIGEMITSU in England on 
Delivering Document in English to England.

“Regarding your Cable No. 77— u 
THE PRESIDENT: It is the same telegram, I

am told by a colleague. It appears to be No. 77*
1®. HARD IN: V/e withdraw the second.
THE PRESIDENT: You have our permission.

(Y/hereupon, prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1042, heretofore admitted in evidence, 
was, upon permission of the Tribunal, withdrawn.) 

MR. HARLIN: We now offer in evidence
IPS document 220-C(ll) from exhibit for identification 
No. 58, Volume II, which is a statement from Ambassador 
Grew to Foreign Minister MATSUOKA, dated February 13,
1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220-C(ll) will be given exhibit No. 1042.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1042, and was received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: (Reading)
"THE AM RICAN AIvlBAS.1' ADCR IN JAPAN (GREW)
TC TIT JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS (KATSUOKA)



"Excerpt. 

"Fo. 1744 TOKYO, Februar" 13, 1941.

"According to recent information received 

by my Government not only do Japanese officials in 

Indc-Cbira continue to interfere with the granting 

of permits by appropriate authorities of Indo

china for the re-export of Arerican-owned merchan

dise, but in one instance at least have caused 

these authorities to revoFe a valid permit previous

ly issued for the re-export of petroleum products 

owned by an American firm, the Standard Vacuum 

0:1 Company."
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We now offer in evidence IPS document 220-C(20)

2 from exhibit for identification 58, Volume II, which is

3 an excerpt from a memorandum of Secretary of State Hull,

4 dated February 14, 1941,

5 TiiE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.

6 CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

7 No. 220-C(20) will receive exhibit No. 1043.

8 (Whereupon, the document above

9 referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit
10 No. 1043, and was received in evidence.)
11 MR. HARDIN: (Reading)
12 "MEMORANDUM BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE
13 " (WASHINGTON,) February 14, 1941
14 "Excerpts.
15 "I • accormonied the nev' Japanese Ambassador
16 to the President's office and sat through the confer-
17 ence between the President and the Ambassador....
18 "The President then said that of course it is
19 manifest that the present relations between the two
20

countries ore not good; that they are in fret getting
21

worse, or to use a well-known expression, they are
22

'deteriorating' . . . The President affirmed two or
23
24

three times the view that the American people, while

25 not bitter as yet, are thoroughly and seriously con-

cerned and to a more or less increasing extent, at

i
1

•
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the course of Japan.
nHc then referred to the movements of Japan 

southward down to Indo-China and the Sorotly Islands 
and other localities in that area, os having given 
this country very serious concern. He said that the 
entry of Japan into the Tripartite agreement is like
wise giving this country the same serious concern, 
especially from the viewpoint that Japan is supposed 
to have divested herself of her sovereign authority 
to deal with the question of neace and war and to leave 
it to the Tripartite signatories led by Germany. The 
President went over this the second time with increased 
emohrsis as to the heavy signs of concern it had created 
among the American people.

"He then said that in view of all these 
serious conditions which are becoming increasingly worse 
and which seriously call for attention, it occurred to 
him that the Japanese Ambassador might find it advisable 
and agreeable os he, the ^resident, does, to sit down 
with the Secretary of State and other State Department 
officiais and review and reexamine the important phases 
of the relations between the two countries, at least 
during the past four or five years, and frankly dis
cuss all of their phases and ascertain just when and 
how points of divergence developed and their effects,



and bring the whole situation in these respects up 
to date in order to see if our relations could not 
be improved. The President said there is plenty of 
room in the Pacific area for everbody, end he repeated 
this statement v/ith emnhasis."



V/e now offer in evidence IPS document 1330-A(1) 
taken from the Japanese Foreign Office and duly 
authenticated, which is a telegram from KATSUOKA to 
SHIGEMITSU, dated February 17, 1941,

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
Lo not start reading until all the judges have 

their copies.
CLERIC OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1339-A(1) will be given exhibit No. 1044.
MR. HARD IN: (Reading)

"No. 4894. CIPHER TELEGRAM FRO!! Y. HATSUOKA, MINISTER 
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, TO K. SHIGEIIITSU, AMBASSADOR IN 
ENGLAND.
"TELEGRAM NO. 49 (STRICTIY CONFIDE NT AI.) SENT ON 14 
FEB. (SHOWA 16), 1941, »RE THE BRITISH FOREIGN MINI* 
STER'S PROPOSAL.'

"Concerning your telegram No. 77, the pres
ent proposal by the British Foreign Minister which is 
based on the report from Ambassador Craigie seems to 
have been made under the presumption or fear that 
Japan would acquire military bases etc. in Thailand 
and French Indo-China by taking advantage of the arb
itration conference between Thailand and French Indo- 
China, and then commence military action against Eng
land in the South Seas concurrently with Germany's
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landing strategy against England. It is difficult 
to understand on what grounds Ambassador Craigie based 
the above alarming report to his home government.
*7hen the Vice-Minister visited him on the 12th he 
said, in reply to the Vice-Minister* *s question that 
he knew well from past experiences that Japan's poli
tics and diplomacy v/ero controlled by the military, 
and that he had made the present report based on the 
speech and action of military men of responsibility.
So, to make sure, I at once carefully privately in
vestigated in various fields whether such facts ex
isted, but I could find no such facts. On the other 
hand, in view of the fact that every influential news
paper in England is loudly reporting the crisis be
tween Japan and England, the present proposition* 
seems to be trying to check Japan*s advance to the 
South, if only for the present besides containing the 
strategic motive of turning America's interest toward 
Thailand and French Indo-China and cementing the 
cooperation between England :;nd America in this sphere. 
Although I think you have noticed this matter already,
I am sending you our observation for you to bear in 
mind. v
nwired t' the Ambassador in America."

M

I
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MR. BLEWETT: If the Court please, this<
certificate attached* to exhibit 1044 refers to four 
pages doted February 17, 1941. We have here but one 
page, and the date seems to be 14th of February.

MR. HARDIN: There is a discrepancy in the
cate, but it identifies the same telegram by number, 
4894.

THE PRESIDENT: The original has four pages
and it bears the date 14th February. It happens to 
be in Roman notation and not in Japanese.

There was no need for the intervention,
Mr. Blewett. You coulc have looked at the original, 
os we did.

MR. HARDIN: Now, if It please the Tribunal,
we wish to offer in evidence IPS document 1150, taken 
from the Japanese Foreign Office, and it has been duly 
authenticated. This document is headed "Turning Point 
of the Pacific Tice." It is a series of cablegrams 
exchanged between MATSUOKA and various ministers in 
Britain, U.S.A., Canada, and so forth. !4,o ask that it 
be identified as an exhibit.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1150 will be given exhibit No. 1045.
(Whereupon, the document above

J
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referred to was marked prosecution* s exhibit 
No, 1045, and was received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: (Reading) "Cipher Telegram.
Dated 7 p.m. February 14, Showa 16 /1941f.

"Foreign Office Cable #4490, 4492,
"Charge of U.S. Affairs Dept.
"To Ambassador NOMURA from Foreign Minister 

MATSUOKA. On Enlightening the Government and People 
of the United States. No. 68 Strictly Confidential,

"During the recent interpellations in the Diet, 
the present Foreign Minister expressed our attitude and 
determination in a straightforward way to urge recon
sideration on the part of the United States, and is 
making efforts to make it clear that our national 
resources have not been so much used up. On your 
arrival at your post please make continuous effort to 
make the President and the loading members In the Govern
ment and among the people knov/ the Japan* s real inten
tion thoroughly, explaining to them fully, as you think 
fit, the following points.

"1. It is the inherent mission of both Japan 
and the U.S.A. to rescue modern civilization from cata
strophe and bring peace and prosperity to the Pacific, 
and it is our duty to cooperate with each other to 
accomplish this mission. On the basis of this faith,
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Japan wishes for the development of diplomatic relations 
between Japan and the United States. But unfortunately, 
the American Government and people do not try to under
stand Japan's real intention; instead, they misconstrue 
Japan's action os a threat towards the United States.
This is a grave and very dangerous illusion, indeed.
Japan is strongly determined to execute the already-fixed 
policy at the risk of the nation's destiny. So if 
America should believe that, on the basis of informa
tion, that there are still some people among the Japanese 
who are secretly opposed to the Tripartite Pact (of 
course, there are, but there are such people in any 
country); or, over-estimating the exhaustion of Japan's 
natural resources due to the prolongation of the China 
Incident, a strong attitude on the part of the United 
States would easily cause a split in the public opi
nion of Japan or make us give in, it would be a ridi
culous misconstruction and we are afraid that such a 
belief would bring quite unfathomable results.

"2. The consumption of our national resources 
is true to some extent, but not as bad as is propagated 
in America. It is our national character to repol 
strongly any pressure from foreign countries, so if the 
United States should purposely obstruct our way, the 
Japanese Government and people will unit more firmly
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and determine strongly to accomplish the national 
policy, regardless of sacrifice. Suppose the United 
States should be in the same situation as Japan, the 
Americans also would probably see the same result as 
the Japanese, because in this point the American charac
ter is very similar to that of the Japanese. So the 
Americans should easily understand such psychology and 
also the result caused by this psychology. On the 
other hand, it should be remembered that the Japanese 
are very grateful to those who are quite sympathetic 
and have complete understanding towards them and at 
times will even make concessions dr compromises under 
the circumstances, iven if it is not logical. The 
intelligent public of America should take those charac
teristics into consideration."

THE PRESIDENT: Pausing there, several
of my colleagues seem to think that this has been read 
before.

MR. HARDIN: I am acvised that there has been
a document on that. 7;ith that in mind—

THE PRESIDENT: It may have been a cabinet
decision communicated then to Hr. NOMURA, Admiral 
NOMURA.

MR. HARDIN: I submit the whole document in
evidence without reading.

I

* ’ ■**
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I now offor IPS document 1133 in evidence, 
found in the Japanese Foreign Office, which has 
been duly authenticated, and which is a telegram 
from NATSUOXA to SHIGEÎ ITSU dated February 17, 1941.

THF. PRESIDENT: Major Furness.
MR. FURNESS; If the Court please, this 

apparently is a dunDicate of exhibit 1044.
Tiff PRESIDENT: It is a long way back,

isn’t it? That particular one wasn't read.
ITC. FURNESS: Not the next exhibit —  the

one that was just introduced.
THE PRESIDENT: Telegram 77 was read once

today but it was tendered twice.
ER. FURNESS: This is telegram 49, sir.

This is a reference to a cablegram, number FF5. I 
don't know what that neans. The substance of the 
telegram is exactlv the same and has reference to 
the same ratter —  merely aopears to have been 
translated by someone else.

MR. HARDIN: I submit 1133 in evidence
without reading.

. THE PRESIDENT: If it is the sane in sub
stance —

I®. HARDIN: The same in substance.
THE PRESIDENT: Why not withdraw it?
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IiB. FURNESS: It is exactly the sane
telegran.

1.2U HARDIN: It is sufficiently alike
that I believe I.will withdraw it.

THE PRESIDENT: You have the Tribunal's
permission to do so.

lit. H;J3DIN: We offer ir. evidence IPS
document 1339A(5), which is a reply to Eden 
dated February 17.

THE PRESIDF1T: We think we won't accept
any more documents today.

Wi31 you put on your headphones?
We ask you to make a careful revision of 

your documents, l'.r, Hardin, with a view to prevent
ing what has been happening this afternoon, the 
tendering of the sane document twice or even three 
tines.

You might examine that document you have 
Just withdrawn. It is possible there is something 
different in that from the earlier copies of the 
telegram.

Ve will adjourn now until half past nine 
tomorrow morning.

(Whercuuon, at 1600, an adjournment 
was taken until 0930, Thursday, 7 November, 1946.)
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Thursc’.-y, 7 November, 1°46

*

I HT ER NAT 1OPAL LU LITLRY TRIRUN/J 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
'■for ministry Building 

To’*yo, Japan

Th;. Tribu. \cl met, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.

I Appearances:
j For the Tribuna]., sane ns before v/itb thej exception of the HONORABLE R. L. PAL, î tomber from 
■ Inciv, not sitting.
i For the Fro.ercution Section, same a.s before.
• For the Ccfenso Section, same as before.

M

!
J

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English Interpretation -vas made by the 
Language SvCtio*-*, II.'.TFE. )

Vt
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East Is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
except 0KA7/A, HIRANUMA, and MATSUI, who are repre
sented by their respective counsel. v,e have cer
tificates from the prison surgeon at Sugamo certify
ing that KATSUI and HIRAKUMA are unable to attend 
the trial today on account of illness. The certifi
cate will be recorded and filed.

Major Moore.
LANGUAGE ARBITER (Major Moore): If the

Tribunal please, referring to document No. 1444, 
exhibit No. 919, page 1, the recprd page 9261, line 
15, we recommend that the words, "Liaison Conference 
Decision Plan," be corrected to read, "Liaison 
Conference Decision, Draft."

THE PRESIDENT: The correction will be made.
Hr. Higgins.

i?

20

21

22

23

14

:*R. HIGGINS: If the Tribunal please, we offer
in evidence T. P. S. document No. 1339A(3), which is 
a telegram dated February 18, 1941, from HATSUOKA to 
SHIGEMITSU.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

25 No. 1339A(3) will receive exhibit No. 1046
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('//hereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1046 and received in evidence.)

MR. HIC-GINS: I read prosecution's exhibit
No. 1046:

"CABLE #51 DESPATCHED 8:00 P.M. FEB. Iß, 
1041, BY FOREIGN MINISTER MATSPOKA TO AMBASSADOR 
SHTGEtfITSU ON INTER VIET BITTEN FOREIGN MINISTER AND 
CRAIGIE REGARDING CABLE #47.

"Craigie, on the 15th, called upon me with 
a note containing the purport of your cable No. 78 
and a summary of the discussions between you and Eden.
I told Craigie on this occasion that I had already re
ceived from you a detailed report concerning this 
question, and that in response thereto I had requested 
you to lay my note before Foreign Secretary Eden and 
handed him a copy of my cable #47. I then pointed 
out to Craigie that there seemed to be an over-anxiety 
on the part of Britain about the orientation of Japan's 
policy, that various reports were reaching us that 
Britain and the United States had taken up a combined 
action against Japan, that this was inciting Japan's 
public opinion, causing doubt and fear and giving 
rise to the arguments in some quarters that Japan 
must take some counter-measures to meet this sit\ia-

ï
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tion, and this would lead to misunderstanding on both 
sides. X further told Craigie that so long as they 
refrained from taking any such provocative attitude 
against us we would under no circumstances initiate 
action that would lead to anxiety on the part of 
Britain and the United States, that misunderstandings 
by either party are the most dangerous factors, and 
that we wished to do everything possible to eliminate 
them, and urged that England reconsider. X also ex
plained to him that the major object of the Tripartite 
Pact was the limitation of the warfare in Europe and 
encouragement of a peaceful settlement. Also under 
strict secrecy I made it clear to him that, at the 
moment of signing of the pact Germany had stressed 
her desire to avoid provoking the United States and 
especially to avert Japanese-American hostilities as 
far as possible. Negotiations for the pact were car
ried out on the basis of the above. I told him that 
I myself did not doubt Germany's real intention that 
the above seemed to me to be consistent with her real 
interest, but that Japan's policy also was based on 
this, and that she would continue to act along this 
course.

•'Craigie then, in response, questioned 
whether I could check the so-called southward march

I
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of Japan, views on which were so active at the mo
ment in Japan. Further, Crairie raised a query as 
to whether Japan did not expect exorbitant compensa
tion for her role as a mediator of the Siam-French 
Tndo-China conflict. I assured him as to Japan’s 
southward advance that I would try to check it to 
the best of my ability, but as for the Siam-French 
Tndo-China affairs I preferred to indicate Japan's 
real intentions by actual fact rather than by making 
excuses in words, and further, that as far as I my
self was concerned, the greatest reward was the re
storation of peace, with which I would be satisfied,
I fcfId him I believed that this was the first step 
toward realizing world peace which was Japan's ideal 
since the beginning of the nation; and I explained to 
him in detail Japan's policy. I added that since 
there exists a close intimacy between the Foreign 
Secretary and myself since our days in Geneva I had 
expressed my views outspokenly in my memorandum ad
dressed to him, but in regard to that part which con
cerns arbitration for European peace, this had nothing 
to do with Germany and Italy, and that I had merely 
stated the belief which I've always held. The con
versation between Craigie and myself lasted for about 
two hours, and he seemed quite relieved when he left.

"Wired to U.S.A."
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"!a now offer in evidence I. P. S. document 
Ko. 1339A(8), which is a letter from Craigie to 
Foreign Finister dated February 21, 1041.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
j!R. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, this

communication refers to an alleged misquotation in 
the Japanese press. The document to v.'hich it refers 
is a communique issued by the Thai Government on the 
13th of February, 1941. This alleged mistake in the 
Japanese press certainly can have no probative value 
with respect to the charges in the Indictment, and 
no accusation that any of these accused were re
sponsible for the appearance in the Japanese press 
of their interpretation of that document.

THE FEESIDENT: I notice it is regarded as
a deliberate misquotation.

NR. HIGGINS: Yes.
THE PRESIDENT: It is not an ordinary mis

apprehension or mistake.
I'ajor Furness.
;iR. FURNESS: If the Court please, referring

to exhibit 1046, there ’.vas a reference to the hand
ing to Craigie of KATSUOKA's cable No. 47. This 
same cable is referred to in exhibit 1041, a telegram 
from Foreign Minister IIATSUOKA to Ambassador
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SHIGEMITSU. I would like to ask whether that telo- 
f n n  No. 47 is in any of the papers which have been 
introduced into evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: You should know, Mr. Furness.
MR. FURNESS: ’That is that?
THE PRESIDENT: You should know, and so should

I. I do not recolle ct it. I think 49 is in.
MR. FURNESS: I know no particular paper

which is referred to as telegram 47. I thought, 
though, that some of the other messages which haven't 
any telegram number, might be that narticular document; 
and if so, I would like to know which document, and 
I should think it would heln the Tribunal since they 
would knov; what the two men were talking about in 
thf’ir conversation.

THE PRESIDENT: Veil, now, you should not
interpose to ask whether a document is in. You 
should know, and the Tribun-1 can b-"* left to say 
whether they want to see a document or not. Is the 
document in, Hr. Higgins? I do net recollect it.
I recollect 4V)J5

HR. HIGGINS: Mr. Hardin says he is not
certain. It Is his impression that 47 is in. He 
may have it confused with 49. That will be checked 
and reported.

_i



CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 1339A(8) will receive exhibit No. 104-7.

(Y/horeunon, the docunrnt i^ove
;
! referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit

No. 1047 and received in evidence.)
MR. HIGGINS: I read prosecution's exhibit

No. 1047.
THE PRESIDENT: I should expressly state

that the objection to the last document tendered 
on the pround that it has no probative value is over
ruled for the reason I gave, that it imports some
thing sinister.

• MR. HIGGINS: I read prosecution's exhibit
I No. 1047:

"BRITISH EMBASSY.
"TOKYO

"21st February, 194-1
j "My dear Minister,
 ̂ "ihith reference t; our conversation of yester
day in regard to the presence of British troops near 

! the M^layan-Th-i frontier, I send you the text of a
I

• reassuring communique issued by the Th-i Govcrnn.ent
j of the 13th instant. You will see fror;: this that 
i •! th'-'t Government is not m  any v;ay apprehensive in
!
regard to the precautionary measures taken in M a la y ,
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"I nr., sorry t sny th^t this corxunique was 
distorted when published in the J^pnnese press. In
stead of tht words ’both countries still respect the 
Treaty rnd pret on non-pggrossion concluded between 
one another’, the version given in the Jnpnnese press 
states ’Gre-r-t Britnin should respect the Won-Aggression 
Trcrty which she concluded with Thailand'. This c?n 
only h-’ve been ? deliberate irisquotntion, v/hich I 
p i ;, sure you will ngree is very regrettable in present 

circumstances.
"Believe ire-

"rr.y derr Minister,
"Yours very sincerely,

to i
17

"(Sd) R. K. Crrigie."

25
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l j vre have a sortes of I. P. S. documents
2, numbered 1592A, p end C, taken from the Japanese 
3 ; foreign office and separately authenticated.
4, Y/e now wish to offer in evidence I. P. S.
5 ' document No. 1592A, which is a telegram No. 4808,
6 I

iK
9 

10 
11
12
13
i

15
16 
17 
IS

21

22 tI
23 !

dated February 24, 1<>41, from SHIGEMITSU to MATSUOKA.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1592A will receive exhibit No. 1048.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution’s ex
hibit No. 1048 and received in evidence.)

î*R. HIGGINS: I raad prosecution’s exhibit
No. 1040:

'•Copy of telegram No. 4808.
"Nature of telegram: Code
"Date: Dispatched: 24 February, Showa,

16/1941/PM . Received: 25 February, Showa 16/1941/PM.
»TO: F0FEIGN MINISTER MATSUOKA.
"FROM: SHIGEMITSU, JAPANESE AMBASSADOR IN

LONDON.

"No. 135.
24 1 "At the request of Premier Churchill, I

I
25 1 had -a talk with him for about an hour at noon on 

j1 the 24th. At that time the Premier spoke in
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connection with the matter of Anglo-Japenese relations 
v;ith which he had been personally concerned. Ke 
v»r-nt into detail in speaking of the situations from 
the time of the conclusion of the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance through the Russo-Japanese War and up to 
the World War and he expressed how much he desired 
to keep a friendly relationship with Japan."

THE FRESIDEKT: "He went into detail."
MR. HIGGINS (Reading continued); "Then, 

as the second point, he expressed deep regret re
garding the present Anglo-Japanese relation which 
is gradually getting worse; if a clash should occur 
between the two nations it would indeed be a tragedy* 
He emphasized that the defense works undertaken in 
the area with Singapore as its center were merely 
for the protection and control of the area and that 
Britain had never taken any policy such as to resort 
to an offensive against Japan. As the third point, 
he emphasized that the Çritish had a firm resolu
tion for the prosecution of the war* He went so far 
as to say that if what Britain believes to be 
justice should fail to gain the victory, Britain 
had better go to ruin. He said he had been thinking 
that this was not at all an easy war as people in 
general thought and that it would by no means come

I

I
i

II!

I
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to an end this year. He, however, believes that the 
war will certainly be brought to an end with victory 
on the part of Britain. Therefore, he said that the 
Question of mediation which Mr. IÎATSUOKA mentioned 
would not arise. In connection with the cordial 
message which Foreign Minister MATSUOKA sent to 
British Foreign Minister Eden, Premier Churchill 
has given me the note of another telegram No. 136, 
asking; me to toll you that since Eden is away he 
himself has written you the outline of the talk we 
had today. The questions and answers in the talk 
will be sent afterwards by cable.

"THIS TELEGRAM ALONE HAS BEEN SENT TO THE 
UNITED STATES.u
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1 MR. HIGGINS: We offer in evidence I. P. S.
document No. 702A, n document taken from the 
Japanese Foreign Office duly authenticated. It 
is an interchange of communications betv/een the 
Japanese Foreign Office and the British on mutual 
relations and it is dated February 24, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms
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CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
No. 702A will receive exhibit No. 1049.

("/hereupon, the document above 
referred to v;as marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1049 and received in evidence.)

MR. HIGGINS: I read prosecution’s exhibit
No. 1049:

"INTERCHANGE BET'/SEN JAPANESE FOREIGN 
OFFICE AND BRITISH ON MUTUAL RELATIONSHIPS.

"Note from Japanese Minister for Foreign 
Affairs containing message to his Britannic Majesty’s 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has been 
laid before Prime Minister.

"Prime Minister is gratified to observe 
that Monsieur MATSUCKA s-.es no reason to apprehend 
any untowcsrd developments in East Asia, and notes 
with satisfaction his assurance about peaceful



< intentions of Japanese Government.
I "Since Monsieur MAT3U0KA, for his part,

makes reference to 'movements of British and American 
Governments in their attempt to expedite and enlarge 
warlike preparations', Prime Minister would allow

i himself to offer certain observations which he hopes
I

may remove any misunderstanding of position of H. M.'s 
Government.

"There is no question of H. M. 's Government 
making any attack upon or committing any act of 
aggression against Japan5 and Prime Minister is

I
sure that this also represents intentions of United 
States, though of course he cannot claim to speak 
for them. All preparations which are being made in 
Oriental Regions by Great Britain and United States 
are of a purely defensive character. Incidentally, 
Frime Minister would wish to assure Monsieur MATSUOKA 
that concern ’which Mr. Boon expressed to Japanese 
Ambassador was not based exclusively on reports

I
from H. M. 's Ambassador in Tokyo, but on the course 
of events in Far East and on a study of the speeches 
of Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs himself.

I "Turning now to the war in progress in
I
j Europe between Croat Britain and Germany it will be 

within Monsieur UA?3UG’'A' s recollection th?t, before
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i intentions of Japanese Government, 
j "Since Monsieur MAT3U0KA, for his part,

makes reference to 'movements of British and American 
Governments in their attempt to expedite and enlarge 
warlike preparations', Prime Minister would allow 

' himself to offer certain observations which he hopes 
I may remove any misunderstanding of position of H. M.'s j 

Government.I i
"There is no question of H. M. 's Government ^

I
making any attack upon or committing any act of 
aggression against Japan5 and Prime Minister is i
sure that this also represents intentions of United !

i
States, though of course he cannot claim to speak ;

I
for them. All preparations which are being made in j 
Oriental Regions by Great Britain and United States 
are of a purely defensive character. Incidentally,
Prime Minister would wish to assure Monsieur MATSUOKA | 
that concern which Iir. Sacn expressed to Japanese 
Ambassador was not based exclusively on reports 
from H. K. 's Ambassador in Tokyo, but on the course

iof events in Far East and on a study of the speeches 
of Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs himself.

"Turning now to tho war in progress in 
Europe between Great Britain and Germany it will be 
within Monsieur FATGUCKA's recollection tiv t, before
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outbreak of war, H. U. *s Government made every offer, 
by concession and reasonable dealing, to avert 
hostilities. That is recognized throughout the 
world, and indeed the Government of the day in this 
country were severely criticised for having travelled [ 
too far along this roac.. Their efforts were un
availing, anc German Government, by attacking

i
Poland after so many broaches of faith and of !
treaties, chose arbitrament of war. H. M. ’s J
Government, having thus been forced to enter upon j
this grievous quarrel, have no thought but to carry 
it to a victorious conclusion. Naturally it takes 
some time for the peaceful communities which compose 
British Empire to overtake military preparations of 
countries which have long been exulting in their J
martial might, and adapting their industries to war 
production. 3ut even now H. K. ’s Government feel 
well assured of their ability to maintain themselves j 
against all comers, and they have every reason to 
hope that within a f jw months they will, with rapidly 
increasing supply of materials which is corning from 
United States, be overwhelmingly strong. j

"Monsieur MATJUCKA makes allusions to 
help which this country receiving from United States 
of America. Prime Minister would observe that that
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help is being given for very reason that battle 
which this country is waging is for overthrow 
of system of lawlessness and violence abroad and 
cold, cruel tyranny at home -which constitutes German 
Naziism regimet

"It is this system that people of British 
Empire, with sympathy ano support of whole English- 
speaking world, are resolved to extirpate from 
continent of Europe. H. M. 's Government have no 
designs upon integrity of independence--"

THE PRESIDENT: "Or."
MR. HIGGINS: "Integrity or" it should be.
(Reading continued): "— integrity or

«
independence of any oth-.r country, and they seek no 
advantage for themselves except satisfaction of 
having rid the earth of a hateful terror and of 
restoring freedom to the many insulted and enslaved 
nations of European continent. This they would 
regard as greatest honour that could reward them,
.and the crowning episode in what, for westjrn world, 
is a long continuity of history.

"Monsieur MATSUOKA, with loftiest motives, 
has hinted at his r_.aci.ness to act as the mediator 
between tho belligerents. Prime Minister is sure

».3 that, in light of what he has said and upon for the
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1 reflection, Monsieur Î'ATSUOKA will understand that 
in a cause of this kino, not in any way concerned 
with territory, trade or material gains, but affecting 
whole future of humanity, there* can bo no question 
of compromise or parley. It would bo a matter of 
profoundost regret to H. M. 's Government if by 
any circumstance Japan and this country w^ro to 
become embroiled, and this not only because of their 
recollection of the years curing which two countries 
wore happily united in alliance, but also because 
such a melancholy event would both spread and pro
long the war without however in opinion of H. M. 's 
Government altering its conclusion.

"Foreign Office, W. 1.
"24th February, 1941."

** J_t -rjm. . .  ■
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We new offer in evidence IPS document No. 
1592-B which is à telegram No. 4840, dated February 
25, 1941, from OS HI I,! A to NATSUOKA.

TH. FLISID'NT; Admitted on tĥ . usual terms. 
CL-T.K OF THj COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1592-E will receive exhibit No. 1050,
("/hereupon, the document above 

referred t5 was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1050 and received in evidence.)

IT,. HIGGINS: I ré d prosecution: s exhibit
No. 1050:
"Cony of telegram No, /i?40 
"Nature of Telegram: Code
"Date: Dispatched "5 February Shows 16/1941/A.M.

Received, ?5 February chova 16/1941/P.1:.
"To; Foreign Minister NATSUOKA
"Fror: Ambassador OSKINX, Eerlin

"No. 16C (Urgent)
’7t the in+erview *,:ith Ribbentrcp reported to 

you in Telegram vo. 15/, 1 stressed *h?t there have 
been various conjectures concerning Jppar.ese-Cerarn re
lations, especially concerning the Tri-Fartite Pact, 
that there has also been slander on« ’-ropegmda by I ng- 
land and the United Stater; but +hrt although there 
may be sore degree of r i r.vnderstrnding on the part of
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Gcrmrny, the fret thrt Jrprn is rbsolut.ely frithful to 
the Tri-Prrtitc- Poet will be clerrer v-hen the Irrcrirl 
Rescript ir> issued; ? nd thrt both government officirls 
rnd the ueoplc rre moving forvirrd pith united i nd steed- 
feet. resolve tomrrd the rerlizrtion of the nrticnel 
policy, with the aforementioned trertv op the keynote 
of our foreign relrtiens» P.ibbentrop rgreed, srying 
thrt Cc-rrmy toe hr s r cor.redoly feeling of being in 
the rrne boot, rs Jrprn, rnd thrt Chrrcellor Hitler hrs 
the strongest frith on this roJnt. He srid thrt he 
hoped thrt th.,re vn s no risundersteriding rbout. Gerrrnyrs 
re-rl intention by «Jr pen.

"hr your reference.
"Relrycd to f-ermrny, Soviet Russie, Turkey, rnd 

to the U.S.À."

. m u m
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THE ?RIS1DFNT: Kr. Hardin.
M l. HARDIN: I offer in evidence IPS docu

ment 1592-0 which is televram No. 5956 dated Febru
ar” 25, 1941 from SKIGEKITSU in London to J'ATSUOKA.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COUNT: Prosecution's document

No. 1592-C will receive erhibit No. 1051.
(Whereupon, the > ccument above 

referred to was manned prosecutor's er.hibit 
No. .1051 and received in evidence.)

HR. HARDIN: (Reading)
"C0PÏ OF ÏLLEGRAL AO. 4956.
N/.TÜRL CE' xLLEGIulL: Code

25 Feb. Shown 16, 1941, P.ia.
26 Feb. Shov/a 16, 1941, P.m. 
Foreign Minister EATSUCKA 
Ambassador SHIGLmITsU in London

"No. 137-1
"1. A4 t-' •' In t«.-rview v. ith Premier Churchill 

on the 24th he t:’r s p o ’-.e to mo consecutively for 
about 20 minutes as summarized m  pr • v-cus tele

DATL DESPATCHED: 
KLCLIVLD:

TO:
FKOk:

gram No. 136.
"2. I answered th*t I understood wh^t he said 

However, with regard to the third point, 1 told him 
that Foreign Minister ivc TSUOKa c«iu not ofier to med—
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iste, but that he simply emphasized Japan’s spirit 
toward peace and that he especially expressed his 
concern over the pence in East Asia. Availing my
self of this opportunity I told him that I wanted 
to express my unreserved opinion to the effect that 
while the relations between Great Britain and Japan 
had become very clear, to our satisfaction, by 
Japan's avowal of having no intention to aggress 
upon Gre«t Britain and by Brifcai.?.f s (b: deration 
that she would not take any offensive policy against 
Japan, it was very regrettable that Britain, who was 
well aware that the aggravation of the relations be
tween tne two countries ar;se from the problems in 
China, has been, together with other countries, 
giving concrete assistance to the Chungking govern
ment, our enemy, thus maintaining a policy enabling 
the Chungking Government to or rry on resistance 
against Japan. Such a policy is recognized as a 
challenge to the e of East Asia for which Japan
has deep ecne- :.r, conwnao;. Lh**-''"y - bo.? no
idea of conquering China end chat- her unprejudiced 
stand was clearly pointed out in MATSUOKA's message, 
and that we are carrying out our policies in that 
line under the treaties with the Nanking Government. 
In view of the present world conditions, it is in>-
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! possible for Jap-ni to go on existing, abandoning
2 ; the continent of China to a chaotic condition, '>rid,
3 ’ therefore, that it is only justifiable for her to
A t counter-' ttr.ck against hostile .-ctivities mauc upon
5 order and peace. Uneasiness could not be eliminated
i

(' unless this point shoul.. be amended. I s^id that 1 
" was convinced thrt in the Pacific the time lias come

*;
w

h
î n
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to require more positive -nd constructive policies, 
not just the preventing of gcner-1 destruction. This 
would be significent for preventing conditions from 
becoming aggrav-tc: *gain. If ^11 of the nations 
concerned had enough self-control to be able to 
construct po'Ce in this area, too, through their 
goodwill '-m. mutual un'.erst-nding, I wont on, it 
might prove th- first step in gradually saving the 
world fror,, c- t- strophe. This vws why I had been 
making efforts 'n. cxch-nging opinions with Lord 
Lloyd (the Colonial Secretary, ' leader of the Upper 
li use ”n.. '■n intimate friend ef Churchill. Died 
lately). Lord Eankey an.; others, as I s^id in con
clusion, he (Churchill) might h-vc been aware.

"3. The Premier ‘nswerod that he vas 
nw^re of it; then he s-i ’ th-t as he had declared 
previ. usly (his speech in Parll^m* nt "t the time of 
the conclusion of the n-_g tintions over the Burma

I



Road) to the contrary, he considered it desirable 
thet Japan be rctive in Chins, and that peace be 
brought about between them; so Great Britain had no 
intention of interfering. He sait that rather than 
giving assistance, Britain*s position is indeed 
tantamount to strict neutrality. Great Britain, 
ht continued, has no objection now or later to the 
uninterrupted development of Japan ns one of the 
great countries of the world. He said that, at any 
r^te, he is at present doing his utmost t™ reesta
blish « righteous peace in Europe. The British Em
pire alone has r fthite population of sixty-five 
millions as against a population of seventy-five 
milli.ns in Germany, and he was sure th^t the war 
should be brought to a fiael victory for his coun
try by utilizing f-r bigger reso urces and with the 
assistance of the U. S. A.

"4, The premier said further th^t after 
the conclusion of the Tripartite Pact the inten
tions of Japan had been so vague as to cause sus
picion on the part of Britain and the U. S. A., but 
instead that conditions have now become good is 
clear both rt home and abroad by the press eccounts. 
To the above I answered that it would be a gross mis
take to consider that the latest press campaign by
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Britain gives favoi=ble effect to Japan. In n word, 
a campaign of such nature would be only harmful and un
profitable. Then the Premier justified himself, 
saying that there wr.s no special campaign,

"5. At the interview today Fermier Churchill 
tried to emphasize the determination of Great Britain ;

t
to carry through the war, calliag the German actions !

.  tI
inhuman aggressive acts, but he did not criticize 
the past Japanese policies toward China. Instead he 
appeared to show an attitude of indifference toward 
it,
"Dispatch relryed to United States."
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*

1
j
! V/e tender in evidence IPS document 220C (12) !

2 1 from exhibit 58 for identification* Volume II. This

3 is an eycerpt from a telegram from Mr. Grew to Secre-

4 tary ot? State, dated February 2 7 , 1941.
1

5 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms. i
1

6 CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document 1

7 ; No. 220C (12) will receive exhibit No. 1052.

8 (Whereunon, the document above
1!
1

9 referred to was marked prosecution's exhib-

10 it No. 1 0 5 2  and received in evidence.)

11 I.:R. HARDIN: (Reading)

12 "TELEGRAM 1

13 "THE. AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN (GPE’.'O TO THE
14 SECHE01 ARY OF STATE
15 "TOKYO, February 27, 1941— 2 a.m. (Received
16 4;55 p.m.) ,
17 "Excerpt.
18 "317. In the course of my conversation today
19 with the Foreign Minister he went out of his v/ay to

20 I accuse the British Government of taking measures in
21 the Far East which were a direct incitement to Japan
22 and which rendered very difficult an improvement in ;
23 the situation. He referred in this connection to the
24 reported mining of Singapore and the sending of Aus-
25 tralian troops to the Malaya-Thailand border."

'

1
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" Î said that it seemed to me extraordinary 
that the Japanese should interpret and characterize 
obviously defensive measures as measures of offense.
As I had said to the Minister at the Amerlean-Japan 
Society luncheon, we must inevitably be guided by 
»facts and actions' and that certainly the facts and 
actions relating to Japan's southward advance were 
concrete causes for serious anxiety not only on the 
part of Great Britain but of ourselves. Having occu-

j
pied in succession Waichow, Hainan, the Spratly Is
lands, and other areas, the Japanese military were 
now pouring troops into Indo-China and, according 
to our informer, had occupied the airport in Saigon, 
quite apart from naval activities in those regions, 
and that these steps, taken in conjunction with the 
public utterances of many Japanese statesmen, gener
als and admirals concerning Japanese intentions to thej 
southward, had created a situation which could hardly i 

be regarded with equanimity either by the United 
States or Great Britain since they threatened not on
ly our interests but our possessions."
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THE PEESIDENT; Mr. Chief of Counsel.
MF. KEENAN; We offer in evidence IPS 

document No. 1339A (7) which is Japan's proposal by 
SHIGEKITSU to Churchill, dated February 27, 1941.

THF ‘ RESIDENT; Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THL COURT: Prosecution's documentI

No. 1339A (7) will receive exhibit No. 1053» 
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhib
it No. 1053 and received in evidence.)

ME. KT FNAN: (Reading)
"Japan's Second Offer (H.-ndcd by /mbassador SKICEMITSU 

to CHURCHILL)
"His Imperirl Japanese Majesty's Minister 

for Foreign /ffeirs acknowledges the receipt of the 
note of His Britannic Majesty's Prime Minister, dated 
February 24, 1941, and takes pier sure in apprising 
the letter that the statement and remarks contained 
therein have been duly noted.

"The Foreign Minister trusts t^et Mr. Church
ill is not necessarily expecting observations t.c made 
upon them. He wishes, however, to take advantage of 
+ he opportunity to state that no hint whatever of his 
readiness to Fct as a mediator between the actual be
lligerents was intended +o be conveyed in his Mem.oren-

17
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dur rddrcsscd to Hin E.ritrnnic Mr ,1r. sty's Principrl 
Secretory of ' trte for Foreign Affrirs, nor did he 
ir'gino for r moment. rny possibility of such r hint 
being rerd in rny prrt of the text. The Foreign 
Minister took occrrion in his Mcmorrndum to refer 
to the redirticn nov tricing piece in Tokyo ;s Mr.
? den hrd mode rllusion* to it end incidcnt.-lly took 
the liberty of strting in r gencrrl rnd rbstreet 
mrnner the view's he hrs rlwrys cherished, in order 
to mrke elerr the- rsMrrt.ion end ettitude of his 
country concerning the probier of perce or the re
covery cf norrnrl conditions throughout the vcrld.

"The Foreign Minister believes *ht t it '-ill 
not be entirely cut of nlrcc. to rcitorrt-c v»hrt he 
hrs srid on more thrn one occr sion in reference to 
the Trirrrtitc Prct, inrsiruch rs this r.rttcr v; s 
touched upon b’* Mr. I den in his crnvcrsrt.ion vith 
Arbrssrdor SHIGEÎ.HTSU. The Triprrtite Prct v\-s 
concluded rs, rnd renrins, r pc;cc p; ct in the sense 
t.hrt it Tvrs entered into lrrgely r,ith r viev; to pre
venting r third Pcv/cr fror prrtjein' ting in the 
Europern v/rr or Fjno-Jrprntsc conflict, thus Mmit- 
ing the prrtJciprnts rnd dimensions of the v;rr rnd 
rlso to bringing rbout nerce rt the err!lest Pos
sible drte, Jrprn’s idcrls 'vere epitomized in the-
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prcrmble of the Pret, rnd i t  is  m edits« to sry thrt 

Jr^ m , remrininr rbsclu te ly  lo y r l to the rimr. rnd 
id c r ls  cnuncirted, ’ i l l  rbvryr find herself .«tending 
by her r l l ie s  in errrying out her duty under the- T r i-  
prrtite. Fret.

"The Foreign Minister would onurlly deplore 
rnd regret, i f  by rny unto”>rrd circumstrnces, Grert 
pr it r in  rnd th is  country were to become embroiled, 
not only beer use of the reco llection  of the yerrs 

during which the two countries were united in  r l l ir n c e ,  
but r iso  bccrusc such r t r r r ic  c v m tu r lity  ’-ould bo 
frrurht v ith  the; drnger of destroying modern c i v i l i 
sation to t ie  undoing of the best p rrt c.f Huirrnity,

"February ?7, 1°41,"
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We now desire to offer in evidence IPS'docu
ment 1593-A taken from the Japanese Foreign Office 
and duly authenticated. It is a telegram, No. 6915, 
dated 4 March 1941, from TATSUOKA to NOMURA, the 
Ambassador in Washington,

7
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9
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THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1593-A will receive exhibit No. 1054.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1054 and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel, the
preceding exhibit, 1053, is headed "Japan's Second 
Offer." Can you suggest that exhibit 1053 contains 
an offer?

MR. KEENAN: If the Tribunal please, this
is not our contention of the fact, nor do we at any 
time, at any stage of this proceeding, in offering 
any document or witness, intend to be bound when they 
are cf Japanese origin or nationality. We are offer
ing it as the representation made by the Japanese 
Government of what they contended the facts to be as 
they were making it aorear to other nations.

More specifically, Mr. President, with re
spect, in stating our position in answer to the Court's

25
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inquiry, this might be considered an offer for world 
peace on Japanese terms.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
I

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, we can- j
not let the Chief Prosecutor's statement go by un- j 
challenged. j

THE PRESIDENT: He cur. state his position j
without issuing any challenge that you can meet now. ' 
The Court, in effect, invited him to state his po
sition. He did not misunderstand us. He just 
stated it, and I think that ought to be the end of it 
for the time being, Mr. Logan.

MR. LOGAN: I am not referring to his
statement with regard to your inquiry on exhibit 
1053. I am referring to his statement that the 
prosecution is not bound by any of the documents or 
statements made by witnesses of Japanese origin. It 
has always been my understanding that when a witness 
is offered by the prosecution that he vouches for 
his credibility, and I know of no reason v/hy any 
other procedure than that should be adopted in this 
case.

THE PRESIDENT: In a criminal proceeding, of
course, it is the duty of the prosecution to place 
all the facts before the Court and let the Court



draw its conclusion. Here you have a document which 
may or ir.ay not contain a wrong heading. If it con
tains a wrong heading » the prosecution are not bound 
by that wrong heading.

MB. KEENAN: Mr. President, perhaps I
should make it abundantly clear that this is the 
document exactly as we found it in the Japanese 
archives, and it sneaks for itself* and, of course, 
the Court will make whn-tever interpretation circum
stances warrant.

THE PRESIDENT: We always understood that
heading appeared on the original.

MR. KEENAN: The prosecution now offers in
evidence IPS document No. 2r;30-A, another newspaper 
announcement relating to the new Mobilization Law, 
dated 8 March 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel, do
you nropose to read exhibit 10 E4?

MR. KEENAN: I beg your pardon. We do
propose. In the colloquy with counsel, I had for
gotten that that was not read. May I now read it?

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. It has been admitted
and numbered, and you will read it.

MR. KEENAN: (Reading)
"Date: 7:00 P.M. March 4, 1941



"Senders Foreign Ministei’ MATSUOKA.
"Addressee: NOMURA, Japanese Ambassador to

the U S. A.
"Subject: Ambassador NOMURA's denial of the

war with America.
"No. 107.
"Concerning No. 123 of your telegram, I 

fully appreciate the circumstances under which you 
had to make your answer in a cautious way. How
ever, as I have already maJo an affirmative r e p l y  

to the question as to whether Japan will partici
pate in a warfare in case the United States should 
attack Germany, at the general me» ting of Budget 
Committee in the House of Representatives and on 
other occasions, I hope that hereafter you will act 
in concert with me when you answer questions of like 
nature."

THE PRESIDENT: The document last tendered
is admitted on the usual torrs.

Give it a number.
CLERK OF THE COURT; Prosecution’s document 

No. 2^30-A is given exhibit No. 1C'J5.
(Whereupon, the document above- re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1055 and received in evidence.)



/
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, MR. KEENAN: (Reading)
2 "EXTRACT FROM »THE TOKYO NICHI NICHT1
3 "March 8, 1941
A -  -  -

5 "NATIONAL MOBILIZATION LAW
c> "Revised Regulations will he put in
7 Force on March 20.
s - - -
9 "The detailed regulations relative to the
10 application of the revised National Mobilization Law,
11 which were approved in the 7^th session of the Diet,
12 vill be put in force on March 20, it was decided at 
I;> the Cabinet Maeting on March 7."
i-i
13 
16 

17 
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MR. KEENAN: re now ^ffer in evidence IPS
document 22CC (20) from exhibit for identification 
No. 58, volume 2. This is an excerpt from a memorandum 
of Secretary of State Hull, dated Mtrch 8, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

Kc. 220C (21) will receive exhibit No. 1056.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1056 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN: (Reading)
"Memorandum by the Secretary of State. 
"Washington, Mlrch 8, 1?41.
"The Ambassador then said that it world be well- 

nigh unthinkable for our two countries to fight each 
other on account of the destructive effects that would 
inevitably result in any event. I here snoke and 
said that my country entertained the same idea about 
the destructive effects of a military clash between 
our two countries. I then inquired of the Ambassador 
whether the military groups in control of his Govern
ment could possibly expect important nations like the 
United States to sit absolutely quiet while two or 
three nattons before our very eyes organized naval and 
military forces and went out and conquered the balance

I

II!I1I

I
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j of the earth, including the seven seas and all trade
j routes and the other four continents. Could they 
Ij expect countries like mine to continue to remain com- 
! placent as that movement is going on° I inquired fur
ther what countries like mine would have to gain by 
remaining complacent in the face of a movement to sub
stitute force and conquest for lav/ and justice and 
order and fair dealing and equality. The Ambassador 
sought to play down the view that such militsrv con
quest was really in the mind of his Government and he 
then said that embargoes by this country were, of 
course, of increasing concern, and that he did not 
believe there would be any further military movements 
unless the policy of increasing embargoes by this country- 
should force his Government, in the minds of those in 
control, to take further military steps. To this I

I

replied that this is a matter entirely in the hands of ! 
his Government for the reason that his Government took 
the initiative in military expansion and seizures of

fi
territory of other countries, thereby creating an 
.increasingly deep concern on the Dart of my own and other 
countries as to the full extent of Japanese conquest ' 
by force which was contemplated ; that my country has 
not been at fault end none of '■he nations engaged in

i
1 conquest have pretended seriously to charge it with
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t any action of omission or commission in relation to the
2 present movement of world conquest by force on the- part
3 of some three nations, including Japan. The Ambassador 
<• sought here to minimize and mildly to controvert the
5 I idea that Janen is engaged in broad unqualified mil- 
0 itary conquest. I then repeated the terms of the 

Tripartite Agreement and' the public declaration of 
Hitler and MATSUOKA and other high authorities in Japan

t) to the effect that their countries under the Tripartite
!u arrangement were out by military force to establish 
* ! a new order not for Asia, alone, not for Europe alone,

but for the world, and a new order under their control. 
13 I said that whatever interpretation the /mbassador

might give these utterances and military activities
15 in harmony with them thus far, the'American people
16

who were long complacent with respect to dangerous 
17 international developments have of late become very 
is thoroughly aroused and awakened to what they regard as
16 a matter of most serious concern in relation to move-
20 ,Jments by Japan and Germany, presumably to take charge
21 of the seas and the other continents for their own
">*> personal arbitrary control and pecuniary profit 
23 at *he expense of the welfare of all of the peoples,
21 1who are victims of such a course arid of peaceful nations 
25 in general. I said, of course, these a^rehensions
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end this tremendous concern wil l remain end continuc- 
so long cs Hitler continues his avowed course of un
limited conquest and tyrannical rule end so long as 
the Japanese Army and Navy increase their occupation 
by force of other and distant areas on both land and 
ser, with no apparent occasion to do so other than 
that of capture and exclusive use of the territory 
and other interests of other countries. The Ambassador 
again sought to allay the idea of military conquest 
on the part of his country, and I again replied with 
emphasis that so long as Japanese forces were all over 
China and Japanese troops and airplanes and naval 
vessels were cs far south as Thailand and Indo-Chino 
and Saigon, accompanied by such threatening declarations 
as Japanese statesmen are making week after week, 
there can only be increasing concern by nations who 
are vitally interested in international affairs both 
on land and sea as they are also vitally interested 
in the halt of world conquest by force and barbaric 
methods of government.

I
Ji
I»

I\
»I

I

"I proceeded to comment on Japan's line of 
activities and utterances by saying that this country 
and most other countries only proclaim and practice 
policies of peaceful internaf'onal relationships, 
political, economic, social and cultural. Sometimes



the policy to promote those mutually beneficial rela- 
tionships is erode imod, such es our pood neighbor 
policy with special reference to Pen-/merice. And yet 
all of our acts and programs end policies adopted by 
tb*« twenty-one American nations in their conferences 
from time to time ere made universal in their expli
cation, so that Japan and al] other nations receive 
the same equal opportunities for trade end commerce 
generally throughout the Americas that each of the 
American notions receives itself. In striking contrast 
the new order in greater Eastern Asio is unequivocally 
believed to be nurrly a program of military aggression 
end conquest with entirely arbitrary policies of 
political, economic end military domination."

Quotations from a Foreign Relations volume.
The prosecution now offers in evidence IPS 

document 220C (22) from exhibit for identification 
58, volume 2, which is ercoruts from e. memorandum 
of the Secretary of State, dated March 14, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COERT: Prosecution* s docume-nt

No. 220C (22) will receive exhibit No. 1057.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked nrosecuticn*s exhibit No. 3057 and 
received in evidence.)
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MR. KEEKAN: (Reading)
"Memorandum by the Secretary of State.
"March 14, 1931.
"Excerpts.
"The President again returned to the Tri

partite /groement and said that it had unset the 
American people because they think that a concerted 
effort is being made by Germany and Italy to reach the 
Suez Canal and by Japan on the other hand to approach 
Singapore, the Netherlands East Indies and the Indian 
Ocean. The Japanese Ambassador srioke more strongly 
than ho had in his earlier talk v/ith me, expressing 
his belief that his country would not go South.

"The President finally remarked that, as the 
Ambassador indicated, matters between our two countries 
could undoubtedly be worked out without a. military 
clash, emphasizing that the first step in this direc
tion would be the removal of suspicion and fear regard
ing Japan's intentions. I here remarked that, of 
course, with MATSUOKA astride the Axis on his way to 
Berlin and talking loudly as he goes, and Japanese 
naval an~ air forces in the vicinity of Indo-China, 
Thailand and Saigon, v/ith no explanation but with ser
ious inferences, the Ambassador must realize how a.cute 
feeling and opinion in this country have become."
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'•Ve now o f f e r  i n  e v i d e n c e ,  i f  i t  p le e . s e  t h e  

T r i b u n e i ,  s e v e r e !  s e p a r a t e  d o c u m e n t s  f i ’ om t h e  a c c u s e d  

K I D O ' s  d i a r y .  T h e y  a r e  d o c u m e n t e d  a s  a. s e r i e s  o f  I P S  

d o c u m e n t s  16 3 27>. T h e y  w i l l  n o t  b e  t e n d e r e d  cornsr c u t  i v t . l y  

b u t  i n  o r d e r  o f  d a t e  i n  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  t h i s  e v i d e n c e .

TH E P R E S I D E N T S  We w i l l  r e c e i v e  th e m  a f t e r  

t h e  r e c e s s .  We w i l l  r e c e s s  now  f o r  f i f t e e n  m i n u t e s .

( W h e r e u p o n ,  a t  1 0 4 5 ,  a r e c e s s  w as t a k e n  

u n t i l  1 1 0 0 , a f t e r  w h i c h  t h e  p r 0c e e .d in .7s  w e re  

r e s u m e d  a s  f o l l o w s ; )

25
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International J
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel.
!

MR. KEENAN: I will proceed to read tho docu- !I
ment last referred to before the Court recessed. j

If the Court please, I tendered tho ex«otpt jI
from Marquis KIDO's Diary, and I believe the Court had Î 
not acted upon its admission.

THE PRESIDENT: VJe have not seen it yet. It
has not been distributed.

Admitted on tho usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecutions document

1632-7/(48) will receive exhibit No. 1058.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. IO58, and was received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN: Dated 3 April 1941.
(Reading) "In the anteroom of the Imperial 

Palace Premier KONOYE consulted me about the pros
pective appointment of Admiral TOYODA as the Minister 
of Commerce and Industry and Lieutenant-General 
SUZUKI as the President of the Planning Board. I 
agreed with him. At 4.40 p.m. Premier KONOYE tele
phoned me saying that since the plan he had intimated 
to me this morning had been approved by both the V/ar

»i
!

t

I

i
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Minister and the N e w  Minister, necessary arrangements 
for the appointments would be made at once."

Prosecution now offers .in evidence IPS 
cocument 220-C(23) from exhibit for identification 
58, Volume II. This is a proposal presented by the 
department of State in Japan at a meeting of private 
Japanese and American individuals on April 9, 194-1.

THE PRESIDENT : Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK 0? THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

Ho. 220-C(23) will receive exhibit No. 1059.
("/hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1059, one was received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN: (Reading) ’’Proposal Presented
to the Lopartment of State through the Medium of 
Private American and Japanese Individuals on 
April 9, 1941."

At this time, if the Court please, I would 
like to have the previous remarks that had been read 
from the prepared manuscript to conform with the exact 
language of the heading of this document, namely:

"Froposnl Presented to the Lapartment of 
State through the Medium of Private American and 
Japanese Individuals on April 9, 1941.

"The Governments of the United States and of
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Ht ,

1 Japan accept joint responsibility for the initiation
2 and conclusion of a general agreement disposing the 
*! resumption of our traditional friendly relations.
4 . "’’/ithout reference to specific causes of
 ̂ recent estrangement, it is the sincere desire of both

6 Governments that the incidents which led to the de-
7 tcrioraticn of amicable sentiment among our people
,s should be prevented from recurrence and corrected in 
° their unforsecn and unfortunate consequences.
IO 
! I
I 2
l>
Ui

! i'»
17

IS
iS>
:*<)
21

2} ' 
21
25

"It is cur present hone that, by a joint 
effort, our nations may c stabilsh a just Peace in the 
Pacific5 and by the rapid consummation of an entente 
cordiale, arrest, if not dispel, the tragic confusion 
that now threatens to engulf civilization.

"For such decisive action, protracted nego
tiations would seem ill-suited and weakening. v,e, 
therrforc, suggest that adequate instrumentalities 
should be developed for the realization of a. general 
agreement which v/ould bind, meanwhile, both governments 
in honor and in act.

"It is our belief that such an understanding 
should comprise only the nivotai issues of urgency and 
not the accessory concerns which could be deliberated 
at a Conference and appropriately confirmed by our re
spective Governments. "
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*

*

j ,,T'c presume to rnticinr.te that our Govern-
2j ments could achieve harmonious relations if certain
3 ' situations and attitudes were clarified or improved;
4 j to wit:

I

5 ; "1. The concepts of the United States and
1

6' of Japan respecting international relations and the 
7j character of nations.
8 j "2. The attitudes of both governments to-
9 J ward the European War.
>o J "3, The relations of both nations toward
11 the China Affair.
12 ! "4. Naval, aerial and mercantile marine re-
13' lotions in the Pacific.
14• ”5. Commerce between both nations and their

i13 j financial coooerction.
16 J "6.. Economic activity of both nations in the
17‘ Southwestern Pacific area.
is

I

19

» I
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22
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!

"7. The policies of both nations affecting 
political stabilization in the Pacific.

"Accordingly, wo have come to the following 
mutual understanding subject, of course, to modifica
tions by the United States Government and subject to 
the official and final decision of the Government of 
Japan.

"I. The concents of the United States and
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cf Japan respecting international rolations end the 
character of nations.

"The- Governments of the United Stetes end 
of Jr pen might jointly acknowledge crch other ns equal 
ly sovereign stetes end contiguous Pacific powers.

"Both Governments assert the unanimity of' 
their national policies es directed toward the founda
tion of a lasting nonce end the inauguration of a new 
ora of respectful confidence and cooocrrtion among our 
peoples.

"Both Governments might declare that it is 
their traditional, and present, concept and conviction 
that nations and races compose, as members of a family 
one household? each equally enjoying rights and ad
mitting responsibilities with a mutuality of interests 
regulated bv peaceful processes and directed to the 
pursuit of their moral and physical welfare, which 
they arc bound to defend for themselves as they arc- 
bound not to destroy for others.

"Both Governments n-e firmly determined 
that their respective traditional concepts on the 
character of nations and the underlying moral nrinci- 
plcs of social order and nationollife will continue 
to be preserved and never transformed by foreign ideas 
or ideologies contrary to those morel principles and
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j . concepts.
j ! "II. The attitudes of both GovernmentsI —
* I toward the European War.
4 ; "The Government of Jap^n maintains that the
5 j purpose of its Axis Alliance v;as, and is, defensiveI
6 j and designed to prevent the extension of military
7 grouping among nations not directly affected by the
8 European War.
y j "The Government of Japan, with no intention
1'* I of evading its existing treaty obligations, desires
11 j to declare that its milita.rv obligation under the Axis
I- II Alliance, comes into force only vhe-n one of the parties 
1 ' i of the Alliance is aggressively attacked by n power 
’ ■ I not at present involved in the European War.
15 !j "The Government of the United States main-
16 *! tains that its attitude toward the European Y;ar is,
17 and will continue to bo, determined by no aggressive
is
IV
20
21
22
23
24

25

alliance aimed to assist any one nation against another. 
The United States maintains that it is pledged to the 
hate of war, and accordingly, its attitude toward the 
European ^ar is, and v’ill continue to be, determined 
solely and exclusively by considerations of the pro
tective defense of its own national welfare and se
curity.

I
"III. China affairs
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"The President of the United States, if the 
following terms ore approved by His Excellency end 
guaranteed by the Government of Japan, might request 
the Chiang-Koi-Chek regime to negotiate peace with 
Japan.

"a. Independence of China .
”b. Withdrawal of Japanese troons from 

Chinese territory, in accordance with an agreement 
to be reached between Japan and China

"c. No acquisition of Chinese territory J
"d. No imposition of indemnities J

tI
"e. Resumption of the 'Open Door'; the j

interpretation and application of which shall be agreed ; 
upon at some future, convenient time between the United

I
States and Janen. (

t

"f. Coalescence of Governments of Chiang- j
i

Kai-Chek and of Wrng-Ching-Wei. . j
"g. No large-scale or concentrated immigra- I 

tion of Japanese into Chinese territory. j
"h. Recognition cf Hanchukuo. !
"With the acceptance by the Chiang-Kni-Chek 

regime of the a.fcremontioned Presidential request, the
!Japanese Government shall commence direct neace- nego- j 

tintions with the newly coalesced Chinese Government, J 
or constituent elements thereof." ^
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3

4

5

"The Government of Jap^n shell submit to 
the Chinese concrete terns cf pcr.ce, v;itMn the limits 
of nforesnid general terns °nd along the lino of neigh
borly friendship, joint defense against communistic 
'C’tivitios and economic cocoeration.

"Should the Chiang-Kai-Chek regime reject

7
8 ! 
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the request of President Roosevelt, the United States 
Government shall discontinue assistance to the Chinese.

"IV. Maval. aerial and mercantile narine 
relations in the Pacific.

"a. As both the Americans and Japanese are 
desirous of maintaining the oeace in the Pacific, they 
shall not resort, to such disnesition of their nav^l 
forces and aerial ^crces rr to menace each other. De
tailed, concrete agreement thereof shall be left for 
determination at, the proposed joint Conferences.

"b. At the conclusion of the projected Con
ference, each nation might despatch a courtesy navel 
squadron to visit the country of the ether and signal
ize the ne-r ere of Peace in the Pacific.

"c. V'ith the first ray of hone, for the set
tlement of Chinese affairs, the Japanese Government 
v/il] agree, if desired, to use their good offices to 
release for contract by Americans certain percentage 
of their total tonnage of merchant vessels, chiefly
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for the Prciflc service, so soon "s they can be re- 
lcrscd from tbeir oresent commitments. Tbe amount of 
such tonnage shrll be determined at the Conference.

"V. Commerce between both nations end their 
finnncinl cooperation.

"'"hen officiel approbation to the present 
understanding has been given by both Governments, the 
United Strtes and Japan shall assure each other to 
mutually suoply such commodities as are respectively 
available or required by cither of them. Both govern
ments further consent to take necessary stces to the 
resumotion f̂ normal trade relations as formerly es
tablished under the Treaty of Navigation and Commerce 
between the United States and Japan. If e new com
mercial treaty is desired by both governments, it 
could be elaborated at the* proposed conference and con-

I

eluded in accordance with usual procedure.
"For the advancement of economic cooneration 

between both nations, it is suggested that the United 
States extend to Japan a gold credit in amounts suf
ficient to foster trade and industrial development 
directed to the betterment of Far Eastern economic 
conditions and to the sustained economic cooperation 
of the Governments of the United States and of Japan.

"VI. Economic activity of both nations in
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the Southwestern Pacific area.
"On the pledged basis of guarantee that 

Japanese activities in the Southwestern Pacific area 
shall be errrod on by peaceful means, without resort
ing to arms, American cooperation and support shall 
be given in the production and procurement of natural 
resources (such as oil, rubber, tin, nickel) which 
Japan needs.

"VII. The policies of both nations affect
ing political stabilization in the Pacific.

"A. The Governments of the United States 
and of Japan will not acquiesce in the future transfer 
of territories or the relegation of existing States 
within the Far Epst and in the Southwestern Pacific 
area to any European Po^er.

"b. The Governments of the United States 
and of Japan jointly guarantee the independence of 
the Philippine Islands and will consider means to 
come to their assistance in the event of unprovoked 
aggression by any third Power.

"c. The Government of Japan requests the 
friendly and diplomatic assistance <?f the Government 
of the United States for the removal of Hongkong and 
Singapore as doorways to further political encroach
ment by the British in the Far East. "

I

II
1
t
i«



"d. Japanese Immigration to the United 
Stotes and to the Southwestern Pacific area shall re
ceive amicable consideration— on a basis of equality 
with other nationals and freedom from discrimination. .

"Conference.
"a. It is suggested that a Conference be

tween Delegates of the United States and of Japrn be 
held at Honolulu and that this conference be opened 
for the United States by President Roosevelt and for 
Japan by Prince .KONOYE. The delegates could number 
less than five each, exclusive of experts, clerks, etc.

"b. There shall be foreign observers at 
the Conference.

"c. This Conference could be held as soon 
as possible (May 1941) after the present understand
ing has been reached.

"d. The agenda of the Conference would not 
include a reconsideration of the present understanding 
but would direct its efforts to the specification of 
the prearranged agenda and drafting of instruments to 
effectuate the understanding. The Drecise agenda could 
be determined upon by mutual agreement between ^oth 
governments.
"Addendum.

"The present understanding shall be kept as
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r. confidential mémorandum between the- Governments of 
the United States and of Japan.

"The scope, character and timing of the 
announcement of this understanding will be agreed upon 
by both Governments."

Taken from Foreign Relations Vol. II, pp.

398-402.
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MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please—
MR. KEENAN: I am not through. I want to

make a remark about it.
MR. LOGAN: I am sorry.
MR. KEENAN: Mr. President, because of the

unusual situation existing, I ask respectfully, per
mission to explain to the Tribunal at this time that 
later on in this phase we will present Mr. Ballantine, 
Special Assistant to the Secretary of State of the 
United States, who participated in many conferences 
held in 1941 preceding the outbreak of the Japanese- 
America n v’ar.

I am offering no testimony, of course, at 
this time, but I am explaining to the Court that at 
that time he will give direct testimony as to these 
conferences or talks between unofficial —  those who 
were not officials of either Japan or the United 
States. We have believed it preferable to place the 
series of documents before the Court.

There wore no officials representing the 
United States Government, we expect to prove, and we 
make this statement so that 'the Court will not be 
misled by any oocuments we present, nor will the record 
be confused in that regard. So we believe the Court 
will understand our explanatory statement at this time.

f
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The prosecution offers in evidence IPS 
document 220-C(24) from exhibit for identifiention 

98, Volume II.
This is sn excerpt from memorandum from 

Secretory of State Hull, doted April 14, 1941.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF 1HE COURT: Prosecution's document

220-C(24) will receive exhibit No. 1060.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1060, ano was received in evidence. )

KEENAN: (Reading)
13

16
17
18 

19 I 
21) 
21 
22

23
24

I25 :

"MEMORANDUM BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
(WASHINGTON,) April 14, 1941 

"Excerpt.
"The Ambassador of Japan called at my 

apartment at the Wardman Park Hotel at my request.
I stated that as the Ambassador would recall, both 
the President and I suggested during our conversations 
with him that he might care in discussions with me to 
explore the question of improving relations between 
the United States and Japan; that such a procedure 
might involve a review of relations during recent 
years in an attempt to ascertain where and in what 
respects the courses of the two countries had div-



erred; and that this would be done with a view to 
ascertaining whether something practicable might 
be done toward restoring the relations of our two 
countries to that harmonious state which existed for 
so many decades. I said that I referred to this 
again at this time because of the reports which 
have been coming to me that certain of the Ambass
ador’s compatriots have been working on formulation 
of proposals and plans for improving relations be
tween the United States and Japan. I had been told 
that the Ambassador's compatriots have been in touch 
with the Ambassador in connection with their pro
posals and that the Ambassador has participated in 
and associated himself with these plans. I added 
that I did, of course, not Know whether these reports 
are entirely accurate and, as mentioned previously 
to him, we can deal only with the Ambassador in ad
dressing ourselves to consideration of problems out
standing between our two Governments.

"I then emphasized the point that I had 
sent for the Ambassador primarily to clear up the 
matter of the extent of his knowledge of the latest 
document handed to my associates in the State Depart
ment by those Americans and Japanese who are collab
orating as individuals in an effort to make some sort
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j of contribution to better relations between the two
!
countries, and as to whether it was his desire to 
present that officially as a first step in negotia
tions between the two Governments. I again cited 
those phases previously referred to, which called 
for preliminary conversation on certain subjects 
before a stage of negotiations could be reached, and 
which discouraged the immediate presentation of the 
document by the Ambassador in an official way. The 
Ambassador promptly replied that he did hot know all 
about this document and that he had collaborated 
more or less with the individual Japanese and Ameri
cans referred to, and that he would be disposed to 
present it as a basis for negotiations. He proceed
ed to refer to his great desire to preserve peace 
between the two countries and ,therefore, to do any
thing within his power to that end. He emphasized 
the utter disaster it would be to both countries to 
go to war, which would last perhaps for many years 
with the complete exhaustion of all concerned. He 
spoke strongly expressing the view that his Govern
ment did not intend to invade the South Sea area.

I

I

/

“Foreign Relations II, pp.402 - 4C3"
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We offer in evidence IPS document No. Ij
220 C (25) from exhibit for identification. Volume !i
2, exhibit 58. This is an excerpt of Secretary of 
State Hull, dated April 16, 194-1.

THIS PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terns.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s docu

ment No. 220 C (25) will receive exhibit No. 1061.
(’■•hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1061 and received in evidence.)

!*R. KEENAN: (Reading)
"M3Î0RANDUIÏ F r THE SECRETARY OF STATE

i
"Excerpt. "(Washington) April 16, 194-1

"”’ith reference to the ouestion of grad
ually developing a settlement in the Orient, I said 
that I had been told that the document on which the 
Ambassador and the private group of individual 
Americans and Japanese were collaborating contained 
numberous proposals with which my Government could 
readily agree; on the other hand, however, there 
were others that would require modification, expansion, ! 
or entire elimination, and, in addition, there would 
naturally be some new and separate suggestions by 
this Government for consideration. I then remarked



i that the one paramount preliminary question about
I
i which my Government is concerned is a definitej
; assurance in advance that the Japanese Government 

has the willingness and ability to go forward with 
a plan along the lines of the document we have 
referred to and the points brought up in our conver
sation in relation to the problems of a settlement; 
to abandon its present doctrine of military conquest 
by force and the taking of title to all property 
and territories seized, together with the use of 
force as an instrument of policy; and to adopt the 
principles which this Government has been proclaimingII

j 8nd practicing as embodying the foundation on which 
all relations between nations should properly rest.

"I said:
"'I will, therefore, hand to you as the 

basis for my preliminary question, the following 
four points on a blank niece of peper:

j "*1. Respect for the territorial integrity
I
J end the sovereignty of each and all nations.«

"'2. Support of the principle of non
interference in the internal affairs of other coun
tries.

,M3. Supoort of the principle of eouality,I
I including equality of commercial opportunity. "I
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'*14-* Non-disturbance of the status quo
!

in the Pacific except as the status quo may be 
altered by peaceful means.

'•'You can answer the questions or submit 
them to your Government for its answer through you, 
as you prefer. You understand that we both agree 
that we have in no sense reached the stage of j
negotiations; that we are only exploring in a purely j 
preliminary and unofficial way what action might j

pave the way for negotiations later.1 1
t

"Foreign Relations II, pp. 406-407." I
Prosecution offers in evidence IPS document j 

1339-A-X9), letter from Mr. Churchill to MtATSUOKA, :
I

dated April 12, 1941, handed to IÎATSUOKA at Moscow.
ÎTHE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms, j

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document ii
No. 1339-A (9) will receive exhibit No. 1062.

(■"hereupon, the document above I
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 
1062 and received in evidence.)

UR. KEENAN: (Reading) !
"Message from the ^ight Honorable "'inston

<

Churchill, Acting Secretary of State for Foreign !
■

Affairs, to His Excellency ?<r. Yosuke MATSUOKA, *Tis I7 î
Imperial Japanese Majesty's Minister for Foreign J

î
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Affairs, of which a copy was handed unofficially 
to Mr. MATSUOKA by His Majesty's ambassador at 
Moscow on April 12, 1941.

"(Note. - It had originally been intendedI
that this letter should be delivered to Mr. MATSUOKA 
by Mr. SHIGEMITSU who had expected to meet the 
Japanese Foreign Minister during his stay in Europe).

"Your Excellency,
"I take advantage of the facilities with 

which we have provided your Ambassador to send you a 

friendly message of sincerity and goodwill. I venture 
to suggest a few questions which, it seems to me, 
deserve the attention of the Imperial Japanese 

Government and peoples
"(1) '7111 the Germans, without command of

the sea or command of the British daylight air, be 
able to invade and conquer Great Britain in the 
spring, summer or autumn of 1941? ’?ill the Germans 
try to do so? "tould it not be in the interests of 
Japan to wait until these questions have answered 
themselves?

"(2) *,rill the German attack on British 
shipping be strong enough to prevent American aid 
from reaching British shores with Great Britain and 

the United States of America transforming their
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whole industry to war purposes?
"(3) Did Japan's accession to the tr ip le  

pact make i t  more l ik e ly  or less l ik e ly  that the 

United States would come into the present war?

“(4) If the United States entered the war 
at the side of Great Britain and Japan ranged her
self with the Axis Powers, would not the naval 
superiority of the two English-speaking nations 
enable them to deal with Japan while disposing of 
the Axis Pov/ers in Europe?

"(5) Is Italy a strength or a burden to 
Germany? Is the Italian fleet as good at sea as on 
paper? Is it as good on paper as it used to be?

'•(6) . Will the British Air Force be 
stronrer than the German Air Force before the end 
of 1941 and far stronger before the end of 1942?

"(7) ’"ill the many countries which are 
being held down by the German army and Gestapo learn 
to like the Germans more or will they like them less 
as the years pass by?

*• (8) Is it true that the production of 
steel in the United States of America during 1941 
will be 75 million tons and in Great Britain about 
1 2 million tons, making a total of nearly 90 
million tons? If Germany should happen to_be_______



defeated as she was lest tine would not the
7 nillion tons of steel production of Japan bq ^

VZ

inadequate for a single-handed war?
"From the answers to these questions M.y 

spring the avoidance by Japan of a serious catas
trophe and a narked improvement in the relatiolnS
between Japan and Great Britain, the great sea 
Power of the 'Vest.

"I remain, with great truth and respect,
i CI"Your Excellency’s obedient Servant,]

"(Sd) "’INSTON S. CHUPjCÂÎLL

ZZ

Si

L\

I offer in evidence, with the Court*!s
permission, IPS document No. 133^-A (10) , whiJh

:i 
is 
u

a telegram from UATSUOKA to Churchill, dated Abril
01

22, 1941.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usuell

terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's djô u-

8

1Ç63.

V

ment No. 1339-A (10) will receive exhibit No.
, ('"hereupon, the document above

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit
r

No. IO63 and received in evidence.) | z
I

MR. KEENAN : (Reeding)
__________ _______ ___________"April 22, 1941
"Your Excellency,
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"I have just c<->me back from my trip and 
hasten to acknowledge the receipt of paper, handed 
to me at Koscow on the evening of the 12th instant 
by Sir Stafford Crinps with remark that it was a 
copy in substance of a letter addressed to me dated 

London, April 2, 1941, and forwarded to Tokyo.
"I wish to express my appreciation for 

the facilities with which your Government made 

efforts to provide our Ambassador when he wanted 
to meet me on the continent. I was keenly dis
appointed when I learned that he could not come.

"Your Excellency may rest assured that 
the foreign policy of Japan is determined upon and 
after an unbiased examination of all the facts 
and a very careful weighing of all the elements of 
the situation she confronts, always holding stead
fastly in view the great racial aim and ambition of 
finally bringing about on the earth the conditions 
envisaged in what she calls Hakkoichiu, the Japanese 
conception of a universal peace under which there 
v'ould be no conquest, no oppression, no exploitation 
of any and all peoples. And, once determined, I need 
hardly tell Your Excellency, it will be carried out 
with resolution but with utmost circumspection, taking 
in every detail of changing circumstances."

\
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"I p.m, believe me,
"Your Excellency's obedient servant,

"Yosuke MATSUOKA."’ 
Prosecution offers in evidence document 

No. 219P (73) taken from exhibit for identification 
No. 58, Volume 1, v.’hich is an excerpt from statement 
by Ambassador Grew to Acting Foreign Minister KONOYE, 
Tokyo, April 14, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 219P (73) v/ilP receive exhibit No. 1064.

("Tiereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1064 and was received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN: (Reading)
"Tokyo, April 14, 1941

"No. 1779.
"The American Ambassador in Japan (Grew) 

to the Japanese acting ?Tinister for Foreign Affairs 
(PRINCE KONOYEj.

"Excellency: I have the honor to refer to

25

my note to the Minister for Foreign nffairs, No. 1738 
of February 4, 1941, ’’ith reference to the aerial 
bombardment of Kunming, China, by Japanese aircraft
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on January 29, 1941, at which time the American 
Consulate at that place was seriously endangered, and 
to inform Your Excellency that American lives and 
property were again endangered at Kunming on April 8 
by a wanton and indiscriminate bombing attack by 
Japanese airplanes.

'•On this occasion, according to the Amer
ican Consul at Kunming, the China Inland Mission, 
where seven American citizens including three 
children were residing, was badly damaged by ex
plosions and barely escaped destruction by fire.
At the same time, the house occupied by the 
American-citizen clerk of the Consulate, adjacent 
to the Fission, suffered concussion and damage in 
the form of broken glass, fallen plaster and tiles, 
and demolished electric light fixtures.

“Foreign Relations I, pp. 710-711."
THE PRESIDENT* Mr. Williams.
MR. E. ’’’ILLIAHS: v’e tender in evidence

IFS document No. 1632’" (49), which is an entry in 
KIDO's Diary, April 19, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 16327 (49) will receive exhibit No. 1065.

‘j
ii
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("'hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's 

exh ibit No. 1065 and received in evidence.)
MR. E. ’WILLIAMS: ’Te read prosecution

exhibit No. 1065*
"Extract from Entry from Marquis KIDO's 

Diary, 19 April 1941.
"April 19, 1941 - (Extract).

"From 1:20 r.m. to 1:43 p.m. I vas re
ceived in audience by the Emperor and reported 
Japan’s relations with the U.S. and also German- 
Soviet relations. Ambassador KURUSU came to report 
to the Throne. I was allowed to hear his report.
I talked v/ith Premier KONOYE concerning Ambassador 
NOMURA’S request for instructions. It v;as our con
clusion that we must bend every effort to keep good 
faith with Germany and Italy, and at the same time 
we ought to endeavor to realize the establishment of 
a new order in the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity 
Sphere, which is our fixed national policy."

^e off er in evidence IPS document 
No. 1632’? (50), an entry in KIDO’s Diary, April 28,
1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms.

.4AU- -

!
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CLEFK OP THE CO'lRT: Prosecution's document

Ho. 1632’? (50) will receive exhibit No. 1066.
("’hereupon, the document above 

referred to wes marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1066 and received in evidence.)
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îtR. £. V'ILLIAMS: V'e read prosecution

exhibit No. 1066•
"•Entry from Marquis KlTO's Diary, 28 

April 1941.'
"Having caught a cold I took a rest, it

II.30 r.m. Chief Secretary MATSUDIARA cFme to spy that 
my oninion hrd been asked by the Emperor what official 
His Majesty should turn to for pdvice on diplomatic 
questions when the Premier, Foreign Minister and Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Scrl were ill simultaneously as 
is the case today, and he rlso asked about the 
progress of deliberations on our policy towards the 
U.S.A.

"I expressed my opinions about these ouestions 
and then asked MATSUDAIRA to submit them to the Throne. 
In the afternoon the Chief Secretary telephoned me 
to say that the Emperor was well pleased with my 
answer, and also conveyed to me a gracious Imnerial 
message which advised me always to take good care 
of my health."

MR. LOG/N: If the Tribunal please, may we
have document, exhibit No. IO66, referred to the 
Translation Section?

THE PRESIDENT: ’"hrt do you suggest is wrong
'••ith it, Mr. Logan?
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"'Entry from Marquis KIDO's Diary, 28 

April 1941.»
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11.30 a.m. Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA came to say that 
his opinion had been asked by the Emperor what official 
His Majesty should turn to for advice on diplomatic 
questions when the Premier, Foreign Minister and Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Seal were ill simultaneously as 
is the case today, and he also asked about the 
progress of deliberations on our policy towards the 
U.S.A.
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"I expressed my opinions about these questions 
and then asked MATSUBAIRA to submit them to the Throne.
In the afternoon the Chief Secretary telephoned me 
to say that the Emperor was well pleased with my 
answer, and also conveyed to me a gracious Imperial j

I
message which advised me always to take good care I
of my health." ^

!
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, may we !

I
have document, exhibit No. 1066,referred to the I

I
Translation Section? i

THE PRESIDENT: V'hat do you suggest is wrong
with it, Mr. Logan?
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MR. LOGAN: The first sentence "Secretary
MATSUBAIRA came to say that his opinion" should be

9,878

"my opinion,"that is, KIDO's.
THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal refers it to

the Language Section.
MR. E. WILLIAMS: We offer in evidence

IPS document No. 2f>29-A, which is an offer of the 
Japanese policy to increase the population to
100,000,000 by 194-̂ , This has been duly authenticated.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF ThE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 2529-A will receive exhibit No. 1067»
(whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. IO67 and received in evidence.)
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1 I R .  E .  r i  L L  I  AMS : V’e read prosecution
exhibit No. 1067:

"EXTR'CT FROM 'JAPAN TIMES & ADVERTISER ' 
"January 23, 1941.

"CABINET TAKES STEP TO 100,000,000 GOAL 
IN POPULATION DRIVE

"EAST ASIA LEADERShIP REQUIRES EXPANDING 
NUMBERS, IMPROVED QUALITIES, OFFICIALS
SAY

"DUAL POLICY OUTLINED

"GOVERNMENT VrILL ATTEMPT TO RAISE BIRTH RATE, 
CUT DEATH TOLL

"VARIOUS AIDS PROPOSED

"Fundamental principles of Japan’s population 
policy were decided on at the special Cabinet meeting 
in the official residence of the Premier Wednesday, 
Domei reports.

"Mr. Naoki HOSi INO, ^resident of the Cabinet 
Planning Board, made detailed explanations on the 
policy while the Welfare, Education, and War Ministers 
expressed their opinions."

*r .
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"'"ith minor changes, in wording, however, the 
3raft of a bill relating to the population oolicy 
,vas unamimously apnroved by the members of the Cabinet, 
tn this connection a statement was issued by the Board 
5f information immediately after the meeting.

"According to this statement, the Government 
nas been brought to establish a new population policy 
to increase the population of this country quickly 
and incessantly, to enhance the quality of the Japanese, 
and to correct the distribution of the Japanese race 
>o as to secure the leadership of Japan over East 
^sia.

"GOAL at 100,000,000 
"To this end, the goal for the total 

lopulation of Japan proper in 1935" —  it says here 
ay mistake; it should be 194-5 —  "has been set at 
LOO,000,000. This is to enable ^apan to expand its 
)opulation without stop, to surpass other countries 
Ln the rate of population increase as well as in the 
juality of race, to secure adequate man power for 
lilitary and economic purposes, and to keep the 
supremacy of Japan over other races in East Asia*

"The Government will make payments to 
lewlyweds, cut the marriageable age by three years.

goal is five children per couple.
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"Efforts will be made to heighten the 
birth rate, and lower the death rate, and for the 
propagation of the view of the world based on family 
and race instead of the individual.

"For heightening the birth rate in this 
country, marriages will be promoted by special bureaus 
designated by the Government, expenditures on weddings 
will be restricted, employment of women over 20

f
will be restricted as much as possible, and priority 
in materials will be given to prolific families.

"Birth Control Banned 
"At the same time, various systems will 

be Instituted for the protection of mothers and infants, 
and birth control through the practice of abortion >
and use of medicines will be prohibited strictly.

"In order to lower the death rate, the 
Government will make special efforts for the prevention j

I

of tuberculosis as well as the protection of infants 
from death. According to a Government plan, the death 
rate in Japan will be reduced by 35 per cent in the j
next 20 years. I

i
"As a means of elevating the quality of the j!

nation, the Government will try to redistribute 
population with stress laid on the reduction of the 
population of large cities such as Tokyo and Osaka. 

"Farmers Held Static
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"At the same time, it will keep the farming 
population in this country at a certain level as 
the farming villages are considered to be the best 
source of soldiers and laborers. It will expand 
sports facilities for the rearing of stout and healthy 
youths, and institute a system through which young
men can receive special spiritual and physical training 
for a certain neriod of time.

"In this connection, Dr. Nobumi ITO, president 
of the Board of Information, told Domei that since the 
establishment of the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity 
Sphere is the greatest mission ever delegated to the 
Japanese, they must hold the responsibility as the 
leaders of East Asia.

"‘To become the leader of the Orientf,he 
said, 'the Japanese must not only expand greatly in 
number but elevate themselves in quality.

"'To achieve this end, individualistic 
ideas, and the nractice of birth control in various 
forms, must be driven out of the minds of the nublic; 
the view of the world based on the family and race 
must be filtered into them, and early marriages and 
child-bearing in many numbers should be encouraged."'

V/e now offer in evidence IPS document No.
4059-A, a document taken from the files at Nuernberg

ÉT.--
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end is a telegram from Ott to Ribbentrop, dated 
Kay 6, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 4059-A will receive exhibit No. 1068.
("’hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1068 and received in evidence.)

I.®. E. V'lLLIAMS : V’e read prosecution exhibit
No, 1068: —

THE PRESIDENT: It is a very long document.
MR. E. V'lLLIAMS : It is long.
TiiE PRESIDENT: *rG will hear it after the

luncheon adjournment. V'e will recess now until half 
past one.

(’/'hereupon, at 1155 a recess was taken.)

»
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The Tribunal met, pursuant t o  recess, at 1330» 

MARSHAL OF THE COURTS The International 
Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Ur. Williams.
MR. E. V/ILLIAj.'S: We read prosecution's

exhibit No. 1068:
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(Reading):
"Telegram (Secret Cipher Process)

"Tokyo, 6 May 1941 1110 S.
"Arrival 7 May 1941 100 Hours
"No. 685 of 6 Mey Most urgent!
"Re: T e le g ra m  No. 676 o f  5 May f o r  th e  German

F o r e ig n  M in is t e r

"For the German Foreign Minister.
"Today I had a rather long conversation with 

MATSUOKA whom I told the points of view contained 
in the foregoing telegram. MATSUOKA entirely agree 
with my trend of thought, asking me to explain his 
conception of the present situation to the German 
Foreign Minister as follows:

"He read the speech of the Fuehrer yesterday 
and is extremely impressed by the sureness and wisdom 
of the arguments. On the other hand, ROOSEVELT seems
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to him to have completely lost his head, judging 
from his hysterical invectives. Impressed by the 
Fuehrer*s speech, he has sent to the German Foreign 
Minister through the Japanese Embassy in Berlin a 
telegram, of which he handed me a copy,

"Turning to a discussion of the overall 
situation M/iTSUOKA stated that he intended to 
acquant me with the American proposal as soon as 
he had achieved acceptance of his viewpoint by the 
authoritative quarters within the country. The 
American proposal probably originates in a report 
to WASHINGTON by the American Ambassador in MOSCOW; 
he has known him for a long time and had a frank 
discussion with him at MOSCOW’ while on his trip 
back. The American Ambassador, who did not conceal 
his critical attitude towards ROOSEVELT, asked him 
what JAPAN would do in case the United States should 
join the war. He replied that then Japan likewise 
would in any cose immediately join the war on the 
side of the Axis powers. The Ambassador tried to 
soft pedal this view point in that he tried to 
represent Japanese interference as possible in his 
report to WASHINGTON, He (MATSUOKA), hov/ever,
emphasized most clearly that Japan would then strike, 

"Even on his way back to TOKYO he expected



the American Counter move. When he arrived he 
found the American proposal of which I had b&en 
informed, and which skillfully caters to the needs 
of certain domestic political groups. At first, 
not only industry but likewise high Navy leaders 
had favored a serious discussion of the American 
proposal. Meanwhile he has used the interim to 
influence the Admiral, especially pointing to the 
activistic gro\ips of young officers in the Army end 
Navy who would determinedly resist such a policy.
On Saturday a solemn group consisting of the Prime 
Minister, Minister of the Interior HIRANUKA and 
the Chief of the Army gave thetr consent to the 
interim reply v'hich was communicated in the fore
going report; and gave a vote of confidence. At 
any rate, depling with the American proposal will 
lead to strained relations '-ith economic circles,
He will try to nenoc-uvcr tactically in such a way 
that AMERICA be pledged to non-participation
in the European war, the more so since from the 
Fuehrer*s speech he has gained the impression that 
German policy is pursuing this aim. However, he 
cherishes only meagre hopes as far as this is con
cerned since he personally presumes that the 
American developments in the direction of a
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1 participation in the war •'■ill continue at a cmick pace. 
Just nov; he is having investigated the cuestion 
whether a Japanese protest is not called for even 
against patrolling activity on the part of American 
armed forces amounting to the arbitrary creation of 
an American safety zone.

"He would be grateful for the earliest 
possible information on the- views of the German 
Foreign Minister concerning the American propsal 
/T.N. to be used/ for the unavoidable domestic 
political discussion.

"As to the conclusion of the Russo-Japanese 
neutrality pact, MATSUOKA reported that right after 
his departure from BERLIN, he- did not envision the 
possibility of the settlement. During the conver
sation ”’ith the German Foreign Minister he also 
voiced this saying he v/ould accept only in case 
RUSSIA showed readiness. In his opinion the neutrality

I■

pact v/as the off-shoot of Russian fear of Germany. |
He found STALIN absolutely willing to keep the oeece. i

i
STALIN assured him that there could be no Question !

I
of RUSSIA'S concluding a pact with the Anglo-Saxon j
powers. One of his (I.ATSU0KA1 s) motives for con- j
eluding the neutrality pact had been to provide 
another hindcrance tc this pact. According to



STALIN, the SOVIET Union did not join the Tripartite 
pact because the allied powers were not in need cf 
Russian assistance. However, in case this was nec
essary, RUSSIA is prepared to co-operate extensively 
with the Tripartite powers. When I remarked that 
the SOVIET Union wanted to orotect its rear and 
asked what attitude Japan would adopt regarding 
American shipments cf armaments via VLADIVOSTOK 
in case cf a C-erman-Rus^ian conflict, MATSUOKA 
answered as follows: No Japanese Premier or
Foreign Minister would ever be able to keep Japan 
neutral in the event of a German-Russian conflict.
In t'ris case, Japan would be driven, by the force 
of necessity to attack Russia at Germany's side.
No neutrality pact could change this. Finally 
MATSUOKA voiced his opinion that American partici
pation in the war could induce the Fuehrer to resolve 
upon a solution cf the Russian ouestion by violent 
means in order firmly to secure areas of supply, 
because the war would then probably drag on for a 
longer term. He is personally convinced of a speedy 
victory of the German forces in this case.

"I thanked I.IATSUOKA for his frank utterances, 
promising him to ask the German Foreign Minister for 
an opinion as soon as possible."



j “During my conversation today I have, of
J course, continued in my endeavors to direct Japanese 

policy toward SINGAPORE, in opposition to American 
interference menoeuvers and against the existing 

! Japanese tendency to pay attention primarily to 
! RUSSIA.

I “0TT.“
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MR. E. R'ILLIAIÎS (Continuing): I now offer
in evidence I. P. S. document No. 219P (74) from 
an exhibit marked for identification under 58, Item 
One, excerpt from communication of Ambassador Grew 
to MATSUOKA, dated May 6, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 219P (74) will receive exhibit No. 1069.
('Thereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1069 
and received in evidence.)

FR. E. V/ILLIARS: Tfe read prosecution's
exhibit No. 3069s

"THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN (GREW)
TO THE JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS (Î- ATSU0KA)

"Excrrpt
"No. 1793
"TOKYO, Hay 6, 1941.
"EXCELLENCY: T have the honor to refer to

my note No. 1779 of April 14, 1941, addressed to 
Prince IXNOYE during Your Excellency's absence from 
Japan, concerning the repeated indiscriminate bombing 
of Kunming by the Japanese aircraft, and the danger to 
American lives and damage to American property caused 
thereby, tand to inform Your Excellency that according
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to information received from the American Consul at 
that city, the Consulate was again seriously damaged 
during an air raid on April 29, 1941. "'indo*» glass 
and screens wore blown out; plaster, a large memorial 
tablet, and part of a wall wore knocked down; and 
dirt and debris wore blown into the Compound. 
Fortunately, there appear to have been no casualties.”

V'e offer in evidence I. P. S. document 
No. 220C (26) from exhibit 58, Volume II  ̂ eor identi
fication. This is a draft proposal handed by the 
Japanese Ambassador NOMURA, to the Secretary of State, 
May 12, 1941.

THE FRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 220C (26) will receive exhibit No. 1070.
("'hereupon, the document above referred 

to -was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1070 
and received in evidence.)

MR. E. 7ILLIAI S: I f read prosecution's
exhibit Mo. 1070;

"DRAFT PROPOSAL HANDED BY THE JAPANESE 
AMBASSADOR (NOMURA) TO THE SECRETARY OF ST.iTE ON 
MAY 12, 1941.

"CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM AGREED UPON BETVJEEN 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF «MERTCh AND THE
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GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN.
"The Governments of the United Stetes end 

of Japan accept joint responsibility for the initiation 
and conclusion of a general agreement disposing the 
resumption of our traditional friendly relations.

"Without reference to specific causes of 
recent estrangement, it is the sincere desire of both 
Governments that the incidents which led to the 
deterioration of amicable sentiment among our peoples 
should be prevented from recurrence and corrected in 
their unforeseen and unfortunate consequences."

THE PRESIDENT: Is this any different from
that handed in this morning?

MR. E. V/ILLIAIÎS: Yes, sir. The one handed
in this morning was a proposal by some independent 
persons submitted to the State Departments of the 
Government. This is an official, confidential draft 
proposal submitted bv Jnnar.

THE PRESIDENT: The phraseology seems familiar.
MR. E. yilLLIafcS: It is very similar, your

Honor. I may say, if the Court please, that several 
of these proposals and counter-proposals, each of them 
have phraseology very similar but differ substantially 
in details. I continue to read from prosecution's
exhibit No. 1070
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(Reading continued): "It is our present
hone that, by a joint effort, our nations may estab
lish a just peace ir. the Pacific, and by tlv rapid 
consummation of an entente cordiale (amicable under
standing), arrest, if not dispel, the tragic confusion 
that now threatens to -ngulf civilization.

"For such decisive action, protracted 
negotiations would sere ill-suited and weakening.
Both Governments, therefore, desire that adequate 
instrumentalities should bo developed for the reali
zation of a general agreement which would bind, mean
while, both Governments in honor and in net.

"It is our b-lief that such an understanding 
should compris.' only the pivotal issues of urgency 
and not the accessory concerns which could be deliber
ated at a conference and appropriately confirmed by 
our respective Governments.

"Both Go\‘- .'in.aits pr-'suno to anticipate that 
they could achieve rarmcnious r lotions if certain 
situations and attitudes were cloiifi'd or improved; 
to wits

"1. Th. concepts of the United States and of 
Japan r snooting int rnational relations and the 
character of nations.

"2. The attitude of both Governments toward
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the European War.
»

"3. Th. relations of both rations toward the 
China Affair.

'*4. Commerce between both nations.
"5. Economic activity of both nations in 

the Southwestern Pacific area.
"6. Th° policies of both nations affecting 

political stabilization in the Pacific area.
"AccordInplv, we have come to the following 

mutual understanding: —
"1. The concepts of the United States and 

of Janan respecting international relations and the 
character of nations.

"The Governments of the United States and of 
Japan jointly acknowledge each other as equally sovereign 
states and contiguous Pacific powers.

"Both Governments assert the unanimity of 
their national policies as directed toward the foun
dation of a lasting p ’acc and the inauguration of a 
new era of respectful confidence and cooperation among 
our peoples.

"Both Governments declare that it is th^ir 
traditional, and präsent, concept and conviction that 
nations and races compose, as members of a family, 
one household; each equallv enjoying rights and admitting
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responsibilities with a mutuality of interests rogu- 
lated bv peaceful processes and directed to the pursuit
iof their moral and physical wolfare, which they are 
Ibound to defend for themselves as they are bound notI
ito destroy for others; they further admit their responsi*
jbilities to oppose the oppression or exploitation of
!
backward nations.

i ’’Both governments are firmly determined that
their respective traditional concepts on the character 
of nations and the underlying moral principles of 
social order and national life will continue to bo 
preserved and never transformed by foreign ideas or 
ideologies contrary to these moral principles and 
concents.

"IT, The attitude of both Governments toward 
the European V/ar.

I

'•The Governments of the United States and 
Japan make it their common aim to bring about the 
world peace; they shall, therefore, jointly endeavour 
not only to prevent further extension of the European 
War but also speedily to restore p~nco in Europe.

•'The Government of Japan maintains that its 
alliance with the Axis Powers was, and is, defensive 
and designed to prevent the nations which are not at 
present directly affected by the European V/ar from
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! engaging in it.

"The Government of Japan maintains that its 
obligations of military assistance under the Tripartite 
Pact between Japan, Germany and Italy will be applied 
j in accordance with the stipulation of Article 3 of
i

j the said Pact.
j "The Government of the United States main-I
I tains that its attitude toward the European War is, 
and will continue to be, directed by no such aggr ssive 
measures as to assist any one nation against another.

"The United States maintains that it is 
pledged to the hate of war, and accordingly, its 
attitude toward the European War is, and will continue 
to be, determined solelv and exclusively by consider
ations of the protective defense of its own national 
welfare and security.

"Ill The relations of both nations toward 
the China Affair.

"The Government of the United States, 
acknowledging the three principles as enunciated in 
the KONOYE Statement and the principles set forth 
on the basis of the said three principles in the 
treatv with the Nanking Government as well as in the 
Joint Declaration of Japan, Kanchukuo and China and 
relying UDon the policy of the Japanese Government
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to establish a relationship of neighborly friendship 
with China, shall forthwith request the Chiang Kai- 
shek regime to negotiate peace with Japan.

"IV Commerce between both nations.
"’.Then official approbation to the present 

understanding has been given by both Governments, 
the United States and Japan shall assure each other 
to mutually supply such commodities as are, respective
ly, available or required by either of them. Both 
Governments further consent to take necessary steps 
to the resumption of normal trade relations as formerly 
established under the Treaty of Commerce and Navi
gation between the United States and Japan.

"v. e s a m b iq ,, fl.gUYte.Y-gI ■ ta.tt..afrUg,naJLn
the Southwestern Pacific area.

"Having in view that the Japanese expansion j 
in the direction of the Southwestern Pacific area is |

iI
declared to be of peaceful nature, American cooperation
shall be given in the production and procurement of

\

natural resources (such as oil, rubber, tin, nickel) 
which Japan needs.

"VI T h a -°J. ,fr,Q.tih .palisas sjf£ec.Ung 
political stabilization in the Pacific area.

"a. The Government of the Uhited States and 
Japan jointly guarantee the independence of the
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Philippine Islands on the condition that the Philippine 
Islands shall maintain a status of permanent neutrality. 
The Japanese subjects shall not be subject to any 
discriminatory treatment.

"B. Japanese immigration to the United States 
shall receive amicable consideration —  on a basis of 
equality with other nations and freedom from discrim
ination.

"Addendum.
"The present understanding shall be kept as 

a confidential memorandum between the Governments of 
the United States and of Japan.

"The scope, character and timing of the 
-announcement of this understanding v/ill be agreed 
upon by both Governments.

"(ANNEX)
"ORAL EXPLANATION FOR PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
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THE ORIGINAL DRAFT.
"II. Par. 2.
"Attitude of Both Governments toward the

European War.
"Actuallv the meaning of this paragraph is 

! virtually unchanged but wo desire to make it clearer 
by specifying a reference to the Pact. As long as Japan 
is a member of the Tripartite Pact, such stipulation

j
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os is mentioned in the understanding seems unnecessary.
"If we must have any stipulation at all, in 

addition, it would be important to have one which would 
clarify the relationship of this understanding to 
the aforementioned Pact.

"Ill
"China Affair.
"The terras for China-Japan peace as proposed 

in the original understanding differ in no substantial 
way from those herein affirmed as the ’principles of 
KONOYE’. Practically, the one can be used to explain 
the other.

"7/e should obtain an understanding, in a 
separate and secret document, that the United States 
would discontinue her assistance to the Chiang Kai-shek 
regime if Chiang Kai-shek does not accept the advice 
of the United States that he enter into negotiations 
for peace.

"If, for any reason, the United States finds 
it impossible to sign such a document, a definite 
pledge by some highest authorities will suffice.

"The three principles of Prince KONOYE as 
referred to in this paragraph are:

"1. Nolghborly friendship;
”2, Joint defense against communism;
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"3. Economic cooperation —  by which 
Jr.pan does not intend to exercise economic monopoly 
in China nor to demand of China a limitation in the 
interests of Third Powers.

"The following are implied in the afore- 
side principles:

!lj „ Mutual respect of sovereignty and 
territories'
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characteristics of each nation cooperating as good 
neighbors and forming n Ear Eastern nucleus contrib
uting to world peace;

"3. Withdrawal of Japanese troops from 
Chinese territory in accordance with an agreement 
to b° concluded between Japan and China;

"4. No annexation, no indemnitees;
"5. Independence of I'r.nchoukuo.
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"Immigration to China.
"The stipulation regarding Large-scale
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lmmigrcatlon to China has been deleted because it 
might give an impression, maybe a mistaken impression, 
to the Japanese people who have been offended by the 
past immigration legislation of the United States, 
that America is now taking a dictating attitude even 
toward the question of Japanese immigration in China.

"Actually, the true meaning and purpose of 
this stipulation is fully understood and*accepted by 
the Japanese Government.

"IV.
"Nano 1T Aerial and Mercantile Marine Relations.

"(a) and (c) of this section have been 
deleted not because of disagreement but because it

♦

ij!1
iI
i
i1



would bo more practical, and possible, to determine 
the disposition of naval forces and mercantile marine 
after an understanding has been reached and relations 
between our two countries improved; and after our 
present China commitments are eliminated. Then we will 
know the actual situation and can act accordingly.

"Courtesy visit of naval squadrons.
"This proposal, (b) of IV might better be 

made a subject of a separate memorandum. Particular 
care must be taken as to1 the timing, manner and scope 
of carrying out such a gesture.

"V.
"Gold Credit.
"The proposal in the second paragraph of V 

has been omitted for the same reasons as suggested the 
omission of paragraphs (a) and (c).

"VI.
"Activity in Southwestern Pacific Area.
"The words, in the first paragraph, 'without 

resorting to arms,1 have been deleted as inappropriate 
and unnecessarily critical. Actually, the peaceful 
policy of the Japanese Government has been made clear 
on many occasions in various statements made both by 
the Premier and the Foreign Minister.

"VIII (VII).
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“Political Stabilization ln the Paclflo Area.
Hku the paragraph (a) Implying military and 

treaty obligation vculd require, for its enactment, 
such a complicated legislative procedure In both 
countries, we consider it inappropriate to include 
this In the present understanding.

»Paragraph (b) regarding the independence 
of the Philippine Islands has been altered for the 
same reason.

»In paragraph (c) (d) the words **and to
the Southwestern Pacific Area' have been omitted 
because such questions should be settled, as necessity 
arises, through direct negotiation with the authorities 
in the Southwestern areas by the Governments of the 
United States and of Japan respectively.

»Conference.
»The stipulation for holding a Conference 

has been deleted. We consider that it would be better 
to arrange, by an exchange of letters, that a conference 
between the President and the Premier or between suit
able representatives of theirs will be considered when 
both the United States and Japan deem it useful to 
hold such a conference after taking into due con
sideration the effect resulting from the present 
understanding. »
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11 Announc einen t.
"In regard to the statement to be issued 

on the successful conclusion of the present under
standing a draft will be prepared in Tokyo t.nd 
cabled to V/ashington for the consideration of the 
United States Government."
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We offer in evidence I. P. S. document |
No. 220C (27) from exhibit for identification 58, j

Volume II* This is a draft suggestion from the 
Secretary of State to the Japanese Ambassador on 
May 16, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT* Admitted on the usual terms. I
I

*  i
CLERC OF THE COURT* Prosecution*s docu- j

ment No. 220C (27) will receive exhibit No. 1071. j
(’"hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked proseeution*s 
exhibit No. 1071 and received in evidence.) j

MR. E. WILLIAMSs V/e read prosecution*s j
exhibit No, 1071* >i

“(Annex 2) !
I

“DRAFT SUGGESTION A HANDED BY THE SECRETARY i
16
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OF STATE TO THE JAPANESE AK3AGSAD0R ON MAY 16, 1941. }
“II. THE ATTITUDES OF THF, UNITED STATES 

AND OF JAPAN TOWARD THE EUROPEAN WAR.
“The Govern 'e:rr- of Jrpa.i declares that the 

purpose of its Aris AliW.ce and is defensive artd !
J

is designed co prevent the namens which are not at 
present engaged in the Earcpec.r. *;*<.' from participating

II
therein, and declares that it? cil. Lg' ulons of military ! 
assistance under the Tripartite Pact between Germany, 
Japan and Italy come into force only if and when one

i
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and exclusively by considerations of protection and 
self-defense: its national security and the defense
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'•The Government of Japan further declares 
that it is under no commitment under its Axis Alliance 
or otherwise vhich is inconsistent with the terms of 
the present declaration of policy and intention agreed i 
upon between the Government of Japan and the Government j 
of the United States.

'•(Annex 3)
i

"DRAFT SUGGESTION B HANDED BY THE SECRETARY 
OF STATE TO THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR ON HAY 16, 1941.

"III. CHINA AFFAIRS.
I

"’Then this declaration of policy and in- j
tention, including the provisions of this section, j
is agreed upon and both Governments have given it j

I
their approval and commitment, the President of the i
United States will suggest to the Government of Japan j 
and the Government of China that those Governments !
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enter into a negotiation for a termination of 
hostilities and resumption of peaceful relations 
on a basis as follows:

"a. Neighborly friendship.
"b. Mutual respect of sovereignty and 

territories.
"c. Withdrawal of Japanese troops from 

Chinese territory in accordance with a schedule 
to be agreed upon.

"d. No annexation.
"e. No indemnities.
"f. Equality of commercial opportunity 

in terms of and with conditions of fair treatment 
for all concerned.

"g. Parallel measures of defense against 
subversive activities from external sources.

"h. The question of thf future of Man
churia to be dealt with by friendly negotiations. 

"(Annex 4)
"DRAFT SUGGESTION C HANDED BY THE SECRETARY 

OF ST,ATE TO THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR ON MAY 16, 1941.
“V. ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OF BOTH NATIONS IN 

THE SOUTHWESTERN PACIFIC AREA.
"On the pledged basis of guarantee that 

Japanese activity and American activity in the



Southwestern Pacific area shall be carried on by 
peaceful means, the Japanese Government and the 
Government of the United States agree to cooperate 
each with the other toward ensuring on the basis of 
equality of opportunity equal access by Japan and 
by the United States to supplies of natural resources 
(such as oil, rùbber, tin, nickel) which each coun
try needs for the safeguarding and development of 
its own economy."
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Wô offer ln  evidence IPS document 219P (75) 
from exhibit for Identification 58-, Volume I. This 
is an excerpt from statement of Mr. Grew to MATSUOKA, 
dated May 17, 19*1.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No, 219P (75) will receive exhibit No. 1072.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1072 and received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecutionfs
exhibit No, 1072:

"THE AMTRICAN AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN (GREW)
TO THE JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
(MATSUOKA)
"Excerpt.
No. 1802 "TOKYO, May 17, 1941.

"EXCELLENCY: With reference to my note No.
1793 of May 6, 1941, concerning repeated indiscrimin
ate bombing of Kunming by Japanese aircraft, and the 
consequent danger to American lives and damage to 
American property, I have the honor to inform Your
Excellency that the American Consul at Kunming hasv
reported that the Consulate was again damaged during 
a Japanese air raid on May 12* 1941. Fragments of

». r*. 11 m i
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bombs were scattered in the Consulate Compound and 
one piece broke through a window into a residence 
bedroom.

"Moreover, during this same raid, the larger 
part of the Compound occunied by Mr. Stanley McGeary, 
an American clerk of the Consulate, was destroyed 
and his residence so damaged as to render it barely 
habitable, and for the third time recently the 
China Inland Mission, where a number of Americans 
live, was damaged and the residence there of Mr. E.
L. Crapuchettes, an American citizen, was partly 
demolished."

We now tender in evidence IPS document No, 
4060-A which is a document taken from the Nuernberg 
files and is a telegram from Ott to Ribbentrop, dated 
May 18, 1941, and is numbered 85,107-8.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 4060-A will receive exhibit No. 1073,
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution*s exhibit 
No, 1073 and received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIAMS: We now read prosecution*s
exhibit No. 1073*

!

It

I

I

!
I
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1 ’■Telegram (Secret Cipher Process)
"Tokyo, 16 May 1941 Arrival 18 K*y 194-1 
"No. 759 of 17 May
"Marginal Note: Sent on to FUSCHL under
No. 1573 18 May 3.25 hours Tel. Ktr.
"For the German Foreign Minister 
"Re* Telegram of 15th, No. 622,
"Today I have carried out the instructions 

of the above mentioned telegram during a long coiv- 
versatlon with Foreign Minister MATSUOKA.

"I stressed the especially immense regret 
of the German Government that the German views of 11 
May were not awaited before the reply to WASHINGTON 
was sent off. Making use of the arguments of tele
gram No. 592 of 11 May and No.. 622 of 15 May, I have 
pointed to the necessity of making America give the 
most clear and precise assurance not to participate 
in the European conflict; I also pointed out that the 
formulation employed in the Japanese reply re Article 
3 of the Tripartite Pact,.constitutes the absolute 
minimum cf what must be demanded in view of the Tri* 
partite Pact. The German Government must insist on 
being immediately informed on the American reply, os 
well as to be admitted to further negotiations be
tween JAPAN and the USA J1

I________
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f!
"MATSUOKA pointed to his oral comiuunicption 

to HULL, reported in telegram No. 733 of (groups 
garbled), as well as to his conversations with the 
British end American ambassadors, reported in tele
gram 750 of I? May, which showed that he would not 
jolt the Tripartite Poet, During a secret Cabinet 
Session he had called upon all members of the Govern
ment clearly to acknowledge Japan*s obligations under 
the Tripartite Pact on their part too, in all of their 
conversations. All members of the Cabinet had agreed 
unanimously. Besides he- views the chances of the 
Japonese-Anerican Negotiations most skeptically, and 
as heretofore he counts on Americans entry into the 
War in the near future. His sole motive in the neg
otiations with USA is, if possible, to postpone or 
prevent the entry of the United States into the war 
and furthermore to eliminate the increase of the 
present American assistance to England,

"HULL has not yet taken a stand regarding 
the Japanese proposal, merely promising a study v/hich 
w uld take a certain amount of time. He will immed
iately inform us of the American reply, also keeping 
abreast, and p s  far as possible consulting with the 
allied governments of Germany and Italy on the fur
ther course of the negotiations. When I demanded to
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be admitted to the cornin'! phase, he replied that he J
Iwould meet cur desire to a great extent; he could, I 

however, not promise always to await the views of the
i

Axis powers, especially when a quick utterance was I 
absolutely essential, I cogently requested MATSUOKA * 
to do nothing without Japan’s allies in these nego- j 
tiations, which concerned the Tripartite Pact in its 
entirety,

"Domestic political influences, to whose I
pressure MATSUOKA ha3 yielded in the face of the JiI
allegedly imminent American entry into the War, can 
be found among certain anglophiles of the Court, |
such as Imperial Household Minister MATSUDAIRA, ex- ! 
ponent of industry and,big money, such as Minister 
Without Portfolio OGURA, and seme influential Wavy 
officers with whom. Ambassador Admiral OPTURA/TN:
NOMURA/ has apparently worked together in WASHINGTON. 
This group was joined by elements of the army v/ho _ 
want to gain time in order to retain freedom of 
action in view of the uncertainty of-RUSSIA’n future 
attitude. Minister of the Interior, HIRANUMA, has 
probably acted in the came way; he had to resign when 
the German-Russian non^eggression paut was concluded, 
being a champiDn ^f a German-Jap^nese alliance against 
RUSSIA. Finally, the activist group which is closely 1
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working together with the Enibnssy, is at present 
weakened by the serious illness of SKIRATORI who 
was left the political struggle on account of a 
serious and apparently incurable illness.

"OTT"



We now offer in evidence IPS document No.
220C (18) from exhibit for identification 58, Volume 
II, which is an excerpt from a summary of conversa
tions prepared by the Department of State on May 19, 
194-2 but relating to conversations between UnitedI
States and Japan in 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220C (18) will receive exhibit No. 1074.
(Whereupon, the document above, re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1074 and received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1074:

"SUMMARY OF CONVERSATIONS 
"MEMORANDUM PREPARED IN THE DEPAPTMENT OF STATE

"(WASHINGTON,) MAY 19, 1942. 
"ACCOUNT OF INFORMAL CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN THE GOVERN
MENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN,

1941.
"Excerpts.

"'The equilibrium in the Far East vihich hrd
been established by the Washington Conference treaties 
of 1921-.1022 became seriously disturbed by the setting 
up by forceful means in a part of China of a regime
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under Jr nnnese control under the name of "Manchukuo". I 
This control over üanchuria has been marked by the ■
carrying out of o policy of discriminetion which has 
resulted in forcing out Amcricrn and other foreign 
interests. !

11'During the years that followed, Japan went j 
steadily forward in her nreparations ror expansion bv

Iforce of arms. In December 1^34, she gave notice of | 
her intention to terminate the naval treaty of Feb
ruary 6, 1922. She then procG ded vlth intensified !

i
construction of military and naval armaments, at the j
same time underteking, from time to time, limited (!
actions directed toward an extension of her domination i 
over China and involving disregard and destruction of j 
the lawful rights end interests of other countries, in
cluding the United States.

I

u,In July 1°37, the armed forces of Japan 
embarked upon large-scale military operations eeainst j 
China. Invading forces of more than a million men oc- j 
cupied large areas along the seaboard and in the cen- j 
tral provinces. In these areas there were set up j
puppet regimes which instituted systems of controls 
end monopolies discriminatory in favor of the inter- ! 
ests of the invading country.

"*It has been cleer throughout that Japan !



under Jf nr;nese control under the name of "Manchukuo". 
This control over Hanchuria has boon marked by the 
carrying out of a policy of discrimination which bos 
resulted in forcing out American and other foreign 
interests.

"•During the years that followed, Japan went 
steadily forward in her preparations "or expansion bv 
force of arms. In December 1034, she gave notice of 
her intention to terminate the naval treaty of Feb
ruary 6, 3 9?£. She then procc clod with intensified 
construction of military and naval armaments, at the 
same time undertaking, from time *0 time, limited 
actions directed toward an extension of her domination 
over China and involving disregard and destruction of 
the lawful rights and interests of other countries, in
cluding the United States.

"•In July 1°37, the armed forces of Japan 
embarked upon large-scale military operations saainst 
China. Invading forces of more than a million men oc
cupied large preas along the seaboard and in the cen
tral provinces. In these 'rre*s there were sot up 
nunpet regimes which instituted systems of controls 
and monopolies discriminatory in favor or the inter
ests of the invading country.

"'It has been clear throughout, that Japan
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under Japanese control under the none of "Manchukuo"• 
This control over Uanchuria has been marked by the 
carrying out of c policy of discriminetion which has 
resulted in forcing out American and other foreign 
interests.

11 * During the years that followed, Japan went 
steadily forward in her preparations por expansion by 
force of arms. In December lc64, she gave notice of 
her intention to terminate the naval treaty of Feb
ruary 6, 1922. She then proceeded with intensified 
construction of military and naval armaments, at the 
same time undertaking, from time to time, limited 
actions directed toward an extension of her domination 
over China and involving disregard and destruction of 
the lawful rights end interests of other countries, in
cluding the United States.

n,In July 1°37> the armed, forces of Japan 
embarked upon large-scale military operations against 
China. Invading forces of more than a million men oc- 
ciipied large areas along the seaboard end in the cen
tral provinces. In these areas there were set up 
puppet regimes which Instituted systems of controls 
and monopolies discriminatory in favor of the inter
ests of the invading country.

,MIt has been clear throughout that Japan
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has been actuated from the start by brord and ambitious 
pirns for establishing herself in a dominant position 
in the entire region of the Western Pacific. Her 
leaders have openly declared theta determination to 
achieve and maintain that position bv force of arms 
and thus to make themselves masters of an area con
taining almost one-half of the entire copulation of 
the world. Ls a consequence, they would have arbi
trary control of the soa and trade routes in that 
region.

"*Previous experience and current develop
ments indicate that the proposed "new order" in the 
Pacific area means, politically, domination by one 
country. It means, economically, employment of the 
resources of the «area concerned for the benefit of 
that country and to the ultimate impoverishment of 
other carts of the area and exclusion of the interests 
of other countries. It means, socially, the destruc
tion of personal liberties and the reduction of the 
conquered peoples to the role of inferiors.

"*It should be manifest to every cerson that 
such a program for the subjugation and ruthless ex
ploitation by one country of nearly one-half of the 
population of the world is a matter of immense signi
ficance, importance and concern to every other nation
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wherever located, A

n‘Notwithstanding the course which Japan has 
followed during recent years, this Government has mode 
reoeated efforts to persuade the Japanese Government 
that her best interests lie in the development of 
fr.iendly relations "ith the United States and with 
other countries which believe in orderly and peaceful 
processes among nations. v'e have at no time made nny 
threats.“•

I
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We offer in evidence IPS document No. *
1383B (18), a telegram from OSHIMA to MATSUOKA, dated
May 20, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 1383B (18) will receive exhibit No. 1075.
(Whereupon, tho document above re

ferred was marked prosecution*s exhibit No,
IO?? and received in evidence.)t

KUR. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecution*s
exhibit No. 1075* ■'

"Copy of the Telegram of Ambassador OSHIMA 
to Foreign Minister MATSUOKA, dispatched on 20 May 
(T.N. Year is missing) (1941?) No. 5^7

"In connection with the rumor that you are 
going to America, I heard various rumors here concern
ing the problems of the negotiation between Japan 
and America. Although from the interview with 
Ribbentrop on 5th May, I learned that it was not a 
mere rumor. Although I intended to go on without 
touching this matter, in view of the tendency of 
this matter, and considering the future of Japan and 
of the influence of the Tripartite Pact, I can not 
remain without some deep thoughts. As I believe that 
it is my duty to inform you of the opinion of the
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German staff and also of my frank opinion, I send 
the separate telecrams No. 568 and No. 569.

'•What I want to mention to you now is as
follows;

"You showed me the reason why you did not 
inform this matter to the Italian Ambassador in Ger
many two times recently. However, presently I have 
no intentions of sounding out the problem of the con
fidence in me or of my position towards the people 
during the present critical period when the whole of 
our nation should act upon the 'Way of the Imperial 
Subjects' as its primary principle. Much less do I 
try to sound your opinion, for the practice and tech
nique of diplomacy belong to your department.

"But what I cannot understand is that you 
think it is unnecessary to have me report the opin
ions of the Staffs of Germany and Italy, when the 
Japanese-American Agreement which has a very delicate 
relation with the Tripartite Pact, is about to be con
cluded. Therefore, from the standpoint of my duty 
as an Ambassador to Germany, I could not keep silent, 
and I expressed my opinion frankly in the separate 
telegrams, although it might be unnecessary. I beg 
you to take these circumstances into consideration. 
(End)"
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"Copy of the Telegram from Ambassador 
OSHIMA to Foreign Minister MATSUOKA. No, 568

"1. On 3rd May Foreign Minister RIBBFNTROP 
asked me to visit him. When I called on him I was in
formed about the telegram regarding the Japanese- 
American negotiation, Ke said that although the tel
egram was to be kept a secret from me and the Italian 
Ambassador, as a friend to me, he revealed it to me 
for my personal understanding, since the matter is 
extremely serious. He then showed me the draft re
garding the agreement proposed by America on 16 April, 
The draft consisted of four articles. He (RIBBFNTROP) 
confessed that he was quite at a loss to understand 
the real intention of the Japanese government, so I

i
answered him that Japan was observing the Tripartite !

i
Pact as the basis of its diplomacy, as you (Foreign 
Minister MATSUOKA) had clearly stated on your previ
ous visit to Germany. I further told him that, accord-jj
ingly, there was no reason to conclude such a treaty i 
between Japan and America contrary to the Tripartite j 
Pact. Thus, I avoided being concerned in this matter,

"2. But on 9th of May RIBBENTROP asked me •
!

to visit him again, and he showed me OTT's telegram 
of the draft of the intermediary answer of Japan to 
America and also the telegraphic record of the con-
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1 ference between you and OTT which was held on 6th 
of May. RIBBENTROP seemed to have understood the 
affair clearly from the frequent telegrams sent by 
OTT, and according to the said intermediate reply, 
it is supposed that Japan has consulted regarding 
the understanding with America to a considerable ex
tent, and to tell you frankly, according to the in
formations that Germany has gathered, from various 
sources, there is a report that the proposal was made 
by Japan. Gathering from the conversation of For
eign Minister MATSUOKA and OTT, it seems to me that 
Foreign Minister MATSUOKA was compelled by a certain 
group to consent to it. Moreover, it is reported 
that Foreign Minister MATSUOKA during the course of 
that conference stated that Japan will participate 
in a Russo-German war, if it should break out. When 
Foreign Minister MATSUOKA visited Germany recently, 
he said, as his personal opinion,that Japan was going 
to attack SINGAPORE, but it seems that you have 
changed your opinion.

HI have some doubts as to the true inten
tion of ROOSEVELT.

11 If you should become obliged to conclude 
this agreement in order to avoid the participation 
in a remotely possible war, the Tripartite Pact would
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in reality become meaningless even if it may be poss
ible to hit upon some legal pretext. Moreover, I 
believe that in Japan*s progress, she will lose the 
chance to establish her right for leadership in East 
Asia. After lengthy thoughts concerning this prob
lem, I thought of the following two plans from the 
German viewpoint*

"(a) Plan to refuse the proposal of Ameri
ca.

" (b) Plan to conclude the Japanese-Ameri- 
can agreement under the condition that America main
tain a neutral attitude without extending »convoy* 
patrol lines.

"RIBBENTROP asked my (Ambassador OSHIMA) 
opinion, saying that he wished to report plan (a) 
to the Führer as he believed it to be a good one. 
Therefore, although I did not receive any instruction, 
I conjectured the intention of the Japanese government 
from common sense, and, as my personal opinion, insis
ted upon plan (b) explaining that (b) would be much 
more advantageous to Germany. The reasons that I ex
plained to RIBBENTROP were as follows:

"If plan (b) are adopted, Germany will be 
able to fight a single combat against Britain and 
terminate the war in a short time. Again, although
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it might be wishful thinking, perhaps the ’ROOSEVELT 
faction' may recognize the fret thet America's assis
tance to Eritein would be useless, end would make it 
a reeson to alleviate America's assistance to Britain.

"Even in case of its failure, it is useful 
ct least for ascertaining ROOSEVELT's actual inten
tions concerning the assistance to Britain. Thirdly, 
it will enable those Japanese who vent the cooperation 
with America to realize its impossibility. However, 
RIBBENTROP said that America would utilize this nego
tiation to estrange Japan from Germany, as long as _
. . .  . .  . . . .  .  .this negotiation continued, and he newer tod- -tho frame- 
thing-in telegram No. 5^5 (dispatched to TURKEY, No. 
11). He further stated that it is possible for America 
to utilize it as propaganda material to convince the 
anti-war faction in America that America could now 
advance to the Atlantic Ocean because of the 
elimination of apprehension in Pacific area, and
consequently the situation would become very dangerous 
to Germany. Therefore, he did not agree with my 
opinion, and said that at any'rate this problem has 
not yet been decided by the Führer, so he wanted

' X

?

I ■
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1 ! to send a telegram on the evening of the seme dey 
to the Führer, who wes out of BERLIN, for e decision. 
At the seme time, he wished to report my opinion to 
the Führer. Then I asked him whether or not he 
had'consulted with Italy already. To my Question 
he answered that Italy had already received all 
the reports from Ambassador INDERLI, but he had 
not yet consulted directly with the Italian govern
ment, but that as soon as he received the decision 
of the Führer, he wished to send the telegram to 
OTT so that he might consult Italy.

"2. As I made a promise to Prime Minister 
MUSSOLINI to visit him at the beginning of this
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month, I started for ROME on the night of the 10th. 
On the morning of the 12th, Minister BISMARCK visited 
met and by orders of RIBBENTROP, he showed me the 
telegraphic instructions to OTT end added that the 
Italian government had the same opinion as Germany. 
After I read that instruction, I recognized that the 
Führer had made a different decision from that of 
RIBBENTROP. In the afternoon of 13th, RIBBENTROP 
flew unexpectedly to ROME end met MUSSOLINI end 
CIANO on the same day, and asked me to visit him 
on the morning of the 14th. V/hen I went to see 
him, he showed me the telegram from OTT concerning

\
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the interview on the 12th, between you (Foreign 
Minister MATSUOKA) and the two Ambassadors of 
Germany and Italy in Tokyo. He expressed deep 
discontentment at your statement that you had 
been in a position where you were compelled to 
commence with the negotiation with America and 
that because of internal reasons, you were unable 
to await the arrival of opinions from Germany and 
Italy. He asked reproachfully why couldn*t you 
await the telegraphic instructions when they were 
sure to arrive in several deys. I told him that 
although I was not aware of the circumstances,
I guessed that Jeprn was compelled to take such 
a measure because of the following reasons* It 
was necessary for Japan to conclude the agreement 
as soon as possible to maintain secrecy, end in 
Japan such important negotiations as this must be 
privately reported to the Emperor. I added that 
I believed that the agreement was not made out of 
inconsideration to Germany and Italy. RIBBENTROP, 
however, would not readily accept my words. He 
said that when you (Foreign Minister MATSUOKA) 
visited Germany, he met you (MATSUOKA) many times 
but he did not hear anything substantial concerning 
the Japenese-American agreement which is closely
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related to the Tripertite Pact. He said that it 
came as a great surprise to him when he Deceived 
such a report soon after you (Foreign Minister 
MATSUOKA) returned to Japan. He continued that 
frankly he was much afraid that the agreement might 
make the Tripartite Pact automatically meaningless.
He also said that as he (RIBBENTROP) had remarked 
the other day, he did not believe ROOSEVELT from 
the very beginning, and that although his opinion 
was to advise Japan to refuse the American proposal 
he had to send a. telegraphic instruction contrary 
to his own opinion. Hearing that I told him that 
it was a greet pity to have a misunderstanding 
between Japan and Germany concerning this matter, 
so I gave edviee to him that it was very necessary 
to inform OTT of his opinion, to make the facts 
clear and certain. Ÿ/hen I visited Foreign Minister 
CIANO on the evening of the same day, it seemed that 
an interview had already taken place between RIBBENTROP 
MUSSOLINI end CIANO, since CIANO expressed the same

-V.

.'1
n
•v.

<1

I . i

»

*
-J *

' ' 4»

opinion as RIEBENTROP.
**3• No sooner did I return to BERLIN on 

May 17th, than I was asked by Vice Minister V7EISEGGER 
to visit him. Ÿ'hen I called on him, he, by the 
telegraphic order of RIBBENTROP pt FUSSELL, showed
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me a draft of Japan*s answer to America which was 
telegraphed by OTT on the 14th, and the draft of 
the instruction of the German government to OTT 
concerning Japan*s answer to America. He (WEISEGGER) 
said that as he received the order only to show me 
(Ambassador OSHIMA) the telegram, he will not express 
any opinion, but that in view of the present political 
situation, the German government had a deep concern 
about the result of this problem. He added that 
the German government attached great importance to 
Foreign Minister MATSUOKA*s statement to OTT to 
the effect that Japan would attack the U.S.S.R. 
in case of a Russo-German war. He (WEISEGGER) 
then asked me whether or not Foreign Minister 
MATSUOKA understood the true state of affairs 
between Germany and Russia when he returned from 
his stay in Germany. I told him that I did not 
know what the Foreign Minister had revealed con
cerning Japan*s attitude toward a Russo-German 
war, but that in Japan, such an important matter 
as this should be decided by the Emperor, and that 
probably Foreign Minister MATSUOKA must have expressed 
his personal opinion. I further added that since 
the Foreign Minister had many interviews with Foreign 
Minister RIBBENTROP during his stay in Germany I had
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no doubt that you (M/.TSUOKA) were aware of the real 
relationship between Germany and Soviet Russia, (End) »

*
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"T e le g ra m  H o, 569 3ent by Am bassador 

03HIMA to  F o r e ig n  M in is t e r  MATSUOXA,
«

"1, As I reported in the separate telegram, 
the German government has a deep dissatisfaction con
cerning the problem of the Japanese-Amerlcan agreement, 
and has much apprehension about the future of the 
Tripartite Pact. Sinoe America is actually partici
pating in the war, if Japan, ignoring the present 
circumstances, should conclude an agreement with America 
it would be very natural for Germany to suspect that 
Japan i3 trying to check America*s participation in 
the war, and at the same time tryinc to avoid her own 
obligation of participating in the war. When you came 
to Germany, all the people in Germany heartily wel
comed you, and delighted in the strengthening of the 
*Axls*. Since this is directly after that occasion, 
the feeling that Germany was betrayed is very strong,

"2. I am well aware of Japan's desire to 
solve the China Incident as soon as possible in order 
to have time to spare for politics, economy and other 
fields. However, the European war is developing very 
favourably for Germany and Itely. In a few months, 
very important developments are expected, and if at 
this time Japan should lose the confidence and trust 
of Germany and Italy who will become the leaders in

I
j

I
i

tI1II

II

II
iI

I

I
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1 Europe, simply for r,n immediate profit, it is very 
unfavourable. Needless to say, America seems to hove 
proncsed the agreement as a temoorary measure for es
tranging Japan from the Tripartite Alliance. I am 
afraid that such a two-faced diplomacy should lead Japan 
to an absolute international isolation during the cri
tical period which may arise after the war.

**3 • Aside from the ooint that if Japan solves 
the Chino Incident with the support of America, she 
v/ill leave an uneradicated root of future calamity, I 
express my apprehension that should Japan lose this op
portunity to expand southward and the possibility of 
attacking SINGAPORE at random, she will invite the con
tempt of not only America and Britain, but also those 
of Germany and Italy. And, should America, taking 
advantage of the elimination of fear in the Pacific 
area, reinforce her assistance to Britain, the devel
opment of the European ,tràr would greatly be affected 
although America may avoid nominal participation in
the vrar* Subsequentlv, Ja. nan may suffer from some un- i

I
expected calamity. Moreover, should Japan abandon her !

1
right to leadership in the Southern regions for the ! 
sake of America, it is clear that Jaoan cannot stress i* iI
the leadership to Germany and Italy. This will mean 
that Japan abandoned hr r great mission to establish
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«

“—l

a new order in the Greater East Asia.
"4. Last autumn, Japan concluded the Tripar

tite Pact, and the road our oeople should follow was 
made clear. But, if Japan should conclude the Jana- 
neso-American Agreement now, our people in Japan would 
be bewildered as to which path they should follow. 
Moreover, our friendly countries will despise Japan 
and will not trust Japan any longer. Subsequently, 
Japan will fall into international isolation, and will 
gain nothing. Therefore, I hope earnestly that the 
Japanese Government will embody the follovdng two 
points, if the conclusion of the agreement is unavoid
able: 1

u(a) As conditions to the conclusion of the 
Japanese-American Agreement, it is absolutely necessary 
for Japan that she should make use of her situation 
over America, and establish the idea of the Tripartite 
Pact, by upholding the principle that Japan is to facil
itate the battle of Germany and Italy against Britain. 
Again, Japan should demand /merica's neutrality in 
the European war, and at the sane time, make clear that 
Japan has an obligation to participate in the war, 
based upon the Tripartite Pact. If America does not 
accept our proposal, Japan must not conclude the agree
ment. "

r
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"(b) It is most unfavourable for Japan to 
give the impression to Germany and Italy that the Japa
nese government is compelled to conclude the agree
ment on account of the increasing influence of a party 
in Japan that wants status quo. The conclusion of 
the Japaneso-Anerican agreement will only make Germany 
rnd Italy increasingly suspect that Japan took this 
action in order to avoid the obligation to narticipete 
in the war. Therefore, concerning the Japnnese-Ameri- 
can negotiation, Japan has to exchange frank opinions 
with Germany and Italy, and must thoroughly convince 
Germany and Italy about the purnort of article (a)
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1 MH. £. WILLIAMSî Offering in evidence 
IPS document Ko. 1383-B (20), a telegram from OSHIKA 
to Foreign Minister MATSUOKA, dated May 21, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
, CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1383-B (20) will receive exhibit No. 1076.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. IO76 and received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1076:
"Minister - Vice-Minister, submitted separately.
Chief of AMEhICA Bureau. Chief of EUROPE-^ASIa Bureau. 
Translator's Note. These notations were marked in 
the margin.
"SECRET —  Embassy CKO Code.
"(Translator's Note. In the copy, there are 2 
stamps indicating TOP SECRET.)

"Dispatched A.M. Kay 21, 1941 from BERLIN. 
"Arrived P.M. May 21, 1941 this office.
"To the Foreign Minister from Ambassador OSKIMA. 

"No. 575.
"The JAPANESE-AIlEhICAN Agreement now under 

negotiation, is thought to be important change in 
the national policy, and it concerns greatly with
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the plans of the JAPANESE military and naval 
attaches in Germany. Therefore, recognizing the 
fact that it is necessary to transmit this agreement 
to them beforehand, telegrams No. 567, No. 568, and 
No. 569 were sent exclusively to both attaches today, 
the 20th. As regards this matter, I wish you will 
inform the War Minister, the Naval Minister, the 
Chief of General Staff, and the Chief of the Navy 
General Staff."

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel.
MR. KEENAN: May it please the Tribunal, we j

<

offer in evidence IPS document 220C (28) from ex
hibit for identification 58, Volume 2, an excerpt 
from memorandum of conversation between Ambassador 
Morris and the Secretary of State, 28 May 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms. j
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220C (28) will receive exhibit No. 1077.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit No.
1077 and received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN: (Reading)
"MEMORANDUM CF A CONVERSATION. (WASHINGTON)

May 28, 1941.
"The Ambassador commented that under the
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Japanese consitutional system other ministers in 
addition to the Foreign Minister are consulted in 
matters relating to foreign policy.

"The Secretary said that in his consideration 
of the matters we have been exploring a difficulty 
has been presented by questions involving the re
lations of our respective countries toward the 
Ruropean war. Lr. MATSUOKA since his return from 
Europe, according to reports widely published in the 
press, has been making declarations on every occasion 
in regard to Japan's obligations under the Tri
partite Alliance in the matter of supporting Ger
many in the event of American entry into the war.
Ke said that', if we went into an agreement with 
Japan, critics would assert, unless the Japanese
Government could clarify its attitude toward its ob- !

i
ligations under the Tripartite Alliance in the event j

I
that the United States should be drawn into the 
European war through action in the line of self- 
defense, that there was no assurance as to Japan's 
position. The Secretary referred to the President's 
speech of the previous evening and reviewed that the 
Secretary had previously said publicly and also to
the Ambassador in regard to the attitude of this 
country toward maintaining the freedom of the seas

i
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1 ! against Hitler as an essential measure of self- 
defense.

"The Secretary then brought up the question of 
the withdrawal of Japanese troops from China and 
asked the Ambassador to indicate what the Japanese 
Government had in mind.

"The Ambassador indicated, in reply to specific 
questions, that such evacuation would not include 
troops retained in China under the provision of 
cooperative defense against communistic activities.
He contemplated an arrangement being negotiated with 
China similar to the Boxer Protocol under v/hich 
Japanese troops would be stationed for an indefinite 
period in North China and Inner Mongolia. The Am
bassador said he could not indicate approximately 
how many troops it was proposed to station in China 
under such an arrangement or define precisely the 
areas in which the arrangement would be operative.

"The Secretary commented that it seemed to him 
important that relations between China and Japan should 
be adjusted on a basis which would offer permanent 
promise of friendship between the two countries ; that 
the continued presence of Japanese troops in China 
would be a factor operating against such friendship,
as the presence of these troops tended to produce 
incidents and friction."
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î MR. KEENAN: Prosecution now offers in evidence
IPS document 220C (29) from exhibit for identification 
58, volume 2. This is American draft of proposal, 
dated 31 May 1941, handed to Ambassador NOMURA.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
MR. KEENAN: I wish to state respectfully to

the Court that the prosecution places great emphasis 
upon this document for reasons that will be obvious 
in its examination.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 220C (29) will receive exhibit No. 1078.

(Whereupon, the document above referred 
to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1078 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN: (Reading)
t"American Draft Proposal Handed to the 

Japanese Ambassador (NOMURA) on May 31, 1941.
"Washington, May 31, 1941.
"Unofficial, Exploratory and1without Commit

ment.
"The Governments of the United States and of 

Japan accept joint responsibility for the initiation 
and conclusion of a general agreement of understand
ing as expressed in n joint declaration.

"Without reference to specific causes of
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1 recent estrangement, it is the sincere desire of both 
Governments that the incidents which ltd to the deter
ioration of amicable sentiment between their countries 
should be prevented from recurrence and corrected in 
their unforeseen and unfortunate consequences..

"It is our present hope that, by s cooper
ative effort, the United States and Japan may contri-

«

bute effectively toward establishment and preservation 
of peace in the Pacific area.; and, by the rapid con
summation of an amicable understanding, arrest, if not 
dispel, the tragic confusion that now threatens to 
engulf civilization.
, "For such decisive action, protracted negoti

ations would seem ill-suited and weakening. Both 
Governments, therefore, desire that adequate instru
mentalities should bo developed for the realization of 
a general Understanding which would bind, meanwhile, 
both Governments in honor end in act,

"It is the belief of the two Governments 
that such an understanding should comprise only the 
pivotal issues of urgency end not the accessory con
cerns which could be deliberated at a conference.

"Both Governments presume to anticipate that 
they could achieve harmonious relations if certain 
situations and attitudes were clarified or improved}
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to wit:

"1. The concepts of the United States and 
of Japan respecting international relations and the 
character of nations.

"2. The attitudes of both Governments toward ; 
the European w  r.

"3. Action toward e peaceful settlement be
tween China and Japan.

"4. Commerce between both nations.
"9. Economic activity of both nations in the 

Pacific area.
"6. The policies of both nations effecting |

political stabilization in the Pacific area. \
;

"7. Neutralization of the Philirnine Islands. 
"Accordingly, the Government of the United 

States and the Government of Japan have come to the |
i

following mutual understanding and declaration of 
policy:

"I. The Concents of the United States and 
of Japan respecting international relations end the 
character of nations.

"Both Governments affirm that their national 
policies are directed tov/ard the foundation of a last
ing peace and the inauguration of a new era of
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9,940

reciprocel confidence end cooperrtion among our peoples.
"Both Governments declare that it is their 

treditiona.l, and present, concept rnd conviction that 
nations end races compose, as members of a family, 
one household; each equally enjoying rights end admitting! 
responsibilities with a mutuality of interests regulated * 
by peaceful processes and directed to the pursuit of 
their moral rrd physical welfare, which they ere bound 
to defend for themselves as they ere bound not to 
destroy for others; they further admit their responsi
bilities to oppose the oppression or exploitation of 
other nations.

"Both Governments are firmly detemi ined that 
their respective traditional concepts on the character 
of nations and the underlying moral principles of 
socicl order and national life will continue to be 
preserved end never transformed by foreign ideas or 
ideologies contrary to those morel principles end con
certs .

"II. The attitudes of both Governments toward jI
the European v/ar. j

"The Government of Japan maintains that the j 
purpose of the Tripartite Pact was, and is, defensive 
and is designed to prevent the participation of nations j 
in the European wer not ct present involved in it."
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"Obviously, the orovisions of the Pact do not apply to 
involvement through acts of self-defense.

"The Government of the United States maintains 
that its attitude toward the European hostilities is 
and will continue to be determined solely and exclusive
ly by considerations of protection and self-defense; 
its national security and the defense thereof.

"117 - '.ction toward a peaceful settlement 
between China enn of pan.

"The Japanese Government having communicated 
to the Government of the United States the general 

terms within the framework of which- the Japanese Govern
ment will propose the negotiation of a peaceful settle
ment v/ith the Chinese Government, which terms are 
declared by the Japanese Government to be in harmony 
v/ith theKONOYH Principles regarding neighborly friend- ; 
ship and mutual respect of sovereignty and territories 
and with the practical application of those principles,

I
the President of the TJnited States will suggest to the 
Government of China that the Government of China and 
the Government of Japan enter into a negotiation on a 
basis mutually advantageous and acceptable for a ter
mination of hostilities and resumption of peaceful 
relations.

"Note: (The foregoing draft of Section III
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1 is subject to further discussion of the question of 
cooperative defense against communistic activities, 
including the stationing of Japanese troops in 
Chinese territory.)"

THE PRESIDENT: This is a convenient break,
Mr. Keenan. 7e will recess now for fifteen minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)

I
i

i
If
ij

25
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MARSHAL OF THS COURT: The Tribunal is now
resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel.
HR. KEENAN: (Reading)
MIY. Commerce between both nations.
"When official approbation to the present 

understanding has been given by both governments, 
the United States and Japan shall assure each 
other mutually to supply such commodities os ere, 
respectively, available and reaulred by either of 
them. Both Governments further consent to take

!
necessary steps to resume normal trade,relations 
as formerly established under the Treaty of Commerce j 
and Navigation between the United States and Japan.
If a new commercial treaty is desired by both 
Bovernments, it would be negotiated as soon as j
possible end be concluded in accordance with usual 
procedures*

"V. Economic activity of both nations

. ere?,.
"On the basis of mutual pledges hereby 

given that Japanese activity and American activity 
in the Pacific area shall be carried on by peaceful 
means and in conformity with the principle of non
discrimination in International commercial relations,
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the Japanese Government and the Government of the 
United States agree to cooperrte erch with the other 
toward obtaining non-discr inline tory eccess by Jeppn 
end by the United Stetes to commercial supplies of 
neturral resources (such rs oil, rubber, tin, 
nickel) which eech country needs for the safe
guarding rnd development of its own economy*.

»»VI, The policies of_both nrtions effecting 
politics! stabilization In the Pacific area.

*!The Japanese Government rnd the Government 
of the United States declare that the controlling 
policy underlying this understanding is perce in 
the Pacific area; thrt it is their fundamental 
purpose, through cooperative effort, to contribute 
to the maintenance and the preservation of peace 
in the Pacific area; and that neither has territorial 
designs in the area mentioned.

" v u . sL tte -Eh tilasA n s
Islands.

"The Government of Japan declares its 
willingness to enter at such time as the Government 
of the United States may desire into negotiation 
with the Government of the United States with a 
view to the conclusion of a treaty for the neutrali
zation of the Philippine Islands, when Philippine

j

IiI

I
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independence shell heve been achieved
The following ennex is a part of the 

document es delivered.
"ANNEX AND SUPPLEMENT ON THE PART OF THE 

JAPANESE GOVERNMENT
"III. Action toward a peaceful settlement 

between China end Japan.
"The basic terms es referred to in the 

above section ere as follows*
"1. Neighborly friendship.
"2. (Cooperative defense against injurious 

communistic activities—»including the stationing of 
Japanese troops in Chinese territory.) Subject to 
further discussion.

"3, Economic ccoperction by which China 
end Japan will proceed on the basis of non-discrimi*». 
nation in international commercial relations,

"4, Mutual respect of sovereignty end 
territories.

"5. Mutual respect for the inherent 
characteristics of each nrtion cooperating as
good neighbors end forming a Far Eastern nucleus

/

contributing to world peace,.
"6«, Withdrawal of Japanese military end 

naval forces from Chinese territory and Chinese
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waters f s  promptly rs possible rnd in accordance 
with an agreement to be concluded between Japan and 
China.

"7. No annexation.
"8. No indemnities.
"9* Amicable negotiation in regard to 

Menchukuo." I

I

II

I

25
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j'f tno Court p1oaso, I would like to offer 
with its permission nn explanation that it is —  we 
believe it will be obvious from the foregoing and 
subsequent documents that we were requested by the 
Japanese to state —  the United States, to state its 
views with reference to the European V/ar, and this 
was compliance with that request.

We offer in evidence IPS document 220-C(30) 
from exhibit 58 for identification, Volume II. This 
is American statement handed to Ambassador NOMURA,
May 31, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220-CC30) will receive exhibit No. 1079.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1079, and was received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN: May I be permitted to state to
the Court that thi s document relates to the last rend 
and it is an oral explanation, as it so states.

I call the Court's attention respectfully, 
at this time, to our previous exhibit 1070, dated 
May 12, 1941.

(Reading) ,rAmerican Statement Handed to the 
Jcapanese Ambassador (NOMURA) on May 31, 1941.
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"May 31, 1941. Unofficial, Exploratory and 
Without Commitment,.

"Oral Explanation for Suggested Amendments 
to the Japanese Draft,"

The draft referred to, I believe, is the 
exhibit that I just called the Court's attention to.

"Introductory Statement.
"A few minor changes have been made in 

phraseology tilth a view to clarifying the meaning.
"In the list of points enumerated on page 

two of the Japanese draft, the title of Section III 
has been altered to conform more accurately to the 
subject matter, the word 'Southwestern1 has been omit
ted from point numbered five and, in view of the new 
subject matter under point Six (for explanation see 
infra), part of the subject matter under point six 
in the Japanese draft has been incorporated in an addi
tional section, the title of which is therefore listed, 
and part of the subject matter in Section VI of the 
Japanese draft has been omitted (for explanation see 
infra),

"I. The concepts of the United States and 
of Japan respecting international relations end the 
character of nations.

"The first paragraph has been omitted inas-
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much as the statement of fret is a self-evident one.
"In the third paragraph of the Japanese 

draft there hrs been substituted for the v/ord 'backward* 
the word 1 other* in order to maintain consistency with
nrinciples relating to equality of races and peoples.

*

"II. The attitudes of both Governments toward 
the European war.

"The first paragraph of the Japanese draft 
has been omitted in order to avoid any implication of 
inconsistency with statements made by the President to 
the effect that the present is not r.n opocrtunc time 
for the American Government to endeavor to bring about 
peace in Europe.

"To the second paragraph of the Japanese draft 
a new sentence has been added to emphasize the aspect 
of self-defense.

"The third paragraph has been omitted inas
much as the text of the Tripartite “act h~s been pub
lished and no purpose would appear to be served by 
express reference to any of its provisions.

"The fourth paragraph of the Japanese draft 
has been revised to emphasize the protective and self- 
defense character of the attitude of the United States 
toward the European hostilities.

"A statement in the Annex and Supplement on
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I
tho part of the Government of the United States con
tains an elaboration of this Governments viewpoint 
toward tho military movement of conquest inaugurated 
by Chancellor Hitler*

"III. Action toward a peaceful settlement 
between China and Japan.

"As laready stated, the title has been alter
ed to describe more accurately the contents.

"The statement in tho Japanese draft has boon 
rewritten to keep the underlying purport and at the 
same time to avert raising questions which do not seem 
fundamental to the basic subject and which are contro
versial in character and might nresent serious diffi
culties from the point of view of the United States.

"The statement in the Jaoanese Annex and Sup
plement in regard to this section has also been re
vised in a few particulars in conformity with the con
siderations mentioned in the preceding paragraph. In 
addition, point numbered three in regard to economic 
cooperation has been rephrased so as to make it clear 
that Chinn and Japan intend to follow in their economic j 

relations the orinciple of nondiscrimination in inter
national commercial relations, a orinciule to v/hich it 
is understood the Japanese Government and the Chinese 
Government have long subscribed and which Drinciple
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forms the foundation of the commercial policy of the 
United States. As it is assumed that the term 
*troops* in point numbered six is meant to include 
all armed forces, the language of this point has been 
slightly rephrased to avoid possible ambiguity.

"As already stated, the question relating 
to communistic activities, including the stationing 
of Japanese troous in Chinese territory, is subject 
to further discussion.

M,I V .  Commerce between both nations.
*'A statement is included in the Annex and 

Supplement on the part of the United States clarifying 
the point that as a temnorary measure during the present 
international emergency it is understood that each 
country may restrict export of commodities which it 
needs for its own purposes of security and self-defense.

"V. Economic activity of both nations in 
the Pacific area.

•'The language of this section has been re
phrased to make the provisions thereof applicable 
equally to the United States and to Japan.

"VI. The policies of both nations effecting 
political stabilization in the Pacific area.

"This section has been revised to make it 
consist of a. clear-out statement of the fundamental
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ourpose of the understanding. The thought in mind is 
to give emohe.sis to this nur nose so that the document 
may speak for itself on this all-imnortant subject.

"The statement of fundamental ouroose has 
been assigned n section by itself in order that it 
may gain added emohasis.

"The statement in the Japanese draft in re
gard to the Philippine Islands has been dealt with in 
a new section bearing number VII,

"The statement in regard to Japanese immi
gration has been omitted in view of the established 
position of the United States that the question of 
immigration is a domestic matter. For that reason, to 
attempt to include a statement on this subject would 
stand in the way of the underlying mimeses of the 
agreement.

"VII. Neutralization of the philinoine
Islands.

"The uhreseology of this section has been 
altered so as to bring it into conformity with the 
language of the Tydings-McDuffie Act, approved March 
24, 1934.

"Addendum
"In view of the traditional policy of the 

United States and various practical considerations
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in the United Stetes, importent difficulties would 
he presented should the Government of the United Statos 
endeavor to keep secret the understanding under refer
ence together with its annexes. This Government could 
probrbly arrange to keep the understanding secret for 
a period of a fer^©oks, durinp which tine it belioves 
that the two Governments should work out procedures 
covering the scope, character and timing of the annouce- 
ment of the understanding and of at least the definite 
substance thereof.

»

’•Foreign Relations II, pp. 451.454..»

1
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"(Annex 2)
"ANNEX. AND SUPPLEMENT OK THE Pi ET OF THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE UNITED STATES

" I I .  Thfi o t i . l f n  o c  nr  hr>+h r .rM m rn r^ n l-«  +.nwrt>.! t h e

European war.
"The position of the Government of the 

United States toward the military movement of con
quest inaugurated by kr. Hitler is set forth in a 
public address made by the Secreatry cf State on
April 24, 1941, Some extracts which are directly 
in point end which are Lasic in relation to the en
tire situation ere as follows*

"* , .As waged by them (the aggressor powers
this is not an ordinary war* It is a war of 
assualt by these would-be conquerors, employ
ing every method of baibarism, upon nations 
which cling to their right to live in freedom 
end which are resisting in self-defense.*...
Such 1 s the movement whi£h is extending 
rapidly throughout the world.

"'If experience shows anything* it shows 
that no nation anywhere has the slightest
reason to feel that it will be exempted from♦
attack by the invader, any more than, in a 
town overrun by bandits, the wealthiest citi
zen eight expect to be free from attack.
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"'..Every thinking r.pn crn enswer the ques
tion for hir.self by simply celling the roll of 
the wretched victims of world aggression who 
ere now in a condition of sei i-slevery, end 
whose every hope of rgpin enjoying the bless
ings of civilization depends only on the defept

!
or feilure of the movement of conquest. So it 
is in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Polend, Norway, 
Denmark, hollm. , Belgium, Albania, Luxembui^ 
France, Rumania, Hungrry, Bulgeri", Yugoslavia.*"

I hear the ouestion being propounded by e i
counsel as to whp.t this has to l c  with it. I went 
to make it clear thet this is r pert of the state
ment thrt wrs hrnded to the Japanese Ambrssedor. It 
is rn integral pprt of the document. |

. "‘..The conclusion is plain. Nov, pfter j
%

some fifteen nations have lost everything thet makes 
life worth living, it is high time thet the refin
ing free countreis should arm to the fullest extent 
and in the briefest time humenly possible end set 
lor their self-preservation.

"’...Events have shown beyond possible ques
tion that the safety of this hemisphere end of this 
country calls for resistance wherever resistance will 
be most effective...This policy means, in practical
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application, that«..rid must repch its descrip
tion in the shortest of time pnd in the maximum 
quantity; So— wrys must be found to do thld* 

"*«.Those nptions that are making resis
tance pre primarily seeking to save themselves, 
their homes m e  their liberties* Cirert Britain 
for Instance is »cting primarily for her own 
safety« The United States both in its dlreot 
defense effort pnd in the pid which it extends 
to the resisting nations is likewise acting 
primarily for its own safety* ms safety for 
the nations that ere offering resistance morns 
security for us, rid to them is rn essential 
part of our own defense. Every new conquest 
mpkes available to Uie aggressor greater re
sources for use against the remaining free 
peopled* Our aid to the resisting nations is 
not the mere crusaoing of r world benefactor.
It is based on the definite knowledge thrt every 
free nation anywhere is a bastion of strength 
to all the remaining free peoples everywhere« 

'"..Those mmericpns who, in effect, are 
saying thrt p British defeat would not matter 
to us, signally overlook the fret that the re
sulting delivery of the high seas to the invader 
would create coloss*5! danger to our own national
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defense and security. The breadth cf the see 
me y give us a little time. It does not give us 
safety. Safety can only come from our ability, 
in conjunction with other peace-loving nrtions, 
to prevent any aggressor from attaining control 
of the high sees.

"’..Some among us, doubtless with the best 
of intentions, still c 'ntend that our country
need not resist until armed forces of an in
vader shall have crossed the boundary line of 
this hemisphere. But this merely means that 
there would be no resistance by the hemisphere, 
including the United States, until the invading 
countries had acquired complete control of the 
other four continents and of the high seas, 
end thus had obtained every possible strategic 
advantage, reducing us to the corresponding 
disadvantage of a severely handicapped defense. 
This is an utterly shortsighted and extremely 
dangerous view.’

"The foregoing statements m.ake it clear 
that the attitude of the Government of the United 
States is one of resolve to take measures of self- 
defense in resistance to t movement, which, as has 
been rede unequivocally clear by the acts and utter
ances of Hitler, is directed to v/orld conquest by

I
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force fron; which no country and no area a.re excepted. 
This attitude is based upon .? most fundam.ental con
sideration— that of the inalienable right of self- 
defense, The only other attitude this Government 
could assume would be the suicida.1 attitude of some 
fifteen countries in Europe which also were told, 
as our country is being told, that they would not 
be molested tut that if they should undertake to 
resist beyond their own boundaries they v0ulG be 
charged with being aggressors and with having as
sumed the offensive, . A similar course by this 
nation from the standpoint of effective defense 
against the Hitler movement of world conquest would 
be absurd, futile and suicidal from the standpoint 
of reasonable precautions for its safety,

HIn the light of the existing situation, 
Hitler is the one person who can promptly remove 
the necessity for efforts at effective self-defense 
by this country and other countries similarly situa
ted, whereas for any other nation to request that 
the United States desist from, any such resistance
would in its actual effect range the country making 
such request on the side of Hitler and his movement 
of aggression by force. Hitler is therefore- the 
person who should be addressed in support of peace, 
rather than those whom he is attacking for the pur-
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pose of bringing ^bout their complete subjugrtion 
without color of lrw, or of right, or of hunirnity.

"'Yes, it L.rkes r difference who w: ns—  
the difference whether we strnd with our brcks 
to the wrll with the other four continents 
cgeinst us rnd the high sers lost, rlone de
fending the lrst free territories on eerth—  
or whether we keep our plrce in rn orderly 
world.*

"Foreign helrtions II, pp.
’ 446-451."
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’.Ve offer in evidence with the permission of 
the Court, IPS document 220-COD from exhibit for 
identification 58, Volume II. This is an informal, 
oral statement handed to NOMURA by Secretary of State, 
31 May 194-1*

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220-COl) will receive exhibit No. 1080.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1080, and was received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN: (Reading) "American Informal and
Unofficial Oral Statement Handed to the Japanese 
Ambassador (NOMURA) on May 31, 1941.

"The Government of the United States will at 
some appropriate stage prior to any definitive discus
sion talk over in strict confidence with the Chinese 
Government the general subject matter involved in the 
discussions, especially as it relates to China.

"Foreign Relations, II, page 454."
We offer in evidence IPS document 220-C(32) 

from exhibit for identification 58, Volume II, which 
is an excerpt from memorandum of Secretary of State 
Hull, dated June 2, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
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_____^fcERK öF~THE'tüTJRTl ’Prosecution’s document
No. 2 2 0 - C ( 3 2 )  will receive exhibit No. 1081.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1081, and was received in evidence.) 

ft e MR. KEENAN: (Reading)
"MEMORANDUM BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
"Excerpts 
"June 2, 1941.
"The Ambassador of Japan came to my hotel 

10apartment at his request.
"I then very slowly and deliberately asked 

;|ie Ambassador whether it was his considered judgment 
îat his Government seriously and earnestly desiredI3t 11
enter into a settlement, for peace and non- 

scriminatory commercial relations and friendship 
nerally in the Pacific area. He promptly replied 

l̂ hat that was his jdugment. I remarked that, in the 
lïi;ht of the loud statements which KATSUOKA and others 
'$e ’e daily making, the question which I propounded 
z#aii sharply raised, and that one was forced back to 
■¥h< inquiry of whether Japan really is seeking this 
£oit of settlement, or whether she is only seeking
ÿ w
l i

ay to get out of China,to the principles which would

25avje .*to underlie a settlement establishing* pehed*

i
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THE PRESIDENT: You left a line out.
HR. KEENAN: (Continuing)
— "seeking a way to get out of China, 

end otherwise to go forward with methods and practices 
entirely contrary to the principles which would have 
to underlie a settlement establishing peace, non- 
discrlminatory commerce and fair friendly relations 
in the Pacific area. The Ambassador reiterated his 
view that an earnest and fair settlement was desired. 

"Foreign Relations II, pp. 454-455’'
THE PRESIDENT: A line was omitted.
MR. KEENAN: I read it into evidence after

the Court corrected me. Y'hich line is it?
THE PRESIDENT: I am not asking it to be

corrected twice, Mr. Chief of Counsel. Apparently 
you did read the line.

MR. KEENAN: Thank you. I am grateful
to the Court for calling my attention to the omission.

vTe offer in evidence IPS document No. 219P-76 
from exhibit for identification 58, Volume I. This is 
an excerpt of a statement from Mr. Grew to MATSUOKA, 
dated 4 June 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 219P-76 will receive exhibit No. 1082.
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(^hereupon,the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1082 and received in evidence.)

NR. KEENAN; (Reading)
"THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN (GRE?0 

TO THE JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS (KATSUOKA) 
"No. 1817
"TOKYO, June 4, 1941
"EXCELLENCY: V/ith reference to my note to

Your Excellency No. 1803 of May 22, 1941, concerning 
damage inflicted on properties of the Methedist 
Episcopal Mission at Chungking by Japanese aircraft 
on May 9 and May 10, 1941, I have the honor to inform 
Your Excellency that properties of the same Mission 
at Chungking were again seriously damaged by Japanese 
aerial bombardment on June 1, 1941.

"According to information received from the 
American Embassy at Chungking, a section of the 
hospital of the Mission at Tai Chishang, in the center 
of the city, was badly damaged by a direct hit. A 
second bomb damaged the compound wall, and the home 
of an American missionary received damage from stones 
through the roof. This property has been damaged on 
at least four previous occasions.

"In addition, the newly built Lewis Memorial
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:f 1 Institutional Church of the seme Mission, located
1

j

2 at a distance of about seven hundred yards from the

3 hospital mentioned above, was completely wrecked by

4 a direct hit. This property has likewise been

5 damaged on at least four previous occasions.
6 "Foreign Relations I, p, 714"
7 Prosecution offers in evidence IPS document

3» 8 220C-33 taken from exhibit for identification 58, î>

9 Volume II, This is an excerpt from memo, of a conversa-
10 tion between Secretary of State and ‘'apanese Ambassador,
11 dated June 4, 1941,
12 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
13 CLERK OF TKE COURT: Prosecution's document
14 No. 22CC-33 «ill receive exhibit No. 1083.
15 (^hereupon, the document above
16 referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit

» No. IO83 and received in evidence.)
4
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MR. HARDIN: (Reading)
"MEMORANDUM OF A CONVERSATION

"(Washington) June 4, 1941 
"ANNEX J.ND SUPPLEMENT ON THE PART OF THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE UNITED STATES
"II. The attitudes of both Governments toward the

European war.
"The Government of the United States de

clares that, so far as its attitude toward the 
European war is concerned, it does not end will 
not resort to any aggression aimed to assist any 
one nation against another.

"Colonel I^AKURO said that the Japanese 
would be quite prepared todrop the foregoing sug
gestion if we on our part would be prepared to drop 
our proposed sentence in the first paragraph reading, 
'Obviously, the provisions of the Pact do not apply 
to involvement through acts of self-defense.'

"Mr. "7JKASUGI said that they desired to 
have inserted at the beginning of Section II a new 
paragraph reading as follows:

"'It being the common aim of both 
Governments of Japan and the United States to 
establish v'orld peace, they will join forces with a 
view to preventing the extension of the European war
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p.nd restoring peace.1
"Mr. Hamilton raised for consideration 

the question of whether the idea underlying the 
proposed paragraph could rot be incorporated in 
the first section. He pointed out that an express 

reference of this kind under Section II, which deals 
v;ith the attitude of the two countries to the Euro
pean war, might be regarded as inconsistent with the 
President's declared attitude in regard to the 
ouestion of a present American effort to bring about 
peace in Europe. He suggested also for consideration 
whether it might not serve the purpose desired to 
change the word 'our' to 'all' in the first para
graph of Section I, which in our draft reads as 

f ollov/s :
"'Both Governments affirm that their 

national policies ere directed to (toward) the 
foundation of a lasting peace and the inauguration 
of a new era of reciprocal confidence and cooperation 
among our peoples.'

"Mr. ’"'K/.SUGI said that they would leave 
this point for further consideration end that vie 
might also consider whether the words could not be 
incorporated in some other section or in a section by 

itself. "
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"’•ith reference to Section III, Mr. ’7AKASUGI 
proposed an entirely different formula. The formula 
in our draft and the formula he proposed are shown 
in'parallel columns as follows:

"FORMULA IN OUR DRAFT OF MAY 31 
"The Japanese Government having communicated 

to the Government of the United States the general 
terms within the framework of which the Japanese 
Government will propose the negotiation of a peaceful 
settlement with the Chinese Government, which terms 
are declared by the Japanese Government to be in 
harmony with theKONOYE Principles regarding neighborly 
friendship end mutual respect of sovereignty and 
territories and with the practical application of 
those principles, the President of the United States 
will suggest to the Government of China, that the 
Government of China and the Government of Japan enter 
into a negotiation on a basis mutually advantageous 
and acceptable for a termination of hostilities and 
resumption of peaceful relations.

"FORMULA PROPOSED BY JAPANESE 
"The President of the United States will 

suggest to the Government of Chiang Kai-shek that it 
will enter as soon as possible into a negotiation with 
Japan on the basis of the K0K0Y2three principles and



the practical application of these principles for a 
termination of hostilities and the resumption of 
peaceful relations.

"The reason adduced by Mr. ’"AKASUGI for 
this change was that it was desired to avoid giving 
any impression to the Japanese people that there was 
involved any question of an American mediation between 
China and Japan.

"The Japanese, then offered an alternative 
formula, concerning which they wished to meke reser
vations on minor points, reading as follows:

"»The Government of Japan having announced
<the general, terms within the framework of which the 

Government of Japan will propose the negotiation of 
a peaceful settlement of the China conflict, which 
terms are declared by the Government of Japan to be 
in harmony with the KONOYE principles and with the 
practical application of those principles, the Pres
ident of the United States, relying upon the policy 
of neighborly friendship with China, will suggest to 
the Chinese Government at Chungking that that Govern
ment and the Government of Japan enter into a negotia
tion for a termination of hostilities end resumption 
of peaceful relations.’

»

"Mr. Hamilton then asked Colonel I’TAKURO
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v/hether it was his conception that upon the conclusion 
of this agreement it would be the ’Yang Ching-wei 
regime or the Government at Chungking which would 
constitute the Government of China.

"Colonel P'AKURO said that the Japanese 
now recognized the ,ffang Ching-Wei regime as the 
Government of China end regarded the Government at 
Chungking es a local regime. The proposed under
standing contemplated negotiations by the Japanese 
Government with Chungking, /s regards the outcome of 
the negotiations, there were three possibilities, 
which he charted on a piece of paper, attached:
(a) that the Chungking Government might become 
absorbed into the Nanking Government of ’"eng Ching-Wei, 
Cb) that the Nanking Government of "ang Ching-Wei 
might become absorbed into the Chungking Government, 
and (c) that both the Nanking Government and the 
Chungking Government might be coalesced into a new 
government. The Japanese Government proposed to leave 
this matter to be decided by the Chinese themselves.

"Mr. ’'VJC/.SUGI then offered an emended annex 
on the pert of the Japanese Government in connection 
with Section III. The formulae in the draft of May 
31 and in the Japanese redraft are shown in parallel 
columns :
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1 '•FORMULA IN OUR DR/JT OF MAY 31
"The basic terras as referred to in the 

above section are as follows:
"1. Neighborly friendship.
"2. (Cooperative defense against injurious 

communistic activities— including the stationing of 
Japanese troops in Chinese territory.) Subject to 
further discussion.

"3. Economic cooperation— by which China 
and Japan will proceed on the basis of non-discrimina
tion in international commercial relations.

"4. Mutual respect of sovereignty and 

territories.
"5. Mutual respect for the inherent 

characteristics of each nation cooperating as good 
neighbors and forming a Far Eastern nucleus contrib
uting to world peace.

"6. Withdrawal of Japanese military and 
naval forces from Chinese territory and Chinese 
waters as promptly as possible and in accordance with 
an agreement to be concluded between Japan and China.

"7. No annexation.
"8. No indemnities.
"9. Amicable negotiation in regard to 

1Manchoukuo• 1
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"FORMULA PROPOSED BY JAPANESE 
"The basic terms p s  Implied In the KONOYE 

three principles and/^e practical replication of 
those principles are as follows:

*1. Neighborly friendship.
"2. Cooperative defense against communistic 

activities— including the stationing of Japanese 
troops in the Inner Mongolia and certain areas of the 
North China.

"3. Economic cooperation.
M4. Mutual respect of sovereignty and 

territories.
"5. Mutual respect for the inherent 

characteristics of each nation cooperating as good 
neighbors and forming an Eastern Asia nucleus con
tributing to world peace.

•*6. Withdrawal of Japanese troops from 
Chinese territory in accordance with agreement be- 
tv/een Japan and China.

"7. No annexation,
"8. No indemnities.
'*9. Recognition of 'Manchoukuo. ’
"Mr. V7JCASUGI explained that, with refer

ence to caption three of the foregoing annex, the 
Japanese did not wish to expand the wording in the

1»

• t
J__L
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caption beyond the mere statement 'economic coopéra- ' 

tion,' as they wished to leave the matter to be 
dealt with by negotiations between Japan and China*
Mr. Hamilton observed that in the Japanese Oral 
"Explanation of May 12 this point had been expanded 
by the statement 'by which Japan does not intend to 
exercise economic monopoly in China nor to demand of 
China a limitation in the interests of Third powers and 
that we had substituted the phraseology 'by which China 
and Japan will proceed on the basis of non-discrimina
tion in international commercial relations* in the !

i
interest of clarity. Mr. Hamilton here emphasized 
the importance which this Government attached to the

I
application of the principle of non-discrimination in 
international commercial relations.

’ "Mr. Hamilton noted that in cpption six 
where we had suggested the wording 'military and 
naval forces' the Japanese in their new draft had 
restored the term 'troops.' He asked whether it was 
not intended by Japan to withdraw their naval forces. 
Colonel rWCURO spid that in normal international !Ii
intercourse v/ar vessels visited ports of other countries, 
pnd, moreover, at Shanghai foreign powers, including 
bhe United States, normally maintained marines or 
corresponding naval units. They ^ad used the English



word 'troops' as translation of the Japanese term 
'guntai' which was not restricted to army forces.
He said that it was Japan's clear intention to 
withdraw all armed forces whether of the army or 
the navy engaged in the present hostilities, and he 
had no objection to the use of the teim 'armed 
forces' if that would cover better what was néant.
He added that it was his understanding that 'Chinese 
Territory' included Chinese territorial waters.

"Mr. Hamilton said that we would take note 
of all the points made in connection with Section III 
and the annex pertaining thereto.

"Mr. rç/JC/.SUGI said that the Jepanese had 
no changes to offer with respect to the text of 
Section IV, but that they desired the withdrawal of 
our annex relating to restrictions upon trade during 
the present international emergency. He stated that 
such an annex would weaken the force of the stipula
tion in Section IV. He said that they thought that 
the word 'available' in Section IV would cover what 
we had in mind. Mr. Hamilton said that we would make 
note of the point.

"Mr. WJCXSUGI said that they wished to offer 
an alternative v/ording for Section V. The formulae 
of our draft of May 31 and of the Jepanese alternative
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1 draft are shorn in parallel columns, as follows: 
••FORMULA IN OUR DRAFT OF MAY 31 
"V. Economic activity of both nations 

in the Pacific area.!
“On the basis of mutual pledges hereby 

given that Japanese activity and American activity 
in the Pacific area shall be carried on by peaceful 
means and in conformity ’"ith the principle of non
discrimination in international commercial relations, 
the Japanese Government and the Government of the 
United States agree to cooperate each with the 
othor toward obtaining non-discrirainetory access by 
Japan and by the United States to commercial supplies 
of natural resources (such as oil, rubber, tin, 
nickel,)which each country needs for the safeguarding 
and development of its own economy.

“FORMULA PROPOSED 3Y JAPANESE 
"V. Economic activity of both nations in 

the Southwestern Pacific area.
I

"Noting that Japanese expansion in the 
direction of the Southwestern Pacific area is declared 
to be of peaceful nature. American cooperation and 
support shall be given in the production and procure
ment of natural resources (such as oil, rubber, tin,

] nickel) which Japan needs."!_________________________________________________ ________ I
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"Asked what were the reasons for the 
proposed changes, Colonel I’VAKURO explained that 
Japan bed no suspicion that the United States would 
engage In activities other than peaceful In the 
Southwest Pacific area, and he felt that the United 
States should accept Japanese declarations In regard 
to the peaceful character of their aims. The reason 
for restricting the application of this section to 
the Southwestern Pacific area, which we bed broadened 
to include the whole Pecific area, vas that it was 
the Japanese desire to devote this section specifically 
to the Southwestern Pacific area on account of the 
special interest which the Japanese people had 
developed therein.

"He pointed out that Section VI covered 
the whole Pacific area. Mr. Hamilton raised the 
question whether the pledge in regard to peace might 
be incorporated in Section VI, retaining, however, 
in Section V a statement pledging both countries to 
the application of non-discrimination in international 
commercial relations. He emphasized the importance 
which this Government attached to such statements.
He pointed out in reference to commercial relations 
that in an earlier draft we had proposed the wording 
’on the basis of equality of opportunity*j that the
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Japanese had objected to that phraseology on the 
ground thet Japanese had no clear concept of the 
Implications of the term; and that, as we had been 
given to understand that the Japanese would not object 
If we used phraseology contained In a recent speech 
by the Secretary, we had In our draft of May 31 !
substituted such phraseology* Mr. Hamilton said that 
we would make note of the question of a possible .

change in the draft.
n,T.th reference to Section VI, Hr. ’"AK/.SUGI 

offered an alternate draft, which includes an addi- j
i

tional paragraph. The formulae of our draft of !fey 31 j 
and of the Japanese alternative draft are shown in 
parallel columns, as follows*

"FORMULA IN OUR DR/FT OF HAY 31 
"The Japanese Government and the Government 

of the United States declare that the controlling 
policy underlying this understanding is peace in the 
Pacific area; that it is their fundamental purpose, 
through cooperative effort, to contribute to the 
maintenance and the preservation of peace in the 
Pacific area; and that neither has territorial designs 
in the area mentioned.

"FORMULA PROPOSED PY JAPANESE
"The Japanese Government and the Government |
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of the United States declare that it is their 
fundamental purpose, through cooperative effort, 
to contribute to the maintenance and the preservation 
of peace in the Pacific area; and that neither has 
territorial designs in the area mentioned.

'•The Government of Japan declares that it 
has no intention to establish military bases within 
the area of the Western Hemisphere nor to entertain 
any political designs therein. Similarly, the 
Government of the United Ft:?tes declares that it has 
no intention to establish military bases in East 
Asia or in the Southwestern Pacific area; nor to 
entertain any political designs therein. The Govern
ment of Japan and the United States mutually recognize j 
the defensive position each maintains respectively in 
the East Asia area and in the "’estem Hemisphere.

"Their objections to the wordinp of our 
draft were that they thought the phraseology somewhat 
redundant and that they did not understand what we 
meant by the word 'controlling'. They indicated a i
willingness to accept the word 'basic' for 'controlling' j 
after Mr. Hamilton had endeavored to explain. There j 
was no discussion of the second paragraph other than 
a statement by the Japanese that they would be willing 
to have the contents embodied in an annex. Mr. Hamilton
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said that we would take note of the proposal,
••Mr. "7JUSUGI said that they desired to 

offer no changes with respect to Section VII, hut 
they desired the inclusion of an annex on the part 
of the Government of Japan reading as follows*

"ANNEX AND SUPPLEMENT ON THE PART OF 
THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT

"VII. Neutralization of the Philippine Islands.
"The Government of the United States v/ill 

accord in the Philippine Islands to the Japanese 
subjects a non-discriminatory treatment.

"Mr. MAATSUDAIRA said that what they had . 
in mind in this point was to provide for non-discrim
ination in natters both of Japanese immigration and 
establishment. Mr. Hamilton observed that the quota 
system in the Philippine Immigration Law was on a 
non-dis criminatory basis. Mr. MATSUDAIRA admitted 
this, but indicated a desire for a larger quota.

"There was no further discussion. Mr. 
Hamilton said that we would report to the Secretary 
and it was agreed that Mr. MATSUDAIRA and Mr. Ballan- 
tine would keep in touch as to the next step.

"Foreign Relations II, pp. 458-464."
’7e offer in evidence IPS document No.

16321" (51), which is an entry in KIDO's Diary of
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1 June 6, 1941.
THE PRESIDENT: .Admitted on the usual

terns.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s docu

ment No. l632rT (51) will receive exhibit No. 1084.
(’Thereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1084 and received in evidence.)

MR. H/RDÏN: (Reading)
"Extract from Entry from Marquis KIDO's 

Diary, 6 June 1941.
”/.t 9*00 a.m. Prince KONOYE telephoned 

me to say that Ambassador 0SHB*A hod an interview 
v'ith Hitler at Berchtesgaden and that Germany had at 
last decided to attack Russia. Hitler had intimated 
his desire for Japan’s participation in this war 

against Russia, though he did not say so. Prince 
KONOYE also said that the Liaison Conference in 
this connection would be held this morning, and he 
asked me to report this fact to the Throne. I pro
ceeded to the Palace in response to a summons from 
His Majesty, and was received in audience from 10:20
a.m. to 11*05 a.m. His Majesty discussed at full 
length the matter mentioned above during the whole 
period. I had a talk with the Chief Aid-de-Camp at
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1
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11:10 a.m. and asked hin to keep in close touch with

2 i ne with regard to the sane. Premier KONOYD made

3 Mr. H0S0K/.i?A, Secretary to the Premier, bring the

4 telegram of Ambassador OSHIMA to me, and he asked me

5 to study it. I fread it and returned it. I was
6 granted an audience with the Etaperor from 1:10 p.m.
7 to 1:30 p.n. to report on the substance of the

00 telegram. Foreign Minister MATSU0KA proceeded to
»

9 the Palace, and was received in audience by the
10 Emperor to report on the recognition of Croatia and

t
11 on the telegram from Ambassador OSH IMA. Foreign
12 Minister MATSU0KA intimated to me his opinion as to
13 the future outlook of the relations between the
14

Soviet and Germany. According to his opinion as
15

regards the German-Soviet relations, the conclusion
16I
17 of an agreement was sixty percent possible and the out-

1
18

break of war forty percent in spite of Ambassador
OSHIMA's observations. I had a visit fron MATSUDAIRA,

19

20 Minister of the Imperial Household Department at 2:10

21 p.n., and he informed me of such natters as the visit

22 to Japan of 7/ang Ching-,,fei and the circumstances

23 concerning the change of the Lord Chamberlain. At three

24 in the afternoon the Chief A.ide-de-Canp informed me
25 ; of the opinion of the ^ar Minister concerning relations

between the Soviet and Germany, which confirmed the _____

-
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1 opinion of the Foreign Minister, which was that 
the outbreak of v/ar was not so inminent as /jnbassador 

0SHBÎA expected."
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'»e tender in evidence IPS document 220C-34 |
from exhibit for identification 58, Volume II.
This is excerpt of informal statement handed by 
Secretary of State Hull to NOMURA, June 6, 194-1.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF TKE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 220C-34 will receive exhibit No, 1085.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1085 and received in evidence.) :

MR. HARDIN: (Reading)
"INFORMAL AND UNOFFICIAL ORAL STATEMENT 

HANDED BY TKE SECRETARY OF STATE TO THE JAPANESE 
AMBASSADOR (NOMURA) ON JUNE 6, 1941 

"Excerpts
"From such study as it has so far been

>

possible to make of the revisions which the associates I 
of the Japanese Ambassador offered on June 4 it is 
disappointing to not.e a vast difference between the 
orooosal as it now stands with these revisions and the 
original document on which earlier discussions were 
based. The successive Japanese revisions appear to J

i
have gradually narrowed down the extent of the advances 
in the direction of a liberal policy and to have 
carried the proposal away from the fundamental points
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1 which the Government of the United States considers. I
are involved in establishing and preserving peaceful 
conditions in the Pacific aroa» The impression that the 
Secretary of State derives from the proposed revisions 
as a whole and from recent manifestations of the 
Japanese Government's attitude is that they evince 
a disposition (1) to stress J apan's alignment with 
the Axis, (2) to avoid giving a clear indication of 
on Intention to place Japnn's relations with China 
on a basis which in the opinion of the Government of 
the United States would contribute to a lasting 
peace and thus to future stability in the Far E«~st, 
end (3) to veer away from clear-cut commitments in 
regard to policies of pence and of non-discriminatory 
treatment which ore the fundamentals of a sound 
basis for peace in the Pacific area. As the Secrotary 
of State has indicated, this Government has not wishedI 9

to take an initiative in commenting upon the merits 
of the proposed peace terms between Japan and China; 
comment has been offered upon this matter because 
under the oroposed understanding this Government would )II
be expected to take some action with regard to these j 
terms. |

“Foreign Relations II, pp 467-468"
THE PRESIDENT* Wo will adjourn until

I
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half past nine tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 1600,an ad journment 

was taken until Friday, 8 November 19*6,at 
0930.) ______
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Doc,
No,

40Ô1B

220 0(35)

219PC77)

1632WC52) 

1632,7(53) 

220C (36)

220 C (3 7 )

I N D E X
Of

’7 IT NEE C ES
(none)

I N D E X
Of

EXHIBITS

Pros.
No.

Def.
IIo. For

Doseri r t ion Ident. In
Evidence

1086 Telegram fror; Ott in Tokyo 
to Hibbentroo dated 11 
Juno 1941 9986

1087 Draft of the Proposal received 
fror; NOHUEA dated 15 June 
1941 9988

1088 Excerpt fror, Telegram of
Ambassador Grew to Secretary 
of State Hull dated 16 June 
1941 9996

1089 Entry in ÎŒDO’s Diary dated 
18 Juno 1941 9998

1090 Entry in KIDO’s Diary dated 
20 Juno 1941 9999

1091 Oral St. tc.: ̂ nt b’r Secretary of 
State handed to Ambassador 
NOMURA dated 21 Juno 1941 10000

1092 Draft Proposal of a Settlement 
between Japan and the U.S. by 
the Secretary of State to the 
Japanese Ambassador dated 21 
Juno 1941 10004
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EXHIBITS 
(cont1â)

Doc.
_No.

Pros.
No.

Dcf. 
No.

For
Description Ident

In
.Evidence

1632,7(55) 1093 Entry fror. KIDO's Diary dated 
22 June 1Ç41 10019

163217(56) 1094 Entry in KIDO's Diary doted 
23 June 1941 IOO23

16327/(57) 1095 Entry in KIDO's Diary doted 
23.Ju.rx 1941 10026

408lC 1096 Telegram from Ribbcntrcn rt 
the German Embassy at Tokyo 10029

4081D 10°7 Tel écran from the German Files 
at. Nuernberg from Ott to 
Ribbentrco dated 28 June 1941 IOO34

16?2v'(58) 1098 Entry in XIDC’ Diar'T dated 
28 June 1941 IOO36

219PC78) 1099 Message from the /ncrican 
/r.bassadrr in Jr.nan to the 
Japanese Kin'5 ster fer 
Foreign Affairs IIATSrOKA 
dated 8 July 1941 10039

22CC(14) 1100 Excerpt fren an Oral State
ment of Ambassador Grow 
to Minister LIAT SU OKA dated. 
8 July 1941 10041

1339A(5) 1101 Foreign Minister IvIATSUOKA’s 
Reply of February 17 to 
Foreign Secretary Eden 10043

220C(14) 3102 Excerpt from Press Release 
by the Department of State 
in '"a sling ton dated 24 
July 1941 10047



I II D E X
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EXHIBITS 
(cent1d)

Doc.
:io.

Pros.
No.

Dc.f • 
To.

Per
Description Ident.

In
Evidence

1699 1103 Relating to Central Liaison 
Conferences held during 1Ç41 10051

2216 1104 Affidavit of the Honorable
Henry L. Stirson, doted 7 
J une 1946 IOO67

239 1105 Affidavit of Ambassador 
Joseph Cleric Grey IOO89

20073 1106 Excerpt fror the Testimony 
of terrer Secretary of 
State Cordell Hull before 
the United States Con
gressional Committee for 
the investigation of the 
Pearl Harbor Attach (pu. 
1076 to IO83) IOIO9



Friday, 8 November, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAI 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Corrt Heure of the Tribunal 
:Var Ministry BuiTc'irg 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
at O93O.

Appearances :
For the Tribunal, same as before with the 

exception of the HONORABLE R. 3. PAL, Member from 
India, not sitting.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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I/CiJÏSHAL OF THE COURT; The International 
Military Tribunal for the Far Last is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT; All the accused are present 
except OKAVYA, HIRANUHA and MATSUI who are represented 
by their respective counsel. We have certificates 
from the Medical Superintendent of Sugamo Prison to 
the effect that the accused HIRANUMA and MATSUI are 
still unable to attend the trial owing to illness.

The certificates will be recorded and filed.
Major Moore.
LANGUAGE ARBITER (Major Moore); If the 

Tribunal please, referring to exhibit 1060, record 
page 9877, line 7, the words "his opinion" should 
read "my opinion." We recommend this correction be

15 made.

17
IS

THE PRESIDENT; It will be adopted 
you, Major Moore.

Mr. Williams.

Thank

A) ! 
21 ;
22 !I
23 j

«II
:5 :

1®. E. WILLIAMS: We offer in evidence IPS
document 40Q  B which is a telegram dated June 11,
1941 from Ott in Tokyo to Ribbentrop. It was recover
ed from the German files in Nuernberg.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT. Prosecution's document 

No. 406l B will receive exhibit No. 1086.
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(Whereupon, the document ab»ve re
ferred tc was marled prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1086 and received in evidence.)

kB. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecution ex
hibit No. IO86:

"Telepram (Secret Cipher Process)
"Tokyo 11 June 1941
"Arrival 12 June 1941
"No. 927 of 11 June.

"Prince URACH h?s informed us of a conver
sation with the Cor-rai der-in-Chief of the KWANTUNG 
Arm';, General UI/.FZU, in HSINKING: 'Commander-in-
Chief of the KWANTUNC Army, General UMEZU, stressed 
that ho welcomed the Neutrality Pact JAPAN-RUSS1A for 
the moment. Since, however, the Tripartite Pact is 
the unchangeable basis of Japanese foreign policy, 
Japan's attitude towards the Neutrality Pact must 
undergo a change Just as soon as the hitherto exist
ing German-Russian relations undergo an alteration.

"®TT"
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We cffer in evidence IPS document No.
220 C (35) from e-hibit for identification 58, Vol
ume II, which is a draft of the document or proposal 
received from NOMURA June 15, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLiRK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 220 C (35) will receive exhibit No. 1087.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. IO87 and received in evidence.)

MR. E. WILLIA-S: V/e read nrosecution's
12 document No. 1087:
13 i "DRAFT DOCUMENT RECEIVED INFORMALLY ^ROM ASSOCIATES

141
15

J
i

17 1

‘*i
19

20 

21
22

23 1

24 i 

27

OF THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR (NOMURA) ON JUNT 15, 1941 
"The Governments of the United States and of 

Japan accept joint responsibility for the initiation 
and conclusion of a general agreement of understanding 
as expressed in a joint declaration ^or the resumption 
*f traditional friendly relations*

"’-itheut reference to specific causes of 
recent estrangement, it is the sincere desire of both 
Governments that the incidents which led to the de
terioration of amicable sentiment between their 
countries should be prevented from recurrence and cor
rected in their unforeseen and unfortunate consequences
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" It  is  our earnest hope that, by a coopera
tive  e ffo rt , the United States and Japan may contri
bute e ffe ctive ly  toward the estnb’ ishment and pre
servation of peace in the P a c if ic  area and, by the 
rapid consumation of an amicable understanding, en
courage world peace and a rre st, i f  not d isp e l, the 
trag ic  confusion that now threatens to engulf c iv i 
liz a t io n .

"For such decisive action, protracted ne
gotiations ’ould seem i l l - s '  itec and weakening.
Both Governments, therefore, desire that adequate 
instrum entalities should be developed for the r e a li
zation of a general understanding which would bind, 
meanwhile, both Governments; in honor and in act.

" I t  i s  the be]ief of the two Governments 
that such an understanding should comprise only the 
p ivotal issues of urgency and not the accessory con
cerns which could be deliberated la ter at a Conference.

"Both Governments presume to anticipate that 
they could achieve harmonious re lations i f  certain 
situations and attitudes were c la r if ie d  r v improved; 
to wit:

"1, The concepts of the United States and of
Japan respecting the international re lations 
and the character of nations*"
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1 - »2. The attitudes e

2 the Euro peon v;c

5 "3. action toward r

4, tween Ch"no rod
5 "4. Connerce betweei
0 "5. Economic eet.ivi
7 Pacific rroo.
K "6. The policies of
9 

10 
1 1
12
1 ̂

litic'-l stcbiliznticn in t i  c ^ncific ercc. 
»7. Neutralization of the -hilinnino Islands, 
"..ccerdingly, the G over ment cf the United 

States end the- Governnent of J^pon hove e n c to the 
fcl]o w i n g  mutual understanding 'nd dccUrr'-ticn cf 
policy:

15

1ft
17

18

j9
20

21 

2:- » 
24

”1. The concents of the "nitfcd Ptrtrs end of Jenen

respecting interne time! .reloti ns end_,thc e h - m e

ter of notions.

"Beth Gevornrv nts "f i r n  that their nrtionni 

noli cit s ore directed toward the f cundeti rn of r; lost- 

inp nc'ce -n-d the inauguration of o new err. of re ci- 

nrecnl confidence end c m e r ' ' t i m  between our peoples.

"Both Governments declrre that it is their 

traditionel, end present, concept end conviction 

thet notions ~nd r^ccs compose, r s nc-rbers of o family, 

cne household livJ>n(T under the idc"! rf universe!
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: 1

2;

concord through justice -nd equity; g'■oh oqur.lly 
enjoying rights one; rdr.itting responsibilities with 
r ruturlity of interests regulator* by ne "ce fui pro
cesses 'nd directed to the pursuit of their 'orol 
end physical reifere, which they rro brun'1 to defend 
for th.Gr.selvcs os they ore bound not to destroy for 
cth< rs; they further "rh-it their .responsibilities 
to oppose the oppression or exploitation. of other 
people.

•'Both Governnents ore firmly detcmined thot 
their respective troditirnri concepts on the eherreter 
of notions end the underlying rcrrl principles of 
social order end notions! life will continue to be 
preserved end nev< r trrnsf cmooi by foreign idées er 
ideologies centrery to th^so uorrl principles end 
concepts.
"II • The ottitndes of hrth Governnents tovord the 

Européen veer.
"The Govern; ent of Jonrn no into ins thrt the 

nuroese of the Trior rtitc Poe4- res, end is, defensive 
rnd is designed to prevent the orrtioiprtion of no
tions in the Européen v'"r net rt present involved in 
it.

"Tho Government of the Ttnitcel Stetes rr.in- 
4 sins th'"t its nttitude torero1 the Européen hostili-

i__ __i
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tics is rn-'i v/1 11 continue to be dot«, reined srlcly 
nr.d oxcli-sively by considerations rf protect!''n nnd 
s«,3f-defenses its R-ti-nn! security ond the defense 
thereof.
"Ill. l.ctl on tov/nrd o pccce-ful settlement between 

Jr non end CM no.
"The Gr Vermont of Jr.p'n hr vine declared 

thrt the general ritMn the frmevoerk of vhich
the Grvernnent of J.-mn will nrrorno the negr ti-t:lon 
of n ne-cef\i3 settlement, o f  the Chin«'1 Affair, rro 
inoliod in the KOFC-YE nrincinles rrd in the nr-ctier 1 
rpolic'tinn rf thrsc orinciples, the President the 
United States, r-lying "nrn the n-]icy rf the Gevern- 
nent o f  J r m  to establish -  rel-tion r f  neighborly 
friendship w j th Chin.-, v;ill suggest to the Go Vermont 
-1 Chungking th-t it ont.or v;ith the loverment r f  

Jrprn into r negr tiotirr. for - terni rr tien •'f hostili
ties end rosvrntion rf -mccful rcl-tirns.
"IV. Cmircc between both notions.

" ’ h e n  o f f  i c i . - 1 r.nnrobr t .io n  to  the p re se n t 

u n d e rs to n d in g  h ' s been g iv e n  by b o th  G o ve rn m e n ts, 

th e  U n ite d  S to t t  s end Jr.p- n s h e l l  -ssu .ro  e--ch o th e r  

mutuo] l y  to  s u o n ly  such co ? r'< * d it io s  o s r r e  , r c s o e o t iv c -  

l y ,  vv: l im b ic  on d re qui re d  by e i t h e r  o f  th e n . V r th  

Gove rnnentr. f u r t h e r  c o n se n t t -  toke ne c e s s e r  y  s te p s
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j to resume normal trade relations as formerly ertab- 
lished under the Treaty of Commerce and N^viration

* I

,! be tween the United States and Japan. If a new comme r- 
4 ci~l treaty is desired by both Governments, it would 
«> be negotiated as soon as possible and be concluded 
f, in accordance with usual pro er dure.
7 "V. Economic activity of both nations in the Pnei-
s fie area.
•> "On the basis of mutual pledges hereby riven
io that Japanese activity n.nd American activity in the 
>i Pacific area shall be carried on by peaceful means 

and in conformity with the principle of non-discrim-
13 inr.tion in international commercial relations, the
14 Javanese Government and the Government of the United 
•s States agree to cooperate each with the other toward 
K> obtaining non-discri mina, tory access by Japan and by 
!' the United States to commercial supplies of natural
lï> resources (such as oil, rubber, tin, nickel) which
19 each country needs for the safeguarding and devolop-
,?o

ment of its own economy.
71

"VI. The relie les of b^th nations affecting political•>
stabilization in the Pacific area.

23 ’
"Both Governments declare that the control- 

21 •
ling policy underlying this understanding is peace 
in the Pacific area; that it is their fundamental
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1 p u r p o s e ,  t h r o u g h  c o o p e r a t i v e  e f f o r t ,  t o  c o n t r i b u t e

2 i
t o  t h e  m a in t e n a n c e  a n d  t h e  p r e s e r v a t i o n  o f  p e a c e  i n

J t h e  P a c i f i c  a r e a ;  a n d  t h a t  n e i t h e r  h a s  t e r r i t o r i a l

A d e s i g n s  i n  t h e  a r e a  m e n t io n e d .

" V I I .  N e u t r a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  P h i l i p p i n e  I s l a n d s .
♦

h " T h e  G o v e rn m e n t  o f  J a p a n  d e c l a r e s  i t s  w i l l -

7 i n g n e s s  t o  e n t e r  a t  s u c h  t im e  a s  t h e  G o v e rn m e n t  o f

*  S
t h e  U n it e d  S t a t e s  may d e s i r e  i n t o  n e g o t i a t i o n  w it h

> th e  G o v e rn m e n t  o f  th e  U n it e d  S t a t e s  w i t h  a v ie w  t o

10 t h e  c o n c l u s i o n  o f  a  t r e a t y  f o r  th e  n e u t r a l i s a t i o n

1 1

'-2 1

o f  t h e  P h i l i p p i n e  I s l a n d s ,  w hen P h i l i p p i n e  in d e p e n 

d e n c e  s h a l l  h a v e  b e e n  a c h i e v e d .

13 " ( E n c l o s u r e )

14 "A N N EX  AND SU P P LEM EN T ON T H E  P A R T  O F T H F  GCV IE N N E N T

• 5 O F T H E  U N IT E D  S T A T F 3

" I V .  C o m m erce  b e tw e e n  b o t h  n a t i o n s .

" I t  i s  u n d e r s t o o d  t h a t  d u r i n g  t h e  p r e s e n t

1 ÎX• i n t e r n a t i o n a l  e m e r g e n c y  J a p a n  a n d  t h e  U n it e d  S t a t e s

:y e a c h  s h a l l  p e r m it  e x p o r t  t o  t h e  o t h e r  o f  c o m m o d it ie s
20

i n  a m o u n ts  u p  t o  th e  f i g u r e s  o f  u s u a l  o r  p r e - w a r  t r a d e ,
2i

e x c e p t ,  i n  t h e  e a s e  o f  e a c h ,  c o m m o d it ie s  w h ic h  i t
«2

n e e d s  f o r  i t s  own p u r p o s e s  o f  s e c u r i t y  and  s c l f - d c -
23

f e n s e .  T h e s e  l i m i t a t i o n s  a r e  m e n t io n e d  t o  c l a r i f y
24

t h e  o b l i g a t i o n s  o f  e a c h  G o v e r n m e n t .  T h e y  a r c  n o t
25

in t e n d e d  a s  r e s t r i c t i o n s  a g a i n s t  e i t h e r  G o v e r n m e n t ;
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i

3 !

<!
5 iI
6

7 !

8 !
9

10 ! 

11

12

13 1

14 i
!l

15 '

16 :i!
17

18 !
I

19 i

20 , 

21 

22

23 '

24

1 and, it is understood, that both Governments will 
apply such regulations in the spirit dominating re. 
lations with friendly nations."

25 I

!
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2

3

4

5

6
7

8 

9

10

11

12

13
14

15

16

We offer. in evidence IPS document No.
219P (77) from wxhibit for identification 5Ö, Vol
ume I, which is an excerpt fron: a telegram of Ambas
sador Grew to Secretary of State Hull, dated June 
16, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document 

Wo. 219P (77) will receive exhibit Wo. 1088,
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to w^s marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1088 and received in evidence.)

Î.IR. E. WILLIAMS: We refad prosecution ex-•
hibit 1088:

"TELEGRAM
'»THE AMBASSADOR IN J/.KH (GREW) TO THE SECRETARY OF

STATE

1

I

17

18 

19 

2« 
21 

22

23

24

25 I

"TOKYO, June 16, 1941 - 9 p.n:. 
(Received June 16 - 10:35 a.m.)

"Excerpts
"830. Chungking's 240, June 15, 3 p.n. 

without delay 1 imm edlately sought an appointment 
with the Minister for Foreign Affairs and delivered 
to him in person a signed note quoted below. I made 
the most emphatic representations and pointed out the 
grave danger to American Japanese relations involved in 
recent bombing attacks on Chungking which have now
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resulted in heavy damage tr cur Embassy property, 
including the residence of the Ambassador, and serious
ly ,1 eoperdizing betb the lives of the Ambassador end 
other American nationals and the U. S. S. Tutuila.

"'Excellency: I have the honor to inform
your Excellency that according to information 
just received from the A^c^ican Ambassador at 
Chungking, during an air raid early on the 
afternoon of June 15, 1941, twenty-seven Japa
nese airplanes flying high bombed Chungking !Ii
and also dronred several, about five, bombs ;
v/ithin areas of one to three hundred yards of !

i
the entrance to the Embassy Chancery and the

I

United States ship Tutuila.. A bomb which !
Idropned v/ithin fifty yards of the entrance to j 

the Embassy dugout hit alongside of and heavily 
damaged the offices of the assistant military | 
attache; about half v'oy between the Chancery 
and the United States ship TutùilG„ The con-

Icussion a.nd flying debris damaged the Chancery, i 
including the v/indev/s, transoms, tile roof, 
screens and shutters. Some damage was also |
caused at the ümbassador's residence a half !I
mile away anal at the Standard Oil offices near J 
the Chancery,"1 J
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We offer in evidence IPS document No.
I632W (52), on entry in KIDO's Diary, June 18, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terns.
CLERK OB’ THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. I632W (52) will receive exhibit No. 1089.
(Whereupon, the document above re-

1
ferred.to was narked prosecution's exhibit
No, IO89 and received in evidence.)
#

MR. E. WILL ILLS: We read prosecution’s
exhibit No, 1089:

"’Extract from Entry Fror: Marquis KIDO’s 
Diary, 18 June ’41.'
"June 18th, 1941 - (Extract) j

1
"..... I hod a visit from the Premier and

the Foreign Minister at 11 n.n.. The Foreign Minister !
told me that instructions hod been sent to have ÎIî
the Germon Government negotiate with the Vichy Govern
ment in connecti n with the French Indo-Chine Prob- 
lôm." I

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, may we !
ha.ve that exhibit referred to the Language Section?

THE PRESIDENT: What do you suggest is wrong
v/ith it, Mr. Logan?

MR. LOGAN: According to our translation,
it sh uld read: "I had a visit from the Premier and *
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the Foreign Minister at 11 a.rn,. The Foreign Minister 
told me that instructions had been sent to negotiate 
with the Vichy Government through the German Govern
ment in connection with the French Indo-China prob
lem." i

THE PRESIDENT» There seerus to be no sub
stantial difference, but we will refer it to the 
Language Section.

Mr. Williams. i
MR. E. WILLIAMS* We offer in evidence IPS j

i
document No. 1632W (53) which is an entry in KIDO’s 
Diary, June 20, 194-1.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,!
CLERK OF THE COURT* Prosecution’s document ( 

No. 1632W (5 3 )  will receive-exhibit No. 1090.
(Whereupon, the document above re- j

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1090 and received in evidence.) j

MR. E. WILLIAMS: We read prosecution’s •
exhibit No, 1090:

"’Extract from Entry from tlrrquis KIDO's 1 

Diary, 20 June 1941.
".... Prince KONOYE colled cn me at 5*50

p.m, and informed me confidentially that there was 
something hard to understand about the Foreign \



Minister’s opinion in view of the present strained 
international relations including the outbreak of
the war between the Soviet and Germany. He took this i*
occasion to refer to the responsibility of the Cabin-

I
et, but I advised him that it was still too early j
to discuss this. I promised him that we would talk 
over the ratter with Mr. HIRANUHA, Minister of Home 
Affairs, at the earliest opportunity. He went home 
after about an hour’s talk."

MB. LOGAN* If the Tribunal please, we J
would like to have this referred to the Language 
Section.

THE PRESIDE!«!* Why, Hr. Logan? j
MR. LOGAN* The middle sentence should read* , 

"He took this occasion to refer to the responsibility J 
of the Cabinet, but I advised him that it was out of j 
the question."

THE PRESIDENT* It will be referred.
MR. E. WILLIAMS* We offer in evidence IPS 

document No, 220C (36) which is an oral statement by 
Secretary of state handed to ambassador NOMURA, June

I!
iIiI

21, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT* admitted on the usual terms. 
CLERK OF THE COURT* Prosecution’s document 

No. 220C (36) will receive exhibit No, 1091.
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i

-

{
tI (Whereupon, the document ebove re-
2 i ferred tc was marked prosecution* s exhibit
, I No, 1091 end received in evidence.)

i
4 ! UR. £• WILLIAMS: We reed prosecution*s
5 I exhibit No, 1091*
6 ! "ORAL STATEMENT HANDED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE TO
7 I THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR (NOMURA) ON JUNE 21, 1941
8  i " Excerpt.-
9 "The Secretary of State has no reason to doubt

10 that many Japanese leaders share the views of the Jap-
1

11 anese Ambassador and his associates as indicated above
12 j and would support action toward achieving those high
13 1 objectives. Unfortunately, accumulating evidence

reaches this Government from sources all over the
15 world, including reports fron, sources which over many
16 years hove demonstrated sincere good will toward Japan,
17 that some Japanese leaders in influential official
1H positions are definitely committed to a course which
19 calls for support of Nazi Germany and its policies of
20 1

conquest pnd that the. only kind of understanding v/ith
21 j

! the United States which they would endorse is one that
22

I would envisage Japan's fighting on the side of Hitler
25 I

, should the United States become involved in the Euro-24 '
! pean hostilities through carrying out its present 
! policy of self-defense. The tenor of recent publio
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!
it

1 j statements gratuitously made by spokesmen of the Jap-
2 J anose Government emphasizing Japan*ç commitment and
3 ' intentions under the Tripartite alliance exemplify an
4 * attitude which cannot be ignored. So long as such
5 leaders maintain this attitude in their officialI
6 positions and apparently seek to influence public
7 • opinion in Japan in the direction indicated, is it

not illusory to expect that adoption of a proposal
9 such as the one under «cnsideration offers a basis

10 for achieving substantial results along the desired
11 j lines?
M

"Another source of misgiving in the Japanese
13 i
j proposal relates to the desire of the Japanese Gov-

14
ernment to include in its terms fop a peaceful settle- 

13 I
ment to be offered to the Chinese Government, a pro-

16 (
vision v/hich w-uld permit the stationing of Japanese

17
troops in certain areas in Inner Mongolia and North

18
China as a measure of a cooperation with China in iy
resisting cor/jnunistic activities. While this Gov- 
ernment has given careful thought to the considera-

22 tions v/hich have prompted the Japanese Government to 
25 j make such a proposal, and while this Government does 
24 ‘ not desire to enter into the merits of such a pro-
23 * posai, it feels th»t the liberal policies to which the 
j United States is committed, as explained on numerous
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1
i

2
3
4

5

6
7

8 
9

10

11
12
13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20 

21 
22

23

24

25 ?I

occasions to the Japanese Ambassador and his associates, 
would nat permit this Government to associate itself 
with any course which appears to be inconsistent with 
these policies. Furthermore, although in matters 
affecting cnly this country there might be some lati
tude of decision as to the qualifying of rights, the 
matter under discussion ''ffects the sovereign rights 
of a third country, and accordingly it is felt that 
this Government must be most scrupulous in dealing 
with such a matter,

"The Secretary of State has therefore re
luctantly cone to the conclusion that this Government 
must await some clearer indication than has yet been 
given that the Japanese Government as a whole desires 
to pursue courses of peace such as constitute the cb- 
jectives of the proposed understanding. This Govern
ment sincerely hopes that the Japanese Government will 
manifest such an attitude,

"NOTL: In order to bring the current dis
cussions ux to date as far as the American attitude is 
concerned, there is being handed the Japanese Ambassa
dor separately a revision, bearing the d*-to cf June 21, 
of the document marked ‘Unofficial, Exploratory and 
without Commitment* which was handed the Japanese Am
bassador on Ury 31,"

L
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3
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5

6
7

8

y
10
1 !
12
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14

15

16
17

1«
19

20

21

22

23

24 j
23 ,
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THE PHE£IL»EHT: Hr. Chief Counsel.
MK. KEEHAN. Hr. President, the prosecution 

now offers in evidence IPS document 220 C (37) from 
exhibit for identification 58, Volume 2, which is 
draft proposal of a settlement between Japan and the 
United States by the Secretary of State to the Jap
anese Ambassador June 21, 1941.

THE PEESIDSKT: Admitted on the usual terms.
ill. IvEEHAH: I hope the Court will permit

me at this time to state for the clearer understand
ing, not only of the Court but tt'e defense counsel, 
that this is a document very similiar to exhibit 
1078, which was a draft handed by the Secretary of 
State to the Japanese Ambassador at Washington on 
31 May 1941. There are the following changes in 
this draft; One has reference to the exchange of 
views as to the attitude toward the European War of 
the two nations by letters instead of by annexes 
to the document itself as of Hay 31» The second 
change has reference to the treatment of the sub
ject matter of economic affairs in China, and the 
third includes the entire Pacific area instead of 
the Western Pacific.

The prosecution apologizes for its offering
this entire document, because it is so closely in



J

\

1 resemblance to the former one, but believes this part
1 I
' of the case is so important it craves the Court's in-

2
, dulgence for such purpose. So,with the Court's per-

3 !
mission, I will read this exhibit, if the Court ad-

4  ’

i nits it.

1 ' '

THE PRESIDENT: Read it, Iir. Counsel.6 1 ’
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document7 ,

u ' Wo. 220 C (37) will receive exhibit Wo. 1092.o
9 (Whereupon, the document above re-
]() ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit No.
jj I 1092 and received in evidence.)
\2 IviK. KEENAN: (Reading)
13' "DRAFT PROPOSAL HANDED BY THE SECRETARY OF
14 I STATE TO THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR (NOMURA) ON JUNE
15 ; 21, 1941.
16
17

18  :II
19 i 

21)
21 '

i

22 i
23 !

i
24

"Unofficial, Exploratory and Without Commitment.
"Washington, June 21, 1941.
"The Governments of the United States and of 

Japan accept joint responsibility for the initiation 
and conclusion of a general agreement of under
standing as expressed in a joint declaration for 
the resumption of traditional friendly relations.

"Without reference to specific causes of recent 
estrangement, it is the sincere desire of both 
Governments that the incidents which led to the
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l

2i
3 *

I

4 I

5 i
I
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I

7|
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i

9
10
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14 :

15 I
I

16 I »

17

I S  !

i
19
20 ;

21 i I
22

23 !

24

25 I
I

deterioration of amicable sentiment between their 
countries should be prevented from recurrence and 
corrected in their unforeseen and unfortunate con
sequences.

"It is our earnest hope that, by a cooperative 
effort, the United States and Japan may contribute 
effectively tov/ard the establishment and preserva
tion of peace in the Pacific area and, by the rapid 
consummation of an amicable understanding, encourage 
world peace and arrest, if not dispel, the tragic 
confusion that now threatens to engulf civilization.

"For such decisive action, protracted negotia
tions would seem ill-suited and weakening. Both 
Governments, therefore, desire that adequate instru
mentalities should be developed for the realization 
of a general understanding which would bind, mean
while, both Governments in honor and in act.

"It is the belief of the tv/c Governments that 
such an understanding should comprise only the 
pivotal issues of urgency and not the accessory 
concerns v/hich could be deliberated later at a 
conference.

"Both Governments presume to anticipate that 
they could achieve harmonious relations if certain 
situations and attitudes were clarified or improved,

t
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M

2 i

3Î4 i
5 ,I
6 
7 Î
I

8 1
iI

9 1

10

to witî
"1. The concepts of the United States and of 

Japan respecting international relations and the 
character of nations.

"2. The attitudes of both Governments toward 
the European war.

"3. Action toward a peaceful settlement be
tween China and Japan.

"4. Commerce between both nations.
"5. Economic activity of both nations in the 

Pacific area.
n , "6. The policies of both nations affecting
12 .political stabilization in the Pacific area.
13 I "7. Neutralization of the Philippine Islands. 
h  I "Accordingly, the Government of the United

i
^States and the Government of Japan have come to the

I
»^following mutual understanding and declaration eff 
‘7policy :
i*'I. The concepts of the United States and of Japan *
Respecting international relations and the character 

»
28f nations.
21 I "Both governments affirm thet their national
22policies are directed toward the foundation of a
23 j
lasting peace and the inauguration of a new era of
24
reciprocal confidence and cooperation between our
25

I
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peoples.
"Both Governments declare- that it is the-ir tra

ditional, and present, concept and conviction that 
nations and races compose, as members of a family, 
one household living under the ideal of universal 
concord through justice and equity; each equally 
enjoying rights and admitting responsibilities with 
a mutuality of interests regulated by peaceful pro
cesses and directed to the pursuit of their moral and 
physical welfare, which they are bound to defend for 
themselves as thoy are bound not to destroy for 
others; thoy further admit their responsibilities to 
oppose the oppression or exploitation of other 
peoples.

"Both Governments are firmly determined that 
their respective traditional concepts on the character 
of nations and the underlying moral principles of 
social order and national life v/ill continue to be 
preserved and never transformed by foreign ideas or 
ideologies contrary to those moral principles and 
concepts.
"II. The attitudes of both Governments toward the 
European war.

"The Government of Japan maintains that the 
purpose of the Tripartite Pact was, and is, defensive



and is designed to contribute; to the prevention 
of an unprovoked extension of the European war.

'•The Government of the United States main
tains that its attitude toward the European hostili
ties is and will continue to be determined solely 
and exclusively by considerations of protection and 
self-defense; its national security and the defense 
thereof.

"NOTE (There is appended a suggested draft of 
on exchange of letters as a substitute for the Annex 
and Supplement on the part of the Government of the 
United States cn this subject which constituted a 
part of the draft of May 31, 1941. For discussion 
of the fundamental question underlying this whole 
section, vide the Oral statement handed the Jap
anese Ambassador on Juno 21.)
"III. Action toward a peaceful settlement be
tween China and Japan.

"The Japanese Government having communicated to 
the Government of the United States the general terms 
within the framework of which the Japanese Government 
will propose the negotiations of a peaceful settle
ment with the Chinese Government, which terras are 
declared by the Japanese Government to be in har
mony with the KOKOYu principles regarding neighborly



friendship and mutual respect of sovereignty and 
territories and with the practical application of 
those principles, the President of the United 
States will suggest to the Government of China that 
the Government of China and the Government of Japan 
enter into a negotiation on a basis mutually ad
vantageous and acceptable for a termination of hos
tilities and resumption of peaceful relations.

"NOTE (The foregoing draft of Section H I  is 
subject to further discussion of the question of 
cooperative defense against communistic activities, 
including tht, stationing of Japanese troops in 
Chinese territory, and the question of economic 
cooperation between China and Japan. With regard to 
suggestions that the language of Section III bo 
changed, it is believed that consideration of any 
suggested change can most advantageously bo given 
after all the points in the annex relating to this 
section have been satisfactorily worked out, when the
section and its annex can be viewed as a whole.)
"IV. Commerce between both nations.

"When official approbation to the present under
standing has been given by both Governments, the 
United States and Japan shall assure each other 
mutually to supply such commodities as are,
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respectively, available and required by either of 
I them. Both Governments further consent to take

i

3 1 necessary steps to resume normal trade relations as
4 formerly established under the Treaty of Commerce
5 j and Navigation between the United States and Japan.

i
6 If a new commercial treaty is desired by both Gov-
7 ! ernments, it would be negotiated as soon as possible 
« and be concluded in accordance with usual procedures.
9 "V. Economic activity of both nations in the facific

area.
11 "On the basis of mutual pledges hereby given
12 that Japanese activity and American activity in the 
,r> Pacific area shall bo carried on by peaceful meansi

and in conformity with the principle of non-discrimi-
15 nation in international commercial relations, the
16 Japanese Government and the Government of the United
17

States agree to cooperate each with the other to
ns 1

ward obtaining non-discriminatory access by Japani 9
and by the United States to commercial supplies of

.
natural resources (such as oil, rubber, tin,

21 ;

1 nickel) which each country needs for the safe-
22 !

j guarding and development of its own economy.
2 5  !I "VI. The policies of both nations affecting
24 '

I political stabilization in the Pacific area,
i "Both Governments declare that the controlling
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1 ! policy underlying thi. understanding is peace in
2 the Pacific area; that it is their fundamental pur-
3 puse, through cooperative effort, to contribute to
4 the maintenance and the preservation of peace in
e i3 j the Pacific area; and that neither has territorial
6 designs in the area mentioned.
7 1 "VII. neutralization of the Philippine Islands.
h "The Government of Japan declares its willing-
si ness to enter at such time as the Government of the
10

United States may desire into negotiation with the 
] l

Government of the United States with a view to the
12

conclusion i.f a treaty for the neutralization of the
13 '
I Philippine Islands, when Philippine independence

i *
shall have been achieved.”

13
16
17

is
19

20

21
22

2-1
25
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"(Annex 1) |
"Annex and Supplement on the ^art of the i(

Japanese Government. j

" I I I .  Action toward a peaceful settlement j(
between China and Jaran. j

"The basic terms as referred to in the above i
*

section are as follows:
"1. Neighborly friendship.
"2. (Cooperative defense against injurious 

communistic activities —  including the stationing 
of Japanese troors in Chinese territory.) Subject to 
further discussion.

"3. (Economic cooperation.) Subject to agree
ment on an exchange of letters in regard to the appli
cation to tills point of the principle of non-discrim- 
inrtion in international commercial relations.

"4. Mutual respect of sovereignty and terri
tories. I

"5. Mutual respect for the inherent character
istics of each nrtion cooperating as good neighbors 
and forminr an Erst . sian nucleus contributing to world 
peace.

"6. "ithdrawnl of Ja.Da.nese armed forces from 
Chinese territory as promptly "s possible and in 
accorc'ance with an agreement to be concluded between

I



Japan and China.
"7. No annexation.
"8. No indemnities,
"9. Amicable negotiation it*, regard to 

Mnnchoukuo.
"(Annex 2)
"Annex and Supplement on the Part of the Govern

ment of the United States.
"IV. Commerce between both nations.
"It i- uncL. astood tha.t during the rresent inter

national emergency Jr nan and the United States e-’ch 
shall permit exnort to the other of commodities in 
amounts up to the figures of usual or pre-war trade, 
except, in the case cf arch, commodities wiich i* needs 
for its own purposes of security and self-defense.
These limitations are mentioned to clrify the obli
gations of each Government, Tony are not intended a.s 
restrictions against either Government; and, it is 
understood, both Governments will sp^ly such regula
tions in the spirit Jenin : ting relations with friendly

I»

i

I

nations.
"(Annex 3)
"Suggested j'.xchange 

Secretary of Sr.: to --ac! riv) J
of Letters between 
ronese 'mhossad or.

the

i

I

"The Secretary of State to the Japanese Ambassador
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"EXCELLENCY: In Section II of the Joint Declar
ation which wrs entered into today on behalf of our 
two Governments, statements arc- made with regard to 
the attitudes of the two Governments toward the Euronc an 
wrr. During the informal conversations which resulted 
in the conclusion of this Joint Declaration 1 explained 
to you on a number of occasions the attitude and policy 
of the Government of the United States toward the 
hostilities in Europe and I pointed out that thin 
attitude and policy were based on the inalienable right, 
of self-defense. I colled special attention to an 
address which I delivered on Lrril 24 settinr forth 
fully the position of this Government upon this sub
ject.

"a. am sure that you are fully cognizant of this 
Government's attitude toward the European war but in 
order that there may be no misunderstanding I "in again 
referring to the subject. I shall be glad to receive 
from you confirmation by the Government of Japan that, 
with regard to the measures which this nation may be 
forced to adopt in defense of its own security, which 
hfve been set forth as indicated, the Government of 
Japan is not under any commitment which would require 
Japan to t”ke any action contrary to or destructive of 
the fundamental objective of the present agreement,
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!
to establish and to preserve perce in the Pacific profs. |

"Accent, Excellency, the renewed assurances j
!

of my highest consideration,

"The Japanese Ambassador to the Secretary
I

of State: jt
"EXCH LENCY: I have received your letter of j

June
" I  wish to str.te th't my government is fully ] 

aware of the attitude of the Government of the United !
States toward the hostilities in Europe rs exrl'ined jI

to me by yon during our recent conversations and as
set fort’: in your address of April 24. I did not fail
to report to my Government the policy of the Government j

I
of the United States as it had been explained to me,

I
and I may assure you that my Government, understands I

I

and appreciates the attitude end position of the j
Government of the United States with regard to the ;
European war. i

"I wish also to assure you that the Government 
of Japan, with regard to the measures which the Govern- |

i

ment of the United states may be forced to -'dopt in 
defense of its o;m security, is not under any commit
ment requiring Jmrn to take m y  action contrary to or 
destructive of the fundament"! objective of the present j 
agreement. " i
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"Tno Government of Japan, fully cognizant of
i
' its responsibilities freely assumed by the conclusion
j
i of this Lgréement, is determined to take no action 
inimical to the establishment and preservation of rcncc 
in tho Pacific area.

"Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my 
most distinguished consideration.

"(Annex 4)
"Suggested Letter to be Addressed by tho 

1 Secretary of State to the Japanese Ambassador in 
! Connection with the Joint Declaration.

"FXCFLLENCY: In the informal convcrs"tions
which resulted in the conclusion of a general agree
ment of understanding between our two Governments, you 

i
and your associates expressed fully ard frankly views

j
on the intentions of +hc Jnoanese Government in regardi
to applying to Japan's prorosed economic cooperation 
with China the principle of non-discrimination in inter
national commercial relations. It is believed that 

I it would be helpful if you could be so good es to con- 
' firm the statements already expressed orally in the form 
j of replies on the following points»

"1. Does the term 'economic cooperation'
between Japan and China contemplate the g ranting by the 
Government of China to the Japanese Government or its

I
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I

nat ionals of any pref;. rntiel or monopolistic rights 
which w^uld discriminate in favor of the Japanese 
Government and Japanese nationals as co iparrd with thc- 
Government. and nationals of the United States and of 
other third countries? Is it contemplated that uron 
the inauguration of negotiations for a peaceful 
settlement between Jr^an and China the special Japan
ese companies, such as the North China Development 
Company and the Central China Promotion Company and 
their subsidiaries, will be divested, in so far as 
Japanese official support may bo involved, of any 
monopolistic or other preferential rights that they

I

I

may exercise in fact or that may inure to them by 
virtue of present circumstances in areas of China, under 
Japanese military occupation?

"2. With regard t.o existing restrictions 
upon freedom of trade and travel by nat'onr.ls of third 
countries in Chinese territory under Japanese military 
occupation, could the Jrnc.no se Government indicate 
approximately whet restrictions will bo removed immedi
ately unon the entering into by the Government of 
Chungking of negotiations with the Government of Japan 
and whrt restrictions will be removed at. later dates, 
with an indication in each case in so far as possible 
of the '-pproximate time within which removal of
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t j restrictions would be effected0 
> "3. Is it the intention of the Japanese<i< ^

3 ! Government thrt the Chinese Government shall exercise 
^  full «and complete control of matters relating to trade, 
3 ! currency and exchange? Is it the intention of the- 

JcDcnese Governme nt to withdraw/ and to redeem theO
f . Japanese military notes which are bein'“ circulated in

8
o
0

« t
1 •>

1 !

China and the notes of Janenese-sponsored regimes in 
Chinn? Can the Jeranese Government indicate how scon 
after the inauguration of the contemplated negotiations 
arrangements to the above ends can in its op'nion be 
carried out?

"It would be appreciated if as specific 
replies «ns possible could be made to the questions 

,3 ! above listed.
; " A c c e p t ,  E x c e l l e n c y ,  t h e  r e n e w e d  a s s u r a n c e s

:7 i o f  my h i g h e s t  c o n s i d e r a t i o n .

•.$ "Foreign Relations Volume II, pages 486-492."
..> THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Higgins,
o I MR. HIGGINS: Wo offer in evidence IPS docu-
n  'ment No. 1632W (55), an entry in KIDO's Diary, Juno 22, 
“2 : 1941.
23 ! the PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
-4 i CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

j
;5 No. 1632V/ (55) w il l  receive exhibit No. 1093.
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(Whereupon, the docuin.nt r.Love referred 
to v/o.s merkc-d prosecution's exhibit Ko. 1093 ~nd 
received in evidence.)

>

/

». !

\A

\i :
i.8 I
9

.5
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MR. HIGGINS: I reed prosecution exhibit 1093:
1

"Extract from Entry from Marquis KIDO's Diary,
2 j, 22 June 41.
3

: "June 22nd, 1941 - (Extract)
4  I

"At 2 p.m. General SUZUKI, President of the 
6 j Planning Board, telephoned me saying that the report 
7 j relating to the outbreak of v/ar between Soviet Russia 
8 ‘ and Germany had been received. Foreign Minister HAT- 
9 , SUOKA also telephoned me to sny that the official report
10 j of the commencement of the war between Soviet Russia
11 ' and Germany from Ambassador OSHIMA had been received.
12 I So I asked TOKUGA-VA, the gentlemen in waiting on duty, j

i ;13 j to consult the Imperial convenience to see Foreign j
; I

H : Minister MATSUOKA, and it was decided that he would ji •
15 be granted an audience with the Emperor at 5.30 p*m.
i

16 j Before Foreign Minister î-WTSUOKA had his audience
17 ’ with the Emperor, I was received in audience by the 
,R j Emperor to present my opinion based on my talk with
19 ! Prince KONOYE and Baron HIRANUHA last night as follows: |
20 ! ■j There has been a difference of opinion between the , j
21 Premier and the Foreign Minister concerning our foreign i
22

j policy to be followed in case of war breaking^QUt
2 3 1 *

j between Germany and Soviet Russia. As this war would
24  '

have a predominant influence upon the future of this
25 !

i country, it v/as very desirable that his Majesty the



(Emperor should ask Foreign Minister MATSUOKA whether
he had already consulted the Freraier about it or not,

I
[and if not, prevail upon him to follow Prince KONOYE's

4
5

opinion.
"At 5.3O p.m. Foreign Minister MATSUOKA had

18

19

20 

21 
22

23
i

24

25 !

6 ; his audience with the Emperor. After that I was
7 I requested to proceed to the Palace and was received
s in audience from 6.40 to 6.50 .p.m. On this occasion,
9 1 the Emperor was pleased to point out that the Foreign

10 Minister's policy would mean Japan's positive advance
11 to both the Northern and Southern regions and that itt

was quite doubtful whether or not the Government and 
the Supreme r’ar Command would agree and whether or not 
such policy would ever be appropriate in consideration 
of our national strength. His Majesty lookeo very 
anxious about this matter. I therefore telephoned. 
Prince KONOYE to consult with him, but found he was 
not at home. Then I telephoned Baron HIRANUMA to 
say that it was desirable for him to pay careful conside 
ation to this matter. At 9.30 p.m. I telephone 
Prince KONOYE to report the progress of Kr. HATSUOKA's 
audience with the Emperor, and to ask him to act with

» !
prudence at the Liaison Conference. At 00.30 a.m.
Prince KONOYE telephoned me to say that he had just 
had a visit from Foreign Minister MATGUOKA, who

12

13

H
15

16 

17 !

I

I
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2i
3 1

4

5

6  I
7 I

8 j
I

9 i
io :
I

»I
12 Ii
13 i

. ! l ' i  ii15 i
I

16 !
17 1

18 !
i

w !
20 I

i explained that what ho had reported to tho Throne 
yesterday was his prospect of the future and was never 
meant >s a matter to be put into action immediately."

TUB PRESIDENT : Hr. Logan.
KR. LOGAN: I ask that this be referred to

the Language Section, if tho Tribunal please.
THE PRESIDENT : Why, Hr. Logan?
KR. LOGAN: There are so many corrections in

it that I think it would be quicker if I read the 
entire report tho v/ay v?e have it rather than make the 
corrections line by line.

THE PRESIDENT: If they are lengthy, it will
be sufficient if you point them out to I'ajor Koore, to 
whom wo refer the matter.

HR. LOGAN: Yes, sir.
HR. HIGGINS: Wo offer in evidence IPS

document 1632-7/(56), which is an entry in KILO's Diary, 
June 23, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

21 i
22

I

24
i25 ,

No. 1632-7/(56) will receive exhibit No. 1094.
(Y/hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1094, and was received in evidence.)

HR. HIGGINS: I read prosecution's exhibit 1094:
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"Extract fro1.. Entry from Marquis KIDO's Diary, 
23 June 41.

"I -vent to my office at 10 a.m. I talked with 
the Chief Aide-de-camp to the Emperor concerning the 
war betv/eon Germany and Soviet Russia. From 10:30 a.m. 
to 11 a.m. I v;as received in audience by the Emperor, 
and expressed my opinion about such matters as the 
Foreign Minister's report submitted to the Throne yes
terday and tho* future outlook of the* international 
situation. The Lord Chamberlain called on me at my 
office at 11:30 a.m. I informed him what I had just 
reported to the Throne. At 1 p.m. the Chief Aide-de- 
Camp to the Emperor called on me to report on matters 
relativ? to the Chief of the General Staff's audience 
with His Majesty, the Emperor. Prince KONOYE proceeded 
to the Palace. 'Vo talked from 2:40 p.m. to 4 p.rc. 
exchanging fr,-*nk opinions on the changed situation 
caused by Germany's war against Soviet Russia. I went 
to my official residence at 4:20 p.m. v/hen I had a call 
from General SUZUKI, President of the Planning Board, 
with whom I exchanged opinions. He put forth his 
opinion as to the unification and reinforccmcnt of the 
Imperial General Headquarters. I agreed ':.n principle, 
but called his attention to the matter concerning 
consultation v/ith the. Beard of Field Marshals and Fleet

V' Me- - £>» -V' 'ÏSlèZÆ'
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2

3
4

5

1

7 1
i8 I
i9 i

10 !

Act mi rn Is."

foil. LOGAN: If the Tribunal plop.se, may wo have
prosecution exhibit 1094 referred to tho Language 
Section?

THE PRESIDENT: I think we had better give
you general permission to poi^t out what you think are 
errors to Major Moore without corning for express 
pormiss ion.

MR. LOGAN: Thank you.
THE PRESIDENT: That will apply to all

11 documents.
12

13 ;»I
14 I

” II16 ;
17

18
i

19
20 ! I

21 i
22 !

23
24 :

25 ’
Ii

W*:-- . V.
■J



IÆT . HIGGINS: We now offer in evidence IPS
document l632V’(57), an entry of June 2?., 1Ç43, in 
FIDO's Diary.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THS CGTTIT: Prosecution's document

1632W(57) v/ill receive exhibit No. 1095*
v’Vhereu"on, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1095 and received jo evidence.) 
am. HIGrjjj'i; I rrad pî’osccution's exhibit 1095* 
"Entry from Farauis FIDO's Diary, 25 June 41 

"June 25th, 1941 - Full
"Fr. HASFIL'OTO, Director of the Police Pureau, 

came to ry bouse and reported, about repercussions 
in various circles in this country. At 9 a.m, I went 
to Tokyo staoicn i:o send off Présidant ’KANG CHING 
WEI. After this I had an interview with Prince 
KONCYE who said that he had a private talk with 
WANG Ĉ IUC- WEI last night, when the latter had ex
pressed his opinion regarding general peace between 
China and JaDan, saying that for the purpose of bring 
ing about general peace, it was ouite necessary as a 
matter of course to win over LI Tsung-Jen and PAI 
Chung-Hsi, but at the same time our political 
demarche to CHIANG Kai-Shek was also necessary.
Since wo have to ask for the United States assistance
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for this purpose, Wane further said, the pro-American 
politicians would inevitably gain influence once 
more, but to meet this situation we would have to 
get our comrades properly posted in the Government. 
The matter of the adjustment of relations between 
CHIANG Kai-Shek and WANG Ching-Wei would be placed 
in the hands of TOYAMA. As regards the Japanese 
General Army Headquarters in China, the senior 
officers have a good understanding of our Chinese 
policy but the contacts between 'Superiors and 
inferiors', 'left and right', and 'front and rear' 
are bad. In consequence, it is no easy task to carry 
out our Chinese policy on the spot. Corrupt 
practices of the Army in China also have been 
indeed rife.

"At 9.20 a.m. Karoku NOMURA paid me a visit 
to talk with me. From 10.45 a.m. to 11.35 a.m. I 
was received in audience by the Emperor. At 1 p.m.
I consulted the Chief Aide-de-camp to the Throne as 
to the holding of the Liaison Conference and on other 
problems. I went home, and then I left home again 
for the Empress Dowager's Palace to offer my con
gratulations on her birthday. At 4 p.m. the 
Premier, the Chief of the Army General Staff, and 

Chief of the Naval General Staff proceeded to the
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14

15
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18

19

20 
21 
22

23

24

25

1

Palirra- to report on tire decisions of the Lloloon----
Conference regarding the Japanese troops* entry 
into French Indo-China. I met Prince KONOYE at
4.30 p,m, and had a talk with him,”

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, may I
just point out at this time that many of these 
excerpts have very material errors in them, and I 
have checked it back with the translations that 
were made by the prosecution which they call "screen 
translations," as the Court will probably recall, 
and some of these excerpts are those screen trans- 
lations. They are not revised,

THE RESIDENT We can do no more than 
give you complete access to Major Moore on all 
points, Mr, Logan.

MR. LOGAN: I appreciate that. I just
wanted to point that out, that some of them have 
material erros —  very material.

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes. t

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess 
was taken until 1100, after which the pro
ceedings were resumed as follows:)

I



I MARSHAL OF THU COURT: The Tribunal is

10,02Ç

4

5  i
!

6
7
8

now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Higgins.
HR. HIGGINS: Mr. President, we now tender

in evidence IPS document No. 4081-C. This is a 
telegram dated 28 June 1941, taken fron the German 
files at Nuernberp and is from Ribbentrop at the 
German Embassy at Tokyo.

9
10

11 No
12 !

13 i!
14 I

15 i

16 I

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK ny THE C^URT: Prosecution's document

4081-C will receive exhibit No. 1096.
(’"hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1096 and received in evidence.)

JF. SHIÜANOUCHI: I an counsel SHIKANOUCHI.

17 !
1« !

i19 !

THE PRESIDENT: Counsel SHIMANOUCHI.
MR. SHIKANOUCHI: This document is similar

to IPS document No. 4033 and it had been presented 
to the Court already numbered —  received Court

20

21

22

23

24

25 '

exhibit No. 587. The whole text was read by 
Prosecutor Hyde.

THE PRESIDENT: You heard v-hat he said,
Mr. Higgins.

MR. HIGGINS: Yes, your Honor.
MR. HARDIN: If it please you, Mr. President,

V- 1ä£amB5&ki±*
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our advice fron the record was that this was not—  1!I
this is "C," 4081-C, and that the one that corres- 1t
ponded to 4033-D was 4081-B; and we left out—

THE PRESIDENT: But the counsel said this
is already in as exhibit 587.

KR. HARDIN: If it is, it is an error of
the record.

MR. CUNNINGHAM: If the Tribunal please—
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Cunningham.
MR. CUNNINGHAM: The document which is

«

now introduced is the same except for translation 
and the translation of one word changes the sense 
of the whole document.

ITHE PRESIDENT : ’That one word is that* ;
HR. CUNNINGHAM: I would like to have it j

referred to the translation section to determine ■

whether or not the document introduced by Hr. Hyde ;
I

is the correct translation or the document intro- (II
duced in this phase of the case is the correct j
translation.

THE PRESIDENT: For our convenience, it
night be read apain if it is important enough.

HR. CUNNINGHAM: If your Honor please, it
is not that important but I would like to call 
attention to the translation section of the vital

a* ; * « * * * t ;
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feature. This document saya that there is an agree
ment that OSHIMA "should" use his influence and the 
other document says there is en agreement that OSHIMA 
"will" use his influence, and I would like to have 
the correct translation.

THE PRESIDENT: It seems very important
so read .it again and we will refer it to the trans
lation section.

MR. HIGGINS: Very well, Mr, President.
(Reading): "To be kept in locked file.

"Telegram (Secret Cipher Process)
"Special Train 28 June 1941, 2010 hours 
"Arrival: 28 June 1941, 2030 hours
"No. 267/R German Foreign Office, 28 June 
"No. 560 of 28 June 1) German Embassy Tokyo

2) Cipher-Bureau, Secret 
remarks for officials in charge.
"(Marginal note: Pent cn to Tokyo under No. 916,
28 June 1941, 2130 hours).

"I have agreed with Ambassador OGHIMA 
that he influence his government to the effect 
of a speedy military action against Soviet Russia,
I also reciuest you now to utilize all available 
possibilities to1 influence to the same effect 
the ' government there, tn’d other influential

]

jj
r , ' :

- »

/
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feature. This document says that there is an agree- I 
ment that OSHIMA "should" use his influence and the j 
other document says there is an agreement that OSHIÎÎA jI
"will" use his influence, and I would like to have !

I
the correct translation.

TH” PRESIDAT: It seems very important
so read it again and we will refer it to the trans- j

I
letion section. j

M?.. HIGGINS: Very well, Hr. President. I
I

(Reading): "To be kept in locked file. j
"Telegram (Secret Cipher Frocess)
"Special Train 28 June 1941, 2010 hours

I
"Arrival: 28 June 1^41, 2030 hours j
"No. 267/R German Foreign Office, 28 June '
"No. 56O of 28 June 1) German Embassy Tokyo j

»
2 ) Cipher-Bureau, Secret j

renarks for officials in charge. ' !
I

"(Marginal note: Sent on to Tokyo under No. 916, j
28 June 1941, 2130 hours). !

"I have agreed with Ambassador OSHIMA 
that he should influence his government to the

i
effect of a speedy military action against Soviet j 
Russia. I also request you now to utilize all 
available possibilities to influence to the same 
effect the government there, and other influential
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I

circles. Please make use of the following arguments: !
!

"1) The rar between Germany and Soviet Russia 
will not merely lead to the solution of more or less 
limited individual problems, but will result in a 
final solution through a fight to the finish 
/Bndkampf-leesung/ of the Russian question.

"2) The annihilation of Russian power by our j 
military action, to be expected in relatively short j 
time, will also make Germany's victory over 'England

I
an irrevocable fact. If Germany gets hold of the 
Russian oil fields and wheat fields, sufficient j
provisions for the whole of Europe is thereby !
guaranteed, so that the British blockade becomes 
entirely senseless. Direct land communication to ;

j
East Asia will likewise be established at this ’Ii
occasion. !

"3) ’ In this way all requirements then exist 
for making possible the New Order of the European 
Sphere as intended by the Axis Powers.

"4) The present situation provides Japan, too, 
with a unique opportunity just as Germany in Europe. 
Japan can now create the basis for the New Order t
planned by it in East Asia by a military action {
against Soviet Russia. After the elnination of |
Soviet power in the Far East also, the solution of __'
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the Chinese problem as desired by Japan, v/ill meet 
v'ith no further difficulties.

”5) From the point of view of Japan's interests, 
the idea of a move to the South in the direction of 
Singapore is and mill be of great importance. Sinco, 
at present, Japan is not ready for this, and in 
addition such move is not yet possible in the present 
phase of the v;rr, it is in the utmost Japanese inter
est not to leave unused the at present available 
opportunity to solve the Russian problem in the 
Far East as well. She v-ould thereby protect her rear 
for the move to the South.

"6) In viev; of the speedy course of events 
to be expected, Japan should, without delay, decide 
upon a military attack against Soviet Russia. A 
Japanese move against an already beaten Soviet 
Russia would considerably injure Japan's moral and 
political position.

"7) It nay be counted upon that the speed:/1 
conquest of Soviet Russia, especially if Japan 
takes part in it from the East, v/ill probably be the 
best way to convince the United States of the abso
lute futility of entering into the war on the side 
of England, then completely isolated and facing the 
most powerful alliance of the earth. RIBBENTRnp."

;
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I nor offer in evidence IPS document 
No. 4081-D, taken from the German files at Nuern
berg. It is a telegram, No. 1069, from Ott to 
Ribbentrop, 28 June 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms.

CLERK OP THE COURT: Prosecution's docu
ment No.- 4081-D will receive exhibit No. 1097.

(’’’hereupon, the document above 
referred to wgs marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1097 and received in evidence.)

!!R. HIGGINS: I now read prosecution
exhibit No. 1097:

"Telegram (Secret Cipher Process)
"Tokyo 28 June 41 1145 hours
"arrival 28 June 41 2210 hours
"To be kept in locked file.
"No. IO69 of 29 June Secret!
"Re Telegram No. 1034 with Pol VIII, of

25 June.
"’’ithin the last days the leadership 

committee of the Cabinet has repeatedly net in the 
presence of the Chief of Staff, the entire Cabinet 
and deliberating committees without reaching a clear- 
cut decision as to__Jrpan' s future attitude to the____
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Gernan-Russian war. As far as could be found out, 
only preparatory rieasures for the various possible 
actions on the part of Japan have been ordered thus 
far. As Army memorandum confirms, preparatory 
measures have indeed begun with zest. Under the 
circumstances the preparations for attack against 
Russia will take at least six weeks, unless a 
decisive material and moral v/eakening of Russia in 
the Far Fast takes place beforehand. According to 
reliable, confidential information, Premier K0N0YE 
and the majority of Cabinet Ministers, to be sure, 
seem to maintain the view that nothing must be 
undertaken that would injure Japan’s military pos
ition in China. Hence, the Cabinet seems thus far 
merely to have resolved on tightening their grip on 
Indo-China for which purpose three divisions are 
allegedly being prepared.

"In rublic and behind the scenes discus
sions concerning the attitude to be taken are in 
full swing. Noted nationalists, who always closely 
work together with the Embassy, have held various 
confidential conversations —  cf. DNB No. 244 of 26 
June —  in vhich caution towards the Soviet Union 
and determined action in the South was advocated.

"The danger exists that the Southern
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expansion desired by this group will at first be 
limited to French Indo-China, while their efforts*
(* Clear text evidently missing) could hinder Japan's 
activity in the N~rth. Under these circumstances, 
the question arises whether the general directions, 
given to me rt Berlin, to v.*ork, in the first place, 
for Japan's activity in the South while ignoring the 
Soviet Union, are still valid if a successful move 
to the South beyond Indo-China cannot be counted on 
at present. According to confidential reports 
coming to me from the Japanese Foreign Office,
/nbnssador OSHIHA is said to have urgently advised

IIthe Japanese government to attack Russia soon. 1
"I request telegraphic instructions. i

i
"ott."

,rre nov; offer in evidence IPS document 
No. I632”' (58), which is an entry in KIDO's Diary, i
June 28, 194-1.

THF PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms. !I

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 1632’? (53) will receive exhibit No. 1098.

("'hereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
Mo. IO98 and received in evidence.) 1
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HR. HIGGINS : I nov/ read prosecution
exhibit No. 1098:

"Extract fron entry fron Marquis KIDO’s 
Diary, 28 June 41.

"”*ar Minister TO JO proceeded to the
I

Palace, and after his withdrawal fron the presence 
of the Emperor, he had a talk with ne. He explained 
the following natters: (1) The Army's policy
dealing with the German-Soviet "’ar is that the 
attitude of the Kwantung i.rmy towards that war should jI
be calm and prudent. (2) Various information from j
Ambassadors in China regarding that war. (3) Political

»

moves or demarches towards YEN Hsi-shan, LI Tsung-.jen j 

and PAI Chung-hsi. (4) The strengthening of the ’
Imperial General Headquarters, and arrangements for 
them to meet every day in the Palace."

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, in view
of the ruling this morning, nay the record show after 
each one of these entries ere read —  nay it appear 
after each one is read in the record itself that that <

particular excerpt is referred to the language section ! 
without further order?

THE PRESIDENT: Every counsel, defense and
other counsel, is at liberty to refer any point of 
translation to the head of the language section,
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Major Moore, without the permission of the Tribunal.
If that right 3 s fully exercised there «rill be no 
need for the Tribunal to -refer any document to 
Major Moore. I ? Major Moore advises a correction 
he will not ify ' he fact to the counsel who presented 
the document, who will read it as corrected unless 
he dissents ’»hen the Court may have to take other 
steps to secure finality, but we do not contemplate 
that in any circvinstances.

Dr. k f :o s e.
DR. KITOSE: I wish to make one request

regarding the Coart exhibit.
I have been noticing this since yesterday j

I

that the translations presented to the Court by the 
prosecutors arr , genera]ly speaking, fairly accurate. 
However, in th î translation of the diary of KIDO there 
are very many errors. It may be one way to read the 
documents here before any corrections are made and 
then corrected after consideration; however, if it 
can be arranged so that the translations can be pre- j 

sented to us beforehand, one day beforehand, I believe j 

it world speed up matters here in the Court and 
there will be no misunderstanding on that point, and 
it would be m ich better both for the Tribunal and for

us. I hope tt e Court will consider.this matter._______
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THE PRESIDENT: If the Court's permission

is availed of fully there will be no need for the 
Court to make any references to the language section. 
"*e insist on that course being followed.

Mr. Higgins.
MRi HIGGINS: e now offer in evidence IPS

document No. 219P (78) from exhibit for identification 
No. 58, Volume 1. This is an excerpt from statement 
of Ambassador Grew to Foreign Minister MATSUOKA, 
dated 8 July 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 219P (78) will receive exhibit No. 1099.
("’hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1099 and received in evidence.)
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MR. HIGGINS: I now read prosecution’s
exhibit No. 1099.

"THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN (GREW)
TO THE JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
(MATSUOKA).

"Excerpt. No. 1845. TOKYO, July 8, 1941.
EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to inform

Your Excellency that during a severe Japanese air 
raid on Chungking on Jun® 29* 1941, at which time 
the British Embassy was badly damaged, the con
cussion from bombs dropped on the south bank of the 
river caused some damage to the staff residence of 
the American Embassy.”

I now offer in evidence I. P. S. document 
No. 220C (14), which is an excerpt from the press 
release by the Department of State -- no, I beg your 
pardon; I have skipped one —  (13) from exhibit for 
identification 58, volume II, which is an excerpt 
from an oral statement of Ambassador Grew to Minister 
MATSUOKA, 8 July 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220C (13) will receive exhibit No. 1100.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit

Ii
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No. 1100 and received in evidence.)
MR. HIGGINS* I read prosecution's exhibit

No. 1100:
"ORAL STATEMENT BY THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR 

IN JAPAN (GREY/) TO THE JAPANESE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS (MATSUOKA).

"Excerpt.
"Since that t̂ nje, information has been 

received to the effeçtj that certain cargo at Hanoi 
as well as at Haiphopg fias been seized by the 
Japanese military, bp$ that it was impossible to 
check Ihe amount and nqtyjre of the cargo so seized 
because the rightful owners were not permitted to 
Inspect the warehouse where their merchandise was 
stored. Nevertheless it is known that a substantial
amount of American qqffgp has been taken away.«

"In bringing this subject again to the
attention of the Fopejgp Office, it is urgently

i *
requested that immed|a£e steps be taken to restore 
the merchandise to i|g rightful owners. The Govern
ment of the United States, as has been stated before,

t
does not recognize tj)e right of the Japanese military 
to take any action w^a^soever in French -Indo Chin«

<  ’ I»
against property in yffcieh there Is an American in
terest. The America^ Embassy has been instructed f

=j/
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state that the result of persistence by the Japanese 
in action such as that described above can only bo 
further deterioration in relations between the 
United States and Japan.

"TOKYO, July 8, 1941."
• MR. HARDIN: Mr. President, may I ask per

mission to depart fron the order here and introduce 
in evidence I. P. S. document No. 1339 ’85). I 
desire this —  this is the document which counsel 
called to our attention yesterday morning as being 
telegram No. 47. It doea not show on the translation 
nor any'Of the English that we found, but they say 
that from the Japanese it is that telegram, and in 
obedience to your Honor’s request we have investigated 
and are willing to accept that and read it in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: It has not been read before?
MR. HARDIN: It has not. It is similar to

one which was read, but not identical.
THE PRESIDENT: A different translation has

already been read, is that so?
MR. HARDIN: No, sir, another telegram very

similar to this was in evidence, but not this one.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1339A (5) will receive exhibit No. 1101.
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(■’.'.'hereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No, 1101 and received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN* V/e read prosecution's exhibit
No. 1101*

"FOREIGN MINISTER MATSUOKA'S REPLY OF 
FEB. 17 TO FOREIGN SECRETARY EDEN.

"His Imperial Japanese Majesty's Minister 
for Foreign Affairs is rather surprised to learn 
about the undue concern shown on the part of His 
Britannic Majesty's Principal Secretary for Foreign 
Affairs which is, no doubt, based upon information 
emanating from the British Embassy in Tokyo and 
other sources. There is, of course, no way to as
certain what kind of information the British Govern
ment has been receiving, but the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs would like to avail himself of this oppor
tunity to state that so far as he can see there is no 
ground for entertaining such alarming views on the 
situation in East Asia.

"On more than one occasion the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs has explained to the British 
Ambassador in Tokyo and even to the public at large 
that one of the primary purposes of the Tripartite 
Pact is to limit the sphere of the European war by

I

I



I

I

I

I

preventing those Powers not engaged in hostilities 
at present from Joining the war and also to bring 
about its termination ns quickly as possible. The 
Japanese Government has so far found no reason or 
occasion to alter this avowed aim which constitutes 
a fundamental basis of its policy. The British 
Government may rest assured on this point.

"However, the Minister for* Foreign Affairs 
feels obliged to sav candidly that he cannot help 
entertaining a certain amount of anxiety, if not 
misgivings, on the movements of the British and 
American Governments in their attempt to expedite 
and enlarge warlike preparations with an eye to 
meeting supposed contingencies in the Pacific and 
the South Seas. Press reports about these move
ments originating from American sources and else
where are causing Increasing misgivings in Japan 
with the consequence that in some quarters it is even 
contended that Japan should lose no time in taking 
measures to meet the worst eventuality in these 
regions. The concern felt is quite natural in thé 
face of these disturbing reports. If the American 
Government could only be persuaded to restrict its 
activities to the Western Hemisphere, and prudently 
avoid causing unnecessary anxiety to the Japanese,
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the situation would indeed be very much mitigated.
"Having had the privilege of forming personal 

acquaintanceship at Geneva with His Britannic 
Majesty's Principal Secretary for Foreign Affairs 
and prompted by the belief that a general exchange of 
frank views at this Juncture will be of some ser
vice •‘n enabling the two nations to see eye to eye, 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs wishes to take the 
liberty of making further observations. The upper
most thought in r",r mind has always been world peace.
He sincerely hones t.hrt on the one hand, the China 
Affair will be brought to an end as soon as possible 
and on the other, the European war will see an early 
termination. It is my earnest and constant prayer • 
that the Powers may gather again to discuss at a 
round table their differences and disputes and 
deliberate on the gr^at question of organizing an 
enduring peace upon a just and equitable world order. 
In this connection, I desire to assure my eminent 
colleague that far from aspiring to control the 
destinies of, or to dominate, other peoples, it is 
Japan’s established policy to inaugurate an era of 
peace and plenty and mutual helpfulness throughout 
the region of Greater East Asia by promoting the 
spirit of concord and conciliation. As repeatedly
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affirmed, Japan's motto Is 'no conquest, no 
oppression, no exploitation.* I, therefore, 
strongly deprecate those biased reports designed 
to calumniate Japan.

"The Minister for Foreign Affairs frankly 
confesses his utter inability to see any good purposes
served by prolonging the war whatever the motive.

»
V/hntever the outcome, whoever the victor, there are 
present in the world situation, especially in Europe, 
elements of great danger such as would bring about 
a fearful state of chaos and confusion, possibly 
eventuating in the downfall of modern civilization.
It takes statesmanship of a high order to foresee and 
meet in time such catastrophic contingency. The 
Minister for Foreign Affairs has not lost hope yet 
that such statesmanship is not wanting in the British 
Empire.

"Lastlv, the Minister for Foreign Affairs
II

would like to make it clear that Japan, deeply con- j 
earned as she is with an early restoration of peace, 
is fully prepared to act as a mediator, not only in -, 

Greater East Asia but anywhere the world over, or to 
take whatever action is calculated to recover normal 
conditions.

"The Minister for Foreign Affairs trusts that
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His Britannic Majesty's Principal Secretary for 
Foreign A flairs will not hesitate to share with him 
the conviction that upon the shoulders of the leading 
Pov/ers rests the great and grave responsibility of 
restoring peace and saving modern civilization from 
the impending collapse. Such a responsibility can 
only be fulfilled by a wise and courageous statesman
ship willing to display an accommodating and generous 
spirit in listening to others' claims and contentions. 
It is hardly necessary to add that whatever Japan 
may do, she will always be actuated by the conscious
ness of the responsibility she ewes to Humanity."

7/e offer now in evidence I. P. S. document 
220C (14), which is an excerpt from press release by 
the Department of S'.:ate in Washington, dated July 24, 
1941.

THE PRESIDENT:* Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220C (14) will receive exhibit No. 1102.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was narked prosecution's erhibit'ïo. 1102 
and received in evidence.)

I®. H-iRDIN: ’"e read prosecution's exhibit
No. 1102:

"PRESS RELEASE ISSUED BY TilE DEPARTMENT OF



STATE ON JULY 24, 1941.
"In response to Inquiries by press corres

pondents, the Acting Secretary made the following 
statements

,MIt will be recalled that in 1940 the 
Japanese Government pave expression on several 
occasions to its desire that conditions of disturbance 
should not spread to the region of the Pacific, with 
special references to the Netherlands East Indies 
and French Indo-china. This desire was expressly 
concurred in by many other Governments, including
the Government of the United States. In statements

»
bv this Government, it was made clear that any alter
ation in the existing status of such areas by other !i
than peaceful processes could not but be prejudicial 
to the security and peace of the entire Pacific area 
and that this conclusion was based on a doctrine which 
has universal application.

,M0n September 23, 1940, referring to the
$

events then rapidly happening in thelndo-Cbina situ
ation, the Secretary of State stated that it seemed 
obvious that the existing situation .was being upset 
and that the changes were being achieved under duress. 
Present developments relating to indo-China provide cle.ai 
indication that further changes are now being effected
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the Government and people of the United States toward 
acts of aggression carried out by use or threat of 
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is following in regard to Indo-Chinc, the Japanese Govern
ment is giving clear indication that it is determined 
to pursue an objective of expansion by force or threat 
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"'There is not apparent to the Government 
of the United States anv valid ground upon which the 
Japanese Government would be warranted-in occupying 
Indo-Chinoor establishing bases in that area as measures 
of self-defense.

"'There is not the slightest ground for
»

belief on the part of even the most credulous that
the Governments of the United States, of Great

»

Britain, or of‘the Netherlands have any territorial 
ambitions in Bido-china or have been planning any moves 
which could have been regarded as threats to Japan.
This Government can, therefore, only conclude that the 
action of Japan is undertaken because of the estimated
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valu» te J^p-m r-f bases In that region primarily for 
the purpose of further and riore obvious movements of 
non Quest in adjacent ireas.,,,
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MR. HARDIN: Wo wish to tender in evidence
I. P. S. document No. 1699» which is a document taken 
from the Japanese Foreign Office, Tokyo, duly authenti
cated, and which relates to Central Liaison Conferences. 
h o M  during 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 1699 will receive exhibit No. 1103.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. IIO3 and received in evidence.)

MR. HARDIN (Reading):
“Liaison Conferences held during 1941.
"(An Abstract from Article in Asahi)
"Date and place: 6:00 - 9*30 p. m., on 13

January at Megro-Saryo (Japanese Restaurant).
"Attendance : KONOYE (Prime Minister); TOJO (War 

Minister); SUGIYAMA (Chief of Army General Staff);
TOMIDA (Chief Secretary of the Cabinet) ; ANAMI (Vice 
Minister of War); MUTO (Chief of Military Bureau) ; 
TSUKADA (Vice Chief of Army General Staff) ; TANAKA 
(Director of Army General Staff); TOYODA (Vice Minis
ter of Navy); OKA (Chief of Naval Affairs Bureau);
KONDO (Vice Chief of Naval General Staff) ; UGAKI (Vice 
Chief of Naval General Staff).»

»
.1

+9
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“R e m a rks: Exchange o f  v ie w s .»

THE PRESIDENT* M r. H a r d in , th e  m a jo r it y  o f  

my c o lle a g u e s  do n o t  want t h i s  re a d .

MR. HARDIN* V e ry  w e l l .  We su b m it i t  in

e v id e n c e .

THE PR ESID EN T: I f  i t  showed th e  n a tu re  o f

th e  b u s in e s s  on e a ch  d a y , i t  would be d i f f e r e n t ,  b u t

i t  does n o t in  an y  d e t a i l ,  a t  a l l  e v e n ts .

HR. HARDIN* We w i l l  o f f e r  i t  in  e v id e n ce  
».

w ith o u t  re a d in g  i t ,  yo u r H onor.

THE PRESIDENT* W e ll ,  i s  th e re  any p a r t  you  

w ould l i k e  1 0 p o in t  out in  p a r t i c u la r ?  I t  may be an  

e x tre m e ly  u s e f u l  docum ent, b u t th e re  i s  no a d v a n ta g e ,  

so  f a r  a s  I  can  s e e , in  re a d in g  i t  in t o  the t r a n s 

c r i p t  i f  th e  n a tu re  o f the b u s in e s s  i s  so  i n d e f i n i t e ,  

M r. S m ith .

MR. HARDIN* We t h in k  i t  im p o rta n t a s t o  e ach  

d e fe n d a n t in  t h i s  c a se  to  show h is  a tte n d a n c e  a t  

L i a i s o n  C o n fe re n c e s  d u r in g  t h i s  p e r io d ,  even th o u gh

t h i s  docum ent does n o t show th e  b u s in e s s  t r a n s a c t e d
»

a t  the  L i a i s o n  C o n fe re n c e s .

THE PRESIDENT* W e ll ,  what a d va n ta g e  h a s i t  

a s a p a r t  o f  the t r a n s c r i p t  th a t  i t  does n o t p o s s e ss  

a s an e x h ib it ?

MR. HARDIN* W e ll,  Mr. P r e s id e n t ,  I  do n o t
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know that there is any particular difference in its 
advantage on the transcript beyond its influence as
an exhibit. It is the information that during this j!
critical period these particular defendants were 
taking part in the conferences in this period leading 
to -- and all the context of the evidence in the case 
shows important matters were on hand. j

THE PRESIDENT: As you deal with the happen-
ings in those conferences you can’indicate who was 
present.

MR. SMITH: If the Court please, we v/anted î
to record an objection. This document has no 
probative value at all.

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, it appears i
in the document which has been filed with the Tribunal 
that it is a copy which was taken from, prepared by 
somebody from this newspaper, Asahi, and filed in the 
Cabinet Secretariate office. It does not appear from 
the document filed what date or dates of the newspaper 
were used in compiling that report which was £±led in 
the Cabinet Secretariate office. The newspaper or 
newspapers in which these reports appeared have not 
been filed with the Tribunal, and, furthermore, it 
does not seem possible —  it may be so —  that a
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1 newspaper would publish data like this which is 
supposed to refer to secret conferences.

THE PRESIDENT: You might consider for what
purpose you are really introducing this. You may have 
some good purpose. It may be that it will be suffi
cient to meet that purpose if you road only part of 
it. Think it over during the luncheon adjournment,
Mr. Hardin.

We will recess until half past one.
(Whereupon, at 11*>5, a recess was

taken.)
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THE PRES IDE I1T : Should you not name them
when you reveal what the discussions wore to obviate

I

I

I
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the need for us to refer back to this document?
MR. IIARDIN: I, of course, see the force of

that. But, in those interrogations, they will not be 
definite as» to the number of these conferences or the 
dates of them and as to the individuals who attended. 
This evidence —

THE PRESIDENT: Can you not tell us then
the dates and the persons present?

MR. HARDIN: Yes, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: This document at this stage

of the transcript would be no more useful to us than 
the exhibit itself if omitted from the transcript.

MR. HARDIN: At this time, simply because it
is dated within this period, I am happy to give the 
names of the defendants and the dates of these con
ferences. In each case 1 would like to add that 
Premier KONOYE was present at all of them but three.

THE PRESIDENT: You had better read it.
MR. HARDIN: I shall start at the first

although I have read a little.
(Whereupon, IPS document No. 1699, 

exhibit No. 1103 was read as follows:)
"Liaison Conference hold during 1941.
"Date and place: 6:00 - 9*30 p.m. on 13

January at Megro-Saryo (Japanese Restaurant).
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"Attendance: KONOYE (Prime Minister); TOJO 
(War Minister) ; SUGIYAI.1A (Chief of Army General ' 
Staff): TOMIDA (Chief Secretary of the Cabinet); 
aNAMI (Vice Minister of War); MUTO (Chief of Military 
Bureau); TSUKADA (Vice Chief of Army General Staff); 
TAKAKA (Director of Army General Staff); TOYODA 
(Vice Minister of Navy); OKA (Chief of Naval Affairs 
Bureau); KONDO (Vice Chief of Naval General Staff); 
UGAKI (Vice Chief of Naval General Staff).

"Remarks: Exchange of views.
"Date and place: 11:00 a.m. on 16 January

at the official residence of the Prime Minister.
"Attendance: KONOYE; HIRANUMA (Homo 

Minister); MATSUOKA (Foreign Minister); TOJO;
OIKAWA (Navy Minister); TSUKADA} KONDO.

"Remarks: Exchange of informations and views
on important matters.

"Date and place: 9*00 - 11:00 a.m. on
17 January at the official residence of the Prime 
Minister.

"Attendance: KONOYE} HIRANUMA, MATSUOKA,
TOJO, OIKAWA, SUGIYAMA, KONDO.

"Remarks: Discussion of important matters.
"Date and place: "10:30 a.m. on 19 January."
No remarks, no record of attendance. I

n
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'•Date and places 11:00 - 12:00 a.m. on 23
January.

"Remarks: Conference on various matters of
the day.

"Date and place: 4:30 - 6:30 p.m. on 30
January at the official residence of the Prime 
Minister.

"Attendance: KONOYE; MATSUOKA, TOJO, OIKAWA, 
HIEANUMA, SUGIYAMA, KOKDO, MUTO, OKA, TOMIDA.

"Remarks: Exchange of informations and
views.

"Date and place: 4:00 p.m. on 3 February.
"Attendance: KONOXE,MATSUOKA, TOJO, OIKAWA,

HIRANUMA, SUGIYAMA, KONDO, KUTO, OKA.
"Remarks: Exchange of views on matters of

the day.
"Date and place: 11:15 a.m. on 13 February.
"Attendance: KONOYE; MATSUOKA, TOJO, OIKAWA, 

HIRANUMA, SUGIYAMA, KONDO, TOMID-., MUTO, OKA. 
"Remarks: Exchange of views,"
THE PRESIDENT: They are all the same, are

they not?
MR. HARDIN: That is the same thing. I beg

your pardon, no. I reread it.
May I correct a remark of a while ago? The



sheet shows dittos on the two previous ones on the 
first page instead of no attendance.

(Reading) "11*00 a.m, on 20 February.
"Attendance* MATSUOKA, TOJO, OIKAWA, HIRA- 

NUMA, SUGIYAMA, KONDO, MUTO, OKA.
"Remarks* Exchange of views on problems 

concerning latest international affairs.
"Date end place* 11*00 o.m. on 23 February.’
"Attendance* WATSUOKA, TOJO, OIKAfcA, HIRA~ 

NUMA, SUGIYAMA, KONDO, MUTO, OKA.
"Remarks* Exchange of views on matters of

the day.
I

"Date and place* 5*00 - 7*30 p.m. on 2 March 
at KONOYE’s private residence at O.gikubo, Tokyo.

"Attendance* KONOYE, TOJO, 0IKAW1, MATSUOKA, 
HIRANULA, kUTO, TOMIDA, SUGIYAMA, KONDO.

"Remarks* Exchange of views.
"Date and place* 11*04) - 12*30 a.m. on 6 

March at the official residence of the Prime Minister.
"Attendance* KONOYE, MATSUOKA, TOJO, OIKAWA, 

HIRANUMA, SÜGIYA1IA, KONDO, TOMIDA, MUTO.
"Remarks* Exchange of views.
"Date and place* 5*20 - 7*30 p.w. on 7 March.
"Attendance* KONOYE, MATSUOKA, TOJO, 0IKAV.A, 

HIRAWUMA, SUGIYAkA, KONDO, TOtJDA, MUTO."
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MH, HARDIN: We read prosecution's ex
hibit 1104:

"INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL FOR THE
FAR EAST.

"The UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE REPUBLIC OF 
CHINA, THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND" —

I THE PRESIDENT: Don't read that. You can
i
j say "United States and others against ARAKI and 
! others."
i I®. HARDIN: All right, sir. ' (Reading):
{ "United States of America, Against IRAKI, and others
I "COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, STATE OF NEW YORK, UNITED STATESI
j OF AMERICA.
! "I, Henry L. Stimson, being duly sworn, on oath
i
i denose and say:f

"I was Secretary of State of the United States 
of America from March 5, 1929, to March 4, 1933. 
Prior to that time, in 1928, I was appointed 

I Governor-General of the Philippine Islands, whichJ
1 office I held until I was named Secretary of State.
I "On the basis of my personal observation andl
! contacts, as well as on the information coming to me 
I
I in the course of ray official duties, I verily be- 
! lieve the following statements to be true:
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"When I took office as Secretary of State,
Japan, together with the United States and various

r
other nations, was a party to the following treaties, 
pacts, and agreements, and others, or had sub
scribed to the principles therein announced:

"(1) The Convention for the Pacific Settle
ment of International Disputes, signed at The Hague 
29 July 1899;

"(2) The Convention for the Pacific Settlement 
of International Disputes, signed at The Hague 18 
October 1907;

"(3) The Hague Convention No. Ill relative to 
the Opening of hostilities signed 18 October 1907;

"(4) Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
between the United States and Japan, signed 30 
November 1908, declaring their policy in the Far 
East;

"(5; Treaty between the British Commonwealth of 
Nations, France, Japan, and the United States re
lating to their Insular possessions and Insular 
Dominions in the Pacific Ocean, 13 December 1921;

"(6) The Treaty between the United States of 
America, the British Commonwealth of Nations, Bel
gium, China, France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, 
and Portugal, concluded and signed at Washington

I
i

..1

'*1

masaß
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1 6 February 1922, know;; as the Nine-Power Treaty;

2 "(7) The Treaty concluded and signed at Paris i

3 27 August 1928, known as the Kellogg-Briand Pact il

4 and as the Pact of Paris; i
5 "(3) Convention respecting the Rights and 1j
6 Duties of Neutral Powers and Persons in War on land,

7 signed at The Hague 18 October 1907«

CO "As a party to the above listed treaties, pacts, ;

9 and agreements, and others, or as a subscriber to the !

10 nrinciDles therein announcedT JaDan had aereed. inter »

11 alia: i
12 "To use its best efforts to insure the Pacific

1

1» settlement of international differences; in

14 case of serious disagreement or conflict, 1

4 15 before an appeal to arms, to have recourse, as far
16 as circumstances allow, to the good offices or }

i 17 mediation of one or more friendly Powers; not to
18 commence hostilities without previous and explicit
19 warning; to maintain the existing status quo in the
20 region of the Pacific Ocean and to defend the prin-
21 ciple of equal opportunity for commerce and in-
22 dustry in China and to support the independence
23 and integrity of China; in event of controversy in any
24 Pacific questions to invite other Parties to a joint
25 Conference; to respect the sovereignty, independence,

- ....

#

1
K

-
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and the territorial administrative integrity of China? 
to use its influence to effectually establish and 
maintain the principle of equal opportunity for the 
commerce and industry of all nations throughout the 
territory of China; to.refrain from seeking special 
or monopolistic privileges in China detrimental to 
the rights or interests of other foreign powers or 
their nationals; to condemn recourse to war for the 
solution of international controversies and to re
nounce war as an instrument of national policy; not 
to move troops or convoys across the territory of a 
neutral Power.

"In 1931 Manchuria was actually and legally part 
of China. Japan claimed some exceptional rights in 
Manchuria, and many of these rights, while always 
asserted with emphasis, were not attested by documentary 
evidence which was unchallenged. Some of the treaties 
upon which Japanese claims rested were asserted by 
China to be either unauthontic or to have been 
executed under duress. Under cover of these 
treaties, however, Japan exercised powers of the ad
ministration and police throughout a zone which 
bordered the South Manchuria Railway, based upon the
armed forces she was permitted to maintain. These 
areas included towns and portions of cities like25



1 Mukden and Changchun.
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•'While there was no cleavage in Japanese feel
ings as to the existence and importance of special 
interests in Manchuria, there was a very fundamental 
difference in political thought in Japan as to the 
method by which that interest should be supported and 
enforced. This difference in general corresponded 
with the alignment between those leaders who wore 
follpwing the ideals of popular government on the 
one hand, and the conservative and military leaders 
on the other. The policy of the latter group rested 
ultimately upon military force, and assumed that 
Japan's rights were political and sovereign.

"On the night of September 18, 1931» armed hos
tilities broke out in Manchuria, and Japanese forces 
occupied not only the city of Mukden, but other cities 
in South Manchuria. The incident which was claimed 
by the Japanese to have caused their action, namely 
an alleged act of sabotage by the Chinese on the 
South Manchurian Railway, diminished to such small 
proportions as strongly to suggest its actual non
existence. Meanwhile the Japanese army was found to 
have acted with such promptness as to make it evi
dent that they were moving under a previously ar
ranged strategic plan. By the afternoon of September
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19, 1931» cities like Antung, Changchun, and New- . 
chwang, several hundred miles from one another, had 
been occupied by the Japanese forces, who at once 
assumed the place of the civil authorities in those 
cities. Within forty-eight hours the whole of 
southern Manchuria, not only along the Japanese 
South Manchuria Railway, but also along some of the 
railroads built by the Chinese had thus been ef
fectively occupied. The evidence pointed to a de
liberate action planned and authorized by the 
highest Japanese authorities in Manchuria and possibly 
with direction from the high military command in 
Tokyo.

"On September 25, 1931» the Japanese Ambassador 
in Washington left with the Under Secretary of State 
a Statement issued after an extraordinary meeting of 
the Japanese Cabinet on September 24, 1931* This 
Statement contained an assurance that while on 
September 21 a detachment was despatched from Chang
chun to Kirin it was not with a view to military 
occupation but only for the purpose of removing the 
menace to the South Manchuria Railway on flank and 
that as soon as that object had been attained it 
would be withdrawn. The Statement contained a firm 
assurance that the Japanese Government harbored no
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territorial designs in Manchuria, as early as October 
8, following this firm assurance on the part of Japan, 
I was informed by the American Charge in Tokyo that 
the Japanese General Staff had Issued an information 
bulletin to foreign military attaches stating that 
Japan found it impossible to withdraw the Japanese 
Army to their original stations or even to the con
tiguous territory.

"After the capture of Mukden by the Japanese on 
September 19, 1931, the headquarters of the Chinese 
Government and forces had been removed to Chlnchow. 
Soon after September 30, General Honjo, the Japanese 
Commander-in-Chief in Manchuria, publicly announced 
that the Government of Marshal Hsueh-liang would no 
longer receive Japanese recognition. Other state
ments followed to the effect that Japanese forces 
v/ould not cease their activities until Marshal Chang 
and his government were driven entirely out of Man
churia. Not only were these statements left without 
reprimand from the Tokyo government, but Japanese 
military planes began to enforce this policy in a 
most drastic manner. On October 8, 1931, a squadron 
of eleven Japanese planes dropped thirty or forty 
bombs upon the unarmed and unwarned city of Chinchow, 
killing and wounding a number of the inhabitants
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"On its face this was an indefensible act of aggression, j 
In the latter part of October, the Japanese high com- »

imand in Manchuria sent a military expedition to ;
Tsitsihar in northern Manchuria. This was several 
hundred miles north of any portion of the South Man- !

I
churia Railway and far outside the zone of any of the i 
treaty rights which Japan claimed. This expedition !t
defeated and destroyed the forces of Chinese General . 
Ma Chan-shan and thus destroyed all the organized 
forces of Marshal Chang in North Manchuria.

"The capture of Tsitsihar left the Chinchow Dis
trict as the only fragment of Manchuria in which 
Marshal Chang's authority remained intact, and to- j 
wards the latter part of November the Japanese forces !i
began to move towards Chinchow. On behalf of the 
United States I made vigorous representations through j 
diplomatic channels, and the Japanese forces were 
withdrawn to Mukden on November 28, 1931« On November ,

I
24, 1931, the Japanese Foreign Minister stated to the j 

American Ambassador that 'the Premier, the Secretary
of War, the Chief of Staff and he are agreed that j7 (
towards Chinchow there shall, be no hostile operations j 

and orders have been issued to that effect.* After 
December 11, 1931, hov/ever, the movement towards i
Chinchow was resumed and that city was seized by the !
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Japanese array on January 3» 1932. This completed the 
destruction of the organized forces of Marshal Chang 
and left the control of all Manchuria in the hands of 
the Japanese.

'•On October 26, 1931, the Japanese Government 
made public fundamental points upon which normal re
lations between China and Japan should be based, and 
it appeared then that they included the settlement of 
the entire question of the disputed treaty rights of 
Japan in Manchuria. While Japanese representatives 
disclaimed her intention to use military force to 
achieve her national objectives, it seemed clear that 
she was bent on doing just that very thing. Her army 
was not withdrawing; it was actually pushing forward 
and the Japanese government was declining to in
terfere until all these fundamental questions of 
national policy between the two nations should be 
settled.

"On December 22, 1931» 1 received from the 
American Ambassador in Tokyo a telegram in which the 
Ambassador stated that the Frime Minister of Japan had 
called at the American Embassy and assured him that 
Japan would novor^allow a situation to arise in Man
churia which would be fraught with the danger of war, 
and that Chinese sovereignty would never be impaire«"*'
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"The Prime Minister reiterated that Japan merely de
sired the protection of Japanese persons and in
terests. In the same telegram the American Am
bassador reported that active preparations were con
tinuing for further operations in Manchuria where a 
free hand seemed to have been given to the military."
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Japanese army on January 3» 1932. This completed the 
destruction of the organized forces of Marshal Chang 
and left the control of all Manchuria in the hands of 
the Japanese.

"On October 26, 1931, the Japanese Government 
made public fundamental points upon which normal re
lations between China and Japan should be based, and 
it apoeared then that they included the settlement of 
the entire question of the disputed treaty rights of 
Japan in Manchuria. While Japanese representatives j 
disclaimed her intention to use military force to 
achieve her national objectives, it seemed clear that

I
she was bent on doing just that very thing. Her army iI<
was not withdrawing? it was actually pushing forward |

!

and the Japanese government was declining to in
terfere until all these fundamental’ questions of 
national policy between the two nations should be 
settled.

"On December 22, 1931» I received from the 
American Ambassador in Tokyo a telegram in which the 
Ambassador stated that the Prime Minister of Japan had jI
called at the American Embassy and assured him that 
Japan would nevoTwüllow a situation to arise in Man
churia which would be fraught with the danger of war, 
and that Chinese sovereignty would never be impaire^V
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"The Prime Minister reiterated that Japan merely de
sired the protection of Japanese persons and in
terests. In the same telegram the American Am
bassador reported that active preparations were con
tinuing for further operations in Manchuria where a 
free hand seemed to have been given to the military."
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"On December 22, 1931» I requested the American 
Ambassador in Japan to inform the Foreign Minister of 
my apprehension of Japanese forces taking action against 
Chinese regulars south of Chinchow. I requested the 
Ambassador to inform the Foreign Minister that a new 
attack by Japanese forces on Chinese regulars would be 
regarded as unwarranted and would be interpreted rs 
indicative of indifference to obligations assumed in 
various treaties to which Jacan and China, as well as 
the United States, were parties. On December 27» 1931,
I received a memorandum from the American Ambassador 
v/hiêh had been delivered to him by the Vice Minister 
of Foreign Affairs in which it was stated that the 
Imperial Government was determined to remain loyal to 
the League of Nations Convenant, the No War Treaty, 
other various treaties and the two resolutions adopted 
by the Council of the League of Nations regarding the 
Manchurian situation. On December 29, 1931, the /merican 
Minister in China informed me that Marshal Chang Hsuch- 
lisng ordered withdrawal of all Chinese forces from 
Menchuria, stating that he was motivated by a desire 
to deprive Japanese of any excuse for fürther aggres
sion in North China.

"On January 7» 193?, 1 sent a note to Janen and 
China informing them that the United States co’Id not
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admit the legality of any situation de facto and did 
not intend to recognize any treaty entered into be
tween those Governments which might imocir the treaty 
rights of the United States or its citizens in China, 
including those which relate to the sovereignty, the 
independence, or the territorial and administrative 
integrity of China, or to the international policy 
relative to China, commonly known as t' e ooen door 
policy, and that the United States did not intend to 
recognize any situation, treaty or agreement which 
might be brought about by means contrary to the 
obligations of the Pact of Paris of August 27» 1928.
On January 16, 1932, the Japanese government replied 
to our note of January 7. The argument made in that 
noto was to the effect that China was in an 'unsettled 
end distracted state' and that this fact relieved Japan 
from the obligation to carry out the covenants of the 
Nine-Power Treaty and the Leegue of Nations Covenant, 
which may be fairly said to have become the argument 
upon which Japan thereafter relied with the greatest 
assurance, but which was rejected as untrue and un
sound by the unanimous reoort of the I.ytton Commission.

In the middle of January, 1°3?, Jnprn's aggres
sion in Manchuria seemed to have achieved success. By 
May 1, 193?» Japan had attempted to extend her
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aggressive action to the Yangtze River and to break up
tJ the efforts of the Chinese at Shanghai to maintain an
'■ economic boycott against her business. There Japan
i received a military set-back in being checked by
i
Chinese soldiers. In the hostilities around Shanghai, 
on January 28, 1932, the Japanese forces bombed the 
unwarned and helpless civilian native quarter of Chopei. 
This was an act of inexcusable cruelty. Not only were 
bombs dropped uoon positions held by Chinese troops, 
but incendiary bombs were used which soon hod the entire 
quarter in flames. Thereafter, the Japanese barricaded 
the streets in the International Settlement of Shanghai, 
disarmed the police, and paralyzed all regular municipal 
functions. Numerous excesses oeninst the Chinese popu
lation were committed, including many summary execu
tions, and c. veritable reign of terror resulted. The 
Japanese troops even invaded the American sector of 
defense at Shanghai where they committed acts of 
violence against Chinese. On February 24, 1932, I sent 
to Senator Borah, Chairman of the Committee on Foreign 
Relations of the Senate, a letter in which was outlined 
the position and policy of the American Government with 
respect to the situation in Chinn in relation to the 
application of treaties.

%
"Almost immediately after its army had
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overthrown the Chinese Government of Manchuria, Janen 
commenced to establish political and economic control 
over that country. This was done by forcible creation 
of an ostensibly independent but really puppet state 
controlled by Japan and known a.s Manchukuo. Thereafter, 
as soon as other nations had announced their intention 
not to recognize as valid any fruits of this conquest., 
the Japanese government proceeded to take further steps 
designed to make this policy of the rest of the world 
as difficult and ineffective as possible.

"On April 4, 1932, the Japanese Ambassador in 
Washington called upon me and in the course of discus
sion, admitted that promises made by Japan had been 
broken but said that chauvinist conditions were so acute 
in Japan that the Government could not take any other 
position. On June 23, 1932, I received a telegram from 
Ambassador Grew in Tokyo that the press had cabled to 
/merico a statement by General ARAKI, Minister of War, 
before the Supreme Military Council to the effect that 
the resolutions of the League of Nations and statements 
made by Japan in regard to Manchuria before the estab
lishment of Manchukuo could no longer be considered 
as binding on Japan.

"On January 5, 1933» the Japanese Ambassador
in Washington called upon me and stated that in any
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event Japan had no territorial ambition south of the 
Great Wall, He stated that his information as to the 
affair in Shanhaikwen was thrt it was a local incident, 
provoked by a minor outbreak of Chinese against 
Japanese there. On February 23, 1933, the Japanese 
/mbassador came to tell me on the instruction of his 
Government that the State of Manchukuo was determined 
to'suppress irregular forces in the Province of Je-hol, 
and that under the treaty between Manchukuo and Japan, 
Japan was obliged to support Manchukuo and,therefore, 
the Japanese forces were co-operating in this movement 
in Jehol. On February 27, 1933, I reminded the Japanese 
Ambassador that when the Manchurian outbreak occurred 
in September, 1931, I had not attributed it to the 
Government of Japan or to the statesmen whom I used to 
know or to the people of Japan but to the efforts of 
a small group of persons of militaristic ambitions 'nd 
desires. The Ambassador said that he knew this very 
well. I pointed out the importance of the treaties 
as instruments to preserve peace and the Ambassador 
said that he recognized this. He also said that, on his 
part although he had been disappointed many times when 
he had given me assurances which were afterwards not 
carried out in Manchuria he still believed in his people 
and that sooner or later the moderate elements would
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not disappoint us. I told him at thrt time that I 
joined in his hope thrt this would be so.

"I retired as Secrertry of State on March 4, 
1933» was succeeded by the Honorable Cordell Hull 
whe then assumed the burden of office in connection 
with Japanese—American relations."

(Signed; "Henry L. Stimson."
"Subscribed and sworn to."
We now offer in evidence IPS document No. ?39. 

This is an affidavit of former /rabassador Joseph C. 
Grew, and we ask that it be identified as a exhibit 
in the evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH: If your Honor please, we object

to the admission of this affidavit unless the prosecu
tion produces the witness here for <t.ross-examination.
We make the point that Mr. HIROTA —  Neither Mr. HIROTA 
or the other defendants in this case can have that fair 
trial contemplated by the Charter unless the accused 
are confronted by the witnesses against them. The 
right of an accused to be confronted by the witnesses 
against him is found in nearly every constitution in 
the world, end it is in the new Japanese Constitution 
which has been promulgated with the approval of the 
Supreme Commander, and I submit to your Honor that the
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Supreme Commander could not have had r. lessor require
ment In mind when he provided in this Charter for a 
fair trial. In this affidavit, which consists of 
about fifteen pages, double spaced, Mr. Grew covers 
practically ten years in which he was American Ambas
sador in Tokyo. This affidavit is written in a terse, 
sweeping style and many of the statements in it are

•

misleading in their present, form and are contradicted 
by Mr. Grew's own widely published books, "Ten Years 
in Japan" and "Report from Tokyo."

Your Honor, we hrve no funds to take any 
depositions and if your Honor adheres to the ruling 
made in connection with the Affidavit of Mr. Stimson 
we would like to h:vc the Court advise Mr. Grew that 
we will take his deposition and make some provision 
to pay for the expenses of taking it.

Mr. Grew lives in V'ashington, D.C. He is in 
good health and I understand he is about 72 years of 
age. Counsel just raised a. controverse y as to how 
I know Mr. Stimson is in good health.

^ j THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Grew.
22 MR. SMITH: I mean Mr. Grew. I was born in
23 i Viashington, D.C., and I lived there nearly all my life
24 i until I came to Tokyo. I saw Mr. Stimson quite often.
25 ’

THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Grew.

»

iI

I
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Supreme Commander could not have had a lessor require
ment in mind when he provided in this Charter for r 
fair trial. In this affidavit, which consists of 
about fifteen pages, double spaced, Mr. Grew covers 
practically ten years in which he was American Ambas
sador in Tokyo. This affidavit is written in a torse, 
sweeping style and many of the statements in it are 
misleading in their present form and are contradicted 
by Kr. Grew's own widely published books, "Ten Years 
in Japan" and "Report from Tokyo."

Your Honor, we h've no funds to take any 
depositions and if your Honor adheres to the ruling
made in connection with the Affidavit of Mr. Stimson j
we would like to have the Court advise Mr. Grew that 
we will take his deposition and make some provision 
to pay for the expenses of taking it.

Mr. Grew lives in V’ashington, D.C. Ho is in
Igood health and I understand he is about 72 years of |

age. Counsel just raised a controverscy as to how j
I know Mr. Stimson is in good health.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Grew.
MR. SMITH: I mean Mr. Grew. I was born in

Washington, D.C., and I lived there nearly all my life 
until I came- to Tokyo. I saw Mr. Stimson quite often.

THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Grew.
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MR. SMITH: I mean, Mr. Grew. Fefore he come
to Toky end öfter he returned from Tokyo. And just n 
few weeks ago I got out here a copy of the New York 
Times which showed Mr. Grew attending a social function 
which, as I remember, was in New York City. He appeared 
to be in very good health and spirits.
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MR. LEVINt I don’t want to add anything to 
what has already been mentioned both by Mr. Smith, 
in relation to this affidavit, and by Mr. Logan in 
relation to Mr. Stimson's affidavit.

There are two things which I would like to 
suggest: (1) That this affidavit was made on May
28, 1946. Had the prosecution notified the defense 
that this affidavit had been taken it would have been 
possible for us to have cross-examined him either by 
commission or interrogatories, in view of the fact 
that a number of defense counsel have been in Wash
ington since that affidavit was made.

I believe, Mr. President, there is greater 
validity in requiring Mr. Grew to be present than Mr. 
Stimson, because Mr. Grew, I understand, is still 
presently connected with the State Department.

I am advised by my colleagues that Mr. Grew 
has been recently retired, although he was connected 
with the State Department for quite some time.

It does seem to us that a witness of this 
calibre, having made the affidavit that he did May 
28th, should have been examined. That is, the defense 
should have had an opportunity to examine him orally, 
and I believe that opportunity should still be given 
him.
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I should like to add that Major —  that it 
is contemplated that Major Furness will go to the 
United States very shortly, and when he does he could 
cross-examine him at that time.

liTi. HARDIN* Mr. President, it is pleasing 
information that the gentleman is able to find Mr. 
Grew in good spirits from his picture. It is my 
information that Mr. Grew has been in not good health 
a bad state of hearing —  his hearing almost gone —  
and that he has been retired from service in the 
State Department for quite a while —  just how long 
I don‘t know.

>

!»

I

MR. FURNESS* If the Court please, the !
Ihealth of Mr. Grew can be checked very readily, in 

short order. Colonel Warren has just come back from 
the States and I can telephone him and, I think, 
find out just what his state of health is.

I think it is a well known fact that Mr. i

Grew has been almost totally deaf for many years.
.He makes that statement in his book. But it didn*t 
prevent him from leading a most active life. |

MR. LOGAN* If the Tribunal please, I would ■ 
just like to add that a witness of the stature of

i
Mr. Grew, whose name has predominantly appeared 
throughout this trial, should be produced by the !

i

i
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prosecution to give us a first-hand story of the 
situation as he saw it and the facts as he knew them. 
He knew, perhaps, all of these accused, talked to 
many of them, and a great deal more, I believe, 
could be acquired by the Tribunal from information 
obtained from him from the witness' box, and seeing 
him and listening to him, than what can be obtained 
from reading a cold affidavit.

MR. HARDIN: Mr. President, what I have
said is not to oppose the interrogatories or even a 
deposition from Mr. Grew. 1 do not believe he could 
come here.

TH3 PRESIDENT: Neither the new Japanese
Constitution nor General MacArthur's attitude towards 
it has any bearing on the ouest ion of a fair trial;

No matter what may be the state of health of 
Mr. Grew at present, we see no Immediate need, at all 
events, to bring him here. We have decided to admit 
his affidavit and to overrule the objection to its 
admission.

An application can be made to me in Chambers 
to have Mr. Grew examined on commission or by way 
of interrogatories in the United States. The ques
tion of expense can be dealt with before me in 
Chambers. If a commission is decided upon it will be,

—  1

I
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of course, a great convenience to have it taken 
while Major Furness is in America.

The affidavit is admitted on the usual
terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s docu
ment No. 239 will receive exhibit No. 1105.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's 
exhibit No. 1105 and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: I think this is a con
venient break. This is a long affidavit and it will 
take most of the afternoon'. We will recess for 
fifteen minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)

i

r

i

I

Vf

!;i ,u

éj
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The Tribunal is now
resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Hardin.
MR. HARDIN: (Reading)
"The United States of America," and others, 

"Against ARAKI, Sadao," and others.
"City of ’Washington, District of Columbia, 

United States of America.
"I, Joseph Clark Grew, being duly sworn, 

on oath depose and say:
"I served as United States Ambassador to 

Japan, at Tokyo, from June 1932 until the Japanese 
attack on Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941. Diplomacy 
has been my life work since 1904. Prior to '7orld 
’"ar I, I served in the United States Foreign Service 
in Egypt, Mexico, Russia, Austria-Hungary and Germany. 
I was counselor at the American Etabassy in Berlin 
during "'orId ,,rar I. In 1918 I became acting head 
of the Western European Division of the United 
States State Department. I took part in the peace 
negotiations at Paris and also represented the 
United States during the negotiations with Turkey, 
at Lausanne, in 1922. I also served as Minister to 
Denmark and to Switzerland, as Under Secretary of 
State, end, just prior to ray aopointment to Tokyo,
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as Ambassador to Turkey.
’•The statements hereinafter set forth

relate to matters wh4ch arose from time to time
, »  •

in connection with' the carrying out of my duties 
at Tokyo as diplomatic representative of the 
American Government in Japan, and I youch for the 
truth thereof.

'•At the time I became Ambassador to Japan, 
as aforesaid, Japan, along v/ith the United States 
and other nations, was a party to the following 
treaties, pacts and agreements, end others, or had 
subscribed to the principles therein announced*

•'(1) The Convention for the Pacific 
Settlement of International Disputesj s igned at 

the Hague 29 July 1699$
"(2) The Convention for yhe Pacific 

Settlement of International Disputep, signed at 

the Hague 18 October 1907»
"(3) The Hague Convention No. Ill rela

tive to the Opening nf Hostilities, signed 18 

October 1907;
'•(4) The agreement, sign eel 30 November 

1908, effected by exchange of notes between the
«

United States and Japan, declaring their policy in 
the Far East. »
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"(5) The Treaty between the British 
Commonwealth of Nations, France, Japan and the 
United States relating to their Insular possessions 
and Insular Dominions In the Pacific Ocean, 13 
December 1921;

"(6) The so-called *Nine-Power Treaty* 
concluded and signed at ’Thdilngton 6 February 1922;

"(7) The so-called *Kellogg-Briand Pact* 
concluded and signed at Paris 27 August 1928;

"(8) The Convention respecting the Rights 
and Duties of Neutral Powers and Persons In ’Tars on 
Land, signed at the Hogue, 16 October 1907*

"As a party to the above-listed treaties, 
pacts and agreements, and others, or os a subscriber 
to the principles therein announced, Japan had 
agreed, inter alla»

"to avoid the use of force in the settle
ment of international differences; in case of serious 
disagreement or conflict to have recourse to the 
good offices or mediation of one or more friendly 
power; not to open hostilities without a declaration 
of war; to submit international disputes to arbitra
tion; to respect end support the sovereignty, in
dependence and territorial administrative integrity 
of China; to use its influence to effectually
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establish and maintain the principle of equal 
opportunity for the commerce and industry of all 
nations throughout the territory of China; to re
frain from seeking special or monopolistic privileges 
in China detrimental to the rights or interests of 
other foreign pov/ers or their nationals; to renounce 
war as an instrument of national policy; not to 
violate the territory of neutral powers.

"At the time I became Ambassador as 
aforesaid Japan had gained military control of 
Manchuria and had established there the Japanese 
controlled puppet state of Uanchukuo. The official 
records of the United States Department of State 
with respect to the Manchurian affair, with which I 
had familiarized myself, indicated that Japan had 
pursued its course of action in Manchuria despite 
frequent protests by the United States and other 
nations that its aggressive action was in contraven
tion of Japan's treaty obligations. The Department's 
official records further indicated thst Japan had 
consistently defended its aggressive action as a 
purely defensive measure for the protection of 
Japanese nationals, and had repeatedly assured the 
United States Government that Japan had no territorial 
ambitions or intentions of disturbing the rights and
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interests of third parties, in China.
"During all of my stay in Tokyo as United 

States Ambassador I repeatedly called to the atten
tion of the Japanese Minister for Foreign affairs, 
and occasionally the Japanese Prime Minister, and 
other responsible government officials the fact that 
the American Governmont considered the Japanese 
military operations in China as a violation of 
Japan's obligations, under various treaties and 
agreements hereinbefore mentioned, to respect the 

j territorial integrity of China, to maintain the 
principle of the Open Door in China and to refrain 
from endangering the lives and interests of nationals 
of the United States and other powers, to refrain 
from the use of force in settlement of disputes, to 
submit disputes to arbitration and abide by results
thereof. I pointed out that Japan \?as rapidly losing

I
the good will of the American Government and people 
and of other peoples of the world by its aggressive 
policy and by the excesses of its military forces.
The excuse given Y'as thet the military operations 
were purely defensive measures against Chinese bandits

I
j or Communists v/hom the Chinese Government Y/as unable 
j to control, or v/ere for the protection of Japanese 
! nationals and interests in China from abuses resulting

i

9

m
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from the anti-Japanese feeling deliberately aroused 
by the irresponsible Chinese Government. I was re
peatedly assured by the officials referred to that 
Japan had no territorial ambitions in China, that 
Japan v/as solicitous of the rights end interests of 
third parties and was earnestly endeavoring to pro
tect them and preserve the status quo, and, up until ' 
the end of 1938» that Japan intended to preserve 
the principle of the Open Door in China.

"I protested repeatedly against the in
discriminate bombing of non-military objectives 
which endangered the lives and properties of non- 
combatant Chinese and foreigners. A few of the more 
flagrant examples were the bombing and sinking of the 
U.S.S. Panay on the Yangtze, in which two American 
nationals were killed, and the machine-gunning of the 
small boat in which the Panay's captain and others 
were being taken ashore, the deliberate bombing of 
the U.S.S. Tutuila at Chungking, the reckless and 
wanton bombing of residential and business districts 
of Nanking after a totally inadequate warning had 
been given, the machine-gunning by a Japanese plane 
of five Americans while horseback riding within the 
International Settlement at Shanghai, the bombing of 
American-ovmed mission property in Tungpeh in which

1

i
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on American national (Phoebe Nyhus) was killed, the 
destruction by Japanese planes of a commercial 
pessenger plane belonging to the Chinese National 
Aviation Corporation (in which Pan-mnerlcan Airways 
had a large Interest) resulting in the loss of lives 
of a number of noncombatant passengers and the en
dangering of the life of the American pilot, the 
destruction by five Japanese planes of another 
properly marked Chinese Aviation Corporation com
mercial passenger plane, which had just landed at 
Chanyi and in which the American pilot was killed, 
the bombing and complete destruction of an American 
church at Chungking after eight previous bombings 
all of which had been made the subject of separate 
protests. The number of instances in which churches, 
schools and other American properties were repeatedly ' 
bombed and damaged could not but compel the conclusion 
that the attacks were intentional. Furthermore, in

I

most cases the Japanese had been furnished beforehand 
with maps on which had been marked the locations of 
the properties in question. In virtually all in- !

t

stances the Japanese Government disclaimed responsi- jj
bility on one pretext or another, claiming, among

j
other things, that the property was too close to a j
military objective or was used by Chinese forces j
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(which excuses were not Justified by facts brought 
out by investigations), or that the bomb release 
mechanism in the plane apparently did not function 
properly, or merely that a mistake had been made,

"In spite of my protests American business 
men and missionaries were prevented from returning 
promptly to Nanking even after hostilities in that 
area had ceased, as, for instance, when the Shanghai 
University property was evacuated by Japanese troops 
and the American missionary societies which owned the 
property were not permitted to immediately reoccupy 
it, even for the purpose of preventing its further 
deterioration. In refusing American nationals per
mission in such cases to return and resume business 
or protect and preserve their property, the excuse 
given was that peace and order had not been sufficient
ly restored. The lack of any basis for this excuse 
was usually illustrated by the presence of many 
Japanese merchants and their families in the areas 
in question.

"On July 7, 1934- I forwarded to the Japanese 
Ilinistry for Foreign Affairs an informal memorandum 
regarding the establishment by the authorities in 
Manchuria of a discriminatory petroleum selling monop
oly. Attention was invited to the fact that t h e _____
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cooperation and approbation of the Japanese Govern
ment in the project, vhlch would close the door in 
Manchuria to sales by .American oil companies of 
their products, would violate the principles of the 
Open ~v>or, to which Japan was committed, and which it 
had declared it would uphold, end, further, that the 
proposed project would contravene the provisions of 

I Article 3 of the Nine-Power Treaty of 1922 and theII
; explicit provisions of the Slno-American Treaty of 
! 1884. In a reply thereto dated august 2, 193*» the 
Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs stated that 

! since Manchukuo was an Independent state the question 
• was one concerning the American and Manchukuo Govern- 
I ments, and denied that contravention of any treaty 
J obligations by Japan was involved. I again addressed 
I an informal memorandum to the Japanese Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, pointing out thpt the project planned

t
i would unquestionably result in a monopoly prejudicial 
i to the treaty rights of American nationals and counter
I

: to the principles of the Open Door, and that since 
J plans therefor were being formulated with the concur- 
j rence and cooperation of Japanese nationals, the
I

! participation of quasi-official organizations such as 
j the South Manchuria Railway, and the assent or approval 
I of the Japanese Government, the carrying out of the
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project would be in contravention of Japan's treaty 
obllpatlons as well as of her unqualified assurances 
previously given to the American and other govern
ments.

"It was undeniable, of course, that Japan 
had assured maintenance of the Open Door policies in 
Manchuria even after the establishment of the so- 
called Independent regime of Manchukuo, for the 
maintenance of those policies had been promised 
in the speech of Count UCHIDA (then Minister for 
Foreign Affairs) before the Diet on august 25» 1932, 
and in the Japanese Government's public statement of 
September 15» 1932, Issued on the occasion of the 
recognition of Manchukuo. Moreover, the protocol 
between Japan and Menchukuo, of September 15, 1932 
itself was predicated upon observance by Menchukuo 
of International obligations applying to that ter
ritory, as shown by the second paragraph of the 
Preamble of the Protocol, reading*

"»""hereas Manchukuo has declared its 
intention of abiding by all international agreements 
entered into by China in so far as they are applicable 

to Kanchukuo,.* * *'
Consequently, on November 30, 1934 I delivered another 
memorandum to the Minister for Foreign Affairs
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reiterating my previous protests at establishment of 
the oil monopoly in Manchuria in violation of treaty 
obligations and assurances to the contrary, I had a 
long discussion vith Mr, HIR0T.A on the subject. He 
remarked that junericans were free to purchase stock 
in the petroleum company and that, therefore, the 
door was not being closed to them. The fact v/as, 
however, ns I informed him, that forty percent of the 
stock had already been issued to the South Manchuria 
Railv'ay, a quasi-official Japanese organization, 
twenty percent to the Government of Manchuria and 
forty percent to four Japanese companies. Mr. HIROTA 
said he thought we and the British were taking too 
legalistic an attitude. The discussion continued 
for half an hour, but the Minister’s arguments were 
specious, and it was obviously impossible for me to 
get anywhere.

"On April 10, 1935, the Japanese Minister 
for Foreign Affairs forwarded to me an answer to my 
note of November 30, 1934-♦ on the Manchurian oil 
matter, which consisted of a repetition of the prev
ious denials of Japan’s responsibility for the 
actions of the Government of Menchukuo. I communicated 
the contents thereof to the American Government, and, 
as instructed by the Secretary of State, advised the
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1

1! Japanese Foreign Minister, by note doted April 15,
i

; 2

1
1935» of the American Government1s refusal to recog-

!I
lI! 3 nize the contentions advanced by Japan, and of the !

4 I American view that the ultimate responsibility for
11i 4
i *

5 injury to American interests would rest upon Japan.
d ! I called on the Japanese Minister for Foreign
7 Affairs on April 16, 1935» to point out again the »

**“* a American view that Japan was violating its treaty i
i

9 obligations and also the assurances it had made on
10 prior occasions (identifying them specifically) that

1 it the principles of the Open Door would be maintained.
J2 wis only reply was that these assurances were con- i» *
13 ditioned upon recognition of Manchukuo by the
M interested pov/ers.
15
I ••On December 1, 1937 I registered with

16 i the Japanese Foreign Minister an objection to the ♦ i
►. » manifesto Issued by the Manchurian Government regard-

lng extra-territorial rights of foreigners other than

191
j

Japanese, and to the promulgation of a law under
20 i

i
22 !

which an American branch bank at Harbin hod been
advised to prepare to register and to appoint a <•

i

23 * representative and I called attention to the fact
i

24 ! that the extra-territorial rights of United States 1

25
nationals in Manchuria v/ere governed by treaties be- 1

i
tween the United States and China and that the law j

* •*
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1
by which the Manchurian Government sought to assert

2 jurisdiction over American nationals was in direct 11

3 contravention of American treaty rights. The Foreign

4 Minister's reply merely disclaimed any responsibility
1

5 on Japan's part for the acts of the Government of

6 Manchukuo.

7 "As in the case of the oil monopoly in

8 Manchuria, I protested frequently and strongly against
•

ir
9 the taking over of the Chinese Customs Administration *

to by the Japanese at Shanghai, Canton, Swatow and other
1

11 places, and the revision of customs regulations to
12 favor Japanese imports. I protested further in the t «

13 case of the seizure of the Salt Tex Administration.
14 I pointed out that large American end other foreign

t 15 loans had been secured against customs revenues and
16 salt tax revenues and that the United States and other

fc 17 nations had vital financial interests in the adminis-
IS trative integrity of the Chinese Maritime Customs and

*

19 the Salt administration and v/ere entitled to be con-
20 suited in connection with any change in regulations
21 or procedure or diversion of revenues. These protests A

22 {
v/ere, like all others, to no avail, the Japanese For- j

23 eien Minister and other officials claiming that the j
24 steps token v/ere required by military necessity and by
25

1
the fact that Chinese officials would not cooperate. »»

( ....
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‘•Other specific instances when assurances 
which were later violated were given to the American 
Government, through me or in statements issued to the

I
press by the Japanese Government for publication, 
were the followings

"(1) On April 2?, 193* the Japanese Foreign 
I Minister (IiIROTA) assured me personally that Japan had jI t
; no intention whatever of seeking special privileges j
j i
j in China, of encroaching upon the territorial and J
I administrative integrity of China, or of creating j
Î *
i difficulties for the bona-fide trade of other countries J ! ' ; 
i in China. He further stated that there was no intention j
! !j or desire on the part of Japan to claim a privileged j
« position in derogation of the rights and responsibilities {
i î
- to which the signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty were
I entitled, and that the policy of Japan was complete j
observance and support of the provisions of the Nine-

! Power Treaty in every respect. I observed to him that
the American Government and people would be less impressed

I

by statements of policy than by more concrete evidence.
"(2) On September 1, 1937 the Vice-Minister 

jfor Foreign Affairs (HORINOUChl), in a radio broadcast 
I to the United States, defended Japan{s actions in China
jon the ground of China's anti-Japanese acts and asserted
j
; that Japan’s intentions were peaceful; he stated that
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the ultimate object of the current hostilities in 
North China and Shanghai was the realization of a state 
permitting genuine cooperation between the two countries; 
and declared that the Japanese forces in China had not 
been sent there for aggressive purposes and that Japan 
had no territorial designs. Mr. HORINOUCHI’s radio 
address was similar to speeches subsequently made in 
the Diet by the Foreign Minister (HIROTA) and the Prime 
Minister (KONOYE).

11 (3) On February 17, 1939, in an interview 
with the Minister for Foreign (ARITA), I reminded him 
of his governments previous statements to the effect 
that Japan had no territorial ambitions in China; I 
called his attention to the recent occupation of Hainan 
Island by Japanese forces;and I asked for an expression 
as to the intentions of the Japanese Government in 
connection with the occupation of the island in view of 
the fact that there were numerous American residents 
and substantial American missionary and educational 
properties on the island. The Minister replied that the j

tpurpose of the occupation was to strengthen the blockade j 
of the South China coast and to hasten the suppression j 
of the Chiang Kai- flick regime; he repeated the former 
statements of the Japanese Government that Japan had no 
territorial ambitions in China and added that the
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occupation 'will not go beyond military necessity,*
"(4) On April 15, 1940 the Foreign Minister 

(ARITA), on being questioned by newspapermen concerning 
Japan*s position with regard to the possible involvement 
of the Netherlands in the European war and its 
repercussions in the Netherlands East Indies, stated 
that 'the Japanese Government can not but be deeply 
concerned o/er any development accompanying an aggravatior 
of the war in Evxope that may affact the status q u o  of 
the Netherlands East Indies,*

"‘.In July, 1941 the rapanese Foreign Minister 
assured me that Japan had not so far considered the 
possibility of joining the hostilities against Russia, 
During that month I had forwarded to the Japanese 
Prime Minister a memorandum expressing the hope of the 
United States Government that there was no truth in the 
reports that Japan intended to enter upon hostilities 
against Russia, referring to contemporaneous statements 
of responsf.ble Japanese officials that Japan desired to 
maintain and preserve peace in the Pacific area. The 
reply thereto, which came from the Japanese Foreign 
Minister, recited that maintenance and preservation of 
peace in the area of the Pacific had always been the sincere 
and genuine desire of the Japanese Government which had 
consistently contributed earnest efforts toward

It

4' 
u.
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achieving that purpose and that Japan had not so far 
considered the possibility of joining the hostilities 
against the Soviet Union*

"During 1938 the establishing of a new order 
in East Asia began to be mentioned* The Prime Minister 
and the Foreign Minister referred to the extension 
of the campaign in China from Manchuria to North China 
and thence into Central and South China and expressed 
the hope for the emergence of a new regime in China 
cooperative with Japan, repeating, however, the customary 
assurances of intention to continue the policies of the 
Open Door and to protect the rights and Interests of 
third powers. Later the Foreign Minister indicated that 
the hostilities in China would go on to a finJGàh; that 
no dealings would be had with General Chiang Kai-shek 
even if he should sue for peace; and (significantly) 
that since the main purpose of the campaign was to make 
possible economic and social cooperation of China and 
Japan, it was a »small matter* whether the territory 
was Chinese or Japanese, and that China should be 
powerful enough to put itself in order before extra- i 
territoriality and unequal treaties could be abolished 
in that country. Then, in November, 1938, the Japanese 
Foreign Office, in announcing the fall of Canton and 
three Wuhan cities, stated »all vital areas of China

«k T

i I
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I

have thus fallen into our hands,* No mention was 
made of the rights or interests of third parties, the 
statement merely expressing Japan's confidence that 
other powers would adapt their attitude to the new condit
ions prevailing in East Asia, The Japanese poeple were 
cautioned, however, that these victories would not bring 
an era of peace but rather that since Japan was entrusted 
with the task of constructing a new Far East * the 
actual fighting has just started,* By the end of 1940 
the idea of a new order in East Asia had progressed 
and developed to the point where the Japanese Government 
openly admitted it was determined to secure for Japan 
the position in 'greater East Asia including the South 
Seas' to which it considered itself entitled as a result 
of its growth as a first-class power in the modern world, 
and which would remove the territorial and economic 
restrictions previously hampering it.

"In making the representations, protests and 
objections on behalf of the American Government, as 
heroin set forth, I was always dealing with the Japanese 
individual or individuals who, as the official records 
of the Japanese Government will chow, wore filling the 
indicated civil office in the Japanese Government at 
that time. In most cases I took up the matter in 
question with the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs;
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1 some were referred to the Vice-Minister for Foreign
2 Affairs, and some to responsible subordinate officials
3 of the Foreign Ministry; and a few cases were referred
4 ! to the Prime Minister. The matters herein related con-

»

5 : stitute o small, but representative, proportion of all
6 : those which occurred during my Ambassadorship. At the
J

end of 1938 over 400 separate protests had been filed
8 'I by me and the number of instances of depredations 
9 against American property, discriminations against

1 0  I
American business men, and endangering of American lives

11 :
j by the Japanese in China was steadily increasing and

121
continued to do so until the end of my term as Ambassador
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/s/"Joseph Clark Grew.”
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With the permission of the Tribunal, we now 
wish to offer in evidence I. P. S. document No. 2007B, 
which is an excerpt from the testimony of former 
Secretary of State, Cordell Hull, given before the 
United States Congressional Committee for the In
vestigation of the Pearl Harbor Incident, and we ask 
that this be Identified as an exhibit in the prose
cution's testimony.

THE PRESIDENT} Mr. Logan.
NR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, we

are not making any objections to the introduction 
of this document, but we do wish to point out that 
the prosecution*8 excerpts of the prepared statement 
which Secretary Hull gave before the Committee —  
that this prepared statement covered a period up to 
and including December 7, 1941» but that the prosecu
tion is only offering that part of the statement up 
to June 21, 1941; and it does not Include any of the 
answers which Secretary Hull gave to questions which 
were asked him before the Committee.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH: If your Honor please, I object

to the matter which appears on the first page, because 
It is too remote. It goes back to 1895, 1905, 191®, 
and 1915, and if we have to answer for the Russian-
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1 Japanese War, we will Just have to fight that all

2 over again, and this case will never come to an end.

3 MR. HARDIN: Mr. President, as to Mr. Logan*s

4 objection, you nay recall that request was made ~

5 application was made for the right to present ex-
6 cerpts, and the defendants asked for additional, \
7 and we have supplied them by due processing with all

#  8 the additional that they asked for.
9 As to Mr. Smith*s objection, that is Just
10 briefly some of the background and history whish has
11 some effect, however remote, upon the relations be-
12 tween the countries involved in this inquiry.

»

13 THE PRESIDENT: Of course, we nay discover
14 upon considering these various statements that there •
15

is much in them that is not properly evidence before
16

us. I would not care to say that what happened in
Ç. 17

I8 9 5  was relevant to any issue. The objection is not
IS

overcome by calling it background. However, we are
19
20 not in a position Just now to undertake a revision of

21 these various documents which contain, perhaps,

22 statements which are not proper —  which cannot

23 properly be regarded as evidence. 1,
24 In Mr. Stimson’s affidavit there are con- j

25 elusions there that we are not going to be bound by

simply because he draws them. Well, of course, the

.. +
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Court «111 pay regard only to such matters as are 
properly evidence directed to the Issues, and will 
disregard other matters*

The statement of Kr. Hull Is admitted on 
the usual terras.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No* 2007B will be given exhibit No. 1106.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was given exhibit No, 1106 and 
received In evidence.)

MR. HARDIN: We read prosecutions exhibit
No. 1106:

'EXCERPTS FROM TESTIMONY OF SECRETARY OF 
STATE HULL GIVEN BEFORE THE JOINT CONGRESSIONAL 
COMMITTEE ON THE INVESTIGATION OF THE PEARL HARBOR 
ATTACK.

"pp. 1076 to 1083.
"I. BACKGROUND of 1941 CONVERS/TIONS.
"The Japanese proposal for conversations 

was directed toward the conclusion of an agreement 
between Japan and the United States relating to the 
Far East. It was made early in 1941. Before ac
cepting or rejecting this proposal, the President 
and I gave the subject thorough consideration against 
the background of such factors as Japan's record of



international aggression, her record of duplicity
«

in international dealings, the sharp divergence 
between the policies traditionally and currently 
pursued by Japan and by the United States, and the 
current situation in the Far East, in Europe, and 
in the United States*

"A. Japan's Record of Aggression:
"The President and I had to bear in mind 

and to take into account Japan’s past record of 
aggression and the trend of contemporary developments 
in the Far East.

'■Alsoî-t from the outset of Japan's emergence 
as a modern state she had been pursuing a policy of 
military aggrandisement. For the most part, except 
during certain brief periods when forces of modera
tion appeared to be in the ascendancy, the intervals 
between one aggressive step and the next were but 
periods of consolidation.

"In 1895) following Japan's successful wart
against China', Japan annexed Formosa’and tried unsuc
cessfully to establish a foothold in Manchuria.

"In 1905, after the Russo-Japanese war,
Japan established horself securely in Manchuria by 
acquiring a lease of the Kwantung territory and 
ownership of the South Manchuria Railway. At that
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time Japan also acquired southern Sakhalin.
"In 1910 Japan annexed Korea after years 

of encroachment by pressure and Intrigue.
"In 1915 Japan took advantage of the pre

occupation of her European allies with the war 
against Germany to present to China the notorious 
Twenty-one Demands.

"At the end zï the first World Iter Japan 
participated In the Washington Conference of 1921-22 
and became a party to the treaties concluded there. 
Among those treaties was the Nine-Power Treaty 
relating to principles and policies concerning China. 
That treaty envisaged the creation of conditions 
designed to provide the fullest and most unembarrassed 
opportunity to China to develop and maintain for her
self an effective and stable government. Japan 
pledged herself to the policies of self-restraint 
toward China on which the Nine Power Treaty rested.

"In 1928, however, following the advent
of the Cabinet of General TAN1KA In 1927, Japan

>
adopted a so-called •‘positive* policy toward China 
under which It manifested an Increasing disposition 
to Intervene in China's internal affairs.

"In I93I Japan invaded Manchuria and 
subsequently established there a puppet regime under
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1 the name of 'Manchukuo.' By that action, which 
was a flagrant violation of the Nine-Power Treaty, 
Japan broke completely away from the policy of 
cooperation agreed upon in the Washington Con
ference treaties.

"I recalled how early in 1934- I welcomed 
an approach by the Japanese Government in the form 
of a note (February 21, 1934) by Mr. HIROTà , the 
Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs, in which he 
stated that he firmly believed that no question 
existed between the United States and Japan 'that 
is fundamentally incapable of amicable solution.'
In my rej^y (March 3» 1934) I concurred in that 
view and emphasised our Government's belief in 
adjustments of questions by pacific processes.

"Only a short time after that exchange of 
notes, however, Japan again unmasked the baslt 
purpose of aggression consistently adhered to by 
powerful policy-making elements in Japan. On 
April 17, 1934 the Japanese Foreign Office spokes
man gave out a truculent official statement known 
as the 'hands off China' statement. In that state
ment Japan made clear a purpose to compel China to 
follow Japan's dictate and to permit other countries 
to have relations with China only as Japan allowed*«

'i
S

I
I

• _ ..
*



"On December 29, 1934 Jan.'-n gave formal 
notice of its intention to withdraw at the end of 
1936 from the Naval limitation Treaty signed at 
’ rshington on February 6, 1922. That notice was 
arothor clear and significant move in the direction 
of a courso of conquest. Following the giving of 
that notice, Japan proceeded energetically to in
crease her armaments, -preparatory to launching her 
invasion in China.

"About that time Japan entered into con
versations 'with Nazi Germany which resulted in the 
conclusion by the two countries, on November ?5,
1936, of the Anti-Comintern Pact. In 1937 Italy 
adhered. 1-hilc the Pact was ostensibly for self- 
protection against communism, rcto.ally it was a 
preparatory move for subsequent measures of forceful 
expansion by the bandit nations —  the first stop 
in the creation of the so-called 'Axis.1

"In July 1937, Japan deliberately took ad
vantage of n minor incident between Chinese and Ja
panese forces at a point near Peiping and began 
flagrantly to invade China on a huge scale. She 
poured into China immense armios which spread fan- 
line over great areas, including industrial and other 
key centers. These armies raped, robbed, murdered,
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barbarous were the outrages in Nanking following 
occupation of that city by Japanese military on 
December 13, 1937.

"On December 1 2 , 1937 Ja p a n e se  a i r c r a f t  

bombed and san k  the  U. S*. S .  Pana y  in the Y a n g tz e  

R iv e r ,

"To g a in  p u b lic  su p p o rt In  Ja p a n  f o r  i t s  

program  o f  m i l i t a r y  e x p a n s io n , s lo g a n s  were used  su ch  

a s  't h e  new o rd e r  In  G re a te r  E a s t  A s ia *  and 'E a s t  

A s ia  C o - P r o s p e r it y  S p h e re .*  The U n ite d  S t a t e s  and 

o th e r  c o u n t r ie s  were ch a rge d  w ith  a tte m p tin g  to  

choke J a p a n 's  d eve lo p m e n t.

" In  A u g u st and Septem ber 1940 Ja p a n  w ith  

German a s s is t a n c e  e x to rte d  an agreem ent from  V ic h y  

F ra n c e  under w h ich  Ja p a n e se  tro o p s  moved in t o  

n o rth e rn  X n d o -C h in a .

" In  Septem ber 1940 Ja p a n  e n te re d  in t o  th e  

T r i p a r t i t e  P a c t  w ith  Germany and I t a l y .  T h a t a l l i a n c e  

was aimed d i r e c t l y  a t  the U n ite d  S t a t e s .  I t  was de

s ig n e d  to  d is c o u r a g e  the U n ite d  S t a t e s  from  t a k in g  

adequate  m easures o f  s e lf - d e f e n s e  u n t i l  b o th  Ja p a n  

and Germany had com pleted t h e i r  program s o f  co n q u e st  

in  A s ia  and E u ro p e , when th e y  c o u ld  tu rn  on the  

U n ite d  S t a t e s  th e n  s ta n d in g  a lo n e .

"On O cto b e r 4 ,  1940 P re m ie r KONOYE

/
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was quoted by the press in a statement on the 
Tripartite Pact as having said in part:

"’If the United Spates refuses to under-
«

stand the real intentions of Japan, Germany and 
Italy and continues persistently its challenging 
attitude and acts • • • those powers will he 
forced to go to war. Japan is now endeavoring to 
adjust Russo-Japanese political and economic 
teintions and will make every effort to reduce 
friction between Japan and Russia. Japan is now

%
engaged in diplomatic maneuvers to Induce Russia, 
Britain and the United States to suspend their 
operations in assisting the Chiang regime.

"B. Japan's Reeord of Duplicity:
"The President and I also gave thought to 

the fact that Japan had a long record of duplicity 
in international dealings. This duplicity was due 
largely to the fact that the Japanese military 
were a law unto themselves and consistently over
rode commitments which civilian Japanese had given.

"In 1904, Japan guaranteed Korea's in
dependence and territorial integrity. In 1910, 
Japan annexed Korea.

"In I9O8, Japan pledged with the United 
States to support the independence and integrity of
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1 China and the principle of equal opportunity there.
In 1915, Japan presented to China the notorious 
•twenty-one demands.*

"In 1918, Japan entered into an inter-allied 
arrangement whereby forces, not exceeding above
7,000 by any one power, were to be sent to Siberia to 
guard military stores which might be subsequently 
needed by Russian forces, to help the Russians in 
the organization of their own self-defense, and to 
aid the evacuating Czechoslovakian forces in 
Siberia, The Japanese military saw in this enter
prise an opportunity, in which they were eventually 
unsuccessful, to annex eastern Siberia and sent more 
than 70,000 troops.

"In the Nine-Power Treaty of 1922, Japan 
agreed to respect China's sovereignty, independence, 
and territorial and administrative integrity. Japan 
also agreed to use its influence to establish the 
principle of equal opportunity there. Japan1s whole 
course in China since 1931 of military occupation 
and economic domination was in violation of those 
pledges.

"On November 21, 1932, Mr• MATSUOKA. then 
Japanese delegate to the J»eague of Nations, said:
•7/e want no more territory. ' By the end of 1932
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Japanese forces had occupied the whole of Manchuria 
and In subsequent years they moved southward and 
westward occupying a vast area of China.

"On July 27, 1937, Prince KONOYE, then 
Japanese Premier, said 'In sending troops to North 
China, of course, the Government has no other I
purpose, aw was explained In Its recent statement, 
than to preserve the peace of East Asia.' In 
order to 'preserve the peace of East Asia,'
Japanese forces for four years had carried war
fare and suffering over the greater part of China. ji

"On October 28, 1937, the Japanese Foreign |
i

Office said, 'Japan nefer looks upon the Chinese peo- j 
pie as an enemy • • Japan showed its friendly feel
ing for China bv bombing Chinese civilian populations, 
by burning Chinese cities, by making millions of 
Chinese homeless and destitute, by mistreating and 
killing civilians, and by acts of horror and 
cruelty. "

»i
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'•On April 15, 1940, Mr. ARITA, then Japanese 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, said the ’Japanese 
Government cannot but be deeply concerned over any 
development ... that may affect the status quo of 
the Netherlands East Indies*. Following the occu
pation of the Netherlands by Germany that spring,
Japan sent a Commercial Commission to the Indies 
which asked concessions so far reaching that, if 
granted, they would have reduced the Indies practic
ally to a Japanese oolony.

'*After the outbreak of Japan’s undeclared 
war against China in July, 1937, Japanese civilian 
leaders time and again gave assurances that American 
rights would be respected. Time and again the 
Japanese military acted in violation of those assur
ances. ,.

'•pp. 1084 - to 1088
"Time and again the Japanese gave assurances 

that American lives and property in China would bo 
respected. Yet there were reported in steadily 
mounting numbers cases of bombing of American property 
with consequent loss or endangering of American lives.

"Time and again the Japaneso gave assurances 
that American treaty rights in China would be respected, 
Unnumbered measures infringing those rights were put
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Into effect in Japanese occupied areas. Trado monop
olies were sot up, discriminatory taxes were imposed, 
American properties were occupied, and so on. In 
addition, American nationals were assaulted, arbitrarily 
detained, and subjected to indignities.

"C. Divergence between Japanese and 
American Policies:

"The President and I have very much in mind 
the fact that the United States and Japan had widely 
cifferont concepts and policies. We wont over the 
successive steps our Government had taken to in
fluence Japan to adopt peaceful policies.

"We recalled that Japan's action in 1931 
in embarking on a course of aggression, expansion 
by force and of disregard of treaties had ushered in 
an ever widening conflict between force of aggression 
and those desirous of maintaining peace. Our Govern
ment's opposition to Japan's course in Manchuria was 
set forth in a communic''tion addressed by the then 
Secretary of State, Mr. Stimson, to the Japnnoso 
Government on January 7, 1931 — "

That is blurred. I can't make it out for

sure.
"— and in a further communication of 

February 25, 1935» to the Secretary General of the
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"On January 17, 1933 the President-elect, 
Mr. Roosevelt, mado clear his support of the 
principle of sanctity of international treaties by 
writing out, in reply to a question, a statement as 
follows:

" * I am ... wholly willing to make it 
clear that American foreign policies must uphold the 
sanctity of international treaties. That is the 
cornerstone on which all relations between nations 
must rest.'

"In his first inaugural address, on March 
4, 1933, President Roosevelt said that in the field 
of world policy he would dedicate this nation to 
the policy of the good neighbor —  ‘the neighbor who 
resolutely respects himself and, because ho does so, 
respects the rights of others —  the neighbor who 
respects his obligations and respects the sanctity 
of his agreements in and with a world of neighbors.*

"Thus in 1931-1933» while Japan was carrying 
forward its program of aggression, the American 
Government was moving stoadily ahead in advocacy of 
world support of sanctity of treaties and peaceful 

processes.
"On May 16, 1934 I had a general conversation

25
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with Japanese Ambassador 5AIT0, one of many conversations 
in which I endeavored to convinco the Japanese that 
their best interests lay in following policies of 
peace.

'•Throe days later I talked again with tho 
Japanese Ambassador. During the conversation tho 
Ambassador repeated the formula which his Government

#

had been putting forward publicly for some weeks to 
the effect that Japan had a superior and special 
function in connection with tho preservation of poaco 
in Eastern Asia. I brought to the Japanese Ambassa
dor’s attention the clear implications contained in 
the Japanese formula of tho intention on tho part of 
Japan to exercise an overlordship over neighboring 
nations and territories.

"On Juno 12, 1936 in a conversation with 
tho Japanoso Ambassador to Great Britain, I told 
tho Ambassador that tho impression of the American 
people was that Japan sought the economic domination 
first of Eastern Asia and thon of other areas such as 
it might select, and that this would ultimately 
mean political as well as military domination. I 
urged upon the /ambassador the benefit to Japan from 
its associating itself in a peaceful and constructive
program. it
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"Despite all our pleas ana efforts, Japan 
in July 1937 proceeded to invade China. Therefore, 
on July 16 the Government of the United States 
issued a statement of fundamental principles of 
international policy which was directed at rallying 
all Countries to the support of peaceful processes.

"In a further statement of August 23,
8:1937, I applied the principles of the July 16 

9 statement expressly to the situation in China. I 
io stated that the issues, in that situation, of 

concern to the United States went far beyond the 
immediate question of the protection of American 
nationals and American interests. Serious hostilities 
in any part of the world were of concern to all 

15 ! nations. Accordingly, I urged on both the Chinese
I
and Japanese Governments that they refrain from 
hostilities.

"On October 6, 1937 the American Government 
stated that the action of Japan in China was incon
sistent with the principles which should govern re
lationships between nations and was contrary to i 
the provisions of the Nine-Power Treaty and of the 
Briand-Kellogg Pact.

"In November 1937 the United States partici
pated with eighteen other nations in a conference
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held at Brussels to ’study peaceable neons of 
hastening the end of the regrettable conflict which 
prevails’ in the Far East. Tho conference was held 
in accordance with a provision of the Nino-Pov/or 
Treaty of 1922. Tho repeated refusals of the 
Japanese Government to participate in the conference 
effectively prevented efforts to bring about an 
end to tho conflict by mediation and conciliation.
On November 24 the conference suspended its sittings,

"pp. 1089
"On April 15, 1940 the Japanese Foreign 

Minister issued a statement disclosing an underlying 
purpose to extend Japanese control to tho South 
Seas regions, especially the Netherlands East Indies. 
On April 17 I took cognizance of that statement. I 
pointed out the importance of the Netherlands Indies 
in international relationships. I said that inter

vention in tho domestic affairs of the Netherlands 
Indies or any alteration of their status quo by 
other than peaceful processes v/ould be prejudicial 
to the cause of stability, peace, and security, not 
only in tho region of tho Netherlands Indies but 
in the entire Pacific area. I urged that peaceful 
principles be applied not only in every part of tho 
Pacific area but in every part of the world.”
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1 "p. 1090
"During the winter of 1940 and the spring 

of 1941 I had clearly in mind —  and I was explaining 
to members of Congress and other Americans with whom 
I came in contact —  that it was apparent that the 
Japanese military leaders were starting on a mission 
of conquest of the entire Pacific area west of a few 
hundred miles of Hawaii and extending to the South 
Seas and to India. The Japanese 'were out with 
force in collaboration with Hitler to establish a 
new world order, and they thought they had the power 
to compel all peaceful nations to come in under that 
new order in the half of the world they had arrogated 

I to themselves.II! "I was saying to those Americans that
beginning in 1933 I had commenced a systematic and 
consistently earnest effort to work out our relations 

j with Japan. I had been trying' to see whether it
I

was humanly possible to find any way to approach 
the Japanese and prevail on them to abandon this 
movement of conquest. V/e had been urging the 
Japanese to consider their own future from the 
standpoint of political, economic, and social aspects.

"p. 1092

"Tho President had an eye to the situation
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1 in the Far East when on January 6, 1941 in his 
address to Congress he declarot. that 'at no previous 
time has /.aerican security been as seriously 
threatened from without as it is today1. The 
President said that the whole pattern of democratic 
life had been blotted out in an appalling number of 
independent nations and that the assailants were 
still on the march threatening other nations, great 
and small.

"p. 1093.
'•On January 15, 1941, in a statement in 

support of the Lend-Lease Act before the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs in the House of Beüresentatives,
I said:

" 'It has been clear throughout that Japan 
has been actuated from the start by broad and 
ambitious plans for establishing herself in a 
dominant position in the entire region of the V/estern 
Pacific. Her leaders have openly declared their 
determination to achieve and maintain that position 
by force of arms and thus to make themselves master 
of an area containing almost one-half of the entire 
population of the world. As a consequence, they 
would have arbitrary control of the sea and trade 
routes in that region.' "
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"I pointed out that nonkind was faco to 
face with an organized, ruthless and implacable 
movement of steadily expanding conquests, and 
that control of the high seas by law-abiding nations 
•is the koy to the security of the Western Hemisphere»».

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you have just
finished part I; Wo will hear part II on Tuesday 
morning. We will adjourn until half-past nine on 
Tuesday morning.

(Whereupon, at l600, an adjournment 
was taken until Tuesday, 12 November, 1946, at 
0930.)

A
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gation of TCJO, Hideki 
dated 15 March 1946 10173

i *ïï 2512B 1119-A Extract therefrom 10173
j
j :
i
)
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!

1383E 1120 Telecram fron NOMURA to 
TOYODA dated 23 July 
1941 10175

4052G 1121 Telegran dated 24 July 1941 
fror: Ott to Berlin 10178

\
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!

847C 1122 Official Statement of the 
Japanese Bureau of In
formation dated 29 July 
1941 announcing Japan's 
Occupation of French 
Indo-China

i
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2502A 3123 Extracts fron the TOJO’s 
interrogation dated 13 
February 1946 10181

4167 1124 Parent document of TOJO’s 
interrogation dated 15 
February 3946 IOI83

4167B 1124-A Extract from ir.terrogat:rn 
of TO JO datc-d 1> July
1946 IOI83

1632\V(63) 1125 Certain views of the 
Defendants NAGANO and 
KIDO re vnr with the 
U. S. 10184

2495 1126 P.'rcnt document of inter- 
rosation of Osani NAGANO 
dated 21 March 1946 10187

2495-A 112 6-A Extracts therefrom 10187

2497 1127 Parent document of inter
rogation of Osani NAGANO 
dated 27 I larch 1946 IOI9I

2497A 1127-A Extracts therefrom 10191

2498 1128 Parent document inter
rogation of Shigetaro 
SHIIIADA on 23 January
1946 10193

2498b II28-A Extract therefrom 10193
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l632W(64) 1x29

16327/(66)

1457

2534

2535-i

1632W(67)

1632W(68)

2507

2507A

2509

1130

1131

1132

1133

1134

1135

1136

II36-A

1137

Description
Extract fror! Marquis 
KIDO's Diary d-ted 
2 August 1941

Entry fror: KIDO’s Diary 
dr'Cue* 7 Au. ust 1941

Telegram fro-.: NOMURA to 
Foreign Minister TOYODA 
dated lu August 1941

Certified Fross item showing 
that the Cabinet on 22 
Avrust 1941 approved National 
Co:., odity Mobilization Flan

Excerpt from the "Osaka Mainichi 
and the Tokyo "Nichi-Nichi" 
of 8 September 1941

Extract from KIDO’s Diary d~tcd
5 September 1941

Extract from ICCDO^ Diary dated
6 Gcptember 1941

Parent document of TOJO’s inter
rogation dated 23 February 
1946 10219

Extracts from the TOJO inter
rogation of 23 February 19-+6

Parent document of TOJO's
interrogation dated II March 
1946 10219

In

10196

10198

10202

10204

10213

10214

10215

IO219

2509A 1137-A Extract therefrom 10220
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1632V/(69) 1138 Entry fror- FIDO's Diary 
doted 11 September 1941 10222

1457B 1139 Tcl,.gn'’ .A'or NOMURA to 
TOYODA doted 12 September 
1941 IO223

2 546a 1140 Report of extract from the 
Tokyo Nichi-Nichi doted 
13 September 1941 re Labor 
Mobilization Plan 10228

1632V/(71) 1141 Extract from FIDO's Diary 
dated 26 September 1941 IO23O

l632V/(72) 1142 ditto 29 September 1941 IO23I

I632V/(75) 1143 ditto 7 October 1941 IO232

2593D-4 1144 Telegram from IIGI.FJRA to Tokyo 
dated G October 1941 (Port 1 
of 4) IO233

15-1 1145 Tclc'-rr. from NOMURA to Tokyo 
doted 8 October 1941 (Part 2 
of 4) IO234

16327/(76) 1146 Extract from FIDO's Diary 
dated 9 October 1941 10241

1632 v/(77) 1147 Extra c ~ from FIDOr s D ia ry 
dated 12 October 1941 10246

497A 1148 Facts Pertaining to the 
Resignation of the 3rd 
FOWOYE Cabinet IO25O

1632V/(78) 1149 Extract fror FIDO's Di^ry 
dated 12 October 1941 IO274

1632»7(79) II50 Entry from Marquis FIDO's 
Diary dated 15 October 1941 10275
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Tuesday, 12 Nover ber, 19^6

INTERNATIONAL ÜIIITaRY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FaR EaST 

Court Heure of the Tribunal 
:7ar Hinistry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal ret, pursuant to sdiournrent,
at 0930.

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, sere as before v.'ith the 

exception of the HO?'OR.»31S R. P. P..L, ??c' her fror 
I nr in , not ritt -.

For the Prosecution Section, sere as before. 
For the Defense Section, sare os before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation ras rede by the 
Language Section, II?TFE.)
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LAASHAL OP THE COURT: The International
Liilitary Tribunal for the Far East is ncv; in session.

THS PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
except OKAWä and H IRA DTJMA, who are represented by 
thejr respective counsel. I have a certificate from 
the Liedical Superintendent of Sugar.o Prison, cer
tifying that hIRANUMA is unable to attend today on 
account of illness. The certificate will be recorded 
and filed.

hr. Higgins.
HR. HIGGINS: With the permission of the

Tribunal, I shall conclude the reading of exhibit
1106.

THE PRESIDENT: This is hr. Hull's statement?
wR. KIGGIlvS: Yes, sir.
Beginning with the first complete paragraph 

on page 9 '.

"II. CONVERSATIONS AND DT IT, LOP IT, NTS F HI OR 
TO JULY 1941.

"On February 14-, 194-1 the President received 
the new Japanese Ambassador, Admiral NOUURA, in a spir
it of cordiality and said that they could talk candid
ly. He pointed out that relations between the United 
States and Japan were deteriorating and mentioned Jap
anese movements southward and Japanese entry into the
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Tripartite Agreement. The President suggested that 
the Ambassador might like to re-examine and frankly 
discuss with the Secretary of State important phases \

I

of American-Japanese relations. i
"On March 8, in my first extended conversa- ; 

tion with the Japanese Ambassador, I emphasised that ! 
the American people had become fully aroused over the 
German and Japanese movements to take charge of the 
seas and of the other continents for their own arbi- j 
trary control and to profit at the expense of the wel
fare of all of the victims.

"On March 14 the Japanese Ambassador saw 
the President and me. The President arreed with an 
intimation by the Ambassador that matters between our | 
two countries could be worked out without a military 
clash and emphasized that the first step would be re- i

I

moval of suspicion regarding Japan's intentions. With | 
the Japanese Foreign Minister MATSUOKA on his way to | 
Berlin, talking loudly, and Japanese naval and air j 

forces moving gradually toward Thailand, there was 
naturally serious concern and suspicion. j

"On April 16 T had a further conversation 
with the Japanese Ambassador. I pointed out that the 
one paramount preliminary question about which our 
Government was concerned was a definite assurance in



advance that the Japanese Government had the willing
ness and power to abandon its present doctrine of con
quest bv force and to adopt four principles which our 
Government regarded as the foundation upon which re
lations between nations should rest, as follows:

"(1) Bespcct for the territorial integrity 
and the sovereignty of each and all nations;

"(2) Sunport of the principle of non-inter
ference in the internal affairs of other countries;

"(3) Support of the principle of equality, 
including equality of commercial opportunity;

"(4) Non-disturbance of the status quo in 
the Pacific except as the status quo may be altered 
by peaceful means.

"I told the Japanese Ambassador that our 
Government was wiping to consider any proposa1 which 
the Japanese Government might offer such as would be 
consistent with those principles.

•'On Kay 1? the Japanese Ambassador presented 
a proposal for a general settlement. The essence of 
that proposal was that the United States should re
quest Chianp Kai-shek to negotiate peace with Japan, 
and, if Chianp should not accept the advice of the 
United States, that the United States should discontin
ue its assistance to his Government; that normal trade



relations between the United States and Japan should 
be resumed; and that the United States should help 
Japan acquire access to facilities for the exploita
tion cf natura], resources— such as oil, rubber, tin 
and nickel--in the southwest Pacific area. There were 
also other provisions which Tapan eventually dropped, 
calling for joint guarantee of independence of the 
Philippines, for the consideration of Japanese immi
gration to the United States on a lion-discriminatory 
basis, and for a joint effort by the United States and 
Japan to prevent the further extension of the European 
war and for the speedy .restoration of peace in Europe.

"The proposa], also contained an affirmation 
of Japan's adherence to the Tripartite Pact and a 
specific reference to Japan's obligations thereunder 
to come to the aid of any of the parties thereto if 
attacked by a power net at that time in the European 
war or in the Sino-Japancre conflict, other than the 
Soviet Union which was expressly excepted.

"The peace conditions which Japan proposed 
to o'fer China were not defined in clear-cut terms. 
Patient •exploring, however, disclosed that they in
cluded stipulations disguised in innocuous-sounding 
formulas whereby Japan would retain control of various 
strategic resources, facilities and enterprises in
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China and would acquire the right to station large 
bodies of Japanese troops, professedly for 'joint 
defense against Communism,' for an indefinite period 
in extensive key areas of China proper and Inner 
Mongolia,

"Notwithstanding the narrow and one-sided 
character of the Japanese proposals, we took them 
as a starting point'to explore the possibility of 
working out a brbad-gauge settlement, covering the 
entire Pacific area, along lines consistent with the 
principles for which this country stood.

"On May ]4, Mr. IIATSUOKA, the Japanese Min
ister of foreign Affairs, in the course of a conversa
tion with Ambassador Grow, said that both Prince 
KONOYE and he were determined that Japan's southward 
advance should be carried out only by peaceful means, 
'unless,' he added sirnificantly, 'circumstances ren
der this impossible.'

"In reply to the Ambassador's inquiry as to 
what circumstances he had in mind, Mr. IIATSUOKA re
ferred to the concentration of British troops in Ma
laya and other British measures. Y/hcn the Ambassador 
pointed out that such measures were of a defensive

, r
character, the Minister's reply was that those meas
ures were regarded as provocative by the Japanese
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public, v/hich might bring pressure on the Government 
to act.

"On î'ay 27, 19*1, President Roosevelt pro
claimed the existence of an 1 unlimited national emer
gency' and in a radio address on the same day he de
clared that our whole program of aid for the democ
racy s had been based on concern for our own security.
He warned of the conditions which would ( xist should 
Hitler be victorious.

"The President and I were sure that the 
proclamation would be noticed not only by Hitler but 
also by the Japanese war lords.

"On hay 28 T told the Japanese Ambassador 
that I had it in mind before massing from our informal 
conversations into any negotiations with Japan to talk 
out in strict confidence with the Chinese Government 
the general subi-ct natter involved In the proposals.

"During the next few weeks there were a 
number of conversations for the purpose of clarifying 
various points and narrowing areas of difference. We 
repeatedly set forth our attitude on these points—  
thc necessity of Japan's making clear its relation to 
the Axis in case the United Stat's should be involved 
in self-defense in the war in Europe; application of 
the principle of non-interference in the internal
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hensive agreement which would speak for itself as an j 
instrument of peace.

"The Japanese pressed for a complete reply 
to their proposals of I’ay 12. Accordingly, on June

iI21, the Ambassador was siven our views in the form of 17 t
t

a tentative redraft of their proposals. In that re- j
draft tĥ rc was suggested a formula which would make J
clear that Jaran was not committed to take action !

I
against the United States should the latter be drawn 
by self-defense into the European war. It was pro- | 
posed that a further effort be made to work out a sat- j

I

isfactory solution of the question of the stationing 
of Japanese troops in C:'ina and of the question of 
economic cooperation b? twe n China and Japan, "here 
also was eliminated any suggestion that the United 
States v'ould discontinue aid to the Chinese (Government. 
Various other suggested changes weproposed in the in
ter st of clarification for tia. purpose of harmonizing 
the proposed settlement with our stated principles.11
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1 iJR. HIGGINS: Mr. President, this documentI
2 concludes that part of our phase of the case dealing
3 with relations between the British Commonwealthi
4 * and the United States on the one hand and Japan on
5 the other, ending June 30, 1941*

i
6 Ur. John W. Fihelly, First Assistant United
7 I States Attorney for the District of Columbia, of the
« United States, will present the evidence dealingI
9 with the relations between July 1, 1941 and December
10 I
11
12 
13

Ili
15 1

16 
17
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20
21
22
23
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25

7, 1941.
THE PRESIDENT: Hr. Fihelly.

■ UR. FIHELLY: Mr. President and Members of
the Tribunal, we now treat the phase of our period 
covering American, British and Japanese relations 
from 1 July 1941 to and including the Pearl Harbor 
attack on 7 December 1941.

Our evidence will show that all Imperial 
Conferences were preceded by Liaison Conferences 
where preliminary decisions were made on matters of
important national policy.

It has already been shown by one of Mr.
Hardin's introductory documents, IPS document No. 
1699, Court exhibit No. 1103, that six Liaison Con
ferences were hold immediately following Germany's 
attack on Russia of Juno 22nd.i
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A Liaison Conference was lie Id the very next 
day after the German attack on Russia, namely on j

June 23rd, and other Liaison Conferences followed 
on Juno 25th, 26th, 2?th, 28th, and 30th.

Following those six Liaison Conferences, an 
Imperial Conference was held on July 2nd, this being 
the first of the four important Imperial Conferences 
of the year.

I now offer in evidence IPS document Iio.
I

1855,• which gives the names of those who attended !
this and later Imperial Conferences of 1941 which vo ,

iwill come to in their order of date.
iiR» LOGAN; If the Tribunal please, we obe- 'I

ject to the introduction of this document, on the 
ground that it appears on its face that it was made j 
on recollection, apparently, only, of the Director J 

of General Affairs, Central Liaison Office. All
i

the records of the conferences were destroyed in air f
;

raids, and it is quite apparent chat he is guessing j
ias to who was present at these various conferences, 

because he stated in his own affidavit that in ;
many cases certain of these men were there, and he I
doesn't set forth just what investigation v/as made 
or what documents were seen In order to ascertain who 
v/as actually present at these conferences, which were, (



as you know, very important conferences.
THE PRESIDER!' : Lr. Blevrett.
MR. BLËWEÏT: I would like to include jn

that objection also, your honor, demand for the wit
ness for cross-examination, unless the prosecution is j 
going to put him on. 1

THE FRESiDHi.T: What hr. Logan says, of
course, goes to weight only and not to admissibility.
The destruction of the documents reduces the pro-

I

bativo value of th, evidence, but does net destroy !
I

its value. Short of calling the witness, it re- '

presents the best evidence available, as I und rstand ^
the position. The document is really admissible, but !
whether the person responsible —  rhat is his name? '

iAIR. FIHELLY: Mr. IGUCHI. II
THE PRESIDENT: —  is a matter upon which my j♦

colleagues will have to decide. They may think ho !
i

ought to bo called if he is in Tokyo. !
(Whereupon, the President conferred j

with the lumbers on the Eench.) !
j

Ti-.E PRESIDENT: The majority of the Court ;
think that the person making the statement should j
be called, because of the gr^at importance attached j
to what he says, sc th<- defense' objection to the j
statement is overruled, but their application that the ;
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witness be- called is upheld.
You nay proceed with the rending of the 

statement, but he must be called for cross-examina
tion.

Admitted on the usual terms.
CLELK CF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

Wo. 1855 will receive exhibit Wo. 1107.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
Lio. 1107 and received in evidence.)

LIh. FIHELLY: This document, exhibit Wo. 1107,
shows that the following individuals were present at 
the Imperial Conference of July 2, 1941:

KONOYE, frime Minister; MATSUOKA, foreign 
Minister; TOJO, 'Jar Minister; OKAWA, Wavy Minister,
KAY:ADA, Finance Minister; SUZUKI, President of Plan
ning Board; HIRANUMA, Home Minister; SUGIYAMA, Chief 
of Army General Staff; NAGANO, Chief of Naval General 
Staff; TOMITA, Chi-jf Secretary of the Cabinet; OKA, 
Director of Military Affairs Bureau, Wavy Ministry; 
TSOKADA, Vice-Chief of Army General Staff; HONDO,

I
Vico-Chief of Naval General Staff; KARA, President 
of the Frivy Council.

MR. FIHELLY: As the July 2nd Imperial 
Conference was the first of the four Imperial

I
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Conferences of 1941, and the national policies de
cided upon had a direct bearing on the other three 
that followed, and cn what the evidence will show 
to be, the aggressive wars that followed, we now 
refer to, because of its importance and, particularly, ! 
call the Court's attention to the provisions of Pro- I 
secution Exhibit Wo. 538, a document which was found 
at the Foreign Ministry, which gives information as 
to the national policies agreed on and the decisions 
made at the Imperial Conferences of 1941.

As to the July Pnd Imperial Conference, this
document shows, that with rtussia now at war with ;!
Germany, and with the pressure off from the north, !

I
Japan speedily moved southwards to French Indo-Ghinc 
to carry out the national policies decided on at 
that first Imperial Conference. Our evidence will 
also show that Japan, with each step, prepared for j 
war with the United States and Great Britain, should 
those countries in any way interfere with her plans 
in that respect.

.-.s shown by this exhibit, there were three 
policies decided on at the Imperial Conference of 
July 2nd. Briefly, they were that:

i
(1) Regardless of any change in the international! 

situation, Japan will adhere to the principle of •
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establishing a "Greater East Asia Co-xrosperity 
Sphere," --

lih. LOGAiI; If the Tribunal please, I don't 
know whether the prosecution is giving evidence here 
or making a summation or opening statement, or just 
what it is. I believe the opening statement has 
already been made for this phase.

i

iI!

24
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Ti Vi.', PRESIDENT : He has been making some con
necting reraises between documents. He is nov; read
ing part of exhibit 588. If the transcript is to 
constitute intelligible reading something of the 
sort must be done that has been done. But I repeat jI
that we want counsel to say no more than is abso
lutely necessary to meet that one purpose, to con- *
nect what they are saying and reading.

MR. FIHELLY: I may say to Mr. President
I

and Members of the Tribunal, that what I am doing j
here is just taking tK- very meat from the exhibit, j
rather than repeating and rereading it all. !

THE PRESIDENT: It would be better to read j
the material parts of this very important and not :
over-long document.

MR. FIHELLY: Kr. Fresident, I will proceed
with another document in the meantime, because I do
not have the original or a copy here, I just have ;

!
the descriptive remarks connected with it. j

MR. BROOKS: Mr. President, if the Tribunal i
iplease, I notice in this list of members there is an !

OIKAV/A, and he pronounced it OKAV'A. That is not the j
accused, 0KAÏÏA; that is a different spelling, and I I
would like to call the Court's attention to it, if *

i
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you please.
THE PRESIDENT: We have not been misled.
MR. FIHLLLYi As also showing that an 

Imperial conference was held on July 2, and the pur
pose for which it was held, we now offer in evidence 
International Prosecution document 1632EE, which is 
an extract from the KIDO diary dated July 2, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms
CLEF. F OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632EE will receive exhibit No. 1108.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to1was, marked prosecution*s 
exhibit No. 1108 and received in evidence.)

I®. FIHELLY (Reading):
"At 10 A.M., Imperial Conference was held in 

I the Imperial Palace, and the national policy to 
. cope with the new situation accompanying the out- 
j break of the Russo-German War was decided."

2Ü j Paragraph four: "At 1 P.IvT. Prince KONOYE
! called me at my officer00m, and we talked. He said21
that he found it difficult to understand the trueO "• I
intention of Foreign Minister MATSUOKA."

2o
And the next and last paragraph: "From 2

0r, ' to 3 PM, was received in audience by the Emperor, and

14
if

16

*1I
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I

II
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I

I
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v/ps told about the propres? of the Imperial Conference. 
At 3:20 P.R., made .arrangements with the chief aide-de- 
camp for the establishment of the Imperial General 
Headquarters within the Imperial Court and for the 
Trperial visit to KAYATA."

Now, with respect to exhibit 588, a copy 
of which I now have bofor«- mo, Hr. President and 
Members of the Tribunal —

THE PRESIDENT : Hoad fror the document.
Don't attempt your own precis of it, Mr. Fihelly; 
otherwise you will have trouble from the defense.

MR. FI’IbLLY: Document 1652, page 1, this
being exhibit 588:

"R: solutions Concerning the Japanese- 
American Negotiations Adopted Through 
the Conferences in the Imperial Presence."

THE PRESIDENT: Now you arc going to dc-al
with tin first conference, I understand.

m .  FIHELLY: That is right.
THE PRESIDENT: For the tire being read only

so ruch as bears on that, and don't make a precis.
MR. FIHELLY (Reading): "Through the

Imperial conference on July 2, 1941."
Resolution adopted through the Imperial 

conferences of that date.
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1 ! "A summary of the Empire's POLICY according
2 to the changes in th ' situation.
' "I PRINCIPLE.
4 "a. Regardless of any change in the international
5 . situation, Japan will adhere to the principle of

-stafclishing a 'Creates East Asia Co-prospc.rity 
Sphere,' and accordingly contribute to the sstablish-

8
ment of world-p*:ac>. .

9
"b. Japan will continue th-. disposition of the

TO
Chinese Incident and will st ,n up the Southward

U
advance in order to establish for herseif a basis12
for self-exist^nc. and self-dcfcns^. The Northern

1
I problems will be dealt with according to the changes M i

in the situations.15 :
"c. Japan will remove all obstacles for theu,,

J7■ achievement of the foregoing purpose.
"Il SUTKARY.I h

, "a. In order to hasten the surrender of Chiang's* y —
20• Regime, further pressure through the Southern
2 1 regions will be strengthened to the changes in the
22 situations, we shall execute our rights of war against 
2:,' the Chunking Regime at the proper tire, and shall
m  confisent*: the enemy concessions in China.
25 "b. For t1-*«. sa1'3 of her self-existance and self-
' defense Japan will continue necessary diplomaticI • . . . .
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negotiations with relevant nations in the Southern 
regions and will also promote other necessary 
measures. For this purpose we shall make preparations 
for a war with Britain and the United States. First, 
wo shall accomplish tho execution of our schemes 
against French lndo-China and Thailand following the 
’Principle Folicy toward French Indo-China and 
Thailand,’ and ’Matters concerning tho Promotion of 
our Southern Policy,' thereby stabilizing our 
structure for the Southern advance. In order to 
achieve the above-irmntioned purpose, Japan will not 
hesitate to have a war with Britain and the United 
States.
"c. Though the spirit of the tripartite axis will 
form the keynote of our attitude toward the German- 
Soviet War, we shall not intervene for a while, but 
take voluntary measure? by secretly preparing arms 
against the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, diplomatic 
negotiations will be continued with detailed pre
cautions; and should the conditions of the German- 
Soviet war progress favourable to Japan we shall 
execute arms to solv̂ . the northern problems, thereby 
securing stability in the Northern regions.
"d. In the accomplishment of the above, all measures, 
especially in the case of execution of arms, must be
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decided so that th-jre will bo no groat difficulty 
in maintaining our basic posture for a war with 
Britain and the United States.
"e. Ve shall do our utmost in preventing the United 
States participation in the War through diplomatic 
measures in the prearranged programmes, and every 
other possible way, but in case she should participate, 
Japan will act according to the Tripartite Pact.
However, the tire and method of military action v/ill 
be decided independently.
"f. We shall shift promptly to the complete stabilize-! 
tion of internal war-time structures, particularly we | 
shall strive for the stabilization of national defense.

As to the definite- measures we shall decide j
separately." •

And that is all, Hr. President and j
Members of the Tribunal, from that document to bo !
road at this time. j

7’e shall have occasion, Hr. President 
and Members of the Tribunal, to refer to many extracts | 
of interrogations of the defendant TOJO, and wc j
accordingly offer at this time International Prosecu- ! 
tion document 2731? which is a group certification of 
the interrogations of the defendant TOJO on various |
dates sot forth in the certification, during January, '

i

i
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February and March of this year. The certification 
is the sane as the individual certifications which 
have been heretofore used, and only differs in that 
it is a group certification.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terns.

CLERK OF THE COURT : Prosecution’s document
2731 will receive exhibit No. 1109.

OVhercupon, the document above re
ferred to was narked prosecution's 
exhibit No. 1109 and received in ovidenc;.)

I
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Î/IR. FIHELLY: To show that. the defendant
TOJO, as Minister of r/ar, called the first Imperial 
Conference of July 1941, and to give his version of 
why it was called and who attended it, we now offer 
in evidence International Prosecution Document 2f02-B, 
which is an extract from the TOJO interrogation of 
February 13 of this year, pages 8 and 9.

THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Blewett.
MR. BLEWETT: If the Court please, I under

stand the prosecution is not going to offer the full 
statement in evidence or even for identification, 
but simply read excerpts, and in some of these ex
cerpts are just one or t-.vo questions and answers.

THE PRESIDENT: The parent cocument should
be tendered for identification as hitherto.

16 MR. 3LEV/ETT: The reason I make the statement
17

IS
19

20 
21

i
22
23
24 I

25 I

sir, is bocause in many places afton one or two days' 
interrogations the witness has gone back to certain 
questions and explained them more fully*, and if these 
excerpts just simply show the one question and nnswer 
it is not a complete answer.

THE PRESIDENT : You will have to sneak with
the utmost simplicity; otherwise you will have every
thing translated twice into Japanese.

Speak into the microphone, speak slowly,



speak clearly.
Mr. Blowstt, as the Tribunal has frequently 

pointed out, "pu v*ill be at liberty to tender later 
when the defense are giving evicence, such quer4-loan 
and answers as are omitted by the orosecution. That 
is all I can say at this stage.

The document is admitted on the usual terms. 
But the parent document, if I may call it such, must 
be tendered for identification.

MR. FIH3LLY: Wo offer the parent document
for identification and ask that this extract be 
marked as an exhibit.

CLERK OF TnE COURT : Prosecution’s document
No. 2502 will receive exhibit No. 1110 for identifi
cation only, .ana the excerpt therefrom, to-'vit, 
document No. 25C2-3, will receive exhibit Ko. 1110-A.

("»hereupon, prosecution’s oocum nt 
No. 2502 was marked prosecution's exhibit, No. 1110 
for identification. Prosecution's cocumant 
No. 2502-3 was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1110-A, 
and was received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read, Nr. President
ano Members of the Tribunal, from exhibit 1110-A.

"4 Who requested this Imperial Conference 

of July 1941?
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"A Sine3 the problem of sta ttoning troops 
in southern French Indo-China was the principal prob
lem, it may have boon the 7ar Minister, I believe.

"Q Do yau not recall whether or not you 
called tr.is mooting? You were ”'ar Minister.

"A Actually, Ï think I probably request ml 
it. Howeveç, things were decided usually at trio 
Liaison Conference whore they were dc.cicec practically 
by ooarnon consent. You asked mo wno requested tl»Js 
conference ana I cannot answer because usually the
7/ar Minister, the Navy Minister, Fori ign Minister, 
ano the Premier got together and agreed on a subject. 
Thon the actual crafting of the plan was left to the 
three secretaries, to whom I have referred in pre
vious interviews. The plan '.vas then presentee: to the 
Liaison Conference from which the decision to request 
an Imperial Conference might come. Just now you 
looked v !ry solemn when you asked me the question of v,'̂j0 
called the confer?nco. It was called by the proc.ss 
I have described, but the responsibility in connection 
with the movement of troops into southern Inoo-China 
was ny responsibility as !,'?.r Minister. It is dis
tasteful to me to try to avoid responsibility."

That the Tripartite Pact was tn 5 basis of 
ev*ry move which Japan made at this, tinu in connection



with the negotiations with the Urltnd States Is shown 
by International Prosecution document 4C62-J, which is 
now offered in evidence, this being a report dated 
July 3, 1941, referring to the defendant OSHP'A, fron 
'VeLzsaecker, an official of the Foreign Office in 
Berlin, to the German Foreign Minister Ribbentrop.

THE PRESIDENT : Admitted on the H3ual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 40Ö2-J will receive exhibit No. 1111.
"Whereupon, the* document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1111, and v;as received in evidence.)

MR, FIHELLY: Before reading this document,
I desire to call the attention of the Tribunal and 
counsel to one word which is a typographical error 
which appears ir tĥ * next to the last paragraph on 
the first page of the document, the word "wear." V/e 
have examined the original document rnd are informed 
that shou*d b ; "weak" instead of "wear."

THE PRESIDENT : It is w-o-a-r here.
MR. FTHELLY: May I rend the document,

Mr. President, as it is? Ï now read from exhibit 1111,
"Teletype. Berlin, 3 July 1941. To German 

Minister of Foreign Affairs.
"At the occasion of a conversation with
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Ambassador 0SHIÎÎA concerning the recognition of WANG 
CHING-WEI by Denmark and Finland, I have drawn the 
Ambassador's attention to the latest 'Revue Diploma
tique. ' In this the Japanese attitude after the 
Cabinet Session is familiarly describee as iridescent.

"In this connection OSIIIMA told me he had 
last night received an interim report from Tokyo con
cerning the present Japanese attitude, running about as 
follows :

"1. Substance and spirit of the Tri-Partite 
Fact will remain the basis of Japanese foreign 
politics.

"2. Japan wants to continue fighting the 
Communist organizations with Germany and strengthen 
her military preparations for this purpose (presumably 
In Ilanchuria. )

"3. By bringing pressure to bear on England 
and the ITniteo States in the Southwest Pacific,
Japan wants to tie down both of the Anglo-Saxon states.

"4. All efforts shall be directed towards 
the termination of the Chinese conflict.

"OSHIMA said that in this report he especially 
cic not understand item 2. He has wired to Tokyo for 
a commentary arc has pointed out the gr«et danger of 
missing an historic opportunity. Ho finally stated
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his unwillingness to help champion a-*J' and hero comes ' 
the word "wear" —  “policy on the part of Japan.

"I confirmed this surprising communication 
to Ambassador OSHIMA with the information that Ambas
sador OTT has just informed us of the unsatisfactory 
outcome of the Cabinet Session."

On July 5, 194-1, there is an entry in KIDO's » 
Diary which throws light on the nature of the Japanese

j
intentions at this time. This entry we now offer in

»

evidence, International Prosecution document 1632-W(59)* 
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms. |II
CLERK OF THE COURT* Prosecution's document 

No. l632-W(59) will receive exhibit No. 1112.
("/hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1112, and v/as received in evidence.)
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1 MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution !

I

2 exhibit No. 1112, KIDO's diary entry, July 5, 1941. |
7 ; "Foreign Minister MATSUOKA proceeded to the

Palace at 2 p.m., and we talked after his withdrawal
i

- from the Imperial presence. He said that information j
l) of the diplomatic narley between France and Japan •
j relative to the Japanese Army's entry into French Indo- 1I

1‘ 1 China seemed to have leaked out, for Ambassador Craigie i
<) had lodged a nrotest with us through Mr. OHASHI, Vice
]f) Foreign Minister, saying that if the understanding
! '• ( ;reached between France and Janan were true, England
t ,) ■ [

would consider it a serious problem. Therefore the I
n !

negotiations which had been originally scheduled to i
H 1

I start today or thereabout were decided to be postponed
15

for another five days in order to watch necessary
16 I developments."
17 IOn July 7, 1941 Ambassador Ott at Tokyo j
18 '

made a report to Ribbentrop, including some remarks I
\) 1

concerning the defendant SHIRATORI, International
20 -

I Prosecution document 4062-K, which we now offer in j

21 evidence as tending to show the close relationship
22 . between Japan and Germany at this time and the dis-
-O

position of Japan to wage aggressive war.
THE PRESIDENT; Admitted on the usual terms. | 

25 • !
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document i
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*

1 |No, 4062-K will receive exhibit No. 1113.
2 j (Whereupon, the document above
3 I referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit
4 No. 1113 and received in evidence.)
5 j THE PRESIDENT: If you use that word "aggressive1
6
7 i

8 
9

10
11
12
13
14
15 ! 

I16
17

18 !

19
20 
21

unnecessarily, as you have done, the defense will
!
tell you you are arguing a case.

Mr. Blewett,
MR. BLEVETT: Y.re wish to object to the remark,

your Honor, V7e do not like to object continuously 
I on that question and we shall not do so unless it is 
used more than we think it should be at any time in 
the form of testimony or evidence on the part of the 
prosecution.
I MR. FIHELLY: I shall now road the last
' eight lines of document, prosecution exhibit 1113»
i
The first part of the telegram all relates to SHIRATORI's i 
1 illness and I shall not read it unless requested to. j

The wire is from”Tokyo, July 7, 1941, telegram i
i

of 3rd, No, 965» Foreign Ministry. For the German
I !

22 ! Foreign Minister," and the last eight lines read as i
23 I follows Î
24 ' "I transmitted him the best wishes of the
2 5 ! German Foreign Minister for his (BHIRATORI) recovery

ii
j which evidently greatly pleased him. He asked me to

f :

J
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thank the German Foreign Minister and to assure 
/hin/ that as soon as he was able to take up his 
political work again, he wants unchangedly to advocate 
an active course for Japan, and that he regarded the 
entry into the war against Russia as the most urgent 
goal,"

It has already been shown by prosecution 
exhibit 640, a wire from MATSUOKA to Foreign Minister 
KATO,dated July 12, 1941, that at this time Japan was' • ' f
exerting pressure on the Vichy Government to allow 
it to send troops into South French Indo-China and 
we nov/ offer in evidence International Prosecution 
document 4052-C, a wire of July 15 from Ott to Berlin,
to show the German com.ection in this matter and to» ■ •»»

indicate the part that the Tri-Partite Pact played in 
this enterprise.

THE PRESIDENT» Admitted on the Usual terms, 
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution1s document

No, 4052-C will receive exhibit No, 1114,
("'hereupon, the document above 

referred to was mqrked prosecution's exhibit 
No, 1114 and received in evidence.)

HR, FIKELLY: % now read from prosecution
exhibit No, 1114:

"Tokyo - 15 J^ty 194-1 - 1150 hours
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1 "Arrival 16 July 1941 - 7*30 hours 
"No. 1246 of 15 July 
"MOST URGENT!
"Secret.
"MARGINAL NOTE: Sent to Special Train with

out a number Tel. Kt. - 16 July
"Japanese Vice Foreign Minister just asked 

me to see him and informed me of the following with 
the request for handling it strictly confidentially.

"The Japanese Government has commissioned 
its Ambassador in Vichy to enter into negotiations with 
the French Government in order to obtain their consent 
to station a number of Japanese troops in wouth Indo
china and to set up one naval base each in Saigon and 
Comoran/ sic. Camranh/ as well as several air bases.
The object was a common defense with the French authorit
ies.against harmful influences on the part of the De 
Gaulle movement fostered by England and America. The 
Japanese Government is vitally interested in a peaceful 
development of Indo-China politically and economically, 
especially economically, in order to secure the vital 
supply of foodstuffs and raw materials. The Japanese 
Government has no territorial intentions - does not 
wish to infringo on the sovereignity of Indo-China 
and intends to stand by the agreements of August of
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lppt yerr rnd the trerties recently signed "ith the 
French Government re Indo-Chinn, She hopes to rerch 
her gopl by perceful merns but is determined to def
initely succeed rgrinst ?ny eventual interference 
by England or Americr. Jrppn expects the nepotirtions 
to be successfully termineted by 20 July m d  will 
then commence the occupetion. Should the French 
Government clrim the help of the Germrn Government 
rprinst the Jrprnese recroest, Jrprn reauests the 
Germr.n Government to influence Vichy in the sense 
of a perceful settlement.

"The Itrlipn Ambrssrdor v;ill be informed 
to the srme effect. One group missing. Other 
governments end the French Ambrssrdor in Tokyo 
rill not be informed. "

"Ott," nrme rpperring rt the end.

21

23 !
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Next comes two entries from the KIDO Diary, 
dated July 15 and 16, International Prosecution 
document 1632W (60) and (6l) which we now offer in 
evidence, both.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

\
No. I632W (60) will receive exhibit No. 1115» and 
document No. 1632W (6l) will receive exhibit No.
1116.

(Whereupon^ the documents above re
ferred to were marked prosecution's exhibit 
Nos. 1115 and lll6j respectively, and re
ceived in evidence.); î

J4R. FIHELLY: Mr. President and Members of«
the Tribunal, the first docuDient, 1115» is a lengthy
one and only refers in general, as the reading of the
document will show, to the fact that MATSUOKA's views
as Foreign Minister had brought about a Cabinet
crisis. I do not intend to read this document unless
requested but will go on to the other, exhibit 1116,
which shows what happens a3 a result of that crisis.»

THE PRESIDENT: We all think that you should
read this.

MR. FIHELLY: I am prepared to read it, your
Honor.
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I nov/ read, Mr. President and Members of the 
Tribunal, from prosecution exhibit 1115:

"'Extract from Entry from Marquis KIDO's 
Diary, 15 July 41'

"MATSUDAIPA came from Tokyo at eight a.m. 
to report on the outcome of his meeting with Premier 
KONOYE. There still remained a certain vagueness 
about Foreign Minister MATSUOKA's attitude towards 
the proposal formula for a Japan-American understand
ing. Under the circumstances, up to yesterday the 
Premier was of the opinion that should the Foreign 
Minister agree to the formula prepared by the Direc
tor of Military Affairs and the Director of Naval 
Affairs, with a few alterations he would push the 
policy as it was. Although the Foreign Minister had 
no objection to the formula, he insisted on giving in
structions to Ambassador NOMURA in Washington to the 
effect that the Government would reject the ora] state 
ment of Mr. Cordell Hull, as it was of a disgraceful 
nature for Japan. After that he said that he would 
wire a compromise formula to Admiral Kichisaburo NO
MURA. But Prince KONOYE was of the opinion that our 
formula should be wired at the sane time, because if 
we followed MATSUOKA's idea, there would be a possi
bility that America might take it as our intention to



discontinue the negotiations. Adviser SAITO advised 
that since it could be done by the Ambassador as 
deemed best, how about carrying it on according to 
the Foreign Minister's view? Eut the Premier con
tradicted him and sent him to Mr. MATSTJPKA in order 
to persuade him to agree with the Premier's opinion. 
Such was the position about 10:30 yesterday evening. 
At 1:30 this morning Prince KONOYE telephoned me to 
say that he had waited long for MATSUOKA's answer in 
vain, so he had sent Director TERAZAKI to Mr. MATSU- 
OKA to held an enquiry into the circumstances. It 
became clear that he had sent his instructions to 
NOMURA by himself and not through the medium of the 
competent director, and that he intended to call on 
me at Hayama to work out remedial measures. I had 
a conference with the chief secretary regarding poli
cy in the event of the expected resignation en bloc 
of the Cabinit. At this time when the tension pre
vailing over the people regarding the present poli
tical situation was so strong that even some higher 
schools closed lest disturbances should arise an 
overall political change for some unknown reason 
should be avoided by all means. For this purpose we 
should try everything possible to obtain, first of 
all, the resignation of the Foreign Minister. In
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the case of failure of our effort to make the For
eign Minister resign, resulting in the resignation 
'en bloc' of the Cabinet, we resolved to prevail up
on the Emperor to issue an Imperial command to Prince 
K0N0YE to form a new Cabinet in order to tide over 
the difficult political situation.

"I went to my office at 11 a.m. I was re
ceived in audience by the Emperor from 1:3? p.m. to 
2 p.m. to report on the above circumstances. Prince 
KONOYE came to see me from Tokyo at 3 p.m. We had a 
talk until 4:20 p.m. What I heard from the Premier 
was almost the same as the information I had received 
from the Chief Secretary.

"I thought it was advisable to urge Mr. 
MATSUOKA's resignation to avoid a change of Cabinet, 
but the Premier disagreed with me saying that if 
this were done Mr. MATSUOKA and his party would make 
propaganda to the effect that the cause which had com
pelled his resignation was nothing but pressure on the 
part of the U.S.A. upon our Government."
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I now read from prosecution exhibit 1116, 
extract of July 16, 1941 from the same diary:

"At 4 p.m. Marquis MATSUDAIRA telephoned me 
to say that the resignation ’en bloc’ of the Cabinet 
had been decided at a special Cabinet meeting. I had 
my audience with the Emperor from 4:10 p.r;u to 4:20 
p.m. Prince KONOYE tendered the general resignation 
of his Ministry at 9 P.m. I proceeded to the Palace 
in response to a summons from His Linjesty to receive 
an Imperial order as to the incoming Cabinet as 
follows: 'As the Premier has tendered the general
resignation of his Ministry, we have ordered the 
Lord Chamberlain to invite the President of the Privy 
Council and the ex-Premiers to gather at the Palace 
and to ask their opinions in order to reply to our 
question as to who was the suitable Person for the 
post of Premier in the succeeding Cabinet.’ I talked 
with the Chief Secretary to arrange tomorrow's proce
dure and went back home at 10:30 p.m."

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(»Thereupon, at 104 5, a recess was 
taken until 1100, aftrr which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)
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THE FRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly.
MR. FIHELLY: Mr. President, the resignation

of the second KONOYE Cabinet was followed by a meeting j 
of senior statesmen on Julv 17, 1941 wlv'ch led to 
the formation of the third KONOYE Cabinet. This is 
described in FIDO's diary under date of July 17, 
which entry we now offer In evidence, International 
Prosecution document No. 16? 2Y/ (62).

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted cn the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document I

t

No. 1632’f (62) was given exhibit No. 1117. !
(VTiereupon, the document above referred | 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1117 
and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution's

exhibit No. 1117, the entry of July 17, 1941:
"I left for Tokyo by train, leaving at 

8:44 a. m. and proceeded to my office. I met HARA, 
President of the Privy Council, 'YAKATSUKI, OKADA, ABE,
YON AI, HAYASHI and IIIROTA at 1 p. m. Mr. KANROJI,
Vice Lord Chamberlain, delivered an Imperial message, 
and then I expressed my opinion as follows:

"The Emperor has ordered me to gather

MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The Tribunal is now
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your opinions before I make a reply to the Throne 
regarding the Premier of the succeeding Cabinet.
I, therefore, would like to have your frank opinions 
on this matter as I hod on a previous occasion. Of 
course,as you all know,this is not a formal conferènce 
and no resolutions will be passed, but I should like 
to have a heart-to-heart talk in a friendly atmos
phere. Our utterances in this place are expected 
to be kept confidential.

"A copy of the Premier's resignation was 
circulated for reference.

,,V/AKATSUKI questioned me as to the pur-
I

pose of the resignation and the diplomatic problems • 
(i. e. the clash of opinions between the Premier 
and Foreign Minister). ABE stressed the necessity 
of having Prince KONOYE as Premier; OKADA recom
mended Prince KONOYE, saying that no other person 
could exercise general control over both the i.rmy j
and political circles; HAYA.SHI held the same opinion j
as ABE and OKADA* HARA did not differ from the above- !I
mentioned; HIROTA laid stress upon the reinforcement j

iof G. H. Q. and the formation of a military Cabinet, 
but he consented to the opinion of the rest upon my 
explanation of the establishment of G. H. Q. YONAI 
said that Prince KONOYE was the most suitable man to

!

i

■
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cope v.'ith the present difficulty. ’".VK/TSKI sup
ported Prince KONOYE though his attitude y/r s  not 
positive. ”'e recommended Prince KONOYE unaninously 
and closed our meeting *t 2 p. n. The Qoperor 
and impress returned to Tokyo fron their Hayana 
Villa. I visited the Enperor fron 3*30 p. n. to 
4:10 p. n. to report on the progress of our meet
ing, v'hilc the Lord Chamberlain telephoned to 
Prince KONOYE to reouest his presence at the 
Palace. t 5*05 p. n. Prince KONOYE proceeded 
to the Palace to receive the Imperial comnardto 
form a cabinet. OH/SHI, Vice Foreign minister, 
visited me rt 5*50 p. n. to explain the draft 
understanding between the U. S. A. and this 
country. *•

n
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MR. FIHELLYï It has been proved by Court 
exhibits 102 tc 129, inclusive, that the third 
KOJI0YE Cabinet contained the following accused in 
the following offices: TOJO as War Minister;
KTUURA as Vice V/ar Minister; SUZUKI, as Minister of 
State and President of the Planning Board, all 
retaining their former offices, and HIRANUMA, as 
Minister of State* instead of Home Minister. The 
new Foreign Minister replacing MATSUOKA was Admiral 
TOYODA.

The new Cabinet continued the policy of 
the old viith regard to French Indo-China and 
associated matters, as appears from Prosecution 
Exhibit 642, a wire of July 19, 1941, and from 
Prosecution Exhibit 644, a wire of July 20, 1941,

as additional evidence on this same point, 
we now offer in evidence International Prosecution 
document Ne. 4052-F, a wire of Ott to Berlin dated 
July 20, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 40^2-F will receive exhibit No. 1118,
(’■’hereupon, the document cobove referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1118 
and received in evidence.)
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KR. FIKELLY: I now read from prosecution's

exhibit No. 1118:
"Telegram (Secret Cipher Process)
"Tokyo. 20 July 19*1» 1.50 hours
"Arrival, 20 July, 4.20 hours.
"To be kept in Locked File 
"No. 1297 of 19 July 
"Kost Urpcntl
"In refer- nee to telegram No. 1295 

Pol VIII of 19 July.
"The translation of the Foreign Minister's 

declaration follows:
" 'Entrusted with the post of Foreign 

Einister, I permit myself to hereby introduce myself 
to the German (the Italian) Ambassador in Tokyo.

" 'I respectfully request that you transmit 
my regards to your Por~ign Minister and to inform him 
that I was unexpectedly entrusted with the post of 
Foreign Minister in the new forming of the Cabinet.

" 'At the same time I would like to officially 
inform you and your government of the change of the 
Imperial Jananose Government. As you have perceived 
fror the announcement by the Imperial Government, 
this governmental change was effected in order to 
firstly carry out political measures suitable to the
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international situation, and further to be able to 
take, ns soon as possible, the necessary steps for 
strengthening the Inner political situation of the 
country. Outside cf those points there existed no 
prfunds for the governmental change, and the hitherto 
policy of the Japanese "npire will in no case undergo 
nnv change. I r quest that yon take particular 
cognizance the fact /that/ Japan’s policy will 
r-̂ st on the basis the spirit and aims of the 
Tripartite Pact, concluded between Japan, Germany, 
and Italy. No change whatever will take place in 
J a m n ’s attitude toward Germany and Italy, as former 
Foreign J inis ter MATSUOKA clearly expressed to you, 
based on the cabinet decision of 2 July. I respect
fully reau^st that you also notify your government 
of the above. I personally was active in the Navy 
at the tine of the conclusion of tho Tripartite Pact, 
and had a share in its realization. "s successor of 
former Foreign Minister MuTSUOKa , I intend to continue 
his foreign policy and to still strengthen the close 
unity of Japan, Germany, and Italv, and march forward 
in tho common spirit. I express th* hope that you,
Mr. Ambassador, will bostow upon me, Just as the 
former vor^ign Minister, veur valued friendship and 
collaboration. t » Signed "OTT".
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On July 21, '»s It appears fron Pros-cuticn 
exhibit No. 1103 th^t a statement was issued with 
r sp'-ct to future Liaison Conferences, which stnto- 
rrt is very brief and I will r^nd it fror that 
de cun-' nt.

"4.00 r>. m, - o.e 21 July *t the office of 
th-- Hirh Cor’-’ond situated at th" Imperial Grounds, 
it r s  decided that the Prime lindster, «ccr mpari'.-d 
bv the Foreipr 1 inister end other Îinist rs concerned, 
should ^ttend this pi'c- cccosir,rollv °nd rychanpc 
views ^nd project noticn^l nolicie? with "or, M vy
ministers ~nd Staffs of thm Hiph Commend."

]4 In oth r words, "r. President and Ecnb rs
15 I of the Tribunal, fro,'> now or we v>in h^ye to pet cur
16 information cs tc ° ‘■t- ndnnces at Liaison Crnf-rune's
17 mainly fro" other sources, such os interrogations ef
is! the defendants.
19! To she/*» those who rorularl''' '‘t-nded Liaison
2u Conferences and the prédominance of military and naval
21
22
23

24

25

persr.înel \t  new offer in -vidence, first: the
parent document, I. P. S. 2512, and then the extracts 
therefrom, brith the parent document and extract ccminp 
frem the TOJO interrr pattic r cf March 15, 1946, the 
extract be--1np from rapes 2 and 3.

CLE'K CF TH": COUET: Prosecution's document
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K o .  2512  w i l l  b '  g i v e n  e x h i b i t  Mo. I I I 9 f’o r  i d ~ n t i -  

• ' i c i t i c n  m l y .

THE PRESIDENT: admitted cn tho usual terns,
('"hereupon, tho document above mentlcn-d 

••'.os n"rk~d pros cution’s 'xhibit M'. 1119 

for idontific^ticn only.)
C L E R K  0 7  T H E  CO U R T: P r o s e c u t i o n ' s  d o c u m e n t

K o .  2 5 12 - B ,  x t r a c t  f ro m  t h r  f c r o p c i n g ,  w i l l  r - ' C  i v e  

exhibit Kc . m o -« .
('"h'rrup^n, tho document above roforrcd 

t r vos n^rk^d rr-̂ s ' cution ' s '•xhlbit N". 1119-̂  
and received in 'Vidmcr,)

F R .  P’ l H E L L Y :  I  now r  - ad f r m  p r e  s e c u t i e n  1 s

•x h i b i t  1 1 1 0 - « ,  T O JO  I n t e r r o g a t i o n  x t r ^ c t  f o r  .Voreh  

1 ? .

" E x t r a c t  f r o n  I n t e r r o g a t i o n  o f  H i d e k i  

TOJO, 15 M a r c h  1 9 4 6 . ,  p .  2 - 3 ,

"0 That nenbers of the L ia iso n ‘Con
ference were concerned with agréments or disagree
ments?

"A  .the  o n e s  who n o r m a l l y  h a d  t h i s  r i g h t  w o r e ,  

on t h o  c a b i n e t  s i d e ,  t h e  F r e n i e r ,  F o r e i g n  M i n i s t e r ,  

t h e  " a r  M i n i s t e r ,  t h e  N a v y  M i n i s t e r ,  t h e  P r e s i d e n t  o f  

t h e  C a b i n e t  P l a n n i n g  B o a r d ,  On t h e  S u p re m e  Command 

s i d e ,  t h e r e  w e r e  t h e  tv/o C h i e f s  o f  S t a f f ,  ' s
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necessary, other cabinet members from the cabinet 
side, and the Assistant Chiefs of Staff from the 
Surreme Command side, also attended with this power, 
but the decisions were not by majority. They were 
unanimous. Discussions were eoatinuoduntil there 
was unanimous agreement.

"Q U  it not true that the subject matter of 
all the Imperial Conferences held in 1941 had been, 
a short time previously, discussed by one or more 
Liaison Conferences and a decision made?

"A Generally speaking, yes. That is to say, 
in each case a proposal was decided upon which was 
put before the Imperial Conference for a decision.

HQ All of the seven regul? r members of the 
Liaison Conference, whom you have mentioned, also 
attended the Imperial Conferences and voted, did 
they not?

Yes, of course.M
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i'7i. FIHELLY: Te sh' v; oh-t reaction Japan's
thro-tc-ned roves ir French Ind°-Chlna had In the 
United Stetes, v:' '-ffnr 1.n evidence the cabled 
v'-rninr of /»rbessnd'-r NOMURA te TOGO de ted July 
23, 1941, I. P. S. decurant Mo. 1383E.

THE PRESIDENT: it ted rn the usual terns.
Hr. Blewett.
îlv. BLiil’ETTî If your Honor please, I thln> 

the prcs'cuti-n said "TOGO."
H.. FIHELLY: It would b' TOYOD... I had

TOGO written. Of C'-urS'" it would be TCYOD«.
CLEli: OF THE COURT: Prosecution's decurent

No. 1383E will r^cr^vc exhibit No. 1120.
('■■hereupon, the deeurent ^bove referred 

t~ v»'*s narked rresreuti n's yMbit No. 1120 
and received ir evidence.)

LE.-FIKELLY: I nev read prosecution's exhibit
No. 1120:

"T’en Secret. Dispatched: 23 July 1941, P. H.,|
ê

".RS KINGTON
".eceiv'-d: 24 July 1941, h . j-r., Fcreipn Office 
"To: Fcreipn ï'ir.ister TOYODh 
"Fron: .irbassador NOLIUnA
"No. 550 (Urpent - Top Sr ere t - nrbassad'-r's

Code)
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"In th - t- legrons cf July 3 n-n? July 19,
I have rtentl.n-'-'d what th^ -^fects on Jnpnnese-anericun 
r^l-tiens w-uld be wh* n our southern advance is con
templated . Today, those offsets have r-’pidlv 
developed tc a stag« where there is danger that 
diplomatic relati'ns between those two countries ^ay 
be severed. Sensing the urgency -f the situation 
from the conversation an Monday between .«KnSUGI and 
the Assistant Secretary cf St-te, on Tuesday I requested 
an interview with the assistant Secretary -f state.
The request was finally granted and I am scheduled 
to interview him at 3*0^ P»n. this coming V.'edncsday.
Last night I not a c-binet member v/hc had hurriedly 
returned fron his trip. He t-c tcld ne that Socretnry 
HULL vos taking a r<~st for his health and that Y.'ELLES 
•••as at a loss for -hot t.<. do, .and he intimated that 
he could net dr anything fcr us. Ho asked for my 
opinion s'- I replied that I have n~t lost h-pc and 
will d- ny best acc rding to my belief. However, it 
is believed that things will develop to a point just 
sh'-rt of a dinlc-ntic break.

"Thj cause for the rapid chnn?0 of American 
public opinion tow rd J«PAN lies tn the southward 
advance. They consider that the southward advance is 
the first step which will ov-ntualiy 1-ad t* SINGAPORE
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and the DUTCH EAST INDIES. The U. S. H a w  officers 
are presumed to have the same opinion. There is 
criticism that er cno- hand JAP AH is planning her 
scuihv.” rd '■«dvancc, and -~n the other hpnd is trying 
to conclude- an apro'-p^nt with Î.’EAIC«, and that the 
Secretary af state is being deceived, ’."ith his 
physical condition ns such, there- are also runors 
that he p,ay r sign. Furthermore, reports fror TOKYO, 
v.>hich tend to rake our real 1nt< nti- ns questionable, 
keep coming in freouertly. Sene of the outstanding 
ones are : (a) The negotiations carried on bv us here 
will be 'torpedoed' in TCKYC. (b) Ja PAN has explained 
to the Axis Powers that the adjustment of Japanose- 
Arerican diplomacy is a strata gen tr complote 
preparatirns for a southward advance. There-; are rumors 
that even the highest authorities h°vo bapun to listen 
tc those reports. Briefly speaking even while tho 
nerctiations -»re pcinp on, there are attempts at 
alienation and slander by the third countries. It 
is obvious that there are opposition movements both 
in Ja PAN and EAICn and th^ situation now is really 
difficult.

"I supe- st thet the Japanese government lose 
m  ti*”(? in manifesting to the American ambassador the 
sineore intentions o'" JnPAN in r -r* rd to the adjustment
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of Japanese-American diplomacy onr1 the r-nl intentions 
of recusation in F.iLACI: INDO-CHII... It Is
a l s o  r'quested that ycu notify ro as scon as possible 
of the no:v cabinet's policy toward ..I'2 JCn. As a 
ran riven a now loose on lifo, I nr. iv solved te dc 
ry utmost. (End)"

Tc show h—  J^pon obtained its "ilit'Ty 
bns'-s in Fr nch Indo^Chlnn end tĥ  n^rt "'h*ch Germany 
played there in, w^ now offer in «-‘vid* nco International 
Prosecution D-'Cur.-T t N*. 4052-G, a wire r-f July 24th
fron ott tc Berlin.

THE P.iESIDEKT* Adritt^d <n th~ usual trrrs. 
CLE.r OF THE CCUoT: Fres cuticn‘r d-curont

No, 4052-G will r' cMvo eyhlbH N; . 1121.
( h^r^up^n, th dr eurent ab^vo referred 

to was ^rrFed nrcs^cutien's -xhlfcit No. 11?1 
and received in ovid- nco.)

FT., FIHELLY: I now rr^d the top identifying
narks frer th^ first two rerarrnphs cf that xhlbit* 

"Tolrrrn'1 (Secret Cipher Proc ss)
"Tkvo 24 July 41 1150 h'urs
"arrival 25 July 41, 1.10 hnurs
"No. l??i "f 24 July 
"Fest urgent! »

I

—  I

J
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1 FIKELLY! n*/t i'f-r in vlclrnce 1
1

2 I^t'rnnti-n^j pPrsrcutlrn Document Mr. 847-C, which
t!I

3 is .n 1 ̂ icial statement o'* th Jap-'n s* Uuronu c.f
4 In r- -ti 'r d'-t'd July 29th, ann'-urcing Japan's
5 occurs ti?n cf Fprnch jn<io-Chi na. t
6 1*HE F..JSIDE1ÎT: Adritt'd cn the usual terms.
7 ClE.vK C"’ THE Cru (T: Frosecutic n1 s drcwrc-nt
8
9

i.o. 847-c v/ill ba pivn '"/h-’bit He, 1122.
( 'h.-r up: n, th V. cun ant °b-.vr r f c rr-M

10 'Vas •’'ark. d prcs^cuti "n's '-yhi.bit N* . 1122
11 n'̂ ? criard in "vid'. nco. )

1

12
‘•wi. FIHELIY: I f.el, Hr. Frrsid nt and

13 * nnb rs of tribunal, th^t I should rake this cno
14
15
16

cyrl'T.?tl''n in cmn^ctirr. with the J'pan'se prec ssinp 
cf the documents, "V? ?/•-?<•> inf: rr 1 after the distri-

17
butior had boon r.°d tc thr- Court and defense att-: rn^ys i

18
thnt the date did n^t rpne^r cn the J- panose cori-'S. 
The dnto v/hich appears on the eriginnl and cr> th*

19
20

English copies should have been th'-r.-, July 29* 1941.
I new r nd th- id' ratifying marks .and the

21 first parngranh of prosecution1 s '■x’-'-’.bit 1122.
22 I
23
24
25

ij

L

/
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'»July 29 (SHOV/A lO 1941 
"Announcement of the Information Bureau: 
"V/i+h regard to the conclusion of the proto

col between Japan and France, containing to the joint 
defense of French Indo-China, havirg hitherto been 
proceeding with the necessary measures for its con
clusion and having obtained the Imperial sanction 
thereto on the 28th Instant (yesterday), the Govern
ment has immediately instructed Ambassador KATO in 
France by telegram to sign the protocol. Ambassador 
KATO has signed and sealed the protocol on this 
29th instant at Vichy, together with the Vice- 
Premier and Foreign Minister Darlan, thus making it 
effective immediately."

As tending to sh<pw what Japan's real purp
ose was in moving into French Indo-China, particular
ly the southern part, we now offer in evidence ex
tract from the TOJO interrogation of February 13,
1946 which is IPS document 2502A, pages 5, 9 and 13, 
and will ask that the parent document be given an 
identifying number. I think that one is already in, 
so all that has to be done is to have this extract 
marked and offered in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted on
the usual terms
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CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2502A will be given exhibit No. 1123.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
Nc. II23 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read the extract from
prosecution exhibit 1123:

'"Q. When was the first Imperial Conference 
called in 1941?

"'A. It was in July, I believe. I do not 
remember defir: ;ely.

"*Q What was the basic reason for the 
Imperial Conference of July 1941?

"'A. I think that the basic reason was the 
problem,of dispatching troops to south Indo-China.

"'Q. Whose plan was considered in refer
ence to this nroblem?

"'A. I don't remember definitely, but 
essentially I think it was probably the War Minister' 
plan. Before the Imperial Conference, there had been 
a Liaison Conference which had practically settled 
the matter. This was attended by the Prime Minister, 
the Ministers involved and the Chiefs of Staff.

"'Ç. What Ministers were involved?
"'A. I don't remember clearly, but the
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Premier, the Foreign Minister, and the Army and 
Navy Ministers were involved. I am not sure '’hether 
the President of the Planning Board v/as there or not. 
The two Chiefs of Staff were also present. That was 
the conference.'"

Unless there is objection fror the Court and 
members of the defense, I will skip to page 3 which 
is the pertinent part: (Reading)

" *Q. Those same troops (referring to 
stationing of troops in French Indo-China) would also 
be of offensive assistance in case of war against 
those countries named (England, America and Holland)?

"'A. This is a matter which will be very 
serious if not understood. After the decision for 
war on the 1st of December 1941» offensive operations 
were taken. The character of the operations changed 
and they became offensive. However, at this time, 
operations were defensive in character.'1

For the same purpose we now offer in evi
dence International Prosecution document No. 4167 B 
which is an extract from the TOJO interrogation of 
February 15, '46, pages 3 and 4, and ask that the 
parent document be given an exhibit No. for identi
fication.

CLERK OF TUP’ COURT: Prosecution's document
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No. 4167 will be given exhibit No. 1124 for identi- ' 
fication only.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution* s exhibit

I
No. 1124 for identification.)

THE PRESIDENT: The excerpt is admitted on
the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: The extract therefrom,
to wit, document No, 4167 B, will be given exhibit 
No. 1124A.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution*s exhibit- 
No. 1124A and received in evidence.)

EIR, FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution's *
exhibit 1124A the question and answer in that ex
tract:

"Q When Japan attacked the United States, 
what attacks were launched from French Indo-China?

"A An attack was made from Saigon, I be-
I

lieve, in French Indo-China southwest toward the east 
coast of Thailand. Planes based in southern French 
Indo-China also cooperated with the forces that were j

imaking the landings. That was the main force, I 
believe. However, there may have been some troop 
movements south from Canton by ship. At the same
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X time, Navy carrier-based planes attacked Singapore.

1 These matters are from my recollection. They were
3 really command problems."
4 There is an entry in the KIDO Diary of July
5 31, '41 which we now offer in evidence, International
6 Prosecution document No. 1É32W  ( 6 3 ) , which gives as of

$ this date certain views of the defendants NAGANO and

8 KIDO with respect to war with the United States.
9 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.

10 CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
11 No. I6 3 2 V / ( 6 3 )  will be given exhibit Ho. 1 1 2 5 .

12 (Whereupon, the document above re-
<3 ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit
14 No. II25 and received in evidence.)
15 MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution
16 exhibit No. 1125 the entry of 31 July '41, KIDO
17 Diary:
18 ...."From 10:15 a . r u  to 11 a.m. I w p s

19 received in audience by the Emperor, and His
10 Majesty was oleased to inform me about the report
21 dTAdmiral NAGANO, Chief of Naval General Staff,
22

in reply to the Imperial question regarding our
23 policy toward the U.S.A. as follows:
24

25
"1. His opinion regarding war was the

same as that of the former Chief of Naval General

f

ii
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Staff, Prince FUSHIMI, in thrt we should try to 
evert wer es much es possible.

"2. He seemed very strongly opposed to 
the Tri-Partite Alliance. He also seemed to be of 
the opinion that so long as such an alliance existed, 
the adjustment of Japanese-Americen diplomatic 
relations would be impossible.

"3» Suppose the adjustment of diplomatic 
frelations between the U.S.A. and Japan were impossible 
and we were cut off from supplies of oil, our oil 
stored up would run out in two years. In case n 
war with the U.S.A. breaks out the supply of oil 
would be only sufficient for one and a half years. 
Under these circumstances, there would be no other 
alternative but to take the initiative in operations 
against them.

n4. According to the written report 
submitted, the Emperor believed that we would win, 
since it is so stated there. When NAGANO was asked 
if it would be possible to win a sweeping victory 
as in the Russo-Japanese Wer, he replied to the 
Emperor that it was even doubtful whether or not 
we would ever win, to say nothing cf a great victory 
os in the Russo-Japanese War.

"5. I was filled with trepidit-ion by the
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Imperial anxiety about the danger of having to wage 
a desperate war.

•'My answer to the Imperial speech was as
I

follows:
"1. Admiral NAGANO's opinion was too

simple.
"2. The U.S.A. recognized the existence 

of the Tri-Partite Pact in our previous parley v>ith 
America, and I was very doubtful whether ve could 
deepen the confidence of the U.S.A. for us by the 
act of annulment of the Pact, as the U»StA. was a 
nation which showed respect for international treaties. 
We would only be held in contempt by the U.S.A.
We were not quite without means of restoring the 
friendship between America and Japan. We must 
deliberate on the matter in a constructive manner.
I would demand the Premier's careful consideration 
on this point. I met Navy Minister OIKAWA at noon 
to talk over Admiral NAG/NO's report to the Throne.
The Chief Aide-de-Crmp to the Emperor visited me at 
1 p.m. to talk with me on the same subject.”
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Before leaving the month of July, 1941» we 
will now introduce several documents to show that 
during that month the Japanese fleet practiced on 
what was generally known as the "YAMAMOTO Plan" to 
attack Pearl Harbor which plan, as testimony will 
later show, was the one which was actually used in 
that attack. We first offer in evidence for that 
purpose an extract from the interrogation of the 
defendant NAGANO of March 21, 1946, pages 7, 8 and 
9 of International Prosecution document 2495-A, and 
we ask that the parent document be marked for 
identification.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution1 s document
No. 2495 will be given exhibit No. 1126 for identifi
cation only.•

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1126 for identification.)

THE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted on
the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: The extract therefrom,
to witn, 2495-A, will be given exhibit No. 1126A.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
1126A and received in evidence.)



I now read from prosecution e 'hibit 1126A 
the interrogation extract of 21 March, pages 7» 8» 
and 9:

"Q Admiral, who was the originator of the plan 
to attack Pearl Harbor?

A After being studied by the Combined Fleets 
the plan was brought forth in the spring of 1941 by 
Admiral YAMAMOTO. It was a great secret in the Com
bined Fleets whereby Admiral YAMAMOTO and only one 
or two other officers knew of it.

"Q When was the plan as prepared by Admiral 
YAMAMOTO first called to your attention, Admiral?

UA I first found out about this plan officially
I

in October 1941. I heard prior to that that such a 1 
plan was being studied. ;

"Q Admiral, when did you become Chief of the j 
Naval General Staff? j

"A In April 1941. j
i

MQ And is it not a fact that this plan of j
Admiral YAMAMOTO1s was called to your attention at 
that time?

MA No, it was not. I believe it was at that | 
time that YAMAMOTO first thought of the plan.

"Q Now, Admiral, you stated that the first 
time the plan had been called to your attention
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officially v/as in October 1941. V/hen was the plan 
called to your attention unofficially?

"A About July I heard that they were training 
or practicing such a plan.

"Q And is it not a fact, Admiral, and again 
I ask you not to answer me too literally but to ans
wer my questions from your knowledge even though you 
were not personally present and from your knowledge 
as Naval Chief of Staff as to what was going on in 
connection with Naval activities in the light of the 1 
fact that you were Chief of Staff and as such had gen- j 

eral knowledge -of Naval activities, is it not a fact 
that the Japanese Navy started practicing to place

i
into execution the Yaî'AÏIOTO plan to attack Pearl Har- } 
bor in the spring of 1941?

"A The plan came into being in the spring but 
it was not practiced until summer.

"Q And what do you mean by summer?
"A I am not sure but I believe it was about 

the beginning of July. The Combined Fleets went into 
Kagoshima and there they practiced coming in low over 
the mountains and dive bombing.

"Q And is it not a fact also, Admiral, that in 
addition to those maneuvers, that the fleet also 
practiced with a specially designed torpedo for use
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in shallow water such as was known to be the situa
tion in Pearl Harbor?

"A The torpedo was completed during those 
maneuvers. The Combined Fleets spent a lot of time t 
trying out this torpedo and experimenting with.it."

>
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For the same purpose we now offer in evidence 

International Prosecution document 2497 A which is an 
extract from the interrogation of the defendant NAGANO 
of March 27, »46, .pages 1 - 3 »  and we ask that the 
parent document be given an identification number,

CLERK OF. THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No, 2497 will be given ochibit No, 1127 for identifi
cation only,

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit

I
No. 1127 for identification.)

TIïE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted on :
the usual terms,

CLERK OF THE COURT: The extract therefrom
will be given exhibit No, 1127A.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1127A and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from the first
part of prosecution exhibit 1127A the first two or 
three questions and answers which r efer to this par
ticular summer matter:

"*Q Now, Admiral, I believe yesterday or the 
day before you mentioned, or you stated that the 
Japanese Navy started practicing on the Pearl Harbor

!
i
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plan some time in the summer of 1941. That v>as 
correct, we s it not?

"'A Yes, I believe the Fleet started training 
in the summer as you say.

1,1 Q Do you remember just about what month in 
the summer of 1941, Admiral?

"'A I don't remember too clearly but I am sure 
±t was some time in the summer.

"'Q Would you say it was possibly some time 
in July, 1941?

»"A Yes.
"'Q As I have the details here, the experi

ments and training «ere held at Sukarno, Sriki, 
Kagoshima and Konoye. Is that correct?

'•'A Sukarno is a very suitable place for training 
end the Navy has consiôtently used it for such, but 
I believe the training of dive bombing and coming 
in low over the mountains v/hich was utilized in the 
attack on Pearl Harbor was practiced at Kagoshima.*"

L
y  y  -j :
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THE PRESIDENT: That interrogation.was on
the 27th of March, this year. You may have said so;
I did not notice it,

MR. FIHELLY: For the same purpose we now
offer in evidence International Prosecution document 
2498-B which is an extract from the interrogation of 
the defendant SHIMADA of January 23, 1946, page 33; 
and we ask that the parent document be given an 
identification number,

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document
No. 2498 will be given exhibit No, 1128 for identifi
cation only.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1128 for identification.)

THE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted on
the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2498-B will receive exhibit 1128A.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1128A and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecu
tion exhibit 1128A the first seven or eight questions 
and answers appearing thereon that pertain to this



particular matter. (Reading)
W,Q YAMAMOTO proposed his Pearl Harbor attack 

plan to the General Staff early in 1941, did he not?
"rA I heard that he offered it in January of

1941.
n,Q At that time he was Commander-in-Chief 

of the combined fleet, was he not?
M,A Yes.
M,Q Admiral NAGANO authorized him to proceed 

with a study of the plan in March 1941, did he not?
1.1 A In that point I don*t know the date, but 

I think it was later.
,,!Q But it was early in 1941, wasn*t it?
1.1 A I think it was perhaps May or June.
U,Q May or June when his plan was adopted

for study?
U,A At first the ordinary plan did not have any 

plans for the attack on Pearl Harbor, but it was made 
formal in May or June, The studying and training 
of a squadron by YAMAMOTO was begun in May or June 
of 1941, I think ...

"*Q You know that the Navy started developing 
a shallow water torpedo early in 1941, don*t you?

H,A Yes, I know very well.
"*Q That was because the N a v y  was well aware
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thrt the v?e.ter rt Pcrrl Hrrhor wp.s shellow wpter, 

wesn't it?
"‘A Yes»
"*Q And the- fleet precticed v/ith the use of 

such a torpedo throughout the summer of 194-1, did 
it not?

n,A Yes, I think so , .t*"

-i
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And, In passing from this same general sub
ject, prosecution exhibit 809> page 1 , shows also 
from that official document of the United States 
War Department that their investigation showed that 
the Japanese fleet did practice during the summer of 
»41 on the "YAMAMOTO Plan.”

As also giving the views of the Japanese 
naval officers at this time, we offer in evidence 
International Prosecution document 1632W (64), an 
entry from the KIDO Diary of August 2, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecutions document

No. 1632W (64) will receive exhibit No. 1129.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred towns marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1129 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit 1129 the entry of 2 August, '41:

"I went to my office at 10 a.m. Prince 
KONOYE visited me at 11 a.m. He said he was annoyed 
to find that there was an observable tendency for 
the tough elements in the Navy to gather strength, 
a tendency which would be a great hindrance in the 
way of the maintenance of harmony between the Su
preme Command and the Government. If the U.S.A.
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adopted decisive measures such as to* cut us off from 
supplies of oil, we would run out of oil. Under 
these circumstances, we would be threatened by an 
acute national crisis, if we made any mistake in our 
diplomatic moves. Hence an understanding between the 
Vfar and Navy Ministers concerning our fundamental 
national policy should be secured as soon as possible 
and if a complete agreement is not reached, there 
would be nothing for the Government to do but to re
sign en bloc.

'•The Army and the Navy would then assume' 
charge of the administration of the country. I 
talked with the Chief Secretary on the same matter."
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, although

we have the direction to refer these translation mat
ters to the Translation Section, I would like to 
point out, in order that there be no mistake about it, 
that according to our translation the last half of 
our entry is a direct statement made by Marquis 
KIDO as to his opinion and not the opinion of KOKOYE

I

as set forth in the prosecution's document.
THE PRESIDENT: The matter is referred to

Major Moore.
MR. FIHELLY: As giving the general views of

the defendant KIDO at this time as to the war with 
the United States and Japan's advance southward, 
we now offer in evidence International Prosecution 
document No. 1632V/ (66), an entry from the KIDO Diary 
of August 7, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 1632W (66) will be given exhibit No. 1130.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1130 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit No. 1130 the entry of August 7» *41:
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...."Prince K0N0YE proceeded to the Palace
et 3*30 p.m. He talked with me from 4 p.m.to 4.30after
hls interview with the Emperor. I expressed my
opinions ps follows, end asked him to give them
full consideration.

*
"1. The situation v/e are facing nov; is 

very serious.
"2. We must immediately decide our 

national policy by holding a meeting between the 
Government and the Army without loss of time.

"3. According tp reports received to 
date, we are not strong enough to fight with the 
U.S.A. and the Soviet at the same time.

"4, V/e ere facing a very serious situation 
which could be easily reduced to a simple problem 
such as oil, by making a little difference in our 
viewpoint.

"5* According to the Navy, the quantity 
of oil in store was so moderate that it would barely 
supply us throughout two years during peace, end 
in case of war we would not have enough for more 
than 1 years, but the Army estimates there is 1 
year*s supply for war.

"6. If the above mentioned were true, -we 
must reach the conclusion that our war with the U.S.A.
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v;ould be a hopeless one.
”7. The Dutch Erst Indies end the northern 

pert of Saghalien would be the chief source of oil 
supply after we were cut off from our American supplies.

"8. To occupy Singepore end the Philippine 
Islends wes r.n essentiel prerequisite to a successful 
lending in the Dutch Erst Indies. Since oil wells 
would be destroyed during these actions, it would 
not be possible to obtain oil in necessary quantities 
for If years.

"9. If we rtteck the Dutch Erst Indies, 
fche U.S.A. would declare war against Japan. The 
long-distance transportation of oil under a. constant 
menace of submarines and airplanes would be very 
dangerous and the result would fall short of our 
expectations.

”10. If there were miscalculation about 
oil supplies, we would face a very serious situation 
which might lead to our defeat.

”11. We could not do what we wanted on 
account of the lack of our national power. Although 
the situation was different in its external appearance, 
we might be compelled to exercise the same self-restraint 
as we did after our victory in the Sino-Japanese 
War in 1895."
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"12. We should be resolved to toil through 
ten yerrs of herd struggles.

•'13. Mernwhile we should do everything 
to restore friendly relrti ons between the U.S.A. rnd 
Jrprn. And we must try to secure the meteriris 
which we need.

•'14. Our ultimrte objective is Jrpen*s 
r.dvrnce to the Southern Regions, end in order to

(
ettrin this object, r. ten-yerr pirn hrs been mrpped 

out os follov7s:
"e. Estrblishment of heevy industries rnd 

mochine-tool industries.
"b. Estrblishment of r synthetic oil

industry.
"c. Expansion of ocern lines rnd shipping."
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The reaction of the United States to Japan
ese movements in the south is again shown by Inter
national Prosecution document No. 1457 which is a 
wire of August 16 from NOMURA which we now offer in 
evidence.

I would like to make this additional state
ment for the assistance of the Tribunal and counsels 
As processed, this document is combined with the wire 
of September 30, 1941 from TOYODA to NOMURA which we 
will not read at this time but later, when we reach 
that date in presentation of our evidence. To save 
time, we will offer both wires and will only read

t
the earlier wire of August 16 from IPS document 
1457 at this time.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 1457 will receive exhibit No. 1131.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution*s exhibit 
No, 1131 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLYs I will now read from prosecu
tion’s exhibit 1131 just the*descriptive remarks 
from the top of the document and the first few 
lines referring to Thailands

"Telegram from Ambassador N0ÏÎURA to Foreign

I ! A
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Minister T0Y0DA, dated 16 Aug. 1941 (No. 703 Secre
tariat Code, Secret.)

"Concerning your telegram No. 480.
"I* As I often reported, the relations 

between Japan and U.S. were brought to a very criti
cal moment and it hangs now on a hair. The next move
ment on the part of Japan may lead to a sudden change.
It is generally feared by both Japanese and Americans 
that it will do so in case Japan advances into Thailand.“
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We next offer in evidence IPS document No. 
2534 D which is a certified press itecrwith respect 
to the day, August 23, 1941, as showing that the 
Cabinet on August 22 approved a national Commodity 
Mobilization Plan.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 2534 D will receive exhibit No. 1132.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. II32 and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Do you intend to read ✓
that, Mr. Fihelly?

MR. FIHELLY: Yes, the first few paragraphs
of it, your Honor.

I will now read from prosecution exhibit 
II32 the headline, descriptive remarks, and the first 
two paragraphs:

"Speedy Expansion of Armaments And 
Autarchy Of East Asia Sought.

"COMMODITY MOBILIZATION PLAN STUDIED.
"Program for 2nd Quarter Of Fiscal Year 

Decided As Proposed by Governor of Planning Board;
Key Points Of Scheme Announced.

"The Government, at the Cabinet meeting on

t
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August 22, fornrlly decided the national commodity 
mobilization plan for and after the 2nd quarter of 
the 1941-2 fiscal year, as proposed by Lieut-General 
Teiichi SUZUKI, governor of the Planning Board.

"The key points of the scheme are: (1)
Prompt expansion of armaments; (2) Establishment of a 
system of autarchy for important resources in the 
East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere, especially the 
maintenance of steel and coal production; (3) Maint
enance of the lowest limit for the nation's living 
necessities; and (4) Strict harmony between the 
commodity mobilization scheme and the marine trans
portation plan."

THE PRESIDENT; We will adjourn until half
oast one.

• (Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was
taken.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at 
1340, the HONORABLE JU-AO-MEI, Member froir the 
Republic of China, not sitting,

/

MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed,

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Smith,
MR. SMITH: If your Honor please, I beg

please to bring up a matter that I think is of urgent 
importance. Last Sunday afternoon Colonel Warren, 
defense counsel, returned from the United States .and 
brought with him a new statement by former American 
Ambassador Grew. The statement was dictated by the 
Ambassador and was intended for the information of 
this Court. It is only a page and a half in length 
and it materially qualifies and at least clarifies 
the affidavit of Mr. Grew which was read in evidence on 
Friday. Further, it seems to eliminate three de-' iI
fendants from this case, as we read it and, your Honor, jl
we think in fairness to the former Ambassador, and 
certainly for the enlightenment of this Court and 
that the Court not get a wrong impression from the 
affidavit read last Friday, that vc have leave to

: - , V 4

■ 0
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read this at this time. Your Honor,the necessary 
copies have been supplied for the Court and -’Iso 
for the translation, so it could bo done simultaneously, 

THE PRESIDENT: It seems to me it is de
fense evidence to be given later, unless the prose
cution are prepared to adopt it as theirs and tender
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it. If they are satisfied with its authenticity —  
and 1 don't suppose they question Colonel Warren's 
word —  well, they ought to tender it.

Mr. Higgins.
MR. HIGGINS: Mr. President, if it has the

effect that counsel says it has, that is, to eliminate 
three of the defendants from this case, certainly the 
prosecution is not interested in presenting this 
evidence for the prosecution.

THE PRESIDENT: If you don't want to tender
it, certainly we won't force you to do so.

MR. HIGGINS: No, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: It is in the same position

as evidence taken on interrogatory. It would not 
follow that when we received that we would accept it 
immediately. It would have to be tendered as part 
of the defense evidence.

MR. SMITH: I do not ask anything more, your
Honor.

THE PRESIDENT: You will have to wait, Mr.
Smith, unless the prosecution are prepared to oblige 
you by accepting it and tendering it.

Mr. Fihelly.
MR. FIHELLY: tir. President and Members of

the Tribunal, just prior to lunch v/e had arrived
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j chronologically at the end of August, 1941. At 
this point Premier KONOYE —

THE PRESIDENT: I should remind the defense
of what I said on Friday, that if they desire to 
apply for a commission or for interrogatories to be 
administered to i.ir. Hull, or any of those gentlemen 
in the United States or elsewhere than Japan, they 
should make application to me in Chambers.

MR. SMITH: Your Honor, could I say one
more word in response to your last observation? If 
I could read Mr. Grew's last statement there wouldn't 
be any necessity for me to take his interrogatory in 
the United States. That is one of the points.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, we have given our
answer. It depends on the attituce of the prosecution.

MR. FIHELLY: At this poi.t Premier KONOYE
presented on August 20 a memorandum to President 
Roosevelt with regard to the proposed meeting be
tween them. This was followed by the President's 
reply on September 3rd. Both of these items will 
be dealt with later in the evidence of Mr. Ballantine 

We have already seen shown that during July 
of 1941 the Japanese fleet practiced and rehearsed 
the YAMAMOTO Plan of the Pearl Harbor attack. Our 
evidence now will show that the first week in September
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Japan further practiced that particular plan of 
attack by war games which were hold here in Tokyo 
at the Naval War College.

In this connection, I refer to prosecution 
exhibit 809 and read from page 1 what is stated 
there in connection with those games. On page 1 it 
is stated in that exhibit from 2 to 13 September 194-1 
the final war games convened at the Naval War College 
in Tokyo, participated in by a large number of top 
ranking naval officers. The problems set were two-fold; 
first, to the working out of the details of the naval 
air strike at Pearl Harbor; secondly, the establish
ment of a schedule of operations for the occupation 
of Malaya, Burma, the Netherlands Ehst Indies, the 
Philippine Islands, and Solomon and Central Pacific 
Islands, including Hawaii. The outline of condi
tions under which these problems were to be worked 
out constituted the essence of the forthcoming order 
specifying the actual attack.

There was a further part of prosecution ex
hibit 1127A, the interrogation of the defendant 
NAGANO, of March 27, 194-6, which wo would like to 
read from at this time, in that same connection.

I will read from page 1 of the exhibit, 
the last two questions and answers on the page:



"Q And Inter, in august of 1941, is it not a 
fact, Admiral, that the final plans were made at the 
Naval War College in Tokyo?

■•A I believe preparations by the Naval V-'ar 
College were started in October, but a considerable 
amount of research was done. The results were later 
given out to us and that was how we first hoard of 
the attack officially, and at that time the commander 
of the fleets put forth the plan which was later 
adopted.

"Q When you say, Admiral, that you later v'ere 
first officially advised of the results, do you mean 
by that that you were advised of the results of the 
attack on Pearl Harbor?

"A After th« results of the research of the 
Naval War College hrd been put forth ths commander 
of the fleets explained the Pearl Harbor plan.

"Q /sa matter of fact, Admiral, the time in
which the plans were perfected at the Naval War

«
College was in late August or Q.rly September, 1941, 
rather than in October, was it not?

"A Do you mean the plan for the attack on 
Hawaii or the general resc rch that was carried on by 
the Naval College?

UQ I refer to the time, Admiral, when the plans
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were perfected at the Naval War College in Tokyo 
at which time various teams were made up, such as 
the "N" Team, the "A" team and the "E" team.

"A 1 don't remember very well, but 1 believe 
it may well have been toward the end of September."

Last question and answer?
HQ * In these games at which the plans were 

perfected for the attack upon Pearl Harbor, Admiral, 
you acted as umpire, did you not?

"A No, the head umpire was Admiral YAMj&MOTO,
I had no connection with the war games, but I went to 
see the results when they were over.»

25 I
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MR. FIHELLE: We next offer in evidence
International Prosecution's document No. 2535A which 
is a report of the Cabinet meeting on September 5» as 
the result of which land and sea transportation was 
put on a war basis.

THE FRESIDENTs Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

Ko. 2535a will receive exhibit No. 1133«
(Whereupon, the document above referred

*

to was marked prosecution’s exhibit No. 1133 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLE: I now read prosecution's exhibit
No. 1133:

•'Excerpt from ’The Osaka Mainich and the 
Tokyo Nichi Nichi', Sunday, September 7> 1941.

"Government to Expedite Building of Shies 
and Freight Cars. ' r

"Traffic Mobilization.
"Concrete Plans being Drafted by Communications 

and Railway Offices.
"Based on the traffic mobilization plan for 

the 1941-42 fiscal yerr, the Railway Office will 
positively embark on the construction of freight cars, 
while the Communications Office will establish the 
shipbuilding control association in order to systematize
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the ship building industry, it is expected.
"The Government, at the Cabinet meeting on 

Friday, September 5» decided the traffic mobilization 
plsn in order to place land end sea transportation on 
a wartime basis to meet the requirements of the times

We now offer in evidence an extract from the 
KIDO Diary dated September 5» 1941, IPS Document 
No. 1632W 67, as indicating that preparations were 
being made to hold another Imperial Conference.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosectuion's document

No. I632W (6$ will receive exhibit No. 1134.
(''hereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1134 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLE: I now reed prosecution exhibit

11

17 ;

18 ;

19 1
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21 
22
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24

No. 1134:
"September 5> 1941 - {Extract)
"At 4.30 p.m. the Premier proceeded to the 

Palace and submitted to the Throne a plan relative to 
the holding of a Council in the Imperial presence.
The Premier said that as the Emperor asked many ques
tions as to our policy towards U.S.A. from the point of 
view of war strategy, he had advised the Emperor to 
summon the Chief of General Staff and the Chief of25
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the Naval General Staff. I, therefore, proceeded to the 
Palace to advise the Enneror to follow the Premier’s 
advice. I requested Aide-de-camp YOKOYAMA to call the 
Chief of the General Staff, the Chief of the Naval 
General Staff, and the Premier to the Palace. At 
6 ptm. they were granted an audience by the Emperor 
to answer the Imperial questions."

The second of the four important Imperial 
Conferences of 194-1 was held on September 6. In this 
connection, we offer in evidence an extract from the 
KIDO Diary of that date, International Prosecution 
document No. 1632V/ (68).

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK CF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632V' (68) will receive exhibit No. 1135»
0”hereuDon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1135 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLE: I now reed prosecution's
exhibit No. 1135:

"September 6th, 1941 (Extract)
"From 9»40 to 9.55 a.m. I visted the Emperor 

in response to the Imperial summons. He ̂ said that 
he would like to ask some questions at the Conference 
in his presence. Then I advised His Majesty that

/
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TOYODA, Foreign Minister; TOJO, War Minister; OXKAWA,
Navy Minister; OGURA, Finance Minister; SUZUKI, Pres
ident of Planning Board; TAIÎABE, Home Minister; SUGIYAMA, 
Chief of Army General Staff; NAGANO, Chief of Naval 
General Staff; TOMITA, Chief Secretary of the Cabinet; 
MUTO, Director of Military Affairs Bureau, War Ministry; 
OKA, Director of Military Affairs Bureau, Navy Minstry; I
TSUKADA, Vice Chief of Army General Staff; ITO, Vice- 
Chief of Naval General Staff; HARA, President of the 
Privy Council."

I now refer to Court exhibit, prosecution 
exhibit No. 588, a document found at the -Foreign

!
Ministry, and call attention to certain- parts thereof, ; 
the document itself having been put in evidence and

I
other parts read by Mr. English. The part with respect 
to September 6 is found on page 2 of the document, the 
first part being devoted to the July 2 Imperial Con
ference. I now read the pertinent part:

"Resolution adopted through the Imperial 
Conference on September 6, 1941.

"Summary. Execution of the Empire’s Policy.
"In view of the present acute situation, es

pecially the aggressive movements the United States, 
Britain and the Netherlands have assumed; the situation 
of Soviet Russia; and the suppression of our national

I «
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power; Japan will execute her Southern advance oolicy, j
I

related in the ’principle of Japan's Policy According 
to the Change of Situations,’ as follows:

"a. In order to secure self-existence rnd 
self-defense, Japan, with a determination for a v/ar 
with the United States (Britain and the Netherlands), 
will have completed her preparations by the end of 
October.

"b. Meanwhile, in pace with the above, Japan
will strive for the fulfillment of her demands through
diplomatic measures with the United States and Britain.

"The minimum matters of demand to be accomplished<
in Japan's negotiations with the United States (Britain), 

j and the limit Japan is able to come to on agreement in 
i this connection will be steted on another sheet.

"c. If, through the above negotiations, our 
j demands have no hope of fulfillment by the beginning 
j of October, we shall immediately determine to wage warI
j against the United States (Britain and the Netherlands), 
j "All meesures, save for those concerned vrith the
' South, will be executed according to the pre-arranged 
national oolicy, and we shall particularly endeavor to 
check the formation of a Ru9io*iln&rlcan combined'force 
against Japan* •«

I*
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I new offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document Ko. 2^07-A, which contains 
extracts from the TOJ0 interrogation of February 
23, 19^6, pages 1, 2, 3» ?, and 6, and also Interna
tional Prosecution document No. 2J>09-A, which is an 
•'xtr'ict from the Î0J0 interrogation of March 11, 
page 4. In each instance wo offer the extracts in 
evidence, and, as we did this morning, ask that the 
parent document be g-Wen a number for identification.

CLERK OF THE COURTi Prosecution’s document 
No. 2507 will be given exhibit No, 1136, for identi
fication only.

("hereupon, the document above- 
mentioned was narked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1136 for identification.)

THE PRESIDENT: The extracts are admitted on

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25 !

the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2507-A will be giv^n exhibit No. 1136-A.
(‘.Thereupon, the document above 

referred to was narked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1136-A and received in evidence.)

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
No. 2509 will be given exhibit No. 1137 for identifi 
cation only.
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("Tiereunon, the decument above-7 I
mentioned was narked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1137 for identification only.) j

CLERK OF THE COURT: The excerpt therefron, j
i

aikewise -admitted, will be piven exhibit No, 1137-A.
j

(".'hereupon, the document above j
referred to waè marked prosecution's exhibit 
No, 1137-A and received in evidence.) j

I
MR. FIHELLY: I now read from pape 2, the !

I
extracts from 5 nnd 6 of the interrogation from 
exhibit 1136-A. |

"Q For what purpose was the Imperial Conference i
of 6 September called?

"A It was called to decide the question of what ;
national policy should be adopted in view rf the 
situation at that time. As I recall, the main ques-

i
tion was that of war or peace and what attitude should j 
be decided upon in either case. j

I

"Q At this confer- nc^, it was decided to con- j
tinue negotiations with A-orica and hope for a break j

1
by the middle ten days of October, was it not? J

"A Yes, of course I think so, but I have no
materials here and it is difficult for me to make 
categorical statements.

"Q It was also decided th~t if the break did not !

-t
\

/

I

(

J
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cone by the middle trn days ~f October that wir would 
be undertaken against America?

It was decided to plan for a brook by the 
middle ton d-'.ys of October. The decision for wir was 
net made at this conference.

"Q "ho attended —  "
That Is all there is on that extract. I am

sorry.
Getting on to 1137-A. I read the question 

rind answer on that pape, page 1 from rage 4 of the 
Torch 11 TOJO interrogation:

"Q Is it net true that, during the period 
between 6 September 1941 '•nd 10-20 October 1941, 
préparati~ns for war wer^ pushed?

"A .is I s^id before, at th^t conference which 
dealt with peace or viar, it was decided that both 
peace preparations and war preparations w^uld be 
pushed. (Head back to the witness v/hr agreed as to 
its correctness.) It was o n l y  .̂fter that decision 
that prepare tiens were pushed."



UR. FIHELLY: On September 6th also the
Japanese Ambassador handed to the Secretary of State 
a revised proposal. This particular proposal will 
be treated of in detail during the testimony of 
Ur. Ballantine later on in this period.

We next offer in evidence a further 
extract from the KIDO Diary dated September 11th,
I. P. S. Document No. 1632W(69), in order to show 
that on that date the defendant TOJO and KIDO dis
cussed the preparations for war with the United 
States.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. l632W(69) will receive exhibit No. 1138.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1138 
and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read a brief extract
from prosecution's exhibit 1138: the extract of 
September 11, 1941.

"War Minister TOJO visited me after his 
withdrawal from the presence of the Emperor and 
explained the result of an investigation concerning 
the preparations for war with the U.S.A."

MR. LOGAN: I would like to call the
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Tribunal's attention to the faot that the extract 
just read does not conform to the statement modo by 
the prosecutor before he read it. The discussion 
,ns not concerning preparations for war, but was 
concerning the result of an investigation.

HR, FIHELLY: Concerning the preparation
of war.

I can assure you, Hr. Prosidont and the 
Members of the Tribunal, that I will be glad to be 
corrected at any time by the defense because I 
have no desire to make any unfair inference in 
connection with any document.

THE PRESIDENT: There seems to be no
substantial difference between what you said and 
what the document revealed.

MR. FIHELLY: I did not think there was,
your Honor,

’7e next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution Section Document No. 1457-B, a telegram 

of September 12th from NO! URA to TCYADA to show that 
NOMURA at this tine made statements to Japan in 
connection with withdrawing her troops in Chino.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEhK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1457-B will be given exhibit No. 1139.
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(Whereupon, the document above referred, 
to was marked prosecution*s exhibit No. 1139 
and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHSLLY: I shall read just the Identi
fying top remarks and the first two paragraphs of 
exhibit 1139*

7 !
8 
9

10
11
12 J
13 i

14 i

15

16
17

18

19

20 
21 
22 !

23 !
24 i

25 !

"TRANSLATION OF TELEGRAM FROM NOMURA TO 
TOYADA, dated September 12, 1941.

"Top Secret by Embassy Code.
"From Ambassador NOMURA, Afternoon, September 

11, Showa 16 (1941), Washington (by secret).
"To Foreign Minister TOYADA, Arrived at 

the Ministry, Afternoon, September 12, Shown 16 (1941).
"Telegram No. 810.
"The difficult points of the present 

Japanese-American negotiations for the adjustment of , 
diplomatic relations are, as you are well aware of by ! 
my repeated telegrams, the problems regarding the j

withdrawal of Japanese troops from China and stationing 
of troops for anti-Comintern purposes, and I think 
the U.S.A. is in the position where she cannot recognize 
the stipulated terms between our side and the Nanking 
Government upon this matter, not only in the light of 
the public opinion in the country, but also from the 
viewpoint of her obligation as a mediator toward China. 'fi

■—  %
mm
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« Consequently in the American proposal of 21 June 
there Is included a clause to the effect that the 
evacuation should be effected as soon as possible in 
compliance with the stipulations to be newly agreed 
upon between Japan and China. And her attitude having 
been more stiffened of late, she has mentioned the 
complete evacuation of troops within two years after 
the restoration of peace (one of the causes of the 
above stiffening is believed to be the result of her 
talks with the Chinese side), and it is felt that 
toward the now proposal advanced from our government, 
the U.S.A. apparently shows no serious disapproval 
in points other than that of the evacuation, against 
which she seems to have strong opposition.

"And, after all, according to my observation, 
there is a great possibility for the negotiation to 
split on the rocks in the final stages due to this 
evacuation problem. To avoid it, therefore, I 
earnestly wish that following the general line of 
the American request and without making reference to 
the stationing of troops, you deliborate how to deal 
with the proposal for the evacuation of troops within 
two years after peace ristoration."
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We next offer In evidence TOYODA’s reply
<

of September 13, which is contained in International 
Prosecution document No, 1457« This is the same wire, 
by the way, which was introduced this morning. Do 
you have the exhibit number (addressing the Clerk of 
the Court)? We mentioned this morning, Mr, President |
and Members of the Tribunal, in connection with ;

!
exhibit No. 1131, that there was another wire processed

»

with it that we would road when we came later in 
September to that. This is the wire I referred to,

’ Iand I believe it is already in evidence with the other, !
is it not, Mr.' Clerk? j

THE PRESIDENT: It is. j
CLERK OF THE COURT: Yes.
MR. FIHELLY: I will read that particular

wire, or paragraph 3 from that wire, on page 3, para

graph 3*
"III. I understand that the U. S. wants

t

us to acknowledge her so-called four fundamental
i • •

principles. But without even settling the matters in 
the telegram quoted at the beginning (tel. $2$) of the !
present one we are not in a position to swallow it at 
present. Besides (if we do so) it is very much feared 
that the world may think we did it owning to American 
pressure as we pointed out before, and judging from
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1 American views that she wants to negotiate before
hand with England, Holland, China and ether countries,
I entertain some apprehensions lest they may try to 
revive the organization of the ’Nine Countries Treaty.' 
So it is also not proper to do so at present. The 
form of negotiation between Japan and the U. S. 
should be adopted. As this is of special importance, 
beware of it please! 07e are not in a position to 
hinder U. S. from her actual negotiation with Britain, 
Holland and others, and in reality it is impossible 
to do it, and again we will not concern ourselves 
with it. At the bottom, what we want to say is that 
we refuse to be induced to a council or an agreement 
among numerous countries.) "
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MR. FIHELLY: V/e next of for In evidence
International Prosecution Document No. 2^36-A, the 
report of the Cabinet mooting of September 12th 
adopting a plan for labor mobilization so as to 
Induce a supply of sufficient labor for the increased 
production of munitions,

THE PRESIDENT; Admitted on the usual terms*
CLERK OF TH?i COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2536-A will receive exhibit No. 1140,
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1140 
and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit No. 1140 j

"Extract from 'The Tokyo Nichi Nichi' - 
September 13, 1941.

" ' TOTAL LABOR SERVICE BY PEOPLE" SYSTEM 
DEFINITELY LAUNCHED.

" ’Cabinet Approves,
" '1941 V/orkers Mobilization Plan is Adopted 

at Friday Meeting.
" 'As a preparatory step for the establish

ment of the people's total labor service system, the 
plan for the people's labor mobilization during 1941 
was adopted in the regular Cabinet meeting on
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September 12.
" 'The scheme, jointly formulated by the 

Planning Board and the 7elfare Office, is based on 
the emergency labor policy decided in a recent 
Cabinet session, and is aimed at insuring the supply 
of sufficient labor for the increased production of 
munitions.

" 'In view of the importance of the project, 
the Cabinet Ministers present posed pointed questions 
to Governor Lieut. General Tciichi SUZUKI of the 
Planning Board, who explained the plan to them.

" 'The scheme contains concrete measures 
for the creation of the peoplo's total labor service 
system

On September 22 Foreign Minister TOYODA 
presented tc the United States Ambassador in Japan 
the text of the basic terms of peace which Japan 
was prepared to offer to China. This matter will be 
dealt with in detail in Mr, Ballantine's testimony 
later in the period.

On September 2^ he also submitted revised 
proposals to the Uhited States Incorporating these 
terms of peace with China, which likewise will be 
treated by Mr. Ballantine in his testimony.

We next offer in evidence International ---



Prosecution document l632W(7^)» an extract from the 
KIDO Diary of September 26, this being offered to show 
that on that date the defendant KIDO and Premier 
KONOYE discussed at some length the possibility of 
war being declared upon the United States on Octo

ber 1?.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
VJby the delay?
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. l632?/(71) will receive exhibit No. 1141.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1141 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read this brief extract
contained in exhibit No. 1141:

"September 26th, 1941 - (Extract)
"I met Prince KONOYE at 4 p. m. and talked 

with him until 5*15 p. m. He statedthat he had no 
confidence, and there was no choice for him but to 
consider his resignation if the Military insisted on 
starting a war on 15 October. I hoped that he would 
bo prudent."

s
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MR. FIHELLY: As again showing war prepara
tions which Japan was making, at this time we next 
offer in evidence an extract from the KIDO Diary of 
September 29th, International Prosecution Document 
No. 1632V/ (72).

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THF, COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632V/C72) will be given exhibit No. 1142.
(’/hereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1142 
and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY; I now road prosecution's 
exhibit No. 1142, the extract dated September 29,
1941;

"I visited the Emperor from 10.55 a.m. to
11.35 a.m. He requested me to make an investigation 
regarding the stock of rubber and tin in the U.S.A., 
the amount of rubber resources in South and Central 
America, and other places where the United States 
would bo able to obtain those resources. Hence I 
contacted the President of the Flanning Board through 
the Chief Secretary to the Cabinet. The President HARA 
said that if our diplomatic parley with ’Vashington 
would end in an entire failure and as we would have 
to make our grave resolution, the coming Council in

s



the Imperial presence should not be such n formal 
one as usual, but we must have n full discussion 
of the matter instead and include senior statesmen 
in the Council. I promised him that I would 
consider this carefully.”

On October 2nd, the United States Secretary 
of State handed to the Japanese Ambassador an oral 
statement in connection with the pending negotiations 
which will be explained in the evidence of Mr. 
Ballnntine.

”/e next offer in evidence an extract from 
the KIDO Diary dated October 7th, International 
Prosecution Document No. l632W(75) to show that 
as of that c'ate the defendant TOJO was urging war 
with the United States and that certain elements in 
the Navy joined or agreed with him.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK Cl 3 COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632W(75) will receive exhibit No. 1143.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1143 
and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1143: —  the extract from the KIDO Diary, 
October 7th, 1941:
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"TOMITA, the Chief Secretary to the Cabinet, 
visited mo at 12.40 a.m. to talk about our negotiations 
with the U.S.A. He stated as follows: ‘The Army
was of the opinion that there was no room left for 
the continuance of the parley, while the Navy held 
thp reverse view. But the officers of medium standing • 

of the Array and Navy were agreed in their strong 
cetormination. The Navy’s desire for the Premier was 
that he should immediately declare his resolution 
and assume leadership in order to meet the serious 
situation.. First of all, the Premier should talk with 
the r/ar Minister who has a resolute opinion, in order 
to promote a better understanding betwepn them, after 
that a meeting between the Premier, the War Minister •

i
and the Navy Minister would be desirable to settle j
our national policy in respect of the war against j
the U.S.A." I

We next offer' in evidence International 
Prosecution Document No. 2593-D-4 and International 
Prosecution Document No. 15-1. These two prosecution 
documents constitute four parts of a whole telegram,

I
parts one and three are in the first document, 2593-D-4, j 
and parts two and four are in the second part; but, 
as I say, that makes one complete integrated telegram.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.

s
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CLEjL, GF T il,5 CCTHT: Prosecution's document
No. 2593-D-4 will ba given exhibit No. 1144; and 
document 15-1—

THE PRESIDENT: Make it two exhibits.
CLERK OF THE COURT (Continuing) —  will be 

given exhibit No. 1145.
(Whereupon, the documents above referred 

to were marked prosecution's exhibits Nos 1144 
and 1145 respectively and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from part 2 of the
October 8th telegram, which would be the next to the 
last page of exhibit No. 1145«

THE PRESENT: Aren't you going to read any
part of 1144?

MR. FIHELLY: I will be glad to read it all
if the Court wants mo to road it, sir. I will be 
glad to start and read it all,

THE MOMTOR: Mr. Fihelly, will you put the
earphone on, please? Will somebody tell Mr, Fihelly 
to please put his earphone on?

Which document are you reading, please,
1144?

MR. FIHELLY: I am now going to re*d the
entire document as the Court has requested.

THE MONITOR: Which document, sir?
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MR. FIHELLY: The entire document. The
first one is 1144 and the next one, I believe you 
gave the number 114?. I will now read the entire 
document.

THE MONITOR: Thank you, sir. Also, on the
loading statement, will you please follow your leading 
statement?

THE PRESIDENT: I inquired whether you wore
going to read 1144. I did not request you to do soj
but, perhaps you had bettor do so.

\

MR. FIHELLY: I will be glad to do so, your
Honor, because of the importance of the integrated 
part.

THE PRESIDENT: This is a vital stage.
MR. FIHELLY: I now read exhibit No. 1144,

part 1 of four parts, from '.Vashington to Tokyo,
October 8, 1941, marked "SECRET". The word "Purple" 
is there. No. 907.

(Reading): "(To be handled in government code,
Departmental Secret) Ro your #637 b,

"I will tell you more about this after I 
interview the Secretary of State a little later on. 
However, my views at present are as follows:

"(1) According to the American memorandum of 
the 1st, the Americans realize that there is unanimity
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on the various principles and fundamentals which 
they have stuck to. However, they are dissatisfied 
because you did not express a desire to go into a 
detailed discussion. The Americans believe in the 
four principles as the basis on which relations between

i
the tv/o countries must bo adjusted. The Americans 
consider that it is necessary to achieve unanimity 
on the various questions which have been fundamentally 
explored by both nations in the unofficial talks held
so far in order to settle the Pacific question. They

■ ihave always felt that if conversations between the ]
leaders of the two countries are to be realized

I

immediately, it must be definitely understood that these■ 
principles are to be apdied to the concrete problems in j 
the Pacific, and they desire a further clarification 
of our views."

The next, part 3 of 4, has the same heading, i 

October 8th, the same general markings. I
I

"Judgi by the impression I got from the j
I

above mentioned facts and my contacts with them so far, ! 
they figure on first bringing about unanimity on the

i
fundamental questions on which our two countries . I
have so far failed to see eye to eye, and then gradu
ally to turn to the other matters. They evidently 
feel that so long as there is disagreement on the

N
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aforementioned points it would be vain and futile 
to discuss the various other problems, therefore, up 
to now the United States has done no more than 
express her opinions on the other matters in the 
proposnl of June 11. (As I have wired you, some 
changes were made in the last clause.)

"In their proposal of June 21, they made 
it evident that they were going to stick to this 
as the basis for negotiations. Tho latest reply of 
theirs shows, I am sure, that they are entirely 
disregarding our own proposal of the ?5th. This 
shows that they are going to stick to their ideas 
as they stands however, it will still be necessary 
for us to talk through certain matters concerning
A. The matter mentioned in the annex of the clause 
concerning the China incident. B. Discontinuing 
activities designed to help CHIANG. C. The stip
ulation concerning Nanking Treaty in the clause 
concerning the China incident (an agreement betwoon 
Japan and China); joint mediation and the right of 
self-protection mentioned in the clausa concerning 
our attitude toward the European war; the question 
of eliminating tho annex to the clause concerning 
commerce between the two nations."

And nov; going to tho other two parts of
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the telegram, I read those parts from exi lbit No.
114 5:

"From: Washington (Nomura)
'•TO: Tokyo
"October 8, 1941 
#907 (Port 2 of 4)
"To be handled In government code. Depart

mental Secret).
"Thus, they hope that we will make ourselves 

clearer on these points. In our proposal of the 
6th and In the explanation thereof, not only did we 
limit them and narrow what we had discussed in our 
informal conversations thus far, but we also cur
tailed extremely the guarantees we offered concern
ing the aforementioned principles. We equivocated 
concerning guarantees that we would not engage in 
armed aggression. Y/e limited the area to which the 
principle of non-discriminatory treatment would apply 
in the Pacific, and on the excuse that China was 
geographically near to us, we limited the very 
principle itself. On the question of stationing and 
evacuating troops in and from China (including French 
Indo-China), the Americans are making,some demands 
which we in principle have objections to. Moreover, 
they figure that they must be much surer of our

v
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1 attitude toward the three**power pact. These points
2 you probably already know, *•
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MR. FIHELLY: And tho last part of the
telegram bearing the same date, part 4 of 4; '— —

“Concerning the four principles mentioned 
in (2) during the conversation mentioned in your 
#634% the American Ambassador talked like I had 
alre-dy reached an understanding with Secretary HULL 
on this. As I have told you in various messages, 
they shelved the question in both letter and spirit, 
but on April l6 yjhen Secretary HULL presented mo 
with these four points (see my #277^), I certainly 
was in no position to accept such a proposal before 
getting instructions from my home government, nor 
would I give the impression that wo would accept 
them. Please note that. Nevertheless, these 
are very abstract principles, and I figured that 
there would be some elasticity in their application. 
This country applies them with prudence to other 
foreign nations; for example, in peace conferences, 
discussions of principles are extremely circum* 
locutionary, so I do not think you need to be 
troubled over this.“
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There i s  an e n t r y  in  the KIDO D ia r y ,

O cto b e r 9 , In t e r n a t io n a l  P r o s e c u t io n ’ s document 

1032W (64), w hich  we now o f f e r  in  e v id e n c e  to  show 

K ID O ’ s v ie w s as to  war w ith  th e  U n ite d  S t a t e s  a s  o f  i 

t h a t  date  —  1032W (76).

THE PRESID EN T: A dm itted  cn  th e  u s u a l te rm s. Î

CLERK OF THEJ COURT: P r o s e c u t io n ’ s d ocu

ment Nn. l632W (76) w i l l  r e c e iv e  e x h ib it  No. 1146.

( ’«hereupon, th e  document above 4 

r e fe r r e d  to  was marked p r o s e c u t io n ’ s e x h ib it  

No. 1146 and r e c e iv e d  in  e v id e n c e .)

HR. F IH E L L Y :  I  now re a d  p x -o se cu tio n ’ s

e x h ib it  No. 1146:

’’E x t r a c t  from E n t r y  from  H a rq u is  K ID O 's  

D ia r y ,  9 O c t . 4 1 .

" I  met P r in c e  KONOYE a t  1 0 :3 0  a .  m. a f t e r
é

h is  a u d ie n ce  w ith  the Em peror. He was q u ite  u n e asy  

about the fu t u r e  o f  th e  p a r le y  w ith  W ashin gto n, and 

h is  hopes f o r  a s a t i s f a c t o r y  com prom ise were v e ry  

d is c o u r a g in g .  I  e x p re sse d  my o p in io n  f o r  h is  i n f o r 

m ation  as fo llo w s :

”1 . The r e s o lu t io n  o f  the  C o u n c il  in  the  

Im p e r ia l  p re se n ce  on the 6 th  o f  Septem ber seemed to  

me too o u t r ig h t .  I t  was n o t the  c o n c lu s io n  o f  e x 

h a u s t iv e  d is c u s s io n  in  my o p in io n .«

s
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,f2. Judging from the situation both at 
heme and abroad, the war with the U. S. A. would 
offer us little chance of victory, so we had better 
rearnsider It.

"3» It would be Inadvisable to declare 
war against the Ü, S. A. immediately.

"4. The Premier should clarify his inten
tion to concentrate our national efforts upon the 
completion of the Chinese Incident.

"5. V/e should acquire freedom without ray
ing any attention to economic pressure by the U. S. A.

"6* The Premier should demand ten or fif
teen years of hard struggle on the part of our nation 
to establish a highly defensive nation.

M7. If necessary, we were ready to put 
belligerency in action to promote the completion of 
the Chinese Incident and to use our whole military 
force in China in order to realize our plans against 
Kuvunlng and Chungking.

"Hachiro AKITA visited mo to talk about the 
American problems and the general resignation of the 
Oabinet."

THE PRESIDENT: V/e will recess for fifteen

minutes.
(V/hereupon, at 1445, a recess
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly.
MR. FIHFLLY: Mr. President and Members of

the Tribunal, on October 12, 1941 there was a meeting 
at Premier KONOYE’s house concerning which we have 
certain written documents.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, with

regard to the last exhibit in evidence, 1146, I 
think it is rather important, and I would pray the 
Tribunals indulgence to read the defense’s trans
lation of that document at this time.

THE PRESIDENT: That would be two trans
lations of every document. That is the kind of 
language Japanese is.

MR. LOGAN: But the point is this, your
Honor: that if, later, all our corrections or some
of then- are accepted and it appears many pages later 
in the record, the complete document will not be 
there. It will mean reference back to the document 
which the prosecution has read, and it will have to 
be corrected on that document in the record.

THFi PRESIDENT; But we could never let you 
say, "Well, that is the prosecution’s translation.

\
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Now liston to ours." That would double the length 
of the trial. And, if v/e admit it for one document, 
why not for all? We have already given you author
ity —  the Tribunal has —  to go to the Language 
Section, Mr. Logan. We cannot do any more than that. 
We are very much concerned a^out the loss of time 
involved in the translations. There is far more 
delay here than there was in Germany on that ac-
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MR. LOGAN: May we have a direction to
this effect then, if the Tribunal please: that when
it comes back from the Language Section, that the 
entire document be permitted to be read rather than 
a reference to a page and a line? For example, here 
is a document with many changes necessary in it, 
and it would not make any sense if just small por
tions of the original document as read were changed; 
whereas, if we were permitted to read the entire docu
ment as changed, I think that would serve the purpose.

THE PRESIDENT: I am reminded by a colleague
that I should repeat what I told you last week: to
arrange these things with the prosecution out of 
court. If you differ,"go to the Translation Section; 
if a correction is made, let the party presenting 
the document read tho document as corrected.

\
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Mr. Fihelly.
MR. FIHELLY: I just mentioned the fact -that

we had certain written documents in connection with 
this meoting in Premier KONOYE'S home on October 12.

We first offer the KIDO Diary entry of 
October 12, International Prosecution document 
1632W (77) to show what happened there.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution1s document

No. 1632V/ (77) will receive exhibit No, 1147.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecutions exhibit 
No. 1147 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No. 1147, the extract from KIDO’s Diary, October 12, 
‘41:

"At 10 a.m, Kango KOYAMA called on me 
to express deep resentment at the recent political 
situation, urging all possible efforts of the 
Premier. Major-General KATO visited my house to 
explain the Gendarmerie*s interpretation of present 
conditions. TOMITA, Chief Secretary to the Cab
inet, visited me and stated as follows, *The War, 
Navy and Foreign Ministers and president of the 
Planning Board held a meeting in the Prince*s house

I
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rt Ogikubo et 2 p.m. to discuss the adjustment of 
diplôme tic reletions between the U.S.A* end Jrpm.
The ?>r Minister cells for greet resolution since 
he sees no hope for errivel et en under«tending 
between Jrpen end the U.S.A.j however, thet if he 
could herr en explanation such thet he could nersuède 
himself to be sure of rrrivel et en understanding 
why, of couse, he didn*t like wpr. The Nevy Minister 
seid that we should try to pvoid wer es much es 
possible. Now this country wrs standing et the cross
roads, having two ways to choose; one is the restora
tion of friendly relations by diplomatic negotiations; 
the other the declaration of wer on the U.S.A. If 
the former was our choice, we must bring ebout a 
full understanding between the two countries by 
convincing the U.S.A. of the sincerity of our friend
ship towards her, for e wer after e petched-up

#

compromise would be most undesirable. Anyhow, 
the Premier*à strong leadership was the most urgent 
matter. The Premier expressed his firm conviction 
of the successful conclusion of the parley, asking 
their cooperation with his policy. The Foreign 
Minister was of the opinion that he was not cuite 
sure of the outcome of the parley, although he could 
not flatly deny that the meeting would end in success.
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"They made the following1 agreement among themselves 
on the rdviee of the Wpr Ministers Our demands 
regarding the stationing of troops in Chin? should 
not he altered; the successful results of the Chinese 
Incident should be mode secure by all means; end we 
should further our urrley based on these agreements, 
ceasing our preparations for war."
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1 The next document which we have, relating

2 as to what took place at the meeting, is Premier

3 KONOYF1s own account which is International Prose-

4 cution document No, 497 which we now offer in evi-

5 dence.

6 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms*

7 Mr, Blewett.

O 8 MR, BLEWETT: If the Court please, this

9 document appears to be a self-serving declaration by
10 a decedent.
11 THE PRESIDENT: That goes to weight only,
12 Mr, Blewett; and matters of weight or lack of weight
13 should be urged when the defense are putting their
14 case or, during their summation, at the end of their
15 case.
16 MR. BLEWETT: If I might state, your Honor, jI

* * 17 !
the certification indicates that this matter was

18 dictated to one secretary, and the affidavit is taken
19 by another.
20 THE PRESIDENT: According to this deponent,
21 it was corrected in K0N0YE*s handwriting. That is
22 enough to adopt it.
23 MR. BLEWETT: It was dictated, sir, to one
24

secretary. Only portions of it were in the hand-
25

writing of the decedent.
i

\ ’ • ''witä fÊil :
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THE PRESIDENT: Corrections were. The
corrections would be evidence of adoption by KONOYE 
to whose handwriting this particular deponent can 
swear*

MR. BLEWETT: I will enter an exception
sir, for the record*

THE PRESIDENT: The exception is noted.
Admitted on the usual terms*
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 497 A will receive exhibit No. 1148.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution*s exhibit 
No. 1148 and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Higgins.
MR. HIGGINS: With the Tribunal*s permission,

I now read prosecution*s exhibit No. 1148:
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"Facts Pertaining to the Resignation of 
the 3rd KONOYE Cabinet,

"The 3rd KONOYE Cabinet started off with 
the great mission of readjusting the Japanese- I
American relations. For this reason, the retirement 
of Foreign Minister MATSUOKA was brought about end 
as only that was done, it can be said that all 
efforts were solely exerted toward the accomplish
ment of this great mission ever since the formation 
of the Cabinet, However, America's attitude was 
by no means definite. There were various opinions 
as to why her sttitude was not definite, but the

I

opinion of the War Minister was that since America's 
basic policy is to advance into Asia, the reason for J 
America's indefinite attitude is fundamental and 
consequently she lacks sincerity even in her negotia- j 
tion. However, we continued our negotiation with the ! 
view that a temporary compromise and conciliation may 
be possible in regard to the current situation, even 
if our basic traditional policies may have been j
different,

'’Recently the negotiation reached a state 
of temporary deadlock due to the occupation of French 
I^do-China by our trccps, but as it became known 
that we wouldn't go any further, the situation

\
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1 eased somewhat end the negotiation was egain resumed. 
Hence, a message was sent to President Roosevelt on 
August 28 proposing a conference. Nevertheless, 
since President Roosevelt, in reply to this, ststed 
that he was willing to hold a conference, but would 
like to have a general agreement reached in regard 
to the importent matters, at least, as a premise, 
en Imperial Conference was held on September 6 to 
determine the basis of the counter-measure for this.

"As a result of the Imperial Conference, 
it was decided to direct all our efforts toward the
diplomatic negotiation to the end, but to resolutely«
assume a war policy in the event no means for the 
conclusion of the negotiation is reached by early 
October.
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"Since there was a time limit of by early 
October, the negotiation was carried on hurriedly and 
äs it didn’t progress as expected, September passed 
and October came with the negotiation still not 
going smoothly. At about that time, the supreme 
command group became boisterous end stated that they 
will wait until October 15, but won’t extend it beyond 
that. Therefore, I requested the assembly of the War 
Minister, the Navy Minister, the Foreign Minister end 
the President of the Planning Board at OGIGAISO for

I

\
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a final conference on the afternoon of October 12.

"However, on the day before the conference, 

Chief OKA of the Naval Affairs Bureau came end in 

talking with him, he stated that with the exception 

of the Naval General Staff, the brains of the Navy 

don't went a Japenese-American war, but since the 

Navy, herself, can not say 'she can't do it* in 

view of her approval of the decision of the Imperial 

Heedauarters, the Navy Minister will propose to leave 

it in the hpnds of the Prime Minister at tomorrow's 

conference; so we would like you to decide on con

tinuing the diplomatic negotiation.

"Under such circumstance, this important 

conference was held at 2 p.m. on October 12 at OGIGAISO. 

When the Prime Minister in opening the conference, 

stated:

"At last, we have come to the stage where 

we must decide whether it is to be war or peace. In 

regard to this, let us first study whether there is 

any hope for a successful conclusion of the diplomatic 

negotiation.

"War Minister TOJO, expressing the Army's 

point of view, stated:

"'There is absolutely no hope for a successful 

conclusion of the diplomatic negotiation . 1 "

i

\
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"However, Nevy Minister OIKAWA stated:
"'Let us leave the decision as to whether 

there is any hope for a successful conclusion of 
the diplomatic negotiation in the hands of the Prime 
Minister end the Foreign Minister end es for the 
Nevy, she will comply with thet decision. If there 
is eny hope for a successful conclusion of the dip-

i
lometic negotiation, we went the negotietion to be i

continued. Today, we are standing on the cross-roads 
of peace or war. Until today, we have been making 
preparations for war on the one hand, while carrying 
on diplomatic negotiations on the other, but today 
we ere actually confronting the crisis of peace or war.s
Thet is, if we are to rely on diplomatic negotiation,

!
we would like it to be carried out thoroughly. Our j

j
preparations will fall behind if our attitude is to !

!
carry on diplomatic negotiation and then decide on 
war in the midst of it becpuse it won't go smoothly.
If v/e ere to depend on diplomatic negotiation, we want 
to make it a success at all cost. Since we are standing 
on this important cross-road today, we want the decision 
of the Prime Minister at this time. We want to comply i

t

with this decision and go ahead.'
i

"Against this opinion of the Nevy MLnister, !
I

the War Minister replied: |
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1 »»The Premier, of course, is shouldering a grave res-

2 ponsibility, but we, too, are responsible as advisers.
*%0 Hence, the determination of this great problem cannot

4 be left solely in the hands of the Premier. I be-

5 lieve that there is no hope for a successful conclusion

6 of the diplomatic negotiation, but if the Foreign Miî *
7 lster is fully confident of success, it may be given
8 further consideration. Does the Foreign Minister
9 have a confidence of success?*
10 "»Since Foreign Minister TOYODA's views were
11 asked, the Foreign Minister stated:
12 "»Since there is the second party, I can't
13 say that I am confident of success, but, generally
14 speaking, the important points in the negotiation
15 with America are:
16 "»(1) The Tripartite Alliance.
17 "»(2) The economic problem in China.
13 "*(3) The question of keeping our trocps/
19 T.N. in China/.
20 "»These three items are the obstacles. Of
21 these, some sort of agreement can be reached in re-
22 gard to item 1 and 2, but the third item pertaining
23 to the question of keeping our troops/T.N. in China/
24 is the most difficult one. Since America is empha-
25 tically. demanding for the complete withdrawal of our

\
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troops, I believe a compromise may be reached If we 
agree to a complete withdrawal of troops as a principle 
and station troops according to the time and place as 
specificially designated by an agreement or something 
between Japan and China, but 1 believe even this will 
be considerably difficult.'

"When this opinion was expressed, the War 
Minister, objecting emphatically, stated:

'"We can't yield on the question of with
drawal of troops. It must be done with occupation as 
its general principle and the remaining troops with
drawn. Since we have made such a tremendous sacri
fice in this China Incident, it would be alright pro
perly speaking, to sever her territory, but in view of 
the KONOYE statement, thst, too, cannot be done. Be
sides, a complete withdrawal of troops now cannot be 
done.'

"Hence, the Prime Minister stated:
"'If the War Minister insists, as he does, 

it is not a question of whether there is any hope for 
a successful conclusion of the diplomatic negotiation.
There definitely is no hope. As for the Foreign Mini-

/
ster, he could consider it from the standpoint of the 
general situation and yield more. Only then, can it 
be said that there is hope for a sucaessful conclusion
M
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of the negotiation. The Wavy Minister is incessantly 
clamoring for the decision of the Premier, but 1 can
not decide on war at this time, binca 1, as expressed 
in the opinion of the Foreign Minister, believe there 
is still hope of success, 1 cannot help but adopt the 
Foreign Minister* s opinion if I must decide on one or 
the other.'

"At this point, the War Minister retorted*
'"It is still early for the Premier to cast 

a decision. We would like to have him consider the 
matter once more.'

"As it was mutually decided to reconsider the 
matter, the conference of four and a half hours was 
brought to an end at 6*30 p.m. however,"through this 
conference, the position of each became clear.

"Upon considering this matter fully*.I find 
that, if I, at the conference, had accepted the pro
posal of the Wavy Minister to leave it in the hands of 
the Premier and. decided on 'war' by yielding to the 
opinion of the War Minister, the decision would, have 
stood since the Wavy minister could not have opposed 
it and that it certainly would have brought about a 
matter of grave concern to the Empire, On looking back, 
1 cannot help but feel my flesh creeping.

"On the night (8*00 - 10*30) of October 13,

>
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I requested Foreign Minister Î0Y0DA to call on me in 
the Japanese room of my official residence, When I in
quired about the subsequent developments of the negotia
tion with America, he expressed the opinion that v/e in
evitably must give up our occupation, that it wouldn't 
matter if the withdrawal is made with a time limit or 
summarily without it and that there is no means of 
settlement other than this.

"Prior to the Cabinet meeting on the morning 
of October 14-, I requested the War Minister to call on 
me. As o result of my deliberation and based on last 
night's opinion of the Foreign Minister, I told him as 
follows:

"’In regard to the question of occupation, 
the result is clear if done according to the War Mini
ster’ s contention, but if we were to yield on our pre
tence and take the reality, I believe that there is 
still hope in the negotiation. At this time, I wonder 
if v/e shouldn’t make up our mind to readjust the Jap- 
anese-American relationship, the future of which is 
very risky? I deeply realize my responsibility for 
the Sino-Japanese Incident, but with the China

\
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Incident still unsettled a^ter four years, Ï wonder 
if we should further extend our hands toward the South. 
If it can be settled in one or two years, that is an
other matter, but iudging from the opinion of experts,
I find that no one thinks that it can be settled in 
one or two years. The concensus of opinions, prac
tically, is that if the arrow should leave the bow, 
it may take five or ten years.'

"This is Count KAHTKO's story, but at the 
time of the commencement of hostilities between Ja
pan and Russia, Emperor Heiji, too, was unable to 
make a decision. So, early on the morning of Febru
ary 4, when the final Imperial conference was to be 
held, he called in Frince ITO and asked him if there 
was any hope of winning, the war with Russia. Hence, 
Prince ITO replied, 'There isn't any hope of winning, 
but it may be possible to prevent the invasion of 
Korea by the Russian Army for about a year or a year - 
and a half. In the meantime, we must request a third 
power to intervene and end the war; but, since Eng
land and France are our allies, respectively, we hove 
no third power other than America whom we can ask to 
intervene.' Hence, it was finally d-cided at the Im
perial conference of that day to commence hostilities, 
but that night Prince ITC reportedly called Count

\
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KANEKO and asked him to go to America immediately 
after telling him of the above* In other words, they 
were thinking of the ending of the war at the time of 
the starting of the war.

"When Field Marshal OYAl’A was about to 
leave for Manchuria as Commander-in-Chief of the Man
churian Forces, he reportedly stated, 'I will have 
nothing to do. Mr. K0DAÏIA will do the fightinp for 
me. But I may be of some help when the war is to be 
ended.’ The preparedness of o»ir elders of that period

I
is worthy of note. !i•

"If we should start a war with America i
j

this time, it will be a real world war, and there’ll j 
be no one to intervene. Even the international situ- 'I
ation is very different from that of the Russo-Japan {

I
’far period, and even our ally, Germany, she is ex
tremely powerless in the Orient.

"If hostilities should commence, Japan 
will have to take the initiative and attack the 
Philippines. As for America, since it will be the 
first time her domain will be attacked, the flaring 
up of her public sentiment is more than the ’Down with 
Germany' sentiment expressed to date. The reason for 
Lindberg's opposition to participation in the war is 
the hopelessness of winning against Germany, but since

\
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the relationship in the event of an attack on the Phil
ippines by Japan is different, there is the danger of 
such sentiment as 'Down with Hitler’ being blown away 
and changing completely into an anti-Japanese sentiment.

•’Furthermore, since England is strengthening 
her sentiment of resistence against Germany on the 
strength of America’s aid, it is a natural course for 
a peace movement to stir up within England if a Jap
anese -American war should break out and decrease the 
aid to England and if Germany would undertake her 
landing operation at this opportune time, it would be 
fine. But, since Germany, too, has considerably de
pleted her national strength in her war with Soviet 
Russia and since naval strength will be involved if 
a landing operation is to be undertaken, it may be 
proper to regard that the peace feeling in Germany, 
too, will become strong in proportion to the peace 
feeling in England. That is, it seems as if a Japan- 
ese-American war will hasten the peace in Europe, and 
it must be viewed that there is the danger of peace 
being brought about among England, America, Germany 
and Soviet Russia at the cost of the Far East.

•'In other words, considerable thought should 
be given to the opening of hostilities between Japan 
and America. Hence, I believe that it would be better

\
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first to bring an end to the China Incident and to 
have at the peace conference a reasonable voice backed 
by a faultless Navy. What do you think?

"In reply to this, the War Minister stated:
'"In view of so much sacrifice, withdrawal 

of our troops cannot be undertaken as a principle.
I can't yield to this even if I were to risk my posi
tion. Since America's real intention is control of 
the Far East, if we were to make one concession, the 
situation will probably be that she'll demand for 
another and not know where to stop her demands.'

"The Premier makes such remarks because he 
fully knows our domestic weakenesses, but since 
America too, should have her weaknesses, I must say 
that the Premier's view is too pessimistic.

"Since such was his retort, I took leave 
of the War Minister remarking that, such being the 
case, nothing can be done because it's a difference 
of opinion and that I wanted him to make the same 
statement at the Cabinet meeting.

"At the Cabinet meeting from 10:30 a.m. on 
that day, the r'ar Minister expressed his above-mentioned 
opinion and the /ar Minister was the absolute master 
of the situation with no one among the C abinet llem- 
bers voicing approval or disapproval. Thus, the cab- ’

\
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inet reached a complete deadlock.
"In the meantime, it became gradually known 

within Army quarters that since the Navy, herself, 
had no will to fight, but couldn't say so herself, 
she was appealing to the Premier through Bureau Chief 
OKA via Chief Secretary TOIIITA for the Premier to ex
press it. Consequently, the Army came forward with 
the remark that since war with America, in the first 
place, is a naval matter, it cannot bo carried out 
no matter how persistent the Army may be if the Navy 
does not approve of it and that if the Navy would 
say she can't do it if she can't do it, then we can 
find a way to dissuade our subordinates and bring 
order within the service with only the Premier stating 
it.

"As an outcome of it, Chief MUTO of the Mili
tary Affairs Bureau called on Chief Secretary TOMITA 
and reportedly requested that the Navy be asked to 
make a definite statement at this time. Hence, when 
Chief Secretary TOMITA relayed this to Chief OKA of 
the Naval Affairs Bureau, Bureau Chief OKA reportedly 
stated that the Navy, as usual,cannot say it and that 
she can say no more than that she will comply with 
the decision of the Premier. Nevertheless, since the 
Army, too, insisted that it's of no use without the

\
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Navy saying it, but only vaguely stated by the 
Premier, the attempt to break thé deadlock v/as 
abandoned. "

\
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"However., late on the night of 14th (10*30 
p.ra. —  00*30 n.m. of the next day), President SUZUKI 
of the Planning Board erne to OGIGAISO as messenger 
of V£.r Minister TOJO. According to his statement,
/TOJO/ hrd stated *

"'Nothing c m  be dom. since the opinions of 
the Rrenler nnd nine (the v,rr îïinistcr) hrd cl"shod herd 
on. Howev r, cn inquiring wor̂ . and marc about the cjr- 
cunstrnces, I hrve found th"t it Is the Nrvy thrt is 
staggering the determination of the Premier. If only 
the Nr.vy would definitely sr.y so, things would be nil 
right, but if she clrims she cr.n't sry it, the situa- 1
tion will only check end counter-check itself. There
fore, I hnvc reached this conclusion. I believe thrt | 
there 1s no other cite motive but to return the de
cision of th< recent Imperial conference brek to c denn 
slnte once more by ell of us, even including r.ll of 
the supremo command, resigning end to strrt anew with, 
nev; men coming forward. Then, if the no*" men coming 
forrrrd should decide thrt we won't fight, th"t may 
-rpnerr to be the end cf it, but the Array is straining 
at the leash. There 4s no one among the Emperor's 
subject other than Prince KOITOYE who c"n shoulder this 
grave crisis, hut since he ought not to be troubled 
this time in vie-"’ of the circumstances of the nrincc

s
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to drto, I believe thrt there is no alternative but 

to request ^rince HIG/.SKIKUNI to take over at this 
tine. Please rclr.y this to the Lord Keener o'* the 

Privy Seal KIDO, also.'

"This is high]y out of the ordinary, but it | 

is c plan. I replied that this be acloyed to the Lord 

Keener of the rivy Seal KIDO, also. When President 

SUZUKI called on the Lord Keener of the °rivy Seal KIDO 

on the norning of thi following dry, the 1 5 th, and in

formed hin of this the Lord Keener of the Privy Seal 

rcDortodly did not express cporovrl or disapnrovrl, 

but it npoeored as if the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal 

had reported this to the Emperor immediately and since j 
the Lord Keener of the Privy Seal requested the Premier ;j
to come forward end report the present situation to 

the Emperor, I '"ent to the nalrce at 4 p.m. on the 15th 

and reported in detail the developments to date. When j 

I reported*
"'The Navy does not ’.Tant war, but she can't 

say so in view of the decision of the Imperial Confer

ence. On hearing that, I, as Premier, can't agreo to 

v/ar all the more. I do think that the Plan of the V/ar 

Minister to request Prince HI GASH-KUNI to take over 

is a means that would break the deadlocked situation,' 

the Emperor replied*

\
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"*1 would like to maintain peace to the very j 
end. Since the appearance of an Imperial prince would 
make him appear to bo my personal representative, it 
would be bad for an Imperial prince to take over and ! 
decide on war. If an Imperial prince takes over, he 
must decide on ncace. If it should be decided on peace, 
will the army submit to the regulation? Besides, since 
it is an unprecedented thing for an Imperial prince to 
take over, the selection of Cabinet Hembers must be 
done very carefully.*

'•Thus, the Emperor seemed to have accepted 
the resignation of the KONOYE cabinet tacitly,

"Generally speaking, I wonder if '"or Minister j!
T0J0*s reason for brining out an Imperial prince is to | 
take the issue to a strong group or to take it to a j 

reck group? According to President SUZUKI, it appears 
to be for a change of direction, but in view of a re
port that a group of advocates of positive action is « 
planning to use the Imperial prince as a figure-head j

I

and carry out their positive view and since the Lord !
I

Keeper of the nrivy Seal requested that the intention ! 
of the v,rr Minister be ascertained once more, I called j 
President SUZUKI and had him ascertain the indention 
of the War Minister as well as whether the Army will 
submit to the regulation in the event it were to be

\
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decided on 'perce,' c nrttor of concern to the Enner- 
or. The reply of th.- War Minister reportedly was tînt; 
he could not stete definitely thrt the Army would sub
mit to the regulation in the event it is decided on 
'perce.' He further added, though ambiguously*

"'Assuming that it is decided on 'per.ee,' 
there wouldn't be anyone other than an I serial prince 
who would be able to suppress the Army.*

"Therefore, at 8 o'clock on the night of the 
15th, I secretly visited the residence of Prince 
HI GASFI-KTTNI and informed him of the circumstances to 
dote. An when I told him t

"'In connection with our desire that the 
war must be nreventod somehow, to solicit for the aid 
of an Imperial prince is on unprecedented thing, but 
there is no morns other than this to return the deci
sion of the oast to a clean slate. The Lord Keeper 
of the Privy Seal KIDO is afraid that it may affect 
your reputation, but since it will bring trouble to not 
only Tour Highness, but also to.the Imperial Household 
if war should break out, I beg that yo” consider your
self to be Prince ÏÎCF.IFAGA and nxit forth your whole 
effort at this time.'

His Imperial Highness stated that he would 
like to think it over since it was a grove matter and

\
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1 wondered if he could suooress the Array with his own 
strength,

"On the 16th, I began collecting the letters 
of resignation of the Cabinet Members from morning and 
when I informed the Lord Keener of the "*rivy Seal KIDO 
that I was going to the oalace to nresent them to the 
Emoeror now as I had collected all of them in the 
afternoon, the Lord Keener of the Pr.lvy Seal asked me 
to hold off. Stating that because I had collected all 
of the letters of resignation, I visited the palace 
at 5 o’clock and explaining thr reason os disagree
ment cf opinion within the Cabinet, I presented the 
resignation of the entire Cabinct Members and retired 
from the presence of the Emneror. I met the Lord Keep
er of the Privy Seal KIDO and inquired as to what he 
thought of the Imoerial prince. According to the Lord 
Keener of the Privy Seal, since His Majesty claims 
th't it would be very embarrassing, he has finally de
cided to summon both, TOJO and OIKAv’A, simultaneously, 
issue the Imperial Mandate for the formation of the 
succeeding Cabinet to one of then and order the other 
to cooperate and,, at the same time, he also issued an 
instruction to the effect that the decision of the Im
oerial Conference of Seotcmber 6 be reconsidered,

"As to whom it shall be, the Lord Keener of

\
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17

the Privy Seri explained that since the War Minister 
hrd clashed head-on with the Premier, it would be 
like recognizing bis contention if it is given to him. 
Hence, ho believes thrt it would be better tc trite the 
middle course r.nd offer it to tbe Navy Minister — since 
the Ilrvy Minister actually dees not wont war, but this 
has not boon brought to light. The Fineror, too, hrs 
been informed to that effect.

"Howov r, St c-'-'n be thought in this manner, 
rlso. Since the problem is the Army, there would be 
0 danger of the Army springing back all the more if it 
is offered to the JTr.Tr/. Hence, wouldn't it be better 
to offer it tc the strenger side r.nd rllevirtc the 
situation? Since America is of the opinion that the * 
Army would reverse things even if decided upon bv the 
KONOYE Cabinet, she will be a].? the more surnrised if 
TOJO Cabinet is formed after it, in vi<-w of the fret 
that she already is all the "arc convinced that it 
will he war with the resignation of the KOITOYE Cabi
net. But if the TOJC Cabinet, contrary to cxocctct- 
tlons, should continue to carry on the negotiation, it 
may instead make her feel relieved and bring about c 
better result. /TN? The following sontnccc is crossed 
out/ As to when it should be, I believe that it would 
bo better to have TOJO."

\
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"Fpon expressing my opinion thusly /T1T* 
crossed out/, the Lord. Keeper of the Privy Sool nske>d 
me to consider the rbovc rdvrntrges ond disrdvrntrgcs 
until tomorrow,

11 On the: morning of the 17th, I sent r messc.go 
to the Lord Keener of the Privy Seri thrt TOJO would 
be better (if gurrrntec of ncrcc is obrtined),

"On the 17th» the chief retriners* confer
ence will be hold in the nnlr.ee rt 1 p.m., rft'.r 
which the Emneror is expected to summon both TOJO nnd 
OIXAWA r.nd if sue the Imncrirl Hondo.te rnd, rt the some 
time, on instruction to the offset thrt the. Army rnd 
the Vrvy should cconerrte rnd thrt the decision of the 
Innorirl Conference of September 6 should be recon
sidered,"

23

24

25

\
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THE PRESIDENT: You do not know when that
memorandum was dictated? Nothing apoears on it,

MR. FIHELLY: As to that question, Mr.
President, so that it can be accurately answered, I 
would rather make further investigation. There were 
a number of vital papers found in the KONOYE resi
dence at the time of his suicide. I believe this was 
one of those, but I would rather accurately investi
gate and report to the Tribunal.

I now read from prosecution exhibit 1136 A, 
one of the TOJO extracts which was introduced this 
morning in connection with this same particular 
meeting of October 12. I read from page 2 of the 
exhibit, pages 5 and 6 of the interrogation, starting 
with the last two questions and answers on the bottom 
of page 2:

tt,Q. Who attended the meeting at KONOYE'e home 
on or about October 12, 19A1?

"•A It is hard for me, but I am sure that the 
War Minister, the Navy Minister, and the Foreign 
Minister was there. I am not sure whether the 
President of the Planning Board was there or not, 
but the three important ones were the three I have 
mentioned•

M,Q What was the purpose of the meeting and

N
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what occurred there?
"'A As I recall then, I think the reasons for 

the conference were as follows: In the first place,
the middle ten days of October, which had been set 
as the time by which we would strive for a favorable 
diplomatic turn, were upon us. The Japanese proposal

i
for a meeting between Prince K0N0YE and the President 
of the United States had been turned down by America.
The international situation was becoming more tense 
all the time. In these circumstances, it was neces
sary for the Government of Japan to decide more 
definitely just what its policy was to be, and I be
lieve that was the basic -,urpose of the conference at 
Premier KONOYE's home.

»»Q Did you not quarrel with KONOYE at that 
meeting?

"*A No, it was not a quarrel. Our opinions 
differed.

"iQ Differed on what?
•"A My opinion was as follows: Japan was mak

ing concession after concession in the effort to 
effect a diplomatic break before the middle ten days 
of October, but on the other hand, America refused 
to budge from her position and made no concessions.

!

The meeting between Premier KONOYE end the President,
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by which it had been hoped that a political settle
ment could be reached had been turned down. As War 
Minister, my opinion was that there remained prac
tically no hope of a diplomatic break and I suggested 
that the time had come when we had better make up our 
minds for war. The longer we delayed in making this 
decision, the more disadvantageous the situation 
would be for Japan if war were decided upon later.
I felt thus because we were now in the middle ten 
days of October.

As tending to show that there was still 
some element in the Navy against war with the 
United States and that this situation was discussed 
by the defendants KIDO and SUZUKI on October 13, we 
next offer in evidence the KIDO Diary entry of that 
date, International Prosecution document l632’.V (78).

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

1632W (78) will receive exhibit No. 1149.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked nrosecution*s exhibit 
No. 1149 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No. 1149, the extract of October 13, 1941:

"SUZUKI, President of the Planning Board,

tiI
i

iI

I
i

j
i

!
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visited me at 8 p.m. to talk about his political 
views which might contribute in some way to the 
making of a nev/ turn in our political condition. I 
expressed my opinion to him. Our conclusion of the 
talk was this: The Premier should make an effort to
promote mutual understanding with the War and Navy 
Ministers."

There follows another entry from the KIDO 
Diary of October 15 which v/e now offer in evidence, 
International Prosecution document No. 1632W (79), 
as tending to show that the defendant TOJO and those 
who desired war with the United States had brought 
about a Cabinet crisis.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1632W (79) will receive exhibit No. 1150.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No, 1150 and received in evidence.)

MIi. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No. II50, KIDO Diary extract, October 15, 1941. Or, 
rather, it states here that it is the full entry of 
that date. (Reading)

I
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"YAKATA visited me at 9 a.m. At 9*30
a.m. Lieut »-General SUZUKI, President p t  the Planning 
Board, visited me to deliver ’"ar Minister TOJO's 
message, the purport of which is as follows: If
the Premier would not change his mind, the general 
resignation of the Cabinet would be unavoidable.
And as for the succeeding Premier, elthough the 
Tar Minister did not mention his name, he made it 
essential that the next Premier should be able to 
bring the Army and the Navy together, and follow the 
Imperial will. Then one considered this point, it 
seemed very difficult to find a suitable person among 
ordinary Japanese subjects. He mentioned Prince 
HIGASHI-KUNI as a possibility for the next Premier.
To this I answered that we should be very careful 
as it was a matter concerned with the Imperial family, 
and if we had to ask the Prince's acceptance of the 
premiership, a common policy between the Army and 
the Navy should be worked out beforehand; the estab
lishment of an independent policy would take prece
dence of all other questions. I asked if the Tar 
Minister had any accurate forecast to make on this 
point.

"I went to the office at 11 a.m. Prince 
KONOYET visited me to ask my opinion regarding the

\
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HIGASHIKUMÏ Cabinet. I answered that it was still 
under consideration. I requested NATSUDAIRi., Chief 
Secretary, to study the procedure of the nBterializa- 
tion of the HIGASHIKUNI plan. I visited the Bnperor 
from 1.15 p.m. to 2 p.m. to report upon the pressing 
political situation. Premier KONOYE visited me at 
4 p.m. to say that he could not hold his Premiership 
any longer, for the breach with the "Tar Minister was 
becoming wider every day until at last the ’Tar Min
ister gave vent to his discontent saying that he did 
not like to hold any further conversations with the 
Premiep, as he was not sure if he could stifle his 
feelings. Finally he asked my opinion regarding 
the proposed HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet, so I told him 
that I did not know whether the ’Ter Minister had 
changed his opinion in order to effect 8 compromise 
with the Navy or whether he intended to put the 
Prince's shoulder to the wheel, and I had yet to know 
the real intentions of the ^ar Minister.

"I telephoned to the President of the Plan
ning Board to request him to visit me. I visited the 
Minister of the Imperial Household Department to talk 
about the HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet plan. The Minister 
sopmed astonished and strongly objected to this plan. 
At 4:30 p.m. SUZUKI, President of the Planning Board,
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visited ne* I asked him as to the real meaning of 

the r’ar Minister's intentions, but in vain* I urged 

him to supply me with a definite Report on this matter. 

Th'! Premier, who joined our conversation on his with

drawal from the presence of the Emperor, said that 

the Emperor had not shown any particular objection 

to the HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet as it might be said to

be the outcome of necessity, not of choice,
«

"I talked with the Premier until 8 »30 p.m. 

regarding the political situetion. At night SUZUKI 

telephoned to report on the result of his conversa

tion with *’at Minister TOJO. According to his report,
1

TOJO’s purpose was to establish harmony between the 

Army and the Navy by the influence of the Prince.

Sc I objected to the plan. The Premier also tele

phoned me to say that he wanted to secure an informal 

consent of Prince HIGASHIKUNI, I answered that it 

would be too early to do so, though I bad no objection 

to him so long as his action was.in his capacity as 

Premier. At midnight the Premier sent me a report 

saying that Prince HIGASHIKUNI had asked for a few 

days consideration on his part and a meeting with ’Yar 

Minister and the Home Minister. From 5*35 a.m. 
to 5*50 a.m. I made a report to the Throne concerning 

Prince KONOYE’s talk and asked the Imperial opinion

\



as to the matter."
THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now until

half past nine tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at l600, an adjourn

ment was taken until Wednesday, November 
13, 1946 at 0930.)
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international hilitary tribunal
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A ppc nr.ar.ee s:
For the Tribunal, rare- as be fore v/ith the 

exception that the HONORABLE JU-AO-MET, üenber fror, 
the Republie of China is no .' sitting and the HONORABLE 
R. B. PAL, Mcrr.be r fron India, not sitting.

For the Prosecution Section, rare os before. 
For the Defense Section, sar.c os before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation v/as rode by the 
Language Section, ÏRÏFH.)
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The International 
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
excert OKA’YA and HIRANUMA, who are represented by 
their respective counsel. We have a certificate from 
the orison surgeon at Sugamo certifying that the accused 
HIEANUMA is too ill to attend today. The certificate 
v/ill be recorced and filed.

MR. FIHEiLY: We had reached in the chrono
logical oroer of events yesterday, the date October 16, 
1941.

We next offer in evidence a further extract 
from the KILO Liary of October 16, 1941, International 
Prosecution document l632-v'-80, which relates to 
the resignation of the third KONCYE Cabinet.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF ThE COURT' Prosecution's document

i.o. l632-V:-8C will receive exhibit No. 1151.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1151, and was received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I nor; read from prosecution
exhibit No. 1151 !
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"Extract freu Entry fr-n K-rquir Kl DO's 
Di-ry, 16 Oct 41.

"At 8:30 r.n. President SUZUKI visited uo, 
-ni i.e discuss-.d t.h-. Prince's Crbinet. Thr ressens I 
rriyo hin fer rur-rsi nr tho Prince's 0- binot rro ~s 
f-'llrv/s:

"1. The fry -tim »■ f o Prince-'r Csbi.not 
rhmld bo c-rried mt. - ni,r v/hen un-v, i d-bl c , c, r cx- 
-mie, v;hon, even if' th ..r?:y • nd N-vy ~~r! e, ferc.
'■ f circur.stsnco s it. necessary tr h">vc n Prince 
cf tho bl r-d sr] V-. tie ir di f f 1 su] ties.

The diffieu]tics "hieb were discussed 
3 r-st nicht h-vo ru t b-on sr]y «’, md th-- Tri rce should 
r-t be ex.nect d tc ' ve-rerne th'r.;,

"3. In r v.-y tie frrnrt.im r(‘ t.h,i s T,rince's 
C'binet v;< uld i ndie* tc. th-t i-c’/c d - suit' blc ner- 
S! n iv" ' nr our sub,loots, -end o rrcnfc 'rr bl< ̂  vu uld be.- 
ere- ted if vur v:ith. the U.S.... vu re tr- brock rut, v/hcri 
such v Cabinet existed. There v:er inrrrt* nt re-sens 
vbv even Prince KO NOYE virr prevented frr-n crrryln? rut 
the vr licier decided -1 Ce-unci Is in the In-'crinl mes-
oncr • nr* i f v.v rsk r rc’ib* r tho Iru-erjel Heure tr
r ssuv.e r rosy nsi biiity hr cr nnr t fulfil, it vn uld 
c-use the Ir,, eri'] H-nr tr hocr’- e- m  r bii ct «-f uhli c 
hr tr-.d
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"At 3:00 p.r.. '"?r Minister T0J0 crllod on 
r.o tr report rn the nrt.sslr.ip orditicrl situation. 1 
c-innstd M s  tdor of the Prince's Cabinet frr the srno 
re-sms vrt i ch I hrd rrM olcm tr SUZUKI. I urped the 
r. vision rf the résolutifn < f the Council in the Ir.- 
'’crirl pro sene c, end r unified ncllcy frr the. Amy nnd 
th.„ Ur vy, tv>r fundr.r.f ntnl footers vdtheut which nr 
n r rirnol >*r̂ rr. ss c; uld hr expected.

"At 4:00 o.n. Prince xCMOYE telephoned tr 
spy th.et the Cvbinet v;rs peine tr re nipn. 'en bloc'. I 
v;rs f strni shed by the ?iKlrU nncs? r c this announcement. 
I visited, the Enpc.rer nt 4 p.r., tr re pert upon the 
penerr] msirn-tien rf the KOUOYE Cabinet. At 5 p.n. 
Prince KOKOYE tendered th< C-bim t Ministers' rcsipnn- 
ti'uis tr the Thrrne, I vn.s received, in audience by 
thu Errnort r frrr 5*30 p.n. tr 5*45 p.n. tc rnsv/er his 
questions ropyrdinr; the siicceedinp Cabinet."
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THE PRESIDENT: It seems in the penultimate
paragraph you should have inserted; "I pointed out 
that the decisions made at the Imperial Conference on 
September 6 wore rather careless, and I urged. . . "

MR. FIHELLY: There is inserted at the bottom
in ink, there is a line which should have gone in the 
fifth paragraph, as your Honor was just reading:

"I pointée out that the decisions macie at 
the Imperial Conference on September 6 wore rather 
careless, and I urged the revision of the resolution. . 
as I read it.

Ve now offer in evidence International Prose
cution document 1468-A, which is KONOYE's letter of 
resignation.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1468-A will receive exhibit No. 1152.
(Wher3upon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1152, and was received in evidence.)

HR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No. 1152.

"LETTLR OF RESIGNATION AS FRIME MINISTER 
PY PRINCE FUI.ÎII’7 RO KO NOYE TO H. N. THE

EKFLROR

w
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j "Bv Hip I.îr.iestv's Humble ferventT Fumimrro
2 "When I, Your Mrjesty's humble servant un- 
* expectedly received rn Inperirl Conmrnd to orpenire
i r Crbinet for r third time, it wrs ny firm conviction
3 j th?t, in order thet we een mrnege the present noliti-
6 ! cri riturtion so rs to enebüe future nrtion; 1 exppn-
I

7 I si on, v'G nuct find ? speedy solution for the Chins
s Incident bv r djus+inr relrtions with the United Ctrtes
l> on friendly terms. Therefore, I hrve expressed my

wishes to the United Sir ter Government soliciting rn
11 
12
! 3

1 i 
n
U)
17

18

IV
20
21

22 

23 1

opportunity for friendly "frleys. i
"Recently, hô c-ver, / rmy Minister TOJO, v;ho j

fudged thft such neyotirtions could not nossibly be {
mptcr.irlizcc before the desired +ire (rbout +he middle j

j
or letter prrt. of October), rnd who believed + hc- sit- j 
uption hrd come to r mint 'When no other morns ern '

i
be- found to errry through c u r  depends found in j

the 3rd crticle of 'in Outline of Now to Execute the j

Nrtiom-1 "olicies of Our Empire,' which met Imperiel |
-motion following the conference in the pre-sence of 
His Urjesty held on the 6th of .September, this yerr, 
hss core to the conclusion thrt the tine hrs rrrived 
to open "rr rgfinst the United strtes.

"When I consider the- mritt r crrofully, how
ever, I still believe + h-t provided re hrve rmple .

»
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time, not only is it erroneous to think thrt all nego
tiations v>ith the United States rre hopeless but that 
even the most difficult ouestion involved, the aues- 
tion of withdrawing our troops, ern be settled if v?e 
take the attitude of yielding ta her in appearance 
by keeping for us the substance and casting away the 
name. It i*- utterly impossible for Your Ma.1es.ty*s 
humble servant Fumlmaro, who is feeling much respon
sibility ever since the outbreak of the China Inci
dent, to endure plunging the nation again into a 
titanic v'ar the outcome of which cannot be forecast 
when c-vcn the China Incident has not yet been settled.

"For these reasons Fuminero believes that 
now is the tine for the Government and the military 
to cooperate in unity towards matcrializing our ne
gotiations with the United States by exerting our 
very utmost, thus to bring about settlement with 
China, which is now urgent necessity from the stand
point of recovering national strength as well as 
stabilising popular morale, /.nd if we have any de
sire for advancing our national fortunes now is the 
very time for us to step back a bit to prepare for 
a forward leap, and to make the people struggle for
ward more bravely for the sovereign and the state 
enduring hardship and urivaticn. »
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"I, Your Me jetty's humble servent, hrve 
done ry best to preveil upon Army Minister TOJO by 
leying open to him my inmost feelings. However, the 
Army Minister'persistently claimed thet though he 
perfectly understood the toil end feelings of the 
Prime Minister, it wrs impossible to consent to the 
withdrrvrl of troops from the stendpoint of mein- 
trining their morrle, end moreover, thet once the 
United Stetes vrs yielded to, she would epply still 
more overbeering mersurps end might even forget 
v'here to stop; end thrt even if the Chine Affair v;rs 
settled, it wrs possible thrt r repture might occur 
egrin in two or three years; end thet rs internal 
"»erknesses were existent both in the United Stetes 
' nd Jenen we should not lose this opportunity for a 
wer with her,

"I, Pumimrro, conferred with him on four 
seperrte occasions but have foiled to make him agree 
v-ith me, end rm now uneble to ce.rry on the greve 
responsibilities of assisting the Throne recording 
to my own convictions, due solely to my went of 
pbilities, for which I humbly beg Your Mejesty’s

✓

perdon*
I

"I, Your Majesty’s humble servant, beseech 
Your Majesty to relerse mo from this importent post."
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(1941)

''Prime Minister of Crbinct, 
Prince FumiinBro KONOYE,"
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next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document 2501-A, which is an extract 
from the TOJO interrogation of February 11, 1946, 
pages 2 to 5, and ask that the parent document be 
marked for identification.

CLERK OF Tils' COURT : Prosecution's document
No. 2501 will receive exhibit No. 1153 for identifi
cation only.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
Mo. 1153 for identification.)

THE PRESIDENT: The excerpt is admitted on
the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2501-A, an excerpt from the foregoing, will be 
given exhibit No. 1153-A.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1153-A, and was received in evidence.)

UR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit 1153-A, from pages 4 and 5 of the interrogation 
found on p a g - ' S  1 anc 2 of the exhibit referring to 
the general date October 17, 1941.

"Ç Lie you feel, at the time the KONOYE 
Cabinet fell on or about 17 October 1941, that war
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should bo declared against the United States and the 

other three nations?
"A At that time I felt, as War Minister, 

that the opportune time for fighting was in danger of 
being lost and the Imperial Conference had set the 
middle ten oays of October as the limit for waiting 
for a favorable diplomatic break."

Page 5 of the interrogation extract:
"Q V/as it not because of the f act that

you, as War Minister, favored war with the United 
States that the KONOYE Cabinet fell on or about 
17 October 1941?

»"A Theoretically, yes. I0N0YE thought 
that a diplomatic solution was still possible if Japan 
would withdraw troops from China, but the Army felt 
that there would be no guarantee that the unlawful 
acts of the Chinese, which had caused the Incident, 
would not be resumed if the troops were withdrawn 
before their purpose had been achieved, and the Army 
could not bear to so withdraw the troops."

Following the resignation of the third 
T’ONOYE Cabinet, a Senior Statesmen's Conference was 
convened by KILO and at this conference the defendant 
KILO proposeu the name of the défendent TOJO as the 
new Premier. KILO's account of this is sot forth in
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his diary entry of October 17, 1941, which we now 
offer in evidence, International Prosecution document 
No. 1632-W-81.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on'the usual terms.
CLERK ON THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. I632-W-8I will receive exhibit No. 1154.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1154, and was receivod in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit II54, the KIDO Diary extract of October 17» 
1941.

"At 11 a.m. Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA 
visited me to mrke rrangements for a senior state- 
men's conference. It was held from 1:10 p.m. to 
3:45 pfm. in the west ante-chamber of the Prince. 
Those present were Viscount KIYCURA (Ç2 years old), 
Mr. WAKATSUKI, Admiral OKADA, General HAYASHI, Mr. 
HIROTA, General ABE, Admiral YONAI, all cx-Premiers 
and President of the Privy Council II/.FA, I explained 
the situation of the general resignation, Mr, 
WAKATSUKI recommended General UGAKI as the succeed
ing Fremier, and General HAYASHI discussed the 
HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet.

"I asserted that the most important things
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were the- revision of the decision of the lest Council 
in the Imperirl presence end the unity of opinion 
between the Army rnd Nrvy, I suggested r. TO JO 
Crbinet rs r solution of these -problems, *'ith 
TOJO rs Premier rnd Wrr Minister, even though he 
is on militrry service. I met no objection to my 
’•ro^osrl, Hr. HIBOTA, Cener-1 ABE, rnd Mr* KARA, 
living me positive rpprovrl. The meeting broke 
up rt 4 p.m. I reported to the Emperor the detrils 
of the progress of the ex-Premiers Conference rnd 
trlked with him until 4:1* p.m. The V/rr Minister 
proceeded to the Peirce r.t the renuest of the 
Emperor to receive the Imperirl Order for the formrtion 
of r. new Crbinet* This w?s followed by the visit of 
Nrvy Minister 0IKA'/A to whom the Emperor grve rdvice 
to the effect thrt the unity of orinims between 
the ^rmy rno the Nrvy were very desirrble« I pr.ssed 
on to them, in rn rnte-room the following ressrge 
rs ordered by the Emperor, In deciding fundrmentrl 
policy of our country we need not necessarily follow 
the decisions of the Council in the Imperirl presence 
on the 6th of September, but should study crrefully 
conditions both rt home rnd rbrord,"
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’7e next offer in evidence an entry from the 
KIDO Diary of October 18, 1941, International Prosecu
tion document 1632-7/-110, which relates to the defen
dant TOJO remaining in active military service when 
ho was Premier and also being a full general.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632-U-iio will receive exhibit No. 1155* 
(7/heroupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1155, and was received in evidence.)

IaR. FIHELLY: I now read the entry of
October l8, prosecution exhibit 1155*

"I proceeded to the Palace at 9 a.m. and was 
received in audience by thv. Emperor at 9*15 to pre
sent a memorial to the throne from Frinco KANIN, to 
which the Emperor gave his sanction. The memorial 
was concerned with 7/ar Minister TOJO's remaining on 
active service and with his promotion to full general.

"’Vent to — "
I agree there is nothing important in the 

rest of it, unless someone else wants me to rGad it.
There is one statement: "War Minister TOJO

was received in audience at 3 and presented the list 
of his cabinet members."
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V/c now come to an extract from the KIDO 
Diary of October 20, 194-1» re latin g  to the appointment 
of TOJO as Premier and tho part that the defendant 
KIDO played in i t .  This is  International Prosecution 
document No. 1632-W-82, which \vc now offer in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632-Y/-82 Y/ill receive exhib it No. 11%.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exh ib it 
No. I I 5 6 , and was received in  evidence.)

2 3

24

25
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j MR. FIHELLY: V;e put this entry in evidence
ï
! in fairness to the defendant KIDD, but it will be for 

2 1
< the Tribunal to form its own opinion as to KIPO's real 

. j motives in sponsoring T0J0 for the premiership. 1 now
5 j reed from prosecution exhibit No. 1156, KIDO's entry
6 j of October 2C, 1941:ï
7 j "I received gracious words from His Majesty

on account of my efforts in connection with the cabinet 
y I change. I was truly moved.I
|(1 . "I told Hi? Majesty that one mistaken step

I
.. ! taken in the present cabinet change miaht have inad-

' i
12 I vortcntly plunged us into war. After c.'rrful consider-
n i ation I believe this to be the only way of giving r new

■ i
i.j turn to the situation and had thus recommended it. His 
n j Majesty understood me well replying ’As it is said you

i

!,'» ! know, —  'He who will not go into the tiger's den will
i

17 j n o t  g e t  t h e  t i g e r  c u b . '
i

is j "I was impressed."ï
I y j MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please.
20 ' THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
21 J MR. LOGAN: ’-e seriously object to prosccu-
■" J tion making statements that he intends to show Marquis 
23 KIDO's real motive. In the first plaa°j it is assuming 
2* 1 that there arc- two different motives and I am quite
25 certain that these documents as submitted of entries
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from Marquis FIDO's dir.ry, when correctly translated 
end correctly interpreted, will show there is only one 
reel reason, not two different rersons es thu prosecu
tion is trying to present to this Tribunal.

THE FRISIDFNT: It is too early to have dis
cussions about the meaning of documents, "’e arc con
fined, for the time being, to their actual v/ording.

MR. FIHTLLY: If I may say, Mr. President, I
think counsel is mistaken in saying that I made such 
r. statement. I said we v;crc offering this entry in 
fairness to KIDO and it was for the Tribunal to ascer
tain what his real motives were. That is all I said.

THE PRESIDENT: You may have given the impres
sion that you questioned his motives.

MR. FI HILLY: Having reached the r>oint where
the Cabinet v/as formed which held office at the out
break of the Pacific War and for some time thereafter, 
wc desire to call the Court's attention to the posi
tions, if any, held during the regime of th*. TOJO 
Cabinet until the ^carl Harbor and associated attacks 
by each of the Accused, as shown by Prosecution exhibits 
Nos. 102 to 129, inclusive.

TOJO was Prime Minister, War Minister and for 
a. short time Home Minister, President of the China 
Affairs Board and a Supreme ' ar Councillor. TOGO was
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F o r e i g n  M i n i s t e r ,  O v e r s e a s  M i n i s t e r ,  / i c e  ' ' r e s i d e n t  

o f  t h e  C h in e .  A f f a i r s  B o r r d  rn d  a  S u p re m e  Vior C o u n c i l l o r .  

! S H I!.A D A  w e s N a v y  M i n i s t e r  e n d  V i c e  P r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  

C h i n a  A f f r . i r s  B o e r d .  K A Y A  w a s F i n a n c e  M i n i s t e r  a r d  

V i c e  P r e s i d e n t  o f  t h :  C h in a  A f f a i r s  B o a r d .  S U Z U K I was 
M i n i s t e r  o f  S t a t e  an d  P r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  P l a n n i n g  B o a r d

a n a  a m em ber o f  t h e  C o m m it t e e  o n  T h o u g h t  C o n t r o l  and  

t h e  T o t a l  Y.'ar I n s t i t u t e  a n d  C h i e f  D i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  C h in a  

I / f f a i r s  B u r e a u .  H O SH IN O  w as a M i n i s t e r  o f  S * a t c  and  

w a s C h i e f  S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  C ' b i n e t .  K ID D  w as L o r d

K e e p e r  o f  t h e  P r i v y  S e a l .  K IM Ü R A  w as V i c e  M i n i s t e r  o f

v:a r .  O SH IiéA  w a s / m b a s s a d o r  i n  B e r l i n  a n d  J a p a n e s e  

m em ber o f  t h e  Gerrna n - I t a l i a n - J a p a r c  se  G n c c i e l  C o u n c i l  

i n  B e r l i n .

T h e  f o l l o w i n g  a c c u s e d  w e re  h o l d i n g  n a v a l  and  

m i l i t a r y  a p p o in t m e n t s .  NAGANO w as C h i e f  o f  th e  N a v a l  

G e n e r a l  S t a f f  a n d  a S u p re m e  W ar C o u n c i l l o r .  KUTO w as  

C h i e f  o f  t h e  M i l i t a r y  A f f a i r s  B o ^ r d  i n  t h e  F o r e i g n  

M i n i s t r y ,  a n d  SA TO  w a s h i s  C h i e f  / s s i s t a n t .  and S e c r e 

t a r y  o f  a n u m b e r o f  g o v e r n m e n t  c o m m it t e e s .  OKA h e ld  

t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  p o s i t i o n  i n  t h e  N a v y  M i n i s t r y  - s  

C h i e f  o f  t h e  B u r e a u  o f  N a v a l  a n d  M i l i t a r y  A f f a i r s  a n d  

a s s i s t a n t  t o  t h e  N a v y  M i n i s t e r  i n  I m p e r i a l  H e a d q u a r t e r s .

24 j He w a s a l s o  a J a p a n e s e  m em ber o f  t h e  G e r m a n - I t a l i a n -

25 J a p a n e s e  M ix e d  K x p e -r t s  C o m m it t e e  i n  T o k y o  ; nd a
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Councillor of the Bureau of Manchurian Affairs. 
DOHIHARA was Chi< f of the Air Inspectorate rnd a 
burr erne .7 nr Councillor. HATA wrs Commandcr-in-Chicf 
of trn; Expeditionary Force in Central China. ITAGA”I 
was Commander-in-Chief of the Kwantung Army and 
Ambassador to Mrnchukuo. MINAMI was Governor-General 
of Korea. Of the remainder, SHIGIMITZU was an aaviserr 
to the Foreign Ministry. KOISO was r general on the 
resvrvc list. MATSUI, a general retired. HIR'IiTMA 
and H1R0TA were ex-Preniers and as such attended the 
meetings of Senior Statesmen. The former v/rs also a 
member of the Thought Control Committee. 0FA’<vA was 
Director General of the Erst Asia Research Institute 
attached to the South Manchuria. Railway, while ARAFI, 
HASHIMOTO and SMIR/.TORI, as well as the deceased 
MATSUOFA, had ceased to hold any official positions.

THE PRES I DEI! Tï Major Furness.
U R C t r m z S S x  If the Court please, I think 

at 1- ast two.'errors wc.ro made in that statement: one,
that iMUTO had ny connection with the Foreign Office; 
tVifo, that during this period SHIGEMITSU held any office 
in the government.

THE rRFSIDFIIT: Captain Brooks.
MR. BROOKS: In the cose of General KOISO, I

would like for the record to show that in 194-0, July25
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the 22nd, thv, exhibit referring to General K0IS0 shows 
thrt he retired et that time es e. prive.tc citizen, did 
not have rny officiel or militery post for e period of 
yoe.rs after 194-0. Ixhibit 114-, to which lcrrncd 
counsel has referred, shows thet he was pieced on the 
reserve list, at his own request, on July 29y 1938, 
end retired from militrry service since thrt period.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Howrrd.
MR. HOWARD; Mr. President, ve think th't the 

prosecutor was in error when he strted Mr. H03HIN0 wes 
Minister of Stete et thet time.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.
HR. LEVIN: Mr. President, I would like to

suggest the impropriety of again referring to a matter 
which is r.lrerdy in evidence. The personnel record 
of each of the accused wrs cut in evidence in the 
-arly stages of this case. It seems to us it is a 
matter of summttion and argument to direct attention 
to particular evidence that is already in the case, 
and under the circumstances v/c object to the refv.rcr.ce 
to evidence that is already in.

a'
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THE FRESIDENT: Well, it is a great con
venience to the Court to have the names of the ac
cused who are alleged to have been taking part in 
the more important events as we receive the evidence 
of those events, but only, of course, if we get 
correct information.

MR. FIKELLY: Yfe will check the record again
MR. LEVIN: My associates call my attention

to the fact that the statement with reference to 
General Suzuki was also inaccurate. Yfe will correct 
it at the proper time.

MR. FIHELLY: This data, Mr. President, was
taken from the exhibits I have mentioned —  102 to 
129. I will be glad to go over it again and also 
t^ke into consideration tho statements counsel made 
in that connection and make any proper statement to th$ 
Court if the corrections are warranted.

THE PRESIDENT: You might revise the exhibit.
Perhaps it 13 net quite correct.

MR. FIHELLY» Yfe will bo glad to check on 
that too, your Honor. ji»

vfe now offer in evidence International j
Prosecution document -No. 4160-A, extracts from the i 
TOJO interrogation of January 28, 1946, pages 1 and 2J

THE FRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms, j

rm-»
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LSR. FIHELLY: I ask. that the basic one be
marked for identification.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 4160 will receive exhibit No. 1157 for identifi
cation only.

(Whereupon, the document above- 
mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1157 for identification only.)

CLERK OF THE COURT: And the excerpt there
from, to-wit, document No. 4160-A, will receive 
exhibit No. 1157-A.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's ex
hibit No. 1157-A and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read t>,e extracts from
prosecution's exhibit No. 1157-A from the interroga
tion of January 28, 1946:

"Q. On 20 January 1941, Mr. Yosuke MAm3U0KA, 
who was then Foreign Minister in the Japanese Govern
ment, is reported to have said to the Diet in part: 

"•Needless to sayj the aim of Japanese foreign 
policy is that of enabling all nations of the world 
each to take its own proper place in accordance with 
the spirit of Hakko Ichiu, the ideal which inspired 
the foundation of our Empire. The object of the
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Three-Power Poet, concluded between Japan, Germany, 
and Italy, on September 2 7  last, i s  none other than
the realization of the same great ideal....  The
p o e t  s t a t e s  f a t  G e rm a n y and  I t a l y  r e c o g n i z e  a n d  r e 

s p e c t  t h e  l e a d e r s h i p  o f  t h e  J a p a n e s e  i n  t h e  e s t n b l i  a li

m ent of a new o r d e r  i n  G r e a t e r  E a s t  A s i a . *

"3 Did you agree with this at that time?
"A. I do not remember whether this was spoken 

on the main floor of the T-ouse or not, but I think 
it is reasonable. I did a^ree with it at that time.

%. Did not Japan, by the terms of the Three- 
Fower Pact, also recognize the leadership of Germany 
and Italy in the European sphere?

"A. Yes. I have explained before that by the 
word 'leaders ip1, it was intended that the one Power 
would ha^e the initiative. The language of the Three- 
Fower Fact differs slifhtly from this quotation in 
that the words 'position of leadership' are specifi
cally mentioned. One f-ing I would like to remind 
you of - at that time I was not Premier, I was only 
”rar Yinister so I didn't have f-e responsibility for 
administration.

"0. vou became Premier in October of 1941. didw  *

you not?
" \ ri « Jes,I

25



"Q. Did not you and the members of your cabi
net, from that time on, work and act in accordance 
with those same principles stated, first, by MATSUOKA 
•u:u, secondly by the Tripartite Pact?

"A. Yes. Of course we did.”
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vfe next offer In evidence International 
Prosecution document No. 4160-B, which contains 
extracts from the T0J0 Interrogation of January 28, 
1946. page and ask that the parent document be 
marked for identification.

CLERK OF THE COURT: It is the same one.
MR. FIHELLY: I see, it has already been

marked. I see. Pardon me. So we only want the 
extract.

THE FHESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terras.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 4160-B will receive exhibit No. 1157-B.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to v/as marked prosecution’s ex
hibit No. 1157-B and received in evidence.)

Î1R. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution's
exhibit No, 1157-B, the extract from interrogation 
of January 28, 1946:

"Q Did net the sphere of influence to be 
allotted to Germany and Italy in Europe also include 
countries they were then at war with, such as England?

"A No. England was not, I believe, included, 
ncr were Spain or Portugal included in this sphere.
I believe that the general matter of what countries 
were to be included in the new order in Europe and
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the new order in Asir wps probably discussed between 
Jrpr.n rnd Germrny brsed upon the distribution of 
forces rt thrt time.

"Q Then ns soon rs countries were conquered, 1 
they were to be rdded to this sphere?

"A Yes,"
tts next offer in evidence- Internrtionrl 

Prosecution document ho. 4160-C, vtiicn contains 
extracts from the TdJC interrogation of Jrnurry 28, 
1946, p^ges 4 f-nd 5« I understand the parent docu
ment hrs been mrrked for identifiertion.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usunl terms.
CLLRK. CF ïhi. CCUiiTi Prosecution's document

ho. 416G-C will receive exhibit no. 1157-C. J
!

(thereupon, the document ebove 
referred to ”t s mrrked crosecution's exhibit* ij
ho. 1157-C <~nd received in evidence.) 
iJi. FlrlLui-Yi 1 now rend fror., prosecution's 

exhibit i.o. 1157-C, questions --nd answers from the 
extr-ct of interroge tien of the defendant TCJO,
Jrnu^-ry 28, 1946, prges 4 -̂nd 5î

"Extract from Interrogation of Hiceki TCJ'O
"28 January 1946 p.4-5
"!4 Then both in Europe rnd in Asin the sphere j

j
to be included in the new order decreased or incrcrsed;
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1,1 i v;ith the military situ-tion?
F

2
j "A That v/-' s about the long and short of it.•■

3
V<c s all of this then in accordance with the

■i . 4 spirit of Hakko Ichiu?
?1 5 "A Yes. As I explained before, it is r con

6 cept of virtue, not a territorial concept. i
ii 7 "Q V;ns the same concept of virtue to be a part j
ir
\ • O of th<- sphere to be controlled by Germany and Italy
i
i 9

1
in Europe?

iferi ' ! 19 "A Japan’s interpretation was th^t it was to be
j
L i

i 11 similar, with no exploitation or special interests. j
r\ii

i
12j In fact, in the Three-Power Treaty, it is expressly 1

ii«
1

13 stated that each country is to have its own place |I
14 and th-t there is to be co**existen«e end co-prosperity j
15 in both the East Asir.tic and European spheres.
161 "Q Ah. t reason vas ther^ to believe that Ger- i

w ; i7 i
' i

many *nd Italy would h^ve this virtuous understanding

18 i of the new oraer in Europe?

'i 1 9 , "A (L?'Ughtur by the .itness.) I believe that j
20 Germany ~nd Italy, both of whom had been exploited as |
21 ' result of defeat in V.orld ’Aar I, had found it nec

i •■'•[• .-.-i 22 essary in order to exist to set up n sphere within J

4. - - .i to

1
which the various countries could minister to each j

" ■*; : .v 24 other’s needs. This was a concept within the moaning
■ 25 of the word ’virtue’,»«

*
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"Q but this ir.inistrrtion v;rs to be done under 
the supervision of Germany ^nd Italy?

"A It vrs not supervision but leadership. Ger
many and Italy were to h'-ve the initiative in bringing 
about a new order of co-existcnce rnd co-prospcrity of 
rll the countries concerned.

"Q '..hat would happen if one or more of the con
quered countries did not wish to join such an order?

"A I h^ve bo^n speaking of the treaty as it was 
understood in Jap-n, when you get dovm to specific 
problems like that, I cannot rnswer. I might say 
that I believe* that any country is not uninterested 
in its own prosperity."
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■'Ve next offer in evidence International
Frosecution document No. 2510-A, containing extracts 
of the Interrogation of TOJO, March 12, 1946, pages ]

I

1, 4, 6, 8, 9i and 10* V/e offer that in evidence, j
!

and if the parent has not been marked for identifica
tion that it be marked.

I
I CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document! *
! No. 2510 will be given exhibit No. 1153 For idonti- jj 2
' fication only. !
i i
I ('Thereupon, the document above j
I * !
I mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit
! No, 1158 for identification only.)
i THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
! !
j CLERK OF THE COURT: The excerpt therefrom, ;
! j
! to wit, document 2510-A, will receive exhibit No.

1158-A.
(’Thereupon, the document above

I
referred to was marked prosecution's ex- 

j hibit No. II58-A and received in evidence.)
MR. FIHELLY: I now read the two questions

and answers contained in prosecution's exhibit No.
; 1158-A. found on page 4 of the interrogation extract, 

page 1 of the exhibit:
"Q Yesterday, you explained that the policy, 

after the 6 September 1941 Imperial Conference, was»

I
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on the one hand, to negotiate for peace, end on the 
other, to prepare for war. Did you continue that 
policy?

"A Yes. I undertook the work as Premier.
"Q What matters were discussed and what policies 

decided on at the Imperial Conference of 5 November 

19*1?
"A There wasn't any Imperial Conference on the 

5th of November."
To shew that at this stage of the negotia

tions Japan was helping Germany as a member of the 
Tripartite Pact, v/e now offer in evidence Interna
tional Prosecution document No. 15-E, a wire dated 
October 16 th from TOYODA, as Foreign Minister, to 
NOMURA in ’’/ashington.

THE PRESIDENT: admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 15-E will be given exhibit No. 1159»
(’/hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's ex- j

hibit No. 1159 and received in evidence.)
MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's !

exhibit No. 1159:" I
"From: Tokyo; To: Washington. October 16, !

j
1941. #672. i
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"The Imperial Japanese Government has re
peatedly affirmed to the American Government that 
the rim of the Tripartite Pact is to contribute 
to’-rrd the prevention of a further extension of 
the European War. Should, however, the recent 
tension in the Gcrman-American relations suffer 
aggravation, there would arise a. distinct danger 
of a war between the two powers, a state of affrirs 
over which Japan, as a signatory to the Tripartite 
Pact, naturally cannot help entertain a deep con
cern, Accordingly, in its sincere desire that 
not only the Gcrman-American relations will cease 
further deterioration but the prevailing tension 
will also be alleviated as quickly as possible, 
the Japanese Government is now reaucsting the 
earnest consideration of the American Government,"

Wo next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document No, 274!?, which is a group 
certificate of the Japanese Foreign Office for 
items found at the Japanese Foreign Office listed 
therein. These items all relate to the Jrpanese- 
American negotiations of 1941,

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No, 274? will receive exhibit No, ll60.

*



(Whereupon, the document rbove 
referred to v;r.s mrrked prosecution exhibit 
No, ll60 and received in evidence,)

MR. FIHELLY: Hr.ving described the certifi
cate, I see no necessity for reeding it unless the 
Tribunrl requests it,

THU PRESIDENT: Do not reed it.
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MR. FIHELLY: We next offer in evidence
International Prosecution Document 1532-D(1), a tele- 
pram dated October 22, 1941, from NOMURA to the new 
Foreign Minister TOGO,as tending to show that NOMIFA 
realized that a successful termination of the negoti
ations was hopeless.

THE PRESIDENT; Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1532-D(1) will receive exhibit No. 1161.
(Ylieretipon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit ]l6l and 
received in evidence.)

MR. FIFELLY: I now read prosecution's exhibit
No. 1161:

"Dispatched from ’WASHINGTON, Oct. 22, p.n., 
1941. Received by the Foreign Ministry Oct. 23, a.m.

"To: Foreign Minister TOGO
"From: Ambassador NOMURA
"(Strictly confidential. Ambassador's Code.)
"I have already wired you about my present 

position. I am sure that I, too, should go out with 
the former cabinet. I know that for some time the 
Secretary of State has known how sincere I was, yet 
know how little influence I have in TOKYO. I hear that 
the President also holds the same opinion. There are
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sono Amor leans v;ho trust ne and say that I an the 
hop.? for preventing disaster, but, alas, their 
encouragement is not enough. Among my countrymen 
hero in th~ United States there are also some who 
feel the sane way, but it is a superstitious mis
understanding.

"As for Your Excellency’s instructions, 
V’AKASUGI can carry them out fully. Nor do I imagine 
that you all have any objections at the /Foreign/ 
Ministry when I am already don.; with. I don't want 
to continue this hypocritical existence, deceiving 
other people. Please do not think I ar, trying to 
flee from the field of battle, but as a ran of honor 
this is the only way that is open for me to tread. 
Please send me your permission /to return to JAPAN/. 
Host humbly do I beseech your forgiveness if I have 
injured your dignity and I prostrate myself before you 
in the depth of my rudeness."

e next offer in .evidence an entry from 
the FIDO Diary of October 29,1941, International 
Prosecution Document Mo. l632-".;( 1.12) to show that 
a liaison conference was held on this date and for 
rath-.r pertinent matter contained therein.

TH'L FRUSIDLNT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THG COURT: Prosecution's document
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No. l632-W(112) will receive exhibit No. 1162.
(’/hereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1162 
and rcc.ivcd in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution's 
exhibit >'ïo. II62, the entry of October 29, 1941,
KIDO's Diary:

"At 9 a.m. General STIZDKI, President of the 
Flanning Board called on me, reported on the progress 
of the liaison conference /Rcnraku Kaigi/ and we had 
a talk. Mr. HARA, President of the Privy Council, 
visited me at 10 .30 a.m. to consult about the recom
mendation to the Throne of Mr. Seihin IFLRA as a member 
of the Privy Council. At 11,30 a.n. I heard from
Premier TO JO of the progrès of the liaison conference,' «I
the extension of the Anti-Com. in torn Pact and our !
maneuvers vis a vis Yen Hsi-Chan. The Chief Aide- ;
dc-Camp visited me at 12.45 p.m. and wo talked !
about the latest political situation. Had an audience I

with His Majesty from 1.15 to 1.55» The Ju ich i-K a i 
/T.N. L it e r a lly :  The Party of Pleven/ was hold to I
exchange views regarding th- recent political situation.,
Those present were Prince KONOYE, HIROHATA, URAMATSTT, *

i
OKABE, KUROKI, SAKAI, ODA and YANAGISAWA." |

Y/o last mentioned the Pearl Harbor plan !
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showing that the flftet wure practising at the Naval 
V.ar College at the early part of September, 1941.
I now read fron page 1, paragraph 3, the last 
eight lines of that paragraph, in connection with 
events that were happening at this particular period.

"By November 1, 1941, the final test of 
Combined Fleet Secret Operational Order No. 1 
had been agreed upon and printing was begun.
The Order? together with Its Annexes, detail ed 
the plans and schedules for attacks on Pearl 
Harbor and various other British and American 
Dutch possessions."

We next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution Document 1532-D(2), a telegram from TOGO 
to NOMIRA on November 2nd to show that between the 
time tho TOJO Cabinet came into powv.r and November 
2nd that a number of liaison conferences were held.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 153?-D(2) will receive exhibit No. 1163.
(Whereupon, tho document above referred 

to was marked prosecution’s exhibit No. 1163 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. FIHEI.LY: 1 will now read prosecution’s
exhibit No. 11.63*

a
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"To: Ambassador NOMURA

•»
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I?

"Fron; Foreign Minister TOGO 
"Despatched: 2 November 1941, 6:15 P.m.
"Telegram 722 (Ambassador Telegram)
"Since the formation of the new Cabinet, the 

Government has been holding conferences for a number 
of days with the Imperial Headquarters. V/e have

I
carefully considered and discussed a fundamental 
policy for the imnrovement of relations between Japan 
and America, but we expect to reach a final decision

i
at the mating in the presence of the Emperor, on 

the morning of the 5th, and will let you know the 
result immediately. This will be our government’s 
last effort to improve diplomatic relations. The 
situation is very grave, "ihon we resume negotiations, 
every aspect of the situation makes it urgent that we 
reach a decision at once. This is to be strictly 
kept only for your information. Now we trust your 
most prudent attitude towards handling everything

h) I before we take up the negotiations once more in the 
21 I very near future."
-2 I We have now reached the flirst days of
13 j November, 1941 , and I read from prosecution’s exhibit
!

-4 J No. 809, page 66, to show that NAGANO, the Accused here,
I

'5 j admits himself that he gave the order on November 3rd
i
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to attack Pearl Harbor.
I read Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 on page 66 of 

that exhibit.
"(Note: The following paragraphs 5, 6 and

7 art. based on the recollections of Admiral NAGANO, 
Osami, then Chief of the Naval General Staff.)

"5. When was it decided to attack PEARL
HARBOR :

"3 Nov. 41. This date was set by the Chief 
of the Navy General Staff, NAGANO, when CinC, Combined 
Fleet, YAMAMOTO came to TOKYO

"6. V’ho made the foregoing decision?
"Chief of the Naval General Staff NAGANO.
"7. If the decision was made in conference, 

give time of said conference and names of all persons 

present*
"It was not made in conference."
We next offer in evidence a celegran of 

November 4th from Tokyo to Washington, International 
Prosecution Document No. 2593~D(7), which is offered 
to show the tenseness in the United States-Japanese 
relations and as also indicating that another Imperial 
Conference was to be hold on November 5th.

Tin PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
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No 2593-D(7) will receive exhibit No. 1164,
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No, 1164 
and received in evidence.)

M U  FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution's
6
7

K
9 

10 
11 
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20 
21

document No. 1164:
"From: Tokyo 
"To: Washington
"November 4, 1941 
"Purple (CA) (Urgent)
"#725 (Part 1 of 3)
"Concerning my #722a.
"1. Kell, relations between Japan and the 

United states have reached the edge, and our people 
are losing confidence in tho possibility of ever 
.adjusting tlum. In order to lucubrate on a funda
mental national policy, tho Cabinet has boon meeting 
with the Imperial Headouarters for some days in suc
cession. Conference has followed conference, and now 
we arc; at length able to bring forth a count er-proposal 
for the resumption of Japancse-emorican negotiations22
bas^d UDon the- unanimous oninion of the Government

23
24 and the military high command (ensuing Nos. 726 b

land 727 b). This and other basic policies of our
5 i
[Empire await the sanction of tin. conference to be held
I.

i
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on the- morning of the 5th.
"2. Conditions both within and without our 

Empire arc so tense that no longer is procrastination 
possible, yet in our sincerity to maintain pacific 
relationships between the Empire of Japan and the 
United tState-s of America, v.*e have decided, as a result 
of these deliberations, to gamble once more on the 
continuance of the parleys, but this is our last 
effort. Eoth in name and scirlt this counter-pro
posal of ours is, indeed, the- last. I vvnnt you to 
know that. If through it we do not reach a ouick 
accord, I am sorry to say the talks v/ill certainly 
be ruptured. Then, indeed, will relations between 
our two nations be on the brink of chaos. I mean 
that the success or failure of the pending discussions 
will have an immense effect on thu destiny of the 
Empire of Japan. In fact, we gambled the fate* of 
our land on the throw of this die."

I on'!y had intended to read part 1. If the 
Court desires it, I will road the other two parts of 
the telegram.

THE PRESIDENT; Yes, I think you should,
MR. F I H S I j T.Y: A l l  r i g h t ,  s i r .  I now r e a d

D a r t  2 o f  t h -  sam e e x h i b i t :

"From: Tokyo
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"To: Washington Fror..: Tokyo
"November 4, 1941 
"Purple (CA) (Urgent)
"#725 (Port 2 of 3)
"When the Japanese-Amcrlcan meetings began, 

who would have ever dreamt that they would drag out 
so long? Hoping that we could fast come to some 
understanding, v/e have already gone far out of our 
way and yielded and yielded. The United States 
does not appreciate this, but through thick and 
thin sticks to the self-same propositions she- made 
to start with. Those of our people and of our 
officials who suspect the sincerity of the Americans 
are far from few. Bearing all kinds of humiliating 
things, our Government has repeatedly stated its 
sincerity and gone far, yes, too far, in giving in 
to them. There is just one reason why we do this -- 
to maintain peace in the Pacific. There- seems to be 
some Americans who think we would make a one-sided 
deal, but our temperance, I can tell you, has not 
come from weakness, and naturally there is an end 
to our long-suffering. Nay, when it comes to a question 
of our existence and our honor, when the time comes v/e 
will defend them without rocking the cost. If the 
United States tak-s an attitude that overlooks or shuns
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this position of ours, there is not a whit of use 
in ever broaching the talks. This time we are showing 
the limit of our friendship; this time vie arc making 
our last possible bargain, and I hope that we can 
thus settle all our troubles with the United States
peaceably." (

I  now read part 3 of the seme telegram, the 
heading being the same:

"3» I t  i s  to be hoped earnestly that 
looking forward to what may come at tho end--at the !
la s t  day of Japmese-Amcrican negotiations—the Govern-

I
ment of the United States w ill  think ever so soberly !
how much better i t  would be to make peace with us; 
how much better th is  would bo for the whole world

i
situatio n . !

"4. Your Honor will see from the considerations 
above how important is your mission. You are at a key 
post, and wc place great hones in your being able to 
do something good for our nation's destiny. Will you

I

please think deeply on that and compose yourself and 
make up your mi^d to continue to do your best, I hope 
you will. Now just as soon as the conference is over,
I will lot you know inmodlately, and I want you to go 
and talk to President ROOSEVELT and Secretary HULL.
I want you to tell then how determined we are and

*
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try to get them to foster a speedy understanding.
"5. In view of the gravity of these talks, 

as you make contacts there, so I will make them here.
I will talk to the American Ambassador here in Tokyo, 
and as soon as you have got the concensus of the 
American officials through talking with them, please 
wire me. Naturally, as these things develou, in case 
you take any new steps, I want you to let mo know 
and get in contact with me. In this way wo v»ill 
avoid letting anything go astray. Furthermore, l.st 
anything go awry, I want you to fo'low my instructions 
to the letter. In my Instructions, I want you to 
know there- will be no room for personal interpreta
tion."

We next offer in v̂idenc*.. —
THE PRESIDENT; Those three messages from 

Tokyo to Washington were intercepted?
18 J

19 I

20 J

21 : 
22
23

24

25 I

MR. FIHELLY: That is right.
THE PRESIDENT: We v-ill recess for fifteen

minutes.
(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 

taken until 1100, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as fo 11 o wss)

1
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k, RSIL'L OF ÏHL COUhT: The International
Military Tribunrl for the Far Er.st is now resumed.

THF PRESIDENT : kr. Fihelly.
wi. FIHELLY: Mr. President, I don’t know

whether the record shows th-t I answered your last 
question just before recess. The document offered was

intercepted message.
THE PRESIDENT: The certificate I can only

note from the documents before me.
MR. FIHLLLY: lïc next offer in evidence

International Prosecution document 2593-0 (8), another 
wire of th^t drte from TOGO to NOkUR/ bearing parti
cularly on the. ~ttitude of the Japanese Government at 
this stage of the negotiations, ' nd I may say tĥ -t the 
wire itself says "Tokyo" rather thon TOGO’S particular 
name being mentioned.

THE PRESIDENT: admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2593-0 (8) will receive exhibit No. 1165.
('.«■hereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution’s exhibit No. 1165 and re
ceived in evidence.)

ER. FIHELLY; I nov; read from prosecution 

exhibit 1165: "Fror: Tokyo. To: 7rchi gtoi.. Novem
ber 4, 1941. Purple (CA) (Urgent). #726,"
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1 j "(Part 1 of 4.)
2) "Proposal "a "
3 •"1. This proposal is our revised ultimatum
4 I made as a result of our attempts to meet, in so far 
5i as possible, the wishes of the Americans, clarified
61 as a result of negotiations based on our proposals of 
7! September 25.» V*'e have toned dov/n our insistence as 
8 follows :

posai of September 25 in this respect, insert the
12
i following statement* 'The Japanese Government is
j prepared to carry out this principle in the entire 

Pacific area; that is to say, China as well, pro-
15 I

viding the principles of non-discrimination are ap-16
plied to the entire world.’

17

"(2.) The question of our understanding and 
' application of the Tripartite alliance.

"at the same time that you clarify to them that 
' we intend no expansion of our sphere of self-defense,21 j 1 * ’

22 make clear, as has been repeatedly explained in the
23 j past, that we desire to avoid the expansion of 
24- Europe's war into the Pacific."

9 •'(1) The question of non-discrimination in trade
10 "Should they appear n-. t to accede to our pro-
li

25 I now read part 2i
"(3) The question concerning the evacuation of

ft
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5
6 i
7
8 
9 I
10
ni
12
13
14
!

16 i
17 !
1« 1i
19
20 :
21 j
22 !
23 1

i24

25 I!

troops.
"We are toning down our stipulations in this 

connection as follows:
"(A) The stationing and evacuation of troops 

in China since the outbreak of the China Incident.
"Japanese troops which have been sent to China 

will be stationed in North China, on the Mongolian 
border regions, and on the Island of hainan after the 
establishment of peace between Japan and China, and 
will not be evacuated until the elapse of a suitable 
interval. The evacuation of other troops will be 
carried out by Japan and China at the same time 
that peace is established. In order to maintain 
peace and order, this will be carried out within a 
period of two years. (Note: Should the American
authorities question you in regard to 'the suitable 
period,' answer vaguely that such a period should en
compass 25 years.)

"(B) The stationing and evacuation of troops 
in French Indo-China.

"The Japanese Government respects the territorial 
integrity of the French possession, Indo-China. In 
the event that a just peace is established, or that 
the China Incident is brought to a successful con
clusion, Japanese troops which have been dispatched
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to French Indo-China and are there now shall be 
evacuated.

"(4) As a matter of principle, we are anxious to 
avoid having this inserted in the draft of the formal 
proposal reached between Japan and the United States 
(whether it is called an understanding proposal or 
some other sort of a statement.)

"Part 3.
"2. Explanation.
"(1) Of course, there is the question of geo

graphical proximity when we come to consider non
discrimination in commerce. However, we have revised 
our demands along this line hitherto and put the 
question of non-discrinination on a world-wide basis.
In a memorandum of the American jovernment, they state 
in effect, however, that it might be feasible for 
either country within a certain specified area to 
adopt a given policy and for the other party within
another specified area to adopt a complementary policy. 
Judging from this statement, I do not believe they
will oppose this term. I think that we can easily 
reach an understanding on this matter.

"(2) As for the question of the Three-Power 
Pact, your various messages lead me to believe that 
the United States is, in general, satisfied with our
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25

proposals, so if v/e make our position even more 
clear by saying that we will not randomly enlarge 
upon our interpretation of the right of self-defense, 
I feel sure that we will scon be mutually agreed on 
this point."

I now read part 4 of the exhibits 
"(3) I think that in all probability the ques

tion of evacuation will be the hardest, however, in 
view of the fact that the United States is so 
much opposed to our stationing soldiers in undefined 
areas, our purpose is to shift the regions of oc
cupation and our officials, thus attempting to dis
pel their suspicions. We v/ill call it evacuation; 
but although it would please the United States for 
us to make occupation the exception rather than the 
rule, in the last analysis this would be out of the 
question. Furthermore, on the matter of duration of 
occupation, whenever pressed to give a clear state
ment v/e have hitherto couched our answers in vague 
terms. I want you in as indecisive yet as pleasant
language as possible to euphemize and try to impart 
to them the effect that unlimited occupation does
not mean perpetual occupation. Summing this up, 
Proposal A accepts completely America's demands on 
two of the three proposals mentioned in the other

!i

i

i

a
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22 
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24

25
I

proposal, but when it comes to the last point con
cerning the stationing and evacuation of forces, we 
have already made our last possible concession. How 
hard, indeed, have we fought in China for four years.' 
’.Vhat tremendous sacrifices have we made! They must 
know this, so their demands in this connection must 
have been only 'wishful thinking.' In any case, 
our internal situation also makes it impossible for 
us to make any further compromise in this connection. 
As best you may, please endeavor to have the United 
States understand this, and I earnestly hope and pray 
that you can quickly bring about an understanding."

All the 2593's, as the certificate shows, 
are intercepted messages.

We next offer in evidence International
Prosecution document 1532 D (3), a wire of November 
4 from Foreign Minister TOGO to NOMURA, stating that
KURUSU was being sent to the United States.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEhK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1532 D (3) will receive exhibit Ko. 1166.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
Ho. 1166 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit

!I

I

i

I

♦
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1 No. 1166:
"From: The Foreign Minister TOGO.
"To : The Ambassador NOMURA, in U.S.A.
"despatched: 8:?0 p.m* November 4, 1941

(Shov/a 16).
"£730 (ambassador Code)
"Re my f725
"In view of the gravity of the present negotia

tions and in viev/ of your request, v/e are sending 
Ambassador ICURUSU to you by clipper leaving Hongkong 
on the 7th (through the kind offices of the U.S.A. 
Government). Secretary YUKI shall accompany Am
bassador KURUSU, if v/e can manage to get a seat for 
him. *

"V/e are despatching Ambassador KUliUSU to assist 
you in the parleys. He is carrying with him no ad
ditional instructions besides what I have wired you 
already. I want you to facilitate future talks, to 
make arrangements so that he will be able to see the
President immediately upon his arrival.

"By the way, we are keeping Ambassador KURUSU's 
activities strictly secret for the time being."

V/e next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document 144Ç-D. On the same date, 
November 4th, the Cabinet met and issued instructions
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j I to the Information Board in connection with releasing 
2 news on preparations for war and strategic moves, as
I
 ̂i set forth in this IPS document we offer in evidence. 

4 < THE FRESIBBNT: Admitted on the usual terms.
5 ; CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
y II6 No. 144-9-0 will receive exhibit ho. 1167.
7 (Whereupon, the document above* re-
8i ferred to v/as marked prosecution ' s exhibit
9 No. II67 and received in evidence.)
m HR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution ex-
11 hibit ho. 1167:
12 "HOST SECRET
13

M
I

15 i
16 !

17

18 :

19

20 j
21
22 II
23 1

24

"Policy for Guiding Fublic Opinion on British 
and American Problems.

"Information Plan A No. 10. Agreed by the 
Cabinet meeting on Nov. 4, 1940. Board of Information.

("Precautions for handling). Same as Information 
Plan A No. 8.

"1. The suppression of reports on objective 
facts concerning the tenseness of diplomatic re
lations v/ith Great Britain and the United States 
shall be eased as compared v/ith that of the past.

"2. We shall endeavor to guide public opinion 
so as to raise the spirit of the oeople naturally and 
to make them hold hope for the future. We shall be

I
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19 ! 
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22 ;I
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24 ‘I
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careful not to let public opinion become a single 
uniform pattern.

"3. The following types of news and speeches 
shall be excluded!

"(A) Such news and speeches as will enable the 
enemy to perceive our war preparations and strategic 
activities.

"(B) Such sensational speeches and activities 
as will cause the public to lose the pride of a great 
people and take direct actions against residents of 
third powers."

On November 5 there was held a most im
portant Imperial Conference, in regard to which we 
refer to the following document: We next offer in
evidence the XIDO Diary entry of November 5j 194-1,
IPS document 1632W (83).

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terras.
CLEIiK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

Ko. 1632W (83) will receive exhibit No. 1168.
(thereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. II68 and received in evidence.)

ER. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit No. 1168, a copy extract from the Diary 
entry of November 5» 1941:
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"The Council in the presence of the Emperor was 
held at 10,30 a.m. and continued until 3:10 p.m. and 
a policy tov;ards the U.S.A., England, and the 

4 \ Netherlands was decided. It 3*4-0 p.m. Premier TOJO
i

« ! visited me to inform me of such matters as the for-
5 I6 mation of the Southern Army and the dispatch of hr. 

KuRUSU to the U.S.A. Hr. 1IIK0SE visited nie at 7 p.ra." 
I now read from prosecution exhibit 1107,

9

10
11

page 4, the list of those present at the Imperial 
Conference on 5 November 1941:

"TOJO, Prime Linister and V;ar minister concurrently;
12 I TOGO, Foreign Minister; SHIMADA, Navy Minister; KAYA,
13 Finance Minister; SUZUKI, President of Planning Board; 

SÜGIYAHA, Chief of .rmy General Staff; NAGANO, Chief 
151 of Naval General Staff; HOSKINO, Chief Secretary ofI
16 I the Cabinet; MUTO, Director of Military Affairs
17 ! Bureau, War Ministry; OKA, Director of Military 

Affairs Bureau, Navy Ministry; TSUKADA, Vice-Chief 
of Army General Staff; ITO, Vice-Chief of liaval 
General Staff; KARA, President of the Privy Council."

18

19
20 
21 
22
23

24

25
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HR. FIRELLY: We next offer in evidence an
undaied document found at the Foreign Ministry showing 
certain of the matters acted on and policies decided 
on at this November 5th Imperial Conference. This 
is International Prosecution Section document Uo.
790-A, which we now offer in evidence.

THF. PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

No. 790-A will receive exhibit No. 1169.
(Whereupon, the document above referred i

î

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. Il69 and j 
raceived in evidence,)

AIR. FIHFLLY: I now read prosecution's ex- !
r

hibit No. II69, headed: j
I"IJEASURES TOWARDS FOREIGN COUNTRIES IN RE

LATION TO THE 'PRINCIPLE OF EXECUTION OF NATIONAL 
POLICY OF THE El TIRE' WHICH WAS DECIDED AT THE MEETING j
IN PRESENCE OF EMPEROR ON NOVEMBER 5. !

i»I. Towards Germany and ItQly. j
"When it is recognized that the Japanese- j

I

American negotiation comes to an end and warfare is j 
inevitable (imagined to be after November 25, probably),! 
we inform Germany (Italy), without delay, Japan has an 
intention to been hostilities against the U.S.A. and |

IBritian before long as soon as the preparation will j

jî
i

4

*
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be completed and being a part of the preparation, 
we negotiate on the following items:

"A. Germany's (Italy's) participation in 
the war against the U.S.A.

"B. Non-separate peace making.
"Note: In case when Germany demands Japan's

participation in the war against Soviet, we answer 
Japan cannot do it for the present. Even if the 
Germany's participation in the war, because of it, 
would be postponed, it cannot be helped.

"II. Towards Brjtian.
"We take measures previously so as to get 

Britian to accept and to cooperate positively the sub
jects concerned to Britian in the understanding which 
is the fruit of the negotiation with America. We will 
not adopt any other diplomatic schemes purposely to 
keen the intention in secret.

"III. Towards Dutch Indies.
"In order to hide and camouflage our inten

tion, we shall open the diplomatic negotiation at the 
earliest opportunity with her one by one, after the 
manner of continuing the former negotiation, princi
pally aiming at the supply of necessary materials for 
the Empire,

!

i

»

j

"IV. Towards the Soviet Union."
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"We continue the negotiation founded on the 
clause No. 1 of the 'Principle of negotiation with 
the Soviet Union' decided at the Liaison Conference 
between the Government and the Imperial Headquarters 
on August 4, 1941.

"V. Towards Thailand.
"A. We request and get it to admit quietly 

the following just before dispatching troops.
"Fven if Thailand does not consent it, the 

troops shall be dispatched as prearranged. However, 
we avoid with all our might the Outbreak of hostile 
activities between Japan and Thailand.

"1. Passage of the Japanese military forces 
and affording facilities for it.

"2. Instant execution of measures to avoid 
conflicts between soldiers of both countries on the 
occasion of ths passage of the Japanese forces.

"3. Conclusion of a joint defense pact, if | 
she hopes. j

"Note: Before the said negotiation is begun, j
■

there must not be any peculiar change (in our attitude I 
towards Thailand) than usual, and we should pay at
tention to hide the intention of opening a war.

"B. Soon after the dispatch of the Japanese 
military forces, we make arrangements of a concrete j

*
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nature in that place in regards to the following 
items :

"1. Concerning the passage and occupation 
of the Japanese forces.

"2. Offering for the use of the Japanese 
forces new construction and strengthening of the 
rrilitary establishments.

"3. To furnish the necessary communication 
and transportation measure and factory establishments.

"4. billets and supplies for the military 
forces passing and stationing.

"5. To give a loan for the necessary mili
tary expenses.

"Note: In order to make those negotiations
favorable, at the negotiation of Item Nos. 1 and 2, 
vie will promise to respect her sovereignty and terri
tory and, further, we will suggest in the effect that 
•according to her attitude, we will consider to give 
a portion of Burma or Malay to her in the future)<*

"VI. Towards China.
"Paying attention to the securing of the 

Japanese synthetic war power with which we must prepare 
the long world war, avoiding consumption of national 
energy and taking precautions against diminution of 
military forces in the future, we take'the following

Iii

j

*
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measures ?
"A. To clear away the armed forces of the 

Ü.S. and Britian out of China.
"3. To secure the hostile concessions in 

China (including the Peking Legation area) and the 
important rights and interests (customs, mines, etc.) 
of the hostile countries under our power, materially.
Put ve must be careful to diminish as far as possible 
our personal and material burdens.

"Kote: Though we clear up the hostile forces
out of the Common Concessions and Peking Legation 
area and take them under our real power, they con
tain interests which belong to the friendly countries, 
and so we will not take such a measure as to occupy 
them.

"C. The commencement of the above measures 
shall be postponed until after we open the war against 
the U. £. and Britian, for the purpose of not exposing 
our intention. 1

"D. The motion of belligerent rights against 
Chungking shall not be taken in such a special manner j 
as to declare it, but we shall gain it? real effect iI
materially by beginning war against the U.S. and Britian;

"I. ’ ven hostile countries' rights and in- !
i

tcrests which are concerned with the National Govern- ;

a
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Kent she.ll be secured under our power, for the present, 
according to our necessity, and measures to arrange 
their interests shall be taken on another occasion.

"F, Through measures to induce and acceler
ate as strong as possible the activities of influence 
of the Chinese in the occupied area, and endeavoring 
to gain the people's feeling in cooperating with Japan 
and China. We will realise gradually partial peace, 
district by district, beginning from the possible area.

"G. As for the economical relations to China 
vie attach importance in gaining f.cods fro* the unoccu- 
uied area and we adjust reasonablv the existing various 
controls.»*

Heading: "PRINCIPLE OF ACCELERATION OF TER-
Î'I FAT I ON OF TEL WAIÏ AGAINST THE UNITED STATES, BLIT IAN, 
HOLLAND AND CHIANG."

Sub-heading; "Foreign Office.
"1. To conclude arrangement with Germany and 

Italy not to cease war individually.
"2. V/e shall manage to assist to make peace 

between Germany and the Soviet, according to results 
of talks between Germany and Japan, to restore the 
continental connection between Germany and Japan and 
readjusting, on the other hand, the relation between 
Japan and the Soviet (if possible, viie shall conclude

*
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a treaty of territorial inviolability), we will take
r

measures so as to help the Soviet to advance to the 
direction of India and Persia.

"3. To contribute to the settlement of the 
Incident, we shall cut the 'Burmese and Hongkong 
Chiang-supporting Route', and restore the concessions 
for China, and leading and utilizing the Chinese mer
chants in the South Seas re ions, we shall in
tensify the pressure or the Chiang Regime.

"4. Y/c shall admit the Philip inos' independ
ence after our occupation and declare to the world as 
fast as possible.

"5. We shall make a portion of Dutch Indies in
dependent and secure the necessary portions for the 
Empire.

"6. v/e shall make Burma independent and 
stimulate and assist the independence movement of 
India.

"7. We- shall support the restoration of 
Thailand's lost territories from Britain. (As for 
French Indo-China, we shall maintain the present 
conditions.)

"8. v/e shall not restrain the -eople's life in 
the occupied area and keep strictly the policy not 
to interfere in Its internal, administration. «
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"9» When a suitable time arrives, we shall 
make it clearly known that we shall be ready to secure 
impartial supply of tin and rubber in the South Seas 
regions.

"10. Though it is possible to take into con
sideration for once to utilize Americans of German 
descent to make public opinions of -America disunited, 
it is impractical and ineffective, as was shown in 
the example of the former World War.

"11. We cannot expect much in manouever towards 
Central and South /merica."
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III
MR. FIHELLY: On the seme dcte TOGO sent a

? telegram to NOMTiRA —
‘j

4

6

7

8 
o

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18 

19

THI PRESIDENT: Dr. KIYOSE:
DR. KIYOSE: I heve just seen the originel of

the document just reed to the Tribune1. On the certifi- 
cr.te e.tteched thereto the dcte is November 5, whereas 
the drte on the cover of seid document is November 13. 
Although the texts of these documents ere identicel —  
just about identice.l —  there being two documents , we 
would like to know which is to be edmitted by the Court. 
One of them is undoted. I should like to heve the 
matter referred to the Longuege Arbiter or some other 
appropriate step token.

THE -RESIDENT: Heve you tendered both docu
ments?

HR. FIHELL.Y: Tendered both. Some of these
documents very in some respects but they ore ell found 
in the Jrprnese Government files of November 1, 194-1.

THE PRESIDENT: Does the cover beer that dcte,
>0 13th of November0

MR. FIHFLLY: I will toke Dr. KIYOSE's word
for the fret thrt it does. It isn't on our processed 
copy. But I will strte to the Court thet between 
November 5 end, roughly, November 13? there were about 
six documents found in the various files of the Japanese
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Government, some almost identical but showing the evo-
!

lution and genesis of plans of wha.t happened in the way 
of policy at the November 5 conference, that we think

I
are all admissible. !

THE PRESIDENT; There is nothing to refer to 
the Language Section.

DR. KIY0SE: I should like to say, your Honor,
Ithrt even if those documents are generally the same, j 

inasmuch as those documents have been revised from 
time to time there are differences in the subtance or 
contents of these documents and I should think that 
the Court should determin on one document and as to 
which document the Court will determine ua>on I would 
like to know. j

THE MONITOR; And v<hi,ch one should be trans
lated. !

i
THE PRESIDENT : If there is any substantial

i
difference between the two upon which the defense would 
care to rely, they may do so in the course of putting j 
their case. They have the assistance of the Language ' 
Section without appealing to us. |

j
MR. FIHELLY: On the same date, TOGO sent a j

i
telegram to NOMURA, this comes rather from Tokyo to ;

I
NOMURA, with regard to the proposals decided at that 
conference. This is International Prosecution document

*
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I
!

1 ! No. 2593D (9) which we now offer in evidence to show
2 j  thr.t the Imperial Conference was held on November 5 
? ! and rs tending to show that the Japanese Government
4 I vie.s making its last offer to the United States before
5 , going to war,

»

6 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
?l CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2593D (9) will receive exhibit No. 1170.
9 (Whereupon, the document above referred
10 to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1170 and
11 received in evidence.)
12 MR. FIHFLLY: I now read prosecution’s
13 ' exhibit 1170:
14 "From: Tokyo.
n i "To: Washington,
16 "5 November 194-1
17 ’ " (Furple-CA)
iH ■ "#735

i
' "1. Our counter proposal in the Japanese-

>0 * U.S. negotiations referred to in my message #725 was
?i f t: ken up at the Imperial Conference on th is , the 5th,
22 and was given approval. Therefore, w il l  you please
2 3  1 begin the ta lks along the lin e s given in  my instruc-
24

t io n s .
25

"2. We assume that i t  would meet with the
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U.S. approval, in view of the oast developments, if, 
for the time being, the 21 June nroposal -- 25 Sep
tember’s from our point of view —  was used ns a basis 
of these new talks. Subsequently, we. feel thrt from 
the standpoint of the likelihood of reaching an early 
agreement, our Proposal A (contained in my message 
7/726) should be submitted for discussion. (As a matter 
of fact, there are a number of points in the form and 
in the expressions used in the U.S. proposal which do 
not meet with our complete approval. However, we feel 
that for convenience and speed’s sake, Proposal A 
should be submitted first.) Please, therefore, explain 
these points to the United States and at the same time 
have them clearly understand the circumstances contained 
in my message #725. Thereupon, do your utmost to have 
them accept thrt proposal in the shortest possible 
time.

"3. If the United States expresses too many 
points of cisanurovcl to Proposal A and if it becomes 
apparent thrt an agreement cannot be reached, we intend 
to submit our absolutely final proposal, Proposal B 
(Contained in my message #727). Please, therefore, 
ascertain the U.S. attitude to Proposal A as soon as 
possible, and advise- this office. Be sure to advise 
this office before Proposal B is submitted to the United
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Stetes.
"4. A S stated in ray previous message, this is 

the Imperial Government's final step. Time is becoming 
exceedingly short and the situation very critical. 
Absolutely no delays can be permitted. Please bear this 
! in mind and do your best. I wish to stress this point
I

lover and over,
I "5. 77e wish to avoid giving them the im
pression that there is a time limit or that this pro
posal is to be taken as an ultimatum. In a friendly 
manner, show them that we are very anxious to have them 
accept our proposal."

On the same date, November 5, 1941, TOGO sent 
another telegram to NOMURA, International Prosecution's 
document 2593D (10), which was marked "Of utmost 
secrecy," which we now offer in evidence as tending 
to show that war was to begin very shortly with the

%

U,S,

1 9

20 

21 
22
23
2 4

25

No,

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT : Prosecution's document

2593D (10) will receive exhibit No. 1171
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1171 and 
received in evidence.)

MR, FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's exhibit
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No. 1171:
"From: Tokyo
"To: Washington.
"5 November 1941 
“(Purole-CA) j
"#736 (Of utmost socrccy).
“Because of various circumstances, it is 1

absolutely necessary that all arrangements for the J

signing of this agreement be completed by the 25th of j 
this month. I realize that this is a difficult order, 
but under the circumstances it is an unavoidable one. 
Please understand this thoroughly and tackle the nroblem ! 
of saving the Japanese U.S. relations from falling 
into a chaotic condition. Do so with grert. determination 
and with unstinted effort, I beg of you.

“This information is to be kept strictly to ;i
yourself only," 1

On November 5» the same date on which the dcad-
1

lino was set as November 25, and on the same date that |s
the Imperial Conference was held, the defendant NAGANO 
issued the first order which caused the Pearl Harbor 
attack plan to be nut into execution.

THT PRESIDENT: Mr. Logen. j
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, with !!

respect to the last document offered in evidence, counselj
!
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stated it was offered as tending to show war was to 
begin very shortly with the U.S. In the first place,
I don't think th^t the reading of the telegram bears 
out thnt statement. In the second niece, he has failed 
to road the notation at the bottom: "(D) Navy
Translation, November 5? 1941."

THE PRESIDENT: V/e note what you say, Mr. Logan. 
MR. FIHILLY: I now refer, in connection with

Novomler 5? es I have just stated, the date of the 
Imperial Conference and the date of this last telegram 
with respect to November 25 being the dead-line. I 
now quote from exhibit 809, page 75? the order appear
ing about half way down the page, November 5» 1941:

"From; Chief of Naval General Staff, NAGANO,
II
i

15 I Osami.
16 j "To: CinC Combined Fleet.YAMAMOTO.
17 "A. Eecause it is feared that war v/ith the
18 ! United States, Great Britain and the Netherlands is
1 inevitable, it has been decided that for the sake of

20 j the Empire's defense general operational preparations
21 j will be completed by the first cart of December.
22 "B. The Co ;mandei> in-Chief Combined Fleet
23 will carry out the necessary op*rational preparations.
24 "C. The details will be set forth by the
25 Chief of the lUval General Staff."
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"Imperirl Headquarters Nrvy Staff Section 
Directive 1 (essentials)."

It will be shown in Admiral Richardson's 
testimony later that on that same date, November 
pursuant to that particular order of NAGANO, YAMAMOTO 
issued the second order v/hich was the first Combined 
Fleet Operational Order No. 1 in connection with the 
Pearl Harbor attack.

On November 7 we have another order being 
issued in connection with the Pearl Harbor atta.ck, and 
I now read from exhibit 809, page 77, the order of 
November 7 in the middle of the page:

"Flagship NAGATO, HIROSHIMA-’UN  
"7 November 1941 
"YAMAMOT Q Isoroku 
"CinC Combined Fleet.
"Combined Fleet Order
"The Task Force will gather in HITOKAPPU-V'AH 

and remain there to take on supplies until 22 November. 
Every precaution will be taken to insure a secrecy in 
movements.

».

"Note: /'bout the time the above order was
issued, a Combined P’leet order (giving directions for 
carrying out the Operation Policy) based on Imperial 
Headquarters Nrvy Staff Section Directives 1 was also
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1 J issued. Detailed informrtion es to its contents is
2 j not available. (It is thought thrt it was about the
3 I seme es paragraph 1 of Task Force Operation Order 1,
4 I which was issued later)."I
5 t This sane prosecution exhibit 809, on page 11,

i
6 has some other informrtion. I reed from nage 11, the

8 ! 
9

10 ! 
11
12
13 t
14 I

15 I

16 ! 
,7 i 

18 I
‘ 9 I 

20 
21
22 ;

23

24

25 !

herding of the second column:
"5 November
"Combined Fleet Secret Operation Order No. 2
"Y-Dcy v/ill be 23 November.
"10 November.
"Combined Fleet Secret Operation Order Ho. 3.
"X-Dry will be 8 December."
On November 10, 1941, there was issued 

Striking Force Operation Order No. 1 for all shirs to 
complete battle preparations by November 20. I again 
refer to prosecution's exhibit 809 and read the per
tinent passage on page 10 referring to this order.
That passage aoperrs in the middle of the first column 
on the page:

"Flageship AKAGI, SAFKI Y/aN
"10 November 1941
"Striking Force Operation Order No. 1.
"1. All ships will complete battle prepara

tions by 20 November."

I

!I

I1

!
i

î

ii
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"2. The fleet will rendezvous at TANKAN WAN
t

(KITOKAPPU BAY, LTOROFÜ ISLAND, KURILES).
"3. Inasmuch r.s the pirns for the coming 

operation must be kept absolutely secret, strick 
security will be maintained in regard to them, un to 
the time they are explained to the crew after rort of 
departure in Japan has been cleared.

"4. Break-down of Attack 3lane Units.
"The AKAGI First Attack nlene Unit.
"Unit Commander: Lieutenant Commander XX.
"First Carrier Attack Unit.
"Etc. (details not recalled by prisoner of

war).

iII

j

i

I
I!

h  1 "5. Fleet cruising formation (Including
15j retiring formations).I
16 ! "6. All transmission of messages is strictly
17 !
18 i
!

forbidden.
"Transmission and reception will both use the

19 ! Tokyo No. 1 broadcast communications system.
20 i "NAGUTiO, Chuichi

j

21 j "Commanding, Striking Force.
22 MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, I wish to
2* I coll your Honor's attention to the fact that these24 :excerpts th«t were just read from exhibit 809 arc I
. reports which are based on the recollection of a Japanese?5

I

i!
i
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1 chief yeomen who was captured rt Saipan.
THE PRESIDENT: We are aware of that fact.
MR. FIHELLY: We next offer in evidence Inter

national Prosecution Section document No. 4058A, dated 
November 8, 1941, from the German Foreign Office to 
Washington and Rome as bearing on the gravity of the 
negotiations and to show that Germany was kept well- 
informed of their status.

9 t
10 !
H 1 No 
12 ■
13
14

i

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

4058a will receive exhibit No. 1172.
O'hereuoon, the document above referred 

to was mrrked prosecution's exhibit No. 1172 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's exhibit
16 \ 1172:
17 ;
18 I

I
19 :
20 
21 
22
23
24

»I

"Telegram IZ (Secret Cipher Process)
"Berlin, 8 November 1941.
"German Embassy: a) Rome, b) Washington.
"Reviewer: l.V.L.S./TN?/ Dr. Braun.
"Re: Conversation 0TT-T0G0 on KURUSU Mission."
There are some symbols appearing on the other 

side that I will not read.
"Embassy Tokyo wires the following on the 

KURUSU Mission:"
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i,#Ins. /TN.?/ from Telegram No. 2354- of 6 November 
from Tokyo from ( to )"

"TOGO stated that a firm attitude on the part 
of Japan had been expressed in the instructions for 
KURUSU. In his negotiations with the United States 
he was given a definite limit which he could not cross. 
The dispatch of KURUSU v;r.s only recently decided upon, 
as is borne out by his hurried departure itself. .

I 1"'Ini. /TN.?/ from telegram No. 2354 of 6 
November from Tokyo from (( to ))'

"End of the report."
F-rdmannsdorff is apparently the name signed * 

at the end.

That the British attitude was fully under
stood by Japan at this time is proven by International 
Prosecution’ Section dcoüment 2537A, an item dated 
November-12, which we now offer in evidence, quoting 
from a v/ell-khoWn speech of Prime Minister Churchill 
on November 10.

TKE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF TUE COURT Prosecution's document 

No. 2537A will receive exhibit No. 1173»
j  - .  *(Whereunon, the document above referred

'; ' " <• e • ' • ' % ’ *>
to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1173 and 
received in evidence.)

I ■ • *  •
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Cunningham.
MR. CUNNINGHAM: If the Tribunal please, I

went to object to the last and this statement as 
argumentative and interpretation of documents not 
embraced within the language of the document. I call 
attention to the former statement and also to the one 
pertaining to this document. The former one stated 
that the document indicated that Germany was kept well- 
informed. I merely submit that this is stretching 
the facts.

THE PRESIDENT: I see nothing excessive in
either statement, but Mr. Cunningham's representations 
are noted.

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution's
exhibit 1173:

"Extract from 'The Tokyo Nichi Nichi'
"November 12, 194-1.
"Churchill Claims Britain is Ready for Action 

in India, Pacific Oceans. Will Fight Nippon if America 
Does.

"London Frime Minister Declares no Negoti
ations will be Conducted with Hitler or Nazi Regime; 
Lerse-Lend bill and Chungking Given Lavish Praise.

"Special to Meinich-Nichi Nichi.
"London. November 10. Prime Minister ’"inston

/
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Churchill, in a speech ft the Lord Mayor's luncheon at 
Mansion House, v/rrned that the war miaht soon spread 
throughout the world.

"'Should the United Stetes be involved in a 
\vcr with Janen,' the Prime Minister declared, 'a 
British declaration will follow within an hour.'

"’We do not know whether the efforts of the 
United States to preserve peace in the Pacific will 
be successful.

"’But if they fail, I take this occasion to
say —  and it is my duty to sa.y that should the
United States be involved in a war with Japan, a 
British declaration will follow within an hour.'"

We next offer in evidence a telegram dated 
November 11, from Tokyo to Washington to NOMURA, 
International Prosecution Section document 2593D (11), 
which shov/s that the British Government —  show the 
relationship of the British Government to the negoti
ations then pending between Japan and the United States.

THE PRESIDENT; Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OP THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2593 will receive exhibit No. 1174.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution’s exhibit No. 1174 and 
received in evidence.)
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THE PRESIDENT: You me y ref.d it after the
recess. Wc will recess now until half past one.

(Whereuron, at 120C, e recess wr.s taken.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
1330.

IiAF.SR.iIi OF THE COURT! The International 
Military Tribunal for the Far Fast is now resumed, 

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly.
HR. FIHELLY: I will now read from prosecu

tion exhibit 1174:
"From: Tokyo,
"To : V'r shin? ton.
"11 November 1941 
(Purple)
"#764 (In 3 parts, complete).

"1. On the 11th, the British Ambassador, 
while calling on me on some other business, brought 
up the subject of the conversations. He advised me 
that he reported my talks of the other day (see con
tents of 2 of my message #723*) to his home govern
ment, to which his government replied along the fol
lowing lines, he said:

"'The British Government is not av.are of the 
details of the conversations being cohducted in '”ash- 
ington. Since its success wouDd be of interest to 
Britain and Jaoan, it is fervently hoping for the
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success thereof. However, unless the basis of dis
cussion is first settled upon, it would be useless 
to go ahead and enter into negotiations of the details. 
The British Government feels that discussions as to 
the basic principles could safely be left up to the 
U. S. Government. However, as soon as the real ne
gotiations begin, the United States is to confer with 
Great Britain according to arrangement. Therefore, 
when that time arrives, negotiations will be carried 
on jointly with the United States and Japan,'

"2. I replied that in the matters being 
discussed between Japan and the United States there 
were some nhases which greatly affected Great Britain. 
In the event of an agreement between Japan and the j 
United States, Japan will simultaneously seek Britain's! 
agreement. I wish to arrange matters so that the 
two agreements may be signed at exactly the same time. 
In view of the fact that to do the above is necessary, 
we have already requested the United States to give 
their approval to the terms, I said to the British 
Ambassador.

"The British Ambassador said that he was 
not aware as to how much progress had been made be
tween the United States and Japan, but he assumed 
that they were still in the preliminary stages."
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"I, therefore, replied that his assumption 
may have fitted in the past, but that at present 
they had already entered into the realm of the actual 
negotiations. Moreover, the Imperial Government has 
already submitted its final proposal, thus bringing 
the negotiations to the final phase, ^e have made 
this fact absolutely clear to the United States, I 
added,

"I went on to say that I hear that the 
British Prime Minister made a speech at a luncheon 
given by the Mayor of London in which he stated that 
though he did not know the developments in the U.S.- 
Japanese negotiations, he would issue a warning to 
Japan. Would it not bo more to tbe point, I chal
lenged, if, instead of making threats without knowing 
of what he spoke, ho were to try to more clearly 
understand the issues and to cooperate in an effort 
to clear them up? However, I said, with the U. S.- 
Japanese talks in the phase they are today, and in 
view of the fact that I realized that there were 
certain relationships between the United States and 
Great Britain, I have no intention of urging or op
posing British participation in these talks at this 
time.

"The Imperial Government has made the maxi-
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mum concessions she can in drawing up its final pro
posal, I exnlained. 1ve are of the opinion that the 
United States will find no objectionable points in 
it. I believe that it will be oossible to sign the 
agreement within a week to ten days, I said. If, 
unfortunately, the United States refuses to accept 
those terms, it would be useless to continue the ne
gotiations. Our domestic political situation will 
permit no further delays in reaching a decision.

"I am making superhuman efforts at this time, 
I pointed out, in the attempt to ride out the crisis 
in the U.S.-Jaoanese and the British-Jananese rela
tions. There are factions in the country which in
sist that there is no need for negotiating and point 
out the uselessness of doing so. The negotiations 
are being continued only after these factions were 
checked,

"For these reasons, it is absolutely im
possible that there be any further delays.

"A sueedy settlement can bo made depending 
entirely upon the attitude of Britain and the United 
States, I said, and suggested that his country give 
serious consideration to this, and cooperate in bring
ing about an early agreement,

"In the above manner, I pointed out the
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criticalness of the situation. Tho Ambassador listen- j 
ed to what I said very attentively, giving indications 
that he was realizing for the first time how critical 
the situation was. Ke advised me that he v/ould send 
his government a report of the above conversation 
and that he himself would do his best to bring about , 
a speedy settlement.

"3. Thus, there are indications that the 
United States Government is still under the imnres- j

sion that the negotiations are in the nreliminary !
jI

stages and that we are still merely exchanging opin
ions. This is further supported by the words of ;
President Roosevelt reported by yon in your message ■
#1070** (that part in which he says that he hopes f
that these preliminary discussions will lead to the 
basis of the real negotiations, etc.)

"That the United States takes this lazy and 
easy going attitude in suite of the fact that as 
far as we are concerned, this is the final phase, 
is exceedingly unfortunate. Therefore, it is my 
fervent hope that Your Excellency wiil do everything j

i

in your power to make them realize this fact and !
bring about an agreement at the earliest possible 
moment

I
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Sono symbols below tint do not seem to be 
of importance.

Wo now come to an important group of docu
ments which were found at the Japanese Foreign 
Ministry which show action taken fcv Japan following 
upon the decisions of the Imperial Conference of 
November 5» 19^1• The first of those documents 
which we now offer in evidence is International 
Prosecution No. 990 which is a draft of reasons for 
war with the United States and Great Britain, dated 
November 11, 1941, adopted at the Liaison Conference 
of that date.

!SR. FOEBANî If the Tribunal please,
document 990 has an affidavit by General TANAKA.
I would like to call attention of the Tribunal to the 
second paragraph where he certifies that to thu best 
of his knowledge and belief the attached document 
was prepared by or under the direction of SATO, 
Kenryo, then Chief of the Military Affairs Section 
of the Military Affairs Bureau. He does not give 
any basis for the grounds of his belief or any 
reason for his statement; and I, therefore, respect
fully submit that the certificate ir tantamount to 
no certification at all. It is, thus, reducing the 
document to such a doubtful kind of evidence as to
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be stricken by the Court or to have no probative 
value.

THE PRESIDENT: We must pay regard to the
first paragraph in the affidavit. If he does not 
know, who would? A Major General, Chief of the 
Military Service Bureau; he attended meetings at 
which the document was read; and, according to him, 
the accused, SATO, Kenryo, was then Chief of the 
Military Affairs Section of the Military Affairs 
Bureau. Major General TANAKA should have a fair 
idea who was responsible for the document.

MR. FREEMAN: The wording of the certifi
cate there is such that he apparently was not sura.

THE PRESIDENT: That is a mere form. j
»

Affidavits are always based on knowledge and be- •
lief.

The document is admitted on the usual terns.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document j

No. 990 will receive exhibit No. 1175.
(Whereupon, the document above re- I

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit J
No. 117e) and received in evidence.)

IMR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution !
i

exhibit 1175* "4 or 5 parts (State Secret)" - I
Heading:

i
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"Principal reasons f i l k < 'G d  for the commencement 
of hostilities against the U.S.A. and Britain,

"(Draft)
"11 November SHOWA 16 (1941)
"Draft adopted at the Liaison Ccnforenco 

"1, That it is the unshakable national policy 
of our Emoiro to establish permanent peace by creating 
a nev: order in Greater East Asia, and to voluntarily 
contribute to world peace,

"2. That the China Affair aims, in accordance 
with this national policy, to do array with all causes 
which disturb the stability of Greater Erst Asia, and 
to realize the results of co-prosperity of all peoples, 
building upon peace on the basis of the Nrw Order, and 
that Japan must do all in hr r pov;< r to bring it to o 
successful issue,

"3. That the United States and Britain have been 
trying for a long time in the Far East to obstruct the 
measures and actions of the Jauenesc Emoire. Above all, 
with the outbreak of the China -Affair, they have openly 
increased their measures cf assistance of the Chungking 
Regime and stealthily gave rein to their inordinate 
ambition to dominate the Far East at the expense of China, 
In addition, they have uersuaded other powers to strength
en the encirclement cf Japan, and also adopted such
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measures as the direct disruption of economic relations
I
with our Emnirc, and reinforced military prepartions. 
Thus they have threatened the security of our Empire 
by daring to conduct virtual war operations against us, 

"4, That our Empire, exhausting every possi-
!
I ble means and nutting up with the unbearable, has pro
posed to the United Strtes the peaceful settlement of 

j  the situation and has already conducted negotiations 
■ with the United States for the past ft months. However,
• there is a. fundamental opposition between the assertions
I
! of Japan and the United States in regard to the esteb- 
1 lishment of a lasting peace in the Far East. V/o can 
; hardly roslizo our national policy and can by no means
i
bring about the stability of (.renter East Asia if wo 
once accede to the assertions of the United States, 

"Undrr such circumstances, all. the efforts 
j exerted by us during the past four years in order to 
successfully prosecute the China Affair would come to 

' naught. This our Empire cannot tolerate from the stand- 
I point of her existence and prestige.
1 "5. That in the attitudes of the United States
i
; and Britain v/o can read nothing but a hasty move to
i

: satisfy their own inordinate, ambitions, and see no 
I trace of a slneeri desire on their part for world peace,

!I

I!
j

I
I!

iand to rescue mankind unfortunrto disasters."
. —. I
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"Grenter East Asia is new on the brink of a
; crisis, rnd the existence of our Eraoire is in jeopardy.
<

"Such being the situation, we are compelled to 
(rise up to take up arms on the side of our allies to 
smash all the obstacles in our way."
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Wo now refer to prosecution exhibit 878, a 
Liaison Decision dated Noverrber 13 which was intro
duced by Mr. English, and certain parts were read 
by him. We ask permission of the Court to read the 
exhibit because of its pertinency at this stage in 
this same connection.

I I now read from prosecution exhibit No. 878:
! Heading:
I "Measures to bo taken towards Foreign Countries
i
! relative to the Outline for the execution of NationaljI
! Policies, which was decided at the Council in the 
I presence of the Emoeror held on November 5.

"Liaison Conference Division 
! November 13, 1941.I
j "Policy Towards Germany and Italy.
I

"When the present negotiations with the United *
* States of America break down and a war with her becomes
I
j unavoidable (presumed to be after November 25th), the 
Japanese Government shall notify Germany (and Italy),

I without delay, of our intention to start war against
the United States of America and Britain as soon as ourI
war preparations are ready, and shall ooen necessary 
jnegotiations wjth them in connection with the follow
ing matters, telling them that these are a oart of our 
war preparations: "
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**1 • Participation of Germany (and Italy) 
in the v/rr rprinst the United States of America.

"2. No separate peace.
"Remarks: I
"If we are requested by Germany to join in I

the war against the Soviet Union, we shall reply that :
we will not enter it for the time being. It cannot j

be helped if, as a result of it, Germany's participa- j

tion in the war against the United State s of America i 

is delayed thereby. j

"Policy towards Britain. !
"Prompt measures shall be taken directly or j 

through the medium of the United States of America j

to make Britain accept, and positively cooperate with i
i

us in the matters included in the understandings j
reached in the negotiations between Japan and the United*i
Stites of America, j

"In order to conceal our intentions, no other i
special diplomatic measures shall be taken, !

j
"Policy towards the Duth East Indies j

"In order to help conceal and disguise our in- , 
tentions, we shall open as sorn os possible a series ,
of diplomatic negotiations /with the Dutch East Indies/,,

j

in the form of continuation of previous negotiations, I
!

with the chief object of obtaining commodities needed |

!
j

J
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by our country.
'•Policy tov/nrds the Soviet Union 
"Diplomrtic negotiations /with the Soviet 

Union/ shall be continued in conformity with Item I 
of the Outline of Diplomatic Negotiations with the 
Soviet Union, which was decided at the Liaison Con
ference of Imperial Headquarters and the Government 
held on August 4th, 1941.

"Policy tov/nrds Thailand.
"1. Just before commencing the advance into 

/Thailand/, the following demands shall be made and 
their immediate compliance obtained:

"Our troons shall ndv.-nce /into Thailand/, as 
prearranged, oven if our demands arc rejected by 
Thailand. Hov/over, efforts shall he made to localize 
os much os possible military collision between Japan 
and Thailand,

"(c) Right of passage of Japanese troops 
through her territory and the grant of various facil
ities incidental thereto,

"(b) Immediate enforcement of measures to 
avoid Dossiblr collisions between the troops of Japan 
and Thailand, owing to the nassage of Japanese troops.

"(c) Conclusion of n joint defence- agreement, 
if Thailand desires it. "
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11 Notc: No special change in our attitude towards
Thailand shall be node before the commencement of the 
negotiations. In oarticular, great care shall be 
taken to conceal our plan of opening war.

"2. After the penetration of our troops, we 
shall immediately open negotiations with the Government 
of Thailand for concrete arrangements on the following 
matters:

"(a) Matters concerning the oansage and 
stationing of Janrncse troops.

"(b) Provision, construction and cnlr.rger.ent 
of military establishments.

"(c) Provision of necessary traffic end com- 
munientien facilities ns ’."ell as factory facilities.

"(d) Matters concerning billeting and sus
tenance for the Japanese troops passing through or 
stationed in Thailand.

"(e) Loans to defray necessary military ex
penditure.

"Remarks: In the negotiations cn Items 1 and
2, wc shall definitely promise to respect her sover
eignty end territorial Integrity in conformity with the 
Outline of Policies towards French Tndo-China and 
Thailand, which 7/ ns decided at the Liaison Conference 
of Imnerial Headquarters and the Government held on
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i
II
I

■ February 1st, 1941.

4ij

5
I

6

"Moreover, deoending-on the attitude of 
Thailand, we shall *ry to turn the negotiations to 
our advantage by suggesting that v-c v/ill in future 
consider the cession of a part of Burma or Malay to

?  i

8 i
i

9 ,i
10
11
12 i

13 i

Thailand.
"Policy towards China.
"The following measures shall bo taken, bear

ing in mind the ncc< ssitv of preserving our all-round 
fighting povrer to cone with a protracted world war by 
avoiding military attrition in China as far as nossiblc, 
and also bearing in mind the orobo.blc decrease of our

14j military strength in the future;
l5j "1. To drive out the military forces of the
161 United States of America, and Britain in China.
17 "2. To nlacc under our actual control enemy
iKi concessions in China (including the Legation Quarter
I

19 in Peking) and imoort^nt enemy interests (such os the
20 ; maritime customs and nines), but care shall be taken
21 , to lighten as far as oossiblc our burden in respect to
22 man-power and materials.
*

25' "Note: Though the International Settlements and the
24 Legation Quarter in Poking shall ho brought under curI
25 actual control after driving out the enemy's military 
|_ forces, these areas shall not be comolc.tcly taken over
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1 (since they also include interests of countries friendly
2 .I to US.

* "3. The nbovementioned plans shall be carried
4 Iout only after the declaration of rar against the United
5 I States of A -icricn and Britain, lest our intentions be
6

revealed.
7 I

"4. Our right of belligerency against the
8
'Chungking Regime shall not bo obtained bv a dccl-'ro-

9
tion or other formalities, but the actual effect of10
belligerency v;ill bo obtained by a declaration ofit
v.r* r against the United States of America and Britain.12 !

Among the enemy interests in China, even 
, ! those interests connected with the National Government 
.. . shall, if necessary, be- brought under our control forI / I 9
16 , the time being, and adjustment made separately.
17 ' 6 .  Th.- activities of influential Chinese in
1« I the occupied area shall be encouraged and fostered as 
l9 for as ncssible, so as to win the neople's mind to
io i Sino-Japanoso cooperation and thereby gradually cstab-
21 lish localized peace in the areas where this is possible.
22 "7. In our economic relations with China, we
23 1 shall lay special stress uuon the acquisition of goods.
24 For this puruosc reasonable adjustments shall be made
25 in the various existing restrictions."

»
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly, I suppose you
have compared exhibit No. 1169 with the exhibit you 
just read, 878. Is there something more than a 
difference in wording? I think there is, but there 
may not be.

6 ;

Ir8
9

10
11
12
13 iI14 1
15

16 ,I
17 ' 

in ;
I

19 I

20

2 1 122 1
23 !
24 1

25

MR. FIHELLY: Mr. President and Members of
the Tribunal, as I stated to you this morning, there 
are five or six of these documents that I have tried 
to compare; and I found in each instance there were 
some differences although there is the same general 
background in many of them, and in some instances 
the same paragraphs of the same words; but the whole 
document has slight changes. But all of them come 
from various departments of the Japanese Government, 
particularly the Foreign Office, covering Liaison 
Conferences and drafts made for same or decisions 
arrived at at Liaison Conferences on cr about 
November 11 and November 13. Some are decisions; 
some arc drafts.

THE PRESIDENT: Leave it at that.
MR. FIHELLY: There is only one more of

such documents, and it is a one-page document dated 
November 12, 1941. Might I take that up, your Honor, 
at this time?

THE PRESIDENT: Proceed to read it.
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MR. FIHELLY: I now offer in evidence Inter
national Prosecution document 1443, dated November 
12, 1941, which contains certain basic principles 
for rapid conclusion of war against the United States, 
Groat Britain and the Netherlands.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1443 will receive exhibit No. 1176.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1176 and received in evidence.)

KR. FIHRLLY: I now read from prosecution
14 exhibit No. 1176:
15 Heading:

!
i

!

IIj

16 "GENERAL OUTLINE FOR HASTENING THE CONCLUSION OF ; 
WAR AGAINST THE UNITED STATES, GREAT BRITAIN, NETHER
LANDS, AND THE CHUNKING REGIME. ;

"(FOREIGN MINISTRY
Dated: Nov 12 1941 (Showa 16[>)

20 • "1. A 'No-Separate-Peace Agreement' shall be

21 ' concluded with both Germany and Italy.
2: j "2. Through mutual consent with Germany, we
23 ! shall mediate for peace between Germany and the Soviet 
21 Union and restore our trans-continental communication 
25 with Germany. On the other hand, while adjusting our

relation witp the Soviet Union, we shall take measures
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to promote her advancement into the direction of 
Indie end Persie.

"3, We shell completely exit off the supply 
reute to the Chungking Regime, end bring ell the con
ceptions in Chine under Japan's power. On the other 
hand, we shrlD induce end utilize the Chinese mer
chants residing in the South Sees to strengthen our 
oppression upon the Chungking Regime, thereby con
tributing to the settlement of the Incident.

"4, The independence of the Philippine 
Inlands shell be recognized end proclaimed to the 
world at the earliest possible occasion after th« 

occurstion of thè Islands.
"5. Independence shall be allowed to 

part of the Tutch Erst Indies while other necessary 
areas shal] be maintained by Japan.

**6• We shall give independence to Burma 
and thu* ipoite and promote Indie*s independent 
movement,

"7. We shall support Thailand's* movement 
against England for the recovery of lost territories. 
(French Indo-Chine shall meintein her status quo).

"8. Regarding our administrative policy in 
the occupied areas, we shall not oppress the lives 
of the people; and shall rdopt, as far as possible
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r non-intc-rfcrence rolicy ♦•ô rrdf. the internfl rf- 
frirs, thereby shfll errn the herrts of the people.

"9. When the time becomes suitrble, ve 
«■hell declrre our intentions to purrmtee rn eourl 
surrlv of tin rnd rubber in the South Sees to the 
United t̂r.tes end Greet Britein.

"(Remrrks)
"(1) Judging from the fret proved in Y/orld 

''rr I, the policy to utiii.-e /.mericens of Germen 
descent for the nurpo.se to brerk ur the public opin
ion in the United Stetes mry rt lerst be considered, 
but it vill prove imprpetierble end fruitless. (?)
We ernnot e::ucct much from rctivities in Central

hrnd South /mericr.
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I may say, Mr. President, that this is 
typical of the situation I have explained to the 
Tribunal. Part of this, in substance, has been 
read before, and other paragraphs are different.

I wish to offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document 2593 D (13), a wire of November 
14 from NOMURA to Tokyo stating that the course 
adopted by the Japanese Government would well result 
in war with the United States.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2593 D (13) will be given exhibit No. 1177.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1177 and received in evidence.)

1®. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution ex
hibit No. 1177î 
"From: Washington (Nomurr)
"To: Tokyo
"November 14, 1941 
"Furple
"#1090 (Part 1 of 3)a (Departmental Secret)

(To be handled in G< t Code)
"I rm tolling Your i ̂ ocilency this for your 

ovm information only. "

I
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'•I believe that I will win out in the long
run in these negotiations, and I will fight to the
end. I will do my very best with infinite patience

%

rnd then lerve the outcor.e up to God .Almighty. How
ever, I must tell you the following:

"1. is I told you in ? number of messages, 
the oolicy of the Americrn Government in the Prcific 
is to stop rny further moves on our part either 
southward or northward. With every economic weapon 
rt their commend, they hrve attempted to achieve 
t^is objective, and now they are contriving by every 
possible means to prepare for actual warfare.

”2. In short, they are making every mili
tary and every other kind of preparation to prevent 
us from a thrust northward or a thrust, southward; 
they are conspiring most actively with the nations 
concerned and rather than yield on this fundamental 
political nolicy of theirs in which the'' believe so 
firmly, they would not hesitate, I am sure, to fight 
us. It is not their intention, I know, to repeat 
such a thing as the Munich conference which took 
place several years ago rnd which turned out to be 
such a failure. Already I think the apex of German 
victories has been passed. Soviet resistance persists, 
and the possibility of a separate peace has receded,
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end hererfter this trend will be more end more in 
evidence,

113. The United Strtes is sealing over-friend

lier -"eLetions with Chine; end in so far as possible 
.«ho ir rssi«ting CHIANG, For the srke of perce in 
the Ppcific, the United rtrtes would not frvor us 
rt the srcrifice of Chine, Therefore, the Chine prob
lem might become the stumbling block to the ppcifi- 
cetion of the Pacific end rs r result the possibility 
of the United Strtes rnd J?prn ever mrkinp up might 
vanish."

Pert 2 - seme heeding,
"4, There is rlso the auestion of whether 

the officiels of the Jrprnese Government ere tying 
un very intimrtely with the Axis or not, We ere re*-, 
grrded rs hrving r very flexible policy, rerdy, never- ‘ 
theless, in rny crse, to st-b the United Strtes right 
in the beck, Lrtely the newsprpers rre writing in 
c mrnner to show how grrdurlly we rre tying up 
closer rnd closer with the Axis,

"5** If we crrry out r venture southwrrd 
for the srke of our existence end our lives, it 
nrturrlly follows thrt we will hrve to fight England 
end the United Strtes, rnd chrnces rre rlso greet 
thrt the Soviet will participate, Furthermore, rmong
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17

the neutral nations, those of Centrfel America arc al
ready the pupnets of the United Stetes, and es for 
those of South Americp, whether they like it ornot, 
they ere dependent for their economic existence on 
the United Stetes end must meintein e neutrelity par
tiel thereto.

•'6. It is inevitable that this war will be 
long, end this little victory or that little victory, 
or this little defeat or that little defeat do not 
amount to much, and it is not hard to see that who
ever can hold out till the end will be the victor.

"7. It is true that the United States is 
gradually getting in deeper and deeper in the Atlan
tic, but this is merely a sort of convoy warfare, 
and as things nor stand she might at any moment trans
fer her main strength to +he Pacific."

24 I

25
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, with

respect to those some few symbols at the bottom, may 
we have a direction for the prosecution wherever it 
appears on nny of these documents which were inter
cepted and decoded that the prosecution be required 
to read the dates they were translated, which are 
the symbols the prosecution just referr4d to.

I

MR. FIHELLY: I will be glad to do that,
Mr. President. I am sure no directive will be 
necessary. I will be glad to do it.

This particular document, 1177» shows that 
it was translated, according to the number at the 
bottom, "trans. 11/17/41 (2)."

We now offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document 2593-D(14), a wire of November 
16th from TOGO to Washington.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEhK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2593-D(14) will receive exhibit No. 1178.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked-prosecution's exhibit 
No. II78 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I new read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1178:
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"TOP SECRET. From: Tokyo. To: Washing-
* I

ton. November 16, 194-1. Purple" —  c-a- or c-o- In j
Iparentheses; I can't make out Just what It Is. 

"(URGENT).
‘ i

"#--
"For your Honor's own information.
"1. I have read your #1090% and you may be • 

sure that you have all my gratitude for the efforts 
you have put forth, but the fate of our Empire hangs 
by the slender thread of a few days, so please fight 
harder than you ever did before.

"2. What you say in the last paragraph of 
your message is, of course, so and I have given it' 
already the fullest consideration, but I have only 
to refer you to the fund amental policy laid down in 
my #725^. Will you please try to realize trhat that 
means. In your opinion we ought to wait and see jI
what turn the war takes and remain patient. However,; 
I nm awfully sorry to say that the situation renders j 
this out of the question. I set the deadline for 
the solution of these negotiations in my #736®"— * 
and this refers, and the evidence will show it, to |
November 25th —  "and there will be no charge. J

iPlease try to understand that. You see how short | 
the time is; therefore, do not allow the United
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States to sidetrack us and delay the negotiations 
any further. Press them for a solution on the 
basis of your proposals, and do your best to bring 
about an immediate solution."

At the bottom appears:
"a - See JD-?6553 In which NOMURA gives his 

views on the general situation. Part 3 not available.
*\> - S. I. S. # 2433P) In which TOGO says that 

conditions both within and without the Japanese 
Empire will not permit any further delay In reaching 
a settlement with the U^ted States.

"c - S. I. S. #24373 In which TOGO says that 
it Is absolutely necessary that all arrangements for 
the signing of this agreement be completed by the 
25th of this month."

"SECRET" appears at the bottom, and under 
that, "TOP SECRET." To the right, "Trans. 11/17/41 (S)

On November 18th KUHUSU sent a strong state
ment as to the United States negotiations with Japan 
and included some advice in it. This is International 
Prosecution document 1532-D(5)» which we now offer in 
evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: admitted on the usual terms.
CLEHC OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No: 1532-DC?) will receive exhibit No. 1179.
L
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(7/hercunon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No* 1179 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's
exhibit N0. 1179 *•

"Despatched: 18 November 1941. P.M.
WASHINGTON

"Received: 19 November 1941. P.M.
Foreign Ministry

"Strictly Confidential —  Ambassador's Code 
"From: Ambassador NOMURA
"To: Foreign Minister TOGO

"#1133
"KURUSU states:
"(1)---- According to the views held by

Ambassador NOMURA and myself, although the President 
maintains calm attitude outwardly, v/e feel that the 
President possesses keen desire to conclude the U.S. 
-Japanese negotiation. Now, that just because the 
other party does not take in whole-heartedly our pro
posal there is no reason for an immediate conjecture 
that it is a willingly-delayed policy. Moreover it 
is most important at this time not to resort to ac
tions that could not be amended afterwards.

"(2)---- Through the establishment of the
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Revised Neutrality Lav/, etc., the U.S. interests 
vie re all the more focused to the Atlantic, and there-

• r
fore, although they are affirming preparations and 
determination to fight Japan if compelled to, it 
seems that they are socking if possible to maintain 
security in their back front by negotiating v/ith our 
country. In both of our interviews, with the Pres
ident on the 17th and v/ith HULL on the 18th, much em
phasis was placed on the question of the Tri-Partit'e 
treaty. The reason for their giving more force to 
their assertion than is usual could be attributed 
chiefly to the consideration given therein. That is, 
as an assumption to TJ.S.-Japanese compromise, the 
U.S. Government shall give the American public in 
general, the impression of Japanese-German estrange
ment. To do this, it is desired that utilization be 
made regarding U.S.-Japanese joint declaration con
cerning non-discrimination in trade, or to let Ja
pan participate in the agreement regarding the same 
question now being negotiated between the U.S. and 
Britain, or to utilize messages manifesting peaceful 
aims on the part of JAPAN as suggested by the Secre
tary of State HULL in our interview of the 18th.

"(3)---- An acute change in the present
state of Japanese-German relations is, of course, an
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impossibility, and in view of the aforementioned con
ditions, I believe it is most important for our coun
try to give the United States sufficient security pos
sible so that they could all the more concentrate 
deeply to the Atlantic, thereby enabling us to occupy 
favourable positions in the international situation 
that is to arrive after the war, not mentioning our 
full scale execution of the present Sino-Japanese 
hostilities.
(Part 2) In regard to the question of whether the 
U.S. and Britain will, or will not turn the point of 
their swords to us after the present war and start 
suppressing us, I stated this at the Conference on 
the 17th pointing out the bitter experience our coun
try underwent during after the last World War (I) 
and bluntly explained the suspicion embraced by a 
group of our people toward the Anglo-Americans. To 
this, the President unhcsitantly replied that the ncw 
agreement also covers such points. (Cover it all).

"(4)---- In view of the present state of
affairs in our country's internal situation, I be
lieve there are various difficulties to be met before 
being able to attain some measures along the lines de
sired by the United States. For the time being, as 
a link to fill the lapse in time, it is most desirous
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that a time limit be set in regard to American- 
Japanese negotiation and to pave a way through this 
confronting situation, I think that it is necessary 
to ask for an assurance to import a set quantity of 
petroleum and also the rescinding of freezing orders.
In my interview of the 18th, I,together with Ambassa
dor NOMURA»suggested a return to the condition prior 
to 24 July. As an equivalent to this, I think that 
the U.S. might not consent with only our B proposal 
stipulating the non-advancement of our armed forces 
outside French Indo-China, and our testimony given 
vague in condition regarding evacuation of troops \

from French Indo-China, as evidenced by our past ne- * 
gotiation. I suggest that at this time, you will show 
in advance, some degree of sincerity such as to com- < 

tnence evacuation of troops from Southern French Indo- 
China.

"Now, as there is the question of your in
structed time limit, I would like, if possible, to

I
effect immediate disposal of the matter while the j

i
President is still in Washington, which I am urgently 
advising."
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We next offer in evidence a cable of 
November 19th from TOGO, Foreign Minister, to 
NOMURA, which is International Prosecution document 
No. 1 5 3 2 ' which is self-explanatory.

i
TrU! PRESIDENT: Admitted on tho usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT; Prosecution’s document 

No. 1532~D(6; will receive exhibit No. 1180.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to iraz marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1180 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution’s
exhibit No. 1180: j

"To: Ambassador NOMURA in America. !
i

"From: Foreign» Minister TOGO.
"Despatch No. 43905.
"Despatched: 20 November 1941 - 0030.

* "Drafted:* 19 November 1941.
"Telegram Nc. 800 (Ambassador Code) Very

Urgent.
"Re my Telegram No. 799.
"Re paragraph 1 of my telegram No, 780, ;

Southeast Asia and South Pacific includes Dutch j
Indies and Thailand, but not China, !

I
"Re item 2 of paragraph 3, it is desirable ,»

that the required quantity be decided upon by |
I

j
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j agreement of both governments before the signatures
are affixed to this present agreement.

"Re paragraph 4, please bear in mind that
it means the cessation of aid to Chiang by the United

, J  i
I States.y
(y "Re paragraph ?. Article 2 (ray #801) is an

important concession we venture to make for the sake 
•, of speeding the conclusion of the agreement.

"Re paragraph 6. V/o could not agree to 
• :> the principle of non-dlscrlmination in trade being
11 applied only to China, as I have stated in my #784.

I
12 "Re paragraph 7, latter part of item 2.
!3 ; As an explanation of our attitude es expressed in
11 *Japan would decide entirely independently* in case 
^  the U. S. should enter the European 7/ar, you may
16 j point out that the Empire can decide independently
17 as to whether or not thorc had been an attack,
^  without being bound to the interpretations of the
17 other countries involved in the Tripartite Treaty.
20 J You may make it clear that there are no secret

l
21 1 agreements in the Tripartite Treaty. (However, you
2° , will please withhold your explanation of this item
2 - until you see prospects of this agreement material-

t
izing)."

7/e now offer in evidence an entry from the
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KIDO Diary of November 19, 1941, International Prose 
cution document l632-V/(84), showing the Imminence of 
war with the United States on that dato.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632-7/(84) will receive exhibit N0. 1181.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1181 and received in evidence.)

IS. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1181, Extract, KIDO Diary, November 19, 
1941:

"I talked with the Emperor from 10:25 a. m. 
to 10:50 a. m. I made a statement to the following 
effect:

'•The prospects of our negotiations with 
Washington were incalculable, but If the Emperor was 
resolved on war with America by the end of November, 
the following situations might »rise.

"1. The remainder of the parley would not 
advance beyond its preliminary stage.

"2. The acceptance of our demands.
"a. Partial acceptance of our demands.

"b. Acceptance of half of them.

"c. acceptance of the majority of them."
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”<*. The successful conclusion of our nego
tiations with the U. S. A., but consent would be re
quired on the nart of England and the Netherlands.

"It would not be a good policy to plunge 
into a war merely by reason of the fact that the 
month of November had expired, and if we did so, the 
unification of public opinion would be very difficult* 
Therefore, when the Premier had to decide his final 
attitude, he should be ordered to convene a con
ference of senior statesmen in the Imperial presence.”

4



1 KR. FIHELLY: On November 20th, 1941,
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NOMURA and KURUSU, by instructions of the Foreign 
Ministry, presented to the Secretary of State what 
turned out to be Japan's last proposal for a settle
ment which was a revised form of the proposal "B" 
agreed to in the Imperial Conference of November 5th. 
This particular presentation will bo dealt with by 
Mr. Ballantine in M s  evidence.

Meanwhile the original Anti-Comintern 
Pact of 1936 was about to expire and International 
Prosecution Document 1C72-B, dated November 21, 1941, 
is now offered in evidence; and consists of excerpts 
from the records of the Investigation Committee meeting 
of the Privy Council showing the negotiations for its 
r enewal.

i

I

)
I

18

19

20

22
23

24

25

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. IO72-B will receive exhibit No. 1182. I
(Whereupon, the document above referred 1

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1182 !
and received in evidence.) j

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's exhibit !
No. 1182: II

"The Excerpts fron 'Records of the Investi- '
gation Committee Meeting of Frivy Council in re:" i
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Prolongation of Ant i-C can intern Pact.1
*‘PP 1-7 inclusive ; PP 11, 14, 15 
"1. Investigation Committee Meeting, about 

the conclusion of protocol on the prolongation of 
Anti-Comintern Pact among Japan, Germany, Italy, 
Hungary, Manchulcuo, and Spain, and about the inter
change of secret documents between Japan and Germany 
concerning the abrogation of tno secret attached 
protocol of above pact.

"Held on November 21st (Friday), 1941, in 
the Privy Council Office.

"Attendants* "President HAriA
"Vice President SUZUKI 
"Chairman of the Committee 

ISHII, Councillor 
"Members of the Committee: 
"ARII.'A, Councillor 
"ISHIZUKA, Councillor 
"MINAMI, Councillor 
"NARA, Councillor 
"FUTAKAMI, Councillor 
"OBATA, Councillor 
"TAKEKOSHI, Councillor 
"IZAWA, Councillor
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1 "Ministers of State Affairs* 
"TOJO, Prime Minister, Minister 
.of Home Affairs and War Min
ister

"IWAMURA, Minister of Justice 
"TOGO, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and concurrently of 
Overseas Affairs 

"Explainers*
"MOTUYAMA, Directory-General 
of the Legislative Bureau 

"SATO, Councillor of the 
Legislative Bureau 

"MIYAUCHI, Councillor of the 
Legislative Bureau 

"KATSUMOTO, Director of the 
Bureau of Treaties in the 
Department of Foreign Affairs 

"SAKAMOTO, Director of the 
Bureau of European and 
Asiatic Affairs in the De
partment of Foreign Affairs 

"NISHIMURA, Chief of the Second 
Section of the Bureau of 
Treaties in the Department

Wig"1



of Foreign Affairs 
"NEMICHI, Chief of the Third 
Section of the Bureau of 
East Asiatic Affairs in the 
Department of Foreign Affairs 

"NARITA, Chief of the First 
Section of the Bureau of 
European and Asiatic Affairs 
in the Department of Foreign 
Affairs

"YOZANO, Chief of the Second ]
Section of the Bureau of 
European and Asiatic Affairs 
in the Department of Foreign \

Affairs iI
"IMAMATSU, Director of National 
Police Bureau in the Depart
ment of Home Affairs 

"NAGANO, Chief of the Public j
Order Section of National j
Police Pureau in the Department;i
of Home Affairs '

E

"IKEDA, Director of the Criminal
IBureau in the Ministry of

Justice; IDE, Secretary of 
the Department of Foreign 
Affairs
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"HORIE, Chief Secretary 
"MOROHASHI, Secretary 
"TAKATSUJI, Secretary 

"(Meeting opens at 1,35 P.M.)
"Chairman of the Committee ISHII declares 

the opening of the meeting,
"Foreign Minister TOGO explains the circum

stances leading to the settlement of this proposal 
and the outline of the contents,

"Committee Member ISHIZUKA asks a question 
about the relations between Japan and Germany re
garding the South Sea regions. Foreign Minister 
TOGO replies that Germany has already recognized 
Japan's construction of a New Order in Hast Asia, 
ans as for such a problem as how to deal with Dutch 
East Indies, consultation shall be effected by degrees, 
MATSUMOTO, the Director of the Bureau of Treaties in 
the Department of Foreign Affairs answers that concern
ing the South Seas Mandated area, former Foreign 
Minister MATSUOKA" —  a word blotted out — "(and 

German) Ambassador OTT had exchanged letters to make 
the islands Japanese territory for a nominal compensa
tion by Japan to Germany,

"Committee Member MINAMI asks many questions,
namely, "
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"CD He thinks that Ccrmr.ny’s conclusion of the 
Treaty of Territorial Inviolability v/ith Soviet is rn 

infringement on the spirit of the pr eamble of the 
..nti-Conintern Fact and. therefore, tho Fact had 
already lest its validity as far as Germany is con
cerned. He asks the jpinion of the. authorities con

cerned, Foreign Finistcr TOGC replies th'<t though 
there is clearly a close connection between the Third 
International and the Soviet Government, still thtro 
exists a slight diff.rence- between th.̂ m, so. it is 
not impossible to think of then separately, from 
which viewpoint, Jap'T. has concluded the neutrality 
treaty with Soviet.

"(2) l'IW.XI asks about thv. change of circumstanc-s 
which m^de the Secr< t Frotccol bct.a cn Japan and 
Germany unnecessary. Thinking of the possibility 
of reconciliation between Germany and P-vict, he 
doubts if it v/culd bo better to c^ntirun the Secret 
Pact.

Foreign Minister "CGC responds that the changes 
in circumstarccs arc (/.) the outbreak of war betwen 
Germany and Soviet and the conclusion of th<. Neutrality 
Fact between Japan and Soviet, (E) Format h-n or alliance 
between Japan and Germany. Ij; 'dds in the case if

*

Germany would r?:k~ peace with Soviet, Japan would

)
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resort to different means, beforehand or at the same 
time, to protect her interests.

"/P. 11 Line 4-10/ Committee Member FUTAKAMI 
asks about Japan's present foreign relations. Foreign 
Minister TOGO, after the explanation abort the whole 
circumstances of the Japsnese-Amerlean negotiations, 
states that America, after all, sticks to her tra
ditional theory on international policy and assumes 
an unrealistic attitude which makes it difficult to 
come to terms; for all this, however, a compromise 
is being attempted: As for the relation between
Japan and Soviet, it is going, at present, on the 
foundation of the Neutrality Treaty.

"/P. 13? line 10/ Committee Member IZAWA asks 
what are the concrete results of the Anti-Comintern 
Pact during these five years since it was concluded.

"/P.14/ INAMATSU, the Director of the 
National Police Eureau in the Department of Home 
Affairs, answers that by mutual information and con
nection, changes of the methods of communist' movements 
or such were learned, and thus, not a few facilities 
are given by it. Prime Minister TOJO states he will 
utilize more and more the Anti-Comintern Pact to 
control communism.

"President KARA says it is very doubtful that
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the nnti-Comintern Pact has been used fully to realize 
its object, and he hopes now that the Government is 
going to prolong it, they ought to utilize it com
pletely so as to destroy the Communists at the root.

"A5/ After this, Chairman ISHII asks the 
Ministers and the Explainers to retire.

"(Ministers and Explainers go out)
"Then after the discussion among the com

mittee members, it is decided unanimously to pass 
it as it is with request that the Government will 
make effort to make the Pact effective, positively 
making the most of its provisions. The drawing of 
the record of the investigation is committed all to i
the chairman. j

i
"Then Chairman of the Committee ISHII declares !

the closing of the meeting. j
"(Closed at 4.20 P.M.)" ;

!
THE PRLSIDENT: Captain Brooks. |
MR. BROOKS: I would like to call the attentionj

of the Tribunal that the KINAMI mentioned hero, as |]
Councillor is Hiroshi MINAMI and not the accused Jiro j 
MINAMI, as can be confirmed by reference to prosecution j 
exhibit No. 102 which gives the Privy Council.

THE PRESIDENT: That has been pointed out
already
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Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, the accused

SUZUKI was at no time Vice-President of the Privy 
Council, and the one named is not the accused.

THE PRESIDENT: We were aware of that also,
Mr. Levin.

MR. LEVIN: If attention to that reference
has been made, I shall not bother to call the attention 
of the Tribunal to that fact. i

MR. FIHELLY: On November 22nd TOGO informed
NOMURA and KURUSU by telegram of an extension of 
the negotiation deadline from November 25 to 29.
This is International Prosecution Document No. 2593- 
D-16 which we now offer in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF'THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2593-D-16 will receive exhibit No. 1183.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No, 1183 and 
received in evide-nce.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's exhibit !1
No. 1183: I

Headed "TOP SECRET"
"From: Tokyo 
"To: Washington
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1 "November 2.?, 1941 
"Purple CA (Urgent)
"£812

"To both you Ambassadors.
"It is awfully hard for us to consider 

changing the date we set in my #736a , as you know. 
However, I know you arc working hard. The Imperial 
Government is maintaining its fixed policy and doing 
its very best sparing no efforts to try to bring 
about the solution we desire. We desire by all 
means to prevent a breakdown ̂  in Japanese-American 
relations, but if within the next three or four days 
you can finish your conversations with the Americans; 
if the signing can be completed by the 29th;c if 
we can get an understanding with Great Britain and 
the Netherlands through the exchange of notes and 
so forth; and in short if everything can be finished, 
despite difficulties unbelievably great, we (will?) 
make arrangements to wait until that date. This time 
we mean it, that the deadline absolutely cannot be 
changed. After that things are automatically going to 
happen. Please take this into your careful consider
ation and work as hard as you have in the past. This 
is for the information of you two Ambassadors alone.

"a - See S.I.S. 4*24373» Tokyo wires Washington
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that because of the various circumstances it is 
absolutely necessary that arrangements for the signing 
of the agreement be completed by the 25th of this 
month.”

The trans. date* ”Trans. 11/22/41 (S)
"TOP SECRET” at the bottom.
On November 23rd, NOMURA cabled TOGO an 

account of an interview which he and KURUSU had with 
the Secretary of State and Mr. Ballantine on that day

I
in which the recent acts of Japan were again commented j 
on. This is International Prosecution Document j
No. 1532-D-7j which we now offer in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CTiERX OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1532-D-7 will receive exhibit No. 1184.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's e:xhibit No. 1184 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's exhibit
No. 1184*

"From* Ambassador NOMURA 
"To* Foreign Minister TOGO 
"Despatched: AM 23 November 1941, 7IASHINGT0N
"Received* PM 23 November 1941, Foreign 

Ministry»"
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ÉMI ■
10,4-02

"Machine cipher -:-'ll59 (Most Secret* Ambassador
Code)

"On the 22nd, I, together with Ambassador 
KT7FJJSTJ, had a meeting with Secretary of State, HULL 
(BALLANTINE attended). The resume was as follows:

"The Secretary conferred with the Ambassador 
and Ministers of Britain, Australia and the Nether
lands on the 22nd, (according to “the press reports, 
about two and a half hours) and he asked for their 
opinions on the Japanese proposals. They all said 
that if Japan has firm intention lor carrying out a 
peaceful policy, they would naturally rcl-some it and 
they would be glad to cooperate in resuming normal 
trade relations. However, they said, Japan is express
ing her peaceful intention even to the extent of 
dispatching a special envoy while on the other side, 
the speech of the nolitician and the commentary of 
the press of Japan seem to be running in a completely 
opposite direction, and so, there are some greatly 
incomprehensible points in Japan’s real intentions. 
Furthermore, they pointed out that the amount of 
Japanese petroleum imports un to the execution of the 
freezing order took a very sudden upward swing and 
that it wasn't to be used solely for'peaceful under
takings but was being stored away by the Navy. "
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'Moreover, there was an opinion that it would be
1

best to lift the embargo in slow degrees. However,
2

he said, as it is expected that all the concerned
3
A

ambassadors and ministers will seek their home *

government's instruction and will receive replies by
5
6

Monday, he will make a reply again one way or the

7
other at that time. (PART II) Then he expressed

* Q much concern over the recent trend of public opinion

> 9
in Japan. He emphasized that the clarification of

10 peaceful Intention by the Japanese Government would
i

11 be very important for making the American public I !
12 opinion accept compromise with Japan. (BAT,T<ANTIN3 ;

13 said that the conveyance abroad of sincerity of the

14 Japanese Government heads toward the Japanese them-

: i5 solves would be more effective than tho propaganda for

16 foreign consumption sent through foreign press cor-

~  17 resnondonts and others.) He even went on to say that,
Or

18 to speak the truth, was it not the duty of every

19 politician to strive for pence up to the very day
20 before war is unavoidable? He said that the president

211
1and he made tho policy of peace clear five times !

22 J end so it is desired that a response be made at
23 J least once. Then we asked, leaving British,
24 Australian, and Dutch opinion 8side for the time
25 being, what the intention of America herself was re-

i garding our proposal." |

*____ -

t
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j « To this, recognizing that an item by item reply was 
seemingly our demand, he showed a perplexed look 
and avoided to answer. In short, he said, the desire 
of AMERICA,-BRITAIN, AUSTRALIA, etc., is to dis
solve the pressing situation in the South Pacific 
area and they are eagerly desiring that the forces 
kept in check in the same area may be transferred 
for action in other parts. (PART III) And he 
said, from the viewpoint they, unfortunately, can
not recognize that our proposal is sufficient. I 
pointed out that our troop concentrations in the 
northern part of FRENCH INDO-CHINA were aimed at 
CHUNGKING'S lifeline, therefore, they were for the 
most pafrt directed toward YUNNAN and were not in
tended to menace the South Pacific area. Then 
KURUSU said that the acceptance of otir proposal would 
haturall? lead tô the ôôhditions desired ndt Qiily by 
AMERICA but by the other nations as well. To this, 
he /HULL/ replied, what these countries desired lay 
in the quick turn-about in the situation and with 
regard to resumption of normal trade relations, a 
gradual advance is desirable for the time being, but 
when JAPAN'S peaceful intention becomes clear, a 
rapid change will be seen in a few days. He further 
replied that with regard to stopping aid to CHIANG,
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they cannot be a fair mediator if they make such 
a promise to JAPAN, considering the case when 
AMERICA acts as an intermediary. (PART IV) Further
more, if they stop the aid with the opening of the 
negotiations, even though they made such a promise, 
its value will not be so high. In view of the 
fact that in any event, the so-called aid to CHIANG 
KAI-SHEK is not as great as it is propagandized, he 
replied he cannot accept the insertion of the above 
items considering the substance of Japanese pro
posals which intends to improve the pressing situa
tion by the solution of immediate problems and to 
reach fundamental solution by going further on.

"Furthermore, he replied that the time was 
not yet ripe for the president's mediation at present. 
I believe that on Monday, AMERICA will submit some 
sort of a counter proposal, but as I discerned that 
she would seek out participation in some kind of a 
proposal which aims to maintain peace on the Paeific 
and promote trade, I hastened to suggest that it is 
necessary to make the present problem on hand the 
agreement between AMERICA and JAPAN, and take the 
formality of making theother nations participate in 
this, and KURUSU stated that if it was intended that 
the above be a sort of a group organization and if it
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1 was an arrangement suâh as to vote us down by

2 majority of voters, we would not accept such a

3 proposal. (End)”

4 THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen

5 minutes.

6 (Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was

7 taken until 1500, after which the proceedings

4 8 were resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT î The Internrtiorrl 
Militrry Tribunal for the Frr Erst is nor resumed,

THE PRESIDÏNT: Mr, Fihelly.
MR. FIHELLY: On November 24 the Foreign Offi

ce, Tokyo, sent to NOMUR/ en recount of the discussion 
vhich wrs hrd rith Ambassador Grev relrting to the
rithdramal of troops fron French Indo-Chinr rnd other 
pertinent matters rhich is nov.’ offered ir evidence.
This is International Prosecution document No, 1532 D (8)^ 

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usurl terms, j
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution'« document

No. 1532 D (8) rill receive exhibit No. 1185*
(Whereupon, the document rbove re- j

ferred to rrs marked prosecution's exhibit J
No. II85 rnd received in evidence.) j

1
MR. FIHELLY: I shell non rerd prosecution

exhibit 1185*
"Supervised by: Chief of the America Bureau YAMAMOTO j
"Person in Change: Chief of the First Sect, of the I

I
America Bureau. j

"Drafted on November 24, 1941 

"Cable No. 44^02
«

"Despatched: 8:10 P.M, November 24, 1941 !
"Sent to Ambassador NOMUR/ in the U.S.A.
"Sent by Foreign Minister TOGO
"Subject: Negotiations between Jmrn rnd the U.S.A."

j

«4j

!

i
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" (Conference with Ambassador GREY/).
"By Code: No. 822 (Ambassador1s Code)
"Re: My former telegrr.m 821 A

"I asked the American Ambassador in Tokyo 
to or11 on me on the 23rd rnd expieined to him re
cording to the purport of my former telegram mention
ed above. I stated et that time that the removal 
of the Japanese troops from the .southern part of 
French Indo-Chinr to the northern part is of great 
military “ignificancc, that our advance into the 
northern part of French Indo-China was originally 
undertaken in connection with the settlement of the 
China Incident, and the details of how America end 
Britain have frozen our capital upon our advance 
into southern French Indo-China. Further I related 
that it is nov’ absolutely impossible to withdraw 
thf} troops entirely; that It Is not only the natural, 
bu’ also the only and best way for the settlement of 
the Chinese problem that we demand that U. S. A. 
not interfere with our efforts for peace, on the oc
casion that the American President as a mediator in 
connection with the Chinese rroblem has CHANG-Kai“ 
Shek propose peace to Jvoar and Japan enters upon 
negotiation in acceptance of the proposal; that it 
Is also absolutely impossible, from the point, of
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Jrprnese nrtionrl feeling to settle the nepotirticn 
between Jrprn rnd U.S.A. before this point is clrri- 
fied, rnd thrt we crnnot understrnd ’«hy the U.S.A. 
does not rgree to this point. I rdded thrt in our 
new proposrl I hrve mrde the utmost effort to sim
plify the siturtion end to reduce the desired terms 
of the Jrprnese side in order to cooperrte with the 
U.S.A. in her perce policy rnd we intend to rdvence 
the Jrprnese policy more rnd more percefully record
ing to the rbove purport rfter conclusion of those 
negotirtions. The Ambrssrdor took his lerve srving 
thrt he would immedirtely crble the rbove to his 
home government."

»

iI
I

%

t
4
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Prosecution document 1532 D (9), a telegram from TOGO 
to NOMURA, dated November 24, which again fixes the 
negotiation deadline as November 29 Tokyo time by the 
statement made therein.

TKE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERI1 OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1532 D (9) will receive exhibit No. 1186.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. II86 and received in evidence.)

ME. FIEELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit 1186:

"Supervised by: Chief of the American
Bureau, YAMAMOTO.

17

18
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20
i21 *

22

23
24

tary of

25 ;

I

"Person in charge: Chief of the First Secre-
the America Bureau.
"Drafted on November 24, 1941.
"Cable No. 44503.
"Despatched 8:15 P.m. November 24, 1941,
"Sent to Ambassador NOMURA
"Sent from Foreign Minister TOGO
"By Code: No. 823 (Ambassador's code)
"To both Ambassadors
"The date of my former telegram No. 812 is

I
I
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in Tokyo time.
"By Way of Precaution."
We next offer in evidence International 

Prosecution document 15-J» a telegram from the Japan
ese Ambassador at Hanoi, dated November 25, as tend
ing to show that Japan was about to go to war with 
the United States and Great Britain and to show the 
extent and completeness of preparation.

TIE PRESIDENTS Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 15-J will receive exhibit No. 1187«
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution* s exhibit 
No. 1187 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIEELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit No. 1187:

"Iron* Hanoi.
"To t Tokyo.
"25 November 1941
"»118
"(Strictly secret)
"We are advised by the military that we 

are to have a reply from the United States on the 
25th. If this is true, no doubt the Cabinet will 
make a decision between peace and war within the
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10,4X2

next dry or two. It goes without seying here, of 
course, thr.t if the U.S.-Jrprnese negotirtions '-'re 
brought to r successful terminetion, the vrrious I
enterprises shell be lrunched in rccordrnce with iÎ
the pirns which hrve been leid down in rdvrnce.

"Should, however, the negotirtions not 
end in c success, since prrcticrlly c.ll preprrrtions 
for the crmpr.ign hrve been completed, our forces j
shell be rble to move within the dry.

"Under these cireumstrnces, however, there 
shell hrve to be some rlterrtions in the progrrm we j
h^ve lrid out for the vrrious enterprises. Vie shell* j
undoubtedly, hrve to estrbllsh orgrns rnd conduct !
negotirtions which will not conflict with the 
ermprign. The thing thrt we rro most concerned

j
rbov.t is whether or not, in the event of wer, the 
strtus quo "ill be mrintrined r.s frr rs the French
Indo-Chinr*s government setup is concerned. I feel <

i
thrt it is essentiel thrt not only be rdvlsc-d |
of this, but it must be done inmedirtely rs we I
wish to mrke rll prerrrrngements es frr in rdvrnce i

rs possible. |
"If you hrve any opinions rs to the out- j

i
come of the Jrpenese-U.S. negotirtions, will you j
plerse inform this office of them together with
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whatever other pertinent Informetion you may deem 
wise to impart to us.

"Of course, I realize that secrecy is of 
the utmost importance. According to press reports, 
however, the United States conferred with the repre
sentatives of Britain, Australia, the Netherlands, 
and even of China, in Washington, and hence the 
governments of these countries are new aware of 
the matters being discussed in the Japanese-U.S. 
negotiations. Moreover, by means of (courier?) 
service, the military here are nwa.re of not only 
our stand in the negotiations but also of the 
general atmosphere of the said negotiations."
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1 "We feel as if we, a Foreign Office organ, 
alone have been left out of the picture. As you 
pointed out in your circular message #2353" —  it says 
at the bottom "Available, dated 19 November" — "the 
situation is becoming exceedingly critical. Please, 
therefore, make arrangements to advise us on these 
points by means of either cable or by special mes
senger services."

Below: "(D) Navy Trans.
11-26-41 (S-TT)"

On the same day the Japanese Ambassador at 
Bangkok reported on the Foreign Office in Inter
national Prosecution document 2593 D (41) which we 
now offer in evidence for the same purpose as the 
last telegram was offered.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 2593 D (41) will receive exhibit No, 1188.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1188 and received in evidence.)

I*®. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No. 1188:

"From: Bangkok.
I "To: Tokyo
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"25 November 1941 |I
"(Purple)
"#849 (In 2 nerts, complete)

"In the event of the Empire's taking deci
sive action in a southward Advance, it will of course 
be necessary in the exercise of a belligerents rights 
to mrke clear the relations of sovereign end subjects. 
On the one hand it will be absolutely necessary to j

i
bring Thai into our camp. My conversation with Pibul 
as reported in my #834 was undertaken HLth this es 
the underlying motive. If and when Japan at last i

i
does make her proposals of joint defense, tho follow- \ 

ing three points should be made especially definite, 
end Thai should bo led to voluntarily take an atti
tude of cooperation with us,

"(1) In the event of sn attack upon Burma 
and Malay, there would,of course,be a temporary in-

i
frlngement upon the territorial sovereignty of Thai
land, but after our objectives have been attained, 
restoration would immediately be made, and the in
dependence of Thai would be respected even more than

«

at present while Thai is maintaining neutrality.
"(2) In case she cooperates in a oositive 

way with Japan, full assurances will be given that 
Thailand's swamp lands will be reclaimed in the areas
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"(3) In the event of Thai's assets in 
England being frozen greet fluctuation would result 
in the value of Thai's money, but Japan would make 
available sufficient f^nds to create a foundation for 
o yen 'block' money system, and also give every con
sideration to providing petroleum and other essential 
commodities,

"To summarize* By cooperating vd.th J8pan 
the racial longings of Thailand will be refilized, 
end with indivisible relations with Japan her exis
tence as an independent notion will be strengthened -
(three lines missed) --  stop with as simple a —
as possible to the effect that 'will cooperate in 
every way for the realization of the objectives of 
East Asia coprosperity and stability,' while the par
ticulars os necessity may require will be put into a 
secret treaty —

."Furthermore, in the light of Japan's basic 
national oolicy which has for its purpose the es
tablishment of an East Asia coprosperity sphere, and 
the emancipation of the Asiatic peoples, it goes v/ith 
out saying that Thailand's sovereignty must not be 
impaired beyond the minimum limits of necessity, and 
that her standing as an independent nation must be
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maintained to the very last; while strictest military 
discipline must be used to reassure the Thai populace 
end strict control should by all means be exercised 
over any attempts at profiteering,

’•Have sent —  by the hand of Consul-General 
ASADA,who has returned to Japan, but to make doubly 
sure I am also cabling it to you.

«'Available, Purple dated 21 November,"
"Secret" at the bottom of the page, "(F)

Navy Trans. 11-27-41 (S-TT)."
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On November 26 NOMURA and KURUSU sent to 
Tokyo by cable their last suggestion with an admis
sion of failure as to the negotiations but suggested 
or stated that Japan might gain a little time. This 
is International Prosecution document 2593 D (19) 
which we now offer in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No.,2593 D (19) will receive exhibit No. 1189.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1189 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHFLLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No. 1189:

,fT0P SECRET 
"From* Washington 
"To : Tokyo
"November 26, 1941 
"Purple, (Extremely urgent)

• "#1180. (Part 1 of 2)
"From NOMURA and KURUSU.
"As we have wired you several times, there is 

hardly any possibility of having them consider our ’B’ 
proposal in toto. On the other hand, if v;e let the 
situation remain tense as it is now, sorry as we ere to
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soy so, the negotiations will inevitably be ruptured, 
if indeed they may not already be called so. Our fail
ure and humiliation are complete, «e might suggest one 
thing for saving the situation, .Although we hove grave 
misgivings, v;e might propose, first, that President 
R008EVELT wire you that for the soke of posterity he 
hopes that Japan and the United States will cooperate 
for the maintainonce of pence in the Pacific (just as 
soon as you wire us what you think of this, we will 
negotiate for this sort of an arrangement with *11 we 
have in us), and that you in return reply with a cord- 
icl message, thereby not only clearing the atmosphere, 
but also gaining r little time. Considering the possi
bility that England and the United States arc scheming 
to bring the Netherlands Indies under their protection 
through military occupation, in order to forestall this, 
I think we should propose the establishment of neutral 
nations, including French Indo-China, Netherlands India 
and Thai. (As you know, last September President 
ROOSEVELT proposed the neutrality of French Indo-China 
and Thai.)

"ARiidY 6891 25435 Secret Trans. 11-28-41 (1)
"TOP SECRET"
I now read p*rt 2 of that same exhibitl
"lie suppose that the rupture of the present25
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negotiation \ does not necessrrily mean war between 
Jap»m nnd tne? United States, but after v/e break off, 
es '.10 said, the military occupation of Netherlands 
Indi*» is 1 3 be expected of England and the United States. 
Then we w  uld attack them and a clash with them would I
be intvitable. Now, the question is whether or not 
Germany /ould feel duty bound by the third article of 
the trer ty to help us. Ue doubt if she would. ..gain, 
you must remember that the Sino-Japanese incident would 
have tc v/ait until the end of this world war before it

I

could possibly be settled,
"In this telegram we are expressing the last :

personal opinions we will have to express, so will j
Your Excellency please be good enough at least to show !

i

it to the Minister of the Navy, if only to himj then
iwe hope that you will wire us back instantly. j

"Trans. 11-28-41 (l) !I
"TOP SECRET"

I
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On the same day, the Secretary of State 
handed to NOHUT.A the last counter-proposal of the 
United States, and this matter will be dealt with by 
Hr. Ballantine in his testimony.

As showing that the Pearl Harbor attacking 
task force left for the actual attack on Pearl Har
bor on November 26, I now read from prosecution ex
hibit 809, page 72, the brief but pertinent data in 
that connection, questions 30 to 32, inclusive:

"30. Y/hen did the Task Force begin to form?
" The various forces were to leave the 

several areas where they might be on or about 1? 
November, to proceed as single vessels or in small 
formations and to rendezvous in TANKAPPU-WAN by 
22 November.

"31« Where was the rendezvous?
'• TANKAPPU-WAN.

"32. When did the Task Force got underway on 
its mission?

"It sailed from TANKAPPU-WAI! at Of00 hours 
20 November."

In this same connection I refe r to prosecu
tion exhibit 1128A which is an abstract from the 
SHIKADA interrogation of January 23, page 33, and 
read another part of the exhibit referring to the
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task force which rendezvoused at Tankan Bay.
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. KIYOSE.
DR. KIYOSE: I should like to refer your

honor's attention to exhibit 1189 —  at the end of 
II89. In the English text at the end of page 2 there 
are the words "Minister of the Navy." I should like 
to call your attention to the fact that the Minister 
of the Navy at that time was Admiral YONAI. As a 
matter of fact, the telegram refers at the end to, 
in the Japanese word, "NAIDAIJIN," meaning: The
Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal. And, perhaps because 
of an ommission of some syllable, it was considered 
as "YONAI," and, therefore, the words "Minister of 
the Navy" entered into the text. I should like to 
point out that the reference was made to the Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Seal.

THE PRESIDENT: What you say is noted, Dr.'
KIYOSE.

HR. FIHELLY: Referring to exhibit 1128A,
I now read from pare 78 from that exhibit. I am 
wrong on my page number. I read the r>art of that ex
hibit which appears on nage 1 and takes in the rest 
of the cage, starting with the question, "Now, on 
November 10, 1941 (Reading)
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task force which rendezvoused at Tankan Bay.
THE PRESIDENTS Dr. KIY0SE.
DR. KIYOSE: I should like to refer your

Honor's attention to exhibit H 89 —  at the end of 
II89. In the English text at the end of page 2 there 
are the words "Minister of the Navy." I should like 
to call your attention to the fact that the Minister 
of the Navy at that time was Admiral YONAI. As a 
matter of fact, the telegram refers at the end to, 
in the Japanese word, "NAIDAIJIN," meaning: The
Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal. And, perhaps because 
of an ommission of some syllable, it was considered 
as "YONAI," and, therefore, the words "Minister of 
the Navy" entered into the text. I should like to 
point out that the reference was made to the Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Seal.

THE PRESIDENT: What you say is noted, Dr.
KIYOSE.

MR. FIHELLY: Referring to exhibit 1128A,
I now read from pare 78 from that exhibit. I am 
wrong on my page number. I read the nart of that ex
hibit which appears on nage 1 and takes in the rest 
of the nage, starting with the question, "Now, on 
November 10, 1941 ...." (Reading)
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1 "Q. Now, on Noveirber 10, 1941, didn't Vice-
2 Admiral NAGULO issue aboard his flagship, aircraft
3 'Akagi' striking force operation order No. 1, which •

4 ordered all forces to complete battle operations by
5 November 20, 1941?
6 "A. I think that is so.
7 "Q. Tankan (Hitokappu) Bay of Etorofu Island in i

00 the Kuriles was designated in the striking force
9 order No. 1 as the rendezvous for the task force,

10 wasn't it?
11 "A. Yes.

*

12 "Q. Between November 21 and November 27, 1941, \
13 the task force rendezvoused at Tankan Bay, didn't it?
14 "A. Yes.
15 "Q. The task force left Tankan Bay on November \
16

27, 1941, and sailed East until December 4th or 5th,
# 17

didn't it?
18

"A. Yes.
19

"Q. Then it altered its course to the Southeast
20

toward Kawaii?
21

"A. Yes."
22

23
THE PRESIDENT: Are you going to read from

24
page 2? j

25
MR. FIHELLY: I might as well read the rest

of it although it fits in at a later date.

1 !
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1
THE PRESIDENT: Whatever course you set out,

2
do not change because of any suggestion fron me. Do

3
as you intended.

4 HE. FJhELLY: I had made no definite decision

5 on it, your Honor. I will read the two or three

6 questions and answers although it does get a little

7 bit out of the present tine period that we are in,

8 as of a particular date.

9 Page 2 of the exhibit:

10 "Q. Upon reaching a point approximately 250

11 miles from Hawaii the first wave of planes was
12 launched, wasn't it?
13 "A. Yes.
14 "Q. A fleet of from 20 to 30 Japanese sub-
15 marines from the Sixth Fleet was patrolling outside
16 Pearl Harbor before the strike, wasn’t it?
17 "A. Yes. 1
18 "Q. And a fleet of some 5 or 6 midget subrcar-
19 ines attempted to gain entrance to the Harbor, didn't
20 it?
21 tl /v V pe It Vi« I c o  « • • •

22 That the task force sailed for Pearl Harbor
23 on this date, we now refer to page 78 in exhibit 809
24 and read the very order itself providing therefor.
25 It appears at the top of the page.

4
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i
1
i
j "Combined Fleet Order
1

I

"The Task Force will rove out of HITOKAPPU- 1
, 3

1 4
j WAN on 26 November and proceed without being detected »

!
1 5

to the evening rendezvous point (Lat 40° N, Long 1
1
1

6
170° W), set for 3 December, where refueling and I

i
.

7
! supply will be carried out as quickly as possible.
i

f
i

NOTE: In accordance with this order the Task Force !
w  8

9
moved out of HITOKAPPU-WAN at 0(00 hours on 26 i

10 ; November.
i

11 "Combined Fleet Dispatch Operation 1
i

;
12 Order (essentials). *

13 "Time of origins Approximately 1730 hours, \ ! '

14 2 Dec. 41. 1 ; 
t

15 "Text: X-Day will be 8 December.
i

16 "Task Force Ultrasecret Operation Order 1
17

,4 (essentials)•
i
i}

18 "Flagship AXAGI, HITOKAPPU-WAN \

19 23 Nov. 41. ■

1 20 "NAGUKO, Chuichi
- 21 "Task Force Commander."

22

23

24

25
1
I
!

* __________________ !

«
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Brannon
MR. BRANNON: We wish to remind the Tribunal

s
e 3 that this is net the order that was issued but the

& 4 recollection of several Japanese Naval Officers.

A 5 THE PRESIDENT: This must be the order. It
b
P 6 would require photographic memories to recollect
a
in 7 that, but it may be as Mr. Brannon says. You can

e  8 clear that up, Mr. Fihelly. Perhaps Admiral

9 Richardson will clear it up when he comes, Mr.

10 Fihelly, so proceed.

11 MR. FIHFLI.Y: This Appendix B, your Honor,
12 is a reply to what is known as the Colonel Munson
13 Questionnaire, some thirty or more questions that
14 was sent to the Japanese Naval Department to answer
15 the specific question.
16 MR. BRANNON: I refer to paragraph 29, on

+  ' 17 page 75, the last sentence. "The information is
IS based on recollection and inquiries of the fol-
19 lowing three men."
20 THE PnESIDENT: You could go further, Mr.
21 Brannon. "All copies of the above items were
22 burned at the time of surrender and as a result no
23 documents are available. The essential points in
24 the order relative to carrying out the operations
25 are hereby submitted." You appear to be right, Mr.

1
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Brennen.
MR. BRANNON: I wanted to stete thet I may

•

he altogether ln error. The prosecution appears 
to be reedy to Introduce mother operational order 
thet was recovered from e sunken Jeprnese ship, which 
may render much of this report obsolete; therefore,
I heve been questioning why the prosecution wes 
piecing so much reliance on this memory report, when 
they aprear to hove r document that actually wes a 
copy of an official Japanese order of the same 
nr t.ure •

THE PEESinNT: If by "the same nature" you
mean to the same effect, it w i n  be in the interest 
of the prosecution to use it and will be against you.

MR. ERANNON: I mean pertaining to the same-
subject matter.

MR. FIHELLY: IPS document 17, to which the
counsel refers only refers tô General Secret Op
erational Order No. 1 and 2. That documeht *»111 
be introduced during the testimony of Admiral 
Richardson. I did in general state to the Court 
this morning that it would show, not in contra
distinction or in opposition to what is here stated, 
but in direct coincidental date with date on 
November 5th that the Operational Order No. 1 was
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issued. Before poing on to another document I did 
just wont to moke this odditionnl observation, Mr. 
President. It was steted this morning that in a 
certain port of r quote from this exhibit it was 
the recollection of a Japanese yeoman of the 
Jrpahese Navy. These Munson Questionnaire questions 
ore the recollection of the best men in the 
Japanese Navy, who could answer those questions.
I only moan to state, not that Mr. Logon's state
ment was Incorrect, but that this particular answer 
or order is in a different category because it is 
recollection of high officers of the Jaoancse fleet, 
just os to another question Mr. NAGANO gave his 
recollection, saying that on November 3rd he de
cided to attack Pearl Harbor,

THE PRESIDENT: Hr. Brannon,
MR. BRANNON* Mr. President, wo do not 

choose to make an argument of this -•t this tine.
We only wish t«~> cal'! the Court's attention to the 
fact that what he read was based unon the memory 
of three Japanese Naval Officers, whether it be a 
Munson Report, or what it is, and they arc all 
alive and in Tokyo today,

HR. FIHELLY: So if there is a.nî error in
this answer I an sure the defense will clear it u d .
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MR. FIHELLYï I now read from International 
Prosecution document No. 1632V/ (85), the KIDO Diary 
entry of November 26, to show events which were taking 
pla ce in Japan at that particular time.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE*COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1632W (85) will receive exhibit No. 1190.
(Y/hereuron, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution’s exhibit No. 1190 end 
’received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution’s
exhibit 1190; Extract from KIDO Diary, 26 November 
1941 :

"I met KARA, President of the Privy Council, 
to consult with him about a Senior Statesmen’s confer
ence. I saw the Emperor firo.a 11:15 a.m, to 11:45 a.m. 
He said that as for the future outlook of the Japanese 
/me-rican talks it was feared to our regret that the 
worst might come to the worst. Under these circum
stances, our final decisions as to the war should be 
carried into practice çfter another Senior Statesmen's 
conference which should be convened to have broader 
and more complete discussions on the matter. The 
Emperor also said that he wanted to tell his idea to 
Premier TOJO."

t

\»
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"I answered as follows: 'As we ere going to
decide on the find course of e. grnve action which can 
never be undone, Your Majesty had better freely put rny 
questions and express your opinions, so thrt we may not 
rue the dry when we were tempted to do such a thing.'"

For the same general purpose, that is, to 
show the manner in which the negotiations were carried 
on at this time, we now offer in evidence a telephone 
conversation between —  of November 27, 1941, between 
KURUSU and YAMAMOTO of the Foreign Office, this being 
International Prosecution document 15-G.

THF PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 15-G will receive exhibit No. 1191.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1191 and 
received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read Exhibit No. 1191
which is one of the intercepted diplomatic messages: 

"Pages 188 to 191» inclusive.
"From: Washington
"To: Tokyo. (Secret)
"27 November 1941.(2327-2334 EST)
(Telephone Code)— (Sec JD-1: 6841) (S.I.S.

#25344) "

I

!
II
i
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"Trans-Pacific Telephone.
"(Conversation between Ambassador KURUSU and 

Jr.panese Foreign Office American Division Chief,
YAMAMOTO)

"Literal translation" given on the one side 
end "Decode of Voice Code" given on the other.

"(After connection was completed:)
"KURUSU: 'Hello, hello. This is KURUSU,•
"YAMAMOTO: 'This is YAMAMOTO. '
"KURUSU: 'Yes, Hello, hello.' |I
"(Unable to get YAMAMOTO for about six or jI

eight seconds, he said aside to himself, or to someone j 

near him:) j
S

"KURUSU: 'Oh, I see, they're make a record j
of this, huh?' I

"(It is believed he meant that the six second j
!

interruption was made so that a record could be started !I»
in Tokyo. Interceptor's machine had been started several! 
minutes earlier.)

"KURUSU: 'Hello. Sorry to trouble you so
often.*

"YAMAMOTO: 'Kow did tho matrimonial question j
get along today?'"

Decode of Voice Code: "'How did the negotia
tions go today?'
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1 "KURUSU: 'Oh, haven't you got our telegram*
yet? It was sent —  lot me see —  ct about six —  no, 
seven o'clock. Seven o'clock. About three hours ego.*

'"There wasn't much that was different from 
whet Miss UMEKO said yesterday.'"

Decode: "'There wasn't much that was different
from Hull's talks of yesterday.'

YAMAMOTO: 'Oh, there wasn't much difference?'
"KURUSU: 'No, there wasn't. /s before, that

southward matter —  that south, SOUTH —  southward 
matter, is having considerable effect. You know, south
ward matter.'

"YAMAMOTO: (Obviously trying to indicate the
serious effect that Japanese concentrations, etc. in 
French Indo-China were having *=n the conversations in 
Washington. He tries to do this without getting away 
from the 'Miss UlIEKO childbirth, marriage' character 
of the voice code.)

"YAMAMOTO: 'Oh, the south matter? It's
effective?'

"KURUSU: 'Yes, and at one time, the matri
monial question seemed as if it would be settled.*"

Decode: "'Yes, and rt one time it looked as
though we could reach an agreement.'

"KURUSU: 'Eut —  well, of course, there are

I
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other matters involved too, but —  thrt was it —  that 
was the monkey wrench.' Details ere included in the 
telegram which should arrive very shortly. It is not 
very long end you'll be able to reed it quickly.'

"YAMAMOTO; 'Oh, you've dispatched it?'
"KURUSU: 'Oh, yes, quite e y/hile ago. At

about 7 o'clock.'
"(Pause.)
"KURUSU: 'How do things look there? Does

it seem as if a child might be born?'"
iDecode; "'Does it seem as if a crisis is at

hand?'
"YAMAMOTO: (In a very definite tone): 'Yes,

the birth of the child seems imminent.' "
Decode: "'Ys, a crisis does appear imminent.'
"KURUSU: (In a somewhat surprised tone, re-i

peoting YAMAMOTOS statement): 'It docs seem as if the
birth is going to take place?'"

Decode: '"A crisis does appear imminent?*
"(Pause) j

" KURUSU: 'In which direction, .'.(broken off) !
(stopped himself very abruptly at this slip which went 
outside the character of the voice code. After a 
slight pause- he quickly recovered, then to cover up 
the slip, continued: )"25
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"KURUSU:' »Is it to be n boy or a girl?’
"YAMAMOTO: (Hesitated, then laughing et his

hesitation took un KURUSU's cue to re-cstrblish the 
voice code character of the talk. The »Boy, girl, 
healthy* byplay has no other signigicr.nce) :

" YAMAMOTO: ’It scorns as if it will be a
strong heelthy boy.* .

"KURUSU: 'Oh, it's to be a strong healthy
boy?*

"(Rather long pause.)
"YAMAMOTO: 'Yes. Did you make any statement

(to the newspapers) regarding your talk with Miss 
KIMIKO today?*"

Decode: "'Did you make any statement regarding
your talks with the President today?*

"KURUSU: *No, nothing. Nothing except the
mere fact that we met.'

"YAMAMOTO: 'Regarding the matter contained
in the telegram of the other day, although no definite ! 
decision has been made yet, please be advised that 
effecting it will be difficult.'

" KURUSU: *0h, it is difficult, huh?'
"YAMAMOTO: 'Yes, it is.'
"KURUSU: 'Well, I guess there's nothing more

that can be done then.'"

---1 J
1
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1 "YAMAMOTOî »V e  1 1 , ye s. '
oc. "(Pause.)

■v 3 "YAMAMOTO : » Then, today.. .•

4 "KURUSU: 'Todey?»
5 "YAMAMOTO: ‘The matrimonial question, thet is,
6 the matter perteining to arrcnging a marriage —  don't
7 break them off.'"

^  ' ° 
\ Decode: '"Rcgrrding negotiations don't brer.k

1■
9 them off.'

10 "KURUSU: 'Not breek them? You me^n talks?' I
11 "(Helplessly:)
12 "KURUSU: 'Oh, my.'
13 "(Pause, and then with c resigned laugh:)
14 "KURUSU: ' V/cll, I'll do whrt I can.'
15 "(Continuing after a pause:)
16 "KURUSU: 'Please read carefully what miss

J*  - 17 KIMIKO had to say as contained in today's telegram."'
13 Decode: '"Please read carefully what the
19

i1President had to say as contained in today's telegram.*
20 "YAMAMOTO: 'From what time to what time were
21 your talks today?'
22 »KURUSU: »Oh, today's was from 2:30.» i
23 "(Much repeating of the numeral 2)
24 "KURUSU: 'Oh, you mean the duration? Oh,
25 that was for about an hour.*«

..............

»
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I h"YAMAMOTO: 'Regerding the matrimonial question.
Decode: "'Regarding the negotiations.'
"'I shall send you another message. However, 

pler.se bear in mind that the matter of the other day 
is a v̂ .ry difficult one.'

"KURUSU: 'But without anything, -- they want
to keep carrying on the matrimonial question. They do.

' In the meantime we're faced with the excitement ofI
! having a. child born. On top of that TOKUGAWA is 
really champing at the bit, isn't he? TOKUGA’VA is, 
isn ' t he? ' "

Decode: "'But without anything, they want to
keep on negotiating. In the meantime, we have c crisis 
on hand and the army is champing at the bit. You know 
the army.'

"(Laughter and pause)#
"KURUSU: 'That's why I doubt if anything

can be done.'
"YAMAMOTO: 'I don't think it's as bad as

that.'
"YAMAMOTO: ".Veil, —  we can't sell a mountain.'*
Decode: "'Well, —  we can't yield.'
"KURUSU: 'Oh, sure, I know that. That isn't

even a debatable question any more.'
"YAMAMOTO: '"ell, then, although we can't

yield, we'll give you some kind of a reply to that
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1 telegram.'
"KURUSU: 'In any event, Miss KIMIKO is 

leaving town tomorrow, and will remain in the country 
until Y'odnesdcy.1 "

Decode: '"In any event, the President is
leaving town tomorrow, and will remain in the country 
until Wednesday.'

"YAMAMOTO: 'Will you please continue to do
your best.'

"KURUSU: 'Oh, yes. I'll do my best. And
NOMURA's doing everything too.'

"YAMAMOTO: 'Oh, all right. In today's talks,
there wasn't anything of special interest then?'

"KURUSU: 'No, nothing of particular interest,
except that it is quite clear now that that southward —  
ah —  the south, the south matter is having considerable 
effect.'

"YAMAMOTO: 'I see. Well, then, good bye.'
•'KURUSU: 'Good bye.»"
"(M) Navy Trans. 11-28-41."
At the bottom are certain symbols and "Outline 

of interview on 27 November with Roosevelt-Hull-KURUSU- 
NOMURA.

"Probably #1189 (S.I.S. #2?441-42). (JD-1:
6896). Washington reports the two proposals presented 
by the U.S. on 26 November."
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IjK. FIKELLY: To show further war-like pre
parations at this time, we next offer in evidence 
International Prosecution document 2539-A, indica
ting that the Cabinet in a meeting of November 28 
recognized and approved a new press system that put 
the Japanese press on a war-time basis.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2539-A will receive exhibit No. 1192.
(’Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. II92 and received in evidence.)

MR. FïhELLY: I now read exhibit 1192: Headings
"EXTRACT FROM 'THE TOKYO NlCHI NICKI'

November 29, 1941. CABINET RECOGNIZES PRESS NEW 
SYSTEM.

"JOURNALISTIC PLaN PROPOSED BY NEWSPAPER
LEADERS GIVEN APPROVAL.

"A plan for the establishment of a new system 
in press circles, formulated by the board of 
directors of the Press Federation, was recognized 
in the regular Cabinet meeting on November 28.

"For the early execution of the scheme, an 
Imperial ordinance concerning the creation of the 
new system will be issued by virtue of Articles

t
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16 and 18 of the National Mobilization Law.
"The new system is aimed at placing newspapers 

on the wartime basis for the fulfilment of their 
national mission as an organ of the state and the 
people in the face of the present strained 
situation."

THE PhESIDENT: We will adjourn now until
half past nine tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjournment 
was taken until Thursday, 14 November 1946, at 
0930.)

J

i
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SHIRAO, Tatekl 10,567
Direct by Brigadier Nolan 
Cross by Dr. KIYOSE 10,567
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Of
EXHIBITS

Doc. Prr. s. Def. 
No. No. No. For In

Peser lotion Ident. Evidence-
1532DC15) 1193 Tclcprrn fror. Fore ifn 

Minister 1000 to Ar
bor sr dor NO I'.UFA doted 
28 iv vorher 1941 104 42

1H-H 3194 T. lepror doted 29 Nrverber 
I94-I fron Tokyo to 
’Voshinfton 104/1A

1 5 3 2 ( 1 0 ) 1 1 9 5 Tele rror. fron NO AUF. À te 
Foreign Fini rtcr TOGO 
doted 39 Novc-rber 1941 1C449

1632WC86) 1196 Extrrct fror. Entry of Mrrqu.is 
FIDO’s Diorv doted 29 
Noverber 3941 IO452

2496 1 1 9 7 Forent déçurent rf Inter- 
rofoticn rf De fonde-nt 
NA CA NO en 26 I.Iorch 1^6 10461

2496-A 1197-A Extroct therefron 10461
l692Ar(f'7) 119P Entry fror FIDO’s Diory 

doted 30 Neverbrr 1941 104-68
2593D(22) 1199 Telopron of 30 Nrverber 1041 

fror Tokyo to OSHII.'A 104.69
2593D(23) 1200 Telephone converse tien 

bctv’oon KURU"U r̂.d 
YaHAFOTC on 3G Nrverber 
1941 104 73

2905 1201 Prrcnt drcurcnt fron the
TCJO interroroticn of 
20 Feb ruery 194 6 10479
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2513.* 1202-A Extrret the re frrr. ( •'',1-4) 10482
2506 1203 Frrrnt 6rcurent 'CTO's

intc.rrr.fr+ irn of 21 
Fchrvrry 1041 1048 7

2506-A 1203-A Extrret therefrom 104 8?
2V04 1204 Frrent document - 70J0Ts 

interrorrtier. 6c ted 
71 Fehrvrrv l'‘4t 104 01

2504A 1204-A Extrret therefrom 10402
2503 120V Frrent document - TOTO'-' 

intcrrorrtier. 6rted 
if Fc-hrvrry 104t 10501

25">3A 120V-A Extrret there fron 10501
413 Q 1206 
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Of
EXHIBITS
( CO;':w ' d)

Doc. Pros. Dcf.' For InNo. No. No. Description Ident. Evidence
! '•115 1207 Parent document of TOGO*sf interrogation dated 11 

Tai-ch 1946 105C8
r

4115A
-

1 1207-A Extract therefrom IO509
2593C (26) 1208 Telegram datée 1 December

\
i

1941 from Tokyo to 
.Vashington IO516

T
25OO 1209 Farent document of TOJO's

interrogation dated 8
February 1946 IO519

2500A I209-A Extract therefrom IO52O
\\ 1632V/(88) 1210 Extract from Entry from
*K Marquis FIDO's Diary dated 

1 December 1941 IO523

\ 2593DC30) 1211 Telegram from TOGO to NOMURA
.
•

(Havana) dated 2 December 
1941 IO524

\
î 1532D(11) 1212 Telegram dated 3 December

IO5261941 to NOMURA to TOGO
2 593DC34) 1213 Telegram from NOMURA in reply

to TOGO'S telegram dated 3 
December lf-41 IO528

2593DC35) 1214 Telegram from Tokyo to Hsinking
IO53O

f
dated 4 December 1941

220-J 1215 Extract from Foreign Relations
of the U.S.-T3oan 1931-1941 
Vol, II (p. 784) "Statement
handed by the Japanese Am-
bassador NOMURA to the Secretary ;>

)of State on 5 December 1941" IO532

_ _ *
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Doc#
No.

rros. lef. 
No. No.

For
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In
Evidence

1532D(1?) 1216 Telegram from TOGO to NO! HP. A 
dated 6 December If41 10534

1532DU3) 1217 Telegram from TOGO tc NO! IPA 
dated 6 Dec or foe v 1941 IO536

2593D(39) 1218 Telegram of 7 December 1941 
to NOUERA from TOGO 10537

2593D(38) 1219 Telegram from the Tokyo 
Foreign Office dated 7 
December 1941 IO538

l632w(89) 1220 Extract from Entry from Marquis 
KIDO's Diarv dated 7 December 
1941 10541

200-1 1221 Cable sent by President Roosevelt 
to the Secretary of J-ote Hull 
dated 6 December 1041 IO542

2665 1222 Synchronized Tire Chart for 6, 7, 
and £ December 1>41 IO544

2 581 1223 Comparative Tire Table Eased on 
Tokyo Proceedirg Eastward on 7 
and £ December 1941 IO549

2405 1224 Affidavit of Ambassador Joseph 
Clark Grew dated 23 Jure 194u IO551

2597 1225 Affidavit of SHIRAO, Tateki 10562
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«f INTERNATIONA!. MILITARY TRIBUNAL
1

i FOR THE FAR EAST5 Court House of the Tribunal
/£ Var Ministry Building

Tokyo, Japan
I ! 7

' S 001

The Tribunal met, pursuant to ad fournirent,
9 at 0935.
10

1 11
12

13 Appearances :
14 For the Tribunal, same os before with the

-J 15 i exception of the HONORAR! E R. B. PAL, Lier-ber from\
) 16 i
i

f -v 17 !
India, not sitting.

( '1 ! For the Prosecution Section, same as before. !
. T 1S !'i
À 19

For the Defense Section, same as before.

* 20

? 21 ’ i
4 22 j !i (English to Japanese and Japanese

23
to English interoretotion was m-'do by the

24
1 Lang’, age Section, IMTFE.)

25 i
I i

:
I i 1j

R
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Marshal OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now In session,

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
except OKA’.VA and HIRaNUMA, who are represented by 
their respective counsel.

',Jr have a certificate of illness of HIHA- 
NUMa from the Fed leal Superintendent of Supamo Prison. 
He is unable to attend today.

Dr. KIYOSE.
DR. KIYOSE: Yesterday afternoon I made a

remark on the words "Minister of the Navy" appear
ing on page 2 of exhibit 1189» May we have this 
tern excluded? The defense counsel was .able to 
obtain the correct wording of this telegram, and 
later I will be able to prove that ny wording was 
correct.

THE PRESIDENT: Your explanation yesterday
was accepted. There is no need for any further 
action.

Hr. Fihelly.
,TR. FIHELLY: Mr. President and Members of

the Tribunal, we are now up to the date November 28, 
1941.

As tending to show that Japan had decided to 
go to war with the United States and was using her

f
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negotiations to assist her, as shown by International 
Prosecution document 1532-D(15)? 3 v/ire of November 28 
from Tokyo to Washington, which we now offer in 
evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terns.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1532~D(15) will receive exhibit No. 1193.
(’Thereupon, the document above re- 

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1193 and received in evidence.)

NR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution’s
exhibit No. 1193*

"To: Ambassador NOMURA
"From: Foreign Minister TOGO 
"Dispatched: 28 November 1941 8:05 P.M.
"Subject: Japan - United States Negotiation
"Telegram No. 844 (Ambassador’s Code)
"Your telegram No. 1189 and others have 

been received. In spite of the efforts von two am
bassadors have made, it is surprising and regrettable 
that such a proposal as the recent one had been made 
toward Japan by the United States. It is impossible 
for us to negotiate on the basis of their proposal. 
With the submission of the Imperial governments 
opinion of the American proposal (which will be

I
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telegramed in two or three days), the situation will 
be such that there will be nothing left but to prac
tically drop the negotiation. But we wish you to re
frain from giving the impression to the United 
States government that the negotiation is broken off. 
Tell them that you are waiting instructions from the 
home government and while not making clear to them 
the intentions of the government, explain to them, 
as ycur personal opinion, that Japanese claims have 
been just and especially that although Japan has made 
intolerable concessions and has taken a conciliatory 
attitude in maintaining peace in the Pacific area, 
the United States government has not reacted to co
operate and has made the solution of the negotiation 
extremely difficult.

"Furthermore, because of the aforementioned 
situation, the measures which you have suggested in 
your telegram Mo. 1180 have all been considered im
proper at this time, although they had been referred 
to the parties you mentioned. Please aoknowledre the 
above-ment i oned situa ti on.

"/end/"



For thp sane purpose we offer in evidence 
International Prosecution docur: nt Noe 15-H, a wire 
of November 29th fron Tokyo to "/ashington.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terns.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 15-H will receive exhibit No» 1194.
('•hereupon, the document above re

ferred to wae marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. II94 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I will now read prosecution's
exhibit No. II94, and I ask the Tribunal to pay 
particular attention to the last paragraph, as it 
has a connection with the following document which 
will be introduced.

(Reading):

"(Secret)"
"FROM: Tokyo
"TO : ’"ashing ton
"29 November 1941
"J,857

"Re my j,/S44.
I

"'"e v'ish you would ^ake one more attempt 
verbally along the following lines:

"The United States government has (always?) 
taken a fair and judicial position end has fornu-



lated its policies after full consideration of 
the claims of both sides.

»'T'ov-ev'r, the Inrerial Government is at a 
loss to understand "'hy it has now taken the 
attitude that the new proposals v;e have na.de 
cannot be made the basis of discussion, but in
stead has ra^e new proposals v,Viich ipnore actual 
conditions in Hast /sia and would rrestly in
jure the ’'•restipe of the Imperial Government,

""ith such a chmpe of front in tveir at
titude to\;rrd the China problem, what has be
come of the basic objectives that the !T. 3. 
fovernnent ^as nf'1e the basis of our negotia
tions dur in" those seven norths*« °n these 
points ve ’'mrl' reou'Tt careful self-reflec
tion 'n the part of the United Gt^t^s eovern- 
nent."

Fi, i’Î 'PLLv: bTn\-' ’-e cone to t*'e particular
phrase I mentioned,

"('In c-rryina out this instruction, please 
be careful t’*at this does not ler'1 to an^t^ine like 
a breakinp off of nerotir-tions. )"



MR* LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, may I
inquire of the prosecution if exhibit 1193 is an 
intercepted message?

MR. FIHELLY: Mr. President, I will have
the book checked. I can’t tell by just looking at 
it. "?e have the intercepted book here, and we will 
check it, and will inform Mr„ Logan.

For such assistance as it may give the 
Tribunal, we now offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document No. 1532-D(10;, a document which 
was found in the Foreign Ministry which appears to be 
the official copy of eittor thicC same wire which has 
just been read or one substantially like it- Strangely, 
the last lino we have just referred to is missing from 
the Japanese text, but the Japanese document shows 
that there was some additional writing at one time 
at the end of that document, and that an attempt has 
been made to cross out and cover up that particular 
writing. I will first offer the Japanese text from 
1532-D(10) and read the document.

THE PRESIDENT: You will give evidence of
that attempt to which you refer, I take it.

MR. FIHELLY: Just by shewing the Court
the physical Japanese document.

THE PRESIDENT: Expert evidence could be
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given on such natters. That 1s quite frocuent 
where erasures have been nade in documents.

MR. LOGAN: May we have a direction at this
tire, if vour Honor please, to the prosecution to 
refrain fror rmkinp such statements in the future 
when he is introducing documents. There is a proper 
way of doing that, as your Honor just suggested, by 
calling experts to show it.

I.A. FIH2LLY: M/e have offered the document
and ask that it be narked, Hr. President end Members 
of the Tribunal.

THE FRPJSTDENT: I have got a note:
If the document shows it, why should we need the 
expert to den^se?

By the us*, of acids end that type of thing 
you can now very often bring up th' original writing. 
That is ry experience as a Judge of the Supreme Court 
of Queensland.

MR. LOGhN: If the Tribunal please, if the
prosecution has any evidence as to ™ho made any change 
in that document, if there has been a change nade in 
it, we ask that they produce evidence to that effect.

MR. FIHFLLY: This was a document, as I
told the Tribunal before, all this s-'ries of 1532- 
documents were found at the Japanese Foreign Ministry.

>

if

I '



We have no evidence at this time as to who made that 
obliteration, but I believe we have a right, Mr. Pres
ident and Merbers of the Tribunal, to introduce this 
document which was an official document of the 
Japanese Government and let it speak for itself.

THE PRESIDENT; You will save time, I think, 
and reduce the number of protests from the defense 
if you are satisfied, Mr. Fihelly, simply to say that 
on this document there appears to be an erasure and 
invite the Court’s consideration of it or inspection 
of it.

Apparently, it is not an erasure. It is 
not an erasure; it is an otliveration, and you should 
have no difficulty in restoring the original v/riting 
by the use of acids or infra-rays or whatever is used 
on those occasions; and we expect you to do it.

MR. FIHELLY: Mr. President, I do not think
I used the word "erasure." I did use the word 
"obliteration." I am sorry if the Court was misled.

THE 1RES IDENT: Perhaps I assumed that it
was an erasure because you had made no attempt to 
bring up the writing. You are dealing now with the 
most important documents in the whole of this trial.
I dj n^t think it is too much to say that.

MR. FIHELLY: V7e v/ill be glad to use every
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2r> i u n d e r ° t r r d .  + h c  n c ”  r r o r o s ? I o f  + h e  ? * t h  ••••hich h r s

24 i r n e r e d  r c h v ]  o m e t t i o n s  i n  r r~-i- / . s i r  end  ’"oul.d

23 '••rert j.v  i n j u r e  t h e  • ^ r o ' - t i r e  o f  t h e  I r - e r i r  1 C o v e r n -

rent
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+ r -’r rr5 •" 
r rnrcnt' .  

r r r . t ! '  ' • .

th r  fvr , f ?rrr-nt .r l  r-" , r r r ? .o . r r  ( r y

i p  •‘-'-ir ŷ r r r t.?-?'Vj<~rî*“ ir'vT*'1’ r r r t  rf v r n

/ r r r r ' r  r:C.C. j r> 1 v'<~ r-f V f i n r ç + t t ~ P p] '  J' ' r f / ( n

■i-’o r - f  ■ r i n +‘ r  "f: T r ^ v  P : 1" c r r t  -*V1 ~ r - i ' r  “. ' l ^ c t â o n  r .U

+ he rt o f  ' ’ ’f, "n?"cr Str**r f.r̂  mr-mt..
ii ( <■' _n s ) '!
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''h next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document No. 1632-7/(86), which is an ;I
extract from the KIDO Diary of November 29, to show
th -,t a meeting of Senior Statesmen was held on that ;

I
date in connection with the matter of war with the j 
United States. iI

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms. j
* CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document jI
No, 1632-7/(86; will receive exhibit No. 1196« I

(7/hereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked nvosecution’s exhibit 1
No. II96 and received in evidence.) ,

Ml. FIHELLY: Ï now reac f 1 om urosecution's j
exhibit No. 1196, the extract from the KIDO Diary, j 

November 29, 1941* iï
"From 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. the Emperor asked 

Senior Statesmen’s opinions concerning the present 
political situation. ;

"The Emperor remarked on the difficult times' 
v/e were roina through, *

"Baron "7.K..TSUKI said that v/e were equal
i

to'? prolonged war with the U.S,/.. in spiritual power!,
i

hut regarding material power wo must make a careful j 
study,

"Admiral OK̂ .D;. said that he had grave doubts

I
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as to our supply opacity in reperd to v;r" materials, j 
ond thought the Government's statement about this JI
matter to date ’.vas Quite incomplete. ■

"Baron Hrh.KUIV. agreed with Hr. "l.K«.TSUKI' s 
oninion as regards the spirituel strenpth of the 
Jm-nose nation, r nd urged further measures to awaken

!
nr.troi.tic sentiment* j

"i-rince KO?TOY~ stated thrt it was ciuite re- I
;

rrettfhlc that our nepotietions were going to be a
failure in s’"ite of our strenuous efforts since last j

I
A p ril. But ho was of the opinion that there would ; 
be no need to resort to *• hasty *./ar just because of j 
tho rurture of th< negotiations as we might be able iI
to re^ch r- vise solution in some xtc.'- or other, while j 
continuinr our struggle rgainst difficulties.

"/.dm irai YON,tl said thrt he could not base 
his opinion on definite data but it v;rs his desire

i
thrt vc- should be careful not to lose v/hrt little j
’••e ’"osses by tryi nr to avoid becoming poorer by j* I

Iinches.
"Hr, T-TtOTi said that although our policy

!
'-r-\ been to prevent i.n,"lo-/.?nerj.ĉ n interference in j

t

the C'ina Incident, things had reached their present
i

siturti'n. e shoul'* bo able to seine an opportunity
to solve the rending problems between the two coun-

I
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25

tri--c r'ven -'fter the co-'non cement of hostilities, if 
v-c ’/or- sincere erourh in ->ur diplomatic efforts.

""eneml H.'r. S' I st-ted that rs he **r.d no 
data for uis opinion, he could do nothin«’ but believe 
the decisions of the Imperial verteuertes *nrl the 
r.oV’r’nr,'nt,

t

"General ..Bd s'-!'1  ̂hat recording' to the 
f >vernncnt statement t*v ncrotirtions .had cone to 
P fondlock in spite of strenuous efforts on our pert. 
t-tg v’rs sure that the Governor nt hrd studied: the 
' /o r ld  politic'1 situation fron, various rnrlcs «"ith

I

laborious minuteness, for '"̂ ich "'c were thankful.
i

But it v/nuld be ouite nrccssrr,f to ray nuch nore !
attention to the altitude of tho Chinese peoole than ; 
to the v:ar «’’ith t^e lT.S...., otherwise v'e vould lose 
the fruits of vietorv in t^e Chinese Incident.

i
"Hr. '“X.TSUKI said that the war should beI

fought to the last, even if the1"« vas no chance to :
f

v:in, if it vins a defensive one for the cause of our 
national existence and self-defense, but v'e should 
avoid the war if we intended to realise our ideals 
such as 'the .‘.siatic Co-prosperity Sphere' or 'the 
stabilising of ro’vr in ..sin', because such a v/ar j

i

-ou]r’ bo very dangerous." :

/
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MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, I realize
fully your decision en reference of these excerpts to 
the Language Section, but here is a meeting that was 
held on November 29, 194-1, and as read by the prose
cution It Is more or less of a summary of what took 
place. I might say that the summary here Is practi
cally identical with what the prosecution has ad
mitted is a rough translation of the Diary. The 
translation we have is in the first person, and not 
in the third person; it covers two and one-half pages 
and not one and one-half pages; and it is more ex
plicit and explains fully what these various people 
said at this meeting.

THE PRESIDENT: If you are not prepared to
refer the matter to Major Moore, Mr. Logan, and abide 
by his decision, you then must be satisfied to give 
this as part of the defense evidence. As I said be
fore, we can never agree to allow two translations 
to be given in the course of the prosecution’s case: 
one by the prosecution, and the other by the defense* 
The defense translation will be received during the 
course of the evidence for the defense, if it is 
offered. Vie cannot prevent you from contesting a 
translation at the proper time.

MR. LOGAN: Ky point is this, your Honor:
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That here is an important conference in which 
Marquis KIDO quotes what was said by two of the 
accused here, and I think the Tribunal would be*in
terested in hearing our translation of this particu
lar conference. I should think that they would want 
to find out what our translation says. I do not 
think it is exactly fair, your Honor, for the prose
cution to be presenting rough translations of a docu
ment they have had for practically a year, particu
larly when it refers to this stage of the case.

THE PRESIDENT: Until the contrary appears,
v/e will assume that they are presenting the best 
translation they have. You will be able to show the 
contrary, perhaps, in the course of giving evidence 
for the defense.

I have got a note here to this effect;
T'e do not want a partisan translation if there be a 
dispute. In such case we should have one only, and 
that is from our own Language Referee.

I have already said that you may approach 
the Referee, and if he says the translation should 
be 9 certain thing, then you must accept it. But, 
as I just said, if the defense do not accept it in 
the course of the prosecution’s case, they can give 
evidence of th^ir translation when they are giving
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1

2 evidence later. I hone that if any counsel is under
-> misapprehension, will he come to the lectern and tell
3 i  me what it is so that I may clear it up.

!

.* ! Mr. Smith.

7  i!I.. i «> I
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LtR. SVITK. If your Honor please, in a good 
many documents there were minor errors. We can well 
understand how your Honor would not want to be bother
ed with it frequently and have it referred to the 
Language Faction as a matter of course. But, as we 
understand it, practically evervthing in this ex
hibit 1195 is in error so far as the translation goes; 
and I would like to ask your Honor, when s e r io u s  m is 

translations occur such as this and that deal with a 
matter of this importance, that the Translation Sec
tion of the Court should give priority to the cor
rection of these documents and come in as soon as it 
is completed and reread the matter to the Court as 
the Court's own section translates it.

It may be four or five months before we have 
reached this subject in our own case; and, where we 
are dealing with thousands of documents and counsel 
are swamped with all th:se things, I submit, your 
Honor, it is only fair that we clear as much of this 
confusion away as we go along and as is possible in 
the case.

THE PRESIDENT: Do not leave the lectern,
please.

I have a l r e a d y  directed to be done what you 
ask me to do row. If the defense question a trans-
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lation when they receive it they are at liberty to 
go to the head of the Translation Section and put 
their representations before him. If he agrees with 
their, he will see the prosecution, and the correction 
will be rade at the lectern b,r the counsel presenting 
the document or reading it. If he does not agree 
with them, the defense then will be able to mive 
their version in the course of giving evidence for 
the defense.

As I am reminded by a colleague, I have 
already told you that twice within the last four 
days.

MR. SMITH: Your Honor, since the blanket
ruling, an automatic referring was made about a 
week ago; and counsel have referred a number of 
documents to the Translation Section, and so far 
none of them have come back corrected.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Moore spoke to me about
this ratter this morning, and it appears that he is 
asked to make a choice between the use of these two 
words, "hastening" and "expediting." He was quite 
reasonable about it and, in all seriousness, wanted 
to know whether it was worth correcting.

If matters like that are referred to him, 
of course, he will never be able to do any work. He
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will be overworked. He will never be able to com
plete his work, I should say.

MR. SMITH: I am sure, your Honor, that
none of the- defense counsel are taking any captious 
attitude. All we are begging for is the substance. 
The 'hole point of what I said this morning is that 
in a document of this extreme importance, on the eve 
of Pearl Harbor, that the matter ought to have pri
ority and that the Court direct the Translation 
Section to take this matter up imrediatel" and to 
come back as soon as possible with the corrections..

THE PRESIDIFT: A colleague questions the
rirht of the defense to Five evidence of their 
translation if it is r.ot accepted by Major Moore.
I will say no more about it. I • ill take the de
cision of the whole Tribunal and abide by it faith
fully.

(Whereupon, a discussion was had 
off the record by the Members of the Tri
bunal.)

»

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihclly.
j'R. FIHELIY: To show that important Liaison

Conferences were held in these late days of Fovcmber 
19^1» and for other pertinent information contained 
therein, we now offer in evidence International
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Prosecution document No. 249C-A. which is an extract IIIfror the- interrogation of the defendant NAGANO on I
March 2(, 194£, pages 11 to 13; and ’-e ask that the j 
tarent document be ranked fo^ identification. i

CLLRh 0? THE COURT: Prosecution's document I
No. 2496 will receive exhibit Mo. 1197 for identifi- j

»
cation onlv. I

(Whereupon, the document above re- jI
ferred to was narked prosecution's exhibit ;
No. 1197 for identification.) i

THL PP.FSIDENT: The excerpt is adritted on
the usual torr.s, ,

CLERK OF THL COURT: Prosecution's document
No.’ 24 9 £ - A will receive exhibit No. 1197-A. '

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit ■

I
No. 1197-A and received in evidence.) j

I.Pi. FIHELLY: I now read the questions and
I

answers on pages 1 and 2 of the exhibit with respect
to the Liaison Conferences, being near tha end of ;
page 2 ; |

"Q, About when, Admiral, did you place your ap- i
prove! unon the nRan to attack Pearl Harbor? j

I
"A. Either in the end of October or the beginning

\
of November. There was consider.''ble argument between I

A



1
the Fleets rnd the Hvrl On rational Burcru. The 
Fleets rt <n fnvAr rf attacking Pc'rl Herber, v;h;.ro
es the. Naval .‘ffrirs Burenu crnsidcrcd it tec uuch cf 
r rne.cn]rtirn end preferred the were conservetivc 
i’.cthrd rf waiting for the American Flict in the South 
nr-cific Islr.nds. <-d irrl YAYAÜOTO v:rs very rda.want 
in his belief in his n]ar t. attack Pcrrl Hrrbrr rnd

a
j he threat*.nod

9
1
: D i m  were not

10 •o* Pri»

11 by nrcli"'inory

12 the Nrvrl Herd

13 "A. Ye-C,

11 "Q. And

HQ. Prier t- this ti •: the olnn hr d been ncrfcctedj

the conflict bet-con the N~vy Affairs Bur ecu rnd Adnir- ' 
rl YAIIAYOTO in f• ver of the attack vorn nearl H'-rbor?

i
"A. I originel]y rgr. od with the Naval Oncrrtimrl»

l
Dv nr.rt:lent but r.s YAYA'OTO wrs so -vid in about the I
end of October or crrlv mart of Neve -ber, ~s I pro- i

i
virusly strted, 1 ''greed with the pirn to attack Pcrrl 
Harbor. The1 Nrvrsl Affrirs Burenu were in f'-vrr of !
using the pirn thrt they hrd held for -\t ny years of j
waiting for the American N"vy in the South Pacific !
Islrnds. j

1
"Q. Nevertheless, ,*dnir^l, r.s I understand it, !• i

A
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l
n r t v / i t h s t r . n d i n g  t h e  d e s i r e s  c f  t h e  N -"vn l A f f a i r s  

B u r e a u  t r  '‘d h c r c  t o  t h e  n l r . n  v - h ic h  h r d  b e e n  i n  e f f e c t

1

*  1

f r r  r irm y y e a r s ,  y o u  c r - n  t o  t h e  c r n c l u s i r n  t h r t  t h e  

o lr . n  t o  r t t r e k  n c r r l  H r r b c r  v/r.s b e s t  r.nd s e t t l e d  t h e

c o n f l i c t  b y  l i v i n g  y o u r  n p n r o v r l  to  t h e  P e r . r l  H r . r b o r

s'
. >

7

p ie r » ,  I s  t h o t  n e t  c o r r e c t ,  . ' d ^ i r r l ?

“ A .  I  rrs f o r  t h e  P i r n  o f  t h e  N o v e l  A f f a i r s

f

!

D e r r r t n e n t  " s  t h o t  s e t ” o d  t n  be t h e  - o r e  l o g i c a l  b u t  

m t  t o  h o v e  t h e  C o r r v n d e r  o f  t h e  F l e e t s  r e s i g n ,  r s  he

!0 ! v.’o u l d  h o v e ,  i f  h i s  n l n n  d i d  n o t  g o  t h r o u g h ,  I  t h o u g h t

; ! the- b e s t  t h i n g  t o  d r  v:- s  to  r p p r o v c .

^  ! 
1

, ,  1
11

" 0 .  A n d  y o u  d i d  o p p r o v e ,  i s  t h r t  c o r r e c t ,  t h e  

P i r n  f o r  t h e  P c r r l  K o r b e r  c i t t r e k ?
1

1-5 ' it ' Vi f

15 " Q ,  A s  I  u n d e r s t r n d  ttu. s i t u a t i o n ,  A d m i r a l ,

16 j
i

y o u r  n r r r o v r l  o f  t h e  s e n e  v r s  t h e  d e c i s i v e  f a c t o r  i n

r 17

■ t •
c a r r y i n g  t h r o u g h  t h e  n t t r e k  ' n  F e r r i  B e r b e r ,  i s  t h n t  

n o t  r i g h t ?

W)»  »*
j

”i». Y e s .

20 j ••Q. / n d  e s  I  u n d o r s t r n d  i t ,  « ^ ' n i r o l ,  1 a s s u m e

*> 1 jL I t h a t  i n  t h e  l i g h t  o f  t h " t  f r e t ,  y o u  o r e  r i l l i n g  t o

•J » a s s u m e  r e s p o n s i b i l *t y  f o r  t h e  s r n c .  I s  t h r t  c o r r e c t ,

27 ' , . d : i r a l ?

2-t i ! " A .  N a t u r a l l y .

25 " Q .  / d m i r n l ,  a b o u t  r h e n  v; r s  th< f l v . c t  f i r s t

A
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ordered to teke: position in rrdcr to enrry through 
thi. Pô rl Herb* r o’took?

"*•. Thv. Fleets ’.xri. ■'ŝ  bled et Chichi.no in 
th uiddlo of rrvo-'hrr. Or iJrver.ber ?6 <r 27 they 
started rut for Pc^rl Harbor. . . .

"Q. Ad’tlrrl, r? n nrt.trr *f fret, there v..rs o 
lie iron. conf orcnc.. he ld ? n 'r rb ut Fever her 28 or 27, 
1941, v/ns th«. re nrt, rt v/hich the rr rore nr*sont pr<.— 
nie r TOJO, Foreign î'irtst« r TOGO, îrcnce. T'inintor 
KAY A, Pr.-sid-'nt of the Cnbirr t Plnn’org Brr-rd SUZUKI , 
;rny Chi. f of St ? r  SUGIY/i'A, ; r-v Vj cc Chief rf Strff 
Gene ml TAYABE, yrursclP rr F-vy Chief of rt^ff, Mnvy 
Vico Chief of Stoff r.crr Acr.ir-3 3T0, Cr-- uni er ti.-nr 
ilirJ stor TERASJ3 ’ A, A'-ri culture Minister IPO, the 
Cobin t S,-crot*-ry I't'SIil !!0, Gt-.n r"i ’ ÏÏT0 r.rll :d rf tho 
Yilit^ry /ffnirs Steti-n for the Arny ?\ud Iv "d rf the 
"~vy Gene ml Affairs Socticn Vie«. Ad irr.] OK*. t.r c*m- 
nlote- the deter'ino ti n f c r \:rr up' r. the r̂ it, d Gto tes, 
is th: t net correct?

"A. I m. not sur., rf the. d~te but 1 b.ojrvf you 
r.- errr. ct or, thnt. r, u«ti 1 the very ir.st
v/o v;r.m ho ni nr thnt nc' or could b-- e. s.t- IP i shed end 
v;ore nr*.* tv rod t.e r bonder. th< pirn until the ve:ry l̂ st, 
*Vr t.n . ot.tr ck op ry Hr rbr r. You con odd t.r th«' 
list thr Frvy Finis tor .«e-nirnl SH / D/ ,11
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1 I
I

THE PI'iESIDTTT: Mr. Brannon.
, ; 131. BRANNON: If the Tribunal please, many

objections to these interrogations will probably be
4 j presented at the tire of our defense, but the accused
5 , NAGANO has specifically requested re to inforr the
I6 . Court that all through this particular interrogation

7 ! the use of the words "Naval Affairs Bureau" is in- 
K j correct. Since the prosecution, I beli-ve, is net
9 narticularly stressirr the usage of thosh words, I
10 would like to call to the Court’s attention that, 

there being no such thing as a "Naval Affairsii
!

12 Bureau," it being really a "Military Affairs Bureau
i of the Navy Ministry," this docuirent mav tend to
I
1 a m  lie ate another or*e of the accused ’ ho was ac-

15
16
17

18

j tually the head of the Military Affairs Bureau of the 
j Navy Ministry.
I If I ray, I would al^o like to inform the
j Court that this interrogation and, I understand, many

19
20
21
"O 1

others taken by the nrosecution were not submitted 
to the defendants for these technical corrections 
after they were taker. Consequently, on matters of

23
24 I

25

i this kind which, while the" are technical in nature, 
1 may have a more forceful effect upon the reading 
thereof, I believe they should be called to the 
Court’s attention at the time they are introduced.



Mr. President, some of the defense coursel 
have been in doubt as to the proper procedure to 
take in reference to the question and answer form of 
these interrogations, that is, whether to object to 
the type of question asked as being leading or 
argumentative or assuming facts or whether to treat 
this as an entire docurent and to make no objection 
to fhe specific question as asked. Mav we request 
an expression of the President in that regard?

THE PRESIDENT: Whether or not the Tribunal
is prepared to scan these interrogatories I cannot 
say until I consult them. I will give no decision 
on the matter until consulting all the Members. The 
question is raised rather late.

The other matters mentioned by Mr. Brannon 
are noted.

MR. OKUYAMA: I am. counsel for the defendant
NAGANO. As there was a serious mistake in the inter
rogation, I would like to point it out to the Tri
bunal. As it is well known, NAGANO was Chief of 
the Naval General Staff at the time of the Pearl 
Harbor incident —  at the time of the outbreak of v/ar. 
When NAGANO was replying to the questions of the 
prosecutor, it goes without sayine that he v/as well 
aware that the Naval General Staff of which he was
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Chief was different from the Military Affairs Bureau 
of the Navy, and he, himself, will never say "Mili
tary Affaire Bureau."

In spite of this, the translator has trans
lated the "Naval General Staff" of which he was Chief 
as the "Naval Affairs Bureau." This illustrated how 
little the irterpreter knew of Japanese and how 
little he kner of the system of organization of the 
Japanese Government, Therefore, I wish to call the 
attention of the Court to the fact that this interro
gation was interpreted by an interpreter who was not 
very familiar with the Japanese language and also v:as 
not familiar with the Japanese system of government.

THF PRESIDENT : The right time at which to
give that information is in the course of giving 
evidence for the defense. I repeat that .ad nauseam, 
perhaps, but apparently it is necessary.

MR. FIHELLY: May I proceed?
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly.
HR. FIHELLY: We next offer in evidence

International Prosecution document No. 1632V/ (87), 
an entry from the KIDO Diary of November 30, as tend
ing to show that the plans for war with the United 
States wore still being made despite the fact that 
some wished to avoid war.

4
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THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. I632W (87) will receive exhibit No. H9‘8.
(^'hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was narked prosecution’s exhibit 
II98 and received in evidence.)

Mi. FIKELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit No. 1998, the extract from the KIDO Diary 
entry of November 30, '41:

!,I visited the Emperor at 3*30 p.m. in re
sponse to his request. He said that Prince TAKAFATSU 
had told him that the Navy's hands were full, and it 
appeared that he wished to avoid war, but did not 
knovj what to do. I advised the Emperor to ask the 
opinions of the Navy I'inister, the Chief of the Naval 
General Staff, and the Premier, for the situation was 
really grave. e could not be too prudent in the 
matter. At 6:35 p.m. I again visited the Emperor in 
response to his request. He said that he had ordered 
the Premier to act according to program on accourt of 
the- affirmative answers of the Navy Minister and the 
Chief of the Navy General Staff concerning the ques
tion as to the success of the war."

To show the feeling of Japan at this time 
and to show the "art that the Tripartite Pact was
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playing in the negotiations, we now offer in evidence 
International Prosecution document 2593D 22, the wire 
of November 30, 1941 from Tokyo to OSHIMA.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK. OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2593D 22 will receive exhibit No. 1199.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
1199 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIKLLLY: I now read prosecution ex
hibit No. 1199:

"From: Tokyo
"To : Eerlin
"November 30, 1941 
"Purple
"7f9B6 (Strictly Secret) (To be handled 

in Government Code) (Part 1 of 2) (Secret outside 
the Department)

"1. Japan-American negotiations were 
commenced the middle of April of this year. Over 
a period of half a year they have been continued. 
v’ithin that period the Imperial Government adamantly 
stuck to the Tri-Pe.rtite Alliance as the cornerstone 
of its national policy regardless of the vicissi
tudes of the international situation, In the



rdjvstinent of diplomatic relrtions between Je.prn 
m e. the United Stetes, she hrs hosed her hopes 
for r solution definitely within the scope of 
thrt rllirnce. V/ith the intent of restrrining 
the United Strtes from prrticiprting in the wrr, 
she boldly rssumed the ettitude of carrying through 
these negotirtiens.

"2. Therefore, the present Cabinet, in 
line with your messrge, with the view of defending 
the Empire's existence rnd integrity on r just rnd 
equitrble brsis, hrs continued the negetirtions 
errried on in the post. However, their views rnd 
ours on the nuestien of the evrcur tien of troops, 
un on which the negotirtior.s rested, (they demrnded 
the eve-curt ion of Imperirl troops from Chine end 
French Indo-Chinr), "’ere completely in opresition 
to erch other.

"Judging from the course of the negotirtins 
thr.t hrve been going on, v/e first ce-me to logger- 
herds ’-hen the United Stetes, in keening with its 
trrditionel ideologicel tendency of meneging inter
ne tionrl relrtiens, re-emphesized her fundementel 
relience upon this trrditionrl poliejr in the ccn- 
versrtions errried on between the United Strtes 
rnd Englrnd in the Atlrntic Ocern. The motive
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of the United States in all this vas brought cut 
^y her desire tc •"revent the establishment of ? 
new order by Ja^rn, Cerna ny, rnd It.rly in Europe 
~nd in the For Erst, that is tfc say, the rims of 
the Tri-Fartite Alliance. As lonp ?s the Entire 
of Jr non was in alliance with Ocrnrnv rnd Itrly, 
there could be no nr intensnee of fricndlv relr- 
tions between Japan rnd the United Strtes v;r s the 
strnd they took. Fron this noint of view, they 
began to demonstrate r tendency to demand the 
divorce of the Irr-erirl C-cvernnent fron the Tri- 
Prrtite Allirnce. This wrs brought out et the 
lrst meeting. Thrt, is to sry thrt it hrs only 
been in the negotirtions of the lost fev; drys 
that it hrs becone gradually rore rnd nore clerr 
thrt the Innrriel Governrent could no longer con
tinue negotirtions with the United Strtes. It 
beerne clerr, too, thrt ? continuetion of negotirtiens 
'ould inevitrbly be detrirentrl to our cruse."

"(Part 2 of 2)
»3, The pro-osrl -resented by the United 

Strtes on the 26th nrde this attitude of theirs 
clearer than ever. In it there is one insulting 
clause v,hich says that ne" natter v’hrt treaty either 
party enters into with a third rower ?.t will not be
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int<-r-reted. rs hrvinf eny berrinp m o n  the brsic 
object of this trerty, namely the n.pintc-nrnce of 
~erce in the Prcific. This rerns specifi.crlly the 
Three-FovJer Feet. It r.erns thrt in erse ^he United 
St?tes enters the Evro-ern r!rr rt ?ny time the 
Jrnrnese Entire rill not be piloted to give os- j
si'-tmee to Cerrrny rnd. Itrly. It is cleerly p 
trick. This clr\’se rlone, let rlone ethers, 
rrkes it impossible to find rny brsis in the j
Arrericrn ^rorcsrl for r.e.çotir^icrs. Whet is more, 
before the United Stetes brought forth this nlen, 
they conferred ”ith Fnflrnd, Anstrrlie, the Uether- j 
lends, end Chine. —  they do so re^eetedly. Therefore,

!
it is cleer thet the United Strtes is now in collision j

I
i'ith those notions end. hes decided to reprrd Jrnrn, 
rlonf "'ith Ccrrvny rnd Itrly, rs rn enemy."
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The translation date appearing on the first 
page is "Trans. 12/1/41 (NR)"; on the second page, 
the page I just read, "Trans. 12-1-41 (NR)."

We next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution docurer.t No. 2593-D-23 which relates to 
a telephone conversation fror KUF.USU to Tokyo on 
November 30, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT. Prosecution’s document 

No. 2J93-D-23 will receive exhibit No. 1200.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1200 and received in evidence.)

HR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1200:
"Brom: Washington
"To: Tokyo
"30 November 1941 (2230 to 2238 EST)
"Telephone Code"

THE PRESIDENT: You will read it after the
recess, Er. Fiholly. We will recess now for fifteen 
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 
taken until 13.ro, after which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)
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, ! MARSHAL OF THF. COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far Erst is now resumed.

TIE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly, before you pro-
4 i ceed I will give the decision of the Tribunal on the
I

■> ! language question. I cannot do better than repeat what
i

6 j appears in a note drafted by one of my colleagues who «
7 i was fullyaware of the situation. It reeds: "Mr. Pres-
8 I ident, while you were in Australia we were told on all
9 hands that we would be faced throughout the trial with
10 j competing translations. V/e came to the conclusion
11 i that the only way to solve such questions was to set

13
14
15 !
16
17

up c board of refereos. The Supreme Commander Allied 
Powers apoointed one member of the board -- nominated 
one member of the board —  the Japanese Government 
nominated another, and a. third was nominated by the 

iprosecution. All three were appointed by the Court.

IK

19
20 

21

I The idea was to appoint an authoritative and impartial 
board of experts because it was understood if we 
allowed competing evidence and competing translations 
the trial would be prolonged indefinitely and the

i Judges would have no means of deciding between them
22 !

and would still h.-ve to rely on the decision of the 
board of experts."

In view of that decision, I withdraw what I 
said rs to the right of the defense to give evidence

23 ! 
!

24

25

I
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of competing translations. The defense will be con
fined to r.n appeal to the board of referees, whose 
decision will be final. They will go directly to the 
board of referees instead of making application to 
the Court for a reference thereto. In other words, 
they will follow the procedure that I have already out 
l?.ned on more than one occasion;

Mr. Fihelly.
I

MR. FIHELLY: I will rend prosecution exhibit
No. ^00:

’’From: Washington
"To: Tokyo
"30 November 194-1 (2230 to 2238 EST)
"Telephone Code.
*• nsPacific

"Radio Telephone.
"(NOTE: Following is a preliminary condensed

version of conversation between Ambassador KTfRUSU and 
the Japanese Foreign Office American Division Chief 
YA.^AMOTO on Sundry night)

"KURUSU: ’It is all arranged for us to meet
Hull tomorrow. We received a short one from you, 
didn’t we? Well, we will meet him in regard to that. 
There is a. longer one coming isn’t there? In any case 
we are going to see him about the short one.’ (i.e.
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I
1 telegram. The longer one is probrbly Tokyo’s reply
2 , to Hr. Hull’s proposals.)
3 ”YAMAMOTO s ’Yes, I see.’
i { "KURUSU: ’The President is returning tomorrow.
(

*> I He is hurrying home.’
! "YAMAMOTO: ’Is there m y  special significance

7 ! to this?’
« , "KURUSU: ’The newspr.orers hrve made much of
I
the premier’s speech, rnd it is having strong reper- 

!() j eussions here.1
11 I "YAMAMOTO: ’Is that so.’
12 "KURUSU: ’Yes. It wrs r drastic! statement
13 he made. The newspapers carried large herdlines over

i
14 : it: and the President seems to be returning because

t

15 I of it. There no doubt r.re other re-sons, but this is
16
17

18
19
20
21 

1 >

the reason the newspapers are giving.’
"(Pruse)
"’Unless greeter crution is exercised in 

speeches by the Premier rnd others, it nuts us in r 
very difficult position. All of you over there musti

Î wctch out rbout those ill-advised statements. Plerse
tell Mr. TAITI. ’

23 ! 
I

2‘i

1\j

"YAMAMOTO: 1 We are being crreful.’
"KURUSU: ’’Ve here rre doing our best, but these!

reports rre seized uaon by the correspondents rnd the
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1 worst features enlarged upon. Plense caution the

2 Premier, the Foreign Minister, rnd others. Tell the

3 Foreign Minister th-'t we hod expected to herr something

4 different, some good word, but inste®d,M ("instead" it

5 is; it mcy be tyoogrv'phicr.l) "‘but instead we got this.'

6 (i.e. Premier's speech)

7 "(After c pnuse, KURUSIJ continues, using voice

♦ 8 code)
9 "KURUSU: '"hot 'bout the internal situetion?'
10 (In Jrrrn)
n "YAMAMOTO: 'No ncrticulrr - - (one or two
12 ! v/ords frded out) -

» i "KURUSU: 'Are the Jrornese-Anericrn negoti-
1 i étions to continue?'
15 "YAMAMOTO: 'Yes.'

16 i "KURUSU: 'You v/e re very urgent "bout them
¥ 17 ’ before, v/eren't you; but no--r you v/rnt them to stretch

13 out. Me will need y.our help. Both the Premier rnd
19 the Foreign Minister will need to chrnge the tone of
20 their speeches i i  Do you understrnd? Plense oil
21 use more discretion.'
2? "YAMAMOTO: ' .-/hen ?/ill you see them. The
23 2nd*. '
?A "KURUSU: 'Let's see...this is Sunday midnight
25 here. Tomorrow morning rt ten. Thct v/ill be Mondry ,
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MR. FIlüLLY: As further showing the events J
«I

which transpired in Japan just prior to the Pearl j
I

Harbor attack, and particularly in connection with 
the sending and timing of the last note to the United 
States and to indicate the part that certain of the
defendants played in them, we will now of.̂ er in evi- ji
dence a series of extracts from the interrogation of !I
the defendant TOJO. j

I
We first offer in evidence International !t

Prosecution document 2505-A, which is an extract from j
the TO JO interrogation of February 20, 194-6, pages I

1
2, 4-, and 57 and we ask that the parent document be 1

I
marked for identification. •

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document j
Mo. 2505 will receive exhibit Ko. 1201 for identifi
cation only. i

(»/hereupon, the document above re- j
!ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit [

No. 1201 for identification.) 1

THE PRESILÏÏ1.T : The excerpt is admitted on |
I

the usual terms. !
CLERK OF THE COURT: .rcsecution's document i

I
Mo. 2505-Aj an excerpt from the foregoing, will re- • 
ceive exhibit Mo. 1201-A.

(Whereupon, the document above
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referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit
No. 1201-A and received in evidence.)

ifiR. FIKELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit 1201-A, extract from the TOJO interrogation 
February 20, 1946, pages 2, 4, and 5*

"Q What was the date of that last Liaison 
Conference before the Imperial Conference of 1st or 
2nd of December?

"A I think that last Liaison Conference be
fore the Imperial Conference was on the 30th of 
November. However, as I have said before, I am not 
sure of the date of the Imperial Conference. I 
rather think it was the 1st, but it may have been 
the 2nd.

"(pp. 4-5)
"Q how many times did the Emperor ask you to ■ 

be certain that the note was to be delivered before 
the attack?

t
"A hepeatedly.
"Q Can you give us any idea of the number of 

times? Was it three times, six, a dozen?
"A I was going to the Emperor about every

other day and he warned me many times about it.
"Q Y/hat was the earliest date he warned you, 

as you recall?
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"A Kö was alv/ays v/arning me about matters 
having to do with foreign relations, but 1 think 
the first time he warned about the delivery of the 
final note was just after the Imperial Conference 
of the 1st or 2nd of December 1941.

"Q Was not the Emperor afraid that the actual 
attack night take place before the note was delivered?

"A Yes, he was afraid of it. Ke said to be 
careful to see that it did not happen."

For the same purpose vie now offer in evi
dence International Prosecution document 2513”> , which 
is an extract fron the TOJO interrogation of March 
18, 1946, pages 1 to 4. We ask that the parent 
document be marked for identification.'

CLERK OF THE COURTî Prosecution's document 
Mo. 2513 will be given exhibit No. 1202 for identi
fication only.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was narked prosecution's exhibit
No. 1202 for identification.)

THE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted on
the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2513-A, an excerpt from the fore .oing,-will be 
given exhibit No. 1202-A.
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(Whereupon, the document above referred 
to v/as marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1202-A 
and received in evidence.)

MR. FIKELLY: I now read both pages of
prosecution exhibit 1202-A from the T0J0 interroga
tion of March 18, 1946, pages 1 to 4 î

"Q The text of the final note to America was 
approved, first by the Liaison Conference, and 
later by the Cabinet, was it not?

"A The gist of it was approved by the 
Cabinet, but the final text v/as the responsibility 
of the.Foreign Minister. Of course, it is my 
responsibility, too.

"Q Did not also the Liaison Conference 
first approve the gist of it?

"A Yes, of course. They did. 
iijj T000 says that he composed the text of 

that note on a basis of the views furnished by the 
Liaison Conference and that the text, after being 
written, was presented to and approved by the 
Liaison Conference. Is this correct?

"A Yes.
"Q After this had happened, the cabinet also 

approved it, did it not?
"A As I recall it, after the Liaison
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Conference had approved it, the gist of it was given 
to the Cabinet by the Foreign Minister, after which 
they approved it. In any case, if my memory is 
correct, I do not believe that the text was distributed 
to all the members of the Cabinet.

"Q After TOGO and the two Chiefs of Staff 
had decided that 1:00 P.M., 7 December 1941, V>ash- 
ington time, was to be the time for the delivery of 
the final note, this fact was reported to and ap
proved by the Liaison Conference, was it not?

"A Ko. The Liaison Conference, which I was, 
you might say, head of, delegated to the two Chiefs 
of Staff and the Foreign Minister the task of setting 
a tine prior to the attack. The three-man com
mittee did not report back to the Liaison Con
ference. I don't remember that the three-nan com
mittee reported back to the Liaison Conference on 
the tine. I am reporting to you the facts, but the 
results of those facts are my responsibility.

"<p. 3)
"Q Did the Foreign Minister know of the time 

and the day set for the attack? A^ef erring to the 
Pearl harbor attack./

"A Yes, the Foreign Minister knew it, too.
The President of the Planning Board also knew. »
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"Q As you recall it, the Liaison Conference 
did not approve the tine set for the delivery of 
the note nor approve of the length of time between 
the delivery of the note and the attack?

"À The Liaison Conference delegated the carry
ing out of this matter to the Foreign Minister and 
the two Chiefs of Staff and, in that sense only, 
approved.

"(p.4)
"Q In addition to the Minister of Y.ar and 

Foreign Minister, were *here any other cabinet mem
bers present at the Liaison Conferences immediately 
preceding the Imperial Conference of 1 December 1941?

"A 1 do not remember exactly, but I suppose 
that the Commerce and Industry Minister and the 
Communications Minister attended because raw materials 
v/ere involved for factories and shipping was in
volved. Of course, the President of the Planning
Board and the $avy Minister were also there.

"Q Was the Minister of Finance there?
"A Yes, he was always at Liaison Conference 

meetings. Those five were always there - V.'cr,
I'iavy, Flanning Board, Foreign, and Finance Ministers."

■ >i ■ 1

s i. \
j
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MR. PIHELLY: On the seme general subject, we
next refei to prosecution exhibit 115ÔA which is a

I

further extract from the TOJO interrogation of March 12,|I
1946, end reed from pages 3 end 4 of the exhibit, which ;I
will be pages 9 and 10 of the interrogation extract: i

i
"Q Were there any differences between TOGO j

and the others relative to this? (Referring to the j
II

delivery of the final note to the United States.) iIt
"A No, there were not. They were the same —  j

1
to teliver it before the attack, !I

"Q Was any decision arrived at in the Liaison j
i

Conference as to how lonr it was to be delivered before j 
the attack? j

"A I have explained this before. The decision!
I

as to the time was not made at the Liaison Conference, j 
The Supreme Command and the Foreign Minister were to 
meet together and decide the time which would comply 
with the diplomatic and also the strategic requirements, 

"Q ,ras this delegation of authority decided I
upon at this same final Liaison Conference?

"A Yes.
"9 Do you knov; that such meeting or meetings 

were held pursuant to this delegation of authority? I
"A No, I don't know,
"Q Did you learn what decision had been
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c.rrived at in regard to timing by these men to whom 
the authority had been delegated0

"A I did not learn precisely the time set, 
but it was decided that the Chiefs of Staff and the 
Foreign Minister would settle that so ?.s to comply with 
both the diplomatic and military requirements. It 
was settled at the Idadson Conference that the delivery 
of the final note would precede the attack. (Last 
sentence of this answer read back to the witness who 
agreed as to its correctness.)"

Thrt is all I intend to read from the inter
rogation
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Vie next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document No. 2506-A, which is an extract 
from the TOJO Interrogation of February 21, 1946, j
pages two, three and four and we ask that parent j

I
document be marked for identification,

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2506 will receive exhibit No. 1203 for identification! 
only.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1203 for identification.)

THE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted on
the usual terms,

CLERK OF THE COURT: And prosecution's I
!

document No. 2506-A, an extract therefrom, will 
receive exhibit No. 1203-A.

(Whereupon, the document above j
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit

!
No. 1203-A and received in evidence.) j

MR. FIHELLY: I now read the entire excerpt i
consisting of an extract from the TOJO Interrogation j
of February 21, 1946, pages two, three and four:

"Q You and the Cabinet realized, did you 
notfc that the shorter the notice given the United 
States, the more probability there was of a mishap?
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"A I t  ca n  be s a id  so', t h e o r e t ic a l ly *

” Q D id  you and the c a b in e t  n o t r e c o g n iz e  

t h a t  a s  a p r a c t i c a l  p o s s i b i l i t y ?

MA Y e s ,  from  th e  p r a c t i c a l  p o in t  o f  v ie w ,  

i t  i s  a l s o  t r u e  t h a t  th e  s h o r t e r  th e  tim e a llo w e d ,  

th e  more ch a n ce  o f  a h i t c h ,  b u t i t  i s  n o t enough to  

le a v e  i t  a t  t h a t .  Am bassador NOMURA was a v e r y  r e s 

p o n s ib le  o f f i c i a l  and we r e l i e d  upon h is  c a r r y in g  

o u t so  g ra v e  a r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  p e r f e c t l y .  A ls o ,  the j 

F o r e ig n  O f f ic e  had tim e to  s tu d y  and p e r f e c t  a l l  

p h ase s o f  th e  p ro ce d u re  i n  th e  l i g h t  o f  i t s  g r e a t  !

r e s p o n s i b i l i t y .  i

"Q V.’hy was n o t th e  m essage i t s e l f  s e n t  soo n er) 

to  Am bassador NOMURA so  t h a t  th e re  w ould be s u f f i c i e n t  !I. I
tim e?

“ A I  c a n * t  answ er su c h  a q u e s t io n  a s  t h a t ,  .j 

I t  i s  a pro b lem  f o r  the F o r e ig n  M in is t e r .  The o rd e rs  

w ere t h a t  th e  f i n a l  n o te  was to  be s u r e ly  d e l iv e r e d , I
S in c e  th e  F o r e ig n  M in is t r y  had su c h  an o r d e r ,  th e  

q u e s t io n  o f  how or why i t  was n o t c a r r ie d  out i s  a 

t e c h n ic a l  one w h ich  i s  th e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  th e  

F o r e ig n  M in is t e r ,

HQ D id  n o t you and th e  members o f  th e  c a b in e t  

se e  th e  c o n te n ts  o f  th e  n o te  b e fo r e  i t  was s e n t?

“ A I  heard  th e  g i s t  o f  i t .  The c a b in e t  a l l  j

■1 I

I

J
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heard it at the Liaison Conference just preceding the 
Imperial Conference*

"Q Did not you and the cabinet agree with 
the contents of that message?

"A Yes, we did agree. The gist of the note
■ was explained by the Foreign Minister at the Liaison
1 Conference meeting. The whole text was not read and
!
i passed about* After the meeting, the matter became 
the responsibility of the Foreign Ministry.

"Q This Liaison Conference, at which the 
gist of the final note was read, was the last one 
before the Imperial Conference of December 1st or 
2nd, was it not?

! "A Yes.
jj "Q Ar.d all members present agreed with the
! substance of the message as it was read to them?

"A Yes.
"Q Why was it that that message was not 

sent to NOMURA until practically a week later?
; "A I can’t help it if you keep asking me
i
questions about specific matters like that that were 
the responsibility of the Foreign Minister, I 
can't answer them."

I read the last page, page three, of the 
exhibit for identification;
I
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"Q You knew the attack was going to be made 
and approved it, did you not?

"A I knew that it was to take place, but 
I did not approve it because, under the Japanese system, 
approval by the Premier or Minister of War is not called 
for in a nroblem of command.

"Q Regardless of approval, you were in 
favor of such an attack being made, were you not?

MA I thought it would be good if it was 
successful. I thought that if the Supreme Command 
was confident of success that it was a good idea.

"Q You knéïr for'*# month or more previous to 
the attack that Admiral YAMAMOTO’S plan for a sur
prise attack on Pearl Harbor had been decided on in 
case of war with America?

"A No, I didn*t know about it. In Japan 
those matters are matters of command. It was a 
strategic plan.

"Neither the government nor the V/ar Minister 
would know about a Navy operating plan, That is 
positively the case. Command matters were kept highly 
secret. They were the most important secrets of all.

"Q When did you first know that, in case 
of war with the United States, Pearl Harbor was to 
be attacked?
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“A I learned at the Liaison Conference just 
before the Imperial Conference* Before that, it was 
very secret."

v'e next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document No# 2504A, containing extracts 
from the TOJO interrogation of February 19, 1946, 
pages one, two, four, five, six, seven, eight and 
11, I intend to read it all with the exception of 
page five which refers to a later matter and will be 
read at that time.

I ask that the parent document be marked 
for identification.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
No* 2504 will be marked exhibit No. 1204 for identific
ation only.

(Vrhereupcn, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit

v

No. 1204 for identification.)
THE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted on

the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No* 2504A, an extract from the foregoing, will be 
given exhibit No. 1204-A

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit



No® 1204-A and received in evidenceo)
MR. FIHELLY: I will now read the extract

from 1204-A; all with the exception, as I mentioned 
of page five, which will be read later.

Questions from pages one and two extracts;
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"Q You stated at the last interrogation that 
Japan felt that, by her final note breaking off dip
lomatic relations, she acquired freedom of action from ;

I
»

the standpoint of international treaties. Did she ac- j 
quire the same freedom from the standpoint of inter- j
national law? j

"A I think so. j
"Q Prior to making the attacks on the United j 

States and Great Britain, this whole matter of the re
sponsibility under treaties and under international 
law had been considered by you and the cabinet?

"A Of course, they were. It is important to 
remember that this matter was the grave responsibili-

i
ty of the Foreign Ministry.

"Q What did the Foreign Ministrv report to
I

the cabinet on the matters of treaties and inter- !
national law prior to the cabinet making its decision?

"A The Foreign Minister reported only the 
gist of it to the cabinet. v/hat was done afterwards 
was the sole responsibility of the Foreign Minister.

"Q And the gist of what was reported by the 
Foreign Minister to the cabinet was that there was 
nothing in the treaties or international law that pre- j
vented the attacks on the United States and Great 
Britain after the last note had been delivered? "
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"A The whol,e cabinet attended the Imperial Con
ference on the 1st or 2nd which made the decision for 
war. Hence, the whole cabinet knew, general1y speak
ing, that that decision had been made, since every
one attended, but the problem of how the final note 
was to be dispatched was a technical question which 
was handled by the Foreign Minister.

"Q Who informed you and the cabinet that there 
was nothing in any treaty or in international law 
that would preclude the attack beinp made on the 
United States and Great Britain?

"A It was the result of my research. We had 
been challenged and were acting in self-defense. 
Therefore, I thought that we were not impeded from 
the standpoint of international law or treaties.

"Q Did the cabinet agree with you?
"A Yes. They all agreed.
"Q Did the Foreign Ministry agree?
"A Yes. They also studied the question and 

agreed.
"Q We will read all that back to you to make 

sure there is no mistake as to the questions and your 
answers.

"/This was done and the witness agreed as to 
its correctness./"
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HQ y/hen did you begin to study these matters? 
"A From the time that the problem arose."
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1
On Page 3*  1
"Q it this last Liaison Conference pre* 

ceding the Imperial Conference of December 1st or 
2nd, you expressed the same views on international 
laws and treaties which you arrived at as a result 
of your studies?

"A Yes.
"Q So that when the Liaison Conference 

arrived at a final decision to attack America and 
Great Britain, they had accepted your views on these

I
matters? j

"A Yes, of course they had.
*'0 Who, in addition to yourself, spoke !

at that conference, expressing similar views in !
regard to international laws and treaties?

"A The Foreign Minister spoke on this 
point since he was the one chiefly responsible, 
and my researches resulted in my agreement with his 
views. There was no question raised by any other 
member present since the responsible officials had 
made that decision.

"Q Prior to the attacks on Great Britain 
and the United States, why was not a declaration of 
war made to either?

"A We thought that when the final note,
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implying a rupture in diplomatic relations, was de
livered, that treaty procedure was finished and that 
we acquired freedom of action. Especially on the 
assumption of acting in self-defense in responss 
to the challenge from the Anglo-American side, we 
thought that it was particularly appropriate."
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»Q How long before the actual attack was the 

note to be delivered?
»A There were various opinions advanced end 

rrgued about between the Chiefs of Staff and the 
Foreign Minister. There wrs one idea that the 
delivery of the note should precede the attack by 
an hour and a half; another, that it should precede 
it by an hour, another, by thirty minutes, and so 
forth. I do not clearly remember what was the final 
decision.

"Q But all views were to the effect that the 
hour set for the time of'the delivery of the note 
was to be one that would not interfere with the ' 
success of the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor?

"A It should not interfere with the success 
of the surprise attack, but also, from the Foreign 
Minister’s point of view, the note had to be deliver
ed before the attack.

"Q But the primary matter was to have the 
attack a successful one, was it not?

I*
”A Since it was a. matter of war, the success 

of the surprise attack was very important, but also 
the diplomatic procedures ’-’ere of great importance. 
It was not a ouestion of which was most important - 
they were both extremely important. Especially s
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since the Emperor hr<3 cautioned us in regrrd to it, 
the letter point was importent.

"Q If the diplomatic procedure was so importent 
end the Emperor hed specifically cautioned you about 
it, why ^ps it not arranged so that more notice 
would he given to the United States?

"A From the standpoint of strategy, since it 
was rar, the necessity for victory had to be con
sidered also, and the possibility of victory was 
intimately related to the question of time. I 
was extremely anxious as to the success of this 
surprise attack. That also was a grave matter.

"Q v'e will read the answers back to you so 
there will be no misunderstandings.

•’/This was done and the witness agreed 
that they were correct/."

Now skipping page 5 and going to page 6:
"Q You and the cabinet intended four surprise 

attacks to be executed at the same time against 
possessions of the United States and Great Britain?

"A The cabinet did not know. I knew, in my 
capacity as v:er Minister.

"Q The cabinet did know that America and 
Great Britain were going to be attacked without 
warning? "
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"A No. At that time they and I thought 
that Ambassador NOMURA would have delivered the

I

note before the attack.
“Q How much notice did you and the cabinet 

believe that either the United States or Great 
Britain was going to get in this connection?

“A As I explained before, there were various 
theories as to the amount of time an hour and a 
half, one hour, thirty minutes. I thought that there 
would be at least thirty minutes.11

■4

ft
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We next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document No* 2 VC., which is an extract 
from the TO JO Interrogation of February 18, 194-6, 
pages one to four, and we ask that the parent docu
ment be marked for identification*

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecutions document
No* 2503 will be given exhibit No* 1205 for identificatic 
only.

n

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
Ko* 1205 for identification,)

THE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted
on the usual terms*

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document
No* 2503-A, an extract from the foregoing will be 
given exhibit No* 1205-A.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was mafked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1205-A and received in evidence*)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No* 1205, an extract from the TOJO Interrogation 
of February 18,-194-6, and read the entire amount 
of extracts contained on page one and two of the 
exhibit..

25 "Q Last week I was talking to Admiral
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1 NOMURA and asked him if he considered the final note 
sent by Japan to the United States a declaration 
of war. He said that he absolutely did not. Do 
you agree that it was not?

"A I think it was a final note. It was 
a final note breaking off diplomatic relations.

"Q You have not answered the question.
Do you agree with him that it was not a declaration 
of war?
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"A It was a note breaking off diplomatic 
relations but it was different from a direct declar
ation of war. It was a note breaking off diplomatic 
relations and, hence, making possible freedom of 
action. That point is in reference to international 
treaties. This is an important matter though and this 
next point also applies. Japan had been challenged 
militarily and economically by various countries, 
especially England and America, and her existence 
was threatened. She exercised the right of self- 
defense."

Three and four extracts i 
"Q Was not everything connected with this 

note your responsibility and the responsibility of 
the Cabinet?

25 "A It was my responsibility and also that
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of the Foreign Minister.
MQ Didn*t the cabinet know that the note 

was to be sent and approve it?
MA Yes, They knew about it and of course 

they approved it,
MQ What international treaties were you 

speaking of in connection with sending the note?
"A I am not just sure of the names now*

At the time, of course I knew them, but I am not so 
sure now, Isn* t there a Hague Treaty, or something,

9 ,
that applies to these matters?

*'Q Did not the Hague Convention call for 
a declaration of war prior to an actual attack?

11A I think that if a nation is challenged) 
it is not restrained from exercising the right of 
self-defense,

"Q You still have not answered the questioil, 
I repeat: Did not the Hague Convention call for a
declaration of war prior to an actual attack? This 
is a question that can be answered ‘yes*, or ♦no*, 
or *1 don*t know,*

"A r At that time I studied this matter 
carefully, but now it is five years later and I have 
not the treaty here and I don*t remember too well 
ab'sut it, but I believe that we had freedom of aoiidn
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/

MQ In connection with the attack on America 
and Great Britain did you or the members of the cabinet 
give any thought to the Kellogg-Brland Pact being 
violated by Japan?

"A Of course, we did.
'•Q So that you and the members of your 

cabinet felt that it was necessary to disregard 
treaty provisions and make the attack on America and 
Gteat Britain?

WA No/ we had regard for them, but we did 
not feel that we wefe bound because of the reasons'
I haVe Mentioned* That applies to the Kellogg-Briand 
Pact, too«

* i t
11Q So that you and the members of the cabinet,

because of the reasons given, felt that Japan was not 
botfhd ahy treaty provisions in connection with the 
attadk on the United States and Great Brliiäitrt

"A Yes.**

24 1
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To shew the views of the defendant TOGO on 
these same vital matters, we next offer in evidence 
International Prosecution document 4119, an extract 
from the TOGO interrogation of Mareh 26, 1946, 
pages 4 and 7*

THE PRESIDENT : Admitted on the usual terms.
I®. FliiELLY; And the parent document I kindly 

ask be marked for identification.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecutions document

No. 4119 will receive exhibit No. 1206 for identifi
cation only? and the excerpt therefrom, bearing the 
same document number, Will receive exhibit No. 1206-A.

(Whereupon, prosecution’s document 
Noi 4119 was marked prosecution's exhibit . v. 
No. 1206 for identification. The excerpt 
therefrom, bearing the same document number,
'was mbrked prosecution's exhibit No. 1206-A, 
and was received in evidence*)

I®, FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution
exhibit 1206-A, excerpt from the TOGO interrogation

I

of March 26, and read the entire exhibit, pages 1 and 2.j
(Reading) ; .'.'Q Did you have the prime 1i

responsibility for the contents.-of the fina3,-note 
delivered by KURUSU and. NOMURA Ön December 7, j
Washington time, to Hull? »», 1 j

I
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"A The note was written by the Foreign 
Office but in accordance with the views expressed in 
the discussions in the liaison and other conferences 
and the note was a general summary of those views. 
Therefore, the Foreign Office and I, as Foreign 
Minister, cannot take the responsibility. Further
more, as the matter was related to the question of war, 
the high command naturally had to be consulted and 
various matters discussed with them in regard to the 
note. Such being the case, the government alone 
cannot take the responsibility, for the high command 
is also connected with the matter. And that being 
the case, even within the government, I alone as 
Foreign Minister cannot take sole responsibility on a 
matter of such supreme or major importance.

%  Would you name the individuals who 
you would consider as equally responsible with you 
for the contents of the note.

"A All members of the liaison conference 
and even some members of the Cabinet who were familiar 
with this question."

The first question on page 2 is this:
"Q Did you say anything to the Emperor 

concerning the telegram from KURUSU and NOMURA v/ith 
respect to President Roosevelt?"
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Before reading the answer to that question,
I would like to refer to prosecution exhibit 1189, 
which shows that very wire, in which there is this 
pertinent part.#

"V/e might buggest one thing for saving the 
situation. Although we have grave misgivings, we 
might propose, first, that President Roosevelt wire 
you that for the sake of posterity he hopes that Japan

I
1 and the United States will cooperate for the maintenance!
I of peace in the Pacific (.just as soon as you wire us 
what you think of this, we will negotiate for this 
sort of an arrangement with all we have in us), and 
that you in return reply with a cordial message, there
by not only clearing the atmosphere, but also gaining 
a little time."

I repeat the question for clarity:
"Q Lid you say anything to the Emperor con

cerning the telegram from KURUSU and NOMURA with 
respect to President Roosevelt?

I "A As I recall, I did not mention that
telegram to the Emperor in that the matter had pre
viously been discussed with both XILO and TOJO, at 
which time the opinion was that such a step would!

j not contribute toward the satisfactory settlement of
I negotiations between the two countries, therefore,
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the matter was not reported to the Throne.
%  Don't you think that the Emperor was 

entitled to know of such a proposal?
"A The Emperor actually was entitled to ask 

questions on any or all subjects, but in so far as 
this particular telegram was concerned the general 
view within the government was that it was not of a 
nature that would contribute to a settlement and that, 
such being the case, it was not worth putting so much 
weight to and so it was not brought up to the Emperor."

For the same purpose, we now offer in 
evidence International Prosecution document 4115, 
an extract from the TOGO interrogation of March 11, 
1946, pages 1 to 6. V/e ask that the parent document 
be marked for identification.

CLERK OF THE COURT? Prosecution's document 
No. 4115 will be given o: , No. 1207 for identifi
cation only.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1207 for identification.)

THE PRESIDENT: The extract is admitted on
the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: The excerpt therefrom,
bearing the same document number, will receive

I
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exhibit No. 1207-Â.
(Whereupon, the document aboVe 

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1207-A, and was received in evidence.)

MR. FIIIELLY: I nov; read prosecution
exhibit 1207-A, extracts from the TOGO interrogation 
of March 11, 1946, and will read the entire exhibit.

"Ç Who would bo considered responsible, who 
would you consider responsible for the composition 
of that note?

"A That notification, as I have previously 
explained, was a summation of the results of the 
studies and discussions which took place at the liaison 
conferences regarding negotiations with the United 
States. The note itself was written by the Foreign 
Office, but the responsibility for the composition 
rests with the participating members of the liaison 
conferences. The responsibility for the contents 
of the notification rests with the members of the 
liaison conferences. Furthermore, the matter was also 
reported to the Cabinet and passed the Cabinet without 

objection.
%  Could you give me the names of the indi

viduals at the liaison conferences and the Cabinet 
members who would be considered responsible for the
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contents of the note?
'•A As I have said at a previous meeting, 

members of a liaison conference who were responsible 
for the study and discussions on the matter wore TOJO, 
SHIKADA, SUGIYAMA, NAGANO, TSUKADA, ITO, KAYA, SUZUKI, 
and the three secretaries, HOSHINO, IJUTO and OKA.
As to the members of the Cabinet, under the constitu
tion they are responsible for decisions of the Cabinet, 
oven on matters outside of the competence of their 
respective offices.

"Q I understood from you that the note was 
composed by the Foreign Office after the contents of 
what the note should contain hac boon decided upon at 
tho liaison conferences* I also understand that after 
the note was composed by the Foreign Office it was 
presented for approval to the Cabinet on Locember 1, 
1941, at which time the Cabinet approved it. Is my 
understanding correct?

"A The first part of your understanding is
correct, that is, that the writing of the note took
place in accordance with the decision of the liaison
conference as to its contents. However, I should
like to make some correction as to the date.
liecember 1 was the date of tho Imperial Conference,»
at which the decision for war was made. However,
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previous to tho Imperial Conference the main points of 
the note to bo sent were reported to the Cabinet; but 
as to the drafting of the note, that came afterwards, 
and at a later Cabinet meeting the main points v/ero 
further explained and tho continuation of the expla
nation that was made at tho former Cabinet meeting.
I cannot recall definitely, but it seems to be around 
Kovoirb or 30, but I could have tho date more definitely 
confirmed later.

"Q From what you have stated would you I
consider that the members of the Cabinet and members of ;** I
tho liaison conference, whose names you have mentioned, ji
are equally responsible with you as regards to the 
contents of tho note and its delivery?

"A As to tho contents of the note, Ï 
thinlc it is but natural that all the members of the 
liaison conference are responsible. As to the Cabinet, 
they would have at least a final responsibility in that 
they expressed no objection, that is, from the legal 
point of view. Of course, it all depones whether 
you view the matter superficially or formally, or 
whether you would like to view it more profoundly.
But, practically speaking, in the light of actualities 
it might be said that there is a difference in the 
degree of responsibility by the liaison conference and

[>
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tho Cabinet because not all the Cabinet members 
attended the liaison conference, but tho situation 
was such that whatever was approved by the liaison 
conference was approved by the Cabinet» Although 
there may bo a difference in degree of responsibility, 
the Cabinet might have at least a nominal responsibility.

"Q Who know 3nd approved of tho details con
cerning the manner of the delivery of the note?

"A As to the delivery of tho note, instruc
tions were sent previously to the Embassy in ’’’ashing- 

«
ton stating that it was to be delivered at 1:00 PIT,

•

December 7» Washington time, as much as possible to 
tho Secretary of State, and that all preparations be made 
for tho purpose of delivering the note at the specified 
time. The instructions themselves were dispatched by 
the Chief of the Cable Section of the Foreign Office. 
Regarding tne sending of such instructions, all mem
bers of the liaison conference knew. It is naturally 
a matter on which there should bo no objections, and, 
therefore, it was approved as a matter of course."

I will not read page 4. I see now it relates i
« i

to another matter.
THE {RESIDENT: This is a convenient break.

We will adjourn until half past one.
(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was taken.)

2$
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AFTERNOON SESSION
II
I

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at 1330.
MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly.
MR. FIHELLY: We had reached, Mr. President

and Members of the Tribunal, the date, December 1,
1941, Just before lunch.»

To show that there was a meeting of elder 
statesmen held Just prior to December 1st, we next

<

j refer to Court exhibit 1158-A, which is an extract 
fron the TOJO interrogation of March 11, 1946, and

j read pages 6'. to 8 of the interrogation from 
pages 1 to 2 of this exhibit.j

(Reading):
"Q. When nnd why was a meeting of ex-premiers 

held prior to the last Imperial Conference of 1 Decem
ber 1941?

"A.
I hQ.

"A.

! "Q.

You mean the Senior Statesmen?
Yes.
That was convened by the Emperor.
When? I
It was either on the 1st cr the 31st. j»
v,hnt was the ouroese of calling that meeting?'*!
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1 "A, The Enaeror was very anxious obout the

2 questicn of war with Anerior nnd he convened then 1

3 in order to heor each rien1 s opinien. •

4 "Q. vTic ore sided nt that meeting? •

5 "A. Let’s see - those v/ere V’AKATSUKI, OXADA,

6 Senjuro HAYASKI , YCNAI , Nobuyuki ABE, KO NOYE, FIRANUHA.

1 7 "Q. You still hove net answered who nresided.

f.< 8 "A. I think perhnps V'AKATSUKI presided. I don't i

9 really know.

10 "Q. Did you -rke rny statements at that meeting?
11 "A. Of course, I was there, too, os the Premier

i
1 at th^t tine, Yos, I did. The Enocror v;as there nnd

I hoard each nan's opinion in turn. I was there and fren

1  14 tine to tine saoke, giving the government's point of

1  15 view. ;
I  16 "Q. "hat did you state ns the government's point 1

iH ij 17 of view? !1
18 "A, I explained various things, but I don't re-
19 member the details now. I explained the inevitablencss
20 of war.
21 "Q. Did the Erin ror nnkc any statement nt all at !
22 thrt meeting? ! i
23 ' •i

"A, No, he only listened. This v/ns not a con-
24 1

fercncc. It was only that the Enneror wished to hear j
25 i i (

i
1 1I

the ooinion of each nan." tI ;

1' i
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‘•Q. Did ycu express your opinion before any 
of the others expressed theirs?

"A. It was this way: The Amy, Navy and For
eign Ministers, President rf the Cabinet Planning 
Board, and I, ?s Prenier, net with the Senior States- 
nen in the norning and explained the situation to 
then. Then after a. Court dinner with the Enoeror, 
the ferner Preniers and I net with the Enoeror who 
heard crch nan’s ooinion in turn. The other cabinet 
nenbers wore not oresent at that tine, only I fron the
governnent. There was one other ferner Prenier oresent »
PI ROTA."
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The rest of the interrogation covers matters 
which were generally covered this morning with 
respect to the final note end liaison conference,
I will not read it.

Me next offer in evidence as tending to 
show that Japan did rot want the United States to 
know the,real status of the negotiations, Inter
national Prosecution Document No, 2593-D-26, the 
wire of December 1st from Tokyo to Washington,

THE PRESIDENT: knitted on the usual terras.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2593-D-26 will receive exhibit No. 1208.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1208 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLVj I now read prosecution ex
hibit No. 1208, headed "SECRET".

(Reading): "From: Tokyo, To: Washington.
"1 December 1941
"(Purple-CA)
"#865
"Re my #857.
"1. The date set in my message #812 has 

come and gone, and the situation continues to be 
increasingly critical. However, to prevent the
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United States from becoming unduly suspicious we 
have been advising the pr^ss and others that though 
there are some wide differences between Japan and 
the United States, the negotiations are continuing. 
(The above Is for only vour Information.)

"2. ’Ye have decided to withhold submitting 
the note to the U.S. Ambassador to ToVyo as suggested 
by you at the end of your message #1124. Please 
make the necessary representations at your end only*

"3. There are reports here that the Pres
ident’s sudden return to the capital Is an effect of 
Premier TOJO’s statement. We have an idea that the 
President did so because of his concern over the 
critical Far Eastern situation. Please make investi
gations into this matter."

Marked "SECRET" below.
In connection with translation data, "(D) 

Navy Trans. 12-1-41 (S-TT).»
We next read from prosecution exhibit No. 

1107, the data which appears at the end, page 5, as 
to the attendance at the Imperial Conference of 
Decenber 1, 1941s

I
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1 "TOJO

2
3
4

5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16 

' 17

TOGO
SHIMADA '
KAYA
SUZUKI
IWAMURA
H/. SUIDA
IKO
KISHI
TERASHIMA
KOIZUMI
SUGIYAMA
NACANO
HOSHINO
LUTO

18

19
20 
21 
22
23
24

OKA

TAIIAEL
ITO
HARA

25

Frime Minister end Wer Minister 
Concurrently 
Foreign Minister 
Nrvy Minister

*

Finrnce Minister
President of Plenninp Eoerd
Justice Minister
Educetion Minister
Agriculture Minister
Commerce Minister
Communicetion Minister
V/elfere Minister
Chief -of Army Generel Strff
Chief of Novel Generel Steff
Chief Secretory of the Cebinet
Director of Militery Affrirs Bureeu,
t*er Ministry
Director of Militery Affeirs Bureeu, 
Nrvy Ministry
Vice-Chief of Army Generel Steff 
Vice-Chief of Nevel Generel Steff 
President of Privy Council"
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•Vn likewise refer to Court exhibit No. 588 
in connection with the Imperial Conference of 
1 December 1941, and read the last page of that 
document which relates to that particular Imperial 
Conference, page 8. |

(Reading); "RESOLUTION adopted through 
the Imperial Conference on December 1, 1941.

"Our negotiations with the United States 
repardinp the execution of our national policy 
adopted on November 5 have finallv failed. Japan 
will declare war o^ the United States, Britain, and 
the Netherlands." j

To give the defendant TOJO's version of
I

who attended the Imperial Conference of December 1, i
1941, we next offer in avid?nce International Pros
ecution Document No. 2500-A, which is an extract from j 
the TOJO interrogation of February 8, 1946, page 2; 
and we ask tnat the parent document be marked for 
identification.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document j
No. 2500 will be given exhibit No. 1209 for identi- J 
fication only.

(’.Thereupon, the document above mentioned 
v/f'S maiked prosecution's exhibit No. 1209 
for identification only.)
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THE PRESIDENTS The extract Is admitted on 
the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2500-A, the oxcerpt therefrom, will be given 
exhibit No. 1209-A»

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1209-A and received in evidence.)

MR, FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No. 1209-A, extract from the TOJO interrogation of 
February 8, }946, page 2, which aprears on page 1 
of the exhibits

"Q Who attended the Imperial Conference on 
December 1st or 2nd, 1941?

"A I was there as Premier; the President of 
the Privy Council was there, and all or nearly all 
of the other Cabinet Ministers, as I recall. The 
two Chiefs of Staff were there. I am not sure wheth* 
er the Assistant Chiefs of Staff were there or not, 
but the Cabinet would know. Those were the respon- 1 
sible people that were there. There were also 
probably three other persons in the capacity of 
secretaries for these three usually came to Imperi
al Conferences. The three were the Chief Cabinet 
Secretary, Mr. HOSHINO; the Chief of the Military
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Affairs Section of the 7ar Ministry, Mr. Shô MUTO, 
v;ho was then a Major General, I believe. (At the 
end of the war, he was General YAMASHITA's Chief of 
Staff); and £he Chief of the Military Affairs Section 
of the Navy Ministry, Vice Admiral OKA. These last 
three are according to my recollection. I am not 
positive that they were there..."
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To give the accused TOJO's version of who 
presided at that Imperial Conference and the purpose 
for which it was called, vie now quote from prosecution 
exhibit No. 1153-A, pages 2 and 3 of the interrogation, 
page 1 of the exhibits

•*Q Who presided at the Imperial Conference 
of December 1st or 2nd, 1941?

"A I did, as Prime Minister. The others were 
seated down both sides of the table in accordance with 

their court rank.
"Q Did you state the purpose of the meeting 

or v/as it known by them before they came to the meeting?
«

UA Of course,I explained the purpose of the I
i

meeting at the very first. After I had explained the jI
purpose of the meeting, each of the ministers and the 
two Chiefs of Staff discussed the question from the 
standpoint of his own responsibilities,"

i
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To again show that war with the United 
States was definitely decided on at this Imperial 
Conference although the fleet had sailed on November 
26th, we next offer in evidence an entry from the 
KIDO Diary of December 1, 1941, International 
Prosecution Document No. 1632-^7-88.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632-Ï/-88 will receive exhibit No. 1210.
(Thereupon, the document above re-I

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1210 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution's
eyhibit No. 1210, extract from KIDO’s Diary, 1 December 
1941:

"...At 2 p.m. the Council in the presence 
of the Emperor was held and at last the war between 
Japan and the U.S.A. was decided upon. At 4:30 p.m. 
the Premier visited me to consult about the Imperial 
Proclamation of r'ar."

v/e next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution Document No. 2593-U-30, the wire of 
December 2nd from TOGO to NOMUR* to show the last- 
minute steps taken by TOGO and the Foreign Office 
preparatory to going to war.

✓
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THE PRESIDENT: Admitted or  the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2593-D-30 will be given exhibit No. 1211.
(7'hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1201 and received in evidence.)

YR. FIHELLY: I nov/ read prosecution's exhibit
No. 1211:

"From: Tokyo (TOGO)."
"To : Havana
"December 2, 1941 
"J19-K9
"Circular #2445

"Strictly Secret.
"Take great pains that this does not leak out. 
You are to ta*ce the following measures immedia-

17 '

12

13

14

15

tely:
18 I

19 ! 
20
21

22

"1, With the exception of one copy of the 0a 
and L*5 c’ode, you are to burn all telegraph codes (this 
includes the code books for communication between the 
three departments and the code books for Army and Navy 
communication.

23

24 I
25 i

"2, As soon as you have completed this operation 
wire the one word Haruna.

"3» Burn all secret documents and the work
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1 sheets on this message.
4

2 "4, Be especially careful net to arouse the

3 suspicion of those on the outside. Confidential docu-

4 ments ere all to be given the same handling.

5 "The above is preparatory to an emergency j

6 situation and is for your information alone. Remain

7 calm — ----- ----,

8 "Also sent to Ottawa, Vancouver, Panama, Los i

9 Angeles, Honolulu, Seattle and Portland,

10 Marked "SSCRET" at the bottom, "Trans. ; !
11 12/3/41 (3 )" 1

12

13 1
14 i * 

! ■
15 *1
16 1

;
17

18 *. '

19 !

20 - \ 
\

21 :|
22 i
23 i

1
24

25
1

i

\
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1 Te show other steps taken by the accused

2 TOGO,at this time re now offer in evidence

3 International Prosecution -Section Document No.

4 1532-D-ll, a wire of December 3rd to NOMURA from

3 TOGO.

6 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.

7 CLE-\K OP THE COURT: Prosecution's document

8 No. 1532-D-ll will be given exhibit No. 1212.

9 (‘Thereupon, the document above re-

TO ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit

11 No. 1212 and received in evidence.)

12 MR, FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's

13 exhibit No. 1212: N

14 "Telegram No. 87--" looks like "5" or "6",

15 I can't make out the last number—  '-’(Ambassador Code)
16 "To: Ambassador NOKURA (’Washington, U.S.A.)
17 "From: Foreign Minister TOGO
18 "Despatched 3 Dec. 1941, 9:00 P.M.
19 "Most Urgent.
20 "Re:-American-Japanese Negotiations.
21 "Referring to your telegram No. 1232, we
22 request that vov will respond to the American side
23 with the following purport:
24 ,rr?e consider the rumor concerning the increase
23 and strengthening of our troops in French Indo-China
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to bo caused from reports exaggerating the facts of 
our increasing and strengthening of troops, in parts 
of northern French Indo-China, providing against 
Chinese troops which have been carrying on repeated 
activities recently on the French Indo-China and China 
borders; and, that in connection with this, of the 
troop movements of the southern area which was just 
natural.

m7e have never crossed the limits of the 
Franco-Japanese Joint Defense Protocol."

THE PRESIDENT: That telegram number is
875 according to my copy.

)
4
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We next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution document No. 2593**D(34), a telegram 
of December 3rd from NOMURA to TOGO answering the 
last TOGO wire. NOMURA, in this document, expresses 
strong satisfaction with the wire and asks for a reply 
which would give some indication of Japan1s peaceful 
intentions.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERC OF THE COURT: Prosecution:s document

No. 2593-D(34) will receive exhibit No. 1213.
(■'/hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecutionrs exhibit 
No. 1213 and received, in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1213:

"SECRET" ft top
"From: Weshington (Nonurc)

, "To : Tokyo
"December 3» 1941 
"Purple (Urgent)
»#1256 "Re your 875°-.

"I received your reply immediately.
I presume, of course, that this reply was a result 
of consultations end profound consideration. The 
United States Government is attaching a great depl
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of importance on this reply. Es'ecielly cince 
the President issued his strtement vesterdey, it 
is being rumored, rmcng the lox’.rnrltsts thet this 
rerly is to be the key deciding whether there ^ill 
be wpr or ■ erce between Jepen end the United Stetes. 
There is no spying but whet the United Stetes 
Government w i n  teke e held step depending upon 
hc.w our reply is nede. If it is reelly the in
tention of cur government to errive et e settle
ment, the explenrtion you give, I em efreid, would 
neither setisfy them nor prevent them trking the 
bold step referred to - even if vour reply is mode 
for the mere purpose of keeping the negotietiens 
going. Therefore, in view of whrt hes been éluci
dé ted in our rro^csel which I submitted to the j
President on November 10th, I would like to get 
p. reply which gives e clerrer impression of our 
peeceful intentions. V’i n  ycu, therefore, recon
sider this ruestion with this in mind end v»ire me 
?t once.” i, i

Footnote, -"Exrlenrtion cf Jrpen’s increese j
of their forces in French Indo-Chine 

"SECIiET"
At the bottom I
"Trrns. 12/7/41 (l)." I
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Y/e nex4" offer In evidence International »
Frosecution Document No. 2593-D-35> a v/ire from 
Tokyo to Hsinking of December 4th to show at this 
time the ?:anchoukuo Government was being controlled' 
and directed by Japan*

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terras.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2593-D-35 will be given exhibit No. 1214.
(•‘•hereupon, the document above re- 

' ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1214 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read from prosecution's
exhibit No. 1214 î

"From: Tokyo 
"To: Hsinking
"December 4, 1941

17 !

18 I
i

19 !
20 
21 
22
23
24

25 !

"Purple
"#909
"(Strictly Secret.)
"Re my ? 892.®
"On the fourth, in a joint conference with 

the Government Control 3oard, decided upon steps 
which we will have ?*anchukuo take in case the inter
national situation turns critical. Di^f^ring from 
what I said in my #873aour policy v;as changed as follows:

. 1

«•••«iÄ'iVai-Ä*—s.- .
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" ,T"hen the Japanese Empire commences hostili
ties, for the time being Hanchukuo ’/»ill not partiel- 
pete. Because Hanchukuo is closely bound up with 
the Japanese Empire and because England and the 
United Stages and the Netherlands have not recognized 
the Government of Hanchukuo, as a matter of fact, 
Hsinking will regard those three nations as de facto 
enemies and treat thorn accordingly. *

''’•'harover ‘England and the United States1 
and 'English and Americans' occur in the text, we 
changed them to 'Ungland, the United Stater, and 
the Netherlands' and 'English, Americans and Nether- 
landers.' "

Footnote "Not available," the word 
"Jaoanese" in parentheses, "Trans. 12/11/41 (5)."

v!p  next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution Document No. 220-J, a statement handed 
to the Secretary of State on December 5th by 
NOHURA to show that Foreign Minister TOGO'S former 
instructions, .lust re-̂ d to the Court within a few 
minutes,were carried out in Washington.

THE PRESIDENT: admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220-J will b̂  given exhibit No. 1215.
_____________ (Hiereuponj_the document above



1 referred to ’«as marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1215 and received lr evidence.)2

3
4

5
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7
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9

’’R. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's
exhibit No. 1215» extrect from Foreign Relations of 
the United States-»Japan, 1931-1941, Volume II, page 
784 i

"Statement handed by the Japanese Ambassa
dor CNOIJURA) to the Secretary of State on December 
5, 1941.

10

11

12

13
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16
17

18
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21 
22
23

24

25

"Reference is made to your enquiry about 
the intention of the Japanese Government with re
gard to the reported movements of Japanese troops 
in French Indo-Chlna. Under instructions from Tokyo 
I wish to inform you as follows:

"As Chinese troops have recently shown fre
quent signs of movements along the northern frontier 
of French Indo-China bordering on China, Japanese 
troops, with the object of mainly taking precaution
ary measures, ha-'e been reinforced to a certain ex
tent in the northern part of French Indo-China. As 
a natural sequence of this step, certain movements 
have been made among the troops stationed in the 
southern part of the said territory. It seems that 
an exaggerated report'has been mode of these move
ments. It should be added that no measure has been
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taken on the part or the Japanese Government that 
may transpress the stipulations of the Protocol of 
Joint Defense between Japan and France."
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7re next offer in evidence International 
Prosecution Document No. 1532-D-12, a telegram of 
December 6th from TOGO to NOMURA to show the detailed 
steps v/h*ch were taken by the Japanese Government in 
connection with transmitting: its final and last note 
to the United States.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT* Prosecution's document 

No. 1532-D-12 will receive exhibit No. 1216.
(■Thereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1216 and received in evidence.)

I/iR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's

exhibit No. 1216;

"Cipher Telegram No. 901 (Ambassador's Code)
"Sent: December 6, 1941 8:30 p.m.

"To: .jnbassador NOMURa in U. S. .A.
"From: Foreign Minister TOGO (6th of Dec, 1941)
"In reference to: Outgoing Telegram No. 844

"1) The government has given careful delibera
tion in the Imperial presence to the proposal of the 
U.S. of the 26th of NOV. and has decided upon the 
memorandum to America (in English) as per telegram 
No. 902.
"2) It is possible that the receipt of the said

i
i

4f )
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«  *

'

memorandum in its entirety (to be telegraphed in 14 
parts), will be delayed till tomorrow as it is long* 
However, as the situation at present is exceedingly 
delicate, it is hoped thpt the receipt of it will be 
kept strictly confidential for the tine being.
"3) Although the exact tire for presenting the
said memorandum to ..nerica will be telegraphed later, 
all necessary preparations, such as arranging docU- 
nents, etc., should be made, upon receipt of the 
said nenorendun, for presentation to America, so that 
it can be carried out as soon as instructions for 
such action is received»'1
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For the same purpose we now offer In evi
dence International Prosecution Document No» 1532-D- 
13, a wire of December 6th, 1Ç41 from TOGO to 
NOIÎURA.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1532-D-13 will receive exhibit No. 1217»
("Tiereunon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1217 and received in evidence.)

ÎIR. FIH3LLY: I will now rend prosecution's 
exhibit No. 1217s

"Cipher Telegram No. 904 (Ambassador's Code) 
"Sent*. December 6, 1941. 11:00 p.m,
"To: Ambassador NO' URA in U. S. A.
"Froms Foreign Tinistor TOGO (6th of Dec.

1941)
"In reference to: Outgoing telegram No. 902 
"Although it is not necessary to give this 

caution, we trust that you will leave nothing to be 
desired in keeping the memorandum strictly confi
dential, by absolutely avoiding the use of 'typists* 
etc. in its preparation*"

Vte now offer in evidence International 
Prosecution Document Ne. 2593-D-39, being a telegram
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of December 7th from TOGO to NOMURA to show the 
timing o'f the delivery of the Inst note as it related 
to Pearl Harbor attack.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT; Prosecution’s document 

No. 2593-D-39 will be given exhibit No. 1218.
(’"hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1218 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: We now rend prosecution’s
exhibit No. 1218;

’’TOP SECRET
"From; Trkyo
"To; Washington
"December 7, 1941
"Purple (Urgent - Very Important)
"7̂ 907. To be handled in government code.
"Re my #902?
"’"ill the Ambassador please submit to the 

United States Government (if possible to the Secretary 
of State) our reply to the United States at 1;00 p.m. 
on the 7th, your time.”

Note below "TOP SECRET, Trpas. 12/7/41 (s)"
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We next offer In evidence International 
Prosecution document No. 2593-D(38), with respect to 
wire of December 7th sent from the Tokyo Foreign 
Office tending to show the preparations which had 
been made and orders given to take over British and 
other properties in China on the opening of hostili
ties and particularly indicating that the Nanking 
Government was being directed and given vital orders 
by the Japanese Government.

THE PRESIDENT : Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2593-D(38) will receive exhibit No, 1219.
(’’/hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1219 and received in evidence. )

KR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's

exhibit No. 1219:
"From Tokyo.
"To: (Circular)
"7 December 194-1 
"(Purple)
"Circular #2499 (Part 1 of 3) (Part 2 not 

available).
"In the event of international crisis 

following upon our pursuance of our national policy
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regarding the China affair, which was decided on at 
the liaison conference held on November 13th, the 
following steps will be taken in China:

"(1) British concessions - upon issuance 
of orders, the present force will occupy and take 
over these areas. However, every effort will be 
made to accomplish this and through the instrumentality 
•f existing set-ups.

“(2) Shanghai International Settlement and 
the Peking Legation compounds: Upon issuance of
orders, our troops will take over these grounds; 
however, without exceeding their present strength 
they will make every effort to maintain order and 
avoid causing confusion.

'•Also this will be accomplished by the aid 
of the existing set-ups and their staffs as well as 
that of various important Chinese agencies.

n(3) Amoy settlement: The same procedure
as the above will be employed.”

Bottom of page, the word "SECRET.”
Y/ith respect to translation, "(A) Navy 

Trans. 12-8-41 (6-AR)."

i

; ',V*

.V,
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Part 2 reads as follows, the same heading 
as has been read for part 1:

"Upon declaration of war by Japan, the Nan
king government will not be directed to participate 
in war but will be directed to maintain close rela
tions and absolute cooperation with Japan.

"(10) In maintaining close relations with 
our country the Nanking Government will be directed 
and guided in strengthening its morale and organiza
tion so that it may help alleviate Japan*s burden in 
participating in a protracted world war.

"(11) Steps will be taken to propagate 
among the people through the cooperation of the Nan
king Government, the true meaning of the present war, 
and to issue orders to maintain quiet and order among 
the general public.

"(12) Piegarding economic plans in China,
»

with a view to retaining and increasing mutual eco
nomic self-sufficiency, the emphasis will be placed 
on the utilization of productive powers, solicita
tion of local capital and investments, increased 
production of commodities. For this purpose efforts 
of every department will be made use of.

"Note: Those departments in the above
category which are connected with the Nanking Govern-

f

I
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ment will continue to maintain even closer contact
with that government," • >\

At the bottom: "SECRET (A) Navy Trans,
12-8-41 (6-AR)."

THE PRESIDENT: That is headed "Part 3 of
3, Part 2 not available."

I®, FIHELLYi It v/as just called to my atten
tion. The heading on page 2 is: "Circular #2499
(Part 3 of 3) (Part 2 not available)#"

Internaticnal Prosecution document 1632-W-89, 
an entry of December 7 from the KIDO Diary, is next 
offered in evidence as additional evidence of the 
part that the defendants KIDO and HOSHINO were play
ing in the fateful events of these days.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. I632-W-89 will be given exhibit No. 1220.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1220 and received in evidence.)

HR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
No. 1220:

"Extract from Entry from Marquis KIDO's 
Diary, 7 December *41,
"December 7th, 1941* (Extract)

. i:4
ii

I

I*
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"At 9 0 0  p.n. HOSHINO, Chief Secretary of 
the Cabinet, visited me to consult about the war* I
with the U.S.A. and England."

In a final move to avoid war, President 
Roosevelt on December 6 cabled a personal appeal for iI
peace to the Emperor of Japan. That message will be

j
treated in detail in the testimony of Mr. Ballantine. j

i
As showing the exact manner in which this

j
particular cable was sent b” President Roosevelt, we 
offer in evidence International Prosecution document 
No, 220-1, a brief message of December 6 from Presi
dent Roosevelt to Secretary of State Hull.

THE RESIDENTS Admitted on the usual terme, iI
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document j

I
No, 220-1 will receive exhibit No. 1221. !

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution*s exhibit 
No. 1221 and received in evidence.) |

MR. FIKELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit .
i

No. 1221: i
"Extract from Foreign Relations of the 

United States - Japan 1931-41, Vcl. 11, page 784: 
"President Roosevelt to the Secretary of 

State. The Y/hlte House, Washington (December 6, 1941) • 
Dear Cordell: Shoot this to Grew - I think it can go 1

!
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in gray code - saves time - I don‘t mind if it gets 
picked up.

"F.D.R."
Mr. President, at this time there are a 

series of documents which will be introduced in 
evidence by Brigadier Nolan.

THE PRESIDENT: Brigadier Nolan.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: May it please the Tri

bunal, at this point the precise timing of events 
becomes of such importance, and the confusion due to 
the difference in nominal times at different places 
so great that we have prepared a synchronized time 
chart. This document has not in itself any evi
dentiary value, except in so far as each item of it 
is separately proved by the prosecution. It is a 
convenient summar” of the whole, is IPS document 
No. 2665, which I now offer in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, this

document might more properly be used on a summation 
of the case, but I do not think it should be intro
duced as having any evidentiary value at this time. 
It also contains some conclusions of events, for 
example, No. 6, which I do not‘think is proper.

THE PRESIDENT: You said this would have no

M

I
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value unless every item was proved as to particulars. 
BRIGADIER NOLAN: Yes.
THE PRESIDENT : There is no objection to it

in those circumstances.
Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 2665 will receive exhibit No. 1222.
(Whereupon, t!i~ document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1222 and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I now read from exhibit
1222. It is entitled

"TIKE CHART
"for December 6, 7» 8, 1941."
It is divided under headings:

"TOKYO TIME PLACE LOCAL TIRE EVENTS
December

"1. 7th 0940 Washington 1940 - 6th American
Press told telegram going to Emperor.

»2. 7th 1000 Washinpton 2000 - 6th Mr. Hull
cables Mr. Grew that telegram on way.

"3. 7th 1100 Washington 2100 - 6th Mr. Hull
sends President's message to Emperor to Mr. 
Grew; both Mr. Hull's cables marked 'Triple 
Priority.* By President's order message sent
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in easily decipherable code.
"4. 7th 1200 Tokyo 1200 - 7th Presidents

message received in Tokyo.
»5. 7th 1500 Tokyo 1500 - 7th U.S. Radio

announces a message on the way.
»£. 7th 1800 Tokyo 1800 - 7th By this time

at latest contents of message known in Japan
ese Government offices.

»7. 7th 2230 Tokyo 2230 - 7th Mr. Grew
gets the message from Mr. Hull.

»8. 8th C015 Tokyo 0015 - 8th Mr. Grew
sees Foreign Minister TOGO, reads message to 
him, asks for appointment to deliver it 
personally to the Emperor, and goes home.

»9. 8th 0045 Shanghai 2345 - 7th The Shang
hai Bund (International Settlement) occupied j 

by Japanese troops. i
"10. 8th 0140 Kota Bahru 2400 - 7th British j

beach defenses shelled from the sea.
»11. 8th 0200 Washington 1200 - 7th Mr. NOMURA

asks to see Mr. Hull at 1300 hours.
»12. 8th 0205 Kota Bahru 0025 - 8th Japanese

landing at Kota Bahru in Northern Malaya."
THE PRESIDENT: Does that continue to be the j

I

same local time? No. 12 —  read the line across.
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There may be a mistake in the papers The difference 
between ,,0205" and ”0025."

BRIGADIER NOLAN: There is a difference,
I think, of almost two hours between Tokyo and Kota 
Bahru.

THE PRFSIDENT: You said they were the same,
but I do not think you mean that, Brigadier. Look 
at No. 10.
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BRIGADIER NOLAN: I say they are not the
same because item No. 10 shows a difference in the 
two times. I will have to have that translated, Mr. 
President, in the correct time in Kota Bahru.

The difference, Mr. President, lies in the 
difference in date. In the earlier item, No. 10, it 
will be observed that '‘0140, Tokyo" was "2400" on 
the 7th in Kota Bahru. In the result, Kota Bahru 
is one hour and forty minutes ahead of Tokyo.

THE PRESIDENT: The difference between mid
night and 1:40.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: (Continuing to read)
"TOKYO TIME PLACE LOCAL TIKE EVENTS
December

"13. 8th 0300 Washington 1300 - 7th Mr. NOMURA 
asks for postponement of meeting with Mr. 
Hull to 1345 hours.

\

25 it
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1114. 8th 0305 Singora 0125-8th About this time

at Singora and Patani in Southern Siam, Japan
ese landed and advanced towards Malayan border. 

»15. 8th 0320-25 Pearl 0750-55 7th Attack at
Harbor Pearl Harbor,

"lé. 8th 0405 Washington 1405 - 7th Mr. NOMURA
arrives at Kr. Hull's office.

"17. 8th 0420 Washington 1420 - 7th Mr. NOMURA
hands Mr. Hull document No. 2215 N, the docu
ment terminating negotiations.

00 • 8 th 0520 Shanghai 0420 - 8th H .K .S .  m e r e ! .

sunk with casualties •

"19." is withdrawn, My Lord, from this chart.
•0CM 8th' 0610 Singapore 0430 - 8th Air Raid on

Singapore,
"21. 8th 0700 Tokyo 0700 - 8th Tokyo Radio

gives fir^t announcement that hostilities 
have begun.

"22. 8th 0730 Tokyo 0730 - 8th Mr. Grew
calls on Foreign Minister TOGO at his re
quest and TOGO hands him copy of document 
handed by Mr. NOMURA to Mr. Hull, describing 
it as Emperor's answer to President's mes

sage.
"23. 8th 08OO Tokyo 0800 - 8th Sir Robert
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CraigiG calls on Foreign Minister TOGO at 
his request and is handed a copy of the same 
document.

"24. 8th 0805 Guam 0805 - 8th Guam
attacked.

»25. 8th 0900 Hong Kong 0800 - 8th Hong Kong
attacked.

Between Between
»26. 1140 and 1200 Tokyo 1140 & 1200 Imperial

Rescript issued."
The first stage in the proof of this chart 

is to show how the times are synchronized, for which 
I offer in evidence IPS document No. 2581. This not 
only shows how the times on the chart are converted 
from local time to Tokyo tire, but will enable the 
Tribunal to convert for themselves any timed event 
at any one of the material places into the time at 
any other. Items, 1, 2, 3, 11, 13, 16 and 17 on the 
chart will be proved by Mr. Ballantine.

THE PRESIDENT: This last document is ad
mitted on the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COUFT: Prosecution’s document
No. 2581 will receive exhibit No. 1223.

(Whereupon, the'document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit
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No. 1223 and received in evidence.)
BRIGADim NOLAN: Exhibit 1223 is an affi

davit of Philip Earl Sanders, Chief Boatswain’s Mate, 
United States Navy, "now attached to the Internation
al Prosecution Section of S.C.A.P., being duly sworn, 
depose and say that I am qualified in Navigation and 
have recently examined United States Navy Hydro- 
graphic Time Tables, 1

"I have examined the variations in time be
tween places narked on the first line of the attached 
Time Table and sav that ther are accurately set out.
I have, by arithmetical calculations, prepared the 
said Time Table for the 24 hours of December 8th, 
1941, Tokyo Time, and these calculations are, to 
the best of my knowledge and belief, true. Varia
tions in time for.any other date can be calculated 
accordingly."

Signed "Philip Earl Sanders, 
"Chief Boatswain's Mate, 

"United States Navy.
"Subscribed and sworn 
to before me this 
8th day of August, 1946 

"Harryman Dorsey 
"Captain, JAGD."
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The document itself is described as a com
parative time table based on Tokyo, proceeding east
ward on 7 to 8 December.

At the top of the document it will be ob
served that there are certain localities or places 
set out. They are: "Tokyo, Pearl Harbor, Washington,
Greenwish, Bangkok, Kota Bahru and Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Shanghai and Manila."

It will also be observed that each hour is 
divided into five-minute periods. I will not take 
up the time of the Tribunal in reading this document 
which has been prepared according to the mathematical 
calculations for the assistance of the Court.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Furness.
MR. FUREESS: May the defense inquire whether

the man who prepared this chart is in Tokyo and will 
be called for cross-examination?

(Whereupon, a discussion was had 
off the record by the Members of the Tri
bunal.)

THE PRESIDENT: Can you give us any reason
for calling him for cross-examination?

MR. FURNESS: Just to inquire whether these
are based on any international time belts or based 
on geographic calculations. I notice that in the
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-prorari-ing P-rMhlts most nf the different times are__
exact hours apart, but in Kota Bahru particularly 
it was not hours apart but hours and some odd 
minutes. In other words, whether it is based on 
geographical calculations or on specific tine belts 
on which people would a^ree.

THE PRESIDENT: For the time being, the
Court can see no good reason for calling him.

MR. FURNESS: Could we inquire whether he
is in Tokyo so that, if he is, we can talk with 
him?

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I have made inquiries, Mr*
President, and he is not in Japan.

We now offer in evidence IPS document No. 
2405, an affidavit of Mr. Grew, one time the United 
States Ambassador to Tokyo, which, in our submission, 
proves items 4, 5, 7, 8 and 22 of the time chart 
marked as exhibit 1222,

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution1s document

No. 2405 will receive exhibit 1224.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1224 and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I now read exhibit No.

I
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1224 omitting the preamble.

"Town of Manchester, ) •
County of Essox, * * )

Coirronv/enlth of Massachusetts . )
United States of America. )

"I, JCS2PÎ* CLARK GRE’T, being duly sworn, 
on oath, denose "nd. snv:

"1. I vas in Japan as United States Ambas
sador fron 6 June 19?2 to 25 June 1942, At about 1500 
hours in the afternoon on 7 December 1941 (Tokyo time) 
it was announced by a radio station in the United 
States that the President of the United States hod sent 
a message to the Emeror of Janan, but no information 
was given as to its substance or the channel of trans
mission.

"2. At about 2100 hours (Tokyo time) there 
was delivered, to me a telegram, narked ' triple priority, * 
from Kr. Cordell Full which had been dispatched, at 200Û 
hours cn 6 December ('■''ashingten time) an'’ received in 
Tok'rc 7 Decomber (Tokyo tine) stating that a telegram 
vas then being encoded containing a message from the 
President which I was to communicate to the Tmneror 
at the earliest possible moment.

"3. At about 2230 hours (Tokyo time) 7 Decem
ber, the actual message was delivered at the United 
States Embassy in Tokyo. The telegram ̂ as officially
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stooped e s hevinf beer received at. the Japanese tele- 
pronh office et 120C hnirs an<"’ was narked 'triple pri
ority' disnetcbed 6 December, 21CC hours ('"eshinp.ton 
tine). The text is printed at ncres 784-6 of 'Papers 
relating to the Foreign Pole tiros of the TTnited States: 
Jrorn 1 C 3 1 - 1 W  Vol. II.

"4. I innedir-tely caused r telephone mes
sage tc be sent to the Secretary to the Japanese Foreign 
Ilinisper TOCO, a skins ror on urpent appointment ’"ith 
the J'inister around midnight. The fecretary asked if 
the natter was so urgent that it could not wait until 
the next day. but u.lt5**rtelv nade the appointment. As 
soon ?s the tele^ren was decoded an»-5 twned, I took it 
to the ' inister's officia] residence an'1 saw hin at 
about 001^ hours, 8 December (n,ok''ro ti"*e) ♦ I requested 
ail audience with the Enoercr in order to present the 
the President's nessaee which I then read aloud and of 
which I then handed a cony to TOC-C. The latter at first{ 
said that he vnOd study the document, but r;hen I asked 
if that meant some doubt as to whether he vrcu.ld ask for 
an aduience for ne, he replied that he would present the 
matter to the Throne. • He n̂  ’e sone further renarks 
about the Washington Conversations, but v,hen I said 
that I had not yet received a report of ■‘‘he conversa
tion of 5 Decen:,er and it would rerel,r complicate
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matters if I undertoo’ to reject M s  consents to the 
Department, he sold, it "'fs not necessary. I left him 
at about 0030 hours.

11 5. At a.''■'out 0700 hours on H December (Tokyo 
tine) I meg awakened by a telephone call fron en officia:, 
of the Foreign Ministry a skin? me to come to see the 
Minister as soon as possible. He said that he had been

t

try!nr to telephone to me ever since 0500 hours, but 
could not "et throw h. I arrived ft the Minister'£ . 
official residence and ssvf him at about 0730 hours. He 
said that he had seen the Emperor and handed me a copy 
of the memorandum which is reproduced, at pages 7p7-792 
of the above-mentioned Volume headed 'Memorandum handed 
by the Japanese Ambassador ("r0î7bRA) to the Secretory 
of State at 2î29 o.m. on 7 December 1Q41,* TOGO said 
that he had seen the Emoercr (at about 0300 hours I 
understand) aw’ that this memorandum constituted the 
Emperor's reply to the President's message. I immedi
ately reminded TOGO that I had asked for an audience 
M t h  the Fmneror end that I still wished to present 
the President's messrpe to the Em eror personally. TOCO 
merely replied that he had no desire to stand between 
the Throne and myself. He then made a little speech 
thanking me for my cooperation durin? the conversations 
and came downstairs to see me off at the door. Hot a



word was said about war having broken out anywhere* or 
about Pearl Harbor.

"6. Shortly after returning to the Embassy 
I was informed through a newspaper bulletin (Gogai) 
that Japan was in armed conflict with the United States 
and Great Britain.

"Later in the morning of 8 December (Tokyo 
time) an Official of the Foreign Office celled at the 
United States Embassy and read the official announce
ment that armed conflict had commenced."

(Signed)
"JOSEPH CLARK GREW" 

"Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23rd day of 
June, A. D., 1946.

"Raymond B. Roberts, Notary Public."

THE PRESIDENTî We will recess now for 
fifteen minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1445» a recess was 
taken until 1500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
' Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, in view

of the submission by the prosecution of a further 
affidavit by Joseph Clark Grew, former Ambassador to 
Japan, we renew our request that Ambassador Grew be 
brought to this Tribunal to present himself for cross- 
examination. This affidavit further strengthens a 
statement that we made the other day to the effect 
that Ambassador Grew knew many of these accused and 
spoke with them and would be able to assist this 
Tribunal in arriving at the facts in this case. Of 
all the witnesses who have been named and have ap
peared at this Tribunal, it seems to us that a man 
who was in Tokyo and had his finger on the pulse of 
the Japanese nation should be produced so that he can 
be cross-examined.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, this second affidavit
does not make a material difference to the position 
as it was when we dealt with the matter previously, 
however I will leave the matter to my colleagues.

Kr. Higgins.
UR. HIGGINS: Mr. President, at Tuesday's

session, November 12, pages 10,249 and 10,250 of the
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record, objection was made to the introduction of IPS 
document Ko* 497, which was admitted and read as 
prosecution exhibit No. 1148« The document described 
the reasons for the fall of the third KONOYE Cabinet. 
According to the certificate it was dictated by Prince 
KONOYE to one of his secretaries, corrected by him, 
but the certificate of authenticity was signed by a 
different secretary. The Court asked that we make 
an investigation and report.

It has been ascertained that the foregoing 
document was obtained by IPS on 26 December 1945 
from Lieutenant Branstad of the Interpreter-Translator 
Section, CIS of SCAP Headquarters*. It has been 
ascertained that CIS obtained the document with a 
number of others from the summer residence of 
Prince KONOYE at Karuizawa on 17 December 1945, which 
was the day following the Prince's death.

Investigation discloses that AHAYA, Shigekl, 
the former secretary to whom the memorandum was 
dictated, died in March of this year.

MR. LOGAN: I am sorry, your Honor, but was
a question addressed to me before about this Am
bassador Grew matter? My radio wasn't working.

THE PhESIDENT: I said the second affidavit
did not add anything material, but I would consult

I

II

I
i

1

)
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my colleagues.
MR. LOGAN: As I recall it, your Honor, may

I point out that in his previous affidavit it skipped 
several months and all of a sudden we get another 
affidavit where he testifies about December 7 andi
December 8, and we firmly believe, in view of the 
fact that this trial Involves one of the great moments 
in history, where we have a man who was really here 
that he should be produced so that we can cross-examine 
him. 1 understand in his previous affidavit it ends

t

at the period of about Kay 30, and I am not making 
this application pro forma, may it please the Court, 
but I urge with all the sincerity at my command that 
he be produced.

MR. HIGGINS; Mr. President, it is our in
formation that Mr. Grew is physically unable to make 
the trip from the United States to Tokyo.

MR. FURNESS: If the Tribunal delay on this,
if Mr. Grew's physical condition is in issue, Colonel 
Warren, as I said, has just returned and if he is in 
the building tonight —  today —  he can come in and 
tell just what Mr. Grew's condition is. He has talked 
to Mr. Grew within the month end we are sending now 
to ask Colonel Warren to come into the courtroom.

THE PRESIDENT: Why can't he be examined in
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I the United States on commission? Is it suggested 
that we might gain something if we see him give his 
evidence; that his credibility is in question?

MR. FURNESS: I am sure that his credibility
will be in question, but that will not be the only 
purpose of our cross-examination. There are collateral 
^matters, and there is a long gap between the events 
which he testified to in his first affidavit and the 
events which he testified to in this.

THE PRESIDENT: If the question of his cre
dibility is not raised, of course he can be effectively 
cross-examined in the United States. I am expressing " 
my own opinions, because there are mixed views about 
this.

MR. BROOKS: Mr. President and Members of
the Tribunal, I know in this case there are many 
divergent opinions among the attorneys, and the 
accused, as represented by one attorney, the interests 
and the matters that; he has specifically in mind 
are not those of another.

THE PRESIDENT: If the defense want him and
apply to me I shall find it hard to resist the ap
plication, if he is able to come.

MR. BROOKS: And to the taking of the
T
matter up, we want to bring out by way of commission
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in the United States, with all due respect to my other 
colleagues, 1 don't know of any attorney that has an / 
understanding of my part of the case that I would 
want to delegate that to, or likewise that I would 
want to accept the responsibility for inquiring into 
his phase of the case. '

• -.1
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THE PRESIDENT: There seems to be a majority
against calling him for cross-examination, but I can 
say candidly here if you ask me to allow you to sub
poena him I would find it most difficult to refuse a 
subpoena because he can give material evidence, or you 
may be able to show he would be able to give material 
evidence, in your favor. You have said he can do so.

MR. BROOKS: Of course, the Court realizes
the defense doesn't feel that a subpoena for this man 
would give us the opportunity that we would have on 
cross-examination because we world have to treat him 
as a. hostile witness. Possibly I should say a prose
cution witness rather than a hostile witness.

And further that in the light of one defendant 
cross-examining on possibly a diplomatic phase or 
military phase or economic phase, others may have 
other matters peculiarly within their knov/ledge of 
their defense that would be very important to place 
before this Court.

THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Warren.
MR. ’’ARREN: Thank you, Your Honor. If I

may be permitted a word, about ten days ego I talked 
with Ambassador Grew in Washington, D.C. I was im
pelled to believe from my conversation with him that 
he, in common with many other persons who write books,
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1 has a tendnncy to £lace a different interpretation

2
than what this Tribunal or those who read the book

3
might plaoe upon his words.

4 T’l ’’RESIDENT: The book isn't in evidence.

; 5 MR. BARREN: No, sir; no, your Honor, that is *

! 6 true. But other documents comniled by him which are

7 contained in his book are in evidence and unquestionably

* before the conclusion of this trial his book will

9 probably reach the evidence. * nd to that extent I cm

10 anticipating v/hat will co^e before the Tribunal.

11 However, with reference to Ambassador Grew's

' 12 health, of course, I am not a medical man and I can't 'V
13 *,ay that he is in sound physical condition. Certainly

14 he is not decrepit and he appears to be in »Ö normal
15 health as you could possibly expect for a man of his
16 years, which I understand to be seventy-two* I don't

^  17 believe his health is impaired in any manner except due, ;
' 18 perhaps, to his age, end before he is characterized es

19 an invalid, unable to travel to the Orient, I think
20 that he firat should be consulted himself.
21 THE PRESIDENT: Colonel V/rrren, Mr. Brooks
22 mentioned many matters upon which Mr. Grew might testify,

. 23 but I must remind you —  I hove been reminded of it
24 myself —  that if he is called here for cross-exnmin-
25 ation you will be confined to matters arising out of his

1______________
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examination in chief, that is to say, arisinp out of 
his affidavit. If you cell him as vour witness, 
though, there will be no limit of that kind, and, 
according to the representations of sooe of the defense 
counsel, at least one or more of the accused could 
safely call him. Perhaps you had better think it over.

MR. WARREN: Your Honor, would the Court indulge
me for Just one further observation. I am of the 
opinion —  and it is purely my opinion end not a fact —  
that Ambassador Grew wonJd place ah entirely different 
interpretation upon the meaning of his affidavit than 
what has appeared before the Tribunal.

THF PRESIDENT: That statement is wholly un
warranted .

t
MR. V/ARREN: Perhaps I put it a little crudely.

I am telling the Tribunal, as I consider myself an 
officer of this Court, that that is merely my opinion.
And without the opportunity of cross-examining the man 
here before the Tribunal, I see no manner in which we 
could bring to the Tribunal those assertions —  I mean, 
not those assertions but the true feeling of the vltness.

I had not in any manner meant to, as I realize 
now, I hadn't meant to attempt to Judge the consider
ation of the Tribunal's feelings towards this matter 
end I realize my remark indicated that I had. So, for
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1 that matter, I ask the Court to forgive me for not hav
ing had a very good choice of words. I em speaking 
solely as to the manner in which it has been interpreted 
by counsel in their discussions which, of course, has 
not come to the Tribunal.

I have nothin? further, your Honor, on the 
matter. Thank you very much.
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MR. KEENANs Mr, President, may I be per
mitted briefly to state that the prosecution has 
been at all times informed that Mr, Grew is unable 
physically to make the trip. Mr, Grew, in the 
humble opinion of the prosecution is a very important 
witness,and, in view of the statement of defense 
counsel, we will make our own inquiries forthwith 
and if there is any practical possibility of Mr.
Grew being here, the prosecution will present him as 
its witness.

THE PRESIDENT: I do not know whether the
defense are satisfied with what the Chief of Counsel 
has said, but I repeat that,if an application is made 
to me in chambers,we will have the question of his 
ability to travel fully investigated.

I think the consensus of opinion of this 
Tribunal, I have not gathered it fully, is that he 
should be defense witness and not a witness for the 
prosecution, unless the prosecution want to call him.

MR. LOGAN: As it is indicated, your Honor,
we would rather have him for cross-examination than 
for direct-examination. I believe it is the consensus 
of the defense attorneys that we will accept the 
prosecution’s offer to see what they can do to get 
him here for cross-examination.
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THE PRESIDENTS We will leave the matter 
as it stands. It can be raised again at some 
appropriate time.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: At this stage, Mr.
President, I desire to call as a witness, Mr. SHIRAO, 
Toteki, whose affidavit, IPS document No. 2*>97> 
the circumstances under which the delivery of the 
telegram to Ambassador Grew was delayed will be proved, 
and, also, item six on the chart, namely, that by 
1600 hours and certainly by 1800 hours on December 
7, the President’s message had been decoded and its 
contents were generally known in Japanese Government 
offices.
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1 T A T E H  S H I R A O ,  called as a witness on 
behalf of the prosecution, being first duly 
sworn, testified through Japanese interpreters 
as follows•

THE PRESIDENT: Are you tendering this
affidavit directly or through the witness, Brigadier?

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I was tendering it through
the witness, Kr. President. As soon as I have had the 
witness say he made the affidavit, I will read it my
self to the Tribunal by reason of the language difficult^.

DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY BRIGADIER NOUN:

Q What is your full name, please?
A SHIRAO, Tateki.
Q And where do you live?
A Tokyo-To, Suginami-Ku, Nishi Takaido,

1 Chôme, 139.
Q What is your present employment?
A I am a secretary in the Communications Office.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: Will the Clerk have the
affidavit No. 2597 shown to the witness, please.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to v/as handed to the witness.)
Q I show you a document dated 18 August 1946.

What is that document? Is that your affidavit, Mr.
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SHIRAO?
A Yes*

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I offer in evidence,
Mr. President, IPS document No. 2597) being the 
affidavit of SHIRAO, Tatekl«

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms«
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No* 2597 will reoeive exhibit No« 1225.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1225 and reoelved in evidence«)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I now read from exhibit

No. 1225*
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"I en SKI RAO, Tateki, et •'resent employed 
et the Ilinistry of Communications in Tokyo and I live 
at* 7okyo-to, Sup.inami-ku, Nishi Takeido, 1 Chôme 130.

"In November 1041 I was in charge of the de
partment of Censorship which is a section of the Kinis- 
try of Communications,

‘•On November 29th 1941, my friend Lt. Colonel 
TOMURA Morio, who was thon employed. in the comunicr tiens 
section of the Chief of Staff, telephoned ne et ny ori- 
vete house in the evenin'* end told me that for security 
reasons all foreign telegrams ^ere to be delayed in 
delivery by five hours. I at once telephoned to the 
central telegraph office, and g;ve orders that all in
coming and ort-poing telegrams should be deleved for 
five hours. This applied to all tell errons except those 
of the Japanese Government and, I think, those concern
ing the Gorman and Italian Governments. At the time I 
did nothing more in the matter,

^ "On Decdmber 4th, having discussed the matter
with members of the Ministry, I issued • riteen instruc
tions to all branch telegraph offices in the Tokyo area 
end to all oth°r sections of my censorship staff, I do 
no think it likely that any copv of these written in
structions still exists. At no time, so far es I re
member, did I ever receive w*rit.cen confirmation of the

SHIRAO DIRECT
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telephone instructions of Colonel TCIIPRA.
"On December 6th ny orders from Colonel TO’tttRA 

8s to the dolev -i n telegram« was varied andv jn future,
I was told to dele*- the delivery by five bo’TS end ten 
heirs on a Iter no to deys.

"On December 7th I knew, certainly before 
6:00 p.n. when I left the office, end I think. some time 
between four end six p.m. op the contents of the message 
of the President of the U. S. A. to the Emoeror of Janan. 
I cannot remember, for certain, who told me, but I think 
it was Colonel TCIXiRA who gave no this information in 
the crurso of s conversation on the telenhrne that after
noon. Ke telephoned n e  tr se^ that henceforth all 
telegrams were to be delayed b'* fifteen hours and I 
pave instructions to ray s’ ^ordinates accordingly.

"It was the custom at this *i’ie for the Foreigr 
Office Pn'1 ^or the Chiefs of Stef" of the Army and of 
the F e w  to send a messenger to ray denertraent at least 
once a day, generally in the mornin", to take away 
conics of telegrams in code which they thought might 
interest them. b.s December 7th was a day of great 
excitement, there were probably messengers in and out 
ell day, end I cannot say at what tine the President's 
telegram would have bfen token away by any of those 
messengers, I do know, however, rs 1 have already ex-
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plained, thst Colonel TOIX’RA of the r,'c r I.’inistry \ms 
telling no the contents of the tolegren ^robablv by 
4 o f clock end certainly by 6 o'clock thst evening.

"I should enrols in the t, although ry deoart-
nent is celled the Department of Censorshio, end v'cs\
therefore responsible ^or decoding telegrams in code, it 
pfs operating ^or oublie end. connr.rcicl co^cs only and 
did not handle secret cod s. «

"Or December 8th I mas celled on +he telephone 
about 4:30 s.o. V" 3'r. FAKAYAFA, mho v»a-s Chief of the 
Foren r.n Telcgrsn Section of the Telcco~,oiunlcc tier bureau 
of the Ministry of Communications and, ss such, my im
mediate superior officer. He told ne that he hsd re
ceived an order fron the- Arm' to stop all communies tien 
T'ith Foreign Countries. I Infodis tel" telephoned the 
order to ny office, dressed and vent there, arriving 
about 6:00 e.m. There I found Colonel n TRAKAÎl of the 
War Ilinistry, end Lt. Colonel TOiURA, wed ting for mo, 
and vo discussed all future control of communications.

"At noon on this dc£. the I’inistcr of Communi
cations read out to the Staff of the Hinistry the Im
perial Rescriot of the declaration of var.

"I on certain of manv rf my ti’̂cs and all my

25
dates in this neriod as I ’ eot a Diary, and it is after 
refreshing my memory from this Bisr^ that I have mrde
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the nrcsent A ff idc. vit.
"I, SI'I RAO J Tetcki have read th-. above statement in 
Knsllsh, £ ]cn/nia?e which I understand. I s,,re£r on 
my conscience hhet the contents of the shove statement 
cro true to the host of mv kno^lcdpo end recollection 
of facts.

MSworn end subscrived to before
th'c undersigned bv the shove
named SKI RAO, 7s to lei st the War
!Ii:-istr*r Bnildinc, Tokyo, this
18th dsv of August 19^6
/s/uJdhn F. Hummel ______

dialer, J.A.G.O."'
I have no questions further to ask tho

witness.

.Jfe/e'.i

<
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THE PRESIDENT: Dr. KIY0S3. ^
DR. KIY03E: I have throe or four questions

to ask this witness.
CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY DR. KIYOSE:
Ç You have stated in the last part of your 

affidavit that you read and understand English and 
understood the contents of this affidavit.

Did you write this affidavit in English?
A No, in Japanese.
Q Then, did you listen to the English trans

lation of the Japanese affidavit which you made, and 
signed that?

A Yes, I read the translation into English and 
affixed my signature thereto.

THE MONITOR: "I was asked to road it, which 
I did, and then signed."

Q Then you did not see the Japanese text of 
this affidavit?

A Your'question is not clear, sir.
Q The Japanese affidavit has been circulated 

among us defense counsel. Have you never seen or read 
the Japanese affidavit?

A I saw it.
Ç There is no —  you are sure of its contents?
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Q Thon I will ask you some question, basing 

thorn on the Japanese text, on the Japanese affidavit.
Will you toll us of your position at the time, 

in the period : covered by this afficavit; that is to 
say, villi you explain in detail the organization of 
your ministry? That is, in the first part of 
locember, 1941.
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A At that time I occupied the position of 
Communications Secretary or Official in the Ministry 
of Communications; and I was assigned to the Foreign 
Telegnph Section of tho Tele-Communications Bureau 
of the Ministry of Coicmunications.

Q 7hat is the organization immediately above 
this bureau?

A That is tho Tele-Communications Bureau of 
the Ministry of Communications, and the Foreign Tele
graph Section is under the Tele-Communications Bureau.

Q Is the Talo-Coimunication Bureau under the 
direct control of tho Minister of Communications, or 
is there another intermediate agency?

A Yes, it is under the direct supervision of the 
Minister.

TICS MONITOR: " I b e liever
Q I am asking you concerning tho department
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in which you worked. v'hon you say "I believe,” that 
is not very oxact. Do you moan you believe, or are you 
sure?

A Do you mean to say that the Telo-Communicaticn s 
Bureau is not very clear to you? fi L  ? .  ■

Q No, my question —  I askod you my question 
because you said, ”1 believe” the Tele-Communications 
Bureau was undor tho direct control of the Minister of 
Communications, There is tho Vico-Ministor of Com
munications under the Minister, so I wanted to ask you 
whether you knew it for a fact that the Tele
communication Bureau was under, directly under, tho 
Minister of Communications?

THE PRESIDENT x Dr, KIYOSE, the reason for 
these questions is far from clear. Do you suggest 
that he was not employed as he claims ho was?

LR, KIYOSE: Mr, President, I merely wanted
to ascertain where ho got his orders from. That is 
to say, I wish to ask as my next question whether or 
not he received t;he order on December 7 from his

t

immediate superior, from someone from whom he should 
receive that order, or not,

Ç If you can, pleaso reply to my previous 
question. If you cannot, I shall go to mv next 
question.

£» i. '
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A No, I shall try to reply. I said that tho 
Tele-Communications Bureau was undor tho direct chargo 
of tho Minister of Communications, but in between 
there is the office of the Vice-Minister. Therefore,
I must say that it also receives supervision and 
orders of tho Vice-Minister, who assists tho Minister 
in tho acministration of the Ministry.

Q You said you wore employed in the Foreign 
Telegrap Section. Whc was your section chief?

A NAKAYAMA, Jiro.
ç With that, the organization of the Ministry 

has become clear.
In the third paragraph of your affidavit 

you state that orders were given for all incoming 
telegrams to bo delayed for five hours. Where did 
these orders come from?

A From Lieutenant Colonel TOMURA, of the Army 
General Staff.

Ç From about when?
A From the end of November.
Ç Lid Colonel TGKÜRA, that is to say, did the 

Army General Staff have the right t<? order, to give 
orders to you or to your section?

A No, he did not have the authority to give 
orders, but we interpreted it as being the request
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THE PRESIDENT! Wo will adjourn now until

half past nine tomorrow morning.
*

At half past ten we will adjourn until
' "N

half past one.
(Wheroupon, at l600, an adjournment 

was taken until Friday, 15 Novomber 194-6, 
at 0930.)
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Friday, 15 November, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, same as before with the 

exception of the HONORABLE R. B. PAL, Member from 
India, not sitting.

For the Prosecution Sectin, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Languc'e Section, IMTFE. )
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Liilitary Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
except OKh u A and SHIGEMITSU. Vie have a certificate 
from the Prison Surgeon of Sugamo Prison certifying 
that the accused ShlGEMITSU is ill and unable to at
tend the trial today. The certificate will be re
corded and filed.

Will Hr. Fihelly come to the lecturn, please?
Hr. Fihelly, the "Stars &• Stripes" reports you 

today as stating that the accused TOJO had made cer
tain admissions. Sometime ago we pointed out that 
such statements should not be made to the newspapers 
if they amounted to telling the press what evidence 
was about to be given by the prosecution or by the 
defense. We don't know v'hether the statement you 
made to the nevvspapers —  if you did make it —  falls 
within that category, he would like to hear from you. 
You may not have known of the statement made from 
this Tribunal about that matter. The Tribunal's 
statement did not appear in the "Stars & Stripes" 
or in the "Nippon Times." You may not have been in 
court v/hen it was made and you may not have known 
it had been made.

HR. FIHELLY: Hr. President and Members of
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the Tribunal, I read the article in the "Stars & 
Stripes" this morning and I was as surprised about 
it as probably you were to read it.

THE PRESIDENT: We will accept your state
ment, Hr. Fihelly. We do not want to hear any more, 
but we regret that such articles are published. We 
resent them. They show an utter disregard for the 
dignity of this Tribunal.

LR. FIHELLYs j would like to say, liar. 
President and Lemberg of the Tribunal, just as one 
terse statement, I gave no interview to the press.

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. KIYOSE.
DR. KIYOSE: I wish to continue my cross-

examination.
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T A T E K I  S H I R A O ,  called as a witness on be
half of the prosecution, resumed the stand and 
testified,through Japanese interpreters,as follows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY DR. KIYOSE: (Continued)

Q. Towards the end of the session yesterday you 
stated that you received orders to hold back the 
message. By this did you mean that you received 
orders from the General Staff or fror- some other 
branch of the military?

A. I received orders from the General Staff,
Q. In your affidavit you mention TOMURA, Morio 

who was posted in the General Staff. That at pears 
in the third paragraph of the first page of your af
fidavit. This TOMURA was the man who requested you 
about the telegram. On page 2 in the first sentence 
it is specifically said th-'t ho was a member of the 
War Ministry.

THE MONITOR: "First sentence" should read 
"first line."

Q. (Continued) Was this mention of War Min
istry an error, then?

A. Yes, it is an error.
Q. Then, as TOMURA said, in delaying the 

foreign telegram you received orders from the chief
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of the section controlling foreign telegrams or wire
less messages in general, Tele-Communication Bureau 
Bureau of the Communications Ministry, 'itéra you 
later 'ordered, either by the Chief of the Tele
communications Bureau of the Communication Ministry, 
or the Chief of the foreign Gable Section of the same 
ministry, to hold those telegrams, or did they ap
prove of your action?

A Concerning the treatment of foreign cables, 
either myself or the Chief of the Foreign Cable De
partment received the request from the army and we 
received orders from nowhere else.

Q I wish to ask another question. ] refer 
specifically to page 1, last line of the English 
text, wherein you state that it may have been pos
sible that the President Roosevelt's message to the 
Emperor was carried away or taken back to the office 
of Chief of the General Staff, or the Chief of the 
Naval Staff, by either the* Chief of the General 
Staff or the Chief of the Laval Staff. Are you 
certain that someone, either from the army or navy, 
Army General Staff or the Navy General Staff, took 
away that message?

ThE MONITOR: Correction. "Last line, page
1," should reed "last part, page 1."
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A I don’t remember exactly whether that 
telegram, that is, the message of President Roosevelt, 
was taken away or not. however, telegrams of such 
nature were to be handed over either to the army or 
to the navy, therefore 1 presume that iir. Roosevelt's 
message had been included among the telegrams sent 
over to them.

Q Further elucidation, I ask you then you 
didn't see anyone taking away the telegram, nor did 
you hand over the telegram yourself.

A Just as you say.
Q One more question, then. Then I wish to 

ask you specifically; now you said that according to 
TOMURA the message from Roosevelt to the Emperor was - 

THE MONITOR: Correction, please. You state
in your affidavit that you heard something about 
Roosevelt's message from TORURA. Are you sure ot 
this?

A Concerning this point, the only thing I can 
say is that that is what I thought and 1 am not sure 
of it.

THE PRESIDENT: Do you recollect what you
said in your affidavit about that? In case you have 
forgotten, 1 will remind you. In your affidavit you 
say this: "I do know, however, as 1 have already
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A I don't remember exactly whether that
»

telegram, that is, the message of President Roosevelt, 
was taken away or not. however, telegrams of such 
nature were to be handed over cither to the array or 
to the navy, therefore I presume that iir. Roosevelt's 
message had been included among the telegrams sent 
over to them.

. Q Further elucidation, I ask you then you 
didn't see anyone taking away the telegram, nor did 
you hand over the telegram yourself.

A Just as you say.
Q One more question, then. Then I wish to 

ask you specifically; ncj you said that according to 
TOMURA the message from i.oosevelt to the Emperor was —  

THE MONITOR: Correction, please. You state
in your affidavit that you heard something about

I
Roosevelt's message from TOLURA. arc you sure ot j
this?

A Concerning this point, the only thing I can 
say is that that is what I thought end 1 am not sure 
of it.

THE PRESIDENT: Do you recollect v/hat you
said in your affidavit about that? In case you have 
forgotten, 1 will remind you. In your affidavit you 
say this: "I do know, however, as I have already
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explained, that Colonel TOMURA of the War Ministry 
was telling me the contents of the telegram probably 
by 4s00 o'clock and certainly by 6:00 o'clock that 
evening." Have you any explanation of that?

A I tried to remember —  I tried hard to re
member what happened at that time. However, I couldn't 
rememberj my memory was foggy and I couldn't remember 
exactly v/hat happened, therefore I put down that I 
may have heard it from Colonel TOMURA.

? As for delaying the message, had you re
ceived previous request to do so? Did you get an 
order to delay the telegram before the 7th? You did 
get the order to delay the telegram before the 7th, 
didn't you? The fact that further request for de
laying the message was made on December 7th, does 
this mean that at that time a message was expected 
from President Roosevelt, or v/as it due to the fact 
that censorship became more rigid at that time?

A 1 wouldn't be able to say anything about 
that point.

Q You say in your affidavit that on the 8th 
both MURAKAMI and TOMURA visited you. Is that a fact?

A If I remember correctly, I believe two men 
came from the army on that day, on the 3th, and I be
lieve one of them —  I thought that one of them was
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Lieutenant Colonel EURAKAEI and the other Lieutenant 
Colonel TCEURA. However, as to their exact identity 
I an not sure now.

DR. KIYOSE: I conclude my cross-examination.
* THE PhESIDERT: Witness, in your affidavit

you say the following: "On December 6th my orders
from Colonel TOLURA as to tl.e delay in telegrams 
was varied and, in future, I was told to delay the 
delivery by five hours and ten hours on alternate 
days." >'ns December 7th a five hour or a ten hour 
day?

THE .»IÏNESS: I don't recall exactly con
cerning that point.

TiiE PRESIDENT: Well you may not recall
exactly, ’.hat do you think?

THE WITLESS: 1 believe it may have been a
ten hour day.

THE PRESIDENT: Captain Brooks.
CROSS-EXALIMATION (Continued)

BY iiK. BROOKS:
W Er. Witness, in testifying by way of af

fidavit, on page 2 of exhibit 1225, the next to the 
last paragraph, you say you kept a diary and after 
refreshing your memory from this diary you made this 
present affidavit. On the 7th of December, as is
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shown in document ho. 2669-A of the prosecution, 
which is the next one they have on their list for 
introduction, is on extract from your diary.

I

Î
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I
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BRIGADIER NOLAN: Mr* President, it was not
the intention of the prosecution to introduce 2669A 
as thoir document, or at all.

MR. BROOKS: I am sorry, your Honor, if I
misunderstood their intentions. I have it on my list 
as the next one and I was going to refer to a remark 
of the 7th of December in relation to his knowlodge 
of President Roosevelt’s message as in direct contra
diction of what he said in his affidavit.

THE PRESIDENT: But he say3 in his affidavit
that he bases his statements on his diary*

MR. BROOKS: That is right.
THE PRESIDENT: I was going to suggest, in

view of that, that he produce his diary.
MR. BROOKS: I was coming to that, your Honor.

I had that in mind for purposes of impeachment.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: Mr. President, the diary

is not here. Certain entries from it have been 
processed. The prosecution has no objection to the 
diary or to any part of it being used for the prosecu
tion for any puroose they see fit.

THE PRESIDENT: Brigadier Nolan.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: The last word, sir, should

have been "for the defense"—  should have been 
"defense" not "prosecution."
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_________ MR. BROOKS^ If the Tribunal please, the...  .. j
I

prosecution has the document No* 2669A before them j
iand I would like for it to be —  it is an extract j
i

from the diary of SHIRAO, Tateki, the witness on the j 

stand —  and I would like for him to place tfc&'fcnbefore 
the Court now in evidence* I would like to have it I
placed before the Court in evidence*

THE PRESIDENT: Cross-examine on it.
BY MR. BROOKS (Continued): .

Q Now, Mr. witness, in your diary, on the 
document previously referred to as 2669A, on the 7th 
of December you make the statement that"the situation 
apparently has become most difficult as it has been 
reported that President Roosevelt high-handedly sent 
a personal message to his Majesty,"etc.

Now, you said in the affidavit that you knew 
the contents of this message. I want to ask you; did 
you ever see this message, actually?

A No.
Q How then did you learn of its contents and 

when? !
A As I said before, my memory concerning that j 

point is foggy. By my diary —  according to entries j 
in my diary —  I heard it sometime in the afternoon 
of the 7th of December from somewhere, but as to the
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1
.1 place from where I heard the news, I am not sure.

2 Therefore, I can suppose that I either heard it from

3 Lieutenant Colonel TOMURA or from press telegrams*

4 Q Was there a radio in the office where you

3 worked that afternoon?

6 A No, there was no radio.

r Q Did you hear of any news broadcast on tihat |1
8 afternoon of such a message of the Presidents?

9 A No, I didn't hear it over the radio.

10 Q Did you know that it was broadcast over the

11 radio that afternoon? !

12 A I don't know whether it was broadcast or not.

15 Q At the time that you gained this knowledge
14 as to the message, do you or do you not know where the \

15 message itself was? Was it still in your office?
16 A I didn't know about the whereabouts of that
17 telegram at that time.
18 Q In fact, did you ever pay any particular
19 attention to this particular message?
20 A As I did not expect to receive such an incoming
21 message, I did not pay any attention to it.
22 Q Now, in your diary of the 29th of November,
23 Showa 16, "After returning home in the evening I
24 talked over the telephone with Major TOMURA about the
23 measures to delay foreign telegrams and gave instructions

, _ __ — ______  _.___-----— ' ■. ----- -------
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to the central telegraph office accordingly." You 
récail that.

Now, on November the 29th in your affidavit 
4 you say this was based on security reasons —  these 

orders that were given for delay. What were the
I

security reasons, if you know, and why was it necessary j
for those to be placed in affect at that time? I
would like a report on it.

A I only received the order to delay the
telegrams; for what reason I don*t know.

#  *

Q Well, now, in your affidavit: Paragraph 3»
"My friend Lieutenant Colonel TOMURA" —  skipping down 
to where he says, starts --"told me that for security 
reasons all foreign telegrams were to be delayed."

At that time in Paragraph 2 of your affidavit 
you were in charge of the Department of Censorship. Now, 
do you mean to tell me that you do not know what the 
security measures were about messages?

A (No response.)
Q vrell, did you know anything about the security 

measures at that time or not?
A (No response.)
Q Dc you understand my question?
A The purport, o.? your question is not clear to 

me.



Q As the one in charge of the Department of 
Censorship you were dealing with certain orders based 
upon security measures to be taken for the protection 
of information, were you not?

A The duties of the Censorship Division were 
to prevent secrets from leaking out and also to 
prevent espionage activities.

10,590
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j Q All right. Than, that was part of the
i

security, and one of the reasons for delaying delivery 
is that correct?

A *7hon telegrams are delayed censorship can bo—
i

YJa can censor them* that much more thoroughly, and in 
that sense it would moan a stricter enforcement of 
censorship.

^ Now, this rule that was put in effect at 
that time was not an unusual rule, was it, or a 
special application for any particular reason?

A I believe it is only a common practice in 
making stricter control, enforcing stricter control 
over tele-communication.

THE MONITOR: "Control" should be "censorship.
THE PRESIDENT: The delay of five hours

ordered on the 29th of November 194-4- was not a common 
practice, was it?

194-1, I should say.
TiiE WITNESS: I don't quite understand your

I

question. ’.Vi 11 you repeat it again?
MR. BROOMS: I will ask him.
THE PRESIDENT: Can you recollect any other

occasion in 194-1 when a delay of five hours was 
ordered in relation to messages fron abroad?

THE 'JITNESS: No.
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THE PRESIDENT: *'ras tho delay of ton hours
ordered on tho 6th of Doccrbor 1941 for alternate 
cays a common practice?

ÏÎR. 3R0ÖKS: If tho Court please, I would
like to call to the Court's attention this order 
applied to all, and I have not boon trying to show 
that that was a common practice but that orevious to 
that time there had bc„.n censorship of some —  not all, 
but some —  and that some was a normal procedure.

Tira ".’ITNESSî There was no such measures taken 
before that date.

Q s tnere any censorship of any type before 
November 29, any system of spot-chocking?

A The censorship of telegrams anc telephone 
conversations was begun in July of that yoar and was 
continued thereafter until November, when these spe
cial measures wore taken.

THE LONITOR: "Until the end of November."
Q Now, in the last paragraph on page 1 you 

state it was the custom of the Foreign Office to send 
a messenger once a day to take away copies of telegrams 
in code which they thought might interest them. When 
did this custom start; what month, what year?

A This practice was begun several years ago 
but I cannot remember the exact year since it was

/
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before ny entry into the Communication Ministry, several 
years prior to that year.

THE PRESIDENT: Havo you finished cross-
examining on the excerpt from his diary for the 7th 
of December, Mr. Brooks?

MR. BROOKS: No, I havo not, your Honor.
THE PRESIDENT: require you to tender it

as soon as you have done so.
Q This practice started several years ago, and 

yet you say that censorship was only placed on tele
grams, and so forth, from July, is that correct?

A Yes, it is correct.
Q Thon, I gather from that statement that cen

sorship had been going on actually for years, by 
taking away copies of messages?

A I don’t think it is possible to call it 
censorship as far as the Ministry of Communications 
is concerned.

Q In other words, the difference lies in that 
there was no delay of the message, is that correct?

A I do not think so.
Ci And at this time it became necessary to delay 

messages because of the critical period needed to 
decode them and find out what was going on, is that 
correct? And if a message contained any information
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of a military nature it would bo stopped and not bo 
allowed to be sent, is that correct?

THE PRESIDENT: How does that boar on
President Roosevelt’s message to the Emperor?

SêR. BROOKS: Just to show that it was not a
deliberate plan to delay any messages to the Emperor 
or any movement of any body or group trying to act in 
any way to intercept, for a specific purpose, any of 
thi information being carried on between the tv;o 
nations.

THE PRESIDENT: Wall, all that is irrelevant.
We are dealing with the treatment of the President's 
message to the Emperor * nd the reasons for that treat
ment. The treatment of other messages is wholly 
immaterial and irrelevant,

ISR. BROOKS: The prosecution, if your Honor
please, is trying to place, through this witness in 
this affidavit, stress upon the fact, I think and I 
have been led to believe, that this message was given 
a special treatment. And in my position, I think the 
cross-examination has shown it was treated just the 
same as any other message, and he as such did not have 
any knowledge of it as n special item.

THE PRESIDENT: In order to enable certain
members of the staff to meet the requirements of tho
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
1330.

LARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, on

November 12, 1946 an order was issued with respect 
to security measures to be enforced at Sugamo Prison 
and affecting the accused in this case. While we 
have no desire whatsoever to interfere or to make any 
recommendations respecting security measures, we do 
wish to call the Tribunal's attention to the fact 
that part of the measures taken appear to us to be 
unreasonable and closely connected with a fair trial 
to the accused.

From time to time we attorneys submit to the 
accused documents affectinr them for their opinions 
and consideration. It is our understanding that all 
of the documents of the accused, with the exception 
of six books, booklets or pamphlets, have been taken 
from them and put in a box away from their cell so 
that they do not have free access to them. When they 
desire a document, it is necessary to call one of the

!
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jailers to secure the document, and thev have diffi
culty in describing it, and in some instances they 
are unable to obtain the document they require. Of 
course, any measure that is taken which would inter
fere with the close cooperation between the attorney 
and his client in so far as the client is unable to 
secure the document would affect a just trial.

In addition, the accused wish that the order 
be relaxed with respect to certai* articles of cloth
ing, bedding and personal effects which they con
sider desirable and necessary from the standpoint of 
sanitation and personal health. I again wish to im
press upon the Tribunal that we of the defense do not 
wish in any manner to interfere with proper security 
measures to be taken, but we ask that they be reason
able, fair and in no way tend to defeat the ends of 
justice in so far as this trial is concerned.

As every minute of preparation for the trial 
counts, we certainly would appreciate if the Tri
bunal would give this matter its prompt attention.

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. UZAWA.
DR. UZAWA: Mr. President and Members of the

Tribunal, as representative of the Japanese counsel, 
may I be permitted to make one request? As Mr.
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Logan has said, we wish in no way to interfere with 
measures concerning the rules of the prison. As,
Mr. President, you stated at the beginning of this 
trial, this trial is not held for the purpose of 
judging a Verrus or a Hastings, but the honorable 
Members of this Tribunal have come here in order to 
give fair and impartial judgment as representatives 
of the victor nations in order to insure future 
peace and righteousness for all, and to set out a 
fair trial based on justice. The defense counsel 
and the accused, being of the defeated side which 
has surrendered, respectfully obey all the orders of 
the Tribunal, and it is their earnest hope that this 
trial will be concluded in accordance with a world
wide concept of justice.

Therefore, in connection with the accused 
who are in prison, may I request that steps be taken 
so that, while they obey the regulations of the 
prison, at the same time they may, according to 
their conscience, make preparations for their 
trial. Although, of course, I do not know how these 
trials will be concluded, the accused will continue 
to obey the regulations of the prison; and I hope, 
therefore, that no measures that are unreasonable 
will be taken. I conclude my request. The rest is
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as Mr. Logan has said.

THE PRESIDENTS Major Furness.
MR. FURNESS: If the Court please, I would

like to stress briefly the fact that some of these 
measures with respect to clothing, bedding, and 
so forth, affect vitally the health of these men who 
are on trial.

THE PRESIDENT: This Court has no responsi
bility for security measures and will not interfere 
with those who have responsibility for them. V/e 
assume that those responsible vfill not do anything 
to prejudice the fair trial of tve accused.

After reading what counsel for the defense 
have had to say this afternoon, v/£ will see that what 
counsel said is brought to their knowledge, and they 
may give you the measure of relief* that you are 
seeking, if it is called for.

MR. FURNESS: I.'y point is that it does
affect the fairness of the trial, sir. That is the 
only point we are trying to make.

MR. BROOKS: Mr. President, Members of the
Tribunal.

I

:
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T A T E K I  S H I R A O ,  called as a witness on 
behalf of the prosecution, resumed the stand 
and testified through Japanese interpreters as 
follows :

CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BROOKS (Continued):

Q Mr. Witness, did you receive any special 
order in regard to President Roosevelt's message to 
make a special effort to withhold it or delay it?

A ITo, I never received a sp-cial order.
Q Now, referring to crosscution document No. 

2(69-A, on the 8th of December —  words extracted 
from your diary —  at about 4:30 or 4:50 —  it is 
hard to decipher —  a.m. "I v/as called to the tele
phone by Foreign Telegram Section Chief NAKAYAMA 
who told me that a request had been received from 

: the Army to stop all telegraphic communication with 
j foreign countries." Continuing the quotation: 
'"Ilencc, I immediately took the proper steps and 
hastened to my office. Lieutenant Colonel MURAKAMI 
came and informed me of the outbreak of war against 
America and Britain. Wo discussed practical meas
ures for control of communications, and immediately 
began to put them into effect."

Now, Mr. V.-itness, had any of these war
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measures for security been in effect previous to 
that date?

A As I have already said, security measures 
were begun in July of that year; and, therefore, 
secruity measures with regard to communications were 
enforced from that time in order to prevent leakage 
of telegrams.

Q That the practical measures for control of 
communications in a war situation were not begun 
until the 8th of December, is that correct?

THE PRESIDENT: He mentioned July previously.
A Yes.
Q Now, on exhibit 122?, at the bottom para

graph you state that "December 7th was a day of great, 
excitement." Was that Tokyo time?

A Yes.
Q What was the groat excitement of December 

7 that required messengers in and out all day?
A That day was not —  I was not in a state of 

great excitement on that day.
Q Then your affidavit is incorrect, is that 

right?
A 1 believe it is somewhat exaggerated,
Q Now, in the paragraph just preceding that 

you state,"I cannot remember, for certain,who told
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1 me, but 'I think it was Colonel TOMURA." And then 
in the paragraph below you state, "I do know, how
ever, as I have already explained, that Colonel 
TOMERA of the var Ministry was telling me the con
tents of the telegram probably by four o ’clock." 
That is a direct contradiction, Mr. Witness. Which 
one of those statements is correct?

A As I have already said, I had no clear 
recollection concerning whether or not it was 
Lieutenant Colonel TOMURA who told me, and, there
fore, I believe that the previous statement, thr
one in which I say I am not sur**, is correct.

THE MONITOR: Slight correction: There
fore, when I way "I am sure," that is not correct.
I should have said "I am not sure."

Ç Now, do you have in your possession your 
diary referred to in this affidavit?

A No. I have presented it. It is with the 
Tribunal.

MR. BROOKS: I have just been informed
that the prosecution does have the original diary.

THE PRESIDENT: It is not In evidence yet.
Ç I notice on the 7th of December in an ex

tract from your diary, at the end of that day you 
said you :.ad collected the material for tomorrow’s
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extra lecture. Was that on security measures? What 
was the subject of the lecture?

A They are the text of lectures to be given 
at school, and they have nothing to do with this 
question here,

THE MONITOR: They were,
Q What kind of a school?
A It is a school belonging to the Communica

tions Ministry named "The Training Institute for 
Officials of the Communications Ministry,"

Q This lecture had nothing to do with any 
orders received or emergency measures to be taken, 
did it?

A They had no connection,
Q You say that, in your affidavit in the third 

paragraph, Lieutenant Colonel TOMURA called you and 
told you about the delay in foreign telegrams. Was 
that an order or a request that he made?

A It was not an order but a request,
MR. BROOKS: If the Tribunal please, if

t

the prosecution would be so kind as to furnish me 
a copy of this document 2669-A, I would like to 
offer it in evidence for the purpose of impeachment, 

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
MR. BROOKS: Since most of the relevant

'S
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matters therein have been referred to in my cross- 
examination, I will not read that.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Document No. 2669-A,
issued by the prosecution and introduced by the 
defense, will be given exhibit No. 1226.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked defense exhibit No.
1226 and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Major Furness.
CR OSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)

BY KR. FURNESS :
Q As I understand it, you heard of this mes

sage some time between four and six in the after
noon, is that correct?

A I believe that on the whole it was around 
that time.

Q When you heard of it, did you make any 
inquiry as to whether it had come into your depart
ment ?

A That telegram didn't come to me at that
time.

Q All such messages bT telegram or cable from 
abroad must necessarily come through your depart
ment, must they not, at that time?

A The telegram itself does not come to my
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office but to the Communications Ministry. Only the 
copies came there, and from there we would send it 
to the War Ministry, the Navy Ministry and the 
Foreign Affairs Ministry.

Q But, did you have authority to delay the 
delivery of the telegram?

A Following the request of the Army, I sent 
an order to the Telecommunications Bureau to do so.

Q Well, then, did you consult your superiors 
or anyone else when you found that that message had 
come to Tokyo to decide whether the delivery of such 
an important message should be held up in accordance 
with the general orders?

A Since I did not know about this so-called 
message itself, I could not consult witr my super
iors about whether to delay it or not.

Q But you testified that you had heard from 
someone that suet a message, which must necessarily 
come by cable and, therefore, be such to such orders, 
had been received in Tokyo; is that correct?

A I did hear from somewhere that the message 
had come, but I did not think of that. I did not 
couple the fact that it had come with the question 
of whether to delay it or not, in my mind,

Q Then, allowing it to follow that general
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course-, wanting i t  to be delivered sp e cia lly  because 
of i t s  important nature, was your re sp o n sib ility  
alone; is n ’ t that correct?

A I f  you say i t  was my re sp o n sib ility , you 
can say so. But, since I  was simply mechanically 
following out a request from the Army, I  believe i t  
is  a question whether I should bear sole responsi
b i l i t y  or not.
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Q Your following out was due to a general 
order applying to all telegrams from abroad, is that 
correct?

A Yes.
Q Which you had at the request of a Lieutenant 

Colonel on the General Staff?
A Yes.

THE PRESIDENT: Copies of that last exhibit
should be made for the Judges. Lo you propose to 
call Colonel TOLURA, Brigadier, if he is available?
A colleague desires to know that.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: We don't know the where
abouts of that officer, but I will make inquiries at 
once.

Thr* PRESIDENT: He may or may not be prepared
to help you. We have that in mind.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: Copies of the last exhibit,
hr. President, are now available for the Court.

We now offer in evidence, lir. President,
IPS document No. 1420, the affidavit of F. C. Parr, 
which proves item 9 of the Time Chart, exhibit 1222, 
the first overt act of hostilities in the Pacific 
War, and also item 18 of exhibit 1222.

THE PRESIDENT: I assume you are finished
with this witness, Brigadier?
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BRIGADIER NOLAN: I beg your pardon.1
THE PRESIDENT: He is released on the usual

2
terms.
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(thereupon the witness was excused.)
THE PRESIDENT: This document is admitted on

the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1420 will receive exhibit No. 1227.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1227 and received in evidence.)

BnIGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit 1227:
"I, FREDERICK CliARLES PARK, British Subject, of 

13, The Bund, Shanghai in the Republic of Chinai,
KAKE OATH and say as follows:-

"1. I am and at all times material hereto 
have been & Tide Surveyor of the Chinese Maritime 
Customs at Shanghai.

"2. I was on duty on the Shanghai Settlement 
Bund on the night of December 7th and the mcrning of 
December 8th, 1941. jit 2345 on the night of December 
7th, 1941, I saw Japanese personnel dressed in 
khaki crossing the Garden Bridge over Soochow Creek 
and running military telephone lines as they went.
They ran the wires alongside the Bund garden and along
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the Bund pontoons.
"3. As they reached each pontoon the Chinese 

Laritirae Customs' Officers withdrew and the Japanese 
did not cross the said Bridge in any large party but 
in small groups, and the Japanese military were ac
companied by Japanese gendarmerie.

"4. To the best of my knowledge and belief 
there was no actual fighting on The Bund and no 
Allied person was then or there shot or injured. The 
Chinese who were standing in the neighbourhood, par
ticularly those v/ho were gathered near the Custom 
House, were herded by the Japanese up the streets 
leading off The Bund and t) us The Bund was cleared 
of civilians.

"5. The Japanese personnel were armed with 
small arms but had no armed vehicles and the taking 
over of The Bund continued until 0300 on December 
8th, 1941. Prior to that time Officers of the 
Chinese Haritime Customs returned to the Custom 
House and reported that they had been driven from 
their pontoons by Japanese and one of those 
Officers reported to me that the launches at the 
Customs Jetty had been shifted by the Japanese.

"6. At about 0250 on December 8th, 1941, I 
proceeded to the Jetty for purposes of investigation
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and found that the launches had been shifted and that 
the Customs Jetty had been occupied by Japanese 
soldiery.

"7. Ht 0330 on December 8th, 1941, the Customs 
guard outside the Customs Jetty informed me that a 
Japanese destroyer had berthed outside the Customs 
Jetty. I proceeded to the Jetty to investigate this 
report and was told by the Japanese that 1 could not 
enter the Jetty area.

n3. Prior to this and at about 0230 I had 
heard a noise behind the Custom House. I investigated 
the cause of this noise which I found to be caused by 
three howitzers drawn on tractors which must have 
crossed Szechuen Road bridge and were passing along 
Szechuen Road to avenue Edward VII, These guns 
were mounted at the foot of Avenue Edward VII and 
pointed towards the river and K.B.I.Î. Gunboat 
'Peterel.'

"9. At 0415 I left the Custom House to visit 
the Customs Jetty and gave orders that the large 
bronze gates should be closed and also ordered all 
gates leading into the Custom house to be locked.
At 0420 I heard a heavy detonation South of the Cus
tom House which I attributed to the howitzers opening 
fire. Very soon I saw fire aboard B.I.I.S. 'Peterel1
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and she v/as soon a mass of flames.
”10. h t exactly 0423 the Japanese destroyer 

at the Customs Jetty opened fire on h.L.S. 'Peterel' 
with her forward main armament, almost immediately 
afterwards Japanese ship IDZUliO opened fire with 
tracer ammunition.

"11. H.M.S. 'Peterel' was then a mass of flames 
and v/as the target for Japanese guns of all calibre, 
so that it is probable that seamen endeavoring to 
leave the burning 'Petercl' were subjected to 
machine gun fire.

"12. Next I telephoned for the Chief Fire Officer 
of the Chinese Maritime Customs who came to the 
Custom House at once. He then proceeded to the 
Customs Jeity but v/as refused permission by the 
Japanese to go on board the 'Poochi,' the Customs 
Fire Float. If he had been allowed to do so, the 
fire on H.L.S. 'Peterel' might have been dealt with.
I also rang up the Harbor Master but was unable to 
locate him.

"13. Firing v/as continued by the Japanese till 
about 0450 on December Sth, 1941, by which time 
H.II.S. 'Peterel,' which was still burning, was in a 
sinking condition and v/as drifting slowly towards the 
Mackenzie's Wharf where she finally sank.
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"14. A Chinese Maritime Customs Officer who was 

stationed at Kin Lee Yuan wharf at the material time 

reported to me later on that a number of British 

sailors had landed barefooted on Kin Lee Yuan Wharf 

and had been taken prisoners by the Japanese.

"15. after firing had ceased I observed that 
the hov/itzers were withdrawn along Szechuen Road and 
that the Japanese continued to occupy the Settlement, 
but there was no more firing.

"16. The U.S.S. 'Wake' was taken down stream 
at about 0830 on December 8th, 1941, by the Japanese 
with her crew still aboard.

"ALL of which is true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief.
"SWORN by the above named
FRELERICK CHARLES PARR at K.B.M. Consulate- )

)
General at Shanghai in the Republic of )

) /s/
China on the 27th day of March, 1946. ) F.C.Parr"

THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Logan.
KIR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, the

defense asks that this witness be produced for cross- 
examination.

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will consider
the application.

BRIGADIER NOLAN : In connection with item
__ _____________________________________________________I
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18 of exhibit 1222, being the Tine Chart, we now
offer in evidence IPS document No. 1421, the affidavit
of Edward Austern Irwin Crowder, K-N.V.R., which gives
the name of one fatal casualty in the loss of H.M.S.

«

Petercl. Clearly there were many others, but their 
names cannot be traced with certainty.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF ThE COURT: Prosecution’s document

Ko. 1421 will receive exhibit Ko. 1228.
1

(’"/hereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 

1 Ko. 1228 and received in evidence.)
BRIGALIER MOLAR: With the permission of the

Tribunal and if there is no objection from counsel 
for the defense, I will not read this document in 
its entirety but summarize it for the convenience 
of the Tribunal. It discloses the names of three 
casualties of H.LI.S. Peterel admitted to the hos
pital Ste. llarie at Shanghai on 8 Lecember 1941, all

»

suffering from gunshot wounds, and that Engineer 
James Dunbar, wounded by shrapnel in the left femur, 
died in that hospital on the 12 Lecember 1941.

ThE PRESILEhT: Admitted on the usual terms.
i

BRIGiiDIER KOLAN: With your permission, Hr.
President, may I go on?

\
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BRIGADIER NOLAN: We now offer In evidence
IPS Document No* 1577 > the affidavit of General 
Percival, which proves items 10, 12 and 20 on exhibit 
1222. I might mention that items 10 and 12 on the Time 
Chart were also dealt with in the evidence of Colonel 
Wild rt pages 5352 to 5355 of the record on the 10th 
of September last, and that Colonel ’"ild also proved 
item 14 of the Time Chart at pages 5355 to 5357 of the 
record of this Tribunal.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COT/RT: Prosecution's document

No. 1577 will receive exhibit No. 122?.
(Whereupon, the document above'referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 122? and 
received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit 122?:
"I, Major-General Arthur Ernest Percival, CB, 

DSO, OBE, MC, of 'Westfield', Westland Green, Little 
Hadha.m in the County of Hertford make oath and say as 
fallows:- ♦

"1. From May 1941 until my capture by the 
Japanese in February 1942 I was Genera 1 Officer Comma rid
ing Malaya.

"2. At about 2345 hours on the 7th December

I
1941, beach defence troops on the Bedang and Sr.brk
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Beaches, the point of junction of which at Kuala Pasmat'; 
was rbout one-and-a-half miles northeast of Kota Bharu 
Airfield, reported ships anchoring off the coast.

"3. Shortly after this beach artillery ’
opened fire ond fhe Japanese ships started shelling 
the beaches.

"4. At about 0025 hours on the next day 
(8th December 1941), the leading Japanese troops landed 
at the junction of Bedang and Sabnk Beaches.

"5. By about 0100 hours after heavy fighting 
they had succeeded in capturing the adjacent pill-boxes, 
manned by troops of the 3rd/17th Dogras.

"6, The garrison of the pill-boxes during 
the fighting inflicted very heavy casualties u^on the 
enemy before they v/ere eventually wiped out. almost to 
a man.

•'7. At about 0430 hours on the 8th December 
1941, a Japanese air formation raided the Singapore 
Area. It had probably come from French Indo-Chins, a 
distance of about 700 miles. The air-raid warning 
had been sounded, but Singapore was not completely 
blacked-out when the i irereft arrived.

"8. bombs were dropped by this formation on 
the Seletar and Tengch airfields, and in the city area. 
Damage, ho-ev-'r, was slight.
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"9. This wns the first indication that 
citizens of Singapore had that war had broken out in 
the Far liest."

Signed: "A. F. Perclval, Major General.
"Sworn by the said Arthur Ernest Percival 

ct 6 Boldcck Street, Ytere in the County of Hertford 
this 20th day of July 1946

Before Hugh Gisby, a Commissioner of Orths.
There are other certificated appended which 

I will not read.
UR. LOGAN: The defense requests the production

of Major General Percivcl for cross-examination.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan, were the last two

applications for witnesses reclly serious? We know 
they have testified to serious matters but is their 
testimony seriously questioned? Have you any informa
tion upon which you could hope to cross-examine with 
any success? You will be confined in cross-examination 
to matters arising out of the affidavit in each case.

MR. LOGAN; Our position, your Honor, is this, 
that the prosecution has deemed the information con
tained in this affidavit of sufficient importance to 
prove before this Tribunal.

THE PRFSID7NT: That isn't the test. Many
essential matters are matters about which no question
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could seriously be raised.
MR. LOGAN: Secondly, we have consistently

opposed the introduction of evidence of this tyoe through 
affidavits where no statement is mode by the prosecu
tion as to whether or not the witnesses are available. 
And, thirdly, your Honor, since we just received this 
affidavit within the last few days we must preserve 
our rights and we have to investigate to determine 
whether the statements contained therein are true,

THE PRESIDENT: At present vie see no necessity 
for ordering the attendance of either of the tv/o last 
deponents, Major General uercival or Frederick Charles 
Parr.

BRIGADIER NOL/.N: Fe now offer in evidence
IPS document No. 1508, the affidavit of vTing Commander 
Franklin, which proves the names of some of the earliest 
Eritish casualties to Khota Bhcru. There were, as 
appears from General Percival's affidavit, also Indian 
casualties on the beach, but their names cannot be 
identified.

THE PRESIDENT : Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1508 will receive exhibit No. 1230.
(thereupon, the document above referred, 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit Ho. 1230 and
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received in evidence.)
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I rerd from exhibit 1230,

being the affidavit of Wing Commander William Harry 
Franklin, No. 44442, Royal /ir Force, late Senior 
Personnel Staff Officer, Far Erst Command, who makes 
oath and says as follows:

"1, The names contained in Paragraph 2 here
of I have extracted from a copy of r report submitted 
by Wing Commander R. H. Davis, No. 1 Squadron, R.A.A.F. 
v/hich Squadron was in action at I'ota Bahru, Malaya on 
3th December 1941, and on which day these crsua.lties 
occurred. I, as Senior Personnel Staff Officer, Far 
last Command, v/ould be responsible for the reporting

of these casualties by signal to I It  Ministry, London, 
and Air Board, Melbourne, and to the best of my recollec 
tion, this wes done.

"2. The following officers and N.C.O's of the
R.A.A.F. are reported 'Missing, Believed killed in 
action' on 8th December, 1941:-

"Flight Lieutenant John Christopher Remshcw.
'‘Flight Lieutenant John Graham Leighton Jones.
"Flying Officer Donald Alexander Dov/ie.
"Flying Officer Ronald Hewitt Siggins.
"Aus. 3382 Sg* . Coldrey Jeffrey Cyril.
"Aus. 407307 Sgt. ^alters David "'ord.
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"Aus. 4042Ç4 Sgt. Hedges Graham John.
"Aus. 407309 Sgt. white, Garet Sidney.
"3. I have been informed by the Casualties 

Strff, Oversees Headquarters, R.A.A.F., London, that 
Flying Officer Donald Alexander Dowié was subsequently 
reported Prisoner of War rnd has now been repatriated 
to /ustralia."

"Sworn by the said William Horry Franklin at 
29» Queen /nne's Gate in the City o4' Westminster this 
sixth day of wlarch 1946.

"Before me: F. G. Fletcher."
Signed: "W. H. Franklin."
We now offer in evidence IPS document No. 1500. 

an affidavit of the Under-Secretary of State for Foreigr. 
/ffairs with its exhibit, to show the diplomatic rela
tions of Great Britain and Japan at the time of these 
attacks.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH: If your Honor please, we object

to this affidavit. It consists entirely of conclusions, 
It foresv/ears the issue in this case and determines 
the very matter that the Court must determine as an 
ultimate question of fact in this case. We make the 
further point that the international treaties and con
ventions referred to are inapplicable in the case of

/
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1
a war for self-preservrtion a.nd self-defense.

2
THT PRESIDENT: I think depondent is obviously

3
spei king from hearsay but that doesn’t necessarily

4 exclude his affidavit. I can't say he draws conclu-

5 iions. I don't think thrt is c feir interpretation.

6 Admitted on the usual terms.

S
7 CLERK OF THE COURT; Prosecution's document

8 will receive exhibit No. 1231.

9 (vhereupon, the document above referred

10 to was mrbked prosecution's exhibit No. 1?31 rnd

11 received in evidence.)
12 BRIGADIER NOLAN: I rerd from exhibit 1231:
13 "I, Sir Orme Grrton Sargent, K.C.M.B., C.B.,
14 Permanent Under-Secretr.ry of State for Foreign Affairs,
15 hereby certify:-

P

16 "1. That the Japanese Government did not,
17 before the opening of hostilities by the Jnnenese forces
18 on December 8th, 1941, against the British territories
19 in South ’est Asia, heve recourse to the good offices
20 or mediation of one or more friendly Powers, for the
21 purpose of effecting a settlement, by peaceful means,
22 as provided for in Article 2 of the Hague Convention j
23 of 1899 for the Pacific Settlement of Internat!onal J
24 Disputes, of the differences that existed at December
25 8th, I94I, between the Japanese Government end the
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c. v/ar for self-preservation and self-defense.
THE PRESIDENT: I think depondent is obviously

specking from hearsay but that doesn’t necessrrily 
exclude his affidavit. I can't say he draws conclu
sions. I don’t think thrt is r frir interpretation.

Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERIC OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

will receive exhibit No. 1231.
(thereupon, the document above referred 

to wrs mabked prosecution’s exhibit No. 1231 end 
received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit 1231:
"I, Sir Orme Garton Sargent, K.C.M.B., C.B., 

Permanent Under-Secretr.ry of State for Foreign Affairs, 
hereby certify:-

"1. That the Japanese Government did not, 
before the opening of hostilities by the Japanese forces 
on December 8th, 1941, against the British territories 
in South • ast Asia, have recourse to the good offices 
or mediation of one or more friendly Powers, for the 
purpose of effecting a settlement, by peaceful means, 
as provided for in Article 2 of the Hague Convention 
of 1899 for the Pacific Settlement of International 
Disputes, of the differences that existed r.t December 
8th, 1941, between the Japanese Government end the
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Government of the United Kingdom end of other members 
of the 3ritish Commonwealth of Nations, and the t the 
Japanese Government did not submit or offer to submit 
these differences to mediation, enquiry, arbitration, 
or any other method of peaceful settlement referred to 
in the said Convention, except in so far as may appear 
from negotiations or discussions which the Japanese 
Government conducted with the Government of the United 
States of America.

"2«. That the Japanese Governement did not, 
before the said opening of hostilities on December 8, 
19^1) deliver to the Government of the United Kingdom 
or to any representative of that Government, or to the 
Government of any other member of the Pritish Common
wealth of Nations, any previous explicit warning in 
the form either of a declaration of war, giving reasons, 
or ef an ultimatum with a. conditional declaration of 
war, in accordance with the provisions of the H; gue 
Convention of 1907 relative to the opening of hostili
ties. A certified copy of a protest on this point, 
addressed to the Japanese Charge d'Affaires, dated 
the 8th December 1941, is annexed to this certificate 
and mi rked

"3. That the Japanese Government did not,
as provided for in the Tre'ty of 1921 between the
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1 British Empire, France, Japan, end the United Stc.tes 
of /'merice, relating to their Insular Possessions end 
Insular Dominions in the "a.cific Ocean, before December 
8th, 194-1, invite the Government of the United Kingdom 
to participate v;ith the- Governments of the other High 
Contracting Powers in r joint conference, to which the 
vhole subject of any controversy arising out of any 
Pacific question end involving the rights of the High 
Contracting Powers in relation to their insular posses
sions and insulr.r dominions in the region of the Pacific 
Ocean could be referred for consideration and adjust
ment.

"(SEAL)» Signed: "O.G. SARGFNT"
"London
"Foreign Office, London, S.v'. 1.
"25th March, 1946.
Exhibit A:
"Outfile
"Foreign Office, S.V/.l.
"8th Decombe-r, 1941
"Sir," (this is addressed to Mr. Shinich

KAMIMURA)
"On the evening of December 7th His Majesty's 

Government in the United Kingdom learnt that Japanese
forces, without previous warning either in the form of
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tionrl declrrrtion of wrr, hrd cttempted r lending on 
the corst of H' lc.yr. m d  bombed Singrpore end Hong Kong.

"2. In view of those wrnton ects of unprovoked 
regression, committed in flrgrrnt violrtion of inter- 
notionrl lev/, end prrticulorly of /‘rticlo 1 of the Third 
Hogue Convention, rclrtive to the onc-ning of hostilities, 
to vihich both Jrpen rnd the United Kingdom ere orrties,
His i-lejesty's Ambnssrdor rt Tokyo hrs been instructed 
to inform the Impcricl Jmcnesc. Government in the nrme 
of His Ilr.jesty's Government in the United Kingdom thrt 
c stete of \:r r exists between the two countries.

"I hrve the honour to be with high consider?tionj 
"Sir,
"Your obedient Servent,
Signed: "Winston S. Churchill.
"I, Sir Orne Grrton Srrgent, K.C.ÎÎ.G., C.B., 

Permr.nent Undcr-Secretery of Strte for Foreign Affrirs, 
Hereby certify thrt the foregoing is c true copy of r. 
document preserved in the /rchives of the Foreign Office, 
London."

Signed: "0. G. Srrgcnt.
"London,
"Foreign Office, London, S.x’;'.l. 
"2?th Hrrch, 1946."
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MR. SMITH: If your Honor please, this affi
davit is chiefly notable for whrt he omits. ,re ask 
th.-t this witness be called for cross-examination.

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal sees no reason
for calling him.

BRIGADIER EOLAN: The next two witnesses,
Mr. President, v/ill be introduced by my collenge,
Mr. Fihclly.

THE F RES I IE FT: Mr. Fihelly
MR. FIHELLY: Mr. President, Members of the

Tribuna 1:
Before going into the two documents, I would 

like to correct in a slight manner exhibit 11Ç4 which 
was one of the intercepted messages introduced yester
day. i.lr. Logan a  lied to our attention that mir 
English copy of that intercepted message has no time 
translation data at the bottom, “c checked with the 
original intercepted bookand there should aupear at 
the bottom symbol "F Navy Trans. 3 Nov. 1941',' and 
in parenthesis "C-TT." end of parenthesis.

We next offer in evidence Internation Prose
cution document 220H which, in conjunction with 
Mr. Ballantine's evidence, which will follow shortly, 
will prove items 13, 16 and 17 of the Time Chart,
exhibit 1222. Mr. Beliantine will deal fully with the
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Japanese document end dcmonstrrte that it docs not 
anrroach or resemble a declrrrtion of war. Item 15?

f

' I the attack on pearl Hr rbor in the Time Chert, will be
i

f u l l y  c ie r . l t  v / it h  i n  t h e  t e s t im o n y  o f  A d m ir a l  R i c h a r d s o n  

? -d partly, a l s o ,  i n  t h e  t e s t i m o n y  o f  M r. E r l l r n t i n e  

' : s  t o  th e  t i m e .

' y/e offer Internationa 1 Prosecution document
, ! Ko. 22OH in evidence.

THÎ.' PREEIDEUT: Admitted on the usur 1 terms.
CLERK OF THF COURT: prosecution's document

Ko. 220H yill receive exhibit Ho. 1232.
('•’•hereuren, the document above referred 

to was marked aroseeu*ion' s exhibit IIo. 1232 ~nd 
received in evidence.)

THF PRESIDENT: Read it after the recess.
•. e will recess for fifteen minutes.

O hereuron, at 1445, r recess was taken 
until 1500, after which the proceedings were 
resumed as follows*)

i

t
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly.
MR. FIHELLY: We now read from prosecution

exhibit 1232:
"Extract from ’Papers relating to the Foreign Relations 
of the United States. Japan* 1931-1941., Vol. II,
PP 786-7
"Memorandum of a Conversation

"(’Washington), December 7, 1941 
"The Japanese Ambassador asked for an apfwftnt- 

ment to see the Secretary at liOO p.m.f but later tele* 
phoned and asked that the appointment be postponed to 
1:45 as the Ambassador was not quite ready, ^he Am
bassador and Mr. Kurusu arrived at the Department at 
2:05 p.m. and were received by the Secretary at 2:20.

"The Japanese Ambassador stated that he had 
been instructed to deliver at 1:00 p.m. the document 
which he handed the Secretary, but that he was sorry 
that he had been delayed owing to the need of more 
time to decode the message. The Secretary asked why 
he had specified one o’clock. The Ambassador replied 
that he did not know but that that was his instruction.
The Secretary said that anyv/ay he was receiving the 
message at two o’clock. After the Secretary had read

________________ t

$
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tv>G or three paces he asked the Ambassador whether 
this document was presented under instructions of the 
Japanese Government. The. Ambassador replied thet it 
was. The Secretary as coon as he had finished reading 
the document turned to the Japanese Ambassador and saids 

"•I must say that in all my conversations with 
you (the Japanese Ambassador) during the last nine 
months I have never uttered one word of untruth. This 
is borne out absolutely by the recoud. In all my fifty 
years of public service I have never seen a document 
that was more crowded with infamous falsehoods and dis
tortions or. a scale so huge that I never imagined until 
today that any Government on this planet was capable 
of uttering them.1

"The Ambassador and Hr. Kurusu then took their 
leave without making, an,r comment.

"A copy of the paper which was handed to the 
Secretory by the Japanese Ambassador is attached.

"J(oscph) W. B(allantino)."
That copy vdll be treated by Hr. Ballantine.
At the bottom appears a footnote:
"♦The Japanese atuac’' on Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, 

took place on December 7, 1941, at 1:20 p.m. , r'ash- 
ington time (7.50 a.m., Honolulu time), which was Dec
ember 8, 3»20 a.m. Tokyo time. On December 8 at 6 a.m.
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V'e next offer in evidence the International 
Prosecution document 1424, the affidavit of Secretary 
of State Byrnes, which deals with the diplomatic 
position of the United States and Japan at the time 
of the Pearl Harbor attack.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1424 will receive exhibit No. 1233»
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to war marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1233 and received in evidence.)

MR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution exhibit
1 3

14

15

1 6

17

18

1 9

2 0

21

2 2

2 3

24

No. 1233 :
"DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
"UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
"DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, TO WIT*
"I, James F. Byrnes, Secretary of State, being 

first duly sworn, do hereby, according to my best know
ledge and belief, make affidavit as follows:

"1. That I am the duly designated and quali
fied Secretary of State of the United States of America. 

"2. That the Japanese Government in 194-1

25

approached this Government with a proposal for an agree
ment providing for a pacific settlement covering the 
whole Pacific area, and accordingly conversations were
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entered into, various drafts end counterdrafts of pro
posals were exchanp.ed, but no reconciliation of views 
on a number of fundamental points was reached. vihile 
the conversations «ere still in propress the ‘Japanese 
Government on November 20 presented this Government 
with an extreme proposal which this Government could 
not accept. It offered the Japanese Government on Nov
ember 26 as an alternative a plan of a broad but simple 
settlement's a basis for further conversations looking 
to an agreement. On December 7 the Japanese Govern
ment made c. reply announcing its intention to break 
off negotiations, but more than an hour orior to de
livery of that reply it attacked without any Yearning 
American territory in Hawaii.

»3. That Japan did not on or before December 
7, 1941, so far as the Government of the United States 
is aware, have recourse to the good offices or media
tion of any friendly power, or to arbitration of pend
ing cuestions at is'uc with the Government of the United 
States prior to Japan’s making an armed attack
on the United States*

u4. That the Government of Japan did not on • 
or before the time of the attack on Pearl Harbor deliver 
to the Government of the United States any previous or 
explicit warning either in the form of a declaration of

I
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ivar or an ultimatum with a conditional declaration 
of v;ar.

"5. That, except as set forth in Paragraph 
numbered two, Japan made no effort to reach a pacific 
settlement in 1941 of issues on which there were diff
erences between Japan and the United. Sta+ s.

"Given under ny hand the official seal of the 
Department of State this 6th day of April, 1946.

it
J âmes F. Byrnes 

Secretary of .ctate
"Suscribed and sT,orn to before me, a Notary"

and date.

j
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH: If the Court please, at the time j

the event as sworn to by Mr. Byrnes occurred he was !
i

a senator of the United States and occupied no office iI
in the State Department. So, on the general grounds
which I so often said, v/e ask that this witness be j

j
called for cross-examination. i}

THE PRESIDENT: The application is refused. j
I

MR. FIHELLY: Mr. President and Members j
I

of the Tribunal, my colleague, Brigadier Nolan, will j
IJ

carry on at this point. '
THE PRESIDENT: Brigadier Nolan. ;
Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, in view

I
of the refusal to call Honorable James F. Byrnes, 
may we ask that paragraphs 4 and 5 of this affidavit ; 
be stricken out as conclusions and, further, that they ! 
endeavor to decide issues which are before this Tribunal;

THE PRESIDENT: I suppose you are claiming
he is swearing to an issue; a breach of the Geneva

♦
Convention of 1907. The Court will consider the applica
tion. '

BRIGADIER NOLAN: May it please the Tribunal,
item 19 on exhibit 1222 has lost much of it’s importance

I
in viev; of the evidence of Colonel V'ild as to the i
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earlier invasion of Siam at Singora and Patani as a ;
means of getting behind the British defenses on the !

I
Malayan border, and for the purposes of the record ; 
v:e withdraw item 19 from exhibit 1222.

I now call as a witness to prove Item 21, |
TATENO, I'iorio, whose affidavit we will offer to the

I

witness, IPS document No. 2543, ;
- THE PRESIDENT: I understand that Item 19 i

was withdrawn yesterday, ,
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I did withdraw it, ' Milordi !' I

but it did not go over the radio in Japanese and I j

was asked to make another statement to that effect. •

I
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M O R I O  T A T E N Q ,  called as a witness on 

behalf of the prosecution, being first duly 
sworn, testified through Japanese» interpreters 
as follows :

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY BRIGADIER NOLAN:

Q ’"hat is your full name, please?
A My name is TATENO, Morio.
Q And where do you live?
A I live in Tokyo-to Suginami-ku Koenji 

7 Chôme Ç86.
Q And what is your occupation1 in the month of 

December, 1941?
A I was then an announcer of the Tokyo Radio 

Station.
Q I show to you International Prosecution 

document No. 254-3. V’hat is the document v/hich has 
been handed to you by the Marshal of the Court?

A I cannot understand what you mean very well. 
This is my affidavit.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I offer in evidenoe, Milord,

*

International Prosecution document 254-3? being the 
affidavit of TATENO, Morio, sworn to on the 24th day 
of July, 1946.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
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CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2543 will be given exhibit No. 1234.

(V.'hereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's e x h ib it  

No. 1234 and received in evidence.)
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit No.

1234:
"I, TATENO, Morio, do swear on my con

science that the following is true:
"I, TATENO, Morio, was on the night of 

December 7th/8th, 1941, employed as a announcer at 
Radio Tokyo. My hours on duty that night were from 
6:00 p. m. on the 7th to 10:00 a. m. on the 8th of 
December. During the night, the Chief of the Nev/s 
Section, YOKOYAMA, Shigetou, made an inspection of 
all personnel on duty and gave us to bel ieve that 
important news would be given at any moment.

"A few minutes before 7 '00 a. m. on 
December 8, TANAKA, Junnosuke, whose duty it was to 
receive the news by telephone from the Imperial 
Headquarters and prepare the script for broadcast
ing, answered the telephone in my presence. I wit
nessed his listening on the telephone and writing 
something down in his own handwriting. u’ha t he had 
written was handed to me as my script with instructions
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to broadcast it at 7*00 a* m., December 8th.
"I have listened to Document 1633 and have 

seen Document 1657» the first of which is a phono
graph record, the second of which is the official 
log of the news broadcast and from these documents 
have refreshed my memory that the actual time of my 
broadcast was made at 0700 hours, December 8, 194-1, 
on the wave-lergth of world pick-up instead of 6:00 
a. m, as announced in Document 1633« The statement 
in my broadcast that Imperial Headquarters had an
nounced the outbreak of hostilities at 6 o'clock 
that morning is, I believe, untrue and I believe, that 
my broadcast was the first publication of this news. 
The time of 6 a. m, was probably placed on the 
original draft document of which I received a copy 
from Mr. TANAKA via the telephone and was merely 
allowing an hour before the actual broadcast, the 
scriDt of which was sent to Radio Tokyo a few moments 
before it was meant to be broadcast.

"Refreshing my memory bv listening to 
Document 16.33, I believe the following is a fair 
translation in English which language I understand 
sufficiently to read of the script which I read on 
the radio at 0700 on December 8, 1941* I have 
noticed that on the actual record the time of my
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broadcast is given as 6:00 a, m. T ?is, as *1 have 
previously mentioned, Is incorrect and the first 
broadcast of this news was not before 0700 hours*
T -o following is a text in E-.glish of my broadcast* «

" ‘V'c now present you an urgent news* Here’s 
the news. The Army and K-.vy Sections of Ir-oeiial 
Headquarters jointly announced at 6 o’clock tills 
morning, December 8. that the Imperial Army and 
Navy forces ha;e sneered into a state of hostilities 
with the American and British forces in the Western 
Pacific at dawn today. This was the announcement 
mads public by the Army and Navy Sections of the 
Imperial Headquarters.’

"TATENO, Morio (SEAL)
"Sworn and subscribed to before the under

signed by the above named TATENO, Morio at the Radio 
Tokyo, this 24th day of July, 1946,

”/s/ John F. Hummel
Major .J. A. Q. D*"

/
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I offer in evidence IPS document No, 1633, 
a phonograph record of the broadcast which this 
witness made at 0700 hours on December 8th.
. THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No, I633 will be given exhibit No, 1235»

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was narked prosecution's exhibit 
No, 123? find recolvcd.in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: 7/e offer in evidence
OPS document No, 1633-A, a transcription of the word
ing of the last mentioned exhibit which was No, 1235*

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERIC OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. I633-A will be given exhibit No. 1235-A.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1235-A and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: V/e offer in evidence IPS
document No. 1657» being the official log of the 
broadcasting section division, news section of Radio 
Tokyo.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1657 will be given exhibit No. 1235-B»

1
H

-_'r

A

t
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(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1235-B and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: We offer in evidence IPS
document No. 1657-A, being the official log of news 
broadcasts of the morning of December 8, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No,. 1657-A will receive exhibit No, 1235-C.
( 'Whereupon, the document above 

referred to v/as marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1235-C and received in evidence»)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I now read from exhibit

123 5-A: —
THE PRESIDENT: Brigadier Nolan, there may be 

some confusion in the numbering of the documents. We 
are not sure.

BRIGADIER NOUN: Milord.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1633> to wit, a phongraph record v/as given exhibit 
No. 1235» The translation of the record, prosecution’s 
document No. 1633-A was given exhibit No. 1235-A.

THE PRESIDENT: The ’’A" is missing here.
CLERK OF THE COURT: The radio log on the

record of broadcast, being document No. 1657, v/as
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given exhibit No. 1235-B.
THE PRESIDENTï 1235-B, is it not?
CLERK OF THE COURT: Yes, sir.
And the excerpts therefrom, noted as 1657-A, 

was given exhibit No. 123 5-C.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: Reading from exhibit

No. 1235-A: —
THE PRESIDENT : I understand that some of the

Judges have an exhibit No. 1236-B. Some of my brothers 
say they have document No, 1657-B. I want to make 
sure of that.

25
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123 5-A:

break.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: May I proceed?
THE PRESIDENT: You may.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I now read exhibit No.

"1941.
"(1) December 8, 6=00 A. M. News of war out-

"(2) December 8, 11:40 A. M. Attack on 
Hongkong, 11:50 A. M. Landings on Malay,

"(3) December 8, 1:00 P, 1, Air-raid on 
Hawaii and others.

"Recorded by the Japan Broadcasting Associa
tion.

"AK-464
"1 JO-505

»
"(1) December 8, 5*00 P. M. Air-raid in 

the Philipoines Areas.
"(2) December 8, 9*00 P. M. Air-raid on 

aerodromes in the Philippinest
(3) December 8, 9*00 P. M, Advance into 

Thailand (Siam).
"Recorded by the Japan Broadcasting Asso-

25

elation.
"AK-464 
"2 JO-507.
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1 "'Special news will be announced.'
'"Special news will be announced.'
"Announcement by the Army and Navy Sections 

of the Imperial General Headquarters, December 8, 
6:00 A. 1.1.

"The Imperial Army and Navy entered into a 
state of war with the American and British forces in 
the V'estern Pacific before dawn today, the 8th. It 
was so announced this morning by the Army and Navy 
Sections of the Imperial General headquarters.

"Our forces commanded the attack on Hong
kong before daybreak this morning.

"Announcement by the Army and Navy Sections 
of the Imperial General Headquarters today at 11:40 
A. M. As soon as our forces entered a state of war 
before dawn today, the 8th, our forces lost no op
portunity in opening an attack on Hongkong.

"Next:
"Our forces carried ou4 landing operations 

on the Malayan Peninsula.
"Announcement by the Army and Navy Section 

of the Imperial General Headquarters at 11:50 A, M. 
Our forces under close Army-Navy cooperation, carried 
out a surprise landing operation in the Malay Penin
sula area early this morning of the 8th and are now
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steadily expanding our battle achievements.
I

10,

"Announcement by the Navy Section of the 
Imperial General Headquarters:

"1. The Imperial Navy carried out a de
termined air-raid against the U. S. Fleet and air 
forces in the Hawaiian area before dawn today, the 
8th.

"2. The Imperial Navy sank the Britisli 
gunboat, "PETORE" /phonetic/ at Shanghai before day
break today, the 8th. The U. S. gunboat, 'V'AKE,'- also 
surrendered to us at the same time.

"3. The Imperial Navy bombed Singapore 
before daybreak today, the 8th, reaping huge war 
successes.

"4. The Imperial Navy bombed enemy military 
establishments in DAVAO, WAKE and GUAM early this 
morning, the 8th.

"Announcement by the Army Section of the 
Imperial General Headquarters issued at 5*00 P. M.

"Our Army Air Force attacked en masse enemy 
strategic points in the Philippines early this morn
ing of the 8th, inflicting great damages upon them.

"The next is also an announcement made at 
5:00 P. 11.

"The Army Air Force in the South China Area
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also raided enemy air-fields, early this morning of the 
8th, north of Hongkong and strafing at low altitudes 
on this airfield, they set fire to 12 of the 14 planes 
on this field. 'f,e suffered no casualties.

"Our Army and Navy Air Forces reaped 
war successes in the air-raids made in the Philip
pines .

"Announcement by the Army and Navy Sections 
of the Imperial General Headquarters at 9*00 P, M.

"Today, the 8th, the Imperial Army and Navy 
Air Forces in close cooperation raided enemy air 
forces and principal enemy air fields in the Philip
pines and 4 planes at IBA /phonetic/ and 50 to 60 
planes at CLARK FIELD were shot down. Our casualties 
were 2 planes. This is the announcement made at 9*00 
P. M. by the Army and Navy Sections of the Imperial 
General Headquarters.

"Announcement by the Army and Navy Sections 
of the Imperial General headquarters at 9*00 P. M.

"Under close cooperation, the Imperial Army 
and Navy commenced friendly advancement into Thailand 
/Siam/ this afternoon of the 8th. This is an announce
ment made by the Army and Navy Sections of the Im
perial General Headquarters at 9:00 P, M. Regarding 
the passing of Japanese troops through her country,25
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1 Thailand facilitated their passage. This 
at 12:30 P. K., negotiations in regard to 
been concluded between Japan and Thailand 
Imperial Army and Navy commenced friendly 
into Thailand this afternoon.''

afternoon, 
this has 
and the 
advance

25
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I nov; read from exhibit No. 1235-®*
'•Title - Log of Radio News Broadcasts Given 

on Dec. 8 (Japanese Time), Japan Broadcasting System. 
"Book Title - Broadcasting Division News

Section
'■Broadcasted at 6:20 a.m. by Announcer UMINO 
"Foreign 2?
''Des er ihr: 3, 6:20 a.m- broadcast 
'Brcade.r.s'ie- Ur.. LUT.JO„ Annouacer 
"Orders f o r  gi/iei al ;n have been

issued at KONG UeNG
'■TLV? YORK • DOMdl - very urgent. According 

to AP telegram fror. HONG HONG to NL7» YORK, it is said 
that orders for general mobilisation have been issued 
at HONG KONG.

"East. 2
"BANGKOK, DOJrSI —  As the crisis in the FAR 

LAST grows, GREAT BRITAIN, in trying daily to arouse 
anti-Japanese feelings in THAILAND through the media 
of the press and the radio, has become frantic. How-

i
ever, recently, the general public of THAILAND has lost 
faith in her very malicious propaganda. On the con
trary, an anti-British feeling is growing among them.

"That is to say, on the one hand, the BANGKOK j
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I

telegram of thw 30th, by the SAUT’J; news agency, 
threatens THAILAND by reporting that 50,000 Australian 
soldiers have completed preparations for a THAILAND 
invasion, and on the oth~r hand it fabricated false 
news against JAPAN, cuuningly trying to create an anti- 
Japancso atr.osph .re. Howev.r, the results «ere re
versed; important officials in th. THAILAND government 
arc extremely indignant at such malicious propaganda 
by GA -AT BRITAIN Y'hich they considered as being cal
culated to disturb the strict neutrality of the coun
try.

"Again, in th- city of BANGKOK towards the 
end of last month, rumours v/„rc current that thv. Japan
ese v'ere freely using yen notes et restaurants and 
other places. However, in regard to this, a THAILAND 
radio commentator denied the rumor b” saying,

"'Although there is a rumour that the Japan
ese are- using yen not~s, an investigation by govern
ment authorities revealed that this m b s  utterly false.
If yen notes ar. being used, perhaps a certain country 
is probably using nationals mho looh like Japanese in 
order to arouse anti-Japanese feelings.*

"He thus indirectly hinted at the British 
falsa propaganda. Thus, at present, faith in OR jAT 
BRITAIN has suddenly been lost and anti-British feelings

I L
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ore- spreading ever y whore lik- wild-fire, GVIA? BRITAIN, 
being confused by this, is trying every means to oiler 
viatc anti-British feelings, and is extremely watchful 
against the- development of TfTAILAM>'s pro-Japanese 
tendency.

"Political 4
"The second Central Joint Conference of the 

Imperial Rule Assistance Association will fainally meet 
today for a scheduled 5-day period in the great con
ference hall on the fourth floor of the h-sdouarters.

"In view of the extreme urgency of the- present 
I situation in the Southwest Pacific, the present con
ference is £ regular national meeting for preparedness, 
v.'hich endeavors to concentrate the general. will of
100,000,000 people, to unify tin entire nation, and to 
set up a system to overcome national difficulties,

' Furthermore, the hcadouarters of the Assistance Associa- 
j tien, through these speeches are faced v-ith the policy 
of elevating the morale of the people to overcome nat
ional difficulties, together ">ith th? unification of the 
general will of 100,000,000 people. And since the 
government is actively endeavoring to express their be
lief end determinations in regard, to tin over-coming
of national difficulties, and to disseminate the Imper
ial ’.'ill to the people, tin results of this present

i*
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1 Joint Conference is attracting nuch attention.
“Today, on the first dry of the conference, the 

opening ceremony is to be held fron 9ï30 a,n., when 
Prime Minister TOJO will make a formal address as Presi
dent of the Assistance Association. At the general meet
ing which is to be opened at 10, Foreign Minister TOGO 
and Navy Minister SHI LIA DA is scheduled to request that 
they bo allowed to express their rrspective_ opinions in 
order to stir up the people. Next, from 11:20 o.n., 
each representative will make a speech. Today, the dis
cussions will be on the subjects: Part I, the elevation
of the national morale and the establishment of a nation
al belief in the promotion of Asia, and Peitl'I, the est
ablishment of a system for notional mobilization. After 
their conclusion, the conference is scheduled to ad
journ at 5*00 p.n. Now, on the on hand, President TOJO's 
address at the opening ceremony will be relayed from the 
Aissistance Association conference hall at 9*30 a.n. to
gether v;ith the account of the opening ceremony, and the 
speeches of each Minister of State will be recorded and 
broadcast with the NE'”S broadcast. On the other hand,
the speeches of the members at the Join Conference will 
be recorded if doomed fit and broadcast from 8:15 tonight.

“East 4
“PEKING - DO'.IEI -- Colonel ^illiar. ASHERST,
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1 the coma ne'or of the U. S. Marines stationed in 
PEKING, and 119 men "ill finally make s general with
drawal;, Day after tomorrow, the 10th, the first party 
consisting of 40 ren, and on the 12th, th- second party 
consisting of 80, v;ili take special trains leaving from 
CHENMEN Station of Peking for CHINGHUANGTAO. There, 
the party, together with 58 men who had previously 
withdrawn from TIENTSIN, is scheduled to leave for 
MANILA via SHANGHAI.

"F«re'- gn 26
"BERLIN - DOKEI —  The German Headquarters 

yesterday announced os follows:
"The Soviet forces on the outskirts of LENIN

GRAD attempted to break through German positions with 
the co-operation of tanks and fighter planes, but met 
with failure by German counter-attack. German bom
bardment of Leningrad’s vital military installations 
were also continued yesterday.

"German min~-sv?ecpers fought a heroic sea 
battle with the- English mosouito fleet in the English 
channel, sinking one, and seriously damaging another.

I

25
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"Off the const of CYRENAICA a German 
submarine sighted an English convoy, seriously 
damaging one transport ship and one merchantman.

"German airforces executed a night bom
bardment of English airbases on Kalteç night before 
last, and destroyed hangers and barracks.

"In the week of November 29 to December 
5, the Soviet airforces lost 228 pianos, 199 of 
which were lost in air combats.

"The German Headquarters have made such 
an announcement.

"HELSINKI-DCKEI —  The Finnish Head
quarters announced night before last that Finnish 
fcrces fighting in eastern Karelia captured KALMYK,
a strategic ooint on the MURMANSK railway north of 
Lake Onega, and besieged and annihilated Soviet for
ces in that area,

"Special Nev.'s
7î9-0 and 7;]8 a.m. broadcast
Broadcaster - Announcer TATESO
/nnouncc-ncnt by the Army '"nd navy Sections 

of the Imperial General Hcadquart rs, 6:00 r.n.,
Dcccnb-.r 8.

"The Imperial Army and N'vy entered astota 
of war with the armed forces of the U.S.A. •r'nd GREAT
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BRITAIN in the west Pacific before down today, the 

Oth.

"This norning the Imperial General Head
quarters announced to the above effect. Since impor
tant news may follow, we request all listeners not 
to switch off their radios.

"Special news
"7:41 and 8:30 a.n. broadcasts 
Broadcaster - Announcer T/TENO 
"Special News 
"December 8 (I!onday)
7:41 and 8:30 a.n. broadcast 
"As already reported in S d c c I o I  news and 

Regular Nev's broadcasts, the Imperial Army and Navy 
entered a state of war with the armed forces of the 
U.S.A. and Great Britain in the west Pacific before 
dawn today.

"Next, announcement by the Army and Navy 
Sections of the Imperial General Headquarters at 6:00 
a.n. thi s morning :

"The Imperial Army and Navy entered a state 
of war with the armed forces of the U.S.A. and Groat 
Britain in the west Pacific.

"The Army and N'-vy Sections of the Imperial 
General Headquarters made announcements to the above
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effect.
"Since our forces opened hostilities against 

the rrned forces of both America end Great Britain in 
the west Prcific before down this morning, the Govern
ment held en emergency Cabinet meeting et 7 ?un. to- 
dey rt the official residence of the Primo Minister, 
attended by Prime Minister TOJO end all other minist
ers of State excepting Foreign Minister TOGO. In the 
beginning, Navy Minister S1ÎIMADA gave a report of the
process of the battle v/ith the armed forces of the 
U.S. and Great Britrin and based on this report, the 
Government decided on the policy to be adopted. The 
meeting was adjourned at 7*20.

"December 8 (Monday)
"Foreign 6
"Next, news gathered up to now will be 

assembled and announced.
"WASHINGTON - Domoi —  Ambassadors N0ÎÎURA 

and KURUSU visited the State Dcoartnent at 2:20 p.m. 
of the 7th or 4:20 a.m. of the 8th, Japanese tine, 
and handed Japan’s reply to Secretary .of State HULL.

"At 7:30 this morning, Foreign Minister TOGO 
summoned American Ambassador GREV' to his official 
residence, and handed him the sane formal reply of 
Japan as was handed to Secretory of State HULL in
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WASHINGTON. Thon, rt 7:45 a.n. he summoned British 
Ambassador CRAIGIE and explained to hin the substance 
of this reply,

"December 8 (Honday)
"Foreign 3
"According to o Washington dispatch by Donei, 

Secretary of State HULL told Ambassadors NOIIURA and 
KURIJSU who visited the St"to Department on the 7th, j 
JAPAN’S reply to ny note is unsatisfactory, J

"December 8 (Horn’ *y)
"Foreign 4 J

i

■ W  YORK - Donoi —  / ccordlng to an U.P, 
telegram that reached NEV'YORK from. PANAMA, the PANAMA,

y
Government has issued an order for the arrest of all 
Japanese residents in PANAMA.

"December 8 (Monday)
"Foreign 1 !
"President ROOSEVELT has ordered the U.S, |

i
Army and Navy into action, |

V asHINGTOK - Donci - very urgent —  PresidentJ
ROOSEVELT ordered the U.S. Army and Navy to immediately! 
execute the already prepared order for action. J

"December 8 (Monday ) j
"Foreign 2 !
"’"ASHINGTON - De ri - very urgent. -- Setting
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10 
i 1
12
13

14

15

the date ns of the 8th, U. P. Secretory of v?ar STIMSON 
announced, in the afternoon of the 7th, that he had 
issued on order for general mobilization to the entire 
U. S. Army.

"December 8 (Monday)
"Foreign 5
"President ROOSEVELT summoned an emergency 

Cabinet meeting.
"WASHINGTON - Donoi —  President ROOSEVELT 

summoned an emergency Cabinet meeting at 8î?0 p.n. 
of the 7th.

"After the closing of the Cabinet meeting, 
President Roosevelt is expected to confer with Cong
ressional leaders of the Democratic and the Republican 
parties.

16
17

18 
19

"Docenbcr 8 (nonday)
"Foreign 27.
"An Order for General Mobilization has been 

issued in HONG KONG.
20
21
22
25 

24 i

25

"NEV’YORK - Dor.ci, —  very urgent, 
"According to an AP telegram fron HONGKONG 

which reached NEW York, an order for general mobili
zation has been issued in HONGKONG,"

IIj
i

»i
!
i
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I win omit the reading of the usual 
certificate.

That is all I have to ask the witness,
Mr. President.

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. KIYOSE.
CROSS-EXAMINATION 

BY DR. KIYCSE (Continued):
Q I ask the witness concerning the announce

rs °nt of the news. Does announcement of nev/s means 
it was announced bv the Army and Navy Section of 
the Imperial General Headquarters?

A The time at which the news is announced 
either at or by the Imper* il Headquarters is to be 
taken as the time of announcement of the Imperial 
news.

THE INTERPRETER*. Correction to previous 
question: I am asking you concerning the time of
the announcement. 7as not the time of the announce
ment the time which was announced by Army and Navy 
Section of Imperial General Headquarters?

Q I believe that it reouiros some time to take 
the announcement to the broadcasting station after 
the Imperial General Headquarters announced it, is 
that so?
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A Yes.
Q Then I be lieve that If vcu received the news 

at seven, seven ' »ould not be the time when the news 
v/as announced, ii that correct?

A It was customary to indicate time of release, 
time of the news with respect to the news released 
by either Army or the Navy.

Q I cannot u.iderstand. Your answer is not very 
clear. *”hat I* am questioning you is this: The time

I

that you received the announcement, the press release 
is not actually tl e time the press release was made, 
and the time when the press release is actually made 
is the time when Innerial General Headquarters 
gathered members of the press and read the announce
ment to then, is tint not so?

A It is so in ordinary cases, but, as I told 
you before, it sometimes so happens that time of 
announcement *s indicated beforehand by the Army 
or the Navy.

THE MONITOR: ’Then it concerns the Army news,
the time the news is said to be announced by the 
Army is —  we are told by the Army what time to say 
the ormy released such and such a news.

Q That v/as also a question on which I intended 
to ask you, but I shall pass to another question,
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which is this: Since you received the announcement
at seven o'clock, and since It takes some time to 
receive an announcement at the broadcasting station 
after such announcement is actually rade, does it 
not follow that the announcement was not made at 
seven o’clock?

THE I'ONITCR: Slight correction: ".’hen you
receive the news from the Army General Headquarters, 
the time that veu received may be seven o'clock, 
but the fact that a slight lapse of time takes 
place after you receive it and when it is announced, 
is it not true that seven o’clock in that cose 
cannot be considered the release time?

A It requires only a few minutes for the 
news iter, to reach us from Imperial Headquarters. 
Therefore, in ordinary cases, we would have announced 
it as a news item released at six o'clock -- seven 
o'clock. However, in this particular case, it was 
indicated specifically that this news item tvas to be

*

released to be r°ad to have bpen released at six 
o'clock instead of seven.

I may be- repeating myself, but since in your 
affidavit you sav that you received orders to broad
cast this at seven o'clock, it must follow that you 
received the announcement itself before seven, even
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if it was only a few minutes before?
A As it is stated in my affidavit, I received 

the telegram call —  rather wo rect ved a telephone 
call from the Imperial Headquarters several minutes 
before seven. We received a telephone call at 
the Press Section —  from the Press Section of 
Imperial Headquarters several minutes before seven.

Q Then when you sav that it is true that the 
announcement was broadcast at seven o'clock, but 
that the rest is incorrect, that is also somewhat —  
that is not a correct statement, is that not so?

THE PRESIDENT: In view of* the fact that
the actual attack on Pearl Harbor took place 
hours before, we fail to see the real significance 
of this cross-examination.

DR. KIYOSE: Mr. President, I am questioning
him on this because I believe that wc Japanese heard 
the announcement somewhat earlier than seven, and I 
do not believe that the Army would deliberately tell 
a lie. However, I shall pass to my next question.

THE PRESIDENT: 'That is the difference between
six and seven for this purpose?

DR. KIYOSE: It would appear this witness'
testimony would give the impression that when he 
made his announcement at seven, he was told to tell
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the- vcrld that the announcement was actually made 
at six o’clock; that ’s to say, as If thr Army 
had deliberately Instructed hi”" to tell a lie, 
and I ballcvo that for tho Army, this is an impor
tant matter.

THE PRESIDENT: ’.A-11, it is nearly four
o ’clock. "<re will adjourn no v; until half-past nine 
on Monday norninp.

(■'.’h-arruron, at 1557, an adjournment 
v/as taken until Monday, 10 Novr-inb''r 19^6, at 
0930.)
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IllTE-IiATI >î«AT MI I, IT A?. Y T? m *v;. -
FOR tee far

Court Moure- of th
I? ■ ( rr
Tribunal

Oil ni rtry Puildinet 
Tokyo, Ja ran

'ho Tribunal rut, pursuant to n 3 inurnment,
at 093r'.

Apr'-arancos:
For the Triburnl , care as bo Toro with the 

exception of the HORORAF! F R. R. PAI, Monter from 
India, not sitting.

For the Frosccution Suction, so ire as before, 
For th' Defense Section, same; as before.

(English to Jup'-r.cs' and Japanese- 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Secticr., IIT'FE. )
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LALSHAL OF TiiE COUhT: The International
Lilitary Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE Ph^SiDEFT; /ill the accused are present 
excopt OKAv.'a and SHIGEldITSU, who are represented by 
their respective counsel, he have a certificate fron 
the Prison Surgeon at Sugamo that the accused 
ShlGELlTSU is unable to attend the trial today on 
account of illness. The certificate will be recorded |
and filed. j

1
Lajor Furness. j
Lit. Fü'IuiESS: If the Tribunal please, I would

like to request a correction in open court of the 
record, vrhicn appears on page 10,559* In answer to 
a reauest from the President of the Tribunal as to

!whether i.r. Grev/'s credibility would be in question j
Îon cross-examination it is reported on line 4 of tnat ! 

pa e that i stated,"I am sure that his credibility will j 
be in question." -hat i said was, "I am net sure that j 

his credibility will be in question." I therefore I
request that this change be made in the official re
cord. I am sure that the Court did net misunderstand 
me, from the later questions 1 asked, but since tho 
error appeared in the public press j. would like to
have it corrected for this record.

THE PiiESl̂ E;T: Several members of the
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Tribunal, including myself, that that you, La,ior Fur
ness, said you wore not certain, i’he correction will 
be made.

Lajor Moore.
LnLGUAGE AhBITEK (Major Moor«): hr. President,

if the Tribunal please, 1 would like to offer sor.e 
language corrections.

deferring to exhibit 1065, record page 
9,875, line 15, after "our conclusion" jnsert "to 
endeavor to realize this. (period) That we," and 
so forth. Line 16, substitute "make careful study in 
order to" 'or "bend every effort." Line 18, sub
stitute "not interfere with" for "we ought to en
deavor to realize."

Exhibit IO89, record page 9,998. Prosecu
tion translation is accepted.

..xhibit 1090, record page 10,000, line 5, 
substitute "talk of responsibility was not the point" 
for "it was still" to the end of tie sentence.

Exhibit 1093, record page 10,021, line 8, 
insert "a little past four o'clock" before "Foreign 
Linis ter." Line 20, insert "it seems to me there 
has been a difference." Line 21, delete "foreign." 
Line 23, substitute "problem" for "war." Lino 25, 
after "country" delete "it. was desirable" arid ..
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insert "as cite ’’creign Minister at. *oday ' s visit may 
present his views on measures to be taken to cepe 
v/i th the situation I havu asked, though audacious on 
my part."

Pawe 10,022, line 2, delete fror; "or not" 
to er.d of sentence and substitute "ar.d if not, his
l..ajesty should talk to the Foreign 1 .inister so as zo 

.impress him. td tie fact that his desire is to lo ve 
matters handled through he Premier. '•’his mats er is 
very important and there must be careful consultation 
with the Premier." Lin« Ç-, substitute "quite v/ori-.ied" 
for "please to ocint cut." Line 15, delete complete 
sentence beginning "Lis i.ajesty."

Page 10,025, line 2, substituts "this day" for 
"yesterday."

Lx) ibis 1094, record page 10,024. prosecu
tion translatif n is accepted.

exhibit 1095. record ware 10,037, line 9, 
delete erman . oviet war" through "calm and
prudent" ana substitute ". er mart oevi-'•t ' ar," (comma)
the ca In and prudent attitude of the Lvantung ,.rr::y."
Line 12- "dmbassadors" t(. the er.d of the sentence to
read 11 v^'rm-ssaoers in this country to their hone
countries r-yarding the er mar Soviet '.7a r. "

The Japanese stenciled co x/ in thi s case
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should read "h0;..P0" and not "SLJï>A. "
hxliib.it 1112, record page 10,156, line 10, 

delete "understanding reached fc'tveon France and 
Janar." ?uid substitute "abo^e."

exhibit 1115, record page 10..162, lino 5, 
tefoi e "1 JiTSüLAIiui" insert "thief Secretary."

lege 10,163, line 
sert "about .11;30 o'clock, 
"on rae," after "at hryarna" 
K.-eper of the Privv Seal."

13, after "by hir.self" in- 
'■ Line 14 and 15, delete 
insert "..th the Lord

sert "h
Pabre 10,164, lino 20, after 
e ccns:Lo.-:i ed this would heave

"Govornrwnt" in- 
a bad offact."

i

i

!

! •> 
i 7 
'S 
in
7t>

21
24
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Exhibit 1Ü16, record -are ]f'l6 5* line 11, 
oelete "rs;" lire 12, after "Ministry" insert "(reriod) 
In regard to the selection of r r render f the next 
Cabinet ;" line 17, î etv/een "and" and "ask their opin'on. 
insert "the Lord feerer of the Privy Seal -rill." 
line 16, substitute "is" for "v;rs;11 delete "for the 
post" to the end of the sentence.

Ixhibit 1127? re-cord '•'are 1C, 136 line 12, 
delete "(period)" insert "or*" line 11 and 17, delate 
"v.v. verre" to "friendshir" and substitute "thrrc ; re 
several m-‘ ms to be tried regarding the -3 at-’ or shii • " 
line 16, after "deliberate" insert "ratiertly- " lir.e 17 
substitute "’-rye" for "demrnd."

Ixh'rit 1229, record "are 1r ,Ie6î line 23, 
delete "v'ould be" to "v;. y of" and substitute "ma •f lev d 
to rolit.ical differences and cause anxiety in;" lino 
2p, i sert "1 said" before "If +b.e V ’-are l" ,197 
line 1, delete "decisive%" line 2, after "out of oil" 
insert "our oil rn hand v/ill not last tva- years at the 
longest;" line 7? substitute "a 4-horouc*h discussion" 
for"an uncerstandinrline 7? substitute "held" for 
"seourtd;" lir.e 9? delete "for the C-overnrcent;" line 10 
delete "en bloc."

Exhibit II30? record ’T.*e 10,199: line 9,
substitute "thorough conferences" for "*■ rre.etinr*,"
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line 12, substitute "it is very difficult" for "we are 
not strong enough." Fore i:.2CC-, line 3, substitute 
"only" for "chief," substitute "in cur neighborhood 
without" for "after vre were cut off from our;" lino 1?, 
delete "against Ja^an;" before "The long distance" 
insert "If so,in s^ite of our access to oil;" line 14, 
after "LCer&ce of" ir sert US and T-ritish;" line 17, 
substitute "on this roint" for "about oil sullies;" 
line 19, after "our defec t" insert "because of short.'re 

io : cf oil;" line 21, delete from "to exercise" to end of

•I

5
6
7
8
,!

i 1 sentence ano su
12 Ci 0 we did 4 VN. 4- V-

* *
rx f*  C. J t*. r the S i no

a xh ib i
15 i after "General
16 1 

i to consult with
17 ! 1 j xh ib i
I«,

I
19 :

I20 I
1I

n I 
?•>

opinion" delete tc end of se".tence rnd substitute
it t

25

Z-l

(period" Then he should state his own or inion before
the Tar, Levy and Toreian
cooperation ;" line 11, a.inr 11, after "tel!'’ ir sert "fully." 

Hy attention h* ? been called to r mistake 
I made in reading, if the Tribunal r lease . Ir.

Ixhibit 1134, record ^?ge 10,2 ■?: line. 1, j
neral Staf*"" insert "(comma) and had ’remised II1
t wi th the Lord Keere ̂ cf the " rivy V-l." j

I

jxhibit 1143, record ’-age 19-213; line 5, 
after " . avy held" substitute "There is here and desires !

i

further diploma tic efforts;" line 12, after "resolute j
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chibit -1129} record rr.̂ c 10196;, line 2.3 , it shot:Id---
&<£ "r oliticF.l difficulties."

T h r t  is ’‘■11.
T:-J PRi SIDEIT; Host, if not £.11, of * hose 

corrections ore necessary but they hove tebon r. rly 
hr. If an hour to mr.be. Two joints rrise: ".hitler
turns loti'■ns from i.iarquis î IDO ' s firry should not le 
revised before be'!nr tendered, end whether r simultaneous 
trr r.sla.tion of vhrt you are say’rn* shuld r.ot be rut 
over the- IB.'." where the alter*'., t.i on s « rc lerrthv,

LAilGi’AGI ARBITER (,>jor ".ooze) . As tc the 
second point, sir, it should hrve b-eer. dor.c- ’ d I : :> 

sorry it was not done. The facilities 'ere- *u-t at band 
r t tire time. The efarise : r s cal l hr- for the corrections

i
Iand we tb.ou.~ht th~t we should "resert then th's worn"nr. ■

15 rr, *y. " • r • ry .1 ri;. ! . i . 1 1 i . n ell, transi* tiers into hrr is
16 fro:,, ha rqu: s FIDO's diary should be revised by our
17 Lansuaee Section.
1*S Lüh GI'AGI i .R l  I "I ?* ( a. jor iiocre) ; I trewra •>

19 sir, that me':ns what has net beer, corrected uv to +’ is
20 tiare.

21 •T~r a*3* C I'TV- w-j. . » i_ . . i .  .» J •,.y transi f t. ions by the sawe
O') *“  1 ! person if the defense ir.sist. The suggestions I m<*be
23 ■

1 all :  re in the interest of s'vir.r time.
2-i ’

L id  ’ GO A C-: i * RT: I T  : R 'Llît.icr Liocre): ;.iay I m; i-e
25 ,

!
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T H E  F R E S H E N !  : D r .  L I Y 0 3 E .

L R .  K I Y 0 3 S :  C o n t i n u i n g  c r o s s - o - x a r r . i u a t i o n

l e f t  o f f  a t  t h e  l a s t  s e s s i o n ,  I  w i s h  t o  a s k  

•: r a i n i n g  q u e s t i o n s  i n  o r d e r  t o  t e s t  t h e  a c c u 

r a c y  o f  t h i s  w i t n e s s  ' t e s t i m o n y .

T  A T  E  N 0 ,  c a l l e d  a s  a w i t n e s s  on

a s  f o l l o w s :

cross-exmiinatio::
Y C 3 E  ( C o n t i n u i n g ) :

I n  t h e  l a s t  p a r a g r a p h  o f  .your a f f i d a v i t  y o u  

I  b e l i e v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  a f a i r  t r a n s l a t i o n  

s h .  . . o f  t h e  s c r i p t  w h i c h  I  r e ' d , "  e t c . ,  ct<  

L i d  y o u  c o r n e r a  t h e  E n g l i s h  t e x t  w i t h  t h e

I n  t h e  J a p a n e s e  t e x t  t h e  w o r c s ,  t h e  p h r a s e ,

n o t i c e d  t h a t  p o i n t  a t  t h e  t i r e  I  c h e c k e d

n t h e  J a p a n e s e t e x t  t h e  a n n o u n c e m e n t  i s
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said to have been released by the orr.y one navy units 
of the Imperial General Headquarters. Is that not a 
mistake?

A I believe it was in Japanese, Havy and Irny 
Section of the Imperial Headquarters.

*' In actuality tho Japanese text carries the 
word "unit." You have overlooked it.

DR. EIY03H; Tnat is all.
UR. LOGAK: Ho further cross-examinât ion.
THE PRESIDENT ; Brigadier Nolan.
BRIGADIER KCLAH: l.'ny the witness bo excused,

hr. President, on the usual t.rr.s?
THE PRESIDENT ; He may be released on tho 

usual terms.
('./her.upon, tho -ntnoss was excused.)

BRIG"L 1ER HOLA/R If it olons the Tribunal, 
v/o now offer in evidence IP 3 decur.or.t I'o. 2175, un 
afficavit by Sir Robert Craigie, then British /r.bas- 
sn.cor to Tokyo, In order to prove iter 23 of the tir.e 
chart, exhibit 1222.

THE PRESIDENT : Aor itted on the usuel terms.
CIRRI' 0? THE COURT ; Prosecution's docmaoftt 

He. 2175 will receive exhibit Do. 1236.
(Her„upon, tho document abcv„ 

referred to was rarkod pros.-cution’s exhibit
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:;0. 1236, and was rocoivoc in evidence.)

ir.R i'OLAi!: I r^nd fron exhibit 1236:
»I, rOSEP.T LFSLIE CRAÎGIE, P.C.R.O. , form- i

erlv His Eritannic ia.iesty's Ambassador to Japan, !‘ j
nnke oath and say as follovfs:

"(1) I was British Ambassador to Japan 
from 3rd September, 1°37 to 8th December 1941.

"(2) At C741} hours on 8th December, 1°4] , 
at which time I had received no intimation whatever 
of anv state of war or of any attack having been made

i

on any British or United States forces or possessions,
I received a telephone message requester-? me to call 
or. Foreign Hinister TOGO at his official residence at 
OoCC lours which I dia. He informed me that the 
Japanese Government had decided to break off neroti- 
ations with the Uni ted States Government and handed 
me a cop” of the memorandum which is reproduced on 
pa -es 7o7/7?2 of 'papers relating to the foreign Fe
intions of the United States and Japan 1931/10,*1' ;
volume 11, headed. ' Hemorar.dutn handed by tie Japanese 
Ambassador NOMURA to the Secretary of State at 2:20 
p.m. 7th December, 19411, another cop:' o ’ which, he ] 
said, had ■>ust been carded, to my American colleague, |I
Hastily p*rusinr it I discovered there was not a ;
word ir. it about wav’." !

I

!
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" ( 3 )  H a v i n g  e x p r e s s e d  t h e  r e g r e t  and  d i s 

a p p r o v a l  w i t h  w h i c h  I  h ad  l e a r n t  t h a t  t h e  J a p a n e s e  

G o v e r n m e n t  h a d  t a k e n  s o  s e r i o u s  a  s t e p  a s  t o  b r e a k  o f f  

t h e  " W a s h in g to n  d i s c u s s i o n s ,  I  q u e s t i o n e d  t h e  F o r e i g n  

M i n i s t e r  a b o u t  r e p o r t s  w h i c h  h ad  b e e n  b r o a d c a s t  on 

t h e  B r i t i s h  w i r e l e s s  l a t e  t h e  p r e v i o u s  e v e n i n g  t h a t  

J a p a n e s e  w a r s h i p s  and  t r a n s p o r t s  w e re  p r o c e e d i n g  w e s t 

w a r d s  a c r o s s  t h e  G u l f  o f  3 : 'am, a d d i n ?  t h a t  t h e  r e 

p o r t ,  i f  t r u e ,  c o u l d  n o t  b u t  c a ^ r y  t h e  m o s t  s e r i o u s  

i m p l i c a t i o n s .  H i s  r e p l y  w as t h a t  r e p o r t s  h ad  r e a c h e d  

h im  o f  l a r g e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  o f  B r i t i s h  and I n d i a n  

t r o o p s  on t h e  f r o n t i e r  o f  S i a m ,  d i s p o s e d  f o r  p u r 

p o s e s  o f  a t t a c k ,  a n d  t h a t  J a p a n e s e  w a r s h i p s  h ad  a c 

c o r d i n g l y  b e e n  o r d e r e d  t o  p a t r o l  o f f  t h e  c o a s t  o f  

I n d o - C h i n a .  I  r e m in d e d  t h e  M i n i s t e r  o f  a  s t a t e m e n t  

I  h ad  made t o  h im  o n  t h e  5 t h  D e c e m b e r  t o  t h e  g e n e r a l  

e f f e c t  t h a t  t h e r e  w as n o  q u e s t i o n  w h a t e v e r  o f  a n y  

a t t a c k  b e i n g  made b y  B r i t i s h  t r o o p s  a g a i n s t  S i a m e s e  

t e r r i t o r y  s o  l o n g  a s  S i a m ' s  i n d e p e n d e n c e  w a s  r e s p e c t e d  

b y  J a p a n .  TOGO a n s w e r e d , a s  he h ad  d o n e  on  t h e  5 t h  

i n s t a n t ,  t h a t  he  had a s k e d  u r g e n t l y  f o r  a r e p o r t  f r o m  

t h e  J a p a n e s e  A m b a s s a d o r  i n  B a n g k o k  a s  t o  t h e  f a c t s  

a b o u t  t h e s e  r u m o u r e d  t r o o p  m o v e m e n ts  and t h a t  he was  

n o t  r e a l l y  i n  a  p o s i t i o n  t o  d i s c u s s  t h i s  m a t t e r  u n t i l  

t h a t  r e p o r t  h ad  b e e n  r e c e i v e d .  I i n s i s t e d  t h a t ,  a s
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1 a J a p a n e s e  c o n v e y  was a l r e a d y  on i t s  w a y ,  t h e  m a t t e r

O4. h ad  b ecom e o n e  o f  t h e  u t m o s t  u r g e n c y ;  a n d  I  r e q u e s t -

•>y f-d t h a t  o r d e r s  s h o u l d  b e  s e n t  i m m e d i a t e l y  t o  e n s u r e

A t h a t  n o  i n i t i a t i v e  w as t a k e n  b y  t h e  J a p a n e s e  f o r c e s

j> c n  th e  s p o t  u n t i l  we h ad  t i m e  t o  d i s c u s s  t h e  m a t t e r

6 f u r  t i e r , a d d i n g  t h a t  I  w e i r d  a n s w e r  f o r  i t  t h a t  n o

7 i n i t i a t i v e  w o u ld  be t a k e n  b y  t h e  B r i t i s h  f o r c e s .  I t

w a s ,  I  s a i d ,  e s s e n t i a l  a t  t h i s  c r i t i c a l  j u n c t u r e  t h a t

9 t h e  move m ent o f  J a p a n c - s e  f o r c e s  i n  t h e  a r e a  s h o u l d  be

10 f u l l y  c o n t r o l l e d  f r o m  T o k y o .  T h e  M i n i s t e r  r e p l i e d

11 t h a t  n a t u r a l 1 ;/ J a p a n e s e  t r o o p  m o v e m e n ts  w o u ld  be s o
12

c o n t r o l l e d .  As I  was l e a v i n g ,  TOGO o b s e r v e d  t h a t  I
13 w o u ld  know how h a r d  ho had w o r k e d  t o  p r e v e n t  a b r e a k »
l-i

down o f  t h e  W a s h i n g t o n  c o n v e r s a t i o n s  a n d  s e c u r e  a n
15

a m i c a b l e  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o b l e m  w h i c h  f a c e d  a l l  t h r e e
16

P o w e r s  i n  E a s t e r n  A s i a .  He e x p r e s s e d  warm a p p r é c i a -
U  17 t i o n  c f  my own e f f o r t s  on b e h a l f  o f  A n p l o - J a p a n e s e  r e -

is
l a t i o r . s  and  r e - f r e t t e d  t h a t  t h i r e s  s h o u l d  now h a v e

19
com e t o  s u c h  a p a s s .  N o t  a w o rd  w as s a i d  a b o u t  w a r

20
h a v i n g  b r o k e n  c u t  o r  a n y  a t t a c k s  h a v i n g  a l r e a d y  b e e n

21
made c n  a n y  B r i t i s h  p o s s e s s i o n s  o r  s h i p s .

22 j

23

2i

" ( 4 )  Cn my r e t u r n  t o  t h e  E m b a s s y  a t  a b o u t  

C83C h o u r s  I  was i n f o r m e d  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e  t h a t  t h e

!

~  1
J a p a n e s e  w i r e l e s s  r a d  a r . r o u n c . d  a t  a b o u t  C80C h o u r s  

t h a t  w a r - l i k e  o p e r a t i o n s  a g a i n s t .  B r i t a i n  and t h e
I
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[~
■ j United States had commenced. Af^er visiting the
? II

5

6
7

United States Embassy I found on my return to the 
British Embassy an official of the Japanese Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs who had arrived at about 113° hours. 
He delivered a communication from the Foreign Minister 
notifying me that, as from the 8th December, a state 
of war existed between Great Britain and Japan.

8 i
ItI

io 1
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u

n I
i
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11 î

i

i s  j

.9 II
20
21

"Sworn bv the said Robert Leslie )
)Craigie at Wi’cficld in the )
)County of Sussex this twenty )\

first day of May, One thousand )
>

nine hundred and forty six. )

tm t*1« iJm Crairic 
(sirred)"

"Eefore me
"H. Basil Harrison ( signed) 
A Commisicner for Oaths."

M •
-J ■
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Ti:3 PRESIDENT- i:r. Srith.
MR. 31 ITH: If •»■our Honor please, the defense

requests tir-t ferner Ambassador Crnigie bo colled 
for purposes of cros^-oxor.inotion.

THE PRESIDENT: Lo you contest bis affidavit?

!»III
i

7 ' 
«

8

9 ! 
io i
1 i 
12

I

14 i

15
16 '

I

17 i
t

18 !!
iy ,

I20 ! 
21 
22
23

24

25

You v.'ill be confined to it if ho is colled b y the 
orosocution.

Î/.R. 3: ITH: "Iq do contest the affidavit in so !
fnr as the picture- is painted of absolute innocence
that a v\ar was ir.ininont or vns about to take place*, \I
and the defenso cannot agree v;ith the narrov view the 1 
Court takes of t. o scope of cross-oxari.-rtion in tho
cos~. I

TH3 PRESIDENT: It purports to bo a bare stnte-j
r.nit of facts. There is no suggestion of an opinion I
anywhere. •

MR. SMITH: Y^ur Honor, it is not so nuch i
i

what these witnesses snv in the afficavits; it is what (
they fail to sn y,

THE PRESIDENT: In thos : circumstances the
defense hac better consider in calling hire.

ITl, oi.ITii: '.‘ith all deference, your Honor,
v/o think v;e have the right to cross-exnrination, 
o-hich has been a coErr-n, ore innry right ever since the 
days of Hing John and the ..agnn Carta in 1215.
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9
10 
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12
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14 
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THIS PRESIDENT : M'T' v s in proper coses,
Hr. Smith.

HR. SHITS: ’/oil, vour Honor, I do not
•.vont to prolong a discussion. It ho.s b on snic that 
ti.is trial is—

T.iE PRESIDENT; The Tribunal is against 
you, Hr. Smith. Ycur opplic- tion is dismissac- •

3RIG* LIER HOLAU : 13 n^v eff-r in ŝ ic ar.ee
IF 1 document Ho. 2530, an affidavit by Petty Officer 
Senders to r.rov.o iter. 24 of t..a time chart, exhibit 1222 

THE PRESIDENT ; Admitted cn til-; usual terms. 
CLERH OH T.iE COURT: Prosecution’s cocur.ont

No. 2530 ’sill reçoive exhibit No. 1237.
(V7hu rouir-n, the c ocument above 

referred to wos narked prosecution’s nohibit 
No. 1237, one r:c..ivod in evidence.)

BRIGnDIER SO LAM : Exhibit 1237 rones as
follows :
City of Toxvo, )N;Japan. )

"PHILIP ERIE SANDERS, Chief Boat sv.-nin ’ s Hate 
of the T*r.itcd States Mavv, no*” attached to the Inter
national Frosrentirn Section of S.C.h,P., being first 
srern recording te ]a>~»} denoses mei sa”s:

"I am a- Chief Boa ts’ralr ’ s Hate , United States
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Nrvy, and was so employed on December 8, 1941, when I 
was detailed rs Commending Officer of U.S.S. Y.P. 16 
rt Guam.

"Just before 0800 hours, Guom time, J re
ceived informotion by redio of the Japanese attack on j 
P^rrl Harbor, and rt precisely 0800 hours I reported 
to the Perch Hester for orders.

"At about 0802 hours 0 formation of eight 
Japanese war clones came through the clouds and levelled; 
of" as for a bombing run. The first bombs dropped ot | 
approximately 0805 hours in the vicinitv of the Cable 
Station and Pan-American compound. Several men we re 
wounded by shrapnel and machine gun fire.

"Subscribed and sworn to before me,
. Ithis 9th day of August, 1946. !

"HARRT AN DORSEY, j
I

"CAPTAIN, JAGD." !
Signed "PHILIP E. SANDERS \

"C.F.H. U.S.N." j

I
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’Vo no;? of for in oviconco IPS oocum«nt
2

3

4

5
I

6
I

7 »

No. 1530, tho iffichvit of Major General Christopher 
IJaltby, to prove item 25 of the 11nô  chert, exhibit 1222 

THE PRESIDENT : Acir.ittod on tho usuel terns.
CLERK OF THU COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 1530 will receive exhibit No. 1238.
(Whereupon, the coeur.ont above

8

12 
13 i 

I f  j

15 I
16
17

18

19 ,

20 1
i

21 i

22 
23

25 I

referred to vis parked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1238, a no was roedvee in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN : I rood from exhibit 1238:
"I, Major General Christopher ''ich?cl HAl^BV, 

T'.C. of Grcenacrc, '"horcditch Taunton, in the County 
of Somerset, make oath and sav as follows:

"1. In December 1941 I was the General Offi
cer Core’.end in <r British troeos in China, and was sta
tioned at HONGKONG.

"2. i.t abort 0-145 ho”rs on the pth December 
1941 In"diligence sources reported herring on a TOKYO 
broadcast code instructions to t.hcir nationals that 
war with Great Britain and the United States vias im
minent at any moment.

"3. By about 0^45 hours the garrison had br en 
informed that the British Emnire and Jrnan were at war.

»»4 . Command Headquarters moved into under
ground battle Headquarters.”
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"5. At C800 hours Jrnrn^c aircraft dive 
attacked the KAI TAK airfield cowing down to 60 foot 
an"1 shc-wi ng first class standard. j

"6. This attrek destroyed or damaged the |
ôl lov"'ne grounded aircraft:

"B. A. F. 3 destroyed
1 saric^slv damaged 
1 slightl'r damaged

"CIVIL Cli^'^r and 7 others j
(D.C. ?3‘s) Condors and others.

"7. SHAkSHUI°0 barr-cks were also attacked 
and bombed from, the air. But few casualties wore. |
caused through the riaximum dcDloywcnt.

»P. The a-voroximatc casualties suffered 
during the att'ck on HCi’OKOLG were:

i

"Killed or died of wounds. British Officers 74 j
British Other Ranks 5Q5 
Indian Other Ranks 376 

Total 1045

Signed "C.k. ücltby, kajer Gen 
late G.O.C. Br. Trooos 
in China."
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2 . "-c W0R F  b y  t h e  obovr. s r i d  C h r i s t o p h e r  " i c h n c l  - I c i t b y  

3 ! T r u n t o n  i n  t l  r  C o u n t y  o f  S o m e r s e t  t h i s  l ^ t h  d e y  

4 1 o f  J u l y  1 0 4 6 .

5 "BFFC-F, '!E
6 " F .  V / o r n c r s l o y  C l r r k o

7 ! "/> C o m m i s s i o n e r  f o r  O r t h s . "

8 * 
9

1«
11
12
13
!1-i

13
16

17

18
19
20 
21 !
22

2 3 1

24

25
I
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Finally.. with rv'.gr.rd to tno time chart, 
exhibit 1222, wo offer in evidence IPS document 
ITo. 1632- r-9C fro:-'. 1'IDO’s Diary. The Inst potion 
of it proves iter 26. The enrlier ports have not 
b.-.n s oar''tel" ont or^c on tho tine chart.

T.!G PEEGIDGRT ; Admitted on the usual terms.
CLE-iK 0? T?iCOURT; Prosecution's docur.ent 

ho. l632-V’-90 '-’ill reçoive exhibit Ua. 1239.
("'ĥ r „upon, thw c ocur:. t above 

r.f.jrr^d to vns narked prosocuti on*s exhibit 
No. 1239, and was r:c..ivoc in eviceacu.)

BRIGADIER KOLAD: I read from exhibit 1239:
"Extract from Entry fror. harquis KIDO's 

Diary, S Leceir.ber 1941
"At 12.40 a.rr. Foreign Minister TOGO 

telephoned me to consult about the treatment of the 
personal teleeram from President Roosevelt to the 
Emperor, which had been brought by Ambassador Grew.
I advised him to consult the Premier as regards its 
diplomatic effect and procedure. I said ti at as 
for a visit to the Throne, there would be no need of 
hesitation to make one for the Ehrperor would not mind 
granting an audience even at midnight.

"I v,ns informed that Foreign Minister TOGO 
hdi nroceeded to the palace, so I want to the office

25
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1 P i O -i r-c < ■ -l./ ci 1. , t o s e e h i i r .

2
AV as?u> -x s"< o p e ,  : sa'/i th e

3 !11
-♦V. 1e-re - 1 t h o u g ! t  i t was

4 1. t i i s  e c r r.-< r y  nov t h a t  v.’e

5
1

f <i h . C , 1\ •> a n d  F nr: l a n d .

6 !
1 s v o r i d I  O . o.seo rvy

7 i o f -VT M2,7y  o l -  nr-s r. a k i n
8

at. t h a t n 0 ,
9

1 : /:v / ' 0  a « i r .. I
10
11
12 
13 
11 
13 i 
16 
17 

I S  I
I

19

20 
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24

or the Arviv G<Ocrai Staff, and tne
General. Staff, 1 heerd from then:
to the success of to■:* surprise ait
felt tu01 J he Gods had cone to cur
Lirp er er at 2.1, a..' mi talked w;

l-à, «' Ô3W tf£

at 2.1,.a,.' mi talked wiv.l: b tu. tint;!". ] î 
mon, I \.\ljs very much l.iipresreo* b;- the 3--.if-por.ses j e d  

attitude or rbv Lirueror o.î this c< y The* Imperial 
P r oc i arr.a tr on of "p v \ ? a s -sued.-

25
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1 , THE PRESIDENT; ’ r. Loen . |
2 .1 MR. LOOM': If the Tribunal pi2aso, ran y I i
3 coll your attention to tho fact th-'t this, too, is 0 ,' 1
4 rough or scr.on trmslntion, and it is quite apparent
5 on its foe.; as reac by the prosecutor that it is

J 6 incorrect, because I n0v.,r knew that tho sun rose 1
; 7' in Tokyo at 2:40 n.n., a^c, fur thorn 'ro, there are
;

» 8 see.- lines onittea which are quite significant ; one I
9 ask th-t vrur Honors withhold fanning any opinions as
10 to thw irf_-r _ncos or irepl lent ions tiv't can be brawn
1 1 frore the prosecution's exhibit.

. 12 THE PRSSILEI'T ; "ell, 3ri abler, on account
1

of its gr t importance and possible implications it
I

] ‘1
shoulc really b: révisée by cur Language Section.

15 refer it to the Language S.ction.10 i

r 17 3RIG'LI3R NOLAN: Yes, sir.
7e next off .r in a vie one a IPS document

18
Ko. 2362-A, -hich is th. text of tho Ir.periol Rescriptiy

20 of Decorb.r 8, 1941. i
21 THE PRES ILEHT : Admitted o.n the usual turns. '

22 CLURM OF THE COURT; Pmsecuti^n' s document
i

25 * Mo. 2362-A will receive exhibit Ho. 1240. t
J 24 ('.’her..uoon, the document above 1

25 referred to was narked prosecution's exhibit |

!
f _

No. 1240, and vws received in evidence.) t

1

• - — •
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1 I BRIG AL I3R KCLANs I rsac from ,xh.ibit 1240,
2 . r.titled " lmp jri■-•l Rescript."

t
"YE, by grace of heaver., Emperor of Japan,

4 ! seated on the Throne of the line unbroken for ages 
5 r eternal, enjoin unon ye, Our loyal and brave subjects: 

""'e hereby declare war on the United States 
of America and the British Empire. The men and officers 
of Our Army and Navy shall do their utmost in prosecu
ting the war, Our public servants of various departments 
shall perform faithfully and diligently Ueir appointed 
tasks, and all other subjects of Ours shall pursue 
their respective duties; the entire nation with a 
united will shall mobilize their total strength so 
that nothing :;ill miscarry in the attainment of our 
war aims.

"To insure the stability of East Asia and 
to contribute to vorId peace is the far-sighted Dolicy 
which was formulated by Our Great Illustrious Imperial 
Grandsire and Our Great Imperial Sire succeeding Kim, 
and which Y'e lay constantly to heart. To cultivate

22 friendship among nations and to enjoy urosuerity in
23 I common with all nations iras alv'ays been the guiding
24 rrinoirle of Our Empire's foreign policy. It has
25 ' been truly unavoidable and far from. Our wishes that
I Our Errnire has now been brought to cross swords with
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, America and Eritain. Lore than four ye -.rs have passed
: since the government of the Chinese Republic, failing
I

3 to comrrc-hend the true intentions of Our Emciro, and 
■1 I recklessly courting trouble, disturbed the peace of 
5 * East Asia and compelled Our Empire to take up arms.

Although there has been re-established the national 
7 Government of China, with which Japan has effected 
* neighbourly intercourse and c o - o p .-ration, the regime 
l) \ v;hi ch has survived at Chungking, relying upon American
10 and Eritish protection, still continues its fractricidal
11 opposition. Eager for the realisation of their inordinate 
12i ambition to dominate the Orient, both America and
11 Britain, riving support to the remaining /T.I.\ Chungking/
r‘ regime, have, under the false name:- of peace, aggravated
!S the disturbances in L-st Asia. Moreover, these two 
16 Powers, inducing other countries to follow suit, 

increased military preparations on all sides of Our 
Empire to challenge us. They have obstructed by every

19 means our peaceful commerce, and finally resorted to
20

a direct severance of economic relations, menacing
gravely the existence of Our Empire.>2

"Patiently have Te waited ar.d long have ”Te 
endured, in the hone that Our Government might
retrieve the situation in peace. Eut our adversaries, 
showing not the least spirit of conciliation, hav-

29

!



I
unduly delayed a settler?ont; and in the meantime,

I they have intensified the economic and military
i
j rcssurc- to compel thereby Our Empire to submission.I
j This trend of affairs would, if left unchecked, not 
I only r.ulLify Our Empire’s efforts of many years for 
the sake of the stabilization of East Asia, but also 
endanger the very existence of Our nation«. The 

I situation being such as it 5" Our Empire for its 
existence and self-defence has no other recourse but

!
to arucal to arms anu to crush every obstacle in itsI

I path.
"The hallow, d SDirits of Our Imperial Ancestors 

guarding TTs frorr. above, Vre rely upon the loyalty and 
courage of Our subjects in Our confident expectation 
that the task bequeathed by Our Forefathers will be 
carried forward, and that the sources of evil will 
be speedily eradicated and an enduring peace immutably 
established in East Asia, preserving th-.roby the 
glory of Our Empire.

"The 8th day of the l°ti month of the 16th 
year of C howa.

"ÜIR0H3T0
"(Imperial Sign Manual. Imperial Seal) 
"December 8th, Showa 16, /1941/
"Ilideki TOJO, Prime Minister, and Concurrently
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Minister of Boii'.e Affairs and V.'.ar Minister
"Kunihiko HASEIDA, Minister of Education 
"TeiicEi SUZUKI, Minister without Portfolio 
"Hiroya INO, Minister of Agriculture and 

Forestry and Concurrently Minister of Overseas Affairs 
"Chikahiko KOIZUMI, Minister of Y'elfr.rc 
"Michiyo IVAMURA, Minister of Justice 
"Shigetaro SKIMAlA, Minister of the Ilavy 
"Shigcnori TOGO, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
"Ken TEF.ASKIEA, Minister of C oir.r.u nie a t i on s 
"Okinori KAYA, Minister of Finance 
“Kobusuke KISHI, Minister of Commerce and

Industry
"Yoshinki HATTA, Minister of Railways

w

I
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Wc n-ext cffir in ovidenco IF3 document 
Ho. IO78, which relates to ..vents transpiring at th: 
noiting of the Investigation Conritteo, Privy Council 
on L;comber 8, to show that nt least fr~ L ecov:b-..r 1, 
194-1, on, the negotiations with the United States 
v;or ) continued only for the sake of Japanese war 
strategy.

THE PRS3ID3KT: Admitted ~n thusual tarias.
CLERK OF THE COURT.- Prosecution's document 

Ko. IO78 will r.coiv-. exhibit Ko. 1241.
O./h :-r ..upo.i, the occur erst -wkvc 

ref err d to was mark'd prosecution's ex..:.bit 
No. 1241, and was received in vie once. )

3RIGALI3R KGLAN; I rend fro: »xhibit 1241,
being th ; "Recaro3 of th.; K anting o f  the Inquiry 
Committee of th- r rivy Council on Lc^rb.r 8, 1941."

"Inquiry C-nmr ittoe Rioting Concerning 
Leelnrntion of "-r against An-rica •'uid England.

"Lee. 8, 1941 (Ilenday) 7 :30 a.n. all th: 
councillors of the Privy Council ( rxc .. ot Councillor 
KANTi'.O) meet :i.n th : Erst Third Waiting hall in the 
Imperial Fnlac-. Naval Kinist .r 3HIÎ ADA reports on 
the starting aspect of the v;ar open c against America 
and England, hilo he is r'.porting the Council 
rec-ives the Emperor's Tsif-r̂ ncv bill far their

I

I

I
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c .,-lib .»ration pert", in Ing to the ~ be ye subject. 
President HARA nn; ounces th»- general eouritte.. rr.. -.t- 
ing and the rooting opens at one ;.

"Berbers present."
With the p emission of tho Tribunal, I will 

only r:ad th_ nanos of tho accused ".•v-bc-rs -./ho v/oro 
pro sont, a no may I point out that the. nr nos I'IFJAI 'I 
and ARAKI nr«.. not the accused i.IIIiAl.I an ci ARAKI in 
this ca.se. The accus, d present were SO JO, OHIYALA, 
TOGO, KAYA, SUZUKI, YUTO, and OKA.

"(Meeting opened rt 7:/5 a.m,)
"Chairman SUZUKI declared that the meeting 

cone to order.
"Fremicr TOJO explains tho reason v'hy, 

rt, lest, they have been obliged to dial v/ith this 
bill.

"Conn. ncr.bcr ICiJII arks in reperd to the 
time of declaration of w  r,

"TOJO answers thrt it shall be dene as 
scon ŝ the Imperial sanction is obt.einod on this 
subject.

"KUPOTA oucstirps re r ' rc'inp the rclrtion- 
ship between nepotir tions with Anerica ' nd treatment 
of this subject. To this Premier TOJO answers that.
at their meeting in the Emperor's presence on
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 ̂ December 1st, rrr rgrinst Ancricr, Enplrnd rnd
Hollrnd \vr s decided on. Therefore, these negotir-

3 i tions were continued only for the srke of strrttpy,
4 "SHIMIZU rsks whether or not v/rr is to
5 ' be declrred rgrinst Hcllrnd; rlso he rsks whrt
6 I will be the rttitude- of Sim, T0J0 replies thrt!
- i Jrprn will not declrre wrr rgrinst Hollrnd in
8 j view of future strrtepic convenience. As for
9 Sirm the Jrnrnesc CcvernnAnt is in the course of
10 negotirtions with her for concluding rn Allirnco 
l ! Fret.
12 I

!•; i

16 j
17 !I

18 i
I

19

21

2?
2-1

I

"MINAMI rsks wh-t rttitude Germrny v'ill
rssur.e in relrtion to the Triprrtite Allirnce,

* •

following the disposition of this sub^cc-1 . To 
this TO JO rnd Si KAH0T0, Chief of the Europe rnd 
Asir Bureru, reply thrt, rs frr rs the Gmnrn 
Government is concerned, rs scon rs Jrprn declrrc? 
wrr rgrinst Americr rnd Englrnd, G. rmrny rnd Itrly 
will rlso rssurc the srme rttitude rs Jrprn, rnd 
they will not rrko r seprrrte perce. In fret ,they 
rre prr prring the drrft of rn rgreement therefor.

"Ni. Ft A rsks vhrt will be the rttitude of 
Soviet Russi«*'. T0J0 replies thrt relrtionship 
between Jrpm rnd Soviet Russir rt present strnds 
on the brsis of the Neutrrlity F-ct, but rs to the
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trcrtment of the srr.c ho expects sp*. cirl erre te j
i

bc trken. As te the gtncrrl sitirtior, Soviet 
Russie is nor fighting rgrinst G.-rrrny, so sho J
’"ill not rvoil herself cf the Jrp.-ne.se southv/rrd 
rdvrnce. Alscy she v/ill net rrke .-ny rc-rdy r.c-vo 
following Ar.ericr's plotting which is nrturrlly 
expected. Further, if Soviet Russie gr-nts Arericr 
usc of her territory in the Erst, th.-t nerns 
Russie n-kc s Jrp.-n her «.ncry; therefor-., she crr.not 
ersily r.rko si'ch r decision. In the future Jrprn 
shell never feil to keep rn increasingly close 
vetch over Rucsirn rctivities, j

"SUGAHARA rsks rbout the budre t distri- j
but ion of expenses incurred in connection with |
this proposition. Fin-nee Minister KAYA expIf ins 
thet. it will be dr-vn upon r specif 1 recount of 
Erne rpcnc” VV-r Fxptnsc tust rs in the c-se of the 
Chinr Incident.

"CorT.ittf c irxrrhcr FUKAI debated on the 
fret thrt, under the ’ire sent currency svston , 
disresition of reouired funds -ill bc c.-sily

*nrdc for the tine being, but in regrrd to nrtcri.-ls |
i

rcouiro-d thoughtful planning is nccessrry; so ho j
inauires the Government’s opinion rc-prrding it. J

!
TÛJO replies thrt, in conclusion brs-.d en views j

i

/
!
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fron r 11 r nple s it. io rot fccc so* rv to hovo nuch 
onxi. ty so for rs not- riol sur^lies r rc ce'ncv rned 
r r-d •'o for financing ond money circulation they 
shr l-1 be tre r t d ' ith root corcful obtention to 
their bearing en not«, ri--Is „

"Cennitteo nerber FUTi.CV i-il soya thr t 
according to the dr-rft for on Ir.periol edict 
v’hich is oeconponying this project for reference, 
it seers os though octicn of r is störte d fre.n 
our side ond so, he o rks, if it does r.ot give 
i.ncrice on excuse for hor dccloring vrr, To 
this F renier TC JC ^ns’-c rs thr t r cticn of vir r roy 
hove been storted fron our side, the cous«: of 
the v;or is r^lly nothing but the fret thr t 
re rice govc voricus ec^ncnic pressures to Joponc 
FUTy.Ci.hl further r rks if occurocy is locking in 
using the verds, ; Ire rice1 end * fnglor.d : in the 
droft for the Irpcrirl edict. Foreign !''inist«..r 
TCGO ond Chief of the Trerty Purcou I.T.TfUrOTO 
" ns.’"c r thr t there ore preccd nts tho t they used 
such ’-eras rs, ’Chin/ ’Pussi-,1 or.d ’Gerreny1 
in edicts of dcclr notion cf vvr. In the enmuncr- 
r- nt documents tc ener.y countries the crv-.rnr.nt 
’-ill use' rcgulrr nr res of the. countries involved, 
"nd there- is no ferr of o rising r-1 svr.de rstoncing,
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"Ccrritt>..( r< rber T..hi.GOT hi c xtipc ssr r> 
here thr t there rill be nr 1-ck rf tt. ntim 
rcprrdinr feed pi- ns, Crrrittec. jv rbe r IZ.Y// 
expresses hope thrt they rill dc the ir best tc 
try to briny .- bent rn effective unificrtj.cn of 
the nr time 1 rind,

"Cor.rittee r.e rbc r IKED. rnd Comiftec 
nenber KUFOTi. sry thrt it vill net be- feed to 
lerve m y  doubtful peint in the Ir.rv riel edict 
' nd so it ’"ill be/ better to rveid usin^ the ”erd, 
‘Zrerier,7 Tc this Fore i m  Uinist. r TCCO replies 
thrt is is knc’on rll ever the -orld -nd it is 
cl cor thrt ..eerier rer-nr the United St-te s rf 
North ire rie-,

"Ch.r irr.rn SUZUKI considers thrt nucsticninr 
hr s b^en finished by tho rbevc discus-’i.-n < rd ho 
r sks the Gevf-rnnent Kinist rs .-nd I-xp3 r inir.p Herbe rs 
tc 1ervc,

"'Ministers rnd l’.xrlr. ininr I'crb-rs lo.-vc,) 
"Thm ,-s. the result of ccnf-rmce. crony 

the corr.it tee rm.b-.rs it --s un-- ni*-eus] y decided 
tc rpprevr this rropesitim rs it is,

"Thercurcn Ch-irrrn SUZUKI d- ci-red the 
-djmrnrcnt cf the me tiny,

"(Uortinp rdimmed .-1 9 i r c r ,) 11
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"Gr-nc.rrl Outline r f  thr I rivy  C ru rc il 
Attending to Business r t  the Tire of Bee?.r r - f i r r  
r f  '-!cv - f r in s t  Ar\ r ic r  f nd Enrlm d."

T.-IE I-Rii'iIDE.'T : Je will hoar that altar
the recess, Brigadier.

v/e will recess for fifteen minutes.
( ’her.-upon, at ]Ciu', a recess 

v/as taken until 1105, after which the rro- 
c edi.ngs were rosur-eo as fellows:)
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HRS'L'.L 07 THE CCURT: ^he Tribuml is r.cv/
r^sur"-̂ .

THE PRESIDENT : Brigadier 7cInn.
3HIG«DIER NC LAN : I continue rad irr from

••vî bit No. 1241;
" T h e  i n t e r n e t i c n r l  s i t u a t i o n  s u r r o u n d i n g  

the  C h i n e  I n c i d e n t  h ad  be-cone t e n s e  end d i p l o n e t i c  

n e g o t i a t i o n s  - i t h  E n g l a n d  a n d  A m e r i c a .  h ad  b e e n  

d r i v e n  c l o s e  t o  t h e  b r e a k i n g  - o i n t .  T h e  C a b i n e t  

a n t i c i p a t e d  t h a t  i t  n i g h t  h a r r e n  t h a t  w a r  w o u l d  be  

d e c l a r e d  a t  t h e  s a n e  t i r e  w i t h  t h e  o r e n i n g  o f  

h o s t i l i t i e s .  C o n c e r n i n g  r r o c c d u r o s  t o  be t a k e n  

a t  s u c h  a t i r e  I'OR I  YALE'., C h i e f  o f  L e g i s l a t i v e  

E u r c a u  - r i v r t e l v  had c o n f è r e  d ’ i t h  H O H E ,  C h i e f  

S e c r e t a r y  o f  P r i v y  C o u n c i l .  On D c c c n b c r  7 ( S u n d a y )  

a t  4 n #n .  EO R IY i . ï l / .  r h o n e d  t o  H O R I E  s a y i n g  t h a t  he  

’r a n t e d  t o  hav«.. a t a l k  - ' i t h  H O R I L  c o n c e r n i n g  a n  

u r g e n t  t r e a t m e n t  r f  a f f a i r s  t o  f a c e  t h e  t e n s e  

s i t u a t i o n  a t  h a n d ,  a n d  a s k e d  h i n  t o  c o r e  a n d  h a v e  

a m e e t i n g  i n  t h e  o f f i c i a l  r e s i d e n c e  o f  P r e m i e r  

a t  7 : 3 0  p . n .  H O R I E  a t  r n c e  n o t i f i e d  S e c r e t a r y  

E O R O H A S H I  b y  - h o n e  a n d  KOROHAS’ i l  n o t i f i e d  S e c r e t a r y  

T i K t T S U J I  a c c o r d i n g l y .  E u r + h c r ,  P r o c u r a t o r  H O T !A 
a n d  C o m m i s s i o n e r  NOLA ""ere n o t i f l e d  o f  t h e  m e e t i n g  

b y  a m e s s e n g e r .  S o  a t  7 : 3 0  o . n .  - ' v e r y o n e  car.c  t o
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r .O' .t  I n  t h e  l ' r c  r i t  r ’ s o f f i c i a l  r e s i d e n c e .  A t  

8 p . r .  I n  the o f f i c e  r o r n  o f  C h i e f  o f  t h e  L e g i r -  

i ' t l v e  B u r c e u  t h e y  v - e r c  I n f e r n e  cl c f  de t e l l s  c f  t h e  

p r  t t c  r  b y  I ' O R I Y /¥J. , C h i e f  c f  t h e  L e g ! s i r  t i v c  B u r o . - u ,  

Cv.' ing t o  trie d i s r u p t i o n  r f  J r p ;  n - A n t r i c e  c o n f e r e n c e  

r c r i t i c a l  s i t u e  t i e n  v;r s b r o u g h t  e b c u t  end  J e p e n e s e  

A r r y  end  K r v y  w e r e  t o  b e g i n  e c t i o n  c r r l y  i n  t h e  

D o m i n g ,  n e x t  d r y ,  r n d  the r e v e r n r e n t  w o u l d  p r e 

s e n t ,  d u r i n g  ' h e  n e x t  d r y ,  d e c l c r r t i r n  c f  w r r  

r g e  I n s t  A r c  r i c e  - n d  E n g l e n d  f o r  I r : n > . r i e l  s - n c t i e n .  

T h e r e  f e r e ,  t h e y  h r d  I r o c u r r t c r  H O T T A ,  e t c ,  g o  e n  t e  

p r e p a r e  •- b i l l  n o r t r  i n i r . p  t e  t h i s  r r t t o r  end  e t  

+ he. r r  no t i r e  C h i e f  S e c r e t o r y  H O R I L  i n f e r r e d  K A R A ,  

T r e s i d e n t  c f  1 r i v y  C e u r c i l ,  end  S U Z U K I ,  V i c e - l i r e  s -  

i d . n t  c f  I r i v y  C o u n c i l ,  b y  p h e n e  r f  t h e  e t e v e  f e e t ,  

r e c e i v i n g  i n s t r u c t i o n s  f r e r  t h e n ,  he r e d o  o r r . - n g e -  

r o r . t r  f e r  h o l d i n g  r n e t t i n g  of t h e  rr i v y  C o u n c i l ,

- nd then they v.nt hone rt 11 p.r', After thrt 
the two Socrctr ries KCROHASHI - nd TAKATSUJI reved 
te the officiel residence cf the Cabinet, Chief 
fr cr. tr ry end in r rc-cr; there they set cn pro poring 
?n incuiry -nd report dreft en the netter of decl.-rr- 
ti-n of v." r inst Ar:-. rice end Engl.- nd * Thc-y 
finished -riting eftcr 12 p.”. r.nd hrd r nm,

"It v s  - fairly cold dry .-nd res nrt
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I c ] f . f r  ( i

•î "A U t i l e  r f t e r  ‘ r ,r.» r : : - c < . r b e r  8

 ̂ I ' M e n d e y )  C ' b i n e t  S o c r e t e r y  IN A BA i n f i r m e  d t h e  

“* ! 1v ~  s e c r e t a r i e s  <~f t h e  f r e t  t h e t  i t  h r d  b< en
ti
t

t d e r i d e d  te ? sk fer I^porirl srnetion fer declerr- 
*' tien 'f ”t r ’-g.'inst /.renier end England, The 

tre Secret? ries 't once prsscd this informe tien 
°n t; the Chief fî* cr̂ tr ry• Further they sent 
telephone ress« rc to the I re rident, Viet -1 reridc nt

»
e n d  < ' eh  C o r n e i l l e  r  r s k i n g  1 h * : t o  c o r f '  «nd n e e t  

1n the i r s t  T h i r d  Hr 1 1  c f  1 he T i n .  r i e l  I l r  c e  t o
• I

! c o n s i d e r  e n  u r o e n t  n r t U r  r t  7 î l 0  r , r .  B y  t h e  

f i '  r r t r . t c d  t i i  c  e l l  the- r t  l i b e r s  o f  r t v y  C o u n c i l  

I [ e x c e p t  C o u n c i l ' ’ o r  K i . K E K O )  end  t h e  C h i e f  S e c r e t e  r y  

' nd e t h e r s  c f  h r i v y  C o u n c i l  r r t  t o p e t h e r  t h e r e ,
) i

’■ ■ hen N r v y  M i n i s t e r  SH IM /DA r e p o r t e d  on t h e  o u t -
7

b r e r k  o f  r  r p ' i n s t  A r e r i c r  r nd E n g l a n d  e t  He w e i l
v

r nd H r l r y ,  W h i l e  he  vrr s r e p o r t i n g  t h e y  r e c e i v e d  

r d r r f t  o f  the. I r p t r i r l  r r t i f i c e t i e n  p r r t r i n i n g
i)

! t o  t h e  deel.* r r  t i e r  o f  v r r  ' g r i n s t  A r . e r i c r  endi I
; E n g l m d ,  I r é s i d e n t  HA}./ r n r . o u n c o d  t h e  C e n e r r l  

• C ' r r i t t e e  M o o t i n g .  At, r n c o  t h e  n e e  t i n g  o p e n e d ,

1 S i n c e  t h o  b i l l  r -  r  rr.  e x t r e  r e l y  u r g e n t  cn.e i t  ".t s

d i s c u s s e d  in. r  h u r r y ,  t h e  C r r ?  i 11eN« M e e t i n g  e d j o u r r -  

i n g  r t  9 î  r , r ,  F o l l e ' r i n g  t h i s  r t  1 C :  50 v i t h  t h e

i



Erp< r m  ' r rrc sirce v plonrry rc.ctinp y.t r. held rnd 
it -r s unmi: ously mprcved, At me the resolution 
v's presented tc the Erptrer. The tire m s  oxrctly 
il r,r. The sun m s  shirir.p hrillimtly md the 
’"other v'«r r v> ry clerr,"

10,700
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BRIGADIER NOLAN: ’̂ o next offer ln evidence 1
International Prosecution Document No. 2793-D(40), ;
being part of eyM.bit 603 *”or 1d"-nt' fie' tion, which j

i s  a wir"1 fron Berlin to To^yo dated 8 December, j

relating to G^rnanv and Italy declaring war on the 
Un'trd Stat's. I

''’HE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document j

No. 079?-D(40) will receive exhibit No. 1242.
("hereupon, the document above re- 

frrod to was narked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1242 and received in evidence.)

B:\IGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit 1242: I
"SECRET
"From: Berlin
"To: Tokvc
"December 8, 1941
"Purple. (Priority)
"v 14-37. L'-it-'d distribution. Ro my #143(9).a 
"At 1:00 r.m. today (8th) T called on Foreign 

’ inister Ribbentrop end told him our wish was to have 
Germany and Italy issue formal declarations of war on 
America at once. Ribbentrop replied that Hitler was 
then in the nldst of .a conference at g'n^ral headquarter 
discussing how the formalities of declaring war could j



r
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'
b '  c '1 r ’’ * d c u t  s o  n s  *r  ;rnv ' n c o c o  ir'—r e s s i o r .  on the

■» G* r m n  r o e r l * - - ,  n r d  t h n t  h -  w o u l d  t r n n s r i t  ’M i r  - i s h  t o

3 h t *  n t  o n e  ~ «in* de —h a t  ‘ v ~ r  h r  vaas a b l -  to have- t t

4 c o r r i -  d c u t  n r ^ r r . n t l v .  n t  t h a t  t t * -  t t b ^ ' n t r o r  t o l d

rv  t h n t  o "  the * o r n *  n f  c f  th-' S t h  Ht t i e r  i s s u - - d  e r d - r s

6

7

t o  t h -  r n t t r -  G o r d o n  N a v y  t e  a t t a c h  n rv  r i e n n  s h i r s
■

• v h ' - n ^ v - r  and ’••»hor'-vor t h - v  *rnv t  t h ' - r .

4  s " I t  por-s w i t h o u t  s - v i n c  t h a t  t h i s  I s  c n l v

9 f o r  y o u r  s - c r - t  ■? n f o r r ' t i e n . "

10 J 'y  c o l l '  npu'  , M r.  F t  h o l l y ,  w i l l  n o - ’ i n t r o d u c e

1 1 t h r * e  s h o r t  d o c u m e n t s .

12 T H E  P T 1 c "!DE::T• M r.  S À Î ’ü O Î I J I .

13 MR. S A i l ' O N J I : J  c a l l  the C o u n t ' s  a t t e n t i o n

1 1 t c  t h '  f a c t  ^ h - ' t  th-~ t i m e  w e n t  i o n  d i n  t h i s  i s  3-- r l t n

.13 t i n - - ,  w h i c h  i s  win- '  h o u r s  l a t e r  t h a n  r> V y c  t i n e .

16 THH r '-.ivSIDFi'JT: T h a t  i s  n o t ' d .

% r h r .  F i h c l l y .

l.s I K .  F I H E L L Y :  T r .  F r  s i d r n t  - n d  I T r i b o r s  o f

19 the- T r t b u r . n l ,  —  n o -  o f  f o r  i n  e v i d e n c e  I n t e r n a t i o n a l
20

i F r o s  c u t t e r .  D e e vrv  n t  No.  2 ‘1 9 9 “ -*} w h i c h  i s  a TO JO
.’ I * n t - ' r r o r ' 1 t i e n  e x t r a c t  c f  ?• b r u a r y  7 » 1 9 ^ : ,  p a p -  5\
>2

^ s  s h o w i n p  t h n t  t h  d e f e n d a n t  T p JO a d m i t t e d  h i s  r e -
23

s r o n s i b i l i t "  f o r  t h -  F o n r l  H a r b e r  a t t a c h  and t h 
2‘i

a t  t a c k ?  r a d o  a t  o r  a b o u t  the  snn-- t i n e  on A r c r l e a n
1

and B r i t i s h  p o s s e s s i o n s ,  and  a l s o  t o  show t h a t  ho f - - - l t
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2
3
4

5

6

1

9 I!
h)
11 
12 
13 
1 - i  i

15 I

16 !
17 : 
1« :
19 ,
20 I
21
0-1

i

23

2 4

25

h i s  C a b i n e t  or.d t h -  A r m - or.d M- v y  Chiefs o f  S t o  f  

r-" j o i n t l y  r  s p o n s i b l e  v / i t h  h i m .

? H 3  P R E S I D E N T :  ! ! r .  3 1 — ? r t t .

’ T i .  B L S  E T T :  I f  t h '  C o u r t  r l ' ^ s ' , u n ^ ' r

S . - c t i r n  I I I .  A r t i c l -  1 3 - n  o f  t h '  C h a r t - "  r ,  i t  i s  

p r o v i d e d  t h r . t  " A l l  p u r p o r t ' d  P r i s s i o n s  o r  s t a t e m e n t s  

o f  t h '  a c c u s ' d  o r ~  a d m i s s i b l e . "  H i t h  r t o f o r o .  u n d e r  

thn*- p r o v i s i o n  ne o b j e c t i o n  v n s  modo t o  l e a d i n g  

q u o ? t i e n s .

■ 7KE P R E S I D E N T ;  H o -  c o n  yen  x a m i r . r  a 

s u s p o c t  e x c e p t  b v  1 - a d i n r  q u e s t i o n s ?  H:  mas  

' x o m i n - ' d  * s  a s u s p e c t ,  I  t.ok"- i t .

E R .  31.-EV.-E?? I  - a s  j u s t  a b o u t  t o  s u g r  s t ,  

v e u r  H o n o r ,  t h a t  t h i s  pop  r  h o s  b**on i n t r o d u c e d  o s  

on i n t e r r o g a t o r y .

^ K S  P R E S I D E N T 1- N o t  i n  t h r s - n s  o f  nn 

i n t ' r r o g a t c r - '  i n  c i v i l  r>roc r d ^ n p s ;  b u t  i n  c r i m i n e l  

p r o c e e d i n g s  i t  i s  q u i t e  common —  i t  i s  t h r  u s u a l  

t h i n g —  f e r  t h e  p o l i e * ' '  t r  I n t  r r o g a t r s u s n r e t s ,  ^nd  

t h r  o n s v / e r s  o r  t  n d ^ r e d  i n  - v i d r n c * -  —  t h r  cm. ? t i e r s

ond t h r  o n s ^ . - r s  o r r  t ^ n d o r e - d  i n  v i d r r e r ,

!*R. B I E - H f T ;  " V I ]  , h i t h ' r t o f c r y o u r  H o n ^ r ,  

wc d i d  n o t  ob.1 e t  t e  l - o d i n g  q i K s t i ' n s  u n d e r  t h e  

c o n s  i d r o t i e r  t h - ' t  o t  o n e  t i m e  I  t b N n b  y r u r  H o n o r  

r u l e d  t h a t  t h i s  " a s  ' i t h - ' r  or. a d m i s s i o n  o r  o s t a t e  mont
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“h

• 4

1 ; and not an interrogatorv in th< trip- sens' of the
2 v o r d  «

'I
5

THE PRESIDENT: It is ret on int*rrogatory
in the us' of th' term in civil proceedings, ir. th-'- 
s'nsr that it is us'd in civil proceedings, I should

6i soy.
I'R, ELE’ETT: Of cours-, ,rcur Honor, in the

Court r.'ithnr rvs'lf nor any d-~fms-" counsel vas 
prf sent at th'' tin- at th taking of these interro
gatories; so, therefore, y.*o could not int rnose an
cbj'Ction.

12

14 !

15
K> !
17

IS
I y
20 j I
21 
22

I
23

24 I
l

2 )  I

THE FEESTDEFT: "'hat vas den" h' re is
ordinarily dene in ordinary crimin'11 investigations 
'V'ry.vhrre in th' vor Id, so far a s I am aware.
”’he n0lice arrronch the suspects •'nd cvamir.o the:’. 
Sometimes, ir the suspect asks ^or a soliciter —  
in fact, inv^riablv, the police send for rne.

I1R. BLE"'ITT s I felt, sir, th't in this 
particular document th°t I should make objection 
as T have ascertained that there is quite a 
difference in mennJ np betv/ren the word "responsible" 
in English ard *n Jaoaneso, In this case the pros
ecutor uses the words "primarily responsible". 
Therefore, I f -el obliged, sir, to object to this 
particular document, and the first and third questions
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on the s u c c e e d in g  docum ent, 1*" i t  I s  r la c e d  in  

e v id e n c e .

THE F iE S ID E v T ; v ou ave r a i s i n g  new a 

q u e s t io n  es tc th e  m eaning o f  an e x p r e s s io n ,  n o t 

as tc  th e  a c c u r nc ,r o f  i t s  t r a n s la t io n ;  s c  th e re  

i s  n o th in g  to  r^ -fe r  to  the Language S e c t io n .  The 

a c c u s e d , i f  he g iv e s  e v id e n c e , can t e l l  us what 

he meant by the term  he u se d .

MR. F I  K E L L Y : a s 1-' th a t  document 2 ^ °9 -A

be r.arhed in  e v id e n c e  and th e  p a re n t document marhod 

■ f'or i d e n t i f i c a t i o n .

CLERK CF THE COURT: P r o s e c u t io n  document

He. P490 v,i l l  b<̂  g iv e n  ^ x lv 'b it  Mo. 12A3 fo r  i d e n t i 

f i c a t i o n  o n lv .

( ’ /"hereupon, the document abo^e 

m entioned w s  m^rhe-d p r o s e c u t io n ’ s e x h ib i t  

Ho. 1243 f o r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o n ly . )

THE P R ESID EN T: A dm itted  on the u s u a l te rm s.

CLERK C~ THE COURT: The e x c e r p t  th e re fro m ,

to  w it .  docum ent Mo. 24Q 9-A . w i l l  be g iv e n  e x h i b i t  

No. 1 24 3 -A .

(".’h e re u p o n , the document above r e 

fe r r e d  to w>s marked o r o s e c r t i e n ' s ex; '’ b i t  

No. 1 2 ^ 3 -A and r e c e iv e d  in  e v id e n c e .)

111. F IH H L L Y : I  now re--d p r o s e c u t io n ’ s
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exhibit Ko. 1243-A, the extract fron the TOJO
1 . i nte»>rop°tion of February 7, 1946, pepe
1

3 .
ii r So that you realize that you are the

4 1 one prim°rilv responsible for the December 1941 attacks
5 11 on Pearl Harbor and American and British possessions.
1

6 ’ "A. Yes, I am responsible.
"Q. And the other parties whom you have

8 i
mentioned are r-'sr-nsible. alone with you, for those

9  ! attacks9
10 "A. ?ror. the standpoint cf assistance to
11 the '’’hrone /he hitsu/, the Cabinet is jointly rosren-
12 I sible and, hence, the other cabinet members bear
li * resrcnsibilitv*. however, I, as Senior Member, :̂m the
M one chiefly r-sponsible. The Army Chief of Staff and
*** the Navy Chief of Sta^f also bear responsibility."
16 ”'e next offer in evidence International
1 Prosecution Document No. 2?0?-A, which is the TOJO
18 interrogation of rch 1, 1946, pages 7 and 8, to
1 * show thav the defendant TOJO had kr.o’ledme of the 
20 attacks made on Frnrl Harbor, L--laya, Hongkong and the 
21 _Philippines for some time prior to the actual attacks
>2

be4ng made. Vie ask that the parent document be marked
23 for identification.
24

CLEFK CF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
25 I
I No. 2>08 "'ill r-'ceiv" ‘xhibit No. 1244 for identification

I
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i f\
! i

' l l

1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8 
9
10
11
12
13
11
15

16
17

18

19
20 
21 
22
23
24 !

25

only.
( " / h e r e u p o n ,  t h e  d o c u m e n t  above- m e n t i o n e d  

vi-'S m a r k e d  p r o s e c u t i o n ' s  e x h i b i t  N o .  1 2 4 4  

f o r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . )

THE PRESIDENT: Th^ extract is d̂r.itted cn
th-~- usual terms.

C L E R K  OF T H E  C O U R T :  P r o s e c u t i o n ' s  d o c u m e n t

N o .  2 5 0 8 - A ,  t h e  c x c e r n t ,  w i l l  bo  g i v e n  e x h i b i t  No.  

1P4--A.
('■■‘'hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution1s exhibit 
No. 124-'-A n̂d received 4n evidence.)

ICR. FIHELLY: I now read prosecution's 
exhibit No. l ? A A -k. .an extract from the TOJO 
interrogation of IP rch 1, lr46, pages 7 and 8:

"Q Did you net knew of any of the other 
attacks which were going to be made on December 8th 
simultaneously with the Pearl Harbor attack?

"A The Pearl Harbor attack was n Navy 
ore ration and I knew only that if the attack went 
smoothly that it would begin at such and such a 
time. The alaya, Hongkong, and Philippines at
tacks vk re joint orerations and, hence, as 'Var 
T’inister, I knew about them.
____ "0 How early did you know about each of them,
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m9.

1

I
 ̂i that is pf’nrl Harbor and the others?

"Q I vnew about the Pearl Harbor attack from *> '
 ̂I the time of th- Liaison Conference just preceding 
j I the Imperial Conference of 1 December 1941 • I knew 
5 about the other attacks some five or six days be- 
( . fore the Liaison Conference met.

"Q Did you not, as Premier, know of and approve 
8 j the attacks which were made on Pearl Harbor, Hong-

9 I
K)
11
12
13

!U !
!

15

16 ;
17 :

IS 1

19

20 I
21 
22 !
23 !

»

24

kong, Malaya and the Philippines on or about 7 or 
8 December 194-1?

"A Of cours®. I did know about them and ap
prove."

Lastly, I read from prosecution's exhibit 
Nr. 1204-A, page It will be shown in Admiral 
Richardson’s testimony th°t some 2342 American 
officers °nd enlisted men end some ^4 civilians 
were killed in the Pearl Harbor attack. To show 
the defendant TOJO’s justification '’s of that date 
for the Pearl Harbor attack and for the killing of 
Americans, we now read from page Ç of that extract 
—  page f of the exhibit, p°ge 8 of the extract:

"Q Do you not agree that the attack made 
under such circumstances was nothing but murder 
^nd not warfare?

25 A No, I don't agree. I think it was legal

II
l

j
i
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î defense in the f~ce of challenge.
*> .

3

4 !
î

5 !
I

6 1
7  II
«

 ̂I 
10

”Q Do you, ns a Japanese. feel proud of the 
fact that several thousand .^ericans were killed 
at Fe-°rl Harbor in this manner?

"A Mo, I am net proud of it.
"(Session adjourned at 12:25" for luncheon.)

* ii -t << -k * * * * -f * * * * + it

M({Session resumed at 13^5 hours.)”
Further statement by the defendant TOJO:

"A I should lik-~ to trinke a supplementary
11 explanation of my answer to the l-.st question as to

i
12 [whether I "".as proud that several thousands of
1-‘> ■ Americans vip.ro casualties as a result of the attack

on Pearl Harbor.
15 "I sympathize with those who died, but Japan!
K’ 'had been challenged and so she took justifiable self- 
17 defense. The English and American Governments had 
,r menaced Japan militarily and economically ''nd they
19 shou-d have had a suitable attitude of readiness.
20 !îFurthermore, the attack was against military ob-
M
79

23 .

2-i

jectives.”
That finishes our documentary evidence. 
Mr. Keenan, Chief of Counsel, will now

ores-nt evidence.
î

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of ccunsrl.
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MR. KEENAN: ’7e r o v / present to the Court
our next witness, Mr. Ballantine.

vre believe it fair to set forth our con
tention th-'t the evidence adduced will show him to 
be eminently qualified as an expert on the subject 
of international relations in the Far East, uarticu- !7 ■ . iI
l^rly these hevine to do with the United States of 
America, Jap̂ .n and China. For such reason, his 
testimony which this Tribunal has already permitted 
to bo given in th^ form of a prepared statement, 
designated an affidavit, will on such account in
clude his own conclusions and those of his associates 
in the State Department.

His statement will also contain description 
'■'f f°cts and circumstances employing at times lan
guage designed to not alone clarify but to characterize.j 
Events and conclusions stated v/ill be those arrived at 
and those ^cted upon as the b-’sis for the position 
n̂d procedure  adopted. Many of h^s conclusions will be 

document'd by exhibits, the first three of which (A to 
C, inclusive) have already be<~n introduced in evidence,  ̂
the balance of which (from D to N, inclusive) bill be ,
offered in evidence es a series of documents intro- !

I

duced at appropriate times during his testimony.
Mr. Ballantine will describe briefly the nature of
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1 i the documents. ’.71th the Courtis vermlssicn, these 
exhibits will be reed by counsel.

r> •I
7

Nr. Ballant ine.
I now offer for identification only I. P. S, 

document No. 2215*
CLERK OF THE COURT: Frofsecutior document

Ho. 2215 will receive exhibit No. 124-7 for idcntifi-

8 cation only.
9 i ( ' . T h e r e u p o n ,  t h e  d o c u m e n t  a b o v e

10 i mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit
r

h t.jo. 1245 for identification only.)
12 I
15
U

i

if. '

1 7

lh
19
20 j I
21 
22
23 I

24
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MR. KEENANî This is the affidavit of Mr. 
Ballantine.

J O S E P H  W. B A L L A N T I N E ,  called as a 
witness on behalf of the prosecution, being 
first duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. KEENAN:

Ç Mr. Ballantine, will you proceed to read 
your statement.

A (Reading) "I, Joseph W. Ballantine, having 
been drly sworn on oath, depose and say:

"I entered the Foreign Service of the 
United States in June 1909, and thereafter served 
cor.tinuouslv up to date at various diplomatic and 
consular posts and in the Department of State. From 
1909 until 1928 I served continuously either at the

j

I American Embassy at Tokyo or in consular posts in 
the Japanese Empire. From 1928 to 1930 I served in 
the Department of State.'*

MR. LOGAN: May I interrupt, if the Tri
bunal please? I did not realise that counsel was 
having Mr. Ballantine read the statement. We wanted 
to enter objections to it.

THE PRESIDENT: He has already put the
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BALLANTIEE DIRECT

\ I

1 » I
15

statement in the form of an affidavit, but he is 
new giving evider.ee on oath from the box, as I under
stand.

HE. LOGAK; He is reading from the affi

davit.
THE PRESIDENT: If that is not correct,

then, before he reads from that affidavit, it must 
be tendered in eviderce.

HP.. LOGAN: That is what I was waiting for
the prosecution to do.

THE PRESIDENT: He could identify the affi
davit as his and say it is true, and then it aculd 
be read by somebody else, Hr. Chief of Counsel.

HR. KEENAN : Will the C?.ark please have the
last exhibit, 124er marked for identification, handed

16 t o  t h e w i t n e s s ,  H r .  B a l l a n t i n e ?
17

( W h e r e u p o n ,  à d o c u m e n t  was  h a n d e d
18

t o ' t h e  w i t n e s s . )
19 1!
20 j

BY LIE. KEE NAN ( C o n t i n u e d ) :

! k I s  t h a t  y o u r  a f f i d a v i t ,  t h e  e x h i b i t  j u s t
21 i
22 ,

h a n d e d t o  y o u ,  H r .  B a l l a n t i n e ?

1
23 >

A T h a t  i s .

24
k A r e  t h e  c o n t e n t s  t h e r e i n  t r u e ?

25 j
A Yes.

! HE. KEENAN: I  now o f f e r  t h e  e x h i ' o i t  i n

»
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( evidence, if the Court please, marked for identifica
tion Ko. 1245.

; THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
I (Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to, previously marked prosecution’s 
exhibit Ko. 124-5 for identification, was 
received in evidence.)

HT.. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, I wish
to make objection before it is admitted. In the 
first ulace, if the Tribunal please, this witness,
I understand, is fully conversant with both the 
English and the Japanese language. We do not have 
the same reasons that have been used heretofore 
where witnesses have testified by affidavit due to 
language difficulties.

In the second place, the affidavit itself 
contains many immaterial and irrelevant matters 
going back as far as 1?95. We believe it contains 
conclusions which are v/ithir the province of this 
Court of determination. It quotes copiously from

i numberous documents, some of which have already .been
, introduced in evidence. It is, therefore, repeti-!

tious.
And lastl’r, we believe that a witness cf 

Hr. Ballantine's qualifications should sive his
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evidence in resnor.se tc questions and not by virtue 
of a carefully prepared affidavit which has been, 
perhaps, drawn, revised and a grain revised, ir. which 
event the defense is seriously prejudiced by such 
a rethod of procedure.

In all probability, less tine would be con
sumed if this witness v/ere examined by question and 
answer form rather than by reading of his affidavit 
in so far as the cross-examination would be con
cerned.

TEL PRESIDENT: Hr. Smith.
Hr. Chief of Counsel.
ÏÆ. KEENAN: Hr. President, it is proper to

bring to the attention of the Tribunal at this tire 
that the very matters that have consumed a little 
time this morning before the Court have alread;/ been 
settled in Chambers in an order issued by this Court 
permitting this procedure to be followed.

THE PRESIDENT: I authorized this proce
dure, of cours*- , subject to what my colleagues night 
decide to the contrary, but I did not authorize this 
particular statement. I would not see it; that would 
be prepared later.

The only decision we can give on this 
application is that we will pay careful regard to
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v.’hat counsel for the defense have said, to what Mr. 
Logan said, and what you have said, Mr. Smith, and 

j we will disregard anything which is net properly 
; in evidence. That has been our decision on similar 

matters previously, and there is no occasion to 
change it.

I ME. SMITH; If your Honor Please, I would
like to moke a brief objection on behalf of Mr.
Kill OTA. Cf all the prize affidavits wo have had in 
this case, this seems to be the worst in that all 
these broad, sweeping, rrand conclusions —

MR. KE.ENAN; I object. I ask that counsel 
be admonished by the Court to refrain from making 
such remarks now or in the future and all other times.

THE PRESIDENT: Counsel do make such re
marks. There is nothing particularly objectionable 
to what Mr. Smith says; but his action in trying to 
get the decision of the Court reopened is objection
able. We have given our decision, and v;e are not 
goine to modify it.

As to the objection to this evidence being 
given by statement in writing or by affidavit, the 
following seems to me to be very pertinent ir. a note 
from a colleague, and I propose to read it;

"Far from being prejudiced, the accused,
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having had advance copies of the evidence, have been 
enabled to check each statement and to test its truth 
in cross-examination. They have been advantaged.”

Mr. Chief of Counsel.
MR. SMITH: May I answer your Honor’s last

'■ statement which has put a new issue in this case?
! THE PRESIDENT: No.
! 1.1 •, SMITH: I ask your Honor to allow me a
i
! special exception ir. refusing to hear the grounds
i
! for my objection and your Honor's last remark to
i

me.
THE PRESIDENT: You may have your exception.

What I stated from the note is a mere observation 
that has been made nreviously and. which has been 
repeated for the common knowledge. No decision is 
involved; it is a mere statement of fact.

Iir. Chief of Counsel.
BY HR. KEENAN.(Continued):

Q Will you proceed?
A (Reading) "From. 1930 to 1934 I served as 

Consul-General at Canton, China; from 1934 to 1936 
I served as Consul-General at Mukden, Manchuria; from 
July to December 1936 I served temporarily at the 
American Embassy in Tokyo as First Secretary; and 
from March 1937 to date I have served continuously
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in the Department of State. Up to September 20, 1945 
I wfis on duty in the Office of F~r Best rn Affairs of 
the Department of State. Between December 19̂ '4 rnd 
September 1945 I wrs Director of th^t office. Since 
September 19/5 my position h's been thrt of Snccic.l 
Assistant to the Secretory of State.

"The matters herein deposed to rre mainly 
within my persona] knowledge , other- ise they ere mrt
ters v/1 th w>ich I pm familiar from records of the 
Dcnrrtment of State.

"Dor'ng practically all of my erreer in the 
foreign service, I bam de--"It. v/ith Far Erste;rn Affairs | 
rnd hrve followed closely the course. of Japanese- 
American relations. Un untjl 1931 th-.. relations be
tween the United States and Jenen verc generally friend-}- 
ly and the American Gov vnm< nt rnd "copie consistently 
had an attitude of good will toward the government and 
people of Japan. The Japan«, se occupa tien cf Kanchuria. 
caused an impairment of these relations.

"It is essential to an understanding of the 
true significance the conversations which took place

I
i n  1 9 4 1  b e t w e e n  t h e  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  o f  t h e  J a p a n e s e  j

and American Governments looking to a peaceful settle- j
i

m o n t  o f  t h e  F ' - c i f i c  a m  s t i o n  t o  have- c l e - r l v  i n  m i n d  

t h e  b a c k g r o u n d  o f  t h e  p o l i t i c a l  s i t u a t i o n  i n  a n d  r e -
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loting to the For Frst.
"/.Inost fron tb* outset of Jr urn's uru.rgcnce 

r.s r. modern strtc sh- hrd be n oorsuing r nol:Icy of 
militrrv rggrrndiser.cnt. For tie nest nrrt, cxceot 
during c>rt~-in brief periods vb; n forces of ned rrtion 
r or>cr red to be in tit cscondrncy, t l i  ntv.rv'ls be— 
t’r.rn one oppressive st--n end the n< xt v< re but oerieds ■ 
o'* consolidation.

"In ]S9|?, fo3 3 mi np J'urn's successful v;rr i 
rprinst Chine, Jr*v-n rnr x..d Fernosr rnd tried up.- }
successfully to ostrbli sh r foothoid in I'mchuri''.

"In 3 905, rft: r the Russo-Jr *y nc se v/rr, Jrprn 
cstrblisbcd hu rscl" securely in nchurir by requiring 
o 3 r.r sc of the Kvr.ntung territory rr.d mnershin of 
the Couth Jim churl r Rrilv'ov. ..t thrt ti x J^orn rlso 
required southern Sr.khrlin.

"In 1~?3, followin'- the rdvent of the TANAKA j
;

Cabinet in 1127, J-nm rdoomed r so-called positive' ■
j

policy toward Chine under which it ^"nifested cn in- j 
cron sing disposition to intervene in Chine's internal ! 
rffairs.

"In 1931 J 'n-.n invaded îîrnchvri-! end subse
quently cstrblished there r ourrvt repine under the. 
nr no of ''-nchukuo. » By th"t 'ctim, H-ich rrs r flr- 
prrnt violrtirn of ĥe Hnc-Po'wr Tr'r.ty, Jru?n broke
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rv.Tiy fron the policy of coon; t ' tior. "greed uocn in 
the. . rstington Conference treaties.

"The onoosj tien of the /.nr ricrn Government 
to Jn-n's course v/r s n. fleeted in the identic notes 
vh 1 eh the United Strt;p Government delivered to the 
J'o.' rxse md the Chi nr so Gov rnn nts, d't-.. d J~nu' ry 7, 
3 93?, stating thr t the United St~t..s could ret rdnit 
the lepr lity of m y  si tu-t j on dr- f-cto? thr.t it did 
not intend to recornize m y  tree tv or : er«. «• mont bc- 
ty/ot n Chin' nnd Jroen v'h.ioh might inn- ir U.C. treaty 
rirht.s. including thosr rclrtinp to Chinese sover
eignty md th, oner, door nolicvj md th't it did not 
intmd to recognize m y  sltu'tion, tr "ty, or rprc _ 
r.f nt brought rbrnt contrary to t’rc ' cllo-g

"Although th_ United St't( " w e  .■ 21 not r. membe
of the Lmpiv of ih+icns5 it. coon r. t. d v.’ith th. L
in relation to the Umchurim question.

"In r note nddr..sscd to th ,9e crctrn'» of
St'+c doted Fobru-rv 21, I03.' nP0n; r1 , Jmmese
UirJst.r for Foreign ;ff"irs, st't-d thr t K. believ'd
th't no question exist*.d be tv»;, m  the î'ni-t-m 4.“J ' o rtr'tes
rr.d J m m  ‘t.hrt is fundrm;' n̂ rll »» irom-ui- . ...i 0r 0̂:« coble

r
PUC

2 »

s o l u t i o n , .  * yv  S. o r -  t - ■ r  v  0 f  S t " t o ■ n r e n l v o r 

2 3  i

p r e s s e d  c c r o u r r - m o c  i n t h o t v i e r *  - d e r ^ S i 2 c d t h o
11 b e l i e f  o f  t h e  . . m e r i c m G o ,r r r m e n t i n  r d J I U S t n t s o f

I
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questions by rrcific ru "ns. Tl > .-xcbrnpo of moesr.gcs in 
question is quoted on no. 1?7 - 12? inclusive, Foreign 
Rrlrtions of the Unite d Stet- s - .Tmrn, 1931-10^1,
Volume I.

"Nevcrthclc ss, on April j75 193/m  the Jr. no
ne s~ Fom lpo Cffic sookesn-n p^vo out ? truculent 
officiel st**ti.or.nt knnvn or tbo. V-inii1 stntc-icnt. In 
th't st-tomont, Jr.nr n ''"de o‘|«-' r o wnosc to ccmncl 
CMnr fo follov J-nrn1 s ’ictotr '\nr' to oermit ether 
countrir s to b'v.- relations vd th CMrn onlv -s Jr nor. 
rllov/d. A cony of tfot st' temont is rr.nc.xod rs 
rxhibit /.

"On December 2r*, 10"J', -Mlo Fl ROTA -es still 
Foreign Minister, Jr.prn P"v fern''! notice of its in
tention to oit.!'(jr,'v ~t fb t;rd of l°lo from tbe Fovr.l 
Li-'itotion 7 re. ** t,r si pn> d. rt 7’rshinpton on Februrrv 6 , 
1972."
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TILL PRESIDENT: If there is an. anrexure to
this affidavit, it should be read at this stage 
iunless there is some good reason for not reading it.

IT;, KEENAN: The only reason, Mr. President,
that it is not read nevi is that it has already been 
î offered to this Court, arr1 I did not think the Court 
!would like to have it done twice.

THE ?P.î SIDE?’?: We would like particulars
of it. Frankly, I do not recollect its being road.
We v/ould like oartic\rlars of 7t,

i

1 IP. iCTKAK: V/ith the Court’s nerir-isricn —
TEL PRESIDENT: It must have been a long

■time ago, Nr. Chief of Counsel.
i
j IP. LE! I IAN: I am sure that 31 was offered
i
'in evidence; but, that it has been road to the- Court, 
1 am not positive.

it
Defense counsel, Nr. President, calls to!

I my mind —  states that there are several different
jversiors rf the Anau Statement. It is not very long;!
: it is a cage. And, to avoid any question about it,
il would be very glad to comply, to read it., with 
!j the Court’s n̂ -i-mission.

THE FEESIDENT: We have had short, important
documents read twice.
I t  ,*T .Ri » • KEENAN: Th< Arrau Statement:
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"UNOFFICIAL STaTEITFT BY THF. JAPANESE 
FGREIOF OFFICE, April 17, 1934."

I believe this is already in the hands of 
the translator, and this light is now showing. I 
vxuld like- to inquire if the translation section is 
bavin • any difficulty following re.

Till IfOKITOFi: hr. Keenan, '«Vo are ready now.
We can proceed, sir.

FR. KEENAN: (Reading)
"The following is an English translation 

unofficially issued by the Japanese Foreign O'fice
of the unofficial statement issued by the Foreign 
Office on April 17, 1934, known as the ’Amau State
ment 1 :

"Owing to the special position of Japan in 
her relations with China, her views raid attitude re
specting matters that concern China, may not agree 
in every point with these of foreign nations; but it 
must be realized that Japan is called upon to exert 
the utmost effort in carrying out her mission and in 
fulfilling hier special responsibilities in East Asia.

"Japan has been compelled to withdraw’ from 
the L e a g u e  of Nations because of their failure to 
arree in their opinions on the fundamental principles 
of prese-rvire peace in East Asia. Although Japan’s

*
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attitude toward China may at tines differ fron that 
of foreign countries, such differences cannot be 
evaded, owing to Japan's "ositior and mission.

"It goes without saying that Japan at all 
times is endeavorinr to maintain and promote her 
friendly relations with foreign nations, but at the 
same time we consider it only natural that, to keep 
peace and order in Last Asia, we must even act alone 
on our own responsibility and it is our duty to per
form it. At the same time, there is no country but 
Chira which is in a nosition to share- with Japan the 
responsibility for the maintenance of peace in last 
Asia. Accordingly, unification of China, preserva
tion of her territorial integrity, as well as res
toration of order in that country, arc most ardently 
desired by Japan. History shows that these can be 
attained through no other means than the awakening 
and the voluntary efforts of China herself. x'!e 

oppose ,therefore,any attempt on the part of China 
to avail herself of the influence of any other 
country in order to resist Japan: h/e also oppose 
any action taken by China, calculated to play one 
powc-r ag-.inst another. Any joint operations under
taken by foreign rovers oven in the name of technical 
or financial assistance at this particular moment
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after the Manchurian and Shanghai Incidents are 
bound to acquire political significance. Undertak
ings of such nature, if carried through to the end, 
must give rise to comvdications that might eventually 
necessitate discussion of problems like fixing spheres 
of influence or even international control or division 
of China, which would be the greatest possible mis
fortune for China and at the same time would have the 
most serious repercussion upon Japan and East Asia."

TïiL PRESIDENT: Could v:q 1 eve the exhibit
number of the statement, if it is already tendered?

KR. KEEITAN: I can bring it to you immedi
ately at the beginning of next session. I have all 
those exhibits.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now until
half-past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was
taken.)
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AFT1RN00N SFSSIOK

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
1330.

MARSHAL OF THE C^URT: The Internetlone1
Military Tribunal for the Fer Esst is nov; resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Hr. Chief of Counsel.

J O S E P H  V/. B A L L A F T I N F, called os r 
witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed 
the stand end testified as follows'

DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KEENAN (Continued):

MR. KEENAN: For the convenience of the Court, !
the Ampu Statement which I am now reading is exhibit 
935* It is found on "?ge 93^9 of transcript of record, i
4 November. Resuming from the document:

"Japan, therefore must object to such under
takings as a. metter of rrincirle, although she will, 
not find it necessary to interfere with any foreign j 
country negotiating individually with Chine on ques- j

iitions of finance or trade, as long r.s such negotiations j 
benefit China and ere not detriments! to the mrintencncej 
of peace in East Asia.

"However, supplying Chine with war planes,
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building aerodromes in China and cbtailing militrry 
instructors or military advisors to China or contract
ing a loan to provide funds for political uses, would 
obviously tend to alienate the friendly relations be
tween Janen and China and other countries and to dis
turb peace and order in East Asia. Japan will orrose 
such projects.

"The foregoing attitude of Japan should be 
clear from the policies she has pursued in the past. 
But, on account of the fact that positive movements 
for joint action in China by foreign rowers under one 
pretext or another are reported to bo on foot, it is 
deemed not inappropriate to reiterate her policy at 
this time."

THE Y'lTIiESS: (Reading^
"On December 29, 1934, while HIROTA was still 

Foreign Minister, Japan gave formal notice of its 
intention to withdraw at the end of 1936 from the 
Hr.vr.l Limitation Treaty signed at 'eshington on 
February 6, 1933."

Î.ÎR. LOGAii: If the Tribunal please, I object
to the witness reading the next sentence in that para
graph and the paragraph which follows it on the ground 
they are conclusions, and, certainly, those conclusions 
are someth!ne which the Court should determine and
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this witness should not be permitted to rend them.
THI- PRESIDENT: The witness oertainly hrs drawn

conclusions which the Court, of course, will drew for 
itself. He has rlso sworn to issues but, os I seid 
before, v?e are going to disregard all those things.
He ha.s sworn to a violation of the Kine~rower Fret 
which, I think, is an issue raised by the Indictment.

1ÎR. KFENaIJ: Mr. President, might I respectful
ly rdvise the Tribunrl of the position of the prosecu
tion, thrt this witness is more than an expert. He is 
the representative of the United States of America 
at these prime negotiations preceding the outbreak of 
war and while, of course, none of his comments, de
ductions or conclusions are offered as being in any 
manner attempting to convince the Court of the truth 
of what he is saying, those facts will be determined, 
of course, by this Honorable Court from the evidence 
before it, but he is setting forth the views of him
self and his colleagues authorized to represent the 
United States in the exploratory conversations and in 
the attitude and proceedings thereafter which may be 
of interest to the Court.

i.IR. LOGAN : Our difficulty, ymr Honor, is
th? t we appreciate your ruling thr* you intend to 
disregard conclusions, but when the affidavit is

}
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1
c o m p le t e d  we d o n ' t  know  w h ic h  c o n c l u s i o n s  th e  C o u r t  

h a s  d i s r e g a r d e d »  Vre h o p e  t h a t  y o u  d i s r e g r r d  t h e  some 

c o n c l u s i o n s  we w o u ld  l i k e  t o  h a v e  d i s r e g a r d e d , b u t  we 

d o n ' t  '^now.

TH E P R E S ID E N T :  W e l l ,  i t  i s  o r i t y  t t u t  he i s

p u r p o s e d  t o  s w e r r  t o  t h e  b r e e c h  o f  t h e  N in e - ^ o w e r  r - r c t .  

He c o u l d  h e v e  s t a t e d  th e  f r e t s  f r o m  w h ic h  we m ir h t  h o v e  

d ro w n  t h e  c o n c l u s i o n  t h ^ t , t h e r e  hod  b e e n  a b r e r c h .

I© . K E E N A N : He i s  s t a t i n g ,  M r. P r e s i d e n t ,

t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  U n it e d  S t a t e s  o f  A m e r ic a  t a k e n  

i n  t h e  m o nth  o f  Ju n e  an d  J u l y ,  A u g u s t  and S e p te m b e r  

end l a t e r  i n  l c 4 1  w it h  n o  d e s i r e  o r  p u rp o se - o f  

a t t e m p t in g  t h r o u g h  h i s  t e s t i m o n y  —

TH E P R F .S ID F N T : T a k e  t h i s  l a s t  s t a t e m e n t .

I t  m ay be  t h e  f a c t  b u t  i t  i s  n o t  f o r  h im . " F o l l o w i n g  

t h e  g i v i n g  o f  t h a t  n o t i c e ,  J a p a n  p r o c e e d e d  e n e r g e t i c a l l y  

t o  i n c r e a s e  h e r  a rm a m e n t s , p r e p a r a t o r y  t o  l a u n c h i n g  

h e r  i n v a s i o n  i n  C h i n a . "  v;e c a n  b e  t r u s t e d  t o  d ra w  

o u r  own c o n c l u s i o n s  f r o m  t h e  o t h e r  e v i d e n c e .  T h e r e  

i s  s u c h  e v i d e n c e .

MR. K EE N A N : I  h a v e  b e e n  u n s u c c e s s f u l ,

M r. P r e s i d e n t ,  i n  m a k in g  c l e a r  o u r  t h e o r y  t h a t  we a r e  

n o t  e t t e m - t i n ?  t o  h a v e  t h i s  w i t n e s s  f o r e s w e a r  a n  i s s u e .  

V.'e a r e  a t t e m p t i n g  t o  h a v e  h im  sta te ?  t h e  b a c k g r o u n d  a s  

i t  a p p e a r e d  t o  t h e  S e c r e t a r y  o f  S t a t e  o f  t h e  U n it e d
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Contes et the time th< se negotlrtions or oxplor-tory 
converseticns were being hrd.

THE PRESIDENT: But. thr.t doesn't render his
i conclusions rny more ceccv'tc.ble. or admissible. It is
it
en explrnrtion but not n justif1ertion. I think the 
position --

j IHR. KEENAN : The prosecution, in its judgment,
: differs shrrnly with the view’s rs expressed by the 
i President of the Court on thrt subject, end for th-t 
I rerson offered this evidence. If it hrd believed thrt 
! the Court did not believe it to be rrorv.r to show the 
position t.rken by the ”nxted ftotes of Amr rice end 
the re; sons why its officiels took th~t position, 
this evidence would not hrvo been tendered. v'e thought 
it competent then, v/e think it. competent now. The 

! Court, of course, will rule.
I Tdl '-'R' 8IDENT. Well, now, Mr. Chief of Counsel
j I con r.ssurc you th; t I cm expressing not my own view 
, but thrt of the whole Tribunel,rs frr r.s I cm r. r.re,
I with one exception probrbly. I shell rend v/hrt I
I
j r-_g: rd ?.:s being the vie"/ of the mrjerity of the Tri- 
j bun-1. I didn't write it; it wes hr.ndc-d to me, but 
it is in record.-nee with wh't I hove been srying.

' "The defense should be srtisficc if vie regrrd cnly 
I frets deposed to by :Ir. Prllentine. All inferences
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1 rnd conclusions mode by him v;c will ignore . 'e crn
ourselves dro”r c]l nocessrry inferences 'no conclusions.

3 UR. KFFih.N. I wo- Id think, Ur. President,
1 tV t the nf rts thr t : re referred to in this r ffidrvit
5 w.nich the Court itself hr s rdv.- rted to rre strtements
(, of fr ets with the- exception, of course, of the rllepr- 

tion thrt it wr s the clrini of "he United Stetes of
% s f.mericr the t the Nine-Power sect vr s broken. TV t wrs

9 the in tent ion of this rf fide vit, to set forth thrt
10 the United c tr - s of /.no. ricr clrimed tFrt the Kinc-Fower
1 i Fret 7 s flrgrrntlv violated.
12 THE "RI-SIBEIT- I ivfc.rrfd ' Iso to the
13 following rrssrgo; "Following the pivinr of thrt notice
1 ! Jr r-rn proceeded cnergc ticrlly ho increase her rrmrmcnts,
n rrer: r; tory to launching her ir.vr.sion in Chine." TV t
10

is c conclusion from frets inc.sr.uch r s it strtes the
rersor. for the rrcprrrtion, for the incrcrs in rrr.:r-

IS
ments. However, thrt is only one of meny such things

19
. no, p'. rrwrs, the smallest of them ell.

20 
> 1 MR, kef::AU; One thing, Ur. ^resident, I

11
think is —  we c'-n r 11 be rersor.'bly secure in, rnd

25 th: t is th't. this Court will not be prejudiced by -ny

21 ur.wrrrented conclusion or m y  inference thr t m' y be

25 drrwn. " e r re not ,-ddressine r jury.
T’il ' T'SIBEUT: Fc-rVrs whrt th witness is
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1 srying, Mr. Chief of Counsel, would be li ss ©bjoction-
2 rfclc if he mrcc it clo'r thrt he wrs rivin< , for v/hr ti
i it v/r.s worth, the motives or rer.sons thot re tue ted 
•* ! the United Str.tcs Government, but it doesn't so e-^urr.
5 ' MR. KL-t Ni.IT : It will so rprerr, Mr. President,
6 in this effidrvit.

«
9
10 
11 
12
13
M

10

le
iv
20

23

2-i
2 )

THE PRESIDENT: If the rorsons for the rttitude
of the United States Government et m y  time or times 
bccoj.ees rclcvrnt to rr.y issue, of course those rersons 
mry be riven.

MR. Y.ll HAN : Mr. ?.r i.lrntin ., v;e re the stete -
ments mode in th* rf fide vit which you metered end fr^m 
which you ere reeding the conclusions end presumptions 
of feet uron which the officiels of the United Stetes 
GoV'-rnm nt cctcd°

TUI- ' ITU; S3 : "'ne y were.
MR. KEEUnU: Arc y~u stetinr the. nosition,

hr vine p.rticirrtcd v;ith Mr. Cord'll Mull in the --
MR. LOG; I;.* If the Court rlerse.
MR, KZl"Ni.ITî Just r minute. I would lik« to

finish the question.
MR. LOGAii: The witness vrs cbout to enswe-r.
MR. KJEKAN: In other words, Mr. rrllentine,

he. vine *" ken cert in these discussions with the 
president end Sccrctiry of Stete et the times mention'd

)
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«

1 I in 19-11} rr-:, you str ting th«. position of the Governmc-nt
2 j of the United Str tes on these mettors*'
S THL v'IT;'r.SS: I rm.

X':.. LOC->-.:'î If the Tribune! nierse,'.vc object
5 to the form of the question -sked by the Chief Prose- 
r, j

• cuter end rlso o b j e c t  to the f e e t  thrt this -rLtness is 
f iI endec \ orinp to int roret for the Court his ov/n nffidrvit,
■S I1 end if he hr s t nsv:crc-d the qu- stion vre rsk th t it be 
y i striker out.

I

10 II
11 !
12 i

II
15
16 . 
I "  

IS

,y -
20 .
••I '

21

24

23 I
i

TH1 FRESIDFI'T: The only course or<" r. to the
Tribuncl is to - llor the v;itr.e ss to rrocecd to re? d his 
s trament ' nd th«. Court, of cours«., niH d isresy re
ell his conclusions but uill confine itself to his 
str * einen t of frets. If there is •: ny articuler con
clusion v/hich you think v/-. should recent, you me y rrcss 
for its cccentrncc se-rrotcly, Hr. Chief prosecutor, 
but I à n't think th«.re v/ill be -ny. To thrt extent, 
i.Ir. Los-rR's objection is uphe Id.

IP. Fllii; i.h Hr. ^resident, I think I ought 
to explain thrt this nffidevit v;? s prer-red chiefly 
by rr.y distinguish-c,, lo- rncG, end beloved collerguc ,
Hr. Comyns Cr rr, ’"ho is ill r nd I rr.tr kin? his nlr.ee 
ct th. nr-., sent time, rnd by Hr. ^rllr-nPinc.

./ill you nier so proceed to rc?d *h«. "ffidrvit0 
T.'il ' ITIT.33 : (Reeding) "In July 1̂ 37, ’-’ith

1
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HIROTA r grin Foreign Minister, Jrrm délibérétcly 
took rdvr.ntrgc of r. minor incident between Chinese rnd 
Jmrnesc forces et r point nerr Feioinr md begm 
flrgrently to invr.de Chinr on r huge scrlc. She poured 
into Chine imm nst rrmies which spr»'d fm-like over 
m<_e.t rrers, including industriel rnd other key centers. 
These rrmies rrced, robbed, murcrcd end committed rll 
kinds of lcv/lcss mts. Drrticulrrly berbrrous were 
the outreges in Krnking following occupetion of thrt 
city by Jrprr.csc military on December 13, 1937. Public 
opinion in the United Stetes v/rs shocked by these out- 
rr ge. s.

"Subsequent, to the renewed Jen me sc rrmed 
cttcck on Chine, be ginning on July 7, 1937, rclrtions 
between the United Strtes rnd Jmrn sterdily deterior
ated.’ The Jepr.nese military forces completely dis
regarded in tm ir rets suggestions mrde by the United 
Strtes rnd other governments thrt rersonrblc consider- 
rtions be given by them to the srfety, rights rnd 
int'. rests of n^tionrls of third countries in Chine. 
American public opinion become outreged by the methods 
rnd. strrtogy employed by the Jrprnc.se military rnd 
bi.c;me eredurlly more rnd more criticrl of Jenen. The 
United Strtes Govi rnmmt looked v/ith thorourh ci-Crvor 
upon the current mrnifestrtions of Jrprncsc foreign
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policy and upon the methods employed by the Japanese 
militery in pursuit of their policy.

"On August 10, 1937, the United Strtes mc.dc 
cn -ffer of American good offices in the dispute be
tween Jepen end Chine, but the ettitude of the Japanese 
Government v/rs such th-1 nothing ccmc of it."

MR. KEENAN: Thrt is exhibit 950 in this record
THT ’.71TKFSS : (Reeding)

10 
11 
12
13 j i
14
I

15
16 :
17
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1 9

20 . 
21 
22
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23 I
24
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25 I

I

"On October 6, 1937, the /nrriem Government 
protested th't the- rction of Jacan in Chine, was incon
sistent with the principles v/hich should govern rela- 
tionships between netions end was contrrry to thé- 
provisions of the Nino-Power Tre-ety end of the Briand- 
Kcllogg Pfet.

"In November 1937 the United Stetes prrtici- 
peted with eighteen other nations in a conference held 
ft Brussels to 'study peaceable means of hastening the 
end of the regrettable conflict which prevails' in 
the Ear Erst. The conference wrs held in accordance 
with r provision of the Nine-7 over Treaty of 1922.
The repeated refusals of the Japanese Government to 
participate in the conference effectively prevented 
efforts to > ring about rn end to the conflict by 
mediation and conciliation. On November 24 the confer
ence suspended its sittings."
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i/'-C .* 
V- , 1 "On Df ccmbt.r 12, 1937, Jr erne, sc rircrrft bombed ?

f: end srnk the U.G.S. Frnry in the Yangtze- River.
% \h* 3 "To rr in public support in Jrrm for its r̂o-
h : I ; 1 4 grerr. of nilit: ry ■_ xrr ns ion, slofms vnre used, such
lv: 5 rs 1 the nor/ order in Gre.rtcr .Rest Asie.1 end 'the Erst i
f
t ' 6 .-.sir Co-Prosp.rity Cohere.' Oh*- United Btntes end j!> 'Î ' 1 7 1

oth>.r countries v;orc ehrrged .'ith rttem tin? to choke

t :i « s Jr.pcn' s development. Thr t chrrgc res entirely unfounded
ti; . 9 except rs it rpnlicd to i.mcricr n rnd British opposition
j 3 
tt !̂ 10 to Jr^rn's coirrscs of ogpr< ssion.
r M "On July 26, lc'39, the Government of the j
%. • ■<; .1

12 United Ctrtts notifier; the Jrprro sc Government of its
n indention to t-.rminrte the nr,r«' - ty of Como, rce rnd

? ; 1 ! Iir. vigrtion of 1911. It vr s f It thr t f'is tr,.rty v rs
t. - n not r ffordinr rdequrte protection to Am- rie n commérer
1 1(3 either‘in J-r-rn or in Jr.pr.ne sc- occupied -ortions of

Î . • l7 Chin' , v;nil(. rt the srmo time the operation of the most-
i
i

IS fr.vorcd-nr tion clr.use of th>- tre-: ty vr s r b; r to the
19 cd op tion of rctclirtory me r sures 'grinst J'pr nr. sc

11
20 commerce. The trc.'ty,therefore ,te rmin^t-d on Jrnurry
M 26, 1940."

! 22
t«
i 23
ïi- 24 1
îÎ1i
i#:

2)

'l

1
•
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"During thr >'ntire- ^'ried cf the undvir].,-- red 
-rr bet’-ecr. J-pm rnd Chir.r there ’-r s rn the r>,-rt rf 
the J-prncFt C-r y.;-rnr.cnt rnd the J'p'ne so rut her it les 
in Chine fir pr-nt disrcprrd f^r - nd viele tien rf 
A:\ricrn rirhts rnd interests end the jerprrdizing 
rf Er erlern live*?. Arc r ice n property vr ? invrded, 
eccuried. end te en ever by the Jrprncsc rilitrry 
r-uthr rit.icF, In r rny instances Arericen property 
”'r F berb-d rnd Arxricrn citizens rlrced in jerrrrdy 
rf their liv'F, Discririnr tr ry restrictions -ere 
’■l-'ced û rr. Irericrn enterprise - nd tr* dc in Chine, 
J'prnese cer.rrrshir rf end int er-*’- re nee -ith Arcricrn 
-ril 'ne1 tel iT'rs end resrictirns unrn fr'.cdrr rf 
trrde, residence -'nd tr-vel by Areriems subjected 
Aneriern interests tr centinuinp r< rieur inernver.- 
ier.ee F end herd •'hips, IJe t-ithst' n.dinp reverted, 
r'-prer ntr+iuns end pretests by the /r» riern Grvern- 
r.ent 'nd net-ithst'ndinf rerv-rted rnd crtcrericrl 
r srur' nee s by the JrprnoFO C-'_vornrv nt thrt. c nullity 
rf rprrrtunity rr the Onen Dr! r in Chine —euld be 
: r ir.tr inc d rnd the t Arcricrn rirhts vruld be respected 
viel'ti^ns rf Areriern rights end interests continued.

"The ir.prpjtien by the Jr pr ne-se ruthrriti s 
rf rcstricti ns upen the revere nt rnd rctivitit r rf 
Ar-erierns in Chine rpcrrtcd tr piece Jrp'nesc
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interests in r r>r*fcrr«d nositirn in Chin-- rnd 
vr s dircririrrt( ry in its effect, upon legitirrto 
Areriern interests. The irpesitien by the Jrrrncse 
•uth-rities ef oxchrnge controls, ccrpulscry 
currency circul.-tion, trriff revision rnd nrncnrliriic 
rrer*rti<~n irplied rn r ssurptirn rn the prht cf the 
Jrp-nese r uthcritic-s thrt the Jrprncse G c-vor nr*nt 
cr the régir'.er established rnd rcintr ined in Chine 
hy Jrp?-rose erred forces vore entitled tc ret in 
Chin-- in r crp^city such rs flevés fror: rights rf 
s ■•vereipnty rnd to disregrrd the c.stcblished rights 
' r.d interests '-f ether ceuntrios, including the 
United States,

"The Jrprnese frire Minister, in r public 
strt'.rent Nrvcrbcr 3, 1938, se id in prrt: fAll 
c-untries rf the vïrrld should hove r clerr recog
nition rerrrdinf the ner siturtirn in the Frr Erst, 
Hirtery rherr clcrrly thrt perce rnd independence 
in Chine have; been fro. nuently renreed rs the result 
• f the struggle f <■ r suprorrey ,-r.rng foreign lowers 
-hich vrs breed on irpcrirlistic c.r-bitims, Jrprn 
secs the necessity of effecting r fundrrent.-i re
vision in this riturtion end desires to estrblish 

nev’ oerce frbric in Frr Erst rn the brsis rf 
justice. It gees v,ithcut srying thrt Jrnrn v/ill
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I
1 J not exclude c- operation of foreign Powers. Neither
2 she intends to danagc the leritinrte rights of the
!S: third Power in Chinn. If the Fcv/ers understand
j the real intentirns cf Japan nnd devise r policy

5 j in ncccrdrnce with the new situation in the For
I
j Erst, Jrprn decs not grudge to cooperate ’"ith then 

7 fer pence in the Frr Erst.1 He did r/t, however, 
s define what he rernt by policies * in rccordrnce 
y ! with the new siturtion in the For Erst.1 (U. S.
1(1 Foreign Pointions —  Japan - 1931-19/1, Vrlure I 
" ; page '80.)"
12 m .  KEENAN: Thrt is exhibit 220-C in
I -> I! this record.
II THF. Y/ITNESS: (Continuing)
l > "In Septcrber 193^ the Oovernrent of
1 6

the United States protested to the Jrprnese Govcrn-
1 7

rent rgninst a large-scale prcprrrndr enrpnign
is

rgrinst V'c.stern notions, including the United States,
IV

under tr ken bv Jr pr no sc npc-ncies in nrens of Chinn20
under Japanese control. In prcnouncenents rnd 
rani fest os issued by pur ret re g irr: s rt Reining 
rnd Nanking it ,rrs sought to persuade Chinese 

2( people that the difficulties and burdens which
>s the hostilities had brought upon the native r>onu-
i1 lotion should be birred upon the Me st« rn nations,
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ineiud .ng the United States. Streng anti-American 
feeling wrs fostered in various plrces, anti- 
Amcrican parades were organized, rnd anti-American 
banners and posters were displayed*

"In August and September 1940 it care 
tc the knowledge of the Department of State that 
Japan had conclude d an agreement with Vichy France 
under v/hlch Japansse tr^ips moved into northern 
Indc-China. The Acting Secretary of State on 
September 20, 1940, informed the Japanese Ambassador 
that the Ambassador himself could be- under no 
misapprehension as to the very serious disquiet 
and very open opposition which the action threaten
ed by Japan in Indo-China would create in the minds 
of the members cf the United States Government 
and on the pert cf public opinion generally in 
the United States.

"In September 19^0, Japan entered into 
the Tripartite Fact with Germany and Italy. In 
the view of the Government of the United States 
that alliance was aimed directly at the United 
Spates, It was designed to discourage the United 
States from taking adequate neasiires of self-defense 
until both Japan rnd Germany had completed their 
program of conquest in Asia, and Europe, when they
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could turn cn the United Strtcs then standing rime. 
The Secretary rf Strte in commenting en September 
30, 1940, tc the British Ambassador cn the sub
ject rf thrt rllirnce ebserved thrt the relations 
rneng Gcrrmy, Itrly end Japan, erch hrving a 
common objective of ccnauering certrin areas cf 

v’crld rnd erch pursuing identical policies cf 
f<~rce, devr strticn, rnd seizure, had been during 
recent yerrs cn the ‘basis of complete understrnding 
rnd cf mutual cooperation* for all practical purposes,

"After the autumn cf 19'0 it became clearly 
r-parent that the Japanese military leaders had 
embarked upon a program for the cenauest cf the 
e-ntire Far Erst rnd Western Facific area. That 
program vias referred to by euphemistic slogans 
such as the ’New Order in Greater East Asia’ and 
* the Greater East Asia. Cc-pr^spcrity Sphere.1 
They went cut with farce and entered into collabo
ration ">ith Hitler tc establish a new world order, 
arrogating tc themselves a. sphere which embraced 
an area occupied by nearly half cf the population 
cf the world•

"During all these years the Government 
of the United States consistently sought to remind 
the Japanese Government cf the traditional friendship
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rnd mutually profitable relations betoveen the two 
countries and to keep befere the Jrprnese Government 
in the most tactful manner possible the principles 
which should fern the basis of worthwhile relrtion- 
ships between notions. The Governnent rf the 
United Strtes else scupht to dissurdc Japan fron 
hcr courses by pointing the way to just rnd honorable 
alternatives vrhich would have assured Japan what she 
professed to sock - national security rnd eccnonic 
prosperity,

"It was also necessary to bear in nind 
in entering upon the conversations with the Japanese 
in 19/*1, Japan's long record rf duplicity in inter
national dealings,

"In IÇKM, Japan guaranteed Korea’s inde
pendence and territorial integrity. In 1910, Japan 
annexed Korea,

"In 190P, Japan pledged with the United 
Strtes to support the independence and integrity 
r-f China and the principle of equal opportunity 
there. In 1915* Japan presented to China the 
notorious’’tventy-rne demands.*”
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t
! , "In 1918, Japan entered into an inter-
2 I allied arrangement whereby forces, not exceeding
* , about 7,000 by any one power, were to be sent to

i
'* I Siberia to guard military stores which might be sub- 
5 ! sequcntly needed by Russian forces, to help the Rus-
/  I! sians in the organization of thoir own self-defense, 
' I and to aid the evacuating Czechoslovakian forces in
sit Siberia. The Japanese military saw in this enter-
’ prise an opportunity in which they were eventually 

to unsuccessful, to annex eastern Siberia and sent more
11 1: than 70,000 troops.
12 I

15

11 

n 
16 
|7 
1;-.

"In the Nine-Power Treaty of 1922, Japan 
agreed to respect China's sovereignty, independence 
and territorial and administrative integrity. Japan 
also agreed to use its influence to establish the prin
ciple of equal opportunity there. Japan's whole 
course in China since lr<31 of military occupation 
and economic domination was in violation of thoseI y

20 pledges.
"On November 21, 1°32, Nr. 1ÎATSU0KA, then 

Japanese delegate to the League of Nations, said:
2i 'V/e want no more territory'. By the end of 1932 
->4 Japanese forces had occupied the v/hole of Manchuria, 
2:> . and in subsequent years they moved southward and 

westward occupying a vast area of China.'1'
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"On July 27, 1937, Prince KONOYE, then 
Japanese Premier, said:'In sending troops to North 
China, of course, the Government has no other pur
pose, as was explained in its recent statement, than 
to preserve the peace of East Asia.1 In order to 
'preserve the peace of East Asia,' Japanese forces 
for fcur years had carried warfare and suffering over 
the greater part of China.

' "On October 28, 1937, the Japanese Foreign 
Office said, 'Japan never looks upon the Chinese 
people as an enemy . . . ' Japan showed its friendly 
feeling for China by bombing Chinese civilian popu
lations, by burning Chinese cities, by making mil
lions of Chinese homeless and destitute, by mistreat
ing and killing civilians, and by acts of horror and 
cruelty.

"On April 15, 1940, Mr. ARITA, then Japanese 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, said the 'Japanese Gov
ernment cannot but be deeply concerned over any dev
elopment ... that may affect the status quo of the 
Netherlands East Indies.' Fol1owing the occupation 
of the Netherlands by Germany that spring, Japan 
sent a Commercial Commission to the Indies which 
asked concessions so far reaching that, if granted, 
they would have reduced the Indies practically to a
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Japanese colony.

"After the renewal of Japan's undeclared 
war against China in July 1937, Japanese civilian 
leaders time and again pave assurances that American 
rights would be respected. Time and apain the Jap
anese military acted in violation of those assurances.

"Time and again the Japanese gave assur
ances that American lives and property in China would 
be respected. Yet there were reported in steadily 
mounting numbers cases of bombing of American proper
ty with consequent loss or endangering of American 
lives.

"Time and again, the Japanese gave assur
ances that American treaty rights in China would be 
respected. Unnumbered measures infringing those 
rights were put into effect in Japanese-occupied 
areas. Trade monopolies were set u**, discriminatory 
taxes we re imposed, American properties v/ere occupied, 
and so on. In addition, American nationals were 
assaulted, arbitrarily detained, and subjected to 
indignities.

23 :
I

24 Ii
2>

"In 1931-1933, while Japan was carrying for
ward its prorram of aggression, the American Govern
ment v/as moving steadily ahead in advocacy of world 
support of sanctity of treaties and peaceful processes."



"On May 16, 1934? the Secretary of State 
had a general conversation vrth Japanese Ambassador 
SÀIT0, one of many conversations in which he endea
vored to convince the Japanese that their best in
terests lay in following policies of peace.

"Three days later, the Secretary of State 
talked again with the Japanese Ambassador. During 
the conversation, the Ambassador repeated the form
ula which his Government had been putting forward 
publicly for some weeks to the effect that Japan had 
a superior and special function in connection with 
the preservation of peace in Eastern Asia. The Sec
retary of State brought to the Japanese Ambassador's 
attention the clear implications contained in the 
Japanese formula of the intention on the part of Ja
pan to exercise an overlordship over neighboring 
nations and territories.

"During the winter of 1940 and the spring 
of 1941, it was apparent that the Japanese military 
leaders were starting on a mission of conquest of the 
entire Pacific area west of a few hundred miles of 
Hawaii and extending to the South Seas and to India.
The Japanese were out with force in collaboration with 
Hitler to establish a new world order, and they thought

i
I
iI

tII

!

they had the power to compel all peaceful nations to
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come in under that new order in the half of the world 
they had arrogated to themselves.

"In March 1941, just as I was about to pro
ceed to China to assume the post of Counselor of Em
bassy there, I was instructed by the Secretary of 
State to remain in Y/ashington for consultation in 
connection with a suggestion which had been inform
ally brought to the attention of the President and 

9 I the Secretary of State through the medium of private 
n Americans and Japanese that the Japanese Government 
n would welcome an opportunity to alter its political
12 alignments and modify its attitude toward China. It
13 i was represented that if an agreement could be achieved 
11 I with the U. S. which would offer Japan security, this

would enable the moderate elements in Japan to gain 
control of the domestic political situation there.
It was further represented that there was adequate 
support in the Japanese Government for an agreement 
with the TJ. S. v/hich would provide, among other things, 
for practical nullification of Japan's al1iance with 
the Axis and for settlement of the conflict betv/een 
China and Japan on terms which would give complete 
recognition by Japan of the 'open door' in China, pro
vided that Japan received similar treatment elsewhere 
in the Far East. It was also represented that the

16
17

IS

19
20 
21 
22 
23 J 

2-1 j 

25 i
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Japanese people v;ere weary of the hostilities with 
China and that most elements in Japan were prepared 
for a recasting of Japan’s policies along liberal 
and peaceful lines.

"Welcoming these suggestions, but also 
with the history as above summarized in mind, the 
President and the Secretary of State during March and 
April, 1941, several times discussed with the Japan
ese Ambassador the subject of effecting an improve
ment in the relations between the United States and 
Japan.

"On May 12, the Japanese Ambassador pre
sented as under instructions a proposal for a gen
eral settlement between the two countries covering

»
the entire Pacific area. A copy of that document is 
annexed as Exhibit B."
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HR. KEENAN: Thrt, if the Court please,
is exhibit 1070, found on nage 9891 of transcript 
of record for 7 November 1946. It is a very long 
document, end I do not believe the Court would care 
to have it repented at this time.

THE PRESIDENT: No, I do not think there is
occasion to do so, so far, Hr. Chief of Counsel.

THE ’TTNESS: (Continuing)
"The terms which Japan intended to nropose 

to China were indicated only through reference to the i 
' K0N0XE orincipies.1 Inasmuch -'s the 'KONOYE orinci- 
plcs* had been made the basis of a. so-called treaty 
between Ja can and the v‘ang CMng-^’oi Regime in Novem
ber 1940, which had placed Japan in a oosition of 
ovcrlordship with respect to the Wang Regime, the 
Secretory of State sought to induce the Japanese to 
state precisely the terms which they had in mind as a 
basis of Japan's negotiations with China., but the 
Jaoanose Ambassador and his associates constantly j

avoided making definite commitments by constant resort j 
to vague generalities. In the course of conversations 
with me and with other offiers of the Department, 
Colonel Hideo Ir'AKUR0, the Special Tilitary Adviser 
to the Japanese Ambassador, explained that the areas 
where stationing of Japanese troops in China, was con-
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templrtcd under r. orovision for 'defense against 
Ccnnunistic activities through collaboration of the 
tv-o countries /Chinn nnd Japan/' included Inner 
Ilcngolin end the adjacent regions of Chinn proper, 
comprehending a line of communiention to the sen ns 
frr south ns Tsingtno which thus nennt Jr.onncsc mili- 
trry dominntion of the five northern orovincos of Hopei, 
Shnntung, Shnnsi, Chair r, nnd Suiyunr., with nn r.pgrcgatc 
rren of nor.' then 400,000 squnre miles rnd ''n estimated 
populnticn of more thnn 80,000,000. This territory was 
in nddition to L’rnchurio nnd the province of Jehol which 
Jnpnn hrd brought under hf r control some yenrs earlier. 
The I’ilitnrv Advis.r declrrcd to me thnt this strtioning 
of Jnnnnesf troons in Chinn was nn absolute condition 
of r.ny scttltnont with Chinn.

"Not”’ithstrndinr-' the vnrious objectionable 
features of the Jrpnncse Government's nronosal, in view 
of the world siturtion the Government of the U. S. de
cided to explore thoroughly ev^ry possible moans, start
ing with the Jnooncse proposals, of coming to nn agree
ment. The Secretary of Strtc on numerous occasions ct 
which I was present emphasized to the Japanese Ambassa- 
• cr that this Government v/ns n^nre of the difficult 
internal siturtion which the Jr nanosc Government freed 
nnd wrs prepared to he nrti'r.t and to pive the Japanese
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Government cmnie time to bring Je ornesc public opinion 
into lino in sooport cf r li/Vrrl broed-ge.ugo progrrm, 
such rs the Secretary of Stete end the Jepenese Ambrs- 
sedor hrd been discussing In their conversctions. The 
Jrnrncsc renresentrtives cynrcsscd surprise thet this 
Government should reise with them the. points in rcgc.rd 
to the terns of settlement which Jrnrn nro^osed with 
Chine rs they rc.grrdcd the settlement of the Chine 
rffrir rs c mrtter which concerned only Chine end Jenen. 
The Secretery of Stete pointed out in numerous conver
sctions thet c pcrcoful settlement between Jrpen end 
Chine we s en essentiel element in furthering the ob
jective which the U.S. end j-pr.n hnd in mind, nemoly, 
the ne'eo of the Pecific, end th-̂t. if the U.S. should, 
rs the Je. pr ne sc proposed, suggest thrt Chine enter 
negotietions with Jj'pen, this Government could not 
divost itself of e certein degree of responsibility 
with regard to the brsis of the nronosed negotietions 
end the gcnerrl conformity of Jenen1s nronosed terms 
with the rrincinles which this Government supports.
On ?!ry 28, in resnonso to questions esked by the Scc- 
retery cf stete, the Jrnrncsc Ambess'dor indierted thet 
v/ithdrrwel of the J~nrncsc troons from Chine follow
ing r settlement ivit.h Chine, would not include Jene- 
nesc troons roteined in Chine for ’coopérétivc defense

B; LL/. FTI NE DI RECT
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ogoinst Communism,' o.nd thot he vr's unoblc to sl'te 
how mony trooos Jrpon would nrooosc rctrining or to 
der.: no the precise orcos in which these troops would 
be stationed. The Jrprncso Anbossodor, in rcoly to 
further questions by the Secretory of Strte, s"id 
thrt he did not believe thot the For Erst hod pro
gressed to p point where other orrongements would bo 
feasible. The Secretory of Stote olso, on !>• 28, 
node it clcor thot the Jop"ncso proposed forrmlo. with 
reference to Jnorn's rclrtiers to the Axis did not 
rdequotcly clerify Joo-"n's peaceful intention toword 
the V. S., should th<- TT. S. through rets self- 
defense become involved in wor with Gerrony. He cn- 
phosized thrt such clorificotion w"s n- eded, esnecinlly 
to off-set stotericnts bcinr rrdc by J."ooncsc officiels 
i.n iustificotion of Joo"n*s Axis obligations ond thrt 
If we mode on rgrecnent "dth Jorrn, critics would, un
less the J>r,rncsc Governor- nt. h-"d odequotely elerified 
Its rttitudo on this point, rssert thot there wos no 
'ssuronee os to Jenrn’s ncsition vis-o-vis the U. S.

"The question o*“ whot Jonm r.crnt bv •economic 
;oopcr"tirn' between Chin" rnd Jonr.n wrs rise discussed, 
.s the inform-"] convcrsrtirns oroceeded, it w-"s evi- 
ent thot Jr.nnn intended to re toin a nreferrod economic 
osition for herself in Chino, while "t the some time
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trying tc obtnin for herself in the southwestern Pnei- 
fic nrer economic rights such ns it v/rs unwilling thr.t 
n Third Power should ■ njoy in Chinn. The Socrotnry 
of St-tc mode it dorr thrt retention by Joprn of o 
preferred position in Chinn would be inconsistent with 
the nrinciplc of non-discriminotion in internetionnl 
commercinl relations to which this Government v/r.s com
mitted, which it believed to bo essentiel for a lnst- 
ing pence in the Prcific, nnd which the Japanese hnd 
seid they approved.

"Cn June 6, the Secretary c-*' St tc informed 
the Japanese Ambassador thrt h: hnd received the im
pression, from the successive Japanese revisions of 
their pronosnl nnd from recent, nnnifcstntions of the 
Jrpn.nesc Government’s rttitude, thnt the Japanese Govern 
ment wrs disposed. (1) to stress Japanese nlignmcnt with 
the .»xis; (2) to rvoid giving n clear indiention of nn 
intention to place Japan's relations with Chinn on n 
bn sis which would contribute to n Insting pence in the 
Fnr East; "nd (3) to veer away from clear-cut commit
ments in regard to policies of peace nnd of non-dis- 
crj minatory treatment which wen the fundamentals of a 
sound basis for ponce in the Pacific."
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"The Japanese pressed fer a complete reply 
to their proposals of May 12. Accordingly, on 
June 21, the Ambassador was given the American Govern
ment's view in the form of a tentative redraft of 
their proposals. A copy of that c-ocurnent is appended 
as Exhibit G."

MR. KEENAN: Exhibit C In this document
is, in this case, exhibit 1092, found on page 10,004 
of the tr^nscriot of the record for the date of 
8 November 1946.

THE 7ITNESS: "There is annexed as Exhibit D
a comparison in parallel columns between such provisions 
of the Japanese proDosal of May 12 and the American 
counterdraft of June 21, as represented material and 
essential differences."

MR. KEENAN: I intended, if the Court please,
to follow a procedure of having each individual 
exhibit from D to N separately identified and offered 
in evidence,one by one. So I ,therefore,offer in 
evidence this exhibit D, and ask that it be offered 
for identification at this time.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted.
Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, there

is nothing on this document nor in the affidavit to
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indicate who drew it or from where it came.
THE PRESIDENT: I take it the witness did.
MR. KEENAN: Mr. President, I suggest that

might be a little technical, but I can clear it up 
right away.

j Mr. Ballantine, can you tell us who drew up
7 j this draft, exhibit D?
8 j THE WITNESS: I drew it up myself, by taking
y I the essential provisions to show just whnt theI
10 I differences were on these essential points. I drew
I11 it up myself.

12 I CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s documentI
1 No. 2215-D will receive exhibit No. 1245-A.
I

1! (Whereupon, the document above
referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 

K> No. 1245-A, and received in evidence.)
MR, KEENAN: I understand that that has been

u> admitted in evidence? 
ly THE PRESIDENT: Yes.

Iv'R. KEENAN: I would like at this time, if the
‘ Court please, for the Court's convenience, to have

22
counsel permitted to read paragrauh by paragraph 

23
where there are counter-oaragraphs, the Japanese
Government's draft, and have the witness respond as to 
the American Government's counter-draft, merely for

2»
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1 ! convenience in presentation if it r.cots with the 
9 Court's approval.
 ̂! THE PRESIDENTî You nay follow that course.
!

4j for the time being, Mr. Chief of Counsel,
I

5 j MR. KEENAN: "Japanese Government's Draft of
6 i May 12.
? "II. The attitude of both Governments toward
s the European War."
9) THE WITNESS: It is the same heading, American
10
n

Draft.
"II. The attitude cf both Governments toward the:

12 ! European War."
13
14

15

16

HR. KEENAN: "The Governments of the United
States and Japan make it their common sir. to bring
about the world peace; they shall,therefore,Jointly 

i
i endeavour not only to prevent further extension of the

17 ! 

IS

19

20 
21 
22
23

24

25

European ,:far but also speedily to rester j peace in
Europe,"

THE WITNESS: There is no counterpart to
that paragraph in the Americai draft.

MR. KEENAN ; " The Government of Japan maintains 
that its alliance with tne Axis Powers was, and is, 
defensive and designed to prevent th~ nations which 
are not at present uirectly affected by the* European 
War, from engaging in it."
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24 ‘

THE WITNESS: Th? first paragraph of tho
American draft is tho counterpart:

"Tho Government of Japan maintains that tho 
purpose of tho Tripartite Pact was, and is, defensive 
and is designed to contribute to tho prevention of an 
unprovoked extension of the European V'ar."

MR. KEENAN: "Tho Government of Japan
maintains that its obligations of military assistance 
under tho Tripartite Pact between Japan, Germany and 
Italy will be applied in accordance with tho stipula
tion of Article 3 of the said Pact."

THE ’7ITNSS3: There is no counterpart in the
American counter-draft to this paragraph 3*

MR. KEENAN: "The Government of the United
States maintains that its attitude toward the Europetn 
War is, and will continue to bv, directed by no such 
aggressive measures as to assist any one nation 
against another. The United States maintains that it is 
pledged to tho hate of war, and accordingly, its 
attitude toward the European 7ar is, and will continue 
to be, determined solely and exclusively by considera
tions of the protoctivc- defense of its own national 
welfare and security."

«

THE \'ITN2'3S: The second paragraph is the

! counterpart to that, the second paragraph plus the
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20 
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I25

nota;
"The Government of the Unitea States maintains 

that its attitude towarc the European hostilities is and 
will continue to be determined solely and exclusively 
by considerations of protect ion and self-defense: its 
national security and tho defense thereof.

"Koto (There is appended a suggested craft 
of an exchange of letters as a substitute for the 
Annex and Supplerent on the Part of the Government 
of the United States on this subject which constituted 
a part of the draft of May 31, 1941. For discussion 
of the fundamental question underlying this whole 
section, vide the Oral Statement handed the Jananoso 
Ambassador on June 21.)

"(See also suggested oxchange of letters 
Annex 3.)"

Now, that note is not my note. That note was 
embodied in the communication that was delivered to 
the Japanese representatives.

î.IR. KEENAN: I might state to the Court at
this time in offering this exhibit that it is intended 
solely for tha purpose of aiding tho Court and everyone 
else in setting forth the differences,as the prosecu
tion believes them to be, of tho different suggestions 
made by the one country, revised or accepted or refused

Si
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1
2 ;
3

4

5

6

7

8
9  iI
10 iI
11 
12
13
14 i

by the other. It has no other evidentiary value 
whatsoever.

THE PRESIDENT: One of my colleagues points
out that this exhibit 1245-A is mace up of exhibits 
1070 and IO92, both of which have boon read. The 
Tribunal does not desire that any more of exhibit 1245’-A 
be read.

MR. KEENAN: I thought perhaps the Court
would so order, and that is why I made tho suggestion 
to further explain the exhibit.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, I told you to proceed
to read it for the tir.e being, Mr. Chief Prosecutor.

MR. KEENAN : Yes.
THE PRESIDENT: But that is how it has

15 . reacted on the Court.
16 ! MR. KEENAN: Yes, your Honor.
17 j (Addressing the witness) \rill you proceed
18• to road the afficavit.
*9 I THE WITNESS: "On June 22, Germany attacked the
20 Soviet Union, and in July the American Government began
21 receiving reports, that a large Japanese military

I>2 !j movement into southern Indo-China was imminent. This
23 ; Japanese movement threatened tho Philippine Islands
24 ; and British and Lutch possessions in the western
25 Pacific area. It also threatened vital trade routes"

I

•i
«
j
f*
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i
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24

" Officers of the Department of State immediately !»
brought those reports to the attention of the Japanese 
Ambassador, pointed out the inconsistency between 
such a m ilita ry  movement and the conversations which 
were then proceeding, and requested information j
as to the fa c ts . On Ju ly  23, the Japanese j
Ambassador stated in explanation that Japan needed to J 
secure an uninterrupted source of supplies and to insure! 
against encirclement of Japan m ilit a r i ly .  The Acting j 
Secretary of State, Mr. 7/olles,. replied that the i

i
agreement v/hich was being discussed botv/eon American j

i
and Japanese representatives, would give Japan far ■

greater economic security than she could gain by j
occupying Indo-China. He oointed out that the United !

I
States policy was the opposite of on encirclement |I«
policy. He said that the United States could only j
regard the action of Japan as constituting notice that j 
Japan was taking the last step to proceeding on a j
policy of exranaicn and conquest in the region of !
the South Seas, He told the Ambassador, under instruct
ions from the Secretary of State, that under those

icircumstances, the Secretary could not see any ba.sis 
for pursuing further the conversations with the 
Japanese Ambassador."

25 TIE PRESIDENT: V/e will redess now for
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25 !

" Officers of the Department of State immediately
brought those reports to the attention of the Japanese
Ambassador, pointed out the inconsistency between
such a military movement and the conversations which
were then proceeding, and requested information
as to the facts. On July 23, the Japanese
Ambassador stated in explanation that Japan needed to j
secure an uninterrupted source of supplies and to insure:
against encirclement of Japan militarily. The Acting J

!
Secretary of State, Mr. V/olles, replied that the j
agreement which was being discussed between American ;
and Japanese representatives, would give Japan far
greater economic security than she could gain by Ji
occupying Indo-China. He pointed out that the United

j
States policy was the opposite of an encirclement !i
policy. He said that the United States could only |
regard the action of Japan as constituting notice that j 
Japan was taking the last step to proceeding on a j
policy of ^xrunsicn and conquest in the region of j
the South Sens, Ho told the Ambassador, under ins true t-j 
ions from the Secretary of State, that under those 
circumstances, the Secretary could not see any ba^is 
for pursuing further the conversations with the 
Japanese Ambassador."

THE PRESIDENT: V/e will redess now for
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A

5

fifteen minutes.
(Whereupon, at 1445 a recess ’.vas 

taken until 1505» after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)

6

1 0  i

I! }
i

12 i

13 i
n :

I
15 I
16 
17 
IS

l‘>

20 ! 
21 !
22 I

~> i

I
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The Tribunal is now
resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel.
THE Y/ITNESS (Reading):
"On July 24 President Roosevelt node a proposal 

to the Japanese C-overnront that Indo-Chi.no be regardod 
as a •neutralized' country. That proposal envisaged 
Japan’s being riven the lullest and 1reest opportunity 
of assuring for herself a source of ioocl supplies and 
other rav, materials which— accord in,: to Japanese acc
ounts— .japan w..j seeking to obtain. The Japanese Cov
er m  ion t fiid not accept the President’s propos-«]., and la
rge Japanese iorces were .nveci into 3o:.’t,.eriï Tnco-China.

"The Japanese .aove into southern Indo-Chinu v.os 
an aggravated, overt act. It created a situation in 
which the risk of v.rr becar.ie so great that the United 
states and other countries concerned were confronted no 
longer with the question of avoiding such risk but fron 
then on with the probier, of preventing a connlete under
lining of their security. It was essential that the Un
ited ôtâtes ,.iake a definite and clear rove in self- 
defense.

"Accordingly, on July 26, .1941, President Roose
velt issued an executive order freezing Chinese *nd Jap-

That or*or brought Isnese assets in the United ôtâtes.
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u n d e r  t h e  c o n t r o l  o f  t h e  G o v e r n m e n t  a l l  f i n a n c i a l  a n d  

i m p o r t  a n d  e x p o r t  t r a d e  t r a n s a c t i o n s  i n  w h i c h  C h i n e s e  o r  

J a p a n e s e  i n t e r e s t s  w e r e  i n v o l v e d .  T h e  B r i t i s h  and  N e t h 

e r l a n d s  G o v e r n m e n t s  t o o k  s i m i l a r  s t e p s .  T h e  e f f e c t  o f  

t h i s  w a s  t o  b r i n ; a b o u t  v e r y  s o o n  v i r t u a l  c e s s a t i o n  o f  

t r a d e  b e t w e e n  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  a n d  J a p a n .

" T h e r e a f t e r ,  on  n u f ; u s t  3 ,  t h e  J a p a n e s e  A m b a s s a d 

o r  i n q u i r e d  w h e t h e r  i t  m i . f n t  n o t  be p o s s i b l e  f o r  t h e  r e s 

p o n s i b l e  n e a d s  o i  t h e  two ^ o v e r n n e n t s  t o  m eet w i t h  a 

v i e w  t o  d i s c u s s i n g  m e a n s  f o r  r e a c h i n g  a n  a d j u s t  l e n t  o f  

v i e w s ,  i i f t e r  r e v i e w i n g  b r i e f l y  th e  s t e p s  . A u c h  hod l e d  

t o  a d i s c o n t i n u a n c e  o r  t h e  i n f 01n u l  c o n v e r s a t i o n s ,  t h e  

S e c r e t a r y  o f  S t a t e  s a i d  i t  r e m a in e d  t o  t h e  J a p a n e s e  G o v 

e r n m e n t  t o  d e c i d e  w h e t h e r  I t, c o u l d  f i n d  rne<.ns o f  s h a p i n g  

i t s  p o l i c i e s  a l o n y  l i n e s  w h i c h  w o u ld  m ake p o s s i b l e  a n  a d -  

j u s  t i r e n t  o i  v i e w s .

On August 23 the President was piven c m e s s a g e  

from the Japanese Prime minister, Prince IIOKOYS urginc 
t h a t  a meeting of the heads of the two Covemments be 
arranged to discuss all important problems by Japan and 
the United States covering the entire Pacific area. Ac
companying that message was a statement containing assur
ances, with several eu.-lific-.l ions, of Japan’s peace ful 
intent. C o p i e s  or the message and accompany}n# s t a t e m e n t ’ 

are annexed as Nxkibit U. "
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MR. KEENAN: Exhibit E is tendered in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2215-E will receive exhibit No. 1245-B.

(V/hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 

No. 1245’-B and received in evidence.)

HR. KEENAN: Unless the Court so requires,

this document being lengthy, it will net be read at 

this time.

THE PRESIDENT: It is not already read?

IH. KEENAN: It has not been read before.

THE PRESIDENT: 7/e would like for you to 

read it, I!r. Chief Counsel, if it has not been read 

already.

HR. KEENAN (Reading): "THE JAPANESE FRIKE 

MINISTER (PRINCE KONCYE) TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT."

'"27 August 1941.
"I deeply appreciate the courtesy of Ycur 

Excellency ’’n delivering personalia to Ambassador 

NOL'URA tne reply of the United StatesGovernment to the 

proposal of the Japanese Government regarding a meeting 

between ycur Excellency and myself,

"In the face of universal warlike turmoil 

Japan and the United States are the last two major Powers
i

I
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who held the ke^ to international peace. That the two 
nations should fall In the worst of relations at this 
tire would roan not only a disaster in itself, but 
also the collapse of world civilization. Japan is 
solicitous for the maintenance of the peace of the 
Pacific and the peace of the world and she desires, 
therefore,to improve Japanese-^merican relations.

"The present deterioration of the Jspanese- 
Anerican relations is largely due, I feel, to a lack 
of understanding v/ĥ ch has led to mutual suspicions and 
misapprehensions, and also encouraged the machinations 
and maneuvers of Third Jowers.

"v/ithcut first eliminating such causes, it 
is imrossible to exrect adjustment of Japanese-American 
relations. This is why I wish to meet Your Excellenoy 
personally for a frank exchange of views.

"The preliminnrv informal conversations, dis
rupted Jul” last, -”ere ouite appropriate both in spirit 
and content. But the idea of continuing those conver
sation? and to hav-*> their conclusion confirmed by the 
responsible heads the two Governments does not meet 
the need of the present situation which is developing 
swiftly and mav produce unforeseen contingencies.

"I consider it, therefor^, of urgent necessity 
that the two heads of the Governments should meet first

1
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te discuss ■rrc»" a broad standpoint all ir/portnnt prob- 
l*ms between Japan and America covering the entire 
Faciale orea, and to explore the possibilité of saving 
the situation. Adjustment of minor items may, if 
necessarv, be left to negotiations between competent 
officials of the two countries, following the me't'ng.

"Such is mv aim in making the present pro
posal. I sincerely hope my views in this regard are 
fully understood »nd reciproc'-t d by Your Excellency.

"Because of the nature of the nvetinp as 
stated above, I would prefer th-'t it will take place 
as soon as possible.

August 27. 1941.
"Statement bv the Japanese Government Handed 

by the Japanese Ambassador (NOIjUTiA) to President Roose
velt on August 28, 1941.

"The Japanese Government has received the 
communication conveyed bv the Secretary of State and 
the President of the Upitcd States to the Japanese 
Ambassador on August 17, 1941. The Japanese Government 
desires to state ^ts views as follows:

"^hn Japanese Government profoundly regrets 
that despite the pledge It has given heretofore as well 
as its repeated explanations concerning Japan's actions 
and measures in the foreign field, the United States
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Government continuas to entertain misgivings.
"The- Unit'd States Government entions certain 

situations and measures which it roc-rds ns inimical 
to peaceful settlement in th-- Pacific area. In an 
atmosphère of world crises and international confusion,

6 i
7 !
8 
y 
10 
11 
12
13
14

15

16
17

18 ! 

19

i t  i s  some t i m e s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  a s c e r t a i n  whan nn ovo-nt  

i s  -  c m  se' and when i t  i s  a c o r  s e q u e n c e .

""T'en a nation is obstruct-'d *n the path 
of natural and peaceful development cr \’h--n the ne ans 
of its orist-T.ce is threatened, not only is it isrerr
at ivr that that nation should take defensive measures, 
but it is also r-'-'ouin-d to do so for th? maintenance 
of a ,1ust peace. This was the- motivating policy of the
Japanese Government.

"I'̂ an’vhile, the Unit d Stages had taP~n certain 
measures ’"hicv could tv internr t d in Jenen as indica
tive of e continuing unfriendly pressure at variance 
•:/* th the then current amicable conversations.

ii■

i

i

■*
i
i

I
20
21
22
23

"The Unit d St^t^s Government certainly |
»

regards seme of its actions ns merely counter-measures j 
'■gainst Japan's rolicy and procedures which wore considered 
as conflicting with America^ interests and principles.

24 I On the other tend, to the Japanese- Gov- rnm'nt those
,s iprccedur- s i*v rc d'-t'rmin''d by considerations of self-
~ ! '

! protection for ’"■-eting national requirements or removing

1
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environmental and political obstacles against national 1 
security.

"v'ith admirable modesty of mind, the Government , 
of the UnH^-d Sfat~s has seemed frequently unaware that 
its words and policies are automatically weighted with j 
the irmenso power of America*s accomplished facts, 
natural endowment and rotential might. The President 
of the United States, and the Secretary of.State, in j 

th^ir own unquestioning adherence to the ways of 
peaceful procedures, might find it difficult to believe 
that other nations, anywhere, could consider themselves 
threatened by the United States.

"Yet, as long as there is lacking the assuage
ment of that possible threat, there will be some less 
favorably endowed (-specially in essential resources) 
who "’ill feel compelled to consider defensively their 
relations with the United States.

"In consequence, the Japanese Government wel- 
cem s thß Invitation by the Government of the United 
States to an exchange of vi^ws in regard to basic poli
cies ^nd attitudes as the- foundation of an understanding 
that will condition lasting .and extensive pence in the 
Pacific area. For such peace, the Government of Japan 
is ready: for such a united effort toward a peaceful
s^ttl'm^nt covering the 'ntir~ Pacific situation the
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Government cf Jap^n, like the Government ©f the United
I

ct->tes, would be proud to make sacrifices. i
"Japan's ^ensure in Indo-Chin"* ’’’as intended i 

to accelerate the settlement of the Chinn Incident;
!

r nd -‘t the same t^me it "f'S calculated tc remove nil
men nee to the nonce cf the Pacific nnd tc secure to j
T iJapan n.n eouj table suppl’* cf essential materials.
It was ■* measure of self-de’ense the Japanese Government 
felt obliged to take. But the Japanese Government 
has no intention of threatening therebv other countries.

"Therefore, the Japanese Government is pre
pared tc withdraw its troops from Indo-Chinn ns soon 
as the Chine Incident is settled or a iust peace is 
established in East Asia. .j

j !

"Furthermore, in order to remove all possible !
dcubt in this regard, tfe* Japanese Government reaffirms 
herewith its repeated declaration thnt its present 
action in Indo-China is not » preparatory step for 
military advance into neighboring territories. The 
Japanese Government believes the above pledge will 
suffice tc clarify '’Iso Japan’s intentions toward 
Thailand.

"As regards Soviet-Japanese relations, the j
Japanese Government declares likewise th"t Japan will 
t^ke no military action as long as the Soviet Union !

 ̂ I

>
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r e m a i n s  f a i t h f u l  t o  t h e  S o v i e t - J a p n n e s e  n e u t r a l i t y  

t r e a t y  and  d o e s  n o t  m e n a ce  J a p a n  o r  K a n c h o u k u c  o r  t a k e  

', n y  ~ c t i o n  c o n t r a r y  t c  t h e  s p i r i t  o f  t h e  s a ^ d  t r e t v .

On the other hand, the Japanese Government sincerely 
hoT'e that the United Spates Government will avoid any 
°ction t h a t  might five rise tc a fear of menace to 
Japan through collaboration with the Soviet Union.

"In a word, the Japanese Government has no 
intention of using, without provocation, military 
force against anv neighboring nation.

"QuHe properly, discussions between the 
Japanese Government and the Government of the United 
States directed toward ascertaining if there existed 
a basis for negotiations for a peaceful settlement 
covering the entire situation,—  such discussions would 
naturally envisage the working cut of a progressive 
program, obtainable bv peaceful methods. The Japanese 
Government shares fully that view with the Government 
of the United ft°tes.

"It is also stated by the United ftat^s Govern-
%

ment that no p r o p o s a l s  or suggestions affecting the 
rights and privileges of either the United States or 
Japan would be considered except as these might be in 
conformitv with the basic principles to which the 
United States has long been committed, "he fundamental
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■ naticral policy lonp cherished bv the Japanese Government
i, is ag^in in full agreement. on that point.

, { "Regarding the principles and directives set
\I

, j  j forth in detail by the American Government *nd envisaged 
5 I ir the informal conversations as constituting a programI
6 jfor the Pacific area, the Japanese Government wishes to
7•st^te that it considers these principles and the practical

♦

s J application thereof, in the friendliest manner possible,
i

y jure the nri^e r^ouisites of a true peace and should be
10 i nrn?ied not onl'r in the Pacific area but throughout the

i

11 jentire world. Such a program has long been desired
12 I and sought by J^o^n itself.
13 j "The Japanese Government now confidently
1 * hopes that from the larger vi°wpcint of a constructive 

world Peace, and in the light of the current inter-I
16 national situ°tion, p^st differences mav be merged in 
!' an agreement of principles and  ̂ cooperative effort 
u based on order .and iustice. The meeting of the
19 responsible heads of our respective Governments would
20 ! confirm and give such sanction to our purposes that
’’.peace in the Pacific would be instituted by that meeting. 

"(Foreign Relations, Vol. II, p. 572-575)"

23
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THE WITNESS (Reading): "The President in his 
reply given on September 3 suggested that there take 
place immediately in advance of the proposed meeting 
preliminary discussions on fundamental and essential 
questions on which agreement was sought and on the 
manner ir. which the agreement would be applied. A copy 
of this renly is annexed as exhibit F,"

IvIR. KEENAN: The prosecution offers in
evidence exhibit F of this affidavit.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted.
CLERK OF ThE COURT: Prosecution document

No. 2215 will receive exhibit Ko. 1245-C.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1245-C and received in evidence.)

MR. KEENAN (Reading): " 'President Roosevelt's
Reply to the Japanese Prime Minister (Prince KONOYE), 
Handed to the Japanese Ambassador ( NOMURA on Sep
tember 3, 1941.

"'I have read with appreciation Your Excel
lency's message of August 27, which was delivered to me 
by Admiral NGKURA.

"'I have noted with satisfaction the senti
ments expressed by you in regard to the solicitude of 
Japan for the maintenance of the peace of the Pacific
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and Japan's desire to improve Japanese-Ar.c-rican re
lations .

"'I fully share the desire expressed by you 
in these regards, and I v;ish to assure you that the

I

i Government of the United States, recognizing theI
j swiftly-moving character of world events, is prepared 

to proceed as rapidly as possible toward the consumma
tion of arrangements for a meeting at which you and I

! can exchange views and endeavor to bring about an ad-
i
j justment in the relations between our two countries.

"’In the statement which accompanied your 
letter to me reference was made to the principles to 

! which the Government of the United States has longj
I been committed and it -was declared that the Japanese 
I Government Considers these principles and the practi

cal application thereof, in the friendliest manner
I
i possible, arc the prime requisites of a true peace 
j and should be aoplied not only in the Pacific area
, but throughout the entire world * and that « such aI
! program has long been desired and sought by Japan
i
1 itself• *
j

j "'I am very desirous of collaborating with
i
I you in efforts to make these principles effective in 
. practice. Eecause of my deep interest in this matter 
I I find it necessary that I constantly observe and take
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account of developments both In my own country and 
in Japan which have a bearing upon problems between 
our two countries. At this particular moment I can
not avoid taking cognizance of indications of the 
existence in some quarters in Japan of concepts 
which, if widely entertained, would seem capable 
of raising obstacles to successful collaboration 
between you and me slong the line which I am sure 
we both earnestly desire to follow. Under these 
circumstances, I feel constrained to suggest, in 
the belief that you will share my view, that it 
would seem highly desirable that we take precaution, 
toward ensuring that our proposed meeting shall prove 
a success, by endeavoring to enter immediately u^on 
preliminary discussion of the fundamental end 
essential questions on which we seek agreement.
The questions which I have in mind for such prelim
inary discussions involve practical application of 
the principles fundamental to achievement end 
maintenance of peace which ere mentioned with more 
specification in the statement accompanying your 
letter. I hope that you will look favorably upon 
this suggestion.1

"(Foreign Relatiors, Vol. II, p. 591-592)”
THE WITNESS (Reading)î "It was felt by
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the American Government thrt the President could go to 
such r meeting on?y if there were f'irst obtained tent
ative commitment offering some assurance that the
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meeting could accomplish good. Neither Prince KrtNOYE 
nor any of Japan’s spokesmen provided anything tangi
ble. They held on to the threat against the United 
States implicit in the Tripartite Alliance. They would 
not state that Japan would refrain from attacking the 
United States if it became involved through acts of 
self-defense in the European War. The Japanese had 
already refused to agree to any preliminary steps 
toward reverting to peaceful courses, as for example 
adopting the President’s proposal of July 24 regard
ing the neutralization of Indo-China. Instead they 
steadily moved on with their program of establish
ing themselves more firmly in Indo-China. They would 
not budge from their insistence in any peace agreement 
with China upon terms based on principles which were 
embodied in a so-called treaty of 1941 with the puppet 
Wang Ching-wei regime at Nanking and which included 
the stationing for an indefinite period of large 
bodies of Japanese troops in wide areas of China and 
the control by Japan of strategic industries and 
economic facilities in China —  terms which would 
have given Japan a permanent stranglehold over China. 
Inasmuch as months of closeup conversations with the 
Japanese had failed to move them on these points, it 
would have been illusory to expect that a meeting

I
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between the President and the Prime minister would 
have resulted in Japan's giving dependable pledges 
such as would have assured a peaceful settlement.
It was clear that unless the proposed meeting pro
duced concrete and clear-cut commitments toward 
peace, the Japanese would have distorted the signifi
cance of such a meeting in such a way as to have a 
discouraging effect upon the Chinese; if it had 
resulted merely in endorsing general principles, the 
Japanese in the light of their past practices could 
have been expected to utilize such general principles 
in support of any interpretation which Japan might 
choose to place upon them; and if it did not produce 
an agreement, the Japanese leaders would have been 
in position to declare that the United States was 
responsible for the failure of the meeting. "

18

20
I
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"On September 6 the Japanese Ambassador pre
sented a new draft of proposals. These proposals 
were much narrower than the assurances given in the 
statement communicated to the President on August 
28. A copy of this proposal is anrexed as exhibit 
G."

FU; • KEENAN: Prosecution offers in evidence
exhibit of this affidavit G.

THE PRESIDENTS Admitted.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 2215-G will receive exhibit No. 1245-D.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
1245-D and received in evidence.)

KTU KEENAN: With the Court's permission,
Mr. Higgins will road this exhibit.

MR. HIGGINS: Mr. President, I read prose
cution exhibit No. 124|T-D.

»TRAFT IROrOCAL HANDED BY THE JA 17NESE 
AMBASSADOR (NOMURA) TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE ON 
SEI TIMBER 6, 19*'1.

"'The Government of Japan undertakes:
*"(r) That Japan is ready to express 

it concurrence in those ratters which were already 
tentatively agreed upon between Japan and the United



Strtes in the course of their prelirinrry infornrl 
convorsrtiens;

"* (b) thrt Jrprn will not nrke m y  militrry 
rdvrncenent fron French Indo-Chinr rgrinst rny of 
its rdjoining rrers, end likewise will net, without 
rny justifirble rersen, resort of r.ilitrry rctien 
rgrinst rny regions lying south of Jrprn;

"*(c) thrt the rttitudes of Jrprn rnd 
the United Strtos towrrds the Européen V/rr v/ill be 
decided by the concepts of protection rnd self-defense, 
rnd, in erse the United Strtes should prrticiprtc 
in the Eurenern V/rr, the interpretstion rnd execution 
of the Triprrtite Fret by Jrprn shell be independently 
decided ;

M,(d) thrt Jrprn will endervor to bring 
rbout the rehrbilitrtion of generel rnd norr.rl 
relrtionship between Jr.prn rnd Chinr, upon the 
rerlizrtion of which Jrprn is rerdy to withdrrv/ 
its rrned forces fron Chinr rs soon rs possible 
in rccordrnce with the rgrcer.ents between Jrprn 
rnd Chine;

"‘(e) thrt the c-cononic r.ctivities of 
the United Strtes in Chinr. v/ill not be restricted 
so long rs pursued on en equitr.ble brsis;

"'(f) thrt Jrprn's rctivities in the
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Southwestern Pacific Area v/ill be carried on by 
perceful means rnd In rcccrdrnce with the principle 
of nen-diserimination in internrticnrl conncrce, 
rnd that Jrprn will cooperate in the production rnd 
prccurencnt by the United States of natural resources 
in the srid area which it needs,

"'(g) that Jr non v/ill trke ner sures 
necessrry for the resumption cf noms 1 trrde re- 
lrtions between Jrrrn end the United States, rnd in 
connection with the rbove-mentioned, Japan is rerdy 
to discontinue immediately the appliestien of the 
foreigners* trrnsrétions control regulrtiens with 
regrrd to the United Strtes on the basis of reciprocity.

"’The Government cf the United Strtes 
undertakes:

"'(a) that, in response to the Japanese 
Government's commitment expressed in point (d) 
referred to above, the United Strtes v/ill abstain 
from any measures rnd actions which will be pre
judicial to the endeavour by Japan concerning the 
settlement of the China Affair;

"’(b) that the United States will re
ciprocate Japan's commitment expressed in point 
(f) referred to above;

'"(c) that the United States v/ill suspend
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m y  nilitrry nersures in the Frr Frst end in the 
Southwestern Prcific Arer;

u,(d) thr.t the United Stetes will inned- 
irtely /upon settlen.ent7 reciprocrt.e J r p m ’s conn.it- 
nent expressed in point (g) referred tc rbove by 
discontinuing the r.pplicrtion of the so-cr.lled 
freezing ret with regrrd to Jrpm end further by 
ren.oving the prohibition egr.inst the nessege of 
Jrprnese vessels through the Prnrnr Crnrl,n'
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1 THE WITNESS: (Reading)
"Cn September 2f, the Japanese Government 

presented to Ambassador Grev. a complete nev; draft of 
the Japanese proposals and urged that an early r e p l y  

be made. The new redraft did net indicate any modi
fication of the attitude of the Japanese Government 
on fundamental points. A copy of this proposal is 
annexed as exhibit H."
■ lv!R. Ki.LNAK: And now, if the Court please,
' offered ir. evidence- by the prosecution.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted.i
j CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
I No. 221r-H will receive exhibit No. 1245-E.
I (Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
1245-E and received in evidence.)

Ut. KEENAN: With the Court's permission, I
proceed to read it: 
i
'"JAPANESE PROPOSALS STTBÎÎTTTED TO THE AMERICAN AÎÎPASSADOR 

1 IN JAPAN (OPEv) CN SEPTEMBER 25, 1941
"'Tokyo, Scotenbcr 2^, 1941.

J "'The Governments of Jen-n 'nd of the United
îtrtes recent joint rcsponsibilitv for the initiation 
jand conclusion of a general agreement of understanding 
1rs expressed in a. joint declaration for the resumption ___
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of troditicnol friendly relations.
" '"’ithout refer nee to specific causes of 

roe. r.t estrangement, it is the sincere desire of both 
Governments that the incidents v/hi eh led to the deter
ioration of the amicable sentiment between their 
countries should be or̂ .-vented fron recurrence- and cor- 
v< eted in their unforeseen and unfortunate consequences.

"'It is the earnest hone of both Governments 
that, by a coon-, rétive effort, Jana.n and the United 
States m ay contribute effectively toward the establish
ment end r>rc servit! on of ne^cc in the P'cific area, and, 
by tb ranid consunnation of an amicable understand
ing, encourage world peace and arrest, if not disncl, 
the tragic confusion that now threatens to engulf civil
ization.

"'For such decisive action, orotr^ctcd nego
tiations would semi ill-suited and 3’rcakening. Both 
Governments, therefore, desire that adequate instru
mentalities should be develoncd for the realization of 
a genera] understanding which wo’O.d bind, meanwhile, 
both Governments in honor and in act.

'"It is the belief of both Governments that

2)

such an understanding should comprise only the oivotal 
issues of urgency and not the accessory concerns which 
co-id b< deliberated later at a conference. "
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1 "'Beth Governments nr-.sur.- to rnticinntc
2 th-t thcv co"ld achi cvc hr menions relations _:f certain ‘
3 situations and attitudes were clarified er improved;
4 to •••it:
5 "’1. The concepts of Japan end of the United
6 St't. s rcsooct*np intcrnr.tionrl rclrtiens -nr1 the ch-r-

7 act- r of notions.

V  8 "'2. The attitude s of both Governments
9 to’.rrd the Européen Vv'ar.

10 "*3. Action tovnrd ~ oc-ccfnl settlement

111 b"t'.ffcn Jenen end Chinn.
12

! n,i. Commerce between both notions.
13 "'5t Economic oroblc-s in the Southrcsti rn
11

1Pacific erea.
13 "'6, The nelici- s of both ne.tiors af'Voting
16 ! political stabilization in the F^cific area.

•V >7 "'i ccordincly, the Government cf Japan end
i;-; the Government of the United States have cone tc the
19 following mutual understanding a.nd declaration of policy:
20 "’I. The concepts of Jrorn and of the United
,’i 3trt-s r spcctinr international relations and the clrr-
22

treter of nations.
23 " 'Beth Governments aofim that their national
24 ,

nolicies arc directed to-ard the found-tien of a lasting
"1t ncace and the inauguration o^ - nev era of reciprocal

J
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confidence end coopérétion between the
III

peoples of 11
1

i
''oth countries.

"’Both Governments declare that it is their 
trrdition"l, and present, concept end conviction that 
notions and races compose, as members cf a family, one 
household living under the idea] of univeral concord 
through justice and equity; each equally enjoying rights 
- nd admitting responsibilities with a, mutuality of in
terests regulated by pc?ceful «recesses and directed to 
the nurusit of their moral and physical welfare, v'hich 
they arc bound to defend for themselves as they are 
bound not to destroy for others; they further «admit
their responsibilities to oppose the oppression or ex
ploita tier cf other peonies."

I
"'ll-»- The attitudes of both Governments toward'

the European r’ar.

"’Beth Gov' rnr.r*nts maintain it their common 
aim to bring "bout peace in the world, an", when an 
opportune time arrives, thc^ will endeavor jointly for 
the err?y restoration of world Perce.’"

23

341I
25
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THE PRESIDENT: You omitted r\ paragraph,
Ilr. Chief of Counsel.

ME. KEENAN: I am sorry,
THE PRESIDENT: It is the last paragraph

cf I.
MR. KEENAN: (Reading)

"'Both Governments are firmly determined 
that their respective traditional concepts on the 
character of nations and the underlying moral prin
ciples of social order and national life will con
tinue to be preserved and never transformed by for
eign ideas or ideologies contrary to those moral 
principles and concepts.1"

Thank you.
"'II. The attitudes of both Governments 

toward the European War.
"'Both Governments maintain it their com

mon aim to bring about peace in the world, and, 
when an opportune time arrives, they will endeavor 
jointly for the early restoration of world peace.

"•With regard to developments of the situ
ation prior to the restoration of world peace, both 
Governments will be guided in their conduct b" con
siderations of protection and self-defense ; and, in 
case the United States should participate in the
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European Y/ar, Japan would decide entirely independent- 
ly in the matter of interpretation of the Tripartite |

I
Pact between Japan, Germany and Italy, and would like- ’ 
wise determine what actions might be taken by way of j 
fulfilling the obligations in accordance with the said } 
interpretation.

"'III. Action toward a peaceful settle
ment between Japan and China.

"'Both Governments, taking cognizance of 
the fact that the settlement of the China Affair 
has a vital bearing upon the pea^e of the entire Pa
cific area and consequently upon that of the world, 
will endeavor to expedite a rapid realization of the 
settlement of the said Affair. |

"'The Government of the United States, rec
ognizing the effort and the sincere desire on the 
part of the Japanese Government concerning the peace
ful settlement of the China Affair, will, with the 
intention of facilitating the realization of the 
settlement, render its good offices in order that the 
Chungking Government may promptly enter into negoti
ations with the Government of Japan for a termination 
of hostilities and a resumption of peaceful rela- |
tions, and will refrain from resorting to any meas- |

Iures and actions which might hamper the measures and
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i;
efforts of the Government of Japan directed toward ii
the settlement of the China Affair, j

"’The Government of Japan maintains that !
i

the basic general terms of peace for the settlement 
of the China Affair will be in harmony with the prin- ! 
ciples embodied in the KONOYE statement, and those j

Iagreements between Japan and China and those matters j
v/hich have been put into effect in accordance with i
the said statement; that the economic cooperation be
tween Japan and China will be carried on by peaceful 
means and in conformity with the principle of non
discrimination in the international commercial rela
tions and also with the principle of especially close
relationship which is natural between neighboring |

!countries; and that the économie activities of third 
Powers in China will not be excluded so long as they 
are pursued on an equitable basis.

"'Note: There is appended a draft of the
i

basic terms of peace between Japan and China.
"1IV. Commerce between Japan and the 

United States.
"'Doth Governments agree to take without 

delay measures necessary for resuming normal trade re- | 
latlons between the two countries.

"•Both Governments guarantee each other

« i n » i
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that they w i l l ,  as the f ir s t ' of the meas
ures envisaged in the preceding paragraph, discontin
ue immediately the measures of freezing assets now 
being enforced, and that they w il l  supply mutually 
such commodities as are, respectively, available and 
required by cither of them.

"•V. Economic mroblems in  the- -Southwestern 
P a c ific  area.

" ’Eoth Governments mutually pledge them
selves that the economic a c t iv it ie s  of Japan and the 
United States in the Southwestern P a c ific  area sh a ll 
be carried on by peaceful means and in  conformity 
with the princip le of non-discrimination in  the in -

i

ternational commercial relations in  pursuance of the j 
po licy  stated in  the preceding paragraph, both Govern- j 
monts agree to cooperate each with the ether towards ! 
the creation of conditions of international trade and { 
international investment under which both countries j 
w il l  have a reasonable opportunity to secure through 
the trade process the means of acquiring those goods I

I
and commodities which each country needs for the 
safeguarding and development of i t s  own economy.

"'Both Governments w ill amicably cooperate 
for the conclusion and execution of agreements with 
the Powers concerned in regard to the production and
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supply, on the basis of non-discrimination, of such 
sp ecific  commodities as o i l ,  rubber, n ick e l, and t in .

" 'V I. The p o lic ie s of both nations a ffe ct
ing p o lit ic a l s ta b iliza tio n  in  the P a c if ic  area.

"'Both Governments, taking cognizance of the 
fact that i t  is  a matter of v ita l importance to stab
i l iz e  promptly the situation in  the Southwestern Pac
i f i c  area, undertake not to resort to any measures 
and actions which may jeopardize such sta b iliza tio n .
The Government of Japan w ill not make any armed ad
vancement, u.sing French Indo-China as a base, to any 
adjacent area thereof (excluding China), and upon the 
establishment of an equitable peace in  the F a c if ic  
area, w ill  withdraw it s  troops which arc now stationed 
in French Indo-China.

"'The Government of the United States w il l  
a lle v iate  it s  m ilitary  measures in the Southwestern 
F a c if ic  area.

'"Both Governments declare that they respect 
the sovereignty and te r r ito r ia l in te grity  of Thailand 
and Nethcrland East Indies, and that they are pre
pared to conclude an agreement concerning the neutral
ization of the Philippine Islands when i t s  indeocn- 
dcnce w il l  have been achieved.

"'The Government of the United States guaran-
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tees non-discriminatory treatment of the Japanese 
nationals in  the Philippine Islands.*"

u1(Foreign Relations, V o l. I I ,  p. 673-640)
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"Text of Basic Japanese" —
THE PRESIDENT: That is  not handed in , ncr is

i t  part of the originale
IR . KEENAN: That is  not a part. Apparently

that is  an appendix which was proposed to he offered, 
and I  w il l  withdraw i t  at th is time

(To the witness) Proceed.
THE WITNESS : (Reading)
"The Japanese Governrent had separately on 

September 22 communicated to Ambassador Grew a state
ment in  regard to the terms of peace which i t  pro
posed to offer China. A copy of that statement is  

annexed as exhibit I . "
I,R. KEENAN ; And offered in evidence by the

prosecution.
THE F RESIDE NT: Admi11 e d.
CLERK OF TEE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2215-1 w ill receive exhibit No. 1245-F.
(7/hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 124l'-F and received in  evidence.)

KTi. KEENAN; (Reading)
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'"THE JAPANESE MINISTER FC R FC. REIGN AFFAIRS 
(TOYODA) TC ° HE AMERICA!’ AFBASSADCR IN JAPAN (GREW). 

’ "1. Neiphborlv friendship.
Respect for sovereignty n̂d te r r ito r ia lI ne

in te grity .
» »a or'er,’tive defense between Japan and

China.

£

1"Cooper-tion between Jap^n and China for 
the purposes of preventing communistic end other 
subversive a c t iv it ie s  which may constitute a menace 
to the security of both countries and of nrint^ining 
the public order in China.

•“Stationing of Japanese troops and n^val 
forces in c e r tv r  areas in the Chinese t^rH.tcrv for .a 
necessary reriod for the purposes referred tc above and 
in accordance with the existing agreements and usages.

’ "4. Withdrawal of Japanese a-med forces.
'"The J'p^nese r̂med forces which have been 

dispatched to China for c- rrying out the China A ffa irs  
w ill  be withdrawn from China upon the settlement of the 
said a ffa irs , excepting those trcoos which come under 

point 3»
n,5. Economic cooperation.
• M(.,) There sh ^ ll be economic cooperation 

between Jar^n ''nd Chin*’ , having the development and
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u tiliz a t io n  of essentia l materials for rational defense 
in China as i t s  p rin cip a l objective.

'"(b) The preceding paragraph does not mean 
to re str ic t  any eeonomic a c t iv it ie s  by third Powers 
in Chinn sc long as they are pursued on an equitable
basis.

!
• »6, Fusion of the Chinng Kai-shek regime 

and the ’Vang Ching-wei Government.
'"7. No annexation.
’ "8, No indemnities.
n,9t Recognition of K.anchcukuo. '
"(Foreign Relations, Vol. I I ,  p. 63?)"

1
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THE WITKFSS: (Beading)
1 "On October 2, the Secretary of State gave to
2

the Japanese Ambassador a memorandum of an ‘ oral
3
A

statement' reviewing s ign ifica n t developments in
{k

A
the conversations and explaining th is  Governments

)

A
attitude toward various points in  the Japanese pro

7 posals which did not apoear to th is  Government to be

8 consistent with the principles to which the United

9
States was committed. A copy of that 'o ra l state

10 ment' is  annexed as exhibit J ."

11 MR. KEF.NAN: And offered in  evidence by the

12 prosecution.

13 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted.

14 CLERK OF TEE COURT: Prosecution's document

13 No. 2215-J w il l  receive exhibit No. 1245-G.
16 (Whereupon, the document above re
17 ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit
18 No. 1245-G and received in  evidence.)
19 ME. KEENAN: Mr. Higgins w il l  read i t ,  i f
20 i t  please the Court.
21 THE PRESIDENT: Mr. H iggins.
22 MR. HIGGINS: I  read prosecution exhibit
23 No. 1245-G:
24

25
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" ‘ ORAL STATEMENT HANDED BY THE SECRETARY 
OF STATE TO THE JAFAKESE AMBASSADOR (NOMURA) ON 
OCTOBER 2, 1941.

" ‘ (Washington) October 2, 1941
" ‘Reference is  made to the proposals of the 

Japanese Government communicated on September 6, 1941, 
bv the Japanese Ambassador to the Secretary of State, 
and to statements re lating thereto subsequently com
municated to th is Government by the Japanese Govern
ment.

" ‘Thoughtful study has been given to the 
communiccations to which reference is  made, and in  
connection v/ith that study careful review has been 
made of other* communications previously received 
from the Japanese Government on the same subject.
On the basis of th is  study observations are offered 
as follows:

" ‘The Government of the United States wel
comed, as affording a possible opportunity for further
ing the broad-gauge objectives and princip les of a 
program of peace, the Japanese Government’ s suggest
ions made through it s  Ambassador here in  the early 
part of August that there be held a meeting of the 
responsible heads of the Japanese Government and of 
the Government of the United States to discuss means
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for bringing about an adjustment of relations between 
the United States ar.d Japan and that there be resumed 
the informal conversations which had been in prog
ress between the two countries to ascertain whether 
there existed a basis for negotiations re lative  to 
a peaceful settlement covering the entire P a c ific  
situation.

" A ccord ingly, in the reply made by the 
President on August 17, 194-1, to the Japanese Am
bassador the view was expressed that such informal 
cor versations would naturally envisage the working 
out of a progressive program attainable by peaceful 
means; that such a program would involve the a p p li
cation in  the entire P a c ific  area of the p rincip le  of 
equality of commercial opportunity and treatment, 
thus making possible access by a l l  countries to raw 
materials and to a l l  other essential commodities, 
and- there were described the advantages which would 
floY/ to a l l  countries, including Japan, from the 
adoption of such a program. In conclusion, i t  was 
stated that i f  the Japanese Government were in posi
tion to embark upon a peaceful program for the 
P a c ific  along the lin e s of the program and princip les 
to which the United States is  committed, th is Govern
ment would be prepared to consider resumption of the
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informal exploratory discussions and would be glad 
to endeavor to arrange a suitable time and place to 
exchange views.

"'In the light of the broad purposes and 
fundamental principles which this Government holds, 
it was gratifying to the President and the Govern
ment of the United States to receive the message of 
the Prime Minister and the statement of the Govern
ment of Japan on August 28, 194-1, containing state
ments expressing Japan's desire and intent to pursue 
courses of peace in harmony with the fundamental 
principles to which the people and Government of the 
United States are committed. In its statement the 
Japanese Government gave, with some qualifications, 
broad assurances of its peaceful intent, including 
a comprehensive assurance that the Japanese Govern
ment has no intention of using without provocation 
military force against any neighboring nation. The 
Japanese Government declared that it supported the 
program and principles which had been briefly out
lined by the President not only as applicable to the 
Pacific area but also as a program for the entire 
world.

"'The Government of the United States, while 
desiring to proceed as rapidly as possible with
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iI! consideration of arrangements for a meeting between 
j the heads of state, felt it desirable, in order to 
assure that t’at meeting would accomplish the ob
jective in view, to clarify the interpretation of cer
tain principles and the practical application thereof 
to concrete problems in the Pacific area. It has 
not been the purpose of this Government tc enter into 
a discussion of details5 this Government has felt, 
however, that the clarification sought would afford 
a means of expediting our effort to arrive at a meet
ing of minds.

"'On September 3, 1941, the President in 
giving reply to the Japanese Ambassador expressed in 
earnest desire of the Government of the United States 
to collaborate in efforts to make effective in practice 
the principles to which the Japanese Government made 
reference. The President reiterated the four princi
ples regarded by this Government as the foundation 
upon which relations between nations should properly 
rest. Those principles are:

'"1. Respect for the territorial integrity 
and the sovereignty of each and all nations.

"'2. Suprort of the principle of non-inter
ference in the internal affairs of other countries.

'"3. Support of the principle of equality,
I
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including equality of commercial opportunity.
"'A. Fon-disturbance of the status q u o  in 

the Pacific except as the status quo may be altered 
by peaceful means.

'"The President pointed out that in order 
to bring about any satisfactcry settlement of Pacific 
questions it was highly important to reach a community 
of view and a clear agreement upon certain points with 
respect to which fundamental differences of opinion 
between our two Governments had developed in the in
formal conversations; and the President requested an 
indication of the present attitude of the Japanese 
Government with regard to those fundamental questions.

"'On September 6, the Prime Minister of Japan
I

15 : in a conversation with the American Ambassador at Tokyo 
16{stated that he subscribed fullv to the four principles
17 aN)ve mentioned.
18 I "The foregoing developments and assurances,
19 together with other statements made by the Japanese 

Government, seemed tc justify this Government in con
cluding that the JapaneseGovernment might be expected 
to adhere to and to give practical application to a 
, broad progressive program convering the entire Pacific 
area. It was, therefore,a source of disappointment 
to the Government of the United States that the pro-

1
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including equality of commercial opportunity.

"'4. Fon-disturbance of the status q u o  in 

the Pacific except as the status quo may be altered 

by peaceful means.

"•The President pointed out that in order 

to bring about any satisfactory settlement of Pacific 

questions it was highly important to reach a community 

of view and a clear agreement upon certain points with 

9 |respect to which fundamental differences of opinion 

1() jbetween our two Governments had developed in the in- 

1 j I formal conversations; and the President requested an

12 indication of the present attitude of the Japanese

13 Government with regard to those fundamental questions.

14 "'On September é, the Prime Minister of Japan

15 'in a conversation with the American Ambassador at Tokyo

16 stated that he subscribed fullv to the four principles

17 ia^ove mentioned.

18 I "The foregoing developments and assurances,

together with other statements made by the Japanese 

Government, seemed to justify this Government in con

ic luding that the JapaneseGovernment might be expected 

jto adhere to and to give practical-application to a 

,broad progressive program convering the entire Pacific 

area. It was, therefore,a source of disappointment 

to the Government of the United States that the pro-

19

20

21

22

23 i

24

25

>
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posais of the Japanese Government presented by the 
Japanese Ambassador on September 6, 194-1, v/hich the 
Japanese Government apparently Intended should con
stitute a concrete basis for discussions, appeared to 
disclose divergence in the concepts of the two Govern
ments. That is to say, those proposcals and the sub
sequent explanatory statements made ,1c regard thereto 
serve, -in the opinion of this Government, to narrow 
and restrict not only the application of the principles 
upon which our informal conversations already referred 
to had beer based but also the various assurances given 
by the Japanese Government of its desire to move along 
with the United ctntos in putting into operation a 
broad progma-a looking to the ar. ta-iishraent and main
tenance of peace and stability in the entire Pacific 
area.»
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"’As has already been said, the various 
broad assurances given by the Japanese Premier and 
the Japanese Government are highly gratifying. In 
putting forward its attitude of peaceful intent to- 
ward other nations, the Japanese Government Qualified 
its assurances with certain phrases the need for 
' hich is not easily understood. It is difficult to 
conceive of there developing under present circum
stances in any of the territories neighboring French 
Indo-China, in-Thailand or in the Soviet Union any 
aggressive threat or provocation to Japan. The in
alienable right of self-defense is,of cours^ well 
recognised by all nations and there could arise in 
some minds a Question as to just what, the Japanese 
Government has in view in circumscribing its assur
ances of peaceful intent with v/h'-'t would seem to be 
unnecessary qualifying phrases.

"’In the informal conversations there was 
tentatively arrived at a formula in regard to econom
ic policy (Section V of the draft understanding), 
which provided that Japanese activity and American 
activity in the Pacific area shall be carried on by 
peaceful means and in conformity with the principle 
of non-discrimination in international commercial 
relations. In the Japanese Government's proposals of

I
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September 6 and in subsecment communications from the 
Japanese Government the commitments contained in that 
formula were restricted to the countries of the South
west Pacific area (not the Pacific area as a whole).
In reference to China, the Japanese Government states 
that it will respect the principle of non-discrimina
tion, but the explanation given in regard to this 
point would seem to be open to the implication that 
the Japanese Government has in mind some limitation 
upon the application of this principle occasioned by
reasons of Japan's geographical propinquity to China.

\
"'Obviously, it would not be likely to serve 

the p 'pose® affirmed by the Japanese Government or by 
this Government if either the United Str.tes or Japan 
were to pursue one course or policy in certain areas 
while at the same time pursuing rn opposite course or 
policy in other areas.

"'This Government has noted the views of the 
Japanese Government in support of its desire to sta
tion troops for an indeterminate period in certain 
areas of China. Entirely apart from the question of 
the reasons for such a proposal, the inclusion of such 
a provision in the proposed terms of a peaceful settle
ment between Japan and China at a time when Japan is 
in military occupation of large areas in China is
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1 ooen to certain objections. For example, when a
country in military occupation of territory of another
country proposes to the second country the continued
stationing of troops of the first country in certain
areas as a condition for a peaceful settlement and
thus for the withdrawal of the occupationary forces
from other are*s, such procedure would seem to be out
of keeping with the progressive and enlightened *
courses and principles which were discussed in the in
formal conversations and thus would not, in the 
opinion of this Government, make for peace or offer 
prospects of stability,

’"It is believed that a clear-cut manifesta
tion of Japan’s intention in regard to the withdrawal 
of Japanese troops from China and French Indo-China 
would be most helpful in making kriown —  in particu
lar to those who might be inclined to be critical —  
Japan's peaceful intentions and Japan's desire to 
follow courses calculated to establish a sound .basis 
for future stability and progress in the Pacific area# 

'"With reference to the attitude of each 
country toward the European war, this Government has 
ncted with appreciation the further step taken by the 
Japanese Government to meet the difficulties inherent 
in this aspect of the relations between the two count-
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ries* It is believed that it would be helpful if
the Japanese Government could *ive further study to
the question of possible additional clarification of

«

its position.
n’In the exchanges of views which have taken 

place between the two Governments in an effort to 
reach an agreement in principle upon fundamental 
quest!.ans in order to prepare the ground for the pro
posed meeting of the responsible chiefs of government, 
this Government has endeavored to make clear that what 
it envisages is a comprehensive program calling for 
the application uniformly to the entire Pacific area 
of liberal and progressive principles. From what 
the Japanese Government has so far indicated in re
gard to its purposes this Government derives the im
pression that the Japanese Government has in mind a 
program which would be circumscribed by the imposition 
of qualifications and exceptions to the actual appli
cation of those principles.

»’If this impression is correct, can the 
Japanese Government feel that a meeting between the 
responsible heads of government under such circum
stances would be likely to contribute to the advance
ment of the high purposes which we have mutually had 
in mind?»
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"’As already stated, this Government wel
comed the assurances contained in the statement of the 
Japanese Government which accompanied the Japanese 
Prime Minister1« message to the President of the 
United Stn'* *.s that the Japanese Government subscribed 
to the principles which have long been advocated by 
this Government as the onlv pound basis for stable 
international relations. This Government believes 
that renewed consideration of these fundamental 
principles may be helpful in our effort to seek a 
meeting of minds in regard to the essential questions 
on which we seek agreement and thus lay a firm founda
tion for a meeting between the responsible heads of 
the two Governments, '’’he subject of the meeting pro
posed bv the Prime Minister and the objectives sought 
have engaged, and continue to engage, the close and 
active interest of the President of the United States, 
and it is the Pre-ident’s earnest hope thcat discussion 
of the fundamental questions may be so developed that 
such a meeting can be held. It is also the President’s 
hope that the Japanese Government shares the convic
tion of this Government that, if the Governments of 
Japan .and of the United States are resolved to give 
those principles practical and comprehensive applica
tion, the two Governments can work out a fundamental

<>
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rehabilitation of the relations between the United 
States and Japan and contribute to the bringing about 
of a lasting peace with justice, equity and erder in 
the whole Pacific area.,u

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now until
half-past nine tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 1608, an adjourn
ment was taken until Tuesday, 19 November 
1946 at 0930.)
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! » Tuesday, 19 November, 194-6

i.
!
I

1 >
"* ~ *"*

!£

I

i
s
r.

INTERNATIONA! MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
"rar Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

r'" «r s The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment, 1>> at 0930.
i 10

y

1 ! 
! 2 1

i ' Appearances :
1 11 For the Tribunal, same as before with the '

js exception of the HONORABLE R. B. FAT.., Member from
t ' 10 India, not sitting,
r-- # 1“ For the Frosecution Section, same as before.

II-
IV

For the Lefense Section, same os befere.

? h 20.i::**

.<■

•I 
■> »
2.S

(English to Japanese and Japanese
to English interpretation was made by the

2 ( 
2)

Langue-go Section, IIITFE. )

i
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KARS HA L CF THE COURT: The International
Lilitary Tribunal for the Far East in now is session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
except OKA’ a , who is represented by his counsel. That 
will be taken to be. the case at all future sessions 
of this Court until I announce otherwise 

Mr. Chief of Counsel.

J 0 £ L P h V. B A L L A N T I  K E , called as a 
..itnosa an behalf of tin prosecution, resumed 
the stand and testified as follows:

DIRECT EX Ai-.IN AT I OK (Continued)
IE. KEENAN: Er. Ballantine, will you proceed

with your testimony.
THE ’FITNESS: “The- Japanese, soon after

receiving this Government's mirrorandum of October 2, 
redoubled their emphasis uoor. the need of haste in 
reaching an agreement, They offered new formulas for 
dealing with limited and snecific nroblems, and they 
stated that Japan had now placed all of its cards on 
the table and they had gone as far as they could in 
the direction of making so-called 'concessions.' In 
their new formulas, there was not discernible any 
ovidcr.cc that the Japanese Government was moving even 
one st._-p toward committing itself to courses of peace

i
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j . and that it contemplated receding even one step from
2 insistence upon full attainment of its declared
I

3 I objectives —  which were, in effect, political, economic, 
and cultural domination of the entire western Pacific

5 |area and China. After the new Japanese Cabinet, headed
6 ; by General TOJO, care into office on October 17* the
7 ; Japanese became even more insistent in urging, upon 
s I this Government a quick decision on the Japanese
9 Government's proposals, but, while pressing this

i
10 Government for a decision, the Japanese Government
11 showed no willingness to effect any fundamental
12 ! modification of the Japanese position and no desire
13 ;
11
15

16 ! 

17 I 

IK

to apply practically in actual situations the basic 
principles of justice and equity essential to the 
building of a lasting peace in the Pacific.

"Although throughout the conversations with 
the Japanese representative, the Secretary of State 
repeatedly made it clear that the American Government
(Would consult with the Governments of the United

20 ;

22
23

Kingdom, Australia, Chinn and the Netherlands before 
I entering into actual negotiations with the Japanese 
I Government affecting the interests of those governments,

23 !
to Japanese representative which w^uld have warranted
!at no time did the Secretary of State make any statement j

; the Japanese in assuming that in the informal conversations
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bho Score tery of State vr s delegated to speak or act 
for the other powers mentioned.

"On November 15, Nr. Saburo KUF.UEU, whom the 
Japanese Government had decided to send to assist 
the Japanese Ambassador in the conversations, reached 
Yhashingtcn. Shortly thereafter, on November 20, 
the Japanese Ambassador and Er. KURUSU presented to 
the Secretary of State a proposal which, on its face, 
was extreme. A copy of that pronosai is annexed as 
exhibit K."

NR. KEENAN: And with the permission of the
Court v:o- offer it in evidence.

THE PRESIEENT: Admitted.
CLERK OF TEE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2215-K will receive exhibit No. 1245-H.
(Y'hcreupon, the document above 

referred to vrs marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1245-H and received in evidence.)

IE. KEENAN: Y'ith the pormission of the Court
the prosecution would read this exhibit.

THE PRESIDENT: Read it, i.Ir. Chief Prosecutor.
UP. KEENAN: (Reading)
"Draft Proposal Handed by the Japanese 

Ambassador (LCNURA) to the Secretary of State on 
November 20, 1941."
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"1. Both the. Governments of Japan and the > 

United States undertake not to make any armed advance
ment into any of the regions in the Southeastern Asia j 
and the Southern Pacific area excepting the part of !
French Indo-China where the Japanese troops are j
stationed at present. !

"2. The Japanese Government undertakes to 
withdraw its troops now stationed in French Indo- j

China upon either the restoration of peace between 
Japan and China or the establishment of an equitable 
pence in the Pacific area.

"In the meantime the Government of Japan 
declares that it is prepared to remove its troops now 
stationed in the southern part of French Indo-China 
to the northern part of the said territory upon the 
conclusion of the present arrangement which shall later 
be embodied in the final agreement,

"3« The Government of Japan and the United 
States shall cooperate with a view to securing the 
acquisition ol‘ those goods and commodities which the 
two countries need in Netherlands East Indies.

"4. The Governments of ''apan and the United
States mutually undertake to restore their commercial ;It
relations to those prevailing prior to the freezing of

!
the assets."
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"The Government of the United States shall 
supnly Japan a required quantity of oil.

"5. The Government of the United States 
undertakes to refrain from such measures and actions 
as will he prejudicial to the endeavors for the 
restoration of general peace between Japan and China."
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ThE 7ITKE3S; (Reading) "Before and after '■

presenting that proposal, Ambassador I'OUURA and 
Kr. KUR US U talked emphatically about the urgency of 
tne situation and intimated vigorously that this was I
Japan's last were and if an agreement along those 1
lines was not cuic’ ly concluded ensuing cevelopr.ents 
might be most unfortunate.

"Acceptance by the Anerionn Government of the ! 
Japanese proposal of November 20 would have meant con- 
donement bv the Unitec States of Japan’s past aggressions, 
assent by the United States to unlimited courses of 
conquest by Japan in the future, abandonment bv the 
United States of its ^hole past position in regard to 
the most essential principles of its foreign policy in 
general, betrayal bv the United States of Chino, and 
acceptance by the United States of a position as a 
silent partner aiding and abetting Japan in her effort 
to create a Japanese hegemony in and over the western 
Pacific anc eastern Asia; it would have destroyed the 
chances of asserting anc maintaining American rights 
and interests in the Pacific; and in its final analysis 
woulc have meant a most serious threat to American 
national security. Japan also clung to her vantage

i
point in Incc-China which threatened the security of 
the countries to the south anc menaced vital trace

ii
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I
I routes. Their conditional offer to withdraw troops
, from southern Indo-China to northern Indo-China wns 
, I meaningless as they could have brought those troops
• f
/j back to southern Indo-China within a cay or t’’o, and
<5 furthermore thev placet no limit on the number of troops
I6 J they night continue to send there, 
i

1 I "Or. November 26, the Secretary of State made
t

s I a reply to the Japanese representatives in the form of 
9 ) t".’o documents, the first, an outline in a tentative 
io form of a proposed basis for agreement between the 
h ( United States and Japan, anc the seconc, an explanatory 
12 » statement in regard to it. A copy of that document is
j

n | annexed as Exhibit L."
NR. KEENAN; Prosecution offers said exhibit 

in evidence.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2215-L will receive exhibit No. 1245-1.
('.'hereupon, the document above 

! referred to was irr.r’-ed prosecution's exhibit
No. 1245-L, and was received in evidence.)

, NR. KEENAN: (Heating)
"Y/e shim5 ton, November 26, 1941« 

"The representatives rf the Government of the

l 1
n
16
I “
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19
20 
»I

25 

2-1 
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United States and of the Government of Japan have been
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carrying on during the past. several months informal and 
exploratory conversations for the purpose of arriving 
at a settlement if possible of questions relating to 
•ho entire -acific ares based unon the 'rincioles of 
Moace, law and order and fair dealing among nations. 
These princinles include the ■'■■’"inoiole of irnviolabil- 
1 ty o'* territorial integrity and sovereignty of each 
and al"1 nations: the principle of non-interf erer.ee in
the internal affairs of other countries; the principle 
of equality, ir.ciud5 up equality of cormercial opportun
ity and treatment; and the principle of reliance upon 
international cooperation and conciliation for the pre
vention and pacific settlement of controversies and for 
improvement of international conditions by peaceful 
methods and ^rc:esses.

"It is believed that in cur discussions some 
prepress has been made in reference to the general 
principles vd'lch constitute the basis of a peaceful 
settlement covering the entire Pacific area. Recently 
the Japanese Ambassador has stated that the Japanese 
Gover-ment 's desirous of continuing the conversations 
■•’irpeted toward a com rehensiT'c and pc; ceful settlement 
in tve facieic area; that it wo”2̂  be helpful toward 
creating sn atmosphere favorable to the successful out
come of the conversations if a temporary modus vivendi
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could be agreed upon to be in effect while the conver
sations looking to r nonceful settlement in the Pacific 
were ccntinuing. On November 2C the Jr.nfnose Ambassador 
communie? t.cd to the Secretary of State nrooosols in re
gard to temporary measures to be taken respectively by 
the Government of Janen end b^ the Government of the 
United States, which measures are understood to have 
b; an designed to accomplish the mimeses rbovc irdicrted, 

•'The Government of the United States most 
earnestly desire s to contribute to the promotion and 
maintenance of ne.nce and stability in the Pacific area, 
and to af 'ord every opportunity °or the continuance of 
discussions with the Japanese Government directed toward 
working out of a broad-gnage program of ncace through
out the Pacific area. Tie proposals which were pre
sented by the Japanese Ambassador on November 20 con
tain some features which, in the opinion of this Govern
ment., conflict with the f’indnmcntnl principles which 
form a n?:rt of the general settlement under considera
tion and to which each Government has declared that 
it is committed. The Government of the Tfnited States 
believes that the adoption of such proposals would 
not he likely -»o contribute to the ultimate objectives 
of ensuring peace under lew, order and justice in the 
Pacific area, end it suggests that further effort be
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\ made t o  r é s o l v e  o u r  d i v e r g e n c e s  c f  v i e w s  i n  r e g a r d

> t o  t h e  p r a c t i c a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  the f p n d o m c n t r l  n r i n -

3

4

c i  n i .  s a l r e a d y  m e n t i o n e d .

" ' " i f  t h i s  o b j e c t  i n  v i e w  the- f o v e - r n m e n t  o f

5 the  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o f f e r s  f o r  t h e  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f

6 t h e  J a p a n . ' s c  G o v e r n m e n t  a p l a n  o f  a. b r o a d  b u t  s i m p l e

7 s e t t l e m e n t  c o v e r i n g  t h e  e n t i r e  - r c i f i c  a r e a  a s  one

* OC p r a c t i c a l  ex? n o ] i f i c r t i e n  o f  # p r o g r a m  w h i c h  t h i s

y G o v e r n m e n t  e n v i s a g e s  a.s s o m e t h i n g  t o  be w o r k e d  o u t

10 d u r i n g  o u r  f u r t h e r  c o n v e r s a t i o n s .

h " T h e  n l a n  t h e r e i n  s u g g e s t e d  r e p r e s e n t s  a n  o f -
12 r o r t  t o  b r i d e r  the r a n  b e t w e e n  o u r  d r a f t  o f  J u n e  2 1 ,

13 I 94. I  m y ’ t h e  J a p a n e s e  d r a f t  o f  S e p t e m b e r  2 5  b y  m a k i n g
14

a new a p p r o a c h  t o  t h e  e s s e n t i a ] ,  p r o b l e m s  u n d e r l y i n g  a
15

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  P a c i f i c  s e t t ] . m e n t .  T h i s  n l a n  c o n t a i n s
16

p r o v i s i o n s  d e a l i n g  v,i t h  t h e  p r a c t i c a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f
S  17

t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  p r i n c i p l e s  w h i c h  v/e h a v e  a a r c e d  i n
18

o u r  c o n v .  r s a t i e r s  c o n s t i t u t e  t h e  o n l y  s o u n d  b a s i s  f o r
19

w o r t h w h i l e  i n t e r n a t i  o n a l  r e l a t i o n s .  V’o h o n e  t h a t  i n
11)

t h i s  way p r o g r e s s  t o w a r d  r e a c h i n g  a m e e t i n g  o f  m i n d s
21

0 9
b e t w e e n  o u r  tw o G o v e r n m e n t s  may bo  e x p e d i t e d . "

23
" D o c u m e n t  h a n d e d  b y  the; S e c r e t o r y  o f  S t a t e  t o  t h e

24
J a p a n e s e -  A m b a s s a d o r  (NO! L IR A )  on N o v e m b e r  2 6 ,  1 9 4 1 ,

25
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" S t r i c t l y  C o n f i d e r t i a l  

T e n t a t i v e  a n d  W i t h o u t

Comni t m e n t . "'•'■’a s h i n g t e n ,  N o v e m b e r  2 é ,  1 9 4 1

" C v t l l n c  o f  P r o p o s e d  B a s i s  f o r  A g r e e m e n t  B e t w e e n  t h e  

U n i t e d  S t a t e s  r.nd J a o a n

" S e c t i o n  I

" D r a f t  N u t u n l .  D e c l a r a t i o n  P o l i c y

" T h e  G o v e r n m e n t  o f  th< U n i t e d  S t a t e s  a n d  t h e  

G o v e r n m e n t  o f  J a r . - n  b o t h  b e i n g  s o l i c i t o u s  f o r  t h e  n c a c c  

o f  t h e  ’V c i f i o  a f f i r m  t h a t  t h e i r  n a t i o n a l  r o H c i c . s  a r c  

’ i r e c t c d  t o w a r d  l a s t i n g  a n d  e x t e n s i v e :  n c a c e  t h r o u g h o u t  

t h e  p a c i f i c  a r e a ,  t h ^ t  t h e y  have, no  t e r r i t o r i a l  d e s i g n s  

i n  t h a t  a r e a ,  t h a t  t h e y  h a v e  no i n t e n t i o n  o f  t h r e a t e n 

i n g  o t h e r  countries c r  o f  u s i n g  m i l i t a r y  f o r c e  a g g r e s 

s i v e l y  a g a i n s t  a n y  n e i g h b o r i n g  n a t i o n ,  a n d  t h a t ,  a c c o r d - !  

i n g l y ,  i n  t l k  n a t i o n a l  p o l i c i e s  t h e y  w i l l  a c t i v e l y  J
s u o n o r t  and  g i v e  ■ ' r a c t i c a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  t h e  f o l l o w -  j

i
i n p  f u n d a m e n t a l  p r i n c i p l e s  u n e n  vh i c h  t h e i r  r e l a t i o n s  

w i t h  e a c h  o t h e r  a n d  w i t h  a l l  o t K  r  g o v e r n m e n t s  a r c  

br" s e d .

" ( 1 )  T h e  n r i n c i n l o  o f  I n v i o l a b i l i t y  o f  t e r r i 

t o r i a l  i n t e g r i t y  a n d  s o v e r e i g n t y  o f  e a c h  a n d  a l l  n a t i o n s ^  

" ( 2 ) The o r i n o i p l o  cr n o n - i n t e r f e r e n c e  i n  

♦ ■ ha i n t e r n a l  a f f a i r s  o f  o t h e r  c o u n t r i e s .

" ( . I )  The n r ^ n c i p l e  o f  e q u a l i t y ,  i n c l u d i n g

1
■j?
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equality of commercial opoort.unity and treatment.
" ( 4 . )  The crir.cirle of reliance u°on inter

national cooperation and concilia tien fer the orc- 
vertion rnl pacific settlement c" °rr.trovcrsics end 
for improvement. of international conditions by ccacc- 
ful methods and processes.

"The Government cf Japan ? nd the Government 
of +he United States hove, r arc.-' <5 thrt tewsrd climi- 
notine chronic »“olictirl "r stability, prevent!np ro>- 
cirrert economic collapse, and nrovidina a brsis for 
or. co, they will retivclv suppert and practically 
andy the foilor!n? 'Tirojples in their economic re- 
let! ens *-'th each oth°r and '•nth ether nations and

It n c c p l  e s :

15 " ( I )  The p r i n c i p l e o-° n o n - d i s c r i m i n a t i n g

i n  i n t e r n a  t i e n s  I  convm r c i a  1 r a l a  t i o n s .

.1.7 "(2) The »riroinlo o f  i n t e r n a t i c n r l  e c o n o m i c

18 c e o  >e: f t i e n  and a b o l i t i o n  o" e x t r e m e  r a t i o n a l i s m  a s

-;9 e x p r e s s e d  i n  e x c e s s ! " o  t r- '  do r e s t r i c t i o n s .

10 " ( 3 )  T h e  ' r i r c i n l e c-f' n c n - d i s c r i m i n ? t o r y

21 r e c e s s  b y  a. 11 nr  t i e n s  t r  r r i " m a t e r i a l  s u ' - » l i e s .

22 "(4) The mine!nie of full p r o t e c t i o n  o f

13 «-he i n t e r e s t s  o f  c o n s u m i n g  c o u n t r i e s  a n d  c o p u l a t i o n s

24 a s  r e y a r d s  t h e  c o c r a  t i m  o f  i r t e r n e t i o n a l  c o m m o d i t y

23 a g r e e m e n t s . ”
»
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"(5) T h e  p r i n c i p l e  o f  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  c f  s u c h  

i n s t i t u t i o n s  e n d  n r r r n p c m e  n t s  e f  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  f i n a n c e  

e s  ne y  l e n d  c i d  t o  t h e  e s s e n t i a l  e n t e r p r i s e s  e n d  t h e

hi

15

IS
17

18
I

V) ! 
:0 
21 
22

24
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c e r t i n u c u s  d e v c ]  c e m e n t  o f  p.13 c o u n t r i e s  a n d  n a y  p e r m i t  

p a y m e n t s  t h r o u g h  p r o c e s s e s  o f  t r a d e  c o n s o n a n t  w i t h  t h e  

’.’■’e i f e r e  o f  a l l  c o u n t r i e s .

" S e c t i o n  I I

" S t o p s  T o  Pc T n ’ c n  B y  t h e  G o v e r n m e n t  o f  t h e  U n i t e d
I

S t a t e s  a nd  b y  t h u  G o v e r n m e n t  c f  J a n a n .  !!
" T h e  G o v e r n m e n t  o f  t h e  TTn i t c d  S t a t e s  a n d  t h e  j

I
O o v c r n r . c n t  o'* J o  n a n  o r o n o s e  t o  t a k e  s t e m s  a s  f o l l o w s :  |

" I  , T h e  G o v e r n m e n t  the. U n i t e d  S t a t e s  a n d  j 

t h e  G o v e r n m e n t  o f  J a n e n  wi 1 ? e n d e a v o r  t o  c o n c l u d e  a J

m u l t i l a t e r a l  n o r - r p a r o c s i o n  nr c t  arr.on1" * h e  B r i t i s h  ; 

E r i n i r e ,  C h i n a ,  J r  n o n ,  t h e  !■' t b  r l a n d s ,  t h e  S o v i e t  U n i o n , 

T h a i l a n d  and t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s .

" 2 .  B o t h  G o v e r n m e n t s  w i ] ]  e n d e a v o r  t o  c o n -  i 

o 1n d r  amena t.h^ A m e r i c a n ,  B r i t i s h ,  C h i n e s e , J a p a n e s e ,  

t h e  ?\7* t . h e r l a . n d  and T h a i  G o v e r n m e n t s  a n  a g r e e m e n t  w h e r e - 1  

u n d e r  e a c h  o f  t h e  G o v o r n m . - n t s  w o u l d  p l e d g e  i t s e l f  t o  j
I{

r e s p e c t  t h e  t e r r i t o r i a l  i n t e g r i t y  o f  F r e n c h  I n d c - C b i n a  ; 

^ n d ,  i n  t h e  e v e n t  t h a t  t h e r e  s h o u l d  d e v e l o p  a t h r e a t  

t o  t h e  t e r r i t o r i a l  i n t e g r i t y  c f  I n d o - C h i n a ,  t o  e n t e r  \

i n t o  i m m e d i a t e  c o n s u l t a t i o n ,  w i t h  a v i e w  t o  t a k i n g  ;
i

s u c h  m o r s u r e s  a s  mav be deemed n e c e s s a r y  e n d  a d v i s a b l e  i•' I
t o  n o ' t  t.h? t h r o a t  i n  q u e s t i o n .  S u c h  r r r e e m e n t  w o u l d  

p r o v i d e  a ]  s o  t h a t  c'-ch o f  t t r  G o v e r n m e n t s  o r r t y  t o  t h e  

a g r e e m e n t  w o u l d  n e t  s c ' k  o r  a c c e n t  n r e f r r c n t i a l  t r e a t -
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ment in its trrde or economic relations with Indo- 
China rnd wo"ld use its influence to obtrin for crch 
of the signatories equality of treatment in trrdc 

j rnd commerce with French Indo-China.
I "3* The Government of Jr.non will withdrew
I
j ell military, naval, nir rnd no?ice forces from China 

rnd from Indo-Chinn.
"4. The Oovrrnmnt of the United Strtes

J
rnd the Government of Japan will not sueoort--militar- !

I
ily, noliticr.lly, ^ccnonically--a.ny government or regimç
in China other than the National Government o^ the j

IRepublic of China Mth crnitrl ^nmnor-rily rt Chr’ng- | 
king. j

i
"5. Both Governments will give up all extra- j 

territorial rights in China, including rights and !
interests in and with regard to international settle- !

I
; ments rnd concessions, rnd rights under the Boxer i

I Frotocol of 1901.
"Both Governments will endeavor to obtain 

the agreement of the British and other governments !
I

to give no extra territorial rights in China, including 1 
I rights in International settlements and in concessions 
; and under the Boxer Protocol cf 1901. 
j "6. The Governm nt of the United States and

the Government of Janan will enter into negotiations
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13
14
15
16

17
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19
20
21
22
23
24
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for the conclusion between the United Stetes end 
Jr non of a trrdc agreement, based unen reciprocal 
r.ost-f avored-natien treatment end reduction of trrdo 
b rrr ic rs  by both countries, including en undertaking 
by the United Stetes to bind rev; s i lk  on the free 
l i s t .

"7. The Government of the United States rnd 
the Government of Japan w il l ,  respectively, remove 
the freezing re stric tio n s  on Japanese funds in the 
United Stetes rnd on /neriern funds in Japan.

"8. Both Cove rnm<: nts w il l  agree upon a plan 
for the s ta b iliza tio n  of th-: dollar-yen rate, with the 
a llocation  of funds adequate for th is  nuroose, half to 
be supplied by Japan rnd half by the United S t a t s .

"Q. Both. Governments w ill agree that no 
agreement which either has concluded with any th ird  
power or powers sh a ll be interpreted by i t  in  such a 
’"ay as to co n flic t with the fundamental purpose of 
th is  agreement, the establishment and preservation of 
peace throughout the P a c if ic  area.

"10. Both Governments w ill use their influence 
to cause other governments to adhere to and to give 
practica l application to the basic p o lit ic a l end eco
nomic princip les set forth in  th is  agreement.”
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ft*

*

I T,.E 7::TîT3SS: (Reading) "Although, it
subsequently appeared, the Japanese treated the 
 ̂November 26 proposal as finally disposing of the ques- 
4 ;tion of negotiating a peaceful settlement covering the 
5 'Pacific area, they kept up the appearance of continuing j

i !
6 negotiations right down to December 7.

J i
7 ) "On December 2, the President directed that
8 (inquiry be mace at once of the Japanese t v bnssador and 
9p.!r. KURUSU in regard to the reasons for continued

10 (Japanese troop movements into Inco-China. On lec.-mbor 5» j

11 khe Japanese Ambassador called one presorted to the
12 I Under Secretary of State, I'r. Welles, a reolv to the !
! :
(President's inquiry of lecember 2 containing the j

14jspecious statement th-t Japanese roinforcerents had j
15 I been sent to lnco-Chinn as a precautionary measure j
16 ,

17

18

19 i

20 !
21

lagn Inst Chinese troors in bordering Chinese territory.
!
'On December 6, President Roosevelt telegraphed a por-
ijsonal appeal to the Emperor of Japan th^t the ’tragic 
possibilities' in the situation be avoided. At the 
President's express direction '.he message was sent in

22 ;

23
!

24 '

25 I

the 'gray' code, a non-confidential coda which the 
Japanese would have no difficulty in deciphering. In. 
oncer to assure prompt decoding and celivery by 
Ambassador Grew of teat message, a brief telegram was 
sent him shortly in advance to be ready for a message

I1
i(i

I
i

I
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alertinc message was dispatched on Lecombor 6 at 3 n.n. ;

the United States addressed to the Enperor of Japan
20 a nessape extending an offer of friendship of the
21 people of the United States to the people of Japan.
22 i

j That offer was accented, and in the long reriod of
23 !

! unbroken peace and friendship ’"hich has followed,
24 1

our respective nations, through the virtues of 
their peoples and the wisdom of their rulers have

KR. KEENAN: The exhibit is tendered in

6 ! evidence

7 THE PRESILENT : Admitted
s CLERK CF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
9 j No. 2215-U will receive exhibit No. 1245-J
io ! (’.'/hereupon, the document above

12
11 I

13 ! KR. HIGGINS: I will road prosecution's

14 ; exhibit No. 1245-J
'"President Roosevelt to Erperor Hirohito

i17 " ' (Washington), December 6, 19*1 
"'Almost a century ago the. President of

23
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&  1

1 prospered rnd hrve subst? ntirlly helped hvrrnity.
2 j

3 !
i

4 I

5 !
i6
I

7
i8 *

9 i 

10
11
12 i
13 I!

i14 »

15 i

16 I!
17 :
18 i

19 1

20 
21 
22

I

23

24 i

25 ;

"'Only in siturtions of extrrordinory 
importoncc to our t’’o countries need I rdd.ros.<3 to 
Your I'rjesty m.essrges on mrtters of strte. I feel I 
should nov so rddre^s you bccruse of the deep rnd 
frr-rcrching emergency w,hich rpperrs to be in fcrmrticn.

'"Developments rre occurinr in the Prcific 
rrer v-hich three ten to derrivc erch of our notions 
end rll hur.rnity of the beneficirl influence of 
the long perce between our t™o countries. Those 
developments contrin tropic possibilities,.

"'The people of the United Stetes, V>elieving 
in perce rnd in the right of notions to live rnd let 
live, hove eoperly mrthhed the conversr-tiens between 
our tv.’o Governments during these post months, "e 
hrve hoped for r termine lion of the present conflict 
between Jo^on ond Chin-''. r'e hrve hoped thrt r T'ê ce 
of the Prcific could be consummrted in such o moy 
thrt notionrlities of mony diverse -̂copies could 
exist îdc by side ’'ithout ferr of invrsion; thrt 
unberroble burdens of rrmoments could be lifted 
for them, rll; one thrt rll peoples mould resume 
commerce v,ithout discrimine tion r grinst or in fr vor 
of onjr nrtion.

"'I nr. certrin thrt it -’ill be c]c-rr to
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j ' Y cur Hr je sty, rr it is to rre , fhrt in see-kinr these 
1 prc-rt objectives both Jrprn enc’ the Inited Str+ç <?
 ̂I should r pree to elirinrte rnv .form of militrry thrert. 
I This soe-ned essentiel to the fttribrcr.t of the hirh

5 j objectives.
A ! »»Here thm r y err efo Your Hr je sty’s
7 I Government concluded en rfreep.cnt ”’ith the bichy 
si Government by -hich five or six t hours nfi Jr-rnese
9 I troops -ere nerm.ittec to enter into Horchern French 
ioi Indc-Chinr for the protection cf Jcrmcsc troops
11 ( mhich more cr>err tinp rprinrt Chinr further north.
12 ! And this Earing end Summer the Yich,r Government
13 j nerrittoe' further Jrprnosc militrry ferccs to enter 
l! in+o Southern French Indc-Chinr for the- common
r> defense of French Indc-Chinr. I think I er. correct
16 ! .

is

in sryinf thrt no rttrek hrs been r.rce upon Indc- 
Chinr, nor thrt rny hrs been contcr'pletrd.

"'Durinf the "rst. fe-v vr-rks it h- vcocne
19
20
>i
>•>

23

24

23

clerr to the - orld thrt Jrprne.se rilitrrv, nrvrl 
rnd rir forces hrve been sent to Southern Indr- 
Chirr in such Irrfc numbers rs to crertc- r re^scnrhle 
doubt on the- prrt other nr tiens thrt this ccr.tin- 
uirf concentre M o n  in Inc'o-Chinr is r.ct defensive 
in its chrr^ctcr.

,"Hecru'!c those continuin'- conot n.trrtiens



in Indc-Cbinr hr”€ rcrched rvch lrryc “retortions 
m d  be cruse they extend ro^ to the souther st rnd 
•“he southwest corners of thrt Fenir.sulr , it is c-nly 
rertonrble thrt *he iconic of the Fhili^incs, of 
+ he hundreds of Iclrrcs of the Erst Indies, of i'rlryr 
rnd of Thrilrnd itself rre r sir inf ther.se Ives ’•’he* her 
these forces of Jrrrn rrc ^re^rrinp or intending 
to rrke rttrek in one or rorc of t^ese rrn1' directions

” * I æn si*re thrt Your Hr 3c sty v’ill under- 
strnd thrt the ferr of rll these "ccwlc-s is r Icriti- 
r.rte fror in rs r.uch r s it involve s *!'cir "'crcc 
rnd their nrtionrl exist-: ncc . I rr sure thrt Yeur 
Mr ,1c sty vill under strnd ”hy the reelle of the United 
Strtcr in such Irrpc nurbers look rsconce rt the 
estrblishrcnt of r.ilitrry, r.rvrl rnd rir brses 
rrnned rnd oouipped so rrcrtly rs to constitute 
rrred forces crnrble of rersures cf ofr’ensc.

""It is clc-'-r thrt r continurr.cc cf such 
r siturtion is unthinkrble,

"Tone of the rcorles vhor I hrve srckc.n 
of rbovc ern sit either indefinitely or pcrrrnently 
on r kep of dynerite.

"’There is rbsclutcly no thoupht on the 
prrt of the United Stotes of inv-rdinp Indo-Chinr 
if every Jrnrnese soldier cr srilcr --’c-rc to be
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«
I

7 ,

3
I
5
6 ji!7 ;

S I

9

10 I
11 '
12 ;

1 > 
I'.
16
r

i s
19
20

2!
77

23

’••ithdr-m therefrom.
"’I think thrt v,e c m  obtrin +hc some 

r Püirrnce fror: the 0cvcrnrcn+ s of the Er st Inc ie s, 
the Governnents of I>loyr me the Gevernrent of 
Thrilr-nd. I -culd even undertake rsk for the 
erre rrsrrrncc. on + hc prrt ô  the Covcrnr.cnt of 
Chino. Thus r ’••i+hcr— r 1 of the Jopm^e forces 
frer Info-Chino vcvld result :n the rssurmcc of 
rcrcc thr curb cut ĥe ""hole of the South Frcific 
or G F .

"’I rddrers myself to Your hole sty rt 
this r.crent in the fervent here thrt Your Ye testy 
nry, os I or c-.oinp, rive thourht in this definite 
cncrrmcy to v’rvs of di ir.r the. dork cloues.
I or. confident thrt both of us, for the srke of the. 
reo»-les not only of cur ovm rrert countries but for 
^hc soke of hurmity in ncifh-Trinr ter1’:+ cries, 
hove r score d duty to res + orr trodj ticne1 rnity 
-nd prevent further Geoth me c* es true* ion in the
ro rid .

"FF.À.\’KLir D. R00EIV1LT 
"(Foreipn Rclr + ions, Vol. II, p.

21
25

*
I
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! MR. HIGGINS: I read Frosecution exhibit1 ■
2 ; No. 1245-K.

j "Memorandum Handed by the Japanese Am-
4 trssrdor (NOMURA) to the Secretary of State at 2.20
5 P . M. on Decerber 7. 194-1 •
6 ,M1. The Government of Je^an, r'ronw'ted by
!

7 j a genuine desire to come to an amicable understand-
« j ing with the Government of the United states in order 
9 j that the two countries by their joint efforts may 
io I secure the peace of the Pacific Area and thereby 
n contribute toward the realization of world peace, has 
12 continued negotiations with the utmost sincerity 

since April last with the Government of the United
14 States regarding the adjustment and advancement of
15 Jap?nese-Americen relations and the stabilization
16 of the "ecific Area,

I

17

18
19 ii
2 0  I

?I ;
22 !

24

25

"'The Japanese Government has the honor 
to state frankly its views concerning the claims 
the American Government has persistently maintained 
as ’-ell as the measures the United States end Great 
Britain have taken toward Japan during these eight 
months.

"*2. It is the immutable oolicy of the 
Japanese Government to insure the stability of East 
Asia and to promote world »'epee and thereby to enable
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rll nations to find erch its oroper place in the 
"•orld.

"’Ever since China Affair broke out owing 
to the failure on the part of China to comprehend 
Japan's true intentions, the Japanese Government 
has striven for the restoration of peace and it has 
consistently exerted its best efforts to prevent the 
extenticn of war-like disturbances. It was also 
to that end that in September last year Japan con
cluded the Trioartite Pact with Germany and Italy.

’"Hov-ver, both the United States and 
Great Britain have resorted to every possible 
measure to assist the Chungking regime so as to 
obstruct the establishment of & general peace 
between Jaoan and China, interfering with Japan’s 
constructive endeavours toward the stabilization 
of East Asia. Exerting pressure on the Netherlands 
East Indies, or menacing French Indo-China, they 
have attempted to frustrate Japan's aspiration 
to tho Ideal of common prosperity in cooperation with 
these regions. Furthermore, when Japan in accordance 
with its protocol v-ith France took measures of 
joint defence of French Indo-China, both American 
and British Governments, wilfully misinterpreting 
it as a threat to their own possessions, and
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inducing the Netherlands Government to follow suit, 
they enforced the assets freezing order,,thus 
severing economic relrtions with Japan. vVhile 
manifesting thus an obviously hostile attitude, 
ttese countries have stc-ngthened their militrry 
ore-parations perfecting an encircelement of Japan, 
^nd have brought about a situation which endangers 
the v(ry existence of the Empire,

'•'Nevertheless, to facilitate a speedy 
settlement, the Premier of Japan proposed, in 
August last, to meet the President of the United 
States for a discussion of important problems 
betv/een the two countries covering the entire 
Pacific area. However, the American Government, 
while accepting in nrincirle the Japanese wroposal, 
insisted that the meeting should take place after 
an agreement of view had been reached on fundamental 
and essential auestions.

•"3. Subsequently, on Seotcmber 25th 
the Japanese Government submitted a proposal based 
on the formula proposed by the American Government, 
taking fully into consideration past American 
claims and also incorporating Japanese views. 
Repeated discussions proved of no avail in pro
ducing readily an agreement of viev;. The present
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crbinet, therefore, submitted r revised pro-osel, 
r.oderrtinp still further the Jerrnese claims re- 
rrrding the princier 1 points of difficulty in the- 
negotirtion m d  enderveured strenuously to rerch 
r sc-ttlerent. Put, the Amcricrn Government, rd- 
hering sterdfrstly to its originel rssertions, 
foiled to displry in +he slightest degree- r spirit 
cf concilietion. The negotirtion rede no progress.

"'Therefore, the Jrnrnese Government,
’••ith r vie1” to doing its utmost for everting r 
crisis in Jrrmese-Am.ericrn re-let! ons, submitted 
on Ucverber 20th still rnother ^roposrl in order 
to rrrive rt rn ecuitrble solution of the more 
essentiel end urgent ouestior.s which, simplifying 
its previous rroposrl, stipuleted the- following 
-oints:

"’(1) The- Governments of Jrprn end the 
United Stetes undertake not to disrrtch rrmed 
forces Into m y  cf the regions, excepting French 
Indo-Chinr, in the Scutherstern Asie end the 
Southern Prcific rrcr.

"'(2) Doth Governments shell cooperrte 
’••ith the vier; to securing the rcouisiticn in the 
Netherlrnds Erst Indies of those goods end com
modities of ’ hich the two countries rre in need."

1
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1 I (3) Roth Governments ruturily under-
- J trkc to restore corr.ercir 1 relr+ions to those pre- 
* s vrilinp i-rior to the freezing of rssets.
'* ’"The Government of the United Strtes shell
5 sup-ly Jrprn the renuired ovrntity of oil.
6 I ’"(Æ) The Government of the United StrtesIn undertrkes not to resort to mer sures rnd rctions
8 --rejudicirl to the endervours for the resterrtien
9  I of generrl -er ce betveen Jrprn end Chine.

1 ’"(5) The Jrprnese Government undertakes
11 I to ’-’ithdrevr troops nov' stetinned in French Indo-
12 t Chine, upon either the rostorrtion of ^erce between
11 i
! Jrprn rnd Chine or the estrbllshm.cnt of rn eauitrhle 

1 I
’-erce in the Frcific Arc-r ; end it is >-rcprred to 

r>
remove the Jr-rncse troors in the southern rrrt

l'»
of French Inco-Chir.r to the northern prrt upon17
the conclusion of ■•■he rresent rgree-rent. is

’".As rerrrds Chine, the Jrprnese Government,19
••’:'ile expressing its rerdinesr to recent the offer

JO

of the President of the United Strtes to ret rsji
I

,, » introducer * of perce botv/een Jrrrn rnd Chinr rs
,3 '"r previorsly suggested, rsked for rn undertrking

on the prrt of the United Strtes to do nothing 
2} prejudicirl to the re storetion of Sino-J^^rnese 

* perce v'hen the t’-o ^rrties hrve commenced direct
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negotiations.
"’The Americrn Government not only re

jected the rbove-nentiened nev ~rocosrl, but rede 
knov:n its intention to continue its rid to Chimp 
Kfi-shek; rnd in spite cf its suggestion mentioned 
rbeve, withdrew the offer of the President to ret 
rs sc-crlled ’introducer* of perce between Jrprn 
rnd Chinr, pierding thrt time vrs not yet rim for 
it. Finrlly on November ?6th, in rn rttitude to 
impose upon the Jrprne-se Government those prin
ciples it. hrs uersistcntly mrintrined, the Americrn 
Government mrde r proposrl totrlly ignoring Jrprnese 
clrims, '"Mch is r source of profound regret to the 
Jrprnose Government.

"’a . From the beginning of the present 
negotiation the Jrrrncse Government hrs rlv,rys 
mrintrined rn rttitude of frirness rnd moderrtion, 
rnd did its best to rcrch r settlement, for which 
it rrde rll possible concessions often in spite 
of prert difficulties. As for the Chinr ouestion 
"'’hich constituted rn importent subject of the 
negotiation, the Jrprnese Government showed r most 
concilie tory rttitude. As for the principle of 
ncn-discriminrt.ion in internrtionrl commerce, 
rdvoerted by the Americrn Government, the Jrornese
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Government expressed its desire to see the said 
principle applied throughout the *"orld, end de
clared thrt. rlong pith the actual prrctice of this 
principle in the world, the Japanese Government would 
endervour to apply the same in the Pacific Arer 
including Chine, rnd mrde it clear that Japan hrd 
no intention of excluding from Chine economic activ- 
ities of third powers pursued on an eauitahl. e basis*. 
Furthermore, as regards the question of withdrawing 
troops from French Indo-Chine, the Japanese Government 
even volunteered, es mentioned ebove, to cerry out 
en imr.edieto eve cue t ion of troops from Southern 
French Indo-Chine. es e. meesurc of eesing the sit
uation.

"’It is presumed thrt the spirit of con- 
cilietion exhibited to the utmost degree by the 
Japanese Government in all these matters is fully 
appreciated by the American Government.

"’On the other hand, the American Govern
ment, always holding fast to theories in disregard 
of realities, and refusing to yield an inch on its 
impractical principles, caused undue delay in the 
negotiation. It is difficult to understand this 
attitude of the American Government and the Japanese 
Government desires to call the attention of the

J
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1 Ane rie? n Government es-'ecielly to the following

2 points:

3 "*1. The Americen Government e.dvocetes
4 in the h p f .c of ,Morld pcece those principles
5 frvoreble to it end urges upon the Jepenese 1
6 Government the- ecccptence thereof. The- peece

t
! 1 of the vorld mry be brought rbout only by !
8 discovering f muturlly eccepteble formule i

9 through recognition of the reelity of the
10 i siturtion end mutuel e.n^rc-cietion of one

1
11 enother’s position. An ettitude such es
12 ignores reelities end imposes one’s selfish
13 vice’s upon others mill scercely serve the
14 purpose of feciliteting the consumretion of i

15 negotietions.,u
16 i1

17

1S

19 ij
20 i

21

22

23

24

25
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"’Of the vr.rious principles put forward by 
the American Government as a basis of the Japanese- 
American Agreement, there are some which the Japanese 
Government is ready to accept in principle, but in 
view of the world’s actual conditions, it seems only 
a utopian ideal on the part of the American Government 
to attempt to force their immediate adoption.

"’Again, the proposal to conclude a multi
lateral non-aggression pact between Japan, United States 
Great Britain, China, the Soviet Union, the Netherlands 
and Thailand, which is patterned after the old concent 
of collective security, is far removed from the reali
ties of East Asia.

”’2. The American proposal contained a stipu
lation which states— ’Both Governments will agree that 
no agreement, which either has concluded with any third 
nower or powers, shall be interpreted by it in such a 
way as to conflict with the fundamental purpose of 
this agreement, the establishment and ©reservation of 
Deace throughout the Pacific area’. It is presumed that 
the above provision has been orooosed with a viev; to 
restrain Janan from fulfilling its obligations under 
the Tripartite Pact when the United States participates 
in the War in Europe, and, as such, it cannot be accepted 
by the Japanese Government,»»
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"'The American Government, obsessed with its 
own «.views and opinions, may be said to be scheming 
for the extension of the war. While it seeks, on the 
one hand, to secure its rear by stabilizing the Pacific 
Area, it is engaged, on the other hand, in aiding Great 
Eritain and nreparing to attack, in the name of self- 
defense, Germany and Italy, two Powers that are striv
ing to establish a new order in Europe, Such a policy 
is totally at variance with the many orinciples upon 
which the American Government proposes to found the 
stability of the Pacific Area through oeaceful means.

•"3. Whereas the American Government, under 
the orinciples it rigidly unholds, objects to settle 
international issues through military oressure, it is 
exercising in conjunction with Great Britain and other 
nations nressure by economic oower. Recourse to such 
pressure as a means of dealing with international rela
tions should he condemned as it is at times more in
humane than military nressure.

"'A, It is impossible not to reach the con
clusion that the American Government desires to main
tain and strengthen, in coalition with Great Britain 
and other Powers, its dominant position it has hither
to occupied not only in China but in other areas of 
East Asia. It is a fact of history that the countries
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of East Asia for the past hundred years or more have 
been compelled to observe the status quo under the 
Anglo-American policy of imperialistic exploitation 
and to sacrifice themselves to the prosperity of the 
two nations. The Japanese Government cannot tolerate 
the perpetuation of such a situation since it directly 
runs counter to Japan's fundamental nolicy to enable 
all nations to enjoy each,Its proper place in the
world. !!

'"The stipulation proposed by the American ! 
Government relative to French Indo-Chino is a good 
evemplification of the above-mentioned American policy. 
Thus the six countries, — Japan,the United States, Great 
Britain, the Netherlands, China and Thailand,—  except
ing France, should undertake among themselves to re
spect the territorial integrity and sovereignty of 
French lndo-Ch3na and equality of treatment in trade
end commerce would be tantamount to placing that ter- :

i
ritory under the joint guarantee of the Governments 1 
of those six countries. Apart from the fact that such 
a proposal totally ignores the position of France, it j 

is unacceptable to the Japanese Government in that such 1 
an arrangement cannot but be considered as an exten
sion to French Indo-China of a system similar to the ; 
Nine— ower Treaty structure which is the chief factor
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1 responsible for the present predicament of East Asia.
u,5. All the items demanded of Japan by the 

American Government regarding China such as wholesale 
evacuation of troops or unconditional application of 
the principle of non-discrimination in international 
commerce ignored the actual c'nditions of China, and 
are calculated to destroy Japan’s position as the 
stabilizing factor of Fast Asia. The attitude of the 
American Government in demanding Japan not to support 
militarily, politically or economically any regime 
other than the regime at Chungking, disregarding there
by the existence of the Tanking Government, shatters 
4he very basis of the present negotiation. This de
mand of the American Government falling, as it does, 
in line with its above-mentioned refusal to cease from 
aiding the Chungking regime, demonstrates clearly the 
intention of the American Government to obstruct the 
restoration of normal relations between Japan and 
China and the return of peace to Fast Asia.

11’5. In brief, the American proposal con
tains certain acceptable items such as those concern
ing commerce, including the conclusion of a trade 
agreement, mutual removal of the freezing restrictions,
and stabilization of ’'■en and dollar exchange, 
or the abolition of extra-territorial rights in 
China. On the other hand,

}
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however, the proposal in question ignores Japan’s 
sacrifices in the four years of the China Affair, 
menaces the Empire’s existence itself end disparages

é

its honour and prestige. Therefore, viewed in its 
entirety, the Japanese Government regrets that it can
not accept the proposal as a basis of negotiation.

"’6. The Japanese Government, in its desire 
for an early conclusion of the negotiation, proposed 
simultaneously with the conclusion of the Japanese- 
American negotiation, agreements to be signed with 
Great Britain and other interested countries. The 
proposal was accented by the American Government. 
However, since the American Government has made the 
proposal cf November 26th as a result of frequent 
consultation with Great Britain, Australia, the Nether
lands and Chungking, and presumably by catering to the 
wishes of the Chungking regime in the questions of 
China, it must be concluded that all these countries 
are at one with the United States in ignoring Japan’s 
position.

'” 7. Obviously it is the intention of the 
American Government to conspire with Great Britain and 
other countries to obstruct Japan’s efforts toward, 
the establishment of peace through the creation of a

new order in East Asia, and especially to preserve
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Anglo-American rights and interests by keeping Jaoan 
and China at war. This intention has been revealed 
clearly durin" the course of the present negotiation. 
Thus, the earnest hone of the Japanese Government to 
f'diust Janrnese-Araerican relations and to preserve and 
"remote the nor ce of the Pacific through coooeration 
v;ith the American Government has finally been lost.

"•The Japanese Government rerrets to ha^e to 
notify hereby the American Government that in viev; 
of the attitude of the American Government it cannot 
but consider that it is impossible to reach an agree
ment through further negotiations.

"'P'sshington, December 7? 1941.'
"(Foreign Relations, Vol. II, p. 787-792.)"
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. THE '.7ITNESS (Riding):
7 "The Japanese message was nrt r declaration
, ■ of v;r‘-’ with reasons er an ultimatum. It was net even 
P declrrrticn cf intention te sev^r dinlcm tie reln- 
i tiens.
i

-, ""hc- c ] le,patiens in the Jrnonere rvssroe nre
-jcontrary to fret. Since the outset o!> the conversations 
s|between the two governments, the effort ot the Japanese 
y jGovernment was directed toward inducing the T'riited States 
in to surrender its br. sic nolicy, while tho Jr.vnesc C-ovcrn- 
l' ment maintained intact its uolicy of aggression and 
I’! force. The immutable noliev cf the Japanese Government 
1 • ' to ensure the stability of Erst A sin was eradicated uoon 
•^establishing at the outset a comn] otc Ja no ne so military 
r‘ and c-concmic stran»] ohol d over Ch"5 na, calling for Jroa-
1 f ^nose control over strategic CMnerc industries and frcil- 
1 itics, referred to euphemistically in terms such as 
K 'economic cooperation with China,' and retention in large 
ll/ areas of Chrna "or r n indofiv i t,c "eriod rf large Jrna- 

r.cse garrisons to nrotcct Japan's holdings, r. stidila
tion cloaked under the innocent soundin^ provision 'ieint- 
dofensf against Cermunism.' Thes terms were embodied 
in the so-called 'treaty' of 1°40 betaken Japan and the j 
nuonet '"an«' C k *nf-wi regime. The Japanese Governin'nt 
sought to obtain American assent to the imposition of j

ey
M

2.Î
:a

2>
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those terms cn the Chinese Government. At no time 
did the Japanese Government bud.ve frei? insistence 
noon these terms, end for the Japanese Government to | 
sooc'k of making the utmost, concessions is r. monstrous
distortion cf the frets. It v/rs because of this fI
intransigent position of the Japanese Government thrt ;

1
it would heed nr sugeostirp lookin'? toward on amicable 1 
adjustment cf its differences 'u th CM no. The conten-

9 j tim that the Japanese Government' s proposal of Scpt.em-
10 bc-r 2? was based u^on the Amodie'n proposal is not sus-

1
trined by a comparison of the two prcoosrls. An r.nnly-

12 i sis of the essertinl character! stic of the Ja pc. ne so
13 1 proposal of November 20 has already been presented above.
M "Refusal on the part of China tr ccmc to
15 agreement with Japon of Japan's terms was due not to !
IP failure on the part of China, to understand Japan's

n  i - true intentions, ns alleged, but to the fact that
K. Japan's true intentions were clearly understood by
l y i China. The American policy c** assisting the Chinese
20 1

11
Government w.os inspired by a desire to prevent Japan

>1
1 from coercing China, with a peace settlement under

22
( which China would become completely dominated by Japan.

23 The policy of the United States and j+s friends, in- i
24 ! 1

eluding the imposition of freezing measures, wra one
! 1of self-defense against +hc publicly proclaimed Japp- J
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I nose colley of general oppression. The c^fcr of the 
1 i

I

'Government of the ’biit.d St-t's, contained in its
I or ones''. 3 of June 23, under wMoh the. 'Präsident of 

3 !
, j the TTnited Strtes v/i 11 suppest to the Government of
I5 i China. that the Government of Chino f.nd the Government,
i

6 j

7

8 
9
10 
11

i!12 I
13 j 

1 i i
I15 •

16 :
17

of Japan enter into - negotiation on o bosis mutually 
advantageous and acceptable for o termination of hos
tilities and r( sum t.ion of peaceful relations* was of 
course mode contingent upon Japan's entering into a 
general agreement along the lines of the June 21 oro- 
posa.l and was never withdrawn. The American Govern
ment's proposal of November 26 represented a. practical 
application of principles which, had b en under dis
cussion during months of negotiations, and was nothing 
newr. it offered Janen various benefits which would have 
been v:c3 corned by any country bent on pursuing ooaccful 
courses. Such delay as occurred in the conversations

18 arose entirely from the firm adherence of the Japanese
19
2»
:i
22
23

2-1

Government to its fixed policies of aggression. It is 
not clear what is meant, by the Japanese contention that 
the American proposal for a multilateral non-ageression 
pact was far removed from the realities of East Asia, 
unless it was that the .ro^osal conflicted with the 
Japanese plan for establishing Japanese domination of

23 the entire Ve stern Pacific area. The charge that the
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United Strtes vies scheming for rn extension of the 
v?rr res, on its free, nrenostorous. The ebrrge th<?.t I
the United Strtes, in conjonction with Greet Britein, ! 
we? exercising economic oressurc in order to doe] vd-th 
intf rnrtionel relrtions refers o b v io u s ly  to t’*e freez
ing morsure v/hich wo s resorted to rs r necessrry mersure ,

I
of self-defense rftor Jru.-n brd Iru.nched its loroe- 
scr.lc forv,rrd military movement 7nto Southern Indo
chine so rs to inncril the security of American, Brit
ish rnd Dutch territory. The chrrgc th-t the United 
Strtes desired to sir. into in rnd strengthen its rlleged 
dominent oosition in Chino is, on its f^ce, ebrurd rs 
the United Strtes r.cv r sought nor did it ever hive r. 
dominent position in Chino or in the F^r Erst. \ ith 
regrrd to the contention th.rt the United Stetes sought 
to obstruct the crertion by Jenen of r. ne,!/ order in 
Erst Asie;, it is of course true thrt the United Stetes 
v;rs consistently opposed to Jr'orr/s nrotensions to 
the r.rrogrtion to itseif of e: nosit'on of wilitery 
dorninr.nce throughout the- Ft  F^st end the western 
Prcific r.rer.

"The Secretory of Stete roed the Jrponesc 
document, turned to the Jr pone so Anbossrdor, rnd seid, j 
'I must se.y in oil my conversrtions ,,ri.th you /the 
Jr uf no sc Am1 r ssrdor/ 7’urinf/ the lost nine months I

«K.',
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hr-m; H'-vor vtt'rcd one ’vord of untruth. This is 
borne out rbsolute'ly by the record. In rll my fifty 
yer rs of -niblie service I hrve never seen r. document 
th'-t v/"s more crcnvdcd *ith infrnous frlschoods end 
distortions--infrmeus frlschoods end distortions on c 
scr]e so huge thrt 1 never imagined nrtil todny thnt 
m y  government on this nlrnct v"\s cr noble of uttering 
them.r

"The Amb“ ssr.der rnd Mr. TTRi'fT.T then took 
their 1ervo vithout rooking :*ny comment.

"This interview, m  ]rtcr eprerred, took 
ni'ce mere th**n rn hour r^tcr the J^ornosc ermed forces 
hrd struck v’ithoi’t rni ng rt Pc'■rl harbor rr.d ever 
tv;o hours öfter rn rctur] Jm-ncse lending in .MrInyo, 
rrd four hours rft- r they hrd crossed the boundrry of 
the Int emotion* ? Settlement. ~t Sh^nghri. These frets 
were net mentioned by NCMURA ~nd X7TKMSIV‘
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1 ! MR, K EE N A N : Y o u  m ay c r o s s - e x a m i n e .

2 K R .  WARREN: I f  t h e  T r i b u n a l  p l e a s e ,  t h e  
I

 ̂ T r i b u n a l  h a s  a l r e a d y  s t a t e d  t h a t  i t  w o u ld  n o t  t a k e
II

4 j i n t o  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  a n y  c o n c l u s i o n s  o f  t h e  w i t n e s s .

5 (A t t h e  c o n c l u s i o n  o f  t h e  t e s t i m o n y  o f  t h i s  w i t n e s s

6 jt h e  d e f e n s e  b e l i e v e s  t h a t  h i s  m a s t e r  - a f f i d a v i t ,  n o t

1 ; t h e  d o c u m e n ts  w h ic h  he  in t r o d u c e d  i n  s u p n o r t  t h e r e o f ,

8 {b u t  h i s  m a s t e r  a f f i d a v i t  i n  i t s  e n t i r e t y ,  n o t  o n l y

9 ^am o u n ts t o  a  c c n c l u s i o n  o f  t h e  w i t n e s s ,  b u t  i n  a d d i -

10 t i o n ,  t o  a s u m m a t io n , a  s u m m a tio n  o f  t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n ’ s

11 v i e w p o in t  o n  t h i s  m a t t e r ,  and i s  n o t  t h e  t e s t i m o n y  o f

1 2 ' t h e  w i t n e s s .  V/e, t h e r e f o r e ,  a s k  t h a t  t i le  m a s t e r  a f f i -  

13 ( d a v i t  o n l y ,  n o t  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  e x h i b i t s ,  b e  s t r i c k e n

il fro m  t h e  r e c o r d  f o r  t h a t  r e a s o n ,  s o  t h a t  t h e  d e f e n s e

15 ‘ w i l l  n o t  h a v e  t o  c o n t e n d  v ? ith  i t  i n  t h i s  c r o s s - e x a m in a -
16 1

t i o n .

T H E  P R E S ID E N T :  T h e r e  i s  m u ch  i n  t h e  a f f i d a v i t

t t r t  i s  a d m i s s i b l e ,  m uch t h a t  i s  n o t .  We g a v e  o u r  

d e c i s i o n  y e s t e r d a y ,  and we a r e  n o t  g o i n g  t a  r e v ie w  i t .  

M a jo r  B la k e n e y .

C R O S S -E X A M IN A T IO N

B Y  MR. B L A K E N E Y :

Q Uhc- p r e p a r e d  y o u r  a f f i d a v i t ,  M r. W it n e s s ?

A I  p r e p a r e d  i t  l a r g e l y  m y s e l f  fro m  t h e  r e c o r d s .

17

18
19

20 ;
21 
22
23

24

r>
Q T h a t  i s  t o  s a y ,  y o u  v / re te  i t  y o u r s e l f ?

«8

t
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A L a r g e l y  m y s e l f .

Q S i n c e  I  n o t e  t h r t  a p p r o x i m a t e ly  s i x t y - f i v e

p e r  c e n t  o f  i t  i s  t ^ k e n  v e r b a t im  fro m  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  

o f  S t a t e ' s  " P e a c e  anc *r" o r  i t s  " D i p l o m a t i c  R e l a 

t i o n s "  o r  H r .  H u l l ’ s  S t a t e m e n t  t o  C o n e r e s s ,  may I  

a ssu m e  t h ~ t  y o u  w r o t e  t h o s e  d o c u m e n ts  a l s o ?

A T h e r e  w e re  a  n u m b e r o f  p e o p le  t h a t  c o l l a b o 

r a t e d  i n  th e  d r a f t i n g  o r  p r e p a r a t i o n  o f  t h e  d o c u m e n t s .  

I  w a s  o n e  o f  t h o s e  p e o p l e .

Q A s  one o f  t h e  s t a f f  o f  t h e  O f f i c e  o f  F a r  

E a s t e r n  A f f a i r s  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S t a t e  i n  1 9 4 1 ,  

d i d v o u  p a r t i c i p a t e  r a t h e r  e x t e n s i v e l y  i n  t h e  J a p a n -  

e s e - A m e r ic a n  c o n v e r s a t i o n s ?

A I  w as p r e s e n t  a t  m o s t  o f  th e  c o n v e r s a t i o n s  

b e tw e e n  t h e  S e c r e t a r y  o f  S t a t e  and t h e  J a p a n e s e  r e p 

r e s e n t a t i v e s .

T H E  P R E S ID E N T :  S p e a k  c l o s e r  t o  th e  m i c r o 

p h o n e , p l e a s e ,  F r .  B a l l o n t i n e .

T h e  IBM  i s  o u t  o f  o r d e r ,  le w i l l  r e c e s s  

f o r  f i f t e e n  m in u t e s .

( ’Thereupon, at 104-5» a recess 
was t-ken u n t il 1100. *>fter which the 
proceedings were resumed as follov/s:)
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MARSHAL OF T H E  CO U RT; T h e  I n t e r n a t i o n a l

6 2 M i l i t a r y  T r i b u n a l  f o r  t h e  F a r  E a s t  i s  now r e s u m e d .
Ç
r
h

TH E P R E S ID E N T ;  T h i s  C o u r t  w i l l  n o t  s i t  o n
U
e T h a n k s ffiv in .tr  D a y  w h ic h  i s  T h u r s d a y  o f  n e x t  w e e k .
r
g  5 T h a t  i s  b e c a u s e  i t  h a s  b e e n  d e c r e e d  a  h o l i d a y  b y  t h e

& 6  i S u p re m e  C o m m an d er.

•J 7
a
r  K 
t
o y 
n

; >) 

i !

W i l l  t h e  r e p o r t e r  k i n d l y  r e p e a t  t h e  l a s t  

t h r e e  q u e s t i o n s  and  a n s w e r s  ?

(W h e re u p o n , t h e  o f f i c i a l  c o u r t  

r e p o r t e r  r e a d  a s  f o l l o w s ; )

%  Who p r e p a r e d  y o u r  a f f i d a v i t ,  I*ir. W it n e s s ?

12 ! 
1

"A  I  p r e p a r e d  i t  l a r g e l y  m y s e l f  fro m  t h e
1

13

J
1

r e c o r d s .

%  T h a t  i s  t o  s a y ,  y o u  w r o t e  i t  y o u r s e l f ?  ■

!5 1 "A  L a r g e l y  m y s e l f .

16
1

"Ç, S i n c e  I  n o t e  t h a t  a p p r o x i m a t e ly  s i x t y - f i v e

17 1 p e r  c e n t  o f  i t  i s  t a k e n  v e r b a t im  fr o m  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t

111 o f  S t a t e ' s  'P e a c e  a n d  W a r' o r  i t s  ' D i p l o m a t i c  R e l a 
1*> t i o n s '  o r  M r. H u l l ' s  S t a t e m e n t  t o  C o n g r e s s ,  m ay I
20 j 

1
a ssu m e  t h a t  y o u  w r o t e  t h e s e  d o c u m e n ts  a l s o ?

21 !
"A  T h e r e  w e re  a  n u m b e r o f  p e o p le  t h a t  c o l l a b o r 

22 1 
i a t e d  i r .  t h e  d r a f t i n g  o r  p r e p a r a t i o n  o f  t h e  d o c u m e n t s .

23 ; 
» I  w a s o r e  o f  t h o s e  p e o p l e .

24 ;
1t %  A s  o n e  o f  t h e  s t a f f  o f  t h e  O f f i c e  o f  F a r

25 !
i E a s t e r n  A f f a i r s  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S t a t e  i n  1 9 4 1 ,
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did you participate rather extensively in the Japan- 
ese-Am.erican conversations?

"A I was present at most of the conversations 
between the Secretary of State and the Japanese 
representatives.

ft iî
»7

y iî
10 i

12
13 ! i
1 i
13
16
\~

IS
19
20 
21

23

2-1
I

THF, PRESIDENT: Speak closer to the micro
phone, Please, Hr. Ballantine.

The I. B. K. is out of order. We will 
recess for fifteen minutes.
BY iil . BLAKrJTY (Continued) :

Q Did you also, then, Hr. Witness, attend to 
the drafting of proposals and counter proposals and 
other docurer.ts submitted in the course of these 
conversations?

A I collaborated as one of a team in the 
drafting of documents.

’.Vas that team under your direction?
A That to .m “’as under the direction —  

constant direction of the Secretary of State him
self, and I was the most junior member of the three

\

principal advisers of the Secretary of State on Far 
Lastern matters.

Q Kay we have the names of the other tvo, 
please?

a Stanley K. Mornbeck, adviser —  political

.i

î

î

it'
r

1

î  •

\

t

î
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\

adviser, and Maxwell Hamilton, Chief of the Division 
of Far Eastern Affairs,

Q Yoü were, then, however, quite familiar with 
the course and progress of the conversations, were 
you not?

6
7

8 
9

10
11
12
13
14

15

16 

17 iI
is :
19

20 

21 
22
23

24

25

A Yes,
Q The explanation of these conversations given 

in your affidavit commences with the suggestion which 
had been informally brought to the attention of the 
Secretary of State. This you say was followed by 
discussions between the Secretary of State and the 
President and the Japanese Ambassador,

A Yes.
Ç And you then referred to the Japanese pro

posal of the 12th of Kay, which is exhibit B to your 
affidavit. Was there not actually a preceding draft 
proposal of some nature?

A There was a draft proposal brought inform
ally to the Secretary of State on April 9»

Ç That is the document, is it not, which has 
been introduced in this case as exhibit No, 1059» 
entitled ’’Proposal Presented to the Department of 
State Through the Medium of Private American and 
Japanese Individuals on April 9, 1941***

A Yes.
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Q Arid the- existence of this docun-.rt then 
explains the references in your exhibit B to am.end- 
rr.ents to the original d raft proposal, does it not?

A That is correct.
Q Can you tell us ’.vho prepared this original 

draft presented on the 9th of April, 3941?
A I do net know. It would be just an assump

tion on my part.
Q Well, let me put it this way: Who were the

priviate individuals, American and Japanese, whom 
you knew to be working on this question and who dis
cussed it with the Department of State?

A The private individuals were a hr. iVIKAWA, 
Takao and a Colonel I-VAklA'O, and a Father Drought of 
the IJaryknoll Mission, and also, I believe, Bishop 
Walsh of the I.raryknol3 Mission.

Ç Was Postmaster General Walker also one of 
that group?

4

A As far as I know, he didn* t participate in any 
drafting; he simply acted as medium for communica
tions,

Q Bishop V/alsh and Father Drought had visited 
Japan either early in 1941 or 3ate in 1940, had they 
not?

A According to what Father Drought told me,

î
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he and Bishoo Walsh had visited Ja"an in the latter 
part of 194-0.

Ç Did they also tell you that while in Japan
they had had talks with Premier KONOYt and other 
individuals in hieh offices?

A They told rre that tfey had talks with high 
individuals. I do not recall definitely whose names 
they specifically mentioned except I.'r. I'ATSUOKA.
They did mention him specifically, I recall definite

ly.
Q Then you do not know whether these people 

prepared the original draft ’-•ropcsal, but they were 
interested in it and working on the matter.

A That is correct.
Q How was this 'raft actually brought to the 

attention of the President and the Secretary of 
State?

A If I recall correctly, it was delivered to 
the Secretary of State by the Postmaster General, 
but I couldn't swear to that.

Q In discussing the matter, you used several 
times the expression "it was represented that."
May I ask who made these representations? I am re
ferring tc paragraph six of page 7 of your affidavit.

A It v/as represented —  ry information on it
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was derived from Father Drought; and, from what he 
told re, he had got his word from V/IXAWa .

Q Ifr. VVIKAWÂ was a private citizen connected
with a bank in New York, was he not?

A So far as I know, at that time he was not; 
he was connected with the Cooperative Banks in 
Japan.

Q After this draft proposal came into the 
hands of the Department of State, ic was discussed, 
was it not, between Secretary Hull and Ambassador 
NOKUTvA?

A It was discussed on April 14 and April 16 
as the record in Foreign * elations will show.

Q Ambassador KOIURA told Secretary Hull that 
he was aware of the existence and nature of t h i 3  

draft, did h e  not?
A Yes. He said he collaborated with these 

private individuals.
Q However, there was no suggestion that the 

draft had official standing, was there?
A That is correct.
Q On either side.

Now, leaving the question of this draft out 
of consideration for the moment. I ask you at whose 
initiative the Japanese-Amerisan conversations were
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16 ! 
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21 
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23 

21 
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commenced?
A I think you will find in the record on —  

some time in March that Mr. Hull and Ambassador 
îJOI'UTA had agreed that such efforts to be made to 
improve Japar.ese-American relations were to be 
considered a joint initiative.

Ç Isn't it a fact that so far as the records 
shew, the subject was first raised by President 
Roosevelt in talking with Ambassador K0KUF.A on the 
14th of February, 1941?

A I don't know how far you could go on that.
It would normally lead between the Ambassador coming 
to present his credentials to the President —  the 
President would take the lead in a conversation of 
that nature.

Q Well, the point that I am asking you to con
firm is that, ’whatever v/ould usually happen, on this 
occasion the President did, in effect, invite Am
bassador HOLiURA to initiate informal discussions 
•vith the Secretary of State.

A -Veil, I think that record speaks for 
itself.

Q In any event, may we assume that the record 
as published in +hc Department of State's "Foreign 
dations" is correct?

I
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A Yes.
Q Have you any information as to the light in 

which the Japanese representatives —  the Ambassador 
and others —  viewed the draft proposal of the léth 
of April and, specifically, whether they viewed it 
as being an American proposal or a Japanese proposal 
or a private individuals' proposal?

A I think the Secretary of State made it 
perfect!^ clear to the Japanese Ambassador that it 
was net an American proposal because he explained 
that there were some parts in it v;e could accept, 
some parts that would require revision, some parts 
we couldn't accept.

Q Hay I ask whether Secretary Hull also re
quested Ambassador NGHUl.A to obtain instructions from 
his government on the basis of this draft proposal 
before conversations should start?

A As I recall, Mr. Hull said to Ambassador 
NOMURA that he could not have official conversations 
except on a proposal that the Japanese Ambassador 
presented under instructions. I think that he also 
left to the Ambassador the question of whether he 
wanted to get instructions on that particular pro
posal.

Ct And Ambassador NOMURA then did later state
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1 that he had been authorized to commence discussions, 
did he net?

A He did so when he presented the draft of
'"•'■-r 1 9
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1 Q The draft of the 12th of Hay purports to be 
e proposal of amendments to the original text of the 
16th of a.pril. Do you consider that there are sig
nificant differences between the two drafts?

A In the first place, the question of whether 
it is an amendment or a redraft is a matter to be 
inferred from their explanatory statement. There are 
quite a few differences, however, between the April 9 
draft and the May 12 draft.

Q In your affidavit you hove undertaken a com
parison of the draft of the 16th of May with the 
American counter proposal of the 21st of June, /s 
I understand from this comparison, what you designate 
as essential differences of substance between the two 
drafts fell into three broad classes. These are, first,

I

\ihe question of the attitudes of the respective 
governments toward the European !.Var, or what we might 
call the Tripartite Pact question. Is that so?

That is one.
Ç Second, the question of Chinese-Jaranese 

relations and the settlement of the China Affair. Is 
that another0

A That is correct.
Q «.nd, thirdly, the question of the economic 

activities of the two nations in the Pacific area, and
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6

especially with reference to non-discrimina.tory 
commercial opportunity in Chine.

A ’ell, the third I would modify to say non- 
discriminetory -- the principle of non-discrimination 
in international intercourse throughout the Pacific 
eres.

9
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Ç Very well. 7/e will accent your amendment.
Then these three main questions represented, as of 
that time, the fundamental points of difference between 
the two governments, did they?

/ That is correct,
Q >nd is it also correct that, broadly speaking, 

these three questions furnished the subject matter of 
the conversations from beginning to end?

A Except, es created by the new situation, by 
Japan’s movement into southern Indo-Chinr., There was 
the Indo-China question and the resulting freezing 
measures which added two further topics.

Q Then it wrs these three questions which I 
have mentioned, plus the Indo-Chinr and freezing of 
assets question which you have added, which finally 
resulted in the failure of any agreement?

A I world say so except that these questions 
jwere —  represented applications of principles of 
ipeace which caused the failure to reach a.n agreement.
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Ct Yes. That is to say that, rs usuu'ly occurs j 
in diplomatic negotiations, the principles were 'greed 
upon but the applications could not be agreed upon. ;

I
Is that so’ *

A ell, even the fundamental nrinciples,there 
were no clear-cut commitments by the Japanese.

i
Q In any event, let us discuss these points of j 

difference seriatim, 'nd first the Tripartite Pact !
question. Now, is this a fair statement of the problem j 
involved, that the problem on our side was to convince 
the Japanese that our involvement, which v;e foresaw, in 
the European V;ar was being brought about by the demands 
of American self-defense, and that in a situation so 
brought about the Japanese should agree not to consider 
themselves bound to action under the Tripartite °act? j 

A Our problem ’was to —  we envisaged an agreement 
for re; ce covering the entire Pacific area.. One of ' 
the possibilities through 'which war might come in the | 
Pacific area. v;as if Japan, interpreting its obligations 
under the Axis, thought it might have to attack us 
if we pot involved in the European War. ’re wanted to

I
make perfectly clear to the Japanese our concept of j 
becoming involved through acts of self-defense. j

TRE PRESIDENT : Mr. Erllrntine,
will you kindly speak in short sentences

to rave time :
Iend pause for i
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trrnslfticn rt the end of each sentence?
Q Had you finished your answer?
; Yes.
Q The differences between the parties on this 

point eventually turned on the definition of self- 
defense, did they not?

A No. The difference turned on the fr.ilure of 
the Japanese to rive us any assurance thet we would 
not -- that Japan's obligations under the Tripartite 
Pact, as she interpreted herself, did not require Japan • 
or might not require Janen to attack us. There was no 
difference in the concept that each country must, be 
its ov-ti judge of i+s o m  self-defense.

Q Tid net *he Japanese negotiators, time after 
time, state to the officials of the Department of State 
that they did dissent from the American contention that 
each nation had r right to judge the requirements of 
self-defense?

A I don't recall any contention of that nature.
Q So there shall be no misunderstanding whatever, 

I will put it still more soecificn]ly. Did not Ambas
sadors NOMURA and KURUSU repeatedly state to Secretary 
Hull and to you that they could not accept the American 
definition of self-defense because it was too broad?

A There w* s no difference on the point that each
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hHtlon must be the judge of what should constitute its i
?

own self-defense. v'hr.t the Japanese representatives !
I

said was they could not, in an agreement, give us a 
blank check and agree not to attack us on our concert, 
of self-defense.

Q Attack us, that is, if v/e became involved in 
the turopeen V.Tar acting in self-defense?

A They said that if v/e became involved in the 
European V/rr they would independently make their own . 
interpretations of v/hat their obligations vrere under

I
the alliance. jI

Ç But we s'id that if, acting in self-defense, 
we becsro involved in th^t war -there was no room for j 
interpretation of their obligations. I

KR. KEEN Ah' i Mr. President, I would like to ! 
enter an objection to the question in that form unless 
Mr. Blekeney explains whom he means by "we". Ho is 
representing Japanese defendants accused in this case.

HR. BEaKI.NIY: I have been an American all my

life and I still speak as one.
!

THE PRESIDE;.T: The objection, of course, was j
to your making a. statement to the witness instead of 
putting a. question to him. You can use your own dis
cretion as to the extent to which you will identify 
yourself with your Japanese clients.
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Î/ÎR. BLAKTNFY: I will be pled, if Mie Tribunal 1
desires, to add "is that not so." '!i

THi WITNESS : May I have the question repeated |
again?

( Vhc-reuron, the qmstio . v:ns read by 
the official court reporter as follows: "But we
said that i.f, acting in self-defense, we became j 
involved in th.-1 wer there was no room for inter- ) 
pretation of their obligations, is that not so?")
A v’e wanted clarification from the Japanese as ’ 

to what their attitude v/as, vdv t they wot.1 Id do in case 
we became involved through acts of self-defense, and we 
explained clearly v/ha.t we meant by self-defense.

THE PRESIDENT: V’e will edjorrn now until
ihalf past one. j

(’shcrcunon, at 1200, a recess vas taken.)

I

I
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at

I33O.
MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is nov; resumed,
THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakeney.

o O S E P h  V\ B A L L A N T I N E ,  called as a 
witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed 
the stand and testified as follows:

CROSS -EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BLAKENEY (Continued):

MR• BLAKENEY: May I ask the reporter to read
the last answer.

(’"hereupon, the answer was read by 
the official court reporter as follows: "V’e 
wanted clarification f^on the Japanese as to 

what their attitude was, v/hat they would do in 
case we became involved through acts of self- 
defense, and we explained clearly what we meant 
by 'self-defense.r,t)
Q Then I ask you again whether the Japanese 

response was not in effect this: That they agreed
unconditionally to the existence of the right of
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self-defense, but could not accept your explanation 
of its scope?

A The right of self-defense was not at issue 
nor vas the question as to its -- our definition as to 
its ecopc at issue. The question of their giving 
us any commitments after v.e explained what our 
attitude was.

Q But did they not explain to you that the 
reason that they could not give that commitment was that 
they could not give you a blank check for anything 
which you might call self-defense.

A That is correct, but 1 should like to explain.I
The Japanese came to us and asked for an agreement 
covering peace in the whole Pacific area. There was one 
factor which might be likely to cause a disruption of 
that peace. Japan was a member of the Tri-Partite 
Alliance. There w\.s a possibility that v;e might 
become involved in the war in t- e Atlantic. v'o wanted 
to ascertain from them their attitude, their obligations 
under the Pact as it affected that possibility.

Q And your position was, the position of the 
United States was, was it not, that certain acts were 
being taken which in the view of the United States were

25
self-defense?

A Certain acts were being taken or might be taken
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i n  t h e  f u t u r e .

Q A nd t h e  U n it e d  S t a t e s  w a s r e q u e s t i n g  J a p a n  

t o  a g r e e  t h a t  i f  su cV  a c t s  o f  s e l f - d e f e n s e  w e re  t a k e n  

i n  t h e  f u t u r e  and  d id  le a d  t o  in v o lv e m e n t  i n  t h e  

E u r o p e a n  w a r , t h a t  J a p a n  w o u ld  n o t  b e  c o m m ite d  t o  

a c t i o n  u n d e r  t h e  T r i - P a r t i t e  P a c t ;  i s  t h a t  a  c o r r e c t  

s t a t e m e n t ?

A T h a t  i s  o n l y  p a r t  o f  t h e  s t o r y .  T h e  r e s t  

o f  t h e  s t o r y  i s  t h a t  we d i d n ? t  a s k  f o r  a new a g r e e 

m e n t. J a p a n  cam e t o  u s  a n d  a s k e d  f o r  a n  a g r e e m e n t ;  

s o  w hen t h e y  p r o p o s e d  u s  t h i s  p r o p o s a l  o f  M ay 1 2 ,  

we w a n te d  c l a r i f i c a t i o n  o n  t h a t  p o i n t .

Q And t h e  J a p a n e s e  w a n te d  c l a r i f i c a t i o n  o n  t h e

14 I p o i n t  o f  how f a r  y o u  c o n t e n d e d  t h a t  y o u r  r i g h t  o f

15 i . s e l f - d e f e n s e

16
1

A Y'e v

17 j t h e o u t s e t .

18
i

1

Q How

19 1! MR.

20 P r e s i d e n t ,  a s

21 TH E

22 t h e e x t e n t  o f

23 MR.
24 T H E

25 s e l f - d e f e n s e
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nado, which is in the record.
Q That is Hr. Hull's speech of the 24th of 

April, 1941?
A I a;;i not very good at r oner-bo ring dotes, but 

I believe that is correct.
C< At any rate, was that the srveech wherein ho 

stated that the defense of the United States called 
for resistance wherever resistance would be roost 
effective?

A I didn't quite get the point cf your ques
tion,

lia y I have it repeated, please.
('/hereupon, the last question was

read by the official court reporter.)
A (Continuing) Tirt is correct.
Q Did he also point out in that speech that 

the United States need not await an attack on the 
American continent to call into exercise that right of 
self-defense?

MR. KEENAN; If the Court please, the 
prosecution objects to that on the ground that the 
speech is in evidence, speaks for itself, and there 
is no point in having this witness repeat certain 
parts of it.

M.R. BLAKENEY; Thu witness is n^t being -asked
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1
to repeat anything. He referred to the speech
for his definition and I am asking him if the definition
from that speech, as I stated it, is correct.

THE PRESIDENT: You can ask him whether
"Mr. Hull is correctly reported in that speech, if 
you really challenge it is ̂ accuracy.

MR. BLAKENEY: I do not challenge it's
accuracy, sir. I am trying to make sure that the 
witness refers to the definition in the speech which 
I am offering to him as being the State Department's 
definition presented to the Japanese.

THE PRESIDENT: The objection is upheld if that
is so.

Major Blakeney, I do not want to interfere 
with the cross-examination, or I should say the Tribunal 
does not, but it does appear to me at all events if 
you put to this witness the things which you say 
NOMURA and KURUSU said to him, or to Mr. Hull, and 
which do not appear in the exhibits, you will give us 
the maximum assistance. Vie will get very little 
assistance from any academic discussion about the mean
ing of self-defense, or the right to it.

MR. BLAKENEY: I propose doing what your Honor
suggests, but I should like to point out ttat I think 
this witness can give us great assistance in one other
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way. I think that we laymen, or at least this 
layman, require considerable assistance in under
standing diplomatic negotiations,and here ycm have 
an expert on the subject.
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; THE PRESIDENT: Fror, what 1 told you vaster-l
I ûr.y I think you should have inferred that we are not 
i treating hin as an expert; that is, as a person who 

can draw conclusions for us.
There is no diplomatic language, really,;

; there ray bo a diplomatic style. But we reserve the 
; right to give our meaning to the woras used without 
I any hele fror any diplomat.
J MR. BLAKELEY: Perhaps the term, "expert" was
■ ill-chosen, I reant to suggest that this witness
i

! actually conducted many of thes: negotiations, many 
! of the conversations which do not appear in the pro

posals ar.c counter-proposals but supplement then, 
j THE PRESIDENT: It ray occur to the Members

of the Tribunal that the Japanese put all they hac to 
say in writing. If you have been instructed that 
something has been left out, something that was said 
to Mr. Hull or to Mr. Ballantine, you »ay put it to 
hin to see whether he accepts it or not.

MR. BLAKELEY : Obviously, sir, it was not all
' put in writing, because the witness has testified at
II length about informal conversations which went on over 

a period of six months.
THE PRESIDENT: There will be, of course, much

reiteration, and there will be much stating of the
I
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sane thing in different ways. But we can rest assured 
that the Japanese did not fail to put in writing any
thing that was really material; unless you are 
instructed that something material was omitted and 
was known to Mr. Hull or to the witness. j

MR. BLAKELEY; No, sir, I am not ins true tec to 
that effect. But my position, which I apparently haven't

I
yet clearly stated, is that the negotiations, thon- |
solves, the conversations, are material. Many of 
those documents on their face seem to say that the 
parties wera in agreement, but we know that they were 
not. And I am trying to get—
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THE PRESIDENT : It is going to be most
difficult for us to pass over the documents and rely 
on conversations which the witness nay or may not 
recollect.

HR, BLAKENEY: I do not ask the witness for
his memory of the conversations. They are recorded.

THE PRESIDENT: Then you are asking him to
interpret for us the writings ’which record them. We 
v;ill not let him do it.

1.31. BLAKENEY: I am asking him to narrow down
for the Tribunal the actual issues in dispute so we 
can see what they came to.

1

I

I
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BY I'.'R. BLAKENSY (Continued):
Q vJc were speaking of self-defense. Was the 

American position on the scope of the right of self- 
defense also defined in a speech by President Roose
velt given over the radio on the 27th of May 1941?

UR. KEENAN: Mr. President, I object to
that question. There is nothing clearer than that 
the President of the United States is the chief execu
tive of that government. What he says is recorded in 
writing and speaks for itself, ana this Court can 
interpret the language as well as either this witness 
or counsel for the defense,

MR. 3LAKEN3Y: I do not ask him to interpret.
I ask hi’-, whether it is a fact that there was such a 
speech defining the right of self-defense.

MR. KEENAN: Mr. President, if I may bo per
mitted tc observe, the speech is in the record. It is 
an exhibit in this case. I would suggest again that 
counsel is indirectly attempting to do that which I 
understood the Court said it did not wish to be done. 
Therefore, I object.

THE PRESIDENT: Are you referring to a speech
alroacy in evidence, Major Blakeney?

MR. BLAKENEY : "/ell, frankly, sir, I do not
know. There are one thousand two hundred some odd

2)
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exhibits, and I an j u s t  not sure.
MR. KEENAN: Mr. President, v/e have a speech

in the record of President Roosevelt dated in October. 
That nay bo a different one that Major Blakeney is 
referring to.

THE PRESIDENT: Mention the date of the speech
to the witness.

Q 27th of May, 1941.
A I do not have any present recollection of
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I
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22
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24
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that speech.
Q Do you renen.ber any speech of President 

Roosevelt in the spring of 1941 in which he stated 
that the United States v/ill decide for itself whether 
and v/hon and where our American interests are attacked 
or our security threatened?

A I have no clear recollection of any speech 
at any particular tine.

Q Do you agree that acceptance of the American 
definition of the right of self-defense required 
foreign nations to give advance approval to America's 
involvement in the European War as self-defense when
ever and however it might have cone about?

THE PRESIDENT: He told you the definition
recognized by the State Department was in Mr. Hull's 
speech; and it will be for us .to say what it means.
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Q "'hen the United States 'h r  Council, so-called,
 ̂and the Cabinet of the United States on various occa
sions, such as the Cabinet meeting of the 7th of November 
1941.discussed the possibility of ourselves attackingI *
Japan, was that considered in the light of an act of 
self-defense?

J MR. KEENAN: The prosecution objects to
i

that question as being without the scope of the cross- 
examination, proper cross-examinâtion.

I
i MR. BLAKENEY: It seems to me that the scope
I

! of proper oreas-exanination of the witness who conducted
I
these negotiations involving these questions is any
thing concerning the interpretation of the question —  
not of documents, but the question.

THE PRESIDENT: We will permit him to testify
only as to what was said and cone during the 

i negotiations.
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9 V/as anv such statement *>s that made to you 
b,r Secretary of St^te Hull or anv oth^r American 
official —  high official?

A No.
0 I refer to the Executive Order of the 26th 

of July, 1941, freezing Japanese assets in the 
United States referred to on page 10 of ycur affidavit, 
paragraph 3* You stated that, if I understand you 
correctly, that this executive order was an act of 
self-defense. Was fhis action, freezing assets, taken 
.■jointly by apreemont with the governments of other 
nations?

A I do not know.
Q Do you k n o w  whether that action of the 

United States Government was followed on the following 
day —  was adopted on the following day by the govern
ments of Great 3ritain and the Netherlands?

A I merelv know that that action was either 
follo^d or taken about the same time by these two 
other governments.

r Are ’-ou able to state ’"hether the effect of 
tho British and Dutch action upon trade between those 
nations and Japan was the same as the effect of the 
American action upon Jaünnese-American trade; that is, 
to bring about its virtual cessation?

! U
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Q Y/as nnv such statement *s that made to you 
bir Secretary of St*1 te Hull or any oth°r American 
official —  high official?

A No.
f I rpfer to the Ey°cutive Order of the 26th 

of July, 1941, fr^ezine Japanese assets in the 
United States referred to on page 10 of ycur affidavit, 
paragraph 3» You stated that, if I understand you 
correctly, that this executive order was an act of 
self-defense. ’Vas ♦'his action, freezing assets, taken 
.lointlv by nprecjmont with the governments of other 
nations?

A I do not know.
Q Do you know whether that action of the 

United States Government was followed on the following 
dav —  was adopted on the following day by the govern
ments of Great Britain and the Netherlands?

A I merelv know that that action was either 
follov,f'd or taken about the same time by these tv/o 
other governments.

o Are ’-ou able to state whether the effect of 
the British and Dutch action upon trade between those 
nations and Japan was the same as the effect of the 
American action upon Jaonnese-American trade; that is, 
to bring about its virtual cessation?

*
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A T do not know.
Q Do vou know whether the effect of the war 

in Europe had been to bring about a virtual cessation J 
of trade between Japan and European countries?

THE PRESIDENT: That is, beyond the scope
of the affidavit, which is confined to the United 
St’-'tes position.

UR. BLaKENEY: Well, pcs?ibly he does not
know, but he does testify in his affidavit about the 
freezing of assets by Great Britain and the Nether
lands .

THE PRESIDENT: The American freezing.
Q Well, let me sum it up this ways Do you 

know whether* after the freezing of assets bv these 
governments Japen was in effect cut off from commercial, 
intercourse with all of the world except those parts 
of Asia adjacent to her?

A I have no direct knowledge of the fact. I 
hove not seen any trade figures, but it would be just 
a matter of assumption.

Q Do you know whether it is correct to say 
that the result of the freezing of assets by these 
various nations and the consequent cessation of trade 
had the effect of reducing Japan's foreign trade by 
about seventv-five per cent? Pardon me, I meant to
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of that.
o Are you able to sav that that is approximately

correct without making a calculation?
A Well, I would make it within a much wider

«
range than that. It might be seventy-five percent, 
but then it might be, for all I know, it might be 
fifty-five per cent.

Q Then is it rot true that the fraezing of 
assets with the consequent cessation of trade to 
Japan constituted economic warfare upon Japan?

THE PRESIDENT: He is invited to exwess an

15 i

16
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20

opinion, and ”>e do not want his opinions.
Q Did the State Department knoyj in taking the 

steps towaM freezing of Japanese assets that such 
1 steps would inevitably drive Japan to seek elsewhere 
and perhaps in other wavs the necessary imports and 
rav? materials upon which to operate?

A One could hardlv know in advance what some21
I22 i
«I

23 I

24 !I
23

body else is going to do.
Q Did not the Department of State consider it 

highly probable that Japan would be compelled so to do?
. A Not necessarily, because at that time the 

President offered Japan a peaceful alternative to the
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course that she was pursuing.
Ç "tont offer do you refer to?
A His offer for the neutralization of Indo-Chinn 

of July ?4th.
0 But I refer to the time when it was decided 

to impose the assets freezing order, and I ask you 
whether the State Department did not consider it 
highly probable then that with the imposition of that

I
ordpr and its consequent effects Japan would turn 
elsewhere to secure the necessary trade and supplies?

A That was only one alternative. The other 
put by the President’s offer in regard to Indo-China 
was still pending. It was onlv two days since the 
offer was made.

Q Vtell, mention of the Indo-China question 
brings up another point. You knew, of course, the 
Japanese contention and complaint th*t Japan was 
being encircled?

A 'Je had heard a erent deal about that.
Q Ko--» was there not in truth an A, B, C, D, 

American, British, Chinese, Dutch cooperation on the 
subject of Japan and Pacific relations?

A Naturally, in the situation then prevailing, 
it was necessnrv or desirable that the countries 
affected would consult with each other about means of
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self-defense.
Q Then you of th^ Department of State did /know 

th^t from, say January 1941, there had been military 
cooperation among- these nations plus Australia with 
respect to possible action against Japan?

A I would say military consultations.
Q And did you of the Department of State know 

during the year 1041 th^t the joint defense plans of 
those nations were the only plans in existence for 
military defense of American Facific territories?

A I do not know th^t any particular plans of 
consultation w°re the only plans for defense.

Q Now,of course,the United States never accepted
the implications of the term ‘'encirclement," did it?

A The Acting Secret ry of St^te told the 
Japanese Ambassador that the American policy was the 
opposite of encirclement policy.

o Nevertheless, accepting or rejecting the 
concept of encirclement, must we not concede th*t there 
was a basis in fact for the Japanese view that there 
existed the A, B, C, D combination for action against 
her?

Ä7i. KEENAN: Mr. President, the prosecution
objects tc that question as being without the scope —  
proper scope of cross-examination. This witness is
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offered to tell what he knew and what he saw and 
what he heard with reference to conversations lending 
towards peace. Now he is being asked about military 
combinations without the scope of the St^te Department 
or v/ithout the scope of M s  direct examination.

THE PRESIDENT: He is asked in effect to assume
the Japanese h^d a certain view, and then he is .asked 
whether on that assumption there was not » basis for 
that view. That does not apnenr to be a proper question 
to put in cross-examination.

You, Major Bl.akeney, should know upon what 
the Japanese based their view, if thev held it, tand 
you should put to the witness that such were the facts; 
but you cannot properly ask him v/hether the Japanese 
view, if they held it, was oroperly held.

MR. BLAKENEY: I do not insist on the ouestion
at all. sir, but I should like to point out that the 
witness has testified in chief in very sweeping- terms 
.as to the attitude of the Department of State in 
negotiating.

""HE FRESTDENT: I told vou the Tribunal would
disregard everything in the affidavit except statements 
of fact; that we would disregard his opinions, and only 
to his opinions can you justly apply the term "sweeping." 

r. Well, l<=t us return to the negotiations. Cn

iI

!

iII
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the auesticn of the Tripartite Pact, did the positions 
of tho parties gradually draw closer together?

A Mo.
Q 7/r w«re referring to your comparison of the 

draft proposals of the 12th of Kay and the 21st of 
June. Meanwhile, hov/ever, have you r.ot omitted one 
of th° intervening drafts, th*t of the 31st of May?

That is the American draft of the 31st of May.
A * I did omit th-'t in my affidavit.
o V.'as there- any particular reason for 

its omission exceot that "ou considered it of little 
importance?

A Well, our June 21st draft was up to the time 
of our November 26th proposal, our last complete pro
posal. It represented the end of the thinking out 
and the discussions together of their original pro
posal of Mav 12th and, therefore, I thought to save

I
time that I ’•'ould make a comparison between those two 
oropos^ls.

Q This draft, however, I refer to the 31st of 
May draft, does appear in the Department of State's 
"Foreign Relations," Volume II, does it not?

.THE PRESIDENT: Have you seen Exhibit 1078,
Major Blakeney?

MR. BLAKENEY: Which is that, sir?

t
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THE PRESIDENT: It bears on that question.
MR. 3LAKENEY: 1078? I do not recognize it

by number, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: It is the proposal of the

31st of May, by Mr. Hull to Ambassador NOMURA.
MR. BLAKENEY: Th^t is the document in

question, and I wish to ask the witness to confirm 
th=>t it contains this statement concerning the Tri
partite Pact question.

THE PRESIDENT: The document speaks for
itself, Major. V/e do not want his elucidation of it.

MR. BLAKSNEY: I do not know any way to
call the Tribunal’s attention to the point I am 
trying to cross-examine unless I can call it to his 
attention.

THE PRESIDENT: Very well, proceed.
Q Very v,ell. Then the 31st of May draft was 

redrafted in your June proposal, was it not?
A That is correct.
Q And was 1t on the basis of this June draft, 

or the :r.?v draft, or both, that on the 28th of August 
Ambassador NOMURA said to Secretary Hull that he did 
not feel there would be any difficulties about the 
Tripartite Pact question at the prorosed Roosevelt- 
KONOYE meeting?
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A I  do n o t  know  t h e  b a s i s  o f  NOMURA's  c o n t e n t i o n .

Q Y / e l l ,  t h e  J u n e  d r a f t  p r o p o s a l  w as t h e  t h e n  

c u r r e n t  o n e ,  i f  a n y  w a s ,  w as i t  n o t ?

A T h a t  i s  c o r r e c t .

Q Do y o u  re m e m b e r  t h a t  a t  t h a t  t i m e ,  i n  d i s 

c u s s i n g  t h e  p r o p o s e d  m e e t i n g  b etv /e e n  P r e s i d e n t  R o o s e 

v e l t  and P r e m i e r  P r i n c e  KO N O YE, t h ° t  A m b a s s a d o r  NOÜURA 

s a i d  t h a t  t h e  J a p a n e s e  p e o p l e  r e g a r d e d  t h e i r  a d h e r e n c e

9 t o  t h e  A x i s  a s  m e r e l y  n o m i n a l ?

10 A I  do  n o t  r e c c a l l  t h ^ t  d e f i n i t e l y  a t  t h a t  t im e ,

11 b u t  I  d c  know t h ^ t  t h e r e  w *s a g r e a t  d e a l  o f  c o n f u s i o n

12 ! '»nd c o n f l i c t  b e t w e e n  w h a t  t h e y  v/ould  s a v  ->t o n e  t im e

13 ! and a n o t h e r  t i m e .i
14 i T H E  P R E S I D E N T :  He w i l l  r e c e s s  f o r  f i f t e e n

m i n u t e s .
16

17 i 
1.8
19
20 
?1 
22 
23

( ■ 'T ie r e u p o n , a t  1 4 4 5 ,  a r e c e s s  w as t a k e n  

u n t i l  15 0 0 , a f t e r  w h i c h  t h e  p r o c e e d i n g s  vie r e  

re s u m e d  a s  f o l l o w s : )

24 :
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakeney.
BY MR. BLÀLENEY (Continued):

Q During the negotiations on the subject of 
the Tripartite Pact, was it the position of the 
Department of State that Japan should be required 
formally to abrogate the Pact?

A As far as I kno’.v, we never took any position 
on that point, only we didn’t want any situation or 
interpretation of that Pact which was inconsistent 
with the peace agreement which the Japanese sought 
for the Pacific.

Ç Then the Department of State was requiring, 
and would have been satisfied, would it, merely with 
such an interpretation by Japan of the Pact as would 
not be in conflict with the peaceful settlement in 
the Pacific?

A I think I can answe3.% that question best by 
referring you to the point -- I believe it was point 
9 -- in the steps to be taken by the two countries in 
the November 26 proposal.

Q Yes. That is, then, what was demanded was 
an interpretation, not a denunciation of the Pact.

A I think that that provision —  the wording
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speaks for itself. But, when you use the word 
"demand," that should —  you should consider that 
in reference to the paragraph in our explanatory 
statement, the penultimate paragraph of the explana
tory statement, the paragraph before the last.
Shall I read that provision?

Q If you will just tell us what page it is 
on,

A It is on page 2 of exhibit L.
Ç Yes. I think you need not read it.

Do you remember what your representative In * 
Japan, Ambassador Grew, advised the Department on the 
29th of September relative to the Tripartite Alliance?

A I would have to have my memory refreshed on 
that point.

Q I refer especially to the following words of 
Ambassador Grew as taken from his book "Ten Years in 
Japan," page 441; that the Ambassador points out that 
in regard "to Japan’s Axis relatons the Japanese 
Government, though refusing consistently to give an 
undertaking that it will overtly renounce its alliance 
membership, actually has shown a readiness to reduce 
Japan’s alliance adherence to a dead letter by its 
indication of willingness to enter formally into ne
gotiations with the United States."
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Do you now recollect that despatch of Mr
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Grewrs?
A Yes, I recollect it.
Ç What was the view of tho Department on that 

suggestion of Mr. Grew's?
A With regard to that point, there needed to 

be something much more definite and concrete.
Q "Much more definite" —  what?
A "And concrete."
Q Was anythin^ more definite and concrete 

Offered thereafter by the Japanese Ambassadors?
A I believe that KURUSU said at one time that 

Japan might do something to outshine the other 
alliance, but that wasn't made any more explicit 
than that,

Ç Did not the Department of State understand 
that remark of Hr, KURUSU's as meaning that the con
clusion of an agreement for general peace in the 
Pacific would so unequivocally fix Japan's orienta
tion that the Tripartite Pact would be a dead 
letter?

A We didn't reach that point in the conversa
tions. We didn't reach a point where all the other 
things were so clear that we would have to reach a 
decision on this one remaining question. There were
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1 too many outstanding questions. The Japanese 
proposals were being successfully narrowed down.

Q You see, Hr. Witness, you repeat that the 
Japanese proposals were being narrowed, but I am 
trying to find the basis of fact for that statement. 
I am asking you now whether the Japanese representa
tives did not give a series of different suggested 
phraseologies for the interpretation of this Tri
partite Pact in the endeavor to meet the American 
position,

A The furthest they got was to say that they 
would interpret the Pact independently.

Q Did they explain "independently" of whom?
A Well, from the context it was clear that 

they meant to imply that they weren’t under German 
domination and that they were an independent nation, 
and that they would reach their own decision without 
reference to Germany. I suppose that’s what they 
meant.

Q Was not that explanation of an intention to 
interpret the Pact independently considered by the 
Department of State to be sufficient evidence of 
Japan’s desire to escape from the Tripartite Pact 
without formally denouncing it?

A We had no basis for reaching that conclu-

I

Hi

; •: '*
; r .
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1 sion. At one time, I believe, the Secretary of 
State said that the Cabinet of Japan might change, 
and what might go for one Cabinet might not go for 
the next Cabinet.

Q Let me call your attention to exhibit J 
to your affidavit which is the oral statement handed 
by the Secretary of State to the Japanese Ambassador 
on the 2nd of October.

THE PRESIDENT: That is exhibit No. 124?-G.
Ç (Continuing) I refer to page 4 of para

graph 2 thereof where the language is that, with 
reference to the Tripartite Pact —  I am paraphras
ing —  "this Government has noted with appreciation 
the further step taken by the Japanese Government 
to meet the difficulties inherent in this aspect of 
the relations between the two countries."

Now, if the Japanese position in this 
matter was being consistently narrowed, what was 
the further steo which was noted with appreciation?

A The position of the Japanese Government was 
being consistently narrowed primarily in regard to 
commitments of peaceful intent —  they were qualifi
cations, and also in regard to qualifications in 
regard to non-discrimination of international inter
course, The very next sentence after the one you
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quoted shows clearly that the American Government was 
not satisfied with the step that the Japanese Govern
ment had taken.

Q Yes, I was going to ask you about that. The 
American Government was not satisfied, and yet here 
it clearlv states that some progress had been made, 
does it not?

A I think you will note the general tone of 
that note. We tried to be as conciliatory and 
friendly as possible. The first sentence should be 
interpreted in the light of that atmosphere that we 
were trying to create.

Q Well, now, Mr. Witness, that first sentence 
either does or does not mean v'hat it say'. Which is 
it?

A You will notv the very first paragraph of 
that communication we had in mind, that Japanese 
proposal of September 6, was what we were largely 
addressing ourselves to. The Japanese proposal of 
September 6 is contained in exhibit G; and under C 
of that report the Japanese had gone a little further 
in their proposal of L.ay 12. That is the last 
clause, C: "In case the United States should par
ticipate in the European War, the interpretation 
and execution of the Tripartite Pact by Japan shall
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be independently decided." I can't say positively 
at this late date that that was the point to which 
we were referring, but I think that that was, that 
they had taken this further step.

Q Yes. Well, that's what I was trying to 
get at there, that they had not narrowed their 
position at that point as the State Department said.

Now, on the 10th of November, Ambassador 
NOMURA called on President Roosevelt, did he not, 
and at that time read to him a memorandum?

A That is correct.
Q I note that this memorandum also is not 

included with your affidavit or referred to therein, 
from which fact I infer that the Department of State 
considered it of little importance in the negotia
tions.

A Perhaps you will recall that among these 
intercepted Japanese telegrams which ■•••ere released 
at the time of the Pearl Harbor Inquiry there was 
c- telegram, of November 5. That telegram will not be 
in this "Foreign Relations." It will be in this 
volume that was —  it was the first exhibit in the 
Pearl Harbor Inquiry. I don't know whether it is in 
evidence here or not. In that telegram there was an 
instruction to Ambassador NOMURA in regard to the
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1 question of stationing troops in China which shows 
a complete lack of good faith because he was in
structed to make specious explanations of their 
reasons for wanting to state, and be vague and 
indefinite as to what they wanted. In the light of 
that aspect of the situation, that had to be taken 
into consideration in connection with any Japanese
proposals that were being made to us about that» • x
time.

I

i
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Q ’»Veil, If I follow you, then, your answer is «
"Yes," you didn't consider this of much importance.

A You couldn't take any one point at a time; 
you. had to consider the whole situation as a whole.

Q lsiy question was why you omitted the Japanese 
proposal in question from your discussion of the 
negotiations in your affidavit. I did not suppose 
there was any reason for your omitting it; that you 
considered it of little importance. I wonder if that 
is correct.

A We were at that time exploring the whole 
field.

Q Yes, but wl y was this document not mentioned 
in your affidavit, Mr. Witness?

A That was one of many documents that were 
not mentioned in my affidavit, because it was one, 
in my judgment, of lesser importance.

Q Yes, so I assume. Nov/, in connection with 
the Tripartite Pact, I want to call your attention 
to the occasion when this document v/as presented by 
Ambassador NOMURA to President hoosevelt on the 10th
of November. Do you remember th-1 at that time in 
discussing with the president the matter of the
Tripartite Pact the Ambassador said as follows:
This is in Foreign Relations, Volume 2, page 716.
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"The present circumstances under which Japan is 
placed do not permit my Government to go any further 
to write in black and white than what is proposed in 
the draft of September 25th, which I have just quoted. 
All I have to ask you is to read between the lines 
and to accept the formula as satisfactory."

A Isn't there a line there that the Ambassador 
erased?

Q Yes. That is what I want to ask you about. 
The last sentence in the publication is lined out and 
is followed by the notation, "deleted by Ambassador 
NOLTJhA." Vtfas any explanation given of why he de
sired it deleted?

A I v/asn't at that conversation, and if any 
explanation was made to me 1 don't recall it.

Q Now, continuing on the matter of the Tri
partite Pact for just a moment, was there any feeling 
in the Lepartment of State by say November that the 
parties were measureably near to agreement of the
Tripartite question alone?

A I don't recall that there was any such 
feeling. As 1 say, we were trying to look at this 
question as a whole and getting a little closer, 
slightly closer on one point without getting any 
nearer on other points. I don't think that they

»
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attached too much importance to any single point 
because we were so far apart on many of those ques
tions as a whole.

LÜ.. KEENAN: Mr. President —
TiiE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel.
MR. KEENAN: For the purpose of keeping this

cross-examination confined within proper limits v/ith 
reference to inquiry about the Tripartite, 1 res
pectfully call the Court and counsel's attention to 
exhibit 1245-K, which is the note from Japan de- !
livered to Secretary hull approximately an hour after 
Pearl Harbor v/as attacked on December 7, 1941. On 
page 4, paragraph 2, of this last official document j 
from the Government of Japan the language is as

!follows: "The American proposal contained a stipu
lation which states both governments will agree that 
any agreement which either has concluded v/ith any 
third power or powers shall be interpreted by it in 
such a way as a conflict with the fundamental pur- I
pose of this agreement, the establishment and pre
servation of peace throughout the Pacific area. This !

iversion, with the above provision, has been proposed 
v/ith a view to restrain Japan from fulfilling its i
obligation under Tripartite Pact when the United ■
States participates in the war in Europe and as
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such it would not be r ccopted by the Japanese gov
ernment."

Lr. President, in the fr.ce of th-.t whet is 
the purpose of consuming oil of this time in at
tempting to find out from this witness what was 
the position of «;apan with reference oo the Tri
partite Pact?

THE PhESlDEhT; I take it you are objecting 
to the cross-examination about the Tripartite 
Pact?

1 lit. • ye s.
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HR. 3LÙKENFY: V.’ell, I can state my oosition
very shortly about that. The witness states repeatedly j 
in his affidavit that the Japanese position became t
extreme, thit it became narrowed, or that the State j
Department considered that to have occurred. Since 
the witness is the man, as the prosecution assures us,

•
y/hc was the official representative of the rnited States ■

I
of /merica in these negotiations, I think v/e can ■

cross-examine him to find the factual basis for these |
statements. He has told us that there were three large
points of difference between the two nations. ' e are
examining now about one of them.

THE FRrSIDFK'T: Is there anything to be gained
by it in view of the very explicit terms of that last |
document received in evidence? Japan's adherence to I
that pact is made clear beyond any cvesti.cn. /nd what
does it matter if you establish that during the course
of the negotiations the Japanese raav not have expressed
that view so cle?rly' *

HR. BLaKIIILY: There is, of course, no question
whatever that in the end Jar an adhered to the Trirartlte
Fact. I am not contending that.

THE PRESIDENT: Not merely that, but they j
*suggest there they had that adherence throughout. If 

that be the fact, were they sincere in what they may !

I
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have said in the course of the nepotist*ons to modify 
that?

MR. PLaKEKZY: Of course, the contention is
not made that the Japanese ever, at any given time, 
were not adherent to the Tricartite Pact. That is not 
the question. They continued as on adherent to the 
Pact because no agreement superceding it was ever 
reached. I am trying to find why it was not reached.

THE FRESIDEIJT: In the fact of that very clear
declaration delivered to the Secretary of State on the 
7th of Eecernber, 1Ç41, the cross-examination would 
appear to be quite unhelpful and the objection is un
held. I cannot say it is irrelevant in view of the

i

affidavit, but it is wholly immaterial.
MR. ELAI'EKFY: To I understand then the* cross-

examination on no aspect of negotiations concerning 
the Tripartite Pact is permitted? That is, I do not 
understand the scope of the objection and the ruling 
and I should like direction.

THE PRESIDENT! In view of the very explicit 
statement to which I have just referred, the attitude 
of the Japanese as to the Tripartite nact in the course 
of the negotiations becomes wholly immaterial. I should 
say the apparent attitude. Immateriality is a ground 
for excluding evidence.
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i’R. BLAKEKEYî Yes. Of course, I should like* •

to point out that when the time comes that the defense 
has the opportunity to po into the fuestion of this 
apnarent attitude mentioned by your Honor, the oppor
tunity for cross-examination will be gone.

THE PR'-SIDFKT: That does not make the cross-
examination material.

m .  BLAKENFY: Very well.
BY UR. BLAKENi Y (Continued):

Q Now, let us return to consider the second of 
the big points of difference between the tv/o nations 
in these conversations. This was, I believe you said, 
the question of the settlement of the China Affair 
within which is included ^he question of stationing 
Japanese troons in China. Is it correct to say that, of 
all, this was the question which most concerned and 
interested the Inited States in the problem of this 
Pacific settlement?

A I wouldn’t say that, no.
Ç ’Veil, perhaps we had better simnly say this, 

then, that it was a problem which loomed very large, 
which was raised on the , mericen side, and which, in 
the end, proved to be one of the chief stumbling blocks 
to agreement. That much is correct, is not it?

A That is correct.
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Q Now, ln order to attempt to define clearly 

the problem involved, I call your attention to the 
following language on page 14 of your affidavit, para
graph 3, that: "The immutable policy of the Japanese
Government to ensure the stability of East Asia was 
predicated upon establishing at the outset a complete 
Japanese military and economic stranglehold over China, 
calling for Japanese control over strategic Chinese

I

industries and facilities, referred to euphemistically 
in terms such as ’economic cooperation with China,' 
and retention in large areas of China for an indefinite 
period of large Japanese garrisons to protect Japan's 
holdings."

THE PRESIDENT: Answer the question tonight,
please. Did you finish that question?

MR. BLAKENEY: No, sir.
THI PRESIDENT: You had better repeat it in

the morning.
Ve will adjourn now until half pest nine.

(Y/hereupon, at 1600, an adjournment 
was taken until 0930» ’’ednesday, 20 November 
1946, at 0930.)

25
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Y/ednesday, 20 November, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EaST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
Ti7ar Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, same as before with the 

exception of the HO It'R ABLE R. B. PAL, Member from 
India, not sitting.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

The Accused:
All present except OKA’YA, Shumei, who is 

represented by his counsel.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation v/as made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is nov; resumed. ^

THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakenev. ;
j

!
J O S E P H  W. B Â L L A S Î I K E ,  called as a j

witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed j
the stand and testified as follows: !

CROSS-EXAMINATION !
BY ME. BLjJvENEY (Continued):

Ç At yesterday’* recess, we were just starting 
to discuss the China question. I was commencing a 
question which I will ask the reporter to repeat.

(’/»'hereupon, the official court 
reporter read as follows:)

I
%  Now, in order to attemnt to define clearly 1 

the probier involved, I call your attention to the 
followine language on page Id of your affidavit, para
graph 3, that: ’The immutable policy of the Japarese
Government to ensure the stability of East Asia was 
predicated upon establishing at the outset a complete 
Jaranese military and economic strarplehold over 
China, calling for Japarese control over strategic
Chinese industries and facilities, referred to j«
euphemistically in terms such as *econom.ic cooperation j 
with China, 1 and retention in large areas of China
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for an indefinite period of large Japanese garrisons
to protect Japan's h o l d i n g s . i

i
Q (Continuing) Now, you refer in your affi- j 

davi* on a number of occasions to the fact that this 
policy, as you say, v;as imputable, that from it the I
Japanese never budged, and that for them to speak of j 

making the utmost concessions from it is monstrous. !
w  Ii

Am I correct sc far? j
I

A That is correct. j!
Ç Now, first as to the question of Japanese !

I

control cf Chinese industries: This actually merged, j
did it not, in the conversations into the discussion • 
of non-discrimination in international trade in :
general?

A V/ell, it merged in the sense it is all part j 
of the- large question. The fact of the matter was j 
that these controls that Japan exercised -- these j

Ispecial companies with monopolistic rights which 
were riven title under the regime —  Japanese spon
sored regimes —  had monopolized irdustry. Those 
operations in that way frustrated the- operation of 
free enterprise —  competitive enterprise. As a 
result, American trade ar.d enterprise in those areas
were stifled and could only operate in very very j

i
narrow grooves, if at all. !
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Q Yes. Well, all I am asking you now is 
whether that question was not discussed as one of the 
aspects of unrestricted commercial intercourse in 
general,

Ü The best explanation of the American Govern
ment's position on that is contained in a memorandum 
handed to the Japanese Ambassador on November 15? 
1941. The whole story is there.

Ç Well, I am afraid we do not quite understand 
each other. I am not asking you for the American 
position; I am asking you whether, as a mechanical 
thing in these conversations, this was not discussed 
as one of the aspects, perhaps the most important 
aspect, of the question of unrestricted internation
al trade in general —  mechanically speaking, I mean.

A In the memorandum in question, the clear 
relationship of the subject as a whole —  the parts 
are <?iven in that memorandum.

q Yes. Well, I think v/e are in agreement 
there, and we -ill come back to that. I want to set 
that aside for now and return to it.

The other question in correction with China 
is that of stationing of Japanese troops there, is 
it not?

That question, also the dornend th-t theA
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Japanese made that we withdraw aid froir Chiang Kai- 
shek.

C* Yes. Now, on the question of stationing of 
Japanese troops in China, had the Department of State 
any objection on principle to the stationing of 
foreign troops in certain parts of China for pro- 
tecting foreign interests and maintaining order?

A There were certain treaty rights that 
foreign powers had acquired, Boxer Protocol, for 
example. We were trying to get gradually away from 
all of that. In our proposal of November 26 we re
ferred to getting away from that.

Ct As a matter of fact, v/ns not the United 
States one of the rations v/hich was maintaining 
troops in China under the Boxer Protocol?

A That is correct. We maintained about -- 
Legation Guards to the extent cf about a thousand —  
between a thousand and, at a maximum, two thousand,

I believe.
Ct But, if I understand correctly, the object

ion to the Japanese proposal in regard to stationing 
of troops in China was on the grounds of the number 
of troops, the extent of the are . in which they were 
to be stationed, and the duration of their stay.

A The objection was that ever since 1936
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Japan had made this demand, and it is one of the 
causes that brought on the extended hostilities. If 
v;c were roin«7 to have a stabilizing peace in the Far 
'.art, j.t v:as necessary to have such arrangements as 
Japan rade entered into by amicable negotiations 
with China.

Q iVcll, di-' the Department of State object 
to the Japanese making an airi cable arrangement. with 
China for the stationing cf troooc to protect their 
legitimate interests in Chin"?

11
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n There were two points there: Ore was the
very rreat vagueness of the Japanese as to ’.hat they 
wanted, The areas v;er'- ir.de-terminate ; the number of 
trooos were ir determinate ; the length of tir e was 
it determinate; the re was no clear-cut expression of 
what they wanted. It was a blank check,

THF Plii.S IDENT: Do pause at the end cf each
sentence, Ur. Ballnrtinc. F.ven if the interpreters 
do succeed in repeatin' what you say without any 
interrurtien, it does impose a great, strain on them, 
and thev get tired quicklv under those conditions.

^ (Continuing) The second point was the well 
known fact that the Chines" Government had shown 
itself opposed to accenting any such provision.

Q All right. Now, that vagueness about
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details is what I was asking you about. Is it true 
that, so far as these conversations were concerned, 
your first official intimation of the extent of the 
Japanese claims was given you by Colonel Ih'AKURO; 
that is, the explanation by him referred to on page 
8, paragraph 2 of your affidavit?

A That is correct. But, two or three days 
later the Japanese Ambassador had a talk with the 
Secretary of State.

Q Yes, I understand that. But, new, what I 
want to ask you is, is it these terms explained by 
Colonel I ;AKUPO from which you say the Japanese 
never budged?

A Certainly, what Colonel IvVALUTiO said to me 
was never withdrawn.

C* I am not asking you whether his words were 
withdrawn; I am asking you whether the Japanese in 
any subsequent proposals receded fron the position 
there stated by him.

A To the best of my knowledge, they did not.
\ 'Jell, let us see a rn.om.cnt: One of Colonel

I’.v'AKURO's points, I believe, v/as that Japanese troops 
were to remain in North China and Inner Mongolia. to 
defend against a communist menace; is that correct?

A That is correct.
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And for the addi t icnr.l purpose of maintain
ing order in a.r«..as adjacent to Japan in the sense- of 
re.ographical propinquity.

A That's what ho said.
Q It was a fact, was : t not, that communistic 

activities did exist in those arc-as end th .t the 
Central Government o^ China v<as unable to maintain 
order?

A It. is true that communistic activities did 
exist. I would not want tc pass on whether the 
Chinese: Government had an untrannclod opportunity 
to maintain order itself,

./ell, with the knowledge which the State 
Department possessed of th< conditions as they then 
were in that area, sur.lv the principle of maintain
ing Japanese troops there to protect whatever legiti
mate interests the Japanese had must have been accept
able .

A There was a gre-at deal of confusion as to 
what were lcritirato interests and what were, inter
ests acquired as a result cf th-. forcible occupation 
of Kcrth China.

C Yes. That is why I used the v ord "legitimate-."! 
I mean legitimate according tc th-. definition of the 
Department of State.



A That's a very difficult qu stion to answer. 
It is a question of whether you should maintain 
troops for protecting interests. The Boxer Protocol 
didn’t mike any provision for that other then main
taining contact with the legations and protecting 
the legations.

Q Well, let’s come to the details of the 
problem? ’Vh't was the United States position vas 
expressed durin these- conversations on the time 
limit in connection with stationinr of Japanese 
troops in China?

A Cur nosition was that we expected to • ilow 
the Japanese- to have a reasonable time under exist
ing conditions to effect evacuation of the large 
force' in China.

C Very good. Now, there was objection also, 
was there not, to the number of troops? Perhaps 
that is not very clear. I mean the number of troops 
which, .as explained by Colonel IWAKUPO, would prob
ably be retained in Chin.'.

A Y/e did not think that, if we had explained 
to Chiank Kai-shek what Colonel I.;AKUbO wanted, that 
Chiar.g Kai-shek —  the Chinese1 Government would be 
willing to accept any such terms as that.

Q The number of Japanese troops in China, of
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course, was abnormally largo at that time because 
there was a war in progress, was it not?

A Yes.
Q Now, did the Department of State recognize 

from the outset of these conversations that, owing 
to internal conditions in Japan, it was to be ex
pected that the reaching of any agreement on this 
point would be very difficult?

A The Secretary of State explained time and 
again that he was prepared to be patient.

(t Therefore, I suppose it is fair to state 
that the Department would not have entered upon these 
conversations at all had it been determined to insist 
on immediate unconditional withdrawal of all troops.

A Y/e entered upon the conversations because 
the Japanese Government had Informed us that they 
wanted a peaceful settlement covering the entire 
Pacific area.

Q Yes. But I mean practically speaking —  
not discussinp the rights or wrongs, but practically 
speaking, the Department of State surelv must have 
recognized from the very beginning that it would be 
impossible to get any agreement for immediate un
conditional withdrawal of all troops, 
did you not?

That you knew,
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A Japanese hi 1 told us at th, outsit cf these 
difficulties, and you will note in cur proposal of 
June 21 ;;o had tho terms under thc-ro, "Subject tc 
Further Discussion." V/e ;verc prepared to explore 
the subject with then thoroughly and reasonably.

Q Yes. Well, I think we are in agreurent.
You say you were prepared to explore the subject of 
terp.s of withdrawal, and that's what I peon, if you 
were net insisting on une-nditicr.ul, ir.irediato, 
total withdrawal. That is correct, is it net?

^ That's right.
q How, as I understand it, little progress 

was rode on this point do- n tc the- beoinninr of 
Kovcrib:-r, apuroximatelv.

A That is correct.
It is true you do say on pa‘e 11 of your 

affidavit, paragraph 4, that "a rev; draft of pro
posals presorted the Javanese on the 6th of 
September was much narrower than the last preceding 
document." Inasmuch, however, as that last preceding 
document was the assurance cf the 27th of August 
v;hich d o c s  not mention this question, I assume that 
you do not mean that the September -reposal narrowed 
the Japanese position cn this point.

I v-as considering the two documents as
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whole.
Q Yes. Nov,-, -esterday v.’e discussed the pro-

tj pesai handed b,r the Japanese Ambassador to the 
Secretary of State on the 7th of November, 194-1.

A I donrt recall that wo did. I thought v:e 
discussed the proposal that he made to the President 
on November 10.

1 Q Yes. But, on the 10th of November, did not
I
the Ambassador discuss with the President the same 
proposal which he had presented to the Secretary of 

! State on the 7th of November?
! A I would have to refresh my memory on the
November 7 proposal,

j ITl. BLAKE NT Y : I now tender for identifie a-
! tion an excernt from the Department of State :c publi-!
I cation "Foreign Relations," Volume I, pares 709 - 710. 

CLERIC OF THE COUIT: Defense's document,
entitled "Disposition of Japanese Forces," and the 
document headed "From Japanese Ambassador KOHUKA to 
Secretary of State, November 7, 1941," is given 
exhibit No. 1246 for identification only.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was rarked defense's exhibit No.
1246 for identification.)
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Q I nov ask that you be handed exhibit 1246,
.Ir. Witness, and that you examine it and state if 
you can whether this is the document under discussion, 

(thereupon, exhibit Ko. 1246 was
h: need to the witness.)
A Yes, that is correct.
Q You testified yesterday that no mention of 

this proposal was made in your affidavit for certain 
reasons, and I think particularly because you felt it 
of no particular importance in the sum total of the 
conversations.

A If J. recall correctly, i was r '.f er ring to 
the November 10 document.

Q Perhaps 1 misunderstood you. Ï thought you 
just told me that this document handed to the 
Secretary of State on the 7th of November was the 
same as the one handed to the President on the 10th 
of j-.cvemfcer*

A I didn’t mean to say that. I meant to say 
Ï understood you to say that the November 10th docu
ment v/as the same as that referred —  was referred to 
on the memorandum given to the Secretary of State on 
November 7th.

Q well, tell me then, if you will, why you 
omit mention of this document, exhibit 1246, from

I
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your affidavit.
A For two reasons. One: Because while v/o

were giving consideration to this document, this 
intercept of the Japanese Government of November 5 —  
about i.cv-mber 5, I don't renumber the exact date —  
came in. That intercept made it clear that the re
presentations being mr.de to us on the trcop question 
were not being made in good faith. The second reason 
is that you will note that in this proposal they in
jected in the Island of Hainan, which was entirely 
a new question, so instead of bringing us nearer 
it injected a new question which left us just where 
v/e v/ere.

L!R; .BLaXEiWY: Yes. V.oll, i think this
proposal is of some interest on this qu .stion and I 
new tender in evidence exhibit i.o. 1246, identified 
by the v/itness.

Hh. KIGGIHS: I object to the offering of
evidonce on the part of the defense at this time, 
because the prosecution h?.' not finished presenting 
its case.

THE rKE.Sli.EWT : You overlooked for the time
being, I think, Hr. Higgins, that the defense counsel 
is at the lectern cross-examining, ne is not in
terrupting you to put in evidence, in any national
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court he would be completely within his rights end 
1 do not s.e why he is not within them here.

Mi. hIGulkS; I'r. President, I don't have 
before me the Charter, but as I recall the Charter 
sets out the order for the procedure here, and at 
the conclusion of the prosecution's case then the 
efenso may present evidence,

T::E FAESlCEaTi The Charter, of course,
Goes not bear on this at all. it is the general 
practice in every national court that I an aware of 
for the defense to cross-examine and in the course 
of so doing draw attention tc documents. If the 
witness being cross-examined acknowledges the docu
ment it is tend ere:, as a matter of course.

1 have a note fron a colleague fron a 
British Cominion, "if the cross-examination is 
relevant, and this is, then documents nay be ten
dered to the witness and through him to the Court." 
i completely agree, however, this is not a British 
court or an Am. aienn court and I will take the view 
of ray colleagues and,of course,carry it out.

;i-i. hïGCiIf.S: Lay I say this, Lr. President,
v/e recognise the right of the defense to cross-examine 
and have before the vritnoss any document whether if. 
is in evidence before or not. For that reason Ï
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made no objection to the offering of the document for 
identification and the subsequent cross-examination 
cf the witness on the basis of that document, but 
the defense goes further than that and offers the 
document itself in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: We have the view in any
australien or New Zealand court, I will confine it 
tc that —

Lu». HIGGlRb; Or American.
THE FKESILBi'.T: The document is admitted

on the usual terms.
CLERK CF THE COURT: Lefense document here

tofore described is given exhibit ho. 1246 and ad
mitted according to erd.-r of Court.

(Y/hereupon, the document previously 
marked dofscao exhibit Ho. 1246 for identifi
cation was received in evidence.)

i.ù;. BLaKEIIEY: I do net desire to read it
rt this time unless the Tribunal desires to hear it.

THE PRESIUEiT: hell, it should go into the
transcript for our convenience. This is the time.

i_t.. BLAKELEY: I am sorry, sir, 1 do not
understand whether you mean to read it into the 
transcript.

THE PRESlDEi.T : Read it, yes
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HE. BLnKEHEY: (heading):
'•Document Landed by the Japanese ambassador

I(i.Oh'JruJ to the Secretary of State on November 7,
1Ç41. (Tentative translation).

"DISPOSITION OF JAPANESE FONCES.
"(a) Stationing of Japanese forces in China

i

and the withdrawal thereof:"
THE PhDSIi-Ei'iT: Lot me make sure. The wit

ness acknowledges thr t this was harm ed by hOiviUxJ. 1
tc the Secretary of State on that date? That is
the fact that makes It admissible. !

iBLAKELEY: That is correct, is it not? |
THE aITKHSS: That is correct.

Ii.Ji. BLAKELEY; 1 continue the reading:
"With regard to the Japanese forces that have 

been despatched to China in connection with the China 
Affair, those forces in specified areas in North 
China and Lengchiang (Inner Jlongolia) as well as j
in liainan-tao (Hainan Island) will remain to be i

stationed for a certain required ouration after the
irestoration of peaceful relations between Japan and
i

China. All the rest of such forces will commence j

withdrawal as soon as 'enerrl peace is restored !
between J:.pr.n and China, and the withdrawal will 
proceed recording to separate arrangements between j
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Japan and China and v/ill be completed within two 
years with the firm establishment of peace and order.

"(B) Stationing of Japanese forces in French 
Indc-Chinr. and the withdrawal thereof:

"The Japanese Government undertakes to guarantee 
the territorial sovereignty of French Indo-China.
The Japanese forces at present stationed there will 
be withdrawn as soon ns the China affair is settled 
or an equitable pe~.ce is established in East Asia. 

"rRINClPLE OF nOh-LiSCRIMIiiATlOM.
"The Japanese Government recognizes the prin

ciple of non-discrimination in international com
mercial relations to be applied to all the Pacific 
areas, inclusive of China, on the understanding that 
the principle in question is to be applied uniformly 
to the rest of the entire world as well."
BY ii.. BLt.KEREY: (Continued)

Q Now, l.ir. Witness, is this the proposal 
which you referred to on page —  1 a.m sorry, I 
withdraw th t question.

bow in this proposal also there is again no 
specific mention of the time of withdrawal of troops, 
the number of troops to remain, and the other points 
Y/hich were giving concern in the conversations, is 
there?
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1 That is correct.
2 n hut were these points explained in the
3 conversations by the two Japanese /.mbassadors?
A i - V/o had to read all their expie nations in
5 ehe light of tue instruction that was sent to i.n-
6 tr ssacor i'jOi àXJjL lil «
/
i<? ! ° ! I I9

10
11

i

12 i
13
14
15
lu
17
18 
19

21
22
23

24
25 I

hell, then, there wore explanations given? 
i, Such expianations rs ■'•ere given ere fully 

there in the record, i don't recall exactly what 
v/r s said.

Sell, do you recall, for example, that in 
this conversation on the 18th of 1ovomber vith 
Secretary Lull ambassador hOhUlu. stated as follov/s: 
Jn answer to she question of the Secretary how many 
soldiers the Japanese wanted to retrain in China the 
 ̂mbassrdor replied that possibly 90 per cent would 
be withdrawn. Do you remember that? 

x. I recall that.
t Secretary Hull then ashed, did he not, how 

long the remaining 10 per cent of the troops would 
be stationed in China?

I recall that too.
Q ho you recall the Ambassador 1s answer to

that?

ii
iI!
i

iI
ii

a I would have to have my memory refreshed

i
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on what he sr.id.

Q I  ask you whether you remember that the 
.'r.bussc.dor gave no defin ite  ans'wer to that? Such,
I  assure you, is  the record.

A ’./ell, that is  correct, then.
havertheless, you of the department of State 

did know, die you not, v.'ha.t answer mbassador hOLUiw» 
would have given i f  he had been pressed on the point? 
You î:new what h is  instructions were from his home 
government, did ycu not?

A That is  correct.
4 And in  connection with these intercepts of 

Japanese diplomatic correspondence, le t  me ask you a 
question or two. From what ti.ie  had the Department 
of State had access to such intercepted, decrypto- 
graphed and translated messages?

ù  1 don't re c a ll d e fin ite ly , but probably
at least as early as the spring of 1941.

Q That is  tc say, then, that throughout the
entire or su b stan tia lly  the entire course of these 
conversations ycu had access to that material?

I  am not positive, but 7. think so.
Q So that during th is period, or at a l l  events 

the latter part of i t ,  you knew net only v/hat the 
Japanese .nbassa^or was saying to you, but you knew

*i I
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w h a t h i s  g o v e rn m e n t  w as a u t h o r i z i n g  o r  i n s t r u c t i n g  

h im  t o  s a y ,  d id  y o u  n o t ?  J

ji v / e ll^ L n  s o  f a r  as v/c g o t  i n t e r c e p t s .  V/o 

d o n ' t  know  w h a t  m e s s a g e s  f o i l e d  t o  b e  i n t e r c e p t e d ;  

v:e d o n ' t  kno w  w h a t  m e s s a g e s  he r e c e i v e d  b y  m a i l .

O t h e r  s o u r c e s  we d o n ' t  k n o w .

<i T h e n ,  i n  c o n d u c t in g  t h e  c o n v e r s a t i o n s  o n  y o u r
j

s i d e ,  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S t a t e ' s  s i d e ,  d i d  y o u  t a k e  1

i n t o  a c c o u n t  n o t  o n l y  t h e  f o r m a l  c o n v e r s a t i o n s  b u t  ,I
a l s o  y o u r  k n o w le d g e  c f  t ’10 i n t e r c e p t e d  m e s s a g e s  a t  i

!
a l l  t im e s ? t

Th e  i n t e r c e p t e d  m e s s a g e s  i n  g e n e r a l  w e re  j
c o r r o b o r a t o r y  e v id e n c e  o f  w h a t  we g e n e r a l l y  knew  

f r o m  o t h e r  s o u r c e s ,  D a t u r a l l y ,  we had  to  t a k e  them  

i n t o  c o n s i d e r a t i o n .

T D id  y o u  y o u r s e l f  o r  o t h e r  m em bers o f  t h e  

D e p a r t m e n t  s t a f f  a b l e  t o  r e a d  them  s e e  t h e  J a p a n e s e  

t e x t s  o f  t h e s e  m e s s a g e s ,  o r  d i d  t h e y  com e t o  y o u  !

o n l y  i n  L n g l i s h ?  1

T h e y  cam e t o  u s  o n l y  i n  E n g l i s h .

Q T h e n ,  to  b e  q u i t e  s p e c i f i c ,  may I  u n d e r 

s t a n d  t h a t  s o  f a r  a s  y o u  know  n o  member o f  t h e  D e -  |

p a r t m e n t  o f  S t a t e  s t a f f  d id  r e a d  t h e s e  m e s s a g e s  i n  |

J a p a n e s e .

Ï L E  P K E S I D E i T :  D i d n ' t  h e  s a y  t h e y  w e re  j
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tendered in English?
HR. bLAKEKEY; He said they cane to them 

in English, but I wish, sir, to be quite specific that 
in no other way v/ere they read in Japanese.

ThE PRESIuEDT: They may never have been
in Japanese.

0 bo you know whether they v/ere in Japanese 
originally?

A Some of then were in Japanese I know.
Q /.nd I repent, if 1 may, so far as concerns 

those which v/ere in Japanese is it quite definite 
that no member of the Department of State read them 
and understood then in Japanese?

<v V.'ell, ] can only speak to the best of my 
knowledge and belief that at that time, during 1941, 
there v/as no member of the Department of State that 
v/as reading them, or did read any of them in Japanese.

ThE PRESIDENT: oo you read Japanese?
THE WITNESS: I do.
THE FKESIbAI-iT : Did you see any of them in

Janoneso?
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LK. BlmKENEY: (continued).
I

Q Then to return to thevquestion of stationing 
of troops in China, from which we divaricated 
momentarily, what, if you remember, did the Depart
ment of State know at the time from the intercepted 
correspondence was the instruction which Tokyo had 
given Ambassador NOIJJK*. with regard to what he should 
say would be the period for which Japanese troops 
should be stationed in China?

a It is a long time since I have refreshed my 
memory on that particular telegram, but 1 think he

twas told to give some agreeable explanation, some 
reference to a vogue period of years, but 1 don’t * 
recall definitely at this moment.

THL PRESIDENTs We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 
taken until 1100, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows?)

I
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Elakeney.
BY ME. BLAKENEY: (Continued)

Q V’ouid it refresh your memory, Mr. ’-’itness, 
if I told you that the United States Government print 
of the intercepted message, 4th of November, shows 
that Ambassador NOMURA was instructed to answer that 
such a period should encompass 25 years?

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel.
MR. KEENAN: Mr. President, solely for the

purpose of complying with the Charter for a speedy 
trial, I object to this as being an attempt at this 
time for the defense to untimely assert its defense 
and invade the p.rope-? province of cross-examination.

t

! THE PRESIDENT: V’hat is the purpose of cross-
! examination if it is not to i?:.vade the nrovince of the 
prosecution to the extent that the cross-examiner
I is allowed to do soy Objections must be taken on
I
ispecific grounds. That is not one. It is overruled.
t

Q (Continuing) Please answer the question.
A It refreshes my memory to that extent.
Q V'hen the explanation was given by Ambassador 

iNOMURA to Secretary Hull on this point, did Secretary 
jllull consider it of insufficient interest to ask the

J
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Ambassador what the period would be?
A I do not know what is in the mind of the

Secretary, but I think that that intercepted message,
»

to understand the spirit of it, should be read as a 
whole.

Q Well, leaving aside the question of bad faith, 
as shown by the intercepted message which I am coming i

i

to in a moment; was the period of 25 years considered ; 
in itself unreasonable by the Department?

A Tre didn't consider each of these small points 
individually. ”re considered the proposition as a 
whole.

Q I do not quite understand how you consider
IIit as a whole viithout considering details; but consider- j 

ing it as a whole, did: you consider the 25-year 
period to be unreasonable?

A That would have to be taken into consideration 
v.'ith the other elements in the situation —  the total 
number of troons ar.d the places where they are to be 
stationed, and so forth.

Q Well, it is those factors that I am trying 
to consider and we have considered some ofl them. Now, 
this factor alone, if I understand you correctly, this 
proposal alene was not unreasonable —  considered by 
itaelf?
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A So far as I know, none of us reached any 
conclusion in regard to this point by itself, or any 
other point by itself.

Q Now, let me ask you whether in fact this v.’as 
not the first time during the conversations that the 
Japanese side had made any mention of even accepting 
the princiole of eventual withdrawal of all troops 
from China?

A I do not recall that. So far as * recall, 
the princiüle of withdrawal of troops except for those 
to ho stationed for joint'defense against communism 
was accepted from the beginning.

Q Yes, but was this not the first time during 
the conversations that ‘the principle of eventual 
withdrawal of the remaining troops had been stated 
by the Japanese —  had been accepted by the Japanese?

A Possibly so.
Q Certainly then, this represented a concession 

from tie original view-point of Colonel r7A?’.UF.O; did it 
not?

A Yes, but you have to balance that against 
the new element of nutting in troops for the same 
purpose in Hainan Island.

Q Did Secretary Hull or otter officials of the 
Department raise the question of the stationing of
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troops in Hainan in conversations with the Japanese 
Ambassador at this time?

A I do not recall that he did.
Q Then, apparently the question of stationing 

of troops in Hainan v/as not, after all, so seriously 
regarded by the Department of State?

A That doesn't follow at all.
0 The other points of difference were raised 

by the Secretary, were they not, in conversations?
A He raised points about the general proposition,

yes.
Q Certainly this mass of conversations was about 

particulars, was it not?
A I am talking about after November 7*
Q Let me ask you in passing; on this point of 

stationing of troops in China by the Japanese, what 
conce.vsicnp, ’ . *f any, did the United States ever offer 
to make?

A The United States did not ask for any agree
ment from Japan. We thought existing agreements would 
take care of the situation if they were livod up to 
by Janan. Y.re adhered to our principles.
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Q Here is a subsidiary question, that of the 
stationing of Japanese troops in Indo-ohina. The 
original Japanese position which was maintained until 
September was that the troops would be withdrawn fron 
Inao-China upon the conclusion of the China Affair, was 
it not?

A That is right.
Ç Meanwhile, however, the Japanese advance 

into southern Indo-China occurred in July, and the 
question of troops in southern Indo-China thereafter 
was one of the most serious concerns in the conversa
tions, was it not?

A That is correct.
Ç The stationing of troops in northern Indo- 

China, in and of itself, caused far less alarm than 
the stationing of troops in southern Indo-China, aid 
it not?

A ’Veil, the stationing of troops in Indo-China, 
taking in conjunction all the circumstances and the 
position where Japan was in a position to threaten 
the Philippines and the other neighboring countries, 
made It a much more serious matter.

Ç Are we to understand that the Japanese never 
made any concessions on the question of the stationing 
of troops in Indo-Chins?

»

i
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A I think that is correct.
Q Lia they not offer, by their proposal of the 

27th of September, that they would not advance from 
Indo-China except against China?

A Are you referring to the proposal of Septem
ber 25, or September 6?

Q Yes, I am sorry, it is the 25th of September.
THE PRESIDENT: Tell, don't get him to repeat

the evidence alreacy given unless ycu are testing his 
credibility.

KR. BLA-vSKEY: Veil, sir, I am testing his
credibility, I suppose, because he said there were nov
concessions and I am trying to point out in his own 
evidence some things I think he will have to admit are 
concessions, and perhaps he v/on't admit it.

THE WITNESS: Till you please repeat your
question?

Q Well, let's pass that one by and I will ask 
you another one. I will ask you this, whether the 
25th of September proposal by the Japanese did not 
contain the new offer, now first made, to withdraw all 
troops from China —  from Indo-China upon either the 
settlement of the China Affair or the establishment 
of an equitable peace in the Pacific?

MR. KEENAN: Mr. President, the prosecution
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objects on the ground that obviouslv this oocurnent 
speaks for itself if we are to Jceep these proceedings 
within the bounds of reason.

THE PRESIDENT: We wish you to avoid reading
evidence already given. At the same time, although we 
are bound to conduct a speedy trial, it is subject 
always to conducting a just one. There can be no 
more important witness in that box than a man who 
purports to tell us the attitude of /merica on peace 
and war at a critical period. If you confine your 
cross-examination to getting from hiv= what he knows 
as to that attitude, we will not interfere.

Ç The important word in my last question 
was "new."

A ’.’hat?
Q New.
A The new point there ^as an equitable peace 

in the Far East. I don’t think that adds anything 
whatsoever to the other thing, because you couldn't 
have an equitable oeace in the Far East without a 
settlement of the China Affair. Also,- the term 
"equitable" —  who is to decide which is to be 
equitable? Itwas clearly implication that that was 
to be unilaterally determined by Japan.

Q ’"as it not understood by the Department of
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State that the conclusion of this agreement which was 
then under discussion would be considered by the 
Japanese to be an equitable peace in the Pacific?

A "re hadn't reached any meeting of minds at 
all on the fundamental principles which were to 
govern the peace in the Far 3ast.

I understand that perfectly. 3ut my question 
is not that. v?s it not the clear understanding 
throughout these conversations, on both sides, that 
if the conversations • eventuated in an agreement, t,:nt
agreement ,vould constitute the consummation of the

t !equitable peace in the Pacific? \

A Of course,that is true; but that phrase, j

that additional clause, aeded nothing to the situation. J

It would have been the same whether th3t clause had 
been aeded or not.

Q V/ell, I think we can leave that question to 
be décidée by the Tribunal.

Now, thereafter, on the 20th of Tovember, the
Japanese presented their nronosal for a modus vivondji j

!to which you refer in your affidavit on page 12, 
paragraph 5, es being a proposal which on its face J

i

was extreme. I want tc ask you whether the offer in 
that document, which is in evidence here as 
exhibit 1245-H, to withdraw, upon the conclusion of
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1 j the present agreement, all troops now stationed in
2 southern Indo-China, was not a totally new concession
3 ! from the Japanese side never before mentioned?

a If vou can call it a concession} it is ner—
j *

3 ! fectly meaningless.
6
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Q ’.'/ill you tell rae why if, es you sny, the 
stationing of Japanese troops in southern Indo China 
was a matter of such grave concern the Japanese 
agreement to withdraw them forthwith upon the con
clusion of the agreement was meaningless?

A I don't quite understand your Question.
Q V/hy was it meaningless?
A Because there was no limit placed on the 

number of Japanese troops that they could bring into 
China. If they withdrew them from Southern Indo
china to Northern Indo China. they could have brought 
a 100,030 into northern Indo**China and brought those 
troops back to southern Indo-China within a few days.

THE PRESIDENT: That appears in his affidavit.
Q Did not the Department of State consider that 

the agreement to 'withdraw from southern Indo-China 
included the agreement not to return there?

A There was no limit on the total number 
of troops that Japan could put in Indo-China. They 
could, if they were in a position to get back to 
southern Indo-China to threaten us.

THE PRESIDENT: Did I understand you to say
vou treated this offer as insincere for two reasons y 
the oGçupation of Hainan Island and the intercepted 
messages?

./Èf

25
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1 I THE Ï/ITNESS: Yes.
Q V/as the auestion of the number of troops 

to be stationed In northern Indc-China even mentioned 
by the Department of State to the Japanese Ambassa
dors at the time of this proposal?

A I recall definitely that the point that 
the troops could be brought bac^ into southern Indo
china in a day cr two was mentioned, but I don’t re
call the fact whether there was no limit placed on 
the number of troops stationed in northern Indo-China 
was brought to their attention. The record will show 
that, whether it was so or not.

Q Now, turning to the question of the pro
posed insincerity of the Japanese proposal, as I 
understand, the Department of State felt that the 
Japanese offer was not made in good faith and that, 
therefore, any agreement which might be made would 
have no value; is that correct?

A To which offer are you nov; referring?
Q ’Vo are speaking of the 20th of November

proposal.
A v/ell, I had made no statement in regard to 

that. I spoke about the November 7th.
Q I am sorry. I did not mean to misquote you.

Let me -ask from what time did the Department

d
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of State feel that the Japanese were insincere on 
their side of the conversations, from what time?

A It depends upon to what you are referring. 
v,e certainly felt they were insincere in regard to 
the question of withdrawal of troops as from November 
7th. I don't recall that the question ever arose 
specifically in regard to this November 20th proposal.

Q Veil, as I understand, the thing which h*s oc
curred to vitiate yotifr Belief’ in‘the Japoneso siaperity 
was knowledge of the intercepted message of the 4th 
of November, th-t is, message 726, which we have 
mentioned before; is that correct?

A Yes.
Q Then may we assume that from that time 

forward the Department of State had no confidence 
in the Japanese sincerity?

A Naturally, we were on our gu^rd from that 
point on.

Q ’Would I then be correct if I said that from 
that time on as far as the Department cf State was 
concerned you were not really negotiating because you 
had no confidence that any agreement obtained would 
be of any value?

A I don't think that is correct. Vte were on 
our guard. ’Ve naturally wanted to have things,
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commitments provided, and vie were unwilling to ac
cept vague expressions, ''nd we wanted dependable com
mitments.

THE PRESIDENT: It was still possible for
the Japanese to give you evidence of good faith?

THE WITNESS: I think it would have been
still possible.

THE PRESIDENT: By withdrawing troops?
THE WITNESS: By withdrawing troops or any

other practical evidence of an intention to follow 
peaceful courses.

Q Have you ever had occasion since that time 
to see the Japanese original of this message No. 72^?

A Is that the intercept to which you are re
ferring?

Q Yes, it Is.
A Yes, I did.

Q v/hen did you see the Japanese, the oopy?
A Some years later.

Q VTien you saw the Japanese copy did you
discover that numerous mistakes had been made in either 
decryptographing or translating?

A As I recall now, I don't think I saw the whole 
of the Japanese. I saw the first part that related to,
"This is our revised ultimatum."
------------------------------------------------------- 1

i*

i

I
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Q The message actually was in four parts, was 
it not?

A Well, I don’t recall now.
Q Then you did not read enough of the Japanese 

copy so that you can confirm or deny that the original 
Japanese is, in effect, a totally different document 
from the intercept as it came to you in November, 194-1?

A That is correct.
Q Now, let us turn briefly to the question of 

now-discriminatory commercial intercourse throughout 
the Pacific area, this being the third of the major 
points of difference between the two nations. In order 
to nass rapidly over the earlier stages of the con
versation on this point, may I correctly state that 
at various times a number of American suggestions for 
amendment to the various Japanese proposals were ac
cepted —  accepted, I mean, in the sense of being 
embodied by the Japanese themselves in later draft 
proposals?

A Some of the v/ordings were embodied, but they 
were largely, in effect, nullified by the various 
qualifications the Japanese put in; for example, the 
applicability of the mutual guarantees of carrying on 
economic activity by peaceful means was at first 
limited in both the Japanese and American versions,
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was It not, to the Southwest Pacifie area?
A Y/ell, I haven’t got the May 1931 draft be

fore me. I don’t recall definitely what our wording 
was in our paper.

I
Q In any event, in the American draft of the j

I
21st of June were not these guarantees for the first j 

time expressed as to be extended to the Pacific area j
instead of the Southwest Pacific area? I refer to j
exhibit 1092 in evidence.

A Yes, there the provision is for -- covers
the Pacific area.

Q Finally, after this question had renwained un
settled for some time, did not the Japanese Government 
by this préposai of the 10th of N0vember make the 
following statement: ’’That the Japanese Government
recognizes the principle of non-discrimination in inter- !

I
national commercial relations to be applied to all of j 
thr- Pacific areas, inclusive of China, on the understand-! 
ing that the principle in auestion is to be applied 
uniformly to the rest of the entire world as well.”
This is quoted from exhibit 1246 in evidence.

A That is correct.
Q On the same day, in conversation with Presi-

I
dent Roosevelt, did not Ambassador NOMURA point out to j 
the President that —  I quote —  "The Secretary of State 
has repeatedly pointed out to re that it has been his i
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a
3

4

5

6

1 long-cherished scheme to see the application of the 
principle throughout the whole world.

Q Do you recall that?
A Yes, now that you recall it to my mind.
Q Do you know whether *-hat had or had not teen 

the position of Secretary Hull as alleged by Ambassador

7 NOMURa?

o
9

10
11
12
13 I

A V/ould you mind reading that passage again for 
me, please?

Q "The Secretary of State has repeatedly pointed 
out that it has been his long-cherished scheme to see 
the application of the principle throughout the whole 
world,"

14
15

16 
17

is

20 
21 
22 
23 !

24

25 !

A Yes, that was a consistent position of the 
Secretary of St^te.

Q Nevertheless, do you remember that in his oral 
statement handed to the Japanese Ambassador on the l^th 
of November Secrrtary Hull pointed out that the last 
sentence of the Japanese proposal sets forth a condi
tion the meaning of which ï»a not entirely clear?

The or^l statement is to be found on nage 734-, 
Volume II, Foreign Relations.

A That is correct.
Q "V/hich principle," he went on to say, "I assumed 

was not meant to bind the United States to responsibility
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for practices outside of its jurisdiction, or practices 
by other nations?

a  That is correct:.
Q Now, had not Japanese Ilnister WAKASUGI already 

confirmed to you in a conversation held on the 13th of 
November that this assumption of Secretary Hull was 
correct?

A ’Yell, I would have to have my memory refreshed 
on that. If it is in the record it is correct.

Q Let me try to refresh your memory by reading
«

you the excerpt from the memorandum of this conversation 
at nage 730 of Volume II of Foreign Relations.

"Mr. V/AKASUGl said that what the Japanese 
Government meant" by this phrase in question "was that 
the principle would be applied by the United States and 
by Japan, and did not refer to the universal application 
of those principles bv all countries. Mr. Ballantine 
asked whether this was not a very important point to 
be brought out clearly and authoritatively."

Do you recall that conversation?
A I do.
Q Now, in view of those proposals and conver

sations, did not the Department of State consider that 
there had been a meeting of minds on this point subject 
only to securing the authoritative, that is to say, the
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written provisions te tînt effect from the Japanese 
Government?

A The fact of the matter is we never got a 
reply to our memorandum of November 15, and KURUSU, 
on November 18, m^do statements to the Secretary which 
threw doubt on how f~r the Japanese Government could 
ever go In the matter.

Q Will you tell us as well as you are able to 
remember what those statements of .;'r, KURUSC were?

A That statement is In the record of the memo
randum of conversation. Uy recollection Is that he 
said that at the present time the Japanese Government 
couldn't do anything about exchange controls that they 
had imposed in China, th^t he could make no promises as 
to what the Japanese Government could do after the war, 
and that he made no definite reply when the Secretary of 
State asked whether the- Japanese Government could commit 
itself in principle to those points.

I should pref-rr to h av e  that taken directly 
from the record, for I am not sure of my memory always.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now until half
past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was taken.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
133C.

MARSHAL OF THE COURTî The International 
Ililitary Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakeney.

J O S E P H  V/. B A L L A V T I HE, called as a 
witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed 
the stand ar.d testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATIO!
BY Eli. BLAiŒil.Y (Continued):

And then, after the occasion which we last 
spoke- of, was there any further discussion of the 
question of non-discrimir.atory comrercial intercourse? 

A You mean after November IP?
Ç Yos.
A I don't recall. I would have to refresh my 

mind on that.
Q Nov.', I wish to turn to another subject, that 

cf modus_yive_ndit Before we embark on this, perhaps 
you had better describe the meaning of the term 
"nodu? vivendi" as it was used in these conversations.

THE PRESIDENT: It is not 0. technical term
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o v e n  i n  d i p l o m a t i c  n e g o t i a t i o n s .  We do n o t  v/ant h im  

t e  t e l l  u s  w h a t i t  r o a n s .

(. T h e  J a p a n e s e  p r o p o s e d  mo d u s  v i v e n d i  o f  t h e  

2 t t h  o f  N o vem b e r w a s g iv e n  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  b y  t h e  

S t a t e  D e p a r t m e n t  o r  n o t ?  I  m e a n , o f  c o u r s e . ,  t h e  2 0 t h  

o f  N o v e m b e r.

A O f c o u r s e ,  i t  w as g i v e n  c o n s i d e r a t i o n .  Y/e 

s t u d i e d  1 c v e r y  c a r e f u l l y .

C D id  i t  seem  t o  o f f e r  t o  t h e  S t a t e  D e p a r t m e n t  

a n y  o o s s ib i3 . i t ; , ■  o f  s e t t l e m e n t  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t  i s s u e s ?

A i t  d i d  n o t .  O u r o b s e r v a t i o n s  o n  i t  a r e  c o n 

t a i n e d  i n  r y  a f f i d a v i t .

(< T h e  o b s e r v a t i o n  i n  y o u r  a f f i d a v i t > o f  w h ic h  

I  s h o u ld  l i k e  t o  h a v e  y o u r  e x p l a n a t i o n ,  i s  t h a t  t h i s  

p r o p o s a l  on i t s  f a c e  w as e x t r e m e . T h a t  i s . ,  i n  s a y i n g  

t h a t  i t  w as e x t r e m e ,  do •''•ou m ean w h a t y o u  h a v e  g o n e  

o n  t o  s a y  i r .  y o u r  n e x t  p a r a g r a p h ,  t h a t  i s ,  y o u r  t o p  

r a r  a  g r a p h  or; o a g t  1 3 ?

A Y e s .  y. t h i n k  t h a t  t h a t  s t a t e m e n t  o n  t h e  t o p  

o f  r a g e  13  d e s c r i b e s  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  t h a t  c o m p e l le d  u s  

t o  f e c i  i t  w as e x t r e m e .

Q A s i d e  fro m  t h o s e  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s ,  d id  y o u  

f e e l  t h a t  t h e  J a p a n e s e ,  i n  p r e s e n t i n g  t h i s  mod u s  

y i y e i i d j , ,  w o re  i n s i n c e r e  a s  y o u  d i d  f e e l  t h a t  t h e y  

w e re  i n  p r e s e n t i n g  t h e i r  im m e d ia t e ly  p r e c e d i n g
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proposal?
A This proposal acceptance by us would, we 

thought, give Japan just what they wanted, what they 
were seeking. It showed their position. It showed 
their position. We had no reason to believe that 
that would be unacceptable to then.

Q Was there objection on the cart of the 
Department of State to the principle or idea of a 
modus,. vivendi at that time?

A No. If there was something that we could 
have done that would have been practically possible, 
that from our own consideration and the consideration 
of other cowers affected could have helped brought —  
bring Japan into line and bring support in Japan to 
a more peaceful course, we would have been very glad 
to consider what wo could have done. The record shows 
that the Secretary of State told the Japanese that.

Ç The United States* Department had been making 
it clear throughout the conversations, had it not, 
that it would consult other interested governments 
when, in its judgment, the time had cone when that 
would be nrofitable?

A '.re had made it clear to the Japanese repre
sentatives that,when we thought there was a basis for 
an agreement, then we would consult with the other
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powers.
Ç In fact, had the other interested powers 

"been consulted prior to, say, the middle of 
November?

A They had not been consulted in regard to 
the contents of any proposed agreement. They knew 
that conversations were taking place, but they had 
not been consulted in regard to the contents of any
thing, as far as I recall.

(. After receipt of the Javanese proposal of 
the 20th of November, did not Secretary Hull on the 
22nd nect with the Ambassadors of Great Britain, 
China and the Netherlands and discuss the situation?

A I don't remember the eract date, but be
tween —  somewhere between the 22nd and the 24th, 
including the 24th, he did consult with them.

Ci Was the Japanese modus vivendi proposal of 
the 20th discussed at that tire?

A I wasn’t present at the conversations, and 
I don’t know —  with the other representatives, and 
I do not know .just what exactlv was discussed; but 
it will be in the record what the contents of those 
discussions were.

Ç Where does one find that record?
A That’s all published in "Foreign Relations
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of the United States and Japan, 1931 - 1941,"
Volune II. I bep your pardon. I’d like’ to correct 
that. It is in the Pearl Harbor record. I don't 
think that those conversations with the other powers 
were published at that tir:.e.

Q After that meeting of whatever date it may 
have been, did the Department of State consider pre
senting a modus vivendi of its own to Japan?

A Yes. Consideration was given in the Depart
ment of State to the presentation of a moduj3_yivendi.

Ç Was it felt in the Department that a nodus, 
vlvepdj, plan could be drawn which might be acceptable

13 to Japan?
14

15

I
17 !
IS
19

20 
21
22
23

A No. We tried out the best we could do, but 
we felt all along it was very short of what Japan 
had been asking. The Japanese had indicated very 
clearly that the November 20 proposal was their last 
word, and they wouldn't take anything less than that; 
and we thought it was extremely- unlikel*- that they 
would accept even the maximum that it might be pos
sible for us to offer,

Ç Nevertheless, did not the Department mo so 
far as to draft a proposal for such a modus vivendi?

A They made successive- drafts of such a pro
posal -- three successive drafts.

25
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Q Do you know whether these successive drafts 
were discussed arong the President, the Secretaries 
of State, War and Navy, and the Chief of Staff of 
the Army and Chief of Naval Operations?

A Yes. The whole plan of the proposed nodus 
vivendi was discussed.

q Up until what date was it still net decided 
whether the modus vivendi proposal would be presented?

A Certainly u p  to November 25»
10
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Ç Was it not, in fact, generally understood 
in Washington among these officials whom I have

t
mentioned, as late as the 25th and, perhaps, even on 
the morning of the 26th, that the modus.vivendi 
proposal v/ould probably be offered to Japan?

A I don’t know definitely what their under
standing ’-'as and how long they understood that, but 
they knew that we were considering it.

Ç Do you know whether any of the drafts of 
that modus vivendi proposal are published?

A They were all made public in the Pearl 
Harbor Inquiry conducted by the Joint Committee.

Ç If the Department of State considered the 
Japanese proposal of the 20th an ultimatum, as I 
believe you said it did, this was considered as a 
reply to the ultimatum, was it not? That is not

i

(

»»

!
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very c]e-ar. Let mo add: In saying "this was the
reply," I mean, whatcv r v/as next presented to the 
Japanese would be the reply.

A Yes. Our November 26th proposal vas a 
reply.

Q As a reply rejecting the ultimatum, which 
you regarded the note of the 20th to be, it v/as, 
in effect, the termination of the conversations, 
was it not?

A I can't agree with that conclusion.
{ Well, let's investigate it a little: You

state on page 13, paragraph 3 of your affidavit that 
"it subsequently appeared, the Japanese treated 
the November 26 proposal as finally disposing of the 
question of negotiating for a peaceful settlement. » 
Ho* long subsequently did that appear so far as the 
Department of State was advised?

A Well, we knew fron the intercepts that the 
Japanese Government regarded the conversations for 
a peaceful settlement was ever, but the Japanese were 
told to ?<ccep up appearances as if tho conversations 
were still going on.

! Q Then, from the date of receipt by the
I Department of State of the intercepted message

No. 844 .from Tokyo to Washington, dated the 28th of
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November, you had that information.
A That is correct. '
Q As a rule, how long after transmission did 

the Department of State receive these diplomatiç 
messages?

A I believe, on the face of those messages 
it indicates the date of translation. 7e usually 
got them within a day or two of the date of trans
lation,

Q Well, now,.however the Japanese treated the 
United States message of the 26th of November, cer
tainly the State Department knew that it did consti
tute a rupture of negotiations or conversations, did 
it not?

A You mean at what time?
Q I mean at the time of delivery of that note.
A No, I cannot agree with your conclusion 

there.
Q Let me rephrase it. Perhaps I didn’t make 

it clear; Against the background of those months 
of conversations, was not the inevitable effect of 
the note of the 26th of November to terminate the 
negotiations?

THE PRESIDENT; You are in the realm, of 
opinion again, Major Blakeney. what was t.he natural
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effect is for us, really.
MR. BLAKEHEY: The original question was

prefaced by the words, "Was it not the belief of the 
Department of State that." That is what I am asking 
him. Dot "what was the natural effect?" but "what 
did the Department of State consider to be the 
effect?"

TIIî’ PRESIDENT: You may ask him what the
Department thought or did.
BY HR. BLAKEITY (Continued):

Q Will you, then, state what the Department 
thought on that question?

A The Department thought, as a result of the 
months of conversation, that it was unlikely that 
the Japanese Government would accept our -roposal of

! November 26; but there was always a chance, and the
I
I proposal seemed to us of a character which any ueace- 

loving nation would, have been glad to accept,
Ç Did Secretary Hull state on the morning of 

the 27th of November to Secretary of War Stimson 
that "I have broken it off. Matters are now in the 
hands of the Army and the Navy"?

A I think that’s in the record. I’m not sure 
of the exact wordin' he used, but he used wording 
to indicate that he thought that the situation had
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become very serious.
S Q Then do you know that Secretary Hull rade
I substantia]ly similar statements on the following day

* 1
,l I or days to the British Ambassador and to the American
5 War Council?
6 i A V/c-11, he made statements to the War Council
7 I and to the British Ambassador on the following day
h that he thought that Japan mirht break cut at any!
y , moment in seme surprise attack at any point.
I

io i Q Yes. But, more specifically, do you know
h : that he rade the statements on those days, in effect,

i

12 ! "I have washed my hands of the matter. It is in the
13 1 hands of the- A m y  and the Navy."?
^ j A I  recall very clearly Mr. Hull saying to
15

16 j

17 !

18

19 1
20 !

21 I
22
23

2-1

me "within this present year," that he never used the 
expression, "I have washed my hands of it."

Q Then, if Secretary Stimson testified that 
he did, Secretary Stimson was mistaken, wasn't he?

IT.. KEENAN: Mr. President, the nrosecution
objects to that question as being improper.

THE PRESIDENT: To whom do you suggest Mr.
Hull made- that statement?

. BLitKENEY: I suggest that the record
shows that he made it to Mr. Stimson.

TIE PRESIDENT: You do not suggest he made

I

!

iI

\

I
I

II
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it to the Japanese, do you?
ER. BLAKFNEY: No, sir. That is not the

point at all. I was trying to determine the belief 
of official Washington of the effect of the note of 
the 26th, However, I do not think it worthwhile to 
dispute over the exact word because there will be 
abundant sviCerce later of what words were used.

THE FEESIDENT: You can ask him anything
he knows was said to Kr. Stircson or anything he 
heard was said to him.
BY HE. BLAKEFLY (Continued):

Q Kay I ask it this way, since I am not try
ing to test vour rmrery but j'ust to get the facts:
Do you not know that it was the general viewpoint 
arcr.g these high officials in Washington that the 
note of the 26th of December —  of November could 
only have the effect of breaking off negotiations 
with Japan?

A I can be specific on one point. Mr. Hull 
did sav, "The ratter is now in the hands of the Army 
and Navy."

THE PRESIDENT: To whom did he say it?
THE V.ITNT.SS : He said that to a number of

high officials. He said it, I believe, to Mr.
St inis on, but he said it in the meeting of the War
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Q During the months of August and September, 
194-1, was there not a discussion between the Japanese
and Ameitloan negotiators concerne<l',of a proposed meet-

\
ing between President Roosevelt and Premier KONOYE?

A That is correct.
Q President Roosevelt regarded this proposal 

for a meeting as, in his words, "a step forward,“ 
did he not?

A I don't recall that statement, but I t '  

probably may be in the record.
Q V’ould it refresh your recollection if I told 

you that on the 28th of August, when the original 
suggestion was delivered by the Ambassador of Japan 
to the President Tor such a meeting, that that was the 
President's reaction to it?

A I think that orobably was his reaction because 
even as late as 15ti of December he told Congress that 
he would have been glad to have traveled thousands of 
miles to have effected an apreement with Japan.

Q The meeting never finally took dace, did it?
A That is right. That is correct.

In In exnlaining in your affidavit, page 11, 
the Ar/edca- reasors for inability to adod this 
prenesal, you dwell on the effects which might have 
been exnccted to result from the failure d  the
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"" I
proposed meeting. I air. quite sure, however, that ji
equal consideration rust have been given to the
orosoec s n*' success of sue1.-, an extraordinary meeting

«
between the President and the Premier?

A Yre had given careful consideration to that, 
but we had concluded that unless we reached an agree
ment in advance on essential principles and their 

I application, that the meeting would result —  wouldj
not be productive of results,

o Especially since you say months of close-up 
conversations with the Japanese Ambassador had failed 
to produce results?

A That is correct.
Q Now I ask you. whe ther this very fact was not 

so much the more reason for making the effort through 
this meeting of the highest responsible officials to '! secure t' e concrete and clear-cut comritments from 
Japan which were desired?

A The chances, in the light of the circumstances, 
of getting anywhere when the Japanese had so clearly 
failed to rove on these fundamental points were so 
dim that naturally we had to give important consider
ation to what the effects would be if no agreement j
resulted, and those effects seemed very certain. j

Q Prince- KOKOYE v;as Premier at that time?
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A That is correct. !
n ,,f3s there a feeling in the State Department |

Ithat Prince KOI OYE was a representative of a liberal —  !• 1, i

moderate gr^uo n̂ Japan whici. right be the best hope 
for achieving the peace desired?

A v’hat loomed largest if. the consideration of 
the Department of State was that the military party 
was dominant in Japan*.

0 ”'as the Department at that time aware 
of the line of thought that the best way to destroy 
the dominance of the military party was to encourage 
the moderate narty in some way?

A Yes, we had herd that before. I
Q And the further suggestion that a measure of iI

agreement with the United States would probably be the ! 
best means of establishing the moderates firmly in 
control of Japan?

A That argument had also been brought up in 
April by these friends, unofficial Japanese and American j 
friends, when these proposals were first brought to 
us; but the proposals they brought did not seem to, 
without considerable r. vision, to offer a prospect 
for agreement. iI

0 In fact, such a meeting had been one of the :
ingredients in the original draft of the- 16th of April,

I

J
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had it not?
A That is correct.
0 So far as concerns the desirability of such 

a irr.f ting between the President and the Premier, 
Ambassador Grew in Tokyo expressed to the Department, 
did he not, a great enthusiasm for and honcfulness 
concerning such a meeting?

A That is so; but he was onl^ reporting fror 
the viewpoint of Tokyo as he himself stated.

Q And from the viewpoint of Tokyo did he not 
feel that, in his own words: "The good which might 
flow from such a meeting is incalculable"?

A There is no question about what Mr. Grew 
reported in his telegram. It has been published.
It is in the record.

0 I should like to ask you also whether the 
Department took into consideration this further sug
gestion of Ambassador Grew contained in his long 
telegram to the Department of the 29th of September 
reviewing the v;hole situation, wherein, speaking of 
the proposed meeting, he says this: He raises the
questions whether the United States is not now given 
V o  opportunity to halt Japan's program without war 
or an immediate risk of war; and, further, whether 
through failure to use the present opportunity, the
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United States will not face a greatly increased risk 
of war. The Ambassador stetes his firm, belief in an 
affirmative answer to thest two questions?

A Vo gave capital consideration to-that as veil 
as all otheT’ suggestions of Ambassador Grew.

7 Did the Department. consider further at that i
time the likelihood also referred tc by Ambassador 
Grew that Prince KOi 3YE would be in i position to 
give to the President more directly txulicit and 
satisfactory engagements than his Ambassador could do?

A " e did not s. e hov; —  what explicit commit
ments that would be of a satisfactory cmractrr could 
bo given in the light of the failure to reach an 
agreement on so many fundamental points during all 
those months of conversation.

Q In any event, the meeting did r.ot occur 
because of the facts which you have stated in your 
affidavit?

A And also for the many considerations stated 
in our communication of October 2nd and in further 
explanations made in the published record,

0 Then with the closing of the que stior. of a 
meeting between th< President and Premier, the con
versations were thrown back to the same state approximate
ly in which they started, were they not?
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A \:c never closed the que stion of a meeting 
with the Premier.

Q Well, perhaps I should have said, with the 
final decision by the State Department to send its 
answer to the proposal for a meeting?

A In our communication of October 2nd, v/c 
indicated that v;o were still willing to have the 
meeting, and we asked for further consideration to 
be given to certain noints that we mention in that 
communication. Vc never got anything further back 
on that point from the Japanese,

Q Now, returning to the 26th of November, 
you Say that despite the Japanese construction of 
the note of teat day, they kept u p  the appearance 
of continuing negotiations right down to December 7th?

A That is correct.
Q In what way does your keeping up the appear

ance of continuing negotiations differ from continuing 
negotiations?

THE PRESIDENT: That answer will not help.
V'c know tV:e difference.

n v'cll, did the Japanese present additional 
proposals of any nature?

A There was a conversation on December ?lst 
between —  well, there wc^e conversations. I do not
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remember the exact dates, following November 26tVu

Q At those conversations were additional 
proposals of any nature presented by the Japanese?

A There was a proposal outstanding by us on 
November 26th, and they intimated to us that a reply 
would be received in due course.

0 ’’’ell, what in general was the subject matter
of the conversations after that date?

A ’"ell, tVat is clearly r corded in the record.
I do not want to undertake to give a resume of that 
thing offhand without reading over the record.

n ’"ell, I am not making any such demands or. 
you. I am just trying to find out in a general way 
what went on, which you refer to as "keeping up the 
appearance of continuing negotiations."

THE PRESIDENT; ’"ere you influenci d by their
demeanor or by the intercepted messages or by what
they were doing at Hainan?

$
THE ’"ITIiESS: V'e were influenced by the

intercepted messages.
0 Did any of those intercepted messages show 

that additional proposals or propositions were rec-ived 
from Tokyo to be delivered in the effort to conclude 
negotiations?

A I do not recall definitely, but I am inclined
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to think not.
Q Did the Japanese Ambassador after that time 

call upon the Department of State with additional i
I

explanations of one point or another which had been (
!

under discussion, and which'they stated they had been {
Iinstructed by their Government to make?

A If I recall correctly, I think on December 2nd 
the Japanese Minister suggested to the Uttder Secretary j

*  i

of State that we go back to the original »'roposals j
and counter-proposals. I may be wrong about that; J
but, if I remember correctly, he made -some such suggestion.1

Q Did the Japanese Ambassador during that period 
on at least one occasion state to the Department that I 
they had been instructed by Tokyo to request full re
consideration by the American Government because the 
state of affairs w^s so perilously close to disaster?

1
A I believe the Japanese Ambassador did say 

he urged full reflection by the United States Government.
I do not recall the exact wording or the rest of it.

Q Were you aware from any of the intercepted 
correspondence that the Japanese had arranged that, in 
the event of a successful conclusion to the negotiations, 
their fleet should be recalled and emergency military 
measures canceled up to the actual moment of attack?

A I have no clear recollection of that.
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Q I believe that in your affidavit you do not 
undertake to say why the Department of State considered 
that the Japanese were pretending to continue negoti- j

I
étions. Can you tell us what the Department’s view j
of that was?

A First, we had the information of the inter
cepts; and secondly, by no positive act did the 
Japanese indicate that there was any change in the 
situation.

Q I am sorry. My question was not clear. The 
question is this: Can you tell us whether the Depart
ment of State formulated any belief as to the reason 
why the Japanese were pretending to continue negotiations, 
if they were only pretending?

A I think that that is one of the bases for the 
conclusion by the Secretary of State that the Japanese 
might break out in fresh acts of aggression at any 
point over widely separated areas.

Q I am sorry. V/e are still not talking about 
the same thing, The Department believed that the .
Japanese were in bad faith, professing to be continuing 
negotiations, is that correct?

A That -s correct.
Q Kow, lor what reason did the Department believe 

that the Japanese were doing that? What did they
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believe was the reason for which the Japanese were 
doing it?

A I am sorry. I tried to make clear that they 
were doing that for reasons that they were contemplating 
fresh acts of .aggression in their own chosen time.

Q And the negotiations, or the appearance of 
negotiations, were designed, did you think, to conceal 
the military preparations?

A Not to conceal military preparations. Those 
had been obvious since July, this tremendous forward 
movement from Japan southward into Indo-China to await 
some chosen time for some act.

THE PRESIDENT; We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was 
taken until 1500^ after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows;)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakeney.
BY 1*3.. BLAKENEY: (Continued)

Q After the decision was reached on the 25th 
or 26th of November not to present the modus vivendi 
proposal to Japan, but to present the note which was 
finally delivered —  I am sorry, not after that, but 
at the time your decision was reached, can you tell 
me very briefly what were the reasons and considéra- 
tions underlying the American change of viewpoint as 
represented by that note?

A I don’t know what you mean by change of 
viewpoint.

Q Did not the Kmerican note of the 26th of 
November represent a departure from some of the 
points of agreement which had been reached earlier 
in the course of the conversations?

THE PRESIDENT: If you are referring to
earlier agreements in evidence. Major Blakeney, the 
answer is for us tc give, not the witness.

MR. BLAKENEY: I refer to the entire pre
ceding body cf documents, some of which are in evi
dence, and conversations, ve?y few, if any, of which 
are in evidence.
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1 THE PRESIDENTî Yes?
HK. BLAKSDEY: Shali he answer?
THE PRESIDENT: Yes.

A I think the reasons given for our November 
26th communication are fully set forth in the ex- 
olanatory statement that accompanied it.

Q You refer, do you, to the oral statement 
which is a part of exhibit "L" to your affidavit, 
that is Court exhibit 1245-1?

A That's correct.
G Coming to the message sent by the Presi

dent of the United States on the 6th of December to 
the Emperor of Japan, you are doubtless familiar 
with tne evidence already introduced in this trial 
concerning the delay in the delivery of that measage, 
are you not?

A Only to the extent that there was a delay.
I don't know the details.

Q Wps it the belief of the Department of 
State that there would have been a difference in the 
ultimate outcome if that message had been delivered 
say ten hours earlier?

A So far as 1 know, there was no conclusion
reached on that point by the Department of State.

Q Is it a fact that the only concrete request

1
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1 or suggestion contained in that message was the 
request that the Emperor should give thought to ways 
of dispelling the dark cloudj then prevailing?

MR. KEENAN: Mr. President, the prosecution
objects to this witness being asked to interpret for 
the Court.' That message speaks for itself.

KR. BLAKENEY: 1 will withdraw the question.
It is perhaps improper.

<2 Vvhat did the department of State consider 
this message to contain in the way of a new proposal 
designed to solve the differences between the two 
countries?

ThE PRESIDENT: The Depai tment is bound by
its own words which we construe. Even the Department 
cannot give it a meaning different from that v/hich it 
bears according to the words used.

U\. BLAKENEY: I point out, sir, that the
message is not that of the Department, but of the 
Prosident. I am trying to find out —

THE PRESIDENT: The same applies to him.
Q Did the Department draw,, this message, Ilr. 

Witness?
A The message was partly drafted in the White 

House, partly in the State Department. There were 
contributions by both sides.
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1 Q In contributing its advice, .suggestions, or 
whatever it did contribute to the drafting of the 
message did the department of State do so with con
fidence that the message might have a chance of 
achieving something towards settling the differences 
between the two countries?

A JWe thought that the chances were very slim 
that it wou'.d accomplish anything, but in view of the 
desperate situation we did not want to overlook the 
slightest chance.

Q Was the situation considered notably more 
desperate on the 6th of Lecember than on the 26th of 
November?

A The Japanese fleet had already sailed from 
that extreme southern part of Indo-China. We were 
in imminent danger. The situation was right then 
upon us.

Q When was that information available in the 
Department of State?

A I believe it was about noon on the 6th.
Q* At the time of the despatch of the President's

message were the authorities of the Department of 
State and other departments already in possession of 
the Japanese —  in possession of information that 
the Japanese note which would constitute a de facto
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rupture of relations was on the eay?
A Do you refer to the Japanese message of 

Lecembef 7th,which was delivered on December 7th?.
Q Yes. I am asking whether at the tine 

the President's message was despatched the Department 
of State was aware that that Japanese message later 
delivered on the 7th was on the way.

A I am sure that nobody in the State Department /
or in the White House knew that at the time. I think 
the Pearl Harbor record shews very conclusively that 
we did not know about it.

Q Perhaps 1 can refresh your recollection by j1
suggesting to you that the record of the Pearl Har
bor Committee to which you refer shows that by three 
o'clock on the afternoon of the 6th the State Depart
ment had the so-called pilot message, announcing the 

%
imminent despatch of the final Jc.panese note —  of 
what we later came to know as the final Japanese 
note?

A That pilot message contained no hint of the 
content of the note that finally came, and even then 
the last part cf the note, part 14, even that con
tained nothing indicating a jde facto rupture of 
: iplomatic relations.

Q Well, take one question at a time. Do you
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remember that the pilot message was available in the 
State Department by three o'clock in the afternoon 
of December 6th?

A I do not. 1 have no recollection of it, 
but I do have a recollection that the Pearl Harbor 
record indicated that it was received there at that 
time.

Q And the so-called pilot message told you, did 
it not, that a very long, the 14 part answer, to the 
last American proposal was being sent?

l.Ii. KEENAN: Hr. President, the prosecution
objects to this question and asks that the pilot 
message be defined, especially in view of this last 
question.

THE PRESIDENT: What do you understand by it,
V/itness?

A I understand by a pilot message, was a 
message to the effect that the Japanese Government's 
answer was on its way.

Q And since reading the intercepted message 
No. 844 of the 28th of November, which you pre
viously testified to, did not the Department of 
State know that when that answer came it would be as 
reported in message 844, a de facto rupture of re
lations?
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A That would only bo an assumption and you 
couldn't take a chance cn assumptions in a very 
critical situation like this.

Q I don't understand the assumption. I ask 
you whether after reading that Japanese message, 
stating that the answer would constitute a jde facto 
lupture of relations, the State Department did not 
so understand it?

A Would you kindly read to me the text of 
that pilot message?

litt. BLAKEIvEY: iiay I do so*
THE PRESIDENT: I didn't catch his last

answer.
DR. BLA1XREY: He requested me to read the

text of the pilot message and I rill be glad to do
sc» if the Tribunal desires;

THE PRESIDENT: Is it a long message?
HR. BLaKEKEY: Rc , sir. It is quite short.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, he should recollect

what effect it had when they got it. It would be 
difficult for him to forget a message like that.

(Whereupon, the Larshal of tho Court
*

handed a paper to the witness.)
THE WITNESS: I don't see anything-in that

message about a .de facto rupture of relations with the
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United States.
ThE PRESIDENT: Was that the message sent?
L!h. BLAKENEY: I quoted that phrase from

message lio. 844 of the 28th of November.
I/ih. KEENAN: Lir. President, is it clear to

the Court that there v/ere two messages,one, I be
lieve, a short message, that a message was coning 
and secondly, the final note?

THE PRESIDENT: Clear as day, but i.r.
Blakeney should tender that pilot message if the 
witness says that was the message received,

MR. BLAiJh.EY: I will bo very glad tc do sc,
sir, except I  haven't it abstracted for introduction. 
1 v/ill tender it tomorrow.

THE PRESIDENT: Read it.
Ui. BLAKENEY: Reading from the Report of

the Congressional Committee Investigating Pearl Har
bor, page 433:

"(1) The government has deliberated deeply 
on the American proposal cf the 26th of November, and 
as a result we have drawn up a memorandum for the 
United States contained in my separate message No.
902 (in English.)

"(2) This separate message is a very long one.
I v/ill send it in 14 parts and I imagine you will
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receive it tomorrow. However. I am not sure. The i
7 I

situation is extremely délierte end when you re
ceive it 1 want you to please keep it secret for the 
time being.

"(3) Concerning the time of presenting this 
memorr.ndum to the United States I will wire you in 
a separate message."

THE PRESIDENT : That sounds familiar. It
may be already in evidence.

blR. BLAKENEY: Shall I read the remaining
one sentence.

THE PRHSIBEi.T; Bead the rest, 
ill. BLAKELEY : (Beading)

"However, I want you in the meantime to put it 
in nicely drafted form and make every preparation to 
present it tc the /moricans .just as soon :s you re
ceive instructions."

THE PRESIDENT: That message was to whom
from whom?

Ili. BLaHENEY: Although it isn't shev/n in
the place from which I read it, I can state that it 
was from Tokyo to the Ambassador in Washington.

THE PRESIDENT: Ily colleague tells me it
is exhibit 1216.

Hi. BLAKLNEY: I am informed also that the
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1 telegram Ko. 844 to v/hich 1 have been referring is

2 exhibit Mo, 1193»
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Q Now, Kr. ./itness, my question was: The
President's message to the Japanese Emperor was sent, 
was it not, some hours after this so-called pilot 
message, exhibit 1216, was available in the Department 
of State?

A Although the record apparently shows that 
that pilot message was delivered to the Department of 
State at 3 p.m. on the 6th, so far as I was able to 
check up at the time of the Pearl Harbor inquiry, no 
one of us had any definite recollection of having seen 
it at that hour or at that time, nor lave we any 
definite recollection of when that message was received 
was seen by us.

ç Do you happen to know when the President's 
message was sent?

A Message to the Emperor?
Q Yes.
A At nine o'clock.
Q Nine o'clock of the evening?
A That is in the affidavit.
Q Is it a fact that neither Secretary Hull, 

Secretary Stimson, nor Seeretary Knox had any con
fidence in the prospect of achieving anything by that 
message anc attempted to dissuade the President from 
sending it?
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THE PRESIDENT: How is that relevant or ma
terial, Major Blakeney?

MR. BLAICEN5Y: There has been a great ceal
made here in the prosecution's evidence of the ques
tion of celay in delivery of the message. In the 
opening statement of this phase of the case it was 
stated that prompt delivery might have changed the course 
of history. I think the intention with which the 
message v?as crafted and sent and the belief or lack 
of belief in its efficacy by those who were responsible 
for it is quite material in view of that statement.

If the Tribunal is inclined to consider the 
question of delay in delivery of the message as of no 
importance, I have no further interest.

THE PRESIDENT: ,re are completely at a loss
to know how the delay in the Japanese post office in 
Tokyo has any light thrown upon it by the opinions of 
the three Cabinet Ministers you name.

MR. TiEENAN: Mr. President, since there has
been interjected into this conversation the question 
of the sincerity of the sender, who was the late 
President of the United States, we respectfully ask 
the Tribunal, irrespective of the exact materiality, 
not to shut off any comment from the witness on this 
point.

i I
t
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-----------------.---------------------------------------- (
THE PRESIDENT: We could only go that by the J

agreement of both parties. V’e are confined to the 
evidence which is relevant and material.

KR. KEENAN: I assume, Mr. President, there is
a purpose in the question —  if it is to challenge the 
sincerity or the integrity of the President of the 
United States, by whomever made or where, I respectfully' " *. K
request the Court to permit the question to be answered.

THE PRESIDENT: The genuineness of the message
certainly is material. You may ask any question 
tending to show that it was not genuine.

But the real point about the delay is as stated 
in a memorandum received from a colleague: "If it was
intentionally delayed, then it is suggested that he 
who delayed it feared it might avert a war on which he 
was determined."

I cannot see how the attitude of the three 
Cabinet Tinisters named bears on the sincerity of the 

' President or on the cause of the delay in Tccyo.
MR. BLAKENEY: If the only attempt to prove

is that whoever delayed the message thought that he was 
averting a war, I have no interest. But I have been 
attempting to elicit evidence from those best placed,
I should think, to know as to whether there was 
actually any prospect that the delivery of this

B A L L A N T I N E  CR O SS
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message at any time would have changed the course of 
history. That is the charge we are trying to meet.

THE PRESIDENT: In other words, you are
asking him for an opinion which we think is beyond 
his province.

MR. BLAKENEY: Very well.
Q Coming to the final Japanese noto delivered 

in ’Vashington on the 7th of December, you say that it 
was not a declaration of war with reasons or an ulti
matum, and so forth. Upon first reading that note in 
intercepted form at the ,:.-hite House on the night of 
the 6th of December, do you know, did President Roose
velt say, "This means

A I know that one officer testified to that 
effect.

24
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Q Do you know w hether a l l  h ig h -r a n k in g  o f f i c i a l s  

i n  W ashington  co ncern ed  i n  the m a tte r , s p e c i f i c a l l y  

the  S e c r e t s -r le s  o f  S t a t e ,  ..’a r ,  Navy and the C h ie f s  

o f  S t a f f ,  upon f i r s t  r e a d in g  t h i s  in t e r c e p te d  message 

were o f  the same o p in io n .

A I  do n o t know. T h in g s  were m oving so  f a s t  

a t  t h a t  t im e . Many o f  the  h ig h e r  o f f i c e s  o f  the  

Governm ent d id n ' t  r e c e iv e  the  in t e r c e p t s  i n  t im e . By  

th e  tim e t h a t  we re c e iv e d  the m essage from  th e  Japanese  

P e a r l  H arb o r had a lr e a d y  happened.

Q When d id  the Departm ent o f  S t a t e  f i r s t  r e c e iv e  

th e  in t e r c e p t e d  copy o f  th a t  m essage?

A W e ll,  P a r t  14 I  would sa y  somewhere around te n  

o 'c l o c k .  I  d id n ’ t  see any o f  i t  b e fo re  th a t  tim e .

Q Ten o 'c lo c k  a .m , or p .m . o f  what day?

A Ten o 'c lo c k  a.m . on the 7 th ,

0 D id  the  in t e r c e p t e d  m essage w hich  was d e liv e r e d  

to  th e  W hite House on th e  e v e n in g  o f  the  6 th  o f  December 

in c lu d e  P a r t  14?

A I  t h in k  th a t  the  re c o rd  w i l l  show t h a t  P a rt  

14 w a s n 't  even re c e iv e d  or decoded u n t i l  th e  e a r ly  

m orning h o u rs o f  th e  7 th ,

Q T h e n , i f  the  P r e s id e n t  o f  the U n ite d  S ta t e s  

form ed h is  judgem ept o f  the e f f e c t  o f  the  n ote  w ith 

out s e e in g  P a r t  1 4 , i s  i t  c o r r e c t  to  sa y  t h a t  the f i r s t
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13 parts of the note In effect —  the first 13 parts 
of the note gave the Impression that war was inevitable?

A It would be difficult for me to answer that*
I mean, I can only speak for myself, because I didn't 
compare notes. I can only give my own opinion, if 
that is of any use.

Q Did you know that even before the delivery 
to the Japanese of the United States note of the 26th 
of November that the President and other high officials 
in Washington were expecting hostilities with Japan, 
perhaps as early as the first of December?

MR. KEËNAN: Mr, President, the prosecution
objects to that question. It might be that the people 
in the United States expected to be attacked by Japan 
for many, many years before, but that is not the issue 
before this Court.

THE PRESIDENT: He Is asked whether he knew
whether the President and others expected an attack.
He may answer.

A All I know is what the Secretary of State said; 
that Japan might be —  was apt to break out in an 
attack in any direction,

Q As you and the State Department read inter
cepted Japanese diplomatic messages from about the 28th 
of November, did it not become increasingly clear that
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1 whatever note might eventually he delivered by Japan 
would probably be the last and would mean war?

A Not necessarily. I mean it was a very strong 
likelihood of that, but it was not one hundred per 
cent conclusions. I'd like to explain that it wouldn't 
be the note that would mean war, it was the general 
situation, the forward movement that was going on —  
the heavy troop movement down southward, all those 
signs. It wasn't a question of a note, it was the 
question of a situation.

Q Nevertheless, when you knew that a note was 
coming which would have the effect of rupturing 
negotiations, was not the appearance of that note 
ennsid '.red of especial significance?

A Characteristics of that note were very well 
described by the Secretary of State to the Japanese 
Ambassadors.

Q Now, I am not asking you about the characteristics 
of it, I am asking you whether in the situation as it 
then stood, the arrival of a note of that character 
breaking off negotiations certainly did not indicate 
war?

ThE PRESIDENT: He can tell us only what the

23 American authorities thought, not what he personally 
thinks.
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A I think in the minds of many of the American 
authorities the note was connected with the dispatch 
of this large Japanese armada which had sailed 
a day previous and of which v/e had gotten word on the 
noon of the 6th —  this huge armada which was sailing 
8outhward or westward in the general direction towards 
British or American or Dutch territories. I am sure 
that Mr. Hull has testified to that effect.

Q Y'ell, that is just what I mean, that in the 
situation as it had then ceveloped, the Japanese note 
intercepted and available some time on the 6th, regard
less of its wording, actually constituted,and was 
understood by the American high authorities to constitute
a declaration of war, did it not? j

i
A I don’t know that any American officials I

expressed the opinion that it constituted a declaration I
of war. Things wore happening so fast at that tirx-j this j 
armada had already sailed.

Q Now, as to the delivery of that note to the 
Department of State, you have made the point in your 
affidavit that it was delivered to Secretary Hull at 
a time which was after the attack on Pearl Harbor. Are 
you aware of the fact from reading intercepted diplomatic

y
correspondence that it was the direction of the Japanese 
Foreign Office to Ambassador NOMURA that the note should
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be delivered at 1 p.m. in Washington?
A Yes, we saw the intercept on the morning 

of the 7th that the direction said it should be 
! delivered at 1 p.m,

THE PRESIDENT: V:’e will adjourn until half
past nine tomorrow morning,
I (^hereupon, at 1600 the proceedings
I

: v/ere adjourned until Thursday,21 November 1946
at 0930.)
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Thursday, 21 November, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
at 093C.

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, same as before with the 

exception of the HONORABLE R. B. PAL, Member from 
India, not sitting.

For the Frosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

The Accused:
i

All present except OKAWA, Shumei, who is 
represented by his counsel.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, ILTFE.)

A
/  *

\
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I-AESKAL OF THI COUP T: The International
Î. ilitary Tribune.! for the Far East is now in session. 

THE PRESIDEFT; Major Blakeney.

J C S E P H  W. B A L L A K T I  E E, called as a 
witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed 
the stand and testified as follows:

CBOSS-EXAT INATION 
BY . BLAnEiT.Y (Continued) :

Q be were discussino at yesterday's adjourn
ment the delivery of the final Japanese note on the 
7th of December. I have just one rone question on 
that, and that is this: You remember that Ambassador
F0I.1UEA originally made his appointment for one 
o'clock specifically to call on Secretary hull at

j the Department of State.
j
j A That's correct.

q j.rdj upon arriving at a later hour, made
! explanation that he had been delayed for certain
Iireasons.

A That is correct.
22 ! Q How, in regard to the message of President
23 Roosevelt to the Emneror, what answer was receivedî
2-i tio that?
25 i A I'm not very clear about that other than
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what Mr. Grew may have received in  Tokyo.
Q I  should lik e  to hand you a document and 

ask you whether you can id e n tify  i t  as the answer 
handed to I!r. Grew ir, Tokyo and by hin1, forwarded to 
the Benartnent of State (handing docurent to witness). 
I should have said th is v;as defense document No. 93*

A Yes, I  have seen th is document before. 1 
have seen th is message before.

i'R. BLAKT! T Y : I  nev; o ffer for id e n tifica tio n
defers* drei vent No. 93»

CLE7 K 01 TEL CCH Ï: Defense document No.
93 w ill  be riven exh ib it ho. 1247 for id e n tificatio n  
only.

( ‘/hereupon, the docur.en1' above re— 
ferre o to v; as marked defer s©’ s exhibit No.
1247 for id e n tifica tio n .)

IT . BLAKE KEY- Exh ib it Ko. 124-7, constituting 
•an excerpt from the renort of the Jo in t Committee on 
the investigation c f the- Pearl Harbor attack, is  
o ffer'd  in evidence.

ThT, PRESIDENT; Admitted cr the usual terms.
(V/hereu-'on, defense’ s exhi’- i t  No.

1247 y;riS received in evidence.)

M . BLAKT.LT. Y : I  do not rrerese to read i t
into the record unless the Tribunal so desires.

V
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THE PItï. C ICE i\rT : Read it, r 1 c- a s e.
HE. BLÂia KEYî Hay I inquire whether the 

Lan^uatre Section is prepared to make a s irai 3 tanecus 
translation?

TK1. liOFITCh: Yes, v/e are, sir,
IS.. BLAKLNLY: (Heading)

"At 7 a.m., December P (Japan tir’e) Ambassador Crew 
was awakened by a telephone call fr■'O an o ficial of 
the Jaran°se Foreign c*fice vhc requested him to call 
on Foreign I’ir.ister i’dGO ns soon as possible (er, 3C 
r. -°3). ’"hen Ambassador ; re1" arrived, Foreign Finis 
ter TOGO, :prin end formal,’ herdr-d birr. the Jaranese 
Government’s memorandum breaking off the nepotictions 
The T’oreirn Minister said that he hod been in torch 
with vmreror irirohito, who desired thet the memoran
dum be regarded as v'is reply to F resident roosevelt’s 
message. Ambassador (rer reported to the State De
partment that the Foreign Finister thereuron made to

* »

him the follovinp oral statement;
” ? Kis Fa je sty has expressed his pretefrlness and 

appreciation for the cordial message of the 
President. zre has graciously let known his 
wishes to the Poreipn ’’irlster to convey the 
following to the President as a reply to the 

a reply to the letter’s nesseee.

t

!

President as
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" ' Some cavs &po, the J résidert made irruiries re
gard irr the circonstances of +hf aurrentaticn 
of ,tpi ar.ose forces in French Indo-"bina to v/hich 
vis Fa.iesty has directed the Government to re
ply. "'i.thclrnv'c.l of Japanese forcés fr->n French 
Indo-China constitutes one of the subject nat
ters of th e .1 •. nanosc-Àüiericsn ne rotF-. tions.
Fis Fa josty has comrndoc! th° Governrent to 
state its viens t.c the fine r lean Government 
also on this cuestion. It is, therefore, ce-, 
sired that the President vill bind!y refer to 
t̂ J .c  ren1v#

"1 list i bli^hrent of peace in the Pacific, and con
sequently of the ~orld, ’as beer the cherished
des ire of vi s ; r i e rty f or the "eali?-tion of

6P* he has 1 n thr rto rade ’̂is Govrrrr.en t to
cent irvo it ende, acors. ’ris> IV Jesty
trusts that the Pro(J ôk. Jdent is fully a,',a are* of
this fact. ' (ex. 1r?Cu)"

I
I
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BY ÎR. B LAKE NEY ( Continua ri ) :
q Nov.*, lastly, Nr. Witness, I want to ask you 

ere or two questions about the modus vivendi proposal 
Is it correct that the United States draft redus 
vivendi proposal prepared in the days prior tc the 
2(th of November included provision for supply of 
some Petroleum to Japan?

A That is correct, a small quantity for 
civilian lises.

Cc That snail quantity for civilian use^, v/as 
it net a far more limited provision than the equiva
lent provision contained in the Jnraresc modus 
vive-ndl proposal of the 20th of November?

A It is very small, indeed, compared to what 
the Japanese in'L "r.tcd in one of their intercepts 
they were seing to ask for.

Q ' as this petroleum, question one of the vital 
differences be tween the two nations at that time?

A I don't know ereactlv whet you mean,
q I roar., was it one of the n^obl -rs which

seemed most difficult of solution?
A ..ell, the Japanese Government had asked in 

thejr proposal of November 20 for such petrcle-ur as 
Japan mipht require.

BALLANTINE

That pr< seated meat difficult-
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en this petroleum question at all likely.
A When Japan moved into southern Indo-Chlna 

in a position to attack us, we couldn’t see our way 
clear to give Japan petroleum for that purpose.

t* If the petroleum, question was one on which 
the parties were sc far from. agreement, did the 
State Department believe that there was any real 
^respect of an agreement on the modus vivendi at *'11?

I
A We thought there was very little prospect 

of an”- acceptance by Japan of the modus vivendi that 
had been drafted.

0 Do you remember Secretary Hull savine sere- j
thing about their being one chance in three* that it I
would be acceptable?*  I

'  iA He said, I believe, "not more than one chance iI
in three." j

Q Yes, I believe that’s correct. Nevertheless,
i

Secretary Hull did urge it upon the Chinese Ambassador 
on the 2^th of November, did he not, saying that "we 
have been carrying on conversations and raking some

I
proaress so far"? !iI

A Yes, he proposed it to the Chinese Ambassador.j
j

Q So that the Department felt, did it not, that j 
there ,,(as sore reasonable prospect that the presenta
tion of the modus vivendi would result ir the achieve-

V
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j ment of further progress?I
I A He didn’t think there was a reasonable

orespect. He thought there might be a very slight 
prospect of the thing —  the proposal was a worth- 

i while proposal, but he didn’t think there was veryI
much chance of the Japanese accepting it. The Japan
ese had given a very clear indication in their inter- 

I cepts that that November 20 was their minimum pro-
I
j posai, and what we were offering was chicken feed 
I compared with what they were asking.
I Q You already said, I believe, that modus
I

vivendi vas never presented.
A I don't remember whether I said it or not, 

but that is a fact.
Q Would it be correct to say that it was notI

j presented finally because of the opposition of the
! Chinese as expressed by the Chinese Ambassador?
i
I A That was one important factor in the situa

tion. There were other factors.
Ç At this time, however, the position of the 

Department of State was, was it not, that it was not
I

acting for the other interested nations?
A The proposed modus vivendi -- our proposed 

modus vivendi called for certain steps in cooperation 
by these other countries. It could not have been

\
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carried out bv tbe United States alone. |
i

Q The modus vivendi draft v.ns thought of, was ;
iit not, in the D:partr.ont of State, as veins merely ; 

a continu tien of the previous conversations?
•a The modus vivendi was a part of the whole -j

I
i*reposai. The communication of November 26 —  the j 
whole communication was a part of th t, too, of which J 
the modus vivendi was to he just one. part. What v;o

i
envisaged was that dur in' *he life of the modus 
viv<~ ndi wc would carra on cor ve rs'tiers toward the i
objectives of a i>. T.ancrt peaceful âr-..e: c.r.t. j

(. And those corvers'ti^ns would have boon a j
continuation of the conversations which had been in (
rrcpress, would they? !

That is correct.
111. BLAKE KEY: That is all. Thank you.

j
TEE PELSID!KT: Fr. 31swett. |

ï

11-, BLKV.TTT; If the Court Please, I shall 1 
my inquiry to matters net h- rctofc-rc covered j 

•possible. !
TFT ?' IS IDENT: We o> pr ctc-d that. ;

restrict
wherever
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CI:0S8-L:C,J:i:'u.TI0N (Continued)
BY Fh. ELTA7ETT :

v lir. B illantinr , whs t do you ire-on by the. 
phrase "Janan attacked against us" as far as the 
region of Irdo-China is concerned?

A Could you toll IT' whore th it fasse;»;c is, 
r lease ?

Q Just o moment aao, sir, in -.newer to a 
que stier, by the «..ramincr with reference to petroleum 
you used those nor is.

A In southern Indo-China, Jar .r. pieced h- rsslf 
in a position whore she s4ocd over the Philippine 
Islands, was able- to have threatened vital trade- 
routes affectinn our trade with the Far 1 .st, ana 
she- \;as also in a position to threaten the terri
tories of cur frjen hi who wer' resisting oppression.

Q Then you tad in mind, in part at least, our 
business interests.

Â Our bus in-, ss interests were u very small 
part of the consideration. The rain part v/r.s, the 
Far hasten- region is a re vion of great pre duc tien 
of strategie commodities such nr tin and rubber whirl: 
we used in great q̂ antiti'-p,

Q You referred to 19C' with re rar 1 to Jar; or. sc. 
investment in Fanchuria. Did net Jaran irvest in and

\
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I
CReSS-L’MFIM.TION (Continued)

BY 17:. BLUÆTT:
L Zr. Ballantinr, wlrt do you ire-an By the 

phrase- "Janan attacked against us" as far as the 
region of Indo-China is concern-;à?

A Could you toll w  whore tbit passa*-c is, 
please V

Q Just a normt ago, sir, in mower to a 
que stier, by the «.yamiucr with reference- to petroleum 
you used those words.

A In southern Indo-Cbinn, Jemen pieced h- rself 
in a position whore she stood over the Philippine 
Islands, was able- to hav-. throahnel vital trade- 
routes affect inn our trade with th„ Far t ..st, ‘md 
she was also in u position to threaten the. terri
tories of c-ur frienh; who were resisting urgression.

Q Then you bad in. mind, in part at least, our 
Business interests.

À Our business interests were a very small 
part of t)> consideration. Th- main part was, the 
Far Lastern region is a region of great, preauction 
of strategic commodities such as tin and rubber which 
we used in groat quar. title s.

Q, You referred to 19Cr v;ith reran> to Japan, .sc. 
in vestment in Manchuria. Did not Japan i) vest in and

\
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devc-lov Manchuria at that tine under a re cognized 
treaty agr•; cre.ent ?

À Would you toll reo whoc. that passage is, 
release ?

C. There is ,iust a reference to it on the first 
pare near the bettor*.

A I f-il to ''in'5 th it reference. I raid, "In 
190r Jar an e. stabil shed herself p curely in F- nchuria 
by acquiring a lease tc the iavartune territory ifd 
ownership of the Couth ' anchuria Lai"! wav. "

{ 11, do< sn11 that re an that th;ir enter d
into a tr- ..tv or carreer ent legally?

A Ye s.
Cj For, is it not a fact tin t in. t’y- ear.V- 

of the r.o~oti*'tiens the- attitud" of the United S 
with rc yard to the withdrawal of troops in China 
quite- reasonable which later b. ear * lirai ted?

stares
tates

m*—- 1
1 i;r. JPhhCID-TI e Surpest to hin , h r .  Blowett

why it was re ISO):" b i o ir. the first. rW'.cC: ard vvhn' it
becare limit.- :i l a t e r , if you car.. I hay be he. has told
us all he Lre<::s about theat, and we do not want these
thin-'s rouent«-d.

iT-. BLI-hETTi I ext act to follow that, if 
veur* honor rlcase, with, rec.rd to d •: vole-orient s cJ or g 
about that tiro, in 'êd.

\
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EY MR. ELIVETT (Continued):
C Did the United States continue to £ id Chins

undm lend-1er se or other le pi sir tier, during the 
rm.der.cy of the negotiations?

A You mem during the period of the ccnvcrs--
t i ons ?

r< Ye s, sir.
A Thr t is correct.
Ç o' prior to June 22, 1?41, the United States

r greed ith Jmrn as frr r s suggestions for the re-
tonti on of troops rgrins communistic rctivity as is
evidcr c<cd by the draft.

A That is not ccrrrct.
r Jus* a moment, "ell, then, maybe I better

go trek to th<* t if you sr y it. is incorrect. I \ xs 
under the inr̂ er-sion that recording to the dr? fts and 
record4ng to your testimony that prior to June 22 the 
United 3*ate s did hrve so.r.e underst nding with regard 
to the retention of troors so frr rs communistic 
activities v;cre concerned.

A You will note that in exhibit 3 of my 

affidavit, nr pc 4, Roman numeral III, /rabic numeral 
2. v;e have in narentheris "coor-crr tive defense mrinst 
injurious communistic activities, including stationing 
of J me. nose troops in Chinese territory" close

V
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r Y MR. ELF TEXT (Continu'd):
0 - r

i. Did the United Stetes conti
r
5 under lcnd-lerse or other lepislrtio
0 rmndonoy of the negotiations?
ji A You mem during the period
b

(> t-i one?
r -*/
a '; r- Yes, sir.

9
il That is correct.
rv/ Dow, prior to Junr 22, 1Ç41

:o 1 1
1 I a greed ith J'-'rn as for rs suggest-5
; j
i i tmti on of troops Per.ins communistic

evide1 c:d by the- dr~ft.

! -1 
1̂ 
]i\

A Thr.t. is not corrrct.
r. Jusf o moment. "ell, then, mrybe I better 

pc trek to th: t if you sr y it. is incorrect. I \:rs 
under the immersion that ccoording to the dr: fts and 
accord me to your testimony tirt ortor to June 22 the 
United S+otc s did hrvc some underst. riding v;ith regard 

’tor.tion of troors so frr os communistic 
:s •./ere concerned.
You will note thet in exhibit 3 of my 

off id- vit, rage 4, Roman numeral III, /r&bic numéro 1 
2. v;e hove in ocrentheris "corner: tive defense mainst 
injurious communistic activities, including sta timinp 
of Jewoncse troops in Chinese territory" close

1 “ under the imr--

\?
recordfng to

19 United 3*'tes

1a' to tl.e r-'tor.t

J ! activities •./e
> •> A You

affidavit, Pc
2. v;e hove in

\
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parenthesis, "Subject to further discussion."
Q ell, thet implies, of course, thr t there \;cs 

some discussion regarding that proposition.
A c have been having discussions —  v.v. had 

been bavin* discussions on that question fror, the very 
beginning almost to the end.

Q V.'c s there or not m y  change in the attitude 
of the State Department subsequent to Germany's attack 
on R' ssia.?

A Our rttitudo on that question was the same from 
the beginning to the end.

Q Did you or anyone in the State Department 
have my notice of the imminence of Germany's attack 
on Russia prior to June 21, 194-1?

A Y< s; certainly. That is a matter of oublie 
record, that the /ctinr Secretary cf St^tc informed 
the Russian Government, that we had intimation that 
Germany wc s going to attack Russia.

1 Did that fact have any "earing or influence ■ 
on the question of the removal of troops from China 
so far as the draft of June 21 was concerned''

A The t never entered our minds at all.
Q as the draft of June 21 considered in any 

wry in line with the supposition that the attempted 
German landing in England vrs not a near arose' ct?

\
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A I didn't quite, clearly understand your ques
tion.

Q Was the question of whether or not on rttaimted 
landing of Germany on Fnplish soil considered in any 
way in the negotiations or in the drov/ing uc of the 
dr? ft of June 21‘.

A It certainly was not in my mind and I heard 
no reference to it from anybody else.

Q ”ns there, at any time, any serious consider
ation by the State Department relative to the recog
nition of LCrnchukuo?

A Our position right along was that that v.ts a 
question between China and Japan. If China wore 
voluntarily,through amicable negotiations, willing to 
agree to it we had nothin? to say. Our position is 
clearly stated in the- June 21 draft: Amicable
negotiations in regard to ''!anchukuo.

Q Thon your Department would not have objected 
to it Y

A As far as I know. If there had been peaceful 
negotiations, without duress, and China, had been will
ing to agree to it, I don't think that anybody would 
have had anything to say. That is just ray personal 
feeling. That is the clear implication of this draft.

Q Am I correct or not, then, in assuming that

\
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there was r change of attitude in co for as the November 
26 draft v.'c.s concerned, inasmuch as it insisted that 
ell negotiations must be made with Chungking?

A \!c consistently took the ^rsition that the- j
national Government of Chin?., with temporary cental j

:t Chungking, wi s the governr.c-nt which v/e recognized i 
rnd that was the- government of China. V/e never chanced 
in th? t rosit ion.

C, L>id not the economic pl?n of J-oor. concerning
Chin?., Japan rnd Jrnchukuo, conform to the. tendency ! 
cmor.c nations ft th?t time?

A Conform to the tendency of the Axis :;ova rs, 
a tendency which v-e were doing our best to change.

Ç here there not other tr'de blocs, so-crll d 
trade; barriers, in existence among other nations out- ! 
side the Axis? j

/ I believe there v/e re. I am net an "Xpert j
on the* subject. j

rx Can you tell us whether or not, as an official 
of the State Lerartment, if t ic United ftc-tt s was unable 
to bre?k those trade barriers elsewhere, was it not 
insisting uron a unilateral obligation for Jrran bv !
insisting upon free trade between China •• nd J'"?n? i

A You used the word "insisting.” I v/o lei lik.. | 
to make ? little c-xrlanction of tn̂ t roint. i

\
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THE PRESIDENT: Th; t ls argumentative. i
»

HR. BLEWKTT: I think I asked the witness,
your Honor, if he could answer that es r.n officiel of 
the Ste te I errrtment♦ He is attempting to, sir.

THE PRESIDENT: You ere asking him can he I
provide an argument as an official. v:e don't want !
that. ’ t want feet from him. J

!
Q Do you have, Hr. Pellantinc, from your long 

stay in Japan and China, any particular prejudice 
toward the Chinese- as opposed to the Japanese0

!A I hop». I have no prejudice ''gainst. • ny tvot-Ic . j 
Q Did you v/rite any other books, pamphlets or ! 

articles, other than your Japanese grammar?
I

A I don't recall any published articles or j
pamphlets. j

Q I think you started that, in your cross-exam- j 
ination, with regard to the removal of troops, in one j 
instance the Department did not consider it seriously ! 
because it would not be approved by Chi^ng Kai-shek. j
Is that correct* j

!
A I believe that whet I said vrs that whatever i

!
formulas we had received from the Japanese, there were i 
no foiaula.s-thit we thought on that qhestion that we 
had received that Chir.ng Kai-shek would accept.

Q ’"as there not a. very strong, influential

\
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1 i business group in the United Strt.es thrt opposed any
2 j agreement between J n o m  rnd the United Strtes thrt did 
3j not exclude ell troops fromChinr?
4 ! THE FRFSIDENT : He cen soenk only for the State
'  j Dc-oartment. v.:c don't, went his orinion about v;hrt the 
6 j «jnerican people thought independently of thrt.
7 I MR. BLITETT: I meant to specify thrt, your
o  11 Honor, but I overlooked it.
9 ĵ Q I nnent, vas there m y  pressure brought uron
10 your Deerrtment by rny business group or individuels
i * i with regrrd to rn agreement between Jeoan rnd Chine
11 or the United States?
1:5 A There was not.
1 ‘ j Ç :V*. re there not reports received by you, r s
!<• director of Par Eastern.Affairs, indicating ttrt Jeran
« /■ tK’ i was becoming largely r competitive notion?
17 !

j A I v.-Esn't director of Fr.r Eastern /ffairs rt
iv,

thrt time.
19

C '..ell, then, in your capacity in the. State
20 1
I Deoartnent rs adviser.

21 !^ j / I  surroso from time to time there were ques-
ii tions raised by trade prouos in regard to Jma.nese

23 j
' trade, but those —  if there were they went to our 
economic people and I don't know much about that. In2 J
m y  cast, that ha.d no bearing umn the conversations
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or our attitude toward the thing v/hich was governed by 
thu fixed principles of the United States which have

1
been traditional in our F: r Eastern policy and the 
nost complete embodiment of v/hich is found in the 

j wine-~ov>r Tre • ty of 1922. Those principles we wanted
t

I to sec carried out in any new agreement which the :
• Japanese Government asked us for. ’’ e weren't seeking iIIany new rgreenu nt. '"e were s; tisfied with the exist- 
I agreement. Thus, when the Japanese came to us

ana asked us for a n«.w agreement, -e said th- t ve world :
■ be willing providing it conformed to our fixed nrincinlo:?
■ . T -.rv. th«.rc not r^f^renccs in the discussions 
i to the contemplated fction of Congress rs concerns
I this treaty or agreement?!
i L Iw-tur-lly vc ird to consider what kind of an
I agreement wo could carry Congress with.

Is it not a fact, hr. Erllantim., that 
..lad a me Chiang Kai-shek has arwny very influential j

j friends in ' a.shington -nd in + hf United States? j
j THE '̂ RLSIDIUT: That is beyond the scone of j
I the affidavit. j

Ç Regarding the freezing order of July, 1941»- * • f j
vha.t v" s the meaning of the State I apartment in term- 1

I in? it a move for self-defense?
"ell, when a desperado gets in position to

I
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shoot you, you d:n't \:rnt to five him rmmunition for 
thrt pur-ose-, !

Q '"rs net thrt order considered by the Stete ! 
Deportment rs trrcticrlly the v ginp of economic v/rr- 
f r re ?

A I  think the Strtc Dc-'-rtm nt recognized th: t
economic mcr.sures of thrt chmrcter could only be tc.'on
in : very Serious siturticn, but then ?c were conc.rned '!
ct th^t moment with r. v< ry imminent end overt ret which |I
necessitrted our trking steps of self-d fcnsc.

Q Do not the records of your department indicate |i»
tlrt. most wrrs in history hrve beer, economic? j

THE PRESIDENT : He n<.ed not rnsver th't que s- !
tion.

r: C m  you tel] us, Hr. Brllrntine, from your
E* pertinent's knowledge of the psychology of the Jrpr-n-- so
p merrily, might not this ret ion of freezing Vc con
sidered by the Jcmncse rs r.n ret of hostility;

A ’•’€ ’.rere concerned, -s I sr Id before, then 
.-’'th this question of stlf-dHms which, in vit.*- of 
the imminence of the. peril thrt \vrs crv.rted by Jrmn's 
move into southern Indo-Chinr. —  that consideration 
over-redo m y  othm consid err tion in the situation.

iI
I
I

iiI
i

I think I cxrlcinrd tmt in my affidavit.
:• ’ dl, v/hrt I ■..•rnted to know, if you c m  tell
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me, i s ,  f r o m  y o u r  k n o w l e d g e  o f  *he J a p a n e s e  p e o p l e ,  

how t h r  t  r e t  i o n  w r s  r e c e i v e d  o u t  h e r e ,  n o t  wh: t  t h e  

a t t i t u d e  o f  t h r  U n i t e d  S t e t e s  w r s  c o n e . m i n e  i t .

T H E  P R E S I D E N T :  He i s n ' t  h  r e  r s  p o s s e s s i n g

e n y  e x p e r t  k n o w l e d g e  o f  t h e  J a p a n e s e .  I n  r n y  e r s e ,  I  

s u p p o s e  t h e  T r i b u n e  1 c m  he t r u s t e d  t o  ^orm i t s  c m  

c o n c l u s i o n s  r s  t o  the. p u r p o s e  a nd  e f f e c t  o f  f r e e z i n g .

: I R .  T L E - I T T :  Y e s ,  s i r .

0  I  a s s u m e  , h o w e v e r ,  h r .  B e l l r . n t i n c ,  t h - 1  i t  

m u s t  h av e  h a d  some d e t e r r e n t  r s  r c - g - r d s  t o  t h e  n e g o t i 

a t i o n s ,  c i d  i t  n o t ?

A T h e  S e . c r c . t r r y  o f  r t a t c -  h r d  r l r ' t d y  s u r p e m . e d  

t h e  conv<. r s î  t i e n s  b e f o r e  t h e  f r e e z i n g  o r d e r ,  rr.d r f t - r  

t h e  f r e e z i n g  o r d e r  i t  w r s  t h e  J o  re ne s c  v h o  come, b a c k  

t o  u s  end  a s k e d  t h : t  t h e  c o n v e r s a t i o n s  b e  r e s u m e d .

Q " ' - s  t h e  e n t r y  o f  J n r r n r s e  ■ 'rioons i n t o  In d">-  

C h i n a  c o n c l u d e d  u n d e r  r.n . - e r r e r o n t  e r  n o t "

A J e  d o n ' t  ’'n ew t h e  nr t u r c  o f  - 1 1  t h e  f a c t o r s  

t h a t  w e n t  i n t o  t h r t  s i t u ?  t i o n .  T h r t  w r s  b e t w e e n  too. 

J a p a n e s e  r n d  H i t l e r  m d  t h e  V i c h y  G o v e r n m . n t .

Q ’" e l l ,  w r s  t h e r e  n o t  ~ f o r m a l  t m - t y  d r - ' / n  u r  

end s i g n e d  b y  t h e  n . - r t i c s  i n v o l v e d "

a  !?'y u n d e r s t a n d i n g  i s  t h r t  th«.. r e  w r s .  

h V'as i t  n o t  c o n s i d e r e d  r t  t h e  t i r e  o f  n ' ? 0  

t i n t i o n s  t h r t  r n  r c t u r . l  s t a t e  o f  v/ rr  e x i s t e d  b e t w e e n

S
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Japan and China, regardless of tue terns?
t

t\ Obviously- Very large scale h o s t il it ie s  had 
been going on fer four years.

 ̂ Could cr could net Japan have been ju stif ie d  
in  sending troops to Inio-China as a measure against 
the Chinese?

Tibia x i.hcï-'iC. T: That calls for an opinion
which v/e don't vrant fro.* the witness.

c hepresentatiens were r.a e to the Lenartment 
of ?tate by someone early in -vril, 19*+!. that Ja.'an 
was t-repsred to enter into an cgrsor.ent nulifying the 
Tripartite Pact, be you recall who made those repre
sentations, hr. Baliantine, and whether or not tney were 
ever reduced to writing or any document?

A As 1 indicated — or perhaps . didn't —
Father r̂ou-.ht told me orally thau that va s whs t hi « 
Japanese contacts had said to him. be gou nothing in 
writing :°rom any authorstiti,re source on that.

■i There is  nc document cr any record cf teat 
conversation cr that proposal anywhere in the _•. pert
inent? Throurhcut the negotiations there seems tc be 
seme indication with reference tc ^resident hoeseveIt and 
Secretary n u ll that there '"as a variance between the 
representations made by the accredited representatives 
of Japan and the Javanese press. ■ id your Lepertment
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1 I feel th* t these rmbossn.dors were- rvthorized to exccut
!

2 j ;n •'prcement if r meeting of the minds hod occurred?
i

■> j If f meeting of minds hod occurred end v:c h~c
!
: proceeded to negotiations, then there would hove fcc-..n »

' j full powers communier ted, c.xchrnrcd between ĥc two 
° I governments rs + o whom the negotiators v'0u1q be. Thr.t 
7 j cuestion, therefore, n-'ver rrose.
:: ! THL* PRES I Drill : V-Y will recess for fifteen

minutes.
("hcrcuron, ot. 1045, " rcccrs r s  tr ken 

until 1100, L fter which the proceed in fs •;;«? ='c resumed, 
os follows’;
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

Ti E PRESIDENT: Mr. Blewett.
Jv”ETT (Continued):
Are you familiar, Mr. Bnllantine, with Mr. 
istimony before the Pearl Harbor Committee?
I am.
Is it true that he stated that these negoti- 
5re taken up for the nurnose of peace in the 

Pacific and at the same time to get tire for armament 
of the U.S.A.?

A I’d like to refresh my memory on the- exact 
quotation of his statement.

Q He stated —
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Elewett, be careful

when you purport to say what Mr. Hull said that you 
quote his exact words. You may have done so.

MR. BLE"'ETT: I have a quotation, sir, that
I think is correct from that statement, but if the 
witness does not recognize that, sir, I will not 
pursue it.

ThE PRESIDENT: He may if you put Mr. Hull’s
exact words.

IP. HIGGINS: Mr. President.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Higgins.

i f .V r

H
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IP.. HIGGINS-* I object to this testimony. It 
is not an net of Mr. Hull as Secretary of State, but 
as a witness before some investigating committee and 
the renort of that would be the best evidence of what 
Lr, Hull said, if he did make a statement.

THE PRESIDENT: Idr, Elewett is pursuing
the conventional course. V’e cannot very v/ell stop him. 
Ye do not want the whole of that inquiry in evidence.
The witness las said he is familiar with what L'r,
Hull said.

HE. HIGGINS: There is no evidence that Lr.
Eallaptine was present.

THE PRESIDENT: Hearsay is admissible in tils
Tribunal.

IP. BLEnSTÏ: I read, sir, from nape 554 of
Congressional Investigation of Pearl Harbor Attack 
of the 27th, just one paragraph, sir:

"Eut our policy was not to sayino’to the 
Japanese ultimatum of November 20, It was not to 
remain silent even. It vj3s to grab at every straw in 
sight in an effort to keen up the conversations and 
to rive time to our armies and navies here and among 
our future allies, to make further preparation and also 
to show our continuing interests in peace."

0 r,as that a concept of the State Department’s

\
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policies at that time? I
THE PRESIDENT: During the negotiations.
MR. BLEVETT: Yes. j

A I think you will find a similar statement in !
!

the summary of conversations in the record of’Foreign j 
Relations, United States-Japan, 1931 to 194-1." It 
was our desire and our hope to meet the expectations

I

of the American people who desired peace. v'e wanted 
to keep alive the snark of peace to the last split iI
second. V.'e wanted to clutch at every straw tVat might j

i
make possible the continuance of peace. Surely there j
was nothing inconsistent between that objective and ;

•
giving our armed forces and those of our friends ;

!
time to prepare adequately for self-defense. i

Q Could you, therefore, confidently have any great !I
discernment or realization tViat an agreement could be 
reached under such circumstances?

TEE PRESIDENT: Did the Department think that
one could be reached under those circumstances?

THE WITNESS: Under those circumstances we
would be all the more anxious to take anything that 
was possible, but surely we weren’t going to sacrifice 
our principles.

Q Did the President of the United States, in his 
Navy Day speech on October 27, 194-1, infer that the

j
iI
!Ij
i

II

i
I«
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3

4

5

United States was re^dy to fight Japan? !
THE PRESIDENT: Put it this way: "Did the j

President make this observation on that date;” then j 

quote his exact words, if it is not already in evidence,' 
and I do not think it is. I

6
7

12
13
14

\
15 1

16 I
17 ,
1 ■? 1«>

HR. BLEVETT: V.'e have sent to Washington for
a copy of the speech, sir —  for an excerpt —  but 
it has not been received by us as yet. I do not know 
whether the prosecution has it, I think the witness 
is familiar with the speech however, your Honor. If 
ho says not, I shall not pursue the question.

THE r,iTNESS: I am not familiar with the
speech.

THE PRESIDENT: VTe want nothing but the exact
words used in these speeches.

MR. BLEV!LTT: I understand, sir.

ii

I

j
It
!
■\«
«»II

V)

:o t

25
I

I
I
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I
Q Are

il, Churchill
/ou familier v̂ith the speech o'* 
shortly t.’* er elfter et the Lord Payor's

dinner. ■hie* excerpt has bo°n admit,- ed in evidence
here?

A I mould have to have ny memorv refreshed or
-:-h-t.

’*•1. BLE'T.TT: If ro”r TTonor insists, I do rot
he.ve the er! :bit, handy so I on unable to read it. Kay 
I cuote one portion of it to the ,,,itness r:*d see if he 
recalls t'-at'’-

TUE FR'STDBN : Are "ov roin~ to ?sh hin v/hat
v/as the e f f e c t  of T’r. Chur chi’111 s •"o-'ds on •’■he American

I State repartment.? I do net, set- ™by you should ash the
I cuestion because his speech is in evidence.!I 0 In vie"i of these manifesto hio'"s throughout- 
j the attempted ne'otiatioos, inclrdin;; ti*c ^rcesing 
! order, embargoes, aid to China, mas it. inconceivable 
: to vorr Denartnert that Japan might have had some doubts

as to the United States1 sincerity?
T-y PRESIDENT•• Can he testify as to the 

Japanese doubts witbo«t expressing ->n opinion unless 
they r-old hi-* t’ at ti'oy had them and ’-/hat. they mere?

I"l. BLE’ETT: 1 -’ould assume, sir, that there
must have boon sô 'e -î"oication o. thê .r attitude 
throughout, these Ion" discussions.

V
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?*-T PRESIDE’ "e ''■old u ■ ’■estevda.v thei he 
wasn't affected by their der.eanor. /^art Ere ■’ that,
'7C have only their "’cuds end t.-'eir e.c iô s.

;*r . BIP ‘ETE: el" , i*' your Fcnor pierce v tt*.
>'i " n e r-s n i r h t  p o s s i b ? . ” ' b e  o r  e x p e r t  i n  s ^  f a r  o r  h i s  

1er' ' T i e d  y e  c ?  t h e  J r r n o f e  T5S” c h o l o ~ y  , i a ’ r be  c o n c e r n e d .

T’E FTfGJDEFih For the -'ire be in? v,e recognise 
no such ernerr.

r r. ' unreasonable, i' !e opinion o'* the
St a■•e Deparv.̂ en‘L, to °*el —  C - ’ O S S  'at " v -l:I -- as
re“~ . J p  Fr VR O c; re preparations •’‘or "'.r, inosrv.c' a s
the United States ■'as und e*y'oinn the s r r* e nr .** ■ reso ah
th e v. ire ?

•vas r.ot out in t’crce on - coarse
>r.. Our sol efonse prewar"~
ce a 1 o»<•»/• 4* ̂ r' 1/ af 'er c! e -Japanese

; po7 ic"r O'? t‘‘3 r ty? Détartrent
June 1~-* T »•»* *r*- 5 ^.3 it r.ot ŝ

fomar-"' 'overrent honen.
r Tf eoï.̂ ;

v/r.s positive in Fay r 
for exn7.icih.ly: and if rot received o- not ncce;-'"r' 
by Japan, "Tre nob e'-G*"*» ne et.ie''iens clc-ec and
conclue-ef ?

A Ehe America •' Covyv,nmonv. -as sine er el** and
em.es ‘lv desirous o ‘ -vorkin" cr-p peace o r’-e 7 m
possible notent. at arythinp t: Japanese c r c us

V
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a ne’ said thev ••'anted a ê-acefuX seihl ment. ’..-e explored
en-.'f y end Up te t''r end the nos- si bill tios of reace
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Q Mr. Ballantine, did you write or dictate 
this affidavit personally?

THE PRESIDENT: That was answered almost
at the beginning of the cross-examination.

UR. BLEWETT: It is my recollection, sir,
that it has, but I thought at that time he referred 
to the preparation of it.

THE PRESIDENT? Jell, it is a short answer.
Get it from him.

I.®, BLEWETT; It is not important, sir.
I will waive it, if your Honor thinks that —

THE PRESIDENT: Let him answer.
A Yes, I dictated that affidavit.
Q Now could not your statement in great part 

be based upon a reconstruction of happenings and 
events in the light of Pearl Harbor; and could they 
not have been formed on what appears to you to be 
a deliberate prepared policy, but what actually 
constituted a sincere effort to effect an agreement 
by Japan for peace and economic security?

THE PRESIDENT: If we understand that
question rightly, you are still asking for his 
opinion.

UR. BLBWETT: Well, your Honor, hindsight
sometimes creates -- may not create the proper viewpoint
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in a situation. The past events may be strongly 
indicative of a course of action, but I am simply 
asking the witness if this prepared statement might 
not have been made on a reconstructive basis.

THS PRESIDENT: I suppose he acted on every
bit of knowledge he possessed including the war. You 
are asking him, in effect, what sort of an affidavit 
would he have crafted or have signed if Pearl Harbor 
had never happened. That is purely hypothetical.

MR. BLE'HSTT: I am enceavoring, your Honor,
to point it more specifically to the attitude of 
these representatives of Japan while these negotiations 
were going on. Nov;, after all these years, and 
after the developments, it may strongly indicate 
that they were insincere.

THE PRESIDENT: Has not the Court to decide
that in the light of all of the evidence before it 
without any assistance from Hr. Ballantino's opinion?

t!R. 3LE7ETT: I believe your Honor is
correct in that, sir. That concludes my questioning.

THE PRESIDENT: Ur. Cunningham.
CROSS-EXAM INATION (C ont inuod)

BY MR. CUNNINGHAM:
Q If the Tribunal please: Mr. "'itness, wore

you present, Mr. Ballantine, at all of the Hull-Stimson

\
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conferences concerning Japanese-Arcorican relations 
while the negotiations v/ere going on?

A I was not present at any of the confer-ences 
between Mr. Hull ana Mr. Stimson.

Q Then do you know from the records of the 
State Department on what date -- exact date —  Mr. 
Hull declared to Mr. Stimson that negotiations were 
no longer useful?

A I do not recall the words which you quote 
at all.

Q Yesterday, you testified that Mr. Hull hac 
told to Mr. Stimson in effect that the negotiations 
were through. Can you tell us the exact date of 
that conversation?

A I said yesterday that Mr. Hull had said:
"The matter is now in the hands of the Army and Navy." 
If I recall correctly, he said that on November 27th. 
In any case, the facts are set forth in the Pearl 
Harbor Inquiry.

\ V/hat I am getting to, Mr. Ballnntine, is:
If Mr. Hull, accoroing to the r e c o r d s  of the State 
Department, made any preparatory remarks at any other 
time during the negotiations to Mr. Stimson before 
this final conversation?

A As I said, I was not present at any of the

V
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1
!conversations or conferences between Mr. Hull and 

î/r. Stimson. Hy knov>ledge of what was said is 
derived either from v/hat Mr. Hull tolc me personally 
afterv/ards, or from the records in connection v/ith 
the Pearl Harbor Inquiry; and I could not undertake 
to give any clear sequence of those statements 
without refreshing my mind from the Pearl Harbor 
record.

Ç Now let us go to the American State Depart
ment's attitude toward the Tripartite Pact. ’Yould 
you say that it was definitely the foreign rolicy 
ef Hr. Hull and the State Department to totally 
divorce Japan from Germany in the event of the 
extension of the war in Europe to include the United 
States' participation?

A Japan came to us and asked for an agreement 
covering peace in the Pacific area. Naturally, 
before concluding such an agreement, we wanted to 
make sure that Japan would not attack us if we got 
involved in Europe.

Ç That does not answer my question, Mr.
Ballantine. Would you say that it vms definitely the 
foreign policy of Mr. Hull and the State Department 
to totally divorce Japan from its responsibilities 
under the Tripartite Pact to Germany in the event
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1 the United States became involved in the European 
! war?

THE PRESIDENT That involves the determina
tion by the witness of Japan's responsibilities to 
Germany and Italy under the Tripartite Pact.

MR, CUNNINGHAM: May the witness answer?
THE PRESIDENT: No. Ho can say whether it 

was the desire of America to keep Japan out of a 
war should the United States become involved in one 
in Europe —  the desire of the State Department —  
and ho gave his answer in the second part of the 
last answer.

Ç ifell, Mr. Eallantine, was this policy that 
was expressed to the Japanese Ambassadors all through 
the negotiations?

A I don't know what you mean by "this policy".
Q The poliey which you have expressed.
A Via made our position clear to the Japanese 

from the very outset of the conversations.
Q 7/as it the position of the State Department 

that if Japan had made an agreement to annul the 
responsibilities under the Tripartite Pact that that 
would constitute a breach of that pact?

A Mr. Hull repeatedly told the Japanese that 
he would leave it to the Japanese what they could do.
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— ____Q ..V.ras_ the. failujrg_.of.tho parties to agree on _
the interprétation of the responsibilities of Japnn 
under the Tripartite Pact one of the controlling 
factors in the two parties' inability to complete 
the negotiations?

A I would put it this way: The failure —
our failure to obtain clarification from the Japanese 
as to what they would do in case wo became involved 
in the war in the Atlantic was one of the factors 
which made it difficult for us to reach an agreement.

Q Did not —  was not the Pact in effect //hen 
Germany and Russia went to war and Japan not joining 
Germany, didn't that give the United States sufficient 
basis for determining whether or not Japan would go 
to war in the event of further extension of the 
European war?

THE PRESIDENTS It is not for him to answer
that.

THE '-ITNESS: I did not understand you,
Mr. President.

THE PRESIDENT ; It is not for you to answer 
that. You are asked to weigh up considerations and 
give your own opinion, co you realize it?

During those negotiations, had not the 
State Department understood that Germany considered

\
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a virtual state of war existed between the United 
States and Germany from President Roosevelt’s Navy 
Lay soeech and other acts that were committed after 
that anc before that?

THE PRESIDENT : Read that question to mo,
Mr. Reporter, please.

(Whereupon, the last question was 
road by the official court reporter.)

THE PRESIDENT; He may answer if ho can.
A I don't know what Germany considered.
Ç The State Department was carrying on diplo

matic relations with Germany at that time, were they 
not?

A V/e had diplomatic relations.
Q Now, Mr. Ballantino, we will go to another 

subject. v.'hat did the State Department have in mind, 
or what was their plan or program in the event these 
negotiations failed?

A I don't know that any conclusion had boon 
reached on that. The Japanese had said that in the 
event of failure of the negotiations, that the conse
quences would be most unfortunate. r,o felt that wo 
could go so far, and if we could not go any further, 
v/e would just stand and take the consequences,

Q In your answer to Mr. 31ew:tt you suggested

I

\
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that unless the arrangements or th.. fixed policy of 
the Unit*: c States as settled by the 1922 Conference 
were carried out, that you could not make an agreement. 
Nov/ this fixed policy, as you have expressed it, it 
was the opinion of the State Department that unless 
this fijeed policy ».vas carried out, oven if it meant 
war, is that correct?

A It meant that ve v/oro unwilling to surrender 
our principles no matter v/h.at the consequences.

Ç Did it not also mean that 'ven in the light 
of the changed circumstances between the time of the 
fixed policy './as settled until the time the negotiations 
were going on, you would not go beyond a certain 
limit ev~n if it meant v/ar?

A The changed circumstances v/ore Japan’s 
breaking av;ay from the Ninc-Povvor Treaty of which 
she was a party. Our position on that is abundantly 
set clear in a note which v:o addressed to the Japanese 
Government on December 30, 1938, v/hich I believe is 
in evidence before this Tribunal.

THE PRESIDENT: v.'o will adjourn until half
past one.

i
(''hereupon, at 120C, a recess was taken.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
1330.

MARSHAL OF THE COURT; The International 
Militär^ Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Cunningham.

J O S E P H  W. B A L L A N T I N E ,  called as a 
witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed 
the stand and testified as follows:

«

CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. CUNNINGHAM (Continued):

Ç Mr. Ballantine, we go now to the question 
of to what extent were the Japanese-American negoti
ations which were going on made public at the time?

A They were not made public.
0

Ç well, was Germany, with whom diplomatic rela
tions continued until December 11, 1941, kept informed 
or were the negotiations pur^oscl/ kent from them by 
both sides at the request of the^USA?

A V/e were conducting informal, exploratory 
conversations to determine whether a basis for a 
negotiation existed. The stage of the negotiation 
was never reached.
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Q Did the Department of State feel that a 
basis of negotiation had never been arrived at?

A That is correct.
Ç Were the B,C,D Powers kept informed of all 

the conversations and exploratory conferences?
A They were informed that we were having in

formal , exploratory conversations. But, no -- they 
were not given any information in regard to the con
tents of those things except in connection with the 
Japanese-proposed modus vivendj and our proposed 
modus vivendi. I do not recall definitely whether 
the exact Japanese proposal of November 20 —  whether 
they were informed of the details of that. I air not 
sure about that.

Did the State Department express its 
official dissatisfaction at KATSUOKA's expression of 
view concerning the negotiations which came to the 
attention of the German officials?

A I am not clear to what you refer.
Q In a speech by lATSUCILA in which he discussed

the negotiations, was there not an official protest 
or suggestion made by the United States that these 
negotiations be kept secret?

A In so far as I recall, no representations 
were made to the Japanese Government or to the

\
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1
Japanese representatives requesting that the conver
sations be kept secret. On the contrary, it was the 
Japanese who asked us or who impressed upon us the 
desirability that the conversations be kept secret.

Q Was this Foreign Minister TOYODA or Foreign 
Minister KATSUOKA's policy?

A I don't know whose policy it was.
Ç Did the State Department consider that 

Germany was within her rights in asking Japan to 
adhere to the responsibilities under the Tripartite 
Pact in the event America entered the European 
War?

A I don't know that the State Department gave 
consideration to that.

Q Nov/ v/e pass to another question, Mr. Ballan- 
tine. During your course of negotiations as an 
official of the State Department, did any other 
nation offer its good offices in mediation of the 
differences between the United States and Japan?

A The only thing I recall of that nature was 
a conversation between the Australian representative 
and the Secretary of State Hull towards the latter 
part of November. He proposed to have a talk with 
the Japanese representatives. Kr. Hull said he had 
no objection but thought that nothing would come of it.

. I
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% Who wa.i this pen tinman or of.fici.a-?
A I believe that Kr* hicaurd Casey was the 

/Australian Minister at that timo.
ÎHL FfSGIDry.C; Did Mr, Casey claim that he 

was acting at the inscarce oj Japan?
Iff; WirfESo: Fe dia not.
THl:i PfiOoDIlJi'-, The only /el : vance of that 

question pat by ifv. jun?..l.aglu.n» is t •*:: "carfrg on 
the Hague Con von tier, of 19C> .
3Y ftli, CüidlirGnAjû vContinued) ;

l > Cxt.  1  î a  n s , r » o ,  f / r  F r  . . u e : t i n e ,  :  o y  1  t a d  o r  

or power suggested : :i any of t-ho ûe libéra tiens on 
the Uni ted »States or Japan's shio, «hi-ih /'.ad not taken 
a stand on the wax ac lis cire. .»h:.*.h 'oa.ld have 
fudged the matter and cet“.led the differences 
impartially7 If so, who wa/ that power., and what 
was the influence?

n finit, question never arose at the tine.
4 W a a n y  artempt made by the State Department 

oi Jan m  at i.be beginning ci the negotiations to 
arbitrate or submit the differences to an impartial 
body?

A. I don't know what Japan did. The Ounce 
Departinern; ths Japanese oarnc to us cr.d asked for 
an agreement, and we entered into conversations

III
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toward that agreement. The question didn't arise.
Q Then you considered the possibility of war 

only on one side. That calls for your opinion, and 
I will withdraw that.

Had not Great Britain and the Netherlands 
and Canada and other countries shown their willing- ; 
ness to stand by the decision of the United States 
on these matters?

A I have no knowledge that those governments 
gave the United States a blank check to settle 
things for them in any way. What we had envisaged 
was that, after reaching what we thought was a basis 
of an agreement, that wo would go to these other 
powers and discuss the matter with them then.

Ç Did you or Mr. Hull or any other official 
in tho State Department have any conferences with 
the British and other Ambassadors and representatives, 
keeping them informed of the developments?

A L:r. Hull had conferences with the diplomatic i
representatives of the friendly rowers from time to 
time. I can't recall offhand the exact details of 
what he said. But, so far as I know, there was no 
discussion of the details of the progress of the 
conversations in regard to the points involved 
therein. ,

\
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Q «'ere they not disposed to leave the details 
of the negotiations in the hands of Mr. Roosevelt and 
the Secretary of State, Mr, Hull?

A As I have said before, we hadn*t got up to 
any negotiations,

Q Let us revert to the Chinese-Japanese rela
tions, Was the State Department in a position to 
present a plan on August 10, 1/37 that the Japnnese- 
United States relations concerning China were such 
that America could act as mediator for China and 
Japan settlement?

A My understanding is that we did not offer 
mediation; we merely offered good offices,

Ç Was this to promote the interests of the 
United States or for some other purpose?

A It was for the purpose of restoring and main
taining peace,

Ç All of these transactions between the United 
States and Japan were carried on uninterrupted regard
less of who occupied the Cabinet or the main govern
mental posts in the Japanese Government; is that 
correct?

A Are you referring to conversations in 1941?
Q I am referring to the general course of ‘ 

Japanese-American relations over the period of years

4____ \
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testified to by you in j'our affidavit,
A We pursued a consistent policy towards 

Japan throughout our relations, irrespective of what 
group or power —  party might be in power in Japan,

Ç Were your negotiations solely with the 
officials in power, or were there other negotiations 
during that period with economic and industrial and • 
other interests?

A Negotiations of the State Department were 
with the Japanese Government,

Ç From your answer to Mr, Blewett, I believe 
it was, or Nr. Blakenoy, you suggested that Mr. Grew 
was only giving the point of view of Tokyo, and I 
wondered if it was official Tokyo which you were 
expressing the view about.

A What I intended was, Mr, Grew was giving the 
viewpoint as he saw it from where he was in Tokyo.

Q In response to a question by Mr. Blewett 
you suggested that America began preparation for war 
a long time aftor tve Japanese forward movement began. 
Can you give us the date at which the State Depart
ment determined that "movement began"?

A I don't know if the State Department made 
any official determination as to when that forward 
movement began.
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Q Then how can you set the time at which the 
United States began preparation for war?

A In the autunn of 1940, Japan concluded an 
alliance with Hitler*s Germany and with Italy. If 
you will read some of the speeches of some of the

*

Japanese leaders following that alliance and read 
the speeches of the German representatives, you will 
see many references to the creation of a New Order 
throughout the world. It was a world movement of 
conquest.

Q Then how can you set the time when the 
United States began preparation for v;ar? That’s my 
question,

A It is perfectly clear that the United 
States was a peace loving nation, that the United 
States was not coveting anj'body else’s territory or 
was not out on a course of aggression. It is per
fectly clear that our nation did not want war even 
as late as the summer of 1941. The extorsion of 
the Selective Service Act wa* passed bv cnlv one 
vote in the House of Representatives,

Q When did the State Department notify the 
War Department that they better get ready for v;ar?

A The Secretary of State, the Secretary of WarI
land the Secretary of the Navy and the President were
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in consulation throughout  ̂the administration. I 
don’t know when any particular statement was made in 
regard to the matter.

f. I just want to know what you mean when you 
say, "A long time after the Japanese forward movement 
began, the United States began preparation for war."

A Japanese invasion of Manchuria in 1931 was 
in  clear v io lation  of the Nine-Power Treaty. That 
certa in ly  was a forward movement.

Q That’s what you said in your affidavit, Mr. 
Ballantine. But, was that ever decided by a tribunal 
or any body created for the purpose of determining a 
legal liability under the Nine-Power Pact?

A I think the League of Nations had something1 
to say about that.

Q Well, it looks like- wc are stymied on that 
question. Let's go to the next:

Did not the State Department consider that 
wire tapping and interception of mail and messages 
was an unfriendly act not countenanced between friend
ly nations and contrary to international law?

THE FEESIDENT: If wire tapping was the
cause of the war and there could he a justification 
for it, there might be something in that question.

MR. CUNNINGHAM: My only reason in asking

\
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1 that was to show that there was bad faith in the
2 transaction. How could there be good faith —
3 THE PRESIDENT: I cannot argue with you at
4 this stage, Mr. Cunningham. But, it is not a prac-
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BY IJh. CUNNINGHAM: (Continued)
Q Now, about the intercepted messages. vïere 

the intercepted messages transmitted immediately to 
the State and War Departments from the time the in
tercaption began?

A They • were communicated to the State Depart
ment when they were translated.

And were they then transmitted to the War 
and Navy Departments immediately?

The War and ivavy Departments were on the re
ceiving end —  were on the sending end. The State 
Department was on the recsiving end.

Q That was my understanding, Ur. Ballantine, 
but 1 merely v/anted to show that those departments 
had received the messages.

Ur. Ballantine, when the exploration of a basis 
for negotiations began was it understood by the 
State Department officials that if an agreement were 
not reached that a state of war would ensue?

A No.
Q When did that oo .elusion —  when was that 

conclusion arrived at by the State Department?
THE PRESIDENT: They didn't arrive at any.

He gave 3rou a negative answer. You asked him whether 
war would be decided upon if the negotiations failed.
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he said that there was no such decision. That is 
the end of it.
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Lh. CUihuhGHAÎà: A fev; qualification ques
tions, your honor, that were passed over in the be
ginning.

Q I.Ir. Ballantine, is your appearance here 
voluntary? î id you ask to be sent here as a witness?

A I did not.
lilt. CUIui'IEGEaL: That is all.
ThE PEESÏD3KT: Colonel Vvarren.
LE. ■liHhiiEu : If the Tribunal please

Ox .OS S -EXAfci IR aT IC A ( o o n t i nue d )
BY LR. WAKKEi :

Q Now, in answer to a question by Lr. Cun
ningham you stated in substance that it was perfectly 
clear that late in the year of 1941 that the United 
States did not v/?.nt war.

A That is a fact.
Q Vc-re you specking of the people of the 

United States or the nen in high stations, such as 
Cordell hull and President Roosevelt and his ad
visers?

A I an speaking of both.
f hov7, i will ask you if you are familiar 

with a statement by President Roosevelt as early as
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Octôber 8, 1940, in which he stated, and I quote,
«

that if the Japanese attacked Thailand and the Kra 
Peninsula or the Dutch East Indies v/e would not enter 
the war; that if they even attacked the Philippines 
ho doubted whether v/e would enter the war, but that 
they could not alv/ays avoid making mistakes and 
tyiat as the war continued and the area of operations 
expanded, sooner or later they would make a mistake 
and v/e would enter the war*

A I have no recollection of such a statement.
Q Do you recall a Cabinet mooting on November 

25th, which was attended by Secretary Hull, Secretary 
Knox, Secretary Stimson, General Marshall, Admiral 
Stark —  rather, I said Cabinet meeting; I meant a 
conference —  In which the situation was discussed 
and at that time they started on the problem as,I 
am quoting, how wc should maneuver".thorn,’the Japanese, 
into the position of firing tho first shot without 
allowing too much danger to ourselves?

A Are you referring to Mr. Stimson1s report 
in 1945 of that conference?

4 I am referring to a meeting that took place 
on November 25th, which is referred to in the in
vestigations of that committee with reference to 
Pearl Harbor.
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A I hcve read the record cf that Pearl Harbor, 
tut in 194-1 1 had no knowledge whatsoever of any 
contsnt of such a meeting such as you read.

Q I am referring only to your statement that 
nobody in high place in the United States as late ns 
1941 v/r.nted war. Now, are you familiar with the 
discussions that Cordell Hull, together v?ith other 
men, had with the Piosidcnt of the United States v/ith 
reference as to whether or not the people of the 
United States would back them if they determined upon 
a course of war against Japan?

ü J am sure that neither Cordell Hull nor the 
President ever had in mind an aggressjve war against 
Japan.

I am net asking for your opinion. I am 
asking you if it isn't a fact thr.t those discussions 
took place.

J I have no knowledge of discussions of the 
nature you have described other than what I road 
in the Pearl lir.rbor l.eport.

Q As one of a team of advisers to Secretary 
hull, wore vou not .informed of the opinion and the 
ultimate aim of those men in high stations?

A 1 was informed that it was the aim of these 
men in high station that they should strive for peace

i
i

iiii

j

i

i

i

i

I
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to the very last.
»

Q With reference to that, are you acquainted 
with a Stanley Hornbeck?

A I am*
Q Vv'hrt was his position at the time you v/ere 

on this advjsory commission relative to Ccvdoll Hull?
THE PRESIDENT: He has already told us. He

can say it again.
LiR. WAHLEN: I didn't hear your Honor's re

mark.
THE PRESIDENT: He already told us of his

position, but ho can repeat it.
MK. WARREN: Your Honor, perhaps the question

is misunderstood. I mean v:hr.t was his position re
lative to Cordell Hull, not his official position - 
as to friendship, and so forth.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you didn't suggest
friendship,

A I am not in a position to.testify as to any
thing more than his position in the State Department.

Q Is it not true that Hr. Hornbock was more 
in the confidence of Cordell Hull than any other per
son in the State Department, dealing with Far Eastern
questions?

A Mr. Hull made his own decisions. In

\
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conferences Ur. Kornbeck, Lr. Hamilton end myself, 
were all treated as equals.

THE PHESIuEwT: You told us before you were
the junior cf the three, but you were still treated 
as an equal.

THE ITHESS : That's right.
Q I take it you are perfectly familiar 

v;ith the numerous memoranda prepared by Mr. Eornbeck 
and for Ur. Hull that got rather wide circulation 
through the State Lepertmont, concerning Japan and 
our relations with Japan, were you not?

A I was.
Q Those memoranda dealt with the economic 

strangulation that was being placed on Japan by the 
United States Government in connection with other 
governments, did they not, for the most part?

A Ur. Hornbeck's memoranda dealt with a great 
variety cf subjects.

Q Quite right, but almost invariably is it 
net true that they refused —  I mean rather, that 
in his memoranda he refused to credit Ambassador 
Grew and Ur• Dooman's advice on the situation in 
Japan and the Far East?

A I wouldn't concur in any such generaliza25
tion
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Q We will put it on the major issues to which 
you have testified.

A I don't think that even on the major issues 
thet it would be fair, without a considerable amount 
of thought rnd review of those memoranda, to make 
such a statement.

Q Now, with reference —  I ask you if you wcre 
familiar with the memoranda he wrote concerning the 
strangulation by economic sanctions against them —  
rather, not sanctions but economical .strangulation of 
Japan —  to force J*’'an to do what the United States 
wanted Japan to do. ..re you familiar with that?

A I don't recall such a. memoranda.
t

Q Do you know what happened to his memoranda as # 
soon as war Wess declared?

A I do not.
o Is it not a fa.ct that it was common knowledge 

in the State Department that a mad scramble was made 
to recover all of those memoranda and keep them from 
the knowledge of the American people?

A It certainly wasn't within my knowledge.
a Do you know whether a single one of those 

memoranda appear 'in any record in the State Department 
at the present time?

k I think you have to make a distinction between

V
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two kinds of memoranda: memoranda which arc in the
officirl records and a. personal memoranda. So far as 
I know, the memoranda in the official records is still 
there. I do know that all the recorded memoranda, in 
which the Pearl Harbor Committee was interested were 
made available to them.

Q Do you not also know that in all the mass 
of material given to the Pearl Harbor Investigating 
Committee that not a single one of î r. Hcrnbeck's 
memoranda was produced, his official memoranda, relat
ing to the subjects we have under discussion?

A I distinctly recall a number of his memoranda 
on these subjects being mimeographed by the Pearl Harbor 
Committee.

Q Were these the memoranda in 'which ho sroke 
very freely concerning his attitude toward Japan?

A I have no definite recollection of the con
tents of those memoranda.

Q Precisely. Now I will ask you if Cordell 
Hull end Mr. Hornbeck were not oprosed from the very 
outàat'to having President Roosevelt meet with Prince 
K0ÎI0YE in an attempt to settle the differences between 
the two nations?

A Mr. Hull was ninety-nine and nine-tenths 
per cent of the State Pepartment. Mr. Hull's attitude
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on that thing is made clear in the record. That is 
to sry that he felt, as we all felt, that some clear 
commitments by Japan on general principles and their 
application should bo arrived at prior to r meeting.

o As a result of his attitude he used his in
fluence to dissuade President Roosevelt from having a 
meeting, is that not true?

a As far as I ’mow, the President and Mr. Hull 
had exactly the same attitude on that proposed meeting.

Q Are you acquainted with the real off the record 
proceedings and discussions r'ith President Roosevelt 
about that and his discussion v/ith Admiral HOMURA?

A I was not present at any discussions which 
the President had with the Japanese representatives, 
therefore I only know what is on the record.

Q Now, what I an interested in, of course, is 
your personal knowledge of these matters, because we 
have the record. I will ask you this: if in that
instance his dissuasion, or his concurrence with the 
President, whichever it may have been —  if he didn’t 
refuse to follow the advice of.his Ambassador here in 

t Japan?
THE PRESIDENT: He covered this yesterday.

Can he say more?
HR. V’ARREN: Your Honor, I think so. Here is
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1 my reason for it.

2 THE PRESIDENT: Ask him.

3 MR. WARRFN: Whet?1
4 THE PRESIDENT; Ask him.

5 A All I can scy is this, that lir. Grc-w's

6 recommendations, whet he stated, is in the record.

7 Mr. Hull's position from the beginning, end the
8 President's position ere crystal clear. I don't know
9 what I c m  add to them.
10 Q You could add a great deal if you would con-
11 earning your personal knowledge of the workings m d
12 cross-workings of the State Department there and the
13 opinions of some and the opinions of others that- you
14 must have come in contact v/l̂ -h.
15 THE PRESIDENT; You must not suggest the
16 witness is suppressing anything.
17 MR. WARREN: Well, I don't mean that, your
18 Honor.
19 THE PRESIDENT: Unless you can put to him I20 1

something which you know he is suppressing, or believe
21 ho is.
22 HR. WARREN? Your Honor, I am sorry. The
23 man asked me a question and I see that he didn't under-
24

stand what I was driving at m d  I merely told him. I
25

don't think he is suppressing anything because I don't

\
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think he is  that typt of mm, I  think he, is  very 
tru th fu l,

Ç !Vhy did Mr. H ull suddenly abandon the nodus 
vivendi?

A As Mr, H ull explained in  h is Pearl H rbor 
testimony very c le a rly , the Chinese were very much 
opposed to i t .  '"e f e lt ,  or Mr. Hull f e lt  thrt i t  would 
be a. very discouraging factor on the Chinese, who were 
being very hare pressed, might cause their resistance 
to collapse. The other powers were lukewarm toward 
i t .  There was z strong body of oninion in the- United 
States who we fe lt  would be opposed to i t .

THF PRESIDENT: r,'e w il l  recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereucon, at 1445, a recess was 
taken u n t il 1500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follow s:)

\
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rABC-:v.L OF t:-73 C0*"RT; Yhe Ia'-ernatioral 
Rilitar*' Tribunal f^r tie Err East is no*’ resumed.

TEE FRES IDENT: Color el v*nrren.
NR. ' 'AAREN: Thank you, sir.

BY NR. ' "AREEN (Continuin'') :
Ç I don't know whether you have boon asked 

this question or not: Is it not a Tact that one of
the reasons advanced to President Roosevelt by the 
State Department for not. v;an"inr to talk with Prince 
XONOYE y/c.s the fact that the State Department, did not 
believe that the Army and Navy in Japan would b?ck 
Prince KONOYE?

A All I can say is that it was the belief of the 
President —  as far as I kno” , because I didn't talk 
to hin —  and of the Secretary of State that the 
Japanese Government, whoever happened to be the spokes
man at that time, w^s not likely to yield on the courses
'■*' ich it was pursuing,

’ » r

Q is y I t^ke "'our answer to mean that that was 
one of the reasons advanced for not. wanting the meeting?

?”E PRESIDENT: Yru arc asked, what was
President Roosevelt's attitude?

NR. ' APiiEN: No, your Tonor, I an askin'“ him
if that "rsn' ‘. one of the reasons advanced by the 
State Department to President Roosevelt to get him to

\
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change Ms nine* about the meeting.
A "ell, a?.l I ! rc* • about the ic-r is ’"hat is 

in v.ho record. I don't kno,rr of any -- I don't know 
the c'ntents of any conversazione v,:lch Tr. Hull may
’-avo had. •Mth the Fres:;de-nt other then what is in the
record.

0 "ell, is that in t’~e record?
A In the record is whet tie President said. in

his :icsrages and bis commun:5c e ions to ths Japanese.
Q Is it not t v u.2 t’-et t h e  St." to Department 

informed Ambassador Grew ?>rt. such ’**r.s the case and 
that they did. not believe 'hat any agreement made by 
Prince KOT'OYE would be backed un by the Arinv -nt. Navy?

A I do not kno"r o? any instructions sent by the 
Dcn~riment oT* S^ato other t’-~n —  of t* at nature other 
then those reporting or commun:ce ting the contents of 
t’.'o stetamer's that me h ~d. 'niv-n to tl o j-'p̂ nesc. At 
least, I cannot recall -any at the rresent, moment.

C How, I ~n referring specifically J*o tilings 
t -1 occurred outside tho record in the informal tal'"s 
or informal tele rams that. v,ent br.cT: and forth.

A All our '•e.legroms ' o T'r, ' r'v were official 
tola prams and. I think all of "hem —  I a™ sure all of 
thcm wore made available to the Pearl : 'arbor Committee; 
and 1 do not recall any such message.

\
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Q Is it not true that the Japanese Government 
had gone so far as to have a ship under steam in Tokyo 
Bay with the highest Navy and Army officers obtainable 
ready to accompany Prince KOFOYE at any time that 
Hr. Full or the President ^ould say the word?

A That is what they told us.
Q Is it not also true that. Prince KOFOYE 

informed. Ambassador Grew that a. failure to bring about 
the meeting would mean a fall of his Cabinet, and that 
unquestionably he ivr.s the last person in Japan who 
could possibly bring about a. situation where peace 
night be restored between the two nations?

A ’’'ell, I don't remember the exact words, but 
generally something to that ofcct TTr. Grew reported 
to us.

Q Yes. Fr. Grow also reported that ho believed 
Prince KOFOYE was telling the truth, and that the 
situation ”'as extremely grave and action should be 
taken on it, did he not?

A If I recall correctly, he reported to that 
general effect.
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• 0 It was common knowledge within the State
Department, was it not, that abandonment of the pro
posed modus vivendi and the note which was substituted 
by Mr, Hull for the modus vivendi would end negotiations 
with Japan; wasn't that generally known?

A None of the matters relating to the con-- 
versations were matters of common knowledge in the 
Department, It was —  the knowledge was confined to 
a very few persons,

Q That is what I thought. 3ut those persons 
did not then nor of their own volition have they since 
made a full disclosure to the American people of their 
negotiations, have they?

A V'ould you mind repeating that question?
Q rrill the reporter read the question.

thereupon, the last question was
read by the official court reporter.)
A There is only one person to make a statement 

of action by the Department of Statej that is the 
Secretary of State. I consider that the Secretary of 
State has made a very full statement —  complete 
statement.

Q vrhen, and where is it? Vhen did he make it 
and where is it?

A I would say Foreign Relations Japan, 1931 to

I
\
i
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194-1, which was published as soon as we could get 
the publication together afterwards, and also the 
Pearl Harbor record. I think the President's report 
on December 1 5 — 1 think the Joint Committee 
of Congress, December 15, 194-1, was —  We got together 
as much material as we could hurriedly to make that 
public, also.

Q Do you know whether the publication that you
refer to has all of the official documents containc-d

I
! in it?

I
J

I

I

A I believe that the Dublication or. Foreign 
Relations contains all the material matter affecting 
Japan and the United States alone. The conversations 
with third powers were not included at that time, 
because of the war situation. In the Pearl Harbor 
record all the material was made available to the 
Committee, even that which had not lean put in before.

Q Who edited the publication to which you refer 
and determined the matters which were material?

A The Division of Publications in the Department 
edited the material which they thought might be of 
interest to historians, and in the Pearl Harbor record 
the question of selection was left entirely to the 
J«int Committee.

Q Isn't it true that in the Pearl Harbor
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t I investigation that after the testimony of Mr. Grew
1

-, I and before Mr. Dooman was called to the stand that thez i
3 I majority of the Committee decided that they would not
4 ; investigate anything further with reference to the
5 ; State Department other than what dealt directly with 
r> ! matters immediately precedin« : :?nd following Pearl
7 I Harbor?

i
8 '
9 i 

10 
11 ! 
12 
13 

11
15

16 
17

A To the best of my knowledge Mr. Dooman never 
testified ire the Pearl Harbor Committee and I know 
nothing about the matter which you —  the rest of the 
matter to which you refer.

Q You do know that Mr. Dooman was subpoenaed, 
don't you?

A No.
Q Y’here is Mr, Doomon? V/hat is Mr. Dooman's 

official position at the present time, if any, if you 
know?

i

I
i

18 , 

19 i
20
21 '
22 j

23 !

I

A So far as I know, Mr. Dooman has retired from 
the Foreign Service. j

Q Did he ever tell you the reason why?
A If he did, I don't recall them.
Q Did Mr. Hull submit himself to cross-examination 

on his negotiations prior to Pearl Harbor and in the 
Pearl Harbor Committee? f

A Mr. Hull w^s not cross-examined by the Committee 1.
25
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However, Mr. —  Senator Ferguson sent him a question
naire of over £ hundred questions to which he gave 
written replies,

Q Is it true, if you know, that a report was ' 
prepared by Ambassador Grew and his counselor, Mr, 
Dooman, during their internment after the commencement 
of hostilities, which was their last report to the 
State Department that Mr. Hull refused to accept?

A I know nothing of a report of that description.
10
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Q Now, notwithstanding Mr. Crow's roport to 
the State Department viith reference hew to Prince 
KONOYE’s being ready to some over, ivhat reason did 
you members of the State Department have for dis
regarding his recommendations?

THE PRESIDENT: He has already given that
answer mom than once,

1®. WARREN: 7. am sorry. .That question was 
handed to mo by another counsel. I did not think he 
had answered it, your Honor.

MR. SMITH: If the Court please;
THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Smith.

CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)
i** BY MR. SMITH:
15

16 ;

17 • ♦
IS

!
19

20 ;

21

23

24

25

Q Mr. Ballantino, were you in Tokyo in April,

1934?
A I was not.
Q You have a paragraph in your affidavit on 

page 2 which reads: "Nevertheless, on April 17, 1934,
the Japanese Foreign Office spokesman gave out a 
truculent official statement known as the ’AMAU’ 
statement. In that statement Japan made clear her j
purpose to compel China to follov/ Japan's dictates j
and to permit other countries to have relations with !
China only as Japan allowed. A copy of that statement I

I

l

\
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15 !

21 !
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23

25

is annexed as exhibit A."
Isn’t it an error to refer to the AilAU 

statement of April 17, 1934, as an official statement 
of the Japanese Foreign Office? If you will look at 
your exhibit A, it is headed, "AÎ1AU Statement —  
Unofficial Statement by the Japanese Foreign Office."

A I would think that that unofficial statement—  
my understanding of that is it was an unofficial state
ment in English of a statement that had been made by 
Ur. AKAU. I may be wrong about that.

Q Your affidavit appears to be based on 
personal knowledge, and am I to understand that you 
do not know anything about the subject of your own 
personal knowledge?

A I said in paragraph 2 of my affidavit:
"The matters herein deposed to are mainly within my 
personal knowledge, otherwise they are matters with 
which I am familiar from records of the Department 
of State,"

Q The paragraph I have just road out of your 
affidavit, was that written by you?

A I think, if I recall correctly, it was 
suggested to cover all such possibilities of matters 
that I should clarify in the situation, and I think 
the wording —  the exact wording is my own wording.
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Q 7/ell, the same wording appears in the 
statement given in testimony of Mr. Hull before the 
Pearl Harbor Investigating Committee. Can.we assume 
that you wrote that statement from Mr. Hull's testi
mony?

A If I recall correctly, the idea was sug
gested to mo by counsel here, and I wrote my own word
ing independently of having before me or having in 
mind any similar statement by Mr. Hull. I don't even 
recall now that he had a similar statement in his 
testimony.

Q After 1934 you came to Tokyo as First 
Secretary under Ambassador Grew; is that correct?

A Yes, in 1936 I was temporarily on duty I
here for four months,

Q When you made the statement which I read out 
of your affidavit, did you have in mind an official 
communication from Ambassador Grew to the Secretary 
of State, found in Foreign Relations Volume I ,  page 227» 
and exhibit 936 in this case, which reads as follows: 

"This morning I had an interview with the 
Foreign Minister. Mr. HIROTA referred, on his own 
initiative, to the subject of the AMAU statement — "
. THE MONITOR: Mr. Smith, can you give us

the prosecution document on that?
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MR. SMTH: 936.
THE MONITOR; Is that the P. D. number?
MR. SMITH: No, that is the exhibit number.

I
Prosecution Document No. 2I9P(23). It is not very- 
long.

THE MONITOR: All right, sir.
Q (Continuing) "— regarding the -ttitudo of

J.ap«n toward foreign assistance to Chine, and said that 
he wished to clarify that statement to me in confidence. 
He told mo that under questioning by newspaper men,
Aï'AU had given out the statement without his knowledge 
or approval, and that the world had received a wholly 
false impression of Japanese policy, that Japan had 
no Intentica whatever of seeking special privileges 
in China, of encroaching upon the territorial and 
administrative integrity of China, or of creating 
difficulties for the bona fide trade of other countries 
with China. Various foreign activities have tended 
to disturb peaceful conditions in China, and Japan 
is naturally very much interested in those peaceful 
concitions owing to her nearness to China. But that 
coos not mean that there is any intention or cosire 
on the pn ’t of Japan to claim a privileged position in 
derogation of the rights and responsibilities to which 
the signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty are entitled.
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1 T h e  p o l i c y - - "

2 T H E  P R E S ID E N T :  O h , y o u  a r e  r e a d in g  t o o  m u ch .

3 MR. S M IT H : I  am down t o  t h e  l a s t  s e n t e n c e ,

4 y o u r  H o n o r .

5 T H E  P R E S ID E N T :  W e l l ,  y o u  h a v e  r e a d  t o o

6■ m uch a l r e a d y .  Y o u  a r e  n o t  g o in g  t o  do  t h a t  h e r e .

7 I f  t h a t  d o cu m e n t i s  t o o  l e n g t h y ,  y o u  s h o u ld  d e a l

• w i t h  i t  i n  a n o t h e r  w a y . Y o u  s h o u ld  e n d e a v o r  t o
'' 9 s u m m a r iz e  i t .  T h i s  i s  n o t  a c a s e  i n  w h ic h  i t  i s
I 10 n e c e s s a r y  t o  u s e  t h e  e x a c t  w o rd s  o f  t h e  p e r s o n

I
11 t a l k i n g .

12 I ® .  S M IT H : T h e r e  i s  one m ore s h o r t  s e n t e n c e ,

13 y o u r  H o n o r .

14 Q ( C o n t i n u i n g )  " T h e  p o l i c y  o f  J a p - n  i s
15 c o m p le t e  o b s e r v a n c e  an d  s u p p o r t  o f  t h e  p r o v i s i o n s  o f

•9 16
t «• t h e  N in e - P o w e r  T r e a t y  i n  e v e r y  r e s p e c t . "

m  17 Now my q u e s t io n  i s  w h e t h e r  y o u  h ad  t h a t
18

d o cu m e n t o f  M r. G row  i n  m in d  w hen y o u  made t h a t
19

s t a t e m e n t  i n  y o u r  a f f i d a v i t ?
20

A I  h ad  i t  i n  m in d , b u t  I  a l s o  had i n  m in d
21

t h e  s u b s e q u e n t  m a n i f e s t a t i o n s  o f  J a p a n e s e  p o l i c i e s
22>

a n d  a c t i o n  i n  C h i n a .
23

Q M r. AMAU a s  t h e  s o - c a l l e d  SD o ko sm an  o f  th e
24

s 25
F o r e i g n  O f f i c e  o c c u p ie d  a p o s i t i o n  a n a la g o u s  t o  t h e

1 A m e r ic a n  S t a t e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  a c h i e f  o f  t h e  P r e s s

j

•
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1 j S e c t i o n ,  i s  t h a t  n o t  r i g h t ?

2 A T h e  C h i e f  o f  th e  P r e s s  S e c t i o n  i n  t h e  S t a t e

3 ! D e p a r t m e n t  i s  n e v e r  s p o k e n  o f  a s  t h e  s p o k e s m a n  o f  t h e
!

4 ; S t a t e  D e p a r t m e n t .  T h e  sp o k e sm a n  o f  t h e  S t a t e  D o p a r t -

5 ' m e n t i s  t h e  S e c r e t a r y  o f  S t a t e .

6 j Ç " / e l l ,  v / i i i  y o u  a g r e e  t h a t  M r. AMAU w a s n o t
j

7 ; t h e  F o r e i g n  M i n i s t e r  o f  J a p a n  w hen ho m ade t h i s*
8 s t a t e m e n t ?

9 A ' V e i l ,  c e r t a i n l y  I  w i l l  a g r e e .

10 <c Havvj yo u  r e a d  M r. G r o w 's  b o o k  " T e n  Y e a r s  i n  J

11 J a p a n " , e s p e c i a l l y  n s  i t  d ^ a l s  w i t h  t h i s  AMAU s t a t e -  !

12 m e n t?
!
it

13 A I  r o a d  i t  w hen i t  f i r s t  enrne o u t ,  b u t  I

14 d o n ' t  r e c a l l  d e f i n i t e l y .

15
Q I  w i l l  r o a d  a s h o r t  s e n t e n c e  t o  s e c  i f  i t

16
r e f r e s h e s  y o u r  r e c o l l e c t i o n .  R e f e r r i n g  t o  t h e  AMAU

17
» s t a t e m e n t ,  ho s a y s :  j

IS 1

19
T H E  P R E S ID E N T  ■ P a g e ?

MR. S M IT H : P a g e  1 2 8 ,  y o u r  H o n o r .  i
20

Q
I

( C o n t i n u i n g )  " I t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t h e s e  d a y s  t o  j
21

j u d g e  v/he t h e r  AMAU i s  r e g a r d e d  i n  J a p a n  a s  a n  e n f a n t  !
22 j1

i t e r r i b l e o r  a h e r o .  I t  r a t h e r  d e p e n d s  on w h e t h e r  j
23 !

24 !
y o u  s e e k o o i n i o n s  f r o m  t h e  cam p o f  th e  m o d e r a t e s  o r  j

1

25 1
t h a t  o f t h e  c h a u v i n i s t s . "  D o e s  t h a t  r e f r e s h  y o u r

r e c o l l e c t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  m a t t e r ?

fSSSXSX
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1 A I have no recollection of it.
! ;

.

2 Q Well, then, would you explain in detail why
3 you chose to accept an unofficial statement of a
4 Foreign Office spokesman in profarence^-co what the j
5 Prime Minister of Japan said on the subject to
6 Mr. Grew? (

. i
7 A In the first place, Mr. AMAU's statement i

8 that he made was never repudiated publicly by the i

9 Japanese Government so far as I recall. Mr. HIROTA's
10 statement was a private statement, not a public state- .
11 ment. Finally, as I have already stated, subsequent
12 developments in Japanese policies in China boro out
13 that AMAU's statement seemed to represent more clearly
14 v;hnt was —  what conformed more closely to subsequent
15 developments in Japanese policy. i
16

Q Are you aware that on April 21st, 192 S :

17
Mr. AKAU mace another unofficial statement to the

18
newspapermen in which he expressed desire —  I mean

h
Ü

19
surprise —  at the interpretation which the press had I

20

21
placed upon his statement of April 17th. Are* you
familiar with that statement?

22

23
A Nevertheless, subsequent developments and !

24
manifestations of Japan's policy in China would bear I

25
out the interpretation that was made, which would beem i
to be the sound one. !-(

I
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Q I have just hSd handed to you Mr. AMAU's 
own notebook as to the statement ho gave out on 
April 21, 1934. I would like to have you read it

t

and sec if you remember that statement?
A I do not recall having road this before, 

but I do not think that this exploration helps very 
muoh. There is, for example, a passage in hero,
"Wo should not forgot for a moment that Japan, 
serving as the only cornerstone for the edifice of 
the peace of East Asia, bears the entire burden of 
responsibilities."

Q What else do you find in there that does not 
help us any?

THE PRESIDENT: You need not answer.
MR. SMITH: Well, your Honor, the witness

has now read a part of a statement ho has not identi
fied. I would like to offer it for identification so 
as to bring some order out of this situation.

THE PRESIDENT: Tender the book for identi
fication. -Is that the book?

MR. SMITH: That was obtained from Mr. AMAU,
who is now in Sugamo Prison. It is his ov/n book, 
and we will have to return it. It would bo much 
better to give it an identification number and allow 
mo to put an excerpt in for the benefit of the Clerk
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tomorrow morning.
THE PRESIDENT î Where you rend from a

book or a document without tendering it, wo expect
it to be marked for identification, and that means

«

custody by the Court.
MR. SMITH: Your Honor, could wo have a

photostat substituted for the article in the book?
It does not make any difference to me how it is 
handled, but I assume that Mr. AMAU wants his note
book back.

THE PRESIDENT: You may make copies, not
necessarily a photostat.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Shall I mark it for
identification?

MR. SMITH: Will you, please?
THE PRESIDENT: It must be marked now.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Defense document No. 94-, 

identified as Mr. AMAU's book, will receive exhibit 
No. 1248 for identification only.

("hereupon, the document above 
mentioned v/as marked prosecution's exhibit 
No.1248 for identification only.)

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half

25 past nine tomorrow morning
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("'hereupon, at 1600, an adjournment 

was taken until Friday, 22 November, 194-6, at

0930.)
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Friday, 22 November, 1946

INTERNATIONAI MILITARY TRIBUNAL • 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.

Appearances?

For the Tribunal, same as before with the 
exception of the HONORABIE R. 3. PAL, Member from 
India, not sitting.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

The Accused:
All present except OKAWA, Shumei, who is 

represented by his counsel.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: Tho International
Military Tribunal for the Far Last is now in session.

THE PRESIDAT: hr. Smith.

J O S E P H  VV. B A L L A i1 T I H E, called as a 
witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed 
the stand and testified as follows:

CROSS -eXa m IAa T I Oil 
BY MR. SMITH (Continued) :

Q Mr. Ballantine, irrespective of whether the 
Amau Statement cf April 17, 1934, was authorized or 
not, are you aware that it had the approval in the 
English Parliament of Sir John Simon, who was foreign 
Minister of State at that time?

THE PRESIDENT: Sir John Simon's opinion
does not appear to me to be relevant, Mr. Smith.

MR. SMITH: I assume your Honor automatically
allows me an exception to the ruling.

THE PRESIBjuRT: You haven't even bothered to
tell me v/hy you think it is relevant.

MR. SMITH: I didn't mean to take that at
titude, your Honor. This Amau Statement was played 
up in the American press as a so-called Jananese 
Monroe Doctrine,

THE PRESIDENT: Well, its quality isn't a
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1 matter to be determined by the opinion of Sir John 
Simon, so you may have your exception.

Q In April, 1934, are you aware of the fact 
that there several hundred thousand people of Japanese 
descent living in China proper, that is, excluding 
Manchuria?
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A I don't know the approximate numbe-, of 
Japanese residents in China in 1936.

Q You lived in China for some time. What 
years were they?

A I lived in China from 1930 to 1936.
Q And do you mean to say you can't even give

us a rough idea as to how many people of Japanese 
descent were living in China, excluding Manchuria?

THE PKESILEaT: That appears to be beyond
the scope of his affidavit.

MH. SMITH: If your Honor please, it is
impossible to read this Amau Statement, even assuming 
it was an authorized statement, which it isn't, as 
we will show in our own case, without knowing the 
background and the situation in the Government, the 
disunity and lack of stability everywhere in China.

THE FHESIL2KT: You may prove those things
if you can when you are giving evidence, but we don't 
think that you should be allowed tc question this
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1
witness along those lines.

Mi. SLITH: Well, your honor, there is more
to it than what I have said. It. involves the question 
of the protection and safety of Japanese nationals 
living in China, and their property interests.

THE PHESI~Ei,T: This nan is not here to be
examined on the history, political institutions and 
geography cf China, so far as those matters are be
yond the scope of his affidavit, and these matters you 
mention are.

LK. SkITH: V/ell, could I also call to your
attention the fact that in the paragraph dealing with 
the hostilities which commenced after July 7, 1937, the 
witness has described it as an invasion and wholly 
unjustified. What 3 am inquiring about is relevant 
on this point and also relevant to the larger issue.

THE PRES1LEHT: Those matters arc far too
remote. You must accept our decision, Hr. Smith.

Hi. SLITHi If your Honor please, I had a 
long s ries of questions along that line, and in 
deference to your Honor's ruling, why of course, I 
won't put the questions. I assume your icncr, has 
chopped off that whole line of Questions.

THE PKuSIDEi.T; The Tribunal has donu so, 
if the Questions to follow ar-_ cf th.; seme nature

9
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as those just disallowed.
Q In 1911 Japan and the United States made a 

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation, is that correct)? 
a That is correct.

and that treaty v;as simply a. renewal and 
extension of a treaty wnich had been in force for 
some forty or fifty years prior to 1911, is that 
correct?

9
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A It was a revision —  it was a. replacement 
for the previous commercial ti’.aty, which 1 believe 
was lC'99, but ] am net sure. It was somewhere in 
the 1390*s.

Q That treaty, in short, provided for the right 
cf citizens of both countries to reside and travel 
in each other's territory ana to lease houses, com
mercial buildings, manufacturing establishments, and 
so forth. Is that a short summary of that tioaty?

THE PRESIDENT; Neither the validity nor 
the effect of that treaty is in issu, here, is it» 

hiv. SL1ÏH: I didn't put it in issue, your
Honor. The prosecution did, in the last paragraph of 
page 3 of this nan's affidavit.

THE PHuSILLNT : V.'hat docs it say?
TH. SHITE: That paragraph says:

"On July 26, 1339, the uovernment of the United
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; Stetes notified tho Je. p: ne se dovernnont of i t s  in 
tention to terminate the Treaty of Commerce and 
Hrvigction of 1911. I t  was fe lt  that this treaty 
was r.ct affording adequate protection to American 
coamerce either in Japan or in  Japanese occuoied 
portions of China, v-hile at the same time the opera
tion of the most-favored-nation clause of the treaty 
was a bar to the adoption of re ta lia to ry  measures 
against Japanese commerce.

! ïi.j, LG A n ob: / i l l  you give me the page
! number, L r . bt.fense Counsel?I
! Lax. SI..ITK: Page 3, la st  paragraph, page 3.
i

THE PivESIiÆi'Ti These delays in interpreting 
are imposing a groat stra in  on the Court, and on a l l  
of us, I  think, so do your best to prevent them.

! Speak in  short sentences and speak c le a rly . I t  soI
1 happens the Japanese *;fy are liste n in g  to now is  not 
j a part of tin) proceedings at a l l ,  but a. broadcast to 
! the public of what v;c are saying, but yet vre have a l l  
J th'-se delays, but counsel must cooperate with us to 

prevent them.
I.!L. SLITii; I f  ycui Honor's statement is  

directed te me, I  ur. cooperating, and whet I ,;’c s 
just saying was merely read in: the a ff id a v it . I  
understend the translators have a Japnn.se- copy of
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hr. Ballantine ' s affidavit and when 1 referred to the 
last paragraph on page 3, all they had to do was 
refer to that.

THE PRESIDENT; The questions tha t you wore 
putting to the witness do not appear to r,e to Re
directed to elucidating anything he has said in his 
affidavit.

Q V.’hen the United States terminated the treaty, 
which took effect on January 26, 194-0, the Japanese 
Government rook no acticn by way of retaliation against 
the United States. Is that statement true?

A I aon't knew what retaliation is in that 
situation; what would be thu nature of retaliation 
for the lapse of a treaty.

Q I mean the Japanese Government took no action
by lav/ or regulation to exclude citizens of tha United 

>»
States from Japan a.nd occupied territory or to de
prive them of the right to live in homes md ov/n 
places of business. That is what I mean.

A In our note to the Japanese- Government of 
October 6, 1933, vdiich I believe is n evidence here, 
there was a long recital of the manners in which the 
Japanese Government had discriminated against and 
had violated the rights of Americans in occupied 
areas in China. The record is published.
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1 Q W e l l ,  t r e a t  my q u e s t i o n  a s  r e p e a t e d  a n d

2 p l e a s e  g i v e  me a n  a n s w e r  to  i t .

3 A I  w a s s i m p l y  t r y i n g  t o  s t a t e  t h a t  t h i s  q u e s -

4 t i e n  o f  J a p a n e s e  v i o l a t i o n  o f  A m e r ic a n  r i g h t s  w as

5 c o n t i n u o u s  e v e n  b e f o r e  a n d  d u r i n g  a n d  a f t e r  t h e  l a p s e
6

o f  t h a t  t r e a t y .
7

Q I  w i l l  r e p e a t  my q u e s t i o n  f o r  t h e  t h i r d  t im e
8

a n d  a s k  y o u  t o  p l e a s e  g i v e  me a n  a n s w e r  t o  t h e
9

q u e s t i o n .
10

A i  m u s t  n o t  h a v e  u n d e r s t e e d  y o u r  q u e s t i o n
11

c o r r e c t l y ,  t h e n .  Ï  w o u ld  l i k e  t o  h a v e  t h e  q u e s t i o n
12

13
r e p e a t e d .

T H E  P L E S I L E L T :  L r .  R e p o r t e r ,  w i l l  y o u  r e -
14

p e a t  i t ?
15

16
(W h e re u p o n , t h e  o f f i c i a l  c o u r t  r e p o r t e r

17
r e a d  t h e  q u e s t i o n ,  a s  f o l l o w s :  "Q I  m ean t h e

18
J a p a r io s e  G o v e rn m e n t  t o o k  no a c t i o n  b y  la w  o r

19
r e g u l a t i o n  t o  e x c l u d e  c i t i z e n s  o f  t h e  U n it e d

20 S t a t e s  f r o m  J a p a n  a n d  o c c u p i e d  t e r r i t o r y ,  o r  t o

21 d e p r i v e  th e m  o f  t h e  r i g h t  t c  l i v e  i n  hom es a n d

22 ovm p l a c e s  o f  b u s i n e s s .  T h a t  i s  v/hat I  m e a n ."

23 Th is P R E S l u E A T : T h a t  i s  a s t a t e m e n t ,  n o t  a

24 q u e s t i o n ,  h e  n e e d  n o t  r e p l y  t o  a  s t a t e m e n t .

25 L R .  S iR L T K : I f  y c u r  H o n o r  p l e a s e ,  t h e  q i u s -

11 t i o n  p r e c e d e d  v/hat t h e  r e p o r t e r  j u s t  r e a d ,  a n d
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besides that, it was asked in the form of an in
terrogation and in the form of a rising voice. It 
was asked in a question form. Does your Honor want 
mo to repeat that question?

Till PRESIDENT : I don't want you to repeat
your statement. Put a question. The inflections of 
your voice are not noted in the transcript, nor are 
they appreciated by me.

Q I am asking you a question, and answer 
whether it is correct or not: When the Treaty of
Commerce and Navigation of 1911 between Japan and the 
United States v/as terminated on January 26, 1940, 
v/hether the Japanese Government thereafter took any 
action by lav/ or regulation to deprive American 
citizens of the right to travel and reside in Japan 
and occupied territories and to live in houses and 
own places of business?

A I don't knew cf any laws or ordinances that 
were passed by the Japanese following the lapse of 
the treaty affecting th^ rights and residence cf 
Americans in Japan or occupied territories.

Q At the time this treaty was terminated, is
it true that there were 110,000 persons of Japanese 
descent living in the United States, 99 per cent of 
v/hom lived in the Pacific Coast States of California,
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Oregon and Washington?
A I believe that there were somewhat over a 

hundred thousand people of Japanese descent living 
in the United States at that time. As to what pro
portion lived in the three Pacific States I don't 
knew exactly.

Q Well, you are familiar with the fact that 
the great bulk, the great preponderance cf those 
people, lived in the three states 1 have mentioned, 
is that true?

A That is correct.
Q ünd of those persons of Japanese descent 

about 65 per cent were native bern, and, therefore, 
citizens of the United States, is that correct?

A I don't know exactly what percentage, but 
1 think your statement is probably correct.

Ç And is it true that still left some 40,000 
persons of Japanese descent living in the three 
Pacific Coast states I have mentioned, who had been 
made ineligible to United States citizenship since 
1924, is that correct?

A There probably were about 40,000 people who 
were ineligible tc citizenship.

Are you familiar with the fact that the 
States of California, Oregon and Y'ashington passed
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alien land laws, going back tc 1913, and those laws 
were progressively strengthened up to 1923 against 
alien Japanese owning any land, leasing land, share- 
cropping, or anything of that sort?

A I know there were such land laws in force.
Then ycu also knew that while the Treaty of 

1911 was in force, it being the supreme law of the 
land, it limited that state legislation as it applied 
to alien Japanese, is that correct?

I understand that was the case.
Q So that after the Treaty of 1911 was de

nounced those state lavs were vigorously applied tc 
alien Japanese in the United States, is that correct?

A I am not sure about that. I don't know 
what the effect was on that —  state lav/s.
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0 Are vou familiar with the fact that there has b 
a whole series of litigation in California in recent 
years which have deprived alien Japanese of leases, 
property and that sort of thing since this treaty was 
denounced?

A I am not very well versed in that subject.
Q V.'hen was it —  V.'hen did the State Department

direct the Panama Canal Commission to close the Panama 
Canal to Japanese shipping?

A I don’t know that the Panama Canal was closed 
to Japanese shipping. If I recall correctly, in July 
1941 there was some delay in shipping because precedence 
was given to clearing the Canal for ships carrying 
strategic commodities that we needed for our self- 
defense. Some representation was made by the Japanese 
Embassy to the State Department in 1941 which appears 
in the record. I haven't had occasion to read it for 
a long, long time, therefore, my memory on the facts 
is not very clear.

Q Do you know anything about the nature of the 
direction given with respect to Japanese shipping in 
the Panama Canal, and if so, when did it occur?

A I know nothing about the matter other than 
contained in that official —  in the official record, 
in Volume 2. I believe it is in United States Foreign
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1 Relations, and my memory on that is not very fresh.

2
I'd have to have my memory refreshed on that.

Q roll, you do recall that Japanese shipping

4
was restricted from using the Panama Canal for a

5
number of months before Pearl Harbor?

6
A I don't know for how long. I believe a very

7 short period, because all Japanese shipping was being

8 recalled to near-sea waters from overseas and I don't

9 think there was much Japanese shipping in the Atlantic

10 after July.

11 Q V'hat was the date, the earliest date, the

12 State Department knew that Japanese shipping had been

13 recalled?
i

14
1

A I think it was early in July, 1941. j
15 Q And would it refresh your recollection if j
16 I suggested that restrictions were put on Japanese
17 shipping in the Canal as early as October, 1940?
18 A It would not.
19 Q V'ell, the restrictions on the use of the Canal .
20 1

was just one part of this economic war of the United
21 States and other nations allied with it were carrying
22 on against Japan, is that correct?
23 A The question of the use of the Panama Canal,
24 whereby we gave precedence to vessels carrying strategic
25 commodities, was a part of self-defense.
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I Q And when you speak of "strategic commodities,"
j you refer not only to ships of the United States,
i
but also the British and Dutch and the French ships 
from all over the world, is that right?

A I am referring to the ships of countries 
resisting the world-wide movement of aggression and 
the American Republics, as well as the American ships.

Q And at the time that the restrictions on 
Japanese shipping went into affect the State Department

I

[ was aware that Japan had important export customers
! in Mexico, Central America, Colombia, Brazil and the
i Argentine, all nations vhose ports of entry were on 
the Atlantic side, is that correct?

A I don’t know the extent to which the Panama 
Canal was used by Japanese shipping trading with South 

i America.
I
iI
i

Q One of the reasons in denying the use of the 
Canal,was it not, was to keep the Japanese from getting 
any oil out of Mexico and Colombia?

A I never heard that reason advanced.
n. "’ill you tell us whan the Suez Canal was 

closed to Japanese shipping?
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel.
MR. KEENAN: I have hesitated to object to this

line of questioning, but it seems to me it is now
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getting far beyond the scope of the affidavit, and I, 
therefore,obJoct to it as anticipating the defense, 
if it is material. I do not think all the time of 
this Court should be taken asking geographical points. 
V.re pointed out various actions of other nations. I, 
therefore,object.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chief of Counsel, I can
not reprimand defense counsel and not reprimand you 
when you violate the red signal,

MR. KEENAN: I am sorry, Mr. President. I
didn’t realize that I was violating the red light.

THE PRESIDENT: What have you to say on the
objection, Mr. Smith?

HR. SMITH: It is not a matter of geography.
Yesterday it w;'6 gone into fairly extensively, but not 
enough to suit me, as to this military and economic 
encirclement of Japan for many months before Pearl 
Harbor.
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1 T:*E FREo IDE! T: You may g Ivo th-t. evidence
in the course of .the defense evidence. I Rave told 
you that repeatedly. But is it fnirl*»’ within the 
scone of this Iran's affidavit? Ee is r.n American 
official.

MR- SEITE: Fell, 3'our Honor, this affidavit
cover? everything under the sun, especially when you 
read sons- implications into it, and the wav it is drawn. 
I don't know how this Court can say that anything is 
not relevant, especially as it bears on th~ sincerity 
of th: American and. Allied posi tien ir. dealing with 
Japan in 19A1.

TEE FRE3TDEET: I told you more than once that
we would disregard the affidavit so far as it indulged 
in opinions. All no want fron this witness is what y/as 
said and done by the State Department in'i' things on, 
and please cross-examine with that in viov/. I Ionov/ you 
can cross-examine as to credit., but. these questions 
arc not. directed to credit but to the issues, or they 
a.ro intended to be.

MR. SMITE: v-cll, your honor, with all
deference t.o your statement that the Court will ignore 
conclusions, I still do not. ’-now v’-'crc I stand and 
what is in this affidavit and what if outside of it.

TEE PRESIDENT: I am sure, hr. Smith, that ”ou
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recognize rn opinion or a conclusion -'hen you see it 
•j_n print. 'o do.

?'R. SMITH: Your Honor, as the point, is apt
i-.o r.i'isc tin.o and tine again, I y*ould like to point 
ovt some other aspects of this affidavit. For 
cxaflP--c', this affidavit it says that Japan has 
bGl-n following a policy of military a.g' randizemont 
ovcr since it emerged as a modern state,

THE FRESIDE'T: That is a conclusion *vhich v/c
utterly disregard.

HR. SMITH: Well, y ur vcnor, if r,c could have
a. similar statement it would grc~t.lv simplify it. For 
example, 1395, dealing with the Japanese annexation of 
Formosa, and 1905, :hc Russian-Japannse far, if that 
is going—

THE PRESIDENT: Observe that red light.
HR. S':ITH: If those natters could be strickon

out it would simplify the ease. If they arc going to 
stand, I have perhaps four hundred questions to ask him 
to justify Japan's position.

THE PRESIDEFT: American counsel have told me
thmt by striking out thev don't, moan expunging. You 
c~n rest assured that -re have struck out those con
clusions and opinions in that, sense.

HR. SMITH: Thank you, your Honor. Docs your
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honor rulo the witness ernnot answer as to when the Sue?. 
Canal ’’as closed?

THE PRESIDENT: Cross-examine hin on any
statement of fret in t’ o affidavit, not on any opinion,

0 "rcll, I am askin*" vou if yöu know as a fact 
when th*. Suen Canal was closed to Japanese shipping?

TUE PRESIDENT: That is not in his affidavit,
n when did. the United States and the Dutch and 

the British embargo the shipment of petroleum, 
easolinc and scr-p iron, aircraft designs, and so forth, 
to Japan?

A It will take a long time to tell that. It is 
nil i'*1 the record. And bee-use those different steps 
were taken at different times, I don't know what stops 
the other governments took.

Q Didn't you tell us yesterday that the action 
of the United Stat.c-s in putting those economic embargoes 
on was followed within a day by simil?,r action by tho 
Dutch and British and that tho United States would have 
not acted had. it not been for a. concert?

TT:S PRESIDENT : If h e  contradicts himself,
leave it to comnent. later. It is not n o c o s s a r v  to point 
out what he said "ostorday in fairness to hiir̂  if he did 
say something different.

0 ’'hen these embargoes on oil and scrap iron
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and a greet many other things v;cnt on, did the Depart
ment of St-'tc estimate how long it would take for such 
-conomic blockade to bring Japan to its knees?

A No conclusion was reached or. that subject at
all .

Q Well, you know in the Department of State at 
“.he time these embargoes went on that it would be a 
matter, at most, of two or three years to stifle the 
economy of Japan and even to force her to withdraw 
armies from China snd capitulate there; is that correct?

A As I said yesterday, those measures werr taken 
in self-defense. Fo conclusion w ~s re ~ eh cd as to how 
long or what the precise effect, upon Japan would be.

v well, vou kne--' in 1040 in the State Department 
that Japan couldn't exist for long ”ithout petroleum, 
cotton, wool, and food, did you not'

A Everybody know that Japan was not self- 
sustaining in many of those commodities.

0 Do you knew "hrn the British mined Singapore 
Strait?

Th'E PRESIDENT: It does not arise out o" his
affidavit. 1Fe will recess for rifteen minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recos3 was taken 
until 1100, after which the proceedings wera 
resumed as follows :)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far E.̂ st is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Smith.
BY IJR. SMITH (Continued):

Q Mr. Reporter, would you repeat the last 
question to the witness?

£HE PRESIDENT: I disallov/ed that as not a-
rising out of the affidavit. It refers to alleged 
mining of the Straits of Singapore by the British.

Q Can you tell us when the United States 
acquired military bases in Iceland and Greenland, 
ehe Azores °nd leases in British territory for the 
construction of air fields?

THE PRESIDENT : That does not arise out of
the affidavit. The defense can give that evidence 
later.

Q Can you tell us when the United States trans
ferred fifty American destroyers to Great Britain?

THE PRESIDENT: You know very well, Mr. Smith,
that the ruling on the last question covers this.

i.R. SMITH: Well, your Honor, I would like
to defend these questions, if I may.

THE PRESIDENT?: There is no obligc?.tion
on us to allow you to put those questions simply 
because you prepare them. I do ask you to act
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reasonably. I want to avoid any sharp differences 
with counsel.

MR. SMITH: Your Honor, I never contended
because I prepared the question, every court had 
to allow it ; but I would like to be heard on the 
question of its relevancy.

THE PRESIDENT: I said you could cross-
examine him on statements of fact in his affidavit.
The cross-examination that you are attempting is

Inot limited to that. j

MR. SMITH: Your Honor, I would like to
make an objection that this Tribunal has applied such l
a narrow rule with respect to cross-examination, j
a rule narrower than any national court in the ii
United States or Canada has ever applied. !

i
THE PRESIDENT: You may make that submission, j

but my colleagues on this Bench from the United States 
and Canada, do not take that view.

MR. SMITH: And I would also like to add, (
i

your Honor, that those defendants are being deprived 
of a fair trial as guaranteed by the Charter because 
of an undue restriction on the right of cross-examin- ; 
ation. '

THE PRESIDENT?: You must abide by the Court’s :
ruling. I am not going to argue it with you. j

1

I

I

!

iI
I

J
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Q Mr. Ball^ntine, are you aware that in 
November 194-1 the Congress of the United States 
voted to repeal important sections of the Neutrality 
Lav/ thus permitting the arming of merchant ships 
of the United States and their sailing into any 
combat zone or belligerent port in the v/orld?

THE PRESIDENT: How does that •'rise out
of the affidavit?

Î R, SMITH: It be-’rs on, your Honor, the
good faith of the negotiations carried on in 194-1, 
and it also bears on what the Japanese could reason
ably apprehend were the intentions of a concert of 
nations.

iI

if
I
i

i

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal does not take
that view, Mr. Smith.

Q V/hen did the United States begin 
supolying arms, ammunition, aircraft, trucks and 
food to the Kai-Shek regime in China?

THE PRESIDENT: The same objection applies
to that. You can give evidence of all of these 
things. Do not talk about a fair trial being denied 
to you. I am afraid that is not meant for our ears, 
but for the ears of the public outside.

MR. SMITH: Your Honor, I seriously resent
what your Honor just said to me. I am not talking
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for the press* and what I .̂m talking about aid to 
I Kai-Shek is known all over the world. It is n 

matter of common knowledge.
THE PRESIDENT! If it is, why put matters —  

all matters of common knowledge to this witness?
If you are allowed to put one matter, why not !
another?

t
MR. SMITH; V/ell, in order to save time and j

to pay cue rosrect to your Honor’s ruling, I had ;
»a long series of questions dealing with aid to J
i

the Kai-Shek regime, the efforts to keep the Burma j
«

ro-ro ooen and military assistance on construction. Î
i

Q Mr. Ballantine, these complaints that the 1I
United states Government lodged with the Japanese j

I
Government with respect to violation of the Nine- j

■
Power Treaty cer.lt in the main with the competitive 
conditions among merchants of different countries 
in Chinn, is that correct?

A They cenlt with the whole range of American
rights and interests in Chinn. ;

}
s; *.'ell, the great bulk of the complaints that

ithe State Lepartment received from American merchants !j
and traders, when analyzed, really boiled down to |
the fact that the Americans could not compete with j

the Japanese because of their low prices and quality j
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Court, have subjected their ovm citizens to Chinese 
law.

THE PRESIDENT; You are not there to give 
evidence, but to refer to the affidavit.

MR. SMITH: The main point, as it touches
the affioavit, and the point I am trying to make» 
is that the Nine-Power Treaty '.vas practically a 
dead letter long before Pearl Harbor because of the 
Chinese attitude and the acquiescence in it by 
most govarnments.

THE PRESIDENT: You can give that evidence
at the proper time. Now, at the present time, you 
are staging a holdup by putting questions you know 
must be cisallowed on the Court’s previous rulings.

MR. SMITH: I would like to have your Honor
allow me a special exception to the remark that I 
am holding this Court up. I deny it emphatically.

THE PRESIDENT: You have an exception on
my refusal to allow those questions you have been 
putting.

Q In the early negotiations with the Japanese 
.. in the spring of 194-1 is it true that the Japanese 
spo’. esmn and also the Civilian Committee asked 
the State Department to act as an “introducer* of 
peace in China*
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1 A The proposal that the President of the 
United States suggested to the Government of China 
that it enter into negotiations for a peaceful 
settlement with Japan arose right at the verv 
outset of the conversations, and we agreed to that 
subject to an cagreement on a general Pacific settle- 
ment. *

Q Lie the State Department ever change its 
attitude about assuming a role of an introducer 
of peace?

A As I stated in my affidavit, that offer 
was never withdrawn.

Ç Well, in your later —  the later proposals
0

of the State Department to the Japanese, especially 
the one of November 26th, did r.ot purport to act —
I an asking you this as a question —  did not purport 
to net as an introducer of oeace between China•e

and Japan, but the United States was going to 
settle the whole China war for China without China 
being consulted at all, is that correct?

THE PRESIDENT: The witness has already
dealt with that, but let him answer again.

A I mt is not correct,
q ’.'ould you answer, Mr. Ballantine, as to 

what the true situation was, particularly as to

f

!\

\
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whether you were going to moroly assume the role 
of an introcuccr, and let Chin'1 and Japan work 
out their own -problem, or the United St?tes was 
unilnter^lly going to settle the whole China war?

A A careful reading of the explanatory state
ment which accompanied our November 26 proposal 
should make the situation abundantly clear. 17e pro
posed going .ahead with the conversations along the 
basis of that proposal; when we reached a tentative 
agreement, then we would take up the subject with 
the other governments affected.

Q But, as I road the November 26, 194-1 pro
posal, the State Department's position was that 
every Japanese soldier in China should be withernam. 
Now, my question is, if that came about, what v/ould 
there be left to settle between China and Japan 
with respect to the war?

THE PRESIDENT: Wo do not ’want the witness'
opinion. The matter is one for comment by counsel 
later.

Q 'Veil, is it a fact that in thv> November 26 
proposal the State Department .. tactically abandoned 
the idea of acting as an introducer of peace?

A No. The fact that no mention was nrdo of 
it in that thing doesn't rule it out, ,ve had these

I

I

i
i

I

I)
mz ^ i
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matters outstanding. We never withdrew the offer.
THE PRESIDENT: This cross-examination, when

relevant, is repetitive. Other defense counsel have 
covered this ground.

Ç In the November 26 proposal, as I remember 
it, among other things you offered to Japan to nego
tiate a reciprocal trade agreement binding raw silk 
on the free list; is that correct?

A Yes. There was a provision calling for bind
ing raw silk on the free list.

Ç Are you familiar with the tariff history of 
the United States since 1921 and the Tariff Act since 
then as it related to Japanese imports into the 
United States?

A I am not an authority on the American tariff 
policy or tariff legislation.

i* Dr, you recall the fact that in the Tariff 
Act of 1921 —  these are all United States laws —  
the Emergency Tariff Act of 1922 and the Hawley-Smoot 
Tariff Act of 1930 —

THE PRESIDENT: He does not purport to know
anything about the tariff of the United States. He 
told you that. You must take his answer.

IvIR. SMITH: Your Honor, I am trying to
explore what he does know about it. After all, he
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was one of those who put this provision in, and I 
want to show that this proposal to enter into a re
ciprocal trade agreement was nothing but sham in view 
of the history which preceded it.

THE PRESIDENT: If you want to say those
unpleasant things about vöur own country, wait until 
you are giving evidence. Do not try to get it im
properly from this witness because he does not know.
BY HR. SMITH (Continued):

Were you informed, or the State Department 
informed, on December 6 or the early morning of 
December 7, 1941, Washington time, that some twenty- 
four hours previously an American destroyer had depth- 
charged and sunk a Japanese submarine sore distance 
off Pearl Harbor?

A If it was a fact, I don't know about it.
Ç Were you informed in a despatch from the

White House, that is, informed in the State Depart
ment, on November 28, 1941 that Secretary Stimson 
had seen President Roosevelt that morning and had 
stated to the President that he was "inclined to feel 
that the warning given in August by the President 
against further moves b" the Japanese toward Thai
land justified an attack without further warning,

25
particularly as their new movement southward indi
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cated that they are about to violate that warning,
and that, on the other hand, he realized that the

%
situation could be made more clean-cut from the point 
of view of public opinion if a further warning were 
given, and further, that it is axiomatic that the 
best defense is offense." •

iI
Did you get that message in the State Depart- j 

ment on that day? !
A I never heard of the matter or anv matters !

i
of that nature except what I read in the Pearl Harbor j 
report, I mean, in the Pearl Harbor Congressional j
Hearing. j

Ç You do know that Secretary of War Stimson i 
did so testify in the Pearl Harbor Investigation.

A Yes. I have read Secretary Stimson’s testi
mony in the Pearl Harbor Investigation.

HR. SMITH: That concludes my examination,
your Honor, and I want to take this occasion to assure 
you most humbly that I had no intention of holding

i
this Court up. I never had any such intention during jI
the twenty-two years I’ve been a lawyer. |

THE PRESIDENT: I accept your explanation,
Hr. Smith, and I hope that in the future we shall have 
no differences.

Mr. Brannon. I
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CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)
BY Hi. BRANNON:

Q I have just a short question or two, Mr. 
Ballantine.

In 1940 did the State Department advocate 
the use of the fleet in influencing Japan in regard 
to foreign policies?

A The fleet, as well as all agencies of the
ti

American Government, as far as they can be instruments i 
of foreign policy, are so utilized. It is always the 
case.

Ç Then, other than across-the-table talk, 
economic sanctions and measures, are you statin? that ] 
the United States State Office took into consideration j

the use of the fleet for whatever purpose they might J
!have had in mind at the time?

A As I understand it, that's what a fleet is 
for, is an agency of national policy.

Q Am I correct in stating that some time in 
the early portion of 1940 the American Pacific Fleet 
moved from the west coast of the United States to j
Hawaii?

THE PRESIDENT: Why not leave these fleet
movements to Admiral Richardson, if he can tell us?
I am sure he can, Mr. Brannon.
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MR. BRANNON: Mr. President, I was seeking
to establish, perhaps, the fact that the fleet move
ment was due to a suggestion of the State Department 
and that that matter may not properly be within the 
Admiral*s knowledge. Would not Mr. Ballantine, as a 
State Department official, be properly in a position 
to answer that, if anyone?

THE PRESIDENT: Answer, if you can, Mr.
Ballantine.

A So far as I know, I do not know of any fleet 
movement that was made in response to any suggestion 
of the State Department.

Q , The President of the United States
primarily is the head of the State Department, is he

. *not?
THE PRESIDENT: I think we can take judicial

notice of the United States Constitution.
Ç As a State Department official, do you know 

whether or not the President of the United States 
attached significance to the movement of the fleet 
at that time?

A As the Cormrander-in-Chief of the Navy, the 
President attached important significance to the 
movements of fleets at all tires.

Q Do you know whether or not the President
»

__________ ' ■ _________________________________ i _ _ \
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stated to State Department officials that he had fo 
ordered the movement of the fleet for its effect on 
Japan?

A I am sorry, but I don't have any exact or*
definite knowledge of that —  dates and times of 
those matters.

MR. BRANNON; That is all as far as I am 
concerned. Mr. Brooks has a few questions.

MR. BROOKS: Mr. President and Members of
the Tribunal.

CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)
B; MR. BROOKS:

Q Mr. Witness, on the first page of your affi
davit, in the fifth paragraph you state that the 
State Department- —  I assume that's what 3to u  we re' 
talking of —  took into consideration the background 
of the political situation.

A That is correct
Q (Continuing) And that it is essential to 

an understanding of the true significance of the con
versations to have that well in mind.

A That is correct. ,
IÇ Now, would you agree that there could be no 

understanding of the merits of the controversy that 
was in progress over the Manchurian domination with-
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out some consideration, first, of the nature of the 
government which was oppbsed to Japan; second, of the 
provocation under which Japan acted; third, of the 
character of the Japanese activities; and fourth, of 
the final purposes by which the Japanese were ani
mated at that time?

THE PRESIDENT: You are assuming provocation
in one of those questions, Captain Brooks. It is 
not fair to the witness to put it in that form.

1£R. BROOKS: I am assuming that the witness,
since, in his affidavit, stated that from 1909 until 
1928 he had been serving in consular posts in Japan, 
would have read the Japanese newspapers and would 
have known the various acts and atrocities. If he 
does not know and wishes to discard that knowledge, 
well, I would like for him to speak.

THE PI'ESIDEFT: We will adjourn now until
half-past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was
taken.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
1330.

MARSHAL OF THF, COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Brooks.

J O S E P H  W. B A L L A N T I N E ,  called as a 
witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed 
the stand and testified as follows: 

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. BROOKS (Continued): If the reporter will read
back to the witness starting with the question where 
I dealt with the merits of the controversy in the 
Manchurian situation.

(’.Thereupon, the official court 
reporter read the question, as follows:)
"P Now, will you agree that there could be no 

understanding of the merits of the controversy that 
was in progress over the Manchurian domination with
out some consideration, first, of the government 
which was opposed to Japan; second, of the provoca
tion under which Japan acted —  "

MR. BROOKS: If any. You might add that.
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THF REPORTER (Continuing): "Second, of the
provocation, if any, under which Japan acted; third, 
of the character of Japanese activities; and fourth, 
of the final purposes by v/hich the Japanese were 
animated at that time?"

THE PRESIDENT: I think we are all of the
opinion that you should rut several questions cover
ing that one. '

MR. BROOKS: I will do so.
Q Mr. Eallantine, to what extent did your 

department investigate as to the actual conditions 
existing, end what was the sources of the knowledge 
as to the conditions in the Far East, that you 
utilized?

THE PRESIDENT: He could never undertake to
tell you all they had in mind about the Far East.

UR. BROOKS: I am going to break it down.
Q Did you send, for instance —

' THE PRESIDENT: I think, Captain Brooks, I
must confine you this way: You must suggest to him,
if you con, that in considering the position they

\overlooked certain matters, naming them.
MR. BROOKS: Thank you, your Honor.

Q Now dealing, Ur. Ballantine, with the first 
part of the general question, as to the nature of
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I the government which v/cs opposed to Japan —  did 
your department consider that the government of 

i Chine r.t thet time was really effective and respon
sible? I cm specking of the authority that you 
recognized in the Nanking government.

A The Nanking government was the government 
thet was recognized by the government of the United 
States, as well as all other governments at thr.t 
time.

j C However, it was a fact, was it not, that its
n authority actually extended over but a small fraction
12 of the territory and the people of China, did it
13 not?
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THE PRESIDENT: That is really a matter of
opinion as to hcT; far that government was effective, 
geographically and otherwise. You can ask him 
whether he took into account the position in China, 
but you can hardly ask him tc state fully v/het it was 

Ç Well, .Mr. Ballcntlne, the State Department 
knew, did they not, and did they not consider that 
in the territory in issue in Manchuria, that the 
young marshal, Chang Hsueh-Liang, by right of 
inheritance from his father was actually the one 
that was effective and responsible in that area, and 
that ot that time, even in the south, that the
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BALLAKTINE CROSS

authority of the Nanking government was effectively 
challenged by what was known rs the Ccnton govern
ment?

A I consider thrt our government of the TJnited 
St: tes vvcs well informed on the situetion throughout 
Chine end took into cereful considerr.tions ell the 
circumstmces involved.

Q Your department urged Jr pen to decl only 
with the leader, Chirng Kai-shek, et ell times. Is 
thet not so?

THI PRESIDENT: r;eil, he hr.s already mr.de
thet clerr. They did.

Q And did your department not have knowledge 
thrt the widow of Sun Yet Sen, the reel founder of 
the Chinese Republic, hed denounced the government 
which you were urging them to de:1 with ct thrt 
time?

A I don't think it is a question of whether 
cny unofficial person's views would have affected 
the position of the government in regard to their 
attitude towards China to r. very large .extent.

0 From a. diplomatic viewpoint that might be 
so, but I am talking rbout the sincerity and the 
practicability of the discussions, and trying to 
arrive at a. peaceful solution of the problem, and it
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is my understanding from your testimony thus frr 
that thu State Department’s attitude was that things 
were well in 1922 as a result of those conferences, 
end th: t you were not recognizing any change in the 
frets and circumstances to alter end move from that 
position. Is that correct?

A 7/e did not consider that there wore any cir
cumstances that called for revision or reconsidera
tion of the Nine-Power Treaty.

Q Now, the Japanese rise in Manchuria dated 
from this treaty negotiated in 1915? hut really had 
their origin in earlier agreements with both China 
and Russia.. Is that not right?

A Certain rights dated from certain times.
The treaty that Japan contracted with China in 1905 
was one of them.

Q Your department knew that for some years 
after the period 1922 that the Chinese had been 
endeavoring to nullify these treaties by a system
atic violation of certain provisions. Did they not?

I call your attention to some of them that were 
contended by the Japanese, I imagine, in your con
versations with them. As the building of the rail
way lines parallel to the South Manchurian Railway, 
the raising of the duty on Fuchan coal, although the
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price had been fixed by a. formel agreement, and 
the enlistment of business men in a campaign of 
boycott against Japanese interests, and the advance
ment of the campaign of propaganda which led to many 
persecutions r.nd the killing of guards and many 
other incidents, I think numbering around three- 
hundred rt that time, with which I imagine you were 
familiar, were you not?

A I knew that there were claims by one side 
and counter-claims. I don't think that the United 
States undertook to pass upon the merits of those 
claims, v'hr.t we advocated was their adjustment by 
peaceful processes by the two countries.

Ç Now, Mr. Bcllantine, your representatives 
did tell you of the protests -- of the diplomatic 
protests made by the Japanese as to the invasion 
of these rights, did they not, by the Chinese?

A I think we were informed by diplomatic 
representatives of what was going on on both sides.

Q Do you know why the Chinese evaded settle
ment of these diplomatic issues?

THE PRESIDENT: That assumes they did so
evade.

MR. BROOKS: I would like to change that.
0 Do you know if the Chinese persistently
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evaded settlement of these diplomatic issues:
A As I soy, our government didn’t undertrke 

to prss upon the merits of the claims and counter
claims of the two sides.

Cj Do you know the approximate number of cases, 
cs cited by Z a q Japanese, as being outstanding ot the 
time of the Manchurian Incident September 18, 1931?

A I do not recall.
Q There was several hundred, wc-re there not?
A I don’t know how many there were.
Q Did you take any of those cases in considera

tion in considering the actions cf the Japanese 
following September 18, 1931?

THE FRESIDFNT: He could not unless he
determined the merits first, and he says he didn’t.

C Is the President’s statement correct, in 
view of that —  of your knowledge?

A Of course.
Q Under the treaties the Japanese had certain 

extra-territorial rights v/hich hod led them to invest
t

over a billion dollars in Manchuria, had they not, 
previous to '31?

THE PRESIDENT: That is beyond anything
that was said or done or decided in the State Depart
ment, and he is limited to that.

*
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Q I asked you this question, Mr. Brlientine, 
b*.cruse you state in your affidavit it is essential 
to an understanding of the true significance of the 
convtrsetions which took place.

THE FRESIBENT: I told you, Captain Brooks,
how wo regard his affidavit. Ay colleagues assure 
roe they take the view that it is purely argumenta
tive.

n Was there any discussion in these conversa
tions as to the investments and the amount of in
vestments made by Japan?

A I do not recall that there was any par
ticular discussion of investments in Manchuria dur
ing the conversations.

Q Was there any coraperison made by the Japanese
4

diplomats in their conversations with you and your 
department between their position and their actions 
in Manchuria as being rnalagous to those of the 
United States in Nicaragua or in Cuba?

THE PHISIDE NT: That involves a Judgment.
It is outside the- scope of the affidavit.

Q Well, did he —
THE PRESIDENT: Wc are not trying what

happened in Nicaragua or any of those South American 
or other places.
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1
MR. BROOKS: If your Honoi/ please, I don't

think they need tricl. I hadn't finished whet I wrs 
getting at, Mr,. Br.llantine, was did they advance eny 
of the justifiable reasons, any defense of their s 
actions in Manchuria, as v/as utilized by the United 
States in actions that they took when their interests 
were in question?

A I am afraid I don't get all the parts of 
that question together. There seem to be two or 
three parts that are disconnected and I can't get 
them very well.

• Q Well, did the Japanese not urge or insist that 
their actions were an exercise of police power for 
the purpose of protecting their property and their 
people, and it was not war? One point.

THE PRISIDFNT: That is an issue for us and
he can not swear it.

Q The point I am making is a question of 
whether the Japanese emissary that was carrying on 
these conversations made that an insistence and is
a fact, and I think he can testify as to'the facts./

THE PRISIDENT: He can tell us anything
they said during the negotiations.

MR. BROOKS: That's what I asked him.'
A Well, they advanced many reasons why they

I_____  ________  ______ *
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wanted those items that they asked for in the con
versations, such as the stationing of troops, and 
they also spoke of the sacrifices they had made 
during the last four years of fighting with China.

Q Nov;, in these discussions, Mr. Ballnntine, 
didn't the representatives of Japan, discussing the 
Manchurian situation, state, to summarize it, that 
Japan needed and wanted a stable government that 
would respect the treaty obligations, and that there 
was no limit placed by the Japanese on the method of 
assuring that stable government, was there?

A I don't recnli that the Manchurian situation 
was discussed in those conversations. There/ was', of 
course, a point about the recognition of Manchukuo 
in their proposals, but I don't think there was any 
discussion of that subject. At least I don't recall 
it.

Q Then their position in Manchuria, was not 
considered by the Department of State, Am I to gain 
that from your statement? Or was it left to be later 
discussed?

A I can only say that there was no discussion 
in the conversations aboi t that subject. The subject 
of Manchuria and Japan's claims in regard to Manchuria 
we.s something that the Department of State had been

I
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Q Now, the Department of State in considering |
i

this problem, did they make any private investigations 
as to the conditions there, either economically or 
politically?

THE PRESIDENT: You would be advised by
your representatives in those countries, no doubt. You 
would not need to make private inquiries, would you?
What do'you have consuls for?
! MR. BROOKS: Can he answer the question?

Q (Continuing) I mean besides your regular officia: 
channels?

A Our official channels seemed adequate for 
us. .If it hadnrt been adequate we would have increased 
them. ;

j i
I Q Did you utilize the reports of any commissions 
or other bodies making investigations from a commercial i
standpoint, in those areas?

A We gave most careful consideration to the 
Lytton Report, for example.

Q And was that the only renort that you utilized 
as a basis for arriving at your conclusions later?

A Well, we had our consular and diplomatic reports 
and the Lytton Report. I can't think —  recall any j

other at this moment that we had. I
J

Q Were you familiar, Mr. Ballantine, with the j

11,107
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O'Ryan commission headed by Gemeral O'Ryan of New 
York?

A I recall that he weis engaged by the Japanese 
and went out to make an investigation for them.

Q That was also a Joint enterprise with some 
American business interests in New York, was it not, 
that he was representing?

A If that is so, I didn't know about it.
Q Did you or any of your Department ever have

any discussion with any members of that commission?
A • don't recall. I believe that General 

O'Ryan did come down to the State Department and see 
somebody down there.

Q Did they not make available to your Department i
the report and the information that they had obtained? J

i
A If he did, I don't recall seeing it, j
Q Did you know Mr. Willis J. Abbott who* i

was editor-in-chief of the Christian Science Monitor?
THE PRESIDENT: There is no limit to the length i

i

of a cross-examination of this type if it is permitted.
You could * ask. ■* him about opinions of every man in 
America.

MR. BROOKS: I am asking him, your Honor, in
following up the questions to refresh his memory as to ! 
the commissions and reports that they used that were
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u n o f f i c i a l ,  and I  was s u g g e s t in g  to  him t h is  l a s t  man 

j b ecause  he i s  a pro m in en t A m e rican  newspaperman who 

made th a t  in v e s t ig a t io n  to  p r e s e n t  a f a i r  and u n b ia se d  

view  o f  th e  p ro b lem .

THE PR ESID EN T: T h e re  a re  hundreds o f  prom inent

newspapermen th ro u g h o u t th e  w o rld  who gave t h e ir
!

a t t e n t io n  to  th e se  t h in g s  and s u r e ly  you a re  n o t g o in g  j

to  a sk  him h is  o p in io n  o f  th o se  o r what in f lu e n c e  tfe e f j;
had in  Y /ash in gto n .

I ® .  BROOKS; I  am a s k in g  him f o r  t h i s  re a so n :  

j T h a t in  th e se  c a s e s  h ere  th a t  I  have c i t e d  th e se  men 

had in fo r m a t io n  t h a t  c o u ld  have been a v a i la b le  to  j
I

th e  S t a t e  D epartm ent,and  i n  f a c t ,  may have been o ffe r e d  J 

b u t I  do n o t b e l ie v e  was e v e r u se d  a s  1 have ga in e d  j

so  f a r  by h im , th a t  was a v a i la b le  to  them* I

THE PR ESID EN T: No doubt the  p r e s s  o f  A m erica

e n t e r ta in e d  a v a r i e t y  o f  o p in io n s  and e x p re sse d  them, 

p erhaps p re sse d  them, b u t i s  he to  t e l l  u s  a l l  th o se  

t h in g s ?  VJhy sh o u ld  th e y  go o u t s id e  th e  r e p o r t s  o f  !

t h e ir  t r a in e d  a d v is o r s  on the sp o t?

(A d d re s s in g  the w it n e s s )  D id  you c o n s id e r  

th e  v iew s o f  J o u r n a l is t s ?

TEE "T TN E SS : We d id .  |
i

THE PR ESID EN T: Y/as y o u r Judgement determ ined !

b y  the o p in io n s  o f  i n f l u e n t i a l  newspapermen?
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THE WITNESS î Our opinions were determined 
by consideration of our consular reports, other reports 
and we also gave consideration to reports of journalists. 
They were not detei^ined by reports of journalists.
BY MR. BROOKS (Continued):

Q Or by any one of those particular things in 
particular, were they?

A They were not. Our conclusions were not 1
determined by any one set of reports.

Q However, the facts as reported v/ere considered 
and reflected in your conclusions, were they not?

A We tried to give full consideration to all 
facts.

Q Now, did you —
THE PRESIDENT: The State Department

!
{would have files of all the leading newspapers of 
! America at all events?
I

I THE WITNESS: It does have.
I
; Q But the particular man, Mr. Abbott, that I 
asked you about*had been there to make a study and 
make a report. Did you see his report?

A I don't recall it. That must have been a long

24

25

time ago.
!

Q That was in December • of 1931* 
A That's a long time ago.

I
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Q Now, I want to ask you in considering the 
Manchurian invasion and its e.ffect on your discussions 
later on: Is it not true that all of your conclusions
as to that were based entirely upon the Lytton Report?

A No*
Q Is it not true that your Department had taken 

the stand to try to maintain the conditions of 1922 

and would not consider investigating the facts as to 
the changing events in history of the times after that?

A I think our Government gave consideration to 
ail the facts, also the facts connected with the 
character —  circumstances of Japan's invasion of 
Manchuria.

Q Did you —  your Department —  examine into the 
facts that had happened just previous to the Manchurian 
Incident?

A As I say, we had full reports from our consular 
representative of pertinent facts and we gave them care
ful study and consideration.

Q Did these reports deal with the invasion 
of the extra-territorial rights of Japan or any other 
nation?

A I think these reports dealt with all aspects 
of these questions.

Q In January 1932 China made another effort
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1 to cancel extra-territorial rights of other nations
2 than Japan, did she not?
3 THE PRESIDENT: How is that relevant to any
4 issue here?
5 KR. BROOKS: I want to know if the State
6 Department considered this attempt to repudiate certain
7 of China's own treaties at that time in light with the
8 same —  a i n i l f c y * e f f e c t  that she had with Japan previous
9 to that time, if they considered that.

10 THE PRESIDENT: V/e must confine ourselves
11 to China's attitude to Japan.
12
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a government that vas repudiating these treaties 
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in f'ese areas.
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THE PRESIDENT: The witness need not nnsv/cr.
HR. BROOKS: I b-'se that, your Fc:~or, upon

the assumption that it w-s cither due to a. misunder
standing of the facts or circumstances, or there would, 
be some other reason for it,

THE PRESIDENT: v?e cannot undertake to decide
all the disputes between nations here.

Q ’hour Department did k'ow th-"t Japan had 
attempted to negotiate a settlement of this controversy 
originally with the young marshal, did they not?

A I ha/v"' no clear recollection of that.
Q From the reports and information that you had 

from these areas, do you knot; hy it was that Ja can 
considered it necessary to negotiate with the young 
marshal for the settlement of the controversy rather
than ’■/i ti the government at
with the league of Nations?

THE FEHS IDENT: ':To

Hanking by taking that un

do not want hir' to toll us25
Japan1 s atti tu.de. Yo- can tcj.l us that in the course
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oi' giving evidence Inter.
MR. PROOKS: My question asks him ns to the

effectiveness of the young marshol's control.
TKE PRESIDENT: Tent, n'vin, involves e.

ludgr.ient. It is not for o diplomat.
IP*. BROOKS: As it was known by their Depart

ment. from tteir official reports ~s well c.s otherwise, 
they should know who was effective to cl eel with.

TUE PRESIDENT: They seid they treeted
Chungking, meaning Banking, ns the effective government 
in those deys. Chungking w~s a.t the time of Pearl 
Harbor r.nd thereabouts.

0 r;hat did the repaid*! r.t this tine, vour o*-'fi- 
ci^l reports, show os to the effectiveness of dealing 
with Chungking in relation to dealing with the voung 
marshal?

I had better ask that this 'Tay, Mr. Br.llantine :
If an agreemer'• had been made by Japan ”ith 

the ranking Government at that time, from the informa- 
.ion that you had as to your official reports, do you 
think that it • ould have been effective and settled the 
controversy?

T'1! PRESIDENT: I told you repeatedly we
won't accept, his opinion, so don't ask for it.
Flca.sc spare me the necessity to have tc repeat that
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aa-in. I have repeated it twenty times today.
HR. BROOKS: I think that is all I have at

» this time, your Honor,
TJ'E PRESIDENT : Hr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal pie-sc.

CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)
BY HR. LOGAN:

Q Hr, Ballantine, up to the impositi on of 
s-nctions by the United States, isnrt it a fret that 
Ambassador Ore** pointed out that when these embargoes 
vrent into effect against Japan, th.at the relations 
between the United Spates and Japan v7ould probably go 
downhill-and would in all probability load to vnar?

A I don’t recall exactly the exact time or the 
exact wording of references made by Mr# Grew on that 
subject. I do know that he did make them.

Q And he was your representative on the spot, 
and after receipt of this advice, did the State Depart- 
ment take into consideration that the imposition of 
embargoes would in all probability make future nego
tiations with Japan impossible?

A As I have already stated, the conversations 
with the Japanese had been suspended v/ben the freezing 
measures were adopted. After the freezing measures 
v/ere adopted the Japanese came around and asked to
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have the conversations. resumed.
Q I realize that, Hr, Bnllantine. But. the 

k point. I am trying to make is that after you received 
this advice from Hr. Grew to the effect that embargoes 
mif’bt lead to war, the State Department, nevertheless, 
put through the recommendation that embargoes be put 
on the goods, with the knowledge that after the embar
goes were placed it would be more difficult to continue 
or even reopen negotiations with the Japanese? In 
other words, Hr. Ballantine, it created another prob
lem for consideration 3n any negotiations; isn’t that so?

A The Japanese '-.ovc into southern Indo-China 
had also created another problem for consideration.

Q V/hen you say "another problem," I assume by 
that that you agree with me that this embargo question 
did create another problem; is that right?

A That is correct.
o Now, on October 9, 1941., Ambassador Grew also 

reported to the State Department that the frozen credit 
policy of the United States was driving Japan into 
national bankruptcy, and that she would be forced to 
act, is that correct?

A There, ''.gain, I don’t recall the exact wording, 
but. X believe it is substantially correct.

Q So that, Hr. Balla.ntino, the observation made
I___ «
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1 by Mr. Grow prior to t.ho time the embargoes were

? *imposed, his prediction et thot time, actually came ,

2 true; isn't that so?

4 A I don't recall that, his previous representations

5 to which you refer said that Japan would be driven into

6 national bankruptcy.

7 0 I am referring to the fact that he stated.

8 that she would be forced to act. That is what I had

9 in mind.

10 A Well, the t,:o things ere quite different. One

11 is your references to "national bankruptcy}' the other is

12 "forced to act." Japan always had. the opportunity

13 before her of reverting to peaceful courses.
14 THE PRESIDENT: I think, I'r. Logan, we are
15 covering the same ground, again. Wc have been over this.
16 Q Yesterday, Mr. Ballant.ino, in answer to a
17 a lie st ion as to whv Mr. Hull suddenly abandoned the modus
18 vivendi, you stated that you —  or, Mr. Hull felt that
19 it would be a very discouraging factor on the Chinese,
20 who were being hard-pressed.
21 Did the State Department also at that tine
22 discuss the advantage to the United States of keeping
23 the Japanese Array occupied in China if the incident
24 between Japan and China was not terminated at that time?
25

1
A One of the paramount considerations before us,

1
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1 in accordance with our fixed nationr.l policy, was to 
aid nations resisting aggression.

Q Will you answer the question, please0 
A I thought ny answer would have covered your first 

question,
MR. LOGAN: Will the stenographer please

repeat it?
(^hereupon, the question was read 

by the official court reporter.)
A I don't recall that that subject was discussed.., 

TITS PRESIDENT: Wc will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
BY MR. LOGAN (Continued):

Q Mr. Ballantine, yesterday when a questien 
was directed to you —  it may have been today —  yes
terday, about a statement that had appeared in your 
affidavit with respect to the AMAU statement, you 
stated that if you recalled correctly that the idea 
of putting that in your affidavit was suggested by 
counsel here, and th^t you wrote your own wording of 
it independently of having before you or having in 
mind any similar statement by Mr. Hull. Now, isn't 
it a fact, Mr. Ballnntine, that that statement is 
taken word for word out of Mr..Hull's prepared state
ment which he submitted to the hearings before the 
Congressional Investigation with the exception of 
the fact that you used the word "AMAU" whereas Mr. 
Hull used the words, "hands off China"?

A In my statement yesterday I was referring 
to the statement I made on the first page of my 
affidavit. Apparently, the first page of my affi
davit has gotten torn off here, and I cannot check 
on it, but it was, a statement in regard to my —  

('-/hereupon, a document was handed
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to t he witness.)
A (Continuing) —  I was referring to the third 

paragraph of my statement on page 1.
Q Y/e 11, the reocrd indicates, Mr. Ballantine, 

that you were referring to the statement I just re
ferred to? If I read this to you it might refresh 
your recollection on it.

A Then it is a complete —
THE PRESIDENT: Is it worthwhile wasting

time on it, Mr. Logan? As ho drafted his affidavit, 
no doubt he had before him papers, perhaps including 
Mr. Hull’s statement. Why couldn’t he adopt Mr. 
Hull's language, if it expressed the position as he 
saw it?

Q Well, isn’t it usual, Mr. Ballantine, that 
quotation marks be given to extracts from other docu
ments, particularly in diplomatic circles?

THE PRESIDENT: Oh, that is a matter of
ethics at most. It does not affect us.

Q I will ask you, Mr. Ballantine, who 
selected the passages which you used in your affi
davit from Mr. Hull's prepared statement? Was it 
you or counsel for the prosecution?

A It was I who selected practically all, if 
not all. I do not recollect exactly, but practically
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all I selected myself. „
Q And was that selection made, Mr. Ballantine, 

with the idea of presenting to this Tribunal that 
part of Mr. Hull’s testimony which v/ould be more 
favorable to the prosecution’s case?

THE PRESIDENT : Well, you know what Mr.
Hull said, and you know what is in the affidavit.

MR. LOGANî I appreciate that, your Honor, 
but my point is this: That here we have a witness
who comes ten thousand miles to testify at this 
trial, and he presents to the Tribunal an affidavit 
in which he does not state that much, if not most, 
of the affidavit is taken from Mr. Hull’s testimony? 
and in addition to that, he omits that part of Mr. 
Hull's testimony which has not been put in evidence 
bv the prosecution and which we contend is favorable 
to the accused in this case.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you can put it in
later. There will bo ways of doing it without 
calling Mr. Hull.

MR. LOGAN: Well, it is my understanding,
your Honor, that this witness is supposed to present 
the entire attitude of the State Department —  not 
a one-sided attitude.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you can put'to him

à

î-aI

à

ji

I
‘i
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tho things which you think he should have included 
in his affidavit from Mr. Hull's statement, in a 
short formal mean.

Q I just want to call to your attention,
Mr. Ballantine, among other things which you o- 
mitted was Mr. Hull's discussion of the embargo 
on page 412 of his record, his mention of the 
Selective Service Act which v/as passed in the United 
States' preparation for war, and his statement with 
respeçt to tho pressure which was brought upon 
Japan from other countries. I would also like to 
call your attention to tho bottom of page 12 of 
your affidavit —

THE PRESIDENT: You will make your question
too long unless you let him answer the first part,
Mr. Logan.

What have you to say about the Selectivo 
Service Act — you said something yesterday about it —  
and the pressure brought by other countries?

THE WITNESS: V/as there a question addressed
to me, Mr. President? I did not understand it.

THE PRESIDENT: It is suggested that you
are suppressing tho truth, that you omitted any 
reference to Mr. Hull's statement about tho Selective 
Service Act and the pressure brought on Japan by
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other countries.
THE WITNESS: I had no thought whatever

of suppressing the truth. I certainly received no 
suggestion from counsel as to the omission or in
clusion of any of these portions. I was trying to 
make this affidavit as concise as possible, and I 
usod the selection —  used my best Judgment as to 
what would be most appropriate for this occasion.

MR. LOGAN: Wg, will accept that, Mr. Bal-
lantine.

Q Will you now turn to page 12 of your af
fidavit, at the bottom of the page. You make this 
statement* which is a direct quotation from Mr. Hull*s 
prepared statement on page 430 of the record:

"On November 20 the Japanese Ambassador 
and Mr. FJJRUSU presented to me a proposal which, 
on its face, was extreme."

But, you omit the next sentence in Mr.
Hull1 s testimony, wherein he said:_"I knew, as did 
other high officers of the Government, from inter
cepted messages supplied to me by the War and Navy 
Department that this proposal was the final Japan
ese proposition and an ultimatum."

In the last paragraph of your page 12 of 
your affidavit, however, you say:

---------------------- --------- --------- -------  I
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"Before and after presenting that proposal, 
Ambassador NOMURA and Mr, KURUSU talked emphatically 
about *he urgency of the situation and intimated 
vigorously that this was Japan's last word and if 
an agreement along these lines was not quickly 
concluded ensuing developments might be most un
fortunate,"

Now, is that last sentence in your affi
davit Intended by you to take the place of the 
sentence I road to you from Mr, Hull's prepared 
statement?

A I had before me not only Mr, Hull's state
ment, but also the statement contained in our summary 
of conversations that we prepared shortly after Pearl 
Harbor, I had no particular motives in using one 
instead of the other, I do not remember what con
siderations I had on that, I had no reason —  I mean 
I have no reason for omitting the Secretary's state
ment, I had those both before mo, and I leaned 
towards this other statement, and did not see ^ny 
need of both of them.

Ç Do I understand, Mr. Ballantine, that 
that last paragraph on page 12 of your affidavit 
came from some other memorandum?

A I don't know about the exact wording, but
------------------------------------------------------- !
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I think it follows pretty closely what appears in 
the summary of conversations in Foreign Relations, 
United States-Japan, 1931 to 194-1.

Q Can you tell us with whom Ambassador NOKURA 
and Mr. KURUSU had these talks which I referred to 
in that last paragraph on page 12?

A They had these talks with the Secretary of 
State, at which I was present.

Q Now, Mr. 3aliantine, aside from the quota
tions which you have presented in your affidavit from 
Kr. Hull's testimony and statements from other memo
randa which you have not designated, the balanco of 
your affidavit is your own personal opinion, isn't 
that so? I mean, pardon mo —  may I explain that a 
little bit —  I mean by that that it is an opinion 
which you drew up while you were here and which has 
never been submitted to the State Department for 
its approval?

THE PRESIDENT: Ignore his opinion, Mr.
Logan. We are doing so.

MR. LOGAN: I am doing that, your Honor,
but I want him to state that that is his opinion, 
and not the State Department's opinion which he fcas 
in that affidavit, if that be the fact.

THE PRESIDENT: Ho can tell if it is the
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Stato Department's opinion, yes,
äR. LOGAN: If your Honor please, I am

asking him if the balance of that affidavit, aside 
from the statements which he has incorporated from 
Kr. Hull's testimony and from other documents, I am 
asking him if the balance of that affidavit which he I
has submitted here is his own opinion and not the j

opinion of the State Department,'
THE PRESIDENT : That is an allowable

question, certainly.
A I take full responsibility for the con

tents of this affidavit. I will say that I did show 
this affidavit in its entirety to associsatos of mine 
in the State Department. This affidavit, however, 
has never been officially cleared with the State De
partment.

UR. S. OKAMOTO: I am OKAMOTO, Shoichi,
counsel for the defendant, NCTO, Akira.

THE PRESIDENT: Hr. 0XAM0T0.
MR, S. 0KAH0T0: Owing to the efforts of

American defense attorneys, the extent of my cross- 
examination has become very narrow, and I have only 
a few simple questions to ask.

____________________________________________  _______l
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CROSS-EXA!/ INATION (Continued)
BY MR. S. OKAIIOTO:

Q On page 1, paragraph 4 of your affidavit, 
you state as follows: "During practically all of r-y
career in the foreign service, I have dealt with Far 
Eastern Affairs and have followed closely the course 
of Japanese-American relations. Up until 1931 the 
relations between the United States and Japan were 
g e n e r a l ly  friendly and the American Government and 
people consistently had an attitude of *ood will 
toward ■‘the government and people of Japan. The 
Japanese occupation of Manchuria caused an impairment 
of those relations." I wish to ask you two or three 
questions concerning this paragraph.

In your capacity as an official of the State 
Department and also through the studies in foreign 
affairs which you made are you aware that there was 
an American named Bates in the employ of the Japanese 
Foreign Office -- as an adviser of the Japanese 
Foreign Office?

A I know Hr. Dennison personally.
THE IÏ0HIT0?.: Correction: Mr. Dennison.
THE PRESIDENT; I thought he said "Bates."
THE KOFITOR: Mr. President, the correction

was overlooked, and it has been made just now. The
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collection is: "Mr. Denrison" instead of "Mr. Bates."
Ç Do you know that Mr. Dennison worked in the 

Foreign Office from 1880 to 1914, which covered both 
the period of the Sino-Japanese War and the Russo- 
Japanese War?

A I do not know the exact years that he was 
in the Foreign Office, but I know he was there a long 
time.

Q Have you heard that he was held in great 
respect by Foreign Ministers MUTSU and KCFUP.A?

A I understand that that was the case.
Q Are you aware that Mr. Dennison participated 

in the drafting of the Sino-Japanese Peace Treaty?
A I believe I recall that, yes.
Q Are you aware that the Japanese ultimatum 

to Russia, just before the outbreak cf the Russo- 
Jauanese V/ar, was penned solely upon the responsibility 
of Mr. Dennison?

A I didn’t know that.
Q Are you aware that in 1899 John Kay 

enunc.'Mfccid the Open Door Policy towards China?
A I am "Miliar with that.
Q Was the Russ it*» southward advance in Man

churia contrary to this Open Dcior principle before 
the Russo-Japanese Vfar?
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1 THE PIESIDENT: Oh, that is hardly within
the scope of the affidavit.

MR. S. OKAMOTO: I am trying to dissect his
statement regarding the so-called frifendlv relations
between the United States and Japan and wish to clear
up his statement regarding that.

\
t THE PRESIDENT: You are not doing it in this

v/ay. /
MR. S. OKAMOTO: Then 1 shall change my

Question.
Q I wish to question you concerning the 

Japanese Exclusion Act, concerning which Mr. Smith 
asked you previously. Is it not a fact that this 
Act, which Wus passed in 1923 —  1922, greatly ex
cited the Japanese people —  1923?

THE PRESIDENT: That is beyond the scope of%
the affidavit as it is to be read now.

Q Then I shall ask you a very short question: 
You have stated that un until 1931 the relations be
tween the United States and Japan were generally 
friendly. However, did you not receive informationl
that, owing to the Oriental Exclusion Act, the 
Washington Conference, the Naval Limitation Treaty,I
and the Nine-Power Pact, as far as Japan was con
cerned she considered herself oppressed to quite a:
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degree by the United States?
A My understanding is that the Japanese Govern

ment entered voluntarily into those treaties referred 
to.

Q And what about the trend of Japanese public 
opinion?

THE PRESIDENTS That is beyond the scope of 
the affidavit.

I«R. S. OKAMCTO: Then I shall again change
my question.

Q On page 2 of your affidavit, in paragraph 
seven you state as follows: that after "Japan gave
formal notice of its intention to withdraw at the end
of 193É from the Naval Limitation Treaty," ....  “Japan
proceeded energetically to increase her armaments, 
preparatory to launching her invasion in China."
What do you mean by the word "energetically"?

THE PRESIDENT: It speaks for itself. There
is no need to answer.

Q I shall ask you concerning another point:
THE PRESIDENT: In any event, that part of

the affidavit was disallowed as expressing an opinion. 
It goes on: "preparatory to launching her invasion
in China."

Q (Continuing) I shall question you concerning
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another point: In your affidavit you state that
Japan was waging an undeclaréd war against China.
Did the United States State Department consider, even 
in war time, that Japan was still waging an unde
clared war?

A I don’t quite understand the question.
Q In your affidavit you have used the phrase 

"undeclared war." Before drawing up this affidavit, 
that is, during the period of the Sino-Japanese con
flict, did the American State Department recognize 
that an undeclared war existed between Japan and 
China and conduct its foreign affairs accordingly?

A Yes. We knew that the Japanese Government 
had not declared war against China, that is, before 
1941, and that v/e had to take the facts into consider
ation that hostilities on a large scale were going on.

Q Then, were the provisions of the Neutrality 
Act put into effect?

A No.
Ç If you recognized that an undeclared state 

of war existed, was it a mistake not to have put the 
provisions of the Neutrality Act into effect?

. THE PRESIDENT: That is an opinion which
he is not invited to give.

Q Then I shall ask you, as a matter of fact,
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was the Neutrality Act not put into effect?
A As I said before, the Neutrality Act was not 

put into effect.
Q Then, is it a fact that it follows that 

material to aid the Chiang Regime was sent in large 
quantities, and also Including weapons?

A Yes. It was our policy to assist the Chinese 
Government, and we assisted in sending such materials 
as we could.

Ç But, is it not also a fact that England on 
the 19th of July, 1939, as a result of the ARITA- 
Craigie conversations, recognized that a state of war 
existed in China and agreed not to aid the Chinese 
side, and agreed to let this be known to the English 
people?

THE PRESIDENT: Well, that is really outside
the scope of the affidavit. He does not speak for 
Great Britain.

But, do you know?
THE WITNESS: Well, I do know for three

months the Burma Road was closed by the British.
Q Was not the United States note abrogating the 

Commercial Treaty —  the Treaty of Commerce and Navi
gation with Japan as a mean's of trying to influence 
Great Britain?
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THE PRESIDENT: That requires an opinion.
KR. S. OKAMOTO: I wish to ask whether

America wa^ not stimulated by this action of Great 
Britain and thus served notice of the abrogation of 
the Commerce and Navigation Treaty, and that the 
United States did this in order to check or to re
strain Britain from that policy.

THE PRESIDENT: What was the view of the
State Department?

THE WITNESS: I don’t know of any considera
tions entering into the abrogation of the Commercial 
Treaty other than those stated in my affidavit.
BY MR. S. 0KAH0T0 (Continued):

Q I shall ask you on another point: You have
written in your affidavit of the Siberian Expedition. 
Did rpt Japan send troops to Siberia upon the invita
tion of America?

THE PRESIDENT: That is outside the scope
of the affidavit. At least you may point out some
thing in the affidavit that warrants it. I cannot 
recall anything.

MR. S. OKAMOTO: It is on page 14 of the
Japanese text. I am trying to find out what page 
it is on in the English text from my colleagues.

THE MONITOR: At the top of page 6 in the
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THE PRESIDENT! Yes, A colleague has sent 
me this note, I think it is correct, too. He said,
, "they were entitled to send seven thousand and did 
send seventy thousand, or sômething like that," 

Answer the question, if you can.
A I think that the actual, initial proposal 

did come from the United ,States.
Q However, in 1920 America sent Japan notice 

that she was withdrawing her troops —
THE MONITOR! Correction! But, in January, 

1920, America withdrew her own troops without con
sultation with Japan and sent merely notice to that 
effect to Japan. , >

THE PRESIDENT! Do you know that?
A I believe that is correct,
Q Did Baron SHIDEHARA, then Japanese Ambassa

dor to Washington, protest to the State Department? 
Did not Baron SRIDEHARA protest, saying that "a 
unilateral withdrawal of troops —  that America*s 
unilateral withdrawal of troops was uncalled for and 
thatj hereafter Japan will be at liberty whether she 
.chooses to remain or to withdraw her troops"?

A I do not recall that.
Q Towards the end of page 16 of the Japanese

!
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text —
THE MONITOR: This is still page 6 of the

English text.
Ç (Continuing) in paragraph 6 of page 6 you 

state: ‘'On April 15, 194-0, Kr. ARITA, then Japanese
Minister for Foreign Affairs, said" et cetera, et 
cetera, and then "Following the occupation of the 
Netherlands by Germany that spring, Japan sent a 
Commercial Commission to the Indies which asked con
cessions so far reaching that, if granted, they would 
have reduced the Indies practically to a Japanese 
colony."

THE PRESIDENT: We decided to ignore that
opinion. You may do so.

KE. S. OKAMOTO: Thank you.
Q Page 8 of your affidavit, the third para

graph of the English text, you state as follows: 
"Notwithstanding the various objectionable features 
of the Japanese Government's proposal, in view of the 
world situation the Government of the United States 
decided to explore thoroughly every possible means, 
starting with the Japanese proposals, of coming to 
an agreement. The Secretary of State on numerous 
occasions at which I was present emphasized to the 
Japanese Ambassador that this Government was aware of

I
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the difficult internal situation which the Japanese 
Government faced and was prepared to be patient and 
to give the Japanese Government ample time to bring 
Japanese public opinion into line in support of a 
liberal broad-gauge program, such as the Secretary of 
State and the Japanese Ambassador had been discussing 
in their conversations.”

What information had the State Department 
received concerning the difficult internal'situation 
of the Japanese Government of which you speak?

A We had received information from these 
unofficial Japanese representatives; we had had 
constant —  had representations made to us about these 
liberal forces ready to come forth if we*d only be 
patient5 and many other representations of that 
character.

THE PRESIDENT: Will you be much longer,
Mr. 0KAM0T0?

MR. S. 0KAM0T0: I still have a few more
questions to ask.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now until
half-past nine on Monday.

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjourn
ment was taken until Monday, 25 November 
1946 at 0930.)
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1
the difficult internal situation which the Japanese 
Government faced and was prepared to be patient and 
to give the Japanese Government ample time to bring 
Japanese public opinion into line in support of a 
liberal broad-gauge program, such as the Secretary of 
State and the Japanese Ambassador had been discussing 
in their conversations."

V/hat information had the State Department 
received concerning the difficult internal‘situation 
of the Japanese Government of which you speak?

A V/e had received information from these 
unofficial Japanese representatives; we had had 
constant —  had representations made to us about these 
liberal forces ready to come forth if we'd only be 
patient; and many other representations of that 
character.

THE PRESIDENT: Will you be much longer,
Mr. 0KAM0T0?

MR. S. 0KAM0T0: I still have a few more
questions to ask.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now until
half-past nine on Monday.

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjourn
ment was taken until Monday, 25 November/ *
1946 at 0930.)
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No. I32 dated 1 December 1945, 
tie Pearl Harbour Operation"

In
Evid nee

II209

11210

11211

II213

II213

11216

11220

11221

11224

11227
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Monde y, 2? November, 1946

INTERN; TIOX/.L MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR LAFT 

Court House of the Tribune 1 
v'rr Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Jeprn

Thr T.ribunrl ret, pursurnt to rdjournrrnt,

rt 0910.

i.pper rr nee s:
For the. Tribun? 1, srmc ;s before vith the 

exception of the HONOR/EXE R. B. F/L, E.cr.bor fron 

Indio, not sitting.
For the Prosecution Section, erne rs before.
For the Defense Section, mine r r before.

The Accused:
/1: presrnt except OKAV/’A, Shurci, vho is 

represented by his counsel.

(English to Jsprncse end Joponore 
to English interprets tion v;r s rods by the 
Lsngurge feet ion, IIITFE.)
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MARSHAL OF TUI. COURT: The International Military
Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE FRE3IDEUT: Major Moore. '

LANGUAGE ARBITER (Major Moore): Mr. President, i
if the Tribunal please, I beg leave to present some j

i
language corrections. Copies of what I am about to

i
read are presented for the convenience of the Tribunal, j 

Exhibit 1117, record page 10,166, line 26, the ! 
sentence be inning "The Emperor" should read "As stated 
by the Vice Lord Chamberlain, I received the Imperial 
order to give a reply after gathering your Excellency's 
opinion."

Line 17, delete from "saying that" to "Army and" 
and substitute "as a person good for the military and 
capable of exercising general control ovrr all lines i
nf II

Line 25, after "GHQ" transpose "in the palace.' I
THE PRESIDITT: Insert "in the palace" in this |

document. !
LANGUAGE APf'ITFR (Major Moore): I regret, sir,

that that word should be transposed, since the words are 
taken from the following sentence and carried over into 1 
the sentence before. The punctuation mark was in error.

After "Yor-’AI said" should read "no other person 
than Frince KONOYE would do." 1
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Pago 10,163, lino 12, after "Cabinet" insert 
e sort.once "After Ms .audiencc, I net and t*l!*.ed with 

hin.u
l'iü

4
P x h v t b  t 1 1 4 6 , r e c o r d n a g e  1 0 , 2 ' 12 ,  l i n o  2 ,

5 " - b r o a d "  s h o u l d r e - d. " i t  i s v : r ,r d i f f i c u l t  t o  n r

6 t h e  - u t c o - ' e  o ~ VIO J» J*»i t h  t h e U . S . A .  S o  *” e  h a d  b o

7 * a n d  o-o f o r t h .

Ot> L i n o  7 , p - r - . g r ~ p h  4 , c; '-» “5JJ} 1 V* f. ^ ’ "Jp fr Q Y>

9 s h o u l d  b o  rondo c l o - r t h - -  tl- c  t o r - ’ i n a t i o n  o f  t h e

10 I n c i d e n t  i s  t h e f  i r ^ t  c o “ s i d Q •• t o n . "

11 L i n e  1 2 , p a r a g r - n * '  6 , s )  o u l d  r o - d  " T h e  p c

s h o u l d  b o  r r r d c  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  n o c c - s i t y  f o r  t e n  

o r . . . "  a n d  - o  f o r t h .

L i n e  1 7 ,  i n s e r t  " - n d "  b o t - ’e o n  " r a t i o n "  - n d  " t o  

e s t a b l i s h . "

P h ' h i b i t  11-1-7, r e c o r d  p a ^ ' c  . 1 . 0 , 2 4 7 ,  l i n o  ] / ,  

f i e l e t : ,  f r o " ’ " b r i n g  ' ' b o u t "  t o  l i n e  1 7  " f o r  a "  ^ n d  

s u b s t i t u t e  " d o  i t  •’■ h c r c u s U y .  T o  J:v.rn t o . . . "

L i n o  2 7 ,  • ' f t o r  " p - r l e . y "  i n s e r t  " a n d .  b o n e d  t o  c o r . - j  

i n u . c  t o  a c "  - i t h  t h i s  i d e a . "

P a g ’'. 1 0 , ? ' ' l- 3 ,  l i n e  2 ,  d e l  e t c -  f r o ' ”  " O u r  d o n - r . d s "  

t o  e n d  <n? s e n t e n c e .  - nd s u b s t l  t u  t o  " I n  T ->r. - r e s ?  A ^ c n i c - n  

r o i - t i e n s  : j

"1. o should ~ci' eh T. o our polie,r of station- !!
i n g  t r o o p s  i n  C h i n ' - o r  ! t o! o r  p o l i c i e s  c o n n e c t e d  v; i t h j
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"22. v'z f ! ou.lc not cntcrt'-in "rytl in- t' -t night
UCt result t h : C h 1 r. o I n c i  cl r. t .

*t I "Witl thcr- po ‘nts in vie1 it should bn found
5 out vd ctt r n ;goti~tiors c n b: success '’u.l v'it! in the
r> 11

t i  s e t  b 'r t! : T i f  ' C o m o n n d . 'Then t h i  s h.r.s be n e s c c r

7 i t  i n o d  t h e  m u tt:. .r  s h o u l d  b e  s e t t l e d  ".’' .ro u g h d i - o l o m * c ^ .
ot » S u c h  b e i n g  tv c c ~ s * ,  " 1 1  o n e r "  ' i  e o - "; p r é p a r a t i e n s be

jconc.j.nv.of. . ";,cr:ign H  nister should stud" the
Î0 
i : 
in 
l . 
l i

above to find ouJ- • 'bother in is possible or not."
Exhibit life, record page 10,276, line 1, 

"YAhATA" r’-ould red "7A7P, (YAKATA)."
Line 7, delete "Tlx 'nr "inister did not • -en tien 

lei'* nxmc" "rd substitute "it or.y not b_ v/cll to desig
nate the next Premier."

Line 10, substitute "not -’cp^rf from" for
17

19 «

"folio?/. "
Lire 20, substitute "o prudent" ?or "on ir.de-

20

O I
L i n e 2 3 , " f t ' r " o n  t h i s r o i

— I
add eel U a t  t h S-. t i .t t e r r.<: : d s  t o  be s t

22

23
P-'ge 1 0 , 2 7 7 , 1 n c  'S, r . f t e r

2-1 ;
" A t 2 : 00 p . n . YAI.'AZA K I ? Cl i ' . f  o " t h e

!
25

E  c " rd c - 1 s p o ’ .e t.0 me 0"' c u r ■ ’ en
j

L i n e 1 5 , d ele - 4- _Oe " t h " t  I d i d

e :f fer " s i t u.?. v. i on" i n sert

o. r d s u.b s t i t u. t e



;.s".-•hr ̂

I hod
I stated to President S/'ZUTI t’is morning. 
yet to..."

Line 1°, delete from "md I hr.d" to end of
sentence.

Pngs 10,27°, lire ftcr "srid ..hot delete
to end of sentence end substitute "vf-cn Pc mdc r. report i 
to the Enneror on the oroposed pirn. T’is T> 1 os t v  seid !I
tho.t if tie Army -nd the rr.vv nfreed, upon the ncrce- j

ful no lie y end it. is f' c outcome o* neccssit** to hove i
the Frin^o’fl Cabinet, then there vers no rlternrtive 
but. to .̂p̂ rove the pirn."

Line 23, substitute "Lord Keeper of the Privy »
Seri" for "Konr F'nistcr."

Line 24, delete from "I nr.deto end <*f sen
tence rnd substitut: "I ’vr.s received in ~udierco bTr 
the Emperor ; Fis F^iesty g?vo r'o his opinio”. rn t’*c 
proposed prcr.r'. er ship of Prince KIRAS' TKUEI rrportcci 
to him by the Premier."

Exhibit. ll?l, record pr.yc 10,282, line 12, 
orrrgr-’ph 2, should re d "According to «rh-rt developed 
since lest night, the difficulties !rve not be.n solved 
^nd r. member of tho Impcrirl family should, mover be 
rshod to overcome these obstr.clcs."

F r r:c 1 0 , 2 2 r ,  l i n e  4 ,  r . f t s r  " S U Z U K I "  i n s e r t  " I
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Co-f „r _nco on September 6 v/:-ro mthcr enrôles.*? ond..." 
end so forth.

Line 6, delete froD "n unified polier" to 
"factors" -'■ne* substitute "I r.lro stressed the necessity 
o? true unit” between the Amv nn.d the I?r.vy, I 
stressed the fret tl*. 't this -'"'s the lenst our country 
is "skins for,.." end so ■''ort!'.

Exhibit 11 f4, record, pet go 10,291. line 17, 
c oleto "Vi scrurt."

Line lp-, delete "Ad ni ml " end "Gen m l . "
Li no l*?, delete "'hn erul" nnd "Admim l .  "
Line °1, eh lets. fror. 'r. 'AHAT>ciTT!T" to

of «entercc end substitute "Excent for f-o roe orme nde~ 
tion of Goner''.l UGAKI by Bnron vrAKATBUKI end t> ~ sug- 
gos tio" of ° C ob in.: t um* or n re-̂ b̂ r of the I,v>por iel 
f “’nlly b** C- ncrn.l ITAYASHI, no ore !* r * e definite opinion 

Pogc 10,292, line 2, nfter nroscnee insert 
"ScntGiT’bc'’ 6."

Lim 6, substitute "ectivc dut.,'-M for "nilit.nry
service."

Line If, delete sentence beginning "This nrs 
followed... " end. substi tute "Subseoucntly, he surr one d. 
I->vy rinister OIKAWA end talked with hin recording 
cooncmtiur botx*<:.cn th~ '.rrnv end Vnvv."

Line- 20, "His T‘~ lestr ’• s :"'l’-cd to ,rou in
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1 ■1 pare, to cooperation bcta'osn the Ar-y rand i b v y

2 LIul. pi, substitute "you." for "77' 11•

3 Exhibit 11-°1, record -ge 10,389, line
4

5

6
7

8 
9
10
11
12
13
11
15
16
17

18

19
20 
21 
22
23

24

25

por^gr pl'i 1, should. reacl "Acr.rin .ns ot “resent *•/:>.thcut 
ad’-n nein g beyond its or: 11 mi stage."

Paragraph 2, "P^rt?'? acco>'t".nc; of car dcro-nds
Paragraph ", "Accoot"re . of " very small 

portion of "ur dci.rrd.̂ ."
Pa"g 10,390, lene 4, delete par- r oh end. 

subs hi tute :
"Thus s : v - v el phases -f the s*‘ buntion must be 

foreseen and. it • ould 'p-oonr ti 't fere is left enough
und for controversy ";.ith r g~ro to our PIj rNi •'> r? into
v»-r be ad long or the ■' r_ ~.utomatic grounds that fee
t d " v of* '1 s* t " month of neverber I-- s pass c. if •re did
it ‘is f --•red th't it might. exorcise -n und esi.r"ble

influence or. the unif c-tion of public or ini on in the 
futur'. Accord!--.gly, J '•dvised .’’is T'ai:.st.y, -bon the 
Prrr.fr solicits bis Tinicstyf final d cisior, i1> circum- 
s t ~ ne. s require , t,)w Previar should b ordered to hoi''1 
t'-r council in f  • Imp: -ini presence vith fr e partici
pation tier in o r all '•ho senior sf tesne '.

Srbibit 13 00, r core or--; 10,410, line 1, 
c1 elate from ,us • • ar. " to er.c of ° nt.rc-. -•nd substi
tute "Cnee t.h fir^l d c?ri n *v mab ' this ti: ;. it
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1
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8 
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!0 ! 
11 
12
13
14

15
I

1 6  i

17 
If'.
19

I20 ; 
2. !

would truly bo the 1 - st " ed irretrievably finr.l one. 
Thus t!'2.r-~ should be ony doubt, or -pv bc—'er ido" 
to surmount t’-o di^icu!ties ir your Mr.icsty'r mind,
I pr^y thr t ^cur M-icst-’ be plots :d to clue ids tc the 
some without the loost reserve end trVe appropriate 
st^ps •;h4ch your î’-jesty nieht not retient of ~ftorwr.rds.

"I tb * refer c pr~v' th~t vour Mo V-sty command the 
Pr-'r.-ier \;ithout r * scry .u

fyhêbêt 1210, r cord, pope 1C,S'23, line 17, 
substitute "'•'.-•'inst" for "b..t \-.cn Jnp-n ncl.. • "

Li“*e lr‘, "ft r "visited H'" ro-d "to discuss 
the Imperi',4 Rescript t•> Dec?-re ’ -r."

T.-E PRESIDE'.’? ; Then1 ,rou, M-pior.
LAEOUAO1 ' ARBITER (î'ylor Too-;): Th-t. is "11.

25
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J O S E P H  *7. 13 A L L A ',T T I H E, culled ns a
v/itncss or beb'* If o n tb: prosecution, r:suncd. 
the- stand. and te stifled ns follows :

CROSS-EXArilVA’I '■ r cConi-1 luod )
TT-̂  PRESIDENT : Fr. OKA”OTO.
”R. S. OKAI'OTO: I an OT'JUTOTO, Sboiebi. I

sb'll continu; ny cross-examination fro"1 v’bcrc I 3 eft. 
off on Friday.

Eoy I ha vs th-̂  last reply re^d?
O ’ber upon-, f’*• „ ans:/ r of ■ be witness 

’•'/no read by the o^ficinl c-'urt r• porter fro-' the 
tr-.-’reript of hu _ record of PR Fovonb.r 19aS ns 
folio";s :

"A ,To !i"d rec'ivcd information fro- those 
uno r’f ici •'1 Ja^nese re prosentntives ; "<c had bnd 
constant -- b'-'d re pr.. s ont" tions made to us about 
these liber''! forces rea-'v to co^c forth if -x'd 
onlv be r>ntient; and many other représentâtions 
of that cb.aracto r. " )

B Y I '..R. S. OKA! '090 (Cor t i nu i n ? ) :
1 9y last cueion to vou. on Field,1'y afternoon

eo-c'ancd the ’■.v-rdr in your affidavit icb spohe of 
the. d.if 'icu.lt internal situation f 'ced by tbv Japanese 
Government. v/hat did be St-'v.e D: n~rtmont. consider this 
difficult internal situation, to b"?
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f ?.lla;:tike cross

t:*E PRES IDE?'T*: ,s,cll, thM; bos be:n answered,
> really.\

I!K. S. OKAHOTO: Did the- witness answer to a
question put by some other counsel? I on asking you,
Hr. President.

TTE PRESIDENT: You have nlro-dy heard. the
witness* ''ns*’er.

NR. S. OKAEOTO: I beg your perd on, sir. Did
he rs'ver to this question —  did another counsel put 
the sr.-'e question to him?

THE PRESIDENT: No. He sold, in effect, the
internal difficulties that he hc-rd ~bout ••ere fron 
r'.presentations about liberal forces that v’culd be 
r^ady to cone forth if the Americans would only be 
patient.

To shorten the proceedings I will ask you to 
repent, what vor hove s~id ir ''nether form, i° necessary.

Did von henr anything about internal 
difficulties, apart fron some liberal movement in J~pan?

TEE rÏTNESS: y1hnt I '.70s re Erring to entirely
was 0 conflict be twoon so-colled forces that wanted to 
pursue ox?sting policy and moderate forces in Japon.

TIED PRESIDENT: The onlv d.if'cronccs you heard,
ab̂ u.t ••’ere political differences0

T*'E '•ITi’ESS : That is correct
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PALT AYTInE croes

6 ! 
7

s
')

i
•') ' I
' 1 I

from my o* :r. v  collection in t’- * short .st possible form, *
TT'E PjT'SIDCUT: Y u «re not ~t libcrt- to put

the question thot -ou nut to him. I h.?"’. repcotcdly 
çjoid th-t vc ore not -c-opting this witness' opinions, 
•-hrth*r tlr,r be for Jon^n or -r"'i.ost Jon-n, or '■''■-lest 
J-renose or for J - r s c  .

T'TI. 3. OKA.'CTO; I shell strictly obey tho 
President's order regarding opinions, 'Abet, I vish 
to esl: the •••i.tnc"s is "h~t vi:v the St-t.o Dep-r pu.nt 
t.ocY of this tr ..nd. in Jnper-ese public oninion, of the 
f-cts concerning the Stote Dep-rt ent's vires.

TME FRZSIDEPT: You or., •''«••curing f-cts thcr~.
You noy osk hi'’ -’-•et influenced the Department, in the

24

1 ; course 'f th • negotiations • 1i
V) ! ”P. S. OvA:*OTO; I sb-11 do so, sir.
16 , Q ; 'r. Witness, 1 ;h - v. -»*■ •3 th . trend of Jo •"one so«r

e*. 17 I opinion ĥ ich i-flue, ne cd the Stotc D-ep-rtrient, in the
is ; c^v'se of its foti - tiens ond vhich ''-s .- b''sis for
in the St-te D po.rtn-ent in forming its opinion .os these
:o i

j ncocti-■‘riens "'tnt -long?
0

2! Î Tr:E FREE IDT "T : II'■'Vc you told us •'’’I you hnoev !
obout thot? If so, vou no ■d not r er c o t j'c~t vou br.vc

■25 s-id olr'-'dv.
Tied "IT' nS' : I night -del n v  bri-f comment.

’7c felt thot h-.d token c-re vîf I c git.irr to feelings
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öS the J-p-nos: pross by living at mine- at. oil times 
offering Japan a peaceful alternative.

TEE PRESIDENT: Was tb-t communie'1 ted to the
J-p-nese negotiators?

TPS ’̂ITIISSS: Th-t -ms communie"ted.
TIE PRESIDENT: Wo uaat to kro- ; '.’hat v,"s said

"nd '‘one by the State D'p-rtment in the course of the 
negotiations to the extent thr,t vou have net already 
told us.

Yes, ’'r. 0KAII0Ï0; have you nn,r further 
quasiions°

Q VTas the original proposals for a J-r^ncse- 
Amcican a-rc-ncrt not volcomcd bv high officials of 
the State Department bec'use it "as rirst nr"sentcd 
by J-p ->n.:sc acting in an unofficial capacity as v:cll 
as Amcric-n friends of Jap-n uho "/ere "Iso ~ cting in 
an. unofficial c-p-city?

TIE PR7iSI»»EI A : !>-vc you told us '11 '’on knov;
about that?

THE 1;,ITYESS : I think I have told -Il I knov;
about that.

Tt7E PRES I DEPT: You. n~ed n.'t ado" to it.
Q On page 10, p-r-gr-nh 2, of y^ur affidavit, 

you st.-t th"t America made - propos'l to the J-pancso 
for the neutr'liaation of Indo-C’-ina —  Erenck Irdo-China.
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PALLA”! lim CROSS

Dil the St^tc DcporArvnt rc-'lizc nt t’r.. tine thc.t 
French Indo-Chir.r. v/os prc-Ar'ioric''n end th't the 
neutralization cf Indo-Chin- r-!ou3d not * 1p Jonen to 
g" in onything et oll —  pro-British •• nd pro-A'ver‘voon 
neutr-liz-tirn —  '.vos pro-British -nd nro-A^:rie on?

TTm PRESIDE?7!: Thot -Iso ossumes thot they
•ver :,

NR. S. 0RAR0T0 : I st-fll correct r.ysclf.
0 r’ou3d net the ncut/’—liz-tien of Indo-Chiro 

hove node it difflcir t. for Jop-n to irport. goods?
Tim PRESIDE!"!: I/o is not -sv d to -express

any opinion.
0 Did the St-'to Deportment think so?

THE PRESIDENT: r'hot did t.iro-r communicote to
the Jop-nese ob~ut th-t?

A The FrecicLnt of th- United S tot os spoke 
r.t greet length -;ith th J-p-reso ‘pb^s.s-dor, pointing 
out esp:cirlly th't by thot propcs-.l the Jop^ncsc v;ould 
get oil th--1 they v/~.ntcd in the- vr-y of r*rteri~ls which 
th'y required.

NR. S. ORA!'0TO : I sir' ll try to prove this
point loter.

Q On th' d~y befer* the "razing net, President 
Roof.cv'It in ° su.ech ot *'''shington before the Civilian 
Volunt -r C-rrr-j tt-o o" the Office of Civilian Defense,
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cnos*1

stated tb-'t th-, reason v?hy America bid permitted 
Jap~n to inport oil hitherto - ’is in nrdcr to orov' nt 
Japon fron moving into Jr.nch Ïndo-Chinn —  correction 
into tre Dutch East Indies, If America had. prohibited 
t'c export of nil *> year earli-.r v.\~ v/ould have boon 
.rgngcd in war from that time. Do you remember this 
statement?

A I r:member what tte President said on that 
occasion. Eut I can't speculate as to whether v;c 
■'ould cr • mild not have been in war. Th-t I don't, kno*.
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11,152
B A L ^ u iT IN E  C iGuS

THE PRESIDENT: That statement about "voiding
war is purely a gratuitous one by counsel. It is 
really an -ttempt to give evidence: but no amount 
of correction seems to prevent Japanese counsel 'ind, 
perhaps, other counsel from making those st'tements. 
Counsel are confined to asking questions. They 
must not make statements.

MR. S. 0KAM0T0: I was merely quoting from
President Roosevelt's words, "no concerning whether 
America would or would not have gone to war a ye'-r 
earlier. I was merely quoting President Roose
velt's exact worcs.

THE PRESIDENT: V/ell, you were badly
interpreted then. I certainly got the impression 
and everybody else, the witness included, th"t you 
were net doing sc.

MR. S. 0KAM0T0: I shall put this question
in a new form.

f, Do you remember th"t on July 23, 1941, 
President Roosevelt made a speech as follows before 
the Civilian Volunteer Committee of the Office of 
Civilian Defense --

THE PRESIDENT: ”ell, now, you have heard
what the speech was and you have already tolo us 
you aid not remember.
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I.ÎR. 3. OT’.AI'OTO; I sir'll not continue this 
line further.

Q I cnil your attention to peragrnph 3 of 
page 10 of ycur affidavit. You state that the 
j-p^nese move into southern Inco-Chinn ’./es °n 
aggravated overt net. Skipping n few lines, you 
state that it was essential tn~.t the United States 
make " definite ond cle°r ’rove in self-defense.

THE PRESIDENT; They -ire ooir.ions v,hich we 
have disregarded. You need not cross-examine upon 
them.

Q I wish to ask you whether this was the 
opinion of the State Department? ”ill you reconsider 
this K?tter? Is it not true that you h?ve stated 
here the opinion of the 3t-te Department and not 
your own?

17 1 THE PRESIDENT- Ye will allow you to answer
18 ! that. He npn^rently wants that. I do not know hov;

I
19 , it will nein hin. I think it will injure him if it
20 is ? ns we red ? certain vn y.
21
22
23

24

A Th?t m s  the opinion ?f the St-te Department 
in which I fully concurred.

THE PRESIDENT: Yell, we will ignore your
concurrence, Hr. Bnll-.ntine.

25 i I think you hrd better station ? p?ge at
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that lectern. The red light means nothing.
TIB MONITOR : Mr y I hove the whole thing

repented, please?
(’’/hereupon, the lest question v^s 

rend by the Japanese court reporter and 
.interpreted ns follows 0
Q loes this moan th-t the United States 

decided on ° •■rar agninst J^p^n then? I wish to 
get the fnct regardless of whether it is to our 
noventage or to our disadvantage. It is the unani
mous opinion of the Japanese counsel that they ./ish 
to get the facts «

THE PRESIDENT: The f->ct you v/ant to get
at now would be extremely favor idle to you if you 
could get it.

ho .you hnov; v;hnt was the intention of the 
State Department at trr.t time?

THE 'ÏITII233: ’e had no intentions of
carrying on or conducting or entering into an 
aggressive war.

THE FRE3IIENT; You have said that repeatedly. 
Q Then bv the words "definite -wid cle-r move" 

which you use here, you do not mean war, is that so?
A He had to be lucr e isingiy ready with our 

self-cefense on account of the actions tint Japan

I
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was taking.
MR. S, OKAMOTO: I am contented with that.

Q Did Secretary Hull regard the J^p^nese 
memorandum -- J^p-nese note of November 20th nr. nn 
ultimatum?

C Lid other high officiels in the State 
Department besides Secret-rv Hull also think like-

Lep^rtment. Only the Secretary does, I take it.

j Q Did General Marshall and Admiral Stark also
1 consider the Japanese note of November 20th as an 
; ultimatum?
; THE PRESIDENT. You need not ansvrer.

Q "-’hen this note v'-.s delivered, .according to 
Ambassador NOMURA's oral explanation, you state 
in your affidavit that —  on page 13 of your affi
davit in p^ragrnph 5 —  on page 12 of your affidavit 
you have st° tid that /■.mb-'ssador NOMURA said that if 
an agreement along those linos v»e.s not quickly

THE PRESIDENT: Did he state it was?

THE PRESIDENT: They do not peak for the

THE ‘ /ITNESS : That is correct
r*

question in accordance with the President's command
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conduced, ensuing developments might be most 
unfortunate. Did the Department of State understand 
that the word "unfortunate " meant war?

A /ell, theri was an implication that we 
considered thr.t Jap-n might break out with fresh 
acts of aggression at any time.

Q Did the State Department consider that 
the Japanese note of November 20th was in the nature 
of a modus vivendi?

A The Japanese Government suggested that 
acting on that, we could go further on our conver
sations. Mr. Hull brought that out clearly in his 
conversations with Ambassador NOMURA. I believe 
thd Ambassador KURUSU and Ambassador NOMURA replied 
to the effect that that was so, that if -- that 
that arrangement, tint modus vivendi would make 
possible the continuance of the conversations.

Ç 3ut, according to what is stated at the 
top of page 13 of your affidavit, you say -- it 
is stated: "Acceptance by the Ameria'-n Government
of the Japanese proposal of November 20 would have 
meant ccndonement by the United States of J^p^n's 
past aggressions, assent by the United States to 
unlimited courses of conquest by Japan in the future" 
ot cotera.
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1 If this wore true, this proposal of the
9 J?panose would bo very far from being nnv proposal

3
*i

of a modus vivendi. ’.Vhv did tho State ton-rtment 
consider tho J^p^nose nroposal in such an unf^vor-
abio light -- in such a h~rsh manner?

6 1
' i

THIS PRESIDENT: That is tho view of tho 
State Department, I take it?

<•
*

i

THE 'ITKESS: That is correct.
THE ?R.vjILS;7T: “oil, ho wonts your answer.

t10 ! 1 Give it to him.
1! ! ' 

1 2

1 1

A Tho J^p^nos- ororos'".! by its very nature 
"".s such that J-'p-'n offered no concessions from 
tho cours:; she was pursuing, ana they asked us to 
mm ko all tho concessions.

15

i.'.
Ç Do you ma^n to say then that Japan never 

made any concessions from her first nrorosal?
» ! 7

ns i
i

A i\To material concessions th°t I could 
recognize.

19 j THE PRESIDENT: Can you suggest any to
21) j 1 him?

21 1 Is it not true that, concerning the stationing
22 of troops in China, in all our proposals before
23 1 

1 November 20th a definite time limit was sot in all
-m i tho pl-ns
25 i 

1 THE NONITOR- --which e C"ll the "A" nlan?
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A '."o die Ao t consider tlvt ° material con
cession, especially in the light of the instructions 
’.Vilich Ambassador IWLURA h?.g received fron the 
Foreign Office in regard to tho explanation of tint 
matter,

THE vGÎ!ITOR: I would like to make c. cor
rection prior to tint. Tint ••ns not an " 'A1 plan" 
but "proposal ‘A"'. I will repeat rf1 in: Proposal
"ä”H v

Ç Concerning the Throe Fower P~ct, is it 
not tru:.’ that J-'c-n’s attitude to the United States 
was v e ry  friendly anc that expl-n-tions were nado 
to the effect that it would be very unlikely that 
Jap-n would enter the war on Germany’s side?

THE PRSEIDEI'T : V'as anything to that effect
siic in the course of the negotiations?

THE ITiiESS s On November 10th tho Japanese 
Arib-ssador road a communication to the President,
I think that nrtter -as fully gone over in my 
previous answers to tho question. There rns a 
1 ino deleted by the Japanese Arab a ss° ft or in that 
•explanation. I co not think I can add *o anything 
that I have alroadv said on tîr t p^rticul^r point.

Q Thun wh-t concessions cid the United States 
make to’’°rc.s Japan?

I
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A From the very beginning of the conversations 
wo tola the Japanese that everything must conform 
to our fixed principles. V’o had not asked for any 
agreement. V/o never talked to them in terms of 
the concessions that we would make from our 
principles. Y.'e were ready to come to °n agreement 
if the Japanese wanted to go out on all-out peace
ful courses.

9

10
11
12
13

14

15
16 
17

18
19
20 
21 
22 
23 
21 
25

Q Thon may I understand that the United 
States, from the very beginning, showed those 
principles ana never permittee of any compromise, 
any room for compromise concerning these principles?

THF PRESIDENT: You need not add anything
to what you have said already. I think you arc putting 
questions now for the s->ko of putting them. You 
said you had only a few questions to ask, but you 
have been here nearly an hour. I v/ill not prevent 
you from asking any relevant or material question; 
but you have asked very few that do not involve 
repetition.

MR. S. OKAUOTO: I sh~ll change my subject.
I shall select a few very important points and 
question you on these.

Q In the draft of the proposal handod from 
the Secretary of State to the Japanese Ambassador on
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J u n o  2 1 s t ,  t h e  E n g l i s h  t o x t  o f  t h i s  p r o p o s a l  i s  

rtn e x h i b i t  " C "  o f  t h e  v / i t n o j s 1 s t ^ t c r a - n t .  On 

p a g e  2 o f  e x h i b i t  " C "  i t  i s  s t a t e d :  " B o t h

G o v e r n m e n t s  d e c l a r e  t h ~ t  i t  i s  t h e i r  t r a d i t i o n a l  

•nd p ro  s o n t  c o n c e p t  and  c o n v i c t i o n  t i n t  n a t i o n s  and  

r a c e s  c o m p o s e  a s  m e m b e rs  o f  a f a m i l y  one h o u s e h o l d  

l i v i n g  u n d e r  t h e  i d e a l  o f  u n i v e r s a l  c o n c o r d  t h r o u g h  

j u s t i c e  and  e q u i t y . "

D o e s  t h i s  t e x t  s t a t e ,  i n  E n g l i s h  t h e  e q u i v a 

l e n t  o f  t h e  J e p - . n o s e  i c . o n l  o f  " H a k k o  i c h i u " ?

T H E  P R E S I D E N T ;  Y o u  n e e d  n o t  a n s w e r  t h a t .

Y o u  a r e  n o t  h e r o  a s  a n  e x p e r t  o n  J ' p ~ n o s o .  I t  i s  

q u i t e  b e y o n d  y o u r  p r o v i n c e .

MR. S .  OKAÎvJOTO: M r.  P r e s i d e n t ,  t h a t  may

be s o ,  b u t  t h i s  w i t n e s s  i s  a., e x p e r t  i n  t h e  o '1 p a n o s e  

l a n g u a g e  —  i s  p r o f i c i e n t  i n  t h e  J a p a n e s e  l a n g u a g e ;  

and  I  b e l i e v e  - -  I  w i s h  t o  a s c e r t a i n  w h e t h e r  t h e  

p h i l o s o p h i e s  o f  E a s t  and  ’ . 'e s t  m ; e t  on t h i s  p o i n t ,

I  b - l i e v o  t i r ' t  i t  i s  a  q u e s t i o n  a p p r o p r i a t e  t o  t h i s  

T r i b u n a l  a s  i t  i s  a v e r y  i m p o r t a n t  m a t t e r ,  a n d  I  

s h o u l d  be  v e r y  h a p p y  i f  I  c o u l d  be p e r m i t t e d  t o  make  

t h i s  —  p u t  t h i s  q u e s t i o n .

T H E  P R E S I D E N T :  P u t  i t  t o  some o t h e r  w i t n e s s

who w i l l  be c o m p e t e n t  t o  a n s w e r .  Y a u  a r e  c o n f i n e d  

t o  c r o s s - e x a m i n i n g  t h i s  w i t n e s s  on t h e  s t a t e m e n t s  o f

1

!
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foct in his affidavit. That is th„ rosult of r, 
rule rnndo in the United St"t.s and nppli .d by 
this Tribunal. Fions.; got out of your ĥ -nd thnt 
I hnvo nny discretion. I have not.

MR. S. Cï'Ai.OTO: Thon I sh-11 put my
question this vny:

Q I bolieve th^t the vitn.-ss must hnvo 
b-.on one of those -/ho participât.d in tho crofting 
of this propos',.l of June 21st.

A I was prisent, yes.-
Q s this text written in such i way th-t 

it would b.. ~n English int.rpr..t̂ tion of the 
tr-.oitional Japanese iooil of "Hakko ichiu"?

THE PRSSILEIfT ; You n.->d not answer thnt.
Finnlly, I should like to a s k  you just 

one more question concerning tin. -’nti-Jap-noso
, rrov.nient in America.

1« !
1 THE MONITOR: Anti-J~p'nose activities

19
i in Arri'jric'’,20

21
ni

-O
2i

1 Ê (Continuing) ; In 1913, '.’hen a 1rs:
• prohibiting tho buying or renting of land by
ij unnaturalized foreigners "ns pros:ntec to the Call-
I for.nia Statw- Legislatur- -- for.ign rs who arc- not
1
: able
. fact

to b-.corriw naturalized 
that Pr.eSicmt ilson,

- ar . you nv/arc of the 
"cc pting the protests

25
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of tho J''p'>noso Government, sent Secretary Bryan 
to S'cramento, tho capital ôf California, in order 
to pr .vont tho passage of this lav/, but was unsuc
cessful?

TBS PRESIDENT : You qo not know that as
a St-'to Department official, do you?

A I do not know about that.
THS PRESII ENT : 7o will recess for fifteen

minutes.

(’"hereupon, .at 1045, a recess r s  
taken until 1100, after which the proceedings 
*vor j resumed as follows : )

\
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The Internrtionr.l
Military Tribunal for the Far Erst is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. OKAMOTO.
?£R. S. OKAMOTO: Hoy I hrve the witness’

reply?
(’//hereupon, the lest answer was reed 

by the officiel court reporter rs follows: "I
don't know rbout thrt,")

BY KR. S. OKAKOTO (Continued):
Q This was r most importent point in the Americrn 

Japanese negotiations. Even if you didn't know of it 
directly, did you not learn of it through the records 
of the State Department or through other documents?

A The matter is not covered in my affidavit. I 
did not heve occasion to go through the department's 
records to study thrt subject.

Q Did you kr.ow It es -- did you not know it es 
e nu tter of common knowledge in foreign effrirs?

THE PRESIDENT: The witness is not required
to answer. This Tribunal is not obliged to tolerate 
even Japanese counsel insisting upon not observing 
the rules.

MR. S. OKAMOTOi I believe that my —  whet I 
should do in this case is to observe strictly the 
limits of the affidavit. Whet are the rules I should
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^observe? I believe th' t it is that I should stay with- 
'in the limits of the affidavit.
j THE FRESIDENT: I have said so repeatedly.!

MR. S. OKAMOTO: Then may I not question himI
(further concerning anti-Japanese activities in America"
I THE PRESIDENT: No, except in so far as they
jare right within some statement of fact in his affidavit 
; MR. S. OKAMOTO: In the affidavit it is stated
•that friendly relations with Japan were maintained. It

’wish, therefore, to question : statement from the
j
witness concerning the fact that the original fissure —  
[the original thing which brouphtthe clecvoee in the 
(friendly relations v.t s  the anti-Japanese policy
pursued by Am< rica .
!

THE PRESIDENT; You have r.lready described 
that a.s r. mstter of common knowledge. If you think
Iso there is no need to ask this witness any cuestion1I
relating to it.

 ̂ Was there a movement persecuting Japanese 
school children in San Francisco just after the Russo- 
Japanese ver?

THI PRESIDENT; That is beyond the scope of 
the affidavit.

MR. S. OKA'OTO: I conclude my cross-ex?min-
jation.
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MR. LOGAN; There w ill  be no further cross- 
examination, your Honor.

MR. KEENAN; Mr. President.
THE PRESIDENT; Mr. Chief of Counsel.
MR. KTEHAN: The next witness v/ ill be Admiral

Richardson, United Str.tes Nrvy, who w il l  be examined 
by Captain Robinson of the United States Nrvy.

THE PRFSIDENT: There w ill  be no re-exnminatioi
of th is wintess?

HR. KEENAN; No re-examination.
THE PRISIDENT: Mr. B allan tine is  released

rs a. witness on the usuel terras.
(Whereupon, the witness wr.s excused.)

THE PRESIDENT: Captain Robinson.
CAPTAIN ROBINSON: Mr. President end Members

of the Tribunal;
I t  i s  now proposed to present evidence to 

shov/ pirns and oreparations made b’ the Japanese Nrvy 
lerd in r up to the nrvr.l h o s t il it ie s  which Jrprn i n i t i 
ated and wr.̂ ed rt  °e a rl H'rbor on 7 December 1941.
This evidence is  offered in nroof of the vio lations 
of internet:onr l  lew charged in  the Indictment, p rrt ic -  
la r ly  in /ppendix A, Section 5(a), charging Japanese 
n rv rl preparation for wars of aggression, and in
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Cornas PO and 29 chrrgirgCrimes against Peace, Count 
37 charging Conspiracyto Murder, -"nd Count 39 chirp
ing Murder.

Mr y the witness, Admiral Richardson, be
ceiled to the witness stand.

J A M E S  0. R I C H A R D S O N ,  Admiral, USN 
(Ret.),called as r witness on behalf of the 
prosecution, being first duly sworn, testified 
rs follows;

DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY CAPTAIN ROBINSON;

r V.'ill you state your name, rank, • nd present 
st~ti on'

A James 0. Richrrdons, Admiral, United States 
Navy, Retired, on duty in the Office of the Chief of 
Naval Operations, Navy Department, temporarily assipned 
to duty with the Supreme Commander for the Allied Power* 
in connection with this Tribunal.

9 In the course of this duty have you prepared, 
on the basis of records in the Nrvv Deportment., a 
statement on nutters in question here, namely, the pian* 
and preparations made by the Japanese Navy leading ur 
to the naval hostilities which t.he Japanese initiated 
and waged at. Pearl II-rbcTon 7 December 1941?

25
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À Yes
Q Before presenting that statement, will yon 

answer some questions bearing upon your previous 
service, trainin and experience ir. the United States 
r avv?

RICHARDSON DIRECT

A
1.

Yes.
How lor«; have you been in the service of the

United States Navy, particularly in the Pacific area? 
A Slice 1898.
Q You graduaterd fror.' the United States Pavai 

Academy in 1902?
A Yes.
Q Upon graduation fron: the Academy '-'ou were 

ordered to the United States Asiatic ri-:.et ard on 29 
June 1902 you arrived in Manila Bay?

A Yes.

v* Your answer, Admiral?
A Yes.

And after service in the Philippines and on 1

the North China Coast, vou were ir. Javan from September 
to December, 1903, ard later at Yokohama fror February 
te l ay, 19C4?
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1
2 'I
3 i

4 i

A Ye s .
f You w«..re r.t Yokohama in I!ay, 1904, at 

the time of the outbreak of the Rvsso-Jcpr.ncse r 
rnd you observed the departure of the Russian Minister, 

5 I the m obilization of sections of the Jrurnese army, end 
(, sew J; pane sc ne: s b u lletin s te llin g  of the J"prr.csc 

attack on Russian forces o ff ?ort Arthur 'nd rt 
Chemulpo?I

10 !il

A That is  correct.
Q You lr t c r  commended the USS ASH!VILLI off

11 1 the /sirtic Co- st?
12 A Yes, from Centcmbcr, 1922, to .Arch, 1°24.
13 01 You were in comrrr nd, during pert of tirt time,
M

1
j of the South Chine Drtrol with headquarters •'t Canton?

15 t! Ji Yes, from 5 Aueust 1923 to 15 Iirrch 1924.
K> r You lr.ter commanded the USS AUGUSTA in the
17 Pacific •: rer ?
18 A Yes, from June 1931 to May, 1933.
19 Q You v/. rc '•ssigned to the United States Nrvr.l
20 ’rr College for duty under instruction in 1933 end 1934
21 A Yes; yes.
22 nV At the Vrr College you mrdc r srxeia 1 study of
23 J'r;nesc politics! policy rnd navel strategy0
21 !

i
A Thrt is correct.

25 0 And, ?s prrt of that course, did you prepare
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l
OA -  I

O I *) ?
4
5 •
6

I
rnd submit r thesis on the subject: "The Rclrtionshiu I
between Jrnrnese Policy end Strr.teey in the Chinese !

j

:nd Russian V'rrs, end its Lessons to Us?" i
A Trv t is correct.
Q '.Vrs this subject rssigned to you or did you 

select it because of your interest in Jrpnncse politicrl 
policy ^nd nrvrl strrtegy .-s rroused by your obscrvrtions ! 
end strengthened by your study over r period of mrny !

9 1 yerrs?I

10 A I selected thrt subject for sptcir.l study
11 end rerort brcruse of my interest, in the subject.
1 j Q And in this thesis nr rc-rort on th: t subject

i you worked out rnd strte-d your conclusions •'•s they 
** j were rt thrt time?
15 !j a Yes, I wrote out my conclusions rs they were
16 !

I rt thrt time.
17

f) You were r grin rt see in the Prcific from
18

1935 to 1937?
19

A Yes.
20

Q During these yerrs you were suecessivly
21

1 Commander of r Cruiser Division, lrtcr Chief of St'-ff 22 ,
j United Stetes Fleet, rnd lrtcr Commr.nder of the 

23 ;
j destroyers of the scouting force?

Q Will you strto th-, five senior positions in

iIj

I

l
ii

II

i

i♦
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in the covmrnd of the United States Nrvy?
A Of course, the President of the United Stages, 

as the hc-d of our nation is made by the United States 
Constitution the Commander-in-chief of the Army and 
Navy. Under the President as head of the Naval estab
lishment, is a civilian Cabinet officer, the Secretary 
of the Navy. These two civilian officials and their

i
civilian associates are responsible for the dotermin- j

i
ation of the policy of the United States. j

Next, as principal naval adviser to the Presi
dent and to the Secretary of the Navy, is the Chief 
of Naval Operations who, as the commanding herd of the 
Navy is responsible for the execution of the naval 
policy determined by higher authorities. Next in j
command at tirt time v/rs the Commandcr-in-Chief, United '

<
States Fleet; and next in command under him was Commander^ 
Battle Force, United States Fleet, who commanded the 
heavier ships of the fleet.

Q ’"hen did you serve as Assistant Chief of Naval 
Operations?

A From June, 1937, to June, 1938»
In connection with your official naval duties 

at thrt time, and particularly at the time of the 
sinking of the USS PAHAY on 1? December 1937, were you j 
in close touch with the activities of Japan in China?

25
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FR. LOGAN: I f  the Tribun.' 1 nier se, I  recognize
th.'.t these ere prelim inrry questions, but I  think vie 
i re re:chinp e. strge now i f  Crptr.in Richrrdson intends 
to «• ck 'ny more questions r it h  regard to the Admiral's 
r c t iv it ic s  they should not be nut in le?ding form 
; nd conclusions.

f
THi PRLSIDFNT: I g.cve the -dmirrl permission |

to put the v/holc of his stete acht in writing, e.oting \
I

on behrIf of the Tribunal. j
i

Ci.PT/II! ROBINSON : Th sc -re preliminary
introductory questions, sir. 1 have just one or two j

I
more . j
E. CAPTAIN 10?Ii-SON (Continued); !

n From 193? to 1939 you vrcrc Chief of the Burecu ! 
of Navigation, now the Bureau of N a v a l Personnel?

A Ye s.
Q h'hcn were yo Comme no er, Fettle Force, United 

St- tes Fleet?
A In 1939 rnd 1910.
Q Y.’crc you Commander-in-Chief of the United 

States Fleet? I
A fcs.

i

Q Vhen vier a you Cornnrnch-r-in-ßhicf of the United 

Stries Fleet?
A From Jrnuery, 1940, until 1 February 1941.

I
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Q During v;hrt p rt of thr t p< riod v/r s the United 
ftites Fleet br sed r.t 'ecrl Harbor?

A From lrte April, 1940, until 1 Februrry 1941.
0 Since 1 Fcbrur.ry 1941 hrve you h'd rny nrv-1

commmd responsibilities or rny oth r officirl responsi
bilities in connection 'vith the re-lrtions of the United 
Strtes with Jr pm, ither before or during the wer?

i. None v/trtcv. r.
o V/ill you pier so strtc- the mthority under 

which you hrve be en c c sign.- ted to "prerr rs r witness 
before this Tribune 1 rnd v/ill you now rresent the- state
ment which you hive prepared in comrlirncc v/ith th^t 
designetion?

HR. LOGaN: If the Tribunrl pier-sc, the
objections of the defense to this st.rtcmcnt m d  its 
use hrve been fully mrde heretofore in Chrmbers. At 
this time v:c merely wish to renew the objections mrde- 
,nd the r^-rsons therefor rt thrt time.

THT PRESIDINT: The objection is overruled.
CAPTAIN ROBINSON: I should like to sry, your

Honor, in th-t connection th.-1 in record once, with the 
Court's direction the prosecution deliverd to members 
of defense coi’nsel on 6 September 1946, tv/o rnd c hr If 
months rgo, copies of the strtement to som five members 
of defense counsel, rnd on 6 November the prosecution
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left copies v/ith the rest of the defense counsel in 
record'ncc with the Court's order.I

Now, me y it plnse the Court, I produce the 
witness' strttment, IPS document No. 6257, end ? sk 
thrt the clerk give it rn exhibit number for identi- 
fiertion only. After the witness hrs testified, I shell 
then present the statement in evidence, modified to 
egret with the or; 1 presentrtion of the witness.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 6257 will receive exhibit No. 1249 for identification
only

(•'hereupon, the document -'bovr referred 
to wrs mrrkcd prosecution's exhibit No. 1249 for 
identifiertion.)
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THE PRESIDENT : Hr. Brannon.
iJ i. BRANDON: The question troubling me at

the moment, hr. President, is  the degree of expert
ness of th is witness in re lation  to the subject 
natter of h is a ff id a v it . I  re a lize  that ho must give 
h i s .testimony before the Tribunal is  able to decide 
whether he is  the type of expert that should have 
reached the conclusions contained therein. Gince 
v/e have heard the q ualify ing statements cf the w it- 
ness, nay 1 resp ectfu lly  request that the Tribunal 
rule as tc the type of expert they consider the 
witness to be immediately upon the c o llu s io n  of his 
testimony?

THE PRESIDENT: The question as to the stage
at which v/e should decide . upon the expertness or 
otherwise of a witness has been already discussed.
I  have b r it is h  and nmerican authorities which i  sh a ll 
produce i f  necessary to the effect that the expert- 
noss of the witness could be determined at th is 
stage before he gives h is evidence, but 3 think you 
had better allow him to proceed and I  can discuss the 
matter with my colleagues. We have a discretion in 
the matter. Ly reading of the law is  that the 
Court has a d iscretion to determine the expertness 
of the witness as a preliminary matter or to leave
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it until after his evidence is given. In my own 
court in Australia we determine it as a preliminary 
natter. I understand in New Zealand it is otherwise, 
and perhaps the practice in other courts represented 
here or other countries represented here differs.

GtiPxiil- hOBIeSOi'.: The witness v/ill please
orocoed.
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THE V/ITKESSi In order to avoid any mis
understanding, 1 wish to stress the fact chat I an 
testifying neither as on expert witness, stating 
opinions, r.or as a v/itness stating facts within his 
own knowledge, but I am simply presenting information
contained in official records of the levy Department

«
of the tinted States on this one subject, namely, the 
plans and pre :?.rations made by the Japanese Davy 
leading up to naval hostilities which the Japanese 
initiated and waged at Pearl Harbor on 7 December 
1941. Because of the forogoing reasons and to avoid 
any possible contention that a few words in my pre
pared statement are statements of opinion, 1 t-hrll 
orit those few words from my oral testimony, as Ï 
shall indicate at the appropriate place in presenting
that testimony, (nending)

"1, In response to the request of the Su 'r̂ -me
25

Commander for the «.Hied Powers, dated 31 hay 1946,
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1 the Secretary of the Kavy on 2.5 July 1946 designated 
me to appear a? a witness before this Tribunal to 
present information in regere to documents in the 
custody of the i\avy Department bearing on one subject 
only. '

"2. I proceeded to consult official naval re
ports, records and documents made or kept by officers

/

acting in the course of official duties and'in ac
cordance with established naval procedure in in
vestigating, recording and reporting facts which are 
matters of concern to the United States. This statement, 1 
as I have stated,"is a report to this Tribunal of my 
investigation of those records which bear upon the 
subject of the plans and preparations made by the 
Japanese i.avy loading up to the naval hostilities 
which Japan initiated and waged on and after 7 
December 1941. This subject will be presented under 
'four headings, as follows:

"(1) The plans and preparatiejns concerned with
naval construction, particularly construction of air-

/

craft carriers.

"(2) The plans and preparations concerned with 
the establishment of naval bases and the erection of 
fertificr.tions in the Lande.ted Islands.

"(3) The plans and preparations concerned with
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consular esp.ionr.ge c.s an alb to nrvnl attack.
"(4) The plr.ns and. preparations £br secret 

attack by Jap-.nose aircraft carrier task force upon 
the United States naval personnel and ships at Pearl 
Harbor, Hawaii, on 7 December 1941, without notifie» 
tien having been given by Japan to the United States 
that 'there would be a commencement of hostilities in 
a v/rr by Japan against the United States."

In the last statement I have omitted the
4

words which appear in my prepared statement, namelys 
"by a previous, explicit and reasoned warning." 

(Heading):
"I

"The plr.ns and preparations concerned with 
naval construction, particularly construction of 
aircraft carriers.

/
"The aircraft carrier vrns recognized as early 

as 1934 by the Japanese naval loaders, Admiral 
Isoroku YAHAi-iOTO and Admiral Osami NAGANO to be thet

best type of naval arm for expansion and aggression. 
This is shown by the following records of statements
made by them."

Captain HOBINSON: If the Court please, at
this point 1 offer in evidence IPS document No. 6250. 
It is entitled "Llemorandum of Conversations between
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the American and Japanese Delegations, October 29, 
1>34, at Claridges." The- certificate attached shows 

, that the document is cart of the official records ofI
the Wavy Department, dealing with the London Naval 
Conference of 1935* The sentence to be quoted is at 
the middle of page 3. 1 offer the document in evi
dence.

TliE PRESIDENT; Admitted on the usual terms. 
CLERK 0? TRE COURT: Prosecution1s document

No. 6250 will receive exhibit number 1250.
('//hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
Wo. 1250 and received in evidence.')

CaPTAIN ROBINSON: The witness will now con
tinue at paragraph 4.

THE WITNESS! (Reading)
"4. This official Japanese position that air

craft carriers were essentially v/hat they called 
’offensive’ or aggressive naval arms was stated by 
Admiral YALJUiOTO and by Admiral Ha GANO at meetings
connected v/ith the London Naval Conference of 1935* 
YaMAÜOTO, who, seven years later, was to be the
Commander-in-chief of the Japanese Combined Fleet' in 
the Pearl Harbor aircraft carrier attack, took the 
position at a meeting of the American and Japanese
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5J

1 ! delegations on 29 October 1934- that Japan should
2 ! not bo suspected of having aggressive designs in the
3 Far East, in supporting this position, YaMaMOTO said
<  I
! that the Japanese, in fact, wore willing to abolish 

5 ! aircraft carriers —  upon terms which the Japanese would 
’ consider satisfactory to themselves —  whereas, he 

said, 'If they (the Japanese) had aggressive designs
o
i in the Frr East, nothing would be more useful than the 

y retention of aircraft carriers.'
io j: "5. Adm.iral NAGANO, the leader of the Japanese
n ! 'j delegation in the London Conference, vrtio was socn to 
12 ' i

1 become Japanese Navy Minister and later, at the time
1:'

of the Pearl Harbor aircraft carrier attack, to be
1 ;

' th' Chief of the Japanese Laval General Staff,
15

speaking at an official session of the London Con-16
ference on 15 January 1936, stated again the Japanese17

i view that aircraft carriers were the principal type! 8 i
j of aggressive naval arms. M G a NO said," as shown i

7() j in the middle of page 3 of the exhibit just intro- i
I

7| ! duced, '"In order to establish as complete a state
22 - of non-aggression and non-menace as possible, we
23 j advocate*¥****the abolition of aircraft carriers,' j
24 ! and a drastic reduction in capital ships and "A"i
25 I Class cruisers."
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CAPTAIN ROBINSONî Now, If the Court please,
I present IFS document No. 6251. It is a book en
titled, "The Department of State Conference Series 
No. 24. THE LONDON NAVAL CONFERENCE 1935.

I request that the Clerk give this document 
a court exhibit number for identification only.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
No. 6251 will receive exhibit No. 1251, for identi
fication only.

(’’’hereupon, the document above men
tioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1251 for identification.)

CAFTAIN ROBINSON: I now offer in evidence
IPS document 6251-A, an excerpt from court exhibit 
1251 marked for identification only. The excerpt 
consists of four pages. It is presented to show 
the statement of the accused NAGANO, at the middle 
of page 3 of the document.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 6251-A will receive exhibit No. 1251-A.
(’"hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's 
exhibit No. 1251-A and received, in evidence.)

_____________________ ____________________________ i
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CAPTAIN ROBINSON; The witness w il l  please 
continue at paragraph 5.

THE WITNESS ;
"5. Admiral NAGANO, the leader of the Japanese

delegation in the London Conference, who was 
soon to become Japanese Navy Minister and 
la te r, at the time of the Pearl Harbor a irc ra ft  
carrie r attack, to be the Chief of the Japanese 
Naval General S ta ff, speaking at an o f f ic ia l  
session of the London Conference on 15 January 
1936, stated again the Japanese view that a ir 
cra ft carriers were the p rin cip a l typeof 
aggressive naval arms. NAGANO sa id ," ss shown 
in the middle of page 3 of the exhibit just 
introduced, " 'In  order to establish  as complete 
a state of non-aggression and non-menace as 
possible, we advocate****the abolition of 
a irc ra ft  c a rr ie rs ,' and a d rastic  reduction in 

cap ita l ships and A class cru isers.

21
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25
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"6, The officiel naval leadership end the per
sonal coopr ration of NAGANO and YAMAMOTO are indi
cated rot only by their joint efforts in connection 
with the London Naval Conference, but also by the 
fact that NAGANO and YAMAMOTO for a considerable 
period in 1936-1937 served together as Navy Minister 
and Vice Minister, respectively, and later, in 1941- 
1943» es Chief of the Japanese Naval General Staff 
and Commender-in-Chief of the Combined Fleet, re
spectively, the positions in ’"hich they took the 
lead in working out the plans end in issuing the 
orders for the Pearl Harbor attack.
"7. The records further sho’-' that HAG./NO and
YAMAMOTO and their associates made the construction 
and use of aircraft carriers a central principle of 
Japanese naval polic'1'’. The execution of this policy 
involved three steps: first, the abolition of ex
isting treaty limitations on the construction of 
aircraft carriers, both ouantitatively and ouelita- 
tivelv, and the removal of the treats barrier to 
secrecy in naval construction; second, the construc
tion of aircraft carriers and supporting naval units 
until Japan had carrier supremacy over the United 
States; and third, the use of an aircraft carrier task 
force for raking a secret, sudden attack to destroy
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before the ’-»er began the nen end ships of + he United 
f ta tes Peciflc Fleet while the ships were lying rt 
anchor or moorings in Pcerl Harbor,
"P. The first stem, namely the abolition of
existing treaty limitations on the construction of 
aircraft carriers, v/es carried out under the navel 
leadership of YAK/MOTO and NAG/NO as Jauanese navel 
representatives attending the meetings connected 
v’ith the London Naval Conference, The Washington 
Treaty of 19?2 had limited Ja^an by ratio to a total 
carrier tonnaae of Pi,000 tons. The Japanese repre
sentatives demanded the abolition of the existing 
treaty limitations on naval construction. The Japan
ese demanded in place of the existing ratio or pro
portional limitations a •»reaty ?iritation based on 
what thev called *a common upper limit,1 The other 
nations considered that the adoption of the proposal 
would result in the abolition of any limitation 
rather than in the irr inten? nee of any effective limi
tation, None of the other nations agreed with the 
Japanese demands. The Japanese gave notice on ?9 
Pece-mber 1934 of their intention to terminate the 
treaty under its terns to take effect. 31 I ecember 1°36. 
On 16 January 1936, led by Admir?l NACi.NO, the Japan
ese ’•’lthdrc-’vV from the conference, refusing to join
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the other nations in the fornulrtion of r new treaty 
to ldrit nrvrl construction. j
"9. Under the provisions of ^he ' rshinpton Treaty
of 1902 and the London Treaty of 1930, Japan, the 
United States and Great Britain had been exchanging 
reports on their naval construction. When not bound 
by the^e treaty provisions because of her termination 
thereof, Japan, in communications which included 
letters exchanged in 1938 b< tv,een Foreign Minister 
HIROTA and /nbassador G rev, rejected American, Pritish, 
and French proposals for the reciprocal exchange of 
information on navel construction. Japan, however, 
continued to obtain extensive information in regard 
to naval construction in the United States by methods ;

I
including consular espionage which will be considered 

later,
"10, ;.s the second stop in Japanese naval policy, j
the Japanese Navy and Government between l°3é and j
1?41 proceeded with an expanded program of aircraft i 
carrier construction. In 1°36, Japan had four car
riers, v’it,h a tonnage- of tons. By 7 December
1941, however, onl” five years later, Japan had more 
ihan doubled her carrier strength, hiving ten carriers, 
with i total tannage of 178,070 tons."
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"11# In addition to increases in aircraft 
carrier construction, Japan, between 1°31 and 1°41, 
increased her heavy cruisers from eight in 1°31 to 
eiglteen in 1941, destroyers from fifty-two to 102, 
and submarines from forty-four to seventy-four. Dur
ing the same period, the United States facing increas
ing naval responsibilities in two oceans brought its 
total number of heavy cruisers from ten to eighteen, 
the same- numbf̂ r as Japan, while the number of des
troyers dropped from 225 to lr,l, and the number of 
submarines increased from eighty-one to 112. By way 
of comparison in aircraft carriers, in the years 1°34 
and 1936, when Admiral YAJ AT'OTO and Admiral NAGANO, 
respectively, made the statements at the London 
Naval Conference as quoted above, the Japanese Navy 
and the United States Navy each had four aircraft 
carriers. On 7 December 1941, whereas Japan had ten 
aircraft carriers, the T’nited States had only six and 
only three of them were in the Pacific.

"12. The third and final step in the exec
ution of the Japanese naval policy with regard to the 
construction and use of aircraft carriers was the use 
made by Japan of an aircraft carrier tas^ force as 
the attacking force in the Pearl Harbor attack. The 
six carriers ’which the Japanese sent against Pearl
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Harbor, namely, KAGA, AKAC-I, SORYTJ, FIPYU, SHOKAKU 
and ZUIKAKU, were the Japanese Navy's most powerful 
c a rr ie rs . They constituted 75# of the Japanese Navy's 
entire carrie r strength, and they sent into the 
attack 36O planes, constituting possibly 75# of the 
to ta l Japanese carrie r plane strength. The maximum 
to ta l number of carrie r based planes which the United 
States naval forces could have mustered i f  the two 
ca rrie rs  then in  the Hawaiian area, namely the USS 
LPXINGTON and the TTSS ENTTEPRISE, had been at Pearl 
Harbor would have been approximately 180. In other 
words, Japanese naval construction of a irc ra ft  car
r ie rs  between 1936 and 1941 enabled Japan to sent 
against the United States Navy's men and ships at 
Pearl Harbor one of the most powerful task forces 
ever assembled up to that time, with overwhelming 
ca rrie r a ir  force supremacy over the naval forces 
attacked. Horeover, a p rin cip a l target and objec
tive  of the Japanese Navy in  making the attack was 
to destroy the two United States carriers based at 
Pearl Harbor, and thereby to increase the already 
predominant Japanese ca rrie r supremacy in  the Paci
f ic .

"1 3 . To summarize, Japanese plans and prep
arations concerned with naval construction between
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1931 and 194-1 were characterised by the express 
recognition by NAGANO and YAÏIANOTO, leading Japan
ese naval authorities, that aircraft carriers were 
the principal type of naval construction for con
ducting aggressive naval warfare, and by the term- _ 
ination by Japan of existing treaty limitations on 
the construction of carriers and other naval arms. 
Japanese naval plans and preparations, moreover, 
featured the construction of aircraft carriers until 
in 194-1 Japan had attained decisive supremacy over the 
United States and other nations in aircraft carriers. 
And finally, as the climax of her naval policy of 
expansion and aggression, Japan on 7 December 1941, 
used an aircraft carrier task force to make a sud- • 
den, secret attack designed to annihilate United 
States naval power in the Pacific before war had 
actually been declared."

THE PRESIDENT: At this stage I had better
refer to the authorities that I mentioned earlier. 
Underhill’s Criminal Evidence, Fourth Edition, page 
440, section 236. "Before experts testify their 
knowledge and experience should ordinarily be 
inquired into, so that the Court may determine their 
competency." Similar statements arpear in ’"barton's 
Criminal Evidence, Eleventh Edition, page 1709, and
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American Jurisprudence, page *659« Nevertheless, 
without prejudice the defense could postpone their 
cross-examination on expertness until after the 
examination in chief has been given. They may 
decide to follow that course here. Expertness goes 
not to admissibility, really, but to weight only, . 
strangely enough. That appears at Underhill, at the 
page I have stated.

^e will adjourn now until half past: one.
(’"hereupon, at 1P00, a recess was taken.)

\

i
\
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rïc: ardcoj

AFïERNOOr SESSION
The Tribun/'J net, pursuant to recess,

nt 1330.

'i li
;vjtc::;.i of t’t  ~ourt
Tribunal fer vh; F-r

Tbc Internevion-.l 
st ?‘s nev: rosum.d.

J A •’ E 5 0. R I O  H A P. P S 0 c-.llcö o.s r.
witness on K. b^T4' of the nro.ee cut ion, resumed 
the st^nd end testified r.s '"oiler's:

DIRECT EXÂJ I*:ATÏO! (Continued)
TIT PRESIDENT: Cnptnin Robinson.
CAFTAIF ROBIMSCM: the witness proceed,

ycur TTor.or?
TIT r-R LC ILEiTT: Y?s.
T’T "'ITI'ESC : (Rordir")

"II
"The plans and preparations concerned with 
the establishment of naval bases and the 
erection of fortifications in the Mandated 
Isiands.

"14. Documentary evidence will now be pre
sented which indicates that the Japanese naval policy 
with respect to the Mandated Islands was characterized 
by the same objectives as those with respect to the 
Japanese naval policy on aircraft carriers, namely, 
to develop and use them for naval expansion and
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aggression.

"If. The execution of this policy like
wise was along the same lines of activitv as those 
which were pursued in the execution of the policy 
with respect to aircraft carriers, namely, (1) the 
termination, or in this case, the direct violation 
of treaty limitations, (2) the construction of fort
ifications and of naval bases in the Islands, and 
(3) the use of the Islands’fortifications and bases 
in initiating and warning naval hostilities against 
the United Stetes and her allies on and after 7 Dec
ember 1941.

"16. The treaty and mandate 1 imitations 
were establish;d (1) by the Treaty of Versailles 
(1920), (2) by the mandate of the Islands to Japan

I

pursuant to the Treaty and (3) by the fondâtes treaty 
between the United States and Japan (1°22). These 
limitations arc stated as follows:

'...no military or naval bases shall be 
established or fortifications erected in 
the territory' of the mandated Islands.
"17. Fumerons documents show that the Jap

anese Favy and Government established naval bases in 
the- hand a ted Islands, but for the sake of brevity 
and because of its adequacy, only one of them is
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presented. That document is the Japanese Navy's 
Combined Fleet Top Secret Operation Order Fo. 1. 
(IFS Document Ho. 17)”
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CAPTAI!* ROBINSON: Nov, if the Court pleo.se,
I of'or in evidence; IPS document. No, 17, entitled 
"Combined Fleet Ton Secret Ooernticn Orders No, 1,
No. 2 end No. 7." To this document, is rttnehed the 
c .rt.ificntc of the rpproprictc officiel of• the 
Japanese Government shoving thnt the original document
•'rs pert of the o'*‘ici''.l files of the Jep^nesc Combined 
Fleet For d euer to "’s "bonrd the Battleship Nr. go to, end 
port of ‘he officiel files of the Jopnncso Bevy Hinis- 

; try.
I
: Also rtt~chod is the certifiante of Lieutenant
Robert I, Curts. Fovngr-phs 3 ~nd 4 of this certificate
•■rill r.o’r be re°d T’ith the purpose chiefly of indicating
t h e  circumstances under vf-'ich the custody 1res been
obtained of the first end fund ornent ■'l oporot.ionol
order under v’-ich the Jr.po.ncsc Nnvv prepored for " nd
commenced hostilities ir 1941.

Po.rngr',phs 3 und 4 of the ccrtificotc r'ed
«ns follows:

"3. The «Tno-ncsc cruiser NACHI— "
T"E PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usu^l terms.
CLEPJC 0? TEE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 17 v:ill be marked exhibit. No. 1252.
(Vfhcrsunor, the document "bovc 

referred to v/ns ^nrked prosecution's exhibit.
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CAPTAI:: ROBINSON: N-y I proceed, sir, T/itli

certifier te? ?>v I proceed rending the certificate? 
TI-rE FATCIDEJT?: Yes.
CAPTAI” ROBINSON: Yes, sir.
(Rc-din")
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"3. The Ja ane-se cruiser NACHI was sunk in Manila
Pry 5 November 1944 b1' rlenes fror’ the USS LEXINGTON, 
In the letter part of March, 1945, reports by pilots 
of aircraft attached to the LEXINGTON v*ere used in 
obtaining e rough fix of the location of the NACHI.
A search via s rade by YF 421 rhich located end buoyed 
the "’reck. A special party of officers including 
Lieutenant (jg) Albert Altman, USNR, end nvself, v/ps 
sent rs an Intelligence team from the Fleet Intel
ligence Center, Manila, for the pur~o"e of obtaining 
the ships* oarers from the hull of the NACHI. On 2 
/rr~:l 1945, v/hich T,,as the third day after the begin
ning of diving operations, selvage- divers brought up 
fror’ the' Ni,CHI p bundle ”fropp - d in burlap vhich they 
had found In the chrrthou-e of the NACHI. Upon sur
facing, the divers delivered the bundle to Lieutenant 
Altman and re. ’"e took the bundle to Manila in a 
crash boat and delivered it to our Intelligence Term 
Headquarters at 77 Delpan rtreet, Manila, on the

ft

V.
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night of 2 /mil The bundle "* r then opened
by myself, Licutenrnt (j~) /.ltrtrn, Licutenrnt (1g)
P. R. Crrlson, nd Dilute nr rt (.ip) 0. v'. ’rttlos.
" e nr de ' precis of the II; CIII documents contrincd in 
the bundle. 7c then ~to-'cd the documents in nr il 
brgs rnd hr d them tM-cn to Tolosr by T icutc nr nt 
Lr'-re-nee F. .bb, Ur'ÎC. rR then transferred the bogs 
to Cmtrin / rthur H, I'cCollum, Uf”, the 7th Fleet 
Intelligence 0 ficer, mho crused the documents to be 
ricrofilred because they i-’cn in rn rdvrneed s+rpe- 
of detcriorrtion rosultinp from molcrged ir^rsion 
in t I* 'Tt.tr, Cmtrin lîcCrllnm then for’Trdcd the 
refers • nd the cop*r of the micro-film to / Hied 
Trrnslrtor rnd Interpreter cection, S’ F;. (/.TIP), 
Irisbene, /ustrrlir, ’-’here tbc" ’'ore receiver by 
Colonel GJr'ncv F, IVshbir for vTIS. He cru^cd trrnr- 
Irtions from. J-'prncse to m-glish to be mode of rll 
of the N/C;II documents. Tvc j TIP trrnslrtions v,cre 
published rs Limited listributicn Trmslrtion 39, 
F'rts I to X-IJ, of v,hich Pert VIII includes Combined 
Fleet Top Secret Operrtion Order No, 1 rnd Order No. 
2.

. vTIS then (in Jul-'', 1?45) for-'.-rded the
prp e r s rnd the micro-film to the Office Of Nrvrl In
telligence, N.-vy Deportment, ”r shin "ton, T. C., ’"here-
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I received the.r. Into ry ci\°tody. The doermentr rnd 
mi^ro-fi3r romrined in rcy ci'ntcdy until /.nril, 194^, 
vhi. r. the' crm( ini-o the ou Ft oc’1' of the 1 V"Mnpton 
rocur^nt Center, Jn chfr^e of Cr^trin Frnnon Fullin- 
-idor, Steuert Iuildirr, 1 rrhinfton, D. C., vhcrc 
they rrc no-; kept*"
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11,196
RICHARDSON DIRECT

The court exhibit number is what, Mr. Clerk?
CLERK OF THE CCTTPT: 12?2.
CAPTAIN ROBINSON: The witness will

please continue.
THE viTNESSi (Pending) »18. Admiral 

YAMAMOTO, os Commmrnder-in-Chicf Combined Fleet, 
issued this order from his flcgshio, the NAGATO, on 
5 November 1941. That is indicated by prge 2/1 of the 
document just introduced.

"It was an order that ’Combined Fleet 
Operations in the war against the United States,
Great Britain, and the Netherlands will bo con
ducted in accordance with the separate volume,'
The separate volume, in 351 pages of text, tables 
and charts, outlines operations for a wer beginning 
v'ith the attack on Pearl Harbor (shown on pages 
2/17 and 2/18). It provides for preparations for 
war, communications, supply, allocation cf forces 
and other details.

»19. The Mandated Islands appear in many 
places in this order. At nage 2/67 the order 
establishes an allotment of supply bases. The 
sunply bases allotted to the South Seas Force 
and the Advanced Expeditionary Force are the 
following Mandated Islands* SAIPAN, Kr'AJALEIN,



WOT JE, JALUIT, TAROA, TRUK, FONAPE, m d  PALAU.
These eight bases constitute more then hnlf of 
the totrl number of navel supnly brscs thus 
allotted, namely r. totrl of fifteen.

"20. At pages 2/76 to 2/78 is pn Appended 
Table 1, giving initial fuel allowances for supply 
bases. The- boiler oil allowance to five of the 
eight Mandated Island bases totals 46,500 metric 
tons. Likewise allotted to the Mandate bases 
are great quantities of aviation fuel, bombs, 
machine run ammunition, torpedoes and mines.
Rations are allotted for 36,000 persons ner 
month at the eight Mandate bases. Large monthly 
replenishment allowances arc tabulated at pages 
2/91 to 2/94, Aircraft material for the South 
Sees area is to be replenished at TRUK, and sub
marine material at KWAJALEIN,

"21. No doubt Order No, 1 is accurate 
in applying the term 'bases' to those Mandate 
installations. The materials, the quantities 
and the areas involved indicate that these naval 
bases and their equipment for storage, transport, 
communications, and guns and ammunition had been 
established on a large' scale and over a considerable 
period of time. Other documents on this point are
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pvrj.lFb.le for presentrtion or examination.
"22. The Mandated Islands epnear in 

Order No. 1 pIso in tables of allocations of 
forces (pages 2/104, 105, 106) • The South Seas 
Force, centering about the 4th Fleet (commonly 
celled the Mandates Fleet) is allocated for 
rendezvous the South Seas or Mandated Inlands, 
Operating from these bases it is ordered to aid 
in covering the withdrawal of the Pearl Harbor 
striking •f'orce, to attack V/ake and Guam as quickly 
as possible, and to cooperate with the striking 
force *in the occupation of strategic areas.*
Also based in the Mandates is the Commerce Pesruc- 
tion Unit, apparently submarines assigned by the 
Order to destroy sea traffic. Japanese submarines 
of the 6th Fleet and of other fleets regularly 
used bases in the Mandates, Submarines en route 
from Japan to Pearl Harbor rendezvoused at Kvajalein.

'*23. It is clear, therefore, that the 
Jappnc-se Navy before 7 December 1941 had estab
lished naval bases in the Mandated Islands.

"24, Likewise many other documents show 
that the Japanese Navy and Government erected fort
ifications in the Mandated Islands. For brevity 
only one set consisting of three documents is pre-
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sented here. Two of these documents (IPS Documents 
No, 6254-A end No, 6254-B) are eerial reconnaissance 
photographs of WOTJE Islrnd taken by United Strtes 
Navy photographic intelligence units in January 
19A?, less than two months after war began. The 
third document (IPS Document No, 6254-C) is a Jap
anese blueprint map of WOTJE dated 10 November 1940 
captured by American forces lending at Kwpjalein 
in February 1944,"

CAPTAIN ROEINSON: I believe that was
10 August, was it not?

THE WITNESS; 10 August,
CAPTAIN ROBINSON: 10 August 1940.
THE VITNESS; 10 August 1940.
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CAPTAIN ROBINSON : I nor of"or in evidence, 
if tic Court plooso, IPS document No. 6254-A, 6254-B,
^nd 6254-0, the tv/o photographs end the blueprint mop 
of Wotjo Island.

TT’E PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terns. |
CLERK 0? T”E COTTRT: Prosecution's documents

No. 6254-A, 6254-B one. 62?4-C m i n  b. given exhibit | 
No. 1253: 6254-A, 1253-A; 6254-B, 1253-B; and 62?4-C, |
1253-c. :

(Whereupon, t'-o documents above j
referred to "’ere marbed prosecution's exhibits 
No. 1253-A, 1253-B, o.nd 1253-C, respectively, 
end vore received in evidence.)

CAPTAIN ROBINSON; The vitnoss mill no’- proceed.!
THE WITNESS: (Rending)

"25. An examinetion of these photographs shoves 
that v'0TJE, before 31 January 1°42, hod been fortified 
and equipped es a combi net!on of a island fortress end 
a neve.l base. The blueprint map shows that before lr 
August 1240 the Jnoenese Navy end rovernment had al
ready created extensive fortifications. The magnitude 
of the Jaoonese nrval installations at ' OTJE is indi
cated by the tables of numbered items attached to j

j
each document.
"26. The Photograph C-23, ’"OTJE Island, North End, j
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(I-S Document Fo. 62B4-A) shov’S the center of the 
Island to be covered bv tv'o intersecting oaved air
field runrays, e'ch 3C0 feet wide, one more ttu n a 
mile long (5700 fret), the other 3^00 feet lone, 
and suitable for large Irnd-brsrd bombers rs veil 
rs lesser aircraft,. Tv.’o (cr three) Inrcp hangars and 
t*"o large, shon-tvpe buildings <• re soon vest of the 
r'T.vyys. Forth of those hrnears is a. la rge serolrne 
ramp, with r hangar 150 foot, "lie b»’ nerhaos 300 
fret long suitable "or the largest seaplanes.
"27. Many gun positions are seen, including a 
northern and a southern 3-g”n Dual F'mosc Anti-Air
craft and Coast Defense Battery each with adjacent 
oo'”er olant, munitions storage, command oost and 
’-arracks area. The guns ar<~ oroba bly 5-inch or 6- 
inch guns. Fumrrous blockhouses are observed along 
the shore In the nhotogranhs ; n* map.
"2P. Storage tanks Tor heavy oil and structures 
"or ammunition storage are indicated on *he Japanese 
mao by lettering and also on the ohetograohs by 
clouds of black smovc shorin'» rhere TJ. s .  Favy avia - 
tors have located the tanks and ammunition storages. 
"20. Trenches, oil Iboxe^s, machine cun emnl' cements, 
•rire r nta rgl ' . ncr.ts , a connecting svstem of roads,
olus a total of mor- than fifty buildings arc also
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1 tö be observed on the nhotogrmhs rnd mrp.
"^O. In nhotorrmh C-2? QPR Document No. 62?4-B) 
rre shown the lrrgc, t^o-story rrdio trrnsmittor 
buildings, flrnked by three rndio tov/ers, rnd by 
other buildings rnd t-rnks.
"31. The tote 2 volume of instr Hr tions on v’OTJE, 
rs shown by this Jnrne.se mro d ted 1C August 1940 
nd by these ccrirl nhotogrrphs drted 31 J m ’ury 1°42, 

is sufficient to show thrt the Jmr.n< sc Nrvy rnd 
Government h'd been onr-ged in estrblishing the 
brses rnd erectin'-' the fortifiertions rt lerst prior 
to the middle of 2^40 rnd ocrhrps rt lerst during 
the entire ye-r lc40 rs ’veil rs 1041. I em informed 
thr.t r'-’ditionrl rvidcncc on this ^oint hrs been intro
duced in mother section of this er sc in the form of 
statements from residents of the Islrnds who worked 
on the construction et ’TTJI for the Jr Dr nose,
"32. It ronorrs thrt the documents nreorred by 
the Jrr>rnesc Nrvy, nr.mcly Combined Fleet Top Secret 
Qm.-rr.tlon Order No. 1 rn ' the M m  of ’ CTJE. rre suf
ficient to show thrt the Jrnrnrsc N-vy "nd Government 
before 7 Dec ember 1°41 established nrvr.l br.se s rnd 
erected ‘ortifiertions on these islrnds."

I
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"III

" T M  .piangL.aaa.,pmflr.aUgng .çgngçrnçfl.
consular espionage as an aid to naval attack,

"33, Numerous documents and records show that 
the Japanese ^avy and Government, particularly the 
Foreign Office, between 1931 and 1941, were engaged 
in a policy of surveillance, reconnaissance and 
espionage with respect to the naval establishment and 
activities of the United States Navy and Government«

"34. The United States Naval Court of 
Inquiry on the Pearl Harbor Attack stated, in its 
findings of fact, that Japan's espionage system utilized 
her civilian, consular and diplomatic nationals through
out the world and enabled her to keep constantly informed .i
of the United States naval building program and of the J 
location and movements of United States naval vessels.

"35* An extensive continuous espionage was 
conducted under the direction of the Japanese Navy and 
Government, particularly the Foreign Office, at Honolulu, 
through Consul General Nagao KITA and his 200 consular 
agents scattered throughout the Islands.

"36. Documents which show the nature and 
extent of this espionage and particularly its heavy 
contribution to the Pearl Harbor attack, will now be 
presented. These documents are authenticated copies of
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some of the messages exchanged between the Japanese 
Consul General's office at Honolulu and the Japanese 
Navy and Foreign Office at Tokyo. They were coded 
messages sent via commercial communication companies."

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: I present to the clerk
IPS document No. 6255. It is a book entitled, "Japanese 
lessages Concerning Military Installations, Ship Move
ments, Etc.1, The book is accompanied by the certificate 
of the naval officer who assisted in preparing it and 
in introducing it in evidence in the hearings of the 
Joint Congressional Committee on the Investigation of 
the Japanese Attack on Pearl Harbor, Congress of the 
United States. I request the Clerk to give this book 
a Court exhibit number for identification only.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 6255 will receive exhibit No. 1254 for identification 
only.

I

t

18

19
20 
/ I  
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23
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(thereupon, the document above 
mentioned was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1254 for identification.)

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: I now offer in evidence
IPS document No, 6255-A, an excerpt from Court exhibit 
I No. I254 marked for identification only. This excerpt, 
'like the other messages which will be introduced, is
i
accompanied by the certificates of source and authenticity

l

I

j

>
i
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signed by the appropriate American and Japanese 
officials, including the former Japanese Consul 
General at Honolulu, ICITA. I now offer the document in 
evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No, 6255-A will receive exhibit No. 1254-A.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1254-A and received in evidence.)

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: Will the witness please
12 proceed.
13

14

n
16
1 7

THE "’ITNESS : (Reading)
"In order that the messages may be understood 

in their references to places and areas at Pearl Harbor, 
a chart of Pearl Harbor has been prepared and will now 
be offered."

18

19
20

21

22 

?3

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: I now offer in evidence
IPS Document No, 6258. It is entitled: "Sketch Map of 
Pearl Harbor after the Attack of 7 December 1941.
JICPOA D-I07I. Showing Areas A,B,C,D, Lochs, and 
Fatalities in Circles." It is accompanied by certific
ates of source and authenticity signed by the appropriate 
officials.

25
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
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CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution* s document
No. 625P will receive exhibit No. 1255«

(Whereupon, the document rbove 
referred to v»rs marked prosecution's exhibit
No. 1255 and received in evidence.) j

!
CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If the Court please, ?

enlargements based on this exhibit have been prepared 
as rail maps for the convenience of the Tribunal end 
others participating here, and, if it please the Tribunal,
the court attendants will no*" roll these wall maps into 
place.

The map on the- right, that is the Court's
«

right or north wall space, is practically on exact j
duplicate of the hand map, IPC document No. 625?, now j

i
Court exhibit No. 1255. The other wall map represents j 

a larger area. The certificates attached to the hand 1

mar also show the source and authenticity of the wall |
I

maps. j

Will the witness please continue with the j

reading.
21

22

23

24

25

THE ,-»ITNE£rî (Reading)
"The first message (which was just introduced)

is from Tokyo, apparently from the Foreign Office 
! because it bears the name of Admiral TOYODA,
the Foreign Minister. It reads as follows:
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1,1 From: Tokyo (Toyoda)
"* To : Honolulu
"'September 24, 1Ç41
"'#83
"'Strictly secret.
"'Henceforth, we would like to have you make 

rcoorts concerning vessels along the following lines 
in so far as possible»

"'1. The waters (of Pearl Harbor) are to 
be divided roughly into five sub-areas. (We have no 
objections to your abbreviating as much as you like.)

"'Area A. Waters between Ford Island and the
arsenal.

*
"'Area E. Waters adjacent to the Island south 

and west of Ford Island, (This area is on the opposite 
side of the Island from Area A.)

"'Area C. East Loch. »

"'Area D, Middle Loch.
"'Area E; West Loch and the communicating 

water routes.
"'2. With regard to warships and aircraft 

carriers, we would like to have you report on those at 
anchor, (these are not so important) tied up at wharves, 
buoys and in docks. (Designate typos and classes 
briefly. If possible we would like to have you make
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1 mention of the fact when there are two or more vessels 
along side of same wharf.),H
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RICHARDSON DIRECT«

CAPTAIN ROEINSOIT: I nor offer in evidence
IPS document No. 625r-C v?ith the r.pproprio.te certificates 

THü PRESIDENT: Admitted or. the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 6255-C rill be given exhibit No. 1256.
=\

(’̂ hereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1256, ~nd was received in evidence.)

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: The witness rill, nie a sc
continue.

THE ’/ITJESS: 
(lust introduced) from 
Foreign Office message

(Reading) "The next mess-ge 
Tokyo, -ppe.rcntly is another 

0e3 it bears the name of Foreign I
Minister TOGO. It rc'ds as follows:

"♦From: Tokyo (TOGO). To: Honolulu (RIYOJI).
'"15 November 1041. #111.
'"As relations between Japan and the United 

States arc mast critical, make your *ships in harbor 
report" irrooular, but at a r~tc of r.v’icc o. week. 
Although you already arc no doubt aa’*re, please take 
extra care to maint-'in secrecy.*"

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: I no,-r offer in evidence
IPS document No. 6255-D, from the sane source.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution1s document
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1 No. 6255-D ’•»ill b.~ given exhibit No. 1257»
0 ’hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1257» and was received in evidence.)

THE WITNESS: "The next message (,just intro
duced) illustrates the type of information-which the 
Japanese Consul General '-/as sending to Tokyo less than 
r. month before Pearl Harbor. It reads <as follows:

"'From: Honolulu (KIÏA). To: Tokyo.
"'November IS, ID41. #222.
"'1. Tho ".»arships at anchor in the Harbor 

on the 15th were as I told vou in my -;'219 on that day.
" 'Area. A - A battleship of the Oklahoma class 

entered 'nd one tinker left port.
"'Area C - 3 worships o "i the hc-’vy cruiser 

class were at anchor.
"'2. On the 17th the Saratoga was not in ,v 

the harbor. The carrier, Enterprise, or some other 
vessel w~s in Area C. üVo heavy cruisers of the Chicago 
class, one of the Pensacola class wore tied u p  at 
Docks "KS." 4 merchant vessels were at anchor in Area D,

"'3. At 10:00 a.m. on the morning of the 
17th, 8 destroyers ’»ere observed entering the Harbor. 
Their course v/~s as fellows: In ~ single file at a
distance, of 1,000 meters '’.part ~t a speed of 3 knots

I
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1 per hour, they moved into Pearl Farbor• Fron the 
entrance of the Fnrbor through Area B to the buoys in 
Aren C, to ^hich they were neorod thev changed course 
5 tines each tine roughly 30 degrees. The eleapsec’ time 
vr.s one hour, however, one of these destroyers entered 
Area A after passing the water reservoir on the 
Eastern side.'"

CAPTAI" ROBI'.'CO:’: If the Court please, I
now offer in evidence IPS document "o. 625T-E, the 
same source.

TUE PRESIDENT: Admitted cn the usual terms.
CLERK 07 TFE COURT: Prosecution «s document

Fc. 52.?*-E will receive exhibit y0. 1?^ß,

Ofhereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
Fo. 12!?p, and was received in evidence.)

TIT, WITNESS: "The next message (just intro
duced) raises three important questions preparatory 
to the Pr->rl Uarbor attack. It likewise bears the name 
5f Foreign Minister TOGO and thereby indicates close 
Liaison between the Japanese- Foreign Office and the 
Japanese Navy. It rvaads as follows:

"'From: T-k^o (TOGO). To: Fonolulu.
"'December 2, lr41. Explanatory Note: (Trans

lated by Army, 30 December 1^41).
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1 "'J-19. *'’123. (Secret, outside the deportment)*
2

3

I believe th-t it is on explanatory note. 
"'In viev.’ of the present situation, the

4 p r e s e n c e  i n  p o r t  o f  w o r s h i p s ,  a i r p l a n e  c a r r i e r s ,  e n d

5 cruisers i s  of utmost importance. Hereof ter, to the
6 utmost of vour ability, lot nc know day by dry. Vrirc
7

8 
9

io

me in each cose ■•'bother or not there '•re any observa
tion balloons above Pearl Harbor or if there arc any 
indications that they will be sent up. Also advise mo 
whether or not the warships are provided with anti-mine

11
12

nets.'"
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! CàPTüIN ROBINSON: If the Court please, I now
offer in evidence IPS documents Nos. 6256-A, 6256-B, 
entitled respectively "Affidavid of Otto Kuehn dated 
1 Jan. 194-2," and Affidavit of Otto Kuehn dated 
January 3, 1941 (1942). Appropriate certificates are 
attached.

THE PRESIDENT: Iir. Logan.
IR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, with

respect to both of these exhibits, the document which 
the prosecution is offering is a photostatic copy, 
is apparently net °n original document., a:;d the upper 
right-hand corner and the lower right-hand corner of 
page 1 of each of those documents have been cut out.
7/e do not know what was contained in each of these 
corners ncr who cut them cut.

'’’HE PRESIDENT: That does net render them
inadmissible, but it may be made the subject of cross- 
examination.

Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

No. 6256-A will be given exhibit No. 1259. and document 
No. 6256-B will be given exhibit Nr. 1260.

(’’/hereupon, the documents above re
ferred to were marked respectively prosecu
tion^ exhibits Nos. 1259 and 1260 and received
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in evidence.)
CAPTAIN ROBINSON: Witness, will you please

continue.
THE WITNESS (Reading continued): "On the same

day as the date of the preceding Japanese message, 
namely 2 December 1941, Bernard Julius Otto Kuehn, 
according to his recorded confession, (IPS document 
No. 6256-A and B, now prosecution’s exhibits Nos.
1259 and 1260, respectively) which has been presented 
in evidence, delivered to Consut General KITA and his 
assistants at his office in Honolulu information and 
documents as requested by the Consul-General. The 
confession also indicates that Kuehn was paid a con
siderable sum of money, apparently not less than 
£-10,000, for his services in providing such informa
tion to the Japanese Consul-General and,therefore, in 
turn to the Japanese Navy and Foreign Office at Tokyo. 
The information and papers delivered by Kuehn in
cluded full details of United States ships present, 
with their berthing locations in the harbor, and also 
a comprehensive code of signals by which such informa
tion could be communicated to Japanese submarines or 
other Japanese naval units then en route to Pearl 
Harbor.

The Kuehn code, repeated practically verbatim
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CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If the Court please, I
now offer in evidence IPS document No. 6255-F.
It is another message —  another excerpt from the , 
original source of these messages marked for identi
fication.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK 0? THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. will receive exhibit No. 1261.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1261 and received in evidence.)

THE V/ITKFSS (Reading continued) : " The 
Lanikai Beach House and Kalama House mentioned in 
the message were houses occuried by Kuehn, according 
to his confession. This message (IPS Document No. 
6255-F, Prosecution Exhibit No. 1261* Japanese 
lies sage #24-5) reads as follows:

"’From: Honolulu (KITA)
"1 To : Tokyo

r
n,3 December 1941’
Explanatory note: "’(Translated by Navy 

11 December 194-1) (PÂ-K2)
"’#245 (in 2 parts, complete)
"’(Military secret).
"'From Ichiro FUJII to the Chief of ^3 Section
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cf Military Staff Headquarters.
•"1 I wish to change my method of communi

cating hy signais te the following:
"'1. Arrange the eight signals in three 

columns as follows:
One is headed "Meaning" and explanation of 

the signal:
Meaning

Battleship divisions : Preparing to sortie
including scouts and 
screen units___________

Signal

A number of carriers 
Battleship divisions
Carriers____________
Carriers
Battleship divisions_
Carriers______________
Carriers

Preparing to .sortie_
Till’"departed Vetwe'eiT 
1st and 3rd
Several departed 
between 1st and 3rd
All departed between
.13*All departed between

.... 4th and 6 th_________
’"Several departed 
-ÈÊiHÊSÜ.ÆÔ^jaûâ. £ K l.All departed between 
4th and 6th ___

J L

8

"'2. Signals.
"' 1. Lanikai Beach House will, show lights

during the night as follows:
Signal 

1 
2
34

" ' One light between 8 and 9 p.m.
h 1 h h " 9 and 10 p.m.
h 1 h h " 10 and P p mit t h h " 11 and 12 n.m

'"II
"'Two lights between 12 and 1 a.m. 
»' " » " 1 and 2 a.m. 
"» " " " 2 and 3 a.w.

I
7
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1 Signal
"’Two lights between 3 and 4 a.m. o 
"'(Part 2)
"1 III. Lanikai Bay, during daylight.
"'If there is a «star« on the head of the 

sail of the Star Boat it indi- t ,-s signals 1, 2, 3» or
4.

7
"’If there is a Vstar# and a Roman numeral

8
9

10
H
12
13
14

15

III it indicates signal 5-, 6, 7, or 8.
"'IV. Lights in the attic window of 

Kalama House will indicate the following:
"' Times Signal

1900-2000 3
2000-2100 4
2100-2200 5
2200-2300 6
2300-2400 70000-0100 8

16 II
17 i

18 !
19 i

20 
21
22 jII
23 j

j
24 I

25

"'V. K.G.M.B. Want Ads.
"’A. Chinese rug, etc. for sale, apply 

P 0. box 1476 indicates signal 3 or 6.
’“ B. CHIC. CO farm etc. aprly P.0, box 

1476 indicates signal 4 or 7,
"'C. Beauty operator wanted etc. apply

P. 0. box 1476 indicates 5 or 8.
"’3. If the above listed signals and wireless 

messages cannot be made from Oahu, then on Faui Island, 
6 miles to the northward of Kula Sanatorium at a point 
halfwa,r between Lover Kula Road and Haleakala Road
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1 ( l a t i t u d e  2 0 ° 4 0 '  N . > l o n g i t u d e  1 5 6 °  1 9 1 W ., v i s i b l e

2 f r o i r  s e a w a rd  t o  t h e  s o u t h e a s t  a n d  s o u t h w e s t  o f  M a u i

3 I s l a n d ) t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s i g n a l  b o n f i r e  w i l l  be m ade d a i l y

4 u r t i l  y o u r  E X E X  s i g n a l  i s  r e c e i v e d :

5
6 
7

,M T im e
fr o m  7 -1 2  
f r o m  8-9 
f r o m  9*'10

Signal
3 o r  t
4 or 7
5 o r  8 . ' "

T h a t  i s  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  m e s s a g e .

9
10
11
12
13
14*

15
16 

17

18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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CAPTAIN ROBINSON: We now offer in evidence,
if the Court Dlease, IPS document No, 6255-G, which 
is another message from Honolulu to Tokyo,

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEHCOF THE COURT: Prosecution document No,

6255-G will receive exhibit No, 1262.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1262 and received in evidence.)

THE Y/ITOESS: The message dated 5 December
1941 (IPS document No. 6255-G, prosecution exhibit No. 
1262, Japanese message #252) reads as follows:

'•»From: Honelulu. To: Tokyo. 5 December 1941
»

(translated by Navy 10 December 1941). PA-K2). 252.
"*(1) During Friday morning, the 5th, 

the three battleships mentioned in my message #239 
arrived here. They had been at sea for eight days.

"'(2) The Lexington and five heavy cruisers 
left port on the same day.

"’(3) The following ships were in port on the 
afternoon of the 5th:

"*8 battleships, 3 light cruisers, l6 de
stroyers.

11'Four ships of the Honolulu class and . . . .  
were in dock.'"
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End of message.
A message of 6 December from Honolulu to 

Tokyo provides d irect information for the 'suprise 
attack' which the passage mentions, dealing with the 
important subjects of barrage balloons and torpedo 
nets.

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: We now offer in  evidence
IPS document No. 6255-H, another Japanese message.

THE FRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

No. 6255-H w ill  receive exhibit No. 1263.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution exhibit 
No. I 263 and received in evidence.)

THE WITNESS: This message (IPS document No.
4 2 prosecution's exhibit No. 1263, Japanese message 
#253) reads as follows:



Honolulu"1Fromî 
M,To: Tokyo
“'December 6, 1941 (translated by Army 8

December, 1941)
" »PA-K2
" ’#253 Re the la st part of your #1 2 3 .
” '1. On the American Continent in  October 

the Army began tra in ing barrage balloon troops at Camp 
Davis, North Carolina. Not only have they ordered 
four or five  hundred balloons, but i t  is  understood 
that they are considering the use of these balloons in  
the defense of Hawaii and Panama. In  so far as Hawaii 
is  concerned, though investigations have been made in  
the- neighborhood of Pearl Harbor, they have not set up 
mooring equipment, nor have they selected the troops to 
man then. Furthermore, there is  no indication that any 
tra in in g  for the matinenance of balloons is  being under
taken. At the present tine there arc no signs of b arr
age balloon eouipment. In  addition, i t  is  d if f ic u lt  
to imagine that they have actu ally  any. However, even 
though they have actu ally  made preparations, because 
they must control the a ir  ov^r the water end land run
ways of the airports in  the v ic in it y  of Pearl Harbor, 
Hickan, Ford and Dwa, there ar:- lim its  to the balloon 
defense of Pearl Harbor. I  imagine that in  a l l  prob-
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a b il it y  there is  considerable opportunity le f t  to take 
advantage for a surprise attack against those places.

»»2. In  ray opinion the battleships do not 
have torpedo nets. The d e ta ils  are not knovn. I  v r ill 
report the re su lts  of ray in v e stig a tio n .“ '
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'"On the eve of the attack, the Japanese 
Consul-General sent to Tokyo the following message 
regarding the ships at anchor and lying at docks in 
Pearl Harbor."

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: We now offer in evidence
IPS document No. £255-1, another message.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEPiK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No» '255-1 will receive exhibit No. 12(4.f

('»/hereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked rrosecution's exhibit 
No. 12(4 and received in evidence.)

THE WITNESS (Reading continued): The
message reads as follows:

'"From: Honolulu
«"To : Tokvo
"'December (, 1941 (translated by Army 8 

December 1941)
"'PA-K2
"'#254
'"1. On the evening of the 5thv among the 

battleships which entered port were (blank) and 
ore submarine tender. The following ships were observed 

at anchor on the (th:
"’Ç battleships, 3 3ight cruisers, 3 submarine

\

!i
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1 tenders, 17 destroyers, and in addition there were 
4 light cruisers, 2 destroyers lying at docks ( the 
heavv cruisers ar.d airplane ca'^ie s have all left. )

"*2. It arrears that no air reconnaissance 
is being conducted by the fleet air arm.'

End of message.
“The documents cn Japanese espionage and 

reconnaissance which have been presented have been ' 

lirited to a few of those dealing with consular 
espionage in Honolulu,because they show that the 
activities of the Japanese Favy and Foreign Office 
in .planning and conducting this consular espionage 
as an aid tc the Pearl Harbor attack may be classed 
with their other activities in ^reparation for aggressive 
warfare.

»IV
»The plans and preparations for secret 

attack by Japanese carrier task ^orce upon the 
United States naval personnel and ships at Pearl Harbor. 
Hawaii, on 7 December 1941. without r.deification having 
beer riven by Japan to the United States that there woulc 
be a co'-rencement of hostilities in a war by Japan 
against the United States."

In my oral presentation I have deleted the 
following words which aorear in my prepared statement:
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2
"b’- a previous, explicit and reasoned warning".

"The plans and preparations made by the 
Japanese Navy with respect to construction of aircraft 
carriers and of naval bases and fortifications in the 
Mandated Islands has beer presented. Consideration 
has also been giver, to Japanese naval ^lans and 
preparations concerned ~’ith consular espionage as a 
preparation for su^prisè naval attack. The consumeaticn 
of the foregoing rlar.s in delivering the attack on 

Pearl Harbor by the use of the aircraft carriers, of 
the fortified Island bases and of the espionage re
ports will now be presented.

"The attack will be considered with respect 
tc (1) its objectives, (2) its plan and (3) its 
execution.

"The documents used in this analysis of the 
attack will be principally (1) the Japanese Combined 
Fleet Tor Secret Operation Order No. 1 (IPS Document 
T'Tc 17)," now Court Exhibit No. 1252, "(2) Allied
Translator and Interpreter Section. Supreme Commander 
for the Allied Powers research Perort No. 131. Date 
1 December 194-5, entitled Ja^nn*s Decision tc Fight 
(IPS Document No. 1628)," now Court Exhibit No. 8^9;
"and (3) : esearch P.eport No. 132. from the same source,

25
hereinafter referred to as ATIS. entitled The Pearl
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Herber Operation (IPS Document No. 1627)."
CAPTAIN ROBINSONî Which we now offer in 

evidence, if the Court nleace. It is entitled Allied 
Translator and Interpreter Section, Supreme Compander 
for the Allied Powers, Research Report No. 132, dated 
I December 194-5, the Pearl Harbor Operation. This 
document is published by command of the Supreme 
Corrander for the Allied Powers. It is duly authenti
cated b’- the Chief of Staff ard by the Assistant Chief 
of Staff G-2 General Headquarters, Supreme Cer mander 
for the Allied Powers.

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal "lease, we
have previously objected to a similar document to 
this one or the : round that it has been issued from the 
headquarters cf the Supreme Commander who is the 
reviewing authority in this case, and we make the 
sare objection to this document.

THE PRESIDE! T: We give the same decision as
on exhibit No. 809* The objection is overruled. The
document is adritted or the usual terms.

(  '

CIERK CF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 1627 will receive c-xbibit He 1265.

(V/hereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1265 and received in evidence.)
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THE WITNESS : (Reading continued) "The 
objectives of the Pearl Harbor attack have been 
stated bv Admiral FAGANO to be:

"'(1) Tendering impotent the United States 
Pacific Fleet in order to gain tine and maintain

t

freedom of action in the South Seas operation (including 
the Philippine Islands), and (2) the defense cf our man
dated islands.’ (IPS Document No. 1(28, p„ £6)" now 
Court Exhibit No. 809.

"The Chief of Staff Combined Fleet, Admiral
ITO said:

"’This Fleet (at Pearl Harbor) will be 
utterly crushed with one blow at the very beginning 
of hostilities... If we insure our strategic supremacy 
at the very outset of the conflict by attacking and 
seizing all l:ey points at one blow while America is 
still unprepared, v;e can swing the scales of later 
ope-ations in our favor.*

That is IFS Document Nc. 1(27, which has just 
beer introduced as Court Exhibit Fo. 12(5, pages 7 and 
8.

“In Combined Fleet Top Secret Operation Order 
No. 1, cages 2/7,8 (IPS Document No. 17)" now Court 
Exhibit No. 1252, the general objectives of the entire 
Japanese operations are stated as follows:
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v,ho knc*” of the entire pirn in r dvr nee included 
NACANO rnd YAMAMOTO, rnd those who knew prrt of 
the pirn included Admirrl SHIUABA, Nrvy Minister, 
rnd Admirrl OKA, Chief of the Bureru of Nrvrl 
Affrirs, (Srme citrtion, P. 67) Prcprrrtory 
to r finrl formulrtion of the pirn, v,rr grmes 
were held rt Tokyo on September 2 to 13, 1941, with 
rpproximrtcly forty key Jrprnese Nrvrl officers 
prrticiprting rnd vith NAGANO rs the rrnking 
officer in chrrgc rcting rs umpire, (Srme 
document, pp, 4,5,6),

’'56, According to Jrprncse nrvrl officers 
who took prrt in the preprrrtion of the pirn* rnong 
‘the problems to be solved r,erc ho-' to rttrek most 
effectively the United Strtc-s Prcific Fleet in the 
Ilrv/ciirn rrer. They strteds

M,It res decided thr.t r torpedo rttrek rgrinst 
rnehored ships wrs the most effective method 
of putting the mein strength of the United 
Strtos Prcific Fleet in the Hrv/rii rrer out 
of rction ,,. Hence, the following two ob- 
strcles vrere considered;

"*(r) The fret thrt Pcrrl Hrrbor is 
nrrrow rnd she Hov/*

"*(b) The Fret thrt Perrl Hrrbor v/rs
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1 probably ecmiped with torpedo nets. 
"’(c) In regard to £oint (p), it wes 

* planned to ettech stabilizers
to the torpedoes and launch them 
from an extremfely low altitude.

"*(d) In regard to point (b), since
success could not be counted on, 
a bombing attack was also employed.’ ' 

”57* Additional problems were refueling and 
effecting surprise in the attack. On these points 
the same officers „stated (seme citation, p. 68):
’The ability to refuel end a surprise attack were 
the keys to this operation. If either of them 
failed, the execution of the operation would have 
been impossible.* Refueling at see was dealt with 
by making it a matter for special training. To 
insure surprise, the little travelled northern 
ocean route was'to be used, screening destroyers 
were to be sent ahead, and complete radio silence 
was to be carried out at. sea. while deceptive radio 
activity was to be conducted in the Inland See and 
Kyushu areas. (Same document p. 68). ”

25
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i "The plan provided in detail for the organiza- j
i

tion of a select Task Force, under the command of 
Admiral NAGANO and made up of 6 aircraft carriers, 
supported by 2 battleships, 2 heavy cruisers, 1 light 
cruiser, 11 destroyers, 3 submarines and 8 tankers.
(Same reference, page 83). additional units included 
submarines, both regular size and midget submarines 
manned by specially trained officers. (Same reference, 
page 78; IPS document No. 1627, pages 17-23, prosecution's 
exhibit No. 1265)* Carrier-borne attack airplanes 
numbered 360, namely, 135 dive bombing planes, 104 
horizontal bombing planes, 40 torpedo planes, cand 81 
strafing planes. Targets assigned were principally 
aircraft carriers, airbases and grounded airplanes, 
but in execution battleships received special atten
tion because of the absence of carriers. (That is from 
IPS document No, 1628, prosecution's exhibit No. 809, 
page 84.)

•'The plan provided, also, for lesser forces 
to operate ip various areas. (That is IPS document No.
17, pages 2/104-6, prosecution's exhibit No. 1252.)"

I
The next paragraph of my prepared statement !

I have deleted in my oral presentation. |I
"3. The execution of the plan. On 5 November 

1941, Admiral NaGANO issued an order to Admiral Y*M*iMCT0 
(IPS document No. 1628, page 75, prosecution's exhibit

)
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No, 809) under which YAMAMOTO on the same date (IPS
document No, 17, page 2/1, prosecution's exhibit No.
1250 issued Combined Fleet Ton Secret Operation Order
No. 1, putting the plan into effect. On 7 November,
YAMAMOTO ‘issued Order No. 2 (same citation, page 2/1^2)
fixing Y-Day for 8 December, in accordance with the
provision in the plan for fixing Y-Day, and, later,
X-Day (same document, pages 2, 3)*

"On the same date, 7 November 1941, YAMAMOTO
issued from his flagship, the NuGATO, an order which
directed the Task Force to assemble at Hitokappu Bay at
Etorofu Island in the Kuriles, and to take on supolios
until 22 November. (IPS document No, 1628, page 77,
prosecution's exhibit No. 809).

"On 25 November, YAMAMOTO ordered the Task
Force to move out on 26 November and to 'proceed without
being detected' to the evening rendezvous point set for
3 December. (IPS document No. 1628, page 78, prosecu-

«
tion's exhibit No. 809.)

"On 26 November 1941 at f/,00 hours the Task 
Force moved*out on its trip of more than 3000 miles 
to Pearl Harbor. (Same document, page 78).
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"On 2 December the Task Force under wey 
received a Combined Fleet order stating X-Day will 
be 8 December (7 December Perrl Harbor time).
(same document, p. 78)

"On 2 December, Admiral YAMAMOTO from his 
flagship, the YAMATO, gave the order to proceed with 
the attack.

"On the night of 6-7 December (Pearl Harbor 
time) the Task Force made the run-in southward at 
ton speed (26 knots).

"On the early morning of 7 December (Pearl
Harbor time) the carriers, when 230 miles due north “
of Oahu, launched the planes of the First Attack
Unit, at 0130 hours, and v>hen 200 miles north of
Oahu launched the planes of the Second Attack Unit
at 0245 hours. (IPS Document No. 1628, p.71)
The planes rendezvoused to the south of the carriers
and then flev» in to the attack. Torpedo planes and
dive bombers attacked from 7ï55 to 8:25 /
Horizontal bombers were the principal attackers in
an attack lasting from 8:40 to 9*15 A.F. Dive
bombers attacked from 9*15 to 9*45, when the raid 
ended•

"The Task Force, after launching its 
planes withdrew at high speed to the northwest, where 
the planes, except for approximately 28, returned to the
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carriers, between 10:30 A. M. ?md 1:30 P. I!. The 
Task Force then proceeded to Kure. arriving on 23 
December.

'•The attackers killed 1,999 officers and 
enlisted men of the U. S. Navy. Rear Admiral Isaac 
Campbell Kidd, U. S. N., commander of battleship 
division #1, v/?s killed, presumably in the explosions, 
aboard his flagship, the USS nRIZONA, where he was 
last seen in action. All told, the ARIZONA lost 47 
officers and 1056 enlisted men. (That is from Navy 
Department, Chief Naval Personnel, Certificate dated 
15 July 1946). The U. S. Marine Corps suffered casual 
ties of 109 killed, (^hat statement is from Marine 
Corps Director Personnel Certificate dated 7 May 1946) 
The U. S. Army lost 234 killed. (That is War Depart
ment Casualty Branch Certificate dated 8 July 1946). 
Civilians killed in the attack numbered 54. (War 
Records Bureau, University of Hawaii, Kept. Special 
Agt. CIC}AFLIDPAC, dated 7 Juno, 1946

"The United States lost outright 188 planes; 
Japan, 29* The United Statesuffered severe damage to, 
loss of, 8 battleships, 3 light cruisers, 3 destroyers 
and 4 miscellaneous vessels; Japan lost 5 midget sub
marines.

"The disproportionate extent of losses marks
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the extent to which NAGaNO and YAMAMOTO and their 
associates in the Japanese Navy and Government had 
succeeded In maintaining secrecy and In attaining sur
prise In their naval plans and preparations between 
1931 and 1941, reaching on 7 December 1941 the climax 
of their successful planning and preparing.

"By their repeated emphatic warnings in orders 
and elsewhere that only by complete secrecy and complete 
surprise could the Pearl Harbor attack succeed, NaGhNO 
and YaMAMOTO and their associates had succeeded in 
achieving complete secrecy and complete surprise in 
the Pearl Harbor attack.

"I have been unable to find in the records 
of t he United States Government any information regard
ing any Japanese document or communication by which the 
Japanese Government gave to the United States warning 
that Japan was about to commence hostilities against 
the United States" I have deleted from my written 
prepared statement "previous, explicit and reasoned."
"A notice from the Japanese Foreign Office announcing 
that 'there has arisen a state of war* between Japan and 
the United States was received in the Office of the
Oecretary of State at 2:3? A. M. on 10 December 1941,

«

sixty-six hourg and forty minutes after the first 
torpedoes and bombs from the Japanese carrier planes
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struck Pearl Harbor."
THE PRESIDENT: If the Admiral forgot to

mention the exhibit number as well as the prosecution 
document number in any case, the shorthand reporters 
are authorized to insert the exhibit number. I think 
he gave the exhibit number in most, if not all, cases. 

CAPTa IN ROBINSON: Yes, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: v!e will recess now for fifteen

minutes.
(VJhereupon, at 144J), a recess was 

• taken until 1500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COlTtT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Captain Robinson.
CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If it please the Tribunal,

Admiral Richardson's statement was tendered for identi
fication and given exhibit No. 1249 for identification.
I now formally tender the statement in evidence, 
modified to agree with the oral presentation by the 
witness.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 6257 has been marked exhibit No. 1249 and will 
retain that number.

(^hereupon, prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1249 was received in evidence.)

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: That concludes the direct
testimony.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Brannon.
•  v

t

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. BRANNON:

Q Did I understand correctly thr t the Supreme 
Commander requested the Secretary of the Navy to pro
duce a witness to testify as to certain documents in 
custody of the United States Naval Department?
__________________________________ __ ___ _________ I

«
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A That is correct.
Q Were you named in that reouest personally.
A The request of the Supreme Commander for the 

Allied 3owers was forwarded through the War Denartment 
and he requested the War Lepartment to request the 
Navy Department to designate a senior officer. My 
name was not mentioned.

Q Then, being a senior officer, you were selected 
by the Secretary of the Navy, Mr. Forrestai, is that 
correct?

A I was designated for the duty by the Secretary 
of the Navy, Mr. James Forrestel.

Q V'hat were his instructions to you at that time?
A I did not see the Secretary of the Navy within 

two months preceding my first appearance here. I did 
not see him until a few days before I came for my second 
visit, and at thrt time all I told him was that I was 
returning and he gave me no instructions.

Q How did you receive the appointment from the 
Secretary of the Navy, Admiral?

THE PRESIDENT: What is the point of this,
_Mr. Brannon? I would like to be enlightened.

MR. hRANNiN: The defense would like to know
exactly what the circumstances were that led to the 
appointment of this narticular witness.

________I
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THE PRESIDENT: There could be many reasons,
none of which would concern us unless they bore on his 
competency. If you suggest that he is incompetent, 
well, we will hcve to determine it. You had better 
moke your grounds clecr straightaway.

MR. BRANNON: I don’t think any American
questions the competency of Admiral Richardson. My 
point is that this is apparently the first affidavit 
which contains a statement that the Supreme Commander 
requested a witness to appear,

THE PRrsiDENT: The request comes from a neutral
authority. The Supreme Commander has not indicted 
these people. He created the Court and gave it its 
authority but he did not indict any of the accused.
He is perfectly neutral. I don’t know why you bring 
his name into it.

HR. BRANNON: It is in the first paragraph
of the affidavit, Mr. President. We only want to 
rest assured that the Court is not attaching any 
special significance to the fact that the request 
emanated from any such high source.

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If the Court please, the
request —

THI PRESIDENT: It isn’t worthwhile wasting
any more time on it.
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1 CAPTAIH ROBINSON: In order that the record
may show cleerly what the situation is, if the Court 
please, we would like to say that the request came 
from International Prosecution Section to the Supreme 
Commander as the appropriate channels for such request 
to be transmitted by.

THE PRESIDENT: From the defense and through
the Supreme Commander, I anticipate that other

:
requests will be made for defense witnesses. I have 
already indicated that the Supreme Commander's influence 
or authority may have to be sought for defense witnesses. 
BY MR. BRANNON (Continued): j

i
Q Did you draft this report personally?
A A man of my years and experience seldom does 

the initial spade work. The project is mine; I super- i 
vised its preparation and its final re-wr.ite is my own 
Y/ork.

Q Did you bring the records to Japan with you 
which you have mentioned in your report?

A I did not personally bring the documents with
me. They were in the custody of subordinates of mine !!
who accompanied me in the same plane in which I came 
to Japan.

25

Q But all of the evidence which you have used 
here did come from the official naval files, is that so?
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A It did. I repeat, itdid.
Q Earlier today you stated that, and I quote,

t
**I wish to stress the fact that I am testifying neither 
as an expert witness stating opinions nor as a witness 
stating facts within his own knowledge.”

A I did.
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Q Then am I to understand thet any opinion 
which you have expressed here is not given with the 
idea tha* you are an expert on the subject but it is 
merely a statement of facts as you have found them in 
naval records?

A I made an earnest effort to state facts only 
and ovoid stating opinions. In so far es 1 know, I 
succeeded and the facts stated are supported by official 
documents.

Q Page 3, paragraph 3 of your affidavit or 
report, you make the statement that YAMAMOTO and 
NAGANO recognized as early as 1934 thet the aircraft 
carrier was the best type of navel arm for expansion 
and aggression. I do not quote you. Why do you in
clude NAGANO in that remark?

A Because of the statements made in one of the 
documents presented.

Q I presume you have reference to 6251 —
T I  PRESIDENT: Pxhibit number please,
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Mr. Brannon. 1251 is the exhibit number.
Q (Continuing) Exhibit 1251A. As I read that 

it epreors that you have quoted NAGANO as of January 15, 
1936, not 1934. Am I correct?

THE PRESIDENT: Is the date a material consider
ation? So far back?

MR. BRANNON: T think every error or misstate
ment in s report as technical as this is important.

THE PRESIDENT: You still have to consider
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the substance only.
Q You have used the words "expansion and 

aggression" on page 3, same paragraph. I will ask you 
if in any document that you have presented referring 
to any statement by NAGANO there was any statement made 
concerning the word "expansion" or that interpretation 
pieced thereon.

A In this document the words "non-aggression," 
"non-menace" and "offensive armament,""offensive 
character" are used. I see no use of the word "expan
sion."

Ç Admiral YAIîAv0T0 is dead, is he not?
A I didn't get that.

(WhereuDon, the last question was read
by the official court reporter as above recorded)
A I believe so.

À

♦
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Q I will ask you if the quotrtion, which you have 
attributed to Admiral YAMAMOTO on page 4 of your docu
ment, is actually a quotation from the evidence that 
you have presented. I refer you to orge 3 of exhibit 
1250A.

A That is quoted from an official document of 
the State Ecportment. In the beginning of his state
ment is: "Admiral NAGANO (translation)." In so far
as I know it is an exact quotation of what he said.

THE PRESIDENT: It isn't all that he srid 
but it is accurate as far as it goes. It appears on 
page 3 of exhibit 1251 and it does not seem to me to 
be inconsistent with anything omitted.

MR. BR/NNON: It is a quotation, Mr. President,
of a men nov; dead, and it isn't a quotation. That is, 
it is a reporters resume. I believe the witness has 
not followed me on that.

THE WITNESS: You are referring to the state
ment in which it appears presenting the views of 
Admiral YAMAMOTO. That is correct. That is not end 
should not appear to be rn exact quotation of Admiral 
YAMAMOTO because it is a copy of the record of the 
conversations which took place and does not presume 
to be a direct quotation.
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THE PRESIDENT: I understood he was re
ferring to NAGANO.

iuR. BRANNON: To NAGANO, did you say, Mr.
President?

THE PRESIDENT: YAMAMOTO is referred to also.
Do you want YAMAMOTO'S exact words? It may be pain
fully slow to get them from this witness. There 
may be an exhibit, or you may be able to refer to 
the exact words.

DIR * BRANNON: Lr. President, I am referring
to more than just words. It appears that this wit
ness has attempted to relate a sequence of events 
starting with the Japanese attitude at the 1940 
Sub-London Conference.

THE PRESIDENT: Are you sug-esting he has
wrongfully attributed sentiments to YAMAMOTO and 
NAGANO? If so, you may question about that from in
formation you possess. I am putting no limit on you 
in getting the exact words used by YAMAMOTO and 
NAGANO, Mr. Brannon. I am sure the witness will 
admit them if he recognizes them, but you haven't 
put them before him.

MR. BRANNON: I am referring to exhibit
1250-A.

Q I am asking you to compare that with your
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statement attributed to YAMAMOTO and to tell me if 
the only real quotation of YAMAMOTO set out in that 
exhibit is as follows: (Page 3 of that exhibit, and
I quote-:) "I consider that the real aim of our 
proposal goes beyond the setting of a common upper 
limit. I look upon the spirit of our proposal as 
being to reduce the menace of war and to make it 
more difficult to wage war. In technical discussions 
on the other hand we consider the problem of how to 
carry on war most advantageously, which is the op
posite of the purpose of our discussions."

Is that not the actual quotation appearing 
in your document, of YAMAMOTO?

A The part just read by you was not presented 
by me. It does appear in the document which was in
troduced and appears in quotation marks.

Q Do you recognize that the part of YAMAMOTOS 
statement that you put in quotes is not actually his 
quoted statement?

THE PRESIDENT: To set your mind at rest,
1 think I can tell you the Tribunal will disregard 
quotation marks, but according to exhibit 1250-A, 
page 4, it is still what YAMAMOTO said, Mr. Brannon.

MR. BRANNON: It is a statement of the
reporter's resume of what he said, Mr. President,
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and since it was not complete, we thought that it 
did not convey the full meaning of the speaker.

THE PPESIDFNTî It Is that part enclosed 
on page 3 of 1250-A. We appreciate your point. You 
near! not deal with It further.

Q I refer you to page 4 of your report and ask 
you If NAGANO stated that the aircraft carrier was 
the principal type of aggressive naval arm exclusively?

A He stated, as I stated, they advocated the 
abolition of aircraft carriers and a drastic reduc
tion In capital ships and "A" Class cruisers, and 
In a memorandum that was the official opinion of the
Japanese Delegation they were classified in order of

<
offensive types, one, aircraft carrier; two, capital 
ships; three, "A,r Class cruisers.

Q Then I will ask you If NAGANO did not also 
advocate abolition of the capital ships other than 
the aircraft carriers?

A I cannot state It in clearer terms than he 
stated it himself in the part I quoted.
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{ Q Admiral, I only want to ascertain that you

2 realize that the Navy at that time thought that the

5 battleships and other capital ships were offensive

4 naval arms as well as the aircraft carriers.

5 On page 4 of your affidavit you refer to the

6 official naval leadership and personal cooperation

7 of NAGANO and YAMAMOTO.
*V 8 A That is correct.

% 9 0 I will ask you if you attribute any special
10 significance to the fact that FAGANO and YAMAMOTO
U at two different periods represented their country
12 as delegates to the naval conferences?
13 A None except that they were probably con-
14 sidered the best able to present the views of those
15 who selected them.

* t

16 • C You go on to state thst NAGANO and
17 YAMAMOTO served together for a considerable period
18 of time as Minister and Vice Minister of Navy,
19 193t- and '37. May I ask you what you mean by the
20

words "considerable period?"
21
22 A If it will better serve the purpose of the

23
Tribunal I can quote from a Japanese report the

24 exact years in which they served together.

25 Q "’ill you please do that?
A Admiral NAGANO, according to this report,
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was Minister of the Navy from March 9, 1936 to 
February 2, 1937, and Vice Admiral YAMAMOTO was

I
Vice Minister of the Navy from 1 December ’36 to 
30 August *39.

0 Is that a considerable period of time, in 
your estimation?

A It is that.
THE PF.ESIDENT: Perhaps he intends to

cover 1941 and 1943. I don*t know. It does not 
read that way.

MR. BRANNON; It appears from the figures 
that he gave that is jabout a period of sixty days. 

THE PRESIDENT: That is all.
MR. BRANNON: Am I correct in that?
THE PRESIDENT: You can pass over that.
THE WITNESS: That is true.
THE PRESIDENT: It is a very short period,

in fact.
Q Then you do not attach any special sig

nificance to the fact that they served sixty days 
together, as Minister and Vice Minister of the Navy, 
do you, sir?

A No, but I —  I attach no importance to 
it whatever, but no officer can rise to be a 
Minister of the Navy and another at the same time
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be Vice Minister, without them having been associ
ated together for a long time.

C Do you not consider that statement slightly 
misleading, Admiral?

A It possibly is to those that are uninformed, 
but not to anyone who knows the Navy.

»

f I believe you misunderstand me. I speak of 
your reference to the phrase "considerable period."

Is it, in rl̂ val parlance or circles, unusual 
that two senior officers, such as NAGANO end 
YAMAMOTO, might end up as Chief of Naval Ceneral 
Staff and Commerder in Chief of the combined fleets?

THE PRESIDENTS It could happen anywhere, 
but it did happen in Japan. I don’t think there is 
much in the point, Mr. Brannon.

MR. BRANNON: I seek to show that the
paragraph here inserted by the witness is of no 
consequence or meaning when boiled down to the 
actual factual circumstances.

r On page 6 of your report you use the words 
"abolition of existing treaty limitations." Is it 
not a fact that. Japan did not abolish the treaty 
limitations of 1930, but that they expired?

A In so far as they were binding on Japan 
they ceased to have any meaning in accordance with
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1 the terms of the treaty, because of Japan's 
denounciation of the treaty. Their effectiveness 
was abolished.

c Did Japan propose a different proposition 
in regard to naval limitation in 1934, rather than 
abolish the existing treaty limitations?

A As stated by me, she proposed a treaty 
limitation based on what she called a common upper 
limit.

0 Then there was nothing illegal about the 
action of Japan in proposing a new treaty limita
tion in place of the old?

TFE PRESIDENT: ’"e decide questions of law.
There wasn't, Hr. Brannon.

”’e will adjourn until half past nine to
morrow morning.

(’’’hereupon, at 1600, an adjourn
ment was taken until Tuesday, 26 November 
1946, at 0930.)
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Tuesday, 26 November, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBtWAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

Tho Tribunal mot, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, same as before with the 

exception of the Hf'NORABIE 3» PAL, Member from 
Indio, not sitting.

For the Prosecution Section, same os before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

The Accused:
All present except OIW’A, Shumoi, who is 

represented by his counsel,
mm mm mm

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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i

I

25
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The Interne ticnel
Hilitrry Tribune1 for the Fer Er et is now in session.

THE PRESi n  NTs Mr, Brrnnon,

J A M E S  0. R I C H A R D S O N ,  celled es e 
witness on behrlf of th: prosecution, resureâ 
the stenc end testified es follows: 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 
PY MR. EFANNON (Continued):

Q I believe re concluded yesterdry speeking 
of the 1936 London Nrvrl Tre-r+y.

Lo you infer fror your stetere-nt thet the 
- i t h e r r ] of Je pen rrs led by NAC-ANO thet it res 
rnything ether then rctinp under his country*s 
instruction t.het led hir to lc-evc the conference?

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If the Court plerse, the
prosecution objects to thrt auestion on the ground 
thet it ep-eers to cell for the opinion of the 

witness »
THE PRESIDENT: Well, elthough their ection

wes perfectly lepel in e sense, it rey be evidence of 
steps t'ken in the course of oppression, end whe.t one 
person does in rursurnce of r conspirrcy with others 
is evidence n grinst ell of then. Of course, this 
witness ernnot give opinions of thet neture, opinions

RICHARDSON CROSS
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rs to whether NAGANO was instructed or not. If he 
knew whether NAGANO vrs instructed or not, he could 
tell us; but we kno'” very well that the Admiral is 
not pvrre of the instructions NAGANO had unless 
NA.GA.NO told him.
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ÎÎR. BRANNON: Irr, Fresident, along thosP
lines of questions, I have in mind the fact that 
this witness has so stated the facts as to give 
further inferences, -nd any one of those I seek to 
discover by the type of question I ask; and it is 
obvious from th>' facts as the witness has stated them 
that the entire report is directed primarily against 
the accused NnG^NO.

THE PRESIDENT: ‘Veil, it deals with the use
of aircraft carriers particularly, and I do not see 
that it is directed against NnG<iNO exclusively. It 
is alleged that the attack vrs the result of a con
spiracy among the accused, or some of them, and,of 
ccursOjit is offered as evidence against all those 
who are alleged to have conspired. ’.There the Admiral 
has expressed an opinion you may, if you see fit, 
direct your cross-examination to show ttrt the nature 
of the subject matter was such that no expert opinion 
is called for, »'nd that it is for this Court to decide. 
In view of your statement yesterday we (anticipated 
that you would attack the admiral’s testimony .along 
those lines.

Q In comparing the aircraft carrier strength 
of the United States r.nd Japan what criterion is 
ordinarily used?
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a The criterion lnid down by the treaty was 
the tonnage, defined ns treaty tonnage.

Q Then do you state that tonnage is the first 
factor to consider in such a comnarison?

A I make no such statement. The statement I 
rrnde was that the basis in the treaty vns the treaty 
tonnage. I used that basis.

Q As a Navy man, do you place total tonnage 
or total number of shins in first place in regard to 
a comparison of strength?

CftFTrtir; ROBINSON: If the Court please —
THE PRESIDENT: That last question is clearly

admissible.
A 1 did not express any opinions in my state

ment. I gave the fcacts as disclosed by the records of 
the Navy Department. The figures there were based on 
treaty tonnage.

Q I do not believe that quite answers my last 
question, Admiral, ’//ill the reporter road that back?

^'hereupon, the lest question was 
oread by the official court reporter.) 
a I would place it, under some conditions, 

on the number of ships, and, under some conditions, 
on the size of the shins. It depends upon the pur
poses for which the ships arc to be used.
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Q ’’'ell, lot us take thn attack on Pearl 
Harbor as a basis for our discussion. Which do you 
consider more important, thn total tonnage cr the 
total number of aircraft carriers?

a  In that instance it would bn thn total num
ber of planes that could be nut in the air.

Q And the size of the ship or its displace
ment is c l o s e l y  and highly coordinated with the num
ber of aircraft that it can carry, is it not?

A It should be. It normally is.
Q I ref nr now to prosecution'c previous exhibit 

Ho. °16.
(’’Tiornupon, a document was handed to 

thr witness.)
Do you have that 'in front of''you? 

il I have.
THE FRESIDENT: Is that 916 or 918, Hr. Brannon?
I'R. BRANNON: 916 in this instance, Mr. Presi

dent. This is a list of the major combatant vessels 
of Japan between 1931 and 194-5. I refer to this par
ticular prosecution exhibit because it is the only one 
that shows ther total tonnage of thr various Japanese 
ships as of December 7, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Y.re broucht the wrong exhibit.
Wo were told to bring 918.
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("hrrruron, a document s handed to
t h r  P r e s i d e n t . )

?iR. BRANNON: I am sorry. I should have-
~r rti.or.rd this zo the Clerk so that thr Court would 
have copies.

Q In the second column, under "aircraft 
Carriers••’ill you read thr figure for total tonnage 
as of December 7, 1941?

- 152,979.
Q ”.rill you explain your statement of the total 

tonnage of 176.070 contained on nage 8 in reference 
to thm s 'pros.- cut ion exhibit?

’"hen this written stater- nt ’.vas prepared I 
relied upon the best information -vail-ablc in the 
official records of the Navy Department. Those records 
showed 178,070 tons. Nay I complete y y reply? ,ifter 
the tenrination of th- treaty Japan built three car
riers: the Hosho. the Soryu. ^nd th' T^iyo. The
Navy Department did not have accurate information -as 
to th.- displaccne-r.c of those ships, -.fter this pre
pared statr.rnt was deli y -rod to def-nsr counsel I 
received court exhibit No.. 918 -rid realized that, 
undoubte dly, the j-panr so having absolute information 
had b ttrr *r.l ■' .r.a t i on than -as available to the > vy 
Dr pnrtnenL. Th. N- ry Department did net hav- the
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informtlon contained in court exhibit 916 until I 
delivered it in nrrson, but inasmuch as the difference 
was inconsequential from my point of view I did not 
deem it worthwhile to correct the statement that had 
already been given to the defense staff.

Q Do you not consider 26,000 tons as important 
in reference to aircraft carriers?

A Tho gist of my statement was contained in 
the wording, "Only five years later Japan had more 
than doubled her carrier strength."

Q ’»Veil, I am anxious for this Court to have 
as accurate figures on aircraft carriers as possible. 
Therefore, may I ask you again if 26,r»00 tons dif
ference in their strength is not relevant?

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If the Court please, it
appears that it is unnecessary to seem to argue with 
tho witness. The statement has been made, the ques
tion has been answered, and further questioning ap
pears to tho prosecution to be improper,

THE PRESIDENT: Tho witness must not be
asked to repeat any answer,

SU. BRANNCN: I do nor believe he answered
my question as to whether 26,000 tons was considered 
relevant, Mr. President?

THE FRESIDENT; Answer, please, Admiral.

I
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THE WITNESS: I have stc.tcd that In the in-
formrtion now available to me the correct figure is 
152>970 tons rather than the statement I gave of 
178,070 tons. May I complete my statement?

MR. BRANNON: You may, sir.
THE WITNESS: Since I cm asked an opinion,

my opinion is that the Court is competent to judge the
re levracy.

THE PRESIDENT: What do you think, Admiral?
You may ovr.restimr.tc our capacity.

THE WITNESS: I think it is relevant.
BY MR. BRANNON (Continued):

Q Going on for the moment to your statement, 
rage 8, paragraph 11, concerning Japanese destroyers, 
wherein you state the figure in 1931 v;as 52, 1941 waa 
102.

A Later information —
Q Pardon me, I am not finished. Will you com

pare that with the prosecution's exhibit before you?
A Later information, that is, information secured 

.after this statement was prepared and secured from 
Japanese sources shows that,with respect to destroyers, 
instead of being 52 in 1931 and 102 in 1941 it should 
have beer. 110 in 1931 and 112 in 1941. With respect to
submarines, it shows that —

25
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j Q Did you want to complete your statement as 
I to submarines? I was going to ask you about that 
inext. It may save time.
} A 7/ith respect to submarines, the figures I gave,
I based on the best information available to the Navy 
JDepartment at the time the statement was prepared, were 
44 in 1931, 74 in 1941. Court exhibit 916 shows that 
according to Japanese fig\ires there were 67 in 1931 
and 65 in 1941.

Q Do you wish to accept the figures, then, stated 
in prosecution exhibit‘before you?

A I e.ra quite willing to accept them. The reason 
I did not accept them when they first came to my atten
tion was the feet that I prepared my statement based 
on Navy Department records.

Q Go that v;e may now radiiy your paragraph 11 
to show that there was an increase of two Japanese 
destroyers over a period of ten years and a decrease

19 : of two submarines over the corresponding period; is
i

20 ! that correct?I
21 ! CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If the Court please, thisI 9I
22 : witness is here to testify as to what the United

I
I States Navy records show. The fact that the Japanese

24 i Government has been required to furnish figures which 
appear to be inconsistent with those which the United 
_States Navy Department had is merely a tribute to the

-T
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secrecy with which Japanese Naval construction was 
being carried on, and does not indicate comparative 
reliability of the statistics.

THE PRESIDE!-!'": Captain ^obir.son, you have
a right to make objections, but not to get up and 
make explanations like that. You must ^eave that to 
the v/itness.

You may continue, TTr. Brannon.
3 In reference to the statement —

THE PRESIDENT : *'ri11 you repeat tse question
to the Admiral, please?

(’"hereupon, the last question was

read by the official court reporter.)
A I think my statement has already made that

correction
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Q Speaking of the American destroyers decreas
ing 225 to 171* does this take into account the lend
ing or the giving of any nmerican destroyers during 
the early phases of the European War?

THE PRESIDENT: Are you asking how much was
postwar construction; I m- an hew much tonnage was con
structed after ’"he war started? Is that what you want 
to know?

MR BRANNON1 My question was very poorly
worded, :lr. President. I will try again.

Q Did ^morica give to Great pritan, or lend to 
Greet Britain, fi^tv destroyers which would account 
for the decrease : n the number of destroyers as stated 
in your report here?

A T did not inquire of the Navy Penertment how 
their figures were determined. I accented them as 
given to me.

I

I»

I

0 As a matter of your own rersonal knowledge !t  I

do you know whether fifty destroyers were given to j 
Greet Britain? I

A If newspapers an be relied unon, that state- J 
ment is correct.

Q By use of the word "dropped" in your report, 
that is, the number o*' destroyers dropped from 225 to 
171* nu 7 I inquire as to the cause of that drop in
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25

number?
A I did net inquire as to the cruse of the 

change, but I assume that it wrs in nart due to lend
ing fifty des'royers to Greet Britain.

f\ 'ill you name the American aircraft carriers 
possessed by the rnited States on December 7, 1941'

A The Ranger, Ycrktov/n, Y/asp, Saratoga, 
Lexington, Enterprise.

Q '.Vs s there an aircraft carrier known es the 
Hornet?

A There was an aircraft, carrier in the Levy 
known as the Hornet.

Q When was that commissioned in service?
A The Hornet was commissioned on 20 October 

1941, but her air group, that is, her airplanes, were 
not embarked until 23 December 1941.

Q In iiavy parla- ce what do you mean by commis
sioned, /dmiral?

A By commissioning a. ship, the personnel go on 
board, the commission pennant is hoisted, the flag of 
the Un'ted states is hoisted on board, and the crew 
start pr^perin- her for service.

n 1 3 the ship fully built r-t that time*7

A She Is fully built except for some minor 
installations, but not ready for service.

-
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1 1 

2 i

0 X may have misunderstood you before, admiral, 
but will you. please tell me what more need be done to 
make en r.ircrrft carrier seaworthy öfter it is |

3 ;
commissioned? ;j

i I1
* A In any combetsr.t ship ? considerable period j 

must elapse between the time a shin is commissioned
!

7
and the time -’hen she is reedy for service, defending

* upon the urgency of her need. ITo aircraft carrier is

V ready for combatant service until her carrier planes i
•<)

1are embarked on board and trained, and, as an example i
! 1 cf the use of the naval expression that a ship is in
! 2 the fleet is when she joins the fleet, the Japanese
! i Shoho was commissioned on the 22nd of December, she
1 i wasn't included in the list of Japanese carrier tonnage.
n Q Then would I be correct in stating that the
w> United States had seven aircraft carriers fully com

« pleted in so far c.s const::- chi. n w>b ccncn'ined?
!tf / You would not oe correct if you were talking
10 to an informed audience.
20 Q I seek to show this Tribunal, Ur. V/itr.ess,
?l that the United States possessed seven aircraft
) >
! carriers, six of which were on the sea ready for use, j

23
l

the seventh *f which vacs fully eerie ted but not yet i
24 I

J
put to sea. I, therefore, ask you how long after it j

2  ̂ ! 1
’.as co amiss toned did it take to put the hornet to sea? j

t
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«

j h I am not informed on thrt subject, bot if you
* j
j -oulô correct your statement to eliminate "not yet nut ; 
I to sei." rnd substitute therefore "not rerdy for service,"i

i
your statement would be correct.

■* j * I
o "hi*- length of time elcnsed between the com- |

, : missioning of the Hornet rnd the 4 ime when it v/cs rerdy *> I
-, for service*'
s A I have no information on that subject,
y Q V/hrt v/rs t :e nr me of the Jr nr ese sir err-ft

«
,,i carrier you referred to a moment a eor ,
!. A The Shoho.
j_» o Thr+ was commissioned after Per rl Harbor,
ii was it not, ;nd certainly would not be ready for
ii service until z creeper length of time hrd elapsed.
r> Is that not so?
!<> / I h,ve alrca-dy so stated. •

I ? Q I don't believe you stated that in reg;ard to
is 1 1 tne Japa nese sh i r.
in m pris:: IIT: That r.prlies genera> 1 1 T .. ̂ -- j , I fake
20 it.
21 A if I failed *•0 state it it was beer:use my
2? 11 lrngufre is not very clear.
23 1 r

■% I ha.ve the same trouble, i.drn: ra.l. I ill a-.sk
24 1 you rhr t you.r records sh,ov/ to be the plane <:arryinr
23 j ca nrcity of each of the American carriers r'>ich you
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, have mined.
2 A Ranger, 82; Yorktown, 72; Wasp, 72; Saratoga,
3 J 90; Lexington, 90; Enterprise, 90.
i I 0 "hat was the capacity of the Hornet?
3 / ] have not that informa tion.

Q ycs it not a 19,900 ton aircraft carrier?
7 A I am informed i.rt. that. is correct.
a! : Q With that displacement, then, c m  you estimate
V the number of aircraft it v’ould c'rry?

A As a pure guess I would sav °0.
‘ Q Do you have the r.rrroximr + r. tot"! number of

I 1
; aircraft, carried on the American aircraft ships*;

13
1 I
n .
16
>7 ;

i > . i

JO

21
22 . 

I
23
21

A At wh? t time?
Q As of December 7» 1941• ,
A The figures I have oreviousl * given add up i 

to 496. !
tt

THE PRESIDENT: It may help the Court to know 1
what was the strength of the Japanese fleet in aircraft j

i
carriers ■ nd planes as of that time. *"e have it in 
evidence somewhere, v.c have the carriers at all events 
but we *v not have the planes. It would be convenient 
to have it now. !I

HR. BRA HON: I was seeking to moke that com
parison next, Hr. President,. i

I
THE PRESIDENT: C m  you. tell us, Admiral? j

i
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! THI V.'ITDTSS : I haven't the faintest idee.1
Do you hrvo the displacement of the various

Jrprnose * rcr'ft carriers rs of December /, lyo-i: j1
4 I A I have it.
5 I o Starting with the Hosho, will you rl-rse give
6 j r.ie the displacement tonnage^

7 1 A According to court exhibit 918, Hosho 74-70, :1» 8 ! Akagi 26,900.
9 Q Might I interrupt, Admiral? As you give the 1
10 displacement, is it not possible for you to give a j
1 I fairly accurate estimate of the aircraft carriers —  1
12 the aircraft it could carry thereby?
13 A Since I am only informed as to Japanese
14 naval practice and took no part in the war, any figure

I gave would be a pure guess and might, to my embarrass- j
16 ment, be an absurd ruess.

« iD I do not seek to embarrass you in any way ;I
18

1but can you rive me an answer to this question: t
19 approximately what was the strength of the Japanese •
20 aircraft carriers as to plane capacity in comparison
71

1
with the American aircraft carriers capacity of j

22 December 7? 194-1? 1
23 A Such information was not nude available to me j
24

25

i
by the Davy Department and I would be unwilling to ! 
hazard : rutss* j

'
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1 g At the bottom of cage 9 how can you sr.y, then,
2 that the 36O Japanese planes participating in the Pearl 
3H-rbor attack constituted probably 75 per cent of the
I tota1 Japanese carrier plane strength?
* i A The figure 75 per cent is warranted on the
"size and number of ships involved, and for some slight 
'mistake, slight variation from 75» is taken care of'by 
,l> the wc-rsel-v/ord "orobably."
*' Q I think the Court crn infer that probably
'* Jcoan Ire a strength of five hundred aircraft.
I: TK1 PRESIDENT: 4S0. That, is in your favorI
’• but still that is on the Admiral’s statement. 360 plus
1 120.
*'• ' Q I would like to spr ak a moment of the cruisine 
1 jcapacity of the Japanese aircraft carriers in comparisonj
K’|\vith the i-.mcrican aircraft carriers. Can you tell me
1 7 *japproxim; tely the averaee cruising distance or range
1,1 Jof ea ch?
19 A I cannot give any accurate information but
20 II can make the statement thr t it h-“s been a. fundc-
21 Ijmental policy of the Kavy of the United States to have
22 jI shins of the. maximum cruising radius of any comba tant
23 JI ships in the u’orld.
2 t i

r■ Would it have been -ossible for fhe American
-5 II aircraft carriers then in existence on December 7»

RICHARDSON CROSS

•Bsmm
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' 1941, to h.̂ ve left Hrwrii, touched the const of Jnrrn,
2 Tnd returned ngnin ’Without refueling?
*! C/-PTAIN R0EINS0N: If the Court plensc, the
4  1jnrosecution undorstrnds thnt with rosoect to stnte- r<- fments of opinion thr t question would be objectionrble 
u [end, therefore, objects.
7 ! THE F RESIDENT: I thought it clerrly r.llowrblG,
but rend it rgr.in, Nr. Court Reeorter. I mr y hrve 

7 misunderstood it.
" : (Whereunon, the lest auestion wr s rend by

I i
the. officirl court rerortcr rs rbovc recorded.) 

CAPTAIN R0EJN3DN: The further objection, sir,
is on the ground it is irnnronor cross-exrminrtion. In 
the statement rs prepared *nd rresented in this Court 
v/e find nothing to which thnt question would rclrte.

THE PRESIDENT: I tnke it the American rule
is not confined to nffidr.vits but would extend to 
sv/orn statements mnde in the box. Nevertheless, it

20 :rpperrs to me to r.rise out of thnt sworn strtement.

2! ![The statement rs to the Jrrrncse strength is of no
! velue to us unless v/e know the /meriern. It is purely
r coir.peretive mrttcr. Tho question —  the mettcr 
requires expert knowledge.

^  ! r.IR. BRANNON: V/ould you like thf t rend beck?
! A No. The question rs to t.h-. cruising rrdius

m >
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1
2
3

4

5

6

7

8 
9

of •' ship depends u'on the speed r.t which she proceeds. 
Undoubtedly r.t economicr.l speeds most, if not ell, of 
th3 ccrriers of the United Stetes Krvy could h~ve 
rrocecdcd to the cor.st of Jr^cn end returned, but 
even if they co.. Idn't heve done so the r.bility to 
refuel et see. h.-d been so developed thrt they could 
h; ve done it twice without e return.

THE F n ES ID EUT : V/c v.lll recess for fifteen
minuted.

10 ;
j

11 :
12 :II
13 !!
14 ;
15 :

16 ;
i

17

lb
19 !

20

(Y.'hcrcuron, rt 1045, r recess wrs 
teken until 1100, tftcr which the proceedings 
were resumed *s follows:)

21 I
22 'iI
23 :I
24 !
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1
2
3

4

5

6
7

8 
9

10
11
12
13

14

15

16
17

18

19

20 
21 
22
23

24

25

j
1/IAIiSHAL OF THE COUHT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
THE PRBSILEBT: Mr. Erannon.

BY Lit. BKAid.ON (Continued)
Q By prosecution exhibit 809, which is document 

1628, is it not shewn that one of the major problems 
confronting the Japanese task force that attacked 
Pearl Harbor was refueling?

A That is correct.
Q Therefore, could we not accurately conclude

that the Japanese aircraft carriers were not built or 
constructed for such long range cruises?

A In my opinion, such an assumption is war
ranted.

Q Lid you say warranted, sir?
A Warranted; justified.
Q Then is it not possible to conclude that at 

the time of the construction of the Japanese aircraft 
carriers Japanese I;aval experts did not have in mind 
striking either Hawaii or the West Coast of the 
United States?

THE PBESlBEHTî Well, I think we must draw 
that conclusion, or draw a conclusion from matters 
like that. That doesn't require any expert knowledge.

LiK. BRANNON: In keeping with the inference

II
1

I
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2
3

4

5

6
7

8 
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

16

17

18

19
20 
21 
22
23

24

25

of the witness throughout his testimony that Japan 
constructed aircraft carriers as part of an ag
gressive policy —

THE PH2SIEZNT: Well, that is a matter for
argument, Hr. Brannon. The answer may depend, of 
course, not merely on the Japanese intentions but 
also on the limits to their technical ability. At 
all events, they are matters for us.

L'iFi. BhAMiOli: Of course, 1 must abide by
the ruling, ihr. President, but the defense has long 
looked forward to the appearance of the naval expert 
who could express an opinion on such a matter.

Q Are you acquainted with the United States 
First, Second and Third Vinson Plans pertaining to 
ship building?

'CAPTAIii hOBIÎiSOH: If the Court please,
the prosecution objects on the ground that there is 
nothing in the direct testimony of the witness 
bearing on that subject. The only basis for the 
objection —  the substantial basis —  I believe, is 
time5 going into issues that are outside the scope 
of the witness' direct testimony; therefore, im
proper cross-examination.

THE PH^SIDZhT: i»Iv• Reporter, will you read
that question, please?

I

I

!

II

I

I
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1
2

3 I

4 I

5

6
7

8 
9

10
11 ;
12
13
14

15

16
17

18

19

20 
21 
22
23

24

25

voricus Vinson proposals end pirns •''or the increase 
of the navy.

Q Are you acquainted with the so-called Stark
Klan?

À I navel heard of the pirn until this minute-, 
but I would bo pie-'sod to give you any information 
v/ithin r.y knowledge.

'r
r
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2
3

4

5

6
7

8

1 Q Under the First, Second and Third Vinson 
Plans generally was it not t‘e objective to increase 

S the naval strength of the United. States?
A It was. If my recollection serves me cor

rectly, the First Vinson Plan visualized an increase 
of ten per cent, the next one possibly an increase 
of twenty per cent, but the third increase is beyond 
my knowledge.

9

10
H
„I

i
13
n ;
15 :

tr, !
I

17 i

18
19

20 
21 
22 
23

r. Between t^e years 1936 to December 7, 1941, 
would I be correct in stating that t’e United States 
erbarled on & great shipbuilding program?

A Yes.
0 Can you tell me the number of aircraft 

carriers the United States had under construction 
as of December 7, 19A1?

A I do not bellev: that t'at information was 
within my records, but I v'ill search the records 
that I have and give you the best information that 
is available to me.

Q Is it true that under the —
A ’"ait a minute. I was prepared to give you 

a rerly to your previous question.
C Pardon me. I didn't knov; that you meant at

25 this moment.
A According to my records, at the end of 1941

I

I
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Q Under the First, Second and Third Vinson
2 Flans federally was it not t> e objective to increase

3 t h e  n a v a l  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s ?

4 A I t  w a s .  I f  my r e c o l l e c t i o n  s e r v e s  me c o r 

5 r e c t l y ,  t h e  F i r s t  V i n s o n  P l a n  v i s u a l i z e d  a n  i n c r e a s e

6 o f  t e n  p e r  c e n t ,  t h e  n e x t  o n e  p o s s i b l y  a n  i n c r e a s e

7

-V 8

o f  t w e n t y  p e r  c e n t ,  b u t  t h e  t h i r d  i n c r e a s e  i s  b e y o n d  

my k n o w l e d g e .

C Between t^e years 1936 to Decerber 7, 1941,
10 v/ouüd I be correct in stating that t’ e United States
11 embarVed on a great shipbuilding program?

■
12 A Yes.
13

11
Q Can you. tell me the number of aircraft 

carriers the United States had under construction
15 as of December 7, 19A1?
1(5

A I do not believ' that t' at information was
17

within my records, but I will search the records
18

that I have and give you the best information that
19

is available to me.
20

Q Is it true that under the —
21

22
A "'ait a minute. I was pr eg a red to give you

23
a reply to your previous question.

2-1 C Pardon me. I didn't knov/ that vou meant at'
25 i

11

this moment. ! 
A According to my records, at the end of 1941

B
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! the United Stetes had under construction in major 
! combat vessels —  that includes battleships, carriers 

cruisers, destroyers and submarines, a total of 
some thin F over tv/o million tons. At the same time 
Japan had under construction, according to the best 
information available to the United States, which 
might not be accuracy because of the secrecy with 
which Japan guarded her program —  had under construe 

j tion less than 500,000 tons of major combat vessels, 
o Under the terms of the —  Strike that,

I
please. During the discussions, the Washington

!
! Naval Conference 1921 and thereabouts, did not the
I
i United States argue that in computing a nation's 

strength and naval arms you should tahe under con
sideration the number of ships being then con
structed?

I A I do not know.
0 December 7, 194-1, which was more powerful,

•x

the Japanese Navy or the American Navy?
A In the Pacific Ocean the Japanese Navy was 

far superior to the American Navy in tfe Pacific 
Ocean.

I C Fow much superior?
A That would be a pure guess, but if you want 

j a guess I would, say sorev'here between 10 and 50 per
U
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the United Stetes hed under construction in major 
combat vessels —  that includes battleships, carriers, 
cruisers, destroyers and submarines, a total of 
something over two million tons. At tie same time 
Japan had under construction, according to the best 
information available to the United States, which 
might not be accuracy because of the secrecy with 
which Japan guarded her program —  had under construc
tion less than *00,000 tons of major combat vessels.

o Under the terms of the —  Strike that, 
please. During the discussions, the Washington 
Naval Conference 1?21 and thereabouts, did not the 
United States argue that in computing a nation's 
strength and naval arms you should take under con
sideration the number of ships being then con
structed?

A I do not know.
0 December 7, 194-1, which was more powerful, 

the Japanese Navy or the American Navy?
A In the Pacific Ocean the Japanese Navy was 

far superior to the American Navy in tie Pacific 
Ocean.

C How much superior?
A That would be a pure guess, but if you want 

a guess I would, say somev'here between 10 and 50 per
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cent.
o During 1Ç40, when you were Commander-in - 

Chief of the United States Fleet, what per cent of 
the American Fleet was in the Pacific?

A It would be possible for me to ascertain an 
accurate fipure, but I have no idea as to the 
accuracy of any statement made now, but it was the 
vast majority of the combatant fleet of the Navy of 
the United States which was ready for service.

C Admiral, did the United States have an air
craft carrier called the Langley?

A The Langley was an old fuel carrier which 
was converted in the early devs to an aircraft 
carrier. She had no combatant worth at all but she 
had been of inestimable value to the Navy of the 
United States because that is where the technique 
of flight deck operations was developed and where 
early pilots were trained, but she could not be used 
in other than purposes of transporting planes.

C You subtract it from your list of American 
aircraft carriers because of the fact then that it 
was a training ship alone?

A No. At the time figures were given, the date 
for which the figures were given, neither in the 
Japanese Navy figures or in the United States Navy
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1 figures were seaplane tenders included,, At that
2 I tire the Lanrley was a seaplane tender and not a 
5 I carrier.
t
5

6

8 
9 
10 
11 I

'2 !
i

13
1 .
15
16

■»I
20 !
21
22 I i

23 ;
24 !

f
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I
Q V/hen w a s i t  c o n v e r t e d  fr o m  a s e a p la n e  t e n d e r ?  J

A That information is not within ry knowledge, j
Q Are yon acquainted v;j th the Japanese aircraft |

c a r r i e r  l i s t e d  i n  num b er o n e  p o s i t i o n  o f  n r o s e c u t i o n  i
!document 916, I believe? I am not certain of that ;

exhibit number. j
A I have Court exhibit 916. i

a

£ Does that show the hate the keel was laid?
A No; but 918 does.
0 Please refer to that. V’ill you tell me the 

date tl e keel was land on the Kosho?
A December 16. 1910. j

ITHE PRESIDENT: Vhy should we have it twice.? j
Are you leading up to another question or iust asking j 
him to road the exhibits to us? i

. ER AND ON: I seek to show the Langley and
the Hc-aho ’.ere comparable ships, i\Ir. President,

THE PRESIDENT: ”'ell, if you know the answer
from an exhibit just read it to him and do not ask him.
It will save time, Hr. Brannon.

Q Do you know whether the iicsho was ever used 
in combat in this v;ar?

A I have no idea.
I

% If you accepted the assumption for the moment ' 
that the Hoshc was used only for training purposes, as
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\ \

5 !
6 I

11
15 !

T>

was the Langley, would you subtract it from your list . 
of airplafle carriers attributed to Japan as of December |
7, 1941? '!

A I v.’ould not. The exhibit 918 is a Japanese 
document and I know nothing about it. I would not i

alter it. !
Q Does the age of that shir, as shown in the 

prosecution'3 o/m document, indicate that it is over ege, 
in terminology of the navy?

A Not, at the time of Pearl Harbor; but nov/, '

certainly.
IKRp BRANNON: I terminate this at this point,

Mr. President, this line,and take It up on our defense. • 
Q Y/ere you a witness before the United States

t
Senate and House Committee on the investigation of the j
Pearl harbor Attack? i

}
A I was, ■

I
Q At that time, was there exhibited a series 

of letters from you, as Commander-in-Chief of the !
United States Fleet in 1940, to Admiral Stark, Chief j 
of Naval Operations?

A There was.
Q Have you noted the fact that those records j

have been published by the Congress and are now being j 
circulated for the public?
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THP. PRP31 DDiiT : V/h.t is the p^int of th t,
l ü r .  B r M i n o n ?

.MR. ER^HKOH: I seek to 1 y found tion for
th. use of Se.-.c of this ra-teri 1, Lr. President, . s I 
sh' 11 soon refer to it. i«y purpose in so r-.f;,rrinr to 
it is to siu-v; by this witness, who in the ye- r 19A-0 w. s 
the Coi nv rich r-in-Chief of the United 3t t.s Plcet nil 
w s on the Pocific, the ^.uricon '.ttitude —  the Ser
ien n- v 1 ttitudu —  towerd J p- n t th t tire.

THI. ’ P i i H G I L U H T :  C o u l d n ' t  y o u  t e r r o r  i t  l i t e r

- s t h e  r o  p - . r t  , f  i r . v e s t i g  . t  r s ?  T h e  Ch r t - r ’ s r u l e s  

f  e v i d e n c e  o p e r  t c  i n  f  v . ; r  f  t h e  s e - l U n s e  s  w e l l  s  

' i  1 1*e p r o s e  c u t x . u .  I t  s p o i l s  _ w s t ' . -  f i  t i n e  t _  c r o s s -  

•ne  n i n e  ; . b  - u t  t h  t ,

i.J(. oJh.HHOi;: i..r. President, the witness h 3
ccar t., person .1 kiew/lede«.. s t tr. . c.nditi n on 
the P cific t tîi t tine...

THL PR. ..̂lDHi IT : Y..u sk hin t • dô to v/h t
he s .id int- the inquiry • t Pe-.rl H rb„r.

1 J e . 3 R . .I ' l l j # I  m i  s o r r y , I  d i d n  t  h - r  y  • u ,

L r .  P r e s i d e n t .

Mt:*; -j i '< T *? 1 * 4 J i \  .^O X 4.̂ lAjJ T :  H e  d o  n t • ; . . n t t  d ' . t  v. l i t

f  t h V ' i t  He S3 Y/h • t  w o r e  ( p o i n r ,  t _ in .  r 1 t .  r  w h e n  t h e

r e p o r t i s  t e r o - n r . >

• J ' ' i t  n  y  b- . 'J y ~ u s u r r e s t  t h  t

h e  S i d s . n e t h i n y c l i f f . ■ - r un t  t  > th. . .  i : ! 1V e S t i d  t  , r s  f r o n

J

\
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what ho said höre?
HR. BRANNON: Not thus far, Mr. President,

but may I elaborate a moment?
TEE PRESIDENT: Oh, save time if you can,
MR. BRANNON: May I state the point that I

wanted to make, then the Court may rule. Throughout, 1i
the subject of this whole reoort is the Japanese naval \i
planning and preparation for war. j

TI-'E MONITOR: Mr. Brannon, by "this report," !
do you mean the affidivit or the Pearl Harbor Report. ! 
You said, "subject of this report." Does "this report" j 
mean the affidavit or the —  j

I.iP. BRANNON: The renort, the entire report. i
i

THE MONITOR: I see. Thank you. j
i

MR. BRANNON: Especially does it emphasize i
iI

the Pearl Harbor Attack plans. V'ould I not be justified j 
in showing by this witness, who should know better than j

I
anyone else at the time, that America had plans in regard' 
to naval preparations against Jaoan?
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R IC H Â R D SO ?’ noss

i "ET? P R E S  I  D E I'T : But. i f  he h o ld  t h e  P e a r l

I B a r b e r  C o n n i t 4-e e  a n d  y o u  a r e  - jo in s  t o  -‘-e n d  e r  t h e

3 :
J c o . ' ’ i t t e e ' s  r s p - ' r t ,  w hy o-e t. them  o u t  o f  h im  a s  a n a t t e r

* o f  fo r m ?

» "DÎ .  R R '.ri'IO ’I : T-ie hro'-rp v t e t .  t h e  p la n s  a r e »

I  d o n ' t .

T E E  P ’T ' S I D ’I T T :  D o e s  t h e  P e r r l  5 a r b o r  r e o o r t

! sb^v? w h a t t h e y  a r e ?

y

I'? .. B .R JJIE O r: I n  l i m i t e d  t i r e ,  ?* r. P r e s i d e n t ,

t h a t  I  h a v e  s c e n t  r e a d in g  t h a t ,  I  c a n n o t  a n s w e r  y o u r

q u e s t i o n .

T E E  P R E S ID E N T :  "’e l l .  *-e d o n ' t  E n o w . t re h a v e n 't !

» Ir e a a  iv ,

14

n

E R .  B R A r 'O I I : I t  i s  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  d e f e n s e

c o u r s e !  t h a t  t h i s  w i t n e s s ,  h a v in g  o r - r s o n a i  k n o w le d g e  o f

17 !

s u c h  p l a n s ,  n a y  h e  a b l e  t o  e n l i g h t e n  t h «  C o u r t  a s  t o

w h e t h e r  A m e r ic a  e n t e r t a i n e d  s i m i l a r  n a v a l  p r e p a r a t i o n s

18 |a a i n s t  J a p a n  d u r i n g  t ’> a t  p e r io d  o f  t i r . e .

- J  T-"S DR E S TD E ' T :  o .u it s  s o .  B u t  i f  h e  t o l d  t h e»? »I
,0 j P e a r l  B a r b o r  C o m m itte e  a n d  t h e y  h a v e  r e p o r t e d  i t  a n d

2] : y o u  a r e  u s i n g  t h e  r e p o r t  “ h e r e  i s  n c  n e e d  f o r  h i n  t o
i

22 lrjo  o v e r  h i s  e v id e n c e  a g a i n .
!

13 I ! :R .  * R A B E O r: V 'o u ld  i t  b e  o f  n s  s i  s t a n c e  t o  th e
t

7.4 ‘C o u r t  t o  h “ v e  t h a t —

T E E  P R E S 1 D E E T : G e t  c n  t o  s o m e t h in g  e l s e  u n t i l
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2 <

3 !
4 I

5 I
6

I you look at tie report, hr. Brannon. Do save time if 
you con.

0 To vcur knowledge, does the Peam harbor Report 
os "-rir.ted tell of the American naval preparations 
against daran prior to December 7-, 194-1?

A I attended so*»e of the hearings. I was a
I

T ! witness. I have read some of the record. I have net 7 !
I read the book. Iv is my opinion that the record con

9 tains ref
!<> very slip
11
1

12 !1 r'fer bee113 ! 0

i'̂ . rJuV’NOd: I '"ill chec’ the re no* rt  4 -  p re

Prosec tion document 17, ex'oibit 127°, con-
i ,l<! J1 * * * * * tains Combined Fleet Top Secret Operations Order do. 1.

15 j Does this document contain the orders for the attach
j16 : on Pearl harbor?t

17 ! Thk fRESIDFrT: It is exhibit 1252.
f

ls i A It does not. contain the order for t’\e attack.
I y
20

21

22

23
I
i

It is the plan 'or conducting ti e attack. TI 9 plan as 
rr.t irro effect, td e execution, 't s  given elsewhere.

0 T’-eo, to t’-is day there is no exact duplicate 
of the Japanese orders to aitac'- Pearl "arbor, is that 
drue*’

A The plan itself provided, for establishing da vs
25 i known as X —  Y Day and X Day.
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/ 1

Q On prpe 2/17 rnd l8j under the word "Situetion~>
Siturtion rt Outbrerk of V'rr— "• • .

A I hrve it.
* Q It states "At Outbrerk of Vrr." Aero*? fron

«

thrt, "TN" --Trrnslrtor1s Note, I puess —  "This portion
*

cut out." v'cs thrt removed from the orlpinrl document « ”
rt the- tine it vrp recovered?

A I do not know. But TN merns Trrnslrtor's Note, 
rnd I think it is r fr ir resumption thr+ the trrnslr
tor found thrt thrt portion hrd been cut out.

0 In this portion vovld m u  sry the pirns for 
the rttrek on Pe? rj. Hrrbor oripinrllv ’-err contrined?

t
A I think in the "Outline of Operrtions: The

Advrnced Expeditionary Force ’"ill reconnoiter rnd nrke 
r surmise rttrek on the y me rierr Fleet" vi sur Used 
doinp just thrt.

0 But for your informetion reprrdins the detrils 
of the Jrprnese rttrek on Fcrrl Hrrbor, m u  po to 
mother document besides this one, is thrt true?

A Thrt is true.
Q And the document on which you rely, or documents!, 

rre prosecution's document l6?7 rnd l62S, exhibits 1?65 
I don't hrve the other exhibit number —  oh, rnd 

S09; is thrt correct, sir?
A I hrve then now.
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5

«!
7!
» !
9

10
1 !
12
!.. j

î-i !
I

»i
16 I

17 i
18 I
19
20 
21 
22 
23

!
25 i

i

o T!'ese t-:o documents are the only evidence ^ou 
have before this Court today* concerning the actual 
attach on Pearl "arbor itself; is that true?

A I have, among my paners, other documents. I 
think a large part of the information contained in 
the ot’̂er documents is derived, from information pre
sented. in these t-*o documents, CO? and 1625.

TÎT# PRESIDE!!? : Give he exhibit, number of
that last document named by the Admiral.

MR. EPAhfOh: 809 and 1265.
fFE PRESIDENT: 1265.
h*R' 7‘PiAITOïï: I have it listed that v,ay.
TIîE PRESIDE!1!?: Yes. I v/r.nted it to go into 

the record.
v»iii adjourn nom until half past one. 

(’'hereupon, af 1200, a recess \Yc?s
taken.)

»

1

j1

I

J
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AFTERNOON SEScION |
i
i

The Tribunal net, pursuant to recess, at 1330» 
T'ARSI’AL OF TEE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

~ ~ !
J A K E S  0, R I C H A R D S O N ,  Adniral, USE

(Ret.), called as a witness on behalf of the 
prosecution, resumed the stand and testified as

j
follows : j

CROSS -EXAr 'INATIO: i 
By UR. BRANNOIT (Continued):

Q V/ill the reporter please read back '.-.he last 
answer?

(thereupon, the last answer was read
by tte official court reporter.)
Q Then exhibit 809. 1 , 1292 composes the

entire information —  !I
a ::o.
Q (Continuing) —  nov; on hand concerning the 

Pearl Harbor attack; is that true?
A :*o, I think that those papers do not contain 

an accurate statement m d  a comprehensive statement 
of "he results of the attack. J

Q Other than the matter contained in these
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three exhibits, is there any other available infor- 
1
! nation concerning the Pearl Harbor attach that you 

know of?
(Whereupon, a document v>as handed

j to the witness.)
!
! A Th-~re is none that I know of which I con-1I

sider of importance tha^ has not bean presented.
!
I Q I refer nov’ to prosecution's document 1265,

page 4, upper left-hand corner, starting with the 
• words, "Combined Fleet Secret Operation Order No. 1."
i

I will ask you if this is not solely and onlv the 
recollection of one Japanese chief yeoman?

A Fay I ask ’’hat nape and what part of the
page?

Q It is document 1265, page 4, the upper left- 
hand corner, Admiral.

A This document here was prepared entirely 
from the recollection of a Japanese warrant officer,
I believe.

0 Do you see the words, "The Japanese Empire 
will declare war on the United States," et cetera?

A I do.
Q I refer to prosecution exhibit 1252, page 2/7, 

and ask you to compare the expression there contained 
with this?
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(thereupon, a document was handed
to the witness.)
A "he statements are cuite different.
Q The original document, exhibit 1252, con

tains the words, "In case war with the United States," 
et cetera, et cetera, rather than the words, "The 
Japanese Empire will declare war," does it not?

A The original document 1252 reads, "Operations 
of the combined fleet in case war with the United 
States, Great Britain, and the Netherlands begins 
during the China operations."

Q So that it is quite possible that Order No. 1 
was an order to be used in the eventuality of war 
with the United States; is that true?

A In my opinion it was an order to be used, 
however the war was initiated.

Q I do not quite follow that answer, Admiral. 
Will you restate that for me?

A 'Veil, it was a plan for the conduct of 
operations in a war that might be started in any way.

Q Is it not and. has it not been an established 
naval procedure of the Powers to have prearranged naval 
v/er plans against potential enemies?

A Yes, in recent times.
Q And in and of itself was it contrary to normal
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4
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6
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13
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10

17
18 !

j
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!

2 0

21

22

23

24

25

naval procedure of the Powers that the Japanese had 
amo'/ig. its navel plans the Pearl Harbor attack?

A I think it would be quite normal in the case ' 
of Japan, wholly abnormal in the case of the United

!

States, because its success depended upon surprise,
Q The initial step of General Order No, 1 v/as 

the surprise element, was it not, Admiral? That is —
Î

may I refrr.me it in this v/ny? The General Order No. 1 j
was more than an attack on Pearl Harbor; it was an !

\ i
over-all attack or naval planning throughout the j

I
entire Pacific; is that not. true*5 j

A Quite true. :
Q I would like at this time to refer to page 

34 of your affidavit, -’herein you quoted Admiral 
NAGANO.

THE PRESIDENT: Exhibit 1249.
HR. BRANNON: Paragraph 53*

Q At the bottom of that paragraph you refer 
to page 66, IPS document 1628, which is exhibit 509.
On page 66, exhibit 809, I soe identical words with 
those you have written here. They appear on paragraph 
8. I will ask you if it is not. true that these words 
were spoken by Japanese naval officers and not by 
Admiral NAGANO, according to your own evidence?

A According to the document itself, the
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statement contained in paragraph 6 of the document 
and quoted in mŷ  statement was based on the recol
lections of the Chief of the Operations Section 
Naval General Staff, Captain TOMIOKA.

Q They were not then the words of NAGANO, is 
that true?

A I do not know. They may have been or they,
«

may not have been.
Q If you v/ill look at paragraph 4 of your

«
document you will see that paragraphs 5, 6, and 7 
are based on the recollections of Admiral NAGANO.

A That is correct.
Q Under paragraph 7 or below paragraph' 7, it

states, as you have read, "The following paragraphs
8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are based upon the recollections
of" —  and it names other men. According to your own
knowledge I will ask you again if NAGANO made the
statement that appears in paragraph 8?

A All I can say is that he may or may not have
made that statement, but X am unable to produce here'
sufficient authority to warrant my attributing the
direct statement to him.1

Q I believe I understand your statement.
In 1940 was the American fleet moved from 

the t/ést Coast of Ane.rica to Hawaii?
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1
2
3

4

A It v;r.s.
Q What was the reason for that removal?
A It ’:as moved to the Hawaiian —

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If the Court please, the
5 i prosecution objects to that question as not being
6 I within the scope of the direct examination, and,
7 I therefore, improper cross-examination.

I

« j MR. BRANNON: I>ir. President, sometime ago
9 j I asked one of the witnesses in the courtroom from
10 ! the State Department a question relating to this
11
12
13

14
15

16
17

18

19

20 
21 
22 
23 

2‘j 
25

same matter. I would like to be allowed to proceed 
v/ith the same thought in reference to this witness.

1FE PRESIDENT: Well, now, the British Com
monwealth Section on this Bench are unacquainted with 
this rule except with one exception. It operates in 
Canada. In our courts f is question would be clearly 
allowable, and I '‘hink our decision this morning 
covers it. I cannot distinguish between this question 
and the one we sliced this morning, in substance.

The objection is overruled,
A The fleet of the United States was moved 

from the "‘est Coast of the United States to the Hawaiian 
area in accordance with a long established practice of 
having fleet exercises annually in the spring of the 
year.

l

v
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1
2
3

4

5

Q Have you finished?
A I night add that the novement of the fleet 

vas planned by my predecessor long before I became 
Cor.innnder-in-Chief.

Q Why was It retained at Pearl Harbor?

I

6
7

8 
9

* 10 
11
12
13

14 !
I

15 ;
i

16 !1
i

17 ;

18
I

19

20 
21 
22
23

24

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: The objection is renewed,
if the Court please, for tie same reasons, and further 
for the reason that, this witness is not testifying 
fron his own knowledge nor as an expert, but is 
testifying t.o the contents of a statement that has 
been prepared and presented to this Court.

THE PRESIDENT: Hearsay is admissible here.
It is a matter for an expert. The question arises 
out of the statement, as my colleagues view it.

The objection is overruled.
A It was retained —  the fleet was retained in 

Pearl Harbor, as far as I am concerned, by orders from 
higher authority to remain there.

Q Are you personally acquainted with the purpose 
or reason behind those orders to retain it there?

A The only reason I know was one that was
I

given no by the President of the United States.
Q Would you give me that reason?

25
A This was given me in October, 1940, several 

months after the fleet —  many months after the fleet

t

1\
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originally arrived in the Hawaiian area; and he 
stated that in his opinion it exercised a restraining 
influence on the action of Japan.

HR. BRANNON: That concludes my portion of the
cross-examination, Mr. President. I do not thinlc the 
cross-examination of this witness will be unnecessarily

I
long. Therefore, I would like to request that Japanese

«

I

* counsel for NAGANO be permitted to examine «as to some 
of the facts in this report.

THE PRESIDENT: The Japanese counsel could
f

have put his questions through you, Mr. Brannon. You
t

represent NAGANO. We adhere to our rule against two 
counsel for one accused cross-examining. The applica
tion is refused.

Mr. McDermott.
MR. McDERMOTT: Mr. President and Members of

the Tribunal, I represent the accused, Shigetaro 
SKIMADA.

THE PRESIDENT: A former Admiral.

\
\

*
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CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)
ÎBY MR. MeDERMOTT:

Ç Admiral, in part 3 of your prepared statement, 
paragraph 33, prge 20, you state: "Numerous documents
and records show that the Japanese Navy end Government, 
pnrticulery the Foreign Office, between 1931 and 194-1, 
were engeged in a policy of surveillance, reconnaissance 
and espionage with respect to the naval establishment 
and activities of the United States Navy and Govern
ment." I desire to ask you if it is not a fact that 
these same records disclose that the United States has 
established a like system of surveillance, reconnais
sance and esoionege. Is it not a. fact that these same 
records show that all nations, including Janan and the 
United States, indulge in the same practice in check
ing and counter-checking the activities of nations, 
n^t only regarding the waging of war but in the establish 
ment of peaceful practices?

A That is true except a.s to degree.
0 7/hat do you mean by degree?
A The United States has always made it possible 

for representatives of foreign nations to see more of 
whrt we are doing than Japan has ever permitted any 
representative of the United States to learn what they 
were doing.
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1 ! Q Is it not n foot that the Ncvy records dis
close thrt the United Stetes through the yerrs 1931 
3?jnd 1941 errried out r careful rnd well-defined 
* policy of espionage, especially in reference to the
I

5 Activities of the Japanese Navy?
6 ; A No records disclose that they ever carried
7 dut such a elan successfully, it is possible thrt they 
Krtiight hrve attempted, but that is beyond my knowledge.
9 ! Q /.s you know, Admiral, ever since the signing 
io j)f the First. -VorId Wrr perce treaty there has existed 

rmong the nations r serious international situation. 
Therefore, would it not be natural that the knowledge 

• 3 (of the movements —  I withdrew that. Therefore, do 
the Navy records not disclose that the knowledge and 
movements and concentration of the United States Fleet 
in Hc.wiian waters would be a matter of political and 
naval concern to the Japanese bearing on the questions 
of world peace and war?

A Certainly.
0 Calling your attention to page 28 of your 

statement concerning oignais, the show of lights, I 
will ask you if the record shows that thrt is the 
accepted practice in modern warfare.

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: If the Court please, the
prosecution objects on the basis that, the question is

1 ! 
12

n
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16 
17 
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I
directed to c time of wrr, whereas the date of this 
communie.'tion shows that was presumably during a time 
of perce.

IHR. McDERMOTT: Whether it v;rs a time of perce j
or vier, it wrs used for wrr.

THE PRESIDENT: The Japanese used it here es
rn ret of war. I suppose the Ahlies rlso used it in 
the course of the wer. You don’t seriously try to 
seperete thrt from the etteck or? -earl Harbor?

MR. McDERMOTT: Not in the least, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: What re?s7r.nce hrs re?ee-time '

practice? j

MR. McDERMOTT: Well, it is connected
with the Perrl Herbor etteck.

I
THE PRESIDENT: I don't s ‘.îg whet relevü.ce it Iî

hes. The question is disallowed. j
î
i

Q Whet is the star boat th't is referred tio in ! 
the fifth peregreph? VT at do you m*crn by ster boot 
on the seme pege?

i
A I don't mean anything by it:. I suppose it j 

meant something to the Japanese. \
Q ’’ell, does thrt refer to stfirboerd or star 

boat? Co you know? j
A In as much as the text of tills message shows j

that this boat was to beer a star at the head of tae :
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. .  .  ,
sell in any instance, I assume that they called it r. j

Istar bort because it ha.d a star on its sail. i
i

Q You stated in your direct examination that
1

the Navy of the United States was not comparable with 
the Japanese Navy by from ten to fifty per cent. Do j
the records —  (

K J. think I made no such statement. !
!

0 I so understood you, Admiral.
»I

A In reply to a question as to the relative j
strength of the Japanese Navy in the Pacific and the |
American Navy in the Pacific, I stated th?t I could, i

j
by research, give the exact figures, and when pressed j

I
for an answer now I stated that I would hazard a j

Iguess that the Japanese was superior somewhere between JI
ten and fifty per cent. I know it was superior to
the fleet in the Pacific. !

0 Do the records of the Navy show why this j
flash of naval power was made in the face of the j
strained relations between Japan and the United States? ’ 

/ In so far as I know they do not. 1
HR. LOGAN: No further cross-examination,

your Honor.
CAPTAIN ROBINSON: A question or two on

redirect.
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rJ

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY CAPTAIN ROBINSON:

C In answer to a question this morning with 
regrrd to comparative tonnages in 194.1 in naval con
struction, you answered indicating that the rate of 

a j United States naval construction in comparison to the 
7 j rate of Japanese naval construction was approximately

I
s I four to one.I
9 ! A I wouldn't characterize it as a rate of con-

i
10 struction but as a statement as to the number of
11 tonnages of combatant ships under construction at 
12! the end of December, 1941.

Q Accepting figures t t h e  effect that construc
tion by the United States in December, 1941, exceeded 
naval construction in Japan, will you state the reasons 
as shown by the records for that excess?

A At the end of 1939 the tonnage of combatant 
vessels under construction in the United States was 
approximately 450,000 tons, while that of Japan was 
something less than 200,000 tons. The amount of 
tonnage under construction in the United States in
creased rapidly in the year 1939. My belief is that 
the United States felt that it was confronted with 
a serious world situation v/here she must be prepared 
to defend herself.

t
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1 Q One further question, sir, in regard to the 
Langley. You were asked about the reason why you did 
not include the Langley in the list of American air
craft carriers this morning.

THE PRESIDENT: He suggested one, if he didn't
give the reason. It was r seaplane carrier and they 
weren't included at that time. It was a tender, 
really.

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: Yes, sir. May I ask the
witness whether he has anything further to say on that 
point? That is cil I wish to ask.

THE WITNESS: I was asked questions by the
defense which indicated an intention to compare the 
Langley with the Hosho. The Hosho, according to Court 
exhibit 918, was built as a carrier, keel laid in 
1919, commissioned as a carrier in 1922. The Langley 
was built as the USS Jupiter, a collier. It was the 
first ship in the world to have electric drive, an 
experimental ship. It was commissioned about 1911. 
Later she was converted into a carrier. The last time 
I remember seeing her was in 1936. Her forward flight 
deck had been removed} a largo mast had been installed 
with a boom capable of hoisting out of the water a 
sea pla ne. If my memory serves me correctly, the

25
Japanese Government was informed when the change was
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made in her classification from carrier to s c î plane 
tender, and v/hen the wer started she v/cs in the 
Philippines as r seaplane tender.

CAPTAIN ROBINSON: May it please the Tribunal
I do not propose to question the witness further a.nd 
I rsk leave f<5r the witness to be permitted to leave 
the Tribunal and return to the United States on the 
usual conditions?

THE PRESIDENT: The /drniral is at liberty to
leave on those conditions.

(Whereupon, the witness was excused.)
CAPTAIN ROEINSON: Hay I ask, sir, in reperd

to the return of documents. Certain documents which 
have been placed with the Court it is desired to 
withdraw, substituting them with certified duplicates

MR. LOGAN: No objection, your Honor.
THE COTTRT: We order accordingly.
Brigadier Nolan.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: Mr. President and Members

of the Tribunal:
In concluding this phase, we now come to cer' 

tain matters which occurred after the outbrea.t of the 
Pacific vrr. The general ebb and flow of Japanese 
conquest and the progress of the war itself have been 
sufficiently shown year by year on the large maps
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exhibited early in the erse. !Ve do not propose to 1
i
t

go through the militrry history, but to present to j
the Tribunal a selection of political events throwing { 
light on the objects of the war end the conduct of 
particular accused.

First I offer in evidence IPS document 
No. 1021, the records of the meeting of the Investi
gating' Committee of the Privy Council held on 10 December ! 
194-1 regarding the treaty against a separate peace j
between Germany, Italy and Japan. The treaty itself !
is document No. 1204, exhibit No. 51 in the case. j

I
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK CT THF COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1021 will receive exhibit No. 1266.
(//hereupon, the document above referred 

to wes marked prosecution's exhibit No, 1266 and 
received in ’evidence.)
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BRIGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit 1266, and
point out at the committee meeting the following ac
cused attended: the accused TOJO, SHIMADA, TOGO, MUTO 
and OKA. I will read one passage from the discussion 
on page 3, marked "A":

"Committee Member SUGAHARA asked the opinion 
of the Government authorities concerning his suggestion 
that it would be more appropriate for the Government 
to sign this agreement after Germany and Italy had 
actually entered the war, because in consideration 
these two countries might not participate in the war 
at all, since this draft seemed to have as its premise 
the participation of both Germany and Italy in the war. 
To this question Prime Minister TCJO and Foreign Min
ister TOGO answered that it had been arranged that 
HITLER would announce their participation in the war 
in the Reichsstadt as soon as he had signed this 
agreement, and it would be all right to trust the words 
of the German Government.

" Committee Member HAYASHI asked the circum
stances of the negotiations with Italy concerning this 
proposition to which Foreign Minister TOGO replied that 
in regard to the draft of this agreement negotiations 
had been carried on mainly at Berlin, but that there 
was also complete -understanding with Italy."
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At tho end of the document the draft was 
discussed among the committe and as a result the 
Committee decided to accept it as it steed. Then 
tve Chairman of the Committee declared the meeting 
adjourned.

I offer in evidence IPS document 1022, being 
a record of the meeting of the Privy Council held on 
December 10th, 1941, again concerning the treaty 
against a separate peace between Germany, Italy and 
Japan. At this council meeting the following accused 
attended: TOJO, SEI'«ADA, TOGO, KAYA and SUZUKI. I 
will read one passage from the report of the Vice- 
Chairman marked "A" on pages 3 and 4 of the document.

TIE. PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

No. 1022 will receive exhibit No. 1267.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
Ko. 1267 und received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOUN: I read from exhibit
Ko. 1267:

"According to the explanation of the minis
ters concerned, as soon as the difficult situation 
to conclude the negotiations between Japan and the 
United States was known, the Imperial Government
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fathomed the attitude of Germany and Italy and ascer- ' 
tained their intention beforehand,, considering the oc
casion of emergency when there might be a conflict 
between Japan and the United States. And then when 
the situation between Jaoan and the United States be- 
came more and more threatening, the Imperial Govern-1 
ment proposed to the German and the Italian Governments 
a draft of the agreement pertaining to non-seuarate 
peace between Japan, Germany and Italy, and opened a 
negotiation to conclude this agreement. But due to 
the declaration of war against the United States of 
America and the United Kingdom on the 8th of this 
mcnth, the Imperial Government notified the German and 
the Italian Governments without delay, and proposed at 
the same time that Japan would expect prompt partici
pation in the war by both powers. Then, as both the 
governments replied tc the proposal that they had no
objection to participating in the war and concluding

«

the agreement pertaining to non-separate peace, the 
Imperjal Government repeated the negotiation on the 
basis of the draft/propocsed by the German Government, ' 
until the negotiation was settled to decide the definite 
plan. >

"The outline of the draft of this agreement is 
as fellows:

t

1
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"The draft states in the preamble that the 
three government's, Japanese, German and Italian, would 
conclude the agreement with the firm resolution not to 
lay down arms until the common war against the United 
States and the United Kingdom would have been achieved 
completely. Then it provides in the -text that the 
Three Powers, Japan, Germany and Italy, would wage war, 
forced by the United States of America and the United 
Kingdom, with all available measures until the war 
would have been achieved with complete victory, that 
the Three Powers, Japan, Germany and Italy, without 
mutual complete understanding, would premise not to 
suspend hostilities or to make peace with either the 
United States of America or the United Kingdom, that 
the Three Powers, Japan, Germany and Italy, would col
laborate with the utmost intimacy after the war termi
nated in victory in order to establish a righteous 
row order in the significance cf the Three-Powers- 
Pact which was concluded on September 27th in SKCWA 
15 (1940), and that this agreement would be carried 
into effect soon after the signature, and be valid for 
the same period as the Three-Powers-Pact, and the 
powers concerned would arrive at an understanding con
cerning the forthcoming forms of collaboration at the 
proper time before the termination of the term of
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1 validity."
On page 5 t'e Chairman announced that the 

Committee had decided unimously.
Next I offer in evidence IPS document .

1632W (91), an extract from the Kido, 16 December 1941.
TBE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEKL OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

No. I632W (91) will receive exhibit No. 1268.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s document 
No. 1268 and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NC LAN: I read exhibit No. 1268-:
"___ At 2.30 ?p.m./ Prince KONCYE visited

me and expressed his feelings about his own political 
responsibility and I also expressed my views quite 
frankly. I ashed him to be prudent."

THE PRESIDENT: That could refer to anything.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: The intention was to show,

I'r. President, the surveillence which was being exer
cised even over such an important person as KOI’OYE.

IIR. LOG4.N: I would move to strike out that
gratuitous remark, your Honor.

THE PRESIDENT: But it is upon the Brigadier
to state upon what grounds it was issued, but it seems 
to me to have no bearing or anything in issue.
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BRIGADIER KGLANs Next I offer in evidence 
IPS document 1632W (92), being an extract from the 
KIDO dir.ry, dated the 8th. of December 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

No. 1632W (92) will receive exhibit No. 1269.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution c '.hibit 
No. 1269 and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit 1269,
being an Extract from the Diary of Karquis KIDO, 
dated 18 December 1941:

11.... At II.30 the Chief of the Navy General 
Staff proceeded to the Imperial Palace and submitted 
to the Throne a report on war results at Hawaii.
Fremier TOJO came to the Palace and saw me. He men
tioned the need for muzzling Prince ICEOYE. Talk 
also of prospects for German-Soviet peace maneuvers."

ITi. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, we sub
mitted a correction of this to the translation section 
and also to Brigadier General Nolan.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I received from counsel for
the defense yesterday afternoon what he terms corrections 
to this document. I, at the request of the Tribunal, 
have had these excerpts from the KIDO Qiary

f
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re-translated. As they are now presented we think 
the’* are correct. It is, of course, a matter which 
will have tc he decided by the Language Arbitration 
Board.

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. We will recess for
fifteen minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows.)

I
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
1,military Tribunal for the Tar East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENTS Brigadier Nolan.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I lay it please the Tribunal,

I now offer in evidence to be marked for identifica
tion IPS document No. 1811, being a collection of 
essays on problems of international law related to 
the Greater East Asia war.

CLERK CF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 1811 will receive exhibit No. 1270 for identifica 
tion only.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 
1270 for identification.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I now offer in evidence
IPS document No. 1811, dated the 27th of December, 
entitled "A Report of Study Concerning Hostilities 
on the Outbreak of Y/ar. "

HR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, the
preface to this document which has just been marked 
for identification shows that the entire book was 
prepared by the International Law Society, which,
I understand, is a society independent of the Govern
ment of Japan, and while 1 realize that it is ad- 
missible by virtue of the certificate attached
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thereto, showing that the document was found in the
Foreign liinistry, I also wish to point out that in
view of the statements that were made by the prose-

«

cut^on in the opening of this phase with respect to 
this document we request that K. HIAYASKI, who made 
this statement in there that these essays were pre
pared by a committee of well known Japanese inter
national lawyers in cooperation with the Foreign 
L^ristry, made soon after December 8, 1941, be pro
duced by the prosecution for cross-examination on 
that statement.

THE PRESIDENT: The writers of this could be
the others, alleged conspirators in the Indictment.
All the alleged conspirators are not named in the 
Indictment.

\I.iR. LOGAN: The names of the chairman, if
your Honor please, and the members of this special 
committee appear in the book itself, and I can 
assure you that there is none of the accused contained 
in that list.

THE PRESIDENT: But* they could get these
people to write up the law m  a way that suited them.
1 am referring to possible allegations only. V/e will 
consider the application to have these people called 
for cross-examination —  HIAYASHI*! should say.
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Iû\. LOGANî I just wanted to point out, your 

Honor, that the only w e  y v/e can tie this un would be —  

at lotst to disprove it —  would be to call this man 

to find out just whether anybody from the Foreign 

ministry did cooperate with them or not, rs alleged 

in that affidavit.
THE PRESIDENT: Did you desire to say anything?

1 had spoken with the assumption that you hadn't, 

Brigadier. I hope Ï didn't prevent you from saying
10
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anything.

BhXGAOlEh NOLAN: I had nothing to state.

THE PRESIDENT: That is what 1 thought.

V/e vrill consider whether HIAYÀSHI is to be 

called for cross-examination.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: The document has not yet

been admitted, Ir. President.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual

terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

l-,o. 1811, being an excerpt cf the foregoing document, 

is given exhibit No. 1270-A.

(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit

25
No. 1270-A and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAR : I read from exhibit
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" I
"Concerning the time for hostilities to 

onon on the outbreak of war, we hrve to consult the 
Third Treaty, decided rt thr Second Hague Conference 
which proscribes that hostilities must not bo per
formed without a Droliminnry notice in the form of 
rn ultimatum vhoroin a declaration, or conditional 
declaration, of v.-r is included* In resooct to ourI
irst hostilities in the rrers of Hawaii, Hongkong, 
Singr.porc, etc., it is to be questioned whether 
they were commenced in compliance with the rbovc 
mentioned trerty. Although it appears that Britrin 
srys thet our first hostilities in the Malay area 
wore opened on the evening of Dee. 7th, we, the re
port or s of this study, could not clarify the actual 
time. There seems to be grounds for entertaining 
doubt that hostilities were commenced earlier (in 
practical time) (See IV below) than past 7:30 a.m, 
vh-’-n the U. S. Ambassador in Tokyo, being invited 
to the Foreign Office, received the memorandum stat
ing as regards the negotiation with tho U. S. A.
Me p m  recognizes that the continuance of negotiations 
henceforth in hope of a settlement, is useless' or 
some time after 8 c.m., when the British Ambassador 
in Tokyo was invited to the Foreign Office, and in
formed of what the Jap-U.S.A, negotiation had como

f
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to; nredlocs to sry, errlior thon some time eftor 11 
r,m. ’''hon the Tokyo diplomrtie representrtives of 
Prit; in, the U.S./*., Crnr.de end /ustrrlir. were hrnded 
notifie''tiens concerning the outbreak of wrr in the 
Krwr.iirn rrer. Thereupon, two problems must be con
sidered. The first oroblcm is whether the memorendum 
concerning the negotiation which wrs bonded to the
U.S. Ambassador rt some time nfter 7*30 r.m, on 8th 
ern be regarded rs whrt is celled a dcclerrtion of
war in Hrguo Tr<rty No. 131. The. second problem is1 i
whether the Trer ty wrs violated or not, if our hos- ;
tilitics in either Hrwrii or Malay or Hongkong nrco !

i
wore opened earlier in ornctic'l time then erst 7 or 
7*30 r.m. when the above-mentioned memorandum wrs

I
hrnded to the H.S. Ambassador and the fret res mrde 
known to the British Ambnssrdor, assuming thrt the 
memorandum could be regrrdod 's r declrrrtion of v^r: !
or earlier then some time rftcr 11 r.,m. when the 
diplomrtie repre sent' tives of Britrin, the U.S./,
Crn'-dr rnd lustra lie. received explicit notifications 
of the outbrerk of v,r r, assuming thr.t the memorandum j
could not be re"'rded rs n declaration of wrr. '

"II.
"The first is the question of whether the 

memorandum concernin'* the Jrn-TJ.S,/.. ncgotirt.ions,
__________________________  i

it

i
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which was handed to the U.S, Ambassador ot some time 
öfter 7.30 r.m, 'n the 8th, can be regarded rs the 
'declaration of war* referred to in Hague Trerty No. 
IT1. /. noteworthy fret in relation to this Droblcm 
concerns the notification given by our Government 
at the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese v'rr. In the 
37th yc-r of Meiji (1904), Minister KFRINO in St, 
Petersburg, having finished negotiations on 6 Feb,, 
gave notification to the Russian Government, saying 
that Japan «’ould retain the right to take independent 
action, and, at the same time, ho declared his wish 
to set out with the staff of the legation. Professor 
V'cstlnkc recognized that this notification should be 
regarded as a declaration of war. Our recent notifi
cation handed over at some time past 7.30c.m. on the 
8 th, hoi’ever, c^n scrrecely be regarded as a declara
tion of war, because it included no preliminary no
tice that independent action is being taken or that 
hostilities arc being opened, though it states, ’Jn- 
0.” n recognizes that the continuance of negotiations 
henceforth in hope of a solution is useless.*

»III.
»The second nroblem is whether the Trerty 

was violated or not, if our hostilities in either 
Hawaii or Malay or Hongkong area ’-ere opened earlier
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in practical time than some time past 7 or 7 *30 a.m, 
when the above mentioned monorandwm was bonded to 
the U.S, Ambassador and the fret was mrde known to 
the British Ambassador, assuming that the memorandum 
could be regarded as a declaration of war;(or earlier 
than some time past 11 c.n. when the diplomatic rep
resentatives of Britain, the U.S.A,, Canada and 
Australia received explicit notification of the out
break of war, assuming that the- memorandum could notI
be regarded as a declaration of vrr,

9
•’Concerning this second problem, if wc are 

to explain that there was no violation of the above 
mentioned Hague Treaty No. Ill, we‘think that the 
following five points ought to be considered.

"(1) To take into consideration not the 
relation of the practical time but of the nominal time 
on the day v»hcn the rrr broke out,

"(2) To regard as hostilities all or part 
of the encirclement measures token by the /.B.C.D. 
grouo based on military preparations for economic

s
rupture and preparedness for the o\itbreak of war,"

' \

!I
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"(3) (Plainly Speaking) to nick flews in
Hegue Treaty No. Ill itself, say either that the

\
treaty itself has turned out to be only a sort
of bluff or simulacrum, being unable to attain its
original aim as regards the outbreak of war, or
that the prescriptions themselves in the treety

«
are unreasonable and hypocritical, and can claim
no reel raison dUtre. considering the nature of
wars in present day international relations Upon 

\
which the fates of nations rre staked.

"(4) ^To explain that as it refers to cases 
when the right of self-defence or of self-preser
vation is exercised, Hague Treaty No. Ill can be 
disregarded in this case,

»IV.
»We wish to begin v/ith a study of the first 

point, that is, whether «e can explain the non-vio- 
letion of the Third Hague Treety, by taking into 
consideration not the relation of practical time 
but the relation of nominal time on the day when 
the wpr broke out. Now speaking from the point 
of view of so cplled nominrl time, the time is 
actually the same; but because the places differ 
the nominal time differs, and they are treated as 
different hours. For example, supposing that the

25
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difference of time between Tokyo end Hawaii is 5 

hours, that between Tokyo end Singenore 2 hours, 

the nominal hours pre 3 r.m. in Tokyo, 8 s.m. in 

Hawaii rnd 1 a.m. et Singapore, while they ere ell 

the, seme in precticel time.

"Suppose that we declare wer et 8 e.m. in

Tokyo end whet we went to essert, with nominal time

es e strndprd, that we shell not violate Hague Treaty
/

No. III. /.s we open hostilities after 8 e.m. in 

both Hawaii end In Singapore, we should recognize 

that the hostilities may be commenced in Hawaii 

5 hours before the precticel time of delivering 

the declaration of war, while in Singapore they 

cannot be opened until 2 hours after the delivery.

"Suppose the spot where hostilities will 

be opened is situpted 180 degrees longitude east 

from Tokyr, where the declaration of war is to be 

delivered. It is an extraordinary phenomenon for 

hostilities to commence one-half day before the 

practical time of making* the declaration of war 

without violating the treaty prescribing^ notice 

prior to hostilities. On the contrary, if the 

spot is situated 180 degrees longitude west of 

Tokyo, the hostilities cannot be opened before 

half e day has passed after the practical time

/
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of delivering the declaration of wer.
"A theory thet it is not e violetion of 

the treety to open hostilities either ebout 5 hours
t

or rbout helf c dry in the precticel time before 
the time of delivering the declaration of wer, if

ß

the hostilities ere opened in the spot eest of Tokyo♦
where the decleretion of wer is delivered, cannot 
be weighty enough to be en interpretation of Hague

/

Trerty No. Ill, when the aim of the Treety lies in 
the prevention of hostilities opened suddenly without 
preliminary notice. Moreover, it will be impossible 
in reality to open hostilities either ebout 2 hours 
or about half a. day in practical time after the s 
delivery of the'declaration ̂ of wer, according to 
the above example, if the hostilities are to be 
commenced in a spot west of the place where the 
declaration of war,is delivered. In view of this, 
it is noteworthy that Britain, in her declaration 
of war, claims that the Japanese troops tried to 
land on the coast of Malaya and bombarded Singapore 
and Hongkong on the evening of December 7th. In 
brief, it seems to-be too herd to justify, if we 
plead non-violation of Hague Treaty No. Ill, by 
taking into consideration nominal time instead of 
precticel time7on the day when the wpr broke out.“

\
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"V.
"Next, let us study the second point, that 

is, whether we can explain the non-violation of Hague 
Treaty No. Ill by regarding all or pert of the military 
encirclement for economic rupture and preparedness 
for the outbreak of war taken by the A.B.C.D. group 
as hostilities. All or pert of the measures for 
military encirclement based on economic rupture 
and preparedness for the outbreak of war taken by
the A.B.C.D. group vith the U.S.A. as its centre

/
and including Australia, may be regarded in a some
what vague sense as hostilities, for they were taken 
with enmity towards Japan* But the word ’hostilities* 
has various meanings and, even in the Hague Treaties 
alone, the so-called ‘hostilities* in Hague Treaty 
No. Ill can be interpreted in a completely different 
manner from the so-called 'hostilities* in the 10th 
article of Hague Treaty No. V.

"In the latter it can be understood to 
indicate either an act of war in state of war as 
prescribed in international tew or a military and 
harmful act which should be recognized as bringing 
about a state of war from the viewpoint of customary 
international 1aw, but in the former it is understood 
in a somewhat broader sense as comprehending ell

I
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harmful military measures, prying no heed to whether 
or not there is p stete of v;rr es prescribed in 
internetione.1 lew whether or not the stete of wer 
is caused by the hrrmful weesures themselves. A 
more fer-reeching conception, though a little vegue, 
ellows us to regerd economic rupture or large-scale 
preparedness wherein some incidents of international 
strife are involved, as hostilities, because they 
ere harmful acts performed with inimical intent.
But hostilities in this last sense cannot be said 
to be the same as the so-called 'hostilities* in 
Hague Treaty No. III. Supposing that they be the 
seme, by the prescription of the Treaty, the com
mencement of such an act without a previous prelimi
nary notice in the form of an ultimatum which in
cludes a declaration, or conditional declaration, 
of war will prove to be a violation of Treaty No.
Ill; but such an interpretation is practically 
absurd. For, it is quite impossible to recognize 
practically the stage at which the economic measures 
or military preparedness need preliminary notice in 
the form of an ultimatum which includes a declaration, 
or conditional declaration, of war before their /its/ 
commencement."

I

1

MF
I
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Therefore, it is difficult to argue for the non
violation of the Treaty on our part by supposing that 
Japan appealed to arms after her enemies A.B.C.D. had 
opened such hostilities as violating Hague Treaty No. 
Ill without preliminary notice in the form of an 
ultimatum which includes a declaration, or conditional 
declaration, of war, refardin.: economic rupture or 
preparedness as the so-called 'hostilities’ in Hague 
Treaty No, III.
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"VI.
"The third point of the above mentioned 

second problem is, frankly speaking, to find fault 
with Hague Treaty No. Ill, which deals with the open
ing of war. We wish to state this in two parts (a) 
and (b).

"(a) Hague Treats No. Ill, which concerns 
the opening of war, prescribes that hostilities can
not be commenced v>ithout preliminary notice in the 
form of an ultimatum which includes a declaration, 
or conditional declaration, of war. This treaty was 
concluded for the main purpose of preventing the other 
country from suffering ?. sudden, unexpected action, 
but it could make no prescriptions concerning the time 
to elapse between the preliminary notice end the first 
hostilities. Moreover, as it has no clear prescriptions
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concerning the place where, or tho organ through which, 
the declaration of war is presented to the organ of 
the other country, one nay spy that it suffices to pre
sent it to the diplomatic representative of the other 
country in one's own, regardless of whether or not 
the government of the other country has notice of it 
before the commencement of hostilities. Thus, the ori
ginal and principal aim of the Hague Treaty No. Ill 
to prevent the other country from suffering a sudden, 
unexpected offence has proved unattainable-, leaving 
room for such an ‘nterpretetion as one which says that 
it is not a violation of the treaty to open hostilities 
in a far-off land only some 20 or 10 minutes after 
the delivery of the declaration of war to the dip
lomatic representative of the other country in one's 
own capital, Hence, it is not implausible to say that 
the Hague Treaty No. Ill is nothing but a bluff or 
simulacrum and that there Is no need to resoect such 
a childish treaty at the outbreak of a war in which 
the fate of a nation is at stake.

"(b) ’Thile the first hostilities in case 
rf a war whereupon the fate of a nation is at stake will 
often have a grave influence on the war as the whole, 
Hague Treaty. Nr. Ill prohibits opening hostilities 
unless we give preliminary notice to the other country,
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thus letting.her have time to prepare resistance and 
counter-attacks. In view of actual international re
lations, this original purport of the Treaty is un
reasonable and quixotic, and, more emphatically 
speaking, Hague Treaty No. Ill may be said to be so 
impossible and hypocritical that it is unable to claim 
from the first a real raison d*etre in actual inter
national relations. Sudden hostilities must be a 
formal violation of the Treaty, but it is not im
plausible to explain that it is not so blamablo to 
open hostilities ahead of the other country when the 
war would break out at any moment, both of the nations 
being well prepared, looking at it from the view
point of actual international relations.

"However, we cannot overlook some great 
faults in these explanations which find fault with 
Hague Treaty No. Ill, In the case of (a), the aim 
of the Treaty may not be attained, though there be 
no formal violation of the Treaty; but we cannot con
clude from this that we may disregard the Treaty and 
violate it formally. Since Hague Treaty No. Ill re
mains in force, it would be difficult to say that hos
tilities carried out without any previous knowledge 
©f the government of the other party are not a via-
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lation of the said treaty, although hostilities are 
usually carried out prior to the proclamation of w/r. 
But the treaty does not call it unlawful to open hos
tilities as soon as the proclamation of war is deliv
ered to the enemy government either directly or through 
diplomatic channels. If I am allowed to make some 
comments on paragraph (b), I should like to say that 
such an action as to fail to conform with Hague Treaty 
No. Ill, which is still in force, could not escape 
being branded as a treaty violation from the point of 
view of actual international law even though Hague 
Treaty No. Ill be unreasonable and hypocritical and 
even though it may not conform to actual international 
relations. Even if I were to cite Paragraphs (A) and 
(B) separately, from the standpoint of international 
law, they have no power to justify hostilities initi
ated in violation of Hague Treaty No. III. To find 
fault with Hague Treaty No. Ill for these reasons and 
saying that these reasons are in agreement with the 
following discussion on paragraph IV may give some 
sense of satisfaction. Especially Paragraph B, with 
the provisions concerning the rights of self-preser
vation and self-defence, will provid3 useful suppli- 
mentary reasons, when one wants to insist that one has 
a right to ignore the third Article of the treaty,
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"Lastly, I want to study the claim of the 
right of self-oreservation end self-defense, as I 
think I still cannot alenrly indicate the non-violc- 
tion of the trecty by my above statement with regard 
to the oresent war, even though there ere various 
other points to be considered. (Reference: IV or
VI Chapter).

'•The right of self-nreservntion was formerly 
recognized almost unanimously by the scholars of 
international law ns one of the fundamental rights of 
a nation, but the prevailing theory at present is 
that a nation has no right of self-orcservntion, 
though that of self-defense is recognized. Some 
jurists use the term the right of self-oreservrtion, 
but they recopnize that it comes within the scope of 
self-defense (for example Opoenheim), Seme other 
scholars acknowledge the right of self-preservation, 
but that which they recognize ns its import is nothing 
more then the right of self-defense (for example Hall)• 
However, among the jurists of recent times, such as 
Rivier, and Arcrican Scholars such as George Grafton, 
"'irsrn, Hershev, and Garner, recognize the existence 
of the right of self-oreservntion. Or v/ithin the 
scope of international law, in addition to urgent

»'VII.
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(N0TvEHR) rction in regrrd to self-defense, Kollrr, 
for instance, recognizes rn r.ct of urgency (NOTSTAND
HANDLUNG) v/hich is similrr to the rirht of self-pre
servation, brsed cn Germon oenrl low. (Checker's 
note: in this erse Jiko hozenken is used insteed of
Jiko hozrnken).

"The theorcticcl brsis of recognizing the 
right of self-nrcscrvrtion jointly with the right of 
self-defense is to be rcknovlcdged in present inter- 
notionrl rolrtions. But rs the two rights ere not 
clearly considered scprrrtely in internrtionrl con
vention, I shell refer to these ooints some ether 
dry. At present in this Pince I shell give o short 
discussion of the thocreticrl differences between the 
right of self-preservrtion end thrt of self-defense* 
However, it must be noticed thrt not only nre they 
scrrccly considered seprrrtoly in internstionnl con
vention, but nowrdnys the thought of rbsolutely 
denying the right of self-preservrtion is prevniling 
rs I mentioned r.bove.

"According to the simple theory which recog* 
nizes the two rights soprrrtely, the right of sclf- 
preservrtion in the nor row sense tr.kcs precedence 
over the ordinary rights of other countries, belong
ing to the rights of necessity (DROIT DE NECESSITE)
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Just like the right rf self-defense. The exercise 
cf this right is to be recognized only within the 
Units of necessity in cose donger threatens the 
rights or other lcgel interests which ore chenpiencd 
by this right. In the cose of the right of self-de
fense, it shrll be exercised in order to orotect its 
o,vn rights end lego2. interests in cose ef being et- 
te.cked b: other notion. It shrll not be enployed 
opoinst the rttocking notion until the ettock is oc- 
tuolly node or the oossibility of it inoends, rhile 
the right of sclf-orescrvotion in the norrow sense 
”ill be rctivc v,hcn the existence of o notion (or 
srno ’nnortont interests which ore t'ntrnount to its 
existence) ore in innedintc danger. ;t should be 
recognized thot this right is exercised even ogoinst 
r third newer. In the cose of the right of self-de
fense, internrctlng it occordinr to the tendency to 
plocc it in the srno coteprry os the right of self- 
defense in donestic lo’-, it opooers t.hot it should 
bo recognized thot it con become octivoted in cose of 
dongcr threatening rights cr interests thot ore not 
cxtrenoly trifling; without restricting necossrrily 
to coses cf dongcr threatening existence (rr irmortont 
interests of about the some doproo).

,M'l)cn one thinks ever the situation at the
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outbreak cf the orosent rrr (rhich sir'll be r.enticncd
in Chapter VIII) it vilü bo clearly understood thnt
interests innertent for the existence of this country
v’urc in innin*. nt danger. Accordingly, if the right
of scl.f-proserv''tion in the norro” sense is recognized
in intern''tionr'l relations vie con decl? re thot. ~'c rro
entitled to disregard the nrrvisions of Hogue Trorty
Ivr. Ill, in so for rs it is nocossrry to orctect
the right of solf-nrescrvetlon. Fron the standpoint
of the right of seif-defense there is r doubt «os to
”beth<.r v'c could cl^in r b~sis *Vr saying thnt the
situation ot the outbreak of rrr (to be explained in
chapter VIII) inolied rn attack against our country.
Therefore,it night be seid tbot cor country vos not
responsible for the vi<- lotion cf the trorty even if
it v.’ere o fret thot v,o disregarded Bogue Treaty No,
III, bocouse the right of self-defense hrs priority
over oil treaties. / netevorthy thing In this regard
Is thot Gernony .-justified her aggression ngninst
Belgium under the plco rf the right of self-defense
rt the tine of the First Greet Y/'-r. Her justification
vos thot the ottock vos node ogoinst Gernony by Bol-
giun (Kohler) or Fronce (Chnrbrun). Connoring the
situation before the outbreak of this v;or, v,hich I
shell explain in Chaot. VIII, to the conditions bc- 
________________  I
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fore the invasion of Belgium, it goes i.lthout srying
thrt there is more rcrsen to recognize the existence
c) rn ottrek in the ferner erse.»

»VIII.
»The U.S. authorities, in spite cf the 

fret, that the nogotiotion vdth rur country v’erc under 
VT y, rere planning not only on economic brerk vdth 
rur country, but rere rlso devising n scheme cf zeo- 
lous oppression, bond in hmd vdth England end other 
satellites, end ^oro furthering the so-collcd /..B.C.D. 
pion,

»Together v,ith the nroprcsS of her cnorruus
novel construction program, the U.S. ras proceeding
v’ith the graduel strengthening of hur nrvrl rnd cir
boson in the Pacific area. In the Philippine Islands,
she urs making nany preparations fer the purpose cf
initiating v'ar fron «'.ngust en, such a s the construe-
tien of rirrdror.es, the sending of more tree os, the
sudden despatch cf submarines, the importing of nany
planes, large quantities of arms, r.mjiunition, rnd
equipment, the instruction of anti-aircraft guns
''ll along the sc accost, nine laying in Manila. Bay,

%

and si on. Mererver, in the sane manner, that the
I

U.S. steamers on the Pacific line bound for the Orient 
had been armed, the IJ..9./ , rrg going to nronasc to

\ *

✓ .

U

.
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B rita in  the dual 11550 of the port cf Singapore and 
to donend recognition fron the Dutch-Indies and /.us- 
t r i l i r ,  for the use of n i l i t r r y  hoses. Sho r ise  in 
tended, *s concerns Chino, tc prevent the Burns Route, 

the solle line  of tronspertotion for supporting Chieng, 
fron breaking dovn ond doclrrcd that sho would in -

j sure llnnd transportation by sending her ~ ir  frreos to
(

pr t r f 'l.

"Tho B r it ish  Governor-Generol of Iinl"yr h"d
I
I declared r st^tc of mor/vney ond hod suddenly cr- 

grnizod the East-/.sio F le e t , rope in tin g  /.dniro.1 Thonas 
Ph ilinos i t s  Covrondor-in-Chief. He received re in -

IJ frreorents cf r r t i l l .  ryn.n ond engineers fron B ritn in
j proper; p.orc m rshipc were despatched f r rn tho Indian 

Ccoon ond fren South / .fr ie r. By rsscnbling tens cf 
thousands cf so ldiers cn the frontier cf Sior. end 
Malaya under the pretext of defending Mclnyr, he 
showed that the tine vos ''nnrenehing when B rita in  
would invrdc Sion. B r it is h  a ir  fcrces v;erc rise  re-I

inforccd with the holn cf .̂r e r ic ' • There v/ere several 
r i i i t ' r y  connections betwogn B rita in  rnd the Chung
king Cevurnnont in  the B>>rrr area, rnd the rctu rl 
state cf o ffa irs  was that the B r it is h , /.norican 
and Chinese m ilita ry  preparations against 
Japan were proceeding day oy day* The .i. B.
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"These conditions shewed the lnocndlng 
pressure against Japan end obviously involved on in- 
nediatc threet for Jrnon of endangering the vitnl in
terests cf her notional existence. Therefore, if 
the right cf self-rroscrvrtien con be recognized to 
exist in the eresent international relations, we nr y 
emsider that it nay bo rrgued that wo could disre
gard the prescription of H-gue Treaty No. Ill os it 
v»os a c"sc when the right of self-ore servo tien in the 
narrow sense was active, which right is superior to 
the rights of other countries. Furthermore, it is 
Dossiblc to -rguc that it wos the cose when the right 
of sclf-dofonse could be active, because tho block
ade against cur country which v:as carried rut with 
the realization that r,or would begin and which was 
Dursued with ini'leal intent nicht be regarded as a



sert rf rttrck er r threct rf rn roorrnehing attack, 
rttenotinr tr decide Jeprn's fete ocrnrnicrlly and 
nilitrrily.

"17,
"In crnclnsi.cn, though there cnn be vrrirns 

considerations erneerning the viele tien rr nen-vie- 
lrtirn rf Hrpue Trerty Ne. III, which refers te the 
outbreak rf vjrr (See IV-VI sbeve), in the lest nnrly- 
sls v/e cnn explain net being rrsnrnsible frr tbc vio- 
lntien rf the treaty rnly bv exnlnininr thrt Hague 
Tronty N*'. Ill is basically en impassible trerty (See 
VI rbrvo) , ns well r.s by claiming the rights of self- 
defense end rf sric-prcscrvetion.

"The situe tien which I mentioned In Chapter
VIII ern be celled n erse when the right cf self-pre-
scrvrtien (nssuring thrt it is reergnizod) m s  rctive,

/
end thr.t there iß rrrn tr clnin it m s  a c: se 'hen 
the right rf self-defense wrs in frrce. In perusing 
the Imperial edict promulgated rt this tine, v»c nre 
rd^ised thnt 'there is nr rthcr alternative for the 
Empire except tr spring up rnd crush r.ll rbstrclcs frr 
the sr ko rf its sclf-nrcscrvrtirn end self-defense'. 
This recognizes the coexistence rf the rights rf solf- 
proscrvrtirn end rf self-defense. r,e feel thnt with 
thnt nature roc sen the pr-oricty rf our explanation
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MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, It has
just been called to ray attention that in this document 
itself, this particular article, there is a preface 
on a page immediately preceding page one of this 
article, this excerpt in which the names of the authors 
of this particular treatise are set forth. They are 
Mr« TAChl and Mr. KASKIMA« \I am also advised that 
Mr. TACHI is dead. We believe,that in view of the * 
statement made by Mr, HIYASHI in the certificate, that 
we would like to have Mr. KASHIMA produced for cross- 
examination.

THE PRESIDENT: What does he sày in the
certificate that warrants the calling of him? He merely 
says that it is a document in the Foreign Office. He 
does not say how far it was acted upon.

MR. LOGAN: Yes, up above there, your Honor,
he says that these —

THE PRESIDENT: He says, "prepared by a
committee in cooperation with the Foreign Ministry." Do 
you suggest there was really no cooperation or do you 
want to discover the extent of it?

MR. LOGAN: I am making no suggestion, your
Honor. I am endeavoring to find out if that is a fact. 
There are two ways of doing it, either calling Mr,
HIYASHI or calling the author of the article. We should
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• \

be permitted to examine either one or the other of 
those men,

THE PRESIDENT: I will discuss it with my
colleagues•

Brigadier Nolan.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I now offer in evidence

>
IPS document No, 4076-A, a report by Dr, Ott to Berlin 
containing an analysis of speeches in the Diet at 
the end of January 1942 by the accused TOJO, TOGO and 
SUZUKI,

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution^ document

No. 4076-A will receive exhibit No, 1271.
t

(thereupon, the document above 
.referred to was marked prosecution^ exhibit 
No* 1271 and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I read from 1271:
"Telegram (Secret Cipher Process)
"Tokyo, 29 January 1942 0700 hours 
"No. 245 of 27 January 
"Secret I
"Discussions in the Diet thi9 past week have 

brought forth, several important declarations by leading 
Japanese statesmen, particularly the Prime Minister and 
Foreign Minister, concerning aims of Japanese policy
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1 and the execution of the war, the text of which is 
known there. The declarations are especially note
worthy because of their systematic character and the 
time at which they were given, namely shortly before 
the attack on the fortress of Singapore, after the 
successful start of the attack on Burma in the direction 
of Rangoon, the beginning of the operations against 
the Netherlands Indies, the progressive conquest of 
the Philippines and the first action against the outer 
defensive ring of Australia, the Bismarck Archipelago, 
New Guinea, and the Torres Straits. According to 
confidential information, Prime Minister General TOJO 
himself desired a systematic determination of Japanese 
policy and carried it through in the face of opposition. 
This spontaneous stepping forward shows TOJO to be a 
politically leading statesman, who is more than a mere 
exponent of the Army. His aim was clearly to establish 
Japanese war policy on a line which is equidistant from 
the limited wishes of circles which earlier hoped for 
an understanding with the Anglo-Saxons and on the other 
hand from the very extended expansionist tendencies 
of certain radical groups. From TOJO and TOGOS 
statements the bases of the future building up of 
Greater Asia under Japanese leadership are firstly 
brought out, and secondly the governments program for
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future policy and waging of the war.
”1) Building up of East Asia.
”1) Japan, Manchukuo, and Nanking-China 

shall form the inner core of the new organization. 
Thailand and Indo-China, who cooperate with Japan out 
of their own free will, will be included. The other 
areas of the new great sphere shall crystallize under 
various forms of government around this core. The 
active support of allied Thailand was thought to be 
especially hearty by the Prime Minister and Foreign 
Minister, though her claims for a revision were not 
mentioned,

"2.) The remaining countries of greater 
East Asia shall fall into three categories:

n a) Previous bulwarks of British imperialism 
which served to supress and rule East Asia, namely 
Hong Kong and the Maley Peninsula.
This area must be transformed into a bulwark for the 
protection of Greater East Asia and must therefore 
be placed under the immediate control of Japan. This 
principle found a practical application in General 
ISOGAI'S appointment as Governor General of Hongkong, 
as reported from another quarter.

"b) Areas, whose independence shall be 
preserved if they loyally collaborate with Japan:______

-1

: ' 
[I
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The Philippines and Burma. According to what the
1

- 1
Military Attache confidentially learned from the Army,
their independence shall be formed according to Manchukuo* 9

0

4
pattern. 0 •!

5 "c) Areas which are to be conquered by force i

6 of arms if they persist in resisting Japan: Nether-
>

7 lands Indies, Australia, and Chungking China. r
i

^  8 "TOJO and TOGO'S statements revealed that the
- 9 original hope of the Netherland Indies' yielding

s ‘3
10 without a fight is no more, and military action is

11 considered essential. Both speeches contained a forcible jiit
12 appeal for Chungking's ear to turn away from the Anglo- : 4

i

13
tSaxons and / come to an/ understanding with Japan. They 1 ;

14 were still especially underlined by the reported déclara- »»

15 tion of the Prime Minister before the Budget Commission 1
16 on 23 January.

- 1^  17 "3) General principles for the future :|
18 1organization of Greater East Asia.

1tj

19 "Concerning this, the speeches of TOJO and
; , t
i

20
I

TOGO and the declarations of TOJO and,General SUZUKI, !
211 President of the Planning Board, before the Budget
22 Commission on 23 January, contain a few interesting ! 1

23 points. The program is emphatically moderate. New
24 areas are not to be ̂ exploited after the defeat of Anglo- 4j25 Saxon mastery. Instead of that economic collaboration,

. 1

u
*%
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!
1 no war of races, tolerance of religious freedom, no

economic exclusion,,but on the other hand guidance and

3
regulation of production,and if necessary.restriction

'
4

of individual branches of oroduction (Sugar, also

5 rubber were named in a confidential conversation) in1
6

accordance with the needs of the Greater Sphere Economy,

'S' 7 managed by Japan, The aim of the present measures is |i
'•T,

8 the securing of raw materials which are necessary for♦
9 waging war and the founding of the later autocratic

'■' ■ 10 Greater Sphere Order, Present program?

11 "a) Acquisition of important sources of raw

1? materials. !j
$:*

V 13 ub) Prevention of the flow of raw materials

S < 14 from the South Sea areas to the enemy powers.
P- ■ ,v;:\.: ’ 15 uc) Securing the self-sufficiency of the Army
C ‘ ’, 16 in the areas of operations.

• °, ' 17
\

Hd) Cooperation with Japan by existing
i v 18 enterprises in the occupied areas. "

■'y-r . • 19
• ✓? i •

K - V  :
20

^  ■ 21

£■: , 22 1
*K," ' ■■ ' r?v ■ 23
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24
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"The Primo Minister and Foreign minister 
.forcibly emphasized tho indivisibility of tho powers 
of tho Tripartite Pact and tho inner close collabora
tion of Japan with Germany, Italy, and her other 
European friends.

"A push in the southerly direction: Nether
lands Indies and Australia was sot as tho military 
goal. According to confidential military information, 
in Australia, Port Darwin is to be conquered first. 
Japanese war leadership can bo content in Australia 
at first wich tho possession of this base. This

«
concentration of power in a southerly direction explains
why India was not mentioned. In connection with »
India, great restraint can be evidenced hore. Acminis- »
tration leaders and the Army maintain the standpoint 
that Japan cannot proceed against Australia and India 
at the same time, but must pause after the conquost 
of Singapore and Burma since the push toward the 
South is more important and of greater use. According 
to confidential information from tho director of the 
European division of the Foreign Ministry, the Indian 
Congress is opposed to Japan. Indian nationalism, 
oven in case of a successful revolution, would not 
be able to establish an independent, orderly state,11
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»»The control of such a hugo area with 400 million 
inhabitants would hardly bo possiblo for Japan along 
with hor othor numorous difficult tasks. Under those 
circumstances, the danger exists that India will fall 
proy to Bolshevism.

"Concerning Soviet Russia, the Foreign 
Minister’s speech emphasized that relations wore 
unchanged and were ns previously based upon the Neutra
lity Pact. In the Budgot Corr ission,T0G0 reported 
that the .annual renewal of the Jnpnneso-Russinn 
Fishery Treaty is at hand.

"According to strictly confidential informa
tion, however, military preparations in Manchuria 
against Russia are in operation. Influential circles 
defend the viewpoint here that Japan must turn on 
Russia after the conquest of Port Lnrwin and must seize 
Vladivostok, the coastal province, and North Sakhalin, 
in order to finally secure herself in the North also.

"I reported elsewhere about the Japanese 
standpoint concerning South America and the Rio 
conference."

I now offer in evidence IPS document 
No. 4Q76-B. 17th of May, 1942.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, I object to the

\
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introduction of this document'on the ground that 
it is incompetent,, irrelevant, and immaterial, and 
primarily incompetent. It is n statement for the

v
purpose of obtaining decorations on the part of the 
Germans, and for that purpose they rocommend certain 
. decorations to be given various high Japanese govern
mental officials. There is, therefore, dontainod in 
there, conclusions which are not borne out by any ' 
evidonçc and not borne out by the facts.

■ M I
As a matter of fact, In connection with the 

recommendation for a medal to General SUZUKI, it is 
indicated In the statement itself that his attitude 
toward Germany had always been moderate; but, never- 
thol.djgflj they rocommcnded this medal for him for the 
purple of accomplishing the result desired by them.
It lg; a ptatement of a conclusion made for the accom- 
pli^mo^j; of a special purpose, and it seems to us, 
under those circumstances, that this Is highly
incompetent.. * %

i THE PRESIDENT: Brigadier Quilliam, would
you J.lke to say something —  Brigadier Nolan?

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I do not know what is
meant fey saying, Mr. President, that it contains 
contusions,.

THE PRESIDENT: They %nre objectionable when

\

>• A »X
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they come from prosecution's witnesses. This is a 
document from enemy sources.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: Precisely. I submit,
Kr, President, tint it is clearly admissible, and I 
offer it in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: It is really an estimate of
the war services of certain Japanoso generals, is it 
not, and officials?

BRIGADIER NOLAN: At this stage—
THE PRESIDENT: Is it some evidence of tho

cooperation given by tho Japanese to tho Gormans in 
the pursuit of an aggressive war?

BRIGADIER NOLAN: May I put it this way,
Mr. President: Japan at this time of which we are
speaking, having entered tho war as an ally of 
Germany, the German Embassy in Tokyo thought that it 
was time to recommend for decorations some of those 
Japanose who, in their opinion, had contributed to 
this result.

THE PRESIDENT: Can you say there is ovidonce
that tho conspiracy extended to German ministers and 
officials, more particularly Ribbentrop and Hitler?
We have evidence tlr*t pressure was brought to boar 
on tho Japanese to doclaro war against Britain, by 
Ribbontrop, more particularly.
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* .
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I think, Mr. President,

I submit that the evidence given in the phase which 
dealt with the German Relations made it abundantly 
clear that th3y were all in this conspiracy.

THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Cunningham.
MR. CUNNINGHAM: Mr. President, I object to«'

the statement of counsel and submit that it is not 
substantiated by the record, and it is meroly argu
ment on the part of counsel and has no place in the

»

record at this time. •

THE RESIDENT: 'That else could it be but
arguments This is a point of law. ,

Mr. Howard.
MR. HOWARD: Mr. President, I had not planned

to mention it at this time, but since the question 
has been raised, Genoral KIMURA is mentioned in here • 
and I have not been able to find anything about it

t

that is correct yet. I have not chocked ’every fact 
that he states here, but for one thing, he says he 
was born in Tokyo Prefecture, and that in his position 
of Chief of the General Staff of the Kwantung Army, 
October 1939 to October 1940 —  apparently he selected 
names at random and interposed facts just out of a 
clear sky.

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, on a
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1 point of law involved her.}, I fail to see how, nt 
this timo, any conspiracy has been shown between these 
accused end the German Government or the one who 
recommended these decorations* The mere fact that 
one government wishes to extend decorations to certain 
individuals certainly does not establish any conspiracy, 
nor is it an element thereof.

THE PRESIDENT: It oould be an acknowledgment
of services given by co-consj irntors. V.'e have decided 
to admit the document.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 4076-B will receive exhibit No. 1272.

(’thereupon, the document above referred 
to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1272, 
and was received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT : Wo will adjourn now until
half past nine tomorrow morning.

N (’'hereupon, at 1605, in adjourn
ment was taken until Wednesday, 27 November 
1946, at 0930.)

23

24

25
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Coates, Albert Ernest, I.t. Colonel, 

Australian Army Mec teal Corps
Direct by Mr. Justice Mansfield

Cross by Mr. Logan
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Of

EXHIBITS

Doc. Pros. Def. For In
No. No. No. Description Ident. Evidence
1632WU16) 1273 Extract from Entry from 

Marquis KIDO’s Diary 
dated 1 September 1942 11359

1633?/(101) 1274 Extract from Entry from 
Marquis KIDO's Diary 
dated 13 May 1943 11363

1170 1275 Meeting of the Investigation 
Committee on the Conclusion 
of a Treaty Between Japan 
and Thailand Concerning Thai 
Territory in Malaya and Shan 
Areas, held IS August 1943 11364



EXHIBITS 
(c ont'cl)
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No.

Pros. Def. 
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For 
Ident.

In
Evidence

I63?'r(105) 1276 Extract fron; Entry from 
Marquis EIDO's Diary 
dated 6 January 1944 II367

I632V/(106) 1277 Extract from Entry from 
Marquis FIDO's Diary 
dated 17 July 1944 II372

163 2’" (113) 1278 Extract from Entry from 
Marquis FIDO's Diary 
dated 18 July 19-4 11377

1632W(114) 1279 Extract from Entry from 
Marquis HIDO's E iary 
dated 19 July 1944 II38I

1632W Q 19) 1280 Extract fror En cry from 
Marouis FIDO's Diary 
dated 20 July 1944 II383

I632V/UI7) 1281 Extract fror Entry from 
Ma rqid s Id DC ' s Diary 
dated 4 A [Til 1945 11384

l632\V(llc) 1282 Extract from Entry from 
Marquis ICIDO's Diary 
dated 5 April 1945 II388

1632’7(1C7) 1283 Extract from Entry from 
1 larquis FIDO's Diary 
dated 9 August 1945 11393
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’" e d n e e d a y ,  27 N o vem b e r 1 9 ^ 6

IN T E R N A T IO N A L  M IL IT / 'R Y  T R IB U N A L  
FO R TH E FA R  E A S T  

C o u r t  H o u se  o f  th e  T r i b u n a l  
W ar M i n i s t r y  B u i l d i n g  

T o k y o ,  J r p r n

T h e  T r i b u r . p l  n e t ,  p u r s u a n t  t o  a d jo u r n m e n t

et 0930.

A p p e a r a n c e s :

F o r  t h e  T r i b u n a l ,  s a n e  a s  b e f o r e  v i t h  t h e  

e x c e p t i o n  o f  t h e  HONORABLE E .  B .  P A L ,  M em ber f r o m  

I n d i a ,  n o t  s i t t i n g .

F o r  t h e  P r o s e c u t i o n  S e c t i o n ,  sam e a s  b e f o r e .

F o r  t h e  D e f e n s e  S e c t i o n ,  sam e a s  b e f o r e .

T h e  A c c u s e d :

A l l  p r e s e n t  e x c e p t  OKAV/A, S h u r . e i ,  w ho i s  

r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  h i s  c o u n s e l .

( E n g l i s h  t o  J a p a n e s e  an d  J a p a n e s e  

t o  E n g l i s h  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  v a s  made b y  t h e  

L a n g u a g e  S e c t i o n ,  I I .1 T F E .)



Wednesday, ?7 November 19^6

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
V/ar Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal net, pursuant to adjournment
at 0930.

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, sane as before v-ith the 

exception of the HONORABLE !.. B. PAL, Member from 
India, not sitting.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

The Accused:
All present except OKAV/A, Shur.ei, v;ho is 

represented by his counsel.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation vas made by the 
Language Section, II.ITFE.)



MARSHAL OF T?I COURT: The Internntionr.l
Mill":cry Tribunrl for the ?rr Erst is nov/ in session.

I THE PRESIDENT : Mrjor Moore.
j LANGUAGE ARBITER (Mrjor Moore): Mr. President
if the Tribunrl pier sc.: I rerrrt the necessity of
presenting r. short Irngurgc correction. I cr.n rssvre 
the Tribunr.l thrt this will not be nccessrry for rny 
of the other excerpts from FIDO's I icry presented 
during this oh"so of the erse.

Exhibit 1269) record prge 11,309, line 1?: 
substitute "control of discussion rbout" for "muzzling.1

THE PRESIDENT: Brigrdi» r Nol'n.
BRIGADIER EOL/.N: Hr. President " nd Members

of the Tribunrl:
I In the extracts from the FIFO Dirry th't I
; v/ill rsk permission to introduce in e vidence todry,
i
i certrin chmgos hrve been suggested by the Lrneurge
j
/.rbitrrtion Bor rd end notified to the defense rnd toI

■ the prosecution. I propose, v.»ith the permission of 
the Tribunal, to re"d the extrrets in the form 
suggested by the x.rbitr-tion Porrd rnd, subsequently,

 ̂ to h-ve re-processed those prr^iculr.r documents "nd
I distributed both to the "ribuncl rnd to the defense.
:

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunrl rut) roves.
BRIGADIER NCLAK: I rerd from exhibit 1272:
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"T( Kyr j 17 Mry 1QA2 "2.40 heurs
"i'rrived, 18 lî-y 194-2 
"îTo. 1478 cf 14 Key 1942

"R< : Tclcrreph cf 30 Jrnur.ry, Ne. 2R7.
Prêt B 22 17 310.
"'"he Jr.p̂ nesc Arny hrve reportedly rpprcnch- 

ed the üilit' ry Attrehr v'ith the request te recrnr.end 
certain J ne ne se rcr receiving G..v’rn deccr: tiens en 
the- cccrsi'n < f the Tri^rtitc P'et,"

Be-sldcs rbrvc, it crmrsed 2 tr 3 r,crc-
ru"-: rdings.

"’’r.c-’ipc rf + hc Y •..r.it-noy ' n the nrrt cf 
the J-orncrc Dr ce retiens Office in the r-rtter cf Oer- 
”.-n desires -"er drerr^tirns -'nd in line vith ycur 
tclcfr'n r.f ° Octch» r, Pc. 1070, "cc'rdinr te v,hich 
r. list cf reer ndr tiens f r r fi rrn dccrr* tiens te 
bc hostcv\ d unrn J^n^nrse • t the ccccsicn cf the Tri - 
n'-rtitc Or et is te trkc rince cnl y "fter th be s tr-rrl 
cf Jnn'.rr s** ^cccr- tiens h's brun effected, I hr\'c 
since refr'in-'d, en 'rincipl' ’ nd in rgrc en-̂ nt vith 
the liilit'ry Attache, f'rrr. nrsrinr rn the- or ne se
désires ~nd r̂̂ r. ru Vin y orcncsrls cf -y cm.

"Ihm ver, in the ■ mti* "nd nctrbly since 
the y' r trcke rut, " number .f J-omcsc shruld bc 
nent^enrd; thés«’ hrve ' "de inoertmt cmtributirns
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to German-Japanese coopération ''nd our joint waging 
of the war at the «rame time they occupy key positions 
in the Japanese Government or Army of such importance, 
that even without regard to reciprocity, their decora
tion seems suitable. This concerns men of the immed
iate group surrounding TCJO, who will presumably re
tain for some tirv their decisive influence on the 
shaping of J-p^nese policy. I learned th"t the Ita
lians h^vc recently planned a. number of bestowals of 
the decorations. !!~nce I would 1 ik-.. to propose to 
suggest the following decorations to the Fuehrer:

"(1) T iichi CUZUKI, Li-. utorrnt-G .noral re
tired, Minister of Etat , resident of the Flanning 
Bo.'rd of the Cabinet, born If Dv-cemKr IfSS in C;,IBA. 
In thv. scop- of the tasks conferred on him 'S head of 
the Flanning Ec^rd to bring Japan on th-. highest l*..vol 
of d-.-fv.nsc, f.TfZ,TKI wields decisive influence on the 
reorganization of Jm.an's inner ••‘dn.i ni station, includ 
ing almost '-11 of th< ministries. Ho likewise control 
economic planning in J'r-an, as well as the organiza
tion of .conamic and administrative construction In 
the South rn territories. TV/IWT 1s -t the same tine 
an ox-..cutivc orp-n (G.-,n-;rp.l Cecr-t-ry of tlm. Board 
for the Construction of Gr«.'*t r xiast Asia), On the- 
strength of this gr :.t -uthor.ity, his connections with
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the Army -nd his personal relations to TOJC, FTIZTTI 
has created n position for himself tlvt c-n b label
ed as r kind of a Vic.-Chane, llorship, This is ' Iso 
shown by STJZUKI’s ord(.r of rank in th- J-p-rn sc Cab
inet -it official events. Although h.. was formerly 
somewhat ambiguous in his attitude tow rds Germany, 
fTiZTTKI has especially recently support.d cooperation 
with G.rmnny -nd h'd an important sh-re. in the deci
sion of Japan's ^ntry into the v/ar, Proposed Orders 
Grand Merit..,

"(2) Toshio cKTHATOP.I, born 8 June 1887 in 
CHIBA, formerlyAnbass-dor in HO’ Adviser of the 
Foreign Minist r when the Trip artite  Fact r-s  con
cluded. For a long t in  ha vm s the principal advocate 
of intimate cooperation with Germany, J’cmb r of the 

New D i.t  aft r having r cov. red h is h'.a.lth FTTIBA?0RI 
w ill  prot-bly ag-in p l-y  an important part in foreign 
and home p o lit ic s .  Ord-rs G r.-t Cross,

"On r commendation of the ’'ilit-ry Attaches
"(3) General r:;GP'AMA, Chi f of General 

Staff since 3 October 1940, born .?! Janu-ry i860 in 
KCKURA, forn.r Minist r of Jar. In ''ll of his posi
tions he has always ope nly -dvoc t ;d cooperation with 
G rmany, wielding gr̂ .ot influence in the conclusion 
of the alliance. Grades Or'at Cross,
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"(4) öl;ut .n-nt'-G.n r'I H , IT ADO KT. THA,
Vice i inist.r of Veer, born 2̂  rh.pt.nb r lêC8 in TOFYO 
Prefecture* K. vrs in Gorrrny 1922-1924, In his 
position of Chi.f of th G-.n̂ rri Pteff of th K\r ntung 
Army, October 1°39 to October lc40, b,, hes .sp,ci~lly 
work d in b helf of Gv.rirr.ny, Vice i-ünist r of '':er 
sine,. 10 April 1.9A1, h., is on>. of th nrincipel ed- 
voco.t. s of (krrn;'.n-J''',ir'n.? r.ilitrry cooper• tion,
Gred.î Gr._et Cross.

"(5) Li .ute n' nt-G n„rel ADIFiA (T T: -’rom
contv.xt th. p, ’.rble.d p rt s ..ms te b; rirTC) , former 
Director of the military -'olitic'l s,ctioe. of the 
"or i inistry since Cetob r lc3°, born le Fov.nb r 18°2 
in KIWATOTO. II 1rs now rcciv.d wn importent field 

commend, -nd -n . xtr-ord ini-ry crr r̂ is or dieted 
for him, without r fprd to th,. v'cill tions of il̂ p̂ n- 
t-so policy, Jo. 1rs '•Iveys 'dvoc't.d the. conclusion of 
r. G. rmr,n-Jer''-n. s,. l̂lionci. in '■  most important posi
tion. Ord.r: Greet Cross, und .r sp ciel considera
tion of his officiel position.

"(6) Kejor-G n-r'l 7 ,NHY0 FATO, Chi, f of the 
Foliticel 2 ction of th,. *.V-r Ministry, born 1 Jure 1895 
in ISIiIKA' ATT->T. Definitely pro-C-.rrrn; r. pr s,.ntetivc 
-■nd edvis^r end 't pr s nt succ ssor of F n.rd V”T0. 
Th,, importune, vi.ldod by him. durinp ĥ.. 1'st thr.c
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months before. Joe-Ms •. ntry into th v/.-r h- s obviously 
incrc-F.d, Order: Distinguished terviev Cross v.'ith
rt-rs.

"(7) T,ioutcnant-C•-n-r 1 W I O  VAZPXPP.A, 
born 6 Kov.nbr 186? in TOKYO, Chi f of th burop -n 
faction of th Goner-1 ftaff -t the tin. of th.. Anti- 
Corn int-.m foct; until 1941 C M  f of t.h' G' n:.rM 
Staff of the J pan s; rry in North Chin-; -t pr. - 
sent fie ld conn' nd; using his important influence ho 
has al’.v-ys work.d as a leader for th-. Anti-Comint rn 
Pact -nd G-rnan-Jnpan> re coop ration. Ord.r: Dis
tinguished Service Cross v.’ith ftars.

"On r co m.nd-tion of Mr Att-cho:
"(6) Colon.1 G^n.r-l Y -NJT DCHTHA'i A, Chi f 

of th’ Amy's Air arm rurc ru since 9 June- l r,41., born 
8 August 1983 in CKTYAP7 . By const-nt clos, -nd 
friendly coop-.r-tion ’.vith th Air Att-chc, he h-s in 
- le-ding position, contributed, in th tru-. s-.nsc 
of the Tripartite Pact, to the extension -nd deepening 
of the military alli-ncr . Ord-r: Gr -t Cross.

"(9) Vice Admiral .MICH! KAT AG IF: A, Chief 
of th P-vy's Air-rr. Bureau sine; 94 C7.pt .-.mb r l°4l, 
born 10 Mpt..mb- r 1685 in YCN7ZA' A. Aarons as p r 
t-ra.(6). Order: Gr at Cross.

"To th'. abov proposals I would li-'. to r
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"GTJGIYAMA h->d boon r,corm ndcd for the Gront i 

Cross already in 1937 because of his pro-G.rmnn atti- j 
tude. As Chi^f of th General Staff h, continu, d taking 
larding part in working for Military cooperation 

with G many. ,
"KIMURA has closely cooperated with Minister i

I
of r.’cr and trine Minister TOJO already on the Kwantung |IiArmy. Kis personal relationship to TOJO as well as 
his primary preoccupation in his position of trine 
Minister have ■ nhanced his influence on the leadership 
of the War Ministry, «s v;ol 1 as his position in regard 
to th<- oth' r Vice-Ministers to a narked degree.

"I’UTO, as h,->d of the polit ic'’l section of 
the V’nr Ministry since 1939, has often been mentioned 
in ny reports. In view of the political influence 
wield«.d by the Japaner.«, army, his attitude was and 
is of great importance. The. same is nov? true of Ma.jor- 
G. ncrnl CATO who has so far cooperated in ° fri ndly 
way with the Military Attache and the Embassy ris
MTTC * s rep-re sc ntat.ive.

I

"DOHIHARA and KATAGIRI have an « qually in
portant share in military cooper- tion, -long with the
Chiefs of th, Army's -nd Navy's Airarm Bureaus 
cause.- of th. successes of th, Jap-.nes«

Bo

IIoirnrn their
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position rrong Jrnr-n's r.ilit-'ry r nd politic'1 londkr- 
ship hrs .sn,ci"lly risen. In vi..vv of their position 
simultaneous bestov/nls of the Gr .~t Cross s -.m c^ll-d t 
for

I

U :
!9 !

7
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' I now offer in evidence a. KIDO Dirry extrret,
•• IPS document No. 1632Y/ (116).
! TH1 PRESIDENT: admitted on the usual terms.

: I CLERK OF THF CURT: Prosecution's document
No. I632V; (114) will receive exhibit Ho. 1273»

*' (’’hereupon, the document ebovc referred
to v/rs marked proseci tion's exhibit No. 1273 and 
received in c-vidence.)

BRIGADIER ilOL/.ÎT; I read from exhibit 1273 in
pert:

"At 2:10 Premier TOJO came to my room, end
I

related the circumstances surrounding the establish-
1 ment of the Greater East Asia Ministry.

"He said that the matter had been debated
i
' at that morning's Cabinet conference, that as
; Foreign Minister TOGO had objected in principle

17 I
to the establishment, there had been no agree-

i;-;II ment in views. After a short recess, in the after-
K- ’

. noon the Premier had talked the matter over with the
20 ;

i Foreign Minister, but could not persuade him. Thon 
the Premier had asked him to resign, but his answer22 j 7

I being that he could not do so at once, the negotia-
*  • <

1 tions had come to a standstill. The Premier had 
„ then reouested the Foreign Minister to let him 

I know by 4 p.m. whether he would resign or not."
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"If the Foreign Minister does not resign, the Cabinet 
rill be forced to resign en bloc due to non-unity, 
the Premier concluded.

"I was greatly surprised by the news as 
it came so suddenly, but since the Cabinet could 
do nothing I let the matter ride.

"From 2:30 to 3 audience with the Emreror 
reporting the above ratters. JfejtoOjV/es greatly 
surprised, He wanted by all means to avoid e 
resignation en bloc in view of the situation at 
home and abroad, and at the present stage of war, 
today when America has begun to show considerable 
signs of counter-offensive action. I was really 
impressed. Therefore, I asked the Emperor to call 
in Navy Minister SHIMADA as an intermediary. With 
the Emperor's remission, I had the Chief Aide-de- 
Camp renuest the Navy Minister to apnear at the 
Palace immediately.

"At the same time I called Chief Secretary 
MATSUTAIRA, who had already retired to his home, to 
cone and had him consider the steps to be taken in 
case the Navy Minister's intermediation should fail.

"At 3:10 Navy Minister SHIMADA came to 
the Frlace, and I sew him immediately. Having 
given him the reason why he was so suddenly called,
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I asked hin to do his very utnost. Fron 3*20 to 
3:25 audience v:ith the Enperor. Reported the 
conversation \*»hich I had just had with the Navy 
Minister, Then the Navy Minister was received 
in audience after which he later cane to ny rcon 
and told ne that he was deeply inpressed by the 
gracious nind of the Enperor and that he would do 
his best,

"Fron 3:45 to 4 audience v,ith the Enperor, 
who told ne what he had said to the Navy Minister,

•'At 5:00 received an interin report by 
pho~e fron the Navy Minister by Aide-de-Canp 
SAMLJIMA that a solution seened possible,

"Then at 5:35 I  received a phone call 
fron the Navy Minister that Foreign Minister TOGO 
having understood the Frenier's position had de
cided to oresent his resignation at about six o'clock, 

"Fron 5:40 to 5:45 audience v>ith the 
Enperor, Reported these events and inforned the 
Enperor that v»e had avoided the danger of a nass 
resignation. He aopeared then to be relieved and 
I war pleased,

"Then I returned hone. After supper, I 
went again to the Palace at 7:00. Trenier TOJO 
also cane and reported to the Enperor that TOGO
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1 hsd resigned and that he (TOJO) rould be responsible
2 for TOGO's oost in addition to his own,
3 : "The Enperor sanctioned all this and

installed hin at 8:00 P.M. as the Foreign Minister."
3
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BRI CAD IF R NOLAN: I now offer in evidence r.n j
fcxtrrct from the KIDO Dirry o^ the 13th of Mry, 1943, j 
IFS Document No. 1632”' (101). |

THF "RrSIDFUT: Admitted on the usuel terms. i
CIWRK OF THF ClTVîT‘ Prosecution's document tI

No. 1632V/ (101) will receive exhibit No. 1?74. j
I(Whereupon, the document rbeve referred !

to v/rs merked prosecution's exhibit No. 12/4 end j
I

received in evidence.) i
I

BRIGADIER NOLaNï I reed from exhibit 12?4, j 
extrret from the Dirry, 13 -Cry 1943. i

"At 3 p.ra. Foreign Minister SKIGLHI.TSU 
visited the ^rlrncc end rftcr the rudienco he- visited 
my room rnd vve cxchenged views concerning the rrosrcct I
of the world situ tion, etc. He told me his opinion j
«•.bout his meeting with «.mbrss'dor Stehmor, which vrs !

1
rs ^ollov/s: J

j
"Ambossedor St-'hmcr is seriously rfrr.id of iI

the nresent situation in Germ/ny; the rower of the . rmy !
ih' s been grrdurlly g'th ring strength rnd tho Nr zi |

F?,rty '•pr/ rently is overwhelm..d by them. If this 1
i

tendency becomes stronger, s'-me. violence will occur in :
Ipolitics rs well es in diplômecy, end et lest Germeny !
!will be confronted with r simile r situe, tien rs in the j 

lest strge of the first 're t r̂ r.
25

In this occesion,
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received in evidence.)
33j.C-.iDIJ R KOLAK: The -recused present v/orr

to j o , shigluitsu, s /.to , ,:tj o y l . i reed prom
I
jprfc 2 of exhibit 12??:

•'KUBOTA, r mürber of the comm/ ttecrr.iscd r 
cuestion co‘*cc ruing the- oxchrnec document reft rred to 
in + he errft, :nd t.OKI, Greeter Erst Asie Minister, 
imedc the renly. SHIMIZU, r nu. mber, rsked v/hether there 
!*ve& eny dissrtisf-ctten on the nert of Burmr due to 
Jep"-nesi rpprovrl of the ~nm x^tten of the tro Sir n 
stetes by The il end, end mhoth-r th«.rc v/r s ' ny request

by ell nr r ns, some powerful person should bo sent from 
t Jr pen to Cormmy for the ostrblishrm.nt of lieison be two on I 
: the two countries."

I offer in evidence IPS docum nt No. 1170,
b..inp r. neetinr of the Investiprtion Committee of the- 
Privy Council held on tho 13th of .'ugust, 1943, rel
ative to the conclusion of r treaty between J^pen r.nd 
lhaiirnd concerning Th;'i territory in Ilslcyr rnc Shm 
r.ror s.

THE PRESiDJTT: /drnitted on the usuel terms.
CL; \Y OF  TiiE CÔURT: Prosecution's document

I Ko. 1170 will receive •xhibit No. 127?.
I (\>hi reu^on, + he document rbov' r-:f 'rr,ed

to v.T.s rr.rrkcd prosecution's • xhibit Uo. 127? end
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on the port of THnilrnd for the re-repujsition of 
fen-nç Islrnd rnd the- S to te of h'c llcslcy, both of which 
she h. d lost in !Ir lryc tut hrd not been included in 
the present pnmxrtion pirn. In reply to this mes- 
* ion, ! remit r TO JO rrlr.ted the circumstances when he 
h:d me dc the proposrl in his interviews with ?»:• 'h'.'V 
rt Singrport end ~hibun et r- ngkok during his trip 
fout.h. He stated tVrt ?1though Br 'lev? hrd sh<v;»n no 
sign of dis-sr.tisfrcticn rogrrdinr Thrilrnd's c.nncx-
c.tien of the tv/o Shrn Stetes, unersiness might be enter
te i ned by the nrtivcs, r nd thr t there fore, nothinr 
should left to be desired in Jr^on's future policies, j 
He further explained thrt becru.se only r  f t v ;  veers hrd \I
prss-.d since Thrilrnd's cession of the t rritorh s which ! “ »IIshe vt.s c-bout to rcrccjuirc, her desires hrd been very j

f
stronr. He «. xplr irr d thrt it. wr s for this rorson thrt j 
Jr p m  vrs trying t o recognize Thr.i3.nnd ' s re-requisition | 
of these territories, ■ nd thrt the present mersure s I

i
t- h n towrrd the four Hr ley strtes seemed to be r. I

!
surprise to Thrilmd, Fhibun's fmc ;/r s full of ;oy." ;i

I omit the next rv’;rrgrrrh.
"Then ülimïal, r member of the committee-, 

inquired whet me;nin-T such rn rction world h-v-- by ji
Int rnrt ion.' 1 l-'V. IIOHITA 7., Director of the Pure m  
of Lc risl' tion, r rlieö th t it xrs t x  popular or in ion
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recording to Int;motion: 1 Lev; thi-t occupying notions 
trd no t«. rritorir 1 rights in occupied ?re?s, rnd, trv-re 
fere, such trer tie s for territorial cession in the 
occupied ercr should not be concluded. Hovcv r, on 
the other hrnd cs rn occupying notion vrs conducting 
the ''dministrrtion for occupied areas, in oth* r vords, 
military ' dministr: tion, ~nd cs there v;r s no" —  
somthing;I ern't rerd it.

THE PRES ID! KT: "Ko spec regulations."
Sp, ci'l, 1 suppose.

BRIGADIER II0LAIÏ: " —  spccirl regulttion
stipulating th t v;c should continue this condition for 
«ver, it should bo perfectly r.ll right to rgrcc ttmt 
there could be no objections to our .abolishing the 
milite ry administre tion in the occupied rrt-r -nd 
letting - third power annex such territories. He cx- 
pl ' ined the t th-., treaty between Jr'rn rnd 7hr ilrnd 
would be concluded in this spirit, u reply v rs irrdc 
by Premier TOJO to the effect th? t the Jar-mese ,rn;/ 
rlroroy firmly believed th't this v-s Jr.crn's terri
tory nd thrt the. morsure for this dr; ft should be 
tr ken ;. ccording to this firm conviction."

The top of pegc 4:
"HAY/. SHI, r me -nbc r of the committee, ns bed 

;• hctucr th«. Covorni/h nt. intended to consider such
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*

mcrsures provided in the Trrrty as not being contrary 
• o International Lrv:. Premier TOJO answered that 
Internetionrl Law should be observed so long r.s the 
enemy observed it; but that Internationrl Law should 
be interpreted from the viewpoint of executing the war 
recording to our ovvn opinions, rnd that he considered 
the present measure rs being perfectly justified by 
International Law."

I now offer in evidence an extract from the 
KIDO Diary, 6 January 1?44, IPS document Ko. 1632V’(105).

THF PIT SIDE:TT; Admitted on the usual terms.
CL RK OF THF COURT: Prosecution's document

Ko. I632V/ (1C5) will receive exhibit Ko. 1276.
(Whereupon, the document above referred

I

to was marked prosecution's exhibit I!o. 1276 and 
received in evidence.)

BRIGADII.R NOLAN: I rcr.d from exhibit 1276:

"Went to my office at 10:CO a.m. and had a 
talk with Chief Secretery IIATSUDAIRA at 11:00 a.m. 
concerning the fate of Germany and measures v/e 
must take thereafter regarding the situation, and 
asked him to investigate the subject.

"I am v/ondering during the beginning of 
this year about the progress of the war during the 
coming year. No matter v/het is said, the fate of
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our slly, Germany, is the most important problem.
If' she has reserve power great enough to fight 
through the year and to assume the initiative, 
it will relieve the situation but if, on the con
trary, she should be defeated during the coming 
year, it will be critical for our country. Although 
I am not wishing for such a thing to occur, it is 
necessary to prepare for that emergency.

"First, wc must consider whether we 
should take measures to bring the war to an end, 
in case Germany is beaten or surrenders uncondition
ally, In that case Japan should, of course, take 
action based on decisions independently arrived at 
relating to the situation at the time. It is reas
onable to suppose that the eneny will intensify 

/
their political offensives on us. Therefore, we 
must take greatest care to devise counter policies 
lest traitors like Be.doglio make their aprearance 
in large numbers even within the country,

"The continuance of TCJO's Cabinet will 
no doubt become quite difficult in such an event 
and upon its retirement, the big problem will be 
whether the mere recommendation of a successor to 
the Throne through the elder statenen's council as 
usual, will be enough or not. If things get to such

»

ti|
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a pass it is a problem vorthy of consideration whether «
or not the council should further determine before-t
hand an outline of the diplomatic course Japan 
should follow and recommend the succeeding C ebinet 
to undertake the execution of the policy,

"Secondly, under such a situation, I 
believe that there will be no hope in setting up 
such a plan unless it includes very considerable 
concessions on our part. As is clear in the Im
perial proclamation of war the aim of the Greater
East Asia War from the beginning was the breaking

«
down of the so-called encirclement by the ABCD.
"'e can reeard it as a conclusion for the time 
being if this object is accomplished. F’rom that 
point of view, it is possible to outline the plan 
as follows:

"1, The problems of the Facific Ocean 
shall be dealt with by the principal nations 
bordering that Ocean,

"2, Japan, U.S.S.F»., China, U.S./. and 
Great Britain shall organize a commission.

"B* The regions occupied by Japan and 
the islands in the Pacific Ocean shall be a non- 
fortified zone.

"4, With the exception of Manchuria, the
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Independent nations other than the principal nations 
in those regions, shell be made permanent neutral 
countries similar to Switzerland. The remaining 
occupied regions shall be pieced under the admini
stration of a joint commission composed of the nrin- 
cipal nations.

"5. The economic policies in the regions
i

should, in principle, be based on freedom, reciprocity 
and eaual opportunity.

"When end how the plan is to be proposed 
is a matter which should be studied most carefully.
The time should not coincide with the collapse of 
Germany but should be prior to the tine when U.S.A.,
Greet Britain and U.S.S.R. unite in their hostility 
against Japan, Measures may be taken with the 
U.S.S.R. as the go-between, I

"The plan may at a glance be considered 
as too conciliatory and weak-kneed, but looking

I
over the future trend of the V'orld, I believe we
must nurture and cultivate our actual pov/ers within jt
the state for about one century to come, due to the j
experience gained as a result of the China Incident j
and the German-Soviet war to the development of air- | 
craft, and to the actual strength of U.S.A. end 
U.S.S.R. end moreover in view of the terrible
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pttribution of our nrtionrl pover.
"If this Judgment is correct5 v?e should 

ce  refully pvoid being isolrted rnd attacked r.ll at 
once by the nations of the v'orld as a coloured race, 
and fron this point of vier/, I believe the best 
vsy for us is to maintain cooperation against 
Anglo-Saxon America and Britain rith Soviet Russia, 
and China v;hich are essentially oriental, prepare 
our organization to meet the changing circumstances, 
and quietly save our real strength."
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BRIGADIER NOL,.N: I now offer in evidence rn
extract from the KILO Dirry, 17 July 1944, IPS docu
ment !,To. 1632VV (106).

THE PRESIDFIIT: Admitted on the usurl t.rias.
CLLRK 07 THI COTRT: Prosecution's document

H-;. 16327 (106) will receive exhibit No. 1277.
('"hereupon, the document -bove referred 

to vies m-rkod prosecution’s exhibit No. 1277 rnd 
received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I rerd from the fifth prrr-
grrph from the bottom of p-gc 1 of exhibit 1277•

"At 9.3O p.ra. on 17 July, 1944, Admiral 
Xeisuke Olh.Bi. celled rnd trlked to me 05 follows:

"1. / Senior Strtesnen's council v.t s held rt
Hrron IIIR/KUMA’s house t-odry.

"1. Those who rttended were Messrs. WAKa TSITI , 
OK AD; , HIRAKTV., KIRDTA, ABE, XOKOYE rnd YONAI.

"1. Mr. ,VAI'ATSTTI is mr.de- chrirmrn, rnd he 
begins to t-lk first. This Cabinet h-s completely 
lost *hc symnrthy of the public; •'nd he. thinks thrt 
the present situation is rcrlly serious. He rsks for 
op •'nions.

"1. YOWi.I: Since the 13th I hrve been
r sked sevcrrl times to join thcCrbinet. After erre- 
ful consider-tion I h-ve- written declining the offer.”
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1 Às OKA, Chief of l.'r vr 1 /ffrirs Pureau cr me rnd. trJked 
to mo about the generc.l opinion of the Hrvy end rll,
I replied thrt it would be rcrsonrble for mo to bo 
returned to rctivc service r.gcin end se-vo fs Supremo 
Y.'rr Councillor or in m y  other erpreity; but that even 
if I ontcrod the Cabinet rs Minister of State I could 
be of little service, rnd thrt it would not be the 
thin? to do. I hrve no intention of joining the 
Cabinet.
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"ABE: Although the people ere completely out
of symprthy with this Crbinct, the siturtion would 
bcco/.ic more difficult if it were rcrlrccd by r still 
werker Crbiwet. V-’c must think .-bout such points. As 
President of the Impcrirl Rul.. Assistmee Politicrl 
Society, I must d.ccidc my-ttitude recording to the 
rttitudo of the Imperial Rule issistmee Politicrl 
Society.

"HIR/.KUIÎü : ’Whether the Crbinet. is overthrovm 
or not, or whether the next Cabinet will be r werk one 
or not is not the point. The point is thrt v.-e rra 
rcrlly concerned rbout our country, rnd we must mrke 
up our minds to do something.

"HIROTA: I rlso was rs^ed to help by

25

KARASAWA who *rlk<.d rbout diplomrtic policy vis-r.-vis 
the f>oviet Union, but no one h-s talked to me since
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1 then. Even if I were rski.d to, I should not join the

2 Cr bin« t.

3 "Questions m d  msv/ers were c-ychmged between
4 OKnDA m e  ABE over th>. question of the Krvy. Finrlly
5 the following decision v/es mode m d  the- meeting cd-
6 journed.
7

8

"Accordingly, I rsked him (Trrnslrtor' s rote: 
OKADA) if I nignt undurstmd by the rbove trlV thrt I

9 heve been given inforaction concerning too grth ring
10 of thv- senior strtesmen, t.h: t is, if I might trk.c it
11 thrt ht h-d come with the intention of keeping contr.ct,
12 rnd ; s he replied in the rffirrnr t.ive, I rctnowlcdgod
13 thet such wrs the* erst . I rsked him bc-c•"use I thought
14 thrt I should h vc to give, crrtful considèretion, if
15 ho intended to rsk nu. to report it to the Emperor*
16

17

"’In order to find our wry through the 
current difficult situation, it is n-ccss'ry to renew

18 the populrr mina. All neople must rrlly end coooerr.te
19 fo build r powerful nrtionrl Crbinc-t which will surge
20 forwrrd unswervingly. A prrtirl reogmizrtion of the
21 Cabinet v/ill not be of m y  us*. ’
22 "At 12.20 on 17 July 1944, Premier TOJO called
23 end expieinrd the- Cabinet policy which nry be summed
24 up rs follows :
25

"'As vc ere told of fhc Emp-ror's intention
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rcgrrding the three points to v;hJch the Lord Keerr of 
the rivy S«rl celled ettention some i-imc •'eo, vie hrvc 
decided to errry out the consolidetion of the Supreme 
Co ..r.- nd rs vie 11 rs r enrnge of Nfvy Ministers. I hod 
r. t.-.lk with the erndidrte for Nrvy Minister, iidmirrl 
Hrokumi KOMUBi., tonight, rnd re rgreed,1'

" “hen we decided our oolicy rt first, we v;ero 
not thinking o^ the question of the Supreme Commend,
Eut things hr.ve rerchcd r point where this h?.d hr d to 
be trken into considéré tion beer-use of the pcncrc.l 
situetion, since it wrs ferred thrt - stete might rrisc 
in which there would be insufficient unity between 
Army no Nr vy. From this noint of view, we hr ve 
chrnged our nolicy on reorganization of Cabinet end 
other problems fo minimum.

u inforcement of I k  rdqur.rters. The: Lirison 
Conference which hrs been inclined to be businesslike 
^nd hrs not been mrde use of to the fullest extent, 
sh;11  be rénove ted rnd strengthened. It shell con
sist, of t';o ministers of st.rt.c of the ' remier clrss 
(ABF : :.ct YONAI considered) besides both Chiefs of 
Steff : nd the Minister of "'rr end IN vy, Munitions, 
Finmee end the Fore ign Minister.

"vhtinet r organizetion.
" In order to strengthen the ?ir force,
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FUJT’A.3A shrll serve full .̂ime ns Minister of Muni
tions, end, therefore, v;c request retireinent of Mr. 
KISIII r.s Minister of Stete. MAZDA or SHI’CrDA shell 
he r.noointcd V.'clfr.re Minister in order to h've r merr.ber 
of the Imperirl Rule Assist? nee Political Society in 
the C'bin, t. Ocnerrl API rnd admirrl YON AI will be 
rsked to join th< Cabinet ns Ministers of Stfto in 
order to reinforce- the Imperial îîcrdqurrters. '

"In connection with the Senior Strtcsmcn:
" n x ere preprred to consider the revival of 

the Crbinct Advisory system, if it is desired by the 
Senior Statesmen. Hcrerftcr, the; C'binct members 
she 11 r.lv/rys ke-co close conte.ct with the Senior 
Statesmen rnd fully reflect their intentions.1

"In connection with the Inn.rirl Rule Assist-
16

17

IS

19
>0
?1

-nee "oliticrl Society;
"'The rdvisory set-up shell be divided into 

tv;o, dep? rtmc nts , tcchnicrl rnd roliticrl, rnd **ive 
rdvisors shrll be ro’-ointed frorn ?monç the members 
of the House of Peers fnd the House of Rerrcsentrtives.'"

O I
>3
2i
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BRIGADIE JI NC LAU: I  now offer in evidence an
extract from the KIDO diary of the 18th of Ju lv  1944, 
IPS document Fc . 1632W (113).

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

No. 16321 ■ ( 1 1 3 ) w ill  receive exhibit No. 1278-
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was narked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1278  and received in evidence.)

BRIGADIER: I  now read from exhibit No. 1278
on pa me 1, the fourth paragraph:

" .'as received in. audience from 9 ; 1 ? to 9:30. 
r encrtf:d to the- Throne concerning the trend of the 
Senior Statesmen, p rin c ip a lly  about their neetine at 
illEANU: A ' s residence. At f:3^ Prer ie r TO JO proceeded 
to the Imperial Fa]ace to be received in audience, 
f-av him and talked v ith  him in the F ir s t  .Intoroom.
The • render revealed to me that ho had decided on a 
resignation en bloc. Accor'"ingly, 1 said that in
ord/-.r tr carry out the p o lit ic a l change smoothly, in
view of the im optarce of the Am y's position in the 
domestic p icture, I  should lik e  to be informed, for 
"■y cv?n informât l rn., of. the succeeding Priro j. in is te r , 
i f  he had one in rin d . The Premier answered that the 
Senior Statesmen have a heavy resp o n sib ility  for the



presort political change; therefore, he supposed that 
they must have a plan in rind and he \vo\i3d net venture 
tc rive his opinions. However, in case a abinet 
headed by an Imperial nrince were considered, he hoped 
that none of the Army royalty would be taken into con
sideration."

I skip one paragraph:
,r'as received in audience from. 11:25 to 11:40, 

and was shown the written resignation of TOJG and the 
other cabinet members."

On page 2;
"The Details of the Senior Statesmen's Con

ference."
I r^ad the first two paragraphs:
"Having beer, suiw'cned by the Emperor former 

Frime Kinisters ’.ÏAKATSUKI, OKADA, IIIFCTA, KOHCYE, 
Hrv.ni'A, ABE and YOFAI, President of the Privy Coun
cil HAFiA and Cord Keeper cf the Privy Seal KIDO, met 
in conference at 4 P. !*. on 18 July Showa /1944/. 
Discussion was held as tc who should be recommended 
t( the Throne as pronier of the succeeding Cabinet, 
Premier TOJC having tendered his resignation. The 
conference v;as closed at 8:45 P.H.

"Grand Chamberlain K YAKUT..KE, whe attended 
the meeting in accordance with the Emperor’s -wish
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notified, those present of the import of the Imperial 
summons. Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal KIDO gave a 
detailed explanation of the circumstances which had 
led to the .resignation en bloc of the TOJO Cabinet."

Tnd a paragraph on page 11:
"The meeting being closed, I was immediately 

received in audience bv the Emperor in his studv from 
8:50 to 9:15. I reported the results of the confer
ence in detail. I asked the Emperor tc inquire of 
the Armv Kii?h Command whether the appointment of 
Field-I’arshal TEFAUCKI, the first candidate, would 
affect the military operations us he is the Supreme 
Commander of the Southern *»rea Army. . The Emperor re
plied that he would have the Chief Aide-de-Cairp ask 
the Chief of the General ftaff TOJO (wto happened to 
be at the Palace for the installation ceremony for now 
Chief of the General Staff UI*EZU). At Ç:50 p.m., I 
was received in audience again. Kis Kajesty told ce 
as follows:

"* Ur.cn the Emperor's asking Chief o* the General
Staff TOJC as tc the effect upon the military operations j

I
cf Field-Karsbal TTFAUCHI's appointment, the latter op- j 
posed the idea for the following two reasons. The I
Emperor thought then reasonable and has decided to ap- | 
print General KIOSO,.H
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M *(1) when the enemy’s counter-offensive is at 
its height it is impossible tc leave the pest of front 
line Supreme Commander vacant even for a single day.

"*(2) Tc allow the domestic political situation 
»c affect the front lines is bad for morale, and is 
certain to cause serious repercussions in the East Asia 
Co-Prosperity Sphere, as well as among neutral powers. 
Therefore, such a step must be avoided by all means.* 

"‘After asking the Emperor to summon the Grand 
Chamberlain and to order him to make arranroments for 
summonin'? General KOISO, I ' Ithdrev;.

u2 v?as summoned and was received in audience 
from 10:10 to 10:2f o.m. The Emperor revealed tc me 
1:3.s i: pression that judging from, the lino-ur at the 
installation ceremcn^, TCJO might resume the pest of 
bar Minister after all and asked me if I didn't think 
so. 1 replied that I feared that it would have an 
urfavcrable effect on the po?itical situation."



BRIG*J)IER N OL Ail : I now offer in evidence r.n
extr? ct from the KIDO Dir.ry of the 19th of July, 1944.

THE FRESIDEFT: Admitted on the usuel terms.
CLERK 7 THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

Ko. 1Ô32W (114) vill receive exhibit No. 127?.
(Whereupon, the document fbove referred 

to wes mrrkcd prosecution's exhibit îTo. 1279 end 
received in eviderce.) |

I
ERIGyLIER NOLAN: I reed from exhibit 1279:
"it 6:30 c.m. Hr. SUZUKI, Teiichi, et 8 

?!r. ABE, C-enki, end rt 8:30 Hr. HIROSE visited me end 
efch discussed thv. political situction.

"At 10 the Chief 1 ide-de-Crmp c^mc to my office 
m d  consulted me rbout the Imoerinl messege to the 
COiimrndcr of the Kwmtune /rmy.

"From 10:20 to 11-’35 I v/rs received in audience 
by His Irjcsty rnd reported on the political siturtion 
end on other nutters.

I
"At 1:00 Mr. K..YA visited me r.t my office rnd 

trlkcd to mo ebout the monrt'.ry rolicy tov»rrds Chine.
"At 2 the Chief Aide-de-C; mn c"me to my office. • 

end conferred with me regarding the Imperial mtssrge
I

to Chief of ^rmy General Str.ff T0J0.
"At 3 Imp-rirl Household Minister HATSUEAIRA 

erme to my office rnd told mo rbout the. circumstances
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of the chrngo of government.
"At 4 Director of the Police Eurem MACHILTRA 

cr.me to my office rnd informed me of fhc conditions 
of pence rnd order, etc.

"At 6 Prince KONOYE celled on me rt my home 
rnd esked me v-hrt I thought rbout mrking the next 
Cabinet r. corlition Crbinct of K0I30 end Y0NÂI for 
the purpose of forming r true nctionel unity O rbinet, 
rdding th< t Prron HIRANUMA hrd rlso r.greed. ,s I 
hed been feeling the need of trkinp some steps to put 
up r united front, I rgreed to the idee, rnd rt 6:30 
celled in Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRa rnd rsked him to 
find out the views of other elder statesmen before 
tomorrow morning."
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BiilGALIïïR NOLAW ; 1 will new offer in evi
dence an extract from the KILO Diary of 20th July, 
1944, IPS document No. 1632V/ (115)»

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK. OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. I632W (11?) will receive exhibit No. 1280.
(V/hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. I28O and received in evidence.)

5HIGADISR NOLa N: I will read from exhibit
1280, the fifth paragraph fiom the top of the page: 

"Conference of Senior Statesmen reconvened at 
4, and I fully explained the development regarding 
the coalition, ueneral Ai-E also revoked his dis
approval.

"At 4:19 Governor-General KOISO arrived from 
Korea and immediately came to the Palace. I ex
plained in detail the political situation leading to
the resignation en bloc.

"I was received in audience from 4:50 to 4:58
and reported to the Throne until I asked his I.ajesty 
to summon KGISO and YONAI.

"General I.OISO and i.dmiral YONAI were received 
in audience at the Imperial Study at 5:10. His 
Liajesty gave his message, 'Subjects, form a Cabinet
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in cooperation,' telling them to observe the text 
of the Constitution, and to handle the affairs so 
ns not to irritate the Soviet in order that the 
Greater East Asia War might be accomplished.

"As it was also General KOISO's wish, at 5*30 
I took the general and the admiral to a place where 
the senior statesmen wore meeting and brought them 
together.

"1 was received in audience from 5?50 to 6:05» 
Prince KGwOYE came to my office at 6:10 and we had a 
talk. At 7*30 General KOISO called on me at my hone 
and told me about his discussion with Premier TOJO 
and Chief of Army General Staff U1IK&U."

I now offer in evidence an extract from the 
KILO î iary of 4th npril, 1945, IPS document Ko.
1632W (117).

TKL PhSSILENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
GLEKA OF ThE COURT: Prosecution's document

ho. 1632W (117) will receive exhibit Ko. 1281.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. I28I and received in evidence.)

BKIGALIER NOLAN: heading from the top of
page 2 of exhibit 1281:

"At 2 P.Ii. Premier AO ISO came to the office and
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talked to the following effect.
»•.As I have previously discussed with you, 1 

am of the opinion that, in the war situation of 
today the present organization and character of the 
government as the highest national organ are by no 
means, good. That is why, with the Emperor's per
mission, 1 was admitted to Imperial Headquarters.
I have also given my opinion (Translator's Note 
there) concerning the direction of the war but to 
little avail. From now on, we must have, at any 
cost, an Imperial Headquarters Cabinet or Cabinet

.4*
which will direct the war. Toward the end of last 
month, therefore, I talked with YOwAI end we discussed 
the matter from various standpoints. We could think 
of a reform, but whether we should have it or not 
was a matter of doubt as we have never known of a 
Cabinet being strengthened by reform. In fact, I 
informed His lijesty of this question at the end 
of last month. I had also thought at that time of 
opening the second Greater ^ast Asia Conference in 
the middle of the month. Also in view of the war 
situation in OKINAY/A, I had beon thinking of de
ciding on my step at about the end of the month. 
However, not only has the second Greater Last Asia 
Conference come to be suspended (a meeting of
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but also it is likely that the war in OKINAWA may take 
several months more. Meanwhile it happens that in the 
Army Marshal SUGIYAMA and Marshal HATA have ,been de
cided upon to go out as Coirmanders-in-Chief in order 
to strengthen the defense structure. Accordingly, the 
Army is going to recommend General ANAMI to the Throne

9

as War Minister and I hear that the Army wants to 
realize the above pian by about the 6th. Such being 
the case, it would not be fair to recognize this 
change now and then carry out the mass resignation 
at the end of the month.1
Therefore, KCISO upon consultation with Navy Minister 
YONAI today, has decided that a resignation en block 
is desired for the reasons given in the separate sheet.

"Then I asked kCISO when he proposed to do this.
He answered that if it suited the Emperor, he was 
thinking of having a special Cabinet meeting today 
to gather the letters of resignation, but I suggested 
that he had better do sc tomorrow morning as there 
would be no time for His Majesty to corsider the 
question if it happened too suddenly. KOISO agreed 
with me.

25
"Was received in audience at 2:45 and reported 

the matter to the Throne. 1 stated that this time
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the Lord Keeper of the Frivj, Seal would like to see 
the Ministers cf the Army and Navy and the two 
Chiefs of Staff prior to the Senior Statesmen's Con
ference* and received the Emperor's permission.

"(Translator's Note. Test of KOISC's reasons 
for resigning.)

• "Since we are convinced that at this moment when 
the situation of the Empire is getting more and more 
urgent, with changes on both political and war 
fronts east and west, and-when there should exist no 
discrimination between the battlefront and the home 
front or between the Supreme Command and the Civil 
Government a fundamental change should be made in 
the organization and character cf the Cabinet so 
that they may cope with .the present situation and 
so that the Cabinet, together with the whole nation 
with renewed resolution may be powerful enough to 
go straight **crv;ard for the accomplishment of the 
great task of assisting the Throne. To this end we
have decided to ask permission cf the Emperor to 
tender our resignation and carry out a resignation
en bloc."

I offer in evidence an extract from the 
KIDO Diarv cf 5th April, 1945, IPS document No.
1632W (118).
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THE PRESIDENT; Admitted or the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's docu

ment Ho. 1632W (II8) will receive exhibit No.
1282.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1282 and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Captain Brooks.
Mi. BROOKS: Hr. President, I intended to

üet this matter go by, but in reference tc ex
hibit 1278, afte^ hearing these other documents 
I think it wise to call tc the Court's attention 
pages 9 and pages 10, as they show a good deal of 
the background of the selection of the man, General 
KCISO, for Premier, as he was considered by the 
members of the Cabinet, their knowledge of him, 
his acquaintance, and so forth, and I believe that 
it does have a great deal of bearing and should be
called to vour attention.

THE PRESIDENT: Don't go away.
MR. B .OOKS: I started to ask tc have that

read at the tire, but tier T thought I would let 
it go and bring it in later. But I see now that part • 
this is the first time I seen the first cart of it —  
but I think it should be called to the Court's
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attertion, and I will try tc bring it out later and 
try to have an understanding and a background.

THE PRESIDENT: It is for the prosecution
to say how much of arv document they will read to 
the Court. I* they leave out a part which the 
defense thinks should brought tc the Court's notice 
the defense can read it in the course of giving 
their evidence, but if Brigadier Nolan cares to read 
the part to which yon refer, Captain Brooks, we will 
hear it row, although it will be cut of place

kJ:. BROOKS: I won't insist on it, ycur
Honor. The Brigadier said he would read it, but 1 
just wanted to call it to the Court's attention, 
because there is a lot cf material in there to be 
discussed that gives the background of these men 
which were discussed for this position which is 
ver'* important. But I do believe it is wise for 
the Court to read page 9 and 10 to understand the 
background and the ideas of this man as will be 
presented from now on.

THE PRESIDENT: In future defense counsel
should approach the prosecuting counsel. If he 
agrees to read the additional material he may do so, 
but interruptions of this kind will rot be permitted.

BRIGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit 1282,
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pages 1 and pages 2, being marked as KIDO's Diary of 
5 April 194?;

"At 10:30 A.M. Prime Minister KOISO proceeded 
to the Imperial Palace to tender bis resignation to 
the Throne.

"From 10:45 to 10:55 I was received in audience 
by His Majesty and was shown Frime Minister KOISO’s 
resignation.

"At 11:00, Prime Minister KOISO called at my room 
to talk about the time of announcement and other 
matters. It was generally agreed to announce it at 
the 7:00 p.M. news broadcast.

"As previously arranged with the Chief Aide-de- 
Caron te Kis ?îajesty, I conferred with the Chief of 
the General Staff UMEZU at 11:35, Navv Minister YONAI 
at 11:55, War Minister SUGIYAKA at 1:00 and thief cf 
the Naval General Staff OILAV/A at 2:00, as described 
in the attached report. At 12 55 P.M. air raid 
alert warning was issued. From 2:‘5 to 3:15 I was 
received in audience b’* I:is Majesty in the library.

"At 3:20 Admiral OKADA called at mv room and
conferred with me.

"From 5:00 to P:0o^ v/e borrowed the Reception 
Room to hold a meeting of JUSKIN (Translator's Note. 
Senior Statesmen.) Baron WAKATSUKI joined us at

i-



I 6:00 P.K. because his train was delayed.i
I "At the conclusion of the meeting, the SeniorI
i Statesmen were asked to affix their private seals.

"At 8:30 I talked with President of the Privy
Council SUZUKI.

I
I "From 8:4 5 to ?:15 I '-vas received in audience by
J His Majesty (at the library) and reported in detail 

the opinions of the Senior Statesmen. The Imperial 
mandate was issued to Baron IJVNTARO SUZUKI. I 
replied that it would be considered in accordance

I with His Majesty's discretion.
"At 10:00 the Imperial mandate was issued to 

Admiral SUZUKI. After being received in audience, he 
called at my room and conferred with me on various 
matters. Came back home at 11:30.

"I asked Chief of the General Staff UMEZU to 
call on me at 11:30 A.M. The intervievy was as

j follows:
I

"Tremier KOISO presented his resignation to 
the Throne toda^. The reason is that in view of the 
present war situation, the organization and 
characteristics of the Cabinet must be altered to

j make it more powerful. In other words, it should 
be- an Imperial Headquarters Cabinet or a »Var 
Directing Cabinet. In this connection, from the
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Supreme Command's viewpoint, I would like to ask 
whether you desire to express any opinions. I 
would also like to ask you of your opinions con
cerning the forecast of the war, the collapse of 
Germany and the political aggression cf the San 
Francisco Conference.

"1. In regard to the forecast of war, the 
battle of OKINAWA is bitterly contested and al
though the forecast is not favorable, we must be 
determined to fight it out to its bitter end re
gardless of whether the enemy can be routed or not. 
If the morale cf the people can be uplifted to dis
play its total power, it is no doubt difficult but 
net impossible. In this connection, the Army is 
steadily making preparations. 1 therefore earnestly
hope that a Cabinet will be formed which will be in
conformity to this desire. One plan would be to 
adopt a war-time Cabinet or minority Cabinet which
was adopted by various countries in the previous 
World War.

"1. The Imperial Headquarters Cabinet and War 
Directing Cabinet are worth considering but it is 
difficult to link together the supreme command and 
state affairs.

"1. Petroleum is the chief source of worry but
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there is enough to last several months. At present, 
permission has been granted to organize special corps 
to dig for oil in Japan proper. We desire to 
double the present production."

I offer in evidence an extract from the 
KIDO Diary of the 9th of August, 194-5, IPS document 
Ko. 1632W (107).

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632W (107) will receive exhibit Ko, 1283.
BRIGADIER NOLAN: I read from exhibit

1283, being an extract from ,the Marquis KIDO’s Diary 
of August 9, 194-5•

/
"At 1:30 p.m. Premier SUZUKI called at my office 

and reported that the Supreme War Guidance Council has 
decided to accept the Potsdam Declaration on the 
following conditions: (1) Preservation of the
Imperial Dynasty, (2) Independent evacuation of 
troops, (3) Handling in our own country of persons 
responsible for the war, and (4) No guarantee occu
pation."
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Higgins.
MR. HIGGINS: Mr. President and Members of

the Tribunal. On November 6, page 9752 of the 
record, the prosecution tendered IPS document No. 
2400-A, entitled "Measures to be taken toward the 
peoples of East Asia," prepared by the Racial 
Cuestion Committee of the National Policy Research 
Institute. This document was given exhibit No.
1029 and was marked for identification only, for the 
reason that it did not sufficiently appear that the 
Institute was officially connected with the Japanese 
government nor that any of the accused were respon
sible for the document.

The prosecution has made further investigation 
and. there does not appear now to be sufficient 
evidence to warrant the admission of the document 
in evidence. The prosecution consents, therefore,' 
that it may be stricken from the record.

THE PRESIDENT: It has been tendered for
identification merely. No Member of the Tribunal 
has seen it; it is no part of the record, '̂e do 
not look at documents until they are finally 
tendered, and any document we can not look at can 
not be part of the record.

MR. HIGGINS: I make this statement, Mr.
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President, because the document v;as read to the 
Tribunal and is recorded in the record.

THE PRESIDENT: If so, it should not have
been !read until it was finally admitted. You may 
or may not be stating the fact, Mr. Higgins.

IT.. HIGGINS: '̂ith the exception of one
witness to be called for cross-examination —

MP. BROOKS: Fr. President, as I under
stand, the objection I made at that time was —  
this matter was received conditionally and I believe 
if it is as the prosecution has just stated it should 
be expunged from the record, that part that was read 
into the record should be expunged completely, and I 
ask the Court to allow it.

THE PRESIDENT: It is necessary to make
clear that we do not look at documents merely

17 tendered for identification unless we are asked to
18
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25

determine a question which involves a reading of 
the document. That may have been so here. The 
document will be disregarded by the Tribunal.

MR. HIGGINS: '̂ith the exception of one
witness to be called for cross-examination, this 
closes the phase of the case involving the relations 
between the United States of America and the British 
Commonwealth, on the one hand, and Japan on the

I
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other.
At this time hr, Horwitz desires to clear up 

some pending matters.
THE PRESIDENT: Hr. Horwitz.
MP. KOR^ITZ: i\r. President, it will be

recalled that at the tire Hr. Oneto was presentinf 
his phase of the case five documents were received 
conditionally, subject to furnishinf certificates 
of origin. These documents were court exhibits No. 
6l8, 620, 628, 633 and 634. Certificates of origin 
have now been obtained for each of these. Exhibit 
634 is fron the archives of the ^ar Ministry and all 
the remainder are from the archives of the Foreign 
Office.

I now' tender the certificates and ask that the 
condition be removed.

'THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms. I suppose they should be attached to the 
relative document and given the sane number with the 
add51ion of a letter. Do you see any objection to 
that course?

IÎF:. H01.'”ITZ: I see no objection to that,
your Honor.

THE PRESIDENT: The Clerk of the Court will
mark them accordingly. He need not call the numbers!
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iov/. He will have to look into it first.

U r .  Higgins*
MR. HIGGINS: Mr. President, Mr. Justice

!’ansfield will nov; proceed for the prosecution.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Justice Mansfield.
MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: If the Tribunal

please, I desire to apply to c a l l  at this stepe a 
witness in relation to Counts 53, 54 and 55 of the 
Indictment. The phase dealing with that particular 
part of the Indictment has not yet commenced, but 
this witness is from Australia and will not be 
available unless he is able to give evidence within 
the next few days.

THE PRESIDENT: Have wc no coercive
powers?

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: Of course the
Tribunal has coercive pov/ers provided he is within 
the jurisdiction when the coercive powers are exer
cised. Yes.

I notice the v/itness is in the box but I have 
not yet pot the approval of the Tribunal.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Lopan.
MR. LOGAN: The Court hasn't hoard the

defense's objections yet either, your Honor. If 
the Tribunal please, ordinarily we have no objection

)

i!
III
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j 1 to calling witnesses out of order, but this is a 
, ; commencement of another phase and I understand the 
, ! phase which will follow the one which is just com- 
4J pleted will only take three or four days.
5 ! r’e are V'orking on some very serious objections;
6 > to the presentation of the atrocity phase of this
? . case and it may very well be that the hearing of these 

0  8 ; witnesses at this time would not be necessary if
9 I the Court rules in our favor on the objections which

10 ; we intend to make. ”’e consider these fundamental
11 objections and by putting this witness on at thisJ
12 ' time it may be a waste of time for the Court to

listen to them.
11 I THE PRESIDENT: Nr. Cunningham.
15 MR. CUNNINGHAM: If the Tribunal please,
16 '

this question not only presents evidence in another
% * 17

phase of the case but it presents a phase included
18

in a great group of counts of the Indictment, and
19 j

the case has been divided into three great groups.
20 ;

Presenting this case in piecemeal, such as this,
21 1
^ ! creates a serious handicap to present general ob- 
^  1 jections to the evidence of a particular phase of 

the case or particular group, and I urge most 
2) j seriously that tht testimony of these witnesses be 

1 deferred until after the opening statement and after
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the defense has an opportunity to make its objec
tions to the evidence —  to the general evidence to 
be presorted in the atrocity phase of the case.

THE FFESIDENT: ’"hat is the occupation of
the proposed witness, Ur. Justice Mansfield?

UR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: He is a surgeon.
THE PRESIDENT: Is he placed in any par

ticular office of responsibility in Australia?
ME. JUSTICE ’ÎANSriELD: He- is a surgeon on

the staff of one of the large hospitals in Melbourne 
and also a lecturer at the Melbourne University.

THE FRESIDENT: Can he be replaced? 1 sup
pose. he has a substitute now.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: I presume he has
a substitute for any of his private practice, but 
I understand that he completed the work which he 
was reouired to do up to the time he left, but there 
is other work which he will have to do when he 
returns.*

THE PRESIDENT: Suppose vc- take his evidence
in due course, how much longer will he be here, Mr. 
Justice Mansfield?

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: I should say that if
his evidence is taken in due course, without allowing 
for any cross-examination of the witnesses in the

I
i

I!!
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1 earlier phases, that he will rot be put on much be
fore Christmas, if then.

THE F F; ES I DENT : He won't be required at the
university because of the vacation, but he will be 
required at the hospital, which is more important.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: That is correct.
MR. LOGAN: Jf the Tribunal please, I don't

understand this statement about Christmas. It is 
my understanding that there is only the Netherlands 
phase to go on as soon as this one now has been com
pleted, and that will only take about three or four 
days, as I understand it.

THE PRESIDENT: A majority of the Court
arc prepared to hear him now if it means he will be 
delayed until Christmas if he isn't heard now, but 
we want to know hov; long he will be delayed if we 
take his evidence in due course.

’”hen will you be opening your section, Fr. 
Justice Hansficld?

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: mell, I anticipate
not before the 16th of December, and I arr. assured by 
some of my more pessimistic colleagues that it won't 
be until next year.

THE FPESJDENT: Does your section follow
that of the Netherlands?
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MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD! No, Hr. President.
THE PRESIDENT! A majority of the Court 

have decided to hear his evidence now. That, of 
cours-' , is subject to what decision we come to on 
the defense's objection.

Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH: If your Honor please, I would

like to enter an objection to the testimony of this 
witness on behalf of Mr. HIROTA.

THE PRESIDENT: me will recess now for
fifteen minutes.

(’’’hereupon, at 1050, a recess 
was taken until 1105, aft^r which the 
proceedings were resumed as follows:)
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Smith.
MR. SMITH: If your Honor please, during the

i
recess I understood from Justice Mansfield that the | 
testimony of the proposed witness is limited to Counts \ 

53 j 54 and 55# As Mr. HIROTji is not mentioned in 
"fchose Counts, I would like to withdraw the objection, 
if the Court please.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr* Cunningham.
MR, CUNNINGHAM: If the Tribunal please, it

appears rather illogical to me to present an objection 
to the introduction of evidence after the evidence has 
been introduced, so I would like the privilege, before !'
this witness testifies, to make a few objections to the | 
introduction of evidence concerning atrocities as far 
as the defendant is concerned that I represent, jI

THE PPESIDENT: You had better wait until I
he is sworn and proceeds to give evidence. That is J 
the usual course. |

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: I call Albert Ernest
Coates,

24
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A L B E R T  E R N E S T  C O A T E S ,  called as 
a witness bn behalf of the prosecution, being 
first duly sworn, testified as follows*

DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD:

Q What is your full name?
A Albert Ernest Coates.
Q And your rank?
A Lieutenant-Colonel.
Q To what unit of the Army do you belong?
A Australian Army Medical Corps.
Q Did you belong tô that unit on the 17th of 

March 1942?
A I did.
Q Where were you on the 17th of March 1942?
A At Fadang, Sumatra.
Q And what happened on that date?
A I was captured by the Japanese.
Q In May, 1942, did you leave Sumatra?
A I did.
Q How many other prisoners of war left with you? 
A Five hundred British relicts from sunken ships. 
Q And from Sumatra where was your destination?
A IJergui, Burma, \

«

Q What was the form ef transport?
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I I •
I I 'j 1 A V/e were embarked on the England Maru, confined
i > I

2 ; in very small spaces beneath the two decks. Conditions j
i !

3 were bad, ventilation poor and food the usual rice and j
4 ■ radish soup. j

!
5 ! Q How long did the journey last? !
6 j A Seven days.
7 1 Q When you arrived at Mcrgui where were you j
8 confined? j
9
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A V’e joined a thousand Australians, making a 
1 total of fiftç*n -hundred, and were confined in a smallI
school^

Q And what was the size of the school in rel
ation to the numbers?i

A A school would accommodate about a quarterI :
i of the number of children sitting at desks, but was !i i
totally inadequate to accommodate the number of prisoners j

; of war. Consequently, "jail fever" or what is known ,
as dysentery broke out in fulminating form.

Q V'ere there any drugs available to treat that
! disease?
: i
! A The Japanese doctor advised me to use the
I charcoal from the kitchen.

iJ
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?Ti. CUiîFINGIîAJIî It appears now that the 
v/itness is testifying concerning atrocities under the 
rules of land warfare; and. I should like to object to 
the introduction of an}' evidence relative to the com
mission of any conventional war crimes, especially «
those which have a definite geographical localization, 
first.

I further cblect to the introduction of any 
evidence concerning the defendant OST'IKA during all 
of the period of hostilities described, for the reason 
that he was beyond, the limits of the jurisdiction of 
this Tribunal at all periods of time covered, by these 
three counts of the indictment.

I object to any evidence on the part of the 
prosecution intending to bear on the conspiracy to 
commit violation of the rules of land warfare or crimes 
classed as crimes against humanity where the Charter 
does not contemplate a conspiracy to commit this class 
of crimes, and that proof be confined strictly to the 
individual or personal responsibility of those in 
charge; that the Charter limits the scope of this

%
inquiry to bring to justice only those individuals whose 
acts were beyond the jurisdiction of the other courts 
organized for the punishment of offenses against the 
rules of land warfare and crimes against humanity;
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that the rules of land warfare prescribe that the 
character of the courts which have jurisdiction over 
military offenses depends upon the local lavs of each 
country; that, the United States has courts-martial, 
nilitarv commissions, end provost courts, and these 
courts have exclusive jurisdiction over the rules -- 
violation of the rules of land warfare and the mis
treatment of prisoners of war. Each nation represented 
on this Tribunal is given exclusive jurisdiction over 
the offenses to its armed forces, T!~e offenses of 
violation of the rules of land warfare is by this 
Charter and by the proclamation creating the Tribunal, 
one of purely military character, cognizable only in 
time of war before a tribunal constitutionally created 
for that specific purpose under the rules of the various 
countries.

Evidence of atrocities in this Tribunal is 
further ob'jectec! to for the reason that the rules of 
land warfare contemplate c legal state of war; and the 
prosecution should be required to elect whether or 
not it selects a. legal state of war or an illegal 
state of war upon which, to base its case.

In support of this geographical location, I 
merely wish to quote one statement of Mr. Robert 
Jackson in presenting his report to the President on
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the Nuernberg trial.
T'E YOEITOR: Ivr. Cunningham, if you nre to

quote any statement, will you quote it phrase b^ phrr.se,| 
nlevse, as re have difficulty in translating a long 
sentence.

I'R. CUNI‘II'GÏTAI,Î: For the purpose of the ra
cer: , I withdraw that statement -’.nd go to my final 
s tntenent.

TIT, PRESIDENT: You rav adopt the language
of TIr. Justice Jackson, but you cannot quote him r.s an 
authority.

I.IR. CI’N INGHAY: In conclusion, I mer ly
wish to state that I have prepared abundant authority 
for the contentions which I have set out in these 
objections, but I should like to reserve the argument 
on them to some-later tine, but ’"anted to r°ice then 
at this tine.
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Justice Mansfield.
Q Witness, you were about to.

THE PRESIDENT: Do you wish to renly? An
objection is taken.

III

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: I have not heard
any argument on the objections which have been taken.

THE PRESIDENT: I think his objection
covered this evidence. He said you could give no 
evidence of these conventional war crimes because 
we have no jurisdiction, as our jurisdiction is 
confined to crimes which have no geographical location. 
Secondly, that so far as conspiracy is alleged, it . 
does not extend to conventional war crimes. If I 
have misunderstood the argument of counsel, I would 
like to be corrected.

MR. CUNNINGHAM: That is it, in substance.
THE PRESIDENT: Thirdly, that conventional I

war crimes can be dealt with only by the military j»
tribunals of particular ̂ nations, and not by'a' II
«ombinod court such as this. The Tribunal has already  ̂
decided, if my memory serves me correctly, that not \I
only is aggressive war in Issue, but the type of war 
conducted. In these circumstances the evidence would j

be admissible. The Tribunal has decided to admit the jIj
evidence.. !
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3 Y  u k i  J L  o ï l  C L  i.ju » ü ï i a i L  ( C o n t i n u é e )  ;

Q, Witness, you were about to tell us of a 
statexaent made with respect to drugs?

a As I stated, drugs were not supplied.
Charcoal was used, and we had quite a smart epidemic
of dysentery amongst patients.

«
'«i Wa3 there any hospital accomodations sup

plied?
A At lirst the serious ones were confined 

in part of the above-mentioned school, but owing to 
the kindness of the Japanese doctor he obtained for 
us the use of some coolie huts in the local civil 
hospital.
\ ^ Will you describe tle conditions in that

hospital?
The patients in serious condition were 

withbut any clothing except that which they wore, 
and their faeces-saturated clothing had to be washed, 
leaving the patients lying naked on the bare floors.

^ Were there any deaths?
A Eot very many; only about twenty.

*" ̂  With proper medical supplies would those 
deaths have occurred?

a No. The dicoase was found to be amoebic 
dysentery. Microscopic tests were done by the local

\
/
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Burmese doctor. Emetine, the specific drug, would 
have cured those patients, but the Japanese doctor 
informed me that it was only available to the 
Japanese. Although only twenty died, many of those 
patients subsequently died from the infection, which 
is a slow, smouldering one after the initial out
burst.

Q Were there any executions while you were in 
Mergui?

A Yes. Two men who went out of the camp 
were summarily executed, and one man who was mentally 
unbalanced was also executed for walking out of the 
hospital precincts.

Q Were they charged with any offense, if you
know?

A Yes, making an attempt to escape, punishable 
by death.

Q In August where did you go to?
A Tavoy.
Q And where did you work at?
A In a prisoner of v/ar hospital, which was. 

serving about three thousand prisoners of war for 
the neighborhood .

Q And what were the conditions in that hospital?
A A little better than they had been at Mergui.

i

*

I
*

r
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The beds were of concrete and not of wood; hence,
tt

they could be kept cleaner, ^nd a little more 
drugs were supplied by the Japanese there, particu
larly after I had̂  the experience of assisting a 
Japanese doctor save the life of a Japanese soldier. 
Some rather ancient bottles of decoctions of old 
fashioned medicine and three or four gynecological 
instruments were presented to he.

Q, After ïavoy -..itéré did you go? 
n From Tavoy to Thanbyuzayat.
* i.nd from there ’. here did you go? 
ü To the 30 kilo. The railway construction • 

was well under way in February-Iaarch, 13^3, und 
at the 30 kilo were accumulated two thousand of the 
more recent casualties from tie railroad.

Q, All of whoa were prisoners of war?
A ^11 prisoners of war.

From v/hat disease were these aen suffering? 
A They showed the earlier manifestations of 

avitaminosis, that is lack of vitamins. Partial 
blindness, burning feet, and sore tongue, sore mouth 
inability to svollov, diarrhea, liany of then had 
chronic amoebic dysentery and malaria in a relapsing 
form. ' ,

Q, ’,/ere any drugs available to treat these
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diseases? •
A There were no drugs nor medical orderli

All of the medical orderlies of the medical unit

that cane up there were being employed in the co:

struction of the railway. With four medical off

in charge of two thousand patients, I had to rec
volunteer medical orderlies from recovering sick

/
Q, How did this hospital cease to function 
A General 3̂ 35/»., a Japanese, 'went through 

the camp with a retinue, saw the patients, many
them still standing up, ordered the hospital to 
closed and all the dying patients to be put out 
work.

4 *.nu were those orders carried out?
A They were.
4 In your opinion as a medical man what w 

be the fate of most of the men sent to work?
A A great number of them died in the next 

month or two.
4 From there to what camp did you go?
A I was sent to the 75 kilo camp in Burma 

a free-lance, regimental, medical officer.
i nnd how many men v.eie in that camp yhen 

\
first arrived?

Over three thousand

\
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diseases? •
A There were no drugs nor medical orderlies. 

All of the rcedical orderlies of the medical unit 
that cane up there were being employed in the con
struction of the railway. With four medical officers 
in charge of two thousand patients, I had to recruit
volunteer medical orderlies from recovering sick.

$

Q How did this hospital cease to function?
A General 3ii33.fi., a Japanese, went through 

the camp with a retinue, saw the patients, many of 
them still standing up, ordered the hospital to be 
closed and all the dying patients to be put out to 
work.

h, f.nd were those orders carried out?
A They were.
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<4 In your opinion as a medical man what would 
be the fate of most of the men sent to work?

A A great number of them died in the next 
month or two. . f

*
Q From there to what camp did you go?
A I was sent to the 75 kilo camp in Burma as 

a free-lance, regimental, medical officer.
} and how many men v.eie in that camp when you 

first arrived?
A Over three thousand.

*r-lja'r-'frfhS-i .■nan hi >i b I . \
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<4 In what condition were they? 
a Very poor condition.
Ç, Were they sent anywhere?
n They were, all but three hundred, sent

4
away to 10.5 kilo camp. Of the lest thirteen hundred,
a thousand of then were inspected by g Japanese
doctor in my presence by lustily walking past tie
standing, sitting, or lying men, de 'ending on their
ability to do that. Re decided the one thousand of
the thirteen hundred were lit. I pointed out to him 

%
their enfeebled condition and urged that he leave 
them to be cared ior, bur he said, '»They must finish 
the railway, and after that they will have a long 
rest."

Q, You remained with the three hundred, is that
so?

A I remained alone with these three hundred 
%

dying and very ill patients.
Ç, ..hat happened to them?
A /v number died, but most of them were trans

ferred eventually in July to the 55 kilo camp.
were there any natives in this camp of

75 kilo?
A The huts which Wi.re no longer occupied 

by white PO’w's v e r - 3  now filled with natives in 
_ various stages of di s ea s e, choiera particularly,

*
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 ̂ */hat vas Ile ôet*tii rot or these natives?
a They died at the rate of fifteen a day.
% './ere they given any proper medical treat

ment \-hi 1-3 they vere there?
A In the early stay.es, no; but later u 

Japanese doctor came and die’ something for then.
Q, Then, in July did you go to 55 kilo camp to 

take charge of tlx hospital?

I did. '
i hill you describe ti e conditions in that

cariip?
A The camp v.xs ar. abandoned working camp, con

sisting of eight bamboo on:' attap huts, floored with 
strips of bamboo. Hygiene vas bad, latrines having 
to be dug, alongside and up tc the edges of the woods 
because of the high instance of dysentery end the 
absence of bed pans. There were eighteen hundred 
patients in the camp, five hundred of whom suffered 
from large and medium-sized ulcers of the leg. There 
'..as a largo amount of both bacillary and amoebic 
dysentery, and x hod no specific drugs, and so vo 
used to put those patients in what was called the dead 
house. If the dysentery v:as infective, these patients
were isolated, naroiy voulu they cme out of theOi.U O AiUt
olive, be hud a big oleiaont of malaria in the camp.
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It was practically universal. The quinine supplied 
was only sufficient for those patients admitted with 
a primary diagnosis of malaria by the Japanese. For 
example, quinine was supplied for three hundred 
patients, but practically eighteen hundred had malaria. 
I protested to the medical authorities at Thanbyuzayat, 
that is the Japanese, and it was pointed out that the 
Japanese allowed a man to have only one disease; if l$e 
had malaria he couldn't have an ulcer of the leg, and 
if he had an ulcer of the leg he couldn't have dysen
tery. Unfortunately, there were many men who had 
three or more diseases. Quinine was the only drug 
supplied in a quantity which was measureable. The 
rest of the drugs supplied were in infinitesimal'’ 
quantities. The fortnightly issue of drugs other 
than quinine would be something like this: a box
packed neatly with straw and containing at the bottom 
a few cakes of sulphur, a pound of Epsom salts, and 
six small bandages. That was the sole issue of medi
cal equipment for eighteen hundred seriously sick 
men segregated purposely by the Japanese in that camp. 
Malaria was a great underlying cause of blood de
struction, that is anemia, and consequently seriously 
afflicted men suffered from other diseases. But an 
even more important factor was the lack of food,
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resulting in forms of malnutrition* avitaminosis, 
lack of vitamins, and nutritional edema. All other 
diseases were, as it were, based on this lack of food, 
lack of meat particularly, and vitamin-containing 
substances so necessary to keep the body together.

Q Did that have any effect on the spread of 
tropical ulcer?

A Tropical ulcer, we had seen in large numbers 
both in Malaya, where I was for a year before Japan’s 
attack, and also in Sumatra. This condition was 
familiar to us, but the new disease with this ulcer 
of the leg with which we became acquainted in the 
jungle in 1943 was something quite different. There 
was no inflammation, but only local death of the 
limb. There was no inflammation.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half
past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was 
taken until 1330, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)
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resulting in forms of malnutrition, avitaminosis, 
lack of vitamins, and nutritional edema. All other 
diseases were, as it were, based on this lack of food, 
lack of meat particularly, and vitamin-containing 
substances so necessary to keep the body together.

Q Did that have any effect on the spread of 
tropical ulcer?

A Tropical ulcer, we had seen in large numbers 
both in Malaya, where I was for a year before Japan's 
attack, and also in Sumatra. This condition was 
familiar to us, but the new disease with this ulcer 
of the leg with which we became acquainted in the 
jungle in 1943 was something quite different. There 
was no inflammation, but only local death of the 
limb. There was no inflammation.

THE PRESIDENTS We will adjourn until half
past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was 
taken until 1330, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)

I



AF te: noon session

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, et
1330.

ÎL.RSH/L OF THE COT'RT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Frr East is now resumed.

THF PRTSIDENT: There is ? matter I would
like to bring up at this stage. You applied,
Mr. Justice iMansfield, yesterday for permission to 
tender certain affidavits but to be' allowed to read 
only c synopsis of those affidavits instead of read
ing the whole of them. A majority of the Court 
thinks that you should have that permission provided 
you serve the defense with a copy of the synopsis as 
soon as it is prepared. Tiwt will be perhaps a week 
or more before- it is used, we take it. You might 
also endeavor to discover, if you can, rhat was done 
with the tens of thousands of affidavits that were 
used at Nuernberg by the Court. It is suggested 
that they v/cre never wholly read.

MR. LEVIN: Mr. President.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: "Tiilc I realize the Court has

stated that exceptions go to adverse rulings as a 
matter of course, nevertheless we regard the ruling
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in this instance rs a very greet departure from the 
previous rulings and of such importance that we want 
to take special exception to the ruling of the Court 
in this matter.

THE PRESIDENT: An exception is always an
exception but I suppose you want to emphasize your 
objection to this course.

MR. LEVIN: That is* correct.
TH" PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
MR.' LOGAN: There is also included in that

application, if the Tribunal please, a request by 
the prosecution to be only required to serve trans
lations in Japanese of the excerpts r'ther than of the 
entire affidavits. Has the Tribunal rulc-d on that?
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THE PRESIDENT: I think Mr. Justice
Mansfield contended that if the rule applied it 
required him to do no more than he intended.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: The prosecution
intends to comply with the provisions of Rule 6(b) 
with regard to the use of affidavits.

THE PRESIDENT: But there is this difference,
Mr. Justice Mansfield, that you must face up to. The 
whole of the affidavit must go in evidence. The 
Judges will be at liberty to peruse the whole of it. 
Therefore, you cannot say you are using only the
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synopsis. The rule is really inapplicable. You 
would overcone the difficulty by serving the whole 
of the affidavit and tho whole of t! o excerpt in 
Japanese as well as in English.

till. LOGiiK: If tho Tribunal please, undejr
that Rule 6(b)(1) v.'c have been making these appear
ances in Chimbors lor the purpose of relaxing that 
rule, arid that rule, as it stands, is that if on 
ontiro document is used, even though the prosecution 
just used excerpts, that the entir«- document should 
)c translated. .and these motions have been made in 
îhambürs for t.he purpose of relaxing the rule so as 
ust to permit the prosecution to xaeke translations 
f the excerpts they intend to use.

THE PRESIDîSiCT: To hold the Couit’s decision,
r. Justice kir.nsficld, I can assure you it v/ill bo 
^cessary to servo tho affidavits and tho synopses 
>t only in English but in Japanese.

i.Jt. JUSTICE Li.hoi’IELD: If the Tribunal
ease, Rule 6(b) is not as it was stated by Ur. Logan, 
lo 6(b) requires the wholo of the affidavit or docu- 
nt to bo copied in English and served on the 
fense end the excerpts which are to be used only 
; required to bo translated into Japanese and copies 
.roof served. The prosecution, in this instance,
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uR. LOCmh: If the Tribunal plans., under
tii- t Ru3o 6(b)(1) vc iv..v«. been in-kin»*: these f ppoar- 
uners in Ch Uub.rs - or the purpose of relax'.ne tout 
rule, .-„ne that r'fi.i., on it stands, is trot If on 
entire aocuiii- nt is used, ev a trough the prosecution 
just us^d vXcerpto, th-t the ...ntir.. document should 
bw translated. j.no these motions have be. n neon in 
Chambers for the purpose of relaxing the rule so as 
just to permit the prosecution to nt ko transit.tions 
of th. excerpt? they int r. i to use.

I’’::; rir.CIhL.-:Y: To hold tie Court's decision,
i.-ir. Justice ânnsfielù, I can ; sour,, you it -/ill bo 
necessary to serve the ufiie-vits • rd the synopses 
not only in English but in Japanese.

I.lc. JUlYlc:; ,J If the Tribunal
please, Rule 6(b) is not ns it was stated by hr. Logan. 
Rule 6(b) requires the whole of the affidavit or docu
ment to be copied in hnylish are; Served on th 
defense » nd th.. exe» rots which are to Jr. us. d only 
are iv-iuirv d to be tr.nsi.t~d into Japanese arc! copies 
thereof served. TL. prosecution, in t io instance;,
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has endeavored to moot the wishes of the Tribunal by
presenting its evidence in r brief sundry, that is, 
for the purpose* of saving time. If the Tribunal now 
imposes upon the. prosecution the obligation of trans
lating the whole of every document into Japanese and 
serving 135” copies in Japanese on the defense, it will 
mean that the ’'.'hole of the translation work, or a very 
lnree portion of it, will have to be re-done and all 
the copies re-done.

THE PRESIDENT: ’"hy? '"hy is that?
HR. JUSTICE KANSFIFLD: Poet use we h-ve

complied with the provisions of Rule 6(b) in making 
135 copies in English of the complete document end 
135 copies in Japanese of the excerpts relied upon. 
That is v/hrt the rule says.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you would require that
even under our ruling now. You would require at

»
least that, but we are mekina you also give trans
lations of the affidavit in Japanese additionally.

HR. JUSTICE IV.HSFIELD: Well, if that is
the position, if the Court please, I wish to withdraw 
my application to use synopses because we cannot 
possibly be ready in time.

THI PRESIDENT: You trd better find out how
the tens of thousands of affidavits were used at
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THE PRESIDENT: '"hy? ,̂rhy is that?
I.!R. JUSTICE MANSFIP ID : Po-ceuse we h-vo

complied v/ith the provisions of Rule 6(b) in making
135 copies in English of the complete document and
135 copies in  Japanese of the excerpts relied  upon.
That is what the rule says.

THE PRESIDENT: Wall, you would require that
even under our ruling now. You would require at

\
least that, but we arc mekinp you also give trans
lations of the affidavit in Jrpane'se additionally.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: Well, if that is
the position, if the Court please, I wish to withdrew 
my application to use synopses because we cannot 
possibly be ready in time.

THE PRESIDENT: You had better find out how
the tens of thousands of affidavits were used at



Nuernberg because if they were read in Court —  if 
they had to be rerd in Court —  the crsc would have 
taken years. We know this: they were tendered in
evidence there, they were used there, but they were 
not wholly read there. So whrt was done?

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: They were apparently
presented by means of a report; that is, the ones 
pertaining to the judgment. But the point that I 
desire to me''e to the Tribunal at this juncture is 
that the desire of the prosecution is to m.~ct the 
wishes of the Tribunal with regard to the saving of 
tine.

THE PRESIDENT: How long will you take if
you have to read all the affidavits9

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: It is very difficult
to estimate the exact time, but I should say that it 
will take at least a fortnight, if not longer, to 
read the whole of the affidavits.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you won’t save a great
deal of time by reading synopses.

Iß. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: Well, that is purely
an estimate on my part. The synopses will,probably 
not take more than an hour to an hour and a half 
each.

THE PRESIDENT: You had better see what was
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donc at Nuernberg. You say they wore reported on, so 
that Involved the Court not having even a synopsis 
but the finding of somebody else. Is that, so?

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: The only information
which I have is that which is contained in the judg
ment in relation to affidavits contained in ronorts.

MR. LOGAN: I believe, if the Tribunal
please, that at Nuernberg there w e m  about 38,000 
affidavits ana they were referred to a commission 
which, of course, returned an impartial report, 
whereas here, your Honor, if the synopses are 
presented by the Prosecution I don't think wo could 
call it an impartial report.

THE PRESIDENT: That is why we wanted the
copy of the synopsis in each case served on you.

Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, I should like to

add one observation, and that is this: that under
the terms of the Charter, proceedings are required 
to bo carried on in the language understood by the 
accused, in the language of the accused. Yfhen the 
affidavits are presented in evidence they are part 
of the record and, therefore, under the circumstances, 
it must of necessity be translated in Japanese.

THE PRESIDENT: '•’he Court is wholly with
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you on that, Mr. Levin. You need not print the lily.
MR. LEVIN: In one group of the Nuernberg

affidavits there were one hundred thousand of them.
In whet form they wore submitted or offered in 
evidence I cm not certain, your Honor. .

THE PRESIDENT: That effected the organize -
tions. I don't know to whrt extent it wrs used j

!against the recused individually. I am reminded |
they were defense affidavits.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: I realize a number
I

of them were defense affidavits, but I think there |I
were affidavits put in by the prosecution also. :

THE PRESIDFNT: That I cm reminded is rlso
true. I haven't read the whole of the Nuernberg I.  ;

Judgment. j

MR. JUSTICE KAESFirLD: All that wc are ask
ing is that we comply with Rule6{b)asit stands and

i
wc be enabled to furnish, in addition, a synopsis. J
re haven't asked for any relaxation of Rule 6(b). !

i
THF PRESIDENT: There is still an alternative !

!
open, Mr. Justice Mansfield, You can reduce the numberj 
of those affidavits from 135 to some lesser number, 
perhaps. Of course, we c^n'* control you there 
unless the evidence is cumulative.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD : There will be
!
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considerably more thpn 135 affidavits for the whole 
twenty areas; more then six affidavits for each area.

THE PRESIDENT: However, you hf:ve the
Court's decision rnd it is for you to say.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: Is it the decision
of this Court th~t the whole of the affidavit —

THE PRESIDENT: The whole of the affidavit end
the whole of each synopsis must be served both in 
Japanese rnd in English on the defense.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: ?fell, I ask the
leave of the Tribunrl, then, to allow no to consider 
the decision. If it is possible to be ready in time 
to h?ve some of these documents from which excerpts 
rrc beinp used —  one document runs into forty pages; 
we rre only using one page from it. That will have 
to be translated into Japanese and thrt will take 
forty days for one norson.

THE PRESIDENT: You had better proceed with
the examination of the witness.

24

25 !
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A L B E R T  E R N E S T  C O A T E S ,  cr.lled os 
a witness on behrlf of the prosecution, 
resumed the strnd end testified rs follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY HR. JUSTICE MANEFIELD (Continued):

Q Would, you describe the state of repair of 
the huts in which the sick were housed at Kilo 55?

A The huts were in bad repair. Many of them 
leaked and, of course, there wasn’t sufficient working 
party in the camp who were well enough to keep them 
in repair.

Q Were there frequent down pours in the wet 
season of rain?

A Yes. The rain frequently came through the 
roof but it didn't matter much. The men had no 
clothing and they were so obsessed with their other 
sufferings that the- down pour of rain didn't seem to 
affect then a great deal.

Q Did the senior medical office, Japanese 
medical officer for Burma visit this camp in July,
1943?

/ Yes. He came in order to find three hundred 
more workmen.

Q Did he find them?
A He kindly allowed me to helD him make the

t
L
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selection so thrt the least sick men were sent off 
to work.

*
Q From whet were these men suffering who were 

taken by him?
A Medium size ulcers <̂ f the leg covered with 

/ leeves end a bit of bark. Medium; middle sized; 
six inches. And malaria recurring, which r.t that 
time we could not regrrd as c disease in the ordinary 
sense of the word because there were so mrny other 
overwhelming problems. By that I mean if a. man had 
malerir, and that only,and he had some days between 
his attacks, he was to all intents and purposes to 
be regarded as a fit man for work.

Q V/ould you describe your daily tasks in this
camp?

A Rising at daylight and walking around amongst 
the men, supervising the work of four other medical 
officers; segregating the very sick from the less 
sick, and working particularly on the- ulcers of the 
leg; inspecting the bad cases that would be likely 
to be amputated that day; curetting perhaps seventy 
or eighty of these ulcers during the morning and 
supervising the dressing by a tGrm of volunteer 
xorderlies; and then cheering the men up, telling them 
a few funny stories; and in the afternoon proceeding
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to amputate nine or ten legs.
Q YiHitt were the conditions of the operating 

theatre, so-called? .
A After a lot of persuasion the Japanese 

sereoant camp commander gave me permission to put 
up a lean-to, a lean-to of bamboo about six feet by 
eight, and in th^t little operating theatre we 
amputated one hundred and twenty legs. The method 
of operation is technical but it is of interest to 
know we had a. tiny amount of coccaine v/hich was used 
in small quantities as a spinal anesthetic.

Q What instruments were used?
A I had two instruments, a knife —  or rather, 

three, a knife and two pairs of artery forceps, and 
we used the saw which the carpenters and butchers 
used.
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Q, Did you ever h&vo any inspection by any 
Lieutenant Colonel at that camp as a result of a 
protest?

A Following u strongly worded protest to 
Thanbyuzayat through Brigadier Varley, Lietenont Colone 
NAGaTOkO visited the camp. He promised to take away 
the men who required amputation or who had been am
putated to Moulmein to  ̂Japanese hospital. Nothing 
more was h~urd of tia proposal, but he did send a 
Japanese doctor out to the c^mp to act as camp com
mander.

^ ’./ho was Lieutenant Colonel ILiGATOMO, do
you know?

A He was the Japanese officer in charge of 
prisoners of war in Burma,

Q, '.ore there uny physical assaults on the 
patients in those camps —  in that c mp?

A There were the usual daily beatings up by 
Korean guards, a few men lost an odd tooth, and so 
forth.

Q, i/hî t was the physical condition of the 
Japanese guards?

A Well nourished, strong, healthy.
<4 Did they at any time suffer from avit

aminosis?

Ü'î
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A Not to my knowledge.
Q, hTh..t Y':,s the condition of th- mcdicel 

st, ff, th'̂ prisoner of wer medic .1 stuff?
A The doctors wore in poor condition. I 

myself ml.si only seven . nd s he.If ston- weight, end 
suff .red from thr->. disut scs -t le :st. 

v<, Did you visit ny otin r comps?
A Yes, in tin. l-o-.r stages the- 50 kilo comp,

p.opi^ froxa tiu Ei -m PQ..;ts, the H ne F Force.
<*, nt uny oth^r c.mn?
a Lc.tor <..t Chengi ir oiom.
Q, ^rd hov; did conditions in those comps cou

per- vita kilo 55?
n At the 50 kilo I think they \«_re worse, 

bec.use tir y hud come on pretty long m rch rnd 
they hi d not bc^n -tic to omput- te legs; they h'-dn’t 
feciliti-s, -v .n tii- primitive; ones tin t vxe hod. At 
50 coup th. some conditions prevailed, but they hrd 
h. d chol'. re vd ii'.. on the mo rch in Sium r nd « bout 700 
of th .ir 1B00 'x tients died within two or three 
months, vh.r os ot cur comp u< -re fortun te in 
that v:. only lost bout ' fifth of our c omp popul.o- 
tion tie t died t thr t tira-, but n; ny more died 
...ft-rv res. At th<.. Chungkei Comp in Durmo, which I 
h.d the opportunity of seeing in passing through,
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as I shall describe later, exactly the same con
ditions prevailed In some eight or nine thousand 
prisoners of war.

Q What was the attitude of the Japanese 
medical officers towards the sick?

A The Japanese medical officer with whom I 
had most contact in Burma, chief medical officer of 
the Burma prisoners' of war, simply obtained labor.
I could never persuade him to hazard a diâgnosis 
or make any suggestions in treatments. On the other 
hand, the little doctor that was sent* out by NAGATOMO 
while he did nothing active —  in other words, he 
wasn't hostile, and thus it came about that we were 
able to have a lower mortality, as a result of ob
taining clandestine food, without which we would 
probably have lost 75 per cent of our camp population

Q V/ere reports ever made by vou as to the 
camp conditions?

A Yes, both in Burma, thus bringing about the 
visit of Colonel KAGATOIÎO, and in Siam.

Q And in those reports did you describe the 
conditions in the camp?

A I did, and an expression which I used 
quite often was as follows: The spectacle of the
emaciated, skeletons of men on the one hand and the
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i edematous, water-logged wrecks on the other, manv 
! with rotting, gangreneous ulcers of the legs, emitting 
a nauseating stench, lying in their pain and misery, 
were such as I never wish to witness again. The 
daily procession to the graveyard was a reminder to 
those still alive that death would soon end their 
sufferings. The memory of it Is not easily obliterated.

Q Is It your opinion ns a medical officer that 
the deaths occurring in kilo 55 could have been 
avoided?

fi T am quite sure they could.
Q By what methods?
A Adequate fading, adequate drugs, parti

cularly quinine in amounts sufficient not only to
I
treat but to use as a preventive; the recognition 
bv the Japanese of such special diseases as we had, 
avitaminosis and amoebic dysentery, and the provision 
of simple specifics. This, together with adequate 
feeding, which could have been quite possible, seeing 
as wc did any number of cattle in the neighborhood.
Even in the absence of amenities such as beds, 
bedding, towels, soap, we co"ld have saved most of 
th*» lives.

Q Did you conduct postmortems during the time 
you were at kilo 55 to determine whnt was the cause

1'!I
j .
j
I!I

i>i

.

ï i
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of dcnth?
#

. A I have over 130 postmortems done there, 
o And what did they disclose', in general?
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A In many cases perforation of the bowel from 
amoebic dysentery —  a perforation, hole —  with 
fatal peritonitis. In other cases and in a very
large proportionne found edema, wattery clogging

/
up of the' tissues, but all the organs shrunken. In 
others again the gross evidences of pellagra, the 
shrunken organ and the cellophane bowel. The rice 
which the men could not eat, in many cases was ap-

N

plied to ulcers of the leg as a poultice to encourage 
inflammation, and fortunately some of these men being 
able to overcome one of their conditions were 
eventually persuaded and prevailed upon and en
couraged and helped to eat a little more and they

v

were gradually pulled around. Thus we welcomed the 
appearance of pus, that being what in olden times 
was celled laudable pus, a prelude to healing, ^e 
were forced back, therefore, to primitive methods of 
our fathers or ancestors hundreds of years ago.

C "Tiat was the mortality in that camp?
A ”'e lost 330 out of some 1600 that were 

there.
0 At the end of December 1943 were you evac

uated from Kilo Fifty-five?
A Yes, the.railway being completed the sick 

were divided into two groups, the light sick and theV
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serious sick. The terra "light sick" was applied not 
necessarily to a raun who wasn't going to die, but to 
a man who hud e disease which would either recover 
or kill him swy within three or four months. That 
v/us Japanese classification. The sick were moved 
by box truck to a piece near Bangkok, The so-called 
light sick to Kenburi end the he^vy sick to 
Nukorap: ton.

Q, Were you appointed senior medical officer at 
Nukomp-ton?

a I was.
Q, What equipment were you told to take with you?
A I vus told to take no medical equipment, but, 

of course, that meant nothing, because there was no 
medical equipment except the few things one carried 
in one’s pocket, but that everything in a modern 
hospital v/ould be provided :t Nukompaton.

Cl Whot did you find on arrival ut Nakomputon?
A A few bamboo huts for working parties.
Cl And was there any medical equipment of any

sort?
A None whatever.
Cl How many patients went with you at that time?
A The first group of patients came after I 

arrived, namely, 1,000, und in tho next three months
____________________________________________ _______________________________  .__________ I
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there were 8,000 in the camp. These were the
residual heavy sick from the whole of the Burma-
Siam Railway, with the exception of those of the
F and V force who had been sent back to Singapore.

C In what condition were those men? Very ill?
A Yes. A great number of them were stretcher

cases that could not move themselves at all. I’any
of their had ulcers of the leg and a great number,
of course, were suffering from avitaminoses. Fifteen
hundred had amoebic dysentery, end the remainder all*

kinds of medical diseases mixed,up, three of* four in 
each man. In addition there wçre permanently dis
abled men, with amputated legs, of course, and badly 
damaped legs which were slowly healing with ulcers, 

c ^ere there sufficient medical orderlies to 
look after those sick?

A The allotment of medical orderlies to me by 
the Japanese doctor was ten per thousand, three PO"?
doctors per thousand. The doctor was the same man/
who had been sent as camp commander in the latter 
stages at Fifty-five Kilo. And when thè wooden, 
bamboo buildings, rather, with wooden floors, with 
which v/e were to accommodate the sick, later in 
Farch, he rather shamefacedly pointed them to me 
and said, "That is all I have to offer you."
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0 Fas application made for an increase? »
A I was asked for-a report by the Japanese 

medical authorities on the affair in Burma. I wrote I

that, giving them a full and unabridged description,
and giving a list of the requirements at the Nakom«*»

paton hospital to make it an appropriate place in r

which to treat the sick.
r Did you ever receive any more medical 

orderlies?
A No, but we did prevail upon the local au

thorities to allow us to employ convalescent patients 
as volunteer orderlids*

C ™ere you told why they would not provide 
further medical orderlies, whet they wanted the men 
for?
1 A Yes, I was informed that that proportion of 

medical orderlies was ordered by the Japanese 
authorities in Burma, that any other medical order
lies had to work in ordinary working parties for the 
Japanese. 1

»

0 n,as it possible to carry on an efficient
i

hospital with the number assigned to you? !
A No, it was quite impossible, but fortunately 

or unfortunately, a number of sick doctors and sick 
orderlies came in and from time to time v/e were able
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to call then to help until they were sent from the 
camp, /

0 ’"hat was the pc sit ion with regard to food 
and drugs at that hospital?

A In the first six months it was bad. One of 
the first things that was done after the arrival of 
the very sick was to cut the rations down to what 
was called the Japanese hospital scale for prisoners 
of war. The scale of rations was just sufficient to 
sustain a healthy man, but when meat was cut to one- 
t^ird, rice to one-half, and vegetables to two- 
thirds, it is obvious that that was not enough for a 
sick or recovering patient.

THE PRESIDENT: ’"e will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(’Thereupon, at 1445, a recess was
t

taken until 1500, after which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)

I

I
i
i
i
iI

t
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t
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal fer the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Justice Mansfield.
BY MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: (Continued)

Q Did you make any applications for beds or 
bedding in this Nakompaton Hospital?

A Yes, I applied for beds, bedding, all the 
various anpurtenanees of a hospital, as well as drugs 
and equipment.

Q Were they supplied?
A There were no beds or any other equipment 

supplied until in May very small consignments,and then 
in July 1944 a much larger consignment of American Red 
Cross goods arrived. During the early months in the 
Nakompaton the doctors were at their wits* end as to 
how to treat this large number of sick without drugs 
and on the reduced Japanese ration. The very sick were 
nourished at the expense of the less sick and blood 
transfusions by the defibrinated method became a routine. 
Many other medical measures of the same kind were adopted 
and followed right through in that camp 3 the taking of 
bodily secretions from one man and giving it to another, 
such as acid from the stomach, blood and other things. 
Patients as they recovered became more like milking cows 
for the benefit of those who hadn*t. Red Cross drugs
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that had arrived in July certainly saved the lives of 
a great number. The mortality was steadily rising 
until that date. From then on the mortality dropped.

Q Were there any beatings in that camp?
There would be epidemics of beatings.
Who were beaten?
Patients, medical orderlies and occasionally

A
Q
A

doctors.

Q
A

And by whom were they beaten?
Japanese guards, that is, the Koreans $ from 

time to time by the Japanese officer-in-charge of the 
guards.

Q Were complaints made about these beatings 
to the commanding officer —  Japanese commanding officer?

A I pointed out in one of my reports to the 
Japanese that the hospital,of which we had hoped so much, 
still resembled a Japanese prison camp and not a hospital 
and that the beatings that were taking place didn't seem, 
in my opinion, to be Justifiable nor were they to be 
reasonably considered on a humanitarian basis. I

Q What was tho result of the protests? [
!

A From time to time there would be an improvement! 
and I think that our contacts with the Japanese officers }

i
were effective, but a sudden outbreak of the epidemic 
would occur again at an unspecified time. \

■
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Q Were the guards ever punished for having 
beaten the prisoners?

A Not to my knowledge at Nakompaton, but-I 
do recollect iri Burma a very good Japanese sorgeent
who inflicted corporal punishment on a Korean guard
for the beating of a prisoner.

Q What were the nationalities of the prisoners 
of war in the various camps in which you were confined? 1 

A In all the camps there were United Kingdom,

from Java.
Q Did any incident happen in September 1944?
A Yes, a neighboring camp 17 kilometers away,

a railway siding at Mompladuk was bombed by the Allies. 
A large prison camp adjoining the railway was partially 
destroyed, one hundred prisoners killed and over one 
hundred wounded.

Q Did you make any request to send assistance 
to that camp?

A I requested that we should send assistance 
to the camp as in the camp there were not surgeons—  
there was only ono— and a few other doctors and we had 
a number, but that request was refused.
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Q Were the camps marked with any sign to show 
that they were prisoner-of-war camps?

A , TTo marking of n c^mp was allowed, nor were 
any slit trenches allowed to be dug in our camp.

0 And was tbrrt applicable also to the other 
camps whichvou saw?

A After the TTonplnduk bombing, the Japanese 
senior officer filled the canp up again with more men 
than it had contained before, and laughingly told them 
that "Eomb-bomb very good." But he did permit them 
to build some little shelters, slit trenches*, and so 
forth.

Q In December 1944-, was any mass punishment 
imposed upon Hakompaton Camp?

A Yes, One of our recovering patients left the 
camp to visit the neighboring village. He was .arrested 
and then the canp authorities were called upon to 
account for him. Well, we knew nothing about him, being 
one of 7,000,- but the whole camp was put on parade for 
thirty-six hours. All patients were laid out under the 
stars for the whole of one night. Protests to the 
Japanese doctor had the 'ban lifted,

Q In July 1944, were you told anything by one of ■*
the clerks in .the adiutant's office of the camp?

A In July 1045—
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Ç '45; I bog your pardon.
A One of the ren in the office inforned me that 

ho end four —  three others would like to have letters 
fron ne to be f-'und on their dead bodies after the 
war, as the'r proposed to tell us v/hat was happening and 
try and help us to do the best we c^uld in the coning 
massacre.

0 Did he say what the corning massacre was to be?
A Yes. We had observed the machine gun nests 

all around our hospital and the hut full of grenades 
in the Japanese compound, and he informed us that they 
were to be used v;hcn a landing occurred in Japan and 
attempt was r,ade for our release.

n Did he portion anything about secret orders?
A Ye said he had seen a copy of those secret

orders.
0 For what were tJe machine guns ">nd the grenades 

to be used; to massacre whop or to kill whom?
A T’-'c machine guns covered every hut and the 

grenades wore to kill the men in the huts and the 
machine guns to kill those esc-^niug; so thev said.

Q That is, prisoners?
A Frisonors of w^r, v-~s.
0 Well, prior to that, in January 1°45, were 

"'ll officers taken from, the camp except medical officers'1
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1 A All officers, of whom there had boon $00

2 as patients in the camp, v/ere ramoved by the end of

3 February 1045 to working c-mps.

4 Q Does that include any officers who were

5 seriously ill? '

6 A It included men dying of such things as

7 brain tumors, cancers, and call the various other

8 serious infective conditions. Some of them did die.

9 As an illustration, a paralyzed American who had a

10 tumor of the brain on which a preliminary operation

11 was done was wheeled out on a bamboo stretcher.

12 0 vhnt was the Japanese dlaeipHu* like after the

13 removal of tho officers?

14 A The discipline of the Japanese vns what might

15 he called, extreme, from our point of view.
16 Q 'rhat form did it take?
17 A Beatings up became more common, searches of
18 huts, turning tho men out, became '’lnost daily
19 occurrences; sudden oarndes end c^lls, alarms and
10 excursions.
21 o And you were there until the Japanese capitu-
22 lation?
23 A At tho time of the capitulation the J^.p^nese
24 colonel called nc in and announced the armistice.
23 ÎÎR. JUSTICE FAI'SFIELD: I a.?k that the
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1 witness be sho rn exhibit 475, i f  the Court plcr.se.

2 T'. rt  is  the Japanese report on the Burma-Thai 1 r.nd

3 Railway.

4 (v/hereupon, r document was hr.nded

5 to the w itness.)

6 0 You have r copy — t ’ c o rig in e l exhibit 475

7 end r. copy of i t  there, Fov, I  would lik e  you to

8 dorl with some natters aris in g  in  that. W ill you turn

9 to page 9 of the copy, please. You w il l  soo there

10 that i t  states :,Thcugh the Japanese Amy did it s  best

11 in  taking the best possible Measures conceivable vat
12 that, tine in order to improve the treatment of the
13 prisoners of v/r.r cooperating ’ ’ith  the Japanese troops,
14 laying stress on b il le t in g , ration and health, many
15 prisoners of war f e l l  victim  of the work."
16 A I  don't think that the Japanese would admit
17 that they took the best possible measures conceivable.
18 Some of them talked to me about the show afterwards,
19 ■ -nd they recognized that the;' hadn't taken the best
20 possible measures.
21 TITS PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
22 ÏGR. LOGAF: I  novo to strike  out, your Fonor,
23 whet th is witness thinks t l r t  the Japanese night or
24 might not do with resoect to th is report. I t  is
25 h is opinion.
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TKE PRESIDENT: TTi*5 opinion ns to what the

Japanese might do v/ith the report, of course, is 
not evidence.

MR. JUSTICE "ÂMSFIELD: "Vitness, will you just
plcnse answer by giving facts.

TEE PRESIDENT: Objection allowed.
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Q Now would you say in what way they did not 
take the best possible measures conceivable at the 
time?

A They made no adequate preparations for 
proper feeding or the proper medical treatment of 
the prisoners of war employed on the railway.

Q Then in the next paragraph you will see: • 
"We should like to declare the Japanese troops :

t
participated in the Joys and sorrows of the prisoners 
of war." What have you to say in regard to that?

THE PRESIDENT: Is it necessary to examine
him on this report by the Japanese, Mr. Justice 
Mansfield?

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: There are certainI
taedical—

THE PRESIDENT: It is sufficient; to have
«

his evidence apart from any view that he might express 
on the Japanese report.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: Yes, very well,
your Honor. I will not proceed to question him on 
that. I

Q Did the Japanese at any time take any proper 
measures to combat malaria in the jungle?

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, that is
calling for' a conclusion. The witness has already
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1 gonê  over the facts of what he saw.
THE PRESIDENT: How would you cojnbat it

except by the use of rets and spraying gangs and 
medicines? »
' MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: He has only dealt

with medicines up to the present,
THE PRESIDENT: Well, he may say what steps

were taken t)v the Japanese to combat malaria in 
the jungle, if he knows,

Q Fror your krowledge, what, if any, steps 
were taken by the Japanese to combat malaria?

A' In late 1943 a body of medical men, Japanese, 
visited camps and took specimens of blood for examin
ation. Then again a number of men were employed in 
late 1943, that is to say, October to December, in 
the more remote camps in 3urma in oiling and generally 
spraying; that, is, prisoners of war were employed 
to combat mosquito malaria. But, in the earlier 
months, when these diseases caused such havoc, there 
was no such organization. That it did function in 
Siam, and function very well, is very evident from 
our own results with malaria .in that camp. Oiling 
of water and such ]ike was generally done.

Q What was the incidence cf malaria amongst 
the prisoners of war to your knowledge? How many
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1 prisoners of war contracted malaria to your knowledge?
A Ninety-five per cent.
Q In July, 1943, to your knowledge, how many 

prisoners of war in Burma were in hospital camps?
A Between three and four thousand out of ten 

thousand; but, in addition,' quite a large number of 
seriously ill men were retained in working camps.

Q And approximated how many in Thailand,
Siam, were in hospitals, what percentage?

A The figures varied from thirty to forty 
per cent.

Q Can you tell, the Court what was the total 
mortality amongst prisoners of war employed on the 
Burma-Thailand Railway, approximately?

MR. BROOKS: I want to object, if the
Court please, unless the proper basis is laid to show 
that the man had the oprortunity to observe and show 
from what record these conclusions or statements are 
being made in answer to the prosecution's question.
As I understood, he was a prisoner of war.

*
THE PRESIDENT: On what do you base your,

knowledge, sir?
THE WITNESS: I would rather not ariswer that

question, if you don't mind. You have the facts, I 
presume, before the Court. I am a doctor, not an
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administrator of figures or records.
MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: I withdraw the

3 question.
4 THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan,

«

. CROSS-EXAMINATION
9

6 BY MR. LOGAN:
Q Doctor, you have been talking about vitamin-

osis. What is that, lack of vitamins?B
Ä A The term "avitaminosis" means lack of vita
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mins.
Ç Then that comes from lack of certain types 

of food like green vegetables and meats and so forth?
A There are a number of diseases called de

ficiency diseases or avitaminosis which are produced 
by the lack of certain substances normally found in 
a rich and healthy diet,

<; One does not necessarily have to be a prisoner 
of war to suffer from vitaminosis, is that right?

A There are two examples in which I agree with 
you. In olden times, before anything was known about 
these conditions, men on ship suffered from one, scurvy; 
and, a?ain, in olden 'times, or less olden times but 
not recently,, riokets. Those diseases we never saw.

THE PRESIDENT: Observe the red light strictly,
Colonel.
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THE PRESIDENT (Continuing): What caused
these deficiency diseases? Describe the food and 
say what it lacked.

THE WITNESS: Pellagra was one of the main
deficiency diseases caused by a lack of nicotinic 
acid. That substance is found in meat and certain 
vegetable proteins. Therefore, with sufficient 
meat or the equivalent of meat, cheese, fish, what 
not, or, on the other hand, enough vegetable proteins: 
that is, vegetables containing these substances, that
pellagra would not have occurred. !

»
Q Did the Japanese soldiers suffer from 

avitaminosis?
A Never, at any time, did I have the honor of ^

I
carrying out a medical examination of Japanese soldiers, 
sir.

Q So your answer is: you don't know', is that 
right?

A Yes.
Q Did any of the Japanese soldiers in the 

building of this railway suffer from ulcers?
A I believe they did.
Q Did any of them suffer from dysentery?
A Yes, particularly in the later stages in Siam 

when we saw a great number of them at the end of the
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war in a neighboring camp.
Ç Did any of them suffer from malaria?
A I presume so.
Ç Would you say about ninety-five per cent of 

them suffered from malaria?
t

A I have no knowledge of figures in the 
Japanese Army so I cannot say,

Q In the early part of the time that you were 
there did the Japanese soldiers have nets and 
quinine, spray guns, and so forth, to combat malaria 
for themselves?

A I presume they did because I was told from 
time to time that there was only enough drugs for 
the Japanese Army and that was one reason why we 
could not have any.

Q Yet with all these drugs and medical equip
ment they still contracted malaria, didn't they?

A Yes, but on the other hand, their incidence 
was low as compared with our's.

Q But you don't know what percentage of them 
contracted it?

A I do know that they had a hospital at 
60-kilo camp. It wasn't full, and they seemed to 
work well or the railway, and they did have prophy
lactic quinine.
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Q Are you familiar with the transportation 
facilities available in the construction of this
railway?

A Yes, a little.
Q Was there a regular road running from these 

camps, one to the other, passable, capable of having 
trucks drive over them regularly?

A There were roads. There was a road cn 
which I, myself, was driven out to the 55 —  to the 
75-kilo camp in May, 1943, quite a passable road; 
and Japanese officers from Siam came up from Bangkok 
by car, automobile.

Q How many months.is the rainy season down 
there?

A It commenced in May, 1943, and the weather 
generally became fine in September.

Q Isn’t it a fact that during that period of 
time those roads were practically impassable? As a 
matter of fact, do you know that one witness who 
previously appeared before this Tribunal testified 
that roads were knee-deep in mud?

A I can only speak with certainty of the 
75- and 55-kilo camps from which we had communication 
bv road with Thanbyuzayat; and I know that for about 
two to three weeks at the end of May and early June
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at the 75 camp we could not get rations up by truck. j
Q Haven't you mentioned more than two camps, j

I
Doctor? I think you mentioned the 30-kilo camp, :
75-kilo, 105, 55. Don't you know the conditions of 
the roads with respect to all those camps?

A I never traveled on the road to the 105-kilo, 
but patients from that camp were brought to the 55-kile 
right through the wet season by truck.

i»
Q Weren't you ever at the 105-kilo camp?
A Never at the 105.
Ç Well, didn't you testify that while you 

were at 105-kilo camp the last thirteen hundred men 
there were examined by a Japanese doctor in your 
presence and he decided which one thousand of them 
were sick? Maybe I am mistaken.

I
A Unless I am mistaken, I stated that at the

j
75-kilo camp I attended, with the Japanese doctor, !

ia parade /of men who were being dispatched to the 
105-kilo camp.

Ç Well, I was probably in error then. Now,
I

Doctor, was this railroad constructed principally !
i»

through a jungle? i
A Yes.
Q The transportation really was difficult, 

wasn't it?

1
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A There were roads and villages used by the 
natives, ox tracks, and so on, before the Japanese 
constructed their road which preceded the railway.

Ç Did the prisoners of war assist in construct
ing this road which preceded the railway?

A I do not know.
Q Do you know what facilities were —  strike

that.
Do you know whether the Japanese were able 

to get food into the country by way of ships?
A I don't know.
Q You testified that these guards that you 

saw beat these orisoners of war were Koreans, is 
that right?

A That is so.
Ç And when you remonstrated with Japanese 

officers, they usually tried to alleviate the con
ditions, is that right?

A To my certain knowledge, only on one 
occasion did I see or personally know of such remon- 
stration being effective; and that was the man in 
Burma I mentioned.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half-
past nine tomorrow morning —  Friday morning.

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjournment
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Friday, 29 November, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of tho Tribunal 
7ar Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

Tho Tribunal r.ot, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.

Appearances:
For tho Tribunal, sane as before with the 

exception of the HONORABIE R. 3. PAL, Member from 
India, not sitting.

For tho Prosecution Section, sene as before 
with tho addition of LIEUTENANT-COLONEL J. S. S. 
DAMSTE, Assistant Prosecutor fror the Netherlands.

For the Defense Section, sane os before.
The- Accused:

All present except OKAV/A, Shunci, who is 
represented by his counsel,

(English to Japanese end Japanese 
to English interpretation was me do by the 
Language Section, IHTFE.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the 7ar East is now in session.

THE FRESIDENT: Major Moore.
LANGUAGE ARBITER (Major Moore): Mr. President,

with the Tribunal's permission, I present a language 
correction, Exhibit 1276, record page 11,368, line 
18, substitute "fellows" for "traitors."

THE PRESIDENT: Than!" vou, Major.
Mr. Justice Mansfield.
VR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: If the Tribunal

please, I desire at this stage to present Lieutenant 
Colonel j. s. s .  Damste, the Assistant Prosecutor 
from the Netherlands, who is a member of the bar of 
Sourabava, Java.

THE PRESIDENT: Before you leave that sec
tion. Mr. Justice Mansfield, do you propose to tender I
the whole of the affidavits ir. evidence and then road J

i
an excerpt, or do veu intend to tender the affidavit [i
for identification ir°r°ly? It makes a difference to | 
the attitude of the Court. I

?TR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: V/o intend to tender j
only that portion of the- affidavit that is marked ns j

an excerpt, ^hat is the only portion upon which we 
will rely.

THE PRESIDENT: But the synopsis will be of
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I
, tho whole, will it not?
2 I ;s. JUSTICE ï.'AKSFIELDï mho synopsis will
3 j only be? of that portion of the affidavit, namely,
I

4 j the 'yc'rrt6' upon which t.h-- prosecution relies.
I

5 ! THE PRESIDENT: It will be a synopsis ofI
6 nn - xerrpt?
7 TT>. JUSTICE UANSFIELD: Synopsis of an

i
i', j excerpt, *res.
!

y ! THE PRESIDENT: That Is all I wanted to know.
Hr. Logan.

A L B E R T  E R N E S T  C O A T E S ,  called as 
a v/itn. ss on bohalf of the- prosecution, resumed 
tho stand and testified as follo-.vs:

CROSS-EXAÎ INATICN 
3Y !R. LOGAN CConti nurd):

Q Doctor, of these b'atinps to which vou tes
tified, how many cf th^m did you personally see?

A In Bur'«a T personally saw and felt on my own 
body four, t could truthfully s-y that I saw at 
l-'-ast thirty to forty ethers in N-akompaton, Siam.
The number T couldn't calculate, but I should think 

I it would run into a hundred.

10 
I i
12 

I . 

1:
15
16

I
17 i
US I

I
ly !
20 I 

I
21 ! 
22 
23

2 i ,
25

:ron actually sov; the b*atings yourself, or

h

you examined the men after tho beatings took place?
________ _____
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Q
rlaco?

T snv; thum nvs'lf. For example —
I moan you actually saw the -assaults tako

4 ; A Vr-S? T could give some illustrations, If

a

7

9 !iI10 J
11
“ I 
12 i
l
1 . 
r
lu
1 7

18 

19

th<- Court nleaso.
C Did veu ŝ o any assaults bv sergeants or 

corporals on th-' J^pan^so* own non?
/* Yes, oner or twlc*.
Q ‘th?'- they Formans toe?

i
I A Costly.

j  0 Cow, v/hon y u  sail-d or ihr Sr.gland-Haru,
I was that a troopship?

A It v>-as In so. far as it corricd sono Japanese
i
tjofficers in good quarters.
t

I Q Had it bô -n used to transport Japaneseii
; soldiers'5
! A "hat I could not say.
• Q ’’fh!lo vou were at Tavov,vcu trsti^iod that
veu r'~C' i v-'d a little nor'' drugs than vou received20 !

21 ; at ’r-rpui, is that corr-'ct?

22 1 A
1

Yr-s. *hat was in tb n

23 j ̂ rem thr- Japan's-' doctor **or soai

2 i' Q I am net asking veu abo

25 said 'rou r' cr-iv'd '• littl~ more
received at the hosnUal in .Vrgul. Is that correct?
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A Yea.
r So I assume by "a little more" you mean 

that you did receive some at Mergui, is that right?
A Yes, at Ncrgui —
Q You did receive drues at .’Cergui, then?
A 7/e received a few.
Q "Tien, do vou want to change vorr statement, 

doctor, on page 11,409 of the record when vou told 
the Court "At Kergui drugs were not supplied?”

A T don't quite get the question, sir.
Q vou testified the other day that at J'orgui 

Hospital "drues were not supplied." Ts that state
ment correct?

P ^hnt is so.
Q And tod<ay vou say you received some at 

Hergui. Now which of those statements is correct?
A Some dru?s were received by the wording 

camp. Those were the drugs received at N^rgui. The 
hospital with these dvsenterv cases we received no 
drugs.

Q Did vou receive dny drugs while vour 1^00 
prisoners were at this school at ’Terpul?

I
A No. At that staee, in the e^rly three 

weeks of our ao3ourn,the organization was not such 
as to permit the. supplv of drugs.
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15
16
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I
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Q After vou were there for three weeks did veu 
pet drugs?

A As I replied before, we got drugs for tho 
working camp men, particularly quinine against malaria., 

Ç 7/hat else did you get?
A I don't recollect any other drugs at that

time.
Ç How many classrooms were there in this 

school in which the 1500 men were placed?
A I couldn't answer that with accuracy. !
Ç vfhat is your best recollection? j

I

A Of that I have no recollection.
0 Row long were you at the school? • j
A I was there e0r about, oh, five days myself. j

I took ill with amoebic dysentery. ;
0 ’-'/ere thor'' sanitation facilities in this j

school? j

A There were a few small latrines. jII
0 Do you know of anv other building in ïierpui 

which could have been used to take care of those
Inrisctiers of war? j

A No. T never had the opportunity of doing
a reconnaissance o^ the town. !!

Ç Serious cases of dysentery were transferred j
from that school to the local hospital, is what veu ^
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testified to, doctor. Is tint in accordance with 
pood medical practice, to segregate such cases?

A That is so.
Q And you sav three men were executed for en

deavoring to escape. 7/erc they given a trial, do 
vou know of vour own knowledge?

A All I Vrov; is som form of inquiry was 
held and the executions took place seen after their 
arrest.

 ̂ But you can't state that they were net 
tried, is that correct?

A I couldn't make a statement on that. I was 
not the camp commander. I was medical officer only.
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Q How long were you at the 30 kilo camp?
A About six weeks.
Q v.'hich weeks were they?
A The dates —  the exact dates I can't say, 

but I left the 30 kilo camp somewhere about the end 
of May; arrived in the middle of April.

Q You testified the other day that when these 
patients were ordered out of the hospital at 30 
kilo camp, a great number of them died in the next 
month or two. Do you knov/ that of your own knowledge? |

A Yes. A large number of these patients 
were men that I personally knew, had known since 
Malaya.

C Did you leave the camp with them? !
A Yes. Î
Q You went with them —  left the camp?
A Yes. The camp was completely closed down 

as a hospital, and it had no more use; so I went as 
an ordinary prisoner of war to my kumi, that is, a 
particular section to which I belonged as a prisoner 
to a working camp.

Q How long did you stay with them at this 
working camp?

A At the 75 kilo camp until the 12th of July.
Q Going back to this town of Mergui, this
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school, did you see any —  is that a small town?
A No. I should say it is a sizeable town.
Q ".’hat do you mean by "a sizeable town"?
A It is a tracing port marked on the map.
Ç Are there any other buildings in that town 

as large as that school?
Of that I have no definite knowledge. It 

never was my privilege to pay a visit to the place 
and investigate those matters. I was a prisoner of 
war and subject to all the restrictions of prisoners 

of v/ar.
Q Do you know what the population of the town 

is?
A No.
Q Can you give us an estimate?
A No.
Q Now, while you were at 75 kilo camp, what 

drugs did you receive there?
A -Ve received drugs in the 75 kilo camp, 

something like the following proportions: quinine,
about five grains a man day. At that time, 
that camp was in the position that it received 
through the Quartermasters Department a little issue 
of quinine to the extent of five grains per man per 
day. I also received a box about once a fortnight
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containing some bandages, a little sulpha, and,
*>r —

Q Epsom salts?
A A pounc. of eosom salts; quite useful.
Q That’s the same type of box you s^id you 

received at the 55 kilo camp, isn’t that right?
A Yes. Y/e received a little candle box, of 

that size, in the 55 kilo camp. The contents were 
less, and, of course, the numbers were six times as 
great.

Q '"hile you were at this 75 kilo camp you 
testified that no proper medical treatment was 
afforded you at first. I assume by that that there 
was some medical treatment riven at that place; is 
that right?

A It must be realized that the issue of 
drugs there was of the magnitude that would be 
issued to a small section of healthy men for wh*t 
might be called the regimental aid post purposes.

Ci ’ell, there were three thousand men there
at first, and then they were all, with the exception 
of three hundred, sent to the 105 kilo camp. Did 
you get the same amount of drugs for the three 
hundred as you did for the three thousand? Is that 
what you want to tell us?

COATES CROSS
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A The drug issue to us was carefully calcu
lated, and on the basis of the numbers in the camp; 
and so the supply was that to a camp that would be 
regarded as containing healthy men, not three 
hundred derelicts.

Q 'rere you confined for the most part to the 
hospitals at these various camps?

A You mean by "the hospitals" the hut in 
which sick were segregated, sir?

Q Yer.

u
1?

14 !
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A I was only in one working camp, and that 
was the 75 kilo camp, for a short time before the 
three thousand-ode were broken up and sent away.
Anc, during that time, I assisted the local regiment 
al medical officers in the hut which was set apart 
for the heavy sick; but I had access to the other 
huts and saw the men and the conditions under which 
they were living. I actually lived myself at that 
time not in the hospital but with the senior 
officers in charge of the men —  prisoner of war 
officers.

Q How about the other camps besides this work 
camp at 75 kilo?

A "/ell, the only other campa I was in were 
the 55 kilo in Burma, anc then, of course, the
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Nakompaton in Siam and, for a few d.?ys, in a 
transient camp on the v;ry to Nakonpaton.

Q So that, primarily, your testimony is 
confined to these throe comps, is that it; that is, 
matters you would know of your ov/n knowledge?

A No* I wa.s at Thnnbyuzaynt for a period 
b'.t'.voon February and April, 194-3.. Mergui and Tavoy 
you have mentioned. And I also visit.d the 90 kilo 
camp in Burma where our F and H forces were. In 
addition, during the time of my sojourn at the 
transient camp in Siam, I visited Chungkri.

Q In any of these camps, doctor, did you 
v.ver have any opportunity or occasion to visit 
any hospitals or places sot aside as such for 
tre-atme-nt of Japanese soldiers?

A Yes, on tv;o occasions: once in T-'Voy
when I helped the Japanese with a serious C'se 
and saw him once or twice afterwards, and thf 
morning following the- Armistice declaration when 
I, with r number of other officers, visited the 
neighboring camp at Nnkonpaton, actually Just over 
thv. wall, and offered our services*

Q So that, prior to the Armistice, doctor, you 
only visited the J a p a n e s e  hospital on oni occasion, 
and that was for one day, is that correct?
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A It wouldnH be correct to say one day.
I saw that man several times after his operation 
with the Japanese doctor.
' Q Three days?

A Yes.
Q So that curing this entire period of time, 

doctor, you had no occasion to see what drugs the 
Japanese soldiers had in these hospitals for Japan
ese soldiers?

A I had the opportunity at Tavoy of observing 
that they had all the facilities of the local 
British Civil hospital with a good dispens’ary, good 
operating theatre, and good store of drugs.

4

Q And that was the place you visited after 
the war was over?.

A No. That was in 1942.

25
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î  j Q B u t  y o u  d o n ’ t  kno w  w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  t h e  s u p p ly  

2 - o f  d r u g s  t h a t  y o u  sa w  a t  t h e  h o s p i t a l  o n  t h a t  o n e  

p a r t i c u l a r  o c c a s i o n  c o n t in u e d  d u r i n g  t h e  e n t i r e  p e r i o d  

4 i o f  t im e ,  d o  y o u ?

A

Q

N o .

A nd t h a t  a p p l i e s  t o  a l l  t h e  o t h e r  c a m p s , d o e s n ’ t

i t ?

A

Q

5

6
7

8 
9

10 
11 
12
13

l 
!

14 II
;

16 j
. i n f e c t i v e  t h e s e  p a t i e n t s  w e re  i s o l a t e d . "  T h a t  i s  go o d  

it ;
m e d i c a l  p r a c t i c e ,  i s n ’ t  i t ?

A T h e y  w e r e  o n l y  i s o l a t e d  i n  s o  f a r  a s  t h e y  

w e re  p u t  a l t o g e t h e r  i n  o n e  h u t  a n d  t h a t  w as o n l y  some 

y a r d s  fro m  o t h e r  h u t s  c o n t a i n i n g  o t h e r  p a t i e n t s .  I t  w as  

g o o d  p r a c t i c e  t o  i s o l a t e  th e m  i n  t h a t  w a y .

Q N ow , y o u  t e s t i f i e d  t h a t  w h i le  y o u  w e re  a t  55

24 K i l o  C a m p , y o u  p r o t e s t e d  t o  t h e  a u t h o r i t i e s  a t  T h a n b y u z a y a t
I

25 ; is  t h a t  r i g h t ?  

j A Y e s ,  I  p r o t e s t e d

Y o u  m ean my a n s w e r ,  " n o " ,  y e s ;  t h a t  i s  r i g h t .

Y o u  a l s o  t e s t i f i e d  t h a t  w h i l e  a t  55 K i l o  

d y s e n t e r y  c a s e s  w h ic h  w e re  i n f e c t i v e  w e re  i s o l a t e d .  T h a t  j 

i s  p r o p e r  m e d i c a l  p r a c t i c e ,  i s n ' t  i t , D o c t o r ?  |

A I n f e c t e d  w i t h  w h a t ,  s i r ?  |

Q I  b e l i e v e  i t  w as d y s e n t e r y .

A A m o e b ic  d y s e n t e r y .

Q W e l l ,  y o u  t e s t i f i e d ,  " I f  t h e  d y s e n t e r y  w as

18

19

20 
21 
22 
23

/
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Q Rid you do th-t orally or in writing?
A I Aid it in writing,
Q Do you know if your letter was . ver received?
A Yv s j the 1-tt̂ .r w^s re-Ct. ive d*
Q Vhf't happened ^fter th.„ letter v.-s rcc iv<d,

if anything?
A Brigadier V-.rley v/rot- to re -̂nd told n<' 

thr.t he. thought I rust hav bcv.n -x-ggc r-ting th_ figures.; 
Q who was he?
A He W's the Senior Nak^mp^ton offic r in the 

Burir.''-Sian Railway7 FCYi, I replied th^t these figures 
sircvj the 1-st letter woiv ..vcn wors- n̂d that Ifd 1 ike- 
son, e on̂. to cur. ' nd So. for himself.,

Q I didn’t auit._ g.,t his n~m.. , Doctor, YAs h.-.. 
J'pnn-Sv, officer?

THE PRESIDE!?; ’/ĥ r, is h_ now?
THE '"IT'SYSSr. Brigadi r V'-rl y was  ̂prisoner 

of war who went down on  ̂ship going from Siam to Jap~n,
Q VA 11, Doctor, v/h-..n I sp..ak •'bout protests, I 

;n referring to protests to Japanese offic rs. Did 
you :v- r nek ^ny protests to any Japan ŝ  offic rs?

A lly medium of protest was Doctor HIGTTCHI, who 
visited the c^np To him I verbally and I violently 
protested, Hy method of protest through the FCYJ 
control was through Brigadier Vnrl y who handed it on

v
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16
17
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25

tc Colonel N;.G;. TO MO.
0 What, if anything, happened after you 

handed in ycur pretest?
A About three reeks lrter Lieutenant-Colonel

NAGATOMO visited cur canp v-ith Brigadier Vrrley.
Q Y.r hr t hr p p ene d ?
A Ho inspected r nunbor cf the very sick ren 

hirsclf rnd then sc ne few vie ok s lrter ho sent cut to 
the carp a little Jrprncse doctor known rs Dr, AONUMA 
tc replace the carp connrnder who hitherto hrd been 
only the srrgernt of the guard,

Q So that ycur protest breught sere results, 
is that it, Doctor?

A Ye s,
Q Novi, you also —  ’•»ithdrrr that —  the 

tc-nperalure down there is very v»rrn, isn’t it, Doctor?
A More hurid than v*rrn, In sene parts of the 

year particularly towards the end it is rather cold —  
the dry seasm, So nuch so than non lit fires at 
night and used to sit around then to keep warn,

Q While you were at 55 Kilo in July, r.rsn»t 
it very warn at that period of tine?

A It is the usual tropical tor.pcratures for 
that latitude,

Q Sc the fact that the r.en had very few
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clothing at that period of time was not of much moment, 
was it?

3

4

5

6
7

8 
9

10
11
12
13

I
14

15 ;
16
17 !
18 iI
19

20
I

21
22
23

24

25

A I don't think that would be quite correct.
I think clothing probably had some other value as a 
cover against mosquitoes and as some sort of inter
mediary between one's skin and bamboo slats.

Q Didn't these men while at 55 Kilo have any 
clothes at all?

A Many of them only had a pair of ragged shorts\
in which they had worked on the railway, their shirts 
having long ago disappeared in rags with sweat and wear 
and tear.

Q Then i n  yo u r sta te m e n t the o th e r  d a y , page  

11425 o f  t ile  re c o rd , " th e  men had no c lo t h in g ,"  i s  a  

l i t t l e  e x a g g e ra te d , i s  th a t  i t ?
)A In the sense that it was not a nudist colony,

yes.
Q Now, you also testified that tropical ulcers 

were prevalent in both Malaya and Sumatra before the 
Japanese came in, is that correct?

A That is correct,' but I drew attention to the 
fact that these ulcers were something quite different.

t

Q I remember that, Doctor. These tropical 
ulcers are also due to lack of vitamins, is that right? 

A • The tropical ulcers which we saw in MalayK

I
I

ir

»

/
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and Sumatra occurred in well-fed men. There was no 
deficiency of vitamins and so I would say that vitamin 
lack played no part. They are due, as we know, to a 
mixed infection. I won't go into technicalities here.

I
In other words, such ulcers arc superficial. They do ; 
not invade the investing sheath of—

Q Well, we don't want to go into that now.
A You don't want that?
Q No. So tropical ulcers is a disease which is ! 

more or less prevalent in Jungle territory, is that so? J 
A Yes. I
Q How long wofe you at Kilo 55?
A From the 12th of July to the 24th of December,

THE PRESIDENT: Are barefooted men more likely
to get tropical ulcers than others? !

I

THE r,ITNESS: I beg your pardon? 1
THE PRESIDENT: Does the absence of boots play i

any part in tropical ulcers? !
THE ’’ITNESS: Yes, the bare skin exposed to

abrasion in the Jungle by bamboo scratches and by bits 
of stone flying up from the area worked certainly was 
the primary cause of the ulcer.
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1

a

p
10
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U

13

! a Japanese «soldiers ;ere nls^ exposed to the i
j possibilité- oT getting scratches and abrasions on their 
bare legs, too, isn't that so*5

A IT~, they vere ’veil clad and they had their 
jlegs veil protected.
I

0 Didn't the;- near shorts, too? Didn't they 
’ear s’ ort trousers in this hot "«eather?

A As I sa«.? then on the rrilvny they ’«ore puttees 
and trousers v?hich covered the knees conpletely.

0 TTo” about vhen you san then vhen they weren't 
on t'e railroad?

A The only ones that I saw veering shorts rere 
those not engaged in heavy -»ork, rearing officers —
o f ’ ? c e  ■’ s , t h e m s e lv e s •

14
0 Yen d r y o u a c c o u n t  f o r  t h.o f a c t  t h a t  t h e - -  g o t

15

16
u l c e r s , t ^ o ?

17
A W e l l , i t  i s o b v io u s  u h a t sop.e o f  t h e n  f r o * 1

18 t : .  e t o r ip ©  ’ • u .ld  b e  e --p o s e d  t o s l i g h t  s c r a t c h e s .

19 0 D o c t o r , y ° u t e s t i f i e d  t.o 0 t y p i c a l  d r y  r h i l e

10 y o u ” e r e  a t  K i l 0 55» R e r e r b e r  t h a t ?

21 A Y e s .

22 0 Ar.d v o u  s a y n o n  t h a t  v o u ••ere t h e r e  f r o r .  J u l y

23 1
t o  De c 3 : ’b e r ;  i s t h a t c o r r e c t ?

«  i A Y e s .

23 ”ou did on ac And opong sore of the things
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typical day., you stated that "In the afternoon pro
ceeding to amputate nine or ten legs..." Now, that 
wasn't a dailv occurrence during those five norths, 
was it?

A No, I stated that I took off 114 legs, my 
colleagues a few others in that camp; and I think 
arithmetic -'<uld s’*‘Ow that we didn't do that all the 
tire.

Q You had cocoaine there f^r the purpose of 
U'''*** it as a spinal anesthetic, is th^t right?

A Yes.
o Did. y~u ha-'e cocaine at any other camps9
A The hot tie ■•f cocaine “'as given to ne by one 

of cur dental rfficers. Fe carried it with hin frcn 
Singapore as part of his own kit fror Australia.

0 Doctor, perhaps you didn't understand the 
question. I as'*ed ^cu if you ’'ad. cocaine at the other 
earns.

A N~.
n 'rhen did ~ou visit 50 Kilo Camr>, and for how 

long a period of tin** were you there?
A So"’etire in November, and I spent a day there.
ri Didn't give you r-uch opportunity to exanine

the entire carp, then, did it?
A Yea.

COATES CROSS
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] Q How large a c*mp was it?
A Something like the ?0 Kilo, about 1800 prisoners, 

 ̂ something likv, that. I was able- to go around and soo
4 bad casv.s and advise a little- to the medical officers
5 there, see their worst problems.
6 Q Doctor, will you describe for us a typical meal |
7 that these prisoners of war received? I
s A Breakfast, rice; lunch, rice and vegetable soup;'

I

9 dinner at night, rice and vegetable soup. With each '
m meal or sometimes twice a day only, some drink, cither I

i
11 t~n or boiled water, ,
12 Q Did they receive any meat?
H a V/hat m<_at was received was made into a stock
i-i for the- vegetable soup. It was not enough to make any
n man have a littl-. piece all to himself.
16 q Y'cll, what did you ra-nn the other day when
17 you testified that the meat ration was cut down a third?

A Just what I said.
,v Q You mean, now, they didn't have a separate

supply of nuat to ..at; just that it was put in the
?! soup, is that it?
J 2 j a Yes. If one cut up the meat to givv. each man

n picc —  w^ did try that in one camp —  you could
2‘\ '

g._t a tiny, little cube about a centime-ter in size.
25

q How many occasions during this entire period

CO AT US CROSS
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1 ;
II2 !

3

4

5

6

o** time did y°u -■'ave ^  observe what Japanese 

ate?
A Ob, on many occasions I, myself, was 

I should say cn occasions.
Q A guest?
A A guest. I was ordered—

soldiers

a guest;

7

8
9 j

10 !I
11
12
13
14 
13 
16
17

18
19
20 
21 
22
23

24 
23

o Do I understand the Japanese soldiers invited 

v o v  t o  e a t  w i t h  them '5

A Yes. At the 55 Kilo Camp on one occasion 
I observed their meal because I was commanded, with 
all nv medical officers, to come in and. eat with 

then.
o Do you kn'-’f if they invited any other 

prisoners of --nr to eat ’’ith then’
A Oh, yes. On many occasions Japanese guards - 

that is, Japanese nroner -- would give a little rice 
nr give a little something to a prisoner of war. The 
individual ITCO and private was not ungenerous to 
prisoners of war, being a Japanese.

0 In other words, they were willing to share 
what they had, is that it0

A ’’•'ell, not in a general sense. They did that 
sporadically, when the spirit moved then.

o Did the fare that the Japanese soldiers

I

i

iI*

received vary Materially fron what the prisoners of war

\
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1 recei ved?
2 j A Yes. The’' had, as a rule, nore seasoning

3

4

5

end they led fish end r.̂ re neat.
r. But aside f.?or’ having a little no re, was the 

f^od thev received the sane type, sar.e kind that was
I aivcn to the prisoners of war?

7 I a Ye?, it vies.) but they ’’ad additional stuffs,
** i such as onions and sweet potatoes at the 55 Kilo Carp,

i
9 irs on ex-vraie. Those are very valuable vegetables.

10 !
1 !

o r»id they have onions and sweet potatoes at the 
iother ca ps?

12
13
11
15

16 ‘

17

18
19
20 
21 
22 
23 

2*1 
25

A "'ell, I couldn't give vary nucb of an opinion 
there, I c^n recall on a trek fron the southern part 
of Burra up to Trvey, arriving lato one night with a 
lot of sick, and the Japanese sergeant, after having 
allowed re to nut the sicv in swig old railway coaches, 
invited rc to spend the evening around a fire and vie 
! corsa ed quite o nice real.

Q I gather fror what '-ou have been saying today, 
Doctor, the Japanese soldiers were quite friendly with 
yu, is that right?

A In patches they r'erc.
n H'-w, you don’t know —  scr-ate’ that. Aside

! fron these fe > -cessions -'-'hen you saw then eating sweet 
potatoes and onions, you don't know whether the supply
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1 jof sweet potatoes and onions continued during the entire
I
oer:cd of tine for the Japanese soldiers while you were 
there?

i
A No. i

i
Q Then, you went down to Hakor.paton —  when was j

it, in December '4*, is that right?
7 1 i; A Yes.I 18 •
! o And there ^cu received Red Cross supplies, is I

9 ' I
! that right?

10 ' !. A In May we received •• very small quantity, and
11 ! !in Juiv oui to ?. consignment of American Red Cress supplies*
12|

T’-rv vraro not adequate t'- treat the sick. 7or exennle,
13 ! * 1

there w?;C enough emetine to give a half course to j
U  I '

2̂ 0 out of 1?00 amoebic dysentery cases. !
15 i
I 0 \7hat el~e did ,rou receive fron the American Red j16 ;

.■Cross at that tine'*
17 I
; A A large number of things such as boot-mending •18 I j
apparatus, sore rubber tubing, some largo ampoules of 

2() j glucose and ‘salinej several barrels of Epsom salts, and 
{a largo number cf bandages, some thousands.

22I TVE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
j

23 minutes.
24 (Whereupon, at 104?, a recess was taken
25 ! until 1100, after which the proceedings were

j
•i resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
2 j Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
3 I THE FRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
4 i 3Y MR. LOGAN (Continued):
5 j Q Doctor, did you finish telling us what was
6 j in the Anerican Red Cross supplies?
7 ! A No.
8 j Q Well, will you tell us what else was there?
9 , THE PRESIDENT: In regard to the quantity
10 received, is it worthwhile examining to any great
1 • extent about it, Mr. Logan? It cannot be suggested
2 • that it made up for any deficiencies in supplies from
3 the Japanese sources.
I MR. LOGAN: It can be suggested, your Honor,

5 *
' the Japanese did not use them, the large quantities
6 1
1 there.

17 !
THE PRESIDENT: Well the evidence suggestsis ■

j to me —  I may misapprehend it —  that the Red Cross
19 !

supplies were a small fraction of what was needed.
; MR. LOGAN: Well, even if it was a small
!

,, supply, your Honor, and both sides needed it, theI
prisoners of war got it; that is the point I am trying 
to make. I only have one or two questions left on 

25 j this anyway, your Honor.
I Q Tell us what else was in those supplies?____________ _

.j
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A I can remember a lot, but I have with me 
here the diary of the hospital Nakompaton, which 
contains the thing in great detail.

Q Well, I don’t want it in detail. Can you 
classify it in some way?

A Yes, there was mepacrene, which is a drug 
used for malaria. Six months afterwards that was 
entirely consumed, even though it was used with great 
care for the very bad cases. Emetine, I have men
tioned, enough for a half a dose for only 250 of 
1500 amoebic dysenteries; sulphur drugs and such 
like, useful for bacillary dysentery; also some 
invalid food, but that, unfortunately, had been de
stroyed, and the packages, of which there was a 
large number, were empty; no surgical instruments, 
although I had to sign for them, the Japanese doctor 
informing me they had been lost.

Q Speaking about surgical instruments for a 
mement, Doctor, what happened to yours when you were 
captured?

A When I was captured I was a relic from a 
sunken ship, and had nothing but my boots on and 
my shirt and hat and trousers.

Q Were you in the Aaty before the war, Doctor?
A I was in the first World War for four and

11,481
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one-half years years, and I served In the militia 
between the two wars as a volunteer in Australia. i

i

Q But you were in private practice when this 
war broke cut, is that right?

A I was in private practice, but I also held j
i

an appointment in connection with the military j
repatriation defense hospitals. j

Q What is the regulation dress for the 
Eritish and Australian troops in the tropics?

A I understand it is long trousers with some 
gaiters and boots, a shirt with long sleeves, hat.

Ç Aren’t short trousers and short-sleeved 
shirts regulation dress, tropical hats?

A Ho, I understand the short pants are only 
used for walking-out dress, not for work in the 
tropics.

THE PRESIDENT: What did the men, in fact,
wear before they were captured?

THE WITNESS: Some of our men wore long
pants; others of them wore shorts, according to the 
duties they were on at the time.

I
Ç Getting back to these Red Cross goods, |

IDoctor, I suppose, if the Japanese wanted to, they 
coull have withheld them from the prisoners of war, 
isn't that right?
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A Yes.
Q At all these camps you were at, Doctor, 

did they have machine guns stationed around them?
A Machine gun nests were only built around 

cur camp in May, June, and July, 1945. There were 
no machine gun nests o£ a comparable nature around 
any other camp that I was in prior to that time,

Q When you say "of a comparable nature," by 
that do I take it that there were machine guns around 
some of those other camps?

A Ifo, I never saw arv at any time, any sort 
of machine gun nes^s. There v/ere, of course, guards 
who walked around the camp, ana they were the sole 
protection.

Q Now, these beatings that took place at 
Nakompaton, to which you have testified, I under
stand the conditions improved considerably after they 
were reported, is that right?

A There would be periods after a severe 
epidemic of beatings when protests were made and 
there would be some improvement. There would be an 
outbreak of the same kind again; but, on the whole, 
as I have said, knowing the Japanese’ general employ
ment of physical violence as a means of correction, I 
was not very surprised.
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Q But you say these were Korean guards, is 

that right?
A • Not only Korean guards. I observed, myself

two Japanese officers do the same thing in our camp.
% »

Q Now, Doctor, these beatings were more or 
less sporadic, werenft they?

A Yes.
»

Q And it was not the result of any plan on 
the part of anybody to inflict punishment; it was 
dependent on the individuals concerned, isn*t that so?

A As I stated in my reports many times to the 
Japanese, it did not appear to be clear to us why 
they occurred. It was past our understanding in most 
cases.

THE PRESIDENT: Did you see the Japanese
beating their own soldiers?

THE WITNESS: Yes.
Q It depended, didn*t it, Doctor, on the 

individual personality of the one who inflicted the 
nunishment?

A And the camp commander.
Ç Did you ever see any order issued by any 

camp commander that punishment should be inflicted?
A Yes. We frequently received orders which we 

had to circulate to our prisoners of war that under
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all circumstances they would salute. It was im- 
possible sometimes for a sick man to salute.

Q Well, what I had in mind, Doctor, perhaps 
I didn’t explain it properly, was there any order 
from the commander that any of the guards should 
inflict, by beating, punishment upon any of these 
prisoners of war?

A The guards were given a free hand by the 
Japanese to beat.

Q Did you ever see such an order?
A Such orders were published in Japanese, 

and I could not read them; but I was informed so, 
and also I have heard Japanese officers addressing 
us and telling us that that was so.

Q There again, Doctor, wouldn’t that depend 
on who was the camp commander?

A To some extent, yes.
Q Do you know of any order that was ever 

issued by Marquis KIDO that prisoners of war should 
be»punished?

A No.
Q Do you know of any order issued by him that 

medical supplies should be curtailed and that prison
ers of war should not receive food?

THE PRESIDENT: Why put those questions to
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him in view of his opportunities of knowing those
things, Mr. Logan, or lack of opportunities?

MR. LOGAN: He is accused of it, your Honor.
THE PRESIDENT: It is a waste cf time, Mr.

Logan. If he could say Marquis KIDO gave no in-
»

structions that would be different,
I

MR. LOGAN: Well, if your Honor please, j
i

he is here testifying on these particular counts. !
THE PRESIDENT: He is not attacking Marquis

*

KIDO.
.MR. LOGAN: Well, I will pass it.

Q Notwithstanding these orders that you heard j

about from these camp commanders, you tell us that
I

when complaints were made to some of them, steps were 
taken td alleviate conditions, is that right?

A Yes. I
i

Q Doctor, after this bomb fell which killed 
about a hundred prisoners of war, I believe you said j 
it was an Allied plane that dropped the bomb; then i

I
you said that the same officer who spoke to you per
mitted the prisoners at that camp to dig slit trenches.|

I
What- were the purposes of the slit trenches?

\
A To give protection from air raids. j

1
Q There was part of your testimony, Doctor, 

that I didn*t quite understand. You went into great

y

»

■j

f

m J
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length in a statertent to the effect that some officer 
or someone in the Adjutant*s office, one of the clerks 
told you that these machine guns were set up around 
your camp to kill all the prisoners when the war 
ended. They didn*t do that, did they, Doctor?

A He said that these machine guns nests and 
machine guns were set up to kill us in case of a 
landing in Japan or an attempt being made to effect 
our release.

Q But the point is they did not do it, did theyT
A I am thankful to say they did not.
Q It might just as well have been a rumor,

isn't that so?
A Well, I shouldn't think so. It didn’t look 

much like it, not much like a rumor when you see a 
number of machine gun nests surrounding a camp, 
pointing into your huts.

Q Well, we will pass that, Doctor. You say 
that thirt” to forty per cent of the prisoners of war 
in Thailand were in hospitals. Do you know that of 
your own knowledge, or are you basing that on some 
report or something?

THE, PRESIDENT: He could not know that of
his own knowledge, Mr. Logan.
_________ MR. LOGAN: Thank you. That is all.________

1
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Blewett.
CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)

BY HR. BLEWETT:
Q Colonel, I presume you left Sumatra by reason 

of the fact that there was a shortage of good medical 
service, and just so we have a logical sequence here 
v/ill you tell me just what were the conditions of 
your leaving Sumatra?

THE. PRESIDENT: It won't help us to know
what happened before he left Sumatra.

MR. BLFWETT: It isn't before, sir. I just
asked the witness if he would tell us the circum
stances of his leaving.

THE PRESIDENT: I am sure it won'4- help us,
Mr. Blewett.

MR. BLEWETT: I will pass that sir.
Q Am I right, Colonel, in assuming that Mergui 

was. a place of disembarkation?
A Yes.
Q How did it fit into the general POW plans?
A It was a staging place for prisoners of 

war being taken up to Burma by ship, and there was 
constructed an airdrome and other things by the 
prisoners of war during their stay there.

Q Well, then, your first point —  your first
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destination, as a matter of fact, in so far as your 
professional work was concerned was at Tavoy, is that 
right?

A No. At Mergui I functioned as the senior 
medical officer.

Q But the hospital —  it was at Mergui; I wasn't 
sure; there had been one other - Was that set before
hand or v/as it an emergency?

A The seriously sick were housed, as I said 
before, in some huts of the civil hospital.

THE PRESIDENT: I think the cross-examin
ation must almost necessarily be repetitive, Mr. 
Blewett.

MR. BLEWETT: Well, not quite, sir. I
wanted to get the location on this map for kilos, 
but I shall pass over that and ask the witness a 
question along another line, sir.

Q Would you say, Colonel, that the hospitals 
in which you were located were pretty much along 
the southern line of the railroad?

A The word "hospital," sir, is l\srdly the term.
I would call them depots for the very sick. There 
were no hospitals in the true sense of the term in 
which 1 was ever located.

Q What plans, if you know, did t.he Japanese

9

!

Ii
II
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have in contemplation on this huge undertaking as 
to the care and maintenance of victims of accidents 
and diseases?

A I have no knowledge of any of their plans,
sir.

Ç From your professional knowledge and ex
perience, was it conceivable that the Japanese could 
foresee that there would be such a great number of 
unfortunates?

THE PRESIDENT: It is for us to determine
that, really, Mr. Blewett.

MR. BLI.y.'ETT: I would think, sir, that the
witness’ testimony os to an undertaking like this 
and the events that occurred, he might be able to 
give us the information which would be of some value 
as to th: preparations beforehand, the lack of them.

THE PRESIDINT: We must determine whether
it was excusable or inexcusable.

Ç Do you know, Colonel, actually whether or 
not the one thousand prisoners of v/ar reached 105 

Kilo Camp and whether or not they were forced to work?
A I know that by reliable reports, sir.
Q That they actually were put to work?
A Yes, sir.
Q What scientific safeguards, if any, did
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the Japanese have, in so far as work is concerned, in 
this jungle infested territory?

A The only ones I know are that in a few camps 
there was quinine to be given five grains a day 
that was my orders at the 75 Kilo —  to prevent 
malaria. And late in the year they did take some of 
cur prisoners of war to join their sanitary corps 
which was oiling in one camp. At the end of the 
year they took blood smears from most of the prisoners 
of war that survived; and rectal smears as well. I 
omitted that before, rectal smears.

Q Was any adequate hospitalization set up along 
the line of which you are familiar, Colonel, at all?
I mean, in anticipation of the likelihood of there- 
being casulties*

A There was a scries of huts at Thanbyv*,ayat 
which received the sick we brought up from Tavoy,
Along the line there was no place —  no hospital. All 
that was ever used for accommodating the sick were the 
abandoned working huts.

Q Have you been on any large projects either 
in your ov:n country or any other country?

A No, but having served In the First War, 
particularly in the early phase, I know something 
about medical conditions in such a place- as, say,
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Gallipoli.
Q Veil, then, did it not seem to you,

Colonel, that these conditions which prevailed had 
not been anticipated?

THE PRESIDENT: How would he know it oould
have been? It might have been sheer neglept. It is 
for us to say whether it was excusable. I c£n say no 
more than that, Mr. Blewett.

Q r'hen you referred to a rice and raddish 
soup on the trip to Mergui, Colonel, you didn’t v/ish 
to infer that the Japanese had other food on board 
which they refused to serve you*, do yoi ?

A No.
THE PRESIDENT: That is irrelevant. It is

immaterial whether they brought it on board or left 
it behind, I f '.they didn't provide it, they should 
have done so.

Q Did the Japanese have medical or other 
supplies on hand which were actually refused to you and' 
your assistants?

A Yes.
Q Did any high ranking officer at any time 

refuse you medicines and supplies v/hich you knew* to 
be obtainable?

A There was no high ranking medical officer
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of the Japanese Aray in Burma, He *is a Firèt 
Lieutenant only, the senior medical officer. I had 
no contact with eny other officers such as the 
Lieutenant Colonel in charge. I was too mean a 
person to come under his direct supervision.

Ç Did you say whether or not the Japanese 
Army wrs below the standard of medicine and hos
pitalization of the British or /mericcn Army?

A It would be unwise for me to comment because 
I didn't see a great deal of the Japcnese medical 
service. I sew only those associated with the 
prisoner of war camps and those few odds and ends I 
have mentioned.

Ç The terrific odds under which you worked end 
the horrible scenes which you described, would it not 
been correct to assume that the supplies were far 
inadequate for the situation?

THE PRESIDENT: The duty of the Japanese
was commensurate with the needs.

Q Did you not observe, Colonel, that the 
conditions of global warfare would interfere very 
seriously with the obtaining of medicine end 
supplies?

THE FRESIDENT: It is right beyond his
province. How could he help us on that?
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Q On vhrt do you br so your opinion thrt the 
Mergui Cr mp yjps crovdcd by 75 per cent?

A Pccruse '"hen the men lry dorn to sleep on the 
floor rt night there ^rsn^t r seurre foot of spree to 
be fevnd in the ernro, rnd thrt. despite the fret thrt 
nuite r number of men v,ere employed on duty or ' ere 
stending or sitting rbout,

Q As r pbysicirn ? nd from your expe rience , 
did you not believe it ’ou]d hrve been ~ood policy 
rnd sound policy for the Jrrrnese to keep these 
workmen in good sound condition?

THE: PRESIDENT: Thrt is rrgvment, of course.
LIE, JUSTICE M i Nf FIELD: I object to this line

of (Questioning rs irrelcvrnt.
THE PRESIDENT: The nucstion is disrllo'-ed.

Q V/culd you not rgree, Colonel, thrt the fret 
thet the J r p m c s c  utilized your p r o f e s s i o r - r  1 rbility 
throughout these m m -" -'errs ,,,r s sont indiertion thrt 
they "’ere r.rkinp r serious effort to rllcvirto the 
conditionr ’"hich you describe?

THE PRESIDENT: It is for him to pry vhrt
he rrv’ m d  herrd, In dcrling vith the nr turc rnd 
trertment of diserres he nry ''peek rs rn expert.

IIP. BLI’NETT: You mry rnswer.
THE PRESIDENT: He need not msver.
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MR. BLEWETT: I beg your pardon. I mis
understood .

THE PRESIDENT: I said you were trying to
argue with him and it should have been obvious that 
the question was disallowed.

Q Nokampaton, Colonel, where was that located 
rs to the kilo situation?

A Nakcmpaton is somewhere about thirty-five
\

miles from Bangkok. I cm subject to correction on 
the correct mileage.

Q Well, you were between 30 and 75, I believe.
I assume, therefore, that it was in the neighborhood 
somewhere.

A I think there is some confusion, sir, Nrkr.mrrt 
is in Siam and the 30 Kilo is in Burma.

Q Therefore, were patients brought from the rail
way work ermps in both directions to Naknmpaton?

A If I might be allowed to correct that, sir, 
Nakampaton was established as an asylum for the sick 
v/ay at the eastern end of the line at the early part 
of 1944, after the railway had been completed and the 
residue of serious sick were withdrawn from that area.

Q From what large an a.rer, therefore, did you 
receive patients?

THE MONITOR: Mr. Plewc-tt, will yoü kihdly
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rephrase that question, please?
Q From what distance from the erstem end of 

the railway to the we stern end did you receive pr tient s?
/ The railway ended before Naknmoaton, thrt is, 

on its west side, r.s far as we were concerned. And 
so the prtients thrt enne were the serious chronic 
sick who would tr.kc- more then six months to recover 
who hed been c.t work on the whole of the railway line 
öfter it wrs completed. Nrkc.mpcton wasn't r comp 
v/hich wrs in use in 1943. At tho time of the build
ing of the railway it was an asylum to receive the 
cesulties after the railway hrd been built.

0 Did the number, therefore, remain quite static 
from the time of its inception and during your stay 
there?

A No. The total number that passée through 
the hospital camp was 10,000, and the static popula
tion of sick there was roughly 5,000. In other words —  

THE. PRÄSIDENT: We will adjourn until half
past one.

(’'.hereupon, at 1200, a recess was
taken.)

I
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
1330.

A L B E R T  E R N E S T  C O A T E S ,  called as 
a witness on behalf of the prosecution, resumed 
the stand and testified as follows:

MR. BLEPTSTT: If the Court please, I was
inquiring on a theory which I thought the witness 
would be able to testify to. On further study I have 
decided to delay that until the proper time for pre
sentation.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Cunningham.
CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)

BY HR. CUNNINGHAM:
Q Mr. Witness, have you testified concerning 

the facts that you have outlined here before any 
other Tribunal?

THE PRESIDENT: He gave evidence before me
but I v̂ as rot a tribunal; I was a commissioner. The 
war was on and I could not hear the Japanese; in any 
event, they would not have come to me. I believe when 
I examined him the war had concluded. Mr. Justice 
Mansfield was a joint commissioner with me. He may

ESC
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have been examined by somebody else but I do not 
think so but you can ask him.

MR. CUNNINGHAMs I might say that that was 
news to me, your Honor. That was not what I was 
driving at at all.

THE PRESIDENT: u,ere you examined by any
other Tribunal?

THE WITNESS: No, sir.
Ç Have you testified in atrocity cases against 

any Japanese since the end of the war?
A No, only in a general way. At the end of the 

war I gave a picture to the Supreme Allied Command 
on the affairs in Burma and Siam, a general account.

Q "Tiat was the purpose of that statement or 
affidavit, or whatever the nature of it was?

A Historical.
0 Do you know whether or not that was used in 

the nature of a report or evidence in any trial against 
Japanese in atrocity cases since the war?

A I have no knowledge of such.
0 Did you file any official complaint against 

the commander of any of the camps about which you have 
testified for the purpose of bringing the matter before 
any court or tribunal?

A Under interrogation in Melbourne I gave the

üBüälääBhäi
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nr mes of r certrin number of Jrprncse officers v'hom 
I thoupht v*ere responsible for certrin brd conditions*

9

Q Do you hrve r record of those nrmes?
A No, but I ern remember them.

#
o 

A
Vill you give them?
I mentioned Lieutcnrnt Colonel NAGATOMCMs

nrme rnd Dr. KIGUCHI.
1

0 Do you knovf Hie the r or not either of the sea
men hrve ever been tried in etrocity erses?

A I hrve no certrin knowledge, 
o Do you hrve rny uncertrin knowledge?

Ml. JUSTICE MANSFIELD* I object to the 

question rs irrelevrht.
0 V'hrt vt  p the purpose of this interrogrtion 

in Melbourne?
\

A I think to obtrin from me r gencrrl pic+ure 
of conditions in prisoner of wrr ermps from rhich '-eI

hrd just been rcloosed*
0 ’"rs thrt confined strictly to rn inouiry 

concerning Austrrlirn prisoners of v,rr?
A As frr r-s I rememb<r, yes. 
o Did you hrve rny informrtion or report brek 

on thf results, or rny innuirics lrter conducted, rs 
r result of the testimony or informrtion Hiich you

-  i

rrve?

-.x-M

v
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A No.
0 Did you give all of the names of all of the 

persons whom you considered responsible for all of the 
mistreatment conducted in your presence or under your 
supervision during your prisoner of war confinement?

A I mentioned certain names, particularly of 
certain guards and junior Japanese underlings who had 
not conducted themselves with propriety; but I didn't 

I consider it was my duty to lay specific charges 
against individuals. That v/as more a matter for a 
number of orher officers who had had intimate rela
tionships in that regard. I considered it my duty 
to paint a general picture and give the Commission 
in Australia an idea of the actual conditions, not 
with any particular purpose of retribution but just 
in an historical and straightforward fashion giving 
the facts.

0 Did you give a full and complete report 
which parallels the information which you have given 
here in this courtroom of—

A No.
0 To what extent did you not give a full and 

complete report at that time?
THE PRESIDENT: ,!,e do not want to know that

unless you suggest he is suppressing something v/e
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---------- — --------- v-----------
should hear. t

Have you omitted anything in favor of the 
Japanese?

THE "TTNESS: ’’'ell, perhaps I have had the
{

opportunity only of mentioning here before the Court ■ ! 
one or two instances of a little kindness. There I
were, I think, statements by me included in various j
documents which indicate that immediately after j

j
capture we were not treated uncivilly.

THE PRESIDENT: Tell us all you can recollect
in their favor, if you have not already done so.

THE ’’’ITNESS: These are a few instances:
I remember at the time of capture, the Japanese* 
medical ofx'ioer saw me in Pedang, in Sumatra, and 
permitted me to carry on with the treatment of 
wounded. Secondly, after a number of Japanese raided 
a hospital in which I had a large number of wounded 
women, the same Japanese doctor protested on my be
half to Japanese headquarters and had the place put 
out of bounds to Japanese. Thirdly, when the ;
Japanese local commander insisted that all the j
seriously wounded people we had in the hospital

«

should be moved out into the prison camp, my protests 
again to the Japanese doctor bore fruit and we were 
allowed to retain them there for another two weeks.
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Shall I continue, sir?
THE PRESIDENTî Yes, continue.
THE ’"ITNESS: At Tavoy, a Japanese doctor

there, while admitting that he couldn't do anything 
for us in getting us drugs, was not unsympathetic.
At the time we removed our sick he personally came 
down and saw us off on a little boat and said goodbye.

THE PRESIDENT: ,,re want to know whether these
alleged atrocities were the result of a policy or 
were just due to the misconduct of individuals.

THE "1TNESS: In the 55 Kilo Camp, Burma,
when supplies were severely short and I had made 
representations to Dr. AONUKA, who had been sent 
there by Colonel NAGATOMO, AONUMA replied that he 
was not permitted to allow us to buy any food in the 
neighborhood or establish any canteen to increase 
our diet, but when he personally caught some of our 
men who carried on nocturnal negotiations to obtain 
food, he did not punish them in the manner which one 
might have expected. I had with him as a doctor a 
certain fraternal association. He had for me some 
respect and I for him. It was he who said to me as 
I pointed to the bare floors in the my kumi, "I am 
sorry; that is all I have to offer."
BY MR. CUNNINGHAM: (Continued)
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Ç I believe that covers that proposition.
Now, in your prisoner of war camp, did you have, 

your own organization for the conduct of the affairs 
of the camp?

A In Burma at the 55 Kilo Camp there were few 
medical orderlies because most of the medical order
lies were employed as laborers on the railway line. 
Consequently, the organization was only a skeleton 
organization. At Nakompaton after the railway line 
was finished, as I stated in my evidence, the Japanese 
allowed me one doctor and ten medical orderlies per 
thousand plus, of course, the three NCOs; but the 
actual workers were one doctor and ten medical 
orderlies per thousand. They allowed me to organize 
•the doctors in the camp for their specific function 
and to hold clinical meetings where the doctors met 
together to discuss their problems. That I much 
appreciated. In the early stages the Japanese 
doctor himself favored us with his presence. Later 
he informed me that he was not permitted to attend our 
meetings and from then on the relations between the 
Japanese medical staff and ourselves became purely 
formal.
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Q Was that not what was expected rather than 
what had preceded it?

A I state that because I think, from my 
fairly long association with some of these Japanese,
that there were men who would liked to have made

\
closer contact with us, but that the iron machine 
of the POW organization did not permit it.

Q Was there anv organized interference on the 
part of the Japanese to prevent you from alleviating 
the situation as much as you could in your own camp?

A Yes. *or example, the building of beds. We 
could have constructed beds for some of our seriously 
sick1with the material in the camp, but that was not 
allowed. That to me was a thing I couldn't understand. 
Bevond that, the restrictions and the petty pin-pricks 
and sometimes very serious ones in a hospital were 
such that it militated against the effective treat
ment of the sick. In a report to the Japanese, of 
which I have a copy in mv diaries here, I pointed 
out that at the end of 1944 that though that hospital 
was the best in î'akompaton, I mean, that we had seen 
it was very far rrom what we had expected of a 
country of the status of Japan. I stated that the 
hospital had too much the appearance of a Japanese 
prison camp, which we knew only too well; that
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beatings were ^ar too frequent, and the various 
restrictions that were placed on our activities 
prevented us from doing the work which I felt the 
Japanese medical authorities desired we should do.
Tf I might quote another thing: A Japanese colonel,
full Colonel, visited our camp on an inspection 
somewhere about October, 1944. I requested that I 
should put before him some of our needs, particularly 
for the feeding of the very sick, which the Jauanese 
had never undertaken. The request was refused, but 
I was asked to join a procession the following dav.
Bv a stratagem T managed to make contact with the 
great man, the Colonel, and speak to him. Asking 
who 7 was, he said', "Are vou recovering the patients?" 
I replied, "Not as well as we would like, for want of 
more fat, protein, that is, meat, vitamins, and more 
drugs." "he records of Nakompaton which I heve show 
that the diet improved, and by Christmas time we had 
a much happier time in that camp than we had ever had 
before. T think that is about all, sir.

Q Now, this treatment you have described last 
was at the hands of a full Colonel of the Japanese 
r.edical Corps or Japanese Army?

A I was informed fhat he was a medical officer.
Ç ?hen would "ou take it from that that it was
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more or le fs the policy of the- I'cdicrl Corps of the 
JrppTicse Army to do its best to^erds the erre of 
the Ameriern m d  other prisoners of v,rr?

A I ern only infer thrt ft thrt prrticulrr 
stfge of the vrr it vts the policy of the Medicrl 
Corps jbf the Jrprnese Army to help us, but I believe —  
it is W  prrsonrl opinion —  thrt mrny Jrprnese 
medierfc officers ^ould liked to hrve done something to 
hrve helped us,

Q It isn't your clrim, Colonel, is it, thrt 
the Jrprnese medicrl officers would be violrting 
their instructions bv following such r course?

A I hrve no knorlcdge of the rclrtionship 
between the Jrp^nesc Medic: 1 Corps rnd the C-* rnd A* 
Strff of their rrmy, I hrve no knovledge Y’hrtevc r •

TIE MONITOR: Colonel, v-het is r 0, rnd A,
Strff?

TIE ’’ITIESS: Generrl, rnd Adjutrnt
Crner? 1' s S ff.

Q r’rs thrt the highest, rrnking Jrprnese 
officer *’'ith v’hom you hrd ccntrct rll of the time 
your vicrr r prisoner of v,pr under the Jrp*ncse?

A It is the highest rrnking officer v»ith 
shorn I spok*- , but I hrp^ened to v/rik rround v-ithin 
rbout twenty yrrds of r Jrprneso C-enc-rrl, Si.SA, rt
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the 30 kilo camp, as mentioned in my evidence.
Q ’'Vas the same Colonel whom you have mentioned 

in companv with this General, or was that on another 
occasion9

A ""he incident with General SASA was in early 
*43 and the affair with the Japanese Medical Colonel 
was in late '44.

e From '43 to '45, to the end of the war, 
did conditions better as time went on?

A ^rom late 1944 onwards to the end of the 
war conditions with regard to food improved vorv 
definitely. The reasons for that were '"anv fold; 
one was that we had a canteen, which the Japanese 
permitted in NaVompaton, and we were able with the 
money earned as prisoners of war to purchase quite 
a lot of food. Nevertheless, our diet even at the 
end of the war, as shown by praDhs in my possession, 
was far below a normal diet in proteins, fats and 
vitamins, but those of us who had been accustomed for 
so long to live on light Oriental rations had, as 
it w^re, a low bodily requirement, so we didn't 
look or feel as ill as we might have been.
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1 j Q Now, Colonel, in order to crystnlize this,
2 « are there any instances, shining examples, you might 

say, that you would like to mention to this Tribunal 
of the improvement in the treatment of you by the 
Japanese from the time, say, 1944, until the end of 
the war?

A Yes, I regard the hospital at Nakompaton —  
with its many faults it was far below what one wouldt
expectÿ nevertheless, it was such an improvement, and 
the facilities which we wero allowed ourselves to make 
indicated that the desire of the Japanese medical 
staff was to see as many men recover as possible. I 
should like to mention two officers in that camp,who 
were not medical officers, who gave us all the help 
within their power. One was an interpreter by the

I
nano of Doctor IvATSUSHITA and the other was Lieutenant 
WAKAIIATSU.

Q One last question, Colonel. After you got 
organized into your role as prisoner of war, did you 
begin getting mail and packages through the Red Cross 
and news from home and other incidental things which are 
slow in coming about?

A First news from home I received was three and 
a quarter years after my capture. The first Red Cross 
material that came to our camp was an ounce of butter-
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per man on one occasion in October 194-3• The next lot 
of Red Cross stuff was, as I have mentioned— only on 
one ocoasion did we receive Red Cross parcels and then 
that was one parcel for thirteen men, and that was In 
the middle of 194-4 at Nakompaton. I repeatedly 
applied for books, papers and something to help 
intelligent men to keep from rusting. Even for the 
medical men I considered it desirable that we should have 
some journals, but they never came,

MR. KAMI.- I am coureal HAVAI. .\

TH!". PRESIDENT: Counsel HANAI.
CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued):

BY M R . HANAI:
Q The witness stated that as a result of the 

application of rules concerning diet given to the 
patients among the prisoners of war a*i your c&apa 
at the camps at Nakompaton and Kamburi, the ration of 
meat was decreased to one-third of the normal and that 
of rice to one-half of normal. Does it mean that before 
this measure, these rules applied in those prisoner of 
war hospitals, their regulär rations in meat and in rice 
were three times and two times more respectively; is 
that true?

A Yes, At Nakompaton v?e were informed on the
4th of April 1944 that the camp would no longer be
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regarded as a camp of workmen, but as a camp of sick
men and that the appropriate ration scale would be
adopted, namely, one-third of the amount of meat —
and the rice was not quite right, sir —  I think it is
two-thirds rice and two-thirds vegetables on a sliding
scale* But the big thing was the amount of meat was »
reduced to one-third.

Q Was meat abundantly given —  issued —  to 
the Japanese troops?

A At Nakompaton I have no knowledge what the 
Japanese troops received as they lived in a separate 
compound from ourselves. That there was abundant 
meat in the neighborhood was obvious because we could 
buy with money which we could secure, and at the end 
of the war I was able to buy large quantities of meat 
the day following the declaration of armistice. j

Q You testified that you bought foodstuffs 
secretly to replenish your nutrition. How could you 
buy those foodstuffs secretly?

i
A That was for a short period at the 55 Kilo , 

camp in 194-3 in Burma. As some of our patients recoveredII
they were able to carry out little trips outside the !
camp at night, make contacts with the Burmese natives j
and purchase food with which —  with money supplied j

j

by our officers in the camp. It is my considered j

I

1
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opinion that but for that food so purchased a great 
number more men would have died in that camp, and I 
think that the Japanese doctor who was aware of these 
negotiations after some men had been caught, did not 
act ns he might have done, but he winked his eye*
In other words, he disobeyed orders for the sake of 
humanity.

Q You have stated that at hospitals in Nakompaton 
and Kamburi recovered patients became the source of 
blood supply and supply of nutrition to those who were 
more seriously ill.

A Yes.
Q However, is it not a fact that those who have 

sufficiently recovered to be able to give transfusion 
of blood to other people were allowed to stay in the 
hospitals —  still allowed to stay in the hospitals?

A Yes, they were employed as workers in the 
hespitals, and, of course, we had the unfortunate 
trouble of having to use the same worker many times 
to give his blood. Fifteen hundred transfusions were 
given in that camp in a few months,

Q Are you aware of the fact, rather were you 
aware of the fact that the punishment of Japanese 
soldiers such as guards and others were not carried 
out in the presence of prisoners of war?

I
i\I

IlI —
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1 A Yes.
Q In that case does it not follow that you do 

not know whether the Japanese troops —  soldiers —  
were punished for having mistreated PW*s?

A As I said yesterday, I saw one Japanese 
sergeant beat up and punish a guard for maltreatment
of a prisoner of war. On the other hand, I have seen
many times guards boaten up by Japanese officers, so 
that some punishment at any rate was carried out in 
view of the prisoners of war,

Q But are you not aware of the fact that the
Japanese side —  the Japanese Army —  tried as much as
possible to avoid carrying out punishment in the 
presence of prisoners of war?

A I know nothing of the rules and internal 
arrangments of the Japanese Army.
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0 I rill rsk you some other ouestion.
In instances such rs rrlrrir, rmocbic dys'en- 

tcry rnd tropicrl ulcers, rre they not indigenous 
to the pieces you ere?

A Do you m e m  the pieces ’-e ’•’ere in, in Burmr., 
or ’ here v,e rre nor?

0 In Burmr*
A Mrlrrir is frirly common in Burmr* So is dysen

tery end so is tropicrl ulcer
ed Then, does it not folio’" thrt those v>ho rre. 

not nrtives or those r,ho pre 'not r ecus tome d to thrt
\

prrticulrr locrlity hrve Vi.-y little, ’’crk resistrnce 
to those diserses? x

A vrc people /of the r’est/ get over thrt by 
inoculrtion, by proper preventive meesures, rnd by the 
rpnroprirte employment of drugs end diet for the treat
ment of sufferers.

Q However, it is only ”hen these freilities ’’’ere 
rvrilrblf, is it not?

A Oh^ yes, V.'ithout such freilities such rs 
rpproprirtc r’rugs it is r hrzrrdous rffrir to live in 
such r t1ungle,

0 You hrve testifi- d thrt chrrcorl from the 
kitchen vt p used in the plrcc of drugs, For v,hrt 
purpose — * vhrt illness, prrticulrrly, nrs this used?
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A Dysentery.
0 Is not charcoal prescribed, including the 

proscription as an absorbent, for dysentery?
A Charcoal has no value in killing the gems of 

dysentery. All it does is it absorbs water and snell. 
It is a synptonatic drug and not a specific curative 
drug.

Q But is it not effective for absorbing toxin 
rapidly fron the intestines and reroving it fron the 
bowels?

A Hes, It is an absorbent. That is vhy it is 
given. And a nan is wise, in the tropics, to have a 
little charcoal in case he has the diarrhea fron tine 
to tine. But it does not kill the gems of dysentery.

f. Vlas this charcoal, t^o charcoal in question, 
v/as it special^ nade for :'bc purpose of using it as a 
drug, or ras it just taken fron the kitchen, taken 
out cf the charcoal to be used at the kitchen?

A The charcoal that "c used at the tiv,c in 
question consisted of the crushed ashes.

0 Then, you don’t ’mow 7,'bother it v/as specially 
nade for that purpose or it v/as taken out of charcoal 
to bo used as fuel?

THE KOriTOR: Slight correction on that:
Then you do not know whether this v/as crushed
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fror» the charcoal specially nado for the purpose of 
drug, oj fron the fuel that was used in the kitchen?

A Yes, I do. ïîy orderlies used to go to the 
kitchen and rake out the ashes fro.»n under the queries 
of rice and grind up the ashes, and that was the char
coal.

0 Are you aware of the practice, old- practice 
in the East, that is, that of ».’.sing"burnt, and car’-onized 
plants and minais, using those burnt and carbonized

»

plants or minais as drugs'*
ÏÎR. JUSTICE TAFSFIELD: I obiect, if the

Tribunal please, as I subn.it it is entirej.y irrelevant 
to the issues before the Court.

ÏFE PRESIDE! T: Y m  " ay ask hin if anirrl and
vegetable charcoal was used.

THE 7ITNESS: Vegetable charcoal was used,
nanoly, the wood wes burned to coo1: the fmd and the 
ashes •’hich renainod forned the charcoal —  burnt, wood.

0 As .? doctor, do you know-anything about the 
effect, or, ro.thcr, effectiveness’of so-called carbonized 
plants or a.nimls?

A Yes, I know that carbonized plants —  in other ' 
words, charcoal —  is a very good absorbent; and wo use 
it, in ny country, for n variety of disoasos, for that 
purposo only, absorbing.
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TME PRESIDENT: 'les any charcoal other than
that obtained in the kitchen available to you?

THE WITNESS: Ho.
MR. FANAI: I conclude ny cross-oxanination.

CRO?S-EXAMINATION (Continued)
BY MR. BROOKS:

f] Kr. witness, was the amount, of charcoal that 
you obtained sufficient fron t! eso places without 
preparing anymore for the purposes that you needed?

A We had enough charcoal fron our kitchen for 
us to give all the prisoners of war in Burra an adequate , 

dose.
?:!E PRESIDENT: Tfc have heard enough about*

charcoal, Captain Brooks.
o Doctor, on the discussion of the Red Cross

supplies that you did get, did yçu over ascertain at
that tiro or later whether the transportation problem

%

v/as the nain point that kept ,>,ou fron getting more of 
these supplies, or any other fact that you ray have had 
in your knowledge?

Â In 1^44, at the tine of reception of the Red 
Cross supplies, I had no knowledge of any difficulties of 
the Japanese. In 1945 I v/as informed by the Japanese
doctor that supplies had been sent but that they v/ere 
being held by the Japanese in Bangkok for sore months as
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a reprisal for the sinking of a Japanese ship b'r the 
Americans. But ho infornod no that out of the goodness 
of heart of the Japanese they would allow us to have 
so-’o. So ho supplied no with thirty-five boxes con
taining ampoules of salt water. Fortunately, at that 
stage v/o could make all those things ourselves.

10 Did you ever find if any of these ships had 
been sunk?

A The incident I have related is all I have 
knowledge of.

0 rTov?, v/cre there ary —  I will strike th~t.
You were discussing certain officials who were 
responsible that you testified about at a previous 
hearing. JTow, were there any other officials of equal 
rank and position whom you did not mention because 
you did not believe thoy were responsible for any of 
the acts?

A To ny knowledge, I think there is only one 
person that I made any special reference to, and that 
was a peculiarly objectionable interpreter. He was a 
Korean.

Q Now, Doctor, in these c~n.ps were you a part 
of the prisoner-of-war administration staff?

A It varied. In the primitive camps in the
Burma Jungle I lived with the men and I was known as

___ I
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"the old nan."
0 r'hc>.t I bad particularly in nind is whether 

you w-uld have boon in a position, as an administrator 
in the camp, as a prisoner-of-war administrator in ti e 
camp, to have head knowledge of the rules and regula
tions furnished by the Japanese to such administrators 
for administration.

A Yes. Those rules v;ere known as "house rules" 
for prisoner-of-war camps, *nd I had r. copy of these 
nt all the camos.

THE PRESIDENT: Vc - ill recess for fifteen
minutes.

(’.'hereupon, at 144-5, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after v,hich the proceedings 
v.’cre resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Captain Brooks.
BY MR. BROOKS (Continued):

Q Doctor, we were discussing the house rules. 
Nov/, were they the same ill each camp?

A In 194-3» in Burma, they were the same bocause
they were rules issued by Lieutenant-Colonel NAGATOMO.

«

Q And did this. Lieutenant-Colonel have charge 
of all the prisoners of war in that area?

A He did.
THE PRESIDENT: Do you know what those rules

provided, Solonel?
THE WITNESS: Only the detailed affairs in

regard to 1he camp: saluting of guards', the way you
did your washing, and that sort cf thing; minor domes
tic matters, nothing to do with the big control of the 
prisoners of war.

THE 1RES IDENT: Did they set out what the
food, clothing, housing, and medical supplies should 
be?

THE WITNESS: No, sir,
THE PRESIDENT: They are hardly worth dis

cussing at any length, Captain Brooks.
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BY MR. BROOKS (Continued):
Q Do you have a copy of such rules?
A I haven't one In my possession here, but 

there is one in the bag of documents somewhere.
Q Can that be made available if the defense 

requests you to produce it?
A I don't know. I can't answer that in the 

affirmative. I don't îmow. I would have to look 
through it and see.

Q Now, Doctor, were you familiar with the 
Japanese Army regulations dealing with these subjects? 
Did you see the Japanese Axmy regulations, for in
stance, prohibiting the beating of prisoners?

A No.
Q Did you ever see.any of the other types of 

regulations than these that you have spoken about that 
were army regulations for the Japanese Army for car
ing for the affairs of prisoners?

A Yes. I had to make such rules known, such 
as, for example, if a man tried to escape, he would be 
shot; general rules of that kind.

Q Would you say that these house rules,or some 
of the practices conducted in some of the camps where 
you were, were in violation of the Japanese Jr my 

regulations covering said subjeot?
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UR. JUSTICE TANSFIELD: I object, if the
Tribunal please, on the ground that the witness*s 
opinion would be irrelevant.

THE PRESIDENT: The objection is clearly
upheld.

ME. BROOKS: I was not asking for his opinion,
your Honor. He said he v/as familiar with some of the 
Japanese A^my regulations, and he does know about 
house rules, and I was asking him for a comparison 
between the two, and the practices that he has spoken 
about.

THE PRESIDENT: The construction of docu
ments is for us when the documents are available, 
and they are not.

MR. BROOKS: The defense will try to make
such documents available to the Court.
BY MR. BROOKS (Continued):

Q Now, Doctor, you discussed the orders —  in 
talking about getting this food with this doctor you 
said, "whose certain orders were disobeyed." Now, 
whose orders were you discussing at that time?

A Presumably, the orders of Lieutenant-Colonel 
NAGATOMO.

Q Do you know that there were orders by this 
officer which were being disobeyed by the doctor?
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A Soon after his arrival at the camp he 
kindly invited re to have a cup of tea with him, and 
we discussed the question of our food problems. I 
asked him particularly to see if he could make 
available, if not more rations, facilities for us 
to purchase from the local natives.

Q Did he give any reason for refusing suoh 
request?

A He said he would submit the request to 
Headquarters, and a few days later he informed me 
that that request was refused.

Q Do you know to what Headquarters the request 
was forwarded?

A POW Headquarters at Thanbyuzayat.
.Q And was there any report given?
A The report he gave me was that we were not 

permitted to make any contact whatever with the Burmese.
Q Now, you had some friends, apparently, in 

the Medical, in the Japanese Medical —  some parties 
that were friendly toward you in the Japanese Medical 
Corps. Did they ever state any reason for the lack 
of medical supplies to you in any of your conversations 
on food?

A No, it was a very delicate matter about
which they preferred not to talk.
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A Soon after his arrival at the camp he 
kindly invited re to have a cup of tea with him, and 
we discussed the question of our food problems. I 
asked him particularly to see if he could make 
available, if not more rations, facilities for us 
to purchase from the local natives.

Q Did he; give any reason for refusing suoh 
request?

A He said he would submit the request to 
Headquarters, and a few days later he Informed me 
that that request was refused.

Q Do you know to what Headquarters the request 
was forwarded?

A POW Headquarters at Thanbyuzayat.
.Q And was there any report given?
A The report he gave me was that we were not 

permitted to make any contact whatever with the Burmese,
Q Now, you had some friends, apparently, in 

the Medical, in the Japanese Medical —  some parties 
that were friendly toward you in the Japanese Medical 
Corps. Did they ever state any reason for the lack 
of medical supplies to you in any of your conversations 
on food?

A No, it was a very delicate matter about
which they preferred not to talk.
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THE PRESIDENT: Did they say so?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

Q Did they say why it was delicate?
A I would have to describe in some detail 

the conversations that I had with Japanese to give 
the correct impression here, sir.

THF PRESIDENT: To what did they attribute
the lack of medical supplies, if they did so?

THE WITNESS: No supplies available to them
to give us.

THE PRESIDENT: Did they say why they did not
have them?

THE WITNESS: No, sir.
THE FRESIDENT: I do not want to hear any more

about it, Captain Brooks. This obviously very fair 
witness has been very fully cross-examined. Do you 
really think you should continue much more with him?

MR. BROOKS: I only have one more.
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BY MR. BROOKS (Continued):
Q Now, Mr. Witness, it has been disclosed that 

there had been oases where former prisoner of war camp 
commanders were r.raised instead of accused by former 
prisoners of their command s .d, in some instances, 
where there were r.o acts of brutality, and in some 
others where t:«e very few acts of brutality were 
severely punished * Do you know of any such instances 
in any of the camps?

A tpeaking of camp commanders, I presume one 
uses the term whether it applies to a corporal or a 
sergeant or a lieutenant colonel, because the best 
camp commander with whom I was ever associated was a 
sergeant; and that man —  his name was KUKATA —  was 
an English-speaking Japanese, a very kindly fellow, 
for whom I entertained a high regard*

Q Now, Mr. Witness, these camp commanders that 
had been praised have stated that they felt that they 
were following out Japanese Army regulations prohibit
ing the mistreatment of prisoners and they were doing 
their duty, no more, no less. Do you know whether 
this sergeant or the ones that you have spoken about 
had a similar attitude?

A It would be possible to compare such a 
smiling, kindly fellow who interpreted his régula-
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tions in the correct spirit, bearing in mind the 
nature of his prisoners of war. Contrast him with 
another type whd was an arrogant, strutting, sword
carrying fellow who, apparently, imagined that he, 
too, was interpreting the same regulations,

Q Then, would you say that the care or punish
ment of the prisoners really depended on the dispo
sition and attitude and interpretation of the guard or 
officer in charge and the aggravation of the act in 

, each particular case?
A Yes, by such men as KUMATA, many Japanese 

laws were observed more in the breach than in the 
observance.

I
MR. BROOKS: Thank you, Mr. Witness.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President.
CROfct--EXAMINATION (Continued)

BY MR. LEVIN:
Q Do you know whether or not the regulations 

for the care of prisoners of war were in writing?
A The onlv rules that I saw were those issued 

as house rules and rules which were issued by the camp 
commanders, NAGATOMO in Burma or in Nakompaton by the 
local command. These rules applied to the conduct of 
prisoners of war, such as what they were to do, not 
what the Japanese were to do; we knew nothing of
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those.
Q 7/ith the exception of Lieutenant-Colonel 

NAGATOro with whom you conferred and the General 
whom you saw, you did not have any meeting Y/ith any 
of the higher Japanese officials, did you?

A I communicated with two higher officers, 
one', NAGATOMO in Burma, in 194-3, and two, a Colonel, 
Medical, name unknown, Japanese, in late 1944.

Q And the officers in charge of the camps 
where you were were of the grade of JWloutenant, is 
that correct?

A No, it varied. At Tavoy, a Sergeant; at 
Retpu —  that is No. 30 kilo camp —  a Sergeant; 
at the 55 kilo, a Sergeant until I protested to 
NAGATOMO. Then a Japanese lieutenant ifedioal officer; 
then, at the Nakompaton camp —  that was a large camp —  
we had a Lieutenant Colonel in charge.

MR. LEVIN: This, Mr. President, concludes
the cross-examination of this witness.

0
MR. JUt-TICE MANoFIELD: No re-examination,

if the Tribunal please.
THE PRESIDENT: You are at liberty now to go

back to Australia on the usual terms, Colonel.
OiVhereupon, the witness was

excused.)
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MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD» If the Tribunal 
please, I ask the Indulgence of the Tribunal to allow 
me to call at this stage Brigadier Blackburn, V. C.
He is at present here, and he is engaged, or will be 
engaged, in an important public governmental inquiry 
beginning the first week in January in Adelaide.

THE PRESIDENT» What is his profession?
MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD» He is a barrister, 

a lawyer. His evidence refers to two camps, namely —  
two areas, namely, Java and Formosa where he was con
fined with the senior officers of the Allied Armies.
I point out that he was, of course, a prisoner of
war for a long period. He has been away from his

■

home.
THE PRESIDENT» He may be interposed.
MR. JUSTICE MANöFIELD» Thank you.
Call Brigadier Blackburn.
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2
to his whereabouts, Mr. Justice Mansfield.

ß : 3
THE PRESIDENT: While we ere waiting for

fc 4 him— Mr. Justice Mansfield, we understand that it is
3
a 5 now your intention, if it has not always been, in
r
t 6 those affidavit matters simply to tender the affidavit
0*-* 7 for identification; then to tender an excerpt merely;

8 but to read only a synopsis of the excerpt.

9 MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: That was the proposal.
10 THE PRESIDENT: Then you intend to serve on
11 the defense in English a copy of the affidavit in full,
12 a copy of the excerpt, and a copy of the synopsis; end,
13 in Japanese, a copy of the excerpt end a copy of the
14 synopsis. The defense, in those circumstances, would
15 be at liberty to draw to the Court's attention anything
16 in the affidavit which does not appear in the excerpt
17 or in the synopsis. They would do that by tendering
18 the port omitted upon which they would rely, and will
19 do it in the course of giving evidence for the defense.
20 In that way, every particle of the affidavit could
21 be drown to the Court’s attention. If I understand j
22 the attitude of my colleagues, a majority favors the j
23 course that you propose and approve of it, and that
24 is the Court's decision.
25

(Whereupon, Mr. Brooks came to the lectern.)
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THE PRESIDENT: We have heard all the argument
we intend to hear.

Swear in the witness.

5
A R T H U R  S E A F O R T H  B L A C K B U R N ,  called

6
as a witness on behalf of the prosecution, being

•t/ first duly sworn, testified as follows:

8 THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.

9 MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, in the absence of

10 Mr. Cunningham, on his behalf I want to renew the

11 objection he made to the testimony of the previous

12 witness; in other words, the points that he raised.

13 DIRECT EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD :

15 Q What is your full name? •

16 A Arthur Seaforth Blackburn.
17 Q And your rank?
18 A Brigadier.
19 Q And in March 194-2 what was your rank?
20 A Brigadier of the Australian Imnerial Forces. !

21 Q And where do you reside? ;<4
22 A Grafers in South Australia. 1

23 Q In March 1942 where were you? ;
24 A I was in Java. :

25 Q And were you the senior Australian officer in J

1

n f;
j

Jrif.,n<
H

NîSdiàyi
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1 that area?

2 A' Yes, I was the general officer commanding all

3 Australian troops in Java.

4 Q And were you captured by the Japanese forces

5 in Java on the 12th of March, 1942?

6 A Yes.

7 Q And did you remain a prisoner until the

8 Japanese capitulation in August, 1945?

9 A Yes.

10 Q During that period were you ever informed

11 by Japanese officers of the policy of the Japanese
12 Government towards prisoners of war?

•

13 A I was frequently informed by Japanese officers
14 that thi. policy of the Japanese Government was to treat
15 prisoners only under their principle of "Bushido;" that
16 the principles of the Geneva Convention would be
17 applied only when it suited them, and that prisoners
18 of war had no rights whatever.
19 Q On the 13th of April, 1942, did you take
20 command of a prisoner of war camp?
21 A On "the 13th of April, 1942, I was brought to
22 Batavia and placed in Cycle Camp v/here I assumed
23 command of the 2600 Allied prisoners of war in the
24 •

camp. That consisted at that time of Americans, British
25

and Australians.
1
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Q Whnt wes the housing provided for the troops?
A We were housed in a Dutch barracks built to 

accommodate one thousand native troops. The number 
of prisoners in the camp varied from time to time 
ranching a maximum of 4,900; but at no time were any 
extra buildings or kitchens or sanitary arrangements 
provided.

Q Shortly after your arrival, did any extra 
prisoners, survivors from any ships, arrive?

A Shortly after my arrival approximately five 
hundred officers and ratings, survivors from the 
"Perth" and the "Houston" were brought into the camp. 
They were in a pitiful stnte of neglect and ill-health. 
They were semi-naked, most 01 them, and a large number 
of them were unable to walk without assistance.

Q Had they received any medical attention?
A They had received no medical attention since 

thoir capture on the 1st of March; and practically every 
man was suffering from malaria or dysentery «r both,
I had to put practically everyone of them into my camp 
hospital the same day they arrived. I applied to the 
Japanese for blankets, clothing, towels, soap, et 
cetera, for them. They were all degradingly dirty.
The application was refused.

Q What about drugs and medicines?
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A I applied for extra drugs end medicines for 
them. This also was refused.

Q What have you to say about the issue of food 
and medicines generally in that camp?

A The food at all times was completely inade
quate and all prisoners in the camp began to lose 
weight very rapidly^ At no time did we receive anything 
approaching the quantity of food approved for prisoners 
of war by the Japanese. Practically no medicines were 
issued to us by the Japanese authorities, and after 
the few drugs we had brought with us into the camp 
were finished, we were practically without drugs 
Tint il we managed to get them into camp by our own 
means from outside sources in Batavia. I made frequent 
protests both written and verbally over the shortage 
both of food and drugs, but never received any satis
faction in regards to same,

Q What was the position with regard to the 
health and physical condition of the prisoners of 
war up to the time you left that camp?

A Sickness was very frequent in the camp, 
including at least two severe epidemics of dysentery.
The health, generally, of the troops was steadily deteji- 
■ orating and a large number died.

Q What was the attitude of the Japanese towards
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physical punishment of prisoners?
A Disciplino was very harsh in the camp.

Physical beatings-up and brutalities were a very 
frequent occurrence.

Q Wore protests made about that?
A I made constant protests in writing and 

verbally both to the camp commandant and to staff 
officers from Japanese Headquarters, but I never at 
any time received any satisfaction or any lessening 
of the physical brutalities»

Q In June, 1942, did any mass punishment occur?
A In June 1942 I was ordered to obtain the sig-

i
nature of every prisoner in the camp to a form promising
instant obedience to every order of*the Japanese Army.
Every officer and evqry onlisted man in the camp
refused to sign the form unless the words "subject
to the oath of allegiance wo have' already taken" was
added to the form. On the 3rd of July of 1942 I, in
conjunction with Colonel Searles, the senior American
officer in the camp, informed the camp command?nt that
v/e v/ould obtain the signatures if those words were
added to tho form. Wo v/e re informed that the words
would not be added to the form and the forms must be
signed. That afternoon an order was issued imposing

«

severe mass punishments on the whole camp, and a very
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1 large number of officers end men were beeten up 
end e.sseultcd without eny rc ason whetever being given 
for the action. I was sent for by an officer from 
Imperial Japanese Headquarters in Java that afternoon, 
and informed that unless everyone signed, food and 
medicines throughout the camp would bo progressively 
decreased until we did sign. Next morning notices 
were posted throughout the camp that our lives would 
no longer be guaranteed. Machine guns were posted 
throughout the camp and a largo number of extra-armed 
guards were brought into the camp. Colonel Searles 
and I and all hut commanders were seized by the 
sentries and locked up in the guardhouse. Every other 
officer in the camp was marched out of the camp under 
heavy armed guard.

THE PRESIDENTï We will adjourn until 
half-past nine on Monday morning*

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjournment 
was taken until Monday, 2 December 194-6, at 
0930.)

22
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24
25
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Monday, 2 December, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building

Tokyo, Japan j
i»II

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjoxirnment, |
at 0930* ;II

Appearances,
For the Tribunal, same as before;. HONORABLE

R. B. PAL, Member from India, now sitting.
For the Prosecution Section, same as before,

• For the Defense Section, same as before.
The Accused:

All present except 0KA'*rA, Shumei, who is 
represented by his counsel.

(English to Joprnese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Justice Mansfield.

A R T H U R  S E A F O R T H  B L A C K B U R N ,
called as a witness on behalf of the prosecution, 
resumed the stand and testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD (Continued):

Q V?itness, on Friday you had sot to the 
P'-vint where you told the Tribunal you were being 
taken to the puardhousc in Cycle Camp. 7'ill you 
continue from there, please?

A On my way to the mardhouse I shouted out 
an order to the men that they were to sien the form. 
The men were then herded into their huts and were 
made to sign the form, the order being enforced with 
boatings up with rifle butts and heavy sticks. Late 
that afternoon Colonel Searles and I were taken out 
of the guardhouse, were shown the signatures of all 
the other men in the camp, and we then signed our
selves. For about a month after that there was an 
orgy of savage beatings up and assaults indiscriminate
ly on all officers and men throughout the camp. I 
lodged very frequent protests against these beatings
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un and affinst the other breaches of international 
custom that was taking place, but never received 
any satisfaction.

Q Did you subsequently leave Java?
A I left Java on the ?8th of December of 194-2.
Q Did you subsequently conduct an investiga

tion into the forcing of prisoners of war to take 
part in a propaganda moving picture?

MR. LOGAN: I object to that question,
your Honor, on the ground that it is leading.

THE PRESIDENT: There is another way of
nutting it, Mr. Justice Mansfield, if you care to 
do it that way.

Q Did you at any time conduct any investiga
tion and, if so, vhat in ^elation to the Cycle Camp 
in Java?

A Yes, about the middle of 194-3 certain 
officers who had been under me in Cycle Camp in 
Batavia joined u p  with me when I was in Formosa. As 
a result of what they told me I personally inter
viewed some ten or fifteen officers and men who 
informed me that they had been forced to take part in 
the manufacture of a propaganda film in Cycle Camp. 
Subsequently, upon my return to Australia after the 
war, I v.as ordered to conduct an inquiry into the

J
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making of this propaganda film and interviewed some 
twenty to t; irty officers, non-commissioned officers 
and men who had been forced to take part in the 
manufacture of the film. From them I ascertained 
that the Japanese had selected the healthiest looking 
men in the camp and had ordered them to take part in 
a film purporting to deoict prisoner of war life.
Every single one of them refused to take part in 
the film and were then subjected to extreme brutal- ! 
ities and punishments and were finally threatened 
with death unless they took part in the film. They 
still refused to take part and were thon informed 
that unless they did so the food ration for every 
prisoner of war in Java would be reduced progressive- j 
ly week by week until they did take part. Only then jI
did they give way and agree to take part in the film. 1 
The whole prison camp was raked over to get the clean
est and best looking clothes that could be got from 
anyone in the camp and these men were fitted out in 
the best clothes that could be got out of the whole 
camp. They were then taken away and made to take 
part in the manufacture of this film which gives an j 

utterly untrue picture of camp.life. j
Q And that picture has been subsequently 

cut and edited under your direction, is that so?
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A The film was, I understand, captured by 
the Allies when they went into Java and I saw it 
in Australia in approximately December of 1945*
At a conference held in Melbourne it was then de
cided that as many of the actors in the film as were 
then alive and could be got should be gathered to
gether and should, side by side ■ ith the Japanese 
portion öf the film, should give the true version 
of v/hat was really taking place. Certain photographs 
and shots which had been taken by Allied cameramen 
in Java after ■‘■he capitulation when the conditions 
of the camps had been considerably improved were 
available and they were embodied in the oicture 
which was made in Australia to be a contrast to the 
nicturp made by the Japanese and so as to show the 
actual conditions, and the whole lot was then embodied 
into one composite film.

Q What were the conditions under which you ' 
left Java, your means of transport, and so forth?

A I left Java on the 2Pth of December, 1942, 
in company with a number of senior British and Dutch 
officors and included in-the narty was the Governor- 
General of the Netherlands East Indies and Colonel 
Searles, the senior American officer. We were put 
aboard a very old dirty ship of about 5»000 tons
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and were marched down a very steep ladder down into 
one of the lower holds. A shelf had been built 
between the floor of the hold and the deck above, 
a shelf about seven feet wide. ”'e were made to 
crawl in between the floor and the shelf, or the 
shelf and the deck above, as the case right be for 
each orisoner, and ordered to lie down. There were 
no lights, there were no portholes, there was ro 
ventilation except through the open hatch two or 
three decks above us. There was not room for prisoners 
to lie side by side. v'e had to lie alternately, one 
with his head into the side or the ship and the 
other with his head into the hold in order to get 
room for us all to ret in there. The heat was 
absolutely intense. There were no washing facilities, 
no bathing facilities, and the only latrines were up 
on the top deck. There was only one step ladder 
leading up to the top deck and at the foot of this 
an armed sentry was oostoi to allow only one of us at 
a time to go up to the latrine, and this was rigidly 
enforced however much one desired to go un to the 
latrine. The food consisted of very thin soup and 
a small quantity of rice. l”e were occasionally 
allowed up on deck for about a quarter of an hour 
per day for exercise.
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V’e arrived at ßingaoore about the 5th of January 
and left Singapore about the 10th of January for 
Japan.

Q How many prisoners v;ere in that party?
A About sixty.
3 Yes.
A 'r’e traveled to Japan on a ir.uch bigger ship, 

the "Ake I/iaru," of about 10,000 tons, but conditions 
were identical as far as our accommodation went as 
on the previous ship, except that as we cair.e further 
north the days became shorter and we were usually 
for twelve to thirteen hours per day battened down 
in the holds in absolute ^itch darkness. ,,?e were 
landed at Moji in Japan for a few days and then nut 
aboard another transport and taken to Formosa.

V.re reached Formosa about the 3C*th of January,
1943. The conditions on the third transport were 
practically identical except that we were very much 
more crowded and many of the prisoners had to sleep 
on the open hatchway with the rain beating down on 
them. On none of those transports was there any 
medical arrangements whatever and we -were unable to 
obtain any medical assistance or treatment for the 
sick except what could be provided by our own medical 
men with such drugs as ti.ey happened to have with them.
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I reached Karenko Camp in Formosa on the 
evening of the first "f February, 1943» still with 
the same party and we were all lined u p  immediately 
and addressed by the camp commandant. He informed us 
that we were regarded as criminals for having fought I
against Japan, that it was only by the kindness of i 
the Japanese Government that we were permitted to 
be alive and that our lives in the future would de
pend uoon our behavior. He then read out a form 
which he said we must all sign which was to the 
effect that we promised on our honor that v/e would 
obey every order of the Japanese and would never 
make any attempt to escape. I was called out to his 
table and ordered to sign the form. I told him that i

iit was against my honor to sign any such form as j
it was my duty to attempt to escape if I could, 
and I asked him what penalty he proposed to apply 
to me if I refused to sign. He shouted out at me 
to sign at once. I said that I would sign ’.hen he 
chose to answer my question. He then aimed a blow 
at me with his fist which I succeeded in dodging and 
called up a squad of sentries and I was led off to 
the guardroom. I was there ordered to empty my 
pockets and take off all my clothes. I started to 
do so, the Japanese sentries assisted me by ripping
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them off, and just when I ha-1 nearly completed 
doing so a Japanese officer came into the guardroom. 
He gave an order and two sentries immediately placed 
themselves, one on each side of me. He then stepped 
up to me and struck me very violently and repeatedly 
over the jaw. He finally drove me into a corner of 
the guardhouse where I tripped over some boxes and 
fell onto the ground. Thile lying on the ground he 
kicked me and then turned and walked away and the 
guards thereupon pulled me to my feet again.

i

\
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They then ripped off the rest of try clothes, 
took me along to a small cell about twelve feet by six 
and put rre in it. The cell was absolutely bare except 
for a concrete slab in the center Of it to act as 
a latrine. I was suffering from a very bad cold at 
the time, and the cold in February Karenko is very 
intense. I was coughing almost incessantly, and in 
about an hour's time was shivering very violently.
An armed sentry had been posted outside the entrance’ 
to the cell, and in about an hour's time he came along 
and threw me in my trousers. I found that every 
button on them had been hacked off. For about six 
hours I was made alternately at intervals of about 
an hour either to stand at attention or sit down to 
attention. When I first went in there, I had asked 
for a drink of water; but this had been refused.
After about six hours I fell asleep and woke up at 
half past six in the morning. I again asked for 
a drink of water and some food, but this was refused 
again. Abcut an hour later a Japanese officer with 
the official interpreter came into my cell and asked 
me if I would sign the form. I said that I would do 
so only under protest; and I again asked him for a 
drink of water and some food. About eleven o'clock 
that morning he came back again and again asked me
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if I would sign the form. On ray again saying I would 
sign it only under protest, he informed me that I 
must stay there without food or sleep or water; 
but, actually, about an hour later, a sentry handed 
in to me a small mug of cold water and, shortly 
afterwards, a handful of cooked rice. I remained 
in the cell all day, at hourly intervals being made 
to stand up at attention or sit at attention. All 
this time I was coughing very badly, and by the 
evening was beginning to feel v^ry feverish. About 
nine o'clock that night I v/as allowed to lie down 
and go to sleep. Next morning, soon after I woke up, 
my clothes were thrown into the cell and I was told 
that I would be taken out to sign the- form. I found 
that every button off every garment that I possessed 
had been hacked off. I put on my clothes, and some
time later, was taken by a Japanese officer to the 
guard room, and the form was put in front of me to 
sign. I stated that I would sign it only under 
protest and under duress, and that signature was 
then accepted. I was then taken to my quarters, 
which consisted of a long room in which there were 
twenty-eight other prisoners of war. The room was 
just long enough to take fourteen beds each side; the 
beds practically touched.

l _
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I found that in this cr.i..p ware the Gover
nors of Hongkong, the Malay States, Guam, some 
chief justices, General Fercival, General V/ain- 
vvright, in fact, all British, American, and Dutch 
officers of the rank of colonel and upwards wha 
at that time had been taken prisoners. Also, in 
the camp, were some Red Cross representatives who 
were treated as ordinary prisoners. The disc-ip]\ne 
in this camp was extrere ly harsh, and a]l officers 
and sentries showed at all times to us the gieatest 
hostility. Beatirgs-up were practically a call'' 
occurrence. I have 3een the Governor cf HortK,.-ng, 
the Governor of Guam, General Wair.wright, General 
Percival, General Sir Lou* Heath, and countleos 
other senior officers beaten up by ordinary Japanese 
sentries for —  either for no visible offense or for 
an offense so trivial that it was almost impossible 
to detect. It was almost impossible to avoid being 
beaten up in that constant new rules -ncre made, 
breaches of which were used as a pretext for beating 
up prisoners. As an illustration we suddenly dis
covered, through being stopped all over the grounds 
and having our fingern* i?.s inspected, that it was 
an offense to have any dirt under one’s fingernails; 
and everyone who did was immediately beaten up ay

J
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the guards. I, myself, saw General Pe.rcival severely 
beaten up on the allegation that he had a speck of 
dirt under one of his fingernails.

Another excuse used was v;e suddenly found 
there was a rule that it was an offense to have any 
button on one's clothing undone; and after dark at 
night the sentries suddenly invaded our rooms and 
inspected everyone to find whether they had any butten - 
pocket button or any other button undone; and everyone 
who was found with a button undone was immediately 
beaten up.

!
i
I
ii

THE PRESIDENT: What did this beating up
consist of? We do net know.

THE WITNESS; Beatings-up consisted or 
varied, shall I say, from severe punches on the 
jaw to kicks, to hits with rifle butts, or hits 
with heavj' sticks.

THE PRESIDENT: What was done to General
Pc-rcival?

THE WITNESS: He was punched very severely
on the jaw and on the side of the face, causing an 
abrasion and a breaking of the skin just below the 
ear. Almost invariably a be a ting-up was severe 
enough to leave some mark, either in the form of a 
bruise, cut lip, or a breaking of the skin. Every
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Japanese soldier or civilian in the camp had to be 
saluted by every prisoner of war of whatever rank.

THE PRESIDENTS Who beat General Percival?
THE WITNESS: A private soldier sentry,

whose name I do not know.
THE PRESIDENT: Were any Japanese officers

pr'. sent?
THE WITNESS: So far as I know, none were

present; but the officer of the day was in the next 
room and heard the row. I was at the door of the next ; 
room and I know. I moved to the window of General 
Percival's room and saw it, but the Japanese officer 
of the day took no notice.

It was particularly the custom in the camp 
for sentries at night to hide in the bushes and 
behind obstructions on the passageway that led from 
the sleeping quarters to the latrines. If you passed 
any of those sentries without stopping and saluting j 
and bowing, you were immediately beaten up, quite j
regardless of the fact that it was quite impossible J 
to see them in the dark. I, myself, have been beaton j 
up three times between leaving my bed to go to the 
latrine and getting back into bed again. Another |
penalty inflicted, particularly at night, at the 
latrines was to make an officer stand outside the
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latrines with a bucketful of water and hold it out 
at full arm's length for t en or fifteen minutes.
Almost invariably whilst doing this one would be 
unable to Y/ithhold the call cf nature, and the 
Japanese would then call others up to stand and look 
and laugh at one in that position.

THE PRESIDENT: Was that done to any
governor, chief justice, or general?

THE WITNESS: I am unable to say. It was
done once to me. It was done, to my knowledge, to 
a number of American colonels and a number of British 
colonels. General Sir Louis Heath, who has' a slightly 
withered left arm through a war injury and is unable 
to keep his left arm straight down to his side, was 
very severely beaten up by a sentry for u^t having 
his hand rigidly to his side.

THE PRESIDENT: Were any complaints made to
Japanese officers in charge?

THE WITNESS: Very frequent written and
verbal complaints were put in to the Japanese Camp 
Commandant at the treatment of the officers in the 
camp.

THE PRESIDENT: What was the rank of that
officer in charge of the camp?

THE WITNESS: Captain IMAMURA.
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A (Continuing): With one exception* the
only result of these complaints was an immediate 
epidemic of extreme brutality throughout the camp.
So much was this so that the senior American, British 
and Dutch officers in the camp instituted a system of 
letting us all know as soon as they were putting in 
a complaint so that we could try to get on our best 
behavior. The one exception that I referred to was 
following the assault I had just mentioned on General 
Sir Louis Heath. Following that complaint ho was taken 
by the officer of the day over to the Japanese guard
house where the sergeant of the guard was sitting in 
a chair. He was made to stand in front of the ser
geant at attention., and the sergeant spoke to him in 
Japanese. The officer of the day then said to him,
'•You have now received an apology," and he was taken 
back to his quarters. The assault on General Heath 
had been so severe that it had ruptured some blood 
vessels in his eye, and for a little while it was

I
feared he was going to lose his eight. j

The Governor of Guam was stopped by a j
sentry and, without giving any reason whatsoever, ! 
was violently assaulted, injuring his eye.

THE PF.ES IDENT: Was General Wainwright
assaulted?
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THE WITNESS : General Wainwright told me
that he had been assaulted, but that was not one 
of those that I personally saw.

THE PRESIDENT: What did he tell you?
THE WITNESS: I did see, sir, a severe

bruise en his Jaw, which I imagine could not have 
come from any other way except as a result of the 
assault.
BY MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD (Continued):

Ç What was the work that the officers were 
made to perform at that camp?

A All officers were made to work clearing 
scrub land for farm and digging in heavy clay soil. 
The oldest amongst the officers, about the oldest 
twelve of them, were made to work herding goats.

THE PRESIDENT: Who were the goatherds, in
fact?

THE WITNESS: General Wainwright —  do you
mean the officers?

THE PRESIDENT: Yes.
THE WITNESS: General Wainwright, General

Percival, General Heath, the Governor of Hongkong, 
the Governor of Singapore, the Governor of the Malay 
States, three American colonels who were over the 
age of sixty, and two British colonels who were over
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the age of sixty. I think that was the goatherd 

team, sir. I might mention sir, that this goatherd 

business was not as funny as it seemed to us at first 

at the time in that if any goat escaped and got into 

aay forbidden portion of the camp, such as close to 

thé guardroom or in any of the Japanese vegetable 

compounds, the goatherds were immediately beaten up 

for having allowed it to do so.

BY MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD (Continued):

Q Was any clothing ever issued to you?

A No clothing whatever was issued to us in 

that camp.

Q What was the food position?

A The food was very inadequate. I think every 

officer in that camp lost weight steadily and was 

always hungry. I have, myself, seen officers picking 

over ti.5 garbage tin at night before it was removed 

to see if they could find anything more edible in 

it.

Q Were you allowed to purchase any extra 

food outside the camp?

A There was a strict prohibition against us 

purchasing any extra foodstuffs except salt and very 

occasionally some sauce; and these really were not 

purchased^ they were issued to us occasionally by
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the Japanese, and we were debited with a certain 
amount of cost for them.

Q In April, 1943, were you moved anywhere?
A In April, 1943, all officers of the rank 

of brigadier and upwards and ‘011 the civilian 
governors, et cetera, in the camp were moved to 
Tamasata Camp. We were told that we were to be 
moved so that we would have more room, and to make 
more room in Karenko Camp for those remaining.
In Tamasata Camp the food was considerably worse 
than in Karenko; but, otherwise, the conditions were 
an improvement. In June we v;ere suddenly informed 
one day that a representative of the Red Cross —  
International Red Cross —  was to visit the camp and 
inspect it. He passed through the camp, looked at 
the accommodation, and was permitted to talk tc some 
six or seven officers in a small enclosure outside the 
camp and in the presence of the Japanese. He left the 
camp at about one o'clock, and half-past one we were 
lined up and informed that we would be moved next day 
back to Karenko. All the officers in Tamasata Camp 
except the senior officer group, Generals Wainwright, 
Perclval, et cetera, were taken back to Karenko Camp 
ani were then after a few days moved together with 
all other prisoners at Karenko Carnp'to Shirakawa Camp.
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THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 
taken until 1100, after which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The Internetional j
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT; Mr. Justice Mansfield.
BY MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD (Continued):

Q Were there any senior Dutch officers with 
you in these camps you have mentioned?

A For a portion of the time General terPoorten, 
the Allied Commander in Chief of the Netherlands East 
Indies,was with me. For the whole of the time some i
six Dutch generals, including General Schilling, and a j

i
number of Dutch colonels were v/ith me.

Ç You had started to describe the camp at 
Shirikawa.
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A For a portion of the way, journey to 
Shirikawa,we were loaded into open trucks and at every 
village level crossing or station through which we 
passed the civilian population, including hll'the 
school children, were lined up to watch us go through. 
The train was then slowed up and we Droceeded slowly 
past the civil population amidst laughs and jeers.

The conditions generally at Shirikawa con
tinued as at Kcrenko, including the beatings up. 
General Key was very severely beaten up, knocked down,
and kicked because he put a written complaint in to\
the camp commandant about a breach of the customs of
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war.
THE PRESIDENT: What nationality was he? What

nationality?
THE WITNESS : British.
THE PRESIDENT: What was the treatment of

the Dutch officers like?
THE 'WITNESS: The treatment of the Dutch officers 

was exactly the same as the brutal treatment of we 
British and Americans.

THE PRESIDENT: Did you witness any beatings
of them?

THE 'A'ITNESS: I personally witnessed the beat
ings up of some of their colonels. Owing to the fact 
that my quarters were in a slightly different part 
of the camp to the Dutch generals , I personally did 
not see their generals beaten un, with the single 
exception of General Cox whom I saw beaten over the 
legs with a rifle butt because it was said his feet 
were not close enough together when he was supposed to 
be standing at attention. This was done by a urivste 
Japanese soldier with the Officer of the Day standing 
about five yards away watching it.
BY MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD (Continued):

Ç Did you hear of any beatings of the senior 
Dutch officers?

J
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A Yes, I was told fairly frequently, as' often 
as I was told of beatings up of our officers, that 
they also had been beaten up.

Ç Y;hat was the sanitation in this camp like?
A The sanitation in Shirikawa Cam" was narticu- 

lorly bad. The latrines began to overflow within 
about a month of us getting into the camp, end then 
overflov/ed into open drains wMch led right across 
the camp alongside our sleeping quarters and about 
five yards from the kitchen. »Ve made frequent com
plaints about this and, as a result, in October of 194-3 
the American and British colonels were compelled by 
the Japanese to empty the latrines with open buckets. 
The work continued in this camp but, as the climate 
was considerably hotter, it was very much more diffi
cult to perform. In, I think, May of 1944- Brigadier 
General ïIcBride of the United States Army was found 
dead in his bed at reveille in the morning. He had 
been working alongside of me under a very hot sun the 
whole of the previous day and had complained to the 
Japanese officer in charge that he was feelin«* unwell. 
He was not allowed to stop work, was unwell when he 
got beck to camp, and was found dead next morning.

In June of 194-4 a Red Cross representative 
visited the camp and was interviewed by certain
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selected —  officers selected by the Japanese who 
were forbidden to mention to him the subject of work. 
In spite of this prohibition, one of them informed 
the Red Cross representative that we were being com
pelled to do work which we felt was beyond our 
strength and from then on discipline throughout the 
camp became very much more severe. Officers were 
frequently placed in solitary confinement in the 
cells for trivial offenses end without trial. In 
fact, on no occasion that I personally know of did 
any officer receive any trial for any offense.

I
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selected —  officers selected by the Japanese who 
were forbidden to mention to him the subject of work. 
In spite of this prohibition, one of them informed 
the Red Cross representative that we were being com
pelled to do work which we felt was beyond our 
strength and from then on discipline throughout the 
camp became very much more severe. Officers were 
frequently pieced in solitary confinement in the 
cells for trivial offenses and without trifl. In 
fact, on no occasion that I personally know of did 
any officer receive any trial for cny offense.
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prisoners at that time0
A With progressive lac1/ of food and lack of 

vitamins, all the prisoners in the camp were becoming 
alarmingly thin and in poor h.ealt1*.

Q Did the same apply to the Japanese officers 
and guards? j

A Very definitel'r not. j
i0 ell, then in October 1944, did you leave J1!

Shirikav/e.? j
J

A Bes. I would like to mention that immediately! 
after t'e interview with the Red Cross representative 
fresh rules were made, one result o° which was a very 
large increase of malaria throughout all the prisoners 
in the camp, in that, a rule was issued the result of 
’"hieb, wr.s to make it an offense for us to get. under 
our mosquito nets before ni^e o'clock at night.

In October of 1944 we left for Manchuria, and 
in May of 1945 were brought into the main prisoner of 
war camp in Mukden. This camp consisted of two-story 
barracks built on a bit of very low-lying ground on the 
outskirts of Mukden. There were already about twelve 
hundred prisoners of war in the camp when we arrived 
who had been there since 1943, working in the factories 
in Mukden.

Each building or each floor of each building
*■*25
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selected —  officers selected by the Japanese who 
were forbidden to mention to him the subject of work* 
In spite of this prohibition, one of them informed 
the Red Cross representative that we were being com
pelled to do work which we felt was beyond our 
strength and from then on discipline throughout the 
camp became very much more severe. Officers were 
frequently oltced in solitary confinement in the 
cells for trivial offenses and without trial. In 
feet, on no occasion that I personally know of did 
cny officer receive any trial for any offense.
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THE PRESIDENT: Did any Japanese high
officers pay any visit to t^e camp?

T*'E WITNESS: On a number of occasions we
i'»ere insnect.ed by tve colonel —  Colonel SUZA’rA, I 
think his name was, vour TTonor —  the colonel in 
charge of administration, and on at least two occasions 
representatives from the camp were permitted to put 
their troubles before ’\im. No alleviation of any of 
our conditions followed.

On occasions Japanese generals, and,on one 
occasion,we understood the Governor of Taiwan visited 
the camp, but we were not allowed t.o speak to them or 
get close enough to speak to them.

THE PRESIDENT: Those visitors spoke only to
the Japanese; is that, so?

T'H t/iTNESS: That is so.
0 '/hat was the position as to food in that camp?
A The food was still the same, inadequate food 

of insufficient quantities of rice and thin vegetable 
soup. And ■'ust after the complaint to the Red Cross 
representative in June 1944, even the low, then, 
standard of rice ration ’"as officially reduced by the 
Japanese. It was reduced to, I think, 375 grams per 
person per day in all.

0 ’7hat was the physical condition of the

I

II
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prisoners at that time0
A With progressive lacîr of food and lack of 

vitamins, all the prisoners in the camp were becoming 
alarmingly thir. and in poor h.ealtv.

Q Did the same apply to the Japanese officers 
and guards?

A Very definitel'- not.
9 "rell, then in October 1944, did you leave 

Shirikavm?
A Bes. I would like to mention that immediately 

after t’e interview with the Red Cross representative 
fresh rules were maße, one result o' which was a very 
large increase of malaria throughout all the prisoners 
in the camp, in that a rule was issued the result of 
,,rhich wr.s to make it an offense for us to get. under 
our mosquito nets before ni^e o'clock a.t night.

In October of 1944 we left for Manchuria, and 
in May of 1945 were brought into the main prisoner of 
war camp in Fukden. T!-is camp consisted of two-story j 
barracks built on a bit of very low-l^ing ground on the | 
outskirts of Fukden. There were already about twelve ! 
hundred prisoners of war in the camo when we arrived 
who had been there since 1943, working in the factories 
in Tukden.

Each building or each floor of each building
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hod a wooden shelf dividing the floor from the ceiling, 
leaving ''bout a maximum of five feet of space 
between floor and shelf or shelf and roof, o.s the case 
may be. Buildings were very crowded, both floor and 
shelves being fully occupied by prisoners as their 
sleeping quarters. The buildings were very dirty and 
were very b-d]y infested with lice and fleas.

i
Pood was getting rapidly and progressively 

shorter in its issue, although on my rail journey down 
to Mukden I had seen, at every railroad, siding we passed - 
through, very large, quantities of food, grain, soya 
beans, and ether food piled up on the stations. And, 
subsequently, ”»hen the war ended and we got out of the 
camp, we had not the slightest difficulty in obtaining 
every sort and quantities of food, eggs, °resh 
vegetables, meat, t^at we desired-without any difficulty 
whatever in the district.

Discipline in this camp w?s very severe, 
particularly on the enlisted men who were in the c^mp.

!
The officers were subjected to extreme indignities and i

!annoyances, and on occasions were assaulted as in other j
I

c?n?s. j
On the end of hostilities v/e released from iI

the cells a man who had been in there for 156 days |
1 !without any charge or trial being brought against him.
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Another m m  *Tas release"3 a’hose free aT.r very badly 
bruised, and "hc had most of his teeth mis rin", v'!:o 
informed me tint ’ e had been beaten up o.t lernt t.vice 
?. d^y for the lost ton deys that he had been in there 
although he had not been brought before the camp 
commandant or awarded any sentence for anything.

T Fo days after the end of hostilities I visited 
the prisoner of mar cemetery about t?o miles rr/̂ y from 
the camp and counted over three hundred graves, mostly 
American c-nlisted men, out of a part" of approximately 
1400 v»ho mere taken up tsere in 1943.

25 ;
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Q Was there much sickness in that camp?
A Yes. t-lckness, particularly for the last 

four or five months, became extremely bad, and it 
would be correct to sav that for the last three 
months In Tanchurla sick parades .core than doubled. 
For example —  tMs was due to the —  p artlv  to the 
fact that latrines, as usual, were in a constant 
state of overflow, ^lles were very bad there and 
dvsenterv became terribly rife throughout the whole 
camp, ^his was made still worse by the shortage of 
food in the last three months, as a result of which 
p ractically everyone in the camp was becoming alarm
ingly thin and weak.

Q Were there sufficient medical supplies for 
the treatment of the sick?

A For the last six months in ! ukden Camp 
there were fairly ample supplies of most drugs, but no 
supplies of drugs to deal with thç greatest danger, 
dysentery. I wish to correct that. When I arrived 
in Kukden Camp there was sufficient emetine left to 
treat four cases. There were some thirty odd cases 
in the hospital and they were recurring all the time. 
The doctors had the difficulty of allotting the re
maining four doses amongst the patients.

Ç Were vou subsequently released when the
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1 Russian forces entered Nukden?
THE PRESIDENT: vou told us the duties

assipned to the older generals. What about the 
oth^r officers?

THE WITNESS: All the other officers in the
camp, including the generals, sir, were engaged upon 
heavy manual work, clearing scrubs, digging in heavy 
wet clay soil —  similar tasks to that, sir.

THE PRESIDENT: "'ere they assigned to any
particularly disagreeable duties?

THE WITNEsS: Not particularly disagreeable,
sir, other than —  that is, the generals other than 
the English and American colonels, who were made to 
empty the latrines, carted out of the camp.

THE PRESIDENT: V/as that a regular practice?
THE WITNESS: No, sir. It happened only

in October of 1944, when we were making almost daily 
protests about the bad sanitation in the camp. We 
practically ceased making protests on that subject 
after tho results of the protests in October, 1944.

THE PRESIDENT: The result being that the
colonels had to do the latrine duty?

THE WITNESS : Yes, sir, and I would like to
explain, sir, that that dutv consisted in getting 
tho contents o* the latrine out bv hand in an empty
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bucket and then walking out in view of the civil 
population and depositing it outside.

THE PRESIDENT: How many colonels were in
volved?

THE WITNEY : H.xty, sir.
THE PRESIDENTS Mr. Blewett.
ÎÎR. BLEWET?: If the Court, please.

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. BLEWETT:

Q Is it permissible, Brigadier, for you to 
tell us the number of troops vou commanded in Java 
before the capture?

A Approximately 3,000, including some 500 
Americans who were placed under mv command and some 
few hundred English.

Q Do vou krnnv how many troops of all Allied 
nations were captured at that time or shortly 
thereafter?

A I do not know that.
Q ’v?re there any terms of surrender such as 

occurred at Singapore?
A Yes. I attended on th^ 12th of March before 

the Japanese Commander-In-Chief, in company with the 
British senior officer and Colonel searlo, th^ senior
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American officer, and signed a surrender document of 
our forces, but I don't know the surrender terms of 
the Commander-in-Chief.

o ’Veil, then, vou wouldn't know, Brigadier, 
whether there were any provisions with regard to 
prisoners of war in that surrender term?

A I knew that there was an express provision 
in regard to prisoners of war in the terms of sur
render that I signed. At our request, after a long 
argument, the Japanese Commandor-in-Chief added ex
press words that ♦’he prisoners o** war would be sub
ject to our rights under fhe Geneva Convention of 
1929.

Q I taVe It, Brigadier, that vou were the senior 
officer at that time on Java, is that correct?

A No, I was th.-> senior Australian officer, 
and the American troops had been placed under mv 
command during the fighting.
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r '"ell, then, you signed the surrender terms 
in so far as the island of Java was concerned. Is 
that right9

A In so far as the Australian troops in 
Java were concerned. Colonel Searle signed it in 
so far as the American troops in Java were con
cerned .

C But I think you stated you did not know tve 
number of other Allied troops in Java. To you have 
any idee of about the approximate number, Brigadier?

A T would say, and this is very approximate, 
that apart from Dutch troops there were about eight 
or nine thousand other Allied troops, but they 
consisted, eycept for the Australians and Americans, 
mainly of ground staffs of the air force, and base 
troops, clerks, and things of that sort.

C ,f’ere there, in addition to troops, a certain 
number of civilians and other persons that were 
either interned or imprisoned after the surrender?

THE PRESIDENT: "Tat is the point of all
this, Hr. Blewett? Do you suggest that the Japanese 
got too many prisoners to handle properly?

HR. BLE’TTT: That was the general idea,
sir.

THE "’ITNESS: There were, I assume, a large

!I
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number of Dutch civilian internees, but I can five 
no idea as to whether there were Fritish, American 
or ^utch, with one exception of an American 
national that had been connected with airplane manu
facture, and whom I, in conjunction wit* Colonel 
Searle, hurriedly put into uniform and passed as a 
soldier to prevent him from falling into the hands 
of the Japanese as an airplane expert.

C On what date did the first landings of 
Japanese troop3 take place on Java?

A During the night of the 28th of February,
1st of Farch.

C Am I correct, Brigadier, that war was de
clared by the Netherlands against Japan on December 
8, I94-I?

A I don’t know that. I was in the Fiddle 
Fiast then.

0 ’"hat was your general treatment, Brigadier, 
between March 12 and April 13, 1942?

A me were left entirely to our own resources 
in the area in which we had surrendered, ’"e were 
liable entirely for the feeding of our troops, and 
saw no Japanese except around the perimeter of some 
mile3 retaining us in.

C ”fere you, therefore, in camp with your own

UN
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equipment and supplies, Brigadier?
A During that period we were scattered out 

through some tea plantations in the south of 
Bandoeng where we had been last taking up position 
when the hostilities ceased.

C "'ell, then, what developed, if I may ask 
you, between the 12tl and the 13th, when you left 
Java?

THE MONITOR: Hr. Blev/ett, will you re-
frame the question? ""hat do you mear by 12th and 
13th? Twelfth Hard to 13th April? The 13th April 
was the date when you left Java. Is that right?

HR. BLF"TETT: Yes, that, is right.
THE ’"ITNHSG: Do you rean between the 12th

of f'arch and 28th of December, when I left Java?
IH. BLF.'”ETTî Ko. I am mistaken, sir. I 

should have said Batavia.
A From the 12th of I'arch until the date I

arrived in Batavia. T was left in charge of the
whole of the troops I hod commended when hostilities
ceased, subject only to a rule that T would —  and
other officers —  would be strictly accountable for%
discipline, and that if ary mar was found outside a 
certain named area bounded by certain roads they 
would be shot or sight, ’"e were made solely

1

I
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responsible for feeding our troops and received no 
rations from the Japanese, and were ordered to bring 
to certain named points all our weapons of war.

C During that period did Japanese officers 
inform you that the principles of the Geneva Con
vention would apply only to prisoners of war when 
expedient?

A Not at all during that period.
C On whet other occasions were you so informed, 

Bripadier, and by whom?
A On a very large number of occasions through

out my period of imprisonment, by various Japanese 
officers of various re^ks, and more particularly by 
Lieutenant SONIE, Captain INNINURI, Certain KIOKE, 
and a lieutenant whose name I do not know up in 
î'anchuria. I remember also Colonel SKUSAV/A, I think 
his name was, addressed the whole of the prisoners 
in Shirikowa Camp, and informed us of the same thing 
in reply to a reauest which we had put in to be able 
to interview our protecting powers.

TFE PRESIDENT; ’"e will adjourn now until 
half past one

(’’hereupon, at 12CC, a recess
was taken.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
1330.

MARSHAL OF THE COURT : The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.I

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Blewett.
MR. BLE’VETT: Thank you, sir.

A R T H U R  S E A F O R T H  B L A C K B U R N ,  
called as a witness on behalf of the prosecu
tion, resumed the stand and testified as follows: 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BLEWETT (Continued):

Q Of what did your quarters consist as 
commander of the POW camp in Batavia?

A Dutch barracks built for native troops that 
consisted of a number of single-storied buildings 
with wooden floors, and which had verandas on every

4

building,
Q How many Americans were confined in the 

Cycle Camp, Brigadier, if you can tell us?
A Originally about 400 and then approximately 

200 survivors from the Houston.
Q Was Colonel Searles in command of the
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American troops, sir?
A Colonel Tharp was the commander of the 

American unit, but Colonel Searles was the senior 
American officer. He was an American staff officer.

* Q Were the meif housed as to nationality, or
I -

were they mixed up pretty much?
A V.rhen I arrived they were mixed up, but wi,th

/
the assistance pf Colonel Searles we sorted them 
out into hationalities,

Q How many barracks were there, Brigadier?
A My recollection is about ten buildings 

in all.
Q So, according to your description that would 

be about 100 men to a barrack, is that right?
A Considerably more than that. The lov/est 

number v/as 2600 in the camp. The highest was 4900.
Q I think there were 2600 Allied prisoners 

there when you reached the camp, is that true?
A That is correct.
Q Now, those men, I assume, had been placed 

there between a state of surrender on March 12 and 
the date on which you reached there, the 13th of 
April, is that correct?

A No, they had all been brought down from the 
vicinity of central ^ava within a few days, say, a

/
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week of the 13th of April, upon which day I was 
brought down with the last party,

Q What officers lived with the pen, Brigadier?
A The system I organized was that one or two 

officers should live in a small room at the end of 
each barrack so as to try to help the men. The 
rest of the officers lived in a building at one end 
of the camp,

Q vrhat system was in operation as to 
registration of prisoners of war?

A I do not know what the Japanese system 
was, but the day after I got into the camp I was 
instructed to prepare and hand in a nominal roll of 
the name^ rank, nationality of every prisoner in the 
camp,

Q Did that give the location of each man as
to the barracks in which he resided?

/
%

A No, at first I was told to lodge with the
Japanese a hut register, showing the name of the «
occupants in every hut. For the convenience of the 
prisoners X sought and obtained subsequently per
mission to'move men from hut to another on the under
taking that I would be able at any moment to inform 
the Japanese in what hut any given man was housed,

Q 'Were there beds in the huts, Brigadier?
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A No.
Q ,f’hat wss the sleeping arrangement?
A Originally all on the floor, but gradually 

cs time went on the men constructed —  many of the 
men constructed rough stretchers out of bits of 
bamboo and sacking, et cetera.

Q I assume the barracks were in the same 
condition as they had been when taken over by the 
Japanese.

A I have no knowledge on that, '
Q I think you testified, Brigadier, that they 

had formerly been used by native troops, is that 
correct?

A That is correct.
Q V'ell, within the short period of time is it 

correct to assume that they were no doubt in the same 
condition as they had been when they were taken overi

! by the Japanese?
A Yes, I assume that.
Q VJopld you say that the men were extremely 

crowded as to sleeping quarters?
A Yes, extremely crowded. All the verandas 

had to be used although rain frequently came in on the 
verandas.

Q Were there any other suitable arrangements
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nearby or in any other locality that you knew about?
A V/ithin 4Ö0 yards of the camp was another 

much more substantially built barracks and much 
bigger barracks which at least for some months after 
I arrived there was practically unoccupied.

Q Y/cat response did you get when you suggested 
that this other building be utilized?

A No response except the one word, "no."
Q Do you know whether or not the Japanese

had materials available for .extra buildings?
A I have no information.
Q I think you testified, Brigadier, that 

during your stay there that no effort was made to 
provide extra buildings or «w.thouses or kitchens.
Now, it occurred to me that perhaps you no doubt would 
suggest that your men, if given the equipment and the 
tools, would be delighted to provide these facilities?

A That is one thing I had in mind but the
other easier thing'would have been to make empty
buildings in the near vicinity available to us. For
example, immediately outside our barbed wire and
enclosed behind a high wall was a big two-storied
building which to my knowledge was empty at least

»

until October of 1942.
Q v,hat disposition vas mç.de of the Allied
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stores before the surrender, if any?
A They were, wherever possible, destroyed 

and immediately after the surrender as many as 
possible of us destroyed every possible weapon of 
war that we could.

Q I presume the men kept their bed rolls, 
or whatever you term it in your army, and side 

’ equipment and tools and so on, is that so?
A Bedding and blankets only. All side arms 

and tools were taken from us, and even in the case 
of the American troops, the whole of their kitchen 
equipment, cooking dishes, et cetera, were taken from 
them.

Q V/ere they permitted their extra shoes and 
other clothing?

A In that camp at the beginning no clothing 
or shoes were taken from them, but some of the pris
oners had very little clothing and practically no 
spare footwear; and when any began to wear out we 
v/ere informed by the Japanese that we would have to 
use the spare clothes and boots of men that had spares 
to replace those of men v/hose clothing and boots had 
worn out.

• Q Is it correct, Brigadier, that the survivors 
of the Perth and Houston wore troops, army troops?
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1

1
A T h e y  W ere  e n t i r e l y  n a v a l  men o r  m a r i n e s ,

2
n a v a l  m a r i n e s ,  a n d  a s  m o s t  o f  th e m  had b e e n  i n  t h e

3
w a t e r  and  had swum a s h o r e ,  i n  t h e  m a in  t h e y  had  a r r i v e d

4 a s h o r e  p r a c t i c a l l y  n a k e d .

5 Q I  w as j u s t  g o in g  t o  a s k  y o u  t h a t ,  B r i g c d i e r .

6 I  a s s u m e , t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  t h a t  i s  t h e  r e a s o n  t h e y

7 a r r i v e d  a t  Cam p C y c l e  w i t h o u t  c l o t h e s  a n d  e q u ip m e n t?

8 A Y e s ,  t h a t  i s  s o .  T h e i r  c l o t h e s  h ad  n o t

9 b e e n  t a k e n  a w a y f r o m  t h a n  b u t  n o n e  h ad  b e e n  i s s u e d

10 t o  th e m  t o  c o v e r  t h e i r  n a k e d n e s s .

11 Q I  w as q u i t e  s u r e  t h a t  i s  w h a t  y o u  m e a n t ,  s i r .

12 A Y e s ,  I  d i d .

13 Q C a n  y o u  t o l l  u s  w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  t h e  J a p a n e s e

14 h ad  u n i f o r m s  a n d  s h o e s  t h a t  w o u ld  h a v s  f i t  t h e s e

15 men?

16 A I  w as in f o r m e d  t h a t  t h e y  h ad  t a k e n  p o s s e s s i o n

17 o f  a l a r g e  q u a n t i t y  o f  D u t c h  c l o t h i n g  a n d  u n i f o r m s

18 i n  sonte o f  t h e i r  s t o r e s .

19 Q I  w as t h i n k i n g  a b o u t  t h e  f i t  e s p e c i a l l y  i n
20

r e g a r d  t o  some o f  o u r  m a r i n e s .  j
21

A I t  i s  q u i t e  t r u e  t h a t  a s  f a r  a s  m o s t  o f
22

o u r  t r o o p s  w e n t t h e  J a u a n e s e  h ad  n o  c l o t h i n g  o f  !
23 1

t h e i r  own o r  b o o t s  o f  t h e i r  own t h a t  w o u ld  h a v e  f i t t e d  !
24 i

u s ,  ;
25 1

Q F ro m  w h e re  had t h e s e  s u r v i v o r s  t r a v e l e d  t o  j11
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roach Cycle Camp, Brigadier? j
A From the coast of west Java. The Perth 

and Houston were sunk in Sunda Strait, which is 
between Java and Sumatra. !

Q What I was thinking of was whether or not 
there were facilities en route to treat these men 
properly from a medical viewpoint?

A They had been detained for over three weeks 
in a native jail in a large Dutch town further west 
than Batavia. I think its name was Serang.

Q Did you set up the hospital at Cycle 
or had it been already established when you reached 
there?

A I set it up by assigning one hut as a 
hospital hut and putting into it doctors and orderlies. 
It in no other v/ay resembled a hospital. It had no j

beds and no water within 50 yards of it.
Q J-hat kind of a staff did you have to help 

you there, Brigadier —  medical staff? j
A V/e had the medical officers from the 

American artillery battalion, from two of my infantry 
battalions and, from memory, I think one other medical 
officer and two survivors fron tho médical staff of the 

Houston *amo in with them and on recovering their j
health v/ent into the hospital to assist.
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20

Q ' . \ t o  these iron detorred in any way by the 
Japanese, from carrying out their professional work?

A They were not deterred in the senso of being 
prevented but frequently things they desired to do 
were overridden by order of the Japanese. May I 
exolain that throughout my whole experience the 
Japanese method was to nut a corporal whom they 
called the medical corporal in charge of the hospital 
and who was absolutely supreme above all our doctors.

Q That is vyhat you had in mind specifically, 
was it, Brigadier, about not being potfcdtted 
to do Y »ha.t they desired to do?

A That, of course, and the serious deficiencies 
of medicine and equipment.

Q Now, when you asked for blankets, clothing, 
towels and soap, was that available at that time?

A The towels, soap were certainly available 
in Batavia in very largo quantities. The blankets 
and the clothing I believe to have been available 
from captured stores.

Q To whom did you make this application?
A The Japanese camp commandant.
Q I think you told us his name, Brigadier, 

but would you let me have it again, please? I am 
not quite certain.
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A The commandants changed fror, tlr.o to time.
I think at that time it was Lieutenant YATAUOTO,
I think was the name.

Q Do you know whether he has been charged 
with any crime by a war tribunal?

A I do not know.
THE PRESIDENT: The prosecution will give

you those particulars if you need them, I am sure,
Mr, Blewett, to save cross-examining witnesses who 
know nothing about them.

I®. BLE1 ’ETT: I will keep that in mind, sir.
Q '"hat was the reason for the refusal, if 

one was given to you, sir?
A No reason was given.
Q I don’t suppose you felt like crossing for

one?
A I pressed for one and pleaded for over two 

hours, but rot no satisfaction except that nothing 
would be done and I must do the best 1 could myself.

Ii

I
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Q From your experience and knowledge of that 
region what was the food situation generally in 

. Batavia at that time?
A At that time, from my knowledge, there was 

an abundance of food in Batavia
Q What is the population of Batavia?
A Other than the fact it is a ’ e-ry large 

uc-'ulati' n, I don't know.
Q Well, would* you say, cr have vcu heard, 

Brigadier, that it is mere populated than Jarar ?
MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: I object, if the

Tribunal riease, as I submit the answer to t^at 
question winl rot assist the Tribunal and is irrel
evant.

THL PRESIDENT: We know those matters,
Mr. Blewett. We know what the modulations of these 
parts are.

MR. BLEWETT: I understand, sir.
Ç What sources, if you know, did the Japanese 

have to depend upor for their supply of food and 
medical surplies?

A So far as medical sup-lies go, I know of 
my own knowledge that there were ver-, very large ’ 
supri.ies of rractically all drugs available in 
Batavia at that time. Sc far as food goes, I can

53̂ r̂rT53C7
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only sav\thr>t I believe there were large quantities 
of food available, and I assume the Japanese could %

do what an occupying force usuallv does, and commandeer 
a portion of that, except that fror- my knowledge of 
their, I would not exrect them, to commandeer it in 
the same way as our forces would do it. I might ,

t

add that in the early stages, Dutch civilians and 
natives made very frequent efforts to throw food 
of all sorts, rice and all other sorts of food, 
over the wire to us, but were prevented from doirg 
so.

q Well, I think perhaps you told us, but 
how was the food situation at Cycle Camp?

A The food was generally very inadequate.
All prisoners lost weight rapidly; and the food 
wrs less in many cases by over fifty per cent than 
the Japanese approved scale for prisoners of war.

Q Were the guards at Cycle Camu Japanese or 
otherwise?

A Nearly all Japanese, with a very few Koreans.
q In what manner were the beatings and bru

talities brought to your attention? I am speaking 
now only of Cycle Camp, Brigadier.

A I saw a tremendous lot of them because 
Colonel Searles and I used to make it a practice
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to SDe-nd practicably all our time going arourd 
the camp to try ar.d heir the iven as ruch as we 
ccu"d ir, difficulties; and then there was a standing 
order that evorv beatirg-up was tc be rerorted to 
us ir-Fcdiatelv so that we cou^d endeavor to do 
something to ease the position.

Q What was the cause assigned usually?
A It was verv rare for a sentry to try to 

assign a cause, but in fairness, they could only 
talk Japanese and, we could not understand them. So 
there was not much good trying to assign a cause.
The only cause I could over get from the Camp 
Commandant was that the person beaten up had 
angered a sentry. I could never get at any stage 
ar investigation or trial into any case.

Q, From your protests, did you at no time 
receive any response from a Japanese officer?

A Yes, I was beaten up myself one day for 
no reason that I could see, and was made by the 
Japanese sentry to walk naked throughout the camt> 
tc the kitchen, five hundred yards away, and collect 
food and feed it to two men in the cells.

THF. PRESIDENT; Hew were y^u beaten?
THE WITLESS; With fists and with a rifle '

butt.
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A (Continuing): I, at the tiro, had coke
back from the bath with only a towel around re, 
and when the towel fell off, I was kicked for ■ »
letting it fall'off. On protesting to the Japanese 
Camp CoFP'candanb about an hour later, he, hiirseif, 
expressed his regret and said that he v/cû d take 
sore action ove1' the ratter against the sentries 
ccncernedj and I assumed he did so. That is the 
only occasion upon which any of the hundreds, almostj 
of protests that Colonel Searles and I made met with 
any response,

Ç I can appreciate, Brigadier, the purpose 
of this form that you describe and your attitude 
towards it, but what was the real purpose, specifically, 
of the Japanese?

MF;. JUSTICE FANSFIELD: I object.
THE PRESIDENT: They could not speak

English, and he could not speak Japanese. He said 
that. He would not krow their uurpose unless they 
could tell him and did tell him. ’ *

MR. BLEWETT: I recall, sir, that, I believe,
s

the Brigadier testified in direct examination that 
an interpreter was brought when they discussed this 
Question of form. - N

THE PRESIDENT: Well, ask him if he knows
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It will be interesting} perhaps useful,
A I was never told the purpose, I was merely 

told that that was the customary method of Japanese 
discipline to prisoners.

Ç Do you recall the name of the officer from 
Headquarters with whom you conferred?

A No, I could never ascertain his name,
Ç I believe that was the time, sir, that 

you said that with the addition of those words 
which you spoke and quoted then, that you would 
be willing to sign the card?

A Yes, that is so.
Q Now could it have been that the Japanese 

wanted to save the number of ruards by having these 
card's signed?

A No. They were large sheets of paper with 
these words alrendv written across the top and a 
space for signatures below. I have one of them now.

Q What I meant, sir, is if they had your word, 
would they hav% therefore,been permitted to reduce 
the number of eunrds?

A I don't consider so because after they were 
signed, there wasn't the slightest reduction in the 
number of guards.

Ç Were you at Cycle Camp the whole time until
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December 28th?
A Yes.
Q Now what did the men do there in the line 

of work, if anything?
A Hoad work, repairing war damage, various 

loading and unloading on the dock, sorting out 
of captured material, et- cetera.

Q Were the officers compelled to work?
A At first they were compelled to work, but 

the Japanese complained that r.ot enough work was 
beins donc. I, therefore, managed to bluff them 
that we would set mo^e worl* if the officers were 
put only ir charge of the men instead of working.
In fact, the result was that immediately less was 
done as tho officers ranaged to switch the men from —  
or prevent the men from working hard if the work 
had any relation to the war effort.

Ç How were the hours and conditions of work?
A In Batavia, whilst I was there, neither the

*
hours nor the work were unduly severe.

Q Nov? these pledges, Brigadier, were signed, 
as you say, ur.der duress, is that right?

A Yes.
Ç Now, as a result of that signing, did life 

become more bearable for you gentlemen in the camp?
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A For the first month, it v/as very decidedly 
more unbearable. There was a complete orgy of 
beatings-up throughout the camp, and certain of 
our recreational advantages, such as concerts, 
lectures, were immediately stopped. The right to 
give educational lectures was never restored. Con
certs from then or were limited strictly to one a 
week; ard our conditions were in no way better than 
they had been before we signed. I think, in fairness,
I sheuld add that I informed the Japanese Camp 
Commandant the day afte^ they were signed, that every 
man in the camp had. signed under protest and duress.

Q Were these concerts and entertainment, 
Brigadier, supplied by outsiders or by your own forces?

A Entirely by our own forces.
Q Did yourself and other general officers have 

freedom and coui’d you go to Batavia or make other 
trips outside the camp?

A Generally speaking, no. On two occasions 
Colonel Searles and I were permitted to or were taken 
u p  to Batavia to try and deal with the medical sup
plies when conditions of health in the camp were 
getting drastic. On each occasion we succeeded in 
obtaining from a Dutch chemical manufacturing firm 
large supplies cf drugs without payment.

- ;

I
J
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Q After that month, pursuant tc the signing 
of the cards or the pledge, I think you said that 
conditions grew better?

A They gradually grew better than they had 
been during the month, but no better than they had 
beer prior to the signing of the form.

Ç What was done abcut that film that was made 
up after you left in 1943, do you know, Brigadier?

A All I know of it is that it was captured 
bv the Allied troops who went into Java, and the 
last I heard of it, it was ir Australia. Perhaps 
I should say the last I know of my own knowledge 
of it. I had heard it is up here, but I don’t know 
that positively.

Q Do you know from your investigation whether 
it was ever shown to the International Red Cross 
or any ether party?

A I have no information whatever that it ever
\

was.
Was it rade for home consumption, or what 

was the purpose, if you know?
A I do not know.
Q Was any reason assigned to you as to your 

removal from Java in December, 1942?
A General SAITO informed us that an ideal
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prisoner of war carp had been established in the 
best surroundings that cou^d be ^ound to which all 
senior officers who had been taken prisoner were 
so be taken.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Blewett, your cross-
exairiration suggests to us that you have not been 
instructed by any Japanese who knows anything about 
what happened in Java; and that you are putting 
questions more or less at random with unfavorable 
results in most cases. It is for you to say what 
is ir the best interests of the defense, but it does 
not appear to us that that class of cross-examination 
is in their interests; but wo appreciate your position* 

KR. BLEWETT: I think, sir, that the
witness verv fairly fiüled in some of the gaps and 
was ver" fair ir statirg exactly how the treatment 
was accorded him by the Japanese, particularly with 
the physical situation as contrasted with some of 
the other camps he told us about.

C* Bo vou know whether or rot, Brigadier, 
the camp was ccntinued after you left?

A It was continued right through the war, and 
there was still a number of prisoners in it when 
the war ended.

Q Was there any reason that you knew why the
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general officers should be reroved fror Java to 
the Japanese homeland?

A I knew of r.o reason, but from the fact 
that when v/e got there we found all American, 
British, Dutch and Australian generals gathered 
togethered in one camp, that the reason was to get 
them all together in one rlace instead of having 
them scattered.

Q V/hat was the purpose, if you know, of 
confining the officers to quarters on board ship?

A I do not know.
Q Could it have been through the fear of 

detection?
A I do not think so.
Q After the seven-day trip to Singapore on 

January -- reaching there on January 5th, how were 
you treated during that period of time?

THE PEESIDEFT: V/e wii 1 assume that the
treatment was within the convention unless he says 
otherwise, Mr. Blewett.

Q How long did the trip last, Brigadier, from 
Singapore to Formosa?

A From memory, we left Singapore on the 10th 
of January; arrived at Mot1i, I think about the 20th 
of January; left there, I think, about the 26th of

J
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January, and reached Formosa on the 30th of January. 
Those are from memory.

C* Was that first camp, Brigadier, Karenko?
A Karenko. K-a-r-e-r-k-o, on the east coast 

of Formosa.
Q Sorry, sir, I didn’t get the spelling.

The translation was going on at the same time,
A K-a-r-e-r-k-o.

THL PPESIDENT î We '«ill recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupcn, at 1445, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Blewett.
MR. BLF.VETT: Yes, sir.

BY MR. BLEVETT (Continued);
Q Brigadier, where was the Karenko Camp located?
A On the east coast of Formosa.
Ç V?as that ne£r a town or village or was it 

isolated?
A Karenko is the name of the town.
Q Of whet did the camp consist?
A Substantially built two-storied barracks.
Q ’.ere they constructed as a PO?' camn or other

wise?
A Ho, they were well established end good, 

solid buildi \gs which we understood had been estab
lished some years before by some foreign charitable 
organization as a school of some sort, but I am not 
certain of that.

Q Were they modern in any respects?
A On our standards, no. I mean by that they 

were not an ell Japanese standcrd of building.
Q Well, how were your quarters there? At 

least, how were you situated, the various prisoners?
A There were'a few small roo:n3 in which two
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1 officers each were placed. The rest o* Us were ell J

2 in big rooms holding about twenty-eight per room. J
î Q Did you have beds and equipment? t;

■M

4 A Beds were provided in thot camp together

5 with L straw-filled mattress and pillow and blankets i
6 and an eating bowl. s

7 Q Were the guards ot that camp Japanese? .

8 A So far as I could tell, yes. •

9 Q What was your mode of travel to Manchuria?
10 A Vi'e traveled from.Formosa to Japan by air, thot -
11 is, the officers of the rank of brigadier and unwrrds.
12 The colonels traveled by ship from Formosa to Jeran. i

13 We all then crossed to S  outhern Korea by shin and from j

14 there ut> to Manchuria by train.
15 Q How did the accommodations contrast with those
16 previously described by you, Brigadier? i
17 A In the first camo in which we were in in

!
1

18 Manchuria the buildings were very similar to Kcrenko
19 except that they were extremely dirty. And I have 120 described the accommodation in Mukden Camp. 1
21
22

23

Q What was your position at Mukden, Brigadier? 
Did you have a position as senior officer?

A No, I was merely one of the prisoners at the

j
1i

24
cam-,

25
Q Now, from you experience'end your knowledge 1
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from investigation gained subsequent to the war, would 
you say that the treatment accorded prisoners of war 
is pretty much up to the commander of the camp end 
was it not countenanced by the general officers? I 
mean by the words "not countenanced" there "not 
approved."

A Do you mean by Japanese general officers?
Q Yes, sir.
A I can only answer that in two ways: on at

least three occasions, once in Java, once in Formose, 
and once in llanchurie, I was informed by junior 
Japanese officers that they disapproved of our treat
ment but could do nothing about it because that was 
the system laid down; and, secondly, we were inspected 
on several occasions in Batevia and in Formosa by 
Japanese generals without any alteration or improve
ment in our conditions following the inspection.

Q Recalling some experiences, Brigadier, that 
we had in northern France in October during the First 
V̂ orld Krr, would you say that the number of prisoners - 
the great number of prisoners —  taken in the short 
period of time by the Japanese influenced in any way 
the treatment accorded any particular one? I am 
speaking, sir, of the British forces in northern France 
in October of 1918, I think it was.

- ;

I
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A Except for the necessery crowding for the 
first day or two of canture, end the necessery short- 
ige of supplies for the firs* few drys, I am uneble 
. *. see that that in eny way justified the conditions 
even in view of conditions in France in October, 1918.

MR. BLE7/ETT: Thank you, sir. That finishes
my examination, your Honor.
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TFE PRFSIDEiTT: Tfr. Logan.
CROSS-EXAI'INATION (Continued)

BY ISR, LOGAN:
0 ( You are a lawyer, aren’t you, Brigadier?
A Yes.
Cj Friday yo.u testified that you were informed 

V f certain Japanese off^oers that the policy of the 
Japanese Government v;?s to treat prisoners onl,r under 
their principle of Bushido, What rank ,,rere theses

officers that told you that?
A Captains, lieutenants and colonels, and one 

general, General SAITO.
Q How many times were you told that?
A A very large number of times. Only once by 

a general, in an address farewelling us from Java.
Q Was his speech interpreted for you?
A I cannot remember now whether it was inter

preted or handed to our senior officer in English,after 
he had delivered it, to read.to us.

P Who translated it°
A If it was the latter, it wos a system that was 

sometimes adopted of the Japanese addressing us and 
them himself handing to one of us to ro'd out to the 
rest, f'e English translation prepared by he or his 
subordinates of what he was saying.

a
1

::i

* j

\
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11
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14

15
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17

18

19

20 
21
22
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24
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A Other then the fact it v/rs very crowded with 
Japanese troops, I cannot say.

n -ere tboir accommodations t’-e s:'me as ’/ours?
A The accommodation was the same except th^t

the floor and shelf in their case had grass mats laid 
- ( 

out on it,
t

Q And the ship was blacked out at night, in 
accordance v/ith security regulations; isn't t’-rt so, 
Brigadier?

A Yes.
Q And no portholes open, in accordance with 

security regulations? . .
A There were practically no portholes on the 

vessel. I have never seen one with so few, however, 
those that were t’ere were, of course, kept closed, 
for security reaso- s, presumably.

Q T’e only way to get dov,n to the hold of a 
cargo vessel is by means of a long ladder, isn't that 
so? 1

A If it is fitted as a ca.’go vessel only, yes.
Q Japanese soldiers used the same ladder,

didn't they?

A Yes, for cs far as they had to go.
» .

C> fto’", Brigadier, I don't think you. told us
about the conditjors from October If44 to TTay '45, while
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you were in Manchuria, have vou?
A No. Generally speaking, they were the best 

period that I had v/hilst I was prisoner of war.
0 Was there any—
A Until February of 194?, when the v/hole of 

the oTficers in the camp refused to volunteer for work.
Q vfere you given good accommodations and good 

food while you *̂ ere at this camp, Manchuria?
A The a.ccommodcation was approximately the same 

as at Knrcnko, only very much dirtier. The food was 
better.

Q Did any beatings tako place at that camp?
A Ver”> fe«, but there were a few.
0 Bow many men wore at that camp —  what was the 

name of the camp?
A I think it was spelled C-h-u-n-g-c-h-e— a-t-e-h,

i
I think. It is about two hundred miles northwest of 
Mukden.

0 V?as there any reason, Brigadier, why you didn't 
tell us about the treatment at this camp in your direct 

testimony9
A None, except that there were no particular 

incidents there to tell.
Q Did you ever sec General Percival beaten?
A Yes.
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o When?
■ !
. ‘11 ‘•II

2 A In Karenko 'Camp. ' M-

3 ’0 About what month ̂ .d this occur? 
A About Torch of 19A3.

:‘5
■ 1

4
■ t 
1

5 0 Who beat him? 1Jl
6 A A Japanese-sentry.

Ç 'here did the beat4n? toko place?
1

7 f!

8 A I didn’t catch that question.
1

9 Q Whore did it take place? »
M•<

10
/

A /In C-cneral Percivol’s room.
!

11 9 You -”orc ih the room at the time? •- if
i

12 A I v; 's 'standing at the door of the next room • •I.• 'U

,13 and heard the row and moved to the window.
«

•1i
14 ß Of ’''hat did the beating consist? i

15 A .From my personal observation, severe beatings
16 0

with t!'c fist across the free. it-»£
17 Q How foa.ny times was ! o struck? , V • j!
18 A I saw him struck, I should say, throe or four s
19 times with the closed fist. •! . &
20

* THE PRESIDEITT: V/o do ̂ not v/ant any further i
21 \ $

details, Hr. Logan, unless you question this witness' i22 ,A

23
credibility. - i\

24
s

25
• \

% %

__ f '.■J
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Q
A

0
A

square.
o

Did you ever see General Heath struck? 

Yes.
Tfhere was he when he was beaten?

Outside the barrack room on the exercise

Did vou ever see General Wainwright beaten? 

A J didn’t see General 7/ainwright beaten. I 

saw marks on M s  face, which T was told were the re

sult of beatings.
10 Q YTho told vou that? ';:11 A General Yainwright.
12 Q ’/Then did that take place9 r

13 A -Fonth, do you mean? :::

14 Q Yes. i
15 A Between the first of February, ’44- and the "i
16 end of ?'aroh of ’44. i

17 Q YJho struck him? ' f
18 A A Japanese sentry.

t>
19 Q Private?
20 A bo far as I know.
21 Q Did the officers wear their insignia while

they were prisoners of war?

A Tn the camps in which I was we were always 

allowed to wear our insignia, and In addition all 

wore on our rieht breast a bit of cloth Issued to

i
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us by the Japanese, on which they had printed our 
name and rank.

TÎH PREf-IDEN™: Was General Percival wearing
that when he was assaulted?

THE WITNEf*: ves. We had to wear it at
all times, even when one went down to the latrine 
in one’s pajamas.

THE PRESIDENT: And General Heath was
wearing it too, I suppose?

THE WITNESS* Yes, sir. It wa,s universally 
worn. One was immediately beaten up if vou were 
ever found without wearing it, so we took particular 
points to always wear it if we could.

THE PRESIDENT: Was it in Japanese writing?
THE ’WITNESS: Yes, onl'' in Japanese writing.

BY KR. LOGAN (Continued):
0 Would you say, Brigadier, that the cause 

of these beatings was due to misunderstanding be
tween the prisoners of war and the sentries or guards 
because of language difficulties?

A Well, I don’t doubt that applies in some 
cases. It don’t apply in the majority of cases,I
because the maioritv of beatings up were made with
out a word being spoken.

Q Did you see the majority of beatings that 
took place?
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% 1
J A Would you repeat that, Mr. Logan? - !

1 THE PRESIDENT: Did you say that General
2

» , Percival was beaten for having a speck of dirt on i' s
3 h^s finger nails? 1 . i4 A THE WITNEth» Yes. I1t
5 THE PRESIDENTî 'There is no misunderstanding
6 , 1

there• !

? THE WITNESS: Nothing was said at all, sir. ;|8 His finger nails were inspected and one finger nail 1
i; ' V 9i was a little bit dirty and he was beaten up for that.
! 10j BY KR. LOGAN (Continued): \

* 11 Q . The question I put was: did you see the
i 12 majority of beatings that took place? ’’’he reason

13 I asked that was because vou said in the majority of ;
14 t

cases the beatings took place without anything being ' '
15

said.
16

A I had in mind, Hr. Logan, the beatings that
• 17 \

18
I personally saw. t

r Now, this work that these men were made to
19
20 do. That rave them phvsical exercise, didn't it,/

i 21 including the herding of the goats by the older

22 officers?

23 A One of tlvx results ~f the work was naturally i

24 to give physical exercise. \

23 0 That is. good practice, isn't it, Brigadier**
% •

1
*t•j

•
‘ .i
j?

t
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t A In that camp there was a large exerci.se
‘4
. * ï

■i

2 yard and the officers were all men of fifty y^ars or ■t
3 upwards who were accustomed to take exercise whenever 1
4 they could bv walking around the yard and other forms -j
5 of phvsical exercise.
6 Q How old was this general who died? Tl

>;V 1
3  7 A I think he was 57, from memory, but I am

8 not certain ~f that.
'IT.

9 Q Do vou >now from what be died0
10 A rome form of heart failure.
11 Q Brigadier, at anv and all of these camps

- ‘Â
■ *V

12 Wyi

in which vou were, did vou have any occasion to see ' 7;

13 4

and observe Japanese soldiers eating? V

14 -iTHE KONITOR: ’'as it eating or beating? . A
• i

15 HR. LOGANï Eating.
16 * *

• THE HONITOR* Thank vou. * *i
^  17

A Yes. ,

18 V,

Q How many times?
19

A I was on three occasions commanded to at-
20 :à

tend at Japanese Headquarters in the camp at their — i

21 -1
at meals. The Japanese guardhouse in tho Batavia Camp22 - j
was about 10 ^ards away from a window of my quarters

23 -y
24 and at least three meals a dav I watched that. At

Karenko not more than once or twice. At rhirikawa23 .N’A
four or five times. In ) ukden Camp not at all, and ' A 1

»

%

'  - **•
. j
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in the northern camp once or twice.
Q ho aside from those instances you don't

soldiers pot as compared with vours?
5 A I  can in this way, that on a number of
6 occasions I have seen,in some cases assisted to carry,
7 garbage tin outside the Japanese Mtchen into our
g

lines to be fed to the pigs.
9 Q How many times did you observe that?
10 *A Fifty or slxtv, probably.
11 Q Aside from that you have no way of comparing
12

what the Japanese soldiers ate '«Ith what the pri-
13

soners of war were given, is that right?
14

A There are other incidents that I could go

21
22
23
24 
23

3 know; you couldn’t compare the food the Japanese
4 ______ . ___________ , _______

on saying. A pig, for example, was killed in our
16

18
17

camp, a pig that wo were informed was our stock; we 
were debited with the cost of it when it was bought. 
It weighed 56 pounds dead weight, of which 500

19
20 prisoners got 26 pounds and 48 guards got 30 pounds.
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&

1 Ç Brigadier, do you have that speech of
4 • »

2
•

General SAITO's with you? , <

3 A No. r

4 , 0 Do you know where we could get a copy of it? '
ij

5 A Only one copy was handed out, and having i
;

6 been read by the British officer I don't know whether ' i
f

7 he was allowed to keep it or whether it was taken 1'

8 back. I mean by that I don't now remember, Mr. ;

9 Logan. j

10 C Do you know where General SAITO is row?
11 A I don't, Mr. Logan. Fe was Major General,
12 the chief of the Java prisoners' camp in August the
13 ?Cth, 19^2, and was still in that position in

i
' 0 ~ !

14 December of '42 when I left Javà. >
15 C Did he also say in that speech that the
16 principles of the Geneva Convention would be applied
17 only when it suited t*em, that prisoners of war
.18\ had no rights whatsoever? a

19 « v t ✓A No.
20 0 Fe just mentioned about the principles of
21 Bushido, is that right?
22

A On that part of the —  that is all he said
23 ■it

24 as to the principles. Fis speech was a farewell speech
* ;;

25 to us. ”'e generals —  ,

C ’"ill you tell us briefly what he said?
. \ i

. u
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A Ke pot us together and pave us an afternoon #
tea party, explained tKet we Y'ere leaving.

C An afternoon tea party?
A I am trying to tell you what hp ssid. he 

gave that to us himself when we left the camp, as 
a farewell party as we were leaving Java.

t

r ’"ere you that friendly with him that he gave 
you an afternoon tea party? N

A The answer is no, we were ordered to attend 
at a given room. On arrival at the room there were 
three cups of tea and some cakes. Uach of us in the 
party were given a cup of tea and tv'o cakes, and as 
we finished it General SATTO came into the room, 
explained that ve were being removed from Java to a 
very pleasant camp which was thoroughly fitted up and 
where we wotild be treated according to the principles 
of Bushido and would have a thoroughly good time.
The camp to which ve were taken ras Fferenko camp, 

r !"as he in charge of Karenko camp too?
A No. , ,
0 Is that all he said?
A I think he wis> ed us good-bye. f'e told us to 

look after ourselves, to be good, and to obey all 
orders that were .given to us. Generally speaking,
Ur. Logan, it was a pleasant speech from General
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Sa ITO to this group of senior officers who were 
going sv/ay.

C As a matter of feet, General SAITO had a 
good reputation, did he not, with respect to his 
tree tirent of prisoners of war?

A Rrom my experience, yes.
G ’’ell row, who was it that told you that 

the principles of the Cfcreva Convention would be 
applied only when it suited them and that prisoners 
of war had no rights whatsoever?

A Lieutenant YATALOTO, Lieuterant SUZUKI, 
Lieutenant SOME, Captain IKIIKURl, Captain KIOKE.
Other officers I’m afraid I can’t remember their 
names.

0 You, of course, don't know, Brigadier, whether 
or not tvey were authorised by higher officers to 
make such stater'ents, do you?

A No.
G Could you tell us, Brigadier, about the 

conditions at this Shirtikewa camp in. June ’43 to 
October ’44?

A ’’’hat particular conditions, Nr. Logan? I 
described it. Do you. want me to go over it again?
The general conditions or any particular point?

g ’’’ell, I didn't think you had described 
__________________________  l
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conditions at that camp. I thoupht you had .just 
mentioned that you had been there. Perhaps you 
have described them.

Brigadier, with your, line of service and 
experience, isn’t it possible that these beatings 
and conditions that occurred in some of these csmps
actually happened without being reported to the

/

higher authorities in Tokyo?
A I si'o’-ld be very surprised if each indi

vidual beating ever was reported to Tokyo.
IT.. LOGANJ Thank yoij.
N (’’’hereupon, Hr. Brooks approached
the lectern.) N '

THE PRESIDENT: T,fill you be long, Captain
Brooks?

NR. BROOKS: ’>31,,that is hard to say,
4

your fonor. I will be longer than five minutes. 
About thirty minutes.-

THE PRESIDENT: "’ell, this witness wiil be
here tomorrow morning.

CRCSS-E7AHINATION (Continued)
BY MR. BROOKS:

V
C Brigadier, are you accuainted in any way 

with the principles, of Bushido you referred to as 
the Japanese policy?

. V'ï
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a l ,  >...■

A I am afraid my knowledge of it is very 
superficial, through reading a very brief book 
on it once while in prisoner of war camp in

I
Manchuria.

C "’ould you say from your reading that it 
vas an old warriors’ code handed down for purposes 
of outlining certain' fair treatment for prisoners?

TFE PRESIDENT: Before we adjourn I would
I

Like to state that the Court has no intention of
*

taking a vacation at Christmas, ’"e will not sit on 
Christmas da^ nor on‘New Year’s day. "Tether we '
will sit on the da^s between remains to be determined. 

,rTe will adjourn until half past nine.
("■hereupon, at 160C, an adjourn

ment was taken until Tuesday, 3 December,
194É, at 0930.)

\

.1\
. ■!
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Tuesday, 3 December, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
”'ar Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japon

The Tribunal mot, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930,

i i p p e r r o n c e s :

For the Tribunal, same as before.
For the Prosecution Section, same as 

before v/ith the addition of: MRC. C. R. STROOKER, 
Member of the Netherlands Division.

For the Defense Section, same as before. 
The Accused:

All present except OKAV/A, Shumei, v/ho is 
represented by his counsel.

(English to Japanese and Jopanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IHTF2.)
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MARSHAL Qc THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the- Far East is now in session. 

THE PFiESIDEKT: Captain Brocks.
The amendments of the transcript sought 

by Major Blakency and Captain Brooks, having been 
feund to be in order, v/ill be rade. The Scare applies 
to amendments sought tv Kr. Brannon.

Captain Brooks.

A R T H U R  S E A F 0 R T H B L A C K B U R N ,  
called as a witness cn behalf of the prosecu
tion, resumed the stand and testified as follows: 

CROSS-EXAMINATION (Continued)
BY MR. BROCKS.

Q Ntw, Brigadier, at the close of yesterday's 
session we started to discuss the principles of 
Bushido and its warriors' moral code. Based on your 
readings, would you say that this v/arriers1 moral 
code outlirc-d the erorer conduct for rilitary forces?

TUT PRESIDLTT: The quest.ion is whether the
Japanese observed the rules of warfare; in other words, 
whether they committed the offenses snecified in the 
Indictment. Bushido has nc bearing.

ME. BROOKS: The purpose, your Honor, of my
questioning or. that was to slu v: that although the
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Japanese wr-re not bound necessarily by the Geneva 
Convention, that the teachings of Bushido were based 
upon the teachings cf Confucius; ard in the abstract 
sense comprise the essential qualities of the cus
toms of war and the principles of the Geneva Conven
tion.

TIIL .RESIDENT: If Bushido is identical
v;ith the- rules of warfare, v;hy not confine your 
que-stiers as to whether the rules of warfare were 
observed. Ve certainly have no interest in discover
ing whether Bushido is identical with the rules ef 
warfare.

TT.. 3F0ÛKS: I thought it would be wise to
bring out that if there was such a principle and 
it was just -- whether it was observed cr not would 
be another thing. It was a code, thou:h, of some 
typo for their, to follow; it may explain some things.
It ri.-ht explain sore of the statements of these 
officers when they said they were applying the prin
ciples of Bushido. It would be wise to know -what they 
were; whether they wore or net is another question.

THE PRESIDENT: well, Bushido v/as mentioned
to him by the Japanese. Ke has read a book on 
Bushido, but he disclaims any knowledge cf it, as I 
understand. In any event, it is not in issue, nor is
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it relevant to any issue. So wo will net hear 
any ’•'.ore about it.
BY MR. BROOKS (Continued):

Ç Hew, Brigadier, in these areas —  you say 
there wore certain areas to be set aside and that 
the men were tc be shot if feund outside of said 
areas. It is a custom in handling prisoners of war 
to s^t down certain restrictions, is it not?

A That happened in Java,, and in ry opinion 
it was a perfectly proper thing to do; and in the 
circumstances v/cvJd be t’-e only thing to do wh-.re 
t-h.ry were- unable to put us behind barbed wire at 
the time.

Q How, Brigadier, on this question cf the 
camp conditions in Kukde-n, you said they were the 
best during the pc-riod ‘of your confinement —  Manchuria, 
I mean, up in the Kanehurlan Camp. Was th*re any 
outstanding exa; pies there of proper treatment by 
camp commanders or guards that you would cite that 
would be worthy cf praise?

A Y<-s. Cn the genera] conditions of that 
camp the following points emerged: first, the
sentries v/erc in general kept or the outside perimeter 
of the wire and were net made frequently to parade 
through our quarters; secondly, for the first fev.r
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f'v.’ norths, we were ret compelled tc salute all 
Japanese sentries:, thirdly, the camp had a build- 
in-,' constructed as a hospital, which was handed 
avr tc us; and, if I may summarize it by saying 
that ftr the fi^st few months, the attitude cf 
the officers in that camp towards us was dignified.

Q Now, Brigadier, during your period of stay 
in these vricus camps, did you <"ver receive any 
copies cf the rules for the care of prisoners of 
v."'.r or become familiar with any cf the Japanese 
nales Ter the care of prisoners <• f war?

A Do you rear written rules*;
Ç I an net tailing about .local rules necessarily 

I am talking abe ut the general rules for the conduct —
A Do you no an written rules*;
Q Yes.
A I received a two-page list of offenses 

and the runishrents which would be incurred for any 
cf those offenses —  if that is what ycu mean, if 
that covers what ycu mean

C, That isn’t exactly what I mean. That is 
more what I would term as a local rule, applying 
te local circumstances, though it ray have been in 
general terms, abat I have in mind- are rules as 
to the administration of prisoners by the Japanese
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j such as In the Japanese Army regulations, a pro-
t

I hj.bi+'ion forbidding the beating of prisoners, telling 
how they would be fed and so forth. Have you ever 
seen any code like that?

A No, I donTt recollect ever receiving any 
such written series of rules of conduct or procedure.

•3 Did you ever see aiy of the Japanese Army 
regulations that have been translated into English 
dealing with the care of prisoners?

A Again, only this two-page list of what we 
must not do and the punishments if v:e did do it.

Q You know, thrugh, however, that there were 
certain Japanese lav:s and orders regarding the care 
of prisoners of war written form, do you not?

A I assume that there rust have been, but the 
nearest I ever got to seeing it was that Lieutenant 
ECNIE in the Batavia Carp quoted to me once from a
i
jbook which he had in front of him on a question of
!
! discipline.

Q Then would you say that the Japanese guards 
and officers —  that it would depend upon their in
terpretation of their power or authority, under these 
rules regarding the conduct and care of the prisoners
t;hat they would give?
\
l THE PRESIDENT: Captain Brooks, unless you
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( resort t'. short, cjear ours tiens, tho translations 
v.'i ] take rest, of cur tire.2

3 i Q Brigadier, would von sav that sore of these
3 !
4 I uards ar.d ô ficc-rs observed the rules ard laws
5 I reu b,r the breach than the observance? This

i
, i wcu]d l c t ami y to all of ther .
° !
7 i "HE . ‘ LSIDEI’T: Veil, I do not know whether
8 j tvc viti ess understands what you a.re driving at,

i
9 I but rone cf us does. Are you suretsting that Tokyo
;() distributed the Geneva Conventions relating to
u prisoners among ti e Ja arose, but the ‘»coal Javanese
12 i -ut their rwj ccs structicr on ther?
13
14

13 

u> 
17 I
IS j
19 1

20
>1

23

24  

23

U;, BKC OKS ; I arr sur ̂ost ira tirât the 
ccr.T:anders ii the field had a broad authority of 
interpretation cf -oreral nrirclrles laid down and 
are surrosed to follow that.

II
iII

TKT- ’ hr BID! ITT : Brigadier, toll us what you
know about that, will you?

"liL VITi-LSS: Do you mean the rules of the
Garova Convention v?ere mere --

Iii
t
i
ii

liT.. BPCGKS: No, at that time I was talking
mere a’'cuf tho Japanese laws and orders for the |(
conduct of r.riscners. I withdraw tho question.

Q You have testified as to the certain conditions
bo irr bo-ttc-r,

i
and, therefore, I would like to ask if
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the care and the punishment of the prisoners really 
depended cr the disposition, attitude and interpre
tation or disregard for prisoner of war rules by 
the oua”d cr the officer in charge?

ii I car only say that the only tine there 
v/as any marked improvement was the first few months 
in Kanchuria, and on the way there we were informed 
b*7 a Japanese- cart:.in th't ’.ve were going to receive 
hotter tve-atrert becaus- there had been a change of 
•pc - icy frer. the- government in Tokyo; ard those 
bf. + ter conditions lasted fror. October, 1Ç44, to 
February, 19^5 •

Q What was the date that this Japanese 
cartain told ,rc u that there would be a change in 
rcllev?

À Between the 1st and the cth cf October,
1Q44, in Bepru.

Q Did he say the. re was to bo a change cf 
v\ 1 icy cr that there had beer: a change C'f policy -at 
that time?

A He said there had beer, a charge of policy 
•and that was the reason we were receiving —  then 
;vr had .lust started the first few days to receive 
better treatrent.

Ç Did he say whether it had any ccrnecticn with

è
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• •

■ v ^

1 i

2 II
3 i

4 !

5

6
7

8 I
9 

10
h ;I!
12 i
13 t

the Cabinet charge in July of 1944 cf that year?

A Ke did rot sav so, and at that time I did 

not knew there had been that change in the government.

Ç Do you recall what this Japanese captain’s 

rare was?

A Nc, but he was the captain in charge of the 

section of military police which took charge- of us 

the d a y  we arrived in Beppu. We were there for 

five days.

(„ Where was his headquarters at that time, 

Brigadier? Where v.t .s the headquarters c f  this 

captain?

A We were taken to a comfortable, clean — '

Q No.
15

16

17

18

19 ;I
20 I
2.!

j
22 i

23 i

24 ;

25

A I am trying to explain this —  tc a comfortable,' 

clean Japanese hotel in Beppu. He and his men then I

took charce cf us, and he occupied one of the rooms

alonrside us. > j
!

q Was th*:re any number designating his unit, j

any way we could locate that man, any other irfor- |

ration you car give?
i

A I can rive you no name or number, but he 

talked English and was in charge cf the generals' 

group in Beppu between those days -- the nolice* in 

charge of the mènerais’ group in Ber,pu in these days. i
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CROSS

.0

Q î-To”» Brigadier, 'roV -oave something
about the homing 0f the hu tons off your clothes.
asn't the buttons taken o"f o n all prisoners clothes 
and also shoestrings and belts removed, for security 
purcoses?

A Fo, that is the only occasion I have ’-.n.o”’n 
that bannen.

0 -'ou are not familiar that there is a Japanese 
regulation covering the removal of such articles7

A -xO ,
0 Fov
rams or

in '•’•q’t  ration,
A 1rould vou-- 
0 I may have been mistaken, but I understood ! 

you uad testified t''at. there 'vere 350 ^r^ns o^ foodstuff' 
in your day's ration; is that correct or not7 !

A I think v'hct I said ••vas t’ at. on one occasion j
I

tee basic f^od ration v/as reduced, to 3?5 gran;1 nor j
officer. . !I

c Do you vno’-’ that at. that time that the food
I

cram allowance in J'pan '’as 300 gr'-ns, and that t^day i 
it is onl*r 350?

1 E PRESIDE: Ï* Fat v\';s f e Japanese food, 
scale at +het tine?
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TîJE ,!'ITEE3S: I do not know, but our ration
prior to thin reduction bod been between 550 o^d 600.

TT*E PRESIDENT: rhat bearing has the Ja none re
ration here in Tokyo today got on these issues?

T’TR. BROOKS : That in determining wba’t. is
sufficient v/e have to determine whether *-e are talking
of the quantity o' food or bulk, or the calorie content,
if any. In. using those terms loosel" they are very
misleading, because even a full calorie content of food
for the Japanese mi«'ht not be sufficient in the ovality
or in the ruantity or t’e t*^e V at a man is accustomed
to a“d could still be seid to b' insufficient.

TIE FR2SIDEI*?: !ro-.v, the Japanese, as the
Brigadier s^vs, set the~‘r o^r standard. T’ev ma** have
been entitled to do so mithin their o^n limits, and
they fixed, it between 500 and 600. So the ration tod.p.w
in Tokyo has no bearing on 1>e issue.

ïTR. EH°0KS: Except in cor.ipar.1 son, voitr Ho^or,
*"e understand, that the conventions do not

provide that the Japanese were under duty to provide a
better or a higher standard, but similar to ’dat they
had for their own pcoole in food.

TT E FEES IDE. T: kobody said anything about that.
I said that t’ e Japanese set the standard anci thev didn't

1
follov; it. I have s^id that three times no” . :>u are
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not listening, anrarently.
IQ. BROODS : Of course, if tkev have f'Sx

power to set it, vour Donor, they l ave the po"’er to 
c! anse it, I "»ouid t.Kink.

0 ITor, T‘r. ’"itress, on t’ is oath you ’.«»ere
required to sign, this was rot an oath of allegiance, 
•.vas it°

A Are -or referring t^ the first, o in Bntavia,
or the one in "'ormosa?

o Either one of them.é i

A In no sense ’.va'- it an oath of allegiance to 
Japan.

0; T 'en it '■m* really only rn oath of obedience 
to carrv out your duties efficiently and to do nothing 
detrimental to •!'•? administration o° t*at particular 
officer. It didn't contemplate anyhirg that mould 
interfere, with. your allegiance to your country.

TEE PRESIDENT: Now, that is argument.
n In both instances, I mean. It wasn't an oath 

of allegiance—

TEE PRESIDENT: Captain Brooks.
NR. BROODS : Sir?
T. E PRESIDENT: Y ~u hoard or speak; and you

respect ne v/hen I do.

I said yo- -'ere arguing with th? .witness. ”e
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told ,rou v/hat t' e oath ’va? and ’g! y h« objected to 
signing It.

!rR. BROOKS: "'ill the reporter read bac1r v/hat
the stress told me that the oath was? I didn't 
catch it, if he did.

(''■'hereupon, the answer read by 
the official court reporter as follows:

"A In no sense "'̂ v. .it an oath of 
allegiance to Jap?n.")
o "ell, the question that I *ould like to ash, 

rr. "itness, if#this oat!: of obedience wrs a customary 
procedure with the military government end was nothing 
that v'ould be in the rer.se of a nrohibitive oath that 
is provided bv ‘he convention that allegiance or 
anything interfering wit! your ailegi nee vra? not 
provided to be signed.

FR, JVSTICE "AFSFIELD: I object, if this
✓

Tribunal pleases, on the ground that it is a matter for 
this Tribunal as to "bether it was in conflict with v.he 
Geneva Convention. Tie ’--.i tress has given evidence in 
chief of ' hat the contents of the oath actually wore.

j?rE FREEIDEFT : Objection upheld.
FR. BROOKS: I would have li!:ed to state to

the Court t! at the ran i? a barrister and a brigadier 
and should ’̂rov tow to advise these people. But we will

\
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drop that.
T “B PT'J;'SIDSiIT: You must know that evon a

barrister or a brigadier cannot take over the Court's 
"unctions and decide Questions that th e Court must 
decide.

Hit. BROOYC: I «*!«• thinking, ,rour ’Tonor, not.
in f's light of today, as being today, but did have 
• to make his decision at that tire and v’nt his b^sis 
was for it.

0 rcv', Brigadier, do you kno r of any other camp 
companders in these veriou" theatres t'*at vou. yore in 
ho -’ere praised instead of accused by ■''orner prisoner? 
and ''’-ore the fen acts of brutality mere severely 
punished?

A I know of no such cases "’it.hin nv own ner- 
s one.1 kno- -led pe.

r Then, t^eco instances o'* ill-treatnent, would 
you say, were individual acts o'* individum-l responsi
bility, not. following cut «er. order o" an" kind; or do 
you krov’ of any order t' at such men would be -orfcing 
under in sue’' treatment?

A I have said rJ.ro->dy t>ct certain junior 
officers told us that t’-ey regretted the acts of bru
tality but ’'ad yo power to control them because it vos 
und r orders. But I don't imagine ’or a moment that
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e-ch individual sentry on er.eh occasion that he beat 
un s prisoner received a direct order to go and bent 
up that prisoner.

i
G 7ho dje! the-” say t'ie.ee orders cane from? !
A Either —  you understand this, my memory is |

rather vague over this as to the exact ” ovcls. The I
impression, giv.r ’••os that it y;es the orders of the !
authorities controlling the prisoner of 'ar camps. j 
I thin!* that in one case the nord, "government" was
used. Eut 1 interpreted tsat to r,o<?n the -'d^inistra- j

!
tivo system. j

0 Administrative system whe-rc? j
A The prisoner o" war administrative system. j
e. You. mean vour local svstem, or the system of 

the higher headpuarters?
A 7r~nkly, I don't know that. I have considered 

that. Tie second i" command of the camp in one case
I

told ns that he much regretted f a brutalities that j
»

were »"oing on but. he could do nothing to stop it !
because t’'osc- were t’-e orders. i

Q You m:?n those 'ere tvo orders not. to stop 
those brutalities?

A ?!o, to con“*it the brutalities.
G You mean the orders, tVn, as I gather from 

your conversation with this officer, --ere that he had
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i!
Fc conveyed to r-ie bis personal regret end convened to j

Inc tbpt bo *»as unable to interfere *vith it bccrn.se 
■' bet * -rs the system [

t

0 That -’"s the system In other ’ords, that, 
it nr. s ni thin this sentry's or guard's’ authority, *»nd 
bo did no: nant to inter Toro nith it, is that correct?

A Fo, tvat. it. nos ’•.-’thin the guard's 'ot'-ority, 
but 'o did ’’is’' to interfere •'it'- it but couldn't.

ç T'-at is right, 2'c;, n'-c.i “-s the r-nne of 
this connrnder?

A Hither Lieutenant K.F.’iuuJRï ci IC[ÏAF“rL., I 
cen't no**’ ran-ô bor ’»vich, second in cc™ vnd o'* t’ e 
Cycle Camp, Batavia,

Q ’"hat date?
A From about Fry 1942 to, I think ho left in 

Scnt.onbor or October 1942, :*e rs an infantry
officer ’»ho fold rao that he “as lo-vi^g the crr>T' to 
re,loin his unit,

0 These incidents, then, that you ~r :• sneaking 
o'd '’ll happened prior to this change o° polie.”?

A (Fitness nods ’-cad.)
FR. PROOFS: Fo other cross-ex'” irat.io”, '»our

Honor,
T  E PRESIDE T: "r. Tusticc ?*nrsfield.
1  üL'STIC.j i'AI'.'SPISLD; Fo re-examinetior.,
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THE -Lwl : Gunn in"}:
ci" Hi lf it elease the Tribunal*

The defendant represented by this counsel 
objects to the introduction of the Netherlands phase 
of the crse by the counsel for the Government of the
kingdom of the- Netherlands, end ob.ycts to their 
participation in this trial for the reasons to follcv/: 

Nothing in this record of this case officiall 
or otherwise grants this Court jurisdiction to r>- r:.iit 
presentation of the Netherlands rhore of the case b,r 
any other than American counsel, if ary authority 
exists for that;

That the Appointing Authority has no -cv^r 
over Lutch forces and, therefore, no jurisdiction fo 
enforce trial of offenses to their national vr>ncr and 
dignity or the violât, on of the rules of ir,nd v'arfare 
aeainst their armed forces;

That the Appoint in? Authority has no ^07/er 
over prosecutors of the Netherlands; neiiŷ j, - as tie 
Chief of Counsel authority to delegate ivsr^ lCn  i • 1 ty 
to them;

That
meut or letter 
proceedings by 
is required in

no oath *f pff 
s of authority 
the Nethe rien 
all. courts an

*oe 01> notice Qg appoint- 
nr-.’e been f-Jir-d in these 
ds pmsecuti.n staff, as 
pointed by v;>e "unreine
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Commender under his conrressiona 1 o • presidential 
authority;

That the .Motherlands Government v;rs not a 
party to the Potsdam agreement and is, therefore, not 
a proper party to there proceedings ; the t the terms 
at Potsdam cannot he enlarged upon or extended to 
sny nation not. a "arty to that agreement *

That the views e-xrressed in the Indictment 
and in *he opening statement of this rha.se. of the 
case do not rerresent those of the leaders of the 
Lu^ch i ast Indies tmt of the Imperial do^ernm nut. of 
the Pet:!» rlends which vas in exile a t th*' t ime the 
acts co./riained of occurred rnd, thus, not a legally 
constituted government under international lav; hut a
government functioning in exile;

The defendant is entitled to know by v;tv t 
authority the corn-leint cf the Kethc rlands Gov<- ruinent 
is pressed arairst him and the nature cf thaï appoint
ment of the prosecutors and the government ‘o whom 
they are responsible;

The presse tion here is attempting to prove 
the crime "Chr rge against Humanity," and strict 
proof r-f the right of the prose cution * nd * vider.ee- 
of the nature of the arrointment , .nd the • xtort of 
the représentât*on is required by international

Ii

I
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J '
I law;

.! II To permit then to prosecute t ;is cause before, I
!  ̂tribune 1 created by the Arm rican Supreme Allied

t
Corrrr.Giider v;ould constitute fetal error end recuire 
vacation of the oroceedir.rs if the recorê /.jj •- 
it. no: stands.

e\

J >

i i
15
to

V  j

:0
II23 I

I might sty that I erect those abjections 
to le oir. to greeter r roper tiens •?;. this r/ :• se of 
case progresses rnd coat is v:h/ 1 i-ai.,ra .10 c ns >*,?.cn 
before the prosecutor made his openin’ 1 t: rover h 

( ’hereupon, Hr. Higgins at coach a 
the lectern ;

THE FR HI EE/'.1 : :;re don’t: ;vr ic tc ne z c y.>u.
I.!r. Higgins.

The objections have no found; t .1 ca in fact or 
law or reason. They ere over r j1< d.

':e will recess for fifteen m'nutes.
(ï.’hereunon, r.t 104e:, a recess nr«? *-£ken 

until 1100, after which the rroceedi.ops \/e"e 
resumed as frllois:)

22 !
r\

H,

*5 !
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MARSHAL OF TiiE COURT: The Internstlonal
...ilitary Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: hr. Levin,
lit. LEVIi'i: Lr. President, while I believe

the opening statement of this phase of the case con
forms rather fully to v/hat an opening statement 
should be, I should like to reserve for the defense 
the ri ht to make any objections that we nay see fit 
at the conclusion of the opening statement.

TriE PRESIDENT: nr. Justice Lulder.
i.Ji. JUSTICE bORGERKOFF ...ULDER : (Reading)

"Mr. President and Members of the Tribunal: 
"The subject of this phase of the case is 

the Japanese aggression a -ainst the Netherlands. The 
evidence to be presented will relate more especially 
to Counts 1, 4, 5, 14 and 32 of the Indictment, and 
will substantiate charges set forth in the remaining 
Counts. It will elaborate on and prove the allega
tions made in Section 10 of Appendix A of the In
dictment.

"It will be shown how Japan, when at the 
end of the lr,30s a speedy conclusion of the war in 
China s-.-orned improbable, gradually turned her thoughts 
to an expansion southward and to the acquisition of 
the southern territories, rich in mineral resources
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and agricultural products; how this idea gradually 
took shape in the minds of the Japanese ’rar Léaders
and hew with the outbreak of the Second v/orld
this idea took concrete form, 're will show ht>w af-oz
ter Germany's victories in Y/estern Europe the,5̂  plans
were tut ir.tc execution, through negotiations

çz
t?

zz
’Ya r iz '

?fth
Germany, through a Japanese advance into .indof^iina

i
and through the exertion of p r e s s u r e  and threâ^ on 
the so-called 'orphaned* Netherlands Indies, 
shall further show that at the same time a mi 4far-y
expansion southward was planne d in case the a r^mpt
at peaceful domination should rail; that when
Netherlands East Indies would not yield to Japsest 
pressure, aggression and military conquest wei’̂ ide
cid'd upon, and that the Japanese southward alkane* 
into the Netherlands Ind1.< s and surrounding territory 
was one of the main motives for the Japanese aggres
sion in the Pacific in December 1941, ».&stly,9it 
will be shown how after a ruthless war of aggression, 
and after the military occupation of almost tju? en
tire Netherlands Indies, previously prepar'd jrians tc
bring these territories under the hegemony of
and to accomplish their virtual annexation, w{#c put
int.o executiont and bow this pol ioy.rto--aŝ uux

£apan

for Ja
pan the future domination of the whole South« rr
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Pacific, and to construct a new Japanese Empire, was 
pursued until the final Japanese surrender in August 
1 ?4 5 .

"The evidence to be presented in order that 
it may be fully comprehended and understood in its 
proper perspective, must be viewed in the light of 
the centuries of amicable relations that had existed 
between Japan and the Netherlands.

"Some of the evidence relating to these 
facts has already been introduced in earlier phases 
of the case. As the Japanese argression apaLnst the 
Netherlands formed an integral part of the overall 
Japanese aggression, of which other phases have al
ready been presented to the Court, this is, of course, 
inevitable. The negotiations with Germany and the 
results obtained therefrom, the military and econ
omic preparations for the advance southward, the se
curing of bases in French Indo-China and the con
struction of military bases in the faandatc-d Islands, 
as a prelude to further aggression, and the general 
decisions leading up to the final aggression in De
cember 1941, have already been dealt with by others. 
Only when necessary for full comprehension wil1 the 
evidence- relating to these sub.i* cts be brought to 
the attention of the Court to place the further facts
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which we intend to prove in their proper light and to 
present to the Tribunal a complete picture of the 
Japanese aggression against the Netherlands. More 
specifically the evidence to be presented will dis
close thK following facts:
"1. Treaties and assurances binding Japan to respect 
the integrity of Netherlands Territory:

"By the Treaty concluded on 13 December 
1°21, the United States, urc at Bri tain, T,rance and 
Japan undertook to respect each other's rirhts in re
spect of tI t ir insular poss< ssions and dominions in 
the Pacific Ocean ard to settle all differences aris
ing among thomselvi s on this subject by peaceful 
means only. The Ne thcrlands was not among the sig
natories to this Treaty, but on 4 February lr*22 a 
solemn declaration was issued by each of the contract
ing governments that th< rights of the Noth, rlands in 
relation to its insular possessions in the Pacific 
Ocean would b«.. respected. The communications thus 
address«, d to th Ne therlands Covernment by the four 
governme nts concv rned \h.ro word for word identical, 
and each of them was, the ref ore , bound in the same way 
to respect the territorial integrity of the Nether
lands Indies.

"No indication was ever pivan that Japan no

1
'JÖ
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longer d. em-d hors«. If bound by this Pact. On the con
trary, in th< final y< ars preceding the Japanese ag- 
gre ssion toward the south, the Japanese Government, 
v/hile planning and preparing this aggression, repeat
edly declared that Japan’s intentions w* re wholly 
peaceful and on various occasions reiterated its 
assurance s not to attack th Netherlands Indies.

"On April Ie;, 1940 -nd again on Nay 11,
I94O, on( day after the Netherlands became involv«.d 
in the war with Germany, the Japanese. Foreign Mnis- 
ter ARI "’A stated publicly that the Japanese Gove rn- 
ment was deeply core« rru d about any development that 
might affect th status quo of th- N« therlands 
Indie s, and that his government was desirous that 
this status quo be, maintain d, 0‘ficial notice of 
this stated' nt w .s given to the United Stat s, Brit
ish and French Governments, the other parti-, s to the 
:?our Power Pact, which caused them in their turn to 
make similar d« cl aratior.s and to reaffirm their re
solve to continue, to respect the integrity of Ne-tK r- 
lands territory in the Pacific Oe« an.

"On Fay 16, 1°40 th< Japanese Ambassador in 
Washington, in a conversation with the Arne, r lean Secre
tary of State, repented that lis government was < n- 
tircly satisfied with the situation, following the
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d( deration to rosp' et the status quo of the Nether
lands Indies by  each of tlv four governments inter«. s- 
dd, a ;d that thor.. v;ss no uurposc in raising any 
further controversy in this connection.

"Almost  ̂year later, on Larch 24, 1941, 
Foreign Minister MATSUOKA, then on his way to Germany 
to confe r with the r c rman leaders and to discuss with 
then Japan's participation in th., \iv r, stat d emphat
ically to tr: American Ambassador in Moscow, that 
înd. r no circumstance s would Japan attack any of the 
At. rican, Fritish or Dutch possessions ar.d insisted 
that Japan had r.o territorial ambitions whatsoever. 
"2. Development of Japanese Policy regard in̂  south
ward expansion:

"V/hilc: it v;as thus the profess« d policy of 
Japan to maintain peacef’ll relations with the Fetiur- 
1 ands, a new actual policy was l\ inn conot iv^d, which 
was directly opr os d to her official assura c. s.

"In Novo mhor 1^8 th*. First KONOYE Cabi
net, which was tien in power, and of which at that 
tii.v the accused, AhAKC, ITAGAI'I and KTDO w r< mem
bers, issue d the official dec’ a rat ion that the ulti
mate aim of Imp. rial Japan was the ; stablishm- nt of 
a il w Ord- r throughout Last Asia. Although it 'was 
not stated which countric s va.re sû uos. d to b.
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! ir.clud- cl within this Sphere. of th> !!e\v Orde r and the
I
! southern. r< pions "< re r.ot then mentioned by no me , Ja
pan. s j propagandists, such as th<. accused H/v0?:I!'.070, 
had for some tint in hooks ar.d speeches advocated 
Jar an- se expansion to the south.

"Vith th( outbreak of tie war in 1/urop. , 
howtVvr, Japan, foil., d ir. In.r at tv mpts tc bring the. 
w;.r in China to a successful conclusion and .iudoinr 
tin moment opportune, grasped at tlv. possibility for 
southward < xpnnsion.

"In a conversation with the Goriron for* ipn 
Minister in September 193°, Ambassador OSKIhA -r'rua.
"S his opinion that Japan., e spc.ctally the Japan-., st 
Favy, was r^ady for an advance, in Southeast Asia and 
Count fFIlA"C,,T, who was then visiting (h rmanv, stated 
that he ccnsider- d an advance to the south pre ferable

I

to a continuation of the war in Cbfna. Tt was not un
til April 1940, however, whv n Foreign Fini st. r aùI?A, 
in his statement that Japan desired the. maintenance 
of the status sup in the. Ne t.h., rlands Indies, d-.clar.d 
that Japan was close! v bound to the IF the rlands Indies 
through a relationship of mutuality and int-. r-de pe.n-
d.nc , that the thc.rlands Indies v.en first offici
ally include e1, althcuuh by implication only, within 
the Japan, s' Gohe re; for <a P\ w Ord r. 11
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"Imm* diately after th«. occupation of the 
K«v th> rl ands by Germany in lay 1940, the Japanese 
Government sought for a declaration by Germany on 
her attitude to ard the Nctherlrnds Indies. After 
the German Ambassador, on orders from his Govern
ment, had declared that Germany was not interested 
in this question, ho was able to report tint this |
declaration of German lack of interest was considered 
u ’cart, blanche.’ for Japan. Ne vert’- e less on 24 June- 
1940 the minister of Overseas Af 'airs, th>. accused 
r.CIoC, inquired amain wheat Germany’s attitude would 
be to military activity by J^pun in French Indo
china and the Netherlands Indies. Germany's posi
tion came once more under discussion at the joint 
conference between Army, iirvy and I ore i en Office re- j 
présentaiivt s on 12 - nd 16 July, 1 04G on the strength
ening* of Japanese-German relations. Tt vr s r solved 
that Germany would have to recorniZ'.. that the South- 
seas formed part of the ar>,a in which Japan wou1 d 
establish h-.r lie’./ Ord; r and over which Jap-n v;o’-ld ex
ercise political Inders Ip to the exclusion of all 
otht rs.

"While these negotiations with Germany 
were- foirsp on, the Japanese Government was approached 
by the American Ambassador with a proposal for a
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Treaty to guarantee once more the status quo in the 
P a c if ic . Th», proposal was rejected as i t  vrs  con
sidered that Japan wanted to keep her hands free in 
regard to tht southern regions, especia lly  the Neth- 
vrlands Ind ies.

"On 22 Ju ly  1?40 the Second KONOYE Cabinet 
came into o ffic e , of which the accus-, d POSHING, TOJO, 
and at a la te r stage also the accused HIPAFTTI A and 
SHHUKI were members, A Cabinet decision on ?J Jv^y 
1?40, which a few days la te r was published as an of
f ic ia l  Japanese Government declaration, affirmed that 
the f i r s t  and fundamental aim of Japan's national 
policy would to the construction cf a New Order in 
Or*-, a ter East A sia, with Japan, China and Manchukuo 
as the center.

"That r t  th is time Japan d e fin ite ly  in 
cluded the ’whole cf the southern regions in her 
Sphere of a Now Order is  clear from the o f f ic ia l 
declaration made by Foreign Minister ÎA1TJ0KA to the 
Privy Council on the occasion of the conclusion of 
the T r i-p a rt ite  Pact in September 1940. Greater 
Last Asia, including the southern regions, would be 
the area of future Japanese domination. Japan's econ
omy was to bo planned with a view to th is ultimate 
objective, and, as w ill presently b-.. sho.:n, those plans
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»vc.ro immediately re fle cted 'in  Japan's economic dc- 
t.r-nds on the: he then1ands Indies.

"Although at th is time defin ite pi-ns for 
a m ilitary  conquest of the southern renions seem *s 
y> t to have been vague , such a m ilitary  conquest va s 
certa in ly  already envisaged. I mm tinned e a rlie r  the 
accused KOISC's inquiry as to Germany's attitude to 
m ilitary  a c t iv ity  by Japan towards th*. south. Two 
months la te r, in August 1940, the Chief of the Na
val Oon-. ra l S ta ff gave- as his opinion that an im
mediate .military operation in the south was impossi
ble anc., as i t  would take at least eight months to 
g» t r ' a c’y, the longer the war was postponed the bet
ter. A comprehensive plan cat-..d September 1940 and 
1cund in the f i le s  of the Japanese Government deals 
with the* este b li  shm.cn t of the Great, r Last Asia Cc- 
presperity Sphere, either tlrourh peaceful means by 
making Jar,an the medir.trr in the pros nt ’T^rid -hr, 
or through m ilitary  conquest. This la tte r  part of 
the plan goes into sure deta il as to how uo -chic c a 
m ilitary  conquest of the île ther1 ands Tndh. s, without 
t?o great dam-gc being caused t it s  natural, resources 
-nd ind u stria l equipment, and how to make the !A. ther- 
lands Indies a puppet state in Japan's Sphere through 
the s t irr in g  uj- cf an independence movement and the
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establishment of a new constitution. A sim ilar p o li
cy s to bo followed in a l1 'thor southern r>. pirns 
from Burma to the Ph ilipp ines. Furthermore, in Oct
ober 1940 the accused OSHIi'A, comment inn on the T r i-  
p rt ito  î ' c t ,  evaluated i t  as the f in a l clear recop- 
n it i  n >f Japan's mission in the Suith and urged that 
Japan should be proper*.d to oy. rc m  by any me ans the 
obstacles which would b.: placed in her way.

"In January 19A1 in a speech before the 
D ie t, v reign Minister iiATSUOKA for the f i r s t  time 
assert d pub licly  that the. Netherlands Indies formed 
a part ->f japan's Greater East Asia Co-prosperity 
Sphere and sc?nt out instructions that in no ease 
should o f f ic ia l  statements deny that the Netherlands 
Indies formed p -rt ' f  Japan's Co-prosperity Sphere. 
Fr-'ra this time- onward, although, as I w ill relate 
presently, th- e ff rts  to make the Netherlands I:.dies 
yield  to Japanese: demands for peaceful pt ne trat ion 
cent iron, d u n til the middle of l c41, the concert of 
m ilitary  expansion graduali y t ok more defin ite  form.

"In February 1"41 Foreign Minister L'A'T’ST'0KA 
stated that he v; uld like to make peace with Chinn so 
as tr. concentrât-: Japan ' s whole, e nergy on the? main 
question n;w f-c in g  J r ran, the solution of the south
ern problem. The same month the german Fere’gn

J
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Minister discussed the reconstruction "f Europe and
East Asia after the war with the accused OSHIMA,
and the same subject came up for discussion on the
occasion of MATSUOKA's v is i t  to Berlin  - the J a p a n -  

/
ese Government apparently being anxious to make 
Japan the intermediary in a l l  of Germany's future 
relations with countries within the C.--prosperity 
Sphere. A further point nrisinp  during LIATSUOKA's 
discussion in Germany was how to acquire the o il  
f ie ld s  in the Motherlands Indies in ta ct, which prob
lem would have to be considered in planning the m ili
tary operation.

"At the Liaison Conference between the G o v 

ernment and Imperial Headquarters on 25 June 1 9 4 I  i t  
was decided that, the Netherlands Indies having re
fused to yie ld  to the Japanese demands, Japan would 
have to occupy the southern part of French Ind -China 
t -  establish  a ir  and naval bases for a further ad
vance to the s^uth.

"The Imperial Conference on 2 Ju ly  1941 de
cided that Japan would under a l l  circumstances adhere 
to the princip le  of establish ing a Greater East Asia 
Co-prasperity Sphere, hasten her southward advance, 
and remove a l l  obstacles for the achievement of that
purpose.
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"In the second half of Ju ly  the occupation 
of the whole of French Indo-China was effected with 
the, aim to launch from there a rapid attack south
ward as soon as the situation would be opportune.

"3» Direct re lations and negotiations be
tween the Netherlands and Japan in 1940 and 1941;

"U ntil the beginning of the year 1940 the 
relations between Japan and the Netherlands, at least 
on the surface, were frie n d ly . Japan's share in the 
•.conomic re lations of the Netherlands Indies with 
other countries was comparatively small and these re
latio n s were governed by the usual i.iost Favored Na
tion Clause^, which prevents any discrim ination. 
Moreover, by a Treaty of Ju d ic ia l Settlement, A rb itra
tion and C o n ciliation , concluded between Japan and the 
Netherlands in 1933» both countries wore bound not to 
seek settlement of disputes of any character which 
might arise between them by -'ther than p a c ific  moans. 
This Treaty which came int~ effect for five  years

; when ra t if ic a t io n s  wore exchanged in August 1°35»
!22 I would automatically have been valid  for a further five
I
j years after 1940, had i t  not been den ounced by Jn^an
I '21 in January of that year.

\ "On 2 February 1940 the Japanese Minister in
the h’ague presented a memorandum requesting the opening

25
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of discussions for the lifting of existing import, 
export and immigration re strictions in the Nether
lands Indies and the consideration of further meas
ures to enable Japan to frvc a greater part in the 
development of that archipe lago. This request had 
not yet been answered, when in Hay 1040, a fc-w days 
aft. r the occupation ' f the Netherlands by Germany, 
an*ther memorandum was presented ta the Netherlands 
Government insisting >n a speedy repta and further re
questing a guarantee that the Netherlands Indies 
would in the future continue to supply Japan with 
specified amounts of certain war mat rials. A non
committal answer which, however, did not exclude fur
ther negotiations was handed to the Japanese’ Govern
ment in June and so'Ti thereafter Japan made clear its 
intention to send an Economic Mission ta the Nether
lands Indies for direct negotiations. This Mssion, 
consisting of some thirty delegates headed by the 
Minister of C rrrr̂ rct in the SccTid KONOYE Cabinet, 
which was then in office, arrived in September 1°40, 
a few days hi f re the conclusion of the Tri-partito 
Pact.

"One ’f the main objectives of the Mission, 
which included representatives b th of the Army and 
the Navy, was t' ensure a continu-us fl of raw



materials fr-'m the Netherlands Indies, both tr streng
then Japanese war production and to provide Japan’s 
partners under the Tri-partite Pact with materials 
essential for the prosecution of the war. Indeed, 
promis*, s were made by Japan to Germany that rubber* 
tin nnd other materials w'vld bo obtained for her 
fr ,m the southern regions.

"However, a m ro ambitious program had bk.en 
drawn up, aiming at the domination of the whole of the 
Netherlands Indies through the latter’s c'rr.plionce 
with far reaching Japanese demands. T' qipte an ex
ample’, one of the most pressing Jnpanes« needs y/as 
the acquirement of -il, Nevertheu ss, instructions 
were given that in the oil nrg^tiati'ns with the Neth
erlands authorities emphasis should be laid on the ac
quisition of -il concessi'-ns, rather than ->n the ob
taining of the finished product. Close contact w-aild 
have to be maintained with the mt.lit-ry authorities in 
the selecti n "f areas for these concessions, as these 
were intended to serve as basts for a military foot
hold in the Netherlands Indhs.

"A Cabinet docisi n of 25 Oct ber 1940 ut- 
lined an initial program for Japan’s participation-in 
the economic de'vrlopmrnt of the Netherlands Indies, 
the subject n which the Ec n^ic Delogati -n was then
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negotiating in Batavia. It was decided that rec"?- 
nizing Japan's dominant position in the Netherlands 
Indies by virtue ~f the Tri-partito Pact, the first 
measures ta be tcaken would be to liquidate the Neth
erlands Indies ecuvmic relations with the European 
and American continents; to remove the various exist
ing restrictions on the economic activities of Japan 
so as to enable her to secure preferential treatment 
for herself; to arrange for the j'int development by 
Japan and the Netherlands of the Netherlands Indies; 
to place under Japanese control the production and ex
port of- essential war materials; to place the ex-

$

change-control of the Netherlands Indies under Japan
ese guidance; t ' liquidate f reign financial holdings 
in the Netherlands Indies; and place the formula
tion and execution of call economic policies under the 
C'-ntr''l of a jint Japancsc-Netherlands Ec n^mic 
Commission. In general terms, it was added that all 
cc nomic measures v/.̂ uld be f rmulatcd fr->m the broader
viewpoint of establishing the C'-pr sp'.rity Sphere of

%

Greater East Asia." '
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"Meanwhile in Bet via, ; fter initial 
negotiations concerning the more direct .-nd press
ing need to obtain for Japan the necessary exports 
of oil had taken place and the attempt to lease 
certain territories s oil concessions for Japan 
had failed, the above more general program v/ns pre
sented in the form of a long list of demands in 
January 1941. Foreign Miniatur ^»TSUOl^s speech 
including the Netherlands Indies in the Co-pros
perity Sphere temporarily brought negotiations to 
a ln.lt and caused the head of the Japanese Mission 
to warn i.-AfSUOKA that, unless the utterances of the 
Japanese Government and the Japanese press become 
more moderate, the attempt to make the Netherlands 
Indies a p.rt of the Co-prosperity Sphere through 
peaceful negoti- tions was bound to fail, in which 
case a resort to armud force would bo inevitable.

"Although the negotiations continued for 
several more months, it v/cs clear that tho Japan
ese demands could not be satisfied, as the Nether
lands Were unwilling to accord Japan any special 
privileges or to recognize any dominant position 
of Japan in tha southern regions. At the end of 
Ida y 1941, the 1. st Ĵ p-n«. r.d Netherlands memor
anda Were exch. nged .na, no gr^erunt having been

J
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reached, Japan discontinued the n^goti étions in 
June end the kiss ion returned to Japan. Tho seme 
month Foreign minister i.u»T3U0Kii stated that no fur
ther negotiations would take piece end th? t, before 
proceeding further gainst tho Netherlands Indies, 
basos in French Indo-Chine would have to be secured.

"In July tlu> J' pc. no so occupation of the 
southern p„rt of French Indo-Chinr. took place, re
sulting in tho freezing of -..11 Jv.panose ; ssets in 
the Netherlands Indies. From this tine onw.«rd, no 
further trade was possible end commercial relations 
between J. p.n mid the Nwtiu.rl.nds Indies practi
cally cairn to ..n wild.
"4. J~panose Subv .rslve Activities in the Netherlands 

• East Indies:

1/
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"mi extensive system of ~spion> go was 
built up by the Japanese in the Netherlands Indies 
ru.ny years before the outbreak of war between Japan 
end the Netherlands, k gr<m,t n rt of tho many thou-

#

sands of Japanese residing in the Netherlands Indies, 
held closely under the control • nd supervision of 
the Japanese authorities through numerous local 
Jt panv.se aasociwtions, took an \ctlve pe rt in the 
gathering of inform tion of m3,lit' ry importance. 
Japanese consuls and consult.r agents saw in tho

*
I
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collection rnd dispatch of this military information 

through diplomatic channels one of' their main tasks 

and Japanese professional spies wore attached as 

consular personnel to several Japanese consulates*

"In addition to the activities of the Jap
anese residents and Japanese diplomatic personnel, 
the Japanese Army and Navy each had th ir own ogent3 
in th ; more important places in the Netherlands 
Indies. Special emphasis v/as laid on Japanese pro
paganda among the Chinese nd Indonesian inhabitants 
of tho Netherlands Indies, for which largo sums wore 
expended, and nuny Chinese agents v.,r- brought over 
from the Japanese occupied parts of China.
"5*. Preparation for war ~nd Military Opor.tions, 

July 1941 to March 1942.
«

"From July 1941 onward it woe clear that 
the resolver to. continue-the advance to the south, 
under any circumstances and £ gainst all obstacles, 
could only be effected through th- actual exertion 
of military forco. .This in itself proved no deter
rent to the Japanese plans. If in some quarters 
there Wi s still a certain hesitation, it was caused 
through the realization th-t tn : dv nee into the 
Netherlands Indies •. nd toward the South in general 
would involve Japan in a war with both th- United
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hostilities against the United St-.t~s end Greet 
Britain. Occupation currency for the Motherlands 
Indies had been ordered as far beck _s Jc.mu.ry 1941 
nd the first deliveries h...d been made in March of 
that year. The .so-called »Table Top Mc neuvers* 
luld in august 1941 by the Total her Research In
stitute wont into grer t eotail as to hov; .nd when 
to start a campaign .gainst the M0th.3rl .nds Indies 
: nd dcc.lt extensively with th< expected military 
opcrations, « 1th; r against the Nether]/ nds alone, 
or in conjunction with a g. ncral va r in the Pacific.
In Sentombcir 1941 ’war gar.ies* v/erc hold by the N-vy 
r t the K vy . r Coll«;g.. • nd further c: roful nl- ns 
were worked out by the Army nd Navy in September 
• nd October. The Conn ndor-in-Chiof of ..11 Area y 
units in the southern regions w. s • ppointed in Oct
ober end N-vy units for tin. operations in the 
Mh.therlv.nds Indios w.re Selected. These pi ns wore 
so dotr.ilod as to specify th^t cert«. in oil refineries 
in the Motherlands Indies would be aaininistod directly 
by the Japanese Mavy to cover its own needs.

".after th . Third KONOYE C biriet h«.d been 
succeeded in October 1941 by th«. TOJO C, binet, of 
which the recused ÎÛ.Y-, SKIwJl., SUZUKI .nd TOGO 
w^r- Ktefib.-rs, the preparations vn,r... intensified end
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e gen er:. 1 r..-ex .i.iin .tioR of : 11 questions concerning 
the prospective w r took pi.ce, such s the con
sideration whether -n ett-ck toward the south would 
be possible \ ithout directly involving the United 
Stetes *. nd Gr«m;t Britein in the vr..r,

"At tho Imp-ri:..! Ccnf.renco of 5 November 
1941 it wns decided to b-gir. hostilities sometime 
öfter the 25th of November •_ nd it v,os planned to 
open new negoti .tiens with tho Nethorl: nds Indies 
for the purpose of conceding *nd disguising tho 
J:':penoso pi'ns for *:n i tt ck upon th: t country.

"On 5 -nd 7 November 1941 Combined Fleet
4

Top Secret Operation Orders Nos. 1 • nd 2 w.re issued, 
of which mention h.s be,n m. do before. Further pi-ns 
provided for the esteblishnont of : t empor' r y mili
tary : dninistr tion for th... territories which were 
to be occupied until — definite decision reg; rding 
their future st tus could bo mode. Evontu..lly, 
most of the southern —re., 3  wer— to be gr 'nted c * 

cort;.in degree 01 self-govcrnmont under the control 
of JA.pen nd outlines ior these future ne*.sures woro 
drown up. "
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‘b.t the Imperial Conference of 1 December 
1941 tho final dx c x s ion to dcclaro v/r.r on the bn i tod 
States, t rite bn rnd the Lotfccrlends wco made.
On 3 Deco der 1941, Japan attached and subsequently

i

declared wa.r upon the United States end Ireet '’ritein.
'*o f oi-vi.ol de. claret:- on of var sy Japan on the fatherlands 
was Made, or ".von cor to ■•mir ted, as accord .n' to Frir.ic 
I'into 1er V’OJO, ’hen c xocwssxr. •• tiras c’'.cst:' on in tho 
'Privy Council, ever. '■ step rvor d hr. undo sir able for 
strate a.re rcaeors. 7 ov..vcr, in the 15. -pit of the 
hr.own facte, the bctbcrlai.cx "adornment covld  ̂arbor 
no doubt that the at tec’ r. o~ Foorl T arbor r»'d Sinra- 
porc were rut c pro!"Co to a --w lita.r- conquest of 
the be tbri lan is Indies, Accordingly, it recognized 
the existence of a state of war red formally declared 
war on Japan.

'•'deanwhile, on 2 December 1041 e now 
Cabinet Comittce to consider -•-ccsurca for the 
economic control and exploitation of tho shortly to 
be occupied sort horn regions had been set up "ne’er 
the Chairmanship of the President of tie Planning 
board, tho accused Sv"£ttF.I, and the first report, 
containin'- general outliiK s of measures to be t a ho n 
in this respect, was presold, d to the Ca.buret on 
12 December. Another plan of tb.j sa e date for the

!
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trlon \n the politico!, ni! : tory end ocoron.i c froids 
over- ' Icnp period of peers io ensure for Jupon the 
defrorto ’-a,'\,ro:iy of ths t/ho!c host dsi-.r end odjoin- 
Î.25 re pi on 3.

"On If Jmmny ! S‘i-8, the fr.ret Jr pen esc 
troops ! ended, in the c thorier, da in-Jr. er. m l  the 
Jrrrnoco Jovcroi.Kn t issued c dec!oret..-.on in nrioh 
it repretted h3.ii* - co-'•••><;■ 11 eh to xtvpe c. nror cruacd 
hy "etherl'nids repression.

"/.t f o openin'; of the 79th Diet Session 
on £2 Jenner y l.MD, -’orcipn ’linirter TOJ0 once 
cxpi'C&scO. his i>:.T3t t ’.-cvir.r hem forced, into ver 
hy t i ’othoplM.cle, .-nt added rvt the- ar r-’.o tf-̂ c th-e.t 
ti e c in of the v.'rr ’-.os featchlishr’ort of Ores ter
I •: s 1 - si3 nr; GO I ih 3 VM'dC-'Sl\in of Jr.pm, .

os c nil rr-:: r. of struts'-:' c importerce
hr vo to be "rasped 'p* Ja pr.l:, l: i■ cc cl c wa
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6 on t’ r: v m  :' a 1end ,)f the a O  .f J . v nds Indres, the
7 island of Jrvc. Ihvrn:; •.Touched j* 1 .1« ' i-ipci tur-t
8 town of herdonn 1 in th : c<-ntor Of the :rslmd, the
9 Jr pen esc t'o" t th:t th : tire hrd C o: ’C; for find
10 surrender. i\q;rctiiv- th. offm by the both -rlends
11 c h or it: .or. t o / z uvr r.dor t Qvrm ̂ r ' 'Jr pr n o o c
12 Co-’- under-in-Oh.'.Of OVOVCd hie '.nt-■ trou to h0"!’■*

16

17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24 

23

Ik .vc to pr.y v:it?' t! o '> lives. flvbcoqv.crtly, the 
to*?n vrs tteclr-d ’ey the Jn pc no.-:.o, the. oil veils 
'.'rr; destroy od, n m  the vhit.. population rounded
nr)  ̂ • - *.*»c ̂ •

»
‘‘On 1 1 h" c’’ l?!-2 lendings to oh piece

13 r n d f. c r: t r oy t >. t ovn, unless Oil ’Iether1ends
14 co ">3ltule ted. i’urtl er * r r ■ ,-  *- l .  .* »J Ui. nee hu’. in ~ by t
15 become • .seism, the *.- croc.;- "hooi flee. 'no.

Jrpooos. timer t, m d  vdh J hr oc.ru.pr.t ion oh .levs 
connlctef, nost of tv.. re v" end er of the I'sthTlrnda 
ïndres vr.c occupied shortly r fte:*”.Tds.

h. Pppyppï \°y-. F.pA pone olidc tion
.op.iLebuPffen 9.°?X\'r.t3.r •’“pch 1942 to hugest 194:;.

:iTo en’’■'1' -c t1 ■ oict’ire of Jrpensso
ces--. on rnd J' p:*'*. ■O'' i * - • V *. rtt., 'uta to ruin d oui nr ti on
' If vy:. v're-t jf J. Ï ,b . . v’orld, it . c d-. cvv, d f i 11; i <■'.

pres:nt to tu ' r.uuf-un; 1 : s Tvey of the ■ oono
rhich Jr pm, updor t e cuf.se of conttu’-ct.ic
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Sph ;re of C OHHOr. hr or,pi r ;i tn« ~no Co-r.v.istones,
et toaiptcd to reh.eve tho r-'v-jcaa t i on of the
ter: toricS OV " T1am bp- rv.litr-: y rgmess a on end tho.tr
:• ne omcr'dr.', on tsithin r. n..*T Jenenone hrupirc.

".In t-c mcsonte tj. on of t’~c cvidenc s on 
.ot, v survey vf 11 ‘do pivcn of V  : three

/\ . 1_• T ye ms of J"penesc ru.l
does, v;< re by evo’to on the • <e
r t Indien Archipel r *o, the : si

is islend, ovon •■core d
a.tself, co:ionises near
of r 11 the oout’i.rn T-.:

bo dee It vita an aone v.o teil, /.lthough co-;rm''tivoly 
cuell :Ln ore" } 
lot;.d thm Jmrn at: 
t o t o 1 p op i\l " t à on o f 
’v’v eh ce-ne -’nier +: c ^  rrt on of J; pen, incl "din- 
" m m ,  life neb Info-Chin", .th'lr.yn, the
Pha-lî inc-c. mo the; f/clcrlrr.c'.c IvcUcr.. It is highly 
bevel pc ci "c reperds .•otb. r neb's levy end eyricult avo 
cl for these rsrsons nry V; e on a icier m  one of the 

Host in.portmt of tb^ Jr. pen os o conquests.
"IfoY/cvm, i -•nst bo stressed that 

0.0vo 1 opr-ionts in other countries occupied na the rosult 
of Japanese r. y e re  a s i on \;crc not be sice Urn different 
fror- t> oss in Jrv", or in the rest of the hotherlmds 
Indies. Local vrrietiona on the emo f'-cvio there norc; 
aut the besic of the «Jenrncso occupetion policv wes
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tac ne.ne ovoryvrhcro, and \/as cl va. y 3 coordinated vith 
Japan's aine of -rpons-ion ont! doni action.

55 : nation he s been ht de of Japon a se pleas 
dram up before the Jr.prpeso conquest of the Southern 
1:031003 had berm effected, or even before the out
break of the M r  in the Frcific. These plena, be sod 
on the permanent re tent., on of the fruits of Jr. pr no so 
conquest, dealt vit1'- the fin-l eis;eosr 1 of territories 
to bo ceizrd by Jr.pen "ml uith the •■cog•■•.res n .Cossary 
for the relieve’.rent of that end. F’rthcrnorc, Princ 
Linistor TO JO, in 'is •' f oro’ncn t i on a cl speech et the 
79th Session of the Diet on 22 Jemv ry l0f2, brd. 
a toted publicly that Japon "foul d in the fut-’.re dominate 
Ore a tor La 31 As i?.

!:E~d these "Ions end doclorr.tions prior to 
the Japanese occupation loft any doubt con earn in 3 
Japan's rin to r c’ i.;.vo the dov.iination of Last Asia 
"nd nr he tfcv different countries thereof subservient 
to herself, this doubt vould soon hove been dispelled 
bp/ the actua.l polici m  fol 'ov.'od by Japan in her rule 
of the occunied territories."
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"The first measures to be taken after the 
occupation was effected, were to eradicate the ex
isting forms of government and to sever all contacts 
v'ith v’estern influence and the outside world. All 
government officia]s of Western origin were dismissed 
and interned, to be followed soon by the rest of, the 
Occidental Population, women and children included. . 
This mass internment and strictly enforced isola
tion from the outside world gave free rein to Japa
nese prooaganda, which immediately mononolized all 
moans for disseminating information. The territory 
of the Netherlands Indies was split un into various 
parts, some being placed under the military administra 
tion of the A^my, some under the Navy. The existing 
Government Departments were abolished and replaced

16

17

J
i

19

20 
21 
22
23

24

by centralized Janäneso Army and Navy executive bodies 
staffed by Japanese cersonnel,

"All representative advisory and legisla
tive councils were dissovled. An €.ntiroly new sys- 

* tern of local government along autocratic Jananese 
lines was introduced. All existing law courts were 
abolished and renlaced by a Japanese judiciary, 
administering differently conceived orinciples of law, 
unaccentable according to democratic standards. All

25
nolitical parties were dissolved and all oolltica
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activities forbidden.

"Immediately a strangle-hold was laid uoon 
the economic structure of the country. As a first 
measure a]l existing banks, including the Central 
Bank, were closed dĉ 'n, liquidated, and rcnlaced by 
Janancso banks. All ’ estern-ovrned agricultural 
enterprises and all public utilities were taken ever 
by the Japanese authorities, vhc exploited them 
dirt ctly or allotted them to Jpnancse government- 
cont.roll<_d or nrivnte companies. ,;’ide-scale confis
cation of private property took olacc., cither with 
a nominal or ’-ithout any compensation. All further 
economic activity was controlled by the Japanese 
authorities by unitinr those who took part in the 
economic life of the country, e.g., farmers, traders, 
manufacturers, etc., within autocratically directed 
organizations. By these measures Japan achieved a 
thorough exploitation of the country to strengthen 
the Japanese war machine and to enrich herself and 

.those of her nationals who participated in it, there
by causing hardship, poverty and hunger to the entire 
population. Hundreds of thousands '’ere deported as 
slave-laborers for the. Japanese Army and the greater 
part of these victims perished through lack of food, 
shelter and medical attention."
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1 "Immediate action v/as aise taken in the 
field of education. One of the first acts of the 
Japanese was to close all schools, which were only 
partially reopened after the curriculum had been 
thoroughly revised and restricted! the teaching of 
JnDanese language and customs become obligatory; the 
teaching of other foreign languages was prohibited; 
Japanese history replaced the teaching of general 
history; the boundaries of the world were narrowed 
down to those cf the Greater East Asia Co-pr#>sperity 
Schere. Scon one central ’Youth Movement' was es
tablished in which young men between the ages cf 14 
and 25 were to take part, and which aimed at the 
development of a militaristic soirit and the imbuing 
of the younger generation with veneration for Japan.

"Through the creation of this and other 
centrality directed movements, the whole social struc
ture was brought under rigid Japanese control and the 
way was paved for the inculcation of a totalitarian 
spirit, a desire for war, cruelty, and hatred of the 
Y'cst, In the religious field, efforts were made to 
induce the Mohammedan religious leaders to declare

I

the war for Greater East Asia a ’holy’ ’wer for all 
Moslems, At the same time, the system of Emnoror 
worship was rigidly enforced, and all who had any
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official or semi-o'’ficinl function had to swear 
eternal allegiance to Japan.

"Through those and ether Pleasures, the exe
cution of which was enforced by means of a greatly 
expanded nolice force, trained ' n JnDanese nolice 
methods and by r reign of terror of the notorious Japa
nese Military Police, a thorough Japan! za.tion in all 
branches of society in thr Netherlands Indies was 
accomplished in little more than one year.

"Apart from the establishment of Janenose 
rule, the future formal status of the several occupied 
territories, which v'rrc under the military administra
tion of the Army and the Navy, had to be settled. To 
achieve the Japanese aim of domination of East Asis, 
two ways were open. Firstly, it was nossiblc to annex 
the occupied areas outright and have them ruled di- 
rrctly by Japan, whether or not with a certain degree 
of nominal self-government. Secondly, some or all of 
the occunic d areas mipht sooner or later be given a 
semblance of independence by creating oupnet-rogimes 
under Japanese control. In any ease, the final su
pervision and direction over all areas'would remain in 
Tekyo, for v'hich purpose in November 1942 the Greater 
East Asia Ministry was set up, which, it woe intended, 
should regulate both the internal and external affairs

■Mita



of al] countries within the Greater East Asia Co- 
prosperity Sphere.

"In the middle of 19*3 the first morsures 
were initiated for the execution of this policy. Burnt, 
and the T-hilipoines '-'ere granted nominal independence, 
but no such step was taken in regard to the Netherlands • 
Indies. Goner; 1 Staffs of both the Army and the Navy, 
who were each responsible for the administration of 
cart of I-,he a-ehipolrgo, v/cr strongly opposed to the 
granting of any degree of self-government despite Dres
sur.•; in this lircction from loca] army authorities. 
Accordingly, ir vas decided that the Netherlands Indies 
would continue to b ruled directly by Japan. However, 
wore Japanese claims to have liberated the country 
from American, British and Nether!mds oppression not 
to remain wholly unsubstantiated, some concessions would 
have to be mado to the inhabitants, t:om whom active 
participation in the Japanese war effort v»as exacted.

"Consequently, in his speech at the 82nd 
Session of the Diet in Juno 1948 Prime Minister TOJO 
promised the population of the Netherlands Indies a 
certain degree- of participation :n the government of 
these islands. However, this participation, when put 
into effect, proved to be of no actur] significance 
and fc H. far she t of the Political rights enjoyed by
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■the population before the Japanese occupation.
"As the war progressed, however, and Janen*s 

oosition became precarious, more demands had to be 
made on the inhabitants of the occupied regions to 
strengthen the Japanese v/ar effort. For that purpose, 
it became necessary on the one hand to continue the 
policy of making even wider promises end on the other 
to strengthen the Japanese hold on the life of the 
country.

"In'November 19^3, and Assembly of Greater 
East Asiatic nations was held in Tokyo. There, 
representatives of the various Japanese pup^ct-govern
ments heard Prime Minister TOJ0 declare that the na
tions of Greater East Asia would have to stand together 
and defend themselves jointly against their common 
enemies. After reaffirming their adherence to Japan 
and their faith in Japanese leadership for Greater 
Fast A sip., the Conference adopted a 'Greater East 
Asia Declaration', ’"hich called for a common effor-t 
by all Asiatic peoples in the prosecution of the v/ar.

I
"The Netherlands Indies, being'under v̂ iirect 

Japanese rule, were, not represented at this m- cting 
of so-called free nations; nevertheless increased ef
forts were made by th.- Jananes/ authorities to achieve

✓
the regimentation of the whole copulation for the
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futherance of the Jrpmcse war effort rnd to induce 
or coerce thc= male populr.tion to Join the militrry a
organizations which v/rr- to assist the Japanese armies.

"In July 1944, the war situation having be
come increasingly grave, the TOJO Cabinet went out of 
office, and was replaced by a nev? Cabinet under the 
accused KOI SO as Prime Minister, while the accused 
SHIGEÎÎITSO, v'bo had already been Foreign Minister in
the TOJC Cabinet since April 1943» remained in that *
post and became concurrently Minister for Greater East

•""K

Asia, One of the first moves of the now Cabinet, under 
further pressure from local army authorities, was to 
revise the Japanese policy regarding the Netherlands 
Indies. Communications between Japan and the Southern 
Regions had become endangered, and it was now necessary 
to make further efforts to ensure full cooperation from 
the local population, Accordingly, Prime Minister 
KCISO, in his speech before the 85th Session of the 
Diet on 7 September 1944, promised future independence 
to the Netherlands Indies. No further details were 
given, however, as to how, when, and to what extent, 
independence would bo granted and, indeed, even a.t 
this stage there was no intention to take definite 
steps in that direction,

"The ma.in puroosc of the Japanese promise

!
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was to induce the population to assist to the utmost 
in the Jnonrr.se war effort by stimulating their nation
alistic feelings. Definite instructions ns to the 
policy which the locnl Japanese authorities should
follow' to this end vert sent from Tokyo. One of the

«

measures taken v'as the training of the entire popula
tion to participate in anticipated Japanese guerilla

+  •

warfare.
"During the winter of 1944 and the spring 

of 1945, the v'fr situation became increasingly grave 
for Jfcpon. r‘ith the loss of the. Philippine Islands, 
lines of communication between Jnonn and the Southern 
Regions became entirely disrupted. It was not until 
May 1945, however, when it was apparent that the war 
could not be protracted much longer, that orders v/ere 
given by the Jr.nanese Government to initiate morsures 
for the granting of independence, while in July of 
that year instructions were issued fro their further 
acceleration,

t

"Preparations had hardly started, however, 
when on 14 August 1*345, Japan surrendered. Regardless 
of this nor situation, the Japanese saw tc it that a 
Japanese fostered stet.- would still be established. 
During one frantic week, while the novrs of the sur
render was being kept secret, the necessary prcocra-

. Vv-VT.*

* • 4r- -
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t.ions were made and the independence proclaimed* On 
22 August 194?, the nows of the Japanese surrender 
was published and the Japanese Commander-in-Chicf in 
Jrvc str'ted in a farewell message- to the population that 
Japan would now have to leave the Southern Regions, 
but that eternal friendship»between Japan and the people 
of the new-born state had been immutably established.

"These then are the main outlines of the 
development of Japanese aggression against the Nether
lands, and of Japanese attempts to hold on to the 
fruits of this aggression and secure the domination of 
the countries of the South Sees until the very last*

"With thv. permission of the Court, we arc 
now prepared to proceed with the presentation of the 
evidence. In this task I will be assisted by Hr. G, 
Osmond Hyde, Special Assistant to the Attorney General 
of the United States, and by my associates Lt. Colonel 
J, S. Sinninghc Damste, Hr, A. T. Laverge and Mrs, C.
R, Strookcr,"

THE PRESIDENT I We will recess nor until 
half past one,

(Whereupon, at 11?8 a. recess was

i !
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AFTERNOON SESSION

/
The Tribunal met, pursuant te recess, at

1330.
t

MARSHAL OF THE CCURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

*

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Laverge.
MR. LAVERGE: The first number of documents

will be introduced by Mrs. C. R. Strooker of the 
Netherlands Division, who up to new has not been 
introduced to the Court. ‘

THE PRESIDENT: Mrs. Strooker.
MRS. STROOKER: Mr, President and Members

of the Tribunal, we shall first present or refer to
i

a number of documents concerning treaties, pledges 
and assurances by which Japan was bound to respect 
the integrity of the Netherlands territory.

The Court’s attention is invited to exhibit 
24, being the Treaty between the United States, the 
British Empire, France and Japan, signed in Washing
ton on December 13, 1921. By this Treaty the four
signatory Powers agreed to respect each others1

0

rights in relation to their insular possessions 
and dominions in the Pacific Ocean, and to settle 
all differences arising amongst themselves on this

t

■■'t*
■ iSIp- V'*h

' v
3

•  -i
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subject by peaceful means only.
The next document we wish to refer to is 

exhibit 26. As this exhibit has not yet been read 
we will now, with the Court's permission, proceed to 
read it.

THE PRESIDENT: You may read it, Mrs.
Strooker.

MRS. STROOKER (Reading):
"DECLARATION OF JAPAN REGARDING HER RESOLU

TION OF RESPECTING RIGHTS OF NETHERLANDS IN RELATION 
TO HER INSULAR POSSESSIONS IN REGION OF PACIFIC OCEAN.

"Dated February 5, 1921 (10th year of Taisho)
"Published August 17, 1923*
"Japan has concluded on December 13th, 1921, 

with the United States of America, the British Empire 
and France a treaty with a view to the preservation of 
the general peace and the maintenance of their rights 
in relation to their insular possessions and insular 
dominions in the region of the Pacific Ocean. They 
have agreed thereby as between themselves to respect 
their rights in relation to these possessions and 
dominions.

"The Netherlands not being a signatory of 
the said treaty and the Netherlands possessions in 
the region of the Pacific Ocean, therefore, not being

1



included in the agreement referred to, the Govern
ment of Japan, anxious to forestall any conclusion 
contrary to the spirit of the treaty, desires to 
declare that it is firmly resolved to respect the 
rights of the Netherlands in relation to her insular 
possessions in the region of the Pacific Ocean."

To show that in April, 1940, the Japanese 
Government still officially adhered to its professed 
desire that the status quo in the Netherlands Indies 
would net be changed, we offer in evidence prosecu
tion document 823B(1), being an excerpt from court 
exhibit 777 for identification, a collection of 
official Japanese Government announcements for the 
year 1940. We will now read exhibit —

THE PPESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

No. 823B(1) will receive exhibit No. 1284.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1284 and received in evidence.)

KRS. STROOKER: We will now read exhibit
. No. 1284.

"FOREIGN OFFICE  ̂.NNOUNCJli.'\NTS 1940:
'iior. 15, 1940. Foreign Minister ART TA 

Replies to Newspapcr.-ien on the Question of the
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Nethorl.nds E'.st Indies.
"On b^ing questioned by newspapermen con

cerning J..p.n's position with regerd to the possi
ble involvement of the, Ncthcrl nds in tho Européen
v;;.r end,its repercussions in the Nethorl nds E^st

«

Indies, the Foreign Linistor hr. aRITA replied rs 
follows :

"b'ith tho South Sees regions, especially 
tho Netlierl. nds E..st Indies, J .pen is oconor.iic. lly 
bound by ,.n intim. to role tionship of *-*utu lity in 
uinistoring to one ..notii-r’s need. Similarly other 
colintrios of E«..st .̂sie Lu.intein clos~ economic re
lations with these regions. Th.t is to s: y, Jr pen, 
these countries end these regions tog-th^r ere conr 
tributing to the. prosperity of Erst ...sir th.rough 
mutuel i.id r.nd intordcpendence.

"Should the hostilitios in Europe be ex-' 
tended to the NctherL'.nds, l nd produce repercussions,
-s you soy, in tho Nothorlc.nds E-st Indies, it would 
not only int^rfore with the n: inten- nec ncl further- 
; nee of the r.bove-nontior.od relations of economic 
interdepend, nco, r.nd of co-existenco '.nd co-prosperity, 
but Iso give riso to *.n undesir- bio situ tion from 
tho standpoint of the po ce nd st. bility of Et st 
,.si... In viov of th~so consider tiens the Jr.penuse
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Government can not but bu deeply concerned over nny 
development, accompanying thu aggravation of th-. w..r 
in Europe, th t may affect thu statua quo of thu 
Ncthorl nds East Indies.

"■t.pril 18, 1940. St. tern,ont of the Foreign 
Office Sookesm. n Concerning the Question of the 
Netherlands E st Indies,

"Wo hove received a report from our Ministeri
et the Hague, Mr. It .ro I3IIII, to th.. following effect.

"Minister I8IIII called on the Netherlands 
Foreign Minister, Mr. van Kleff ns, on the 16th of 
..pril end explained to the latt r th.. : ttitude of the 
Japanese Government with regard to thu question of the 
Nuthui‘1. nds Must Indies. Thu Netherlands Foreign Mini
ster expressed the Netherlands Government's apprecia
tion of the J p .nuSu Government’s . ttitude ;.nd at thu
S. me t i . . u  s t a t e d  t h a t  t h e  N e t h e r l ' i i d s  G o v e rn m e n t  h ad  

n o t  s o u g h t  n o r  w o u ld  s o c k  i n  th u  f u t u r u  a n y  c o u n t r y ’ s  

p r o t e c t i o n  o f  t h e  N a t h e r l . . n d s  E a s t  I n d i e s ,  and  t h a t  t h e  

N e t h o r i .  n d s  G o v e rn m e n t  a r «  d e t  . r . : i n e d  t o  r e f u s e  a n y  

o f f e r  o f  p r o t e c t i o n  o f  i r . t e r v  n t i o n  o f  n y  k in d  w h ic h

might be made by ..ny country.
"Thu Netherlands Minister t Tokyo, General 

J. C. P; bst called cn the Foreign Minister, Llr. Hachioi 
atHIT.., today r no confirmed thu bave report of 
Minister I3KII."
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We respectfully call the Tribunal1 s"atten
tion to exhibit 1013, a press release by the United 
States Department of State on April 17, 1940, con
taining an official declaration by the United States 
Government in regard to Minister ARITA's statement.
In this declaration emphasis was laid on the fact 
that each of the four signatory powers to the afore
mentioned Pact of 13 December 1921 continued to be 
bound to respect the territorial integrity of the 
Netherlands Indies.

We next offer in evidence a further excerpt 
from exhibit 777 for identification, prosecution 
document 823B(2), being a declaration by the Japanese 
Government on May 11, 1940, concerning the mainte
nance of the status quo in the Netherlands Indies, to 
show that after the Netherlands had been invaded by 
Germany the Japanese Government still officially 
declared that the status quo in the Netherlands 
Indies should not be changed.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEIK OF THE COURT: Prosecution document

823B(2) will receive exhibit No. 1285.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1285 and received in evidence.)
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We will now read exhibit 1285:
"FOREIGN OFFICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 1940  

"May 1 1 , 19 40 . Statement of the Foreign 
Office Spokesman Concerning the Maintenance of Status 
Quo of the Netherlands East Indies.

"Considering the possibility of the war in 
Europe spreading to the Netherlands, the Japanese 
Government made public on the 15 of April their 
attitude of deep concern over any development that 
may affect the status quo of the Netherlands East 
Indies, and subsequently they notified the Nether
lands Government to that effect. In connection with 
this, the Netherlands Government expressed their 
determination not to alter their policy of maintain
ing the status quo of the said Netherlands, colony 
under any circumstances.

"As the European war has now spread to the 
Netherlands, the Foreign Minister, Mr. Hachior ARITA, 
invited the Netherlands Minister at Tokyo, General 
J. C. Pabst, to the Foreign Office this afternoon, 
and informed the latter that the Japanese Govern
ment earnestly hope that the Netherlands Government 
will firmly maintain their said determination regard
ing the question of the Netherlands East Indies.

"The Foreign Minister has also called
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attention of the representatives in Tokyo of bellig
erent countries, namely, Great Britain, Germany and 
France, to Japan’s concern over the said question.

"The Foreign Minister has informed the 
representatives of two neutral countries, the United 
States and Italy, for their reference, the fact that 
the Japanese Government made the above notification 
to the government of belligerent countries concerned."

This new declaration by the Japanese Govern
ment caused Great Britain and France to make similar 
declarations. These are contained in prosecution 
document 823B(3), an excerpt from exhibit 777 for 
identification. V/e offer prosecution document 
323B(3) ih evidence.

THE FEESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEFJv C'F THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 823B(3) will receive exhibit No. 1286.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1286 and received in evidence.)

MBS . STROOKER: We will now read 1286:
"FOREIGN OFFICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 1940:
"May 13, 1940. Statement of the Foreign 

Office Spokesman Concerning the Netherlands East Indies.
"The British Ambassador, Sir Robert Craigie,
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v

at 6:00 o'clock this afternoon, called on the 
Foreign Minister, Mr. Hachiro AKITA, at the latter's 
official residence with the reply of his home Govern
ment to the representation made by Foreign Minister 
AKITA on May 11 regarding the Netherlands East Indies. 
The British Ambassador told Foreign Minister AKITA 
that the British Government fully share the Japanese 
Government's concern over the Netherlands East In
dies hut believe that the Dutch forces in the 
Netherlands East Indies are sufficient for the 
maintenance of the status quo of those islands, 
while Great Britain has no intention whatever of 
intervening there. The British Arbassador left the 
Foreign Office at 6:40 o'clock this evening.

"May 15, 194-0. Statement of the Foreign 
Office Spokesman Concerning the Netherlands Minis
ter’s Notification with Regard to the Netherlands 
East Indies.

"At 10:00 A. M. today, the Netherlands 
Minister, General J. C. Pabst, called on the Foreign 
Minister, Mr. Hachiro AKITA, at the latter's official 
residence under instructions from his home Government 
with reference to the Foreign Minister's communication 
tc the Netherlands Government made on the 11th of 
this month, and stated that the Netherlands Government
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are of the belief that Great Britain, the United 
States and France have no intention of intervening 
in the Netherlands East Indies.

"The Netherlands Minister took leave of the 
Foreign Minister at 10:20 A. M.

"Kay 16, 1940. Statement of the Foreign 
Office Spokesman Concerning the French Ambassador's 
Notlficiation with Regard to the Netherlands East 
Indies. '

"The French Ambassador, Mr. Charles Arsene-
Henry, called on the Foreign Minister, Mr. Hachiro
ARITA, at the Foreign Office at 3:30 P. M. today
under instructions from his home Government with
reference to the Foreign Minister's communication 

#
to the French-Ambassador made on the 11th of this month
regarding the maintenance of status jjuo of Netherlands
East Indies, and stated#that the French Government

»

entirely agree with the Japanese policy on the ques
tion.

"The French Ambassador left at 4:00 P. M,"

25
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MRS. C, R. STROOKERî 7/e offer in evidence . 
prosecution's document 220N, being a press release 
issued by the Department of Stete on May 11, 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220N will receive exhibit No. 1287.
(Whereupon, the document above re-

t
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit «
No. 1287 and received in evidence.)

MRS. C. R. STROOKER: We will now reed
exhibit No. '1287:

"Foreign Relations of the United States-Japan,
*

1931-1941, Vol. II, p. 285, Press Release Issued by 
the Department of State on May 11, 1940.

"In response to inquiries by corresnondents 
concerning press reports~frora Tokyo relative to the 
status quo of the Netherlands East Indies, the 
Secretary of State made the following statement:

"'I have no full report about the matter 
referred to in the press despatches from Tokyo. During 
recent weeks a number of governments, including Great 
Britain, Japan, and the United States, have made clear 
in official public utterances their attitude of 
continued respect for the status q u o  of the Netherlands***** t

East Indies. This was in harmony with definite
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commitments formally made in writing in 1922, This 
Government assumes that each of the governments which 
has made commitments will continue to abide by those 
commitments. On April 17, 194-0, in a public statement, 
I said:

"’"Intervention in the domestic affairs of the 
Netherlands Indies or any alteration of their statu? 
quo by other than peaceful processes would be 
prejudicial to the cause of stability, peace, and 
security not only in the region of the Netherlands 
Indies but in the entire Pacific area."

'"In view of these facts, commitments and 
expressions of intention to respect the status quo 
of the Netherlands Bast Indies cannot be too often 
reiterated.’"

V/e offer in evidence prosecution document 
220P, a memorandum by the United States Secretary of 
State, dated May 16, 194-0.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.t

CLERK OF THF COURT: Prosecution’s document
No. 220P will receive exhibit No. 1288,

(V/hereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1288 and received in evidence.)

MRS. C. R. STROOKER: I will now read Parts of
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exhibit 1288: \
"Memorandum by the Secretary of State.
"(Washington) May 16, 1940. ,
"The Ambassador of Japan called at his^own

rc quest."
1

I will now continue to read from the second 
paragraph on page 2 of the English text onward.

"I then picked up two or three pages of materia] 
which had come in via the news ticker from Tokyo, in 
which the Japanese Government is reported to be • 
discussing every day or two some phases of the Nether
lands East Indies and its supposed special rights in 
them. I stated that I had not intended to show him 
this, that it had just come to my desk as the Ambassador 
came in, but I remarked with emphasis that it had been 
thought that the Japanese Government and the Govern
ments of the United States, Great Britain and France' 
had each and all repeated recently their prior commit
ment that each was obligated to respect the status quo 
in the Netherlands East Indies and I had thought that 
settled the matter as among our four countries, since 
each country unequivocally pledged itself to respect 
the status quo, but I added that notwithstanding the 
efforts of many of us to maintain a thorough understanding 
with the Government of Japan, there was continually
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coming out of Tokyo additional discussions of the
Netherlands Fast Indies as though the commitment to 

*
respect and preserve the status quo had not been made.
I said that these were news reports and I myself was 
slow to accredit them, but that the tenor of the 
reports interfered with the efforts of the Ambassador 
and myself and others to preserve understanding and 
fair play and fair treatment between our two countries 
by causing misunderstanding and increasing hostility 
on the part of the people in each country. I said

Ithat I would make no complaint now about the matter 
if that was a part of the newspaper policy in Japan.
I added finally that my Government strives for oeace j

i
year in and year out and it desires at all times to |

Iavoid controversy, and, therefore, if controversy 
arises, the fault will not lie at the door of this 
Government. I said further that in our constant desire 
and constant effort to promote and ^reserve peace, both 
with other countries and among other countries, I 
hoped that this attitude of ours would not be misunder
stood. «

»The Ambassador undertook in raply to disclaim any ! 
purpose of his Government to send him to mo to enter 
into the long examination to which he was subjecting 
me when interrupted. He then repeated that his

mik

- ;
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$

Government wes entirely satisfied with the situation 
following the reiteration of the status quo in rcsocct 
to the Netherlands Indies by each of the four govern
ments interested, and that it had no purpose to raise 
any further controversy in that connection unless 
perchance the British or French should land troops 
there to protect them. I remarked that, since my 
Government was interested, I had made inquiries of the 
British and the French, and gathered the unequivocal 
understanding that they had no idea whatever to 
intervene in the Netherlands East Indies in any way.

"The Ambassador then made some reference to the 
Monroe Doctrine in connection with the West Indies 
situation, and I replied that I had seemingly in vain 
sought to point out to his Government that, under the 
Monroe Doctrine, his country’s merchant shins have 
equal access to every harbor in the Western Hemisnhere 
(not including a special arrangement between the 
United States and Cuba), while under the nolicy which 
his Government is seeking to impose in the Pacific 
Ocean area, the United States and other countries are 
to be denied equality of trade and industrial op-ortunity 
in every Chinese port, and yet his Government seems to 
look with complacency on this conflicting situation.-

"I again brought to his attention the information
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contained in the news ticker report today from Tokyo, 
in which Japanese newspapers, as stated, were under
taking to keep alive and emphasize some supposed

0

sncsicl interests of Japan in the Netherlands East 
Indies. I said it seemed very surprising to observe 
that, after the Japanese Government had undertaken to 
spread itself out over the huge republic of China, 
there was an intimation in the news reports that it 
would not be content unless it extended itself three 
thousand miles beyond to ;:od.stly take in the great 
archipelago comprising the East Indies, presumably 
with a view of shutting out all equality of trade 
opportunities among nations, while Japan would continue 
to demand equality of trade opportunities in every other 
part of the 'world; that there did not exist any selfish 
or other reason on the part of other nations to inter
fere in the least with e-quality of trade opportunities 
on the part of Japan. The Ambassador again stated 
that his Government was satisfied about the Netherlands 
East Indies situation in the light of the renewed 
promises of each of the three other governments 
interested, a.nc that they had no plans or purposes 
to proceed there to contact the Netherlands East 
Indies. I exprtssed my satisfaction with his state
ment, but r.?ain reminded him of my difficulty to
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understand the policy of the Japanese Government or 
the Japanese Dress, whichever it was, to continue 
vrripus lines of discussion indicating r claim to 
some sort of special interest of Japan in the Nether
lands Fast Indies situation; that in a recent statement, 
I had set forth rather comprehensively and succinctly 
the Dosition of this Government that the status quo 
should be respected and preserved by each of the 
four governments; that the real question Dr..scnted 
actually related to the entire Pacific area and that

I
no further elaboration beyond my recent statement on 
sthis subject would appear to add to anything I then 
said.

**I still ii.terpret the Ambassador’s visit as 
one under instructions to develop a pretext to suuuort 
Japan in connection with its '"'Ians and purposes toward j 
the Netherlands East Indies.

"C( ORDELL) H( ULL)"
»Ve invite the Tribunal’s attention to 

court exhibit 1014, a memorandum by the United States J
Ambassador to Japan, dated 10 June 1940. In this j
memorandum the Ambassador quotes the Japanese Foreign !
Minister as asserting categorically that Japan enter- j/
tcined no territorial ambitions and that any suspicion 
that Japan intended to proceed against the Netherlands



Indies was entirely unjustified.
We next offer in evidence prosecution 

document 220?!, a telegram from the United {■‘tates 
Ambassador in the Soviet Union to the United states 
fĉ ecretarv of htate, dated 24 Marcv 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 220JÎ will receive exhibit No. 1289.
(7/hereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1289 and received in evidence.)

ÏR.-. C. R. iwTR00KER: We will now read the
»

first paragraph only of exhibit No. 1289.
’’The Ambassador in the soviet Union (bteinhardt) 

to the i-'ecretarv of :-tate.
"(Paraphrase —  Extracts)
"Moscow, larch 24, 1°41— 3 P»m.
"(Received .’-arch 25— 7.30 a.m.)
"This morning J was given the opportunity by 

invitation of the Japanese Ambassador, to tal^ with 
:.fATi-U0KA for an hour.

"liAT.'UCKA was emphatic in stating that under no 
circumstances would Japan attack t-ingapore or any of 
the American, British, or Dutch possessions, and he 
was insistent that Japan has no territorial ambitions.
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“Japan, he said, was ready at any moment to join the 
United i-tates in a guarantee of the territorial 
integritv or independence of the Philippine Islands.
As an evidence of Japan's lack of territorial 
ambitions, MATî-UCKA referred to 'the outcome of his 
mediation of the dispute between Thailand and French 
IndoiChtaae He said that Japan would not go to war 
with the United f-tates, and added that from his reading 
of American h^storv it appeared that it was, the 
United etates which went to war with other countries; 
if a conflict should take place it would come about 
only as the result of affipmative action by the 
United states.”

We shall now present to the Tribunal a 
number of documents, showing how a policy of military 
'xpansion southward was gradually conceived and later 
officially adopted by Japan.

We respectfully call the Tribunal's attention 
to court exhibit No. 979, entitled "The Fundamental

s

Principle of our National Policy," dated 11 August 
1936, and signed by the Prime Minister and the War, 
Navy, Finance and Foreign Ministers.

We would like to point out that at this time 
the accused HIROTA was Prime Minister and the accused 
NAGANO was Navy Minister•
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V/ith the Tribunal’s permission we would like 
to read the first paragraph oclv of exhibit 979.

I
THE PRESIDENT: You mav. !' IIMRfc. C. R. STROOKER; Thank you. j

(Reading): "'The fundamental principle of
our national policy,' (signed bv the five -inisters —  
the Premier, War, Navy, Finance, and Foreign Ministers—  
11 August 1936).

"Fundamentals of our National Policv.
"I The fundamental principle of administering 

the state based on righteousness lies in realizing 
the ideal of our national foundation bv strengthening j 

the foundation of our country internally and prospering 
externally, therebv making the Japanese Empire develop 
into the stabilization Power, nominal and virtual, in 
the East Asia, secure peace in the Orient and contributej 
to the peace and welfare of mankind throughout the j

world. In view of the situation of the Empire, both 
home and abroad, to establish the fundamental national j 

policy consists in securing a steadv footing of our ! 
Empire in the Eastern Continent as well as developing j 
in the fouth t-'eas, under the joint efforts of diplomatic j 
skill and national defense. The general basic principlej 
are as follows:" j

I
I don't think it will be necessary to read them. I

II I
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We offer for identification only, Prosecution 
Document 487, a hook bv the accused HASHIMOTO, entitled 
"Addresses to Young Hen", published in 1937»

We offer in evidence Prosecution Document. 487B, 
being excerpts from the aforesaid book.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE CO' RT: Prosecution's Document

No. 487 will be given exhibit No. 1290 for identification 
only, and the excerpt therefrom, to-wit., Document 487B 
will receive exhibit No. 1290A.

(Whereupon, Prosecution's Document No.
487 was narked Prosecution's Exhibit No. 1290 
for identification. Prosecution's Document 487B 
Wr?s narked Prosecution's Exhibit No. 1290A, and 
was received in evidence.)

MRS. STR00KER: We s! all now read part of
exhibit 1290A, from the very beginning: "Addresses to
Young Men by HASHIMOTO Kin^oro. Clapier VII. The 
World's Japan; Japan's ”rorld.

"We have already said that there are only 
I three ways left to Japan to excape from the pressureII
jof surplus population. Our situation is like that of
I: several dozens of people crammed into a small room of
I! about sixty feet square. And there are only three doors
«

of escape left, oner for us, namely emigration, inroads

.4

M
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into world markets, and expansion of territories. The 
first door, emigration, has been slammed in our faces 
b# the anti-Japanese immigration policy of other countries 
The second door, inroads into world markets, also is 
being pushed back by high tariff walls, and the abroga
tion of commercial treaties.

"What must Japa" do when two of the three doors 
have been closed against her?

"It is quite a natural force of circumstances 
for Japan to rush to tks last door remaining open.

"It ma*r sound dangerous when we speak of terri
torial expansion, but the territorial expansion which we 
have in mind does 'ot necessarily mean the occupation 
of other countries’ territories, the planting of the 
Japanese flag thereon and the declaration of their annex
ation to Japan. It simply means that since the powers 
of the ”orld have gone too far in suppressing the pene
tration of Japanese materials and merchandise abroad, 
vie are looking for a place somewhere beyond the seas 
where Japanese capital, skill and labour can have free 
play without the oppression of the white race.

,r*e shall be satisfied with this much. What 
moral rights have the ”orld powers which have already 
closed with their own hands the two doors of emigration 
and inroads into world markets to criticize Japan’s
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attempt to rush out of the t'-ird door open to her?
"If they do not approve of this, they should 

o^en the doors which they themselves had closed against 
us and ^ermit freedom of activity abroad to Japanese 
emigrants and merchandise.

"Thus, the Manchurian Incident suddenly broke 
out in September of Showa 6 /1931/"

Nov/, continue reading from the l6th line from 
the bottom of page 2 onward:

"Then, suppose there is still on this earth 
land endowed with abundant underground natural re
sources wbic’ has rot yet been developed at all by the 
white race, would it not be God’s wishes and Providence's 
will for the Japanese to go over there and develop it 
for the well-being of mankind?

"And there still remain many many lands of 
this kind on this earth.

"The SOUTH SEAS ISLANDS are one example.
"The SOUTH SEAS ISLANDS are located at a very 

short distance from the southernmost point, of FORMOSA. 
Thev are also located at a point, where they can be 
reached by motor fishing boats from our SOUTH SEAS 
MAIDATUD ISLANDS.

"There are large islands, such as BORNEO,
CELEBES and NEW GUINEA scattered throughout the seas."

; iv>i '> «
3
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fi

'^G call them islands, but in reality BOHNEO and HE7 
GUII’EA are large islands, larger than the whole of 
JAPAN,

"The Netherlands is the titular owner of most 
of those islands, and thus they are called IIF.Ti’EiiLAFDS 
EAS? HEDIES. However, what the Dutch have actually 
develoned is the small island of JAVA only, the other 
islands being left almost untouched. The Netherlands, 
even if they wished, find their bards full ^ith the 
island of JAVA a1one, and have no reserve rower for 
the development of the other islands,"

vre row continue reedin'* from paragraph 11 on 
page 4 onwards:

"Fer this reason we demand lands in the north, 
south, east and west of JAPAN ’'here the Japanese people 
may freely develop their rowers. What we seek is not 
nominal territories, but a new land ’here Japanese 
labour and. technology and merchandise and capital may 
freel*' display without, any persecution their activities 
and develop the riches no»» lying idle. ‘7e loudly call 
ux>n the whole world for such lands.

"However, lot us turn our thoughts to the tine 
when JAFAN makes up her mind and starts her southward 
development, we must be prepared to encounter a great 
obstacle lying obstinately in our way. Although the

V  1
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Netherlands owns the greater part of the SOU?*' SEA 
ISLANDS, the actual power which protects these islands 
is the BRITIST-' EMPIRE, which boasts of the greatest 
navy in the ^orld."

We now continue to read from the fourth line 
on page 5:

"Ther^ore, before ™e aspire to effect over
seas development, we must make a groat resolution.
If ,?e are thoughtless enough to plan this advance with
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out this preparation, o;:r scheme -.'ould show a reckless 
failure to understand history.

"Nevertheless, we call upon the ,rorld for our 
right to expand overseas. We demand this because, un
less ,,re are to starve willy-nilly in this small island
country, the only V;ay 0ut of it. is to effect overseas »
development by seeking nev; lands in the wide world 
around us.

"As alre.dy stated the ^orld has no moral 
right -to deny us this right.

"Of course, it. would be out of the question
t

if the Japanese race were an inferior race without the 
ability to develop new lands and ”ithout tjhe qualifica
tions to govern.v However, the superior ability of the 
Japanese race has already been tested."

’vo read from the third line on page 6 onward:
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"Fc?cts spoav most, eloquently. It. is only
«?. dream of days gone by that only,the white men are 

entitled to rule the *Torld. The facts show plainly 
'.’hich of the fr’o, the white men or the Japanese are 
better qualified to develop overseas lands.

*
"Of course, v/e do not wholly extol our past 

rule of KOREA and FORFOSA. There are too many defects 
to enumerate here. And yet in suite bf these defectsI \
"0 must say that lands developed and peoples ruled by 
such a superior race as the Japanese are fortunate com
pared v.’ith those under the tvrr.nnlcal rule of the white

men. N
"7c arc able to sJ'ate these facts <o the v/hole

world v»ith no diffidence whatever."

17
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We offer in evidence prosecution document 
1644, being an official declaration by the Japanese 
Government on November 3, 1938* At this time the 
accused ARAKI, ITAGAKI and KIDO were members ofrt'he 
Çtoi’plnet.

THE RESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution5s document

No. 1644 will receive exhibit No. 1291.
CfhereuDon, the document above J 

referred to was marked prosecution-s exhibit 
No. 1291, and was received in evidence.)

MRS. STROOKER: (Reading)
"ST/.TEMIKT OF THE II FLRIAL J/.r/.NEFE COVLF.NMENT CON

CERNING THL FUTURE OF EAFT ASIA
"3 November, 1938

"Fy the august virtue of His Majesty, the 
Imperial Arnry and Naval forcer have succeeded in oc- . 
cupying Canton, v'uchang, Hankow, and Hauteng, end the 
mein territory of China has been conquered. The Na
tional Government has been reduced to a local regime. 
Eut, as long as the regime continues the anti-Japan 
and. pro-Cormunist rolicy, Imperial Japan win never
lay down frms until the regime is completely destroyed.

«
The ultimate aim of Imperial Japan is to establish a 
New Order which will secure eternal peace in the Far
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Ep^t, end this is the finrl purrose of the present 

vrr •
"The foundrtion of the New Order crn be es- 

trblished throuph the collpboretion of Mrnchukuo m d  ' 
Chinr with Jrprn in économies, politics rnd culture, 
hrsed on cooperrtion rnd mut'Tl rid. The New Order 
should riw rt the estrblishment of internstionr] ,1us- 
tice, rnti-Communist cooperrtion, the nev> culture rnd 
economic unity in the Frr Fret- This is wbrt strbilizes 
Erst Asir rnd promotes world develonment«. V’hpt J?nrn 
expects of Chino is for her to tfke prrtirl chrrpe of 
the duty of estrb]ishing the New Order in the Frr Erst. 
Impcripl Jrprn expects the people of Chine to under- 
strnd Jpprn's sincerity rnd replv to Jq>rn by pivinp ' 
her cooperrtion. In cese the Nrtionrl Government 
strrts its life rne,n by cr sting p w p v  the old policies 
rnd chrnging its strff, it will not be refused entry 
into the ermp of the New Order,

"Becruse Imnerirl Jpprn believes thrt the 
powers, will rightly understrnd Jrprn’s intentions end 
thrt they will chrnge their rttitude in order to suit 
the siturtion in Erst Asir, Jrprn is especirlly grrte- 
ful for the kindness of the Allied Krtions.

"Believing thrt the estpblishment of the New 
Order in the Frr Erst is originrting from the spirit
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of the nrticnrl foundation, the completion of the trsk
If the ploriou° mission imposed on the neople of Jrrrn,
Imnerirl Jr^m should trke firm steps to renovrte the
vrrious intern? 1 systems, to develop the totrl ^o^er

%
of the notion rnd should rdvrnce to rttrin the mention
ed nurpose.

• "This is the unmovrble principle end resolu
tion of the Impcrirl Government."

<
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THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, on

behalf of defendant KIDO I call your attention to 
the fact that the certificate attached to this docu
ment just read shows that it was found in the Foreign 
Ministry, In General Mulder's opening statement, 
he said, on page 5, ”ïi*t November 1938, the first 
£CN0YE Cabinet issued the official declaration."

I wish to call the Tribunal's attention to 
the fact there is nothing in this document which; 
shows it was issued by the Cabinet.

THE PRESIDENT: "fe note what you say, Mr.
Logan, without necessarily agreeing with it.

MRS. STROOKER: The Tribunal's attention is
invited to Court exhibit 509, being a report on a 
visit by the accused OSHIMA and General TERAUCHI to 
German Headquarters in September 1939» On this 
occasion the accused OSHIMA gave as his opinion that 
Japan was now ready for an advance to the scvuth.

We invite the Tribunal's attention to 
exhibits 517, 518 and 519, being telegrams exchanged 
between the German Ambassador in Tokyo and the German 
Foreign Minister in May 1940. In these telegrams 
the German Ambassador reported that he had explained 
to the Japanese Government that Germany was not
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interested in the Netherlands Inoies, and he further 
stated that this declaration by Germany was considered 
by the Japanese press as a "carte blanche" for Japan.

The Tribunal's attention is called to Court 
exhibit 523, being a telegram from the German 
Ambassador in Tokyo to the German Foreign Minister, 
dated 24 June 1940. The German Ambassador reported 
that the Japanese Minister for Overseas Affairs, the 
accused KOISO, had enquired from him what Germany's 
attitude would be to military activity by Japan in 
Indo-China and paits of the Netherlands Indies.

The Tribunal's attention is invited to 
Court exhibits 527 and 528, being the minutes of a 
joint conference of Army, Navy and Foreign Office 
authorities on 12 and 16 July 1940, in which Japan's 
attitude toward the southern regions and Japan's 
future domination of these areas were extensively 
discussed.

THE PRESIDENT: Captain Brooks.
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MR. BROOKS: If the Tribunal please, in re
gard to the Minister of Overseas Affairs, KOISO, I 
would like to state tb^t on page 6 of the opening 
statement, document No. 6912 of the prosecution, 
think the Court may have judged the '-'ay it was re
ferred to that'the Minister of Overseas Affairs, the 
accused KOISO, inquired again whet Germany's atti
tude..." I don't think the "again" referred to Gen
eral KOISO, but to a previous paragraph. But to 
avoid any misunderstanding I waited until it v»as 
raised at this tine by reference to the document,
■■’hich is the only document in question, and call the 
Court's attention to rage 6l65 of the proceedings, 
page 6175 end also 6826 where that nas discussed 
fully in a previous case with the prosecution's side. 
It will be recalled that there was confusion of the 
Foreign Ministry and Ministry of Overseas Affairs. It 
was also pointed out that KOISO was in retirement as 
a private citizen at that time.

MRS. STROOXSR: Your Honor, I am instructed
to deny that KOISO was a private citizen at that time. 
He was Minister of Overseas Affairs.

Referring to exhibit 523, which is dated the 
24th of June 1?40, in paragraph 2: "The Minister of 
Overseas Affairs, General KOISO, asked me in a
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conversation.. !*g r,as Minis ‘er of Overseas Affairs 
until 22 July.

MR. BROOKS: I seo no--
TV'S PRESIDENT: "/oil nov/, r,'o arc not .»oinn:

to have any debate about it. You can prove otherwise 
in the course of the evidence for the defense. You are 
not. goina to take over the -Tosecution.

MR. EROOKS: I don1'- want to debate about it,
your Honor, I just, call reference to those pr.scs that 
I £eve. Our position is clear.
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THS PRESIDENT : Mrs* Strooker.
L1RS. STROOKER: The next five documents, which

we will introduce in evidence, deal with a proposal by 
the American Government to the Japanese Government 
in June 1940} that a formal declaration be made 
that neither Japan nor the United States should allow 
a change in the status quo in the southern Pacific 
and the reasons why Japan refused to make such a 
formal declaration.

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
220-R, being a telegram from the United States 
Secretary of State to the United States Ambassador 
in Japan, dated 22 June 1940«

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220-R will receive exhibit No. 1292.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1292, and was received in evidence.)

MRS. STROOKER: We will new read exhibit
1292.

"Foreign Relations of the United States.
Japan, 1931-1941. Pages 86-87.

"The Secretary of State to the Ambassador 
in Japan (Grew). (Paraphrase) "
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"‘.Va s hing ton, June 22, 1940 - noon.
"Unless you perceive any objection, it is 

my desire that at an early moment you cell upon the 
Foreign Minister ana in strictest confidence explore 
with him in continuation of your conversations of 
June 10 and June 19, the question of possibly 
arriving at an understanding between the American 
Government and the Japanese Government through an 
exchange of notes a’ong the following lines:

"The interest of both countries in keeping to 
a minimum the adverse effects of the war in Europe 
is the basis upon which the understanding would be 
premised. The understanding would refer to this 
interest. In the proposed notes there would be 
expressed the agreement between the Government of the 
United States and the Japanese Government that they 
have a common desire that the status quo, except as 
it may be modified by peaceful means, be maintained 
with regero to the possessions and territories of 
belligerent European powers in the Pacific area.
There might also bo in the proposed notes a provision 
for consultation between the Governments of the two 
countries should any question arise involving the 
status quo in respect to the Pacific possessions and 
territories of belligerent European powers which
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renders consultation desirable in the opinion of 
either the Japanese Government or the Government of 
the United States.

"In the proposed exchange of notes this 
Government envisages and would understand the phrase 
relating to possessions and territories in the Pacific 
area of belligerent European powers to cover and 
include their possessions and territories in all parts 
of the Pacific Ocean.

"This suggestion relates to a particular and 
definite problem, that of averting an introduction of 
new complications and new possibilities of difficulty 
and fription into the general situation in the 
Pacific. As you will realize ano will fceçp constantly 
in mind, it does not involve and should not be inferred 
to imply any withdrawal from positions heretofore 
taken regarding any specific problems in the relation
ships between the two countries. It is intended as 
a preventive rather than a curative measure. At 
the same time, it is our belief, and we hope it will 
bo that of the Japanese, that the possibility of 
contributing substantially toward making situations 
better is within procedures "*hich tend to prevent 
situations from becoming worse. If -adopted, v/e 
believe this procedure woulo tend to turn public
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thought toward consideration of peaceful and cons
tructive processes. It would tend to dissipate 
various suspicions which apparently prevail among the 
public and to curtail various types of inflammatory 
disc.ussion and agitation. It would take pare of .the 
particular present and future problem to which it 
would expressly relate, and, although it would in no 
way dispose of the many and various specific questions 
which have been and arc the subject matter of current 
and past discussion between our two Governments, it 
might facilitate solution of some of them.

"Hull."
’.Ye introduce in evidence prosecution docu

ment 220-S, being a memorandum by the United States 
Ambassador in Japan, dated 24 June 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 220-S will receive exhibit No. 1293.
(Y/hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1293, and was received in evidence.)

LIES. STROOKER: VJe will now read exhibit 1293.
"Foreign Relations of the United States.

Japan, 1931-1941. Pages 88-89.
I

"Memorandum by the Ambassador in Japan (Grew). [
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"(Tokyo)- Juno 24, 1940.
"When I called on the Foreign Minister at 

11 o’clock this morning at the private house of a 
common friend, we discussed in strictest confidence 
the suggestion proposed in the Department’s telegram 
No. 215, June 22, noon, with reference to an exchange 
of notes regarding upholding the status quo with 
regard to the Pacific territories and possessions of 
belligerent European countries.

"Tho Minister gave his close attention to 
the diverse points in my oral argument and all the 
questions he put to mo were covered in the Department’s 
instructions, ’Vhen asked whether tho Pacific 
mandated islands v/oro included in our proposal, I 
answered that if he desired I would submit the point 
to my Government, but he did not pursue the subject.

"The Minister said finally that the sug
gestion would, be givon his close study and that he 
would reply soon. Ho stated further that, unless 
a number of the many outstanding differences between 
the United States and Japan were first solved, ho, 
offhand, and in his own opinion, thought that the 
suggestion might be difficult to accept. When asked 
to which difficulties ho referred in particular, 
the Minister rlpliec that the absence of a commercial
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treaty was the outstanding difficulty.
"In view of some of his comments I made 

clear at the conclusion of our talk that our present 
proposal must not bo misunderstood to imply apy 
retreat from positions previously held regarding any 
particular problems between Japan and the United 
States, but I added that I found it significant in 
my own opinion that our exploration today v/as 
regarded by my Government as the contihuance of the 
conversations of June 10 and 19» which were entered 
into with the express intent of discovering means to 
ameliorate American-Japanese relations.

"Mr. ARITA said that 'the Japanese press must 
have called my attention to the trend of public 
opinion in Japan, which was strongly for closer 
relations with Germany and Italy and was continually 
growing in strength. He claimed that he was personally, 
as I well knew, In favor of a rapprochement with the 
United States, but that the »Ituation today opened 
him to severe criticism, and that the problem was 
extremely difficult.

"J(osoph) C. G(rew)."
We offer in evidence- prosecution document 

I632-FF, being the entry for 27 June 194f> in the 
diary of the accused KILO, exhibit 178 for
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identification.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosocution’s document

No. 1632-FF will recoiv? exhibit No. 1294.
(thereupon, the document above

6
7

8 
9

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. I294, and was received in evidence.)

MRS. STROOKER: Wo will now read a part
of exhibit 1294.

10

11
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14
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16 
17

"FIDO's Diary. 27 June, 1940 (Thurs.), Rainy.
"Finance Minister SAÎIURAUCHI called and 

opinions were exchanged on the strengthening of the 
political structure and other problems.

"Went to the office at 10:00 where 
Mr. OKANE, Chief of the General Affairs Section, came 
to mo for consultation upon the matter of the Emperor’s 
visit to HAYANA.

i "Talked to Chief Secretary, MAÇ3UDAIRA,
19 iI regarding the procedure at the time of the Cabinet
20 ! 'v

; change. Foreign Minister, ARITA, came to the
21 I

: Palace and we had a talk as follows:
22

; "Ambassador Grew recently requested a meeting,
23 saying that he has a proposal for a treaty, which
24 ;

! it is desired to conclude, between Japan and America,
25 ;

, which will maintain the status quo in the Pacific and
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prevent forceful changes. However, since it is an
*

extremely delicate matter and since it would be in
advisable at this time to have Japan’s activities, 
including those in the Netherlands, restricted and 
sine3 it will probably end in something like a revival 
of th3 Nine-Power Treaty, prcjajjt ^feCeptance will be 
difficult. If it were limited to the question of 
Japanese and American Pacific Islands it might 
possibly be considered."

\
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MRS. STR00KER: We offer in evidence prose
cution document 1632 GG, being the entry for July 1, 
1940, in the diary of the accused KIDO, exhibit 178 
for identification.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CL1 RK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632 GG will receive exhibit No. 1295.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1295 and 
received in evidence.)

ASib.STROOKFR: V/e v/ill now re'ad a part of
exhibit 1295:

"1 July 1940 Monday (fine)
"SURITATE visited me at 9 s.m. Went to the 

office at ten. The Aido-de-Camp came to see me. He 
told me the Army's advocacy and views regarding Foreign 
Minister ARITA's broadcast which was featured in this 
mornings papers.

"Audience from 10:35 to 11:10-
"Replied to the Emperor's questions as to the 

actual facts about the Foreign Minister's broadcast and 
other things.

"At 11:20 talked arain with the Aide-dc-Camp 
on the same matter. Before attending the luncheon held 
by the Manchukuo Emperor I had a talk with the Foreign

I
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Minister ARITA and heard from his own li^s the t rr.th 
about the broederst. After luncheon we met again and 
the Foreign Minister diöcussed the followin'' matters:

"1. The circumstances of the ARITA broad
cast.

"2. The tense situation in Hongkong and so 
forth —  in regard to this the real facts are not yet 
clear.

"3. Concerning the matter of the status 
quo in the Pacific proposed by Ambassador Grew, his 
idee is that the time is not appropriate for r settle
ment regerding territories which would include those 
of the belligerent nations* However,if it were limited 
to matters between Japan and Am. rice, it could be con
sidered."
v V/c introduce in evidence prosecution docu

ment 220T being cn oral statement by the Japanese 
Minister for Foreign Affairs to the United States 
Ambassador to Japan on 28 June 1940 as reported by 
the Ambassador.

No

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the- usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

220T v/ill receive exhibit No. 1296. I

(Whereupon, the document above referred „ 
to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1296 and 
received in evidence.)

I!

I
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M£§. STROOKFR: T':e will now reed parts of this
document;

"Orel Statement by the Japanese Minister for 
Foreign Affairs (ARITA) to the American Ambassador in 
Japan (Grew),

"Tokyo, June 28, 1940.
"I have given the most careful study to the 

proposal which Your Excellency set forth at our meeting 
on June 24. In view of present international condi
tions, however, I doubt whether consideration should 
be given to ap exchange of formel notes between our two 
countries on the basis of a policy of giving effect 
directly to $his proposal. In Furope at the orescnt 
time hostilities are progressing. Japan is greatly 
concerned with the effect which the development of the 
hostilities will have on the status of the possessions 
and territories in the Pacific area of European 
belligerent nations. Under this situation, during a 
transitionary period, for the United States and Jonen, 
which countries are not belligerents, to conclude any 
sort of an agreement concerning# these possessions «and
territories would, it paist be feared, give- rise to very 

%
delicate relationships for Japan which has taken e 
position of non-involvement. I am, therefore, endeavor
ing at this time to offset and to Drcvcnt the snrecd

\



of the Europern disturbance to the Pacific Ocean and 
ttith that purpose in mind and from that point of view, 
I believe it to be timely and appropriate to consider 
vfnfcther or not there is no room for discussions of 
problems concerning only the United States and Japan.

••As I stated on the 24th, ho’ever, we cannot 
consider the American proposal dissociated from con
versations which have been held hitherto, and in order 
to make further progress in our conversations concern
in'- your proposal I believe it to be necessary in 
the first place to be informed ofyour Government’s
views with regard to the statements set forth in my 

»oral statement dated Juno 12th."
The Tribunal’s attention is invited to 

Court Exhibit 541 containing a Cabinet decision of 
26 July 1940. This decision is an outline of Japan’s 
basic national policy. I may point out that on 
22 July 1940 the YONAI Cabinet had been replaced by 
the Second KONOYE Cabinet of which the accused 

HOSHIKO and TOJO, and at a later stage also the accused 
HIRANILIA and SUZUKI were members.

Following the Cabinet decision of 26 July
1940, contained in Exhibit 541, the Japanese Govern-\
ment published an official announcement regarding the 
basic Japanese Government policy on August 1, 1Ç40,
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and the- ncv; Foreign Minister MATSUOKA issued a 
declaration on the same subject. These two statements 
are contained in prosecution document 823B (4), being 
excerpt from court exhibit 777 for identification.

We offer prosecution document 823B (4) in
evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THI COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 823B (4) will receive exhibit No. 1297.
(Whereupon, the document above- referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit Ho. 1297 and 
received in e-videncc.)

MRS. STROOKFR: We will now read parts of
exhibit 1297> top of page 1:

"Foreign Office Announcements 1940:
"August 1, I94O. Announcement by the Japanese 

Government.
"The world stands at a great historic turn

ing point, and it is about to witness the creation of 
new forms of government, economy, and culture, based 
upon th« growth and development of sundry groups of 
states. Japan, too, is confronted by a great trial 
such as she has never experienced in history. In order 
to carry out fully at this juncture our national policy 
in accordance v/ith the lofty spirit in which the
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country was founded, it is f.n imnortant trsk of urgent 
ncccss it .y  to us thrt v/c should grasp the incvitrble 
trends in the developments of world history, effect 
speedily fundamental renovations rlong rll lines of 
government, rnd strive for the perfection of e st^te 
structure for national defense. Accordingly, the j*en- 
err1 lines of the country's fundamental national 
policies have bf.̂ n formulated rs follows:

"Summary of Fundamental National Policies.

10
11*

"1. Basic Policy.
"The basic aim of Japan's national oolicy lies 

in the firm establishment of world peace in accordance

4
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with the lofty suirit of HAKKO ICHIU, in which tîu. 
country was founded, and in the construction, as the 
first step, of a New order in Greater Fast Asia, having 
for its foundation the* solidarity of Japan, Ilancnukuo 
and China.

"Japan will, therefore, devote the- totâ l 
strength of the nation to the fulfillment of the above 
policy by setting up swiftly an unshakable national 
structure of her own adapted to meet the requirements 
of new developments both at home and abroad."

We will now continue to read from the

>1
j

bottom of page 3:
"August 1, 194-0. Statement of Hr. Yosuke
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ÎÎATSUOKA, Minister for Foreign Aff.? 1rs.
"I have always said thrt the mission of Jrocn 

is to proclaim and demonstrate the KODO throughout 
the v/orld. Viewed from the i s tnndpoint of interne tion- 
cl relations, this amounts, I think, to enabling ell 
nations end races to find each its proper elect in the 
world. Accordingly, the immediate rim of our foreign 
policy at present is to <stcblish, in accordance with 
the lofty spirit of the KODO> a great Fast Asian chain 

, of common preene^rity with the Japan-Mcnchoukuo-China 
group as one of the links. V'» shall thus be eble to 
demonstrate the roDG In "the most effective manner, and 
pave the wry toward the establishment of an equitable 
world Deccc. v/c- should be resolved to surmount all 
obstacles, both material and spiritual, lying in our 
path. Furthermore, in concert with those friendly ' 
Powers which are Dropared to co-on.rate with us, we 
should strive with court?.ge~md datermina.tion for the 
fulfillment of the ideal end the hcaven-ordain d 
mission of our country."

The Tribunal's attention is invited to 
exhibits 550 and 552, containing Foreign Minister 
..'ATSUOKA*s explanation regarding the conclusion of 
the Tripartite Pact for the Council in the Imrtrirl 
Presence and the minutes ©f the meeting of the Privy
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Council Investigation Committee on 26 September 194-0, 
discussing this seme trccty. In both exhibits the 
bour.deries of the Grertcr Erst Asir Co-prosperity 
Sphere, over which Japan would exert leadership, 
rrc outlined by Foreign Minister MATSUOKA. The whole 
southern area, including the Neth» rlr.nds Indies, is 
stated to fell within this Co-prosperity Sphere under 
the leadership of Japan.

The Tribunal’s attention is called to Court 
exhibit 861, being r Japanese Government Cabinet 
decision of 3 October 1940, concerning the economic 
measures to be taken for the organization of the Co- 
prosperity Sphere and for the expansion of this Sphere 
to southeastern Asia and the southern areas.

To show that at this time consideration was 
given to rn expansion through military aggression south
ward we offer in evidence prosecution document 1632HH, 
being the entry for 10 August 1940 in the recused 
FIDO's Diary, exhibit 178 for identification.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLUtK OF THF COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1632HH will receive exhibit No. 1298.
(^"hereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1298 and 
received in evidence.)

f~
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MRS. STROOKERî (Hording)
"10 August 194-0 (Saturday) (Cloudy - rainy), 
"v/cnt to the office et eleven.
"At 11:30 conferred with chief Aide-de-Camp 

re the progress of the campaign against the Chungking 
regime since the last time.

"At 1:4-5 was received in audience.
"The Lmpcror told me what he and Prince 

FUSHIill, Chief of the Navy General Staff, had talked 
about when they dined together. The Prince said 
that the Navy at present wishes to avoid the use of 
force against the Netherlands Indies and Singapore, 
and that, since at l«.ast eight months will be required 
for preparation after a decision for war is made, the 
later war comes the better,"

We invite the Tribunal's attention to court 
exhibit 628, containing four separate documents, of 
which the first is dated 28 September 194-0 and entitled 
"Outline of Japanese Foreign Policy," and the second one 
is dated 4 October 1940 and entitled "Tentative Plan 
for Pelicy Toward the Southern Regions." As only a 
few parts of these documents have been read, we will 
nova, with the Tribunal's permission, read further parts 
from them.

25
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7/e will begin reading at the middle of
page Is

"TOP fcECRET, Outline of Japanese Foreign 
Policv. (28 bept. W O ) .

"A Policy. 'Ye must promptly strengthen 
the coalition between Japan and the German-Italian 
Axis based on the worl£ policy, and make, further
more, a rapid improvement in and adjustment of the 
Japanese-boviet diplomatic-relations. At the same 
time we must make effort to realize the general peace 
between Japan and China by making use of the pressure 
of Germany and the Soviet Union, and, thereby, prompt 
the establishment of the Greater East Asia Co-Frosper- 
itv bphero. Giving pressure, in this way, to the 
Anglo-American Axis, accompanving the intensification 
of Japan's diplomatic machinary, we should offer our 
good offices at a proper time to Britian in order that 
she may make peace with Germany, and, moreover, we 
should carry out an eppe-making adjustment of Japaneso- 
American diplomatic relations. Thus, we expect to es
tablish a peaceful system among Japan, Gormanv, Italy, 
the soviet Union, America and Britian for the recon
struction of world peace.

"Outline of tha iplan
"I. î- trengthening of coalition between Japan
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and the German-Italian Axis.
"should be carried out according to the de

cision made by the council in the Importai presence 
on J-ept. 18, and the Tripartite Alliance among Japan, 
Germany and Italy on .wept. 27»

"II. Adjustment of Soviet-Japanese Diplo- 
matic Relations.

".chould be carried out according to 'Draft 
Plan for Adjustment of i^oviet-Japanese Diplomatic 
Relations1' in the accompanying paper.

"III. Establishment of general Peace between 
Japan and China.

"should be carried out according to '.the 
Policy of Rapid Disposition of the China Incident* in 
the accompanying paper.

"IV. Establishment of the Greater East Asia 
Co-Prosperity sphere.

"(1) In the regions including French Indo- 
China, Dutch East Indies, htrait i-~ttleraent, British 
Fal^va, Thailand, the Philippine Islands, British 
Borneo and Burma, with Japan, Fanchukuo and China as 
centre, we should construct a sphere in which politics, 
economy and culture of those countries and regions are 
combined.

"(a) French Indo-China and Dutch East Indies."
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"We must, in the first placô, endeavor to 
conclude a comprehensive economic agreement (including 
distribution of resources, trade adjustment in and out 
of the Co-Prosperity inhere, currency and exchange 
agreement, etc.), while planning such political coal
itions as the recognition of independence, conclusion 
of mutual assistance pact, etc.

"(b) Thailand. We should strive to 
strengthen the mutual assistance and coalition in 
political,economic, and military affairs.

"(2) Towards the countries outside the Co- 
Frosperity Fphere, we must take every measure so that 
those countries will admit the establishment of our 
^Co-Prosperity Sphere• and co-operate with it."

THE PRESIDENTS We will recess now for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 144-5, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)

-1

I

i
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1 MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mrs• Strooker.
MRS. STROOKER: We were reading exhibit

628. I ask to be allowed to continue on page 4, the 
second plan. (Reading):

"Very Secret. Tentative Plan for Policy towards 
the Southern Regions. October 4, 1940.

"Although the objective of Japan's penetration 
into the Southern regions cover, in its first stage,
the whole area to the west of Hawaii excluding for

✓

the time being the Philippines and Guam; French 
Indo-China, the Dutch East Indies, British Burma and 
the Strait Settlements are the areas where we should 
first control. Then, we should gradually advance 
into the other areas. However, depending upon the 
attitude of the United States Government, the 
Philippines and Guam will be included."

We will continue to read from the second 
paragraph on page 6 of the English text onward:

"(3) British Lalaya and the Strait Settlements, 
"(a) To avoid the danger that the natural re

sources in the Dutch East Indies may be destroyed, 
within the possible limits of war strategy, we should 
use military power in these areas prior to using it
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in the Dutch Er.st Indies. (There is a necessity that 
we investigate the strength of Singapore, and also in 
case we lay our hands on one of the British ter
ritories, whether or not we are strategically forced 
to extend to the other British territories immediately 
after.)

"(b) We should conclude a military alliance with 
Thailand, and use Thailand as a rear base. However, 
in order to delay her in making preparations, it is 
v/ell to pretend that the diplomatic relations betv/een 
Japan and Thailand are not secure until we start 
military action. (In case we consider that the mili
tary alliance cannot be kept in strict secrecy because 
of the internal affairs of Thailand, there is room 
for consideration that we should set up a secret com
mittee based on the non-aggression treaty between 
Japan and Thailand to enable us to enter into a 
military alliance as soon as we start military action.)

"(c) Military operations shall be started simul
taneously with German military operations to land'on 
the British mainland or after the lapse of a proper 
period. However, we must maintain close contact with 
Germany, keeping her to act in concert with us.

"In case Germany gives up her intention to land 
on the British mainland, we, maintaining liaison with
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Germany, should start our military operations at the 
time when Germany carries out her most severe battle, 
or when an appropriate period has passed after that. 
In case Britain should yield to Germany prior to the 
common cement of our military action, even though 
the internal situation is not favorable to Japan, we 
must at least by diplomatic means, on the oocasion of 
peace between Britain and Germany, make Britain re
move the defense installations on Singapore and make 
her conclude an economic treaty with Japan which will 
be advantageous to Japan.

"(d) In case we are forced to act without 
relation with our plans in regard to Chiang Kai-shek, 
•by using the pretext that Britain is tiding Chiang 
Kai-shek by the Burma route, and in case the plans 
have proved to be a success, by using the pretext 
that we cannot stand the Oriental peace being 
threatened by the British military force.1, based in 
Singapore, we should request Britain to return 
Hong Kong, British ualaya, and the Strait Settlements 
(including British Borneo depending upon the circum
stances) to the races in East Asia and upon her re
fusal, start war. (The above pretexts hamper in some 
ways our relations with the United States, but it is 
likely that something which we can use ns a direct



reason, will rise by that time.)
"(e) Following the case of French Indo-China, the 

former territory of Thailand shall bo returned to 
Thailand and tho other regions shall be made pro
tectorates. But the Strait Settlements must be 
placed under the direct rule of Japan.

"(f) In the newly established independent 
countries the enterprise rights of the nationals of the 
third countries with which we are at peace sh~ll 
follow the* case in French Indo-China.

'•(4) butch East Indies.
"(a) While tho attack on Singapore is going on, 

or immediately after it, by showing at the proper 
tine our state for attacking the Dutch East Indies, 
we should present the following requests, and if they 
are not admitted, we should use military power.

"(i) As the Dutch Government in England, which 
the Dutch East Indies considers to be its suzerain, 
does not exist according to international law, the 
Dutch East Indies shall at once declare its in
dependence for the peace of Greater East Asia, and 
announce an appropriate name for itself.

"(ii) The sovereign and the constitution shall 
be decided by a committee consisting of several 
Japanese, Dutch people born there, natives, and
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Chinese, (It must be so arranged that the-total 
number of the Japanese and natives number more than 
half of the committee.) Until the sovereign and the 
constitution are decided, this committee shall carry 
out the administration.

"(iii) The Governor-General and all other 
Dutch officials of the highest rank shall be forced 
to resign. But their official titles, honors and 
pay should be left as they are. The position of thc- 
Dutch people other than the aforementioned will be 
recognized as they are.

"(iv) If any of the important natural resources 
should be destroyed, all the persons connected with the 
rav; material, ten government officials concerned, 
shall be severely punished as being the responsible 
persons. (This matter should be announced widely be
forehand by radio and other means.)

"We should, if possible, at a proper time before 
presenting the aforementioned requests, cause an in
dependence movement to stir up among the natives.

"(b) If it is considered a better plan from 
the viewpoint of strategy thrt we act first with the 
Dutch East Indies, the time to start the activity 
against this area would be at the same time as the 
opening of Germany's military operation to land on
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the British mainland, or after the lapse of a proper 
period.

"In case that Germany gives up her intention to 
land on the British mainland, we should start action, 
choosing an appropriate time before Britain and Ger
many cease hostilities.

"(c) After the Butch East Indies become in
dependent, wo must conclude a protective treaty under 
the name of military alliance, and make her appoint 
Japanese military and economic advisers who will,be 
in powerful positions. We must lease the places which 
ere important from the military point of view.

"(d) The enterprise rights of the nationals of 
the third countries with which wo are at peace shall 
follow the case in French Indo-Ghina."

With the Tribunal's permission, we will 
turn back to Page 5 to read the paragraph referred

t
to here, which is paragraph (d), near the middle of 
that page:

"(d) ’ In the new independent States, the right 
of enterprise for the nationals of the third countries 
with which wo are at peace v/ill be recognized. But, 
they will have to follow the Government's instructions 
in developing important resources, and in disposing of 
the products." /
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We will nov; continue to read where we left 
off near the middle of Page 9*

"(5) British Bornero and Others.
"(a) After we have grasped real power in the 

Dutch East Indies and Singapore, we must take proper 
measures ter get hold of real pov/er in other British 
territories.

M(b) Hongkong is to be returned to China.
(However, if it is important strategically, it shall 
be reconsidered.)

"(c) Following what has been stated about French 
Indo-Chinn, the Dutch East Indies, llalaya, etc., we 
shall consider locally the administrative system in 
each place.

"(6) Australian Territories.
"To be considered separately."

Me present fpr identification «nly prosecu
tion document 587* being an issue of the Yomiuri 
newspaper for 27 October 1940. The Tribunal's per
mission is requested to substitute a photostat copy 
of the newspaper exhibit for the original, which has !
been tendered in evidence, as the original document 
should, if possible, be returned to its owner.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 587 will receive exhibit No. 1299, for identification j
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(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit No. 
1299 for identification.)

IùhS. STIvOOKEHï An excerpt from this news
paper, prosecution document 587-A, being an article 
by the accused OSHIliA, is offered in evidence.
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Cunningham.
MR. CUNNINGHAM: If the Tribunal please, I

would like to object to the introduction of this 
document for the reason that it is not an article 
written by the defendant OSFIMA, in the first place, 
and in the second place, is that it is not an 
official document of the Japanese government. I ask 
that its reception be deferred until the party making 
the certificate can be celled for cross-examination 
to testify as to the conditions under which the 
article was created, for the following reason:, that 
it arose while the defendant was in retirement and 
held no official position in the Japanese govern
ment. I should like to have the editor of the paper 
who made the certificate here for cross-examination 
before it is received in evidence.

MRS. STROOKER: Your Honor, I would re
quest to be allowed to read the certificate attached 
to the excerpt.

THE PRESIDENT: Before you do so, of
course it isn't necessary that an accused should 
be a government official. A mar can conspire in 
his private capacity. You may read the certificate.

MRS. STROOKER (Reading):
"AFFIDAVIT



"I, Yusai TAKAHASHI, certify that from 1933 
until December 194-5 I was editor-in-chief of the 
'Yomiuri Shinbun' and that I recognize the 
attached Internationa] Prosecution Section document 
number ?87A as an article written u^der the rame 
of Hiroshi CSFIFA appearing in the Yomiuri Shinbun 
of October 27» 1940.

"I further certify that the above mentioned 
article was published under the name of Firoshi 
OSFIKA with his consent."

Signed Yusoi TAKAHASHI.
I submit, your Honor, that with that certifi

cate the burden of proof is upon the defense if 
they v/ish to call the certifier to prove.

THE PRESIDEFT: It is quite a common thing
if an affidavit is used by one side for that side 
to be compelled to produce the deponent for cross- 
examination. Hr. Cunningham is within his rights. 
me will consider whether we. will call him or not. 
The document is admitted on the usual terms.

will the court reporter please read what Hr.*
Cunningham said about OSHIMA's attitude towards 
that article?

(’’’hereupon, the official court
reporter read Hr. Cunningham's remarks,
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as follov/s : )
"MR. CUNNINGHAM: If the Tribunal please, I

would like to object to the introduction of this 
document for the reason that'it is not an article 
written by the defendant OSPIMA, in the first place, 
and in the second place, is that it is not an 
official document of the Japanese government. I ask 
that its reception be deferred until the party making 
the certificate can be called for cross-examination 
to testify as to the conditions under which the 
article was created, for the following reason* thatXi
it arose while the defendant was in retirement and 
held no official position in the Japanese govern
ment. I should like to have the editor of the paper 
who made the certificate here for cross-examination 
before it is received in evidence."

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Cunningham, we would
like to know whether you are denying the truth of 
the certificate, whether you allege the certificate 
contains a false statement, and if so; where is the 
false statement.

MR. CUNNINGHAM: I might explain that by
stating the circumstances that —

THE PRESIDENT: I want you to answer that.
MR• CUNNINGHAM: I claim the certificate
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1 doesn't go far enough.
THE PRESIDENT: You don't deny any state

ment in it?
MR. CUNNINGHAM: It is —  I only state

that it is misleading and I would like to explain 
it.

THE PRESIDENT: There is nothing to" explain,
as far as I can see. The deponent says he recog
nizes the document as an article written under the

4

name of OSPIMA, gnd then he goes on to say he certi
fies that the article was published under the name 
of OSPINA, with his consent. You don't deny the 
truth of that, so why do you want him called for 
cross-examination?

MR. CUNNINGHAM: It is my thought that it
would affect the probative value of the document, 
that if I stated that a newspaper reporter went to 
his home and asked him for an interview and pub
lished the results of the interview.

THE PRESIDENT: '"ell, it's not a case for
calling the deponent for cross-examination, but 
there is nothing to prevent OSNIMA from going into 
the box and giving his version of the interview, of 
course, but not while the prosecution are putting 
their case. So the application to have him called
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for cross-examination Is dismissed.
CLERK OF THE COüRTt Prosecution’s docu

ment No. 587-A, which is excerpt from exhibit No. 
1299, will be given exhibit No, 1299-A.

(""hereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No, 1299-A and received in evidence.)

MRS. STROOKERi Before I ask the Court to 
bear with me while I read parts of that exhibit I 
would ask for a ruling from your Honor to be allowed 
to withdraw the original newspaper and substitute a 
photostat copy of it, the complete newspaper, in 
order to be able to withdraw the original from Court.

THE PRESIDENT: You have the Tribunal’s
permission to do that.

MRS. STROOKER: ""e will now read parts of
exhibit 1299-A. At the top of page 1: (Reading)
’’Activate the Alliance.

"Shun Diplomatic Passivity.
"One cannot fail to be deeply- stirred by the 

fact that a three-power alliance with Germany and 
Italy has been concluded an Imperial. Rescript has 
been issued on the subject,*.and the road which lies 
ahead of Japan's millions has been made clear."

Te will continue reading from the beginning of
f

J
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the second paragraph from page two onward.
(Reading) "Indeed, from one point of view, 

as this treaty calls for our cooperation in establish
ing the new order of Germany and Italy in Europe, an 
additional responsibility is irposed upon us, and we 
have to make up our minds to this. Furthermore and 
in particular, as there are nations in the world 
desirous of maintaining the old system, there will 
be cases where obstruction is offered to the attain
ment of the common aims of the three-powers, ’"e 
must not count upon this not happening, but rather 
upon having to expect it, and the nation, with 
unswerving resolution, must make careful prepara
tions for this. Unfortunately, in recent years there 
has been a tendency for all sorts of conflicting 
opinions to arise within the country and for useless 
end indeed harmful friction and disputes to develop.
If this sort of thing continues in the future, we 
shall certainly not be able to accomplish our mission 
in the world; indeed we should realise that the 
result might unexpectedly imperii the future of the 
Empire. If in the past there may have been a lack 
of clarity on some points, now, with the conclusion 
of this new alliance, the greet objective for which 
we must strive, the unexampled task of founding a
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new world order stands illuminated, as when a shaft 
of sunlight pierces a bank of cloud. Our people 
must not indulge in vs in bickerings but stand 
foursquare, ready to burst through any berrier to 
the achievement of our aims, ’’’hen a great work 
is undertaken, certain attendant risks are to be 
expected. This veer is, the 2600th year of the 
Imperial Dynasty. If we cast our minds back to the 
founding of the country in the distant days of 
the Qnperor Jummu, or if we consider the two wars 
with China end Russia in more recent times, we 
realize that the X&MOTO race has never flinched 
from danger, but hes gone steadily forward, staking 
its destiny on spreading the benefits of the Imperial 
v»ay. But never have resolute determination end 
firm courage been so necessary if our nation is to 
fulfill its mission as they arc today.','

«■V*i
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.‘s.; -1:1.1 rvr-'d t\k: î?cconcî oarr.grv.nh on pr.ge 3«
"To return to the main argument, if there\

are some who consider the conclusion of the three- 
power alliance imposes an additional strain on 
Japanese-American relations, I think this opinion 
mistaken. Our mission to set up a new order in 
Greater East Asia and our determination to establish 
a relationship with the 'Southern countries' con
ducive to mutual harmony and prosperity, are already 
matters of lone standing, and it cannot be supnosed 
that the new alliance has given rise to them. Of 
course,in some circles in America,there are likely 
to be those who vie.7 the new treaty as a warlike 
challenge directed against America. But such feelings 
will certainly not arise in the minds of those who 
read the treaty with any composure. Furthermore,
I suppose nobody knows better than America herself 
that Japan neither plans to attack America, nor is 
she prepared to do so. One cannot,therefore,avoid 
the conclusion that those who maintain this opinion 
either dislike the idea of a new order being established 
in East Asia, or have designs upon East Asia them
selves. And I feel we should have to faoe opposition 
from these people whether the treaty existed ®r not. 
Indeed, should the feeling arise in America that she

-i

&
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should obstruct our establishment of a new order in 
East Asia by force of arms, this alliance is more 
likely to have the effect of nipping such a sense
less idea in the bud.”

I will continue reading on the top of page 
4:

"The treaty is now in writing. But its 
concrete realization is work for the future. The 
present state of the world being what it is, the 
treaty rust be activated with all speed. And the 
first essential step to this is to complete our 
preparations for action rapidly. Now what concrete 
steps should we take with regard to our position of 
leadership in Greater East Asia under the treaty?
•'e must establish a relationship of mutual harmony 
and prosperity with the Netherlands East Indies, 
French Indo-China, India, the South Sea Islands, 
etc.; we must then settle the relationship of this 
area with the new order in Europe 5 these are the 
points on which consultation with Germany and Italy 
is necessary. From the military point cf view,too; 
cooperation is necessary between the nations of the 
East and the ,r,est. ,ve must perfect a plan which 
vill leave no gaps in the bonds of mutual cooperation 
between the three countries; and in the diplomatic
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1
field, toof the three countries must march ahead in 
perfect concord to protect our common interests 
against any outside country. Furthermore, as the 
policy of Germany and Italy for prosecuting the war 
in Europe is so closely bound up with the establish
ment of a new order in East Asia, discussions will 
be necessary in this connection also. This being 
the case, there is a tremendous amount of preliminary 
work to be done with regard to a relationship with 
Germany and Italy, and within our own country itself.

"Of all things the one most to be avoided 
is passivity, allowing the other party to make the 
first move. Particularly In war and diplomacy is 
this prohibition absolutely imperative. Careful 
preparations must be made before the event} the 
world situation must be constantly watched; care 
must be taken to let slip no opportunities; situa
tions must be handled speedily and decisively. I 
believe that these must be the principles of our 
diplomatic policy from n$w on, and that with this 
in mind the people must stand solidly behind the 
government.

"The country's policy lias already been 
clearly laid down, so anxiety about the matter is 
uncalled for; but if by any chance faith in this
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alliance should waver, or if it should be mismanaged 
and the treaty become a dead letter, then not onl/ : 
will the dignity of the Empire be impaired, but also 
the task of setting up a new order will be made more 
difficult."

The Netherlands Indies were publicly Included 
in Japan's Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere in 
a speech before the 76th Session of the Piet by 
Foreign Minister ka^suoka oh 21 January 1941. This 
speech is contained in prosecution document 1204-E, 
which ve now offer in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the1 usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1204-E will receive exhibit No. 1300.
(’•'hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1300 and received in evidence.)

HRS. STROOKER; ”'e will read only the last 
two paragraphs on page 3 of the English text.

(Reading) "Let me now make a brief survey 
of our relations with the Netherlands East Indies, 
French Indo-China, and Thailand, which lie within the 
above-mentioned sphere of common prosperity.

"The Netherlands East Indies and French 
Indo-China, if only for geographical reasons, should
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be in intimate and inseparable relationship with 
our country. Therefore, the situation which has 
hitherto thwarted the development of this natural 
relationship must be thoroughly remedied and re
lations of good neighborliness secured for the 
promotion cf mutual prosperity. With this in view, 
early in September last, the Government despatched 
Mr. Ichizo KOBAYASHI, Minister of Commerce and 
Industry, to the Netherlands East Indies as a special 
envoy. Mi. KOBAYASHI was obliged to return to Japan 
by circumstances preventing his prolonged sojourn 
abroad, when a definite stage had been reached in 
his negotiations with the Netherlands East Indies 
authorities concerning purchases of oil and other 
urgent questions. As his successor, the Government 
have recently sent to the Netherlands East Indies 
Mr. Kenkichi YOSHIZAWA, formerly Minister of Foreign 
Affairs. He had already resumed the negotiations 
with the Netherlands East Indies authorities."

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
2748-A, being a certificate from the Japanese Foreign 
Office, certifying prosecution documents 2748-A (1) 
to 2748-A (20), some of which -"ill presently be 
introduced in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT- Admitted on the usual terms.
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CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No, 274-8-A will receive exhibit No. 1301.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1301 and received in evidence.)

MRS. STROOKER: ’’e will not read this
exhibit.

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
274-8-A (11), a telegram from Foreign Minister 
LATSUOKA to the Japanese delegate in Batavia, 
dated 28 January 194-1, to show that after public 
inclusion of the Netherlands Indies in the Greater 
East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere the Japanese Foreign 
Minister sent out instructions that the fact that the 
Netherlands Indies formed part of this sphere should 
henceforth not be publicly denied.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2748-A (11) will receive exhibit No. 1302.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1302 and received in evidence.)

MRS. STROOKER: We will read exhibit No. 1302:
"Telegram No. 2524
"January 28, 1941 7»00 P.M.

0
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"A copy of a telegram from Foreign Minister 
MATSUOK* to Delegate YOSRIZAWA in Batavia.

"Concerning Delegate YOSHIZAWA's statement. 
"Cipher Commercial Negotiation No. 24. 
"Strictly Secret. Very Urgent.
"Concerning your telegram, Commercial 

Negotiation No. 33* It goes without saying that you 
should absolutely refrain from the usage of such 
expressions that would deny Japan's hegemony within 
the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere when 
announcing to outsiders."

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
I632-1” (47), the entry for 1 February 1941 in the 
diary of the accused KIDO, exhibit 178 for identifi
cation, to show that at that time Japanese expansion 

*
southward vas considered the main problem facing the 
Japanese government,

THE PRESIDENT; Admitted on. the usual terms. 
CLERK OF THE COURT; Prosecution's document 

No. I632-W (47)*will receive exhibit No. 1303.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1303 and received in evidence.)

13*S. STROOKER: Ve will now read exhibit
t

No. 1303*
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"Entry from Marquis KIDO's Diary.
*

"1 February (Saturday) /1941/
"Fine.
"’•'ent to the offJ.ce at 10 A.K., and spoke 

vith Premier KONOYE. Prince FUSHIMI, Chief of the 
Naval General Staff, Premier KOFOYE and SUGIYAI1A,
Chief of the Army General Staff came to the Palace 
together. They were received in audience by His 
Majesty and reported in outline to the Emperor the 
policy towards French Indo-China and Thailand 
decided at the Liaison Conference between Imperial 
Headquarters and t îe Government on 30 January. It 
is a new precedent for the Chiefs of Staff, and the 
Premier to be received ir audience by His Majesty 
and to report at the same time. Up to the present, 
important decisions of the Liaison Conferences 
have been reported to the Throne at Imperial Confer
ences, and other decisions individually by the 
government and Imperial Headquarters. However, this 
time as an intermediate way both parties have presented 
a report to the Throne at the same time. I was told
that in this connection the Premier proposed that an%
Imperial Conference be held, but as the broad prin
ciple had already been approved by the Emperor, they 
asked Him in this way. At 10:10 the Chief Aide-de-Camp
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visited me and spoke approximately as follows :
"Re the general principle of the policy

towards French Indo-China and Thailand :
"The purpose of this plan is to establish

the leading position of the Empire in French Indo-
China and Thailand by utilizing the opportunity

0
presented by their having accepted our arbitration, 
in order to contribute to the preparatiCm for the

f
Southward policy. The Navy aims to use Camranh Bay 
and the air bases near Saigon. But as this' cannot 
be stated openly it has been decided to represent 
the action taken as aimed at the preservation of 
trade and communications, and security against war 
between French Indo-China and Thailand. In case 
military force is to be used to attain the objectivé, 
it has been decided to ask the further approval of 
the Emperor.

"At 11:30 Prince KONOYE cane to my office 
after having been received in audience by His 
Majesty and we talked about policies and other , 
matters.

"At noon Foreign Minister MATSUOKA came to 
my office after having been received in audience by 
the Emperor, and spoke approximately as follows: 

"7/hen the broad policy towards French
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Indo-China and Thailand was decided, the Aimy 
planned to limit the time to the end of March, 
but he had opnosed it as being impossible, and had 
made the Army canoel it. He intends to conduct 
future diplomacy on the follpwing lines as reported 
today to the Emperor. It is assumed that the 
liaison conference on the third will decide on the 
plan which he will take with him on his visit to 
Germany and'Soviet Russia. He will shortly visit 
Germany and find out the actual state of German 
policy towards Britain from HI/ T.N. Hitler/,
R 1/ T.N. Ribbentrop/ and others, and he will make 
full arrangements with them. At the same time he 
would like to adjust our relations with the Soviet 
Union and to contrive a general ooace with China 
by the end of April. Then he intends to concentrate 
our y/hole strength toward the South. Tithout a 
solution of the Southern question, no real solution 
of the China Incident can be attained; therefore, 
the Southern question is an important one, one on 
which the nation's fate hangs. For this reason, he 
continued, it would be necessary to bring about a 
state of things which would enable the whole energy 
of the nation to be concentrated on it. And so forth.

"At 700 P.M. Mr. Genki AEE called on me and
4-
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we talked."
.We respectfully call the Tribunal's attention

1to cdurt exhibit 571, beding a report of a conversa
tion between the German Foreign Minister and the 
accused OSHIMA on 23 February. 1941, during which the 
principles for the construction of Germany's and 
Japan's spheres after the war were discussed.
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1 We offer in evidence prosecution document

2 4033-D, being r memorendum for the Germon Foreign

3 Minister concerning German-Japanese economic relations

4 during end öfter the war. As this document is in the

5 German language only those parts on which the prosecu-

6 tion intends to rely hove been translated.

7 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.

8 CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecutions document

9 No. 4038-D will receive exhibit No. 1304.

10 (Whereupon, the document above

11 referred to was marked prosecution* s exhibit

12 No. 1304 and received in evidence.)

13 MRS. STROOKER: We will now read exhibit

14 No. 1304:

15 “Berlin, 21 March, 1941
16 “Notes on German-Japanese Economic Questions
17 for the Conversation with the Japanese Foreign Minister.
18 “2 (b). Raw Material Orders through Japan.
19 We shall have to buy raw materials from third countries
20 through Japan and get them into Germany, e.g. rubber and
21 tin from the Netherlands Indies and Thailand; wolfram
22 from South China; tin from Bolivia, For this purpose
23 we are reedy to place foreign bills of exchange ct the
24 disposal of Japan. Thus far, in deference to England
25 and America, and because of her own supply situation

*
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and lock of tonncge, end so forth, Japan has done little 
In this direction. But even where such reosons did not 
exist, bureaucratic restraints end involved procedural 
regulations hove produced, difficulties and delays.
On the basis of a promise by MATSUOKA, the Wohlthat 
Delegation should probably be able to obtain improve
ments.

“We are likewise counting on Japanese help with 
blockederunners and auxiliary cruisers for the 
transportation of such raw materials to Germany.

"2 (e). New Form of Economic Relations after
the War. According to the German conception, the great 
possibilities which exist for the new order of economic 
relations between the European-Afric.an economic sphere 
under the leadership of Germany and Italy and the 
Greater Asiatic economic sphere under the leader of 
Japan can only be fully realized if matters are carried 
out in a grand manner. For this reason the freest possible 
trade exchange should take place. As a matter of principle 
one should reserve to oneself preferences over third 
countries. Over-centralization with its unavoidable 
hindrances should be shunned. Rather, Japan should be 
able to carry on business and make trade agreements 
directly with the independent countries in the German- 
Italian Sphere, and conversely, Germany and Italy with

Hié
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the independent countries in the Japanese Sphere. On 
the other hand, the Japanese conception according to 
previous statements of government representatives 
in Tokyo is that Germany should have trade dealings with 
countries like China, Indo-China and also the Nether
lands Indies not directly, but only through Japan*
No fundamental aggravation of this question has yet 
occurred, as we have been dependent anyway on Japanese 
support in imports in our trade during the war with the 
countries mentioned.

'’Hereby offered through the State Secretary 
to the German Foreign Minister.

"Signed Wiehl"
We respectfully call the Tribunal's attention 

to Court exhibit 580, being a report of a conversation 
between the Gorman Foreign Minister and the Japanese 
Foreign Minister on 29 March 194-1, in which once again

t

an attack toward the South and the construction of 
German and Japanese spheres of domination were discussed 
and during which the Japanese Foreign Minister expressed 
his fear that if Japan attacked the Netherlands Indies 
the Netherlands Indies' oil fiolds would be set on fire.

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
2137-F, a decision by Imperial Headquarters in April 
194-1. This is one of the group of documents included

■UM ÉÉUlâMMPtti
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(in prosecution document 2137, which has heretofore been 
marked exhibit 540 for identification.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2137-F will receive exhibit No. 1305.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1305 and received in evidence.)

MRS. STROOKER: We will now read exhibit No,
1305s

"'COVER*"
"Separate Document 13
"Determined by Army and Navy Department, Imperial 

Headquarters, in early April, 3H0WA 16/194-1/,
"Gist of Imperial Headquarters, Army and Navy 

Department Policy concerning Measures to be taken in the 
South.

"Determined by Imperial Headquarters, in early 
April SHOWA 16/1941/.

"I. The aims of the measures to be taken by 
the Empire in the South are to promote the settlement 
of the China Incident as well as to expand our overall 
national defensive power in the interests of self
existence and self-defense.

"For these purposes,
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I
"1. To establish close and inseparable joint 

1 Relations in military affairs, politics and economy 
with French Indo-China and Thailand.

"2. To establish close economic relations 
with the Nethorland Indies.

"3. To maintain normal commercial relations 
with the other various countries in the South.

"II. The foregoing purposes shall, on 
principle, be accomplished through diplomatic measures.

"III. In executing the foregoing measures 
resort to arms in the interest of self-existence and 
self-defence will be taken only when the following instances 
should occur and when no means for solution of same can 
be found:-

"1. In case the Empire1 s* Self-existence should
15 tee threatened by the Embargoes of the United States,
16 Great Britain and the Netherlands.
17 "2. In case the situation of the Anti-Japanese
18 (encirclement by the United States, Great Britain, the
19 Netherlands and China becomes so tense that it cannot 

be tolerated in the interests of national defense."

In June 1941, the Japanese attempts to obtain 
a foothold in the Netherlands Indies, on which subject 
evidence will be presented hereafter, had failed. The 
next four documents will show that preparations were

20
21
22
23

24

25

1
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mode to occupy boses in the southern part of French 
Indo-ehina, needed for a military advance into the 
Netherlands Indies,

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
2137-H, a further document from exhibit 540 for identi 
fication, being a decision of the Liaison Conference 
between the government and Imperial Headquarters dated 
25 June 1941.
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THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No, 2137-H will receive exhibit No, 1306.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
N». 1306 and received in evidence.)

MRS. STROOKER: We will now read exhibit No.
1306:

"Re Acceleration of Measures in the South 
” Decision of Liaison Conference. "
"25 June 1941/Showa 16/
"(Memorandum)
"Decision of the Imperial Headquarters- 

Government Liaison Conference, 25 June 1941/Showa 16/
"1. In view of the various existing conditions, 

the Empire shall, in accordance with its fixed policy 
accelerate its measures towards French Indo-China and

I

25
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A

Thailand, Expecially, in connection with the return 
of the Japanese Delegate from the Dutch Indies, a 
military union shell be established with French Indo- 
China as soon as possible for the purpose of the stabil
ity and defence of East Asia,

’’Concerning the establishment of joint military 
relations with French Indo-China, the essential factors 
which the Empire should stress upon are as follows:-

”a) The establishment or use of Air Bases and 
Harbour Facilities in specified areas in French Indo- 
China, and stationing of the necessary troops in the 
southern part of French Indo-Chinr.,

”b) Furnishing of feeii?•les in connection 
with the stationing of Imperial troops,

”2. To dpen diplomatic negotiations for the 
purpose of the preceding paragraph,

"3. In case the French Government or the 
French Indo-China authorities do not comply with our 
demands, we shall attain our objective by force of arms, 

”4. In order to deni with such circumstance 
as mentioned in the above paragraph, preparations shall 
be commenced beforehand for the despatching of troops.”

v
L A
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The Tribunal’s attention is invited to 
exhibit 639-A, a telegram from Bangkok to Berlin, 
dated 4 July 1941. With the Tribunal’s permission we 
will read the heading and one paragraph of this 
exhibit;

"To be kept under lock and key.
"Telegram (Secret Cipher Process)
"Bangkok, July 4, 1941 - 1;05 o'clock
"Received July 4, 1941 - 20*10 o'clock
"Ho. 169 of 7/4 Urgent
"Secret Affair of the Reim,
"Likewise for the Attach/. DJ/’icion of the 

High Command of the Army ana üa-ral High Command.
"The Japanese Secretary of Embassy, Furuuchi 

des Gaimusho, who is on an orientation journey, 
confidentially informed the Military Attache:"

;Ve will now read paragraph 3*
"3) Failure of Japan's economic negotia

tions Y/ith the Netherlands-Indies would oblige her 
to take over the oil resources there by force, since 
her fleet would otherwise be incapable of action. 
Prior to this there is to be a Japanese military 
occupation of Indo-China in order to procure a con
centration area and jumping-off ports against the 
Hetherland-Indies. The occupation of Thailand is
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not envisaged. The preparation and the carrying 
out of the operations is to be made by the staff 
of General USHIROKU on the South China Front, in9 tt
Canton. Conduct of the English forces in Singapore 
is considered to be purely defensive."

We will read the last few lines of the 
telegram on nage 2 of the exhibit;

»

, "A telegram of the same tenor was sent to
Tokyo.

"Schol
"Thomas

\
"Note: Through the telegraph office expedited

to the Code Sender of the High Command of the Wehr-
/

macht and the Naval High Command,
"Telegram Ktr. - July 5, 1941."
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The Tribunal’s attention is iivited to 
exhibit 588, being a document containing the resolu
tions adopted through the Imperial Conferences of 2 
July, 6 September, 5 November and 1 December 194-1.
In the Imperial Conference of 2 July 194-1 the principle 
of Japan’s policy was laid down in three points:

Japan would adhere to the principles 
of establishing a Greater East Asia Co-prosperity 
Sphere regardless of any change in the international 
situation.

2. Japan would step up the southward advance 
in order to establish for herself a basis for self
existence and self-defense,

3« Japan would remove all obstacles for the 
achievement of the foregoing purpose,«

THE PRESIDENT: Mrs. Strooker, my colleagues
end I who have heard you assure you that we regard you 
as a distinct acquisition to the Bar of this Tribunal. 

MRS. STROOKER: Thank you, your Honor.
THE PRESIDENT: We adjourn now until half

past nine tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at l600, an adjourn

ment was taken until Wednesday, 4 December,
1946, at 0930.)
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Tokyo, Japan

Trie. Tribunal net, pursuant to adjournment,
at O93O. 

appearances :
For the Tribunal, same as before.
For the Prosecution Section, some as before. 
For the- Defense Section, sane as before.

The accuse.»:
all present except: CKA'VA, Shum.ei, who is 

represented by his counsel,

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation 7/3s made by the 
Language- Section, IETFE.)
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D 1
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! MARSHAL of THE COURT: The International
d 2 Military Tribunal for tie Far East is now in session.

3
f‘r

THE FEErIDEFT: Manor Moore, i
AV
1

LATGUACE ARM TER (Major Too re): Hr. Fresi-«J
d 5 
e
r <>

1 dent, I intended to present a lar.puape correction 
: this rcrnir.p, but it s^ers tbe Larruapf Section is

7 not reed'' to nut it in sim.ultar.eouslv and I could ‘
« « present it tomorrow morning, with the Tribunal's

9 rernissior•
10 THE FEESIDEi'T: Mr. Justice Iansfield. Mr.
11 Justice Uarsfield, we are ail ver,r much concerned
12 with the 1 froth of the evidence dealirp with conven
13 tional war crimes, that is, all oped atrocities. It
14 is not verT' cle* r yet to v.’bat o'tert the accused
n can be associated v,ith that, r - rticul? r class of
1<> crime. I brow t* at you will contend that the Eurina-

♦  17 Thailand Railway was a military rro.iect ard that the
I H j

1 priser ers of viar we re uni aMullv employed tMreon.
19 11-»«x 1 There is also cviderce thei that particular project
20

was authorised ty the Jan&res<- Cabinet, ard there
21

was a rrrort to th^ accused 10JO covering operations
2 2  I!
23 ' or the lire and the treatment of prisoners. The

2 4  j
accused SUIGEUITSU Is also renticred. in that reperd.

!
23

!
But there are other conventional war crimes with 
which the association of the accused has not been
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I

2
3

4

1 N'̂ .e so clear up to date. It ro.uld, of course, be 
F^Fret^ah]e should re hear a vest amount of evidence 
"h.terdirr ovm mary ’reels, only to discover that 
tl '• accused could r.ot be associated ritt the matters

5 j dealt with. Could veu rive us any assistance on

7 I
« ! 

9 ! 

10
11
12 j
13
14

.dI
16 ! 

17 !

LU. JTCTIC" Ib.ITSI IJ1LD: If t^e Tribunal
Incase, th e cere for the prosecution rests upon 
several factors. hirst of all, there are certain 
admissions in the irt«rroratJms of the accused 
v-ith reptrd to tvcse rar crimes, rhich have not yet 
been put before the Tribuns 1. Secondly, there are 
certain direct acts of sore of the accused with 
reperd to orders, and the formulât:or of, for ex
ams! e, the Prisoner of ”’ar Punishment Act and the 
act. under which the American aviators who were shot

18

19

20 
21 
22
23

24

25

; dorr in .Taran were executed without trial, 
j ”’ith reprre to the accused TOJO, in addition
to the office which he held at the relevert tine, 
he directly amour cod or om occasion that Japan 

I would rot follow the Ceneva Convention. In addi
tion, he rave instruction.? to camp commanders, at 

j meetings of camp commander?, v’hich vere- contrary to
iI the rules cf international warfare. 

T:,C IMIS ID ITT: ’"ell, I think you have said
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pr«rujr!', Mr. Justice Mansfield, to set our minds at 
rest atout the netter that I mentioned.

MR. JTSTrCi: MAPSF Î ELD : Thank you.
THU ] RESTLETT : Mrs. Strooker.
MIC. STROPPED*. Your Ponor, Mr. Laverfe 

v:i 11 rrr coed •' 'itb the re adier cf th e documents, if 
the Court so p]care.

TTT Fr ETTPE! T: Mr. Lsverre.
MP. I/.PT01 : vou.r Tfor.or, there is still 

one rare d-ciment Pel o-pin.'- to the rrour of docu
ments "hieb. 'rs. IProoker i;'traduced yesterday. 
v;h ic’ ue v/isF to refer to.

”'e resi ectfu1 ly call t**e Tr'hural'r st.tortior. 
lo court er1' it. it ''àl, bei*"? a to' epram from Carton 
f- Tokyo, da* cd V  Jul.̂  1941. In this telepram it. 
fr stated th.-1 t; ■ <■ rur ere of the recur at ion of the 
scut- err. rnrt of I’'ere! Indo-Chirr. is to laurcv from 
t! ore a rev id att- c> as soon as the in tern a t ion a 1 
s ' tu* 4 or is suit-: ble. In this correction tie first 
step to bo tabor is the s e-dirr of an ultimatum to 
the yoth t r nds Ir d ’ s s.

TY.virr t rc-ser ted to t̂ e tribunal a number of 
dr cumer Is rtorir.p h-'v t.v o i6re

TT: r TE: T*. pr. levin.
I.II.'. I EVJ.T : Mr. hr«- r idert, vp do not v;ish to
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unduly 'hjeet, ru t  vr- do fori ty-p t. jr tie rondinr 
throe d^curerts tvat. tt o do ouverts no rr.eak for 

* i r no] vos c^d no clear tt-t rn lerrthv expie, rat. io n

" k i lo  I  n p p re -

f t  ■ 11 , ! C*o*~ +.f>r,t c-y rul d be r n d e.
*1 « n-* ̂ • p “! * r r t'-o» r*r,t' 7* : of c. nunrar
cir. U  "•! t r   ̂rd or t’ 0 to ir c ! c
of 4' Y o o 'ee n er •f1 : s ( Vi to ecnert. ia
we do bel 4 'VO +ir. + t :• Cy ouId be
"wir .1 r u"-.

'lie, P ,T':;:r:r MT: t  Pave a l re a d '' r< o u o r l pd

th e  p ro n e -cu t' r  4 o r rT t r i c t  tW  o x r 1 a r  a t -5 o rs  to  a 

r i !  ‘n r" '. I  t! i r l  11 o DntcP n r-c ti o r o f  th e  r r ^ r r e u -  

t io r  : r e  o h s e r v i r r  t » & t  r r e v e n t .

I»'r. Lav '-̂ pi .

LTP;. L,'.Vv*'.ry ; H n v ir r  p re r<- r  t c-d to t v r

T r :  t.1 ‘ VVk 1 a l  a r r* ; r T ■'f O  . oa: t i t:.- r ho'" r’ r.r hov; th e idee
r ,  T. > r . r. - n c. r-r'vr » CO V • t Y' o ? out: r r dec 1.1 y Cf.ro to
b-*- 4} r e r t - K! i.rV- r r*. A J f r s r .f  ne r- o 1 : c y , \/e vo tll nov,

*  r *  / '  r.* r + i r • •  '  » ^ V , f- V eo <■ r ci:™r r t n de o: î * f w ith d ; rr ct
r  r: " ; * -t r r r Y  - •» V ç- f  ^ .. t.»t j ç y •• t v;e r  r the Mett e r l  ar.d c-

f -v 'I  t *.T.cir  r̂* T Ç ; > ]  O/j.1  ̂ T b c ^ 'O  i'l*' C V 'ï1̂ w>*̂ r' v - m

r !' o-.• h'-'r .Ta? &r t r i  er! tr p rr^  &ro f o r  n r  scv& r co j r t o  

11 e ' et.! o r]  r.r dn T rc  <■ r bt*r rx .k it  ■ • fn  r - ro n c t i r p  

b e ra ro s  tor*: t  h r ?r c-1: h *: r l  s r d s  nr.tr o r i t *  es arc* bv tt e

e y e c u t D or ■5 f i I rrerrrrn &rd oi 1 : tarv threat,?.
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u n d u ly  'b . ie c t ,  but y*c- do f o c i  th e t  ir. t ip  r e o d in r  

p i ' * h e ro  do currents t* at. tv o docum ents no r r e a k  f o r  

t: ( :. n oil v o s  ar d no c l f - s r  t b - t  ro  ! e r f t h v  e x p lo r a t io n  

' i' t l c 'J r  c o n te n ts  sh o u ld  be r& d e . I t  s e e rs  i t  i s  

1 :"r t!*e rôtir*-' o f  c s u n r a r y . " t i l e  I  a p p re -

cix. tf t : •. *e rd  o r t - o to i r  c i  c o te  the c l r r s - c t e r

o f  v e o' cu re r t  i s  ( v i t e  e s s e n t i a l , n e v e r t h e le s s  ,

*.ve do bo I  *•' vo t i  ? t  t ’r c y  sh o u ld  be r e s t r i c t e d  to  a

■ vu 3 r u - .

'11 Z I TIT I T  : J  hove- a lr e u d ’ ' r c a u e r i  ed

th e  p ro s  ecu! "v to  r e s t r i c t  t v'r  e x r 1 or'--tv o rs  to  a 

ri’ iR.u"*. I t! irh the Dutch recti nr of th e  rr-o sc cu

b e  4  h  r

re ohner v i r r  t* a t  r e e v e s t •

I»ir. L s v e ^ p r .

I.!:, h,.V' ’ • ’b l i a v i r r  pres-- r le d to VVp

rCÎ. . a r r  h r  o f b~c u re r  tn p ]- pv f bov; tb c

r. - :(. rv 'vr ' ce 4e th e  so u tl r r r duc 1 l y  CfV'o

OS1 1 * VI 1 ° V r (3 #T ̂ r  o r. e s e r  o 1i c y ,  vc- v e il1, r.ov

y*o

■ ■ r t i ï ( ■ ''p irr f  t s

■ 2 o n r r -< v POO t. 5 {. t  i^»- c: p,c

fo r  a*' 1* r lO/C •->  ̂ lO A l' . . .  j r • •

• hoy •Tara*' t r ie d  tr  rrey-a

le t !  er  1 a r d n J  r c i c r  by rx. k

f o! r? v vor. the f e t t  c r ln rc ln

v t  i or r* r r " *i + I 1 v. v»ç. r» r« j i •rrcrrvr^ &rd r i l i v y  threats.
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" H I S  M / . JT S T Y  T H E  T I ' F E R O E  OF J A F  A F ,

" E q u a l l y  d e s i r o u s  o f  s t r e n g t h e n i n g  t h e  f r i e n d l y  

r e l a t i o n s  w h i c h  h a v e  e x i s t e d  b e t w e e n  t h e  N e t h e r l a n d s  

a r d  J a p a n  f o r  c e r t u r i e s ,

"1 i r m l y  r e s o l v e d  i n  no  c a s e  t o  s e e k  a s e t t l e 

m e n t  o t !  e r  t h a n  b y  p a c i f i c  means  o f  d i s p u t e s  o f  a n y  

c h a r a c t e r  w h i c h  n a y  a r i s e  b e t w e e n  t h e i r  two c o u n t r i e s ,  

"Have, d e c i d e d  t o  c o n c l u d e  a T r e a t y  f o r  t h a t  

purpose."
I  w i l l  now r e a d  A r t i c l e  1 .

" A l l  d i s p u t e s  o f  a r y  c h a r a c t e r  a r i s i n g  V e t v e e n  

t h e  High.  C o n t r a c t i n g  P a r t i e s ,  v-'hi*.J i t  h a s  n o t  t e e n  

r o s s i b l e  t o  s e t t l e  a m i c a b l y  w i t h i n  a r e a s o n a b l e  

p e r i o d  b y  t h e  n o r m a l  d i p l o m a t i c  p r o c e d u r e ,  s h a l l  b e  

. j u s t i c i a b l e ,  b y  common a c c o r d  b e t w e e n  t h e  P a r t i e s  o r  

a t  t h e  r e q u e s t  o f  c i t h e r  o r e  o f  t h e n - ,  b y  a P e r m a n e n t .  

C o n c i l i a t i o n  C o m m i s s i o n  t o  b e  e s t a b l i s h e d  u n d e r  t h e  

n r o v i s i o r s  o f  t > e  r r e s e n t  T r e a t -'' a n d  t o  e x e r c i s e  i t s  

f u r e t i o n s  i n  a c c o r d a n c e  t h e r e w i t h .  D i s p u t e s  w h i c h  i n  

t h e  o p i n i o n  o f  b o t !~ P a r t i e s  a r e  o f  a j u r i d i c a l  

c h a r a c t e r  s h a l l  be s u b m i t t e d  t o  t h e  F e r m a n e n t  C o n 

c i l i a t i o n  C o m m i s s i o n  o n l y  b y  common a c c o r d  b e t w e e n  

t h e  F a r t i e s . "

I  w i l l  nov'  r e a d  A r t i c l e  1 1 .

___  " T h e  P e r m a n e n t  C o n c i l i a t i o n  C o m m i s s i o n  f o r  w h i c h _
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the r resent Treaty provides shell be composed of 
five rcomherr, who shell be arpoirted as follows, 
t! c't is to say: the T i=~h Contracting Parties shall 
each- err oint one of their o’ -n nationals to be a 
Gv r r- jss iorer, and the romairirr three Commissioners 
r! all be c.! oser by common accord from nationals of 
third Feuers j" such dse t! r t each is of a dif
ferent na4 4 ra 11 ty, nr> of the latter to be appointed 
by the rig»- Contracting Parties as President of the 
Ĉ rrriss ion. "

Next we rill read Article
"The present Treaty shall con̂  into force as 

soor as the ratifications have been exchanged and 
shall remain in force for r period of five years as . 
front its cornier into force» If not denounced six 
months before the expiry of the said period, it 
shall be deemed to be tacitly renewed for further 
successive periods of five years.

"Any rroceedir;s of whatever kind under the 
present Trèstv which nay be pendinr, at the time of 
the expiry of the srmo, before the F eminent Con- 
cll i at ior Commission, tit-' Permanent Court of Inter
national Justicr or- th Arbitral Tribunal shall con
tinue until they cr: concluded."

Lastly, vc shell r'rd the protocol of signature.
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"At the rrowi r.t of proceeding to the sirre turc 
of the Treaty of JudicialSett.lcrnrnt, Arbitration 
nr.o Conciliation betweor the Netherlands end Japan,
+ hc ur.dr rsinned Plenipoter.tif r ies declare themselves 
■ rmv r cd or to the following:

"(1) t!*c -forrsr id Trca ty shell be applicable 
to eil c:‘souths v) ich rar y arise between the two 
countries rot d ire c* ’’y effectirg the interests of 
t h ird Powers.

"(C) Could tie le gel situation of Jara.n in 
rel; tior. to tie F-rrurert Court of Ir ternet.tonal 
Justice r.f rorjilicd rs a result of the ’ i^drr.wal of 
Jarrr fror, thr Ior.-fU'- of i> tiers, net je« of which 
v.as given or. he rch 27th, 1??3, be cor.ir g definitive, 
the Nigh Cortractirg Forties shall proceed, r.t the 
reçu, st of the Jap- r ere- "ov^nr-nt, to or ter into 
r-.r f tie t’or.s ir ord< r to decide whethc** it is necos- 
s^ry to a rend th « r^rvisions of the said Treaty 
rolling tc the said Court. lor thf period of such 
r.e.'*otir t ior-js th( rr rl ic ait ion of the said provisions 
shall ho susrr v~df d . Neva rtl c less , proceedings 
r'Tdirg veforr tt <• Court at th-' time cf the Japanese 
Cov- rr rent’s v< cw. rt shall cortirua until a con
clus icr is r- ached and the rfov:siov’s of the Treaty 
swall cortiruf to he arnlicrble to cocisiors of the
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Court ir such C'ses."
-Ms Trcrty vers ri tificc' on 12 /surust 193e, i ? 

nr.y b. seer. on rope 1 of exhibit f2.
He rorrrrerit. Cone il le tien Corvirs ion ncntioi ed 

ir i.rigole 1 of triT”erty vrs erroirtrd on Kcvcrlcr 
lr3cr. This is s* ovT in prosreution document 821-îî, 
7-1! o: ce-rpt frorr pros eut ion de curie rt 821.

2b
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Vo present for identification cnlv, 

prosecution document o21.
Tne excerpt therefror, prosecution docu

ment l321-3, is offered in evidence.
CLERK Or THE COURT: Prosecution's document

Ho, 821 will receive -xhibit Mo. 1307 for ident if icotion 
only.

(’'hereupon, the document above referred 
to was marked nrosecution*s exhibit No. 1307 
for identification,)

THE PRESII/CPT : The excerot is ocurittec on!
i the usual term.s.
i

CLERK OP T.IE COURT: Frcsocut ion ' s document
,«1 :■ o, 821-B, said excerpt, will receive exhibit I’o* 1307-A.
* I (’ Hereupon, the cocurrent above 

referred to ’.vas rar/ed crosecution*s exhibit 
No. 130^-A, and was received in evidence.)

LR. LAVERGE: 7e will no? read exhibit 1307-A.
"Collections of the Official Announcerents 

of the Foreign Ministry No. 14, for 193?.
"(Announced on 31 October.)
''Item1 17. Establishment of the Permanent 

Conciliation ccrx.issi.nn between Jsv.-n and the 
Netherlands.

"Tne ratifications of the Japan-L’etherlanos

13

15

16 
17 
IS

19
20 
21 
22
23

24

25

I
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Tro r t o f Judicial Settlement, Arbitration, ana Con
ciliation, which had been signed at The Hague on 
19 April Shown 8 (1933)? were exchanged at The Hague 
or too 12th cf August this y©gr. According to 
Article 12 cf the Treaty, a Permanent Conciliation 
dcrmission, corposeo of 2 members, representing each 
cf two signatory powers, and 3 other per bars fror 
third rowers, is tc bo established ar. soon ns possible 
after the Treaty cores into fc'ce. In pursuance of 
this, the Orvernrents cf the two countries consulted 
eaen other privately in regard to the organization 
of the Comrirsion. The forçai it.i es were carried cut 
very smoothly and forrai ities for the appointments 
of Baron Kiichirc i:IRAKU!*A for Japan and of Beelnerts 
van Blokland (Netherlands Foreign Minister at the 
tine of the conclusion of the Treaty and Presently 
Vice-President cf the Privy Council) for the Nether
lands, have been completed. Informal acceptance of 
appoints ents have been alrenoy obtaineo fror trie can
didates for third power members, namely, Max Kueber 
(a Swiss, President of tue International Red Cross 
Committee and ex-Pres^dent of the International Court 
of Justice) to be Cb.airr.an of the Commission, Raoul 
Fernandez (a Brazilian, ex-Ambassador tc Belgium), 
and Johann Ludwig Oorvinkel Norwegian, ex-Prorier
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and ex-Foreign Minister) to bo the other third power 
members. Ac core ingly. the » rprr.izatirn of the Com
mission is expected to be formally completed on 
Mover; ber 1, This Con mission .is a permanent organiza
tion charged with the duty of settling fcy conciliation 
all disputes between Japan and the Netherlands which 
cannot be settled by diplomatic non nr. This W.o of 
ucr.’.m:ssî n is the first one for Jacnr."

The Treaty of Judicial Settlement, Arbitra
tion and conciliation having cor,e into force on 
12 August 193a regained binaing on both nartios until ;I
12 August 194-0 one '.voulu have remained binding for a j 
further five years if not denounced by one of the 
centI acting parties six months prior to that dote.

'lie respectfully invite the Tribunal’s atten
tion to the fact th^t bv its oroer, nnoearing in |
Pacer I.'o. 387, it has taker, judicial notice of the 
fact that on 12 January 1940 the Japanese Government 
inferred the Netherlands Government of the abrogation 
of t,,is Treatv.

V'e offer in evidence rrcsecution document 
2623, being a rv.crn statement fcy the Lieutenant- !
Governor-Cenor'1 of the Netherlands Indies, Lr. H. J. 
van Look, in whicn he cecosc-s th^t  ̂nu’-b̂ r of facts 
related by him in a book of which ho is the author are
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true and correct.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terres.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

Ho. 2623 will receive exhibit Ho. 130$.
('̂ 'hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 130'S, and was received in evidence.)

I:r . LA VERGE: 'He ••’ill now read certain parts
of exhibit 13°9, starting at the top of pare 2.

"Dr. Hubertus J. VAN HOOK, Lieutenant- 
Governor-General of the Netherlands Indies, living 
at Batavia, culy sworn, states:

"I am. 52 years of age, of Lutch nationality 
and born at Semarang, Netherlands Indies on Kay 3Cth, 
I894. I'y permanent heme is Batavia, where I nr. at 
present living.

"In 1944 I published in Few vork with "!. 
Norton à. Company, Inc. a bool: titled 'The Netherlands 
Indies and Japan'j subtitled '3attle on Paper, 1940- 
I94I'. The same book was published in the same year 
in London with George Allen & Unwin Ltd., with a 
subtitle 'Their relations 1940-1941'.

"I was °t that tire '‘inister of trie Colonies 
in the Netherlands Government, terpcrarily residing 
at London. »1

*
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" F o r m e r ly  I had se-rve-u in  th e  F a t h e r la n d s  

Indios In  s e v e r a l  f u n c t io n s ,  j o in in g  the s t a f f  o f  

th e  D e p a rtrent o f Economic A f f a i r s  in  1 934. On 

A u g u st 31r.t, 1937 I was a p p o in te d  Director' of île m o 

saic A f f a i r s  ( ' L i r - e c t o r '  in  th e  N e th e r la n d s  In d ie s  i s  

th e  head o f a c i v i l  d e p a rtm e n t), In  A u g u s t , 1 9 4 0 , I  

’.van a p p o in te d  t e r p o r n r y  I ' i r . i s t o r  E x t r a o r d in a r y  and 

P le n ip o t e n t ia r y  and C ha irr. an o f the c o le g a t io n  f o r  

th e  econom ic n e g o t ia t io n s  *.vitn Ja p a n .

" I n  th o se  f u n c t io n s  I  have had i r t i - a t o  

kno w ledge c o n c e rn in g  the r e la t io n s  betv/aon th e  ’ ’o th e r -  

la n d s  in  A s ia  and Ja p a n  d u r in g  the l a s t  -e igh t y e a r s  

b e fo re  th e  o u tb re a k  o f var in  the P a c i f i c .  T h is  

f a c t u a l  know ledge has bam. l a i d  down in  r y  a f o r e 

m entioned book. The- f a c t s  m entioned t h e r e in  hr,ve

cores to  r:v k ro v l-: •either a s I  .v it r a s s e c  ther. " y -

s e l f  o r out o f o f f i c i a l  and o th e r d o cu m en ts, to  w h ich  

I  nod a c c e s s  in  tiy  a fo re r .o n tio n e o  f u n c t io n s .  A l l  

th e  docum ents m;c sp e e ch e s quoted in  th e  book have 

br-c-r. c a r e f u l l y  c o p ie d  or t r a n s la t e d  from  t r u  2 c o p ie s  

in  rry p o s s e s s io n  or a v a i la b le  a t  th a  • i n i s t r i ^ s  o f 

th e  C o lo n ie s  and o f  F o r e ig n  A f f a i r s  in  Lo ro o n  and at 

th e  P o th e r  la n d s  Em bassy in  " a s h in g t o r .

" I  stcate and depose t h a t  in  toy a f c r e i  ..? rtio n e d  

book t h °  f a c t s  have been g iv a n  a c c o r d in g  to  th.: t r u t h . " I
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"Especially I a m £fcl<? t 1' stäte to hove 
personal kno-.vleags of the following facts mentioned in
rry book on the cited pages."

The Tribunal ray '.vont to consider the facts 
of .’hich Lr. van Hook states to have person'11 kncw- 
ledre, and which are given on rages 3 to 5 of the 
English text, ’.'o will not rend this part, but will
continu;- rending at the bettor of page 5.

"Furthermore I wish to state that the pub
lications in r.y book of the following documents are 
full, tru . complete and accurate copies of the origi
nals or full, true, complete and accurate translations 
of sore*. Only the superscriptions and signatures 
have been omitted in the fully reproduced occur.vnts."

The Tribunal’s attention is invited to the 
list -f documents which Dr. van Hook states to be 
correctly reproduced in his aforerentioned book.
Ve will not read the list.

THE PRESIDENT: Hr. Levin.
HR. LEVIN: Hr. Fresident, T cannot s*\y

at this tire whether or n"t defense -mule require th* 
appearance of the witness for cross-examination, ana 
I weula like to reserve tint right.

THE PRESIDENT ; Th; position is somewhat
unusual



ft-R. LEVIN: And in the alternative, if fve
do not make that request, vve r.ight r;:ako a request 
for..iateriT.g'ii'CS ios of this witness -- of this 
individual.
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THI PRESIDENT: Captain Prooks.
MR. PROOKS: I would like to r?ise objection

to this document 2623, exhibit 1308, on rages 3 and 
pages 4 end following that, the similar material that 
is put in the book. Now, I believe that that should 
be stricken and disregarded because it is a persiflage 
of facts mentioned in the book without roinr into 
the facts and it is very peculiar. I don't think the 
book has been placed before the Court itself and 
since this is more of an index to the book, the urge 
numbers in it, I can't see that it wo’Id have- any rro- 
bative value and I think should be exrunged from con
sideration, from the record. If the rrosecution had 
seen that this was of ere;t importance I believe they 
would have read these points in 'here and inferences 
that might be drawn from some simrle statement might 
not be brought out at all from the statements in the 
book itself.

THI. PRESIDENT : V’e will hear what I!r. La verge
has to say as to the extent to which he proposed to 
use the took and how.

DIR. LAVERGF: Your Honor, apart from a few
short paragraphs here rnd there which give specific 
facts, the main purpose in using this book is to rut 
before the Tribunal the different memoranda which have
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been exchanged between the Japanese end Ketnerlands 
authorities in 1940 :no 1"41.

HF PRISILLHT: •"cil, rl- I c m  sr.y is v;e
will consider r.n r ' r lier t ion to hrve the author er Hod 
for cross-excminrtien.

HR. BROOKS : Under the prosecution's strte
rrent, y-'Ur Honor, I believe it should bo oh looted to.
It is not the best evidence to shov: tne agreements or 
exchange of notes ns a su. .rv ry fron the book rnd it 
should be ob jeered to on this ground.

T T  "RESIDENT : The strict rules cf evider.ee
hive no r rrliertion, ‘but r.r turn 1 ly ’7r- v.-ill look for 
the best evidence r •/«• ::lable.

HR. L/viR.-l; I v/onld like to erre your 
Honor's attention to the fret that vrnMook states 
thr t rll the documents hrve been carefully rnd correctly 
copied in his bock. Trrt is in .his affidavit rt the 
bottom of urge 5.

V.e offer, for identifiertion only, prosecution 
document Ko. 2611, being r. beck by Fr. H. J. ven Hook 
entitled "lue Hath rl; r.ds Indies on».' Jr r on, Battle on 
Paper, l?4C-l°4l," rnd published i n  tlie United Stages 
in 1944.

CLERK OF THF C'l.RT: Fhosccutiori' s document.
He. 2cll vrill receive exhibit Uo, I'̂ q o  for identifier tion
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1 only.
2 (V.hr reu’-on, the document rbove referred
3 to 'vcs marked rrosecution’s exhibit i.o. 1309 for
■* Identifie1 tion. )
‘ MR. LA VI RGE; V.'e offer in evidence excemts
0 from tr.e cferemowt'oned took, rrosecution document 
7 ? 6 l l .

<)
!0 1.0 2611

THÎ P T f S I E F l ’T : 

C L IR E  OF T ill Cal 

■ 'n e x c e r ’ t  "’re.

A d m itted  on t ’-e  nsm  1 te rm s. 

"R?: P r o s ' 'c a t ! o n 1 s documer.t

. the ^ ''• rero in p , ” 111 be r iv e n
; i
13 
1 '
1-i
I*. 
1 :■ 
i ~

KS
iV 
20 
2 !
) ’

exhibit lie. 1309A.
( ’"h e re in '"n . th e  document, r bove. r e fe r r e d  

to  wes  marked r r o s e c u t io n • s e x h i b i t  Ho. 13C9A 

end r e c e iv e d  in  e v id e n c e .)

THÏ FR Fo ID E ! T :  Mr. L e v in .

MR. L i V IT :  ...r . P r e s id e : . t ,  1 w ould l i k r- to

in q u ir e  e t h e r  o r  n o t the e n t ir e  book i s  c v ' i l r b l e  

end i f  i t  i s  v:o would l i k e  to  hrve i t  rro d u ce d  f o r ,  

e t  le  e s t ,  cxe  e . in r t  'or. b y  th e  d e fe n s e .

THF F R 1 C ÏL .IE T  : A book r u r ^ o r t in r  to  he t h r t

lo o k  hr s been te n d e re d  end marked f o r  i d e r t i f e ;  t ie n  —  

te n d e re d  t c  be m arked f o r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n .  Ve assume 

i t  i s  the b o c k .

Dr
MR. LAV! RGE 1 As *he e v e n ts  r e l - 't d by

look c o v e r  th e c c r u : lf to  Jr .: ; • e sc -! e t h e r lr  ndr.
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role tiens in the ye.i.rs 1940 e nd 1Ç41 end there ere 
severe 1 other documents en this subject which the
prosecution intends to introduce cs frr r.s possible 
in chronologic." 1 order, ne will ct tMs strge re; d only 
; cert of this book, exhibit 1399A, end rerd further 
"e rts of it 't the o  "rerri: te s*:; ge in t he course of 
the present'tton of cur evider.ce.

c begin re.rdinr ' t the to" of rear h of 
exhibit l3C?ii. I retd-

" in  th e  f o l lo w in g  "c  count. th e  vr i r c i p " l  

docum ents e xch e n rcd  between the go vernm ents end t h e i r  

r e p r e s e n t ;  t i v e s  *. re r jv o n  in  t h e i r  ’" 'u ll o r ig in ;  1 t e x t  —  

es f n r  r-s th e y  ••e re in  } n- i s h  —  'r  i n  en r ce u r; te  

t r c .n s l ;  t io r . .  I t  s c  c:r.<~ et b o t t e r  to  e r r  on the s id e  o f  

c ir c u r r .s t e .n t ic . l i t y  th e n  to  cr< r te  * he im p r e s s io n  o f  

r c t i c n c c .  E r r o r s  in  rrow m er, id io m  ■ 'nd o r t h e g r e - h y  

: r e  c o r ie d  from  the o r i g i n e l s ,  w h ich  wre^ w r it t e n  in

c -longue ge fore-:ign  to  b o th  r e r t i e s .

" d e le t io n s  be tvn e:n th e  h c t h e r l ;  nds In d ie s  end 

Je  pen " re s e n te d  no sp e c ie  1 d i f f i c u l t i e s  u n t i l  ' f t r r  

"he w o rld  c r i s i s  o f  192°. In  l8 v 9  c lev; h; d : cco rd e d  

the J ;  p " ne.se the s t '  tu s  of , r u r o nc ;.R s ' in  4ho In d ie s -  

in  I ° 1 2  : gc ner c 1 t r  de tree t y  hrd " u t  the i r  r c t i v i h i » s  

in  tri* t c o u t r y  w ith  r e g e r e  t c  t r . - c h ,  busin«- s s , s h i r r i n g ,  

r nd im m irr- t io n  on the f o c t i r ig  o ’* th- ucu; 1 m o st-
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favoured-nation cIt use.. I
" he Japanese were If te in the business field; 

their participation in tropical agriculture, and mining j
i

remained very limited, not because of any opposition,
î

but b<.cruse others had got the start on them. In ;
im.orts end exports, banking and shipring their share 
was better and gradually increasing, but until about 
I929 there '.vcre no disturbing developments

"’.hen the world economic crisis began.' , this 
situation cVr. nged rapidly and materially. Japan’s 
share in Netherlands Indies imrorts rosa from 11 p~r 
cent, in lc29 to 30 per cent in 1935, whereas in the 
same period those percentages for the Ne the rla nds, 
the r>;st of î uropc, and America drop -fd from 20 to 13 
per cent, from 28 to 23 per cent, and from 13 to p ncr 
cent r-' s^ective ly. At the same time, the sh'rc of 
J-pfn in Noth rlands Indies exports was only 5 ner 
cent in 1°35, fs against 22, 18, 'nd 15 per cent 
respectively for the Netherlands, I urone, and America."

1
■»
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The first note containing Japanese demands 
upcn the Netherlands Indies was delivered on 2 
February 1940, shortly after the abrogation of the 
aforementioned arbitration Treaty. We will now read 
tnis nets, continuing to read from exhibit 1309-A, 
starting at the second paragraph on page 6:

"hole, handed by hr. 1SHII, Japanese minister 
at The Hague to Lr. ,fan Kleffens, iietherland minis
ter of foreign A ‘'.fairs, on the second of February,

i °  j

Iu ; 
12 !

13 !I
14

15 1

;

1940.
"Ohief items c.esired to bo agreed upon between 

Japan and the fatherlands.
"I. i A.TTjA;£ hi:;latinü to c g l l e r c e.
"(1) Japanese side :
"(a) Japan is to refrain, as far as circum

18

19
20

stances permit, from adopting any measure, pro
hibiting or restricting the exportation of its 
principal gccds renuirod by the Netherlands Indies. 
(It is tc bt understood that the exportation may 
sometimes be difficult for economic reasons.)

21
22 ;
23 ■

idee

21
25 ;

the

"(b) Japan is to adopt such measures as 
mod to be appropriate with a vie’-' to furthering 
importation of goods from the Netherlands Indi 
"(2) Netherlands Side:

"(a) The Netherlands jndies is likewise to

<3s.

I

Ii

I

i

i

I

I
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I *"II
j refrain from adopting any measure.prohibiting or 
2 restricting the exportation of its principal goods;
~ I the prohibitive or restrictive measures, to which 
4J the xportation of certain goods has already been
5 ; subjected are to be so modified as to render the
6 flo”? of goods easier betv'een Japan and the Nether-
7 i lands indies.
8! "(b) The existing measures of import restric-
y ! tions in respect cf Japanese goods are to be abolished
10
11
12 ! 
13

1)
15

10
I /
18
10

21
T>

23

2 4

25

or moderated.
"II. IviATTELS I^LaTIKG TO ENThY.
"(1) Japanos, Side:
"Japan is, as at present, to adopt no 

*restrictive measures in future in respect of the
entry of employees of Netherlands firms in Japan.

/
"(2) Netherlands Side:
"The existing Foreigners Labour Ordinance 

in the n'eth rlands .Ir-ies is to be abolished or 
moderated.

"III. iviATT,»ho LELAT1NG TO EhTuhPnlSE AML 
lNVESYi-iENT.

"(1) Japanese Side:
"(a) Japan is to afford, v/ithin its influence 

and conpet nee, reasonable protection to Netherlands 
interests in Lanchukuo and China."

j
I
i

\
i
i
iI!

II

IiII
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"(t) Fpciliti 3 arc to be afforded in respect
of new Netherlands investments in Japan; its offer
of investment to .anchul’uo a>.nd China is to be re-
•'Gra jnd-.'d by «japan to be accomodated, to the govern
: 'ts concerned.

" ( 2 ) No ther la no. s Side:
'*(?) Further facilities a r to be e> tended 

to the existing Japanese enterprises in the Nether
lands Indes.

"(b) Facilities ai o to be g: anted to nev; 
cT.t rprises, including those under .icint control 
of Japan and the heth:rlends.

"I1/. o( i.TLOL 1'F riw.jSo iih’L' OTher. Pi LLIC>iïiOhS 
CF hi 1 i-<-UiPn..LSe PiiTuiiE•

"She anti-hothcrlenc s tendency, if any, of
the press, rr.gaziiv. 
Japan on o n e  hand, 
the pr.-ss, magasin- 
h„t\ar l a n d s  a n d  th. 

other ran. to bo oL'

s ar.d other publications in 
and the anti-Japanese tendency of 
s end otu~r publications in 
Netherlands Indies on t:v 
ced r. s> actively under strict

control in conformity with friendly spirit prevail
ing b . irvocn Ja.p'-n r.nd the Netherlands.

"A suitable reply '/as still under considera
tion - / h  .n, on tfc. tenth of hay, 19+0, the bothor- 
lands ’..'or-, attnck.e and invaded by Germany."
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"On Lay lr<, tho Japanese consul-(p-n<--ral at 
Batavia visited the Director of Economic Affairs and 
delivered condolences, requests, and veiled threats 
almost in or.e and the same breath. On Lay 20, Fcreipr. 
Linistcr aKITA handed the following note to the 
1L therland Minister in Tokyo:" —

Lh. LOGA«: If tho Tribunal pi WO

fail to s.;C hov these egroom-nts, or proposed agree
ments, between Japan and the ii.thorlands are material 
or relevant to any issu-, in this cas; . ns i under
stand tho Inc icti.ent, there is no charge that or pan

•

brok.. any of th-se agréera nts. As a matter of fret, 
i think in the; opening statement cf this phase it 
appeared that the Motherlands declared vrr on Japan.

TLE riiESlDELT: Formally, wo know nothing
of the merits of th*t yet.

L0f‘:Ui: That's ri;ht, your Honor. It
v;as formally done, but th~re is no charge in the 
Indictment with r so ct to any broach of civ economic 
agreements, as I understand it. Furthermore, it 
do.sn't constitute a crime.

Till'. rl.LSILLL.T : ihis cruld only be avid.nce
cf aggression.

U;. LOGAA: i fail to see how it would be
r.nv charge cf aggression, your honor, if both parties
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voluntarily ont-r<Ld into this agrc-m-nt, ~nd there? 
is no charge othorv/iso. hot. only is there no 
charge, but there is no evidence that it v s  any
thing otherwise then r. voluntary agreement.

Tiiß PRESIDENT; By virtue of agreement you
might get into a position to v/rge war aggressively
with great effect, but Lr. Lrverge h"d better tc:ll us
whc.t the point of the evidence is.

iJi. LAVEKGi?<; "itour honor, this is net a
matter of agreement. what ve are presenting hero to

/

the Tribunal are demands by J* pan of the I; ether lands 
Indies. These demands continued '-nd increased for 
a considerable time, and wa intend to show that
through those demands an aggressive war r  s pr-.--pc.rod 
and the demands formed an integral part of the plans 
for aggressive war.

✓

I

LR. LÛGAP; I fail to s e hew that would 
be material or relevant, your :onor to either Counts 
1, 4, 7, 14 and 32, such as th-v ar-... proceeding 
;nder in this phase. Certainly it can't be con
tended that Japan conducted an aggressive war !

i
against Netherlands, whether it vas formally declared

j

or not, but it certainly is a fact that Japan never j 
declared war on the ih.-t her lands 5 that v/rr was 
declared on Japan, end what resulted after Lecember
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8, 194-1, certainly cannot bo ccnsicered ns an 
aggressive wrr, or a crime on the part of Japan.

THE PhiiSIDEWTi Britain’s position v'n.s 
similar. Ji pan did not declare war on Britain.
Britain declared v/nr on Japan, but under v/hat cir
cumstances. however, this is developing into an 
argument on the main points. It has got no real 
bearing on the question of .vidence. The evidence 
now objected to is tendered as evidence of aggression 
or of measures taken by Japan to insure effective
aggression, '.to will have* to consider it in that

\

light, he may see fit to reject it eventually, but 
at the present stage i don’t think v/e can do so.

kit. LOGa w : If the Tribunal please, may 1
just say this, thet if I recollect correctly your j 
nonor stated on one occasion that economic aggression ; 
was not a crime.

T.iE PhEcILEkT: Unless it vas associated 
v'ith aggressive v/n.r and directed to ahe v’a.ging of 
aggressive v/ar. The economic aggression referred to 
on that occasion was that of nm.ric? and Britain in

i
China. It v;as not associated with any v/ar. There 
was no suggestion that it was, nor arc v/e trying

i
British or Americans. If a man is being tri^d for i 
burglary, it is no answer to say he shouldn't bo
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tried because there was another burglar who is not 
being tried. I don't suggest for one moment there 
was anything to take exception to the —  any justi
fication for any exception being taken tc the at
titude of Britain or America in China. ’.Vo have j
open minds on the responsibility of th; accused here. I 

Lit. LOGAi.': I had intended, your Honor, to
complete the statement which you hr-ve made to the (

i

effect that economic ayrression was not a crime v/ĥ n I!
accompanied with aggressive vrar. |

THE PKHSILEijT: He cannot associate the j
i

evidence offered nov; with that v/c have already re-
i

ccivod as to the attitude of the Japanese towards 
the Dutch East Indies.

Jh. LOGa Iî: Ï had wished, your honor, to
point out the distinction between the former case 
and the present caso. Hero wo have a case, even if 
we assume that there was economic aggression up to

j

December 8, 1?41, from that point on there can bc- 
no charge of rn aggressive war on the part of Japan, j
bocause= —  j

THE PEES1DEHT; On the evidence I could !
give you an answer lasting an hour, but it wouldn't j 

be the time. I hrve not ruled on your objection, but 
1 do so now. The objection is overruled.

I

I
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L'R. LAVER GE : For the purroses of the
record, yoer honor, v,e ,rou!d live to no int out that 
the evidence we nr es ent ''-elates more esnc-cially to 
J-v-'tr 1, 4, 7. 14, and 32, hut. is in no way restricted 
to th e re  counts.

I continue read in? fron exhibit 1309A, at 
tb- ton of rare 81

"On M&v 20, Foreign Minister ARITA handed the 
"'llo'”inn; rot-' t t h e  Netherlands Minister in Tokyo:

"T"oi o hsnded to the Netherlands Minister in 
J-par, 1 n--rel j. c. Pe.br. v, by the Japanese Foreign 
■S ; ■ isf ,.r , TTr. ARITA, on ho t.’?entiet.h. of May, ln40.

U,I have J'ha 'orour - o ref~-r to P!,r converse-tien 
’7-ith Your Excellency on the lGth Tiav concerning the 
n odu.cts of the Aether lands Ea-t Indies, in the 
coin-so of which vor informed no t!vt you had received 
a ■* ? lsrron fro the Governor-General of the Nether
lands East Indies to the 'Greet that the Qovernment- 
Gencrai of the Netherlands Ea<■t Indies had no .intention 
of nla.ciug anv restrictions in future on tho exportation 
to Japan of mineral oil, tin, rubber and other raw 
^e"'rials -hieb are of vital importance to Japan, 
and that it was the desire of the same Government- 
C-encrai to maintain the general economic relations 
between Japan •••nd. the Netherlands East Indies as close
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ias '-v:r.
'"Wh'le informing Your Excellency that the 

Jan-nose Govornmerr'- full'/ apnreciat •: the communi
cation of the Gov-rnnent-General of the Netherlands 
Ea.̂ t Indies, I ’-ish to point, out that, in addition 
to n-5n-3r,a-l oil., tin md. rubber, there are many other 
ki">dc of cor-’-oorlities hitherto imported into Japan 
fro»-’ the Netherlands East Indies which are of vital 
imrorta.rco to this country. è

'"It is, therefore r 'Uested that the Government- | 
General of the Netherlands East Indios would 'live ;
a definite assurance that, for *hc tine being at 
least, the quantities of the articles cnan era ted I
i • the attach'd list shall be exoort.od to Japan each ^

iyear from the Netherlands East Indies under any 
circumstances that may arise in the future.

I
'"In virw of the above-m-’rndoned telegraphic |

Icommunication from the Governor-General of the |
i

Trt'-̂ rlands East Indies and the "ido powers with j
lwhich he has b''on vested since the outbreak of hostili- j
t

■ ies bctwe-cr the Netherlands and Germany (vide Your |
I

Excellency's note addressed to mo under date of the j 
11-h ^aw), I shall bo grateful if Your Excellency will 
be good enough to inform me in "riting as soon as ;
possible that, the Governor-General of the Netherlands
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as cv~r.
« le inf or-in" Your Excellency that the 

fovernmen-- fully apnrociat - the communi- 
c'j'-‘on of <',k° Government-General of the Netherlands 
tj. .j. jr.-lies » - v’ish to point out that, in addition 
f0 oil,, tin -nd rubber, there arc many or.hor
ki'-d̂  r-f cnr”̂ o.litias hitherto imported into Japan 
fVOx. Netherlands East Indios which are of vital 
irnnortanen to tv-is country.

n I It, is, thevoforo requested that the Covcrnnont- 
Ĝ n'-ral of the ?T: fharlards East Indies mould e-ive 
a finit' assurance that, for *hc tine be ins at
Toast, the quantities of the articles enumerated !
i • the attach'd list shall be exported to Japan each 
year fron th e -  Netherlands East Indies under any j

circumstances that nay arise in the future. j
" »In viU'7 of the above-men id oned. telegraphic !

co’tT'-u-'icetion fron the Governor-C-oncral of the i
I

• t-^^rlands East. Indies and the- vide powers -ith ;
vhic'1 he has b en vested since the outbreak of hostili
ties between the Netherlands and Germany (vide Your
Excellency » s note addressed to r-ic under date of the I»
11-a ray), I shall bo grateful if Your Excellency will j 
be- good, enough to inform mo in --riting as soon as I

ipossibl • that the Governor-Goneva1 of the Netherlands

ilia y w
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East Indies recycles te the above-mentionne1, request 
of the Japanese Government.'"

I v/iii not read the enumeration of articles 
whieV Japan required•

I continue read!nr at the middle of page 9' 
11 No-‘c addressed to Hr. H. ABITA, Japanese

M5.nist.cr of Foreign Affairs, by the Wether lands
*
Meister in Tokyo on June 6, 1040. (Translation 
from the original i'' French.)

’ith reference to the correspondence between 
the N eth-erland Government and the Japanese Government 
on the sublet of the ir^revoment of the economic

t

r lotions between the two countries, I have the honour ij
to infer’. Your Excellency that the Netherland Govern-

I
rient highly appreciate the Japanese Government's 
expression of sympathy with the difficult situation 
in ••••h.i.ch the Netherlands find themselves as a conse
quent. of the v:ar. Hv Government moreover appreciates 
that r.h memorandum, which was to be presented by 
the Japanese Hinisv’r at The Hague, and which was 
on the If’th of Hay 1740 presented to the Governor- 
General cf the Netherlands Indies by the Japanese 
Consul-General at Batavia, as further amplified by 
Your Excellency's rote dated Fay 2nth, lr40, No. 1006,
’as cleerlv actuated by concern, lest, in these difficult
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tines, * lack of contact and deliberation should 
give rise to or protract tensions to the detriment 
of the traditional ??riendl’r relations which, for 
three centuries, so fortunately prevailed between 
:he ret^erlands and Japan. The Petherland Government 
agree ’"ith tlie Japanese Government on the necessity 
of combating Incorrect reports and misdirected 
pronopanda, f’-is a in "/ill be best furthered by 
contacts node in an atnosphere of frankness and 
objectivity.

"•Her JJajesty's Government see y’>o cause v/hatso- 
ever for s~rious concern about, the relations between 
"he Netherlands and Japan and, more particular!’1'-, 
about the relations between the Netherlands Indies

i

I

I
\

I

15 and Jape--.
ir, ”’In this respect it e.y serve to recall that
• the economic relations bet een the tv»o countries 

I« were settled on the 't’ of April 1937 by the so- 
j-j colled Part-ISîïIZA’VA agreement. On both sides promises 

,-rere rade, and a number of apportionments v/ere agreed 
2i n.v-on, ni list on other points and on the subject of 

. the a noli cation of the agreement, verbal as ’veil as
è

"ritten negotiations ’"ere continuously carried on. 
roughout these deliberations a soir it of goodv/ill 

** p-edorinated. I may, for instance, mention that
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I
1 In 1938 t' e Motherland C-overment thought fit to 

dr£-' the attention of the Japanese Government to 
the fact. thar. the prospect'* opened by the Hart- 
131'IZANA agreement In respect of T.r*? rraawoi 
nent of the balance of trade between the Netherlands 
Indies and Japan and of Japan's promise to buy, 
whenever cessible, larger quantities of indigenous 
products like sugar, still fell "ar short of their 
realization. This step v,es dictated by the funda
ment?! importance of these exports for the native 
xr-ulat.ion. The importation of many Japanese articles 
has its foundation in the purchasing power of this ]

i
nodulation. 1i

'"Notwithstanding this none to satisfactory 
outcome for the Netherlands Government, my Govern
ment have accepted the explanation given by the 
Japanese Government that the China Incident, had a
considerable influence on economic conditions in !!
Japan as v,ell as on the fulfillment of this cart !

!
of the Hart-ISHIZA'VA agreement. In iudging the results 1 
realized through the Kart-ISl!IZA7A agreement, the 
Netherland Government have always given due consider
ation to those exigencies, which are the inevitable
consequence of war conditions. The Netherland Govern
ment-, therefore, are convinced that the fact that they,
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too, vev? forced into wav v'ill hove the Japanese 
Government * s consideration. This state of v/nr 
nust, of Recessjty, hove its repercussions on the 
ec-v-onic situation in the Netherlands Indies.

"'In any case, ny Government full understand 
'’‘ot it is important for Japan as well as for the 
ner.herlands Indie«? that the commercial relations 
he'ivjeer. the two countries develop without hindrance.

" r’rith s tisfretion the Netherlands Government 
have t~hen notice of Your Excellency' statements 
concernin' the importance of maintaining the status 
quo without reserve. This mutual declaration is 
considered the more important, since the maintenance 
of the si— us quo hears closel’? upon the interest of 
+ h-??.’’ Allies as well as ’.’.non those of other countries 
bordorin? unon the P?.ci',ic, as is clearly evidenced 

the- statements made by Grant Eritain, France and 
td'o United 8ta es of America.

"'It is, in fac!', of -re?t importance for the 
maintenance of nee ce .in this part o’" the world that 
• he "osition of the Netherlands Indies remain unim
paired. and that this country be able to continue 
wlthouf in crrur'ticn to ac;- its rart as a 7'orld- 
surplier of various raw 'materials and food products. 

"'I nay now be allowed to rive a reply to Your
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E x c e l] e n c y  en th e  p r o p o s a ls  c o n ta in e d  in  th e  n o te  

oT ! he J a r a r e 'e  M in is t e r  r.t The I 'a 'u e  o f  F e b ru a ry  

2nd 1940, and i r  thé a b o v o -n o n tio n e d  ne no ran d  un , 

a s  "urth -er a m p lif ie d  by '.'our E x c e l le n c y 's  n o t e , " 1 

Y/e v - i i l  n o t re a d  th e  f u r t h e r  t e x t  o f  t h i s  

n o te , "Je w i l l  r e t u r n  to  e x h ib i t  1309A p r e s e n t ly .
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4 :

5 !II
6 j
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Ï/V. introduc ■ in videnc: Irosecution Document 
2137E, “3 further docu1'- nt from Exh ib it 540 for id -n t i-

h

ficati'n, b inc a d 'd sien cf the Liaison '"on̂ - .r-anc. 
of 27 July 1940.

T:'E PRESIDENT: Admitted on tho usual tTcw ,
CLERK 0^ THE COURT: Prosecution dccur nt

To. 2137E w il l  r rc*ivo ~xhibit Pc. 1310.
("/heroup'-n, th-> docuwnt above re

ferred to was nark’d prosecution's ’xh ib it 
No. 1°10 and r evived in evldonc . )

!’R. LâVERGEî 7e w ill  now r a d  'xh ib it
No. 1310s

"Decision of Liaison Con  ̂ rcrc 27 Ju ly  1^40 
A-î70ï/A 1 5 /

"Gist of Tain Points ir. R-gr.rd to D alir.g 
with tho Mtuation to ir' ,t th Chane- in 7crld con
d ition s.

T will skip th ' n~xt n? ragrenh.
"1. Te inprov * conditions at hon a and abroad 

to copo d  th chancas in th* world situation.
"2. To accelerate th s’ttl rr nt of the 

China Incident bv prorptlv strengthening policies 
towards OPINA for th nain purpose of pr v nting Third 

25 j Powers fron assisting th CHIaFG rgimo.
"3. To s t t l ■ th* .-outh'-rn Problem within

8 !

»!
10
11 '
12 !
13 ;i
14 i

15

16

17

18 

1»
20 
21 
22
23

24
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. i

j th limits so as not to cans a vr-r against a Third 
2 Pow ;r.
.i "4. To fulfil ^sD?c1allv the followingf> »I
4 \ mntt-rs ns policies for above thrv,> clauses.
5 I "(1) "o foster a stronp political t.1 ? with

t
6 j GHR7AFV and ITALY and to tat': active st^ps in th>
7 I adjustment of diplomacy towards th t-CVTET UFICN
8 J1 v/Mlo maintaining a firm front towards the UNITED
9 1 i-TATEh.
ioi "(2) To strengthen policies towards FRENCH
i! JUDO-CHINA, J'OKGFONG and i* :ttl^m nts to choch assist

ai* c' to the CHIANG Regime and root out the fooling 
of enmitv towards JAPAN.

"(3) To strengthen th* diplomatic policy 
towards the DUTCH EAPT INDII> in order to obtain im
portant materials.

"(4) To r-forn the war-time organization
a t  h o m e ."

’•7e will now continue to r*ad from exhibit 
iao9-A, document 2611, reading paragraphs 2 and .3 
or. page 16 op th: English texts

"Th * x c h a n p  o f  n o t  s h . r  r- l a t  d had h a r d l y  

r  -a c ^ o d  i t s  c o n c l u s i o n  when t h e  J a p a n - s o  G o v e r n m e n t  

r .  p : a t < d  t h i r  p r o p o s a l s  f o r  n e g o t i a t i o n  on a m o re  

comprehensive s e a l * .  On t h e  s i x t e e n t h  o f  July t h e y

ii;
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2
3

4

5 i

*iII

î informed tb Motherland i'inist- r in Tokyo of their 
intention to send ? delegation into Batr.vin for 
-cor.omic negotiations, und the chairmanship of 
i r. Sa KO, formerA mbassador to Poland, and compris
ing a number of assistants, military ">xp-rts on war 
materials, oil experts, etc. The Consut G -n^ral in 
Batavia, Fr. 0. GAITO, a ver'f aggressive and xjx a-

8 i
I

9

sic-nist character, was to be included in th~. d lega
tion .

to
n
12 i
13

14

15

16

17 !
18 !

i
19 '

20

21 i22 :
23

"If the sublet matter o^ the' nropos d ne
gotiations remained rather hnzv, the qu stion of per
sonnel v;rs v.-rv much in the fo»-9g"ornd. A change 
of Cabinet had l^d to th* elimination of hr. SAK0-.
In his place 1er• SA’IADA, formel' Ambassador to Brazil, 
was named as chief delegate, to b-'- dropped again pre
sently for General XOÏGO» G ncral E9XG0, however, 
had g’ven an interview to the prass on the third of 
August, in which h-*' had. stated 'n rather violent terms 
that the Motherland rapine had always b-'en most op
pressive towards the indigenous population of th-.) 
Indies: ho could not, in the view of tho Motherland 
Government, be acceptable as a delegate without at 
l.ast a public retraction or denial of that statement.

""/hile this ouostion was still hanging fire.:, 
the Japanese G ove-marnt suddenly, on th' twenty-
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4

5

6 !
i
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8
»
10
11
12 j

13

1 4

seventh of August, handed a memorandum to the Nethor- 
lnnd liiuist̂ r it Tokyo, b- gging to inform the N-'ther- 
l'-nd Governm nt that a special envoy to tho Nothor- 
Innds Indios had been appointed in tho person of Mr »
I» K03AYASHI, ÏÜn.ister of Commerce and Industry in 
tho KCNOYE Cabinet. Ho would bo seconded in his 
mission, to establish closer economic relations bo- 
tv'oon the two countries, bv I'r. T. OTA, chief of s:c- 
t1' on in the Gainusho, and b^ Hr. 0. SAITO, Jo pan-'so 
Gonsul-G~n; rol in Batavia. They were to bo oceom** 
ponied bv a staff of twont”-four assistants, including 
one army, one nir, and two naval osiers. This im
pressive company was to sail from Kob on Aurust 31."

15

16

17
i

18 !

19 j

20 iI
21 i
22 
23 !

25 !

♦
f

itj

i
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• Ti. LAVERGE: hre offer in evidence pros
ecution document 274ÖA (2), being alternative drafts 
of demands to be made or the Netherlands Indies.

TFE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEPiP OF TFE CO'FT: Prosecution's document

No. 2748A (?) -/ill receive exhibit Wo. 1311.
("'hereupon, the document, above re

ferred to "as '•'? r’.iied ">rcsuer.tier.'s oxl r’bit 
No. 1311 and receiv'd in evidence.)

ITic LAVERGE: As "i" 1 be s‘en f ro" the
certificate for this document, nxh'bit. No. 1311, 
r-he date of these drafts was the middle of August, 
T'40.

l”e ••ill now read exhibit 131I:
"DENANDS ACATGT TV' DUTCF INDIES.
"(Proposal No. 1).
"A. Froposed Principles.
"1. The Imperial Government has previously sub- 

ritted to the Netherlands Government our demands 
regarding the settlement of the important problems 
pendins between Japan and the Dutch Indies. .According 
to the *eply in official corresnondcnce dated 6 June
of. this year, which ’-'as made in this connection by 
the Dutch Tirirtcr in To’yo te -oroTn T T ’ infer AH I TA, 
it is understood that the rart. rag wr dine the securing
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of the surely of our essential foods has been generally 
accepted. It is requested that the above security 
be observed in the future.

"Nome-rev, the Netherlands Government still does 
not rul ]v understand our true intentions in the 
problems concerning the entrance of Japanese nationals 
into the Dutch Indies, an/1 enterprises and investments 
by J'^nere nationals in the Dutch Indies for the 
development and utilization of its rich resources, 
which are regarded as of the utmost i- orta^ce by 
the Janancse Government.

"It has been fully recognized during previous 
negotiations that, the settlement of these problems 
has been our national desire for many vears• However, 
the Netherlands Government, without the least 
friendly consideration from a general and practical 
standpoint, is still repeating its biased legal argu
ments and the Imperial Government cannot help but 
express its great disapnoint.ment. and dissatisfaction.

"If Is the desire of the Imperial Government, 
therefore, to express fr.'n?:ly our opinions on these 
problems of entry, enterprise and investment- and to 
seek the profound consideration of the Netherlands 
Government.

"2, In the first olace there is ne ruer-tier. but
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trat the orssent vrorld instability and friction 
between nations are caused mainly by uniust distri
bution of r:sourc^s due to unreasonable territorial 
situations.

"For instance, in the present world situation, 
there are vast undeveloped areas with abundant re
sources in one part, and or the other v'and, there 
are not c. fev; nations sufferine fror;, lac’: of 
resources and over-populntior ’?hi3e possessing vigorous 
powers of existence. Such a situation is really 
irrational, and unless it is rationalized and put 
right there will be international conflict and no 
cause ever to hope for neece between nations.

"Consequently, in order to prevent the de\relop- 
ment of such a situation, it -will be of vital impor
tance for countries ^"sossin.'' vast undeveloped terri
tories of rich resources to voluntarily open their 
resources to the world, allow free entrance of other 
nationals, and abolish all restrictions imposed on 
business enterprises and all other economic activities.

"3. The Japanese Empire willingly recognizes 
that the policies ta-en in the past by the Netherlands 
Government toward Dutch Indies have contributed, to 
some extent, to the peace and nrosperity of East Asia 
by permitting comparatively free und equal economic
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activities to all nations alike.
"However, it is regrettable that the policy 

taker, by the ITetherlr.nds Government toward the 
Dutch Indies in recent, yeau’r is the nature of a 
closed-door rolicy. The Dutch Indies nay be under 
Netherlands control, but geographically it is situated 
within the Co-Prosperity Sphere for the East Asia 
races« Accordingly, the Netherlands should first 
open her rich resources in the Dutch Indies to 
the races in East Asia and then for the prosperity 
end "Difare of all mankind.

"In spite of this, the Netherlands Government, 
of late, has cone down heavily on the side of the 1

i
interests o* the Dutch and other Europeans. Ear.iy ;
on she gave vast rights to a few nations, geographically, 
distant from the Dutch Indios, for important enter
prises, especially mining in that country, without 
any desire for the nrosrerity and welfare of the 
East Asia Co-prosperit'* Sphere.

"In particular it is not only very unreasonable 
for the Netherlands to have chosen a closed-door 
"olicy toward Japan, with her great abilities for 
exploration and developr'ien*, but it is a neglect of 
duty or. her part as a member of the East Asia 
Cc-P>rosperity Sphere
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î "The Imperial Government has pointed out this 
unreasonableness and has repeatedly asked the Nether
lands Government for reconsideration, but un to the 
present v/e have still been unable to get any results, 
The Emnirc deeply regrets that this has given rise 
to v. feeling of great dissatisfaction among the 
'overnment. and people of Japan.

""rith regard to the viens mentiorjd above, 
and also in consideration of the internal affairs 
of the ^utch Indies ard her relations v-ith third 
nov.-ers, the Inr.arial Government, for the time being, 
hereby submits our sincere and frank demands. It is 
accordingly requested that, your side promptly agree 
to these demands in a broad-minded outlook based, on 
the traditional friondl1' relations between Japan and 
the Netherlands."

THE PRESIDE?!1: That is a convenient break.
-Ye wi!1! recess for fifteen minutes,.

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 
taken until 1100, after which tha proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)
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TliE'PI.ESIDEFT: Mr. Laverge.
Llh. LAVLBGE: Your Honor, I will continue

to read from exhibit 1311., starting at the top of 
page 4:
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"II. The Problems of Enterprises and In
vestments .

"(1) Hew Enterprises.
"Recently* the Dutch Indies Government by the 

issue or revision of various laws or through policies 
other than laws, has reserved for itself almost all 
of the prospective mining djstricts for petroleum 
and other important minerals which we regard as of 
the greatest importance. It has thus not only be
come impossible for the Japanese to obtain these 
mining rights, but the- transfer of existing mining 
rights has also been prohibited.

"On the other hand, the United Stetes and 
Great Britain, prior to the issue- or revision of 
these laws cr the decision of the Government1s poli
cies, have secured prospective miring districts for 
petroleum ard other important minerals and are mining 
cn a large scale. Therefore, the Imperial Government 
at this juncture requests the Dutch Indies Government
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that mining of petroleum and various minerals, 
applications pertaining to mining by Japanese 
nationals, applications pertaining to tne establish
ment of various new enterprises, other than mining, 
anl the transfer of present rights held by Japanese 
nacicnals, all be permitted from the standpoint of 
equal opportunity, irrespective of the present lav3 

and government policies.
"Lforeover, in regard to new enterprises 

by Japanese nationals, free 2 rrying out of actual 
investigation in areas recognized by the Japanese as 
being prospective shall be permitted even tefoje 
proceedings are taken for application as prescribed 
in the mining laws or other laws concerned. New 
enterprises which we wish to undertake at present 
are as follows:

"(a) lining.
"Prospecting and mining in all the petroleum 

mining regions in the Dutch Indies (including govern
ment reserved areas) as desired by the Japanese. 
Prospecting and mining cf various minerals in all the 
prospective mining regions for ether minerals in the 
rutch Indies (including government reserved areas), as 
desired by the Japanese. Applications for mining 
rights by those having the right to prospect shall be
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granted without fail.
"(b) Other Enterprises.
"The establishment of air routes between 

Japan and the Dutch Indies.
"The establishment of new navigation routes 

between Japan and the Dutch Indies.
"The laying of submarine cables between 

Japan and the Dutch Indies.
"Other fishery, forestry, agriculture, 

manufacturing industries, etc , as desired by /Capon.
"In corn-ectien with the establishment of 

new enterprises as (a) and (b), mentioned above, the 
Dutch Indios Government authorities shall give all 
possible assistance and cooperation and r:nder every 
favour to their investigations -and different prepa
rations . "

I will continue to read from the second 
paragraph from the bottom from nage 6 onv/ard:

"III New?saners
"(1) Heretofore, the Dutch Indies' auth

orities have made it the^r policy to prevent Jap
anese fr om running ala,rar and Chinese newspapers. 
Japanese from new on shall bo {ranted permission 
to run then as well, as Dutch and Chinese.

"(2) In the past the general Dutch Todies

♦
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officials. end people have had no hnovl edg of Jupon 
and the Japam sc and there- have be-n many regrettable 
features In their attitude towards Japon, thus 
gr -.-Fitly hrr.pcririg the friendly relations between the 
tv.o countries. I.sr;:.ctally since the spreading of 
the war to the T’eth rlands the const; nt nets of 
violence end ins» It committed by the- Dutch JrdKs 
officiels and poepV against the Jnuancsc living 
ther., were caused by the lac’- of understanding 
of the Int«.ntions of our country and by the cx- 
tr:n„ly nr«.cautionary pleasures they adopted toward 
the Japanese which instigated the general fueling,
Cn the oth-.r hand, the principal cause can be 
attributed to tin. anti-Japanese attitude of the 
Dutch Indios newspapers, which ird giver rise to 
the people’s general illv/ill toward the Jnpancs.,
The Imperial Government thus demands the. thorough 
supervision of these nevspipcrs as follows:

"(a) Newspapers run by tin- Dutch.
»»The anti-Japan-sc attitude is s trongest 

in the Dutch newspapers, and in s? ite- of th fact 
that th-. Dutch papers are in a position to li.rd 
Chinese and . alayar newspapers, they •./..re hardly 
ever sup rvised. They shall be thoroughly 
supervised from now on. "
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''(b) Ncv/sp-'p-rs run by th-„ Cnincsc, 
"Supervision of the Chinese papers is still 

luh*-v:arr. Furthermore, the papers run by the Chinese 
do not '■■lv.'oys represent the general public opinion 
of the Chinese living in tho Dutch Indies, They 
ere forcibly implanting anti-Japnii^s^. feding and 

l«.:ding the anti-Japanese movement end tin boycott 
of Jr.pr.néss goods, It is no exagg ration to s^y 

that tho attitude of th~ Dutch Indies author ities has 
buvn to overlook th.-S- frets. On the other hr nd, the 
Dutch Indies «'ut.horitics banned the puolico : .« r. of r. 
Japanese pop .r v.hcn it printed r.n article in support 
of T r.ng Ching-’.vei, on the grounds that it instigated 
tho feeling of the Chinese in tho Dutch Indies $ r.nd 
they also prohibited any import of n, v/spop rs pub
lished in our occupied territories in Chino, on tlu 
grounds that they were of rn anti-Chi^ng tendency. 
This discriminating attitude of th., Dutch Indies 
authorities can bu s<aid to bo pro-Chinese and anti- 
Japanese, Thor, for .̂5 we demand a strict ,r super
vision from now on over n^wspap ,rs run by the 
Chinese and also demand revision of tho biased 
attitude toward our own newspapers.,1'



»PEKANES ACAINST DUTCH LaST INDIES 
"(The Second Proposrl)

"Aj________ Proposed Principles
"1. In the present condition of the ^orld, 

there ore sene countries vhlch lerve Irrge rrers un
developed beorvse cf insufficient developing crprci- 
tios in soite of their occupying vest lends, v-hteh 
ere rich in resources, end on the other hrnd thrre 
exist sono countries v-vich rre suffering fron popula
tion pressure rnd fron Irek of rcsources though they 
brve very rctive productive ernroities, This condi
tion is veil crllod unrersonrblc indeed, £nd the pre
sent Europern rrr itself is, rfter oil, nothing but 
the outbrerk of dissetisf?ction on the pert of the 
nevly risen notions rgrinst the old order brsed on 
the unrersonrble rnd un,lust distribution of terri
tories rnd resources.

"2. Well, let us look rt. the present condi
tions in Erst Asir: Tvo or three powerful Europrrn
nrtions hrve occupied vest rrrrs in Erst Asir rs 
colonies rnd hrve left the greeter prrt undeveloped 
with only the snrllcr prrts developed. In spite of 
this fret, these nrtions rdhere to policies of exclu
sion rgrinst the nrtions thrt rrc building their coun
tries in Erst Asir. Hovever, the /Jppme sc-/Erpire
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hrs r confined territory rnd poor resources, even 
though it hr s r big populrtion vith r high rrtc- of 
ir.crcrse rnd excellent exprnsion powers. On the other 
h.end, besides Jrprn, the territories of the nrtions 
of Erst Asir, except Thrilrnd, rre new rll utilized 
rs colonies, chiefly for the necessities rnd interests 
cf the sovereign Europern notions, rnd no opportuni
ties for sufficient rdvpnccrent rnd development 
either politicrlly or economicslly ore given by the 
Europcrn nrtions tc the originel people who rrc kept 
in the position of conquered. This is extremely un- 
foir.

"3. The. /Jrprne sc-/Empire is nom devoting 
itself to the mission of estoblishing o new order in 
Erst Asir, end it is the desire of the Jrprnest 
Empire to contribute for the firm establishment of 
ctc-rnrl perce of the rhole world by erupting r reci- 
procrl relrtienship of supply between the new order

i
sphere, which is to tc orgrnized in Europe rnd Amor- j 
icr , rnd the self-sufficient Erst. Asir Co-Prosperity 
Sphere centered rround Jrprn, Mrnchurir rnd Chine, 
rnd including the South Prcific.

"4, Well, rs the Dutch Indies is r vest, 
rrer ’-’ith rich resources within th< Erst Asir Co- 
prosperity Sphere it. is nuitc rersonrble t.hrt its



resources should be auickly developed for the srke 
of the prosperity rnd reifere, first of the people 
of Erst Asie, rnd then of the people of the viorld.

"The Fovernreent of the Dutch Ee st Indies 
hrs been rep'rdinp rs of too prert importrnce. the 
interests of Ho]lenders end other Européens end hrs 
bfen p.ivinp scent, conside ret ion to the prosperity 
rnd reifere of the Lest Asie Co-prosperity Sphere, 
rnd in pe rticuürr hrs been rdhcrinp to e policy of 
exclusion epeinst the Jrprnese, r,ho heve prert cx- 
ploitinp rnd dcvelopinp erpreities. Although the 
Impcrirl /Jrprncse/ Government hep drrrn rt+ention 
to the unre r sonr bl< ness cf ihis r r.d hrs reportedly 
invited considérét.ion of it, thcr< heve beer, no re
sults, rnd the rhole Jrprnesc nr-f ion is no-’ prertly 
dlssetisfied. The rbovc is r mrttcr of deep resret 
to the Imperial /Jrprnese-/ Government.

"5, In line ’"ith ■'he rbove viers, the Im- 
perir-1 /Jr pr ne sc-/ Government, rs the strbilizinp 
porcr of Erst Asir , hereby expresses strripht.for- 
’••rrdly to the government of the Dutch Erst Indies 
its eernest desire to forvrrd the establishment cf 
«? ne-v order for the seke of th<- mutuel ''•’eifere of 
the ne tiens in Erst Asie, rnd requests thrt the 
povernment of the Dutch Indies teke coopcrrtinp
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mer sures to the rbove purpose, rnd produces hercv’ith 
the following demands:

"Bj_____________ Our Depends___
"1. Pelittcrl Questions

"(1) The Dutch Indies should cut off re lo
tions v-ith Europe rnd should ouickly trke r position 
r s r member of the Erst Asir Co-Prosperity Sphere .

"(2) Complete se lf-gov< rnmc nt by the Indc- 
ne:siens should be fllovc.d,

"(3) The Dutch L-rt Indies should conclude 
the concrete rgreemmt uith the /Jrprncsc/ Empire 
ncce ssrry for se 1 f defense in order to mo in to in 
firmly the perce of the E>st Asir Co-Prosw rity 
Sphere, ”hich includes the rhove Dutch Indies. 
n 2, Economics1 Questions

"(1) The subjects of the. /Jrpr nest./ Empire 
should bt rfforded the some tre r tment r s the subjects 
of the Nethcrlmds in ente.ring the Dutch Indies, in 
living in the Dutch Indies, in protection of persons 
rnd properties, in t.rrvcl, in requisition of p- rronrl 
rnd rcrl rstrtc, in mrnr gement of business rnd enter
prises (including rvirtion), rnd in rll other mrttors 
in connection vith nrvigrtion rnd trrdc.

" (2) The government of the Dutch Indies 
should not only not restrict or prohibit the expor-
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The Japanese Delegation, headed by Ichizo 
KOLAYhCKI, the Minister of Commerce, in the Second 
KONOYE Cabinet, v;hich was then in office, arrived 
in the Netherlands Indies toward the middle of September, 

1940.
,;,e offer in evidence prosecution document 

274c'-A(0 , being a telegram from the Japanese envoy 
in Batavia, to his colleague, Foreign Kinister KATSUOKA. 
The telegram is date 13 September, 1940.

TKE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms,
CLERK OF TEE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2748-A(6) will be given exhibit No. 1312.
(thereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1312 and received in evidence.)

Kii. LAVERGE: Y.’u will now read part of
exhibit No. 1312:

"Ghowa 15/1940/
'•Received A.13. 14th Sept. Foreign Ministry 
"Despatched P.M. 13th Sept. Batavia 
"/To:/ Foreign Minister L’ATSUOKA 
"/From:/ Representative KOBAYASHI 
"Conference No. 9 (Top Secret)
"At my interview/ with the Governor-General 

already referred to in telegram re conference No. 5>
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I gained the impression that he was concerned with 
diplomatic formulas only.

"’"hon I hinted at the existence of discrimin
atory treatment toward Japan, he argued strongly that 
this had not boon the fact in the oast, and stated 
that in the future they would as before treat each 
country on a fair basis, and had no intention of practic
ing discriminatory treatment. The Governor-General 
does not realize that the present situation is so 
serious that if he remains so old fashioned as to be 
concerned with diplomatic formulas only, the existence 
of the Dutch East Indies will be in danger, and he can 
not keep nece with the changing situation. He openly 
tried to do his utmost to evade political problems.
He envinced not the slightest sign of fervor to try 
to sound out the true intention or the Japanese 
Government towards the Dutch East Indies. Inasmuch 
ns he does not understand our real idea of friendly 
relations between the two countries, it is of no use 
for us to continue the negotiations further with such 
a Governor-General. It has made me fuel that I have 
come all this way in vain."

v’e introduce in evidence prosecution document 
274-8-A(8), being a telegram disnttched by the Japanese 
envoy in Batavia, Commerce Minister KOEAYASHI, to
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l Foreign Minister HATGUOKA, dated 18 October 1940.
•>

3

THE PRESIDENT : Ilr. La verge, do you know 
where this document, exhibit 1311> "Demands against

1 tiio Dutch Indies," was found? There is no certificate
5 as far as we can see.
0 î;R. LAVERGE: Your Honor, a certificate 1 9
7
1
= for all the documents, No. 2748, was introduced

4  s yesterday and received exhibit 1302. The document in
y question ' as found in the Foreign Ministry.
10 Tr.E PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.
11 HR. LEVIN: I was inquiring as to the date
12
13

of Ivr. La verge. I am advised t. at the date ano-ars 
on the certificate, not on the document itself, Mr.

li President —  in August, 1Ç40.
13 TIE PRESIDENT; For convenience, state
16

> the date, Mr. Laverge.
~ 1 /

ER. BROOKS: 14th of August, 1940 is shov/n
18

by exhibit 1301, your Honor. I have the document in
IV

my hand.20
THE PRESIDENT; This is the first time it21

22 will roo-ar in the transcript.

2.3 JR. EROOKS; I understand, your Honor, that

2-Î this certificate was in exhibit 1301, that the items

25 in parentheses there bear relation to the prosecu-
j tion's document number, for instance 2748A(2),



the certificate is in "(2)" of document 1301.
THE PRESIDENT: 1311, is it not? *
131. EROOKS: I3H  is 2748A(2), and that is

referred to in the certificate, exhibit 1301 in "(2), 
Demands on the N. E. I.,M page 19*

I wanted to approach the lectern at this 
time to object to the form of the certificate that 
is used here in exhibit 1301 for these documents 
as not really tieir.g in close enough the document 
when it is presented ’ ith the certificate. There 
is no reference —  v»e waited to see until the docu
ment v’C.s introduced. There is no reference in the 
dccument to this certificate, and the only reference 
is from this certificate by this code number, as I 
have just oointed out to the Court, and this parenthesis 
being attached to the later documents.

THE PRESIDENT: 1301 is already admitted.
It v;as admitted yesterday.

HR. EROOKS: Yes, sir. But, your honor
will notice there is no reference in the certificate 
I30I to this document by its other prosecution document 
number.

THE FREEJ.DEKT: That is sufficient.
HR. BROOKE; The thought I had was it was 

very weak identification at the most.
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THE PRESIDENT: The number is sufficient;
The objection is overruled.

T'.e document last tendered is admitted on 
the usual terms.

CEI R’ OF TiiE COURT: Prosecution's document
Ho. 2748a (3) will receive exhibit Ho. 1313.

(’"hereuron, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution’c exhibit 
I o. 1313 ?-nd received in evidence.)

UR. LaVERGE: r!e sh~ll now read exhibit
1313:

"SKOV’A I7/I94O.
"Dispatched: BATAVIA, October 18, P. X.

"Arrived: This office, October 18, night.
"To Foreign Finister MATSUOKA.
"From Delegate KOBAYASHI.
"Parley No. 82 ('ire of Requ-r.t).
"To the Vice-I ir.ister of the Department 

of Oversea Affairs, from KA,,rANGT0.
"1. In establishing the Greater East Asia 

Co-Prosperity Sphere under the leadership of the Em
pire when viewed from every possible angle, the need 
of placing the Netherlands Indies v/ithin the Sphere, 
is very urgent. Envoy KOBAYASHI, his staff, and 
those Japanese 1 ho ’./.wit there ar.d observed the said
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pince are all of the s,'.me opinion. However, in order 
to accomplish this, it is necessary to administer a 
policy in such a way as to deeply implant our economic 
powers in the Netherlands Indies. In carrying out this 
policy, the Department of Overseas Affairs must at 
letst plan the materialization of various items re
quested for in the budget for the next fiscal year.

"Especially such items as the comnlete 
equipment of overseas organizations, the establish
ment of TAKUNANJUKU (T. N. probably it is a sort ‘of 
train'ng center for the knowledge of Southern Region/, 
the cultivation of facilities for enlightening both 
Japanese subjects and people of the Dutch Indies, 
(includes secret funds) ere, v;e consider, matters of 
urgency which cannot be neglected even for a day.
In this regard, it is requested that you kindly 
give your special consideration in regard to ful
filling these requirements. It is furthermore con
sidered that matters in connection with other ex
penditures too can be executed within the next 
fir cal year.

"2. As regards the above, please refer 
to Telegram Ho. 66 which was sent by Envoy KOBA- 
YÀSHI to the Foreign Minister.

"3. Opinions regarding det.ils will be



reported to you by letter II

The most pressing Japanese need was for the
«

acquirement of a great quantity of oil, and the first 
derands made were for this product, and for the ac
quisition of oil fields, as will be shown in the next 
few documents.

v’e offer in evidence prosecution document 
2748-A (.18), being a telegram from Tokyo to Batavia 
dated 3 September 1940.

THL PRESIDENT- Hr. Cole.
ER. COLE; Hr. Cole, for the accused IIUTO.
THE PRESIDENT- Yes.
HR. COLE I have an objection to the admis

sion of this document with particular reference to 
the final paragraph. It reads as follows:

"Please convey the contents of this telegram 
to Iv̂ ajor NAKASUJI as it is (also) from the Chief of 
the Bureau of Military Affairs."

Evidence already in the record shows that 
there is a Chief of the Eureau of Military Affairs 
in both the Navy and ,:,ar Ministries, ’’.’ith reference 
to the rank and the branch of service of this man 
NAKASUJI the language arbitration board advises me that 
the word, "shosa," which appears in the Japanese 
original is translated either "Major" r»r "Lieutenant



Commander."
THE PRESIDENTS That is not a ground of 

objection, Hr. Cole. It is only a iratter which you 
might uoint out.

MR. COLE: My contention, sir, is that the
prosecution should make clear what their claim is 
with regard to which Chief of which Bureau is referred 
to, otherwise it becomes irrelevant to the charge 
against any narticvlar accused.

THE PRES ID!.-NT. Can you help, Hr. Laverge?
MR. LAVDRC-E' Your Honor, there is no way 

of telling if this should be "Major" or "Lieutenant 
Commander." ’"e have no further information on the 
oerson refer’ed to, NAICASUJI, and "hat branch of the 
service he was in.

,HK PRESIDENT, ’"ell, until y >u get it, it 
is not evidence against the accused who ’as supnosed 
to have held that office at the time, but the rest of 
the document is admitted -- the whole document is 
admitted but until you can connect it up, the last 
paragraph, with one of the accused, of course, it is 
not evidence. It is admitted on the usual terms, sub

ject to what I said.
CLERK OF TIE COTET: Prosecution’s document

No. 274S-A (18) rill receive exhibit No. 1314.
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(V'hereuron, the document above 
referred to ’.as marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1314 and received in evidence.)

MR. LAVERGE: \'e vill now read exhibit
1314:

"Code No4 29449 dispatched 1940, September
»

3 at 9:40 p.m. (By order of) Foreign Minister 21ATSU0KA. 
"To: Consul-General SAITO at Batavia.
"No. 396.
"Concerning the purchase of Netherlands 

India Oil Production in connection with Reoly Tele
gram No. 355*

"From: The Chief of the Fuel Control
Board to KUKAI,

"1st) As it was stated in the reply 
telegram mentioned a1-?vj, the negotiations concerned 
vith the purchase of the oil should be done by us, 
but intention is that the on-the-soot negotiations 
be carried out in accordance v.’ith our instructions.

"2nd) YJe have instructed all the home 
offices to tell their brokers not to disturb unity 
during your negotiations. Therefore,please guide 
them in accordance with this.

"3rd) You must emnhasize the acquisition 
of the oil fields, and such negotiations, as a general

\



rule, should bo carried out with Motherland Indian 
Government directly. Strictly observe all hindrance 
attempts by Britain and America, "e cannot guarantee 
that the Netherlands Indies will not lay stress on 
the oil ourchase intentionally in order to refuse 
our acquisition of oil fields which is our main 
purpose. Therefore, it is desirable that you clearly 
distinguish from the start the acquisition of oil 
fields and the purchase of oil."

I will not read the rest of the telegram, 
in view of what your Honor said.

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
2748-A (19), a telegram from Japanese Commerce 
Minister KOBAYASHI in Batavia to Foreign Minister 
MATSLOKA in Tokyo, dated 18 September 1940.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF TIE COURT. Prosecution's document 

No. 2748-A (19) v/ill receive exhibit No. 1315«
(Whereuuon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1315 and received in evidence.)

I,®. LAVERGE: Wo will now read exhibit 1315:
"I940. (Code) Sent from Batavia p.m. 

18 Sept. Arrived at Foreign Office a.m. 19 Sept.
"To Foreign Minister EATSUOKA from
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Representative KCEAYASHI. Communication i'!o. 21 a.
"As Japan at this juncture has a pressing 

need to buy 3,150,000 tons of Dutch Last Indios 
petroleum, and the negotiations in Tokyo are at a 
standstill, I am. hereby reeu sting you to lot LTJKAI 
carry on the negotiations her.., and to s«..nd an answer 
by telegram to this effect one way or the other.

"They may have some misgivings on the 
possible influence of negotiations here on the 
nctroleur enterprises oroblem, but these misgivings 
■ ouId be exactly the same, *hethor the negotiations 
for nurchasing ootroleun were held at Tokyo or at 
your olace, and what, is more., we have no misgivings 
about their being at your olace.

"I oroover, if the negotiations for purchas
ing 3,000,000 ĉld cons did not succeed, failure in 
Tokyo 'ould be no more than just a failure in commer
cial negotiations, involving no political repercussions 
whatever. It is also thought that their sudden oro- 
oosals at this juncture on the petroleum problem in 
Tokyo is an anticipatory move by the other party in 
consideration of the above point.

"On the other hand, in the event of the 
negotiations being carried on here, their failure 
would only mean that world opinion in view of Japan's
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present position in the petroleum problem "ould charge 
t-.o Dutch East Indies vith moral responsibility for 
the Failure of the negotiations; in consideration of 
' hich it is expected that the Dutch Indies would also 
rake efforts for their success.

"A^ain, in any negotiations on the petroleum 
enterprises '-«roblem, failure to make this petroleum 
purchase could be utilized to browbeat the Dutch 
East Indies on the enterprises problem. Iloreovor, 
the fact of the direct participation of the Dutch 
Indies Government ir. the Petroleum purchase problem 
can also be utilized for our maneuvers to make them 
sell over to us the stocks of Dutch Indies petroleum 
companies on the grounds of purchasing petroleum.

"Judging from our present situation, the 
actual securing of the purchase is not the time to 
talk about the problem of a higher or a lower price, 
and so it would be more advantageous to let ÏIUIFAI 
negotiate here as the solo representative of the 
interests of all Japanese petroleum business men.

"Transfer of the negotiations from Tokyo 
to here, however, is expected to involve a certain 
loss of time, nevertheless, -hen we consider that the 
negotiations in Tokyo are being prolonged owing to 
instructions from the Government here, this loss of

1
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time cannot be thought of as a real loss.
"For the above reasons, if the negotiations 

in Tokyo are at oresent at a standstill I hope they 
ira y be transferred here.

"This matter has been ^iven the oositive 
approval of the Army and Navy narties now on their 
way here, of I.UaAI and of everyone else concerned."

> 1

i9 I



To show the course of negotiations in 
Batavia, we w il l  now read further parts from exhibit 
1399A starting at the top of page 17 of the English 

{ text;
"Joint statement of the two delegations, 

dated October 16, 194-0.
! "The Japanese ano Netherland delegations
I
j came together at Selabintanah near Soekaboemi from 
: 14th t i l l  16th October 194(5 under the chairmanship
j of their Excellencies M inisters K03AYASHI and van
( kook.
!
j "Luring several meetings and personal ta lks
Ij the general relations between Japan and the Nether- 
I lands Indies were discussed. In these discussions 
j due attention was given to the effect of the

recent pact between Japan, Germany and It a ly  on the
i
j re lations with the Netherlands Ind ies. The Japan- 
j ese delegation in th is  respect o f f ic ia l ly  expressed 
I their opinion os follow s:
i " 'In  spite of the tr ip a rt ite  treaty re

cently concluded among JaDan, Germany and It a ly ,  the 
strong desire of Japan for the maintenance and pro
motion of the frie n d ly  relations between Japan and

' the Netherlands Indies is  not affected in  the least.»
A ll  that is  wished for by Japan is  co-existence and



co-prosperity with neighbouring countries.' The 
Netherland delegation could appreciate th is point 
of view.

"Amongst the other points which came into 
discussion the most prominent item was the o il  
problem. Elaborate explanations of the o i l  situa
tion  in the Netherlands Indies were given by the 
Netherland delegation and the chief of the Nether
lands Indies lin in g  Bureau who was also present.

• "The delegations are to continue the
negotiations in Batavia on the understanding that 
the complete scope of subjects w il l  come into d is
cussion in  the near future.

"The delegations were pleased that the 
negotiations were conducted in  the most frie n d ly  
atmosphere."

I  continue to read:
"The Netherland delegation took the posi

tion  that, although Japan's accession to the T r i
p artite  Pact coulc not but raise  serious misgivings 
in  a country at war with Germany, i t  was prepared 
to continue negotiations on the understanding that 
Japan had no hostile  intentions towards and did ne-t 
claim leadership over the Netherlands Indies. I t  
kept urging the submission bv the Japanese of a
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f u l l  statement of the points to ba discussec, but 
sav; no objection to treatin g the matter of o i l  pur
chases separately. The^e purchases were mainly a 
matter of agreement between the Japanese buyers ana 
the oil-producing companies, and as both parties 
were represented in Batavia, the contact — for 
which the Ketherland delegation would be pleased 
to lend it s  good o ffices — would be easy.

"In  the meantime the Japanese cemancs with 
regard to the purchase of mineral o i l  and o i l  prod
ucts had gradually become mere defined. About a 
week after the opening conference, the following 
sp ecificatio n  was procucec, enumerating Japan's 
annual minimum requirements — over and above the 
regular sales made by the companies rnc allowed by 
the Japanese government — of Netherlands In d e s 
o i l  in d n s  of 2,240 pounds.

"1. Crude o il

"3*

(a) Aviation crude
(b) orude o i l  for

lubricants
(c) Other 
Aviation s p ir it

(over 37 octane) 
L ie se l o il

"Total

1 ,ICC,000 ton?
100.000 tons

1.050.000 tons
400.000 tons
500. 000 tons

3.150.000 tons
" It  was, In part erroneously, contended 

that contracts had already been agreed upon for the 
d e livery  of 120,000 tons of aviation crude, 79' 000
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tons of other crudes, and lüû,OüO tons of aviation 
s p ir it  to bo delivered per annum. A five-year 
guarantee of the Netherlands Indies government '»/as 
demanded that these minimum requirements should be 
regu larly  f u lf i l le d ."

’Ve continue to reao from the top of page 
19 of exhibit 1309A:

"Suddenly, t-vc days after the acceptance of 
these proposals, Mr. KOBAYAS.’iI  announced his re c a ll 
on the twentieth of October, and le f t  on the twenty- 
second, The reason given was a lternate ly  that he 
could no longer be spared in his department, and 
that he had to be home for the 2,600th anniversary 
of the creation of the Japanese Smnire by the Sun- 
Goddess. * * * * * *

"Note hanceo to the Netherland delegation 
by the Japanese delegation on October 21, 1940:

"The Japanese delegation has the honour to 
express it s  great appreciation for an elaborate 
explanation of petroleum situation contained in the 
Note of October 7th of the Netherlanc delegation.

"The Japanese delegation wishes to c a ll  the 
attention of the Netherland oelegation to the fact 
that after negotiations between î’r. Î.CÜKAI and tv-i 
petroleum companies, the proposals of these
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companios concerning oil supply to Japan have shown 
a very vide difference in quantity as '”oll as in 
quality from those of Ur. MUKAI and it is tc be 
emphasized that the proposed quantity of supply of 
aviation gasoline ana aviation crude to Japan, to 
"hich Japan attaches a great importance, is as good 
as nil.

"Ahe Netharland delegation, however, is 
well aware cf the Japanese interest in petroleum 
problems and the Japanese delegation would be much 
obliged, if the Kethcrlano delegations are good 
enough to do their utmost, in the spirit of mutual 
welfare, to comply with the Japanese proposals by 
any means like shifting of trace route, etc.

"The Japanese delegation has the pleasure 
to add that Japan has also a very big interest jn* 
exploitation of oil wells ana that the Netherlands 
policies on allocating spheres of interests for 
existing companies are hardly satisfactory for 
Japan.

"The Japanese delegation is very much 
desirous to acquire rights of access to the t rri- 
tories now in exploration or exploitation as well 
as to the Government reserves.

"Nr. MUKAI, however, is ready to enter
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at once into nogot lotions with authorities concerned 
about the Government reserve areas in the ^bove- 
rr.entior.ed Note of the Noth:rlend delegation."

I continue to read :
"Letters aooressed to the chairman of the 

Neth rland delegation by hr. T„ KUKAI on October 
29, 1940:

"1. Ho OIL TSrt.iITOÀIêS
"with reference to your memoranouir. dnt^d 

the 7th inst, (item No. 7), and the subsequent 
conversation exchanged during the intervie- be
tween delegate^ of the Netherland Indies and J^nan,
I an given to understand that the undermentioned 
districts anc areas, which you have not yet com
mitted to any other party or parties, will be con-
siderec as an interest for Japan:
"3ornoo —  the districts of 

Kaliorang ana Kootai abeut 1,300,000 ha
"Celebes -*• tne district op

posite to the Pelang 
Island about 163,000 ha

"Lutch Nov; Guinea:
Northeastern shor eland about 1,200,000 h.a
Liable-.astern interior about 3,900,000 ha
Southeastern shore-land about 9,000,000 ha

"Aroa Archipelago, southeast 
to Lutch N re Cuinea about 850,000 ha

"Schout-n Archipelago, n̂ orth- 
onst to Lutch New Guinea about 000

•

0eo ha
"Total 16,363,000 ha
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at once into negotiations with authorities concerned 
about the Government reserve areas in the above- 
mentioned Note of the Motherland delegation."

I continue to read:
"Letters aooressed to the chairman of the 

Neth -rland delegation by Mr. T„ MUKAI on October 
29, 1940:

"1. Ro OIL TERRITORIES.
"!.ith reference to your memorandum dated 

the 7th inst. (item No. 5), and the subsequent 
conversation exchanged during the intervie'" be
tween delegates of the Motherland Indies and J~pan,
I am given to understand that the undermentioned 
districts ant areas, which you have not yet com
mitted to any other party or parties, will be con
sidered as an interest for Japan:
"Borneo -- the districts of

Kaliorang anc. Kootai 
"Celebes —  tne district op-

about 1,300,000 ha
posite to the Pelang 
island about 163,000 ha

"Dutch New Guinea :
Northeastern shoreland about 1,200,000 ha
Middle—^astern interior about 7,500,000 ha
Goutheastern shorelend about 9,000,000 ha

"Aron Archipelago, southeast
to Lutch Nev; Cuinea about oooclr\CC ha

"Scheuten Archipelago, north- 350,000east to Lutch New Guinea about ha
"Total 16,363,000 ha
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"As Japan is desirous to carry on explora
tions and exploitations in future in the entire 
dimensions of the above districts upon completion 
of the general geological examinations, I shall be 
obliged by your acknowledgment of the whole cf 
these districts as Japan's sobers of interest, and 
the necessary steps according to your Mining law 
will be taken in du> course in accordance with ycur 
suggestions.

"Furthermore, in view of the rapid increase
in the demand of petroleum in Japan, I v/oulo like
to express the strong desire of Japan that the
following areas will be assigned to the Jananesc
interests in accition to the above-mentioned areas:
"1. Borneo:

An area opposite te the 
Tarakan Island, northward 
from the iengara River to 
the boundaries of British
North Borneo about 400,000 ha

"2. Sumatra:
, An aiea extending south- 

eastwards from Medan and
along th„ River Asahan about 7C0,CrQ ha

"Total " ^.100,000 ha
"Your kind considerations to this matter 

will be much appreciated and I am quite certain that 
your acceptance wiu.1 serve greatly in promoting the 
closer relationship between Netherlands Indies and 
Japan."
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"V/hilo the transaction on petroleum be
tween Netherlands Indies ana Japan are in a trend 
of a steady increase in the future, it is needless 
to say that Japanese oil circles are focussing their 
interests on the petroleum of the Netherlands 
Indies, and consequently they are having an 
earnest desire to directly exploit the petroleum 
resources.

"You have fully appreciated these cir
cumstances and directing us to achieve Japan's aim 
with yeur special attention, for which I express 
herein my thanks,

"However, with an eye to the furtherance 
of the prosperity and friendship of both countries,
I beg to mention that it is strongly desired on the 
side of Japan to participate in the capital of the
N. V. Noderlandschc Indische Aardolio Maatschappij•

"As I understand that your government hold 
a considerable amount of shares in the aforesaid 
undertakings, I hope that your excellency would

l

i
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consider th : allotment of part of theso shares to 
J apan.

"Incase this proposal of ours be favoured 
with your approval, I would greatly appreciate your 
informing mo of your t:rms ana conditions."

I stop reading here.

1
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To show that the r^al purpose of the 
Japanese attempt to lease oil territories was the
establishment of military bases in these areas, v;e j

i
offer in evidence prosecution document 2748-A (20), |
being a telegram from Eatavia to Tokyo dated 25 
October 194-0.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT' Prosecution's document 

Mo. 2748-A (20) will receive exhibit Ko. 1316.
(’’’hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1316 and received in evidence.)

MR. LAVeRGE; v’e will now read exhibit

1316:
"I94O /Showa 15/ - Eatavia to Foreign Office. 
"Dispatched: 25 Oct. PM.
"Received: 25 Oct. I\i~ht.
"From: Delegate SAITO.
"To: Foreign Minister MATSUOKA.
"Cormr.ercial Negotiation No. 100.
"From SAITO and OTA.
"Referring to ovr Telegram Mo. 96 (from 

i;Y.' to Chief of Fuel Affairs Bureau) we think that

i

although from the standpoint of an industrialist, it 
is most reasonable, it is necessary that further
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consideration be piven on this matter from the 
strategical standpoint.

"Namely, from the entire submission of 
application for prospecting in connection with their 
indicated areas, as well as from the numbers of our 
technical experts, we presume that vie will all the 
more arouse their suspicion, but on our part we think 
it necessary that we carry on investigation in 
regard to all the areas and have a great number of 
planes and plain clothes /TH; L’EI'-I/ troons enter 
into these areas, thereby enabling it to become some 
sort of strategical base from the ooint of view of 
military operations against the Dutch. For this 
reason, unless the vast investigation area is secured, 
the foregoing urogram will seem a flimsy excuse to 
the Dutch, and in view of the difference being only 
from 150 to 200 thousand guilders, v;e deem it necessary 
that the prospecting rights at least be acquired 
over the whole areas proposed by them. Therefore, 
olease guide the respective offices concerned keeping 
the above in mind.

"For instance, even ’/hen we arc to decide 
on obtaining the nrospecting and mining rights for 
two or three districts in each area as suggested in 
the ITJKAI plan, it is our desire that our strategical
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standpoint be given consideration in the selection 
of those districts and îmidance be given accordingly, 
(end)

That one of the reasons for the Japanese 
atterpt to acquire materials from the Netherlands 
Indies was the Japanese purpose to aid the German war 
effort is shown in court exhibits 597, 631 and 1304, 
to which the Tribunal's attention is respectfully 
called.

Two initial drafts of derands on the Nether
lands Indies, dated August 1940, have been received 
in evidence as exhibit 1311.

On October 25, 1940 the Japanese Cabinet 
decided on a further program aimed at the inclusion 
of the Netherlands Indies in the Japanese Co-prosperity 
Sphere. This Cabinet decision is contained in prose
cution document 2137-G, a further document from 
exhibit 540 for identification, which we now offer 
in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT; Prosecution's document 

No. 2137-G will receive exhibit No. 1317»
(’"'hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1317 and received in evidence.)
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HR. LAVERGE: we will read exhibit 1317s
"Cabinet Decision, 25 October 194-0 /Showa 

15/ Re Measures for Economic Development of N.E.I.
"The inevitability of occurences in eco

nomic affairs attendant on th..- orogress of the New 
v*o:ld Order and the oriority of our empire in the 
Netherlands East Indies based on the Tripartite Pact 
between Japan, Germany and Italy necessitates making 
the N.E.I. a link in th^ Greater Last /.sir economic 
sphere un. er the leadership of our Empire by estab
lishing inuv«diately close economic relations and 
developing and utilizing their rich natural re
sources from the general st ndnoint of co-eristance 
and co-pros"erity in connection with which the 
following measures must now be taken:

"1. To stop thj IJ.I-. «I. fr^m relying on 
the Euronean-Ame--lean Economic Bloc, and to moke it 
take the st'ndnoint as being a member of the Greater 
Last Asia economy.

"2. To remove or mitigate various re
strictions which at present obstruct the economic 
activities of Japanese giving them ^reference and 
freedom in economic activities above others.

"3. To propose a joint development of 
the fc.E.I. so as to secure in the Greater East Asia
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Sphere the supply of necessary war material needed 
by the Empire as far as possible, thus becoming 
independent from British /T.N. Second Chinese 
character unreadable/ resources. If necessary, to 
lease or purchase suitable islands or territories.

"4. Although v;e have already received a 
guarantee from the N.E.I. as to the supply of major 
items which are necessary to our Empire, we must 
furthermore obtain the N.E.I.'s agreement with regard 
to an increase in variety and quantities of those 
materials. Further, to make every effort for the 
realization of instituting under the Empire's guidance 
the trade control of important merchandise especially 
tin, rubber, quinine and others, over which the 
N.E.I. have a world monopoly.

"5. To purchase as far as possible those 
agricultural products produced in the N.E.I., which 
bring profits to the natives and to stimulate their 
purchasing power in order to translate co-existence 
and co-prosperity into reality. For this purpose the 
N.E.I. should on their part accede to our demand as 
far as possible and encourage agriculture.

"6. To seek special cooperation of the 
N.E.I. in regard to an increase in the exnort of 
Japanese merchandise to them."
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"7. r'ith a view to the future establishment 
of a great monetary sphere within the Greater East 
Asia area under Japanese leadership, efforts shaLl be 
made to make the N.E.I. a link of the sphere also in 
regard to the establishment of new monetary relations 
vith them, but it shall not be aimed to include the 
N.E.I. itself in the 'Yen' bloc. To strive to place 
the Exchange Control in the N.E.I. under our guidance. 
For the time being, every advantage shoi Id be accorded 
to the Japanese with regard to the application of 
Exchange Control in the N.E.I. and at the sane time 
N.E.I. banks should establish 'credit' to the Japanese, 
as vieil as exert utmost efforts to give other financial 
facilities to the Japanese.

"8. As a means to secure the leading 
position for the whole of Greater East Asia with 
regard to traffic and communications, efforts shall 
be made in establishing the following special rights 
and interests.

"(a) The right of coastal trade, the right 
of entering unopened ports and the right of administer
ing and using port facilities.

"(b) The landing and operating right of 
submarine, cables, the right of participating in the 
management of inland communication enterprises, and
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other communication rights.
"(c) The inauguration of regular air 

services and the right of instituting air safety 
equipment.

"9. In order to build a stable fishery 
position in the South we must strive towards in
creasing the number of fishing boats, removal of 
restrictions at ports of import of fish, establishment 
of fishery bases, and acquisition of other rights and 
interests pertaining to the conducting of the marine 
oroduct industry.

"10. To prohibit the establishment of new 
rights and interests of Third Powers in the* N.E.Ï. 
and to endeavor to oust those already in existence 
likely to obstruct the expansion of our Empire.

"11. To make the N.E.I. institute an 
Economic Constructional Commission and other suitable 
organs in which Japanese will be included and partic
ipate in forming the W.E.I. domestic and foreign 
economic policies and their enforcement, with a view 
towards guiding and strengthening economic collabora
tion with the Empire.

■'The N.E.I. shall be required to consult 
the above-mentioned organs with regard to trade,

■i

finance, taxation, customs duties, economic agreements
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with third countries, enterprises, traffic and 
communications, etc.

"For the time being, Japanese importers 
in the N.E.I. will be made to participate in the 
Consultative Committee in the Ministry of Economics.

"12. To demand the strict control of anti- 
Japanese commentaries by newspapers and other per
iodicals, at the same time ensuring freedom to Japan
ese in regard to the publication of newspapers.

"13. To demand the N.E.I. authorities to 
exercise rigid control over Chinese residents assuming 
pro-Chiang Kai-shek and anti-Japanese attitudes.
On the other hand, from a broad viewpoint, to plan 
the use of their organization and resources in con
sideration of their economic position.

"14. In order to ensure the economic 
development of the Empire, vr.riovs measures shall be 
resorted to, such as inviting influential natives to 
the Empire, or by propagandizing the true aspect of 
the Empire and creating a proper understanding thereof.

"15. The Economic Policy shall be based 
upon the broad viewpoint of establishment of the 
Greater Epst Asia Co-prosperity Sphere and efforts 
shall be made towards expanding thu interests of the 
Empire in harmony with the natives,"
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AFTERNOON SESSION 
The Tribunal met, pursuant 

at 1330.
MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Lavorgo.
MR. LAVERGE: The program decided on by the

Japanese Cabinet on 25 October, 1940, exhibit 1317, 
v/as reflected in a list of demands to the Netherlands
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Indies authorities on l6 January 1941, aft=r Commerce 
Minister KOBAYASHI had been replaced cas chief Japanese 
delegate to Batavia by former Foreign Minister 

YOSHIZAWA.
’Vo shall read from exhibit 1309-A, starting 

at the top of page 22. j
I road : % I

I

"In the meantime the Motherland Minister had j 
ha.nded an aide-memoire, on the fifteenth of November, j 
to Mr. OKASHI, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs in {
Tokyo, to draw the attention of the Japanese Govern- !
mcnt to the fact that the negotiations were at a stand- ■ 
still for lack of subject matter, and to recommend 
their discontinuation. This was answered by a note 
verbale of November 20, announcing the imminent cnpoint- i
ment of a new soecic] envoy who was to instil renewed J
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ac+ivity into the proceedings. On November 28 this 
successor turned out to be Mr. K. YOSHIZA’A, member 
of the House of Peers end former Minister of Foreign 
Affairs. He was due to arrive in Batavia on the 
twenty-third of December and would carry on with the 
aid of Hr. ISFTZA'A, the new Consul-General.

"Memorandum presented by the Japanese dele
gation on January 16, 1941.

"Host of the vast territories of the Nether
lands Indies, abundant in natural resources, are very 
thinly populated and still remain undeveloped, waiting 
for exploitation and development in wide fields. It 
is beyond question that the exploitation and the de
velopment of these «areas would bring benefit not only 
to the Netherlands Indies but also to Japan and, at 
the same time, would contribute to the welfare of the 
world.

"As a matter of fact, Japan and the Netherlands 
Indies stand in the relation of economic interdependence 
the former being geographically situated much nearer 
to the latter than any other European or American 
powers. Accordingly, a great importance should be 
stressed upon the necessity of strengthening the eco
nomic relations between the two countries. Ja nan is 

earnestly desirous of participating in the exploita-
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tion of the natural resources in the Netherlands Indies, 
and of promoting the trade and other economic relations 
with her. It is Japan's firm conviction that a great 
contribution would also be made towards the prosperity 
of the Netherlands Indies herself, if the Netherlands 
Indies Government would see their way to meet Japan*s 
desires and facilitate the economic activities in the 
Netherlands Indies of Japanese nationals.

"In the view above-mentioned, the Japanese 
Government wish to present the following proposals to 
the Netherlands Indies Government!
"I. THE ENTRY OF JAPANESE NATIONALS AND OTHER AFFAIRS

"(1) Modification of the restriction on
entry.

"(a) Procedure laid dov?n in the Foreign 
Labour Ordinance (Ordcnnantie Vreendelingenarbeid) be 
simplified in order to permit entry of the Japanese 
nationals, possessing passports issued by the Japanese 
Government, up to the maximum number as stipulated in 
the Netherlands Indies Entry Ordinance (Toelatings- 
besluit)—  for example, 1,633 persons in the year of 
1940, with the exception of the following cases men
tioned in (b) and (c) .

"(b) Permission of entry be granted to 
Japanese nationals who are required for carrying on

!i
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exploitation and develonment enterprises in Buiten 
Gekosten— especially Sumatra, Borneo and Great East, 
where speedy development can hardly be expected with
out tho entry of substantial number of Japanese 
nationals.

"(c) Japanese nationals who are permitted 
to enter for temporary stay, be not included in the 
number, mentioned in (a) above cited.

"(d) The entry tax be abolished.
"(2) Elimination of difficulties concerning 

explorations.
"Any difficulties whatever concerning ex

plorations, necessary for carrying on enterprises and 
for other economic activities, be eliminated.

"(3) Freedon cf medical practice by Japanese
doctors.

"Restrictions imposed upon medical practice 
be modified in order that Japanese nationals, who 
are qualified in Japan as doctors (including dentists), 
may be granted permission for their medical practice 
in the Netherlands Indies.

"(4) Promotion of rationalization of the 
management of Japanese enterprises.

"’•"h''ro Japan and the Netherlands Indies joint 
enterprises are desired as a form of management of

!

I
!ii
ij]■
i

1

i
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enterprises, necessrry ossictance be given for the 
realization of such, and favourable treatment be 
accorded to all Japanese enterprisers in connection 
with their making necessary arrangements such as em-
nloyment of intellectual as well as manual labourers, |

I
equipments for transportation (railway, harbours, ships,, 
etc.) and other needed establishments. j

l
"(5) All applications or requests from Japa- Î 

nesc nationals be treated in friendly spirit.
"II. VARIOUS ENTERPRISES

"(1) Mining.
» Permission for the exploration and/or oxploi- j 

tation of various minerals in the regions (including 
the areas reserved for the Government), which are de
sired by Japanese nationals for such purpose, be given 
as promptly and extensively as possible*.

"(2) Fishery.
«'It is requested thr t the fishing by Japanese 

nationals in the territorial waters be permitted, 
so far as it does not cause competition with the native j 
fishery, and that an increase in number of fishing i
borts, fishermen and employees, necessary for the 
operations of the tcrritorinl-wator-fishciy mentioned 
above, as well as for that of deep-sea fishery by 
Japanese nationals, be allowed, and that various

*
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fisheries rt or nerr the fishery bases and such 
establishments as necessary for the operation and the 
management of fisheries (fish markets, ice-manufactur
ing factories, cold-storage houses, oil tanks, factor
ies for manufactured goods of fish, repair shops for 
fishing boats, etc.) be permitted, and that the re
striction on import harbours for fish be abolished, 
and that the fish caught by the Jonrnesc fishermen in 
the Netherlands Indies be exemoted from the import 
duties.
"III. TRAFFIC AFD C0Ï£ UNI CATION

"(1) Opening of air service between Japan 
and the Netherlands Indies.

"The establishment of a direct air service 
between Japan and the Netherlands Indies by Japanese 
planes be permitted and, in connection therewith, 
facilities necessary for v/irelcss communication and 
meteorological information by wireless be rendered to 
Japanese aviators.

"(2) Abolition of various restrictions on 
Japanese ships.

"(a) "'ith regard to the coastal navigation 
already granted to the Japanese nationals by the 
Netherlands Indies Government, an increase in number 
of Japanese ships be permitted, and the restrictions
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on the tonnage and navigable areas for the Japanese 
ships be abolished.

"(b) Perrrission for the coastal navigation 
be given to Jcoanesc ships when necessary for the 
operation of Japanese enterprises.

"(c) Harbours, of which direct connections 
with Japan is desirable, for the promotion of the 
traffic and trade between Japan and the Netherlands 
Indies, be designated as oocn ports.

n(d) Formalities concerning the visit of 
Japanese ships to nonooen ports, which is necessary 
for the shipment of products destined for Japan, be 
simplified and dealt with ns promptly as possible, and 
restrictions on the tonnage of the ships calling at 
nonopon ports be abolished.

11 <3) Improvement of the means of communica
tion between Japan and the Netherlands Indies.

"(a) In order to establish a stable and 
highly efficient means of communication between Japan 
and.the Netherlands Indies, consent be given to the 
laying of submarine cables between the two countries 
under the Japanese management, which are technically 
most up-to-date.

"(b) The prohibition of the use of Japanese 
language in the telegraphic communication between Japan

?
I• i

\
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and the Netherlands Indies be removed.
"IV. BUSINESS REGULATION

"Applicrtions by Japanese nationals regarding 
the business of varehousing, printing, v/eaving, ice 
manufacture, rubber smoking, etc., such as subjected 
to the Eusiness Regulation Ordinance (Bedrijfs- 
reglomenteeringsordonnentie), be complied vith as far 
as possible,
"V. C0MÎ.ŒRCE AND TRADE •

"(l) Import quotas for Japanese goods be 
arranged p s  mentioned in the list rhich rill be annexed 
hereto.

"(2) Japan is prepared to purchase the
Netherlands Indies products as mentioned in the list 
*’hich rill be annexed hereto,

"(3) Increased percentage of import ouot.as 
be allotted to the Japanese importers in the Nether
lands Indies.

"(4) The Japanese importers in the Nether
lands Indies be exempted from the obligation to import 
the goods of third countries.

"(5) V'ith regard to the Japanese goods to
be imported into the Netherlands Indies, friendly 
measures be taken regarding the customs tariff and
customs formalities."



The answer of tha Netherlands authorities 
to tho Japanose demands was presented on 3 Feb
ruary 1941. We will continue to read from exhibit
1309-A.

"Memorandum presented by the Nethorland 
Delegation on February 3» 1941.

"In order to clarify the position of the 
Netherlands Indies with regard to the present econo
mic negotiations and to avoid any possible misunder- 
stanoings the Netherland delegation would like to 
restate briefly the considerations determining the 
economic policy of the Netherlands Indies.

J
"Whereas,the improvement and adjustment of 

economic relations and the and the increase of mutual 
trade with neutral or nonbelligerent countries is 
the object of a constant care, exercised in the spirit 
of goodYifill, the measures taken in this respect must 
comply with the following principles:

"In the first place,it must be taken into 
consideration that the v/elfare, the progress and the 
emancipation of the population of the Netherlands 
Indies are the prime objects of the policy of the 
Netherland Government. Measures which would tend to 
run counter to the interests of the inhabitants, or 
which would unduly narrow the scope of their future
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development, should, therefore,be obviated.
"In the second place,the interests of the 

Netherlands Indies demand that the economic relations 
with foreign countries snail be maintained on a basis 
cf strict nondiscrimination; that the participation 
cf such countries in the economic growth shall not 
disturb the gradual formation of the Netherlands 
Indies as a self-sustaining economic unit within the 
larger limits of the Kingdom; and that no preponderance 
shall be created of foreign interests in any field of 
economic activity.

"In the third place,it must be observed that, 
for the duration of the v/ar in which the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands is involved, it is unavoidable that 
trade and other economic activities will be subject 
to restrictions preventing direct or indirect advan
tage to the enemy or safeguarding the defence of the 
Netherlands Indies.

"Furthermore, in so far as the two opening 
paragraphs of the Japanese delegation seem to imply, 
firstly, that the natural resources of the Netherlands 
Indies have been inadequately developed and, secondly, 
that the economic relations between Japan and the 
Netherlands Indies are of such an important and vital 
nature as to warrant the use of the term
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1 interdependence,’ tho Netherland delegation begs to 
point out that such contentions would not seem to 
be substantiated by the facts.

"The fact that a considerable part of the 
so-called Buitengewosten is sparsely populated is 
primarily accountable, not to any lack of funds, 
labour or enterprising spirit, but to the relative 
scantiness and the scattered character of their 
natural resources. The poor results of several 
agricultural, forestry and mining enterprises, both 
domestic ana foreign, in this part of the Netherlands 
Indies confirm this view, as is the case with the 
data, supplied by numerous scientific explorations,

"As a whole, the Netherlands Indies not
only provide practically all their own food, but in
almost every field of agricultural activity, suited

«

for the tropics, production has been developed to such 
an extent that restrictions had to be imposed to

I
prevent a permanenc glut in the markets of the 
world. Ninornl production is relatively high, com
pared with mineral reserves, and in cases where the 
minerals found are of poor quality —  as is the case 
with iron ore —  exploitation was nevertheless under
taken as soon as a demand for these minerals could be 
expected to arise."

I >•.•*i d
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"This does not mean tint there is no room 
for further development. However, although tho coopera
tion of bone fide private foreign capital and know- 
lodge is welcomed within the limits delineated above, 
this development should proceed along linos of 
rational economy and should be realized mainly with 
the .aid and to tho benefit of the abundant popula
tion in other parts of the Netherlands Indies and 
of tho fast increasing number of well-schooled and 
well-trained people among them. The fact that the 
number of government-organized agricultural emigrants 
from Java has reached the level of 5*5,000 persons a 
year and is rapidly increasing should by itself carry 
the conviction that the Netherlands Indies do not 
stand in need of immigration from foreign countries 
and that nil parts of the Buitengewosten, whore 
cultivation of the soil offers some economic prospect, 
are necessary for the alleviation of the pressure 
of the population in Java ana elsewhere.

"As regards the importance of t nde relations 
between the Netherlands Indies ^nd the Japanese 
Empire, it should bo borne in mind that the sh^re 
of tho Japanese Empire in the total export value of 
the Netherlands Indies decreased fron an average of 
4,21$ in I93O-32 to an average of 3.74$ in 1937-39."

Î
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"It is truo that the share of Japan in the imports of 
the Netherlands Indies was larger, but it should not 
bo overlooked th~t these imports v/ere to a great extent 
mr.de possible through the creation of buying power 
by exports from the Netherlands Indies to third 
countries."

After Foreign Minister KATSUOKA, in his 
speech before the Imoeriel Diet on 21 January 1941 
had publicly included the Netherlands Indies in the 
Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, difficulties 
arose in the Netherlands-Japane se negotiations and 
made their failure seem likely, as will be shown from 
the next four documents,

'7e offer in evidence prosecution document 
2748-A(10), being a telegram from the Japanese dele
gate in Batavia to Foreign Minister Î'ATSUOKA, dated 
27 January 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usu~l terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No, 2748-A(10) will receive exhibit No. 1318.
(V/horeupon, the document above 

referred to w*s marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1318, and was received in evidence.)

KR. LAVERGE: ’.Ve will now read exhibit 1318.
"Commercial Negotiation #35. January 27th."

-------------------------------------------------------- 1

*
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"Despatched from Delegate Y0SHIZA’7A In 
BATAVIA to Foreign Minister MATSUOKA.

"Attention: The Vice-Minister of "/nr and the
Vice-Chief of the General Staff.

"KARADA's Despatch No. 8.
"Since then, the tendency of the NETHERLAND 

EAST INDIES to rely on GREAT BRITAIN and the UNITED 
STATES has bo ,n increasing more and more. The Defeat 
of the ITALIAN Army in the Mediterranean theatre, 
and AtERTCAN aid to GREAT BRITAIN and hor firm atti
tude towards JAPAN have encouraged the NETKERL'NL 
EAST INDIES. She is taking the optimistic viewpoint 
that the objective situation is developing favorably 
for the NETHERLAND EAST INDIES. Furthermore, the 
strengthening and development of her home defences 
have intoi.riiled the self-confidence of the NETHER- 
LAND EAST INDIES. Thus, not only is she completely 
disregarding the Empire's East Asia Co-Prospority 
Sphere, but sho is further expressing her spirit of 
opposition on every matter. Therefore,it can be con
sidered that unless our Empire acopts determined 
resolutions or measures not only the progress of 
the Japnnose-Netherland negotiations, but also the 
development of Japanese-Netherland relation would 
be extremely difficult."
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"As to the details, Lt. Col. NAKAYAMA who 
is returning to JAPAN shortly shall make a report."

Wo offer in evidence prosecution document 
2631, being a telegram fror tho Japanese delegate in 
Batavia to Foreign Minister MATSUOKA, dated 
6 February 194-1.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK CF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2631 will be given exhibit No. 1319.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution*s exhibit 
No. 1319) 2nd was received in evidence.)

25
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MR. LAVERGE: ’"e will now rend part of
exhibit 1319, starting a1 the top of page 1.

"Despatched: Batavia, Feb. 6, a.m.
"Received : Ministry, Feb. 6, p.m."

The year is 19*1.
"To: Foreign Minister MATSUOKA
From: Chief Delegate YOSHIZAwA
"No. 54-I (Urgent Very Secret Superintendent’s 
Code)

"Your Excellcncy’s recent speech before the 
Diet regarding the Greeter Erst Asie Co-Frosperity 
Sphere, and the answers of your Excellency and other 
Ministers to the ir.tcrpelletions of Diet members and 
the editorial views appearing in newspapers have 
given, as you are already aware of, a great shock to 
both government and private; circles here, so that 
the local papers arc daily devoting much space to dis
cussions of the matter.

"The discussion that arose durirg the interview/
of OTA and ISFIZA^'A v»ith F----- on February 5 has been
reported in Telegram No. 53» As regards the erroneous 
press rev/s sent out by the Domei regarding the inter
view between the Dutch Minister and Vice-Minister 
OHASFI, steps have been taken for correction. Fow- 
ever, as long as those views arc reported s.s those



not only of those of private circles but also of 
government authorities, even if it- is a report of a. 
nev/s agency, it is natural that it should produce 
considerable- repercussions here. Moreover, rs dis
patches continue to arrive, as in the past day or 
two, to the effect as if doubt were cast upon the 
status of the Dutch Government, the Dutch authori
ties here, not satisfied with my statement alone, 
scorn to have caused the Dutch Minister in Tokyo to 
demand the recognition by Japan of the exile govern
ment In London as the de Jure and de facto government 
of Netherlands.

"It is needless to speak afresh of the cold 
attitude of the Netherlands Fast Indies government 
authorities toward Japan in the past. If the situa
tion is let alone, it will,of course,'be impossible 
to expect much of the present conversation. It is 
thought that after all without resorting to armed 
force it would be probably impossible to make Nether
lands Erst Indies a member of the Er.st Asia Co- 
Prosperity Sphere. For that, however, it is needless 
to say that it is imperative that we must first have 
full preparations for all possible eventualities (the 
preparations will include not only military prepara
tions but also adjustments of the Chinese Affair and
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other international relations). If the government 
ha.s confidence in this reperd, it is no pr.rt of mine 
to say anything.

"But in case the government has vet no such 
confidence in itself, we must perforce choose the 
met ns of peaceful economic negotia tion, however un
satisfactory that may be. And that is the reason, I 
bcliev, that I have been dispatched here. If I cm 
really rirht in so believing, it will be absolutely 
necessary that the actions of the government and the 
speeches of its officials should, I think, conform to 
this policy so as to help the negotiations here pro
gress to our advantage as far a possible. Unfortun
ately, the more recent developments (in fokyo) cannot 
be considered to fall in line with this aim."

™o will not read the rest of it, sir.
The next telegram from Batavia to Tokyo is con

tained in court exhibit 1045. As this part of exhibit 
1045 has not been read, wo shall nor, with the Tri
bunal's permission, proceed to read it.

THF. PRESIDENT: Read it.
MR. LAVFRGE (Reading):

"Batavia to Foreign Office Cable #3655 
"Charge of Southern Affairs a»nd Trade Depts.
"To Foreign Minister MATSUOKA from Envoy Y0SHIZA’'*A

I

I

J
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"Nogotirtion Fo, 65 (Strictly Corfidential)
"Cooper?.tivo relation between Dutch East Indies 

end. the United St?tes end Greet Britein tes become 
much doser rcccrtly es America's eid to Britein 
hrs become active, erd tho ettitude of the Dutch 
Erst Indies towards Jepan is noth ing but the reflec
tion of the rttitude of the United Stetes. It is 
difficult to notice such r distinction between them
as is generally surposed in «Japan. America's ettitude»
towards Japan is growing worse even without Secret?ry 
of St«'to HULL'S speech a.t Congress. There is no room 
for doubt that the problem of the South Seas, especial
ly of the Dutch East "Indies, is an importent cause 
for Amcricr's plan of a huge expansion of navel ships. 
It should be seid that the real problem lying between 
Japar and America is not China but the Dutch East 
Indies. Regardless of the result of the Anglo-German 
war, the United States will persistently regard with 
hostility Ja.pan who has ambitions towards the South 
Sor. Islr.nds. Or. .the other hard, the authorities of 
Dutch East Indies, consulting their own interests, de
sire to be in the hands of the United States rather 
than Japan. And besides, not only arc they in such 
a condition that they can expect positive aid from 
both, tho United States «ond Britain, but also think
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thrt not oven Germany v'ill agree to the Dutch Indies 
coming under Japanese authority as r. dependency so * 
cosily. On the other hand, in the speech of the 
Japanese government rgrinst the United Stetes and 
Dutch Erst Indies there; is no consistent underlying 
strength, and finally it has given one the impression 
thrt barking dogs seldom bite; end the Dutch, have 
begun to underrate Japan’s real power. Therefore, 
it is natural for the Dutch East, Indies to follow 
the attitude of the United States. At this time, 
then, when the United States is about to push on 
with her oppression against Japan, it is difficult 
to expect even unsatisfactory success from the Dutch- 
Japanese negotiations. Its breaking up is only a 
oucstion of time. The acquiring of those thirteen 
items of necessary commodities will meet with dif
ficulties. That is, the only means for Japan to 
settle the problem of the Dutch East Indies is by
exercising her real power, ’"ithout this determination ;I
it will be cuite fruitless for Japan to strive to 
achieve success by peaceful negotiations, shouting 
loudly for the establishment of the Greater East 
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere under the leadership of 
Japan."

I will not quote any further.



we offer in evidence prosecution document
, 2748-A (12), bring a telegram from Prime Minister

KONOYE to the Japanese Delegrte in Betcvis, YOSHIZA^'A, 
drted 28 March 1941.

I THE PRESIDAT: Admitted on the usuel terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Frosecution's document

No. 2748-A (1?) will receive exhibit No. 1320.
(’’’hereupon, the document above 

referred to was narked prosecution's cyhibit 
No. 1320 end received in evidence.)

MR. LAVERG2: rre will now r, cd xhibit 1320.
"Serial No. 10173 - Code - 7 p.m. 28 March 1941

Ij "To Representative YOSHIZ A’”A rt B/.TAVIA.
I "From Foreign Minister K0N0Y2.
I "Items concern in? the rir. of "v-tarc negotiations
tI
! "Communie?tier No. (8: by offi-c chief's code.t ' *
] "Fegrrding your telegrrm communiertion No. 123:-
I
J "Your viewpoint is reasonable enough that for
i
j cny settlement irtorded on the problems of entry, 

commercial ent^rpris* , etc., our only morns ere those 
given in your telegram No. 125. But, as vou know, 
our vd ole nation has paid, the greatest possible atten
tion to the norotirtions on this matter, and if they 
end r.t this point without any results, our notion, 
inside the country, will lose rll confidence in our
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1 foreign policy, while enemy nrtions outside will grin 
the impression that we ere cosily dce.lt with end will 
intensify ell the more their contumely end oppression. 
Altogether it would heve en erormous political influence 
both et homo end ebroed.

"According to rclir.ble informetion, there is 
some evidence thet the Netherlands feel embarrassed 
by the continued presence of jour representatives and 
regard it as an anticipatory measure designed by Japan 
to turn to positive advantage any change in the situ
ation: what is more, they ere taking the extremely 
indifferent attitude that the continuance of the 
negotiations is nothing but i waste of time, and in 
particular, 'hey art putting on a. superficial show of 
satisfaction *ith the cooperative attitude of our 
representatives and are content to regard it as a 
compromise by Japan.

"However, considering thr change in the situation 
after Foreign Minister HATSUOKA's visit to Europe a-nd 
the intention of the Foreign Minister and the Colonial 
Minister (a sympathiser with Japan), who are shortly 
to visit your place after enlisting American interest, 
we must request you, troublesome as it is, to push 
pertinaciously our original demands for the time being, 
to direct your main effort to the acquisition of
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resources, end to eve it further developments In the 
situation (decision re.fched in concert with the

Army). ,
"Finally, in view of the imperrtive necessity for

the continued presence for ev/hile of our representa
tives plerse trke cere in cerrying on the negotia
tions not to fell into The Ncthcrlmds' plcn for 
getting rid of your representatives."
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Me continue reading from exhibit 1309-A, 
starting at the top of page 29s

"Already in the first stage of the con
versations ensuing from the related exchange of 
memoranda, the Letherland delegation had to caution 
its Japanese opponents that a Japanese occupation of 
southern Indo-China would constitute a military 
menace towards the ivether lands ïndies of such a 
seriousness that it would cancel any agreement 
reached in the economic sphere. Between Larch and 
Lay, 194-1, Lr. LATSUORA made his European tour and 
returned full of admiration for the Axis and with a 
Russo-Japanese keutrality Fact in his pocket.

"As Japan installed herself ever more firmly 
in Indo-China and Thailand the potential leak in 
the blockade of Germany widened. The two countries 
together produced 130,000 tons of rubber annually 
as against a Japanese consumption in past years of 
5 0,000 tons; her need for 10,000 tons of tin per 
annum was exceeded by at least 50 per cent in the 
production of her new sphere of influence.

"tlemorandum presented by the Japanese delega
tion on Lay 14/22, 1941.

"In reconsideration of the memorandum, which 
the Japanese delegation presented to the ivetherland
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dele gf tien on the l6th Jpnupry, 1941, they herein 
present to the Nethcrlpnd dclcgption the folloving ner 
propoppl: They rish to mrke it cleer, horever, thpt 
the Jrppnese viewpoint expressed In the prermble of 
the pbovc mentioned memorrndum Is firmly held bv the 
Jrcrncsc Government."

V.’e rill not rc.-d the detrils of the Jpprncse
demends.

Thet Jenen still refused to give p gurrpntee 
thrt the rrr mrtcriels she «rs rttempting to rcauire 
from the Nctherlends Indies ’-ould not be re-exported 
to Germany is shorn in nrosecution document 2748A 
(13), p telegrrm from Foreign Minister MATSUOKA to 
the Jrprnese deleg? to in Betrvir end the Jrprnese
Ambrssrdors in the United Ft..-tes end Greet Britein.

V'e offer prosecution document 2748A (13) in
evidence.

THE FRLSILRNT: Admitted on the usuel terms.
CLLRK OF THT. COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2748A (17) rill receive exhibit No. 1321.
(^hereupon the document rbove re

ferred to res mrrked prosecution*s exhibit 
No. 1321 end received in evidence.)

MR. LA VERGE: V'e v-ii3 no'-’ rerd prrt of
exhibit 1321, strrting rt the top of prge 1:
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"Copy of Telegram. Dispatched by Minister «
MTSUOKA at 9*30 p.m., on May 23, 1941 /Showa 16/

"To Delegate YOSHIZAWa in Batavia,
"Ambassador SHIGDMITSÜ in Great Britain, and 
"Ambassador NOMUhA in the United States.
"he: Acceleration of Negotiations with Dutch

Indies. Urgent:
"On 22nd I invited Ambassador Craigie and told

him that the negotiations with the Dutch Indies,
through the extreme wholesale concession on our side,
had reached a rappochement when compared with the
former contentions of both sides, but that there

♦

still remained some difficulty about rubber and tin. 
In June last year, the Dutch Government assured us 
that, whatever the situation might be, the 
Government would supply Japan with 20,000 tons of 
rubber and 3,000 tons of tin, and despite the fact 
that we conceded to the said quantities, the Dutch 
Indies Government, taking the quantities of rubber 
and tin exported by French Indo-China and Thailand 
to Japan into consideration, now asserts that the 
quantities mentioned above would be still further 
deducted, but it must be borne in mind that the de
mand for rubber and tin in our country had become 
increased. I also explained that, although it is
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claimed that there is the danger of Japan's sup
plying Germany with rubber, even by adding the 
quantity of rubber expected to be imported from 
French Indo-China and Thailand to the 20,000 tons 
of rubber which we have demanded of the Dutch Indies, 
it would still be far below the total quantity re
quired by us. What country is there in the world 
that would give its own 'lesh to another country 
by even going to the extent of cutting its own. 
Furthermore, it merely shows the presumptuousness 
of the Dutch Indies at the same time constituting an 
act of humiliation to Japan, who is a great power, 
to have a small nation like the Dutch Indies demand 
of us an assurance that Japan will not re-export to 
Germany. We could never give such an assurance. 
Should the negotiations by chance, end in rupture 
and lead to Delegate YOSHIZAWA's withdrawal, there 
is no vouchsafing as regards what a grave situa
tion nay arise not only diplomatically, but also 
internally, thereby inciting not only the anti- 
Dutch, but also anti-British and anti-American 
sentiment to such a degree that this Minister may 
no longer be able to check same as was done in the 
past."

We will not read the remainder of the
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The Netherlands answer to the final Jap
anese proposals was given in a note dated 2 June 
1941. Vi'e- continue to read from exhibit 1309-A, 
starting at the middle of page 31:

"liemorandum presented by the Nethorland 
delegation on Juno 6, 1941.

"Preamble.
"From the memoranda, presented by the Jap

anese economic delegation on hay 14th and 22nd,
1941, the Netherland delegation have noticed with 
satisfaction that the Japanese proposals have been 
modified in several instances after the thorough 
discussion of the various points at issue in the course 
of the negotiations. They value these modifications 
as a result of the endeavours of the Japanese dele
gation to adapt the Japanese proposals, as originally 
formulated, to the exigencies of the present abnormal 
circumstances, and to meet to a certain extent the 
objections raised by the Motherland delegation on 
account of the incompatibility of a number of those 
proposals with the principles of economic policy in 
the Netherlands Indies.

"Nevertheless the Motherland delegation cannot 
but express their regret that the views of the
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Japanese Government are still materially at variance 
with those principles.

"In fact the Japanese memorandum of the 14th of 
Liay 1941 states that the Japanese Government still 
firmly hold the views expressed in the preamble of 
the memorandum of the 16th of January 1941. As these 
views were based on a supposed inadequacy in the 
development of the natural resources of the Nether
lands Indies and an assumed interdependence between 
this country and the Japanese Empire, it is clear 
that their practical application would tend to create 
a special position for the Japanese interests in the 
Netherlands Indies.

"It seems, therefore, appropriate to point once 
more to the fundamental economic policy of the 
Netherland Government in regard to this archipelago, 
as set forth in the Netherland memorandum of February 
3rd 1941; a policy which involves the furtherance 
of welfare, progress and emancipation of its popula
tion, non-discrimination towards friendly foreign 
powers and the avoidance of the creation of pre
ponderance of foreign interests in any particular 
field of activity.

"Apart from these considerations of general 
economic policy, the relations between the Netherlands

w
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Indies and other countries must, for the duration of
the war, be affected by the subjection of trade and
other economic activities to certain unavoidable*
restrictions, in order to prevent direct or in-, 
direct advantage to the enemy, to safeguard the de
fence of the Netherlands Indies, and to promote the 
war effort of the Kingdom and its allies. These 
restrictions are, by their nature, of a temporary 
character.

"Kothwithstanding the difference in general con
ception, which appears to separate the two govern
ments, the Netherland delegation remain desirous to 
make another effort to convince the Japanese delega
tion not only of the reasonableness of the position 
taken by the ketherland Government in regard to the 
specific questions raised in the recent Japanese
memoranda, but also of the practical possibilities

»

open to the Japanese interests on various points."
The Netherlands proposals being unacceptable

!
to the Japanese Government, it v/as determined to dis
continue negotiations. How this was done is shown 
in two telegrams exchanged between Batavia and Tokyo
which we will now introduce in evidence.

We introduce in evidence prosecution 
document 2748A (14), being a telegram from the
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Japanese delegate in Batavia to Foreign Minister 
iiiATSUOKA, dated 7 June 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2748A (14) will receive exhibit No. 1322.
' (Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1322 and received in evidence.)

MR. LAVEiiGE: tfe will now read exhibit
1322:
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"1941 /Showa 16/ 15593 (cipher telegram) 
"Despatch? from Batavia - June 7,p.m. 
"Received at this /Fqroign/ Office - June 8,

a .m.
"From Delegate YOSHIZAV/A to Foreign Minister

* 'ATSUOKA
Parley No. 227 (per Embassy's code, Foreign - 

Top Secret)
"Referring to Outgoing Ccble No. 222.
"1. Although, as you will be able to observe

from the foregoing cable, the Dutch, reply shows that
there r.re some points where they have agreed to our
v/ishes, nevertheless the prospects arc not very bright
in regard to problems such as entry into the country,
enterprises and commerce du to their adhering to their
former contentions; in addition to which, in regard
to the question cf resources, such as rubber end tin,

$

as well as regarding among other important commodities 
to which the government /T.N. Japanese/ attaches the 
greatest importance at present, they /T.N. the Dutch/ 
arc stubbornly persisting in their conditions. More
over, they /the Dutch/ have in fact at the same time 
decreased the quantities compared with the informal 
figures submitted hitherto by them /the Dutch 
authorities/."
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"Now that Your Fxcellency and the Vice-Minister 
have lodged a string protest against the Eritish 
Ambassador and the Dutch Minister, and the Publicity 
Apartment as well as the newspapers have been carry
ing out an active press campaign, it is absolutely 
impossible to accent the Dutch renly just as it is.

"Even if we should, at this juncture, demand
\the concession of the Dutch and try to continue on 

with the negotiations, inasmuch as the Dutch reply I 
h ’ve just received was, in addition to having met with 
the special consideration cf the Plenary Session by 
studying same themselves rcoer;tedly by inviting 'MO' 
afte r havin'- submitted same to the Indian Council 
for deliberation, also approved of by the DutchI
government in London, it is evident that they would 
no longer accent any such demand in view of the Dutrh 
side manifesting r firm attitude as regards their 
unwillingness to discuss matters any further.

I

"Consequently, although it is considered that 
the only option left as regards the attitude to be 
adopted by us would be to have our Delegation leave 
after announcing the rupture of the Parley, on the 
ground that the Dutch reply was unsatisfactory, in 
such a. case it is evident that, out of rosrect towards 
its people, the Japanese Government would have to
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assume e strong attitude towards the Dutch, and the 
>

press \vo\ Id denounce the Dutch attitude in c vehement 
tone. t
• "However, as has been duly proved by what hr s
occurred in the past, the Dutch would by no means yield 
to such a threatening gesture. On the contrary,

"(a)' No new petroleum concessions whatso
ever would be sanctioned.

I

"(b) No ’moral support’ would be given towards 
the renewal of the contract rc sale of oil next 
November.

"(c) No promise whatsoever would be given 
also on materials other than, potrolc-mm and the surely 
thereof woi Id be more and more restricted.

"(d) Copra and palm oil would be set back to 
12,000 kilo tons and 960 tons respectively, and it 
would be made impossible for the Japanese farms and 
merchants to export their products and stocks to 
Japan.

"(e) Japanese doctors would, obviously, be 
prohibited from establishing their practice, end the 

restrictions regarding entry into the country would be 
still further strengthened.

"(f) No advance notice would be. given regard
ing the importation of Japanese goods."

i

*
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"(g) Various methods would be resorted to 
in order to increase the pressure upon the business 
r.nd living of the Japanese residents.

" (h) The- attitude of dependence on Great 
Britein end the United Stetes world be strengthened 
in a. still more outspoken manner.

"V/c must conseauontly be prepared for the fact 
that the situation after the rupture would become very 
grave. Not only would it be unfavourable from the 
standpoint of our prestige at home and abroad to attempt j

t
any measures for prolonging the stay of our Delegation, 
but as,in such a case, the Dutch authorities would
most probebly demand the withdrawal of the Delegation, !!
and as the Impire's prestige would become completely j 
lost in the event of the Delegation being thereby forced 
to leave, please, after giving the matter your careful 
and due consideration, send me your urgent telegraphic j 
reply as regards the attitude th:t I should assume.

'•Moreover, please note that, if possible, I 
intend to return to Japan by the first available j
opportunity after the 20th inst." J

’"g introduce in evidence prosecution docu
ment 2748a (15), being a telegram to the Japanese 
delegate in Batavia, YOSHIZAV/A, from Foreign Minister 
MATSUOKA, dated 14 June 1941.
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1 THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THF. COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2748a (1?) will be given exhibit No. 1323.
(7/hereupon, the document rbo7e referred 

to wr.s marked prosecution's exhibit No. 1323 end 
received in evidence.)

MR. LA VERGE: V/c will now read pert of
exhibit 1323•

"Telegram No. 22296 
"Copy of the Telegram despatched to 

Delegate YOSHIZANA et Batavia by Foreign Minist r 
MaTSUOEA, rt 8:15 !>•«*»•» 1+ June 1941.

"Subject: Breaking off of negotiations
with the Netherlands Indies.

"(Cipher) Urgent No. 147 (Handled in Same 
manner as director's code)

"In connection vrith your telegram 'conference' 
Ho. 227: the reply of the Netherlands Indies this
time is so unwarrantable th-̂ t it is not only beyond 
our acceptance, but it is also meaningless for us to 
continue the negotiation on the basis of their reply. 
Therefore, the Government in accordance with your 
opinion has decided to break off the conference and 
to withdraw you, the delegate, and your whole staffs."

I will not read further from the telegram.

\
i
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I will now reed the last two pages of exhibit 
1309Aj starting n r.r the top of page 36:

"The delegations met once more, on the tenth 
of June, at the request of Mr. YÔSHIZAWA. It became 
quite clear ct this meeting thrt the Jrpr.nese wished 
to wind up their business. They asked only for c 
number of technical clucidrtions in order to complete 
the report to their government.

"The next morning, June 17, 1941, Mr. YOSHIZA'A'A 
rsked for rn rudience of the Governor General.

"After the usuel compliments, Mr. Y03HIZA,"A 
opened the discussion by pointing out .thrt the 
Japanese Government hrd drown up their lr.st proposals 
in rn extremely concilirtory spirit, so much so thrt 
they would run gre.rt risk of general disapprobation 
if the document wore to be published. Nevertheless, 
the answer of the Nc.therlrnd delegation h: d been wholly 
unsatisfactory end ,thercfore,could not provide r 
sufficient basis for r.n agreement. He was instructed 
to rsk the Governor G-neral to reconsider that rnswer.
If that, was impossible, his government had decided to 
discontinue the negotiftions and to recall their 
délégation. The governor General replied that he 
appreciated the conciliatory attitude of the Japanese 
Government, but that the IJcthcT,lcnd Government were
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though the negotiations had brought no agreement, the 
Japanese Government wanted to see the general trade 
end economic relations maintained as hitherto. The 
Governor General concurred. The failure to agree was 
to be c-xpcctcd, as the Netherlands Indies could not 
further extend their already v ry liberal policy, in 
the manner recommended by the Japanese proposals, but 
this failure need leave- no unfriendly sentiments. The 
Kethcrl&nd Government would be satisfied to continue 
mutual relations on the old footing.

"Mr. YOSHIZAWA then produced the. draft of 
a joint communique, which, v/ith a few minor amendments, 
was agreed upon in the following text, to be published

I
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forthwith:
"Joint Communique
"Both the Ncthcrlcnd end the Japanese dele

gations greatly regret thr.t the economic negotiation, 
which hrs been conducted between them, hr.s unfortunate- 
ly come to no satisfactory result. It is needless, 
however, to add that the discontinuation of the present 
negotirtion will lord to no change in the normal 
relations between the Noth, rlrnds Indii s end Jenen."

The Tribunal's attention is resroctfully 
invited to exhibit 635» being r telegram from the j
Germ?n Ambassador to the German Fereipn Minister, 
dated 21 June 194-1, in which the German Ambassador j
reports that Foreign Minister HATSUOKA has stated to 
him that the breaking off of the negotiations between 
Japan rnd the Netherlands is definite, arc that for 
proceeding against the Netherlands Indie's air and 
naval bases must be set up in French Indo-China.

The southern part of French Indo-China was j
II

occupied in July 1941 and as a result all Japanese funds1I
and assets in the Netherlands Indies were frozen. j

Vfc offer for identification only Prosecution |
document 2339, the Ja ran Year Book for the year 1943- 
1944. I

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document i
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No. 2339 v/ill receive exhibit No. 1324 for identifica- 
tion only.

(Whereupon, the document above referred 
to was mrrked prosecution's exhibit No. 1324 for 
identification.) 1

MR. Li-VERGE: Wr offer in evidence cn excerpt
from this exhibit, prosecution document 2339D.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK 07 THE COURT: Prosecutions document

Ho. 2339D v/ill receive exhibit No. 1324A.
(Whertuoon, the document rbove referred !

I
to wrs merited prosecution's exhJ bit No. 1324A 
end received in evidence.)

MR. LA VERGE: *7c will rcr.d exhibit 1324A:
"The Japan Ycr.r Book 1Ç43-44 Pr.gc. 205.
"The Government of Netherlands, on the 28th, 

announced the suspension of Jrpan-Nctherlrnds Financial 
agreement end the freezing of Japanese assets in the 
v;hole of the Tutch Erst Indies."

I
THE PRESIDENT:' Y/hat date is that?
MR. LAVERGE: It isn't on the exhibit. That j

is r mistake on the part of the «rosocution. The year I 
is 1941. We will have to further prove it. !

THE- PRFSIDPH1: June 1941, is it?
MR. LAVERGF: July 1941. 7/e can produce- *
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MR. LAVERGE: Having concluded the intro
duction of evidence concerning the direct relations 
ard negotiations between the Netherlands and Japan 
in 1940 and 1941, we will present to the Tribunal 
a number of documents to show how in preparation 
for military operations, Japan had been building 
up an extensive organization of espionage and fifth 
column activity in the Netherlands Indies.

We offer in evidence prosecution document No. 
2613, being an official report by the Bureau of 
East Asiatic Affairs of the Netherlands Indies 
Government on the organization of the Japanese 
Intelligence Service in the Netherlands Indies, 
dated 27 October 1941.

THS FREbIDENT: admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT? Frosecution*s document 

No. 2613 will receive exhibit No. 1325.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1325 and received in evidence.)

, HR. LAVERGE: We will now read exhibit 1325
starting at the last paragraph on page 1.

"The Japanese Intelligence bervice for the 
Netherlands Indies consists of four organizations 
hereinafter referred to b7 the letters: F.O.O.,
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P.N.O., F.A.O., and O.C.O. These four organizations 
will be systematically dealt with in turn hereunder:

"F.O.O.
"The mosc important and extensive organization 

is the Foreign Office Organization , the composition 
of which is shown in maps F.O.O. 1 and 2.

"The central points of this organization within 
the Netherlands Indies are the Japanese Consulates 
at Hanado (42) T I.akassar (^9): froerabaia (22). 
Batavia (11), and îiedan (2). The lines indicate the 
svstem whereby intelligence is passed on from places 
where there are no Consulates. The numbers refer to 
places where Japanese reside, who are known to 
supply the Consulates with intelligence (in the
widest sense)........ .. Intelligence is
collected by means of journeys by informants to 
places where there are Consulates, and on official 
journeys by Consular Officials. Censorship has 
completely eliminated the passing on of intelligence 
by mail, which has never been very widely used.

"The red lines A and B mark the route of the 
diplomatic couriers, who travel through the Nether
lands Indies at regular intervals. It is noticeable 
that these couriers generally travel in pairs, and 
always remain together. They arrive regularly each
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month. Prior to the recent restrictions on their
movements, they used also to travel on other than
the reproduced route, which Is limited to the places
whore there are consulates, inter alia. to East
Borneo and the Pal^mbang region. These couriers
collect all the intelligence that has been brought

«

to the Consulates. They are often (non-ccmmissioned) 
officers of the Army, Kav^, or htate Police Forces, 
which indicates the nature of the intelligence col
lected. Nevertheless, for considerations of exped
iency, they are incorporated into the F.0.0. as 
being the safest organization.

"Man F.0.0. (2) is complementary to Map F.0.0. 
(1). The red line A/B again indicates the courier's 
route, which generally runs from Tokyo over Formosa, 
Indo-China, Thailand, tingapore, Consulates in the 
Netherlands Indies, and Palao, or vice versa. In 
addition to the regular couriers’ service the Consu
lates have at their disposal telegraphic code 
communication for conveying intelligence to -Tokyo, 
marked as C-lines on map F.0.0. (2). The numbers 
on this map refer to the attached list of Consular 
Officials, who are particularly entrusted with 
espionage and the supplving of intelligence.

"Furthermore, crews (captains) of Japanese mail
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steamers, 
couriers, 
map F.0.0 
thereon.

"P.N.O.
"The Palao Naval Organization operates for the 

Naval Information Service at Tokyo, more or less 
independently from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
The important central point of this organization is 
Falao, from where instructions are received, and 
where intelligence is collect'd. There are indi
cations that important information is passed on to 
the military authorities in Formosa through the

«

Intelligence fcervice at Tokyo. Map P.N.O. is a 
diagrammatic representation of this organization.
The numbers refer to known agents, eome of these 
informants, who are paid from Palao, are regularly 
recalled to Tokyo and Palao. In Tokyo they always 
reside at the Tokyo Hotel, above the Central Station. 
Most of these agents have permits to reside in the 
Netherlands Indies and spend part of the year abroad, 
either at Palao or in Japan.

"In considering map P.N.O., it should be noted 
that it is not imperative for the intelligence 
collected to go through Palao. It often reaches

;;
.i

ï

t
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Formosa £rmy Organization because the important
central point and collecting center lies in Formosa, 
and the organization is under military direction.
The lines of communication are shown on map F.A.O., 
in which connection it is noticeable that these are 
mainly concentrated on the western section of the 
Netherlands Indies Archipelago, as contrasted with 
the P.N.O. organization dominated by the Japanese 
Navy, which generally pays mere acöention to com
munications in the east of the Netherlands Indies.

"The rule that when circumstances require, 
intelligence can be sent to Tokyo direct, also 
apt.lies to the F.A.O.

"O.C.O.
, "The Overseas Chinese Organization is more
concerned with fifth column activities than the
three above mentioned organizations. Nevertheless,
it serves at the same time as an organization for
the supply of intelligence. To a greater extent than
in the case of the P.N.O. and F.A.O. dealt with

»

above, which operate through Japanese agents, the 
Consulates (F.O.O.), which with Japanese consular
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1 officials or private Japanese individuals as inter- 
mediaries receive the required information from 
Chinese informants, from part of the organization.* 
The Consulates have very large funds at their dis
posal to finance the O.C.O.

/
"Map O.C.O. -indicates the intelligence service 

o* 'Vang Ching 7/ei agents. The circles A, B, C, D,
i

and E with the Consulates as centers, represent a 
number of ’Vang Ching :vei agents dispersed over the
whole of the Netherlands Indies......... The *
impression is given that the Japanese Consulate-Gen
eral at Eatavia acts as a receiving center for the
O.C.O. and passes on intelligence direct to Tokyo 
or to the headquarters in China at Amoy. Which v/ay 
this is done makes little difference, since there is 
regular contact between Tokyo and Amoy. Branch lines 
go to Nanking, Canton, Hainan, and Formosa, where 
there are branches of this organization. The Koain 
at Tokyo (Council for the advancement of Asia) forms 
part of this system.

"The four Intelligence Organizations in the 
Netherlands Indies, F.0.0. (Consulates), P.N.C., 
F.A.O., and O.C.O. work in close contact with one 
another. Owing to circumstances - namelv, the state 
of siege in this country, with the limitations and
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supervision therebv entailed, - this contact has 
become still closer."

’7e will not read the remainder of this report 
although the Tribunal might wish to consider the 
diagrams and mans which follow the part we have 
read.

I also want to point out that this report is 
dated 27 October 1°41, and classified Top teeret.

MR. BROCKb: Hr. President.
THE PRESIDENT: Hr. Brooks.
HR. BROCKf : I wouid like to raise a no^nt

on this affidavit. It appears in paragraph 4 that 
all of the records and files were destroyed or lost.
I am speaking of exhibit 1325. Filed here with the 
Court are th«* photostatic copies of something, and 
from this certificate there is no statement of what 
is filed with the Court, as far as I can ascertain, 
as the true copies, or there is no statement that 
these things that are filed are true certificates 
prepared —  photostats prepared from originals or 
otherwise. I thought ma^rbe the prosecution can 
explain it before we object anv further.

HR. LAVERGE: Your Honor, what is lodged with
the Court —

THE PRESIDENT: Can vou improve on the
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affidavit which is carefully drawn? It is for the 
defense to prove in the course of giving evidence 
that the affidavit is incorrect. Statements in the 
affidavit are explicit. They leave no question 
open. He is the Head of the bureau that received 
the report.

HR. BROOKi- : I am considering, though, »your
Honor, what is lodged with the Court in reference to 
this affidavit, and there is a copy of something 
there in Dutch that is supposed to be —  the Clerk 
tells me is the original file; and then there is 
some photostatic copies. Nov/ I can't read Dutch. *
7/e don't have Dutch interpreters. It would save a

x /
lot of work on them.

HR. LAVERGE: Your Honor, if I might explain:
7/hat is lodged with the Clerk of the Court at the 
moment is both the original and a photostatic copy; 
and we were going to request replacement of the 
original by a photostatic copy so that the replacement- 
the original could be returned..

THE PREMDENT: 1.Ve authorize that replacement.
MR. BROCK.1-: I won't take up any further time.

v!e will investigate it further. No further objection, 
vour Honor.

MR. LAVERGE: "/e ''ill next present to the
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Tribunal two documents to show how an attempt was 
made to establish a Japanese propaganda newspaper 
in the Netherlands Indies.

V/e tender for identification only, prosecution 
document 2612, being an official retort of the 
Netherlands Indies Government on Japanese subversive 
activities in the Netherlands Indies.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s docu
ment No. 2612 will receive exhibit No. 1326 for 
identification only.

('Thereupon, the document above 
mentioned wa.~ marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1326 for identification.)

?!R. LA VERGE: Te offer in evidence an
excerpt from the aforementioned report, prosecution 
document No. 2612A, being a letter dated 30 Nay 1938, 
rerroduced as an appendix to the government report.

THE FREt-IDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK O’5* THE CCI1RT: Prosecution's document

No. 2612a will receive exhibit No. 1326a .
('Thereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1326a and received in evidence.)

î"R. LAVERGEî V/e will now read Darts of 
exhibit 1326a starting at the top of page 2,
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MR. LAVERGE: Pardon me.
THE PRESIDENT: How much are you going to

read?
MR. LAVERGE: I am going to read in all two

pages, your Honor.
THE PREt-IDENT: You may read it after the

recess.
We will recess for fifteen minutes.

('Thereupon, at 1443, a recess was 
taken until 1^00, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: t o r .  Laverge.
MR. LAVERGE: Y/e will now read parts of

exhibit 1326-A, starting at the top of page two: 
"Accompanying letter, Hay 30th: 3rd

Section of the Europc-Asid Bureau, from KOTANI, Tr.nun 
to Hr. KANEKO,Keizo.

"I send hereby the original of the scheme 
and wish you success.

"Plan for the Publication of a Daily 
Paper in the Malay Language by Japanese in the 
Netherlands Indies

"1. Scheme of Publication 
"a. Saeroen to be appointed Chief Editor. 

Saeroen who used to be editor of the Pemandangen, 
who is known amongst the East Indian intellectuals 
as pro-Japanese and whose dismissal was, therefore ., 
brought about by the wealthy overseas Chinese, is 
now connected with the 'Anota' press bureau.

"He has close relations with the elected 
members of the People's Council, Thnmrin and Soeka.rdjo, 
who ere the loaders of the native independence move
ment. He collaborates closely with Mr, KUBO,Tatsuji.

"b. Plan adviser, Hr.KUBO, Tatsuji. The
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former director of the Nichiran Shogyo, Hr. KUBO 
has been in.the Netherlands Indies for the 
last 30 years and is well acquainted with the political 
and economic world in the Netherlands Indies. He 
has friendly relations with influential natives and 
has a clear view of national policy. He would stand 
behind Saeroen as the leading force.

"c. Hr. MOMINOKIjTatsuo would look after 
the Japanese news. He is a young man who has been 
in the Netherlands Indies for more than ten years 
and has profoundly studied the Malay language. He 
used to be editor of the Nichiron Shogyo Shimbun and 
is now a contributor to the Malay daily paper Sooara 
Oemoen and three other papers. He is in the center 
of the struggle for the ourpose of convincing the 
East Indians of the true situation of the Chinese 
conflict and enjoys an established reputation among 
the intelligentzia as being the most proficient 
expert of the Malay language among the Japanese.

"He is to work under Saeroen for the trans
lation of the Japanese news.

"d. Daily paper.
"e. Place of publication: Batavia, the

political center of the Netherlands Indies.
"f. Number of pages: 8 to 10. Mi
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"g. Subscription: 50 to 75 cents per
month. Postage extra. Up to ten pages the postage 
is 1 cent per copy. This subscription may be thought 
too low but in view of the state of income of the 
East Indian intellectuals the subscription, including 
postage, should not be more than one guilder per 
month."

V/e will not read the paragraph dealing 
with the budget for the newspaper, but would like 
to draw the Tribunals attention to the fact that an 
initial outlay of 31,000 guilders was to be made and 
that a monthly deficit vrs expected.

V/e continue reading near the bottom of
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Page 3:
"The Japanese newspapers in the Netherlands 

Indies are read by only a very small portion-of the 
Japanese and never come under the eyes of the 
Chinese, Javanese , etc.

"■vhen the paper is printed in tclay and 
the situation in Japan is made known, a result of 
inestimable extent can be expected.

"When this paper inserts ‘’apcnesu advertise
ments, explains Japanese Commerce, and furthermore 
introduces touristic and industrial Japan, not only 
would same serve to foster amicable relations, but



would also save the 60,000,000 East Indian populace 
from the false reports so characteristic of the 
Chinese, This plan for a Malay daily paper has 
already been considered for three years without 
being realized. Howeveij often the front was formed 
and,however,frequently discussions took place, 
publication did not materialize. The Japanese living 
in Java could hardly counteract Chinese m.-v/s during 
the Manchurian conflict and they experienced great 
hardships through this adverse propaganda.

"Now that the Sino-Japanese Incident has 
become more magnified and complicated, the home 
country of the Overseas Chinese in the Netherlands 
Indies is on the verge of becoming the scene of 
warfare.

"The entire Netherlands Indian press is 
boosting China in order to curry favor with the 
Chinese who have the real economic power.

"In the Netherlands Indies the Chinese 
publish more than ten papers in the Malay language 
alone and over ten in Chinese.

"For our compatriots there were only two 
Japanese papers which through the intermediary of the 
Consulate were fused into on« and this contains only 
news along the line provided by the news service
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of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs*
"Of a Malay daily paper there is under 

those circumstances, of course, no question. The 
lrvope of the Japanese inhabitants is that a Malay paper 
will insert Japanese propaganda and commercial news.
But not only this; others have to be made acquainted 
with Imperial Japan's love of justice.

"The intellectual East Indians of **ava, 
Sumatra, etc., expect °apan to publish a Malay 
paper under Japanese management and the wishes of 
Japan and Java coincide remarkably* This opportunity, 
which is nov/ mature, has been long and eagerly 
awaited, but if publication is not now begun it will 
never be realized.

"In order to thoroughly study the prospects 
and the budget I have returned for the third time to 
the fatherland so as to make a last effort.

"I request, dear Gentlemen, that you will 
agree to this for the sake of our country's march to 
the South."

»

We offer in evidence a further excerpt 
from exhibit No. 1326 for identification, another letter 
reproduced as an appendix to this exhibit. As may 
be seen from the certificate attached to the letter, ■ 
the date which is given in the letter as 24 December,
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is 24 December 1938.
THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

Ko. 2612-B will receive exhibit Wo. 1326-B,
(’''hereupon, the document above re

ferred to v/as marked prosecution’s exhibit 
Wo. 1326-B and received in evidence.)

LR. LAVERGE: We will now read parts of
exhibit Ko. 1326-B, I begin with the text of the 
letter :

"At the end of the year the atmosphere in 
the fatherland in connection with war conditions is 
very tense, if compared with other years,

"There are very few decorations in the 
streets, but the first class restaurants are full 
each day. But one sees no Geisha festivities.

"The business for which during so many 
years I have given myself so much trouble and which 
I expected to be a success has unfortunately ended 
in failure again. In these days when the problem 
of the Southward policy has come to the fore, I 
cannot find sufficient words to offer apologies to 
my country.

"How worried I felt at the moment of 
returning from the Foreign Office after inquiring

.‘i
i

4
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whether any report hrd yet been received thrt the 
publiertion of the newspaper hed commenced. Although 
I hrd made un my mind thrt the banning of my return 
(to the- Netherlands Indies) would be a mere question 
of time, the only thing that weighs heavily on my 
mind is the ouestion of progress regarding the "Warta 
Hrrien.*

"I am quite av,are of the various local 
complications, but if you think that it will not do
to make Saeroen president and chief editor, please 
manage (assume control of) it yourself and start 
publication immediately. It is obvious that the 
propaganda, vrlue would thereof course?become consider
ably minimized. Both Ü0MIN0KI and myself shall defy 
the oppressive measures of the Netherlands Indies 
authorities by re-entering the country. I have already 
conferred with the General Staff about this step which 
I will take as a final measure,

"If the plan -’ith Saeroen should become re
alized before matters come to the aforementioned stage, 
it would merit many ’banzais* in view of its represent
ing my long-cherished desire. It is the policy of 
both of us not to force our return until this object 
has been achieved,

"Even if it should become impossible for

m-
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me to re-enter the country I shall not fail to send 
you sufficient operating funds* I have entrusted 
Hr* KOTANI of the Foreign Office with the safe
keeping of yen 5,000 only which I persuaded President 
FATSUOllA of the South Manchurian Railway Company to 
give. Further, the Bureau for East Asiatic Economic 
Research (Toa Keizai Chosa Kyoku) of the South 
Manchurian Railway Company (under leadership of 
0KAv'A> Shumei) has also promised to give a subsidy 
of around 50,000 yen per annum as from next year.*
Also, our elder IY'ATA takes a great deal of trouble 
about the matter. He intends to supply Siamese 
cowhides to the Army and upon its realization as well 
as his succeeding in acquiring special rights 
(concessions) in South China, he will send about 
20,000 or 30,000 yen for the v;ork in the Netherlands 
Indies. Also, as regards the question of shortage 
.of Dcrsonnel, preparations have already been completed 
to send s^me to you Dromptly depending upon the 
prospects. In brief, please advise me as promptly 
as possible of the necossa-y counter-measures after 
taking the local conditions at your end into careful 
consideration. I particularly and ardently hope 
that you will realize the establishment of a ô.lay 
paper. If the publication of a now paper is impossible,
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I think it would become necessary to buy and to 
transfer to Batavia the Sinar Selatan."

ïïe will now pass over the next few* para
graphs end continue reading at the second lino 
from the bottom of page two:

"In collecting money for future work 
the closest contact should be kept with the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs and it is urgently desirable 
thereby in all respects to cooperate with the 
Consulate-General. Even if MOMIKOKI and I are not 
allowed to return, I trust you are firmly decided 
to give your service in the interest of the State. 
Please answer me to c/o Mr, IrrATA, Shirokane Dai- 
machi I, No. 81, Shiba-ku, Tokyo. (Signed)

KANBKO ,Keizo.. "
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HR. LEVIN: Ilr. President.
Ti’E MONITOR: V/ill you please wait?

All right.
THE COURT: Mr. Levin.
HR. LEVIN: I ”.0uld like to indicate that

I do 'iot see the significance o r this document, 
1326-B.

THE PRESIDENT: Press propaganda is part
of aggression, I suppose.

MR. LEVIN: I'- is possible that on that
basis it mi'ht be ground for its admissibility; 
however, it does not appear to come from some person 
in authority or from an authoritative source.

THE P3ŒS IDENT: The Foreign Office is
mentioned. It has been read now.

HR. LAVERGE: The next two documents, which
we will offer in evidence deal ”?ith Japanese explor
ation of Dutch New Guinea. re introduce in evidence 
prosecution document 2612-D, a letter dated 1? March 
1935» being a further excerpt from exhibit 1326 for 
identification, and reproduced as an appendix to 
this exl-itit.

THE PRESIDENT: The excerpt is admitted on
•'he usual terms.

CLERK O’7 THE COURT: Prosecution's document

•mm
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11,905

No. 2612-D will receive exhibit No. 1326-C.
("hereupon, the document above 

referred t.o was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1326-C and received in evidence.)

MR. LA VERGE: 'Ye will read the first two
i

lines of the heading of the letter, as well as the j 

whole text:
"Nanyo Kobatsu Kabushiki Kaisba 
"(South Seas Development Co. Ltd.)
"15 March 1935.
"Foreign Outv/ard No. 2^ from President 

Ï'ATSUE at Tokyo, also sealed by MIZtHO and. S AI TO 
Bunya, (Overseas Section), addressed to Mr. Kosugi 
MICHINARI at Momi Office. j

I
"Subject: 'Foundation of the Dutch New

Guinea Oil Company.'
"I have the honor to transmit herewith 

for your reference the reports received from the 
Naval Staff and from the Consulate-General at 
Batavia, both dated February 14th, concerning the

i
conditions regarding the starting of enterprises in i
Dutch territory. j

"Our company would also like to apply for j 
the permission to do experimental drillings in the 1 

territory v'hich has been colored red on the enclosed
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map.
"In this connection thorough study of the 

Netherlands Indian mining .legislation is necessary:
I enclose a copy o" 'Mining in the Netherlands East 
Indies and the Mining Law,' and request you to make 
preparations for the future.

"In view of the opinion of the local 
authorities it is to be expected, of course,that 
they may not be well disposed towards this applica
tion. I request you, therefore, to bear this in 
mind and in great secrecy to make investigations 
regarding the red colored territory which has an 
area of about 1,7 million hectares and also to 
inquire about the procedure, etc. for making appli
cations. Also, you will please submit some sort of 
a definite plan."

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
2612-C, an excerpt from exhibit No. 1326 for iden
tification and reproduced as an appendix to that 
exhibit.

THE PPJSSIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.i

CLERK 0? THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No, 2612-C will receive exhibit No. 1326-D.

(Whereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit

Tim
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No. 1326-D and received in evidence. )(
MR. LAVERGE: As*may be seen from the

certificate attached to the document, the date of 
• his letter, which is given as Hay 20, is 20 May
1939.

He will read exhibit 1326-D entirely;
"I trust that you are all in the best of 

health and ^orkin~ hard.
"I beg to also thank you for your 

various courtesies extended to me on the occasion 
of my recent furlough return to Tokyo.

"After a stay of three days in Palao, I 
finally leave at noon tomorrow, the 21st, per Palao 
Haru. It is remarkable how here at Palao the ex
pansion of all tropical industries has continued in 
all possible directions; the establishment of new 
companies, large and small, is most astounding. I 
was greatly impressed (inspired) by the various 
things which I learned in the course of my inter
views with all of the leading personalities. In 
brief, I believe this to be nothing else than the 
'ealization of the Empire's trend towards filling 
' he needs *̂or various resources that it depends upon, 
Southern industries, through the hands of the Japanese
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instead of importing some (Tr. !Tote: from abroad).
Put it is not possible to have the requirements of 
Japan which progresses by leaps and bounds satisfied 
by the Mandated Territories only. The next important 
problem lies therein hat its solution 'viu, of 
necessity, have to be met by the expansion of the 
Japanese in Great hew Guinea, and I think that the 
tire is rapidly ar.d silently approaching when we 
shall be taking an active part.

"For the sake of the Nanyo Kobatsu Kaishn's 
newly advancing to the Spratley Islands, Mr. TAKEDA, 
Chief of the General Affairs Section of the Palao 
office, w i n  be proceeding to the said islands by 
the 'Saipan Maru1 on the 27th. I am informed that 
in the Island of Hainan, all forms of enterprises 
~re flourishing, and t* e ITanyo Kohatsu's research 

, party, toĉ  is at present engaged in research ’-ork.
"The aerial route between Tokyo and Palao 

has boon completely opened, and passengers at a fare 
of 360 yon per person are conveyed to Tokyo in two 
days. Letters are 30 sen in excess of the ordinary 
postage. There is one plane per week. Large four 
motor hydro planes are used and in order to perfect 
t'-is air line they arc piloted by naval officers on 
*he active list (commanded by lieutcnant-comnanders).
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"Naval Attache OKUMA, from whom we alvfays 
have received the greatest possible help for our 
New Guinea Enterprise Department, has been promoted 
to the Navy Ministry, and his successor, Naval 
Captain NUMAKI, has already ar??ived at Palao.

"At present a large quay is being con
structed on the Island of Marakaru (Malakai, Palao 
group) ’»hich will be able to accommodate two vessels 
of 6000 tons. The work is being executed by the 
Nampo Sangyo K.K., while today, the 20th, with 
great ceremonial, the ground has been inaugurated for 
the construction of two 10,000 ton oil tanks. It 
is extremely gratifying that such large installations 
which as sine qua non imply the expansion of New 
Guinea are steadily making headway.

"Also, os regards the increase in personnel 
for New C-uinea, I have been informed by Naval Attache 
OKUKA, after my arrival at Palao, that permission 
has been -iven for ten persons. He said: 'Ten
persons for New Guinea is rather few, but these ten 
men must at least be equivalent to 10,000, because 
they represent a group of only matchless warriors, 
each of whom is a match for 1,000 men.' I shall now 
conclude my letter of thanks ns well as of Palao news. 
I ardently hope, my comrades, with the motto 'Health
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First1 in mind, that you will do your best for the 
exploitation of Great New Guinea.

"Palao, May 20.
"INOUE

"To: Branch Manager, HORIYE,
Department Chief, MAKITA, and the Entire 

Staff at Homi."
We offer in evidence prosecution document 

2Ô12-E, a letter dated 30 May 1940. This letter is 
a further excerpt from exhibit No. 1326 for iden
tification and is reproduced as an appendix to that 
exhibit.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 2612-E will receive exhibit No. 1326-E.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1326-E and received in evidence.)

MR. LAVERGE: We will no'-» read ex' ibit
No. 1326-E entirely:

"Outside on the envelope: HAYASHI, Kyujiro,
President-Director of the Japanese South-Seas Assoc
iation, Batavia.

"from CHUANG, from British Penang ♦ . . Street
167.
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"Inside the envelope: Addressed to
President TSUKIKARA.

"Dear President TSUKIKARA:
"It is a long time since I saw you last,

but I have been feeling an irresistible yearning
after you and have been always wondering as to how
you are getting along. In any cas^ I hope that
things are going along smoothly with you both in
your official and private life.

"You were so kind at the time to engage me
for the Overseas Intelligence Bureau, but I feel
ashamed that I have as yet been able to do so little,

/
which I believe is due to my not being favored yet 
with the right opnortunity.

"Recently when the situation in Europe has 
become tense, and with the prospect of the collapse 
of this European Empire, your Bureau has with re
doubled energy worked towards realizing the great 
plan for the domination of East Asia, which is a gigan
tic scheme unparalleled in history. I feel, indeed, 
extremely happy at the honor of being made a member.
In the event of this purpose being achieved in future 
by rendering meritorious services, it would probably 
become impossible to fully describe our delight on 
seeing the blue-eyed people who oppressed us in

• v
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the past having to hang their heads low beneath 
the knees of the Japanese people.

"In accordance with your instructions to 
intensify my activities, I have made contact with 
my comrades in Siam and five of them have already 
entered that country in disguise. As objects of 
espionage it is our duty to obtain confederates, to 
commit sabotage, to incite the natives to hostility, 
and to spread alarming rumors. In this respect I 
entirely follow your instructions. These five agents 
each <”ork separately. You previously ’-rote me that 
a high official would cone to the South and that 
v/e should receive instructions from him on secrecy 
items. This has now happened, judging from the 
report in the press that Kyujiro KAYASKI, an 
important diplomat and also Head of the Intelligence 
Bureau, has arrived safely at Batavia by a Royal 
Dutch Company's plane at 4:30 P.M, of the 23rd inst.
It is obvious that our work hereafter w i n  increase 
in seriousness still more and that we shall bo re
ceiving definite instructions more and more. It sheds 
a great light upon us.

"From what I have heard, Britain has no more 
military strength to fight back because British 
Imperialism has lately suffered disastrous defeats

* r
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in the European War, and will before long suffer the 
sad plight of national ruin and a doomed race. To 
cover their shame, the local authorities have ex
pressly stationed nixed troops, consisting of old 
and feeble soldiers, at important points of commun
ication, such as railway bridges for defense purposes, 
and strategic points like air-bases are also in ‘ 

the list of places to be patrolled.
"This crazy small nation has •'•he fancy 

that the stationing of troops in this manner would 
serve to inspire confidence among the people, quite 
ignorant of the fact that, by so doing, they are 
only cutting a still more ridiculous figure of 
their own hurr^-scurry confusion. On investigating 
the morale of the said mixed troops of volunteers 
it has been found that they all entertain a grudge 
in their hearts, and only few among them are v/illing 
to sacrifice their lives for this devilish regime.
I may safely assert that, should I incite them by 
taking advantage of their weak spot, these volunteers 
would find it impossible to fulfill their duties.

"In accordance v/ith orders duly received 
from our superiors we have decided to utilize large 
amounts in nearest future for the purpose of corrupting 
the soldiers and the people as well as to organize a

fP
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fifth column to be ready when tho fighting begins.
»

In view of the important nature of tho matter, I am 
afraid that it would be impossible to obtain satis
factory results unless personnel, labor and materials 
are supplied in large number and volume and reason
ably distributed. As I am enjoying your special 
patronage I feel I should advise you of all matters 
in detail. I do hope you will pay due attention to 
it.

"The salary and campaigning expenses that 
you secretly sent me the other day have been already 
safely received.

"As regards results, it has become further 
improved and effective propaganda combined with 
the war situation have convinced soldiers and people 
that this inferior Government will soon collapse so 
that another oov/erful nation must be obtained to 
guarantee their security, apart from which they 
are all desirous of rendering their services as a 
result of having given them a little money. However, 
the chance has not yet coma. Ky comrades have already, 
by disguising themselves, succeeded recently in 
stealing various important topographical maps as 
well as data regarding the distances of military 
forces. Should you desire to have them, please

?



fid vise me, at the same time inform me in detail the 
manner of forwarding the sane, which will skip the
attention of the censorship. I shell send it all

i
right.

"Please address your correspondence here
after to my former address, as I intend to cast off 

j public suspicion by my removal.
I

"Be so good as to translate this letter 
into Japanese before passing it on to the higher 
authorities. Best regards,

"(Signed) Chuang Rung Ming 
"Overseas Intelligence Bureau 

No. 26?
"dated 30 Kay, the 29th Year of the Republic (1940).»

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
15-B, an excerpt from exhibit 803 for identification, 
being an intercepted telegram sent from Batavia to 
Tokyo on 2 September 1941.

THE PRESIDENT; Admitted on the usual terms. 
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document

No. 15-B will receive exhibit No. 1327*
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1327 and received in evidence.)

MR. LAVERGE: Wo will now read parts of



11,

exhibit 1327» I might add that as is shown in 
exhibit 1323, and as will further appear from a 
document which we will introduce presently, the 
sender of this telegram, ISHIZAWA, was the Japanese 
Consul-General in Batavia.
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"From: Batavia (ISIZAY/A) To: Tokyo
September 2, 1941 #902

"Be the first part of Circular #2£la from 
Ambassador HONDA.

"1. Conditioned b • our military invasion 
of French Indo-China, it Is a fact that the government 
of these islands has drastically stepped up their anti-r 
Japanese tendencies and very evidently assumed an atti
tude of aid to China, This is evidenced by the uncon
vincing control exercised by the authorities here over 
the anti-Japanese editorials of the Chinese press, the 
solicitation of funds for the construction of military 
airplanes for Chungking among Chinese residents here, 
and their demand for suspension of publication of the 
Japanese-operated East India Daily News Chinese char
acter edition, as well as the Malayan language magazine 
Sinarusuratan, However, cn the ether hand, in order 
that we may give a sufficiently clear picture of the 
situation, there is a small group of Chinese resident 
here whose anti-Japanese tendencies have slightly im
proved as a result of the activities of the government 
here. However, no sooner than they get the impression 
that these Chinese were coming slightly closer to us 
in feeling, it could be seen that they began to exercise 
their old tendencies cn a still greater scale. Japan
ese who had good contacts with Chlrese here were
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unmercifully exiled, and these Chinese friends were 
hauled unceremoniously to the nolice stations for 
questioning or possibly taken before the person in 
charge of Chinese affairs here. It has been anony
mously reported that a statement has been made that 
they are. in danger of their lives. Thus,they have 
begun to hinder our schemes with regard to the Chinese 
with more and more determination."

We will net read paragraph 2, but will 
continue reading from paragraph 3 near the middle 
of page 2 onwards:

"3. having said all this, I erdeavored to 
refute him with all the strength that I could command, 
R0, however, would net be convinced and adamantly stuck 
to his statements. Not only is the situation like this, 
but recently the fact that the police strength on these 
islands has been greatly augmented has made it extreme
ly difficult for us to carry on our schemes toward the 
Chinese residents here. As a consequence, the situation 
practically means that we can do nothing directly. 
Therefore, I would like to have our organs here for the 
manipulating of oublie opinion as well as those who work 
in the development of our schemes remain passive for a 
little while. For the time beirg’, we are concentrating 
our efforts in the collection of intelligences having

k
r
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to do with the activities of Chinese here as well as✓
ether things.

"4, Therefore, in the meantime, tin til we
have s e c u r elv b ought French Indo-China and Thai

\

within our sphere of influence, I think that it would
be.most propitious for us to strengthen our schemes\
with regard to the Chinese here. For this purpose '•

s

I would like to have sent to these islands influential 
pernors in whom the Nanking Government has much corfi- ■ 
dence, who can command large numbers of followers among 
the Chinese here, who will have for their main objec
tive the preadhirg of the doctrine that the Chinese and

\  ;

the Japanese are one, a' well as set up organizations 
to influence Chinese opinion.

"These men would have absolutely no relations 
•with either this office or with Japanese persons bpt 
would meet in large and small groups and talk with 
influential Chinese as well as substantial individuals 
of that group here.

"Please transmit this message to Ambassador
! '

KCIDA in China and to other competent diplomatic offi
cial to whom this information, in your good judgment,
might be usable." x

<
4

The next documents will be Introduced by 
General Borgerhoff Mulder. ' ,

I

,v-
'
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e--!L»' 11.

IR. JUSTICE 30RGEP.TJ0FF rUTDER: We will now
continue the presentation of our evidence by intro
ducing documents to show how, from the summer of 1941 
onwards, preparations for military operations against 
the Netherlands Indies were completed, how aggression 
against the Netherlands was decided upon, and how 
the actual military operations were carried out.

The Tribunal’s attention is respectfully 
invited to exhibit No'. 809, being an ATIS Research 
Report, entitled ’’Japan’s Decision to Fight.'” Many 
relevant parts have already been read; but, with 
the Tribunal’s permission, we will read a few para
graphs which have not been read before. We start 
reading near the end of the second column of page 
9 of the English text.

"THE ARMY-NAVY CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS
AGREEMENT.

”The object of Imperial Headquarters, Army 
Department and Imperial Headquarters, Navy Depart
ment in setting forth clearly the division of duties 
and command in joint operations was to promote a 
maximum display of efficiency. (According to prü*» 
oner of war, it was issued at the end of October 
1941. A resume of the contents follows:)

"1# The highest ranking Army officer for
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SUMATRA, BORNEO, the MALAY peninsula, CELEBES, and
the PHILIPPINES (including FRENCH INLO-CHINA and

»

THAILAND) will be Field Marshal TERAUCHI, Hisaichi. 
His command will be called the Southern Army and 
its Headquarters will be in SAIGON.

"2, Plans for escorting large Army con
voys and the place, time and date for landings.

"3. Agreements on Aerial 7/arfare Agree
ments on the places to be attacked by both Army 
and Navy planes and on the places, dates and times 
of attacks by Army or Navy planes acting independ
ently. Agreements on the airfields to be used, such 
as 'XX Airfield will be used primarily by the Army 
and secondarily by the Navy.'

•'4. Supply plans.
"Plans for the supply of Army landing 

forces to be effected by Army shipping and for the 
Nnvy’s support of same.

"5. Communications plans.
"6. Agreement on occupied territories, 

cities, and resources such as, ’The BAND-JERMASIN 
Oil Refinery,’ will be controlled by the Navy."

In view of the evidence presented on 
Japanese espionage activities in the Netherlands 
Indies, the Tribunal might wish to consider the



maps, shewing the disposition and strength of tho 
Netherlands Forces, which are reproduced on pages 
36, 37 and 38, ana the map giving details about 
airfields and air forces in the Southwest Pacific 
area, reproduced opposite page 33*

V/e respectfully invite the Tribunal's 
attention to the resolution adopted by the Imperial 
Conference on 6 September 194-1» contained in exhibit 
588, in which it is stated that Japan will execute 
her Southern Advance Policy by completing her 
military preparations for a war with the United 
States, Britain and the Netherlands by the end of 
October 194-1, and by determining to wage war on 
the United States, Britain and the Netherlands if 
there is no hope for the fulfilment of Japanese 
demands by the beginning of October.

V/e will next offer in evidence two docu

ments, showing how, after the Third KONOYE Cabinet 

had been replaced by the TOJO Cabinet in October 

1941, a close study was made of a number of ques

tions which might arise, both at home and abroad, 

in the event of Japan's entering the war.

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
No. 1585A, a list of questions which, as appears 
from the certificate attached to the document, were
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drawn up for the Liaison Conference between the 
Government and Imperial Headquarters at the enc 
of October 194-1.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
No. 1585A will receive exhibit No. 1328.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
No. 1328 and.received in evidence.)
MR. JUSTICE BORGERHOFF MULDER: We will now

read part of exhibit 1328.
"(State Secret)
"MAJOR ITEMS TO BE RE-EXAMINED CONCERNING 

ESSENTIALS FOR THE PROSECUTION OF NATIONAL POLI
CIES.

"1. What is the future outlook of the 
European War Situation? (Foreign Ministry and 
Statistics Bureau)

"/Marginal Note/ In the present case.
In case Japan initiated war.

"2. What is the future outlook from the 
point of view of strategy in regard to a war against 
the United States, England and Holland in the 
initial stage and when protracted over several

I
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y e a rs ?  In  the a fo re -m e n tio n e d  ca se  ’That would the  

m i l i t a r y  m easures o f  the U .S .A .  and E n g la n d , a v a i l 

in g  th e m se lv e s  o f Ja p a n e se  u n o ccu p ie d  a re a s  in  

C h in a  be? ( S t a t i s t i c s  B ureau)

"/Marginal note/ The North to be con
sidered simultaneously, also.

"3* A ssum ing th a t  we i n i t i a t e  a war in  

th e  S o u th e rn  re g io n s  t h i s  f a l l ,  what w i l l  be f o r t h 

com ing a s  r e l a t i v e  phenomena in  th e  N orth? (W ar, 

Navy and F o r e ig n  M in is t r ie s  and S t a t i s t i c s  B ureau) 

" 4 .  What a re  th e  e s t im a te s  o f  th e  s h ip 

p in g  to  be commandeered by the governm ent and a ls o  

o f th e  wear and t e a r  th e re o f  d u r in g  the  f i r s t  th re e  

y e a r s  fo l lo w in g  th e  o u tb re a k  o f  a war a g a in s t  th e  

U n ite d  S t a t e s ,  E n g la n d  and H o lla n d ?  ( S t a t i s t i c s  

B u re au )

" 5 . In  t h i s  c o n n e c t io n , what a re  the  

e s t im a te s  on the t r a n s p o r t a t io n  c a p a c it y  o f  v e s s e ls  

a v a i la b le  f o r  c i v i l i a n  p urposes i n  the c o u n try , and 

a ls o  on the su p p ly  and demand o f  m ajor comm odity 

ite m s?  (P la n n in g  B o ard )

"6. What will be the scale of the govern
ment's war budget, and the sustaining power in fi* 
nance and credit in the event of a war against 
America, England and Holland? (Finance Ministry)

25



"7* What degree of collaboration can 
we induce Germany and Italy to give us in con
nection with the opening of the war against the 
United States of America, England and Holland? 
(Foreign, War and Navy Ministries)

4
/Marginal note/ Opposed to Finance 

Minister’s view in regard to acquisition of re
sources*

"8* Is it possible for us to restrict 
our adversaries of the war to only the Netherlands 
or Britain and the Netherlands? (Foreign Ministry 
and Statistics Bureau)

"9* Assuming that the war is to begin 
next year in March:

"How about advantages and disadvantages 
in foreign relations? (Navy, Foreign and War 
Ministries and Statistics Bureau)

"Outlook on the supply and demand of 
important resources? (Planning Beard, War and 
Navy Ministries)

"How about advantages and disadvantages 
considered from the strategic peint of view? 
(Statistics Bureau)

"Taking the foregoing into consideration, 
when should the war be commenced? (War, Navy and
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Foreign Ministries and Statistics Bureau)
"In this connection, what about the pos

sibility and advantages of maintaining the present 
status by giving up the war plan against the U.S., 
England and Holland and increasing the production 
of synthetic oil? (Planning Board, War and Navy 
Ministries)

"10. Will it be possible to attain within 
the shortest possible time our minimum demand which 
was decided at the Imperial Conference of September 
6 by continuing negotiations with the United 
States? (Foreign, War and Navy Ministries)

"To what extent should we modify our minimum 
demand to arrive at a compromise? And con the 
Japanese Government accept it? ( Foreign, War 
and Navy Ministries)

"Assuming that we accept the United States
memorandum of October 2 in its entirety, what
'change will there be in regard to Japan's inter-

0

national position, especially towards Chino, as 
compared with that of before the China Incident? 
(Foreign, V/ar and Navy Ministries)

"11. How will the opening of a war 
against the United States, England and Holland 
affect Chungking's determination? (Foreign, War
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The answers to these questions, contained 
in exhibit 1328, document 1585A, just received in 
evidence, which were to be studied by the Foreign 
Ministry, are contained in -prosecution document 1559A, 
which we new offer in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF TH7_ COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 1559A will be given exhibit No. 1329.
(Whereupon, the document above referred 

to was marked prosecution's document No. 1329 
for identification, and was received in evidence.)

MR. JUSTICE BCKGERHOFF MULDER: We will read
part of exhibit 1329, starting at Point 7, near the 
end of Page 3»

"In case of outbreak of war against Britain, 
America and the Netherlands, how much cooperation can 
we make Germany and Italy promise?

"A. It is impossible tc exrect a great deal.
"a. In case war breaks cut this autumn:
"Germany has hitherto given us the impression 

that she would attack America in case a war breaks out 
between Japan and America. In view of the obligations 
arising from the Tripartite Treaty, we can exrect 
Germany and Italy to begin war against America depending 
on our attitude. But in this case, German (and
________________________________________________________I
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Italian) declaration of v;ar agairst America would only, 
irean that thev would take further steus in their present 
relations against America. Their attack upon Amerioan 
vessels and warships in the Atlantic would be inten
sified, and they would nlay an effedtive role by divers
ing America ir. their larding operations on the British 
mainland, which would help us indirectly.

"But it is difficult to expect all these 
from Germany (or Italy) which might require a prepara
tory period for the rext operations after she cones 
to a pause in attacking Russia. Furthermore, now that 
the contact /T.N. with Germany/ through the Siberian 
Railway has been cut off, it is impossible to expect 
materials and economic assistance from Germany.

"As for the case of our advance to the Dutch 
Fast Indies, Germany has contemplated pressing the 
Dutch people in Holland to bring pressure upon the 
Dutch East Indies, but we doubt its effect at oresent 
since a ccnsiderable number of German prisoners still 
remain in the Dutch E~st Indies.

"b. In case war breaks out next spring:
"The German forces are hinting to carry out 

landing operations on the British mainland next spring 
and the preparations on the French coast seem to be . 
considerable advanced, but we cannot affirm that the
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operations will he carried cut. The attack cr the 
British rainland will indirectly help Japan to fight 
against Britain and America, hut no more direct as- j 

sistance can be expected except the ODeratiens of the 
Japanese and German forces which will indirectly bene
fit each other, since the hope of cur contact /T.N. 
with Germany/ through Siberia will be difficult even 
next spring. As we are not sura whether the landing 
operations on the British mainland will take place 
next soring, it is dangerous to rely unon it.

'•In both cases of (a) and (b) the greatest 
help that we can excect from Germany and Italy will
be the advance of the German and Italian forces to the !

j
Near East, Central Asia and India. In this connection, I 
as cur advance must be carried cut in accordance with 
them, a full arrangement is required beforehand.

"c. In case war breaks cut later than next
spring:

"When Germany has ccnsolidated her occupied 
areas and established a new order in Europe, her 
attack upon Britain will be much mere intensified.
And consequently it may bring considerably advantag
eous effect upon us to fight America, but we must 
take into consideration the possibility of peace between 
Germany and Britain."
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"8. Can cur opponents in war be restricted 
to the Netherlands or both to Britain and the Nether
lands?

"A. No possibility of restricting them only 
to the Netherlands or to Britain and the Netherlands,
As for the attitude to be taken by Britain and America 
provided that Japan advances by force to the South, 
namely Thai]and, Burma, Singaocre and the Dutch East 
Indie0, we have certainly not ,re-t heard of any mili- 
tarv alliance nor any settlement concerning coopera
tion among Britain, America and the Netherlands (or 
the Chungking regime), But it is almost of no doubt 
that they have mutual understanding concerning this 
joint defense in case Japan carries out an armed advance 
to any one of these countries. The attitude of Britain 
and America will also be affected to a great degree 
by the tire and manner of cur military advance to the 
south, the international situation at the time, and 
the internal situation of both Britain and America,
It is necessary to take into consideration all probable 
cases which may take place in this connection, but at 
any rate we cannot restrict our opponents only to the 
Netherlands or to Britain and the Netherlands in case 
of our southward advance, and we must also be ready 
for Fussia's entering the war."



“Now wo have- made the following general 
forecast concerning each country, judging from the 
present situation.

“1• Britain (including Australia, Canada, 
c-tcf ). When we advance to the Dutch East Indies we 
might expect Britain to carry out, first of all, a 
diplomatic campaign regarding us and the Dutch Indies, 
but wo can expect that she probablv will make up her 
mind to take up arms for her self-defense. (Whether 
she will take up arms immediately or nc t will depend 
on the situation thereof.) Judging from Britain's 
reperts and behavior until the present, we are con
siderably sure of this view.

“2. America. In a case as pointed out 
above, Britain may at once ask for American assistance. 
Therefore, even if America dees not participate in the 
war immediately, she will, of course,acceleratedly 
strengthen her military preparations. Then we can 
suppose that in such a situation she v/ill take the fol
lowing steps:

“a. Diversionary measures against us by way 
of diplomacy.

“b. Close her consulates 
"c.
“d. it

Recall ambassadors.
Severance of her diplomatic relations.
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"e. Demonstrations by her r a w  and air forces. 
"But It is dangerous to form such a view that 

America would take gradual steps toward us, judging 
from her attitude towards Germany. Fcr we cannot 
but expect America to take much more prompt steps in 
case we advance to the south, compared with the case 
when Germany swept over the European countries. Amer
ica would presumably be unable to overlook the Japanese 
southward advance as ’another’s business’ because of 
the following reasons:

"a. In a sense she considers the southwes
tern Pacific area as within the zone over which she 
has the power of utterance (as seen in the Japanese- 
American negotiations.)

"b. Seme materials of the above mentioned 
area are necessary in America (gum, tin, etc.)

"c. She fears lest she should entirely 
lose her right of utterance in Chinese problems.

"d. She is afraid of our occupation of the 

Philippines.
"e. The American public opinion would be 

mere excited than in the case of the European War.
"9. Advantages and disadvantages of our 

foreign relations in case war breaks out about March 
of next year:
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"a. Advantages
"1. As a result of the Russo-German War, 

the Soviet forces in European Russia may suffer a 
crushing blow and be very busy with reconstruction 
from this winter until next soring. Consequently,a 
considerable transfer of the strength of the Soviet 
Far Eastern Army and an increasing unrest within the 
country are anticioated. Therefore, we think that 
for us the threat and burden in the north will be 
less than at present.

"2. De-ending on the situation there may 
also be sere slight chance of taking diplomatic measures 
regarding Russia so as to mediate Russo-German peace.

"3. As German winter operations are expected
to be directed toward Africa, the Near East, and Central 

♦
Asia, Britain must exert herself to defend these areas. 
With the -.-reparations to meet German landing operations 
on the British homeland, etc., the European theatre 
will becore busy; consequently her position in East 
Asia will be weakened and Germany's diversionary role 
will be more effective than at present.

"4. Even if America does not participate 
in the war bv next March, her preparations for entering 
the war will be further advanced; consequently inter
nally she will be increasingly troubled by difficult
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problems of domestic administration and finance; mili
tarily there is a possibility that she will have to 
divide her strength in the Pacific; while diplomatic
ally there is the possibility that she will have to 
soften her attitude toward us.

"5. We shall get time to improve and strength
en our diplomatic position in the Thailand and French 
Indo-China areas.

"b. Disadvantages
"1, We think that cur economic difficulties 

will rather increase by March of next year,
H2. Militarily there may be danger in also 

giving the opponents tike for preparation."
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’»Ve respectfully call the Tribunal’s 

attention to exhibit No* 8 7 8 , containing decisions 

of the Imperial Conference ®f 5 November, 1941, 

concerning measures to be taken toward foreign 

countries. With the Tribunal’s permission, we will 

read one paragraph of this exhibit. We start read

ing at the top of page 2:

"Policy towards the Dutch East Indies.

"In order to help conceal and disguise our 

intentions, we shall open as soon as possible a 

series of diplomatic negotiations /with the Dutch 

East Indies/, in the form of continuation of prev

ious negotiations, with the chief object of obtain

ing commodities needed by our country."

We respectfully invite the Tribunal’s 

attention to exhibits 1169 and 1176, containing 

decisions reached at the Imperial Conference of 

5 November, 1941, and plans for the execution of 

the war against the United States, Great Britain 

and the Netherlands. We would like to draw 

attention to the fact that in both exhibits on 

pages ? and 1 respectively, of the English text, 

under the heading "Principle for Hastening the 

Conclusion of the 7ar Against the United States, 

Great Britain, Holland and the Chungking Regime,"
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1
it is stated that Japan will make part of the 
Netherlands Indies independent and retain other 
parts in the Japanese Empire.

The Tribunal’s attention is invited to 
exhibit 1252, containing the Combined Fleet Ultra- 
Secret Operation Orders 1, 2 and 7, which provide 
for naval operations against the Netherlands 
Indies, to start cn 8 Lecember, 1941.

The Tribunal’s attention is invited to 
exhibit No. 877, being a decision by the Liaison 
Conference between the Imperial Headquarters and 
the Government, dated 20 November 1941, and marked 
"National Top Secret," which provides for a mili
tary administration to be introduced in the Southern 
Areas, which are to be occupied, until a decision 
for their future disposal can be taken at a later 
date.

We offer in evidence prosecution document 
2612F, an excerpt from exhibit 2612 for identifi
cation, being on intercepted telegram sent by the 
Japanese Consul General in Batavia to the Japanese 
Consuls in various places In the Netherlands 
Indies on 29 November, 1941.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted cn the usual
terms.
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CLERK OF THE COURT; Prosecution's docu
ment No, 2612F will receive exhibit No, 1330*

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1330 and received in evidence.)

MR. JUSTICE B0RG3RH0FF MULDER: I read

exhibit 1330*
"Dispatched: November 29, 194-1.
"Arrived: November 30, 194-1.
"Sent by: Consul-General ISHIZAWA,
"To: Consul NONOKURA,
"Subject: Re investigating and reporting

of the movements of foreign ships (to be kept secret 
for 'foreign*).

"Code No. of signal 344-,
"Telegram from the Minister, signal No.

2431.
"Urgent telegram,
"As from December 1st, please investigate 

and telegraph in each instance: nationality, name,
port of arrival or departure, date of arrival or 
departure, port of cestination, etc. of foreign 
merchantmen or warships operating in the Pacific, 
the Indian Ocean and the ^outh China Sea zones."

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now until

V

£
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* x ibuna 1 rnct, pursuant to adjournment,

'"11
at 093c.

n 1 
! 2 app earances :
1 * ! For t he.- T r i bun a 1, sa re as be f a r e 0
11 1 1 For the Prosecution Section, sore-

n For the reionse Section, sore as
I a The .icousel:
1’ 1 A31 prose r.t except OK A"’A , Shun el,
is r-' pr-' son ted by his counsel.
!<> .

(English to Japaner and Japanese 
to English interpret ; ti on -.vas rade vy the 
La ngua gc C cot ion , II IT FE, )

u

2 5  i
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the- Far Löst is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Moore:

LANGUAGE ARBITER: (Major Moore): Mr. Presi
dent, with the Tribunal’s permission, I present the 
following language corrections: Exhibit 1281, record
page ]1,385, line 1, delete quotation marks. Page 
11,386, line 1.2, delete quotation marks. Line 13, 
delete "KOISO." Line 14, delete "Has decided that."

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you, Major.
MR. JUSTICE BORGERHOFF MULDER: The

Tribunals attention is respectfully invited to 
Exhibit IIo. 588, containing the resolution adopted 
by the Imperial Conference of 1 December, 1941. Although 
this resolution has been read previously, on page 
10,519, of the record, it nov; appears that the English 
translation, then quoted, was not correct. The Lan
guage arbitration Board have been notified of this 
and have approved the corrections suggested by the 
Prosecution, ’"'ith the Tribunal’s permission we will 
now quote the corrected text of the resolution 
adopted by the Imperial Conference of 1 December 1941.
I read; "Our negotiations with the United States 
regarding the execution of our national policy,
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1 j a d o p t e d  on  i i o v e n b e r  5 t h ,  h a v e  f i n a l l y  f a i l e d .  J a p a n

2 j will open hostilities against the united States
■> I* L r i t a i n  a n d  t h e  i . e t h e r  l a n d s . "I
4 I
5 !

7 !

10 
11
12 
13 
1 f
15
16 
17 
IS
19
20

T h e  T r i b u n a l ' s  a t t e n t i o :  i s  r e s p e c t f u l l y  

i n v i t e d  t o  e x h i b i t  1 2 1 4 ,  b e i n g  a n  i n t e r c e p t e d  t e l e 

g r a m  ^ r o n  T o k v o  t o  . . s i n k i n g ,  d a t e d  4 D e c e m b e r  1 9 4 1 ,  

i n  w h i c h  i t  i s  s t a t e d  t h a t  a l t h o u g h  L a n c h u k u o  w i l l  

n o t  d i r e c t l y  p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  t h e  w a r ,  h r i t a i n ,  t h e  

U n i t e d  S t a  o s  a n d  t h e  .• e t h e i  l a n d s  w i l l  bo  r e g a r d e d  

a s  ?5L ^ & c t o  e n e m i e s  b y  t h e  G o v e r n m e n t  o f  L a n c L u k u o .

The T r i b u n a l ' s  a t t e n t i o n  i s  i n v i t e d  t o  

e x h i b i t  1 2 4 1 ,  b e i n g  t h e  m i n u t e s  o f  t h e  m e e t i n g  o f  

t h e  I n v e s t i g a t i o n  C o m m i t t e e  o f  t h e  i - r i v y  C o u n c i l ,  

c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  d e c l a r a t i o n  o f  w a r  a g a i n s t  A m e r i c a  

a n d  E n g l a n d  on  D e c e m b e r  b t h ,  1 < 4 1 .  L o r o  p a r t i c u l a r l y  

Vv w i s h  t o  d r a w  t i l e  T r i b u n a l ' s  a t t e n t i o n  t o  t h e  

s t a t e m e n t  b y  t h e  a c c u s e d  T O J O ,  o n  T a g e  2 o f  t h e  

E n g l i s h  t e x t ,  w h e r e i n ,  a n s v e r i r . g  t h e  q u e s t i o n  

w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  w a r  w i l l  b e  d e c l a r e d  on t h e  n t h o i -

21 1 lands, lie states, :hat t a i s  -dll be cr.i tr: 1 in vie
*>? i of future strategic ccnvenir :C0 .
“  !23 1 1 The ? r  ibur.a 1 ' s a 11 _-nit ion ls ;L vj t:d Lg th

1
29 1i

'"act that by its order i r :  •■or o. - , it has
« I 1 taken judicial notice of the iact t at on Lee:ir.-b ~>T

i 3tii, 1941, the government of the irgdor; of the



Netherlands declared a state of war to <_xist
between the kingdom of the hethc-rlands and the 
Japanese .,np ire.

1.11. LOOAW: If the fribur.al please, 3 think
that si ould be made to read "the Government of Nether 
lands in le."

Tun. Pi.LolLEiiT: It is for you to prove
’.'here it is and v;hat its location amounts to, hr. 
Logan.

hr. Cunningham.
1.11. CUnnliiGnAL: hr. Pr.-sid-nt, i** the

Court is to take judicial notice of the '’act, it 
occurs to me that it should be a fact ur.cn which 
th'. re is nc contest.

THE TLESitni'.T: So judicial notice is just
what the dof nsc allows the Court to notice, i an
afraid, ve v'on't find any profit in a continuation of 
this discussion, *.r. Cunningham.

l-,h. JUSTICE BOhuEhiiCFF i.TJLLEL- If the Tri
bunal please, i.r. Laver g d rill present the next 
documents in evidence.

THE PhESlLiEnT. hr. Laver - o.
:._h. LaVE.iGE: At the end of Pove-nber, 1941,

a new Cabinet Committee had tw n established under 
the Chairmanship of th-.. Pi ..s.Ld nt of tho Planning
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1i

1 Beard, th- accused SoBUkI, which was to draw up

2 plans for the ...canonic exploitation of the- Southerni
3 Areas. This is sho^n m  prosecution document no. H

4 268? which w . now of for in evidence.
5 Tiili Piî SiuBi.T; i.dr.ittod on the usual terns. *

6 CL^hk OF TPS C0UI\Y : freàccation 1 s document
. 1 no. 2685 will be fcivor. .. xhibit No. 1351*

cc (..h r-upon, the. document above r -
9 f*-rred to vras marker, pros-cution's .xhibit

10 ho. 1.31 and r.cc.ivd in ...vid-nc. .)
11 1.4.. L^VJaGEi t.e shall read exhibit 1331: 1

12 "regulations cf th-- Sixth Conmitto«..-, i"- ;
13 prov d by the Prim-., minister u<.;c:r.b.-r 2nd, 194-1. 11
14 amended January ?3rd, 1942. '/
15 "Article I. j.he Sixth Com ;ittee shall be es- *
16 tablishod in th-- Cabinet for th- purpose of dis- I

* 17 eus sin.-: and drafting matt, is concerning --ccnonic
18 plans and control centring around the acquisition
19 and development o*’ the r--sources in tin. South, rn I
20 ar as (French Indo-China, fhailanu and oth r Southern
21 areas. )
22

"Articl- 11. It shall consist of a chairman
23 and fiv« committ . ..m..n. t may aouoint to./ncrary
24

commits- „-mn if ae-rr.ed t-nperarily nec.ssarv.25
"Article; ill. fh- pr sick nt cf the Planning 1

1
/



! Board shall b-.:- its cnairman.
i "Article IV. Commit to ~-nwn and t-mpo; ary Co:> 
r.itt-.cmon shall be aanointed or roqu*. stod by the

»j Prim«: i.inis tor from among the higher civil servie--
i! officials of the Planning Board and ether government 
! offices concerned.

"Article V. The Chairmen shall presid-.. over th 
businss of the Committ e.

"article VI. Th.; Ccmmitt«... shall have a chief 
s_cr .tary and secretaries. It nay also appoint tem
porary secretaries if deemed temporarily necessary, 

i
j The vice-prosi* nt of the- Planning Beard shall b«.

the chief secretary and ho shall manage the business 
I of Lhe comrutt.«: under the direction of the Chairman 
j of t ho Commit to-- .
; "Svcr,tarifs and t-..rip-ore; y seer ^ri-s snail
be appoint«.-« or requested by th. Prime Linistcr 

! from among the higher civil service officials of 
th-. Planning Board and ot e: government ofric«.s con
cur nod . They shall handle th: busines- of th-. 
Committee und~r the direction of superior officials* 

"articl VJ I. general affairs of the com
mittee shall b. handled by the Planning Boarc.

"nrticl.- VIII. The ■_ stablishrr.. nt of the- com
mittee and oth-or matt«.is pertaining to it shall be
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9  1
i

l<
I '
l2 
i
1-:

k e p t  s e c r e t .

"L a tte n  s P e r t a in in g  to  the .e s ta b lis h m e n t o f  

the S i x t h  C o n n it t „ e  L c c ic ic d  e t  tho C a b in e t  C o n 

fe re n c e  lo v - n b c r  28 , 1 94 1 .

"The S i x t h  C o m m itte e , o rg a n iz e d  v/ith the p e r 

s o n n e l o f  the fo v  rnm n t o f f i c e s  concerned (the 
P la n n in g  b o a rd , th~  F o r . i g n  M in is t r y ,  the F in a n c e  

L i n i s t r y ,  th o  \ a r  M in is t r y  and the i.a vy  . . i n i s t r y )  

s h a l l  be e s t a b l is h e d  in  th e  C a b in e t  f o r  the purposc- 

o f  d is c u s s in g  and d r a f t in g  m a tte :s  p e r t a in in g  to  

the econom ic e la n s  and c o n tro l,  c n : . r in g  around the 
a c q u is i t io n  : nc. u „Velopir.nt o f  the i* « scare  s in  tne 
s o u th e r n  r . r .a s  (Fran c:»  lu d o - C h in a ,  T h a ila n d  and 

o t h . r  so u th e rn  f r e e s . )

16
_ i

1 7  I

19
20

" ih e  g e n e r a l a f f a i r s  ce' t h i s  com m ittee s i i a l l  b.. 

h a n d le d  by tu« F ia  n i ng b o a rd .

"A cco m p an yin g  the establishment o f  t h is  com
mittee , tbu F i f t n  Ccmmitt e- o f  the P la n n in g  board 
s h a l l  be a b o l is h e d .

iè. *r hiv 1 .a i 1C1

21 il V-,J .  «  1  s r .u .so n t h a t  a lth o u g h  econom ic D ro tle m s

> >

2 I
!5

P e r t a in in g  to  th e  S o u t h u t . A re a s  h e re to  have been 

d is p o s e d  o f  by t h , F i f t h  Com m ittee o f  the P la n n in g  

B * a rd , i t  has become n u c e s s '-r y  in  o rd e r  to  cone w ith  

the n r „ s  n t s i t u a t i o n  arm. c a r r y  o u t tn-„ ccno m ic

It

♦t!II

i1I

t
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P le ns a r.d control conter ing around th._ acquisition 
L nu cLv-lopr’.ont cf the r esourc-.-s in the South rn 
Ar...v;j (French Inuo-Chine, 'Th-i la net and other 
south..rn areas) through a controlled, activation of 
the- composite- nr ticnal pov.ar under a united political 
ana strategical policy and thcr.by contribute to
ward .the establishment of our powerful national de
fens . str te, to s .t u ; in the Cabinet r committee 
to discuss ar.d '-raft mat tors pertaining to this in 
parti cular.

'V.ccomrnnyjng the establishment of this ccn- 
mitt„> , the Fifth Committee of the Flanning Board 
is abolished."

'-’he first report by the newly established 
Sixth Conuit ta _• was clat.d 1 2 i/o comb or 1941 and pav. 
full details concerning tin ..ccncmic measures to 
bo taken in th.- F th .rl; nds Indies and th.. oth-r 
South-..rn i.r-.,r,s rft.r th.; occupation, ks will be 
shown lat..r, th~ ..conomic mcasur-.s taken by Japan 
in thv iktlv.rla nds Ina ies aftev: th-.ir occupation, 
clos.ly followed th>. program worked out in this 
report.

ho now ofhr t.ais report., rros-. cuticn document 
149?, in .vidrnce.

THE r'KESII/Ei.T: ^omitted on the usual t.rms.
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10 j
11 1 
12 !
13

14
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16 
17
15
19 ,I
20 !1I
21 !
22 j

23

24 
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Gunlu. OP .'ut, CC L'i T: Pros : cation1 s doc un- nt
j-o. 1492 v/ill r-c iv-j . . x h i b i t  Ko. 1332.

( f r .r  iaoon, th-. docum ent e bovo r , -  

f  r r j d  tu  v - c  «ir-rked p res- c u t io n  ' s e x h ib i t

3 P c . 1 :3 2 and ro c.:iV w d  in e v ld '.n c  ; .  )
6 • L ii ij v s h e l l  r t .rd  p e rte
- . . x h ib i t  1332 , 3 t r i  t i n ; e t  the ton o f  nope l i

i OO "C u t  1.1 r.<. o '- tu - conoraic Count .r - - I 'lv n =  f o r
bout;, rn /.ro- .

îop o>. cr -t. 12 • lv41. jiij oov-rm eut, *nd
oupr̂ r.c Ce r.r.: nu L i r icon Cenri -tc<- heuert. 16 i,„c »
1941 . C •ibir.o t i- - t i r . f  i. ..or t . rj.op S e c r X-0 • c h i •pN. a
C f f i c : ~ l . Co ::ri r c -  m a  :inc US 1t*-rx %? i . i n i s t r ;

"Th'c £ i x U. C o U M Îtt-, Cer. t._n t s .
"Ch-'.Dt.T- I P o l i c y •
"Ch;..r t e r ] I. fhr .̂c s e n t i '» T_ cr c f  t n - C c u n t - r  •- P I ;  r.

f o r  t.ro- A »
"Tir., F i r s t Cour, to r-:- ■ 1er..

"Tir.. S .co i.a C. u n t - r - •X l :  n .

"ch- p t e r i l l .  T h - ,s s c i t i 1 13 c f  the: CC"nnl- i' M.
P I-  r. r or t V v.* B.

"oil; p to r •*. • P o l i c y .
7.1. 9 Th... pr :Lne i f  1 n. in  c f th... p o l ic y is te f i l l

tho dr.VwV rà fe r1 i:r io r t ;  n t ne t u r r 1 1• 1 so u rc e S *"■r.d th I"'. -
by con t r i b u t - te- th . ex- c 11 t ie n c f tiiO 01. s - nt  v/nr f r  ro,
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12 !
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13 i

14

16 1
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19
20 
21

23
24

25

the sarx. tine., to establish a system of 
autarchy ■‘'or the Cr-.,£it..r Ea st A si: Co-Presre-r i ty 
o. hi.ro, and speedi ly fine means of strongthunine 
" ud r_oletins the imperial ». ccnomic str-.ngth.

"[1. The f.r* rs v/hich bocoax the object of thi; 
ec-unt..r-plr.n shall bo : th-.. butch East .indies,
1 ritish IP. lays and Borneo, Philippines (the above 
shall be are:, A) • French Inde-Chin*, and Thai lmd 
(the above shall be Area 1.)

"111. in regard to Ar~r. A, the rar sur os shall 
b': divided ir.to tv;ci the ^irst count, r-rlan and 
the s-.cor-.d count-..r-plan. hr eh she ll be bas,a on 
the fellowinp policy.

our.t-.-r-plan.
is si:-:. 11 lr id on the c c- 
r sources, and in the exscu-

" 1 . T h - F i r s t

" ( a ) The ercr-h

o u i s i t i c n c f  n'-.tur:

t ie n  c f  th _sc  m.-a su

r e s o u r c e s f e r  c - r r y

n a in  c b j  . c t i v  .

" ( t ) hv- r y  r.x

o u tf lo w  o f s p e c ia l  :

to  on, ray c o u n t r ie s .

" f c ) in  t ; x  - i .u si tien c: resr.urc.s, ent» :sis 
s.aall ' ; 1; id sc './.at existing ont:r’arises c: n be 
r-r'ofit:bly led to cooperation ' nd that wffc-rts shall

I

i
I
Î

/
y

\

K



the minimum th- burdens onbe made to lighten U 
our Imperial t.conor.ic strength.

Tiif- Second Counter-plan.
".h... completion of an autarchy system in th 

dr--at«;r East Asia Co-Prcscorjty Sphere shall be the 
objective, ana permanent arrangements for it shall 
t v: .

"3V. in regard to Arm B, steps •■••'ill bo taken 
to nroduco promptly effective morsures based upon 
cur or»-arranged policy, and v/ith the utilization
of our prestige /eo-rciv» pov'cr/.. ’«hieh shell be in
creased as a result of the development cf situations 
in hr a A, measures shall be adopted to realize our 
demands for important resources, osnaclolly in the 
s» cur .mg of food resources, and others. Furthorr.cre, 
should the situation change suddenly, another policy 
shall bo decided."

ji

j
i
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5
6
7
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9
10 
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24 :1
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"Chapter II
"The Essentials of the Counter-Pirn for Area A.

"The First Counter-FI"n.
"I. General Rules.
"1. /ill -'cqvired cr exploited materi-Is shell 

te included in the materiel mot ilization rim.
"At the beginning of c military opera tim, 

all existent import:nt materials shall be collected 
: no secured in accordance with the decisions of our 
.rmy rnd lit vy. In regard to the disrosal of the afore
mentioned materials, it shall be in :ccordnnce with 
the preceding clause.

"2. The order for exploiting materials shall 
be decided by the Central authorities after consider
ation is given to the cher.pcs in vrnr situ tions and 
the derree of necessity for resources.

"3. The standard for the acquisition of 
resources for the fiscal year of 1942, and the esti
ma tec acquisition for the fiscal y<-' r of 1944 are as 
indicated ir. attached sheet Ko, 1 m e  No. 2.

"4. Fersonne1 funds (paid out o^ the budget 
-t presc-nt) , materials, etc. necessary for the develop
ment of local petroleum and other miner* 1 resources 
shall be allotted, fer the time being, to the Army *nd 
Na vy."
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"5« Deficient resources of eh district shell 
be supplied -s follows'.

"r. Self-sufficiency shell be rlr-ned -s much 
/. s possible for necessities of life.

I
"b. -lutur 1 interchrnre of products between 

Southern re.' s shr 11 be mrdc- 's much rs possible.
"c. Jr pr n shrll be relied û or. only for such 

mr ter ids rs c'nnot be found,
"6. Hutu?1 interch nee of southern products 

bfsed on the cbove druses shell be mr.de in rccordrnce 
with negoti. tions errried on betv.'een the Army rnd

I

Nr vy ruthorities in the r rer rnd r.t home, rnd th-t 
under government regulation. !

"II. Development.
"1. Petroleum.
"(1) Development of re sources shrll he 

concrntrrted on rç.trolc;um. Priority for procurement 
of funds, nr ter iris, ' ncl 'll other mersv res which rre 
nccessrry sh'11 te provided.

"(?> At the outset the petroleum industry 
sh'11 be nu n: ged by the : rmed forer s rnd rs so<*n rs 
conditions permit, it shell be speedily trr r.sferrcd 
to privrtc enterprise.

"(3"j Consicicrin the difficulties in re
quisition rnd tr-ns'-ort'tion, ' rrropri: tc •' re* s shell
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be d e v e lo p e d , ? nd e f f o r t s  s h e l l  be d ir e c t e d  r sre clcr l l y  

to u rrd  the - r e q u is i t io n  o f s u i t r b l c  o i l  f o r  ; v i r  t io n  

r: s o l  ine  »

"('4) In reperd to lee: 1 refining of oil, 
needed fecilities sh**ll be restored proportionate to 
the c iiditicns of *hc existing f' eilities * nd noon 1
reference to J' *nese ' nd Iknchuri'n productive cr Y*r city4 

"2. Other .lirpr.l Resources. J
ii"(1) In the- mining industry, the exploit: - 

tivc 'ower sh"ll be concentr: ted on key r-oints, end 
the principal ' irr* is to -xploit the n- ximum qu'ntity I
of resources by minimum number of enterprises with j

»

excellent efficiency.
I"(;) Freilities *s of current oper'tinp j

conditions, shell be restored ;s sneedily rs rossible,
? nd r. step forward shell be t: ken to promote exploits- 
tivc enterprises in new ore's, for instance: nickel
ore, copper ore, b* uxite , chromium ore, nrng'nesc ore, 
mice, rhosph?. tc rock or other or- s for special steel, !

IIend non-ferrous met*'l (tin excepted).
"(b) Those exploit: tive ent rrriscs in n w

ere: s tin t . re to be* temror:rilv sus^nded she.11 be:-
iTin ore end Iron ore.

"2. The selection of enternre r/urs to t'ke 
chr rgc of new exploit* tion of import' nt miner**!
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1 resources sh' 11 be , for the most r rt, in principle,
7
,7

in record:nee with the. purport of the following items.
"(:) th t the 1 xnloit-tion of resource s in

4 1 one pi'ce sh? 11 be left s much s possible sole ly to
3 one cnte.rrre.nrur.
(i "(b) Thrt the cntcrcreneur must possess
7 excellent end sound -xpiriencc in this tyre. of industry

^ «7 in the • rcr concerned or elsewhere.
i;
1 . • 
t: i
î

"(c) Th't the e nt.erpre ne ur must possess 
; bility ncctss ry in the exploitation of r-sources.

"(d) Throughout the: Southern .re' , the. seme 
vrrie.ty of resources shell be divided : nd sh: red by

13
M 1

two or more e nt< r’-rene urs, so - s to - void the evil of 
h: vinr on-, firm monopolize one v'ri^ty. Sreci-'l

1 s ! resourc s, hovever, • re not re.c+ticte d to this rule. i
i 6 "3. .‘rricultur , for: sty ' nd m* rine products

/f> , ->V 1 industry. J
lî‘. "1. In ■ pricultur* , fer-.stry end m rinc j
1') products ent.rrriscs, the rcv^nce of new Jrrrnesc ;
20 .i nter~r^ncurs shell be checked for the present,
21 cxcv. ’•■t in sorn- urgently n.. ce ss' ry c'ses.
22 
~ 1 "2. !.. oh rrpion should ende avor to "ttrin i
23 ! self-sufficiency in most of its food re.sources. J
u  i "4. ’./■nuf-- cturing Industry. ii
25 !

1
"lb nuf: cturine industri s sh'11 not be setO
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1
1
1 up in the area as a rule, except special ones (e.g.

2
J

shipbuilding, repair shops for equipment for na tue re 1

3 resource development)<, This rule is not applicable

4 to industry having equipment already in the.ares,

5 and can contribute to reduction of the shipping
6 load ,
7 "III« Currency.
8 "Although v;e should endeavor to make the
9 best use of the local currency,
10 "1. at first,
11 "(a) *’e shall use military currency,
12 which is to be expressed in the local currency of
13 each area.
14 "(b) Military currency shall circulate-
15 on a par with local currency. Compulsory measures
16 shall be adopted for tha.t purpose.
17

"(c) Both at home and in the area a
18

well organized structure should be considered for
19

managing military currency.
20

"(d) Any expenses required for acquiring21
end develoring rrincirle natural resources in the area22

23
shall be drev,n from the vpr budget at present.

24 "2. In accordance with the steps of

25
controlling the occupied areas.

"(a) Vie should endeavor to control its local



system of currency issue :s fr.s es rossible, • nd to 
' ci just its function with the military currency system 
in order to edvencc gredu'.lly towerds e unification 
of both. In line with this, the elrcedy issued 
milit.'ry currency should be withdre wn in •. xche n?e for 
the loce 1 currency.

"(b) The. liquidation 's e. result of the 
unification or withdr- we 1 mention' d : bove shell be 
ce rried out cs follows:

"1. To use race.ns such . s borrowing money from 
end floe tin? lo:ns through, the note-issuing brnks.

To ' nrroorir.tc c~nfisceted en- my urcrerty.
"3* To order loci pov- rnnwnts or public 

corpore+ions to be - r r shore of the n: tionel defence 
expenditure .

"(c) iie■;sures to re!se funds for ' cquirinp 
; nd developing principe 1 nr turrl resources shell bo- 
decided 1; ter on.

"3. . xche.npc control in the 're: should
be comrle. tcly org nized to control movement of funds."

We shell now reed p-re.grerh V on p' go 7-

"V. Tre nsportetion.
"1. Freight spv cc cveileblc for trensport- - 

tion to '.no from Southern e re- s shell be nllctted crch 
month to the. Army ' no îiavy#it
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■I I

12
I

13 
ii ' 
: '» 1

"2. Requisitioned spree shall be used for 
transport:tion of n- turrl resources.

"3. Ships of more thrn 5C0 tons, seized in 
the ;rr; , shell be transferred to the central author
ities for dispose 1, but ships under 500 tons shell be 
used in the --ree under the direction of the central 
ruthoriti.es.

"4. The order i rd quantity of shirking of 
southern -re-a resources requiring shipping shell be 
decided recording to their imoort-nce

We shell p'-ss over prrrgraph 6 end continue 
reading per a graph 7, from the bottom of page. 7 onwards 

"VII. Economic pressure on the !'. S. end
Britfin.

16
1 -I use ful in economic wer

IS r Vi  as follows :

IV "Rubber, tin,

20 nil; hemp, coorr, p-

21 "VIII. Self-

— in the tree .

23 "1. Local go
21 r rm-' d forces should be
23 Of the mil it ry op«, re t

trin mainly tru. following it'ms:
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15

16
17

18
19
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" ( 1 ) P r o v is io n s  rn d  f o r r g c  ( t h i s  ite m  sh o u ld  

use c o l l  r o t io n s  o f  l o c r l  go ods ; s  f : r  r s  p o s s i b l e ) .

" ( 2 )  F u r l .

" ( 3 )  Some c lo th in c *  end b u i ld in g  m a t e r ie l .  | 

Those im p o rt" n t  m a t é r ie ls  su ch  r s  r c t r o lr u m  sh o u ld

b .: , o f  c o u r s - ' j used  m ost s p r r i n g l y  end w it h in  th e  l i m i t
i

r l l o t t c d  b y  the ce n tre  1 m i l i t a r y  r u t h o r i t i c s  r e c o r d in g  

to  the r n r t v r i r l  m o b i l iz f  t io n ' p lr .n .

" 2 .  I n  c: sc m r n u f " c t u r in g  in d u s t r y  i s  needed
i

f o r  s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y  o f  th e  rrm ed f o r c e s  in  th e  r r e r  , I

i t  sh o u ld  be l im it e d  to  the use  o f  e x i s t i n g  equipm ent |

under m i l i t ' r y  nr n: gem ..nt. !

"The Second C o u n te r  P l- 'n .

"These count-: r - n ie  ns sh o u ld  " im r t  th r com-
4 j

p le t io n  o f  ; sy ste m  o f  a u t o r c h y  in  the O r e - t e r  F n s t  A s i r  

C o - P r o s p e r it y  S p h e re , ' i d  th. econom ic d eve lo p m en t o f  

the J  p rnese p e o p le  in  thr S o u th e rn  rr<.r on n r t io n -  

£ l l y - D l r n n c d  b r s i s ,  end prom ote econom ic c x c h rn g e  1

betw een f r e e s  w it h in  the C o - P r o s p * r i t y  S p h e re . The ;:
dr.tr i l s  o f  t h i s  c o u n t 'r - p lr .n  w i l l  be d e cid e d  upon r t  | 

r noth*,r t im e .
!

" C h p r t i r  I I I  I

"The. C o u t - r - p l r n  f o r  A re "  B .
I

"Th  sc c o u n t - r - p lm s  sh o u ld  be mr i n l y  br sed 

on the p o l i c i e s  d e te rm in e d  b y  the F i f t h  C o m m itte r. I f  J
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th, situe tion requires thr ir revision, they will be 
c« eie d up o.n - t -noth.r time.

"In re er re to rnrrin<. trrns'ort'tion, re. g^lc- 
’ ’ ns sh' 11 corf or in to those of fr v A."

■'r s'■ r. 11 not r*''d the two rtt- ehe d cherts, 
showiny the ti-, vclopme nt «f production in th<- Southern 
nr. • s -s rl .-. d by th " remittee, 'Ithouph the 
'Jritun.l reicht wish to consider them.

V.h off r for idc.nti.fio'-tier, only, prosecu
tion docum- nt 1112, r dr: ft mork'd "For'i^n Ministry 
Top Scret" • nd entitl.n ",'olicy Tow-Tds b'utrrl 
row, es 'r»d o-h- r Probier.?

CLIRK OF TRP COI IT: Pros, cutler.1 s occurm r.t
bo. 1111 will receive <xhibit bo. 1333 for identifica
tion only.

(O'hit. reuron, the document above- referred 
to w os merked pros., cut ion's exhibit No. 1333 for 
idc ntif ics tion. )

MR. LAV1RGE: An rxcc.rot from this document
ntitL à "Summ:, riz cd Pinn for !.C-nr seme nt of the South 
S' : j.r- ■' d: tea 14 Dcctrrîvr 1941, is now offered in 
e via* nc<. .

Till PRES I DIRT: Admitt-.d on the. usu: 1 terms.
CLLRF OF T::F R'TRT: Pros, cution1 s document,

be. 1112A will r-ccive exhibit be. 1333̂ «
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t

(Vhe r-'ucon, the docunh nt «rbove rcf< rr'd  
to wes rrrrkcd prosecution's exhibit Ko. 1333A 
end received in  evidence.)
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MR. -LAVERGE: ’Vo shall r "d exhibit 1333A:
"t“U î.:rARizED  p l a :; for : a k a g e i e n t  o f  t i e  ^ o u t h

J*FA aRFA.
"I)'c-mbr*r 14 v-HO’VA 16/1941/
"1. The purpose and basic policy.
"Our purpos- is to guarantee the security of the 

Empire and establish th--3 organization nrce-ssarv for 
projecting th' construction of Greater East Asia 
Co-Prosr-o--*-* tv tphero in which the Empire is the 
loading power.

"The following are the basic relicts of a 
concrete plan for this purpose:

"a, Acouisttien and utilization of miiitarv bases, 
the rights to st-tion troops (including naval forces), 
cooperative defense - th'se militarv demands indis
pensable for th- national defense of the Empire and 
th/ safe “guarding of East Asia must b' secured.

•»h. To s"curf the demands for acquisition of th-' 
r sources for nation-1 defense, such as, petrol, tin 
and ruhb' r »

•»he cur in e th- demand for tightening of conomic 
cooperation ih th Greater East Asia Co-Prosperltv

Pph.r< •
nc. o v ring the political shackles of Europe 

-nd iipiorica in the t-cuth J*-"i Area, concurrently
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respecting tc the utrrost the desire cf the southern 
people for emancipation and independence, but the 
DT’oceduT; such ns incorporation of any region into 
the Imperial territory or establishment cf a protect
orate must be resolutely carried out ehon that is con
sidered proper fron the standpoint of the absolute 
necessity for the national defense cf the Empire, the 
de rce of stupidity of the natives and other conditions.

"2. Summarized plan for management cf the 
Philippines.

"a. The Philippines shall quickly be cone 
independent.

"b. hake them: promise tc e'fcr the use of mili
t a r y  baser and t h e  c.th«.r necessary military co- 
c p era tier, t c J a pan

"c. lake an agreement cf the close diplo
matic collaboration with the Impire.

"d. hake them premise a close- cconoric col
laboration with the Emoire.

"3. .Turmarized plan cf Treatment of Dutch
I r d i c s .

"a. leak- the Dutch Indies independent as 
,fi’K  Irdcne-sî n Föderation. '

"b. T'akc them promise the establishment cf 
J an an c s c n 11 it" rv bases.11

*
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',T*

"Kakc them promise to co-operate with Japan 
en other points,al so.

"With regard te their diplomatic pcllci*;-, 
rake them promise tc act hr.r.d-ir-hrrd with Japan. 
Concernin': their military diplomacy, Japan shall par
ticipate in their deines. The method of participation 
stall be decided separately.

"c. I-nke ther prerise a close economic col- 
I'-fcc-raticn with Japan ir. the development and utiliza
tion cf their raturai resources, etc.

"d. Falx States cf the following three dis
tricts, which, are capable constructing srlf- 
ac verrrer.t, and rake a fed-rnticr of the States,
Java (including Hadurn, Bali m d  lombok): Furatra: 
Celebes (excluding Tirer, Bali nr.d Lombok, and includ
in' the Sesser Fund a Islands and the Felucca Islands), 

"v. The following districts which are at pre
sent incapable cf self-government, shall be made do
minions cf the Fccb.ral States, but their cortrol shall 
be entrusted to Ja1'an; Dutch. Borneo, Dutch Few Guirea, 
Dutch Timer.

"f. Owing tc rilitnry and transportation re
quirements, the ' icuvv and Linger Islands in the Singa
pore Straits, and the nnambas and Natura Islands ir. 
th<. Borneo Straits shall be organized as Japanese ter-

4 ■

; /
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rit' rv '.r ‘ a Japanese Gcvc rrr.r-Gcneral nt Fincaroro 
stall administrate thon.

"4. curraried Flan cf treatment cf British
l'a lay a.

"a. £ in ray or o and the- other Straits Fettle-
rents «

"1. Tier shall be organized as Japanese ter
ri ti ry and a Japanese Gcvcrncr-Ger.oral at Singapore 
shall administrate then. Hrv/ever, for geographical 
reasons Lir.buan Island sbal 1 be organized as a part cf 
Borneo, which is under the direct ccrtrcl cf Japan for 
administration.

"b, The federated 'tates and the rcn-Fedorated 
S tat' s o f !-:a 1 ay a.

"1. A? a rule, rale all cf the States pro- 
t-T'C+a rat's cf Jr.̂ an and recognize thcr as kingdoms as 
has beer, generally the situation in the past.

"2. Hake the nreser t Federation disrerber 
itself and cr'-ariz* a new fed. ration chiefly ccr. sis ting 
cf the former Federated and ncn-Federated States.

"3. I'Establish Japan's right cf protectorate 
ever the Federation as v;ell as its ccmon. rt states by 
a treaty cf protection, ^nd have a Japanese Goverrcr- 
Gcrcral resident in Singapore tc. direct then and cen
tre! their administration. "
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ticnc-d ii. the above pi .n shall be cor. si de red separately 
y/hoii recessary according tc the charges cf the situation j 
hereafter."

24
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, HR. LAVERGE: We next offer in evidence
2 j prosecution's document 1987-B, an excerpt from 
. I prosecution's document 1987, hithertofore marked 
, : exhibit 679 for identification. The proffered
5 j excerpt consists of parts of copies of two plans 

dealing with the final disposal of the Japanese 
7 conquests, the originals of which plans the witness
s Kazuo, YATSUCI on 9 October, 1946 testified he
y j obtained from the Research Section of the Japanese
10 ! VJar Ministry in February or March 1942.

i
11 j THE PRrSIDENT: Captain Brooks.

i
12 ! ME. BROOKS: Mr. President, I want to object

I
13 j on this document's introduction in evidence because 
M  j  of the nature of the document, being that of one of

J the Research Institute plans. That was where the 
ll> students took the part of various Cabinet members 
17 and ministers, if the Court will recall the testimony 

I just referred to by the prosecution. The plans, as 
j set out, were nypothetical cases for the purpose of 

20 1 study. If the Court should recall, in the record,
2! from the testimony of the prosecution's witnesses, 

j these plans —  they testified to under cross-examin-
ty 1 •

1 ation -- were never used, and were never referred to,
2-i and in none of the other documents have they been

referred to in any of the official plans that they25 !
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used any research plans. Therefore, the defense 
feels it would be without probative value and would 
be immaterial and irrelevant to be entered in 
evidence in this phase of the case.

HR• LAVERGE: Your Honor, I am afraid that
learned counsel for the defense is not quite correct 
in his statements here. Prosecution's document 
1987 consists of three parts. The third part is 
a study oy this National Policy Research Institute 
which was a private institute. The first two parts 
are copies of documents which the Institute borrowed 
from the War Ministry. What we introduced in 
evidence here are only excerpts from the first two 
parts, excerpts from documents which originally 
were in the files of the War Ministry.

TîX PRESIDENT: The documents as tendered
are admitted on the usual terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. I987-B will receive exhibit No. 1334»

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1334 and received in evidence.)

HR. BROOKS: I want to call to the Court's
attention there is no certificate attached, and I 
am Instructed under the proceedings it was connected

I

I

li

I

(
i

t1

!

)

<



uc te this witness that he did idrntifv it, and 
w* would like to reserve our chanc^ to object to 
that under thr Court's ruling.

HR. LAVERG3: 7/e v/ill now read passages
from exhibit 1^34, starting at the top of page 1.

"THE FUN DA' ENTAL PRIECIPLEt* CF THE REMEDIAL 
FEAeUIlE," FCR i-CUTHERN REG If Ne TC BE OCCUPIED Ah A 
REeULT C * THE GREAT F.AhT A H A  WAR."

"HE PREhIDENT: V/here is that certificate,
Mr. Laverge?

HR. L*VERGE: Your Honor, there is no
certificate because this document, when it was 
originallv introduced, was certified bv a live 
witness who testified t^at these were the documents 
which he personally borrowed from the files of the 
■7ar Finistrv,

THE PRESIDENT: That is sufficient.
IR. LAVERGE: That is on page 7368 of the

record.
I continue reading:

"No. 1. POLICY.
"’Tien Jacan completelv occupies the southern 

regions belonging to the United states. Great Britain, 
and the Netherlands as a result of the present Great 
East Asia War, Japan will be in a rcs^tion to decide
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"all matters concerning the type of sovereignty, 
politics, culture, and economy fer these regions 
according to her own desire. However, as it is 
sften in the Imperial Proclamation of the Declaration 
of 7/ar, the aspirations of the present war are to 
exr.el the Anglo-American domination in the Orient 
in order to ensure Japan's existence, and also to 
^stabl-sh the Greater Asiatic Co-prosperity Sphere 
in order to secure the stability of East Asia so 
that it ma" contribute to th« peace of the world. 
Therefore, the remedial measures touching those 
regions should bn conducted ent'rol^ in accordance 
with the purrort of the Rescript.

"No. 2 THE KAIN FCINTh.
"1. ’The" 7/e occurv the southern regions belong

ing to the Tni.ted htates, Great Britain, and the 
Netherlands, the influences o^ those countries shall 
be exrellpd.

"2. There shall be «stabil shed in these occupied 
regions sr.ecial aoents to be in charge c r matters 
concerning politics, culture, and econcm" so that 
v-’e may set up an all-round plan as soon as possible 
in order to establish the Greater Asiatic Cc-pros- 
roritv Sphere v/hi ch is the aim of the present holv
war. "
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''3. Tr. order to ensure the ex'stence of the
Japanese Entire and that a national defence state •

Iof hi eh degree fce built up, the development of the j 
r-vail able natural resources of those various regions j 

b,r their inhabitants under our leadership is a 
thing to be obtained. The bringing about of the 
development of such natural resources mentioned II
above 's also of vital necessity for promotion of J

I
the well-being o'* those peonies vn thin the regions, 
but, taking into consideration the relation of 
demand and sur.r.lv of the resources of the !last Asia 
Co-Prosperitv Schere, rlans must quicvlv be made both 
'’or an industrial reorganization of the whole Co- j 
Prosperity bthere, and also, in particular, a counter-ji
rlan is necessary for a cut in production of such 
natural resources as are considered to be over
production to the demand of the Co-Frosper1ty höhere, 
(rubber, tin, sugar, etc.) taking into consideration 
the living conditions of the inhabitants and the 
industrial eConoRr,r 0 r the given areas»

"4. After peace and order becomes secured, all 
occupied regions, with exception of those sections 
spotted to be military operational bases specially 
under our direct control in the future, shall be so

I
liberated as to have the natives restore their j
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independence with sorre properl" divided area as a 
unit in accordance w* th the ability of the natives 
f a d i n g  lr each area, provided that the independent i 
”nit does not necessarily have to be on 'one race for j

Ione nation* basis.
"5’. The areas to be independent shall be

imonarchies according to various situations; and
I

*n case of necessity these monarchies shall be 
organized as coalition monarchies.

"6. Although self-government for internal •
affairs will be gradually granted to each country j
which has achieved its independence, Japan shall j

I
exercise control, through some snecial organization 
so far as defense ar.d foreign affairs are concerned 
so as to secure th^ stabilitv of East Asia.

I
"(December 1941) j
"A PLAN FOR LAND DIpFOPaL '.71 THIN THE GREATER 

APTÄTIG CO-FROP PERITY p FHERE.
I

"No. 1. Regions corning under Japanese rule where j
ia Government-General will be established." i
IYour Honor, w« will not read the long !I

enumeration of countries which were to come under ;
t

direct Japanese rule, but will turn to the top of 
page 5.

"REGIONS TO BE LADS IPTC INDEPENDENT pTaTSP."
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"1. EAbT INDIA?-’ KINGDO::.
"All Dutch 1-cssessions.
"British Borneo, Labuan Island, f-arawak,

Brunei Cocos Island, C'-'r'?stmas Island, Andaman 
Islands, Nicobar Islands, Portuguese Timor (To 
be bought up in thr future )*”

V/e will not r-~ad the remainder of this list 
of future independent states. The Tribunal might 
want to consider it.

Mfe n-'-xt présent «xcerpts from two documents 
compiled by thf Total ”'ar Research Institute, con
taining plans for the consolidation of the Japanese 
conouests. These documents arn lengthy but thev are 
considered of some importance bv us in view of the 
evidence v/hich will re-sort later concerning the 
"’"asures taken bv Japan in the territories occupied 
bv her as a r-suit cf the war.

<
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HR. LhVERGE: Vf'e offer in evidence proso-
cution document 1621C. an excerpt from exhibit 
68Q fer identifie-tion.

THE P-H>ID2NT: admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE CCT.'RT: Prosecution's document

Ho. I62IC v;îil receive -'Xh{bit No. 1337»
(’Vhere-ur-cn, th*' document above re

ferred to v'-'s marked prosecution's exhibit 
Ne» 1335 T.d r ceiv-’d in evidence*)

HR. La VERGE: \'/n shall ro‘’d parts of
exhibit 1'35. "fe shall f'rst read th- title page, 

"lop Secret
"Establishment of East Asia.

"Hanouvers for thr First Period of Total 7ar. 
"Doc. No. - Da ta of th* Total 7nr Research 

Institute I'o. 46.
"Date ef Comrdlation - 18 Feb. 1942 /17 hhowa/
"Numb'-r of coni's nr-p-r^d. - 150 copias 
"Dispesition - Kept in the Institute.
"'"hose distributed outside Institute to be 

return'd nft*r use.
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j secured tc firm]y pst*bH

" £ ^ £ 11 Policy
The necicss-vv  ̂ . . ,- remote areas must be speedily

sh r ]on»-term endurance nt
t? t\’de ? by *'rrrf>o-i n~v.-, .• Jior•jon of t^c alliance, the

r a*ai nst t} e !Tni ted . Ä ,tes of arrrricr, Britein and
Ch‘ ne "-il] bc- carried 0>m- irp oren?retiens for v/ar
"CPÎn,t * * « *  V;” 3 b0 r i o t e d  rr-d ,, .,iU ,ro-,otc
tk' fT'°"’th Pf Sew n-erc^ rfr,c«r.r the first
step terris the ostah n rh„, „t 0, the K,rt
Asie Ce- F’csnrrity SVrrr. T<>"•• I f t i s unavoidable, ve
shell rape ver ap'irst Vâ , . „o, se.it. 1 o"'ever, evr ch?.t f
object in av.rsu: r.g thr v.. ̂  . . ...' r te its erd lies in t e ex-
ir,Ur.ce und drvolnnnrnt. or „  r ,vr,tlrr,rl n0„,.r frd 
sprcirl cere should b- tr;,on tp vh€ pJpht tln;c
for we r so os not to leave rny rcprêts.

tD t] c termi ns. ti m. ef the 'mcrGM'*’ ,”''r, ’’’e 
-ust endeavor to firmly establish the foundation of 
the Greeter Erst t.sie. Co-Frosperitv Sphere, ’"o -vi]] 
make it cur minimum roo«i rc-m# nt to prevent another ra.r 
’"1th China <t  ̂ she"] oqui.n ourselves at the very 
least '-ith créditions ^or tie- defence of o”r national 
inclc-pcndcnco In that direction.

"Chanter II 
"Strategy

"S'ctloa I Direction of the frr"

\

<
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fI
Ml. In our resolution to carry out ?. lory [ 

nc.riod war, strategic points in the defence circle villi
i

be occupied, rrd ’''bile ’"e prosecute the rar on on»? ,II
hard, our osscr.tir.l ^o'^rs of sc-lf-sufficionoy rill bo 
strengthened end secured on the other.

"ir. carrying out the var, England vill be
oMr main obhet, m d  in order to rT.i r t̂ ir our position | 
of indent r. ierc ore initio tire ':■* every roans Possible ! 
’••O vü  1 fire s^rc’Q.. ofterts to the destruction of the 
American rad English f.'oit. ”*e -d 1 1 farther strengthen ̂ 
the nrohib! ti m  of intercourse betr,c:-n rhe territories
u n d e r o*’ r -er anri t> ' " n * -1 

rd lD  d o s c ro y  th >  trr n s -v  r t a  ' 

A m erica  a s much a s  p o s s i b.1 c.

d -vr t<~ s cr Enrlrni, end 
er . n ~''-i vcst coast of

i
I

»Vc v:il2 take strict precautions in r'rticu- 
Irr agnirsi the egress of nr.ticna.l defor.C' materials 
'or "tich the United States and V « gland rrly on East

C u r c f ' i t n d o  tc v ’" r d s  Chin?. v n ] i  be to  • 

: y , r .  th e  o c c u p ie d  t e r r i t o r i e s  : c r c r d i r g  tu  th e  p o l i c y  , 

p r e v io u s ly  r r r - '  nged r n '3 to  p ro v id e  f o r  th e  clevclo nm cnt 

o f  n e c e s s a r y  m a t e r ia ! s .  V!r w i l l  promote- th e  g r o v th  

o f  th e se  so  r s  to  make them c o n t r ib u t e  to v a r d s  th e  

c s t a b i l  shrr.cn t  o f  a r C h in e ,, ; ' ' '  in  th e  m crnv,h l l r  v’0 ^

" i l l  en d eavo u r to  c ru s h and ckshrir the hinterland
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( T . K .  - i.G. Chungking) by c-xhausting their armed j
forces, their economic abilities '•nd every other 
mer sure.

"3. v’e v'ill try to utilize materials v'hich 
orn be procured in the v,rr zone s} thus strivirp to |
maintain and promote onr national po’”cr, m d  rt the j1 j
some time ~»e r’ill complete our military pov,ers so j
r.s to be able to ov< rthro”- the revived American r.nd j
English rt treks thr t ri 11 f ol 1 or? the loose of tine, 
especially any change in *bc European front.

"4. '”o '■xn-ct pood results from the German
end Italian domin'lion in thi T!ndi t.crrnncan, the i
countcr-blockrdr an Fnglrrd nreoer and the destruc
tion of trr r.spcrtrtion on erst ce st of the J
"nited Stries. I

"With the development of thr situation ™c j
vill do our host to establish contact in (T.F. probablyj 
’-•it,h Gerneny and lt'ly) the Indien Ocean.

»»5. Jr. ease of an actual Gernen lending in 
England proper, v’c ri 1 ’ turn the resulting shock to 
our o’"n account and further strengthen our norcr in
the sphere of our influence.

-v hold it as our general policy to I
'* Iavoid vTr -ith Russia at present, and rill strive for

I .
this end. However» prop''rations must be nr de- to the
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utmost, to ore p m  for rnv chrngo in the siturtion.
"If the unovoidrblc hnppons, such es joint>“ I

1 operations by the U.S.A. end Russin r.grinst. Jmrn ”’ith-
3
 ̂ in nur defence sphere, then '"C shell seize the oppor- 

tunity to resort to military methods rgninst Russin.
,  ” 7 .  I f  t h e  C h i n e s e  h i n t e r l r n d  n r e n c s c s

p e n c e ,  r e  rr*. r e r d y  t o  r e c e n t  i t .  v’c  ’- i l l  s e t t l e
' ( 

i8 j Sinc-Jrnrnc se nrobl^ms recording to our oolicy ore- 
yl viously erring*d, nnd, if nossibl c, v,c ”’onld like to

1 !

10
i

11 ! 
12
13
14 
13 
16

17

18
I

10
20
21
22
23
24

r . d v r n c o  ~ n d  c o o m r ' -t e  r i t h  I n d i r .

" 8 .  V/c r i l l  c o m e l y  ’- i . t h  t h e  r e q u e s t  t o  c o 

o p é r é  t e  i n  t h e  r r m i s t i c o  b c t r e o n  G e r m r n y  e n d  R u s s i n ,  

e n d  r e  mny o r o n o s e  i t  o u r s e l v e s  r e c o r d i n g  t o  c i c u m -  

s t r n c c s .  I f  t h i s  i s  n u t  i n t o  o r r c t i c c ,  o u r  s e c u r i t y  

i n  t h e  H e n e h u r i n - R u s s i n n  b o r d e ”  v d . l l  be e s t n b l i s h c d ;  

i f  n o s  s i b ’ -'- ,  r e  f u r t h e r  d e s i r e  t h e  n d v n c o  e n d  c o o p e r s -  

t i o n  o f  R u s s i n  i n  I n d i e n  r n d  I r o n .

" I n  t h i s  e v e n t ,  ” < r n t i c i o r t e  r  G e r m n n  l e n d 

i n g  on B r i t i s h  s o i l  r n d  n l s o  I k  r  d o m i n e t i c - n  i n  A f r i c r ,

" 9 .  T h e  c c s s r . t i o n  o f  h o s t i l i t i e s  b e t w e e n  

o v r  c o u n t r y  r n d  th-  U n i t e d  S t r t e s  e n d  F n g l r n d  vri l l  be  

s e t t l e d  r t  t h e  some t i m e  r s  t h r t  b e t w e e n  G e r r a r n y  e n d  

R n g l r n d .  ( T h e  U . E . A . )

" 1 0 .  At. t h e  mom-'nt t h r t  h o s t i l i t i e s  c m s c  on
25

t h e  E u r o p e r n  f r o n t ,  h o s t i l i t i e s  ’ i l l  be s u s n e n d e d  i n  t h e
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11
12
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Gr or. ter Erst A sir. ’"rr. Vie vdll try to settle  Sino- 
Jopr.ne-sc natters betnorn ourselves, npr.rt fron other 

problems, rs fer r.s possible.
"V'e must s t r ic t ly  gurrd r.gr.inst Europe end 

the United Stetes concluding o previous truce rt  the 
j s r c r if ic c  of Erst A sie. V-’c must else ore or re. some 

specie.! '-’ey of darling r ith  things i f  the- -n rst cones 

to the ro rst."
’ ’a vH'! no”' ness over the. next fe*" nr.gos 

end continue re''dire Chrpter 2, Section!, r t  the middle 

of Prge 10.

!

24

25
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»Charter IX Section III Occupied Areas 
(anticipated occupied areas), and Their 
Strategic Points

"1. The chief object of the territories to 
be occupied in the Greater East Asia'Y'ar is to secure 
the conditions necessary for the accomplishment of 
the war in accordance with what follows. The terri
tories will be decided upon in accordance with theI

progress of the operations, and on consideration of 
how best to gradually solidify the foundation for es
tablishing a nucleus group and a small Co-Prosperity 
Sphere.

"(1) ’Je must secure strategically vital 
areas which would assist our offensive operations,, 
and at the same time capture the strong-points which 
would afford a stronghold for the enemy counter
attacks.

x »(2) To secure territories which, produce 
materials necessary for the establishment of self- 
sufficiency in order to complete our capacity for 
prosecuting the war.

"(3) To control the areas necessary for 
the blockade of enemy countries in essential materi- 
als and the interception of their commerce and com
munication.»
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"2. 1 very care must be taken to procure
materials essential tc us in the Southern Regions 
and at the same time we must control and smash the 
enemy’s military and economic counterattacks. ”'e 
must thoroughly enforce our counter-blockade of 
Chungking and of the TT. S.A. and Britain in respect 
cf strategy and urgently needed materials. The es
sential pointa that we must pay attention to in. the 
course of the occupation are given in Appendix Ne. 1,

"3. in China, we must overthrow the Chung
king regime and help the grcwthVjf a new China, *here
by securing a nucleus group, and ensure that all is 
well with our procurement of materials essential to 
us. The ewontial points that we must pay attention 
to in the course of the occupation are given in Ap
pendix No. II.

"4. ir. the Northern Regions, we must do 
our best to secure a basic sphere of national de
fence and maintain our superiority in strategic po
sition. At the same- time, we must ensure that all is 
well with cur procurement of strate-ic materials,
The essential points to which we must pay attention 
in the cours«' of the occupation are as given in 
Appendix No. Hi,"

The Appendices are not included.
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"Charter '‘T
"Section V. The Termination of i psVf if ies 
"Chapter Iî Section V 
"Fart II Conditions of Security 
"The main point of the conditions to be 

secured at t.V termination of hostilities is to ap
prend' as near as possible to the concrete ideal of 
establish’ne the Greater last Asia Co-p rosperity 
Sphere, but thr extent to which it can be re a1 i zed 
depends on our rational power at the time, especially 
cr the extent to which we have secured the spoils of 
our victory, and will also differ according to the 
length of the war and the refera1 asnrct of the 
world war Situation at the time in particular, the 
position of the countries on our side and the extent 
of the exhaustion of the country s against us. Ary 
definite prornosticaticn is the.-reforCj difficult, ŝ d 
the situation -.’ill beet be net by reliance or circum
stances at the time, and by avoidance of inordinate 
ambit; ions.

" ’e shall accordir;cl,r not po into details 
here, but be c rtent to enumerate the three basic 
principles.

"1. hen tie war is soon ov er -yjth c-nemy 
countries lett with a marvir of

<
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Ä.

9

10

l'

2',

strength.
"Our maxim viill. hx 111« se c”ring of our • x- 

istcncc and seif sufficiency in the direction of the 
e stab! ishment of the Last Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, 

"l'a) "c shall ta'o as our standard for 
China the policy previously arranged, though if nec
essary there is still some scope for mitirati'T.

M <'b) ,-n the Southern lierions, v/e v/ill s<-
cure a r umbr r of the most important military base s, 
and establis: a prefer-' ntial hold on essential ma
terials such as Dotrolc.um, iron, mcta"s oth- r than 
iron, and foodstuffs.

"Ce; (~n the hortlxrn crions, vr ■i 1

1 i ! i se ttle the: robl-'-ms of tl.e Coastal rey nns. )
!•=- rr 7 r '̂h'.n the war is bro*u*! *t to a10 rr.d byi» a sinrle er.cm- clrfesit.
j "Our maxim vvi.C t- the c . 4- „t1 is!ment cf a
Is basis '’or the bu i Ld inr of t he last As ia Co-Prosper-
19 ity Sphere .
20 "(a) "i.; shall ta’o as oiir standard for
2! China ti e pol i.cy pre.viously arrarr d.

"(b) rn the 3out; / rn • .< r tors, we v; i11 s- -
». CUT’f Zhe r.< c'ussary rr.ilitarv bases. - •« s a11 le t the
‘ Phi" ippin-.r er.1oy 1 nd•: e• ndcrc- u’"doV* our .rotection

and n; id an ce and s'•all nut ritisl ala^a and forth

• t
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B orneo under our j u r i s d i c t i o n .  s h a l l  < s t a b 1 i s h  a

s p o c 1a l  tconotflic zone in  th e  -It.t h e r !ands Fast Indie s 
and se c u re  a or. fcrvntial h o ld  on m a t e r ia ls  essort i a l  

f o r  our c o u n try  w ith  French Indo-Ch^na, a l 1 c o n t r ib -  

u t in p  to  the foundation o f a sm a ll s c a le  s t l f - s u f fie
le :cy sph'-ro.

»»(c) In the. Northern Rtciors, we sha11 
take measure s to sever hast Sibe ria from the- Soviet
Union.

"Ill when the r r is u.rrir»tod by an 

one.mv gn-*rt r.~*r.r with « ayan still 

Ir ft with a margin of str< nrtb.

"’"e shall plan the e stabl« shn.c nt of the 

smaller Co-P rasper1 ty Sph re at a s-nflc strr’n..

»»(a) 1 shall take as our standard for

China the policy previously ar^anped.
•»(b) In the Souri e rn Ih p i ̂n s ?;# slal1 se

cure _ir _to to all military bas-s in the smF/r Co- 
Prosperity 3rre: the. piiilippinf s and Burma v;i-l 
lave their inderend .net ur.a» r our pro ■ ctior, 
ruidanoc. “n the Be the rl ands hast rnoics and ^rr*ch
Tndo-Chir:a, s-1 cv. rnrr.. nt will be r-- i c and pe
, - .a. 1 -» . _ „ r- i 1 i v,< ) ( c or. I g pur-cln; 1 ;*or.«-s f. ss'.!*tia! 2 or ..*i1 j

. . ,, . , A t'o nr^tlsl . a la,va andr,os<. s vjil 1 he establish- d ae r, . m

T. nn ce territorvPort!. Borne o will b. arm- -̂d as Jr. a 1
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and will become th-. basis of a “small 5?*ml:c~sel.f’ - 
sufficiency sphere. For Australia and India tv shall 
prescribe tlx necessary economic union.

"((c) In the Northern Regions vjc. shall corn- 
pit to the disposal of Last Siberia.)

" C h a r t e r  I I I

"TiK 1'sbobl ishnif nt of Op-:, rational Areas
"Chartv.r III S-Ction IT
"The Southern liC pi ns
'• Fart I____ Military .'-..flairs
"1. Folicy
"The. aims of th. fundamental . o1 icy of tho 

military establishment in the South rn pions v:ar 
zone are:

"(1) In order to accomplish the aims of 
the pres nt '/ar, strategic strong points of the most 
urgent n e c e s s i t y  must b* secured and contro11- d.

"(2) Although the f ni fi liment of the do- 
mands of the present operations come first, care, must 
be taVxn to ensure that eve rything t‘r.ds in the dir- 
. ction of the establishment of Last Asia.

"Tlxso aims shall be re alize d in prof«- rener 
to tie other policies for the Southern Regions.

"In military • stabl ishrv nt, provisions nec
essary for operations and military activities v/ill be
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•I ! 
*)
O

first conrlc tv.d, ai"r of tf : t’at, cons '..r”ot * on '.t t '' 
n*. c*' ssary for the maintenance of pu--1 ic orck r in 
f]':c district, • v.nt ral transportation, and the con
trol of communications.

in
iod of 
fa r«..nt

" " i l i t a r y  a d m in is t r a t io n  v ; i l '  b  s t a b 1 i s v' 

cccupi d t e r r i t o r i  s d " r ir-r t  .. n c c s s a r ,r p. r -  

op..rati’/v s e t i v i t t - .  s ,  to  c o n t r o l a id  the d i f -  

c on s t r u c t  io n  w er1' .

"1.1, f u t h in e .

” (1) ?h' Army and the II vy nil1 bar par-

12
13
ni
is
in

t i a l  re sponsibi ' . i t y  in  • s t  -,bl ishinr n i l  i t o r ” adm in

i s t r a t i o n ,  a c c o r d in g  to  o n , .r a t io n a l  ic r .a n d s , the 

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  the a r ,  a in  q u e s t ’ on, and o th e r  

f a c t o r s .

" 2 ) : i l i t a r y  a d m in is t r a t io n  must rrasp
the prir.ci' lc  o f  th-’ l o c a l  r d m in is f  r a t io n  and t r i -

■ *7 vial in t<„ r•■/entions must b avoid, d as far as pos
!S sibl. . It './ill try to no- . US’ Oi tlc ixisting much
10 ir * v'T
•o "'3' Ti.u p 11 b1 ic pine.' : ud ord■ r in th«
21 occupii d t..rri t oi ’ S V.'i!! bf s- c’ i”.d s f ar as pos-
2> 1 cible. by t!V ordinary poliCv. s”st ir aT** o M , n a t ! vc
23 ,t rmy, ’.’it:- the assis : ai cc arm'1 sunrort of tS ■ x-

121 1 pi..ditior.ar;r fore s.It
i

?*> k. v/ill pass 0Vi r the r.v xt f c y: p o 1’arra; hs
; - s.and continu, to r. ad at o r a  e r a  a ! .  1 2  on
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"(12) Tht for milit ry aoministration
to change to ordinary • drinistr..tion will be g n^rnlly 
at the end of the war, after consideration of the actus, 
situation in the ar.es concern d, though the-'e may 
be cos .s -'hen ordinary administration is introduced 
be for. the termination of th.. nrus.-nt war, or the 
r'ilit'r̂ y administr-'.tion still continued .von after the 
end of the w r, '-.ocordino to circumstances.

11P rt IT Politics 
"Ko. 1
"1. The most imo^rtant obiYct of nolitical 

construction ir. the Southern Regions ' t present is to 
cor.nly with the demands of tile pres nt war, in 
consideration of the ideal of the ..stnblishmant of the 
Greet.r East e.si • Co-Prosperity Sph-.re(cf. Draft Plan 
of the Establishment of the Greater East nsic. Co
rn osperity Sohere.) In other words, although, of cours 

we rust crush th». tendency in the Southern Regions to 
r .ply on the United States and Britain --.nd guide thorn 
into a b li.f in ourselves as th-. I-, dine nation,
. rust 1 ' y stress on frei] itating the procurement a nd 

d: livery of the necess'.ry military me tori':Is, .nd on 
c "/r-'-ying out on*«rations,

"2. The form of -drinistration in the 
occupied ru'ws -ill thus b military administration

S
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------  ----- ------ -- -

1 d u r i n g  t h e  v;c r . As f o r  i t s  o r g ' n i z c t i o n ,  ?. m i l i t a r y

2 c o r r - a n c l i n , *  o f  f i e  .-r o r  r  **ov-. m e  r -  t  »• ne  r e  1  w i l l  b j  u n p o i n t e d

3 * to  t h i s  o f f i c e ,  v i f h a mur.be r  o f  a b l « o f f i c i a l s  end

4 c i v i l i a n s  u n o v T  h i r . ,  c a l l . d  n o o n  t o  f u l l y  a d m i n i s t e r

rJ i f* ,  o c c u p i e d  t e r r i t o r i e s .

6 " I t  i s  n..-ce*3s:.ry t o  c h o c s . ;  f r o r r  t l i  : v e r y  f i r s t

7 t i r o s t  ab.lw m i l i t a r y  o f f i c e r s  : nd o t i n - r s  f o r  e l l  who

^  8 V
9

a r e  t o  o e r t i c i n a t . .  i n  t ’ e m i l i t a r y  s c l m i n i  s  t  r a  t i o n , 

n o t  t o  m e n t i o n  t h  ? G 'V e r r o r -  G n . r .  l  h i n o u l f .

10 " T i l e  r . i l i t c r y  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  w i l l  u t i l i z e

11 t h e  m v s . n t  ; G m i n i s t r e t i v e  s - ' s t v . m  , s  f  i r  a s  p o s s i b l e ,
1

12 me'  s p e c i a l  c '  r .  m u s t  be t - i ^ n  t o  r e S t o r „  end u t i l i z e

13 t h e  lOGc 1 s y s  ter*’ .

14 " 3 .  C o n e ,  r n i n ç  t a _ r an : :ge rr . . . nt  o f  t h e  n a t i v e s

15 o f  t h e  o c c u p i e d  t e r r i t o r i e s ,  i t  i s  b e t t e r  n o t  t o  f o r c e

16 a s  s ir -  i l - . t i v e  r w . ' s u r . r  e v . n  i n  c r o c s  t o  b e  le. t e r  a n n e x e d ,

«  17 t i ’ t  t o  fed o p t  s u c h  p o l i c i e s  e s  ’ i l l  c . " r _ e  v i t h  th...

18 n a t u r a l  c b i l i t i  . s  o f  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  vz c e s  . I t  w i l l  be

.9 t h . .  p o l i c y  o f  r i l i t a r y  i d r i n i s t r c t i o n  t o  e x e r c i s e
20

s t r i c t  c o n t r o l  o v e r  t h e  n a t i v e s  i n  : . l l  o c c u p i e d  a r - a s
21

who i' .v n r\  v i r u s l y  . s h o r n  h o s t i l e -  f .  . l i n e s  t o w a r d s
22

u s ,  . r.d r r a d v a . l l y  s i e c h e n  I t .  I t  w i l l  b v  o u r  p r i n c i p l e
23

t o  t r e a t  t'.:e l u r o n . a n s  nc. t h e  A m .e r ic .  n s  i n  the-
24

o c c u p i . d  t e r r i t o r i e s  e s  ?e d o  t h e  n. t i v  c .
25

" 4 .  Th. .  C h i n e s ,  i n  t h e  o c c u c i »  G t e r r i t o r i e s

1
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vill diso b. treated in the scirn. viuy. Strict supervision 
will bv* exercised over those vrho luv; previously shown 
hostility, but thv others will generally b-_ treated 
justly -.vith no special mesures taken to oppress them,
■ .v will t'ik stops to rak, their: cooperate in tho 
accomplishment of the present war, and eso.dally to use

I

their assistance in th-. settlement of tho China 
Incident. Fu.rtiiorir.orj, our rulj will bo to control 
th o  southward udvrnco of th e  ordinary Chinese during
4  - 1 -  • ^ • *pU fc i • « . 1 t

" 5. Tin- southward ;.dv* nee of the Japanese 
vill. : irr at the fulfillment of our wartime demands 
of a military 'nô ..conomic nature, nd, as a rul„, it 
v/lli be r strie tod to essential, oers'nnel for the 
occun.Kc territories, rre^t c'iv bt in» tolo'n of. their 
sd-dion anc education.

"In the agricultu.r. 1 fi-ld, the rule -./ill 
be to limit the eclv nee of the Japanese to technical 
instructors.

"The return of Japanese who havj lived in the 
Southern Regions to the ~.r..-cs concerned will be permitted 
on a preferential b'.sis only to those who are ligible 
as occupation members, tut they must be selected and
trained before returning. Adequate selection and 
training must also b- giv.„n to military men discharged
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1
overseas and the off ici: Is who rôtir-, abroad.

"Furthermore, when coming in contact ,(ith

3
diffor.nt races, officials and civilians rrust not feel

4 th. t they are superior to their, or treat them ; ith

5 contempt, On the other hand, they must be careful not

6 to spoil the natives by being too anxious to ein their

1 hearts,11

■»
■'e v i l l  a g a i n  skia a pogo : nd continue

9 to re'v' at point 4 - no. r the bottom of page 1 7 ’

10 " 4 .  The Philippines

11 "Military administration ill bo enforced
12 for the present and a central political org n will be
13 established under the g overnor-G an>. ral, which the
14 Filippinos will gradually be made to run themselves
15 cs far as possible. The independence of th. Philippines
16 'will be accelerated as fast as possible without waiting

<% 17 for th.1 termination of the war, as it world be a neons
18 to instigate the desir-e for independence among the
19 other natives of the Co-proso.rity Sohore, arid as we
20 consider it a good example for the* establishr«. nt of
21 the Co-Prosperity f.pĥ r. , It 5s needless to say that
22 in this case, ton, they "ill have to cooperate positively
23 in the war against Britain and the United ' t^tes, and
24

v‘e shall hold onto our rights to station armies and to
25

usr. certain places necessary is military bases .veh
1
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5

6
7

8 
9

10
11
12
13
14 
13 

16
17 !

18
19
20 
21 
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24

25

1 a f t e r  the \:r r .

" 5 . and B r i t i s h  B o rr .jo

" h i l i t a r v  ; d m in is t r a t io n  ' . / i l l  ho e n fo rce d  

f o r  V- j T e S  ,-nt u n d e r the r r o v e r n o r - 'e n t r a i  o f  t l  - 

occur; c t io n  t e r r i t o r i e s  5 S in g a p o r e  <.nd Penang ' . i l l  

be o ie  c ■■c’ und. r  h i 3 d i r . e t  j u r i s d i c t i o n .  T h ,  G o v ir n o r -  

G e n ^ ro l '.’i l l  he in  d i r e c t  c o n t r o l  o f the n a t iv e  r u le r s  

• nd c i s t  t c h  th.- r  ..-guisi.tv c o n t r o l l  rr. to  t h e ir  d o m in io n s 

to  d i r e c t  them , Th„ a d m in is t r a t io n  o f  t ile s -, dor.: n io n s  

and o f  a iv a s  s r :  l i e r  tim n  p r o v in c e s  ' . - i l l  he c . . r r ie c  on 

es f i r  us r o s s i h l e  on th e  l i n e s  o f  the l i s t i n g  m a c h in e ry , 

th ro u g h  e f f o r t s  i ;u s t  be m o o  to  oh l i t  .ro te  B r i t i s h  

i n f i l l . nco v h ic h  has o-.-rp.e-atid a l l  a d m in is t r a t iv e  o rg a n s , 

so  t h a t  r o a s u r .c  to  r . fo rr : t h .  B r i t i s h  .;oy o f  r u l i n g  

sh o u ld  he ta h .-n . s h e l l  r / r o . c t  the n a t iv e  r u l e r s ’

p o l i t i c a l  r e - s u r . s and h e lp  to  r a i s :  the ( T . F .  p o l i t i c a l )  

s t..n o  -rd  o f  th e  : a la y n n s .  Furth«. " P '- r c ,  - s  r  a  n s  

ti.;: . " f  _ct o f  je o n o r ic  r . f o r m s  e ' i l l  c< r '-y  o ut a number 

n-~ r\. a su r  tvs , " i v i n a  tV.-e m ost c o n s id e r '  t io n  to  th e  

r a in *  r - .r c .  o '  n i’b l i c  n. oc end ord».'r,

" 6 . ! 'e the.-rlr .n d s  B a s t  In d ie s

" M i l i t a r y  _c - ir in is t r . . . t io n  '.’i l l  b.: e s t a b l i s h  ;g 

und v te... GoVe-rnor-Gv ne'.a.l an : t i  e- m is t in '-  - d r i n i s t r . . t i v  

' ■ ç . n s  / i l l  be used  to  t o .  u tm o st fo r  m in o r or l o c i  

a d . - i r i s t ' ’* - t io n .  On the o r in c io le  o f  l e t h  r la n c s

<
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equality, some of the Dutch officiels and Indonesiens 
will be omploved indifferently. The most important 
object in the Netherlands East Indies will be to fulfill 
our economic demands or those necessary to carry out 
the operations(especially petroleum), as this area will 
be adjacent to the front for so>te tine, and strict 
military administration v/ill be established, Measures 
to mid the promotion of the position of the Indonesians 
end to raise the st .nd'rd of civilization must be adopted 
to nahe the Indonesians gradually change their attitude 
tovvrds the Dutch and give them, the hope that within 
a certain Period rfter the termination of hostilities, 
they will be remitted to enjoy independence.

"7. Burma
"Strict military administration will bo 

established in Burma as it is expected to bo adjacent 
to the front for quite a long period. However, the 
existence of the Burmese' own administrative organ 
•..ill be recognized and this und^r our guicn nee ’./ill 
bicorne the nucleus of an independent government in the

"Handling of the Indians in Burma must be 
directed discreetly in consideration of the policy towarjo 
India. "

I
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'Tsvt III* Sconcpi.cn
'To. 1. îT°terials ror national defense.
"1. Policy:
"(1) Construction noiicv c-uri -c this 

period in to restore and develop «he production of 
rational resource0, especially mineral resources, and 
make these areas an important source o ” supnly for 
the heavy industry materials necessary for the central 
pov'er to accomplish the rar, thereby airing princi
pally a1 the strengthening of cur power to carry 
out the rar.

” (2 ) In constvur tior. :d -'es tornti on 
special stress shrll be laid or petroleum, iron 
o'es, bauxite, cooper and other non-iron "étais.
'"he production of iron ores is ■‘•he basis, but a 
certain amount of reserve manufacturin'; oouipmcnt.
(the selection, cf po^-iron m°tal ores and a part, of 
the smelterine process, x” possible) and unite a 
la rye amount of eouipsent for refining petroleum 
•sill be constructed and res^csed.

"(3) As is the time limit for carrying out 
"hese works, "or ‘h e first and second, veers, the 
a ip rill be the cor niete res* or? tior o'" -'he damages 
done by the rar, after that, the necessary increase 
in production rill be attained!1
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"(4) Tor th® aim of procuring necessary 
materials rapidly, the area? v/here- th® least damage 
’••as done by ’-he ’.vor vil] he selected,

"ITov/ever, greater importance 5 s attached 
-c the Netherlands East Indies, Palayr -nd the 
Philippines in the real construction, as gr®at 
ouantities of materials are expected to he procured 
in these areas,

J "(T) As -or the method "f construction, a
II
i national orraniro.tion will he established to includeII
j the Southern Regions and unify *»r.d regulate the 

construction, and und®r the overall "jurisdiction of 
•his body, certain persons responsible for *-{<* de
velopment of a certain material in a certain area

j will he selected to undertake the increase of pro-
i

duction.
"(6) The production o ’ such materials as 

*’culd prove superfluous, such as rubber and tin, will 
he reduced to ’he amount, necessary for our demands, 
and t.'-e margin o" construction porer mill hot!- he 
directed towards the more urgent demands. Hc/ever, 
in order to avoid con’usion in the economy o' the 
area concerned, -•nd to maintain a powerful -’eapon in

i
j

the armory o" economic warfare by the material con
cerned, a certain amount of production may still be
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na?'ntai^ed in so fer as it does not prove a heavy 

burden on materials and labor.
"Part IV. Ideas and Culture

"1. vrork in the ideas and culture of the 
southern races must be carried out on the lines of 
general ’•'olic}' for t’ e development o" ideas and 
culture set out in Chapter V, and in consideration 
oT the ^act that these races have been but recently 
attached to us, that their standard of civilization 
is very low, hat their racial characteristics are 
ones of mild behavior and they hold no anti-Japanese 
feelings.

"2. Instruction by reason.
"(1) Propagand a.
"As *he knowledge of Japan ’eld by the 

southern races is insufficient, every method, and 
occasion must be turned to account for propagating the 
true Japan, .••ncl avorta should be made for the intro
duction of njpnn through publications and the estah-

4
f

lishnent of organizations to spread information 
about Japan. Lectures, exhibitions, ••'oving 
pictures and musical concerts should be given and 
all other special methods adopted.

"(2) It is necessary to comply with the 
characteristics and the civilization of each race

<
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nhen carrying out propaganda, v,hich thus bas a 
fire?’ter influence; "urtber, the results of this 
propaganda must be thoroughly investigated, and 
the selection of the policy to "olio’/ also consid
ered, sc as to accord **ith the actual situation.

"(3) The propaganda system in the Southern 
Regions must be extended and strengthened, and the 
main outline of the propaganda end essential parts 
o'' its organization must be held by the Japanese.

"(■4) Although the object of the propa
ganda is the controlling or intellectual class in 
each district, special methods of propaganda among 
the ignorant ’’’ill also be adopted.

"(5) It is necessary to think of a ’vay 
to utilize the secret Chinese associations in. the 
south "or our propaganda.

"(6) ,rrhen the situation permits, it ’’ould 
be a good idea to make tie controlling or intellectual 
class travel in Japan and introduce them to the 
real situation in Japan, thus making them discard 
their idea of relying on Europe and the U.S.A.

!,II. Education:
"(1) The existing method and policies should, 

be reinvestigated and those breed on the influence 
of Britain, the United Staves and. the Netherlands i
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1 should be abolished. Although changes in direction
'•» -ill be rc de according to the general policy, there
5 ■;iil ''Q r.o great chances ip educational institutions
■i during this period, end care will be taken to utilize
5 existing institutions.
h "(2) ".’e -.•ill assist and direct the
7 spreading of national education and the instruction
8 of the younger veneration in each district, and. in
') order to inplant the idea of the East Asia Co-

io Prosperity Sphere, text books ror children, teachers
i 1

and the "onera! norulation -'ill be compiled. ; we will
12

cooperate in supplying the™ ith teaching materials.
13 

M
"(3) The nubile thou hts shall be firmly

eat.ob? ished through the guidance and education of

, , the Army in each district.

*!* 17 " (4) Coorerntion and auidanco shall be
is îver. vo 'he training and re-education o'* the native
19 teachers «
-•<> " ( ? )  Scholars and educationists of
'I superior ability shall be dispatched "ron our coun

22 try to important noint.s.
23 "(6) Elements op superior ability shall
2-1 he nicked from anong “he various races (in the case
25 of an independent country they shall be recommended 

h.y 1 he government concerned and by a well-planned
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, system of sending students abroad. They vill be
i

2 ̂ sent to '■‘ur country (T.N. Japan) :o study, and.
3 J during their stay in our country special institu-

j

4 tions shall be set up for then, so as to give then
5 , proper guidance, and after they have finished +heir
6 studies practical use shall be made of them under a
7 certain definite policy.
x "III. Thought. Movements:
i} "(1) Although racial movements of an
• ') innocent nature, characteristic of the races in
11 the various districts shall be nurtured and encouraged

i
12 (in case of an Independent country, guidance shall be 

-iven indirectly through- t! e Government concerned), 
steps shall be tahen so as to abolish the influence 
of European and American Liberalism and Communistic 
ideas. Especially ”’hcn independence movements arc 
based on narrow-minded racialism or "hat tends to 
be racial egoism, same shall be corrected and guidance 
shall be given so as to make same turn into Oriental 
noralisn.

"(2) a powerful t! oirdit movement shall be 
carried out and strong o h  ened for the prosecution of 
the .joint mar against Britain and the United States

13
It 

13 
16 
17 
IS 

I y 
7.0 
21 
22 

23
i

At '

25
! so as to comply ”ith the expansion of the (T.N. success

ful) war results. "
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"(3) Considérât*o”’ shall bo giver to "he 
the ring of men of leading snirit and intelligence 

from the various districts so as to torn a spiritual 
organization representing the rhole of East Asia, 
thereby to contribute towards promoting the common 
consciousness among the various races.

"3. Enlightenment through Facts.
"In conformity —ith the enlightenment based 

on the above -re nt ioned ideals, efforts shall bo nado 
to make the oeorle realize the idea of the Co-P'os- 
perity S-'hcro through their actual living, by means 
of concrete and pre.cti‘e'1 measures. However, by 
taking into consideration tlr' •-cturl situation of 
the prosecution of "far, same shall bo realized, by 
degrees from, those that are possible- (T.N. to realize) 

"(1) Development of Political Ideas.
"(1) It. shall be rpdo the main principle 

to respect the natives’ political '-oli ; ion as much 
as possible, and it is necessary let, during this 
period, efforts shell be made to relieve them of 
th-lr economic sufferings that are expected to appear, 
and to adopt such poll'leal measures as would not 
dampen their hcp.es towards the future. For exemple, 
consideration should be given to maintenance and ex
tension of the natives' rights to participate in the
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government, Mio immediate aboli--ion of the bad. !
»

lea's and systems which vrere enacted, by Britain, the .
IUnited Stetes and the Uc-thcrl nds th-t arc painful i

to the natives, the appointment and utilizing of
native o^idels and leaders, and other such measures
befitting fo i ho actual conditions, thereby elevating
the hones °nd rrthusiasm of the natives.

"(2) The traditional soirit of the various !
races shc 11 be respected, ~nd protection as '/ell as !

i
manifestât.ion o'* the ancient s^gos md natriots, ;
’ the natives respect, ns ••,ell as their surviving 
descendants v s! all a]so be considered *

"(II) Development o ’ Economic Ideas.
"(1) It is estimated th~t the hardships in 

the material living cf the natives during this period 
v-'îl become considerably aggravated, but it must be 
expected :hat, •"or the sake of the prosecution of 
the ’vs.r, there may, for a while be no time for |
considering their sufferings. Therefore, economic 1 
dcvclonment necessitates the utmost care, and not 
o'-'ly is it obvious th-t it must be avoided ~o cruse 
unnecessary economic sufferings, but the material 
side of living of the natives requires handling 
”itb compassion. For example, consideration shall 
bo given towards ndequr.to measures which. mould touch
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tho hearts of the natives., such r.s tho --s sis tin» 
m d  education of* the natives, ihr releasin' of 
farms belonging to hostile Irit-ish and Americans, 
the amending or abolition of b'd taxes, -hich had 
been levied by the British end Americans.

"(2) Although the hostile Chin sc residents
in the South Sms shall be ousted, those who arc 
not so shell have th'ir nositiors recognized and 
as for tl cir oast support of Chungking, it shall 
be aimed at making then switch over so as to have 
then cooperate in the establishment of tho East 
Asia Co-Prosperity Cohere.

"(Ill) Den/clonment of Social Culture.
TIE" PRESIDENT: That is sufficient for

the tire being. These documents arc of vital 3 report- 
TCc as showing whet the Japanese intended to do 
nith the conquered territories; nevertheless, Hr. 
Laverge, it nay be that for our purposes you need 
not read so much of then. ‘'You night consider that.

MIÎ, LAVE1GE'. Yes, sir.
tie: PEES IDF. MT' ,,fc '••»ill recess nov for fifteen

minutes.
(V/horaupen, at 10a7 a. recess */as 

taken until 1100, after which the procr. edin»s 
wore resumed as follows : )
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MARSHAL CF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE INTERPRETER: The President's roir.ark
just before the recess has not been interpreted. . It 
will now be given.

(Whereupon, the statement above 
referred to was interpreted into Japanese.)

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Laverge.
MR. LAVERGE: If the Tribunal please, we

would like to finish reading this document, which is 
two more pages, and then read only five pages of the 
next one, which will not take more than ten minutes.

I continue to read at the bottom of page 22:

"(1) The eustons und morals peculiar to 
tho natives shall not bo interfered vit., unless 
sa. u? shoulo grectip obstruct t; o establish- -ent of 
the Co-Piospciity _»pEero, am. it shall oe made .our
princip le ii 0 t to dioturb oi
of *- • iji;.Gil prive.to livns as r.u

•'(2) gt.iost cooptr
to\.c.l-ds t. c re billtat.on V:
hav ing suffersà war damages.

"(3) For t G SciivG I
treat tent a no kV cdni ta CjI
buiId dOopitulS, t IT:veiling

I
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ru.Su re] ' f troy ce \
m i  toti o > ' 3 Wu 11 m
c..l sclioole •
tic P• 11C j:
pmio * orts sir 11
ri z ti 01?. >1* t ii './ J -p..:.

w for t .:ur of ... tt l.uinç tl.̂  object
s of ..„.ni 3 * .Vy t l.. C -i. V en 1 ». • J.. . t y Of host j.sin

9 in t..u f ut'lie by b„ !ilillic< , j !. <v X xjii K. r « x 1 butch 's
!() uffici„.1 lunLliwins •
11 I f   ̂r4 rX ëvih .”:c ’ • 3ur^3 £,h..il :K. 'optuh such
12 T 0 111 u cp̂ ni:.ë J X* Jm„ n 1 ? P  vX' J*oU* sj à.chool.s nt
13 inporöv.i.t pi.Co.- , the ■.•' \jO Xli 'nt I1 . tivos who
If undurst eel * ' r e?Vy G ifl lei: 13, i•» •- X t popu-
15 li riz tL-r. of T-t; .! lioSw 11C \3 *X pVyr.i •ne pLl. lientions,
16 3 v;oll 1 3 ti.Vi t . ci.irpj LI •ilu,U i 11 ry •Ti r ■ n i3'._
17 through I ..hi br r (iC 313 •
18 "V G unt .r—.’ SUl-u3 t.3/ rh;: v’r- .
19 J ]y riuoi. on t . 3 lot.
20

"(1 1 • X_x \j is \•y C V-oo T*,. tu £ trict.ly i.iiforcu
21

to . f  j!io\.iuL ,i 3 ' 3 t’.u c:.. r . Ctul- • nr nr cticu
22

Of t il U O : P  . .> ̂ 3 a \ t „ S |i.vt \.ho . r.i cmot r.tiy in
23

cmt..C0 \.it. Ti : o 1.. ti vu3 b-• r .. hu<:* 13ivu uffuot24
e fi 111 u opiri tu.1 J c  u1 tur 1 c.u V'. ‘ J .j- lUj.t. • “25

•*(ii r 1 
X  - 1 i Vu no cr +" . ]•O e/ >ii•V n.4 ait urn-h in
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nnnifosting the I;.pvrl..l ..r.iy in its true light,
"(2) To cnrcfully pick out the J-p o.,so 

off ici. Is for positions on the sp.. t nd to 
strictly enforce officiel discipline.

"(3) «s rogerbls the, dv.enco of J; panose 
to the Southern Regions, gencr-1 crossing-over 
shell not be permitted, but she 11 be restricted 
to only theSt, who ro t j boco. .e the lenders, who, 
while on the one h nd, peying nttention.to the 
protection ; nd good tree tient of the Jh p'.nosc 
residents on t ie spot, sh .11 v.k., then displny
strict discipline so : s t win the c nfidencc 
end respect of foreign r-ces.

w

"(h) I-.port.nCe shell be .ttschcd to 
the educetion of the JoponeSe children on the 
spot, end sped-I institutes shell be erected 
both in Jupon • nd on the spot for the training 
of educators to be sent there.

"(II) Special institutes sh 11 be 
est .blished for the Selecting, ti- ining end 
dispatching':f spiritual • nd culturel lenders.
In other v; ;rds, nions shell be devised on
notional sc..le . rc enforced f r the Select! ■ y ** >
education <.nc' stetinning of t. lentod . on, v;l10
are qu- lified te introduce the tru.. f -r-. of th ; I

■\
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li.pirw und to c .n: tribute t" w: rdr the r.or-.l 
cor.sol id-1ion of the host i.si-tic hocus. Thoso 
persons joust b* obi- to c ̂ into cl iSi. c.r.t-.ct 
with th- nctuul lifv -f t.. n.tiv-s os spirituully 
cultur-e p.„re..ns v/ituwUt utilizing uny n ever or 
outhority os b- ckground, .nd i,ust b- qualified 
t.. b'-C'..'- touchers os v/-_ll s friends f the 
n-tiv-s through tJ u ruolity of their spirituel 
_nd cultur .]. living. It is c Iso their duty 
tw investig.-.to the ctuol oorr’itUns of their 
respective districts und t. gut;urr inf rr.: tier. 
Those lenders sir II be selected nd upoeirted 
fro.i the bref..(I field of civiliz tion, fv r r. 
ouong the tulontcd religionists, ..rtists, 
educators, scientists, techniciens, oconciists, 
end soci.ul v/r-rrers.

"VI Tho ousting ;f those c -nsid r..d
•us in.juri :us to the Dstnblislr.c-nt ef tho host 
/isio Co-prosnerit; Sphein .

n U) Efforts shnil be '•. de t, /words
pin.•Ventinc un> h-G nr on;, gundn -ctlviti-s by
th ooviet 'Uni-,n, und s strict c ntr.l shell be
em reed eVel* Go î. .uni s tic .—v e. r.n t s •

tl(il) although it sli .11 be .i: de the
principle tJ C 0nV'.rt ony uuti-J- p'-.nese . .eve. .:-nts



by positive education, those of ; n obstinate t nd
i.alicious nature shell be crushed.

"(Ill) i»s it is anticipated t at the
c .cnt_r-prop; gende of Brit.in the United States
and t».o Soviet Union will bo intensely active,
strict rostriétions shell bw imposed on the
listening in to broadcasts, r.uwsp: pars end
publications shell be subjected to strict censor-

/
ship.

"(IV) j.s regards Christianity, t'-.a 
nissi nor;/ w.rk f h stile English end ..-aerie, n 
eissi n .ries sh.. 11 be pr Libitec., end they shf.ll 
bo substituted by n tiv~ . .issi..n rius. Mruv- 
v r , xe sh^ll be px,.nnos t j .,xsp»etch ncs^ 

...issi..nerics t. th„ spots.
"(V/ Literary w rks )f art ..nd pub

lic. ti .ns tending t imply t; c adoration of 
Luropo end w-rica er.u which .re obstructive 
t- the est, blish. .ont f the Lest .»sis Co-Pros
perity Sphere shall bo strictly banned, and o. 
clean sv; .op shall bo made f thinkers and cul- 
tur* I pars-us possessing r.. intenti r>n 'f sbr n- 
donlrjg t.iCir Lur .por.n ; nd j».: oric.' n ]wstil„ 
feelings.

"VII 'Lis cell... no us:
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"The pr̂ jr r t ry pi ns î r th , Est. b- 
lish-.iont f Enst >isi .tie Culture tml tLo pl..ns 
l'-r tUo InturcL-ngin^ -1‘ Culture sh-11 bo b- soC 
u Port I.»
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THE PRESIDENT: Captain Brooks.
IT.. BROCKS: Mr. President, I have teen asked

tc check on this natter on these tv/o documents, exhibit 
1334 and exhibit 1335.

THE PRESIDENT: We have already dealt with
1334, have v;c not?

MR. BROOKS: Sir?
THF. PRES IDEKT: Have we r.c t already dealt

with 1334?
I.Ti. BROOKS: That is right.
THE PELS IDEKT: Well, we do not vnnt to hear

any more about it.
MR. BROCKS: I told the Court I would —
THE PRES IDEKT: Tv/o of us cannot talk at once,

Captain Brocks.
ER. BROOKS: I told the Court I would refer

to the natter in the proceedings to rake it clear as 
to weight, not as to admissibility, and to the point 
that the prosecution referred to. The prosecution 
referred the Court's attention to page 7368, where in 
direct testimony the witness YATSUGI stated that these 
were received from the Research Section of the War 
Ministry. The Court’s attention is also directed to 
page 7331, where cn cross-cxamin'.tion the answer, line 
21, was that they were borrowed from the Investigation

■\
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Dapartnent of the War M inistry. And thon attention 
is  directed to page 7382 on cross-examination on 
these documents. I t  says, " I f  by your question" — 
lin e  3 — "you mean whether th is was an o f f ic ia l  
document of the Army, I  air. unable to answer. \. I  do 
not have the q u a lifica tio n  to give proof on th is 
ra tte r."  And on page, the la st one, 7385, startin g  
with lin e  3-, the answer in reference to the documents, 
" I  don; t know whether the document is  o f f ic ia l  or 
u n o ffic ia l . . And line  8, where he states that 
i t  is  stated in the question that he was a member of 
the- u n o ffic ia l s ta ff  of the Research 3ureau of the 
M inistry of Y/ar.

These things are called to the Court's atten
tion because they would go to the probative value and 
possib ly the weight to be given to these documents.

THE PRESIDENT: The fact that they were found
in the war o ffice  is  enough for us.

Lit. LA VERGE: We now offer in evidence
prosecution document 24023, being excerpts from 
exh ib it 588,for id e n tifica tio n .

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

He, 2402B w ill receive exhibit He. 1338.
(Whereupon, the document above referred

25
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to was marked prosecution’ s exhibit No. 1336 
and received in  evidence.)

Mh. LAVLRGE: V/c read a few parts of the docu
ment:

"T it le  rage.

"Secret.
"Draft of Basic Plan fer Establishment of 

Greater East Asia Cc-Prosperity Sphere,
"By Total har Research In stitu te .
"Date c f  Compilation: 27 January 17 Shov/a 1942
"Copies: 150.

"Disposition: To be kept within the In s t i 
tute. Those copies sent outside w il l  be returned after 
use."

'.Ve turn to the la s t  paragraph on page 2:
"(2) The Form of East A s ia tic  Independence 

and Co-Prosperity:
"The states, their c itize n s and resources, 

comprised in those areas pertaining to the P a c ific  
Central Asia and the Indian Ocean formed into one 
general union are to be established as an autonomous 
zone of ’peaceful l iv in g  and conrcn prosperity on be
h a lf c f  the peonies of the nations of East Asia. The 
area including Japan, Eanchuria, North China, lower 
Yangtze F iver and the Russian Maritime Province,



ferns the nucleus of the East A s ia t ic  Union. The 
Imperial country possession a duty as the- leader of
the East A s ia t ic  Union. I

!"The above purpose presupposes the inevitable ] 
emancipation or independence of Eastern S ib e ria , China, 
Indo-C>ina, the South Seas, A u stra lia , and Ind ia. .

"(3) Regional D iv ision  in  the East A s ia t ic  \ 

Union and the National Defense Sphere for the Imperial 
Country.

"In the Union of East A sia, the Imperial 
Country is  at cnce the s ta b iliz in g  power and the 
leading influence to enable the Imperial Country

i
a ctu a lly  to become the central influence in East Asia, i

* i

the f i r s t  necessity is  the- consolidation of the inner j 
It  of East A sia; and the East A s ia t ic  Sphere- sh a ll | 

be divided as fellows for th is purpose:
"The Inner Sphere — I t  is  the v it a l sphere 

for the Imperial Country; i t  included Japan, Man- 
ch rr ia , North China, the lower Yangtze Area and the 
Russian Maritime area.

"The Smaller Co-Prosperity Sphere — This
I

is  the smaller se lf-supplying sphere of East Asia 
and includes the inner sphere plus Eastern S ib e ria , 
China, Indo-China and the South Seas.

"The Greater Co-Prosperity Sphere — This is
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 ̂ the larger se lf-supplying sphere of East Asia, and 
includes the smaller co-prosoerity Sphere, plus
A u stra lia . India and island rrour-s in  the P a c if ic .

3 *
4 P a ra lle l v/ith the d iv isions shewn above and at the
5 sar-e t ire  the following spheres of national defense
6 fer the Lope r ia l  Country sh a ll be set up, and those
7 spheres sh a ll be radc the basis for the defense of

8 East Asia.

9 "Basic Sphere — I t  covers aprroxlratcly
10
11
12
13

14

15

16
17

18

19
20 
21 
22
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the inner sphere and is  the zone which requires ab
solute safety.

"Defense Sphere — Covering approximately 
the smaller Co- rosperity Sphere, i t  is  the zone which 
r.ust be perfectly defended against any invasion from 
Europe or America.

"Sphere of Influence — Generally corre
sponding to the size of the Greater Cc-Prosperity 
»Sphere, i t  is  th is zone in which a superior position 
should be maintained against attacks fror Europe cr 
Ar c-riea.

"For the arc-sent, the smaller Co-Prcspcrity 
Sphere (the defense sphere) sh a ll be the zone- in 
which the construction of East Asia and the s t a b i l i 
zation cf national defense arc to be aimed at. After 
th e ir completion there sh a ll be a gradual expansion

■\
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toward the construction of the- Greater Co-Prosperity 
Sphere (the sphere of influence)',"

I now turn to page 9, middle of page, chap
ter 3:

"Chapter 3. Political Construction.
"(1) Basic Plan.
"The realization of the .great ideal of 

constructing Greater Fast Asia Co-Prosperity requires 
not only the complete prosecution of the current 
Greater East Asia current war but also presupposes 
another oreat war in the future. Therefore, the 
following two points must bo i ade the primary start
ing points for the political const-ructicn of East 
Asia durir-g the cc ursc of the rext twenty years.

"1. Preparation for war with the ether 
spheres cf the world,

"2. Unification and construction of the 
East Asia Smaller Co-Prosperity Sphere.

"The following are the basic principles for 
the political construction of East Asia, when the a- 
beve two points arc taken into consideration:

"a. The politically dominant influence 
of European and American countries in the Smaller 
Co-Prosperity Sphere shall be gradually driven cut 
and the area shall enjoy its liberation from the-
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shackles hitherto forced upon it.
"b. The desires of the peoples in the 

sph-.re for their independence shall be respected 
and endeavors shall be rade for their fulfillnent 
but prouer and suitable ferns of governnent shall 
be decided for then in consideration of rilitary 
and econoi. ic requirenents and cf the historical, 
political and cultural cleronts particular to each 
area.11

m.
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THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Lavcrgo, I Have received 
a note from a colleague*. He ?-sks what is the us*., of 
reading this first draft v/h--n the second has already 
tu.-un read?

HR. LAVER Or, : Your lienor, the draft I tv ad
rr*.viouslv has ■: later cate than this one*.

THE PRIE I DEIST: That is what my colleague*
suggests, I think.

HR. LAV ROE ; The or..ft road previously 
deals with the first fivv ye-ars, and this draft deals 
with the* n._xt twenty y^ars. It is, therefore, th t 
this draft con.es ir. order behind the previous onu.

THE PRESIDENT : That rooe-ars in the para
graph you art; about to r.ad, I t.ke it. Proceed . ith
it. Eut v/o must trust your judgment, up to a. point,
of course.

i.-jR, L*. VERGE : I ..ill continue reading.
"It r.ust also be* not..d that the independence 

of various Peoples of Last Asie should be based upon 
the idea, of constructing East Asia as ‘independent 
countries existing within the Near Order of East Asia’ 
r.nc tlr t this conception differs from an independence
based on the idea of liber-lisr. and national self
determination.

"c. During the course of construction,

» V
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military unification is de-.ned particularly important,
c.rd the military zones one key Joints necessary for 
defense shall be directly or indirectly under the con
trol of orr country.

„ "d. The peoples of th,_ sphere shall obtain 
their proper positions, the unity of t he^neople ' s minds 
shall be effected cnc! the unifier-tion of the sphere 
shall be realized vith the Xrp..rir 1 country as its 
center0

"o. The autonomous Position of the sphere 
shall be strengthened by mutual supplying of needs. An 
outline of tb>. distribute on of the east Asiatic peonies 
and their character is given in the Table 6.

" (2) TI.Ä.j)olXticc 1. fornt of the East Asiatic 
iife'fs. -9_ft_er. .twenty years,

"The ideal political forms 20 years hence
*

for the areas of-East Asia alien organized upon the
principle mentioned above may be given as follows:
(They are the ultimate forms, and th,, time and means

«of th..ir realization vrill very according to the situa
tion, Kilitary affairs uithin the Co-Prosperity 
Sphere mill be tak^n up b_r the Imperial Country in 
viu-v; of the necessity for defense. The details of 
this defense r.r., however, here excluded."

I nom turn to paragraph 9 nn nage 12, your
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l î r n o r .

» o . B r i t i s h  M alaya and N o rth  B orneo  

" a .  S in g a p o r e  :nc! s u c h  o f  i t s  n e a rb y  a re a s  

( j r c J .v d in F  t!i.. B u tc h  Jilast I n d i e s )  a s  e ra  o f  m i l i t a r y  

ir - -~ r ta r .e e  s a i l  be rrr.de - a r t s  o f  our t e r r i t o r y  a t  an 

a p p r o p r ia t e  t in ie .

" b .  I n  th e  o th ^ r  r e g io n s ,  s u lt a n s  o r lo c a l  

lo r d s  she J 1 be a lie n , ed to  e x i s t ,  a n d , a f t . r  t h e i r  

u n i f i c a t i o n ,  th e y  s h a l l  be o r  p r o t e c t o r a t e ,  t h e i r  

autonomy b e in g  a l lo v e d .

"T!«  p e o y lo  o f  t h i s  a re a  a r e  to o  lov; in  

l i v i n g  s k n d - K ' S  or.d p o l i t i c a l  cap. c i t y  to  sU .g e  any 

r a c i a l  i lo v e ro n ts . T h e r e f o r e , i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  to  b r in g  

un the n a t iv e  r a c e s  in  c o n fo r m it y  v i t h  th e  m i l i t a r y  

and econom ic re q u ir e m e n ts .

" 1 0 .  Th., D u tch  l a s t  I n d ie s  and n e a rb y  a re a s  

( e x c lu d in g  a re a s  tc  be in c o r p o r a t e d )

"Thv.y s h a . i l  lr .v e  th  i r  in d e p e n d e n ce , v/hen a 

s u i t a b le  tim e  com es, un d e r t h .  o r g a n iz a t io n  o f  an ‘ I n 

d o n e s ia n  F e d e r a t io n . 1 The’7 s h i . l l  be p la c e d  u n d er the 

p r o t e c t io n  o f  our c o u n t r y .  T h is  p r o t e c t io n  i s  n e c e s s i

ta t e d  by econom ic no m .i.lit . r y  c o n s id e r a t io n s .

" I n  th e  a re a  h i t h e r t o  c e l le d  th e  D u tch  h a s t  

In o . ie s ,  the a re a  c e n t e r in g  aro i nd Ja v a  h a s , i t  i s  r e 

c o g n iz e d ,  - c o m a r  t i v e i ”  h ig h  s ta n d a rd  o f  c u l t u r e ,  and |
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1 also has carried on l rathjr intensive campaign for

2 independence. Culturally and politically /Javanese/

3 independencis recognized to he appropriate. But
4 tii*-' rast of the landj desuite a fav; installations and
5 businesses, is generally an area of urlniti/e barb-' rity
6 x/ith a sr.a M  number of native tribes. This is very
7 marked in Guinea. In view of the above circumstances
8**
9

and from, the military development of East Asiatic 
Sr here natural resources r>n-? nts pf view, the area

10 vi’l, even aftjr its independence, require consider-
11 able protection and interf ir-.-rco.
12 "11. Kavaii, Kidway, the Australian nan-
13 dates, New Guinea, the Lastern Archipelagos, New
14 Caledonia and oth.r South Pacific Islands
15 "As those islands are of great military
16 importance and have no notable races, they shall be

* made a nart of our territory as necessary.
18 "12. Australia and Kev; Zealand.
19 "They shall become our territory ultimately
20

as the construction of East Asia progresses. The aim
21

shall be to make th^r areas for the emigration of the122
Japanese race.

23

24

25

"13. India.
"In accordance v;ith the progress of East 

Asiatic construction, tĥ  air will be to make India
25
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rn independent country and ». unit in th* nr.st Asiatic 
Union, Thu necessary relationship with ov.p country 
•»ill be maintained

honor,
I should like to read t*..o nor«? oages, your

" (3) Th». Cardinal. Points of East Asiatic 
Unification

"Iv st A-.ir can b»- said to be a Ca-Prosrverity 
Sphere only when th.- peoples of the sphere !avj real
ized c Cirr: une solid union into the sar.e ideal .of 
Fest j.sintic c'-ns truction es our inn, Lsm.ci.~lly in 
view of the probable strife against fch- other v;orld 
spheres while th-. construct!*'n is carried on, the Fast 
/sietic monies' ties should be strong enough as to 
•enable ow country to rise in leadership of the coun
tries of the Sohera »

"Thet mimosa primarily and essentially 
necessitates the perfection of the Irmerir.i Country's 
high-degree defense structure am the strengthening of 
the natiom.l no’,;er spiritually and materially» Only 
on this foundation c:.n the Union of East Asia be set up.

"Since the constructi n of the Erst Asia 
Co-Prosperity Sp' ..re has the Imperial Country as its 
center and since the construction is furthered by the 
Imperial Country, the substance of the unification
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lios in th- Imperial Country becoming actually the 
conter and in th ; strengthening of thj direct tics 
between our country one’ the countries and nations of 
th . Sphere• The detailed methods of unification very 
according to the differences in the People's conditions 
(in their politics, economics, histories and cultures), 
and v. ry also \/itb varying degrees of military impor
tance as seen from the standpoint of the defense of our 
country and of Last Asia. Though the details depend 
on the country involved, sore principles in this con
nection ray be given as follows:

"1. Cooperation r.rong Japan, Ifonchukuo and 
China shall be strengthened.

"2. Manchukuo in the north and the Malayan 
area in th : south shall be the key points of East 
Asiatic construction. The relations of both areas 
, ith ovr countr'ir shall be unseverably strong.

"Committees shall be formed for.instance?by 
the' Peoples of the snhere under Japanese guidance for 
mutual settlement of the peoples’ various affairs and 
for rr̂ tuial understanding and cooperation. The offices 

tha committees shall be, if necessary, located in 
js;0an.

"An absolutely uniform system of adr.inistra- 
£jon shall not be adopted for the unification of the
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peonies whose historical, cultural. ano particularly 
living conditions vary to a notable extent.

"3. Military hey points shall be secured.
"4. Popular economic dependence upon our 

country shall be strengthened.
"5. The coiiiT'n ideals of the establishment 

of the Co-Pansferity Sphere shall be enforced for that 
construction.

"6. End oration of able-bodied Japanese 
oversees shall be encouraged.

"7» The universal diffusion of the Japanese 
language and the int-a -change of culture shall be 
carried out."

Ti.E PPESILErT:
i Mr. Laverge, I think that the

general opinion of the Members is that you are over
elaborating.

ME. LAVERGEh Ail right ’ 'e will not read
any further from this document.

j o .  *
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?Je respectfully invite the Tribunal's 
attention to Exhibit 675-A, being excerpt from a 
file of newspaper articles from the 'Taiyo Dai
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N ip p on.
^ith the Tribunal's permission, we will 

read a few paragraphs from an article entitled "The 
Greater East Asia Sphere Under Imperial Influence" by 
the accused HASHIMOTO, appearing in the Taiyo Dai 
Nippon of 5 January 1942, which have not been read 
before, we start reading at the last paragraph on 
rage 5 of the English text.

"Although full studies are necessary and 
careful considerations should be given to the racial, 
historical, economic, military and other factors in 
deciding how these countries should be divided and 
administered. I think it appropriate to apply the 
following general principles:

"1. Give independence to each race and give 
each its proper place,

"2. Incorporate completely into Japanese 
territory those areas where the inhabiting races have 
no capacity for independence, or arefs which are 
strategically important.

"From this standpoint. Greater East Asia 
may be divided administratively as follows: |
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1 "1. Districts which ere to be Japanese territory:
"a, Hainan Island end Hong Kong.
"b. Malays, Sumatra, Borneo- and Celebes.
"c. Ceylon Island and the opposite coast

of India.
"d. Australia, New Guinea and New

Pealand.
«

ue. Other islands in the Pacific and 
Indian Oceans (excluding Madagascar).
'•2. Independent Countries:

"Hanchukuo, China (special areas to be 
designated in North China and Fukien), Burma (in
cluding Bengal area of India), Frerc’- Indo-China 
(French control to be withdrawn in the future), India, 
Philippines, Afghanistan (to be given Baluchistan),

C Siam (to be given portions- of Hslaya and Burma), and 
Java. X

"Territories incorporated into Japan should 
be administered by Governor-Generals, while Jaranese 
advisers should be appointed for independent states. 
Military and diplomatic affairs should be placed 
absolutely under Japanese guidance. Other matters 
also should be controlled by Japan.

"A Supreme Council for the Greater East 
Asia Sphere under Imperial Influence should be set up

»

I
«
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in Tokyo, under v'hich there should 'e set up a 
Flanning Foard for the Greater East Asia Sphere 
under Imperial Influence in order to handle business 
affairs.”

And then one more paragraph near the bottom 
of pape 7:
»Education and Hellpion
”1. The cardinal principle is to spread and in- 

* culcate the ideelopy of the Greater East Asia 
Sphere under Inrerial Influence.

”2. The spirit of labor should be cultivated.
"3. Anti-American and Anti-British movements should 

be launched and solidarity soupht.
”4. Culture should be improved and guidance riven 

so as to develop surerior races. This is to 
prepare for the preat future fipht between the 

white race and the colored races whose culture 
is inferior to that of the European races.

”5. There should be freedom of religion, but
Christianity should be destroyed step by step, 
while •TF^TO* teaching should be disseminated 
and thoroughly inculcated step by step.

”6. The Japanese language should, be the common
language in the Greater East Asia Sphere under 
Imperial Influence.”

■\
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On 11 January, 19^2 the first Japanese 
troops landed In N e th e r la n d s  Indies territory and 
■»■he Japanese government issued en officiel declara
tion or. this occasion. This declaration is con
te ired in prosecution documert 1555-M, an excerpt 
from exhibit 87° for identification, which we now 
offer in evidence. N

THE FrEVIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT* Prosecution's docu
ment lr55-M will receive exhibit Ko. 1337.

(Whereupon, the document above I
referred to was marked prosecution's 
exhibit Ko. 1337 end received in evidence.)

MR. LAV'RGE: i"e will read exhibit 1337.
(Reading) "Excerpt from Tokyo Gazette, Vol. 

V, Ko. 8, February 1942, pape 415.
"CONCERNING THE OPENING OF HOSTILITIES 

AGAINST NETHERLANDS FORCES
"--- Statement of the Government Issued by the Board

of Information on January 12, 19*2---
"Although the Japanese Government previously 

declared war on the United States and the British 
Empire, they have refrained from taking any hostile 

, measures agairst the Netherlands in their earnest
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desire of avoiding, if possible, calamity of war 
befallinp the inhabitants of the Netherlands East 
Indies. The Netherlands Government, however, 
yeve. notified the Japanese Government thrt, in view
\
of the opening of hostilities by Japan aprirst the 
United Stetes rnd the British Empire with v/hich the 
retd erü ends is in a close end inseparable rela.tion- 
ship, they recrarlse that r stete of wer hes come 
to exist between Jrper end the Netherlands. Not 
only that, the Netherlands forces have since actually 
resorted to various hostile acts torrrd Japan end, 
furthermore, the Netherlands has turned her colony 
of Erst Indies into bases of the United States, the 
British Empire and the Netherlands in their war apa.inst 
cur Empire.

"Japan entertains no intention whatever of a
hostile nature toward the innocent inhabitants of
the Netherlands East Indies. But, in view of the / «
necessity of destroyinp the hostile acts of the 
Netherlands a.s well as of protectinp the lives and 
property of Japanese nationals there, the Imperial 
Japanese military-and naval forces commenced 
hostilities a-painst the Netherlands forces .on 
January 11."

ve offer for identification only, prosecu-

\

■\
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tnon document 1038, e collection of stenographic 
records of the proceedings of the Jcpnnese Diet.

CLFRK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's docu
ment IO38 vin receive exhibit No. 1338 for identi
fication only.

MR. LAV2RGE: ”’c offer, in ■-evidence m
excerpt from prosecution document IO38, c speech by 
Foreign Minister TOGO before the 79th Session of 
the Diet on 22 January, 19dp. That should be 97.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual
terms.

CLERK OF 1H3 COURT: Prosecution's document
IO38, being excerpt from the previous exhibit, will 
be given exhibit No. 1338-A.

(hereupon, prosecution document 
No. IO38 was markvd prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1338 For identification only, m d  excerpt 
from seid document was marked, prosecutior's 
exhibit No. 1338-A m d  received ir evidence.) 
MR. LAVURGE: ^e will reed exhibit 1338-A.

(Reeding)
"Minister of Strte Shigenori TOGO'S
____________ Speech____________ __

- ’*( January '22 1942’ ’)
U,I h?ve the honor to state my view here,

.
■ v!
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when Japanese Forces ere winring under the august 
virtue of Ki.s Majesty, American and British invasion 
bares are being overturned, and the prect undertak
ing of the establishment of Greater East Asia is 
inching progress.

"*I pray for the success of our soldiers, 
who are fighting at the front, and mourn from my 
heart for the war-dead. At the same time I feel 
sympathy and pay my resrects to those Japanese people 
who are stationed in enemy countries and in the 
theater of war, where they are enduring hardships, 
and I wish their health.

"'Tow we are fighting with a great determin
ation and advancing the aim of this war. Although 
our enemies have spread propagande', it has been 
admitted by the peoples of the world that it is truly 
unavoidable for us to take up arms in this war. The 
emancipation and prosperity of East Asia must not 
bè satisfied by the leaders of America and Britain.

are going on towards our rims with a conviction 
that the emancipation and prosperity of East Asia, 
arc our tasks which are given by the w,orld. w’e are 
justified for this war, end so the Japanese. Forces 
ere winning marvelous war results where the spirits
of Gods are Issued forth.' These facts have startled I----- - - - -   • . —  . _ — «
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the world.
'• *As I stated before the previous Diet 

session, this is the n.r in which we down America 
rnd Britain, who brve been selfish, invasive and 
oppressive, and who have intentions of controlling 
the world. On the other hand, the nature of this 
war is for the emancipation of Erst Asia and for the 
establishment of the new world order. Accordingly, 
the governments of "anchukuo and Ci inn have fully 
understood our intentions in tve prosecution of the 
war sirce its outbreak and have cooperated with a 
positive zeal. French Irçlo-Chinn has also cooperated 
with Japan. Thailand has discerned the aim of this 
\v:r and has also cooperated with Japan. She has been 
determined to eliminate American and British in
fluences, which have been t*"e roots of evil in Erst 
Asia. Pp December 21 last year, sic concluded the 
alliance with Japan. The Japanese Government will 
pa;/ respects to tie excellent views of the leaders of 
Tiailcnd and give full support to tleir constructive 
efforts. Actually cooperation between the two has 
increased. And thus, our diplomatic organization 
has been steadily completed. The spirit of coopera
tion between Japar and these friendly countries has 
made the carrying out of the war and control of the
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South easy.
’"As you know, the connection between 

Japan, Germany and Italy has become ever increasingly 
tight, and the close cooperation has been embodied, 
step by sten in military ai fairs, economy, diplomacy, 
and all the other matters, Tetever America and 
Britain ray do to atter.pt to separate Japan, Germany, 
Italy, and other friendly countries from each other, 
there must be no room allowed them to accomplish 
this aim. The iron combination of the Axis Powers 
stands as firm as a rock, which will breome more end 
more dense. Of course, the Axis Powers are quite 
different from the so-called proup of Allied Fowers 
who gathered many exiled governments. The Neutrality 
Pact between Japan and the Soviet Union has still 
been kept and remains unchanged.'

’"Ve are poing to keep the good relations 
between Japan and the neutrad countries in South 
America and Europe from now on. to as long as possible. 
If the countries in South America «ore not tempted by 
America and do not show their hostile and unfriendly 
attitudes toward Japan, we will fully respect their 
positions. So we will gaze with keen, interest at the 
present Rio dc Janeiro Conference. Our true enemies

!
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sono time it decides the joint destiny of all races 
in East Asia; so it is natural that the areas abso
lutely necessary for the defense of East Asia must 
be grasped by Japan. It is also natural, in view 
of the justification of this war, that the ares which 
have been American and British territories, be given 
their proper standings in accordance with the tradi
tions and cultures of their races.

*' * 11 is truly evident that this war, the 
aim of which is the establishment of the Greater 
East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, based on such funda
mental principles, is quite different from the so- 
called invasive war. The leaders of America and 
Britain, who want to explain this war with the word 
* invasive*, have only proved that they kept to that 
idea and style in accordance with their doings, Vre 
did not expect the fighting of races v/hich has been 
propagated by our enemies, so we have not admitted any 
necessity for it. Jaoan also does not fight with a 
narrow-minded exclusive intention. The idea of the 
Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere has not the 
nature of exclusiveness. Accordingly, it is evident 
that the relation of economy and communication will be 
dense between the countries in this sphere and the 
other friendly countries as the establishment of this



sphere mokes progress.
"Jin order to cerry out the construction of 

the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, Japan, 
who has had the leadership of all races in East Asia, 
must have her grand view and conception and clear 
cognition in regard to the principle of co-prosperity. 
Moreover, she must show her positive attitude accord
ing to the construction of the East Asia Co-Prosperity 
Sphere in her various organizations and fully meet 
the expectations of the races in East Asia. Conse
quently, our duty has been more and more grave, and 
we, the Japanese nation, must conquer various diffi
culties vdth the connection of all Japanese, accomplish! 
the glorious undertaking, and reward to the honor that 
we live in the Holy era when cur country is rising.11'
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*Ye offer in evidence prosecution document 
IO38-B, a further excerpt from this same exhibit 
for identification, being a speech by Prime Minister 
TÛJ0 before the same session of the Diet, on 
22 January 1942.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. IO38-B will receive exhibit No. 1338-B.
(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1338-B, and was received in evidence.)

MR. LA VERGE: We will read the speech.
"Minister of State Hideki TOJO's Speech.
"'At the opening ceremony of the Imperial 

Diet, H.I.H. the Emperor honored us with an Imperial 
Rescript. Y/e a re filled with trepidation and gratitude. 
In obedience to the Imperial thought, we must pursue 
our respective duties with might and main, promptly 
prosecute the aim of the war, and thus ease His 
Majesty's anxiety.

'"I am verv happy to say, since the outbreak 
of the war, there has been no enemy who has been able 
to stop the Japanese troops from advancing. We are 
winning gloriously everywhere and upset almost all 
the enemy's strategic points in East Asia in a short
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time. We are strengthening more and more the pressure 
upon the Chiang Kai-shek regime. Our defense of 
northern frontier is perfect. It is a matter for 
hearty congratulations that by these victories the 
prestige of our country is being enhanced. This is 
solely attributable to the august virtues of His 
Majesty, for which we are filled with gratitude. I 
express my thanks ana pay my respects to the brave 
Japanese soldiers who are winning numerous battles 
on the various fronts in vast areas in spite of the 
heat and cold for their pains and distinguished 
military services from the bottom of my heart. I 
mou.'n for the dead.and sympathize with the bereaved 
families and the wounded.

"•Row, the cardinal principle for directing 
the Greater East Asiatic War, in which Japan is now 
engaged, is, while expanding our fighting strength by 
securing strategic points in Greater East Asia and 
by bringing under our control areas containing impor
tant resources, to fight out this war until the United 
States and Britain are defeated by aarrying- put 
aggressive operations in close concert-and cooperatien • 
with Germany and Italy. America and Britain have for 
a l'uig time prepared to conquer the world. These two 
countries are the most wealthy. I can easily imagine j
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they will counter-attack obstinately and try to 
recover from their discouraging situation, so we must 
prepare for various difficulties and a long war.
The true war must be in the future. In order to 
carry out the aim of this holy war, all our people 
must do their best for our country with the faith 
of victory in defiance of difficulties. The spirit 
of thrift, militarism, and self-devotion to the State 
are. indispensable, not only to overcome these diffi
culties at the present but also for our country to

% *
thrive.

t

"’Now, Japan is engaged in the undertaking 
of establishing the Greater 2r«st Asia Co-F rospfrity 
Sphere, as she pushes the grand military operations 
with all her might. The fundamental purpose of 
establishing this Greater East Asia Co-R*osperity 
Sphere comes truly from the great spirit of Japanese
foundatidn; namely to enable all nations to find their

/
proper place, and to establish the order of co
prosperity based on morality in which Japan is the 
center. This establishment will be made by the 
cooperation of various races in vast areas. The new 
areas which will take part in this establishment have 
be'en extremely exploited and their development of 
culture has been bitterlv checked by America and
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3ritain for the past 100 years, despite their great 
resources.

"’Japan is going to establish an eternal 
peace in Greater East Asia, and will moreover construct 
a new world order with friendly countries under this 
new .plan with which we will make an epoch on human 
history in East Asia, including these new areas. Of 
course, this is really a great undertaking. The aim 
of this important undertaking is to lead our military 
successes to final victory.

"’In constructing this, we have a mind to 
bring under our power those areas which are absolutely 
indispensable for the defense of Greater East Asia and 
to deal with the others properly in accordance with 
traditions ana culture of every race, and the changes 
of war situations.

"’Our Imperial Army and Navy forces have 
already captured Hongkong, taken the greater part of 
the Philippines, and suppressed the best part of 
Malay. Moreover, recently they have occupied strategic 
points of the Dutch East Indies. In vier/ of the fact 
that among these areas Hongkong and Malay have been 
British dominions for many ''•ears, and are bases of 
trouble in East Asia, we will not only eliminate 
the roots of evil, but will also make them strate- ic___

W W W
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Points of defense in Greater East Asia.
"'Regarding the Philippines, the honor of 

independence will be given them willingly by Japan, 
if they unoerstand our true intention and cooperate 
as members of the establishment of the Greater East 
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. Our intention for Burma 
is the same as for the Philippines.

'"When Luteh East Indies and Australia con
tinue their bearing to resist Janan we will crush them 
without hesitation. However, when their inhabitants 
understand our true intention and cooperate with us, 
we will give support to their development and welfare 
with our full understanding.

'"It is very regretable that the Chiang Kai- 
shek regime continues to resist Japan, and we will 
crush them to tho last. I hereby emphasize there is 
now a chance for them to gaze correctly at the world 
situations, to abandon old relations with them,
America and Britain, and to take part in the great 
undertaking of constructing the Greater East Asia 
Co-prosperity Sphere.

"'It is a matter for congratulation that all 
the people of I'.anchukuo, China, and Tuailand have 
made constant efforts together with Japan for the 
establishment of the Greater E-st Asia Co-Prosperity
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1 Sphäre and that French Indo-China has also cooperated 
in it*

"'It is a matter for mutual congratulation 
that our friendly countries, especially Germany and 
Italy, are steadily obtaining war results with Japan 
for the establishment of the new world order. Vfe will 
tightly unite with them in military, diplomatic, and 
economic relations, ^nd make progress to accomplish 
our joint aims. • The situation which we intend to 
effect is that at the beginning of the war we will 
establish military aoministration, set about the 
immediate tasks necessary for the prosecution of war, 
prepare for the great construction of the future and 
make expand the limits of participation in the adminis
tration of the inhabitants, with the establishment of 
public peace, order, and defense in E~st Asia. In 
view of the fact that our scheme regaroing the construc
tion of Greater East Asia is farsighted, it is neces
sary to prepare thoroughly so as to take care of the 
establishment and to obtain the cooperation of offi
cials and civilians whose abilities are all mobilized.

"'In accordance with the beforementioned 
situations, and in order to expect the development of 
our country, the present immediate duty is to crush 
our enemies more and more, strengthen our fighting
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power, and establish the organization for the certain 
victory. Therefore,a11 national systems must be con
centrated upon them.

"'Consequently, all departments of the 
government will establish the policies necessary for 
the prosecution of war, end carry them out promptly. 
Namely, in order to maintain and increase the 
producing capacity in war-time, we will concentrate 
materials, labor, electric power and funds chiefly 
into the leading enterprises which are more impor
tant then others, and make the most of the equipment 
which we have now, and at the same time, wo will 
tr a into consideration the expansion of production 
of important industries necessary for the national 
defense, and the counter-plan for the war-time foods 
necessary for the security of the national life. At 
the present the most important problem is transpor
tation facilities rather than the shortage of resources, 
so we will make special efforts to construct ships, 
thereby improving and strengthening communications

I
and transportations. Again, in order to prosecute the J 
national policies, the accumulation of people's funds | 
is absolutely necessary. Accordingly, it is the 
Government's intention to exert further efforts in 
the future for the promotion of people's savings. *»
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1 I that these speeches might be considered to lay down
2 j Japan's basic policy for the construction of a

I

3 Greater East Asia Co- rosperity Sphere under Japanese 
■11 leadership.
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Y/e shall now offer in evidence a number of 
documents, dealing with Japanese military operations 
in the Netherlands Indies. The next three of these 
documents will show how the Jaoanese armed forces 
attempted to seize the important oil installations on 
the Island of Borneo In the Netherlands Indies. In 
this connection we v/ould like to dr-’w the Tribunal's 
attention to exhibit 628, which has been recently read 
by us. It was stated therein that in order to obtain . 
possession of the industriel resources of the Nether
lands Indies intact, those who in any way destroyed 
or damaged industrial installations would bo severely 
punished,

Ve offer In evidence prosecution document 
2É24-A, a sworn statement by î'ajor G. L. Reindorhoff, 
Royal Netherlands Indios Army.

THE PRESIDENT: Hr. Blowott.
HR. BLE7ETT: If the Court please, wo ask

24

25

the prosecution if this -witness is going to be pro
duced for cross-examination, either direct or c^oss- 
oxaminntion.
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THE PRESIDENT: ’Vhat would you hope to bo
the affect of the cross-examination?

MR. BLE'/'/ETT: If your Honor please, we are not
quite certain from tnis document if this is whet the 
witness actually saw or vhnt he heard. I w*uld like 
to inquire from the prosecution the purport of this 
document.

THE PRESILEI.T : Perhaps we will bo able to
judge what ho hearu and what he knew independently.

The document is admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 2624-A will receive exhibit No, 1339,
(’»'hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1339, and was received in evidence.)

MR, LA VERGE: vre shall read part of exhibit
1339, starting at the eleventh lino from the top of 
page 1.

%  what can you relate concerning all you 
know about the war crimes committed at the occupation 
of BALIKPAPAN by the Japanese?

2=)
2*1
ib

"1. I only know about the above msntioned 
war crimes on account of my work v/ith the N.E.F.I.S, 
(at that time at BRISBANE), from interrogations, inter 
alia, of the Javanese Sergeant SARBINI and the
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Javanese R i f lernen BENOH; later on, after contact ln 
Batavia ln 194-5 with personnel originating from 
Balikpapan. A ll  th is  is  recorded with NEFIS.

"2. As for the threatened prosrect of mureor 
at 3ALIKPAFAN and TARAKAN I  know the following:

"In  January 1942, whilst s t i l l  prisoners of 
war, together with Lieut. Col. S. DE 7/AAL, Reserve 
Captain VAN DER VEGT and Reserve Captain COLIJN on
board the Japanese S ta ff ship, the following was
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communicated to Capt. COLIJN and myself: that we wero
to be transDorted by motor launch to BALIKPAPAN; 
that i f  the destruction of the oilworks at BALIKPAPAN 
should be effected, in the event of imminent Japanese
landings -  as 'e had stated would be the case - further,!

i
i f  BALIKPAPAN i»ero to be defended, or even i f  the 
Dutch garrison were to re s is t  such landing, then a l l  
ro lV s and a l l  other European residents of both sexes 
at TARAKAN would be k il le d , as well as a l l  so ldiers 
and European residents of both sexes who night f ^ l l  
into the hands of th j Japanese at BALIKPAPAN.

"This statement is  recorded in a document made 
out in  Japanese characters and undersigned with name 
stamps, v/ith English translation  attached. Contents 
were read out by the Chief of S ta ff, a ila jo r, ’with 
the help of an interpreter, in the presence of the
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Commanding G e n e r a l,  ? I a jo r - G e n e r n l,  D iv i s io n  Com

m ander, p lu s  f i v e  o th -jr  Ja p a n e se  o f f i c e r s .  T h is  

o c c u rre d  in  the lo n g  room o f the s h ip  on w hich  wo 

were p r is o n e r s .

"7hen l a t e r  on, wo rr.on.nged to  leav.:. the L u tc h  

m otorboat used by Ja p a n e se  on the way, one to  ro a c h  

BALIKPAPAN by a D u tch  L e v y  p la n ..,  tho abo ve-m entioned  

docum ent w ith  i t s  E n g l i s h  t r a n s la t io n  was bonded o ve r 

to  th e  Tro o p  Command o r ,  L ie u t .  C o l .  VAN LEN H00C.3N3ANL, 

./hen C a p t. C O L IJ I i  and I  were se n t on by p ia n o  to  

BANDOENG, th e se  docum ents were d e liv e r e d  to  G a n c r a i 

H e a d q u a rte rs  t h e r e ."

THE P R ESID EN T: Are you g o in g  to  g iv e  us

e v id e n c e  o f  what K E P IS  means, or w i l l  th a t  be—

I'R . LA VERGE: T h a t ,  vo ur H onor, can be se>.n

fr o r ,  the c e r t i f i c a t e ;  t h a t  i s  th e  K e th « r ln n d s  F o r c e s  

I n t e l l i g e n c e  S e r v ic e .  T h a t i s  th e  c o u n te rp a rt  o f  

A T IS  in  T o k y o .

THE FH 2 S ID E P T : 7/a w i l l  a d jo u rn  u n t i l  h a l f

p a s t  one.

('.Vher-'upon, a.t 1200, a r e c e s s  "’as

t a k e n . )
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AFTERNOOU SESSION
MARSHAL OF THE COTrRT: The Interne.tiorv.l

Military Tribunal for the F'r Erst is now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Elewett.
i£R. ELEVTET: If the Court plecse, just before

the recess I r'.ised r. question concerning exhibit 
No. 1339 concerning '‘n ultimrtum. The next document 
concerns th-'* ultimrtum ~nd I should like to ~s-' the 
prosecution if th-t ultimatum is to be presented to 
the Court.

MR. LnVERGE. ; The ultinr turn is not rvr U:ble 
itself, !.!r. President, but we h've the rffid'vits of 
two rtrscns who both srw • nd h'ndled it. The ultimatum 
itself hf s been lost due to vrr.

MR. PLEVVETT: The *ffidrvit stries th^t it vvrs
turned over to ~ hirh officer of the Netherlands Army.

HR. LAVERGE : I don't vmt to be giving
evidence, but the point is thr.t rrr.cticnlly :11 the 
records of the Netherlands Indies Government h ve been 
destroyed during the Jr.r^uese occuprtion.

THE PRESIDENT: You rre giving the best evi
dence r.v'ilr.bje?

MR. LaV'-RGE. Yes, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: You cannot do more.
MR. Li.VIRGE: V/e offer in evidence prosecu

tion document 26l8, : sworn st:tement by Colonel
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1 C. vf.n den Hoogenbond, Royr.l Netherlands Indies Army. i
j

2 THF PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usurl terms. i
3 CLERK OF THF. C1E.RT: Prosecution's document
4 No. 2618 will receive exhibit No. 1340.
5 (Whereupon, the document 'bove referred i

6 tc vrs nrrked prosecution's exhibit No. 1340 • nd
7 received in evidence.)
8 HR. LAVFRGE: ';e shell re:d r--rt of Exhibit
9 1340, starting rt the beginning of the lr.st r'r'grr.nh

10 on p' ge 1;
11 "On Jr nucry 201942, r.n ultimrtum from t
12 the Jj'pr.nese Commr.nder of the troocs ft Trrrkrn vrs
13 hrnded to me, in my cr.p: city r s commend er of the
14 droops f t Bf likpepm, by C:rtein of the Reserve- Colijn,
15 Administrrtor of Tr.rrkrn, Cf rt̂  in of the Infrntry
16 Reinderhoff- (both of whom h'.d succeeded in escaping
17 from erptivity es prisoners of vr.r) - in the presence
18 of Crptein of the Reserve K. Scholtens, '.rneger of
19 the B . ? . ] ! .  ft Br.likrrpcn, rnd Ncvr 1 Commend er vr n
20 Nieuwenhuizen. The ultimrtum wrs dr:fted in Jrnrnese, 1
21 end English tr.'nsl'tion being 'ttrehed. It st; ted thr.t ! |
22 overwhelming Jr-ncnese forces were r.dvrncing on Erlik- j
23 peprn r.nd th't, ir. view of their superiority, I v/rs ;
24 requested to surrender Erlikprpcn to them in its 1
25 entirety rnd une. estroyed. If I did not comply with

•

!
!!

>
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this request, rll Européens would be murdered.
"After rerding this document, I rsked Mr.

Colijn whether rll the. Europe.' ns to be murdered world
include the Turopc-rns, rmongst whom were women ~nd
children, who were rlrerdy in Jrrcnese hr.nds ct Trrrkrn. «
Mr. Colijn v;rs of opinion thrt these would be included, 
r nd requested me to recent the ultimrtum in order there
by nerhc- os to r.llcvi,'-*-e the fete of the- Europeans in 
T r~k:n. ïhe reply wrs drafted in English, wherein 
I strted thr t I hr:d received the nc-cessrry orders rs 
regr.rds destruction, which, therefore, hr d to be crrric-d 
out.

"I hc;d the reply sent through Nrvrl Lieutenant
K. il. R. vrn Brrkel, since deceased, who, rs I he;rd 
1; ter from others, hended over this letter to the crew 
of the Jr.pr.nesc vessel from which Messrs. Colijn rnd 
Reinderhoff hrd escr.pcd, which vessel he found nerr 
the Mrkrhr.m-delt:..

"I mry r.dd to this, thrt I wrs informed thrt 
in Trrrlm no murders took pl^ce, but they did occur 
;t Bi likprpm on February 20, 1942. I wr.s not present 
rt Bf likpoprn on thrt drte, rs on Jrnurry 24th I hrd 
fought my wry t.o the r irport of Srmrrind: II, 'nd 
thence on Februrry 8th I h'd been evreurted to Brndoeng.

"Vvhy in regrrd to the two men who brought you

...J
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the ultime turn, did you s^erk of escape from cr.ntivity 
: s prisoners of vr r ?

"Messrs. Colijn ? nd Re-inderhoff were official
ly * rpointed as hearers of the ultimatum end were, 
therefore,on their wry in a boat with some Japanese.
On the wa y they hailed r butch nlme, v/hich nicked them 
up "nd brought them to me. The accomranyine Japanese 
were persuaded to agree to this.

"ohrt happened further to the ultimatum?
"I handed over the ultinv turn to Messrs Colijn 

and Rcinderhoff who lc-ft by aeroplane for Java on 
J'nu ry 20th, with instructions to hand this document 
to the Commcndcr-in-Chief."

Ve offer in evidence rrose-cution document 
262CA, a sworn statement by J. T. v n  Amstel.

THE PRESIDFNT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF TKi COURT; Prosecution's document 

No. 2620A will receive exhibit No. 1341.
(Whereupon, the document 'bove referred 

to was m- rked prosecution's document No. 1341 
and received in evidence.)

MR. LAVERGE; We shall read part, of exhibit 
1341, starting at the tenth line from the top of page lj

"In J-mrry, 1942, I was serving on a. trans- 
portship, under the conmrnd of Lieutenant Engles R.N.

I

i
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At sea ncr.r Tarrkan we were attacked by rnd shot rt 
from o Japanese plane. The pl^ne also dropped bombs 
which did not hit the rnrrk. I was snot in my right 
calf. a naval flying boat transported me to Ealik- 
pnpan, where I was accomodated in an emergency hospital. 
This was on Jamr ry 11, 1942.

"The Japanese invaded Palikpapa.n on January 24,
1942. Around Febrir ry 20 * rumour circulated in the 
hospital, which was especially spread around by native 
male nurses, th't on February 24, 1942, all Europeans 
were to be slaughtered. On Febru-ry 23, 1942, all white 
people, totalling, eight, '■il patients, were fetched 
from the hospital and taken r’T y .  They left mo alone j 
probably because I have a, r-'thcr d-rk skin.

"In the night of February 23/24, 1942, I es
caped frer. the hospital rnd mingled with the popula
tion of Dam kampong near there. I dressed un ~s a 
native. On February 24, 1942, the inhabitants of that 
kamoong were called together by the Japanese, I was 
among those people. Te were taken to a place on the 
beach, the old fort Kirndrssan, where I saw that the 
Europeans, white people, were already standing together. 
I was at about 50 meters distance from the group of 
Europeans.

"I recognized in the group Dr. Aros, doctor
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of the B. P. M., Dr. Dick Steal, Certain doctor, vicar 
Kruisberg, end one of the eight patients who had been 
taken fron, the hospital the day before, called Rosenberg. 
I also saw three catholic priests dressed in white.
1 saw a district-officer in uniform end a police |
inspector in uniform. A Jr.pnne.se officer started a

iconversation with that district-officer of which I j
could not understand i thine, but I saw thaUduring that 
conversation th- t officer was ill treating the aistrict- 
officcr by blows in his face with the hand, and further 
v/ith the scabbard over his body. There was r lot of 
shouting by Japanese standing near, so that I could not j

I
understand anything. The Ja-p officer who ha.d sterted j

Ithe talk with the (Dutch) district-officer, drew his j 
sword and hewed off both the district-officer's arms, j 

a little above his <. lbows, and then his two legs at 
the height of the knees. The district-officer was 
also taPen to a coconut tree, bound to it and stabbed 
to death with a bayonet. The body remained hanging 
on that tree. After this, the same officer wont

I
over to the policeman in uniform; I heard later th-t 
his name was Kcrseboom; he vrs kicked and beaten with
the hand and with the sword in the scabbard. After 
this, that (Jap) officer hewed off his arms under the 
elbow and his leggs near the knees. I heard him shout

I
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once more 'God save the fucen'. "ith bayonet thrusts 
-nd kicks the policcnrn ..»ns mrde to stand up and, 
standing on his leg stumps, he. we s stabbed to death 
wit,h e. bayonet.. One of the Romrn Catholic driests,
I do not know his nrme but it was *' grcy-hr.ircd men, 
stepped forward rnd started c conversation with the 
Japanese officer which I did not understand, but which 
may have been i request to orry. I saw : t least that 
hi kneeled down near the bodies and prayed. He then 
blessed both bodies and the whole grouo of Furopcans.
The Europeans were: then form'd into groups of 10 to 
15 each, and their hands were tied on their backs. The 
group was driven into the sen by shouting, kicking, "nd 
hitting Japnnesi., until they vert in the rtcr uo to 
rbout their breasts; then tn<:y were shot at one -ftr.r 
the; other, slowly, by Japanese soldiers, until all hrd 
died.

"It vrs impossible to float owey into the 
sea because at about 30 meters from the beach there 
vas a. barbed v/iro entanglement. Thus ell thv. F uropc ans 
v/-,rc driven into the sea, group by group, a~nd slaughter
ed off in the same manner, nmong the last group were 
the three Catholic priests. Egr in I saw the old one 
among th».m start x> conversation with the Ja,p officer,
I saw him blessing the floating bodias, after which

>
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1 th^t group olso v/ns driven into the sen end killed

2 off. The entire group of >. uroper.ns killed thus must

3 h-ve numbered from 80 to 100 men. The natives were
4 forced to look on, those who wonted to go rwry were

5 brought brek with bcrtin.es end violence. I elso sow
6 some, no-tive women feint."
7 I won't re<ed ?ny more of this.
8 THr PRESIDE!T: Mr. Blcwctt;
9 HR. PLFE/ETT: If the Court nier sc. the defense
10
11
12

.13

14

15

16
17

18

19
20 
21 
22
23

24

25

cr.lls for the production of this witness for cross- 
cxo.min? tion.

THE PRESIDENT: Is ho in Tokyo or in Jenem?
HR. LAVERGE: Hi is not in Tokyo, your Honor.

If my informetion is correct, he is in th< Netherlands 
Indies.

THI PRESIDENT: V.:c will give you. ell facilities
to interrogate him, Hr. Elewctt. T,'e will consider 
whether he sou Id be c'lie d r.s v. witness but you must 
give us some reasons why he should be colled.
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LaVEBGNî The next two documents which 
we submit in evidence will show how, after Japanese 
troops had landed on the main island of the Nether
lands Indies, the Island of Java, the Japanese Con- 
mander-in-Chief in the Netherlands Indies threatened 
the Netherlands authorities that unless all Nether
lands Forces surrendered, the town of Bandoeng in 
Java would be bombed.

We offer in evidence nrosecution document 
2622-A, a sworn statement by Lieutenant A.F.r. ilul- 
sev/e, Loyal Netherlands Navy Deserve.

This PLBSI^jNVT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLLhK OF Thij COURTî Prosecution's document 

ho. 2622-A will receive exhibit Mo. 1342.
(V.h- reupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1342 and received in evidence. )

iih. LaVlLGE: We shall read part of Ex
hibit 1342, starting at the first paragraph at the 
top of page 2:

"On February 22, 1942, as a naval ratings, 
second reserve, untrained, 1 was called up for ser
vice with the Loyal Navy,.with orders to report to 
the Levy Department tit Be ndoeng. 1 reoorted there 
on 23 February ana was attached to ? section of the

t
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War Office, under the direct orders of Commander L. 
Brouv/er, h.N. (at prirent in Tokyo, Japan.) Cn 2 
Larch I was commissioned as sub-lieutenant, loyal 
Maval Leserve, Special Service branch.

"On 6th Mardi at approximately 22.00 hours 1 
was summoned by my colleague of the uui eau for East 
Asiatic Affairs, h. liAGELAAB (at present in Holland) 
to attach myself immediately to the suite of his Ex
cellency the Governor-General of the Letherlands East 
Indies, where I duly reported. The next morning 
I informed the bar Office.

"Cn 7th Larch at approximately 15*30 hours the 
Governor-General and his suite moved from the Lesi- 
dent's house to a villa on a hillside on the outskirts 
of Bandoeng, after a Japanese bombing; attack, during 
which bombs hrd fallen on ell sides of the hesident’s 
house.

"Luring the early part of the morning of 3 Larch 
there were several Japanese planes continuously over 
Bandoeng. Because of the danger cf air attack - I 
ox not remember whether any bombs were actually 
drooped; in any case not in our vicinity - the 
Governor-Genera 1 and most of his suite (I amongst 
them) were in the very la.r_e and commodious air raid 
shelter built deep into the hillside. The shelter

.lh
Jl2
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G.O.C. Airforces, who rar,do a fiery speech com
memorating Japan's victory. After considerable 
time, tv/o hours at least, the Governor-General was 
asked to choose a small number of people to ac
company him at the coming talks, as there would not 
be sufficient space to accomodate the whole Nether
lands East Indies party. Eventually we proceeded to 
a married officers' quarters close by.

"The talks were held in the dining room; the 
front room was filled with newspaper reporters and 
moving picture people and the communicating double 
doors were wide open. The Governor-General sat 
facing Lieut. Gen. IIviAEUIiA; at his right hand Lt. 
Gen. Ter Poorten, I do not remember the seating of 
Uaj. Gen. Bnkkors (Chief of Staff) and l&j. Gen. 
Pesman (G.O.G. Bandoeng area.) Behind the chairs 
Lessrs. Kiveron, Idenburg and rnyself - possibly 
also hr. Hagenaar, were left standing. On Lt. Gen. 
IkiAlaUhA's right was his Chief of Staff, on his left 
the G.O.C. Airforces. Behind their chairs there 
stood a considerable number of Japanese officers, at 
least twenty.

"The talks must have started about 16.30 hours. 
I have no clear recollection of the exact sequence
of the questions and answers, nor, of course, of their
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complete contents. However, this was my first at
tempt at interpreting and I found it uncommonly dif
ficult, particularly as Lt. Gen. IMAkUhA persisted 
in quoting a draft, written in the usual high flown 
stylo, more easily read than understood. The result 
was that after about ten minutes I was floundering 
so badly that a Japanese left the ranks behind the 
General*s chairs and offered to take over and was 
permitted to do so; he was T. L1Y0SKÏ, formerly of 
the Japanese Consulate-General at Tatavia.

"The first question was, whether the Governor- 
General as Commander-in-Ohief cf the Netherlands East 
Indies sea, land and air forces had come to submit 
the surrender of these forces. The answer took some 
time, as it gave rise to several new questions. The 
short of it was: no, he had come because he had
been summoned to be present at talks concerning, the 
surrender of hnndoeng, with the threat that this town 
was to be destroyed by aerial bombing in case he did 
not apoear. Furthermore he was unable - willingness 
apart - to hand in any surrender terms, as his con
s'* . tionrl powers as 'Commander-in-Chief of the N.h.l.
Forces had been expressly cancelled by the Nether
lands Government a few days previously. The reply
to these statements was, that the Japanese were not
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going to let themselves be tricked by a piece of 
political skull-duggery and, that in their eyes,the 
Governor-General still was the Commander-in-Chief of 
the N.E.I. Forces.

"The next point was: surrender of the N.E.I.
Forces. The Governor-General maintained that he had 
been summoned in connection with the surrender of 
Bandoeng only. This question was enteied Into at 
some length. The Japanese made two points: 1.
Bandoeng was only of small importance, it was theirs 
for the taking, as the outer defences had already 
been smashed; tv/o or three days more would see them 
in the town. 2. The G.O.C. Airforces insisted that 
the surrender of Bandoeng - town or area - would be 
useless, as air reconnaissance had shown con
siderable bodies of N.E.I. troops withdrawing into 
the difficult mountain area around the Bandoeng 
plateau.

"The upshot of these discussions was the renewed 
demand of the Japanese Commander-in-Chief that the 
Governor« General tender the unconditional surrender 
of all N.E.I. Forces, the demand now accompanied by 
the threat that unless he complied, Bandoeng was to 
be bombed flat.
_____"After some more talk the unconditional surrender |

\
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was agreed to, with two or three days ,.*ace for 
ti ©ps in outlying areas. The whole proceedings were 
verbal; I do not remember the Governor-General signing
any document."

\

We offer for identification only, prosecu
tion document 2674, being an ATIS Report, dated 11 
August, 1943, containing an account' of the NetherlandsI
Indies operations as found in a captured enemy 
document.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 2674 will receive exhibit Ho. 1343 ror identifi
cation only.

(Whereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1343 for identification.) ,

MR. LA VERGE: We offer in evidence an ex
cerpt from the aforesaid report, prosecution's 
document 2674A.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
Mh. LEVIN: Mr. President.
THE PRESIDENT : Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: I would like to object to the

admission of this document on the grounds that its
origin,or authenticity, is doubtful.

y
THE PRESIDENT: It is an English translation

J
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of a captured document, according to the certificate.
Lih. LEVIN: This states, "containing an

account of the N.E.I. O.P., as related by a Lieut. 
Colonel, apparently copied from the Osaka MAINICRI." 
Wow, they have to come to some conclusion as to where 
it was copied from, and the doubt is created as to 
where it was obtained. It seems to me it is not in 
the sane category as a captured enemy document or a 
document fçund in the official files of the govern
ment.

ThE PRESIDENT: The Charter contemplates
such things as diaries, which I take to include 
private diaries being used where they are captured.

Admitted on the usual terms.
t

CLEhk OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s document
Ho. 2 6 7 4A will receive exhibit Ho. 1343-A.

(thereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution’s exhibit 
Wo, 1343-A and received in evidence.)

J
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of a captured document, according to the certificate.
tih. LEVINj This states, "containing an 

account of the H.fî.I. O.P., as related by a Lieut. 
Colonel, apparently copied from the Osaka MAINICRI." 
xiow, they have to come to some conclusion as to where 
it v/as copied from, and the doubt is created as to 
where it was obtained. It seems to me it is not in 
the sane category as a captured enemy document or a 
document found in the official files of the govern
ment.

THE PRESIDENT: The Charter contemplates
such things as diaries, which I take to include 
private diaries being used where they are captured.

Admitted on the usual terms.
CLEhk OF THE COURT: “ Prosecution's document 

Ho. 2674A will receive exhibit Ho. 1343-A.
(whereupon, the document above re

ferred to v;as marked prosecution's exhibit 
Ho, 1343-A and received in evidence.)
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I/ÎR. LAVERGE: Y/e shall read one page of
exhibit 1343A starting at the top of page 1.

"BARGAINING UNTIL THE LAi-T HOÏ/.ENT.
"Cowardly Surrender.
"At I6OO hours, we arrived at the aerodrome.

HQ was at the side of the aerodrome. In one of 
the HQ rooms there were a number of high ranking 
DUTCH INDIEt officers and also about 10 men* wearing 
civilian clothes, so I realized for the first time 
that the Governor. General was here. Ther^ was an 
interview with the enemy Governor-General and his 
.subordinates shortly afterwards in the house of a 
certain officer of the DUTCH INDIES Flying Hchool,
It was in a neat room. There was a long table in the 
centre. Three generals, the Army Comdr., the Army 
Chief of btaff and BUTAI Comdr. ENDO were seated on 
the right. Behind those, sat the fc-taff Officers. 
Governor-General tTARKENBERG and his subordinates 
came in. Across from the Armv Comdr. was the Gover
nor-General, on the left of him was the Army Coradr.- 
in-Chief TERPOCRTEN. next were various t*taff Officers, 
while the enemy staffs and civilian officials stood 
in the rear. The Governor-General and Armv Comdr.-in- 
Chief were questinned by Comdr. II'AKURA as to what 
power they possessed. Governor-General stated that

N
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ho does not have the prerogative of supreme command 
which was a very strange thing. It is a funny thing 
that from long ago, the military and civilian ser
vices v/*re in the hands of the DUTCH INDIES Governor—  !I
General yet only the Navy v/as under the direct con- j 
trol of the Queen. I don't know if it v/as the evading j 
of the responsibility on the arrival of 7/AVELL that 
caused the trouble. And again when the Army Comdr. 
asked, '"/ill vou «surrender unconditionally?" the 
Governor-General was calm, shook his head. Then 
he said, :Just a moment, I don't know whether he is 
a reporter or a photographer by the door, so will 
vou please have him removed.' 'In that case, why 
did vou come?' asked the General. 'You asked me, 
so I accepted vour invitation and came. I was plan
ning to discuss the matter with the JaVA Civil 
Administration,' he retorted. Next he faced the 
Comdr.-in-Chief of the Army and asked, '7/ill you 
surrender unconditionally?' 'Please only accept the 
surrender of BANDOENG1. 'The BANDOENG Jfrea is not a 
problem as far as we are concerned.' 'Ti,<- only j

Iproblem is, are you willing to surrender uncondition- ;
I

ally, or do you refuse to surrender the DUTCH INDIEfr?'
He said, 'I know very well that we are not an enemy 
of the JAFANEtE Army.' At that time the Governor-

i
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General stared pointedly at the Comdr.-in-Chief of 
the Army. No matter how many times he was questioned, 
he only mentioned the armistice of BANDOENG.

"General IÎ'AIIURA solemnly said, ’There is no 
use for further questioning. If you don’t sur
render unconditionallv, there isn't any other way 
but to attack continuously. Your •commanders foill 
return to BANDOENGim^ediately. You will be pro
tected by our troops up to the sentry line, but if 
you step over the sentry line, we will attack 
BANDOENG with our aircraft which arc on the aero
drome loaded with bombs. However, I will give you 
this last chance to consider. I will give you ten 
minutes from now to make the final decision,' and so 
saying he arose."

’7e will not read further from the document.
The next documents will be introduced by Mr. G.
Osmond Hyde.

THE P3EMDENT: Mr. Hyde.
ÎIR. HYDE: Mr. President, Members of the

Tribunal, we now come to the last section of our 
proof, referring to Japanese occupation and consoli
dation of Japanese conquests. T7e offer in evidence 
prosecution document No. 2754, entitled "Course of 
Events Leading up to Decisions on Political Control

V'
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and Reversion of the East Indies in the Second World 
War", a document found in the Japanese Foreign Office.

Mr. President, with respect to the certificate 
I desire to call your attention to the following:
There is one certificate attached to the processed 
copies. There is a usual certificate attached to 
the original. Through inadvertence, when the 
second certificate —  that is the one that is at
tached presently —  was put on the copies, the usual 
certificate was removed. However, the usual one 
is with tV original document handed to the Clerk.

Tx-S FR'lv IDFi'JT: Mr. Logan.
UK. LCOAN: If the Tribunal please, we object

to the introduction of this document and any further 
evidence offered by the prosecution with respect to 
any political acts that were taken by Japan in the 
Netherlands East Indies after December 8, 1941. I 
would like permission to argue this motion, if the 
Court please.

THE PREhIDENT: That is based on the formal
declaration o^ war bv the Netherlands?

MR. LOGAN: That is right.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, that involves the de

cision of the question now of whether it was an 
aggressive war by the Japanese against the Netherlands.

t
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Y.re will hoar that argument at the conclusion of 
all the evidence. If we support vour view, then,
Mr. Logan, of course this document and others will 
be disregarded necessarily.

MR. LOGINS If it is possible, however, 
we would like to have a decision on this at this 
time because it would involve a saving of time on 
the part of the Tribunal listening to more documents 
and testimony which is proposed to be introduced by 
the Netherlands prosecution; and, also, it would 
narrow the issues and assist the defense in the 
preparation of their cases.

THE PRESIDENTi Your point is that it is 
no longer a mix^d auestion of law and fact; that 
the mere declaration formally, as may have been made 
bv the Netherlands made it purely a question of law.

HR. LOGAN: That is right, your Honor. In
other words, once the declaration of war was made 
by the Netherlands, Japan could no longer be accused 
of aggressive war by virtue of her taking the 
offensive.

I might also point out, your Honor, that it is 
also immaterial and irrelevant to the charges in the 
Indictment under which this prosecution section is 
proceeding; to wit; 1, 4, 5, 14 and 32.

/
I
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THE PREtIDENT: If there were no charge in
respect of the Dutch except aggressive war, there 
might be something in what you say; but, of course, 
we have the conventional war crimes alleged by the 
Dutch against the Japanese.

MR. LOGAN: The conventional war crimes
involves another proposition of law, your Honor. ;
I am arguing strictly on political acts such as 
any nation takes towards a vanquished nation.

THE PRESIDENT: The decision on the points ii
you raise would not discharge the Dutch prose- i

cution from the case. We would still be here to j
the end of it hearing Dutch evidence and submissions, j

t

We will not give our d ecision piecemeal. One 
judgment is contemplated by the Charter.

IIR. LOGANî I appreciate that, your Honor; 
but this question now goes to the materiality and 
relevancv of the evidence proposed to be introduced.

THE PREfc-IDENT: The decision is as I have
already stated, Mr. Logan.

MR. LOGAN: I, of course, must accept it,
your Honor.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

2754 will receive exhibit No. 1344,
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('.'.'hereupon, the document above re
ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 

I No. 1344 d received in evidence.)
MR. HYDE: I will read through the first

paragraph only at1this time.
"Course of Events Leading up to Decisions on 

Political Control and Reversion of the East Indies 
in the Second World War.

"1. Prior to the outbreak of World War II various 
estimations were made bv the Supreme Command and the 
government regarding the problem of political control 
and reversion of the southern occupied areas, including 
the Dutc1, Indies. From the outset, however, the 
Foreign T,Tinist -v had attached importance to the 
independence of the Dutch Indies."

I will leave that document for a fev; moments.
Before taking up the next documents, in order 

to show v/hat the Foreign Ministry and other Japanese 
authorities meant by the use of the term "independence" 
in connection with the occupied territories, we desire 
to call the Court's attention, for consideration in 
connection with this section of our proof, to the 
various plans of Japan prior to and immediately after 
the outbreak of the war for the future of the occupied 
territories, contained in the following exhibits:

■*«
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exhibit No. 628, exhibit No. 1334, exhibit No. 1333A, 
exhibit No. 1336, and r xhibit No. 1335.

V/e further draw the Court's attention in con
nection with the actual decisions, negative or 
positive, of Japanese authorities with regard to 
the future of the East Indies to exhibit No. 877, 
Details of the Execution of Administration in the 
Southern Occupied Territories, and with regard to 
the public utterances of Japan's Government in this 
respect to exhibit No. 133ÔB, Speech of Prime 
Minister TOJO in the Diet on £2 January 1942.

The intentions of Japan with respect to the 
Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere are further 
Indicated in prosecution document 1086. the meetings 
of the Privy Council on the proposed establishment 
of the Greater East Asia î.inistry in the period of 
9-24 October 1942.

Prosecution document 1086 has heretofore been 
marked exhibit 687 for identification. This document
f
is now offered in evidence.

MR. LOGAN: If your Honor please, vie move to
strike out this summation of the various documents 
which have just been offered in evidence. They have 
all been read. There is no necessity for that.

THE FRS."IDENT: There is no objection to a

!

*
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brlrf restatement of the purpose of introducing 
these documents. It is for our convenience.

HR. HYDE: Was the document admitted?
T’HE PRESIDENT: The document?
MR. HYDE: I tendered document 1086 v/hich

has hithertofore been marked exhibit 687 for identi
fication.

THE PREc-IDEKT: Well, that is admitted on
the usual terms.

This one is already marked for identification, 
N . 687. Nov/ you ./ant to tender i" finally.

”R. Iff LE: That is correct, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: It v/ill have the same number.

i !

.] I

_ J
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ÎJ}'i. hYDE: Mr, President, it was identified
on 9 October 194-6.

I now will reed parts froir exhibit Ko. 687.
1 will read the first four lines at the ton of pape 1î 

"The First Meeting of the Investigation Com
mittee concerning establishment of the Greater East 
Asia Ministry and eight ' other items. hfeeting held 
or. 9 October 1942 (Friday) at Privy Council Office"

Fror the list of persons attending this meet
ing we will /read onlv the names of there who are now

/
accused: /

tiCouncillor MIKAMI
« Prime Minister, concurrently Vfar Minister TOJO 
»•Chief Secretary of Cabinet HOSKINO 
»President cf the Planning Board SUZUKI 
¥c continue to read from the top of page 2: 
"(Meeting called to order 1:30 P.K.)

' "Chief of Investigation Committee calls meet-t
ing to order.

"Premier TOJC made- an outline explanation 
regarding the purport and the contents of the draft. 

"Committee Member ISHII inquired that:
"(1) The establishment of the Greater East

Asia Ministry will excite suspicion as though Japan
/

will consider the hitherto friendly countries of the25
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Eist Asia Sphere as Japan's colonies. It may lead to 
such that both material and spiritual co-operation 
car.rct be expected. Consequently, would the enemy 
countries not take advantage of this and would it not 
cause concern in bringing about an unfavorable effect 
in the attitude cf India? V/ould it not be better to 
establish a combined organization of East Asia coun
tries than risk such disadvantages?

"To this inquiry Premier TOJO replied:
'"In order to achieve victcrv, which is an' 

absolute necessity for Japan, the combined fighting 
power of East Asia must be strengthened. However, 
the various organs of Japan in the Co-Prosperity Sphere 
at present are confusedly set up and find difficulty 
in maintaining unified and active measures. Therefore, 
it is desired to establish a ministry and to appoint 
a responsible minister, thereby establishing an appro
priate national policy in achieving the aforementioned 
aims, and to be sure of a swift and decisive execution 
of this policy. ï'oreover, Japan vas already ©penlv de
clared to the world the construction of Greater East 
Asia, so there is no need of restraint in using the 
term 'Greater East Asia Hinistry' at this time. It 
is preferable to use this term voluntarily. In regard 
to the effect it mav have toward foreign countries, the
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countries within the Co-Prosperitv frühere all have 
ties with Japan and since after all, the object of 
tMs draft is to plan for th*> benefit of the Co- 
prosperity Sphere, this misunderstanding will be 
solved. In regard to other third countries, it is 
sufficient if counteracted with propaganda and there
fore, will not be grounds to hesitate on this plan.
In regard to the attitude of India, no reaction is 
noticed. The East Asia Combined Organization Pro
posal will be studied hereafter as a political prob
lem and has no relation to the establishment of the 
Greater East Asia Ministry'.

"Committee Member MINAICI (Hiroshi) inquired;
"2. In treating the independent countries 

within the Greater East Asia t-phere as mandates of 
Jatan or as occupied territories, the question was 
as^cd whether this would not be the cause of uneasi
ness of these countries and the cause of alienation 
of the people.

"Prime Minister TOJO replied that this draft, 
from the viewpoint of achieving victory, is intended 
to establish an organization for the construction of 
Greater East Asia. In jLts operation close attention 
should be paid in regard to the alienation of the re
lative countries."

iI
i

I
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Wo now turn to the top of page 4, and I will 
read the first three lines:

•'The Second Meeting of the Investigation 
Committee Concerning the Establishment of the Greater 
East Asia Ministry and Eight Other Items. Meeting 
held on 12 October 1942 (Monday) at Privy Council 
Office".

We will now read the names of those who are 
now accused who were present:

Prime Minister, concurrently War Minister TOJO 
Chief Secretary of the Cabinet KOSHINO 
President of the Planning Board SUZUKI 
Councillor MINAMI, (Hiroshi).
We now turn to the top of page 5 and I will 

read to the middle of page 7\

'!(Meeting Called to Order 10:00 A.M.)
"Chief of Investigation Committee SUZUKI calls meeting 
to order.
"From Committee Member USHIO*

"(1) He asked whether it was not necessary 
to have a powerful liaison organ between the Greater 
East Asia Minister and the Ministers of the other 
offices, besides the Liaison Committee. Prime Minister 
TOJO replied that since war guidance is a nroblera of
the entire state the Government and the Supreme Command
______ _____ _______________ ___________________________I
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have already set up a liaison conference and is now 
deciding the basic policy. Foreign Minister TANI statec 
that, in regard to the relations between the Foreign 
Office and the Greater East Asia Ministry, there is a ; 
direct mutual exchange of important foreign informa
tion, and besides, with the shifting of personnels,

i

and etc., practical liaison will be effected. . .
H(2) He queried into the relations of the 

Greater East Asia Ministry with the administration of 
the Southern occupied zone, and stating in effect 
that it would be better to have administration in 
occupied zones in the interim replaced immediately by 
a permanent Greater East Asia Administration and there- ! 
by create a fait accompli. In reply to his query made j..... — — "■■■■■■ ■ ■ I

i
to the views of the Government authorities, Prime |
Minister TOJO stated that the Southern Occupied Areas I 
are now under military administration and, therefore, 
the authority of the Greater East Asia Ministry is 
excluded; but eventually full preparations will be 
made providing for the time when the Southern Occupied
Areas detaches itself from military administration j

I
onto civil administration. Furthermore, the military i 
itself is desirous of having the military administra- | 
tion in the Southern Occupied Areas speedily replaced 
by civil administration; and even now designs are being
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mode to have the Inspector-General and the Inspectors
\

of the Military Administration gradually replaced by 
Civil Service Officials.

• • • I #
"(5) He inquired os to the scope of the 

» renter East Asia Sphere. Prime Minister TOJO re
plied that it will include the KV'ANTUNG PROVINCE, SOUTH 
;-EA ISLAND GROUP, MANCHURIA, CHINA, SIAM, FRENCH INDO
CHINA, and the newly occupied areas brought about by 
the Greater East Asia War. Consequently, with the in
crease of occupied areas, its sphere vdll be enlarged5 

thus each gave their reply.
"Then following from Committee Member FUTAGAMIi 

• • • • •
"(Recess from 12.10 p.m. to 1.30 p.m.)
"(3) He queried as to the nurport in special

ly providing 0 provision (Article No. 19) for concert 
and cooperation in the Greater East Asia Ministry 
Legislation. Chief of Legislation Bureau MORIYAMA 
replied that although the military administration zones 
within the- Greater East Asia Sphere should, as a matter 
of fret, be dropoed from the supervision of the Greater 
East Asia Minister, it was specially decided to have 
the Greater East Asia Ministry handle matters connected
with administration of occuoied zone in order that ! 
__________________________ ' ____________ I
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f r u i t s  be borne o f  u n i f ie d  wer and a d m in is t r a t iv e  

p o l i c i e s  and a l s o ,  in  p r e p a r a t io n  f o r  the  tim e th e se  

a r e a s  w i l l  become f r e e  o f  m i l i t a r y  a d m in is t r a t io n .

•'(4) He q u e r ie d  on the  m a tte r r e g a r d in g  the  

appointm ent o f  com m issioned  o f f i c e r s  on a c t iv e  s e r v ic e  

to  c i v i l  s e r v ic e  n o s ts  i n  the  G re a te r  E a s t  A s ia  

/ M in is t r y /  a s  s t ip u la t e d  i n  the se p a ra te  p la n ,  and the  

re a so n  f o r  h a v in g  sup erb  com m issioned o f f i c e r s  to  

h a n d le  c i v i l  s e r v ic e  m a tte rs  in  tim e o f  w ar. Frim e  

M in is t e r  TOJO r e p l ie d  th a t  s in c e  m i l i t a r y  a d m in is t r a 

t io n  i s  now e f f e c t e d  i n  S o u th e rn  O ccu p ie d  A re a s  end 

th a t  i n  v ie w  o f  the f a c t  t h a t  th e  a c t u a l  s t a t e  o f  a f 

f a i r s  i n  CHINA a l s o  r e q u ir e  s e r io u s  v ie w s i n  th e  

m ain te n an ce  o f  p u b l ic  s e c u r it y ,  i t  n e c e s s it a t e s  the  

c i v j l  s e r v ic e  o f f i c i a l s  o f  th e  G re a te r  E a s t  A s ia  

M in is t r y  to  have th o ro u gh  know ledge and e x p e r ie n c e  i n  

re g a rd  to  th e  Army and N avy.

"From  Committee»Member OBATA*

"He a sk e d  w hether th e re  i s  any f e a r  i n  the  

e s ta b lis h m e n t  o f  the  G re a te r  E a s t  A s ia  M in is t r y  ca u s  

i n g ' i n j u r y  to  th e  p r e s t ig e  o f  indepen den t n a t io n s  in  

th e  G re a te r  E a s t  A s ia  S p h e re , and e v e n t u a l ly  c a u s in g  

w eakening i n  th e  m ental and m a t e r ia l  c o o p e ra t io n  a s  

re q u e ste d  by o ur E m n ire ; and on th e  o th e r  h an d ,

■!'
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availing eneiry pov'ers to commit malevolent propagandas. 
Premier TOJO replied that military operations during 
the early stages of the Greater East Apia War have, as 
p whole, made favourable progress and nearly ell the 
strategical key points in East Asia have been occupied. 
But the question of vital importance at present is in 
the construction of a Greater East Apia v/ith these 
points os its foundation. The future operations of 
enemy countries will be a demonstration of their ma
terialistic power in the highest degree and, counter
attacks will be made by them from footholds nov' remain
ing in their hands. It could be deemed that the aspect 
of war, hereafter, shall display a much intensified 
situation. Therefore, it is urgently necessary that 
plans be made for the construction of Greater East Asia 
by a single effort at this moment, utilizing the ad
vantage, when the enemies have not yet begun their 
counter-attacks; and thus provide for the vanning of 
victory which is the first requisite today. For this 
matter, adjustment for the necessary organization shall 
be made with this plan. Furthermore, the influence 
affecting a third power belongs to the problem of 
secondary significance and does ,iot become a reason 
for hesitating the construction of the Greater East 
Asia. Suppose it did give rise to misunderstanding



among the various countries in the East Apia Sohere, 
a proper employment of the new organization would, 
eventually, give understanding to the various coun
tries in the East Asia Sphere that the construction of 
East Agia would be to their own advantage.1'
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"(3) Tbc nations of tho world will be 
divided into two groups; of which tho state affairs 
of one group will be handled not by the Foreign 
Office but by tho Greater East Asia Ministry. The 
ouestion was asked whether there would not be con
sternation that the countries under this category 
would treat Japan as a colonization ministry.

"Foreign Minister TANI replied that Japan 
has special diplomatic relations with tho various 
independent countries in the Greater East Asia 
Sphere. Since internal guidance of their diplomacy 
is also being conducted, there is no need of appre
hension. It is similar to the special agreement 
existing betv/eon French Indo-China and France.
Since France respects the intentions of Japan re
garding French Indo-China, actually it Is impossible 
to believe ttrt French Indo-China will deal with Jap^n 
as a colonization ministry. On the part of Japan, 
the French ambassador has conferred with the Foreign 
Minister concerning the local problems of French 
Indo-China, but no objections were made. Replies 
to this effect y’erc respectively made.

"Committee Member TAKEGOE stated that when 
J~pan holds East Asia in its power ns in the present, 
there is no necessity in establishing the Greater
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East Asir. Ministry v'hich v i n  only help to reise 
a problem. Furthermore, in order to make the 
Sou-horn Occupied Areas constructive, it is better 
to change the military government immediately to 
civil government.

"In asking the opinions of the respective 
authorities, Premier TOJO replied that since deter
mining the essence for the construction of East
Asia and conceiving a unified policy are pressing

/
necessities of the moment, the unification of var
ious organs to arrange for a nev/ -organization 
requires immediate attention. Regarding the question 
of changing the military government to civil govern
ment, the rop]y was that it will be immediately 
carried out, even before the war is concluded, 
when peace and order is established and when the 
situation is normal."

>7c turn to the top of page 0. I will 
read four lines:

"The Third Meeting of the Investigation 
Committee regarding Establishment of the Greater East 
Asia Ministry and Eight Other Items.

"Meeting hold on 14 October 1942 (V/odncsdny) 
at Privy Council Office."

y/c will only read the names of the accused
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\iho attended: "Councillor MINAMI (Jiro); Prime 
Minister concurrently War Minister T0J0* Chief 
Secrotary of Cabinet K0SHIN0: and President of 
Planning Boerd SUZUKI. "

Wo.turn, to the top o* page 9:
"Committee Member IZAWA asked: * * *
"(2) „Committee IZAVTA pointed out the fact 

that in Formosa, only few native Formosans were 
being accepted os' government and municipal officials. 
He then asked how can one expect to assimilate 
the different peoples of the Greater East Asia

9

Sphere in order to bring about the sound establish
ment of Greater East Asia when even in quasi- 
homeland Formosa, such discrimination exists.

"TOJO replied that the establishment of 
Greater East Asia is based on the snirit of Hakko Iu
(T.N. Gathering the eight corners of the world

/
under one roof) and that it would not be difficult 
to assimilate even the different peoples if dealt 
with this spirit. /TOJO continued/ that subjects 
of territories should not purposely be excluded 
from being appointed as government and municipal 
officials and that it should gradually be reformed 
in accordcance v/ith the aforementioned spirit."

We turn to the top of page 10; I will road
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four lines;
“The Fourth Meeting of the Investigation 

Committee concerning the Establishment of the 
Greater East Asia Ministry and eight other items.

"Meeting held on 15 October 1942 (Thursday) 
at Privy Council Office."

V/o will only read the names of those v/ho 
arc now accused v/ho are in attendante: "Councillor 
KIKAMI (Jiro); President of the Planning Board 
SUZUKI."

'■'in turn to the top of page 11:
"(Meeting called to order 1:30 p.m.)
"SUZUKI, Chairman of the Committee, called 

the meeting to order. Matters concerning the es
tablishment of Greater Erst Asia Ministry and the 
revision of some general rules of other ministries 
were presented before the Committee.

"UORIYAKA, Chief o'* the Legislation Bureau, 
roughly explained the aforementioned two subjects.

"Committee Member MIKAMI (Hiroshi) inquired: 
Are there any intentions to change the name of 
Greater East Asia Ministry? Since the distinction 
betv/een customary diplomacy rnd extranormal diplomacy 
is vague, is it not pj^eferable to consider the rela
tions with other countries and not use the word
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customary diplomacy officially but to dispose of it 
in actual practice?

"Minister of State SUZUKI replied that 
he considered the name Greater East Asia Ministry 
proper because the name bespoke straightforwardly 
the consistency of establishing Greater East Asia 
and that he had no intention to change it. Chief 
of Legislative Bureau MORIYAMA /added/ that since 
the jurisdiction of the Greater East Asia Minister 
consisted in the performance of administration 
duties in various fields, it would not be proper 
to exclude customary diplomacy in practice.

"(2) /Committee Member KINAMI (Hiroshi) 
/inquired why was it necessary to have the Greater 
East Asia Minister supervise the extranormal diplom
acy with countries within the Greater East Asia 
region,

"Chief of Legislative Bureau FORIYAMA 
replied that countries in the Greater East Asia 
Sphere are mutually in a family relationship. There
fore, the diplomacy between these countries and the 
diplomacy between other independent countries differ 
in character markedly'. Moreover, since there is an 
intimate and inseparable relationship between for
eign policies and /extranormal diplomacy/ in the



»
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Greater East Asia area, it was decided to leave 
the Greater East Asia Minister take charge."

Vie turn to the top o? page 12.

lOrnm
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"The Fifth Meeting of the Investigation 
Committee Concerning the Establishment of the Greater 
East Asia Ministry and Eight Other Items•

"The meeting vas held at the Privy Council 
office on 19 October (Monday), 1942."

This meeting was attended by only one of the 
Accused, Councillor IjINAMI.

We continue reading at the second line from 
the bottom of this page:

"(Meeting convenes at 10:10 A.M.)
"Chairr:nn SUZUKI announced opening of the

Meeting.
"Committee member FUTAGAÎ0! states: (1)

The overseas organs of the Greater East Asia islinistry 
are officially under the command of the Foreign Minister 
concerning matters of customary diplomacy; and under 
:he command of the Greater East Asia Minister on those 
of extranormal diplomacy. Furthermore, since the 
distinction between customary and extranormal diplomacy 
is not clear, they /overseas organs/ receive orders 
soparately from the.both ministers of the central 
government on the same issue. ' He asked whether or not 
there is fear of this giving couse to bewilderment so 
that they would not be able to act properly. Foreign 
Minister TANI replied that the relations of our Empire j
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with the countries in the Greeter East Asia sphere 
are somewhat the relations between relatives and it is 
the ideal of our Empire to have this further strengthened 
and developed into the relations of a single large 
family, and that during this period it could be eventually 
led to a point where diplomacy would not be needed any 
more. But at the present stage, due to need for respect 
of dignity and the exchange of documents, it is 
necessary that customary diplomacy be continued.
Within this extent will the overseas organs core under 
the superintendence of the Foreign Minister.

"(1) Committee member MTSUCHI asked the 
reason why it was inappropriate to have extranormal 
diplomacy come under the jurisdiction of the Foreign 
Office, and customary diplomacy under the Greater East 
Asia Ministry, respectively, in regard to our foreign 
relations with the independent countries in the 
Greater East Asia Sphere.

"Foreign Minister TANI and the Chief of the 
Legislative Bureau MORIYAMA replied that the Greater 
East Asia Ministry, after all, assumes charge of affairs 
on the establishment of the Greater East Asia, and since 
its contents cover the various fields in politics, 
economy and culture, extending over the whole area of 
(Greater East Asia, it is necessary to have all the

»
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various items of diplomatic policy toward independent 
nations in the Co-Prosperity Sphere be charged to the 
care of Greater East Asia Ministry. Moreover, it would 
be appropriate to have international courtesies and 
conclusion of international treaties, etc., which are 
customary diplomacy, be charged to the care of the 
Foreign Ministry."

’7e now turn to the top of page 15.
THE PRESIDENT: LIr. Hyde, what is the purpose

of reading all this? This is now October 194-2. Do 
you submit that vhat you are reading is evidence of 
aggression, that even at that hour it discloses the 
puroose of the war was not self-defense by the Japanese, 
but some aggressive design? To what issue is it 
relevant except that of aggressive war? It has no 
bearing on conventional war crimes or on crimes against 
humanity, certainly. The only thing left are crimes 
against peace. The peace was broken twelve months 
before. The purpose, if it has any purpose —  I do 
not know whether you are clear in your own rind about

21
22
23

24

it —  must be to show that Japan entered the war not to 
defend herself, but in order to build up this vast emoire.

25

MR. HYDE: Your last statement, your Honor,
is exactly our position. That is the purpose of this. 
It shows what they were going to do — 'the question of
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aggressive war, conquest, domination. They are 
showing their intentions,

THE PRESIDENT: V/ell then, does it require all
this elaboration and reiteration? Isn't it all 
cumulative?

HR. HYDE: Yes, it is cumulative, but it
also discloses the names of the accused who from 
time to time participated in formulating these plans 
and the policy that was pursued.

THE PRESIDENT: Very few of the accused whose
names you read made any contribution to those debates. 
TOJO did.

HR. HYDE: Your Honor, it is sometimes
difficult to know just how much evidence a court 
might require. This I admit is cumulative.

THE PRESIDENT: You could mention the names
of those accused as taking part in that Greater 
East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere.

HR. BROOKS: I would like to object to such
procedure unless the Court defines what it means by 
"taking part," so that wo have some idea of the defense 
to establish in that case under the charges in that 
Indictment.

24

25

THE PRESIDENT: I will clarify that for you —
"taking part in aggression."
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aggressive war, conquest, domination. They are 
showing their intentions,

THE PRESIDENT: V/ell then, does it require all
this elaboration and reiteration? Isnft it all 
cumulative?

IB. HYDE: Yes, it is cumulative, but it
also discloses the names of the accused who from 
time to time participated in formulating these plans 
and the policy that was pursued.

THE PRESIDENT: Very few of the accused whose
names you read made any contribution to those debates. 
TOJO did.

HR. KYDE: Your Honor, it is sometimes
difficult to know just how much evidence a court 
might require. This I admit is cumulative.

THE PRESIDENT: You could mention the names
of those accused as taking part in that Greater 
East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere,

HR. EROOKS: I would like to object to such
procedure unless the Court defines what it means by 
"taking part," so that wo have some idea of the defense 
to establish in that case under the charges in that 
Indictment.

THE PRESIDENT: I will clarify that for you —
"taking part in aggression."1
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We w ill  adjourn for fifte e n  minutes, 
(Whereupon, at 1445 a recess v/as 

taken u n t il 1500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follow s):
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MARSHAL OF THE COURTI The International 
Military Tribunal for the Far East is new resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Hyde.
MR. HYDE: Mr. President, may I make just

a further observation with respect to the question 
you raised before we recessed?

THE PRESIDENT: Yes.
ME. HYDE; As you have stated, Mr. President, 

this part of our proof deals with aggression. We are 
dealing primarily with class A crimes; B and C are 
involved only in so far as there might be some over
lapping. Our purpose is to shew that this was a 
war of aggression and conquest and domination.

THE PRESIDENT: Crimes against peace is the
best term to use.

»

MR. HYDE: We think —  the execution of their
plans, we think, is the best way to show what they in
tended to do.

THE PRESIDENT: So we thought, but the
question is whether you have not already given suf
ficient evidence of this Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity 
Sphere and what it involved. It is material to know 
who among the accused, if any of them, took part in 
that operation from time to time. That is to say, 
who supported it. But you have gone far beyond that.
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However, we have to rely on your judgment to some 
extent. We are only concerned that you keep the real 
issue in mind and watch the evidence you are tendering.

MR. HYDE: If I have the Tribunal's permis
sion, I should like to point out the dates of the 
remaining meetings in the documents from which I have 
been reading, and indicate in addition thereto the names 
of the accused who were present, and that would be all.

THE PRESIDENT: You might include any impor
tant speectes. We do not want to shut those out.

DR. BROOKS: Mr. President, I was going to
object unless it was shown the extent they participated 
or influenced the decision; that their mere presence 
alone would not be enough, I didn't think.

THE PRESIDENT: You should give the decision.
You knew most of them have been unanimous. I do not 
recollect any dissent.

DR. HYTE: May I indicate the meetings and
those present?

THE PRESIDENT: Yes.
MR. HYDE: On page 15 of the document, the

minutes for the meeting held on the 20th of October,
1942. are commenced. At tint meeting the following 
of the accused were present: Jiro HINAMI; Navy
J^nister SHIMADA; Chief of Naval Affairs, Navy Minister
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OKA.;
Now turning to page 17 of the document, 

where we find that the seventh meeting of the com
mittee was held on the 20th of October, 1942 --

THE PRESIDENT: If these were just dis
cussions leading to no decision, and none of the 
accused took part in the discussions, what bearing 
have they? I am referring to the last two meetings.

MR. HYDE: Yes, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: The accused TOJO took part

in the earlier meetings. You see, all this may be 
interesting, but if it is not relevant or material 
we cannot consider it.

MR. HYDE: With respect to the meeting on
the 20th of October, 1942, the minutes of which start 
on page 17 of the document, we find that Councillor 
MINAMI, Jiro, Navy Minister SKIMADA, and Chief of 
Naval Affairs, Navy Ministry ÖKA were present.

I would like to read from page 19, starting 
with the third paragraph from the end, and read two 
paragraphs:

"Committee Chief SUZUKI stated to the effect 
that this draft is not based upon the rules of right
eousness but on the rules of might, and for the reason 
that it would be unsatisfactory as a far-sighted

I
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national plan, if there is unity of opinion in the
I

committee, he could assume the responsibility of 
the negotiations and in all frankness, endeavor to 
have the government listen to this, but if there is 
lack of complete unity in the committee, it would be 
difficult to accept this responsibility.

"In connection with this, Committee members 
ISHII, USHIO, and IKEDA said to the effect that even 
though there was a lack of unity in the committee, 
it would be advisable to have the Committee Chiefj* 
take the trouble of negotiating with the government 
and requesting its consideration if there existed a
majority opinion. To thi|, Committee member IZAWA

$

ccncurréd."
THE PRES 3D ENT : SUZUKI is net an accused,

is he? *
MR. HYDE: No, your Honor.

I
And now the last meeting on page 20 of the 

document, the eighth meeting held on the 21st of Octo
ber, 194-2, at this meeting the following accused 
were present! MINAMI, Jiro, Prime Minister TOJO,
Chief of the Bureau of Naval Affairs OKA.

.V t

I will read the last paragraph on page 21: 
"Chairman SUZUKI proceeded to give an account 

of his interview with Prime Minister TOJO concerning '
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the negotiations for the amendment of the original 
proposal agreed upon at the previous Committee 
meeting. He said that the Prime Minister was 
firmly determined to adhere to the original proposal, 
and could under no circumstances agree to the’ amend
ment, and that the Committee, therefore, had no 
choice but to express its views frankly when re- 
porting the results of the investigation. All com
mitteemen expressed thanks to the chairman and de- 
elded to drop the problem*"

At this point we respectfully invite the * 
Tribunal's attention to exhibit 90, Imperial Ordi
nance 707, dated 1 November 1942, providing for the 
organization of the Ministry of Greater East Asiatic 
Affairs, of which ehe relative articles were read on 
9 September 1946, at page 5186 cf the record.

The prosecution now offers in evidence 
document 2339, an excerpt from the Japan Year Book 
1943-44, exhibit 1324 for identification. This 
document contains part of the speech of Prime Minister 
TOJO in the Japanese Diet on 15 June 1943, expressing 
the Japanese Governments announced policy with regard 
to the East Indies.

»

TEE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
C.TJEïh CF THE COURT: Prosecution's document j

I
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1 No. 2339-B will receive exhibit No. 134-5.

2 (Whereupon, the document above re-

3 ferred to was marked prosecution*s exhibit

4 No. 1345 and received in evidence.)

5 MR. HYDE: We will now read exhibit 1345*
6 "The Japan Year Book 1943-44 Pages 200 and

•
7 202.

8 "The 82nd Session of the Diet. ■

9 "Jn June l6 a three-day extraordinary •
10 session of the Diet was convened to approve a number
11 of official measures designed to intensify the prose-
12 cutiop. of hositlities on a far more effedtive total
13 war footing than hitherto. -This was the 82 session
14 of the Diet which, displaying a remarkable speed,
15 transacted the entire scheduled business and resolved
16 to exert its utmost to enhance further the fighting

«?) 17 potentiality of the nation. Premier General Hideki
\

18
TOJO, speaking on the opening day of the Diet, made

19

20

\
a seven-point declaration. He affirmed that .the de-

21
fense preparations of greater East Asia had been ■

22
strengthened appreciably, and that Nippon was making

23
all arrangements tc l-.anch decisive operations. Ex-

24 plaining that the relations with the Nanking Govern-

25 ment had become strikingly smooth and close, he 
declared for the first time that independence would

i

, 1
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be granted to the Philippines within this year.
"The gist of the Premier’s speech follows:
"The populations in Malai, Sumatra, Djawa,

Borneo, Celebes and other places under Nipponese 
military administrations are assiduously ntending 
their cooperation toward Nippon. Even in the midst 
of war, they have been liberated and accorded educa
tional and cultural blessings under the sympathetic

N
guidance of the Nipponese authorities, so that they 
are now enjoying a life of hope and happiness never 
experienced in the past. It is, I believe, a matter 
of hearty congratulation fcr the Indonesian people.

"It is our intention to go further and, in 
pursuance of the aspirations of the natives, to take 
measures step by step envisaging the participation 
of the native populations in government to*the extent 
commensurate with the degree of their ability in the 
course cf the year. In particular, vie intend to realize 
this state of affairs as early as possible in DJawa in 
view of the advanced conditions of the island and in 
response to the desire of the people there.»

THE PRESIDENT: Well, that speech does net
add very great weight to the prosecution’s case.

IIP.. HYDE: It may have some bearing whoa
’tho witness' 'that will be' balled là tar gives his tos'timon|y.
_____ ____ _____ ____________________________________ I
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MR. HYDE: We offer in evidence prosecution
document 2339-C, an excerpt from the Japan Year Book
1943-44, exhibit 1324 for identification. This excerpt
is to be found on pages 1049 to 1051, and contains the

*

Joint declaration of tfce Assembly of Greater East 
Asiatic Nations, adopted on 6 November 1943, as well 
as an account of the proceedings of the said Assembly 
on 5 end 6 November 1943«

THE “RESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms*
CLFRK OF THE COURT: Prosecution*s document

No. 2339-C will receive exhibit No. 1346,
(Whereupon, the document above referred to 

was marked exhibit No. 1346, and was received 
in evidence*)

HR. HYDE: I wi}l read a part of the exhibit
Just referred to, starting r.t the top of page 1

"The Assembly of Greater Erst Asiatic Nations 
Joint Declaration Adopted on November 6, 1943.

"It is the basic principle for the establish
ment of world peace that the nations of the world have 
each its proper place, and enjoy prosperity in common 
through mutual aid and assistance,

"The United States of America, and thf British 
Empire have in seeking their own prosperity oppressed 
other nations and peoples. Especially in East Asia, they
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indulged in insatiable rggressim rnd exploitation,
:nd sought to satisfy their inordinate ambition of 
nslaving the entire region, rnd finrlly they orme 
to monree seriously the stebility of Eost Asir. Herein 
Lies the: cr.use of the present wrr,

"The countries of Greeter Erst Asir, with c 
riew to contributing to the cruse of world per.ee, 
indertake to coopcrrte toward prosecuting the 7/r.r of 
îreeter Erst Asir to r successful conclusion, liber-' 
:ting their region from the yoke of British-Americrn 
iominrtion, m d  r.ssuring their self-existence rnd self- 
iefense, m d  in constructing r Grerter Erst Asir in 
ccordrncc with the following principles:

"1. The countries of Greeter Erst Asir through 
nuturl cooper.-tion will ensure the strbility of their 
egion rnd construct rn order of Common prosperity 
nd v/ell-being based upon justice.

"2, The countries of Grerter Erst Asir will 
ensure the fraternity of nations in their region, by 
espccting one mother's sovereignty rnd independence 
.nd practicing muturl assistance rnd rmity.

"3. The countries of Grcnter Erst Asir by 
espccting one mother's trrditions rnd developing 
he crertivc frcultics of erch rrce, will enhrnce the 
culture rnd civilization of Greater Erst Asia."
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1 "4-. The countries of Greater East Asia will 
ende:vor to ccceleratc their economic development 
through close cooperation upon a basis of reciprocity 
rnd to promote thereby the gcnerr.l nrosperity of their 
region.

"5. The countries of Greater East Asia will 
cultivate friendly relations with all the countries of 
the world, and work for the abolition of racial discrim
inations, the promotion of cultural intercourse and the 
opening of resources throughout the world, and contri
bute thereby to the progress of mankind.

"The Assembly of Greater Er.st-Asir.tic Nations 
was officially opened at 10 a ,ra. on November 5, 194-3 
in Tokyo. Attending this great conclave of nations 
were the Representatives of the six independent nations 
of Japan, China., Thailand, Manchukuo, tho Philippines, 
and Purmn. Also present was Subhas Chandra. Bose, Heed 
of the Provisional Government of Az^d Hind, as Observer.

"Representing the united will of the one bil
lion people of East Asia, the 46 Representatives, 
Associates, and Observers arrived at the scheduled 
time on t*K morning of November 5 and entered the ante
chamber of the imposing Imperial Diet Building, ex
changing cordial greetings with each other,"

Turning to the bottom of rage 2, the last
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paragraph:
"The second day session hegen et 10 a.ra. 

November 6, in the same chamber, attended by nil the 
representatives, associates and observers. It began 
with c. proposal being mode by Prime Minister General 
TOJG, the Japanese Representative. After an earnest 
exchange of opinions among the Representatives, c 
recess v/as called at 11:50 a.m.

"Joint Declaration Approved. With the recess 
being ended at 0:40 p.m. Prime Minister General TOJO 
rose r.t 0:45 p,m. and reread to the Assembly the draft 
of the Joint Declaration, which was welcomed with great 
applause, He then asked the Representatives to stand 
if they approved the draft, to which request the Repre
sentatives of the six nations stood up as one man, ac
companied by surging waves of thunderous applause. The 
time was 0:55 p.m."

I turn to the last page, the third line from
the top:

"The names of the representatives, associates 
and observers arc as follows:" And from the list I 
will reed the names of the accused who were present.

"His Excellency General Hideki TOJO Prime
Minister.

"His Excellency Admircl Shigetrro SHIMAPA,
I%
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1

Minister of the Nr.vy,
"His Excellency Mr. Memory SHIGEMITSU, Minister 

of Foreign Affairs
"His Excellency Mr. Naoki HOSHINO, Chief 

Secretary of the Cabinet
"His Excellency Major-General Kenryo SATO, 

Director of the Bureau of Military Affairs, Ministry 
of the Army

"His Excellency Vice-Admiral Takazumi OKA, 
Director of the Bureau of Naval Affairs, Ministry 
of the Navy,"

Ib

H k

I I
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We offer for identification only prosecution 
document No. 468, being a volume of speeches made be
fore the Assembly of Greater East Asiatic Nations by 
the representatives of the various countries.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document
No. 468 will receive exhibit No. 1347 for identified 
tien only.

TEE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
(Whereupon, the document above- 

mentioned was marked prosecution*s exhibit 
No. 1347 for identification only.)

MR. HYDE: We offer in evidence prosecution
document No. 468-A, an excerpt from the aforementioned 
document, being an address of His Excellency General 
Hideki TOJO, Representative of Japan, on 5 November
1943.

THE PRESIDENT: Admitted on the usual terms.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution's document

No. 468-A will receive exhibit No. 1347-A.
(Whereupon, the document above re

ferred to was marked prosecution's exhibit 
No. 1347-A and received in evidence.)

MR. HYDE: I will read Just a part of this
document, starting on page 1:

"ADDRESS OF HIS EXCELLENCY GENERAL HIDEKI
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T0J0, REPRESENTATIVE OF JAPAN.
"November 5» 1943.
"As the representative of the sponsor nation,

I have the privilege to extend to you the sincere 
greetings of the Japanese Government and to make 
a statement of their views."

I turn to page 3, the second paragraph:
"It is my belief that for all the peoples 

of Greater East Asia the present war is a decisive 
struggle upon whose outcome depends their rise or 
fall. It is only by winning through this war that 
they may ensure forever their existence in their 
Greater East-Asian home and enjoy common prosperity 
and happiness. Indeed, a successful conclusion of 
this war means the completion of the very task of con
structing the new order of Greater East Asia."

Now, I go to the bottom of page 3» next to 
the last paragraph:

"It is my belief that to enable all nations 
each to have its proper place and to enjoy the blessing^ 
of common prosperity by mutual efforts and mutual help 
is the fundamental condition for the establishment of 
world peace. And I must furthermore say,that to 
practice mutual help among closely related nations in 
one region, fostering one another's national growth

! 1

¥
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and establishing a relationship of common prosperity 
and well-being, and, at the same time, to cultivate 
relations of harmony and concord with nations of 
other regions is the most effective and the most 
practical method of securing world peace."

I will read the next three paragraphs only:
"It is an incontrovertible fact that the 

nations of Greater East Asia are bound, in every 
respect, by ties of an inseparable relationship.
I firmly believe that such being the case, it is 
their common mission to secure the stability of 
Greater East Asia and to construct a new order of 
commoh prosperity and well-being.

"This new order of Greater East Asia is to 
rest upon the spirit of justice which is inherent i n  

Greater East Asia. In this respect it is funda
m e n ta lly  differeht ffotn the old order designed to serve 
the interests of the United States and B t l i a i n  who do 
not hesitate to practice injustice, deception and 
exploitation in order to promote their own prosperity*

"The nations of Greater East Asia, while 
mutually recognizing their cratonomy and independence, 
must, as a whole, establish among themselves relations 
of brotherly amity. Such relations cannot be created 
if one country should utilize another as a means to
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Sontinuing with document 2754* exhibit 1344,
commencing at the t'op of page 2:

•'At the time of this decision Prime. Minister
TOJO w^s rather in favour of independence and the
Foreign Ministry also'supported the plan, but the
Supreme Command maintained strong opposition, as
mentioned above; while others again, took the stand
that once independency was granted', Japan, for the
sake of her personal honour wouid have to respect the

m \ 
independence to the last, and would be in a difficult
position when negotiations, peace, etc., came one day 
to be considered, and that foy this reason the status 
quo should be maintained. Territorial incorporation 
was thus funally decided on.

”2. Though the Japanese Army authorities 
on the spot were greatly dissatisfied with this deci- . 
sion, they made no representations of their oppo
sition. Mr. Soekarno, who visited Japan soon after 
the Greater East Asia Conference, made an earnest 
request to Prime Minister TOJO to grant the East 
Indies area her independence. The meeting, however,
ended without any definite reply from TOJO and Soekarno

«

returned to Java greatly disappointed."
We now offer in evidence,—  if the Court 

please, I will read a little more before I offer this
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n e x t  docum ent•

" L a t e r ,  HAYASHI, C h ie f  o f  th e  J u s t i c e  

A d m in is t r e t i o n ,  who v/p.s th e n  Supreme C o u n c i l lo r  

f o r  the  M i l i t a r y  A d m in is t r a t io n  I n  J e v a ,  crme to  

T o k y o , b y  a p p ro v a l o f  th e  Supreme Commander o f  th e  

Ja p a n e se  Army on th e  s p o t ,  w ith  th e  problem  o f  In d e 

pendence f o r  the E a s t  I n d ie s ,  and d id  h i s  utm o st  

t o  g e t  i t  a cce p te d  b y  th e  c i r c l e s  co ncern ed* F o r e ig n  

M in is t e r  SHIGEM ITSU su p p o rte d  th e  p ro p o s a l and made 

e f f o r t s  fo p  the  a l t e r a t io n  o f  th e  d e c is io n  m entioned  

above* W ith  th e  fo rm a tio n  o f  th e  XOISO C a b in e t ,  

th e  argum ents f o r  Independence g r a d u a l ly  b egan  to  

c a r r y  more w e ig h t ,

" F o r in s t e n c e ,  a t  th e  f i r s t  War S u p e r

v i s io n  C o n fe re n ce  o f  th e  KOISO C a b in e t ,  i t  was 

d e c id e d , I n  an a r t i c l e  o f  "The P o l i c i e s  to  be Taken  

in  the F u tu re  f o r  th e  S u p e r v is io n  o f  th e  W ar", th a t  

a state m e n t c o n c e rn in g  independence f o r  th e  E a s t  

In d ie s  sh o u ld  be d e c la r e d  a t  th e  n e x t  D ie t  S e s s io n *

A s f o r  th e  c irc u m s ta n c e s  w h ich  had le d  to  t h i s  de

c i s i o n ,  th e  M ariana d e fe n se  l i n e  on th e  P a c i f i c  

f r o n t  had been b ro ken  and th e  U n ite d  S t a t e s  was 

r a p id ly  t u r n in g  to  th e  o f f e n s iv e .  The s i t u a t io n  

was such  t h a t  th e  new C a b in e t  hed t o  ta k e  some new 

mees u re s  f o r  u n i t in g  G re a te r  E a s t  A s ia ,  and I t  was______ I
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1 only natural that the Foreign Ministry should insist 
upon the plan for independence* The central authori
ties of the army now also inclined to approve of 
this plan in compliance to the requests from the 
Army authorities on the spot, for the reason that 
racial consciousness had been so noticeably enhanced 
in Java, and Sumatra, the areas under Army Military 
Administration, that thanks to leaving the problem 
of independence so vague., it vas gradually becoming 
difficult to secure the cooperation of the native 
inhabitants•

"The naval authorities, however, still 
maintained such strong opposition, that the pro
motion of the independence policy was entirely 
deferred as far a.s the areas under the Navy’s Mil
itary Administration were concerned,"

. I
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We now offer in evidence Annex No, 1, prose
cution document 2755, entitled ''Policy In Regard to 
the Independence of the East Indies," as proposed 
by the competent officials of the ministries con
cerned and dated 2 September 194-4,

THE PRESIDENT: Aomitted on the usual terms.
CLERT OF THE COURT: Prosecution's docu

ment No. 2755 will receive exhibit No. 1348.
(’.'/hereupon, the document above 

referred to was marked prosecution's 
exhibit No. 1348 and received in evidence.)

;«R. HYDE: Ve will read the exhibit just
received. (Reading:)

"Sept. 2, 1944
"re Policy in regard to the Independence of the
East Incies (proposed by the competent officials
of the /Ministries concerned)

»

"1. Pdllcv
"To announce that the East Indies shall

be made independent in the future in order to win
•

the confidence of the people, and simultaneously 
to elucidate the GREATER EAST ASIA policy to the 
7/or Id •
"2. Outline

"1. It shall be announced in-a special

<!

4

I.

I

a
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Diet session that the East Indies shall be made 
independent in the future.

"2. The former Netherlands Indies (ex
cluding New Guinea) shall be the scheduled terri
tory to be mace inoepenoent. (The Navy's approval 
reserved)•

H3. The Form of Independence and the 
relations with the Empire shall be determined 
separately* However, steps shall be taken so that 
the Empire's requests shall be fullv attained.

"4. The Time of Independence shall be 
determined separately by taking into account the 
condition of progress in the political ability of 
the people, but a too premature enforcement of 
Independence shall be avoidedt Moreover, the 
question as to whether the entire territory shall 
be made independent at the same time or be made 
independent by degrees shall be decided upon accord-l
ing to the conditions at the time.

"5. In Java measures shall be taken in 
accordance with the following, while respecting 
the initiative of the oeople:

"a. In conformity with the Declaration 
of the Imperial Government, efforts 
shall be made promptly towards the
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consistency of the purport of same,
"b. Radical changes in the present status 

of the military administration shall 
be avoided, but the participation in 
politics by the people shall be still 
further strengthenea and expanded, and 
they shall be given political train
ing,

"c. To recognize as speedily as possible 
the investigating and studying by the 
inhabitants on the spot of matters 
necessary for Independence,

"d. The Indonesian songs and the use of
Indonesian flags, hitherto prohibited, 
shall be permitted,

"6. As for the various other territories, 
measures corresponding to the foregoing Paragraph 
shall be adopted as far as possible so as to con
form to their respective actual conditions."

■I. - ■;*••• ' : Tr;w-i
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i"e continue again the reading: of exhibit 1344, 
at page 3, paragraph 2t

"For this reason, no definite policy was 
decided in regard to independence, except that Prime 
Minister KOISO merely made a statement at the Diet 
Session to the effect that the independence for the 
East Indies area would be encouraged in the future. 
(Annex II)."

Annex No. II is already in evidence as part 
of exhibit 277, the speech of Premier KOISO before 
the 85th Diet Session on 7 September 1944. ’"ith the 
Tribunal's permission we would like to read one para
graph therefrom, starting at the bottom of page 6 of 
the English text.

"As to the East Indies, Japan permitted the 
inhabitants to participate in politics according to 
their wish. The inhabitants throughout the East Indies 
have continuously endeavored to carry out the Greater 
East Asia ^ar, recognizing the real intention of Japan. 
They have also been cooperating remarkably with the 
military government them In view of these facts 
we declare here that we intend to recognize their 
independence in the future in order to ensure the eter
nal happiness of the East Indian race. In this way 
the Japanese government intends to continue with her

•1
I

I
I
!
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former policy toward Greater East Asia and by develop
ing strongly the spirit of the Greater East Asia Joint 
Declaration, she expects to live up to the trust of 
the nations of Greater East Asia. Thus, if Greater 
East Asia, with Japan as its center and under the firm 
belief of victory, further increases its solidarity, 
concentrates its forces both spiritually and materially, 
and prosecutes ardently the ’Holy war', which aims at 
the reconstruction of Greater East Asia, we firmly 
believe that we can destroy the ambitions of America 
and England and can express our ideals concerning the 
world forever."

we continue again with the reading of exhibit 
1344, starting at paragraph 3 on page 3*

"3. Subsequently, the war situation took a 
turn for the worse and sea-transportation between Japan 
and the South was definitely at an end. For this 
reason, demands for economic self-sufficiency by the 
troops on the spot were greatly increased, and it became 
notably difficult to win the hearts of the native 
inhabitants of Java and Sumatra by mere abstract state
ments about independence.

"The Army authorities on the spot had pre
viously established a Central Advisory Council in Java, 
in accordance with the policy of political participation
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for the native inhabitants, but this was no more than 
a consultative body for political administration. The 
deciding of a definite policy for the preparation 
of independence thus became an imminent problem.

"The -Navy, on the other hand, no longer had 
any further reason to adhere to its past opposition 
views, as the abandonment of the South had already 
been taking piece since the fall of the Philippines.

'’Since the beginning of 19*5, t"*e opinions 
of the Army and the Nsvy had become uniform over the 
problem;/of independence for the East Indies, and other 
matters.

"Consequently, after the following discussion 
was held by the authorities concerned of the three 
Ministries at the Supreme Advisory Conference of 
Jvtly 17th, it was decided that, 'The Empire shall 
recognize the independence of the East Indies et the 
earliest possible opportunity. For this purpose, 
preparations for independence shall be immediately 
promoted and intensified.' (Annex III) end (Annex IV).

"Less than a month later the Empire had sur
rendered and this was never put into effect."
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We now offer in evidence Annex 3, just 
/ * ' 

mentioned, which is prosecution document 2758, en- '
titled "Measures for the Netherlands East Indied 
Independence; Date for Foreign Minister's Explana
tion, 17 Juiy, 1945.

THE PRESIDENT* .Admitted on the usual
terms.

. Cl.ERF OF TFE COURT* Prosecution's docu
ment No. 2758 will receive exhibit No. 1349.

(^hereupon, the document referred 
to was marked prosecution's exhibit No.
1349 end received in evidence.)

MR. HYDE* I will read exhibit 1349.
(Reeding)

"'Measures for the N.E.I« Independence'
"Petr- for Foreign Minister's Explanation,

July.,.1545.
"1. In the East Indies, there have been 

fierce Independence movements ever since the time of 
the Dutch occupation. 'Indonesian for the Indonesians'

I

was the earnest desire of the separatists. As sodn as !
i

our Army occupied the East Indies after the outbreak of j 
the Greater East Asia V/ar, the above pioneers all \

rendered whole hearted cooperation to us in the expect* 
ation that the golden opportunity for Independence had

•.>'v ^
11 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  I I  i ^ . *rr
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offered itself. They have achieved successful results 
in their activities as members of the Chuo Sangi-In 
(Central Advisory Council) and as officials or members 
of local administrative organizations. On the other 
hand, the Greater East Asia Joint Declaration was 

Issued in November of the year before last clarifying 
the Empire*s great policy to respect the Independence 
of every country in Greater East Asia «Simultaneously, 
with the establishment of Independence in Burma and 
the Philippines and of the Free India Temporary Gov
ernment, the desire of the leaders of Independence 
Movements in the East Indies also was greatly encour
aged.

"The Empire, on her part, regarded it proper 
to carry through the spirit of the Greater East Asia 
Declaration and to make some kind of gesture in regard 
to the problem of Independence for the East Indies as 
a reward for the cooperation and expectation of the 
native inhabitants.

"Accordingly, after deliberation at the 
Supreme War Supervisory Conference of Sept« 5th, last 
year, former Prime Minister KOISO, in his declarationt
of the government*s policies at the 85th Extraordinary 
Session of tho Diet on Sept. 9th, made a statement that 
*The Empire is ready to recognize Independence for the
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East Indies in order to secure everlasting welfare 
for her people1, thereby clarifying the Empire's 

Intentions on this problem.
"Of course, at the Supreme War Supervisory 

Conference of Sept. 5th, it was merely decided that 
the above statement was to be made at the Diet Session) 
and in regard to the areas to which Independence was to 
be granted, there was no question to Java and Sumatra, 
but nothing definite was decided on the rest of the 
areas. Only it was decided to permit the use of the 
Indonesian song and the Indonesian flag which had 
heretofore been prohibited, and to encourage and in
crease the participation in politics by inhabitants 
to give the native inhabitants a chance to investigate 
and study matters necessary for the Independence.

"II In response to the above statement by 
the Imperial Government, an Independence Investigation 
Committee was established in Java; while in Sumatra 
and Celebes also, measures had been taken to encourage 
participation in politics by native inhabitants. Nec
essary preparations had been under way, when in the 
statement of Sept. 7th, last year, it was merely 
stated 'her Independence shall be recognized in the 
future», and no time for it had been indicated. To 
promise the Indonesians their Independence and have
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its realization in a state of uncertainty for a 
long time, will, it is feared, give rise to doubts 
as to the sincerity of our Empire,

•'Especially, at this moment when the enemy's 
counter-offensive is already about to extend to a cor
ner of the East Indies, it will be imminent, from the 
necessity of seeking a more positive cooperation from 
the native inhabitants, to further materialize the 
statement made last year and to decide clearly the 
time for the Independence and announce it at home and 
abroad, thereby clarifying the Empire's true intentions 
towards the complete adjustment of Independence for 
Greater East Asia,

'•From this standpoint —  *•'

25
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THE PRESIDENT: Is it worth while con
tinuing to read this?

KR. HYDE: It just indicates what their
attitude really was as spoken, and we will later 
show it to the Court as it was actually carried 
out. I will refrain from reading the> balance of it, 
your Kcnor.

I  w o u ld  l i k e  t o  p u t  i n  one m ore d o c u m e n t .

V/e now offer in evidence Annex 4, which 
is prosecution document 2759» anc is entitled, 
"Decision of the Supreme ,,far Plans Council No;
27, July 17, 1Q4 5, re I'easures fcr the East Indies 
Independence."

THE PRESIDENT: A d m it t e d  on the usual
terms.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Prosecution’s docu
ment No. 2759 will receive exhibit Fo. 1350.

(V-’hereupon, the document above 
referred to was marked prosecution’s 
exhibit No. 1350 and received in evidence.)

I'R. HYDE: If the Court please, I would
like to read this document. This will conclude our 
documentary evidence before the presentation of our 
witnesses.

From the Chief of Staff Osamu Army Corps.
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bated September % 1944. (Reading;)
"We hereby notify you that, based on the 

Prime Minister's proclamation regarding the grant
ing of the independence of the East-Indies at the 
85th Special Session of the biet today, the 7th of 
September, it is oecided that the army will meet 
the situation properly generally in accordance 
with the following stimulations;" —

THE PRESIDENT; What are you reading 
from? We haven't that document. We have docu
ment 2759.

MR. HYDE: I apologize, your Honor. I am
sorry.

I will read exhibit 1350, document 2759. 
(Reading:)

"Decision of the Supreme War Plans
Council, No. 27, July 17, 1945, re

/
Measures for the East Indies Independence.

"I Policy
"In order to contribute towards the com

plete prosecution of the Greater East Asia War, 
the Empire shall recognize as soon as possible the 
Independence of the East Indies. For this purpose, 
preparations for the Inoenendence shall be hastened 
and reinforced immediately."
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»II Outline?
»(1) The area to be made independent shall be 
the former Netherlands East Indies.
»(2) Preparations for the Independence shall bo 
pushed throughout the entire territory anc as soon 
as preparations are completed in the principal 
areas, the Independence of a new nation shall be 
proclaimeu throughout the entire territory. How
ever, as regards the administration of areas where 
preparations are not completed, steps will be 
taken to transfer those areas by degrees under the 
jurisdiction of the new nation in accordance with 
the state of the progress of preparations.

»For this purpose, an Independence Pre
paratory Cor.mitteo shall bo speedily organized 
in Java, and be made to prepare various matters 
necessary in carrying out the Independence.»
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1
"(3) The scheduled drte of Independence .Shall 

be roughly fixed as soon as possible and shall be 
announced by the Independence Preparatory Committee, 
together with the areas designated as the domain of 
the new nation.

"(4) The polity, political system, Trame of 
the country and the scope of the citizens shall be 
established by public opinion.

"(5) Through the policy concerned with the 
Independence, efforts shall be made to promote the 
race-consciousness of the people, and to make thorn 
contribute toward the complete prosecution of the war. 
Measures shall be taken to prevent with all efforts, 
any hindrance to operations and preparations.

"(6) The execution of this policy at the 
actual place shall be entrusted entirely to the hands 
of the army there."

yrc call the witness, îTr jor de '"’eerd.
TF’E PRESIDENT: ’"ell, it is net Tforthybll-e

swearing this witress in tonight. “
’"e will adjourn until half past nine tomorrow

morning.
("hereupon, at 1555.» 'r adjourn

ment was taken until Friday, 6 December 194h, 
at 0930.)

I
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